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II^TEODUOTIO]^.

HISTORICAL.

It seems probable that the deleterious qualities of poisonous

plants and the effects of the bites of venomous reptiles must

have been recognized by prehistoric man at a time long ante-

dating the historical period. The most ancient writings which

have come down to us, if they deal with things medical, indi-

cate a knowedge of toxicology in the early civilization of Egypt
and India. Duteil

'

has interpreted a passage in an extremely

ancient pap5"rus in the Louvre as follows: "Speak not of the

name of J. A. O. under the penalty of the peach," from which

it would be difficult to draw any other inference than that the

Egyptian priests were ac(i[uainted with the preparation of a

poisonous substance (hydrocyanic acid) from peach leaves or

kernels with which those who betrayed the secrets of the priest-

hood were destroyed. The papyrus Ebers" also makes mention

of both mineral and vegetable poisons (lead, antimony, copper,

opium, hyoscyamus) without, however, referring to their poi-

sonous qualities.

The translations of the early Sanskrit medical writings con-

tained in the Ayur-Veda (c«. B.C. 000?) and the commentaries

thereupon (Shastras) of Charaka and Sushruta {ca. B.C. GOO?)

which have been made by Wise,' indicate an extensive knowl-

edge of poisons among the Hindus of that early period. The

Ayur-Veda contained a division treating of the administration

of antidotes for poisons, and of the prevention of the effects

of the diseases produced by mineral, vegetable, and animal poi-

sons, and by the bites of venomous serpents, insects, etc. The

Shastras of Charaka and Sushruta contain sections devoted to

poisons and their antidotes (kalpa, panata) in which the actions

' Flandiu : "Tr. d. Poisons," Par.,
'

"Papyros Ebers,'' Joachim. Ber-

1846, i., 81; Hoefer, "Hist. d. 1. lin. 1890.

Cliimie," Par., 1843, i., 226. ^
«Co,„„iPi,tary on the Hindu Sys-

tem of Medicine,
"
T. A. Wise, Cal-

cutta, 1845.
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of vpp'talili', animal, aiul niiinM-al jxiisons arodosoribiHl,' iiicliul-

int; a lurid aivount o( alroholir intoxication, and tlio followiiii;,

which \vi> (|uoto to show that criminal poisoning was then

guardi'tl against :

It is ncvossiiry for the practitionor to have a kuowledge of thosynij)-

toms of tlio ditVoront iKiisoiis and their antidotes. As the enemies of

the Kaj.'i. I>a*l women, and unLrrateful servants sonietimes mix jjoison

with fiKKl. On this account tlie cciok sliouUl he of good family, virtu-

ous, faithful, and not covetous, nor sul)jeet to anger, pride, or laziness,

riie praetitioner should have like qualities, with an intimate

knowledjrc of jKiisons; and should exanuue the food to he oaten by a

Kajji in the cookiiiLT room. This should he large, airy, light, and .sur-

nnnuied with faithful servants, and no one should ho allowed to enter

unless he is tirst examined. ... A per.son who gives poison may be

recognized . lie does not answer questions, or they are evasive answers ;

he sjM^aks nonsense. ru])S the great toe along the ground, and shivers
;

his face is discolored ; he rubs the roots of the hair with his iingers ;

and he tries by every means to leave the house. The food which is

susiH'cted should be fii-st given to certain animals, and if they die, it

is to be avoided."

Apart from references to the venom of serpents,^ Mosaic

history contains but few allusions to poison,'"' but it is not

probable that the Hebrews during the Egyptian captivity failed

to acquire some knowledge of the action of poisons. The "
bitter

water"
* and " water of gall,"

'"

used by the Hebrews as an ordeal

and for punishment, must have contained some poison, at least

in those cases in which it possessed any efficacy,*

The Greeks at a very early period were acquainted with the

action of poisons and venoms. Homer relates that Ulysses
'

sought to obtain from Epln'ra a poison (<fa/>/j.a/.iiy d'^opotpovay) with

which to anoint his arrows; and, according to Ovid** the

arrows of Hercules were charged with the venom of the Ler-

neian serpent. It is from the use of poisons in this manner that

the word "toxicology," common to most modern languages, is

derived.' Hecate, the daughter of Perseus, is said by Diodorus

Siculus to have been skilled in the preparation of poisons; to

' Wise. 1. c, pp. 391-412. '• "Od.," i., 261.

Gen. iii. 15 ; Deut. xxxii. 24, 33. « "Metam.," ix., 158.

'See "Hierobotanicon." O. Cel- ^
Td^ov, a bow; ro^wdg, for the

sins. Upsala, 1745, i., 8, 78; ii., 23, bow; from which Dioscorides
119, 408. (Alexipli., xx.) derived the name

* Numbers v. 17-27. to^ik6v {oapiuiKov) to apply to the
^ Jeremiah ix. 14. poi,son with which the barbarians
* Cf. also Mark xvi. 18. smeared their arrows.
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have invented that called aconite/ and to have tested the virtues

of her preparations by mixing them with the food of her guests.

Having acquired great experience in the art, she poisoned her

husband. Her daughters, Circe and Medea, also became pro-

ficient in toxicology, and the former profited by her mother's

example, and removed her husband by the same means. ^ To

protect himself from the poisons and spells of Circe, Ulysses

obtained from Hermes an herb with black root and milk-white

flower, which acted as a narcotic.^

In the historical period there are numerous evidences of an

early knowledge of the action of poisons among the Greeks and

neighboring nations. It is related by Plutarch^ that Alexander

the Great (b.c. ooo) drank the medicine offered by his physi-

cian, Philip, and recovered, although he had been warned that

Philip had been bribed to poison him. Xenophon {ca. B.C.

400) relates that the use of poison was so frequent among the

Medes that is was an ancient custom for the cup-bearers to

taste of the wine before presenting it to the king, and that

among the Persians the children were instructed in the proper-

ties of plants that they might know which were deleterious.^

Of the fifteen orations of Antiphon (born ca. B.C. 480) one was

in the matter of an accusation of poisoning.
*

Among the Athe-

nians an indictment for poisoning ((f^p/j^^xifv t^el <fap!iay.i'.a'5Ypa(pii)

was tried before the Areiopagus, and a malicious intent was a

necessary ingredient of the crime, for which the punishment
was death. Women appear to have been most addicted to the

crime of poisoning in the Grecian period, as they are at the

present time.' The earliest works extant, treating specially of

poisons, are the
" Theriaca" and "

Alexipharmaca" of Nicander,
written between B.C. 185 and B.C. 135," which, although con-

' Whether this was tlie plant uow
known under this name, or some
other (possibly conium) is not
known. The Latin writers used the
word to refer to poisonous plants in

general (Virgil, "Geor. ," ii., 152).
^ Diodorus Siculus, "Hist.," iv.

,

45.
^ ' Od. ,

"
X. , .305

; V. , 236. Theoph-
rastus and Dioscorides consider this

H(j1v to have been a species of gar-
lic. Pliny, "Hist. Nat.," xxv.. 8.

* "Vit. Alexandri," c. 19.
^
"Cyropa?dia,

"
i., 3; viii., S.

'
Kar;/^ o/j/a (papficiKetac Kara r//f /jrirpv-

tu(:.

' See the oration of Antiphon
above, and Kennedy, Smith's "Dic-

tionary of Greek and Roman Anti-

quities," London, 1870, p. 895;
Friedreich's "Bl. f. ger. Anthrop. ,"

1850, i., 65; 1853, i., 40; 1854, ii.,

32, 78.
** Poems in hexameter verse. The

QriptciKa of nearly a thousand lines,

and the 'A?i£Si<pdp/inKa of more than
six hundred lines.
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taiiiiii}^ much that is falmlous, st'i tortli ><> w ide a knowii'd",^' of

thi« i'lYivt.s of many vi'j^etal)le, animal, and mineral poisons that

it is im|K>s8ihlo to douht that tiu- work of Nicandor was hut tho

oxprcsi»iun in jKX'tioal form of information previously obtained

by an extensive experienee with tlie agents whose effects be de-

scribes, probal)ly by t)thers whoso writings, if such existed,

have been lost. Indeed, tlio
"
History of Plants" of Tlieo-

pbnistus,' written about H.r. ;5<i(>, contains many references to

the |H)isonous as well as tho medicinal action of the vegetable

jKtisons, including most of those mentioned by Nicander.

Ilendock was used among tlio Greeks for the execution of

criminals, both at Athens and at Marseilles,'^ then a Greek

colony,' and was the means of execution of Socrates, B.C. d-MK*

It is also related by Valerius Maximus '"

that the senate of Mar-

seilles kept hemlock at the disposal of those who wished to de-

stroy themselves for reasons which the senate deemed to be ade-

(piate. In B.C. 317 Olympias, widow of Philip of Macedon,

having captured her rival Eurj'dice, sent to the latter in her

prison a sword, a rope, and a cup of hemlock with orders to

choose her mode of death."

"The Materia Medica" of Dioscorides, written in the first

century of our era,' which, with the commentary of Matthio-

lus
" remained the standard work upon the subject down to the

sixteenth century, contained a treatise on poisons and their

antidotes."

'

Jlepi oiTow laropin. The best edi-

tions are those of Bodji^us a Stapel,
fol., Amstelod., 1644, and Schnei-
der. .5 vols.. Lips., 1818-21.

• Cicuta quoque venenum est pu-
blica Atheniensium poena invisa,
ad niulta tanien usus non omittendi.

Pliny, "Hist. Nat," xxv., 9.";.

•'Valerius Max., ii., fi.

•
Diogenes Laertius, ii. Whether

the poison by wliich Socrates was
destroyed was in fact coniura macu-
latiim was a question among the ear-
lier toxicologists. Wepfer ("Hist.
Cicut. Aquat. ," vi. Ed., Basil.,
IfiTO, p. r,) gives a full account of
the controversy. The evidence ap-
pears to be in favor of the affirma-

tive, as is shown by Schultze
("Toxicologia Veterum,

"
Halle,

1788, p. .34, s. 2.

'" Lib. xxi., cap. 0.
•^ Diodorus, xix.. 11; Justin.,

xiv., 5; ^Elian, V. H., xiii., :3G.
'

The first Greek edition, fol.,

Veuet., 1499, ap. Aldum Manu-
tiuni

;
the first Latin translation,

attributed to Petrus Aponensis, fol.,

Colle, 1478. Of tiie numerous later

editions probably the best is that of

Saracenus, fob, Francof., l-jOS.
^ First published in Italian, 1.544.

Many later editions in Laiin, of
which the most esteemed is that of

Venice, 1.565, fol.
" Printed as the sixth book, ^rpl

(h// T/rrfpiuv oap/uiKuv, in the Aldine,
1499, 1.518, Cologne, 1529, and Paris,

1.549, editions ; and in that of Sara-
cenus as separate treatises, "Ale.xi-

pharmaca" and "Theriaka. "
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The search for antidotes was probably coeval with the dis-

covery of the deleterious effects of poisons. The earliest refer-

ence to the use of a counter-poison is that to the imuao of Homer,

already referred to. Theophrastus and Nicander also direct

what remedies shall be used to combat the effects of poisons.

It was in the first century B.C., however, that the idea of an-

tagonizing the action of one poison by another, or by habitua-

tion, was first developed. According to Galen,' Zopyrus, a

physician of Alexandria, invented an antidote which he recom-

mended to Mithridates, king of Pontus,; and Celsus refers to a

similar composition which the same physician prepared for one

of the Ptolemies. The extended acquaintance of Mithridates

with the action of poisons and of their antidotes is frecpiently

referred to in classical literature, and it is related that when

(in B.C. Go) he wished to connnit suicide, his constitution had

been so long inured to antidotes that poison had no effect upon
him and he was compelled to have a mercenary dispatch him with

his sword." The Mithridatic antidote is described by Celsus' as

consisting of thirty-six ingredients. As, according to Pliny,"

Pompey caused a translation of the work of Mithridates on

poisons to be made by Lenaeus, it is not improbable that the

Mithridatic served as a model for the
" Theriac" of Andro-

machus, and the numerous other theriacs and alexipharmacs,

the use of which continued down to the beginning of the eigh-

teenth centur}'.

The earliest reference to criminal poisoning in Roman his-

tory was in B.C. ;>51, when about twenty matrons, including

Cornelia and Sergia, were surprised in the act of preparing a

poison, wdiich they were compelled by the magistrates to drink,

and thus perished. Following this, other matrons to the num-

ber of one hundred and seventy were convicted.* In B.C. 184

the praetor was directed by the senate to investigate cases of

poisoning (de veneficiis (piperere) growing out of the baccha-

1 "De Antid.," ii., 8, vol. xiv., p. Celsus, v., 23. Galen, "De
150. Ed. Kiihn aud Celsus, v. 23, Antid.." ii., 9, .says fortv-four, aud
8. 3, p. 94. Pliuv, "Hist. Nat.," xxix., 8, fifty-

•^Appiau, "Mithridiit.," 107-111; four.

Dion Cass., xxxvii., 3, 11-13: -> "Hist. Nat.," xxv. , 3.

Plut., "Pompey, "41; Pliny, "Hist. *
Livy, viii., 18; Val. Max., ii.,

Nat.,"' XXV., 3; Gellius, "Noct. 5,6.3.
Att.," xvii., 16. Also Martial:

Profecit poto Mitliridates sappe veueno,
Toxica ne possent sseva nocere sibi.
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nalijiM orjjit's, juul iit U.i'. IS" aiiotln'r likr iii\ cstiLratidii was

iliriH-tt'«l iluriiijj: tlio jtroviih'iu-t' of a j'osliloiuc, In Imtli a yifat

uuinU>r of |H>rstins woro ooiivii'tt'il.'

Tlio first IrLjisliitivo fiiactiiu'iit sj)ecilic-ally ivlatiny; ti) llio

frimo of jHiisttiiinLj was tho Lex Cornelia do Sicariis ot V^onu-

tiois, passftl l>_v
tlio dictator Sulla in it.c. S'i, wliich conl iiiiicd

it! fortv, with some intulitications, nntil tiio fall of tho cniitire.

Tin* inuiishnuMit provided was (Icporhdio in I nsiihun and coii-

Hscation of proin-rty if tlu> prisoner was of high rank, and ex-

|x^siiR» to wiiil animals if of low degree. A later jjrovision

made tho law applicable to druggists (pignientarii) who care-

lossly adniinist»>red poisons, and to women who, even without

evil intent, administered j)oison to produce conception, if the

pei^son to whom it was given died. Women so convicted were

punished by banishment.'^ In the legislation of Justinian poi-

s«>ning was regarded as a more heinous crime than murder b}'

violent means.'

Although many of the suspected poisonings during the later

yeai-s of the Ki'public and the Empire mentiojied in Koman
literature were undoubtedl}' false accusations or mere suspi-

cions, the verj- prevalence of the fear and imputation of poison-

ing, indicates a widespread popular knowledge of the action of

poisons and readiness to use them, which is further proved to

have existed at that period by a great number of murders by

poison, the historical proof of w4iich cannot be questioned.

Livia, the wife of Augustus, was strongely suspected of

having poisoned Marcellus, the son of Octavia, and Caius and

Lucius, the children of Julia, and of having even hastened the

death of Augustus by administration of poison in a.d. 14, to

secure the succession to her son Tiberius,* who was believed to

have compassed the death of Germanicus by poison in a.d. r.>,

with the aid of Cn. Piso and his wife Plancina.^ In this con-

nection Tacitus also states that in a.d. 50 Martina, a notorious

poisoner (famosa venefica), and the favorite of Plancina, w^as

sent to Rome for trial, but died suddenly on her arrival at

Brundisium." During the reign of Tiberius, Sejanus seduced
' Livv. xxxix., 8, 38. 41 : xl.. 37. •» Dion Cass., liii., 33.

Marc i an, Dig. 48, tit. 8, s. 3; ^Tac, "Ann.," ii.,73: iii., 16;
Inst. 4. tit. IS, s. o. Plinv, "Hist. Nat.," xi., 71.

^ Plu.s est homineni exstinguere *"Ann.,"ii., 7; iii., 7.

vpneno. quanioccidere gladio. Dig.
xlviii. y ; iv., 3.
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Livia, the wife of Driisus, the son of the emperor, and with her

aid and that of the physician Eudemus, caused the death of

Drusus by poison administered by Lygdus in a.d. 23. The facts

were only brought to light eight years later upon the informa-

tion of Apicata, the wife of Sejanus, supported by the confes-

sions, under torture, of Eudemus and Lygdus.'
It is stated that Caligula left a large chest tilled with several

sorts of poisons, which being, at the command of Claudius,
thrown into the sea not long after the death of Caligula, the

waters were so infected thereb}^ that there died abundance of

fish.'^

Agrippina and her son Nero, aided by Locusta and Xeno-

phon, made elaborate studies in experimental toxicolog}' u})on

the human subject, and applied the knowledge so gained to the

removal of Crispus Passienus, the second husband of Agrippina,
the emperor Claudius, Domitia, and Britannicus. Locusta was
executed imder Galba.'

One of the most masterly of the orations of Cicero was in

defence of A, Cluentius Habitus^ (B.C. GG), accused bj- Oppi-

anicus, son of Statins Albius, of three distinct acts of poisoning,
two of which had proved successful, of which accusation he was

acquitted. Cluentius himself had previously (B.C. 74) accused

Statins Albius of an attempt to poison him, and, it was claimed,
had secured his conviction by bribery of the jndices. lu his

defence Cicero also accuses Statins Albius and Sassia, the

mother, and one of the accusers of Cluentius, of having poisoned

Cluentia, a former wife of Albius, and also makes a counter-

charge against another accuser of his client, Clodia, the wife of

Q. Met. Celer, that she had poisoned her husband, and further,

refers to a physician, Clodius, as having been employed by

Oppianicus to poison his grandmother, Din?ea.

It is rarely that the nature of the poison used is referred to

by Greek or Roman writers. The word "aconitum," as used

by Juvenal, Martial, and others, applies to any form of vege-
table poison, but in one passage of Pliny it is specially applied

•Sueton., "Tib.," 62; Tacit., Dion Cass., Ix., 34
; Ixiv., 3

; Jur.,
"Ann.," iv., 3, 8, 11. i., 71.

'^

Platiua, "Lives of the Popes,"
^ Pro Clueutio. See also Blair,

Ed. Rycaut, p. 2.
" Lectures on Rhetoric,

" New York,
•Tacitus, "Ann.,"xii., 61, 66, 67; 1829, pp. 398-311.

xiii., 15, 19 ; Suetonius, "Nero, "33 ;
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U> a certain plant. ( '. rapiiius ( 'arl»n is saiil to liavi' roiiuiiitttd
suicidi' l>y <'aiitliari(l<'>- in ii.c. ll'.». and his lirotlicr. Cn. I'api-

riu9 Cnrlni. ilostroyeil hinisclf in r. c. ll'J with a "sdlution df

vitriol" (atramontuin sut«»riinn).' IMiny states thatopinm was

frt»«jiuMitly usoil as a nioans ol" snicide, and cites a s|i('( itic in-

stanoo in tlu> caso of I'ost. lac Carina.' Tlic hlodd dl" the ox

is rt'ptitod as puisonous by ^sicaiidiT and J)i()sc()rides, and

.•Ks<in was said to havo liocii t'orcinl to kill himself hy drinking
of it.' KitluT tlu' afri>unt is fabulous, or, as seems more ])ro])-

able, tlio jHiisonons tinality of j)utrid blood was recognized, par-

ticularly as NicandiT refers to
"
black

"
blood. At a much later

jXM-iod (A.I>. 'MU) the death of the Emperor Jovian was jn'obably

the subject of the lirst historical reference to poisoning by car-

Intn monoxid.''

That permission to commit suicide by poison was granted

during the Empire, as at Athens, is evident by the case of Eu-

phnites. who, having reached an advanced age, asked and ob-

tained of Hadrian the permission to put an end to him.self bj^

jx)ison.'

Simulation of poisoning was not unkown among the Ro-

mans, as Pliny' relates that Drusus (B.C. 01) drank goat's blood

that the pallor so produced might aid in substantiating his ac-

cusation of poisoning against his brother-in-law, Caepio.

During the interval between the division of the Roman Em-

pire (A.D. 364) and the Renaissance, a period of a thousand

years, toxicological science, so far as methods of detection and

symptomatolog}- are concerned, made no step in advance, and

the armamentarium of the poisoner was only slightly extended

liy the addition of a few new forms of poisons already known,
such as white arsenic, and other chemical compounds discov-

' "Hist. Nat.,'" xxvii., 2. Tliis tor objecit. Ilinc ilia atrox pero-
passagealsoreferstoa metliodof ad- ratio ejus in digituin.
ministration which has been very

'•'

Scliniitz, in Smith's "
Diet. ," i.,

rarely imitated in modern times: 610, 611.

Sedantifjnoriim ciirani diligentiam- ^"Hist. Nat. ,"xx., 76.

que quis possit satis venenari, cum ''Nicand., "Alexiph.," 312;
constet omnium venenorum ocys- Diosc, "Alexiph.," cap. xxv.

;

simum esi^e aconitnm, et tactis Diod, Sic, iv., 50. See also Pliny,
quoque genitalibus freminini sex- "Hi.st. Nat. ," xxvii i. , 41.

us aninialium eodem die inferre ''Plate in Smiths "Diet," ii.,

mortem? Hoc tuit venenum, (juo 615; HotTmann, "Op. Omn.," i.,

interemtas dormientes a Calpurnio 229. Gibl)on, iii., 233.

Bestia uxores M. Caecilius accusa- '' Dif)n Cass., Ixix. , 8.

'' "Hist. Nat.," xxvii)., 41.
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ered by the Greek and Arabian alchemists. The history of this

period is lacking in that precision which is essential to distin-

guish between mere suspicion of poisoning in cases of sudden

death of prominent persons and deaths truly attributable to

poison. Yet there is no lack of supposed poisonings, although
less concealed methods of disposing of obnoxious persons were

more freely resorted to than during the comparatively civilized

period of the Roman Empire. An indication of the customs of the

times is to be found in the methods of termination of the reigns
of the eighty-three emperors of the East from Valens (a.d. oG-t)

to Constantine XII. (obi it a.d. l-tSo) ;
of these, thirty-nine died

from causes presumably natural, seventeen by assassination,

four were killed in battle, two by accident, seven by poison,'

and fourteen were disposed of by confinement in monasteries.

Constantine the Great is said to have caused the death of

his son Crispus in A.D. o'^C), either "by the hand of the execu-

tioner or by the more gentle operation of poison."
'" Nino of the

successors of Charlemagne as emperors of the Holy Roman

Empire, anterior to the accession of the house of Austria in

1438, died from the effects of poison."

Of the Popes of Rome, up to the close of Platina's history,

at the death of Paul II. in 1471, five are said to have died of

poison.* In the
" Acta Sanctorum" of the Bollandists are many

' Constantiue III., a.d. (541, by ily in 1152; Heurv VI. by his wife
his stepmother, Martina (Gibbon, Constance, in IIOT; Frederick II.

"Rom. Emp. ," ed. Smith, London. by an illegitimate son, in 1250;
1862, vi., 7;^) ; Leo IV., a.d. 780 Conrad IV., according to some by
(Robertson, "Hist. Christ. Church," orders of tlie Pope, according to

ii., 151); Constantine VII., a.d. others his physician, John Maurus,
959. by his son, Romanus II., at the of Saleruum, administered an ene-

instigation of his wife Theophano, ma containing powdered diamond
who, four years later, a.d. 9(53, poi- and scammony, in treatment for a
soned her husband as she had his fa- fever, whereof he died in 1254;
ther (Smith, "Diet. Biogr. ," i., 840; Henry VII. by poison administered
iii., 656, 657; Gibbon, I.e., vi., 103, in the sacrament by monks at the

104) ; Zimisces, a.d. 975 (Gibbon, instigation of Robert, King of

I.e., vi., 107; Smith, "Diet.," i., Naples in 1313 (lufessura, Diari-

469) ;
Romanus III., a.d. 1034, by um, ed. Eccard. "Corp. Hist. Med.

his wife Zoe (Gibbon, Z.c. , vi., 109; Aevi.," ii., 1866. Platiua, "Lives
Smith, "Diet.," iii., 657) ; Henry of the Popes," ed. Rycaut, p. 304) ;

A.D. 1216 (Smith,
"
Diet. ," ii., 382). Guuther, poisoned by a phvsician

-' Gibbon, ii., 352. of Frankfort in 1319. (See Hoefer,
^Charles the Bald (II.) by a He- "Biog. gen.," passim. )

brew physician, Sedecias, in 877; •• Joim XIV.
,
984 (Robertson, /.o.,

Otho II. at Ronle in 983 ; Otho III. ii., 419); Clement II., 1046,

by Stephanie, widow of Crescen- (Platiua, ed. Rycaut, p. 201 ; Rol)-

tius, in 1002 (Robertson, /. c.
, ii., ertson. I.e., ii., 550) ; DamasusIL,

435) : Conrad III., bv Roger of Sic- 1048 (Robertson, ibid) ; Victor III.,
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n'foroiK'os to instaiuH's o( jiDisoning wliirli li;ivi' been collectt'd

1"\ .Marx.'

Kosamoiul, widow of Alhimi, kiii!^ of Paimonia, whust.- iniii-

iliM- by H»'linii"liis slit» lia»l instigakMl, sought to poison lu-r

cunfotloralo. in .^Tri. \\ ith poison in wino. lie drank half, ami,

fiH'ling till' I'lYects, roiiijii'lU>d her 1o drink tli(> I'dnaiiidc^-, so

that in a fi'w hours both came to llair rml.

C'hiliU'lKMt. Kini^ of Anstrasia, was j)oisoned in T)!)!), cilljcr by
his mother HrnidiiUU' or by Fridogonde, qucon of the Franks.

The life of tho l.iiitr "(onld bo summarized in a, chronological

table of assiissi nations by steel or poison"; tho forinci- was ac-

custnl «)f iiavinijj poisoned her i4;randson, Thierry, and of having
nnn-«lered ten kings or sons of kings.'

In the tn-st years of the twelfth century Bertrade, wife of

Philip 1. ^<( France, attempted to poison her stepson, afterward

Lvtuis ^'l., who escaped death by a miracle, and sufiCered long
from the effects of the poison.''

Early in the thirteenth century King John of England is

said to have caused tlK> death of Maud Fitzwalter in the Tower
of Loudon by a poisoned egg."'

The Register of the Chatelet at Paris, under date of July
2"2d, 1390, contains an account of the examination of one Jehan
le Porchier, accused of intent to poison the king (Charles VI.).''

Charles the Bad (II.) of Navarre is said to have been well

versed in alchemy and toxicology. Godefroy of St. Denis and
Juvenal Ursiuus recite the directions given by Charles to a

minstrel, Woudreton, that he shall purchase "sublimed arsenic,"

which he will find in the shops of the apothecaries, and poison
the King of France (Charles VI.), his brother, and two uncles,

by mixing it with their food or drink. Woudreton was caj)-

tured and executed in 1384.'

In the writings of physicians during the middle ages are in-

1087 (Platina, 21-); Robertson, ii.,
• Hoefer, "Biogr. geii."; Pni-

668); Benedict XI. (or X.), 1303, dhoninie, "Crimes des Reines de
anfessura, I. c, ii., 186.5). An France," Par., 1791, p. 83.

attempt was also made to poison
= Dixon, "Her Majesty's Tower,

"

Eugene IV. in 1432. (Infessura, I. London, 1869, i., 46.

c. ii., 1876; Platina. I. c. , 358.) •'Introduction, vol. i., xiii.
' "Lehre von den Giften," Gott. ,

'' Hoefer, "Histoire de la Cliimie,
1827, p. 38. ex Mangin, Poisons," p. 36. For

'•'

Machiavelli, "Hist. Florence," other instances of poisoning during
ed. Bohn, p. 12. this period, see Marx, "Gifte,

"
i..

^
Thierry. "Recits Merovigniens." 42, seq.
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dications in varied forms showing that criminal poisoning was

certainly not a lost art. Thus Oribasius includes in the elab-

orate collection of earlier medical writers, which he prepared at

the command of Emperor Julian (a.D. 361), a chapter on poi-

sons, the brevity of which is accounted for by the statement

that the dissemination of the knowledge of the action of poisons

would be an aid to the commission of crime.' The same view

was not entertained by Aetius of Amida, physician to Jus-

tinian I., who wrote in the middle of the sixth centurj', and

described the poisons then known, chiefl}- those alreadj^ men-

tioned by Nicander and Dioscorides, and their effects and anti-

dotes.^ The fifth book of the "de Arte medendi," of Paulus

^gineta {circa a.d. <)5(>), treats in the first twenty-six

chapters of venoms and in the remaining forty of poisons," and

is practically a transcript of Dioscorides.

From the middle of the seventh century to the rise of the

school of Salernum in the beginning of the eleventh century,

was a period practically without contributions to medical litera-

ture b}" Cliristian writers, although several Arab physicians of

note lived in the tenth and eleventh centuries, whose works con-

tain more or less of toxicological interest, particularly with ref-

erence to substances having poisonous (qualities, such as cor-

rosive sublimate and white arsenic, which had l)een discovered

by the Arabian and Greek alchemists. The eighth book of the
" Almansor" *

of Rliazes (ob. 933 or 933) treats of poisons and

antidotes. Corrosive sublimate is described as being highly poi-

sonous, while liquid mercury was found non-toxic in an experi-

ment upon a monkey. In the " Liber Regius of Haly Abbas" *

(ob. 994) directions are given for the treatment of poisoning.

Avicenna (980-1037) wrote at length concerning poisons, their

action and antidotes." His death was due to a heroic treatment

to which he subjected himself, accelerated by a mithridatic con-

taining an excess of opium. The work of Serapion the Younger
{circa 1070), which is a compilation from previous writers, con-

' De venenis neque tutunj est iu- ^ Tetrabiljlion IV., serm. i., 10,

definite scribere, neque memorise 45-81.
literiiriim commendare omnes cura- ^ Ed. Basil., fol., 15:32, pp. 304-
tiones neque nocumeuta, qua3 quis- 331.

quis ex eis nasci dicit, siquidem *"Lilier medicinalis Almanso-
qui haic doceat, eausam scelestis ris."

prsehebit, ut multa mala faciat 'Lib. iv.
,

c. 38.

("Deloc. affect.," iv., 63).
'' "Kanon," lib. ii., iv.
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tjiins inwcli ot' t.ixiiMlo^ical iiiicrost. Hi> describes mix Noiuica,

but iUk»m iu>l n-t'iT tt> its Ictaiiic a<'ti('ii, iiiciit ions (lie (U'pilatury

mill o<rlian>tic iniwiTiif arsenic trisiillid ((laKMi), and diKCUSHOS

the boz«vir and its \ irtuf as a unixcrsal aididote.'

Several Araliian and l"]iiro|K'an nu'dical writers diirini;- tlic

twelftlj, thirttH'iitli, and fourteiMith Cfntni-ics described the ac-

tions t>f jH)isons and antidotes; amoiiLC otlicrs, Johannes Actu-

nrius, Averrlio«^s (o/;. I'.Mh;), ]\raiinonides (o6. I'ios), Nicholaus

Pr;e|>osit»is, and (Jilbertus Aiighis. A ftnv also coiitributcMl.

BiHvial treatises upon jioisons; Petrus of Abano (1250-1320) ;

Arnaldus t>f \'illanova ("/*. i;il4); Antonius Guainierius {oh.

144:)), and Santis de Ardoynis (1424-2(i).

With the l^enaissanco in Ital}' poisonint;^ became an art,

practised for private vengeance or cupiditv, or ])olitical murder
at the procurement of states as well as individuals. During
the tifteenth century no less than fourteen editions of the " De
Venenis" of Abano were printed, the rarity of all of which is

additional testimony of their popular use.

The despot of that period
''

protected his bedchamber with a

picked guard, and watched his meat and drink lest they should

be poisoned," and "no one believed in the natural death of a

prince; princes must be poignarded or poisoned" (S3"monds).
C)f the long list of poisonings of prominent persons during the

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, a few may be cited as exam-

ples: Polissena, the first wife of Francesco Sforza, and her little

girl were poisoned by her aunt; Gian Galeazzo Sforza was poi-
soned in 1494 b}- his uncle, Ludovico; Cardinal I})polito di Medici

was poisoned by his brother, Alessandro, in 1535, who also

caused the death of the poet Berni by the same means in 1530;
Antonio Fiziraga was poisoned at Lodi in 1402; Biordo Miche-

lotti was stabbed between the shoulders with a poisoned dagger
by his relative, the abbot of S. Pietro, in 1410; a princess of the

house of Este was poisoned by her husband in 14!t3 to prevent her

poisoning him ;
while Lucchino Visconti was plotting to murder

his wife, Isabella Fieschi, she succeeded in poisoning him in

1349; Gian Galeazzo Visconti poisoned his uncle Bernabo in

1385; Pietro Riario, Cardinal of San Sisto, died at Rome in

' " De siniplicium modinaniento- animals) continnfd in vogue as an
rum historia." Venet., 1552, iv.,|16; antidote until the beginning of the
vi.,6; vi., 31. The bezoar (calculi eighteenth century. (See Marx,
from the intestines of herbivorous '"Gifte,

" 210-211.
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1474, poisoned, it is alleged, by the Venetians
;
Louisa Strozzi

was killed by a corrosive poison in 1534:
; Ladislas, King of

Naples, died in 1414 from the effects of a poison, which a phy-

sician of Perugia had placed upon the lips of his daughter, the

king's mistress; Leo X. (Medici) died suddenly in 15-21, and,

according to the testimony of physicians, by poison. The his-

torian Guicciardini, in an essay upon the form of government
to which Florence was best suited, speaks of the manner in

which tyrants should be dealt with as follows :

" The one true

remedy would be to destroy and extinguish them (the tyrants)

so utterly that not a vestige should remain, and to employ for

this purpose the poignard or poison, as may be most convenient;

otherwise the least surviving spark is certain to cause trouble

and annoyance for the future."
'

That political murder by poison was considered as quite legi-

timate in Italy at that time is evidenced by the contents of the

secret archives of the Council of Ten at Venice, which have

been published by Lamansky :

'

The second minute in the collection, under date of May 24th, 1419, is

an agreement of the Council to a proposition of Miehaletus Mudacio to

poison Sigismund, King of Hungary, for a specified reward, and that

poison shall be furnished him for the purpose. This Mudacio seems

to have played a douljle game witli the Council, for after experiments

with alleged poisons found to be harmless, and several discussions in

the Council concerning him in 1419, 1420, and 1432, the desired end

was not attained, and Sigisnmnd died a natural death in 1437.* The

third ejitry in the record, September 23d, 1419, relates to an offer by the

Archbishop of Trebizonde to procure the death by poison of Marsilius.

of Cai'rara, which was accepted and payment of fifty ducats ami a

horse ordered. In ll.^O, December 2d, "the Council received a jjoison in

the shape of balls, prepared at their express order, and killing by its odor

alone, when thrown into the fire. A distinguished per.son, discreet

and intelligent, subject of another state, having offered his services to

poison Count Fi*ancesco Sforza,^ with only the condition that the

poison should l)e furnished him, the Council, in view of the advan-

tages which the State might gain from the death of the Count, decrees

' For poisoaings in Italy at this Ma 'hiavelli, Guicciardini, Sis-

period, other than tlie Borgiau, see nioudi, Varchi,_Infessura.
Svmonds, "Renaissance in Italv." ^ "Secrets d'Etat de Venise," St.

i.
; Roscoe, "Life of Leo X". ;" Petersburg, 1884.

"Histoire des Papes," Paris, 1843- = See also Lamansky, I. c. , p. 159.

44 ; and tlie historians of the period :

^ Sforza died of dropsy March 8th,

146G.

IV. -2
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that (ho olTivts of tin* poison shall Im- previously tostotl iiixm n iiti-.son

*'oiult»miu«d to dratli." Tlif suiiir niatlcr was fnrthiM" discussrtl l»y the

foimoil tlurini; ' l-"'! •*'•*», uiid inalttTs scoin to havo boon ))r('ssin^'- in

tM'plonihor anil Novonihor, 1 ir>."i, when llio la.st n'lViH'ncos to llui ))ro-

jtK*t ini|M>80 tho condition that it shall bo cxccntod in Dccoinboi-.

Ajjidn. Aupiist 21th, lltVl, it accepts a ])i'oposition of a Majuial Sai-

donn. to poison tln> Sultan Mahoinot II. foi* a stated eoniponsalion.'
liuler date of Noveinl>er r>th, 1177, the Council records its acce|)tan(e
of the pi"oiK)sition of Iiisho]> Kaditch, to cause tlio poisoning' of JSanzach

and Isniael, two Tiu'kish generals then besieging' Croya. For this ser-

vice a pecuniary coini)ensation is agreed upon, partly in the form of a

IxMision "until by the inti'rcession of the Council witli the Po])e, the lat-

t«*r shall have given liiin (the bishop) a benefice." Again, Jainuiiy l-lth,

147S-79, it accepts the proposition of one Lazarus, "the Turk," to poi-

son the wells from which the Paslia and his army take their water; and
orders that jniison in sutlici(>nt quantity be sent hiiu. June 27th, 1492,

the Council acce])ts an oiler of one Jacob of Venice, to poison a sea-cap-

tain, Barbetta. who had gone over to the Turks. February l.'3th, 15 11-15,

oi-ders are sent to the Count of Lessina to poison or otherwise assassi-

nate tho Tui'k Kara-Musta])ha. On December 20th, 1525, the Council

took measures to avoid awkward complications arising from the mis-

dii-ection of certain lettei*s relating to poisoning. April 27th, 1527, it

deliberates over an offer on the part of Don BabodeNaldo to poison the

Duke of Bourbon. October 29th, 1562, the Council orders the rectors

of Zara to cause the death of a prisojier, Camillo Pecchiari, by a poison
which the}' sent for the purpose, and which they direct to be given in

small and repeated doses, that the death may appear to be due to dis-

ease. March 27tli, 1563, orders are sent to the Venetian agent in Con-

stantinople, to cause the death of a dragoman, suspected of treachery,

by poison. September 20th, 1 564, the Council sends letters denying that

it caused the poisoning of Giordano-Orsini. May 12th, 1568, the de-

struction of a wounded prisoner, hy the application of poison to his

wound by the barber having charge of him, is ordered. February 5th,

1570-71, the Council sent a chest of poison to the proveditor in Dal-

matia, with orders to ])oison the wells and springs from which the

enemies of the Republic take their water. At various times during
1574-86 the Council discusses the cases of two Turkish captains,

finallj- causing their death by poison, and sending insti-uctions to its

representative at Constantinople to ascribe then- deaths to disease.

June 3d, 1592, the Council suggests to its envoy at Constantinople,
that he poison a di-agoman in his employ, whose faithfulness it

doubts. During the seventeenth century the secret archives continue

to refer frequently to the poisoning of enemies of the Re])ublic. In-

deed, as late as December 16th, 1755, the Council finds that the poisons

' Mahomet died May 3d, 14S1.
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in its collection are in great disorder, and orders the Inquisitors to put
them in a more safe and serviceable condition.

That the Council at an early date sought to prevent the too vulgar
use of poisons is shown by a law passed by it in 1410, in which apothe-
caries are forbidden under severe penalties to give or sell poisons to any

person without an order trom the judges.'

Three recipes for the preparation of poison are preserved as

"secreta secretissima" in the archives under date of 1540-44.

One of these shows the poison to have consisted of a mixture of

corrosive sublimate, white arsenic, arsenic trisuliid, and ar-

senic trichlorid, prepared by sublimation."

Of the numerous murders committed by Pope Alexander VI.

(1492-1503) and his son, Caesar Borgia, many were by poison.

The unfortunate Zizim, or Djem, son of Mahomet II., who had

sought refuge at Rome from his brother Bajazet, was poisoned
between Rome and Naples by Alexander in 14'J5, for a consid-

eration of 300,000 ducats paid by the Sultan. Agnelli, bishop
of Cosenza, was poisoned in 1407 by Caesar, who also caused

the poisoning of the Bishop of Cette, in France, 1498, and that

of his own near relative, Giovanni Borgia, in 1500. At least

five cardinals, Giambattista Orsino; Ferrera, Cardinal of Mo-

dena; Michiel, Cardinal St. Angelo; and the Cardinals of

Capua and Verona, were removed by poison between 1495 and

1503, to satisfy the rapacity of Alexander. "
Having sold the

scarlet to the highest bidder, he used to feed his prelate with

rich benefices. When he had fattened him sufficiently, he poi-

soned him, laid hands upon his hoards, and recommenced the

game."
' Alexander himself finally fell a victim to his own

poison in 1503, and Caesar only escaped death at the same time

' "Nullomodo vel ingenio possit (verdigris). Arsenic trichlorid
dare nee vendere taleni speciem would be produced by the action of
veneni sive tossici ahcui persona the chlorids upon the compounds of
de mondo—sine buleta predicta et arsenic. In the second subHina-
Hcentia dominorum justiciario- tion "radix napello, g. 4" (aco-
runi," Lamausky, /. c, p. 533. nite), and "aqua de ciclamina, L.

- Tlie materials used iu the first 10" (cj'clamen europwuni).
subHmatiou were: "Sulimado, L. '

Symonds, I. c, 414. As to the
2" (corrosive subUmate) ; "arseni- Borgiau poisonings see also Roscoe,
cho," g. 6; "rexegal, g. 2" (real- "Life of Leo X. ;" Gordon, "Lives
gar. SeeKopp, "Gesch. d. Cheni.," of Alexander VI. and his son Ca?sar
iv.

, 99) ; "oro pimento, g. 6" (or- Borgia;" Tomasi, "Vita di Cesare

piment) ;
"sal armonia, g. 6" (am- Borgia;" Lamansky, oj). cit. ; Goetz,

monium chlorid. See Kopp, I. c. , "Diss, de Mensis Pontificiorum
iii., 237); "sal genia, g. 6" (so- venenatis,

"
Lubeck, 1715.

dium chlorid) ;

" verde rame, g. 4"
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aft<>r a stn'on- illness: for the Pope's Siitlor served (lio poisoned

wini". inteiuled fur sonie wt'.-iltliv i-.-ndiiials, to the Tope ami Ms
Son l>y mistake.

Catharine tli Medicis, wife of Henry 11. of h'laneo (lAalJ-S'.l)

is ^M^i^i to liave had in her employ a IMilanese named Runi, who
serNvd her in the douhle capacity of j)erfunn'r and jioisojuM-.'

A story in the memoirs of Heini de (luise, ;.hout tlie middle

of the seventeenth eentnry ( I (J IS) indicates the popnlar feeling

with regaril to poisoning: A soldier being reqnested to assas-

sinate Aimese, the successor of Massaniello at Naples, shrunk

with horror from the suggestion, but at the same time signified

his ]K>rfect willingness to poison him.

Nor was poisoning ludcnown in England during the six-

teenth and seventeenth centuries. In 15;31 a statute of Henry
VII 1. (•-"2 Hen. ^'11I., c. 0) ordered poisoners to be boiled to

death. In lo^li particular precautions were taken for the safety

of the infant Edward, Prince of Wales :

" The food supplied for

the child's use was to be largely 'assa3'ed,' His clothes were

to be washed l»y his own servants, and no other hand might
touch them. The material was to be submitted to all tests of

jwison."
^

In 154"2 a young woman was boiled alive at Smlth-

tield for having poisoned three families." On September 15th,

1G1;3, Sir Thomas Overbur\- died in the Tower of London, poi-

soned by corrosive sublimate, administered in an enema at the

instigation of Robert Carr, Earl of Somerset, and his notorious

countess, both of whom were tried and convicted of the crime in

1616 and condemned to death, but escaped through the weakness

of James I., although their humbler instruments were executed.'

In Italy and France during the latter part of the seventeenth

and the beginning of the eighteenth century, the use of poison
as an agent of secret murder became so common as to warrant

the violation of the secret of the confessional and the establish-

ment of special tribunals. During the pontificate of Alexander

VII., in 1G50, the clergy of Rome informed the supreme pontiff

of the great number of poisonings revealed to them in the con-
' "Discoursmerveilleuxdela Vie d'Albert," Lond., n. d., 399, 402-

. . . deCatlierinedeMedicis." 1649 40.x

pp. 43. o6, 04, O.-j. 78, 84, 116, 154. '^ Froude,"His. of Eiig. ," iii., 246.

Tlie first edition of this work, in- "
Wriotlieley's Chronicle, ex

correctly attributed to H. Estienne, Blyth.
dated 1575. was published in 1574. ••' Amos, "The Great Oj^erof Poi-
See also Freer, "Life of Jeanne souing,

" Loud. ,
1846.
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fessions of young widows. An investigation led to the discov-

ery of a secret society, which met at the house of Hieronyma

Spara, who, in return for "charity," dispensed an "acquetta"

so graduated in potency as to cause the death of those to

whom it was administered within the period of time desired.

La Spara and thirteen of her companions were hanged, a large

number of the culprits were whipped half-naked through the

streets of Rome, and some of the highest rank were punished

with fines and banishment. The Pope caused the papers to be

brought to St. Angelo that the iniquitous secret should not be-

come known. At about the same time, but somewhat later, the

still most notorious Toffana carried on a similar traffic at Naples,

where she was arrested in ITOO, but escaped to a monastery,

whence she continued to dispense Manna cli Sa)i yicola di

Ban', until she was again apprehended and executed, after

having caused the death of six hundred persons, probably in

1710, she being then about seventy years of age.' The most

fantastic statements have been made concerning the nature of

the poison used by Spara and Toffana. The most trustworthy

contemporaneous evidence, however, is that it was an aqueous
solution of white arsenic." The statement of the Abbe Gagliani

' The Spara is said to have been
tlie pupil of Toffana, as both were
Sicilians. If there was any rela-

tion between them, however, it

was more probably the reverse. La
Spara was certainly executed dur-

ing the pontificate of Alexander
VII., probably in 1659. From in-

ternal evidence in the letter of

Gavelli to Hoffmann ((luoted in

the next note) Toffana was a pris-
oner in Naples at least as late as

1718. If she was then seventy
years of age she could only have
been eleven years old when La
Spara was executed. The state-

ment of Keyster, tliat the Toffana
was still alive at Naples in 1730, is,

if true, proof positive that Toffana
was the successor of La Spara in

point of time.
-Halle ("Gifthistorie," 1787, p.

80) says that it was prepared by ban-
dits from the froth of the mouths of

victims tortured to death ; and
Blyth ("Poisons," p. 11), after stat-

ing tliat two popes. Pius III. {ob.

1503) and Clement XIV. (ob. 1775)

between whose deaths nearly two
hundred and seventy-two years
elapsed, were both victims of Tof-

fana, advances the theory of the
formation of putrid arsenical de-

rivatives, based upon alleged facts

for which we can find no authority.
As against these fables we have the

contemporaneous statements of

Wepfer and Hoffmann : Wepfer
("De Cicuta aquatica,

"
etc., Basil,

1679. p. 295) says that J. A. Bartho-

lin, of Turin, etc., had recently
told him that the poison with which
certain Roman (female) poisoners
had, under the impious cloak of

religion, caused much damage and
had suffered the merited punish-
ment for their crimes under Alex-
ander VII. was arsenical, and called

by them "acquetta." This clearly
refers to the poisonings of La Spara.
Fr. Hoffmann ("Med, rat.," ii.,

]ir. ii., c. 13, s. xix., ed. Genev.,
1753, p. 198), after referring to the

poi.sonings under Alexander VII.,

reproduces this letter received by
him from Garelli, the physician of
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muitcil and aii|ian'iitl\ favornl by lU'i-kjuaiiii,
'

tliat it was a

niixtun' of opium ami raiitliaridt's, is not consistent with tlie

further stntonu'nt o( tlio nUlu' that it ^\as as limpid aw rock

water, and without taste; nm- with tlial of llallci-," that it was
witiunit taste or odor. The absence of taste and odor is also in-

consistent w'itlj the supposition that it was a jiutrid ])rodnct. ( >ii

tlie other hand, an aijueous solution of arsenic triti.xid is odoiless

and colorless and practically tastt'less.

^Vhile information concerninti^ the Sjjara and TolVana ])oi-

sonintjs is only to be found in frai^mentar}' references of an un-

official character, the record of the contemjioraneous poisonings
in Franco by the ^larchioness of Brinvilliers and her accom-

plices and imitators is qnite as complete as in most cases of the

present day. IiuU'ed ^vhat would correspond to our "appeal
books" in the cases of the Marchioness and one of her accom-

pices are extant."

In l<')»")a two Italians, one named Exili, had associated them-

selves with a German apothecary, named Glazer, in the manu-
facture and sale of poisons at Paris. A priest, learning of the

nefarious traffic through the confessional, informed the govern-

ment, and the two Italians were lodged in the Bastile, where
one died. Glazer does not appear to have been under suspicion
at that time. At about the same time Gaudin de Sainte-Croix,

the Emperor :

" Your elegant disser-

tation on the errors concerning poi-

soning recalls tliat slow poison with
which a famous (female) poisoner
now livintr in the prisons of Naples
iiseil fatally in six hundred cases.

Tliis is really nothing but crystal-
lized arsenic dissolved by simple
decoction in a large quantity of

water, to which cymljellaria is

added, with what object I know not.

This was communicated to me by the

Emperor, to whom the minutes of
the trial, confirmed by the confession
of the poisoner, were transmitted.
The solution was known commonly
at Xapl-'s as Aqua della Toffanina."
The dissertntion referred to in tlie

above was first published in 1718.

Professor Wegler. of Coblenz, in

1814. said that he had in his pos-
session a bottle of the original Aqua
Toffana. wliich was cubical in

shape, of blue glass, with the let-

ters S. N. blown in the glass, her-

metically sealed, with one end
drawn out to a point and the other
bent into a hook, and filled with
a perfectly clear and transparent
liquid. (Jahrb. d. Staatsarznk. ,

1814, vii., 425.)
' "Hist. Inventions," ed. Bohn,

1884, i.. 47-63.
-

Vorlesungen, Bern., 1784, ii.,

191.
^ " Factum pour Dame Marie Mag-

delaine d'Aubray, Marquise de
Brinvilliers, Accusee, contre Dame
Marie Therese Mangot, veusve du
Sieur d'Auliray, Lieutenant Civil,
Accusatrice ; et IVIonsieur le Pro-

cureur-General,
"
Paris, 1676.

" Fac-
tum du Procez extraordinairement
fait a Lacliaussee, Valet de Saint
Croix, pour raison des empoisonne-
ments des Sieurs d'Aubray," Am-
sterdam, 1676.
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a captain of cavalry, was committed to the Bastile at the in-

stance of the civil lieutenant Dreux d'Aubray, in consequence

of an intrigue between the captain and the daughter of d'Au-

bray, the Marchioness of Brinvilliers. Exili and Sainte-Croix

were confined in the same room. At the end of a year Sainte-

Croix was liberated, after having learned the secrets of Exili

and the address of Glazer, and renewed his connection with the

Brinvilliers. Glazer and Sainte-Croix manufactured poisons

with which the Marchioness poisoned a maid-servant, her father

and two brothers, and attempted to poison her sister with the

aid of Sainte-Croix and of his valet, Lachaussee. They also es-

tablished a commerce in poisons, their most lucrative client

being one Reich da Penautier, who was tried for poisoning in

1(>73.' Both Glazer and Sainte-Croix fell victims of their own

poisons. The apothecary became ill and died, and Sainte-

Croix, too weak to leave his dwelling, set up a furnace there

and was found dead beside it." After the death of Saint-Croix

the authorities seized the contents of his laboratory, among
which were numerous poisons: corrosive sublimate, opium, an-

timony, lapis infernalis; and papers implicating the Marchi-

oness and Penautier; Lachaussee was seized and executed in

lOTo, after having confessed to the particulars of the poisoning
of the brothers of Brinvilliers. The Marchioness escaped to

Belgium, where she was subsequently captured, brought back

to Paris, tried and executed, after having confessed her crimes,

July 17th, 1(376.

The execution of the Brinvilliers did not put a stop to the

poisonings, and in 1079 a special commission,^ the chambre

ardeiite or chambre des poisons, was appointed to try cases of

alleged poisoning, and sat, first at the arsenal, and afterwards

at the Bastile, until it was discontinued in 1(580. Two years

later, 1(383, an edict for the punishment of poisoners was regis-

tered in the Parliament.^ The chambre ardente condemned

two fortune-tellers, La Voisin and La Vigoureux, who sold

poisons, called "succession powders," which, like that of the

Brinvilliers, consisted of corrosive sublimate. La Voisin was

' "Factum centre Maitre Pierre- -^ "Memoirs sur la Bastille,
"
Paris,

Louis Reich de Penautier." 1789, i., 116.
'^ It seems highly probable that ^ Pitaval,

" Causes Celebres,
"

i.,

their deaths were due to poisoning 317.

by hydrogen arsenid.
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burnt alive Kdiruarv JJtl, li'Mi. I'wo [iricsts, iiaiucd lioSat:;!'

aiul (.luiUjiirLi:. and st>in(> forty Dtlici- luisi.ns witc tried lt\ the

sjinu' tribunal du cliargos of iu)isoninj^. Among Ihoso arraij^ned

before this tribmial wore l''raii(;«>is Henri de Moniinoi-enci, duko

of LuxoinlKnn\i^; tlu' 1 hiclies>e di- l!«iiiill(iii, niece of Mazarin;

the C'<>niti'sst> do Soissons, mother of Prince Kugeno; the Com-
te«es do l\»liy:nar and du Koure; the Conto de Suisson and the

Marijuis ile Feu<iuieres, whose prosecutions were proljaljly duo

to the political machinations t)f Louvois and the Montespan.'
La Wnsin was and will itrobably remain the last "poisoner

for hire" in a civilized communit}',' as in the present era of

phosphorus matches, rat poisons, soothing syrups, and indis-

criminate embalming such a traffic would not be lucrative. If

the occupation of the mercenar}' poisoner is no more, it is, how-

ever, because the jn-incipal, since the beginning of the eighteenth

century, has found it more safe and economical to do the sinister

Work himself—or herself. After a century and a quarter, dur-

ing which only is<ilated cases are reported, and during Avliich

repeated poisonings by the same criminal were uncommitted

or undetected, the theatre of such crimes was transferred to

Germany : In ISO:} the widow Ursinus, a " Frau Geheimrathin,"

in Berlin, was brought to trial and condemned to life imprison-
ment for one of at least four poisonings of which she was

guilty/ Soon afterward, September 17th, IHll, Anna Mar-

garetha Zwanziger was executed in Bavaria to expiate the

death of one of the several victims of her sixt}' or seventy at-

tempts at poisoning, she having conceded before execution that

'

Concerning the poisonings of

this period, see: Flandin, "Poi-

sons," Paris, 1846. i., 100-120;
Pitaval, "Causes Celebres,

" La
Have, 1746. i., 267-:«6 ; Memoirs
. . . sur la Bastill'^ London. 1789,

i.. 113. llo. 116, 12.j. 127. i:'.6. 140,

iii., 306; Anquetil, "Loui.s XIV.,"
Paris, 1819. i.. 21"); Beckmann, loc.

cit.; Dumas, "Crimes Celebres"
"Lettres de ^fad. de Sevigne.

"
ed.

1726: pp. 140. 143, 154,

"

108-161,
168-170. 196-198; "Lettres histo-

riques et galantes |)ar Mad. de
C ." Cologne, 1709-11, ii., 101;
iv. , 376; and the Factnms and Me-
moirs of the trials.

* If we except that early manufac-

tTirer of soothing syrup, whose case
is referred to by Fodere ("Med.
Leg.," iv., 20), 'who about 1770
"
practised baby farming,

" and who,
before execution, confessed that it

was lier jiractice to prepare tlie food
of the infants confided to her witii

a decoction of poppies in place of

ordinary water; "whicli put them
to sleep and prevented tlieir crying ;

soon tliey did not eat and perislied
in marasmus." Concerning profes-
sional poisoners in India at the

present time, see Irving, "Ind.
Ann. m. Sc," Calc, 1862-63, xv..

46, 1864, s. xvii., 1.

Hitzig und Hiiring, "Neue Pi-

taval," ii.. 161.
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"her death would be a benefit to mankind, as it would be im-

possible for her to abstain from poisoning."
' On April "^Oth,

18:U, Gesche Margaretha Gottfried was executed at Bremen,

having during a criminal career of fift}' years killed forty per-

sons by poison." The imitativeness of poisoners, so frequently

observed at the present time, was exemplified in the case of

Gesche Margaretha Brockmann, who, having read Voget's ac-

count of her namesake's career, was prompted to poison her

father, brother, sister, and child, for which she was condemned

to life imprisonment, that being the maximum penalty in Olden-

burg at the time.' In the male line the case of Dr. Castaing

in France may be cited, he having been executed for one

murder by poison, although suspected with good reason of thir-

teen besides.* These were the worthy precursors of Mary Ann
Cotton (18T3), Maria KatharinaSwanenburg (1883), Flannagan
and Higgins (1884), Pastre-Beaussier (1886-88), and Sarah Rob-

inson (1880). But the causes celehres of modern times will be

sufficiently discussed in the sequel.

Previous to the nineteenth century the methods for the de-

tection of poisoning depended, so far as they were of any value,

upon the circumstances attending the administration. Apart
from these they were mere superstitions, modified only to a

slight extent, even as late as the middle of the eighteenth cen-

tury, by the more extended knowledge of post-mortem appear-

ances in the cadaver caused by disease whicli followed the per-

mission to dissect the human subject.

It was believed by the Romans that the bodies of those who

were poisoned resisted fire better than those of persons who died

from natural causes, and that the heart particularly was incom-

bustible. Thus Pliny
'

tells us that Vitellius, in his oration ac-

cusing Piso of poisoning Germanicus, used the argument that

the heart of the deceased could not be cremated ;
and that the

defence of Piso was that this was due to heart disease. Sueto-

nius" mentions lividityof the body as another sign of poisoning.

Lividity of the surface and incombustibility of the heart

'

O^j. c?Y., ii., 218-255. '•

Vrtjrschr. f. ger. Med., 1855,
•^

Op. cit., ii., 256-359: Voget, vii., 300-335.

"Lebensgeschichte der Giftmorde- '"Causes Criminelles," Paris,

rin Gesche Margaretha Gottfried," 1828, iv., 1-103.

Bremen, 1831. * "Hist. Nat.." xi., 72.
^
"Caligula," cap. i.
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w.Ti' riH'o^^uiztnl as oviiloiic*' of poisDiiiii;^ even to the iMLrhttM'iith

ct'ntiiry; ami Zacvliias, wIki (-(tiisidiTs llir lorircr .i rdiahle

si^ii. whilo statinj^ his lu>Iicf thai tlif latti r is fallacious coii-

ctnlos that tlu* cpposito oiiinion is ciiti rtaiinMl li\ "that very

loariiod mail Fi)rtiinins Nattiws."'

The statiMiiciit.s of ZjUH'liias aH'onl a {'ood a<'C()niii of the liislorv of

this qiuvstioii up to liis tiiut\ ami its conditinti at !li(i time, ami is a cviri-

ous coiidiiiiatit)!! of ancii'Hl supci-sfitioiis and ;,'liinmt'rin<^s of future

dov«dopuuMib<. After dovotiii;,'- a si'ctit)!!
•' to substaiitiuliuj,'' his opinion

tliat i)oisous. which aiv the causes of certain diseases, may be generated
in the botly as well as introduced fi-<>in without, he discusses in three

sei-tions (Qua*st. vi., vii., viii.) the signs of the i)oisoningand the means
of distinction hctwcen the elfects of those introduced from without and

those of such as ai-e produced in the body (diseases). Ditl'erent poisons
cause ditfereut signs. It cannot l»e determined from the signs alone

whether a iJei-son has died of poison from without or from within.^

But if we consider a i)articular c:use and make use of certain conditions

and conjectures, as well as of the signs, we may attain positive indica-

tion of administered poison. We may have positive knowledge that a

man was not jK)isoned. The signs of poisoning are divided into ante-

mortem and post-mortem. The former are derived from the condition

of the patient at the time, and the circumstances of the attack. Symj)-
toms arising suddeidy in a healthy person are indication of poisoning.
But various natural f(X)ds are poisonous to some persons. All poLsons
liave an offensive and abominable odor and a horrible taste. When
poison is taken the gullet is wounded, the mouth at the fauces is con-

stricted, there is itching, burning and inflammation in the mouth,

etc., etc. (an account of the symptoms caused by corrosives and pow-
erful irritants). But while the symptoms of poison are usually sudden

in their appearance, they may be long delayed. Of the ])(Jst-mortem

signs the most valuable is the lividity of the body,'' the hair and nails

fall off easily or si)ontaneously, and the latter become black after

death.* The cadavers of those who die by poison are not eaten by wild

' The reference to this "Nattius" ^ See "Causation."
is not contained in the edition of •• The word "signs" {signa) is not

Lii>s.. 1G3U, but is found in those used as synonymous with "symp-
of Frankfurt. 1060 and 168S. No- toms" (syviptomaUi) , but inchides
rimh. . 17'20, and Venice, 1737 and tiiese as well as pust-niorteni appear-
17ol. We have not seen the inter- auces.
niediateeditionsof Amst. , 10.51,and

= Maxime in consideratione liabet

Avignon. lOOU, lOo-"). and 1057. We colorem cadaveris quern primum
know f(f no medical writer of tliis citrinum appareie dicit, aut suhli-

name. Probably tlie reference is to vidum ; post uniusaut vero alterius

the work of Fortunatus Fidelio (see hora3 spatiuni livi(ham ac nigrum
vol. i.. p. XV.). evadeie (Quaist. vii., 30).

-

''Quaest. Med. Leg.,'" lib. ii.. tit.
'' We have known an alleged toxi-

ii . Q. iv. cological expert, in tlie year of our
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beasts or birds. The occurrence of froth at the mouth, and the lack of

combustibility of the heart are fallacious signs. Among- the "less

safe
"

signs are ulcerations (or sphacelation) of the mouth, gullet,

stomach, and intestines; discolorations and coldness of the internal

organs; and coagulation of the blood in and around tlie heart.'

Poisoning fi-om without may be distinguished from auto-intoxication

by the lack of fever and the occurrence of thirst in the former. The
existence of contagion points away from i:)oison as the cause of death.

Rapid putrefaction indicates death from internal poison, as the bodies

of poisoned persons putrefy with ditficulty. The occurrence of inter-

missions indicates disease. Vomiting caused by poison is persistent.

The matters vomited are to be tested by administration to hens.

It is not astonishing that in the dawn of modern chemistry
Plenck should, in discarding these ancient superstitions, have

made the extreme statement that the onl}- certain sign of poison-

ing is the botanical character of a vegetable poison or the chem-

ical identification of a mineral poison foimd in the body."
The development of methods of medico-legal recognition of

poisoning to the point which it has reached at the present time,

and which we believe to be still far short of what it will attain

in the future, has followed the advances in those sciences upon
which they mainly depend, chemistry and pathology.

Of the two forms of post-mortem investigation of poisoning,

toxicological chemistry was the first to acquire a scientific foun-

dation, as chemistry, in its simpler branches, was a well-devel-

oped science half a century before the dawn of modern path-

ology. As mineral chemistry preceded organic, so the detection

and identification of mineral poisons became possible and certain

at an early date, while chemical proof of the presence of at least

some of the vegetable and organic poisons is even at the present
time unattainable by the means at our disposal.

In the history of toxicological chemistry six events may be

cited as marking important stages in the development of the

science : 1st. The first practical application of the jjreviously ob-

Lord 1895, to seriously inform tlie tioue pkiries id ipsum apparet,
coroner that he was sure that a absque eo, quod veueno fuerit ex-
death was due to poison because the tincta (Queest. vii., 34-37).
nails of the cadaver had turned blue. - "Elementa Med. et Chir. fo-

'

Itaciue signa ha^c hactenus in reus. ," Vienna?, 1781, p. 36. Uni-
cadaveribusobservataet minus tuta cum sir/mim certiim dati veneni est

sunt, et non habent fortasse aliqua nntitia botaiiica in venti veneni re;/-
eoruni omniumodani veritatem. etabilis.et analysis cJiemica inveuti
. . . Tanien in cadaveruni dissec- veneni niineralis.
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sorvi'tl jiro|ii'rti<'s
of liyilr«>>j;oii arM-niii \<> tin- dttrctioii ol' .-irsruic

ltv,I;uiu's .M. Marsli. in ls:!ii.' whose inclhtnl, in a^^r('all\ iimdi-

tiinl ami iinpri»vi'tl form, still remains the iiio>i (Iclicalt' and ro-

lialilo tOxSt for arsenic, ".'d. In i^i'.' (>itila extracted notable

t|uantilio.s of arsonic from tin,' liver, s{tU'i'n, kidneys, heart, and

muselc of tlio assassiii-suiciilo Sonlllanl. This w ris the fust in-

stance of the extraction of ithsorlnd arst>nic from the human
cadaver, jirevious analyses haviiij^ been confined to the alimen-

tary canal." ;5il. In ISI I

'

Fresenius and von ]^)al)o devised a

scheme for the .'^ytematic search for all mineral poisons, \vhich

in a slightly modified form is still the best metliod, save in ex-

ceptional cases whore certain poisons may be left ont of consid-

eration. Ith. Tiie separation of the vegetable alkaloids from

meilicinal and jtoisonous jiUmts, beginning with the investiga-

tion of opium by Sertiirner in 18()r», ojjened up a new field in

toxicolog}'" as in materia medica. The earliest case of death

from the administration of a vegetable alkaloid was that of C.

Auguste Ballet, who was poisoned at yt. Claud ]\[ay "^Oth, lS:i;j,

by his relative and physician Castaing, who was convicted,

mainly on moral evidence, and executed. 5th. In connection

with the investigation of the cause of death of Gustave Fou-

gnies, poisoned by his brother-in-law, the Count Bocarme, in

1850, by the forcible administration of nicotin, Stas devised a

process for the separation of alkaloidal poisons from the cadaver,

which, in the more or less modified form, is that still in use.''

'

"Description of a New Process on its walls (J. of Nat. Phil., Cheni.,
of Separating Small Quantities of etc., 2 Ser. , i., 1802-3). Serullas
Arsenic from Substances with wliich in 1821 proposed to utilize the de-

it is Mixed" (Edinb. New Pliilos. composition of the coinpomid of

J., Oct., 18IJG. p. 229-236). Sclieele hydrogen and arsenic, obtained by
liad, as early as ITTo. obtained a the action of water on an alloy of

gaseous compound from zinc and ar.senic, antimony, and y)otassium,
arsenic, which he found to be com- to detect small quantities of arse-

bnstible, and to deposit elemen- nic in cases of suspecteil poisoning
tar>- arsenic [arzenikkoiiig] on the (J. d. Phys., etc.. 1821, xcv. , 1.'34).

walls of the vessel in wliich it was IMarsh was, however, the first to

burnt ("Phys. u. chem. "Werke,
" make the reaction practically avail-

Bf-rlin. 1793, ii., 130-137; "Kongl. able, and to suggest a simple form
Svensk. Vet Ak. Handl.," 1775, of apparatus, which l)as been subse-
xxxvi., 2fi>-294). In lH03Tromms- quently greatly perfected.
dortT was at the edge of the dis- -Mem. Ac. roy. Med., 1840,

covery and found that arsenical viii., 376-422.

hydrogen was evolved by the ac- ^ Aim. d. Cli. u. Ph., 1844, xlix.,
tion of dilute sulfuric acid on ar- 308.
senical zinc, and tliat when the gas

* Bull. Ac. rov. d. nied. d. Belg.,
was passed through a tube of suffi- Bruxelles, 1851-52, xi., 202-312.
cient length arsenic was deposited
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Gth. In 1874: Selmi showed that the substance, supposed upon
an insufficient analysis to be morphin, which had been ex-

tracted from tlie cadaver of the widow Sonzogno, of Cremona,
after thirteen days' burial, was reallj- not morphin, but a pu-
trid product, a ptomain or cadaveric alkaloid.'

The history of the development of the pathology of poison-

ing may in one sense be said to be that of patholog}' itself,

for one of the most important applications of pathology, both

gross and microscopic, to toxicology is in the determination of

the existence or absence of so-called natural causes of death.

So far as positive evidence of poisoning from post-mortem ap-

pearances is concerned, the history of toxicological pathology
remains to be made. While little or no conclusive evidence of

the action of the true poisons can be obtained from the observa-

tion of gross appearances, there is good reason to hope that the

investigations of microscopic changes caused b}' the action of

toxic agents, which have been but recently begun, may in the

near future afford the means of solving some questions which
are now unanswerable.
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DEFINITION.

Xo substance is uiuk'r all circiiin.stancos dek'torit^us. The

poisonous (juality is not one which is essential anJ necessary,
but one which is nianifestetl (inly under certain conditions.

The genus
"
poison" does not exist as a chiss apart. Substances

wliich are commonly known to be actively deleterious may, in

certain forms and (piantities and in certain I'onditions of the

system, act as remedies, and substances which are in dail}' use

as medicines, condiments, or foods may cause poisoning under

certain conditions. It has been said that "the idea 'j)oison
'

cannot be circumscribed and that consetjuently its definition is

impracticable."
' But if there be no definition possible for the

term ''poison" because the same substance may under different

conditions be a medicine or a poison, the term "
medicine" must

be equally incapable of definition. Yet the distinction between

the poisonous and the medicinal action is most simple, and is

popularly recognized as consisting in the harmful action of the

former and the beneficial (piality of the latter.

If, therefore, a definition be sought which shall set apart a

class of substances called poisons, as a genus is differentiated

in a classification of natural history, the search will be in vain.

It is with the poi.sonous quality, not with the thing which ex-

hibits it, that we have to deal.

In defining a poison we have to express the quality of its

action and the method by which such action is produced, in so

far as it differs from the methods b}' which similar results ma}^
be caused by agents other than poisons.

The effect of the poison is harmful and may be fatal. The

damage caused b}* a poison is due neither to mechanical action,

as with a bullet or club; nor to physical action, as with fire or

lightning ;
nor to parasitic growth, as by trichina or tuberculosis ;

but to an interior action, chemical in its nature, upon some tis-

' Lewin :

" Lehrbuch der Tox.," 1885, p. 4.
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sue or fluid of the body whereby the composition of the tissue

or the normal chemical changes constituting life are modified

or interfered with. Poisons, like medicines, do not act until

after they have entered the circulation.

A poison is a substance ivJiicJi, being in solution i)i, or

acting chemically upon, the blood may cause death or seri-

ous bodily harm.'

In order that a substance shall be considered a poison within

this definition, it is essential that it act after or by reason of its

presence in the blood, and therefore chemical agents which may
cause death or injury by their destructive action upon the skin

or stomach do not come within it. Such substances are
"
cor-

rosives."

A corrosive is a substance capable of causing death or

injury by its chemical action upon a tissue icith fvhich it

comes in direct contact.

The distinction between poisons and corrosives is in the

method of application parti}', but main]}" in the nature of the

subse({uent effects. Thus arsenic applied to the skin acts as a

true poison, because its local effects are insignificant as com-

pared with the systemic action due to the passage of arsenic

so applied into the blood. Sulfuric acid, on the other hand,
when applied to the skin may be absorbed to some extent, but

the destruction of cutaneous tissue is the principal injury, and

resembles that caused by a burn or a scald.

The difference between poisons and corrosives seems, at first

sight, hardly to warrant their separation into distinct classes.

Indeed, many of the older toxicologists and some of recent date

'The followiug defmitious more by Chapius, "Precis de Tox. ," 2eme
or less closely resemble that given ed., 1888, p. 25). "A substance of
in the text : "A poison is a substance definite chemical composition,
which, when absorbed into the whether mineral or organic, may
blood, is capable of seriously atfect- be called a poison if it is capable
ing health or of destroying life" of being taken into any living or-

(Taylor : "Poisons," 3d Am. ed., ganisni, and causes by its own in-

1875, p. 18). "Poisons are substances herent chemical nature impair-
wJiich, introduced by absorption ment or destruction of function"
into the organism, cause structural (Blytli : "Poisons," 1888, p. '23).

alterations and functional derange- "Any body whicli, in consequence
ments more or less grave, and can of its' local chemico-dynamical ac-

even, when their action reaches a tion, and particularly of its absorp-
high degree of intensity, cause tion, causes grave or fatal accidents
death, or at least put life in dan- is considered a poison" (Galtier :

ger" (Vulpian, quoted and adopted "Traite du Tox. ," 1855, I., i.).
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expressly iiirlmlf the oorrosives in llicir (Icliiiit ions of jioisoiis.'

Nevortlu'loss, tin- ililVi'ivnce is siu-li i>i;u'lii"illy that it must be

iveogni/.*>il. A jkm'soii |>mirs a »iuantity of concentrated sul-

furic nei<l into tlu' mouth of a child or of a slc(>])in^ adult, Avho

swallows a portion, and dies in consctpicni'c of the destruction of

the stomach caused by the corrosive. 'J'his is untpiestionably (id-

)ninish-(if ion in the meaninj^ of the statute (see p. IS), and for

lepd j)ur}H)ses it is not mati'rial whether ihv acid be considered

a "poison" or a
"
noxit)Us thinL,^" Two ^vorkmen in a chemical

factory tpiarrt 1, and one throws the other into a vat of sulfuric

acid, in \vhich be is immersed uj) to the armpits. The victim

dies in consequence of the extensive destruction of skin. Tliis

is certainly not aihniiiislnif iaii of sulfuric acid, be it poison or

not, and neither in a ])0])ular nor a legal sense would the victim

be said to have been poisoned. The nature of the action of sul-

furic acid in the two cases is the same, the only difference being
in the organ destroyed ;

l)ut in both cases the application is di-

rect and the action is different from that of the true poisons,

which, so long as they remain in contact with the skin or unab-

sorbed in the stomach or intestines, are inert.

There is another difference between the action of corrosives

and that of poisons not included in the definitions. The inten-

sit}' of the action of the corrosives is directly proportionate to

the degree of concentration of the agent. Dilute hydrochloric
acid is not only administered medicinally, but is a normal and

necessary constituent of the gastric secretion; concentrated

hydrochloric acid is a powerful corrosive. With the true poi-

sons the degree of concentration has no influence, unless it be

that, within certain limits, a dilute solution may be more rap-

idly and completely absorbed than one which is concentrated,

and may consequently act more rapidly. The intensity of the

' "Veuenum est quid, quod ex- cally" (Guy and Ferrier :

" Forens.

igua mole corpori uostro vel iuges- Med. ," 6th ed., 1888, p. 319). The
turn, vel externe applicatuni, nior- following also include ''outward ap-
bum graveni, aut mortem causat" plication'' in their definitions : Van
(Plenck: "Elem. Med. etChir. for- Hasselt : "Handb. d. Giftlehre,"

ens.," Vienna?, 1781, p. 32). "A poison 1862, p. 1. Rriand, Chaude et

is any substance or matter (solid, Bouis, 1880. lOeme ed., i., 636.

liquid, or gaseous) which, when ap- Mann: "Forens. Med. and Tox.,"

plied to the body outwardly, or in 1893, p. 381. Devergie, "Med.leg. ,"

any way introduced into it. can de- 18o2, 3eme ed., iii., 8. Mata:

stroy life b}- its own inherent qual- "Trat. de Med. y Cir. leg.," 1875,

ities, without acting raechani- otaed., iv.
,

14').
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poisoning depends upon the amount of the poison which enters

the blood.

It is true that certain agents, such as oxahc acid, and even

the mineral acids, are both corrosives and poisons, but with these

the symptoms of corrosion predominate when the substance is

taken in a solid or concentrated form, while these symptoms

may be entirely absent and replaced by those due to the poison-

ous action of the acid or of its soluble salts, when the substance

is taken in dilute solution or in combination. Moreover, as

most poisons dre also medicines under other conditions, there

is no reason why the same substance may not be considered

as included in the two classes of poisons and corrosives.

But while the expert may answer the question :

" What is a

poison?" the question : "Is morphin a poison?" cannot be an-

swered by "'yes" or "no" without qualification. A quarter of

a grain of morphin administered to a normal infant would act

as a poison, and might cause death in the absence of treatment.

The same quantity of the same drug given to an adult not ad-

dicted to its use would produce the indicated therapeutic action,

while in an infant or adult habituated by previous medical or

toxicophagic use it would be practically inert.

Although all reference to quantity is omitted in the defini-

tion, the question of quantity is one which cannot be neglected

in determining whether the substance administered in a given
case is or is not a "poison" or a "noxious thing." In the pop-

ular acceptation no substance is a poison which does not kill in

small doses—strychnin and prussic acid are commonly recog-

nized as poisons, while potassium chlorate and common salt are

not, simply because small quantities of the former may cause

death, while the lethal doses of the latter are very much greater.

In many scientific works an attempt is made to include the

consideration of quantity in the definition of poisons
'

by the

insertion of the words "
in small quantity" or an equivalent.

But as the quantity varies within wide limits, not only with

different poisons, but with the same poison under different con-

ditions, the question of quantity, although of great importance

' Hofmann, E. R. v. : "Lehrb. d. P. : "Trat. de Med. y Cir. leg.."

ger. Med.," 1891, 5te Aufl., p. 612. 1875, 5taed., iv., 145. Schuchardt.

Ogston, F. : "Lect. on Med. Jur. ," B. : in Maschka's "Handb. d. ger.

1878, p. 568. Devergie, A. : "Med. Med.,
"

ii., 7, etc.

leg. ,

"
1853, 3enie ed. , iii.

,
8. Mata,
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in tho cHMisidiraiion of t'ach imlividual case, cannot he ro-

ganlod in tlu> strict limitations of a ilclinition.

The (jiu'stion whotlicr tho substance is capable of producing
deleterious eiTects in the t/o.sr ((iliHiiiisicrcd must ])e consid-

ered, whether it be a poison <.)r a "no.xinus tiling." Tlir ruling
of Lord Cliief-Justico Cockburn in Keg. r. Hennaii (Cornwall
Lent As!?., 187T) criticised by Taylor and by Mann,' is un-

doubtedly sound in so far as ho held that "unless the thing was
noxious in the ijuantit}' administered, it cannot be said that

there has betni a noxious thing administered." In this case

the defendant attempted to administer two or three grains of

cantharides, not with intent to mnrder, or to
"
injure, aggrieve,

or annoy" ^unless the object of exciting erotic feelings come
within the meaning of one of the latter terms) ,

and hence, it

apix>aring by the testimony (whether truly or not is not here

material) that this (piantity of cantharides is not sufficient to

be "noxious," the Lord Chief-Justice very properl}^ directed an

acquittal. In the caiie of Peo. i\ Burgess' it was also held that

in order to sustain conviction for assault in the first degree
under sec. 217, 2, of the New York penal code, it must be

shown that the life of the person was endangered by adminis-

tering poison. Casper and Liman, in two cases of administra-

tion with malicious intent of phosphorus and of sulfuric acid in

extreme dilution, expressed the opinion that these substances in

such dilution are not poisons in the medical or scientific sense,

whatever they might be held to be from the legal point of view

in connection with the intent to cause injury.^

It is quite true (as stated by Taylor and by Mann) that the

ruling in Reg. v. Hennah throws great responsibility upon the

medical witness, and further, that it renders a quantitative de-

termination by the chemist highly desirable wOien it is possible,

and in man\' ways increases the difficulty of proof. Yet the

expression of Ta3'lor that "the quantity of a poison wilfully ad-

ministered ought not to affect the culpability of the person ad-

ministering it" applies solely to the question of responsibility for

intent, which is one entirel}' foreign to the function of the

medical or chemical expert.
1 Tavlor: "Med. Jur.," 11th Am. Mo Hun, 157; 5 N. Y. Cr. Rep.,

ed.. 1892, p. 74. Mann : "For. Med. 514.

and Tox.," 1893, p. 382. =
Casper-Liman : "Handb. d. ger.

Med.,"8te Aufl., ii., 361-367.
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It remains to be considered whether our definition excludes

those substances which are not properly poisons. A recent

French definition affords an excellent text upon this point.

According to it
" a poison is any substance which, taken into

the interior, or applied to the exterior of the body, is capable of

causing death, or at least of destroying or seriously affecting

health.'"

Under this definition not only are corrosives and mechanical

irritants, such as pounded glass, poisons, but pathogenic bacteria

also. The case of a person who died in consequence of the lodg-

ment of a cork in the air passages, that of a man who swallowed

a silver fork, and all cases of injury from "
vitriol throwing" or

immersion in caustic liquids are cases of poisoning. Indeed,

under a strict interpretation of the words "
applied to the ex-

terior," a person who is clubbed to death or sandbagged must

be considered as poisoned.
If we consider the alimentary canal as the channel of en-

trance to the economy, we may divide noxious substances into :

(a) Mechanical or Physical Agents—e.g., sharp, insoluble

bodies such as pounded glass ; boiling water, etc.
;

(/>) Corrosives, substances which destroy the organs with

which they come in contact by virtue of their chemical action

thereupon, such as sulfuric acid
;

(c) Poisons, which, being dissolved in the blood, act either

upon it or upon deeper-seated organs and tissues
;

(d) Bacteria, which enter the system as individual organ-

isms, whose processes of nutrition produce disease and death in

their host. Although the bacteria themselves are not properly

poisons, their products, the toxins and toxalbumins are, and are

included in our definition.

The definitions of some recent Continental writers ai)pear to us to

be needlessly diffuse, and yet in some respects deficient. Thus Kobert: -

" Poisons are substances, some inorganic, some organic, either pro-

duced in the organism or introduced from without, some unorganized
substances pre-existent in nature, which from their chemical nature,

' Le poison est toute substance qui,
- "Lelu-buch der Intoxikationen,"

prise a I'interieur on appliquee a Stuttgart, 1893, p. 9. This defini-

I'exterieur du corps, est capable de tion is a modification of that of

donner lamort, ou tout au nioins de Husemann ("Handb. d. Tox.,"
detruire ou d'alterer profoudement Berl., 1862, p. 2) which is in turn

la sante (Lutaud, A. : "Man. d. derived from that of C. P. von
Med. 16g.," 1892, Seme ed., p. 4o4). Falck.
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uiulcr lorlam ciri-uinstunios so aUfct aii.v i)i-;;aii ol' Ilii' li\ iii^^cconoiiiv,
tlial the health t>r ivhitivc \v«'ll Itrin;: of this i-conoiuN is lhcrcl>y teiu-

IHH-arily or |n'rmaiu'iitly projiuliciHl."

'YUv ilt'tiiiitiiiii of N'itali
'

is still luoir vorhosc :

"All svihstaiuu's an> poisons which, hvtlieir iiatiircor l»y llicir form
of comhiuatioii f(»n>i;^ii to the huina!i ocononiy, when iiitrodiiccd into

it or ai)i)Iii(l npnj it in whatcvii- inaiiiirr. in certain doses even to tho

smallest, and without tluTa|K'Utir indication, ai-c capable of producinfr
death or t'aiisinjjf more or less severe distnrhances of health, aclin<^on
the anatomical elemeiitsand on the liquids of (he animal I'conomy, and

chanLrin«i^the nornuil transf()rmatiou.s and functions of that organism.''

Ill most legishitivr i-nartmonts relating to poisoning, either

the necessity of strict definition of the term "poison" is avoided

by use of some snch general expression as
"
other noxions things"

to inclndo all deleterious agents which may not be considered

to bo poisons; or the act itself contains a definition, as in the

French law, sutKciently broad to cover all possibly harmful sub-

stances.

In the Penal Code of the State of New York the definition.s of mur-
der and manslaughter- consider only the intent, and the circumstances

attending the homicide, without reference to the material agent, except
in some forms of man.slaughter. Tlius sees. 191, 194, refer to the u.se of

"any medicine, drug, or .substance, or any in.strument or other means "

for the procurement of abortion, and sec. 200 fixes the liability of a

physician who shall, while intoxicated, administer
" a poisonous drug or

medicine " which causes the death of the jjerson to whom it is given. In

ca.ses of homicide, therefore, in this State, the question whether the in-

strument of death is or is not called a poi.son is in no way material.

It is only in the defmitions of the different degrees of assault that the

word "
poison'' is used.

Sec. 217. A pei'son who, with an intent to kill a human being or to

commit a felony u^x^n the person or pro^jerty of the one assaulted, or

of another,

1. As.saults another with . . .

2. Administers to, or causes to be administered to or taken by
another, poison, or any other destructive or noxious thing so as to en-

danger the life of such other.

Is guilty of assault in the first degree.

Sec. 218. A person who, imder circumstances not amounting to the

crime specified in the last secti(ni :

1. With intent to injure, unlawfully administei's to, or causes to be

' '•Manuale di Chim. tossicolog. ,

"
Sects. 183, 184, 188, 189, 193.

Milano. 1893, p. 6.
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administered to, or taken by another, poison, or any otlier destructive

or noxious thing, or any drug- or medicine the use of which is danger-
ous to life or health; or, 2. With intent thereby to enable himself or

any other person to commit a crime, administers to, or causes to be

administered to, or taken by another, chloroform, ether, laudanum, or

any other intoxicating narcotic or ana?sthetic agent; or ... 3, 4, 5—
Is guilty of assault in the second degree.

In other sections of the code, however, the word "poison "is used

in such manner that a strict definition of its meaning is necessary:

Sec. 358. A i^erson who willfully mingles poison with any food,

drink, or medicine, intended or prepared for the use of human beings,

and a person who wilfully poisons any spring, well, or reservoir of

water, is punishable . . .

Sec. 402, 403, 404, referring to the sale of "poisons or poisonous sub-

stances
"
by apothecaries or druggists.

The English law' provides: Sec. 11. Whosoever shall administer, or

cause to be administered or taken by any person, any poison or other

destructive thing, with intent to commit murder, shall be guilty of felony.
Sec. 23. Whosoever shall unlawfully and maliciously administer to,

or cause to be administered to or taken by any other person, any poison
or otlier destructive thing, so as thereby to endanger the life of such

person, or so as thereby to inflict upon such person any grievous bodily

harm, shall be guilty of felony.

Sec. 24. Whosoever shall unlawfully and maliciously administer to,

or cause to be administered to or taken by any other person, any poison
or other destructive or noxious thing, with intent to injure, aggrieve,
or annoy such person, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.

The German law,'- after defining and fixing the penalties for the dif-

ferent degrees of murder and manslaughter sees. 211 to 222, without

reference to the material agent used, further provides:
Sec. 229. Whosoever shall intentionally administer to another, for

the purpose of injuring his health, poison or other substances capable
of destroying the health, shall be punished with imprisonment for a

term of ten years or less.

If a severe bodily injury has been caused by the administration, the

imprisonment shall be for not less than five years, and when death has

been caused, it shall be for not less than ten years or for life.

The Austrian law^ (sec. 135) recognizes four varieties of nuirder

(Mord): "1. Assassination (Me Kchelmord), which is accomplished by
poison or by other insidious means

;
2. Muz'der for robbery (Raub-

niord) . . .
;

3. Murder by procurement (6e.5^eZZf^ il/ord) ... 4. Or-

dinary murder." Administration of poison by force is ordinary (ge-

meine) murder.

' 24 and 25 Vict., c. 100. ^
Biirgerliches Gesetzbuch, Straf-

'^

Strafgesetzb. f . d. Deutsche Reich, gesetz liber Verbrechea, etc.

IV—4.
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Tho French hiw ' tlctiiics poisoiiiiij? in the following- coinintlicnsivo
tonus: "

Poisoniiiij is t'\('r\ :itli'iii]il ii]>tiii tlif life of a iktsom I)v tlio

jn'tiou i)f sul)staiu't\s wliich oaii rauso ilratli iiiori' or loss rai)iilly, in

wliatcvor inaiiiuT tht>so sul>s(anci's may liave Ixmmi iiscd oi- adininistiMTd

and \\ liaU'v< r may have Ikm-u llir « oiisctim-iiccs."

Tn the State of New York, and i)rt)hal)ly in other States of

tht> I'liion, no restriction or supt'rvision is jHaced nj)on the use
of poisons in trades or manufactures. In Massachusetts, in

IS'.tl, a strenuous efYort was made to secure the passage of a law

n'lrulating the use of arsenic in the manufacture of wall papers,'

and in this State repeated applications have been made to the

Legislature to restrain the j)romiscuous use of arsenic in em-

lialming liipiids. In these cases the opposition of parties whose

pecuniary interests were supposed to be affected proved success-

ful. Nor is the sale of poisons by persons other than apothe-
caries and druggists in any way restricted. The only provi-

sions in the Penal C'ode of the State of New York referring to

the sale of poisons are :

Sec. 402. An apothecai'y or di"uj^<^ist, or a ])ersou employed as clei-k

or sale.sman by an apothecary or drugj^ist, or otherwise carrying on
busiues.s as a dealer in drugs or medicines, who sells or gives any poison
or poisonous substance without first recording, in a book to be kept for

that purpose, the name and residence of the ])erson receiving sucli ])oi-

son, together with the kind and quantity of such poison received and the

name and residence of some person known to such dealer, as witness to

the transaction, except ujion the written order or prescription of some

practicing physician wliose name is attached to the order, is guilty of

a misdemeanor.

Sec. 403. [Provides that the poison record book of druggists shall be

open to ins])ection by any person at reasonable hours.]

Sec. 404. [Provides for the labelling of poisons, and further provides

that] : a person who . . . sells, gives away, or disposes of, or offers

for sale any sulphate or other preparation of opium or morpliine, ex-

cept paregoric and those preparations containing two grains or less of

opium or morphine to the ounce, without attaching to the bottle, vial,

box, or package containing such sulphate or other jireparation of o])ium
or morphine, a scarlet label lettered in white letters, plainly naming
the contents thereof, with the name and residence of such person, is

^xiilty of a misdemeanor.

Sec. 405a. A person who, except on the written or verbal order of a

' Code penal, art. ;310. Bouis: "Manuel de Med. leg.,"
* See also Briaud, Chaude et lOemeed., i., 624-635.

^ See Arsenical Wall Papers.
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physician, refills more than once prescriptions containing opium, mor-

phine, or preparations of either, in which the dose of opium exceeds

one-fourth grain, or morphine one-twentieth grain, is guilty of a mis-

demeanor.

While the druggist may not sell arsenic, or phosphorus, or

strychnin without the formalities prescribed, "Rough on rats,"

which contains ninety-six per cent, of white arsenic, and nu-

merous other rat and vermin poisons containing large propor-

tions of the poisons named are sold without question. And,
while the apothecary may not refill more than once a prescrip-

tion in which the dose exceeds one-twentieth grain of morphin,
he may sell "soothing syrups," which contain from half a grain
to a grain to the ounce ad libitum.

In France, Germany, and other European countries the sale or

use of poisonous substances by manufacturers and others as well

as by druggists is restricted and under government supervision.'

Although the wording of statutes treating of poisoning
avoids the necessity of a strict definition in criminal cases, ex-

cept in the instances abovp> referred to, questions arise in civil

actions in which the lack of such definition has proved an em-

barrassment. Thus in the case of U. S. Mutual Accident Assoc.

V. Nora Newman,' payment of an accident insurance policy

containing a provision in which the company excepted from

among the risks against which it insured "
voluntary or invol-

untary taking of poison, or contact with any poisonous sub-

stance" was contested. The deceased, James E. Newman, had
died from inhalation of illuminating gas, which the company
claimed was a "poisonous substance." The case was decided

adversely to the company, large!}' upon the evidence of a pro-
fessor of chemistry in a Virginian university, who defined a

poison as "a substance which, when taken into the body, is

capable of destroying some part or parts of the body, so as to

leave them permanently incapable of performing their func-

tions"
^—a definition under which the case of the man who

was killed at the Eddystone lighthouse by melted lead dropping
' See Legrand du Saule. Berryer 128. E. S. Wood : Fifth Ann. Rep.

et Pouchet: "Med. leg. et Tox.," State Bd. of Health, Lun. and
1357-1361. Dubrac: "Jurisprudence Cliar., Mass., 1884, 256-264,
med. et pharm.," 2eme ed., 1893,

' Insurance Law Jour., xvii.. 97.

412-460. 704. Kornfeld : "Ger. See also Paul u. Traveller's Ins. Co.,
Med.," 1884, U2 ff. ; Pharm. J. N. Y. Rep., 112, 472.

•and Tr., 1868-69, n. s., x.
, 121- » Ins. Law Jour., Z. c. , p. 104.
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into his open mouth, and in \vhosi> stoniacli a hiinj* of lead

\veii;;hinj4: nearly oij^ht oumcs was foimd,' was ono ol" jioisijn-

ing: hut uiuKt whit-h, it' the person recover, hydrocyanic acid

is not a poison. In consecjuenco ol" this decision, which we he-

lieve to have l)oen hased upon an improper definition of tlio

word ''poison," the companies luivo subsecjuently added the

words "
vohmtary or invohmtary inhalation of duy gas, vapor,

or HUii3sthetic" in their policies.

CAUSATION OF POISONING.

Poisonings may be classified either with reference to the

origin of the toxic agents producing them, or according to the

motive or lack of motive attending their introduction into the

sj'stem.

"With reference to their origin poisons may primarily be di-

vided into two classes: Those which originate within the hu-

man body; and those which arc introduced from "without.

I. Endogenous Poisonings.—These are produced either

by retention in the system of a poisonous substance, normally

produced therein and constantl}^ excreted therefrom in a state of

health; or to the formation within the body of a pathogenic

poison.

Poisoning by retention is caused by interference with any of

the excretory functions. If the skin be varnished, death results

from arrest of the excretory function of the perspiration. When
the action of the kidneys is seriously interfered with b}" or-

ganic disease, or by mechanical or non-mechanical suppres-

sion, the phemomena of urasmic poisoning are soon manifested,

and death is only delayed b}' a vicarious action of the skin or

intestines for a limited period. The well-known effects of

asphyxia, whether mechanical or due to the inhalation of an

inert though irrespirable gas, are due in part to deprivation of

oxygen, but also to accumulation of carbon dioxid in the blood.

Although in obstruction of the bowels the most violent symp-
toms are due to local inflammatory action, the reabsorption of

substances such as skatol, indol, and sulfur compounds, usually

discharged with the alvine dejections, is the cause, to some ex-

tent, of the systemic disturbances.
J

Spry: Phil. Trans., Lond., 1756, xlix., pt. 2, 477.
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Auto-intoxications are also the result, not of interference

with elimination, but of the production in the system either of

some normal excretory product in excessive amount, such as

oxalic acid, lactic acid, etc., or of substances which, probably
not produced in a state of health, are endowed with more ac-

tively toxic properties, such as acetone, oxybutyric acid, etc. It

is probable that many, if not all, non-communicable diseases

are truly auto-intoxications.

Communicated poisonings are caused by the introduction

into the system of an organism which in its development gen-

erates poisonous substances. Several pathogenic bacteria have

already been shown to produce definite alkaloidal or albuminoid

poisons (tetanin, typhotoxin, etc.) to whose action the phenom-
ena of the corresponding diseases are due.

The study of endogenous poisoning is within the domain of

pathology. Its present forensic interest is relative only, and is

limited to the recognition of resemblances between the methods

of action and chemical characters of members of the two classes

of poisons. In this respect the subject is one of vital impor-

tance, particularly with regard to alkaloidal poisonings.

It is within the limits of possibility that a person might,
with murderous intent, administer to another a poison such as

tetanin, or a culture of the bacillus producing it. Such mate-

rials are, however, within the reach of very few persons ;
and

there are no means b}' which they or their effects could be dis-

tinguished from natural results, were they criminally adminis-

tered.

II. Exogenous Poisonings are caused by the intro-

duction into the system, through one of the channels of ab-

sorption to be mentioned hereafter, of a substance possessing the

qualities of a poison, whether it be organic or inorganic, natu-

ral or synthetic, animal, vegetable, or mineral in its origin.

It is with this class of poisonings that forensic toxicology

has directly to deal.

With reference to the circumstances attending their origin,

poisonings ma}^ be classified for convenience of comparison into:

I. Homicidal.

II. Suicidal.

III. Accidental.
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ATiiiiiig th»> llOinioidal cjisos jnc included iml (>Mly8iK'has

havo btH'ii })ntiK)Uiu'i'ii to bi> siu-li liy tlu- timliiit;- of a trial juiy,
but all wliicii liavi' Ikhmi tho suitjoct ol' criiiiiiial jjroctvdiiigs, if

intent t«.) cause dcatli has lK>en alU'p'd, whalcver may have heen

the result of the trial.

Accideutal pois»)ninp:s are all sueh as occur w itiioui intent

to cause death, and aniouLC ilieni are consequently includod so-

called acciilents, duo to criminal negligence or ignorance, which,

strictly speaking, are homicidal, and have in many instances

beeu the subject of trial for manslaughter. Yet the origin of

such a case more closely resembles tliat of a poisoning in which
the degree of negligence has been less, than one in which those

has beeu deliberate intent to kill.

Accidental poisonings may be subdivided into:

(a) Industrial poisonings, which are the natural conse-

quence of contact with poisonous substances used in manufac-

turing processes, such as poisoning bj^ lead among the hands in

white-lead factories, bj' phosphorus in match factories, b}' mer-

cury among mirror silverers and thermometer makers, etc.

Such cases come more within the domain of public hj-giene than

in that of forensic toxicology, 5-et they may be of legal interest

when the manufacturer is guilty of culpable negligence in ox-

posing his workmen to unnecessar}- and avoidable danger, or in

cases of alleged homicide in which the defence seeks to account

for the presence of the poison in the cadaver by attributing to it

this origin; or as affording an opjjortunity for the study of

chronic poisoning, which, in homicidal cases, may be produced

by the repeated administration of very small doses.

(6) Poisonings from environment arise from contact

with poisonous substances or inhalation of poisoned air, not as

a consequence of employment in a particular trade, but from

the use of materials containing toxic agents. Thus arsenical

poisoning, usually non-fatal and of the chronic tj'pe, may be

caused by wearing clothing colored with arsenical dyes, or by

inhabiting rooms the walls of which are covered with arsenical

paint or paper; or lead poisoning by inhabiting apartments

freshly painted with white lead, etc.

(c) Food poisonings are the result of eating articles of food

which have been rendered poisonous either b}' the unintentional

or fraudulent admixture of mineral poisons, or by the genera-
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tion in them of putrid poisons. Such cases are of frequent oc-

currence, and in them usually a number of persons are attacked

at the same time, sometimes an entire family and sometimes

hundreds of persons in a community. As instances of this class

of poisoning the Bradford lozenge cases, in which two hundred

persons were poisoned, and the Hyeres poisonings, in which

over four hundred persons suffered
;
in both instances, in conse-

quence of arsenic being used in mistake for plaster of Paris,

which was intended to be used as an adulterant; also the con-

stantly recurring poisonings by lead and copper, fraudulently or

negligently mixed with food, and the numerous cases of cheese,

sausage, ice-cream, fish, and meat poisonings.

(d) Medicinal poisonings are unfortunately of frequent oc-

curence and are not seldom the subjects of suits for malpractice

or of prosecutions for manslaughter. For their occurrence either

the physician, the pharmacist, or the empiric is responsible.

The first in many instances is excusable, as when a patient dies

from the effects of chloroform administered as an anjesthetic

with every possible precaution, or when a person manifests an

unusual susceptibility to the action of a drug, administered in

doses usually perfectly safe. But cases of severe poisoning and

even of death from the effects of powerful drugs administered

by physicians in heroic doses, either through ignorance, fool-

hardiness, or mistake, are by no means rare. For poisonings

caused by errors in writing prescriptions, the pharmacist is as

much to blame as the physician. For the pharmacist's error of

mistaking one bottle for another in compounding a prescription

there is no more excuse than for him who pleads that he did not

know the gun was loaded. For the recurrence of poisonings
caused by the administration or application of powerful reme-

dies by incompetent and ignorant persons, and for the wholesale

destruction of infant life by opiates in proprietary nostrums, a

community which permits the one to practise or the other to be

sold has itself to blame.

(e) Other criminal poisonings without intent to kill

arise from the administration or taking of drugs which have or

are presumed to have abortifacient properties to or by a preg-
nant woman; or for the purpose of facilitating the commission

of another crime, as by the administration of chloroform to per-

mit the accomplishment of robbery or rape; or to prevent pilfer-
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iiii^:. as l>y mixiiii; tartar ciiu'tic with whiskey; or i'lnm mere

nmliiv, as hy imrposcly (lisc.'harij:iiij;; clilcriii j^as into an inhah-

itiui ajtaitnic'iit.

'Vlw wilful poisiuiin}^ of tloiiu'stic animals, a inisdoineunor

inuirr sors. Cit'id, (iill iA' tho Now ^'o^k I't-nai Coilr, may be clas-

sitioil lioro.

STATISTICS OF POISONING.

Statistics of cases of poisoning can at best be but fragmen-

tjiry and incomplote, as in all countries the great majority of

iu)n-fatal aociilental and medicinal poisonings escape record en-

tirely, while in such records of vital statistics as are officially

kept, particuhu-ly in the United States, either the nature of the

jtoison is not determined with sufficient accuracy, or all cases

are classed under the general head of poisoning. Confessedly
such records take notice only of fatal cases. The legal reports

refer only to the verj' small fraction of cases in which convic-

tion of criminal poisoning is followed by appeal.

Ml \<^l

Poisonous foods 16
Bromiu an<i compouuds 4

Potassium iodid 4

Cantharidin 4
Rhus toxicodendron . ..

Iodoform
Phenol
Lead
3Iercury
Arsenic
Tobacco
Santonin
Soda and salicylic acid.

Quinin, etc
|

-i

C'affein

'^0

21
6
32
1
o

1

Camplior
Cannabis indica.

Hyoscin, etc. . . .

Stramonium
Aconitin . .

Atropin
Stryclinin
Chloral hydrate .

Alcohol
Cocain
Opium
Morpliin

1

1

1

3

9

8
17
9

10

12
2
1

4
o

2

28
23
3

19
1

12
11

2
23
15
2

3

22
11

1881

15

2
2

3
2

20
17

26
9

16

2

4
12
12
9

5

4

21

21

1883

15
2

1

4
11

24
32
6

17

4

3
1

2
3
3

2
6

7
12

13
7

17

17
07

1884

27
3
3

5

20
27
38
25
9

3

5

8
1

1

4
16

19
8
3

5
14
27

1885

11

2

4
1

2

4
13
36
28
11

5

2
4

2
4

4

1

4
5

17
9

2

9

11

17
18

1886
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The medical, pharmaceutical, and chemical journals contain

reference only to such cases as present points of novelty or of

exceptional scientific interest, and consequently indicate a pre-

ponderance of certain forms of poisoning over others which is

misleading, Robert
'

gives the preceding table showing the

number of cases referred to in the medical journals during the

years 1880-89.

In this table the large number of food poisonings indicates

the interest in that subject now taken by the medical profession,

and the two hundred and seventy-three cases of lead poisoning

are probably, with very few exceptions, cases of chronic poison-

ing having hygienic interest, but of little forensic importance.

That medical literature affords no adequate information upon
this subject is evidenced by the results of an attempt which

we have made to determine the number and character of accu-

sations of murder, manslaughter, and assault by poisoning in

the State of New York during the fifteen years 1879-03. Ac-

counts in the public press, verified and amplified by inquiry of

the district attorneys of the several counties, and by examina-

tion of the county records, show that sixty-four such accusations

were made during that period in twenty-four counties (pop.

4,020,278) ;
of which twenty-one were by arsenic, eleven by

Paris green, eight by opiates, two each by corrosive sublimate,

strychnin, and potassium cyanid, and one each by cupric sul-

fate, carbolic acid, chlorid of lime, oxalic acid, and lauda-

num. In thirteen the nature of the poison was insufficiently

determined. Of these sixty-four cases there are but three to

which we have found any reference in medical literature.

The statistics of fatal, accidental, and suicidal cases are some-

what more satisfactory, although it is probable that a large pro-

portion of so-called
"
accidental" poisonings are classified among

the deaths from natural causes, and the nature of the poison in

suicidal cases is frequently determined by the "guess" of the

coroner's physician. Such statistics are of value, however, to

indicate the influence of localit}^ upon the kind of poison most

frequently causing death and most frequently used by suicides.

The following table, compiled from the returns of the coroners

of the county of New York, may be divided into three periods:

1841-43, 1866-80, 1889-92.
' "IntoxikationeD," p. 32.
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The most noticeable features of these statistics are: 1st. The

large number of poisonings by illuminating gas in the last

period. The large predominance of accidental over suicidal

deaths by this agent is due to the fact tliat only those cases in

which the suicidal intent was obvious are classified as suicides.

At the present time illuminating gas probably causes more

deaths in this city than any other poison. 2d. The large num-

ber of poisonings by
" Paris green." During the period 18GG-80

morphin and the preparations of opium caused 251 deaths and

Paris green 238; while in 1880-02 the opiates were fatal in To

cases and Paris green in 8G.' The predominance of Paris-green

poisoning is peculiar to the United States, where it is traceable

to the very general use of that dangerous agent for the destruc-

tion of vermin. In England, poisonings by the opiates, by the

cj^anic poisons, and by the mineral acids outnumber those b}'

arsenic. In France at the present time phosphorus is the agent

most frequently employed in criminal poisoning,* and the num-

ber of illicit administrations of the salts of copper and of can-

tharides is much greater than in other countries, while crimes

in which the cyanic poisons and the opiates are used are of very

infrequent occurrence. In Germany and Austria, on the other

hand, poisonings by the cyanics are only exceeded in number

by those by illuminating gas and the mineral acids. In the

latter country the mineral alkalies are more frequently the

cause of death than elsewhere. In Finland carbon monoxid,

strychnin, and the mineral acids are the poisons most frequently

used. In India poisonings by arsenic still maintain the pre-

dominance which they formerly had in Europe, but are very

nearly equalled, and in some districts surpassed, by the use of

the opiates. In India also poisonings by mercurials, aconite,

and dhatura are more often met with than in Europe or Amer-

ica. The table on page 60, compiled from various sources, indi-

cates the relative number of poisonings by the commoner poisons

in various countries :

The motive for homicide by poison is only exceptionally re-

venge or pecuniary advantage. Murder by poison is most fre-

quently by or for a woman." In Prussia in the years 18(13-77,

' See Arsenical Greens. reicli's Bl. f. ger. Med., 1850, I., i.,

^Tardieu: "Empois.,"1875,p.l67. 65; 1853. III., i., 40; 1854, IV., i.,

* In this connection see Fried- 78 ; II. 82.
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G7.7 per cent of those accused of poisoning were women.' In

France during the years 1825-80, 70 per cent, of the criminal

poisonings were by women; 43 per cent, were caused by do-

mestic dissensions, 2-1 per cent, were by mothers upon young
children, 10 per cent, due to adultery, 9 percent, for vengeance,
9 per cent, due to Cupidity, and 5 per cent, to unrequited love.

Only 30 per cent, of the poisonings occurred in cities.

In the United States the ap^Darent rarity of crimes by poison
in large cities is a subject for serious reflection. In the city of

New York during the past fifty years there have been but seven

trials for murder by poison, four of which resulted in the con-

viction of murder in the first degree,^ one in the second degree,^

and two in acquittal." During the same period there was one

conviction for manslaughter^ and two for assault in the first de-

gree," and two cases of murder and suicide.' In the three cases

of murder by poison which (after an interval of twenty years,

during which no similar cause was tried) have been the subject

of trial during the past four years, the body of the deceased was
buried upon the certificate of a physician in two instances, and

after an entirely insufficient investigation by the coroner in the

third; and it was onl}^ after periods of 43, 53, and 98 days that,

at the instance or suggestion of unofficial persons, the bodies

were exhumed and submitted to proper examination. There is

little room to doubt that the more frequent occurrence of trials

for poisoning in rural communities is due rather to the greater
detective efficacy of public rumor among these, than to excep-
tional rarity of crimes of this nature in large cities of such

heterogeneous population as New York.

The inadequacy of our present police and legal machinery to

the prevention and detection of secret poisoning is further shown

by the occasional detection of a murder by poison constituting
the last of a series of similar crimes, escape from the conse-

quences of the earlier of which has finally led to carelessness on

the part of the perpetrator and to the awaking of suspicion by
the sheer number of rapidly succeeding deaths, all leading to

'Falck: "Lehrb. d. Toxik.," p.
''

Heggi, 1872-73, Lebkuchner.
18. 1888.

^ Williams, 1854 ; Stephens, 1859 ;

'
Nichols, 1893.

Harris, 1892; Buchanan, 1893. « Volkmer (Joseph and Mary),
3
Meyer, 1894. 1879 ; Burgess, 1886.

'

Deffarge, 1879; Fritz, 1885.
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the |H'inini;iry advantage of the sanic survivor. Tlic (IctriKiant

-Mi'Vi'rs was uikUt imliftiiK'nt for a similar otVeiu-e in ( )liio,

wluMt' lu' wonlil havo boon triod for iminhM- had ho oricapod con-

viction in Now York, and if the theory of tho Slato he correct,

the crime for which he was convicted was hut one of many
schemes for tlie defrauding; of life-insurance companies, some

of whicli at least were attended with murder. In November,
1S8S, Sarah .lane Whitelin^ was convicted of murder in tlie

first doi;r«H> for havinjjc killeil one of hercliildren by jioison, hav-

ing previously destroyeil another child and her husband b}' sim-

ilar means in order to collect a paltry life insurance upon each.

The three deaths occurred on IMarch 2()th, A])ril 24tli, and May
2f)th of the same year. In 1 888 Sarah J. Robinson was convicted

of murder in the first degree after two trials, for one of a series

of probably eleven poisonings by arsenic at Somerville, a suburb

of Boston. The victims were relatives; the motive tlie collec-

tion of life-insurance money. Instances of repeated poisoning

are, however, by no means peculiar to this countr3\ In Ger-

many the cases of Anna Margaretha Zwanziger (.'3
murders and

several attempts), the widows Ursinus (4 murders), Gesche Mar-

garetha Gottfried (15 murders), and Gesche Margaretha Brock-

man (3 murders), are historical. In Holland the poisonings at-

tributed to Maria Catherine Swanenburg extended between 1877

and 1883. Besides the 4 persons for whose murder she was

convicted in 1885, she had destroj-ed 10 others, while 3(5 persons
"were made ill by poison administered by her, of whom 5 twice,

2 three times, 1 four times, 1 five times, and 1 six times; and

had attempted to kill 14 others, 1 twice and 1 three times. In

Belgium in 1804 the wife of a prominent government official

was charged with successive poisoning of a sister, an uncle, and

a brother. In France, Pel (1884) was suspected of having de-

stroyed five persons b}'' poison in a period of twelve years, and

Pastre-Beaussier (188G-88) was accused of having caused the

death of three persons and the serious poisoning of twelve

otliers. In England, two women (Reg. v. Flannagan and Hig-

gins, Liverpool Winter Assizes, 1884) were convicted of mur-

der, having caused the death of four persons by arsenic ex-

tracted from fly-paper. Taylor' refers to the case of Mary Ann
Cotton (Durham Lent Assizes, 1873), convicted of the murder

1 "Poisons," 3d Am. ed., 180.
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of a stepson, who had previously at various times destroyed her

mother, fifteen children, three of her husbands, and a lodger by

poison. In all of the cases cited the object was the same, the

obtaining of insurances upon the lives of the victims. The case

of the notorious "Dr." Cream, or Neill, executed for the mur-

der of Matilda Clover in England in 1892, shows that the whole-

sale poisoner may extend the field of bis operations over two

continents.

ABSORPTION OF POISONS.

That poisons administered by the mouth, or by inunction,

pass into the blood and tissues was known early in the present

century. Voigtel
'

in 1804 quoted several instances in which

mercviry was obtained by distillation from the bones of those

who had taken corrosive sublimate for some time. Buchner''

relates that at a still earlier period Pickel had found mercur^^

in the brain of a similar patient, and that Eckel had obtained

mercury from the blood, urine, and saliva of a syphilitic patient

under treatment by inunction, and in the perspiration of an-

other treated by internal administration. Orfila was the first

to demonstrate the presence of arsenic in the blood, organs and

urine after its administration by the stomach, first in a series

of experiments upon animals in 1830,' and later in the same

year in the human subject in the case of Soufflard.* Since that

time analyses have shown the presence of a great number of

poisons in the blood, tissues, and urine either in their own form

or in their products of decomposition, after their administration

by the stomach, by inhalation, and otherwise, and if any still re-

main whose absorption has not been thus proved, it is either be-

cause the necessary investigations have not been undertaken, or

because of the inadequacy of our methods of research. In

some instances in which the usual chemical reactions have failed

to show the presence of a given poison in the blood its existence

there has been otherwise demonstrated. Thus while liquid re-

actions may fail to show the presence of lithium and thallium

in the blood and tissues after the administration of small doses,

•"Handb. d. path. Anat.," » Mem. Ac. roy. de med., 1840,
1804-5. i., 153-358; ii., 10, 110. viii., 376.

- "
Toxikologie,

"
2teAufl., 1827,

^
"Toxicologie," Seme ed., i.,

544, 538. 403, and Bull. Ac. de med., 1838-
39. iii., 664.
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their prosetu'o tluTc has ht'cii ilistiiiftly shown hy sjitH'troscopic

i>xiuiiiiKiti(.)ii of tlu' asli. In tlii> case t)f alkuloidal poisons rea(v

tions approaohin{^ in delicacy the spectroscopic testa are want-

ing, ami for many the known reactions recjuire very apprecialilt)

(piantities of the substance, it" the presence of snake poison in

the general circulation has not been denionstratcul by chemical

means, its j^resence tlicre may be inferred from the fact that

when injected in the tlistal end of a limb whose connnunication

with the general circulation is temporaril}- cut oflf by a ligature
its action is slight and local onh', but on removal of the liga-

ture its rapidly fatal action is exerted. The "
incarcerated" hy-

podermic use of cocain to produce local anaesthesia in a portion
of a limb separated from the general circulation by a bandage
is now generalh" practised.

At the present time the view of Bernard, that poisons only
act after absorption into the blood

'

is so universally accepted
that we have considered it as the distinguishing element in the

method of action of the true poisons, in contradistinction to the

local chemical action of the corrosives, and to the physical
action of mechanical and thermal irritants. (See Definition,

p. 43.)

When a poison is directly introduced into the circulation, as

by hypodermic or intravenous injection, or ajjplication of its

solution to a wounded surface, it is clear that absorption is

dispensed with, and that consequently the action of poisons or

medicines so administered is more rapid than when they are

taken by the mouth. ^
Poisons so introduced begin to act imme-

diately, as the time required for their transmission to the organ,

tissue, or morphological element upon which they exert their ac-

tion is practicalh' insignificant; and with rapidly acting poisons
a fatal termination may follow in a very short time. Thus ani-

' Pour qu'un poison agisse, il la longue seulement un effet local

faut qu'il soit arrive daus le sys- ponrrait se montrer dans certains

tenie arteriel, car ce n'est que lors- cas. II faut. ainsi que nous venona

qu'il sera parvenu dans le reseau de le dire, pour que les eflfets tox-

capillaire. au moj-en des arteres, iques de ces substances se manifes-

que ses eflfets se" manifesterout. tent, que I'absorption les ait ame-

Qu'on place, en eflfet, sur le cerveau nees dans le courant arteriel, qui les

I'un de ces poisons dont Taction sur conduit aux capillaires ("Sub-

lesysteme nervenx est si puissant et stances toxiques et mMicamen-
cause si proniptement la niort. de teuses,

"
18.57, p. 47).

la strychnine ou de I'acide cyan-
- Arsenic is apparently an excep-

hydrique. par exemple ; aucune ac- tion to this rule (see Arsenic : Ab-
tion immediate ne se produira, et a sorption) .
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mals have been killed in half a minute by injection of cobra

poison (Fayrer) or of hydrocyanic acid (Preyer).

Almost all poisons also act more energetically when thus

introduced, by reason, partly, of the immediate entrance of

the entire dose, which, being gradually absorbed from the ali-

mentary canal, may be partly removed by elimination before

absorption is complete, and partly because by hypodermic injec-

tion the entire quantity administered certainly enters the circu-

lation, while a part of that given by the mouth frequently

escapes absorption entirely.

Substances, however, which are themselves non-poisonous,
but which are acted upon by the gastric secretion, with forma-

tion of a poisonous derivative, are inert when introduced directly

into the circulation, but actively poisonous when taken into the

stomach. Thus the neutral crotonglycerid, which exists in the

fresh seeds of croton tigliuni, is inert when injected hypoder-

mically, but is decomposed when taken into the stomach with

liberation of- crotonic acid, which acts energeticall3^ Potas-

sivmi myronate, a constituent of mustard, and amygdalin, a

glucosid from the bitter almond, may be given to herbivorous

animals under the skin without producing any ill effects, but, if

given by the mouth, they are decomposed in the intestine by
the action of bacteria therein contained, the former with the

liberation of oil of mustard, the latter with the formation of

hydrocyanic acid, whose actions are then manifested.'

On the other hand, there are some poisons which, although

extremely active when introduced hypodermically, are either

inert or much less violent in their action when taken by the

mouth. Such are the venoms of serpents, curare, ergotic acid,

which are either excreted more rapidly than they are absorbed,
or are converted into less harmful derivatives in the alimen-

tary canal or liver.

The rapidity with which absorption takes place depends
upon: (1) The difi'usibility of the substance

; (2) its condition,

whether in solution or solid, and, in the latter event, whether

readily or difficultly soluble; (o) other conditions existing which,
favor or impede solution and diffusion; (4) the absorbent sur-

face.

The influence of variations in diffusibility upon the rapidity
' Robert-. "Intoxikationen,

"
1893, 23, 30, 359.

IV. -5
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of alisorjitiiui is, in tlu' casr of solid jioisoiis, tlciiciKlcnt in largo
nu\asurt> ui>oii variations in c-onditions intluoncing solntion, as

in tlioir oaso solution is incliniinarv ancl prorociuisito to diffusion

or absorption. TIjo rajiidity of altsor[)tion liy the puhnonarv
nuii'ous nuMuhrano is duo in part at least to tho rapid diHiisi-

bility of i^ases and vapors. \'apor of chloroform wiien inhaled,

even if largely diluted witii air, is raj)idly absorbed, and has

lx>en known to jtroduee unconsciousness and muscular reso-

lution in animals in twenty-live seconils, while in the human

subject, administered for the i)urpose of causing annpsthesia, it

freijuently accomplishes that object in less than half a minute,
and in some cases has destroj'ed life in less than a minute.'

But. when taken into the stomach, lic^uid chloroform, b}^ reason

of its sparing solubility and its slight diffusibility under such

conditions, cau.ses insensibility onl}' after the lai)se of half an

hour or more. Thus Smith" relates the case of a woman wlio

swallowed about an ounce of chloroform, after which she walked

about the streets for an hour, when she was found leaning

against a building, and walked to the police station, where she

became unconscious. She had walked between one and two
miles before becoming unconscious.

In general terms it ma}- be stated that anj-thing which
favors solution of a poison accelerates its absorption, while any
condition which impedes its solution retards absorption. Insol-

uble substances are non-poisonous. Even if they be substances

which in a soluble form are actively poisonous, when in an in-

soluble modification or combination they are inert. Thus, while

the j'ellow variety of phosphorus is one of the most virulent of

poisons, the red allotropic modification, which is the same
substance chemically, and differs only in its ph3"sical properties,

is practically harmless, and that principally because it is not

dissolved by the oils and fats which are solvents of the yellow
modification. Indeed, the object of administering chemical

antidotes in cases of poisoning is usually to bring about the

formation of an insoluble, and therefore non-poisonous, combina-

tion. But; while the toxic activity of a given sub.stance is pro-

portionate to the quantity which can be brought into solution,

it by no means follows that readily soluble substances are more

'Lyman: "Anaesthesia," New ^ Phila. Med. News, 1891, lix.,

York, 1881, p. 195. 688.
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poisonous than related substances of more difficult solubility.

Indeed, the reverse is known to be the case in many instances,

as in the series of alcohols of which ordinary alcohol is a mem-
ber the higher forms are less soluble and more actively poison-

ous than the lower.' (See Absorption by the Stomach, below.)

Absorption by the Lungs.—The absorption of gases and

vapors which are soluble in or act chemically upon the blood

takes place with great rapidit}'. Indeed, volatile liquid poisons

are sometimes more rapidly fatal when their vapor is inhaled

than when the liquid is injected directly into a blood-vessel.

Thus Preyer," experimenting with hydrocyanic acid, found that

a rabbit died in twenty-six seconds after inhaling the vapor of

the concentrated acid for three seconds, while in another rabbit

into whose jugular vein 1 c.c. of a sixty-per-cent. acid was in-

jected, although the interference with respiration was imme-

diate, the spasms only appeared in twenty-nine seconds, and

death followed in sixty-one seconds after the injection. In

guinea-pigs death followed inspiration of air charged with va-

por of hydrocyanic acid in five, six, and sixteen seconds. It is

clear that here absorption was practically instantaneous.

The action of poisonous gases when inhaled in tolerably con-

centrated form, besides being favored by rapid absorption, is

also aided by interference with the principal channel of their

excretion. With gases which may be inhaled undiluted with

air, elimination by this channel is entirely arrested, and the

effects are very rapidly produced. Thus muscular resolution has

been produced by nitrous oxid in twenty-five seconds. In the

case of indifferent gases the interference with elimination of

carbon dioxid is the only cause operative, and several minutes

elapse before the accumulation of that gas in the blood causes

asphyxia.

Absorption by the Mouth.—Absorption by the buccal

mucous membrane is usually of slight practical importance, as

the poison is rarely retained in that cavity, or given in a form

which permits of any extensive absorption during its brief so-

journ there.

Poisons of great activity, however, enter the circulation

'In this connection see also -"Die Blausaure,
"

ii., 1870, 60,

Richet, C. rend. Soc. biol., Paris, 62, 71.

1893, 9s., v., 775.
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from till* nioutli or lips or the nasal mucous momhrano witli

sufh rajiiility that thoir coutat-l \vitli Ihoso surfaces inay oauso

tloatli lu>forf an act of swalh.wiiiLC is alt('in])U'(l, or uvou pos-

sibli'. Thus rrovor
'

fouiul that rahhits foil uiicdiisoious in

twonty-throo sivomls aftor tlio application of hydrocyanic acitl

to the tongue, and in iwclv(> seconds aftci' its applicatidu to tlio

nostrils. Nicntin also, whiii apjiliod to tho mouth in doses of

two to four dri>ps, may cause poisoninjj^ either innnediatcly or

within half a minute.^ Tn cases of tobacco poisoning from ex-

cessive smoking, in which the smoke is not inhaled, tho absorp-
tiou is by the buccal nuicous membrane except in so far as it

may occur b}' swallowed saliva. Arsenic is also absorbed from
tho mouth under exceptional circumstances, as in those in-

stances in which arsenical sjaiii)toms were traced to smoking
tobacco or cigars impregnated with arsenic'

Absorption by the Stomach.—It is usually from tho

stomach in cases of homicitle that the poison first enters the

circulation, the absorption being afterward supplemented by
the more perfect action of the intestines. When the stomach is

empty its absorbent power is more active than when it contains

food, and particularly so in the morning before breakfast. As
water and alcohol are absorbed to a great extent by the stom-

ach, substances dissolved in those liquids, particularly if the so-

lution be dilute, are rapidly absorbed. It has been shown by
numerous experiments, and observations that some poisons, as

hydrocj'anic acid or strychnin in solution, or alcohol may, under

favorable conditions, be absorbed from the stomach in ten sec-

onds or less after their first introduction. It is probable also

that all liquid poisons and crystalline substances in solution are

absorbed from the stomach with equal rapidity, and that when
a considerable interval of time elapses between the taking of the

liquid into the stomach and the manifestation of symptoms, as

is the case usually with arsenic, the delay is not due to slow-

ness of absorption but to the time required for the tissue

changes which are the proximate causes of the symptoms which

they produce.

Substances, also, which are insoluble in water or inert are

' Loc. eit., p. 69. 1827, Ixij., 13. Friedreich; Bl. f.

- Huseniann u. Hilger : "Pflan- ger. Anth., 1858, ix.. 3 Hft., 40.

zenst. ," 2te Aufl., ii., 1,173. The latter a case of alleged homi-
^
Schlegel : J. d. pract. Hlk. , cide.
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sometimes converted into soluble and poisonous derivatives by
the action of the gastric secretion, or of constituents of the food.

Thus, while calomel is insoluble in water, it is dissolved to an

appreciable extent in the gastric juice by the combined action

of the peptic ferment a,nd acid, and to a still greater extent if

the food contains a large quantity of salt. On the contrary,

certain constituents of the food may by their chemical or physi-

cal action delay the process of gastric absorption, as salt inter-

feres with the absorption of silver nitrate by its conversion into

the insoluble chlorid, and oils delay the solution of arsenic. It

must also be noted that many poisons provoke vomiting, and that

a large proportion of the dose swallowed may be thus expelled

before sufficient time for its solution and absorption has elapsed.

Absorption by the Intestine.—As the small intestine is

the essential organ of absorption of the products of digestion, so

is it also a most active absorbent for poisons and medicinal

agents which, having reached it, are more rapidly absorbed

than from the stomach. Poisons, such as phosphorus, which

are soluble in oils but not in watery liquids, escape absorption

in the stomach entirely, and only enter the circulation indirectly

from the intestine, by the channel of the thoracic duct.

Absorption from the rectum is with most poisons in solu-

tion quite as rapid as from the stomach and apparently more

rapid with some. Thus Galtier
'

cites the experiments of Roselli

and Strombio, who found that strychnin introduced into the

rectum in alcoholic solution caused tetanic spasms in dogs more

rapidly than the same quantity given in the same form by the

stomach. Rectal medication by means of suppositories is now

frequently practised, as it was by enemata formerly. Morphin
and belladonna are more rapid in their action when given by
the rectum than when swallowed, and the numerous accidents

that have followed the use of infusions of tobacco as enemata

attest the facility of the absorption of nicotin by the rectum.

Instances of homicidal administration of poisons by the rectum

are of infrequent occurrence. (See Sulfuric Acid, Arsenic, Mer-

cury.) Suicides have in a few instances selected this method of

administration.*

Poisons absorbed from the stomach and intestines are car-

' "Toxicol, gen.," 1855, p. 8.
- Hofmann : "Lehrb. d. ger.

Med.," 5te Aufl., 615.
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riril liy till' ^.•i>trit' aiul inrsciitcric veins to tlir portal vein, l)y

whii'h thoy eiitt r ilic liver, wliero thov are to aoino extent ro-

tainod
'

or wheiu'o they pass Ity llu- hepatic veins into the gen-
eral circulation.

The duration of absorption from the alimentary canal will

ilejHMul largely ujjon the form in which the poison is taken and

ujion the extent to which that not iinmediatel}'' absorbed is

either rendi'red insoluble by the action of antidotes or removed

by purgation, vomiting, or the stomach pump. When ojjium,

Nvhich causes neither vomiting nor pm-ging, is taken in the

solid form in large amount, and no successful efTort to remove

it from the stomach is made, its gradual solution and absorption
must continue until death puts an end to the process. In the

case of a woman'' who died sixty hours after taking an imknown

quantity of white arsenic, that poison was found in substance

in the stomach. It goes without saying that, if life continue,

the same conditions which diminish the rapidity of gastro-in-

testinal absorption increase its duration.

Absorption from the Skin.—The skin with its cuticle

or epidermis intact is practically impervious to watery liquids

which do not act upon it chemically. There are, howevei:,

some poisons which act directl}- upon it, producing dermatitis,

which in a mild form msij be limited to a simple redness or

erythema, attended with more or less itching and going on to

the formation of vesicles, pustules, or bullae, and, in extreme

cases, even gangrene. Among these are arsenic and the juices

of certain plants. The epidermis is, on the other hand, perme-
able to oils and fats, and mercury and some other medicines,

incorporated with fats in the shape of ointments, are readily

absorbed when rubbed upon the cuticle. The menstruum best

adapted to this purpose is lanolin (a fat, in which glj'cerol is

repjlaced by cholesterol), obtained from wool. Finely divided

powders, when rubbed upon the cuticle, are also absorbed, prob-

ably by being dissolved in the oily sebaceous secretion. Metals,

also, whether in the shape of solids or vapors, are absorbed

through the cuticle, as is evidenced by the occurrence of lead

poisoning among plumbers and others who handle that metal,

and by the physiological action of mercury produced by ex-

posure of the skin to the vapor of that metal.

' See p. 83. • Paterson : Edinb. Med. Journ., 1857, iii., 394.
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The abraded skin, exposing the very vascular subcutaneous

cehular tissue, becomes a very active absorbent surface, and

sohitions applied to it are to all intents and purposes under the

same conditions as when hypodermically injected.

Absorption from. Genito-Urinary Organs.—Several

cases are reported of women who have been poisoned by ar-

senic introduced into the vagina with murderous intent.' The
occurrence of mercurial poisoning in women, due to the use of

corrosive sublimate solutions for vaginal and uterine irrigations,

has been the subject of several treatises.

The male urethra and mucous membrane of the glans and j)re-

puce are actively absorbent surfaces. So far as we are aware no

modern instance is recorded of criminal introduction of poison by
these channels, although Zacchias relates^ that Ladislas, King
of Naples, was killed by poison communicated during coitus.

The mucous membrane of the urinary bladder absorbs only

slowly and imperfectly. Stille
^

states that atropin may be ab-

sorbed from the bladder even after it has been eliminated from
the system by the kidneys. On the other hand, Falck

'

found

that 0.03 gm. (gr. ^) of str3'^chnin nitrate in solution introduced

into the bladder of a dog did not produce the slightest symp-
toms of poisoning, while very much less quantities (from 0.75

to 3.9 mgm. per kilo) caused death by hypodermic injection,

by the rectum, and the empty stomach.

The experiments of Cazeneuve and Lepine* show that

strychnin is not absorbed from the uninjured bladder. They
injected 0.04 gm. (gr. j%) into the bladders of dogs b}' means
of a Dieulafoy syringe; the neck of the organ having been pre-

viously ligated. No symptoms whatever were manifested for

sixteen to twenty hours, after which they developed rapidly,
and terminated suddenly in death. As at the autopsy they

always found the bladder inflamed in the neighborhood of the

ligature they properly attributed the later effects to absorption
from this inflamed surface.

Absorption through other Channels.—Substances in

solution injected into parenchymatous organs pass into the cir-

' See Arsenic.
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filiation as rapidly as wlu'ii iiijcctcil into tlio suliciitaiioniis tis-

sue. The stMMiis nu'inltrant's arc^ actively alisnrlx'iit. Cases of

modioiiial |M.i-.iMiiiiLr liavc rosiilttHl from tiio introduction of

atropin solution int.i liir auditdix- canal, and mineral acids have

lK»en }Hnircd int.) the car with murdcR)us intent. The corneal

and palpebral otnijnnctiva is an absorbent surface, as is proved

by absorption of atropin a})plied to it, even in persons in whom
there is closure t)f the lachrymal duct; luit absorption takes

place more slowly than from nuicous surfaces.

That the foetus may be killed by poison taken by the mother

is proved by instances in which arsenic, jihosphorus, lead, mer-

cury, and copper have been detected in the tissues of the foetus,

either after the death of the mother or after dead birth,

DISTRIBUTION OF POISONS.

The distribution of poisons in the system, i.e., the relative

proportion existing in different organs and tissues of the body
at various stages of absorption and elimination, has as yet

been studied with regard only to a few mineral poisons, such aa

arsenic, antimony, copper, and lead. Concerning the first two

the number of observations is still small, and with regard to the

last two the investigations have been for the most part in cases

of chronic poisoning. Investigations hitherto made show- that

the distribution is different with different poisons and very

probably not the same in acute as in chronic poisoning, or in

poisoning by repeated doses. (See Arsenic: Distribution.)

METHODS OF ACTION OF CORROSIVES AND POISONS.

Two varieties of action are commonly recognized : a loca.

action, that produced at the point of application, whether ex-

ternal or internal; and a remote action, manifested in some

organ, tissue, or fluid to which the deleterious agent is not di-

rectly applied. The local action of the corrosives is intense,

and their remote action insignificant. With true poisons the

reverse is the case. (See Definition, p. 45.)

The local action is most intense with the mineral acids

and alkalies. These substances disorganize those tissues with

which they come in contact by chemical decompositions w^hich
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they bring. about in dead and living tissues alike. The injuries

caused by them during life closely resemble those caused by

heat; to all intents and purposes they are burns (see Vol. I., p.

G41). Some substances act both as corrosives and as true poi-

sons, the local or remote action predominating according to the

degree of concentration. This is true of oxalic acid, mercuric

chlorid, and phenol, substances which have a great tendency to

enter into chemical reaction with the nitrogenized constituents

of the body, thereby causing destruction of the cellular elements

of tissues with which they come into contact, either by direct

application or by the channel of the circulation. The local ac-

tion of such agents is manifested in erythema, eruptions, swell-

ing, with or without oedema, extravasation of blood, and even

formation of pus, and by sensations of pain, prickling, itching,

burning, or of cold, when they are applied to the cutaneous sur-

face; and in the symptoms of gastro-enteritis, more or less in-

tense, when they are taken by the mouth.

In the case of arsenic, and possibly also of other poisons, the

effects at the point of application, although in one sense local,

are direct only to a limited extent, and depend rather upon

absorption of the poison and its return by the circulation to the

part affected. Gastro-enteric inflammation is caused by arsenic

administered by other channels than the mouth, and conse-

quently without direct application to the gastro-enteric mucous

membrane.
The remote action of poisons, manifested after their en-

trance into the circulation, is local in the sense that it is exerted

upon organs or tissue elements with which the substance is

thus brought in contact. The view formerly held by some that

poisonous influences in the case of rapidly acting poisons, such

as hydrocyanic acid and nicotin, must, because of their rapidity

of action, be transmitted by the nerves is no longer entertained.

Even the most rapidly fatal poisons do not cause death with such

rapidity that their transmission b}^ the blood to the part affected

is impossible.

Concerning the method of action of poisons upon cells and

tissue elements or their constituents but little is known. A few

poisons are, however, known to cause changes in the composi-

tion, chemical changes, in certain constituents of the tissues and

fluids which render them unfit to perform their normal func-
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tion. Tluis carhon num(»xitl comluiu's witli the rrd coloring
iimttcr of lilootl coriuiscli's to form ;i coinpoiiiKl inoro stable

than tiiat which tlu> same piLcmcnl iniKlucrs with oxyj^en, and

thus t'xtinguishos life hy intcrfcreiico with the transfer of oxy-

gon from the lungs to the tissues. It has also boon suggested
that the poisoimus action of arsenic is due, in ])art at least, to

intert'erence witli normal chemical processes brought about by
nioditications of oxidation.'

Kabuteau' has sought to show that in tin- case of the mineral

poisons a relation exists between their atomic weights and their

toxic activity, the latter being the greater as the former is more
elevateil ; or that they are the more active the lower their spe-

cific heat.

Recent investigations of the actions of those organic poisons
whose chemical constitution is known indicate that their toxic

activity depends upon their molecular structure, and in the case

of certain series of related or homologous comjiounds is in-

creased or diminished by introduction of certain groups or

atoms, or in the case of isomeric bodies by variations in their

positions. Thus (iibbs and Keichert
' have shown that the lethal

doses of propyl, butyl, heptj'l and octyl alcohols are progressively

diminishing quantities. Bauman and Kast,* investigating the

relative activity of the sulfones, found that those containing the

radical methyl (CH^) only are therapeutically inactive, while

the ethyl (C^HJ derivatives have hypnotic actions increas-

ing in activity with the number of ethyl groups contained in

their molecules. The influence of orientation has been studied

bj' Brieger and by Gibbs and Hare,^ Avho found that the para-

toludins are much more actively poisonous than the ortho com-

pounds. But that, on the other hand, of the three isomeric

diphenols, catechol (ortho) is the most actively poisonous, and

resorcinol (meta) the least so. The lethal doses of the three are

given as catechol 5, quinol (para) 10, and resorcinol 100."

' Binz and Scliultz : Arch. f. exp.
^ Zeitschr. f. phj'siol. Chem.,1889,

Path. 11. Pharm., 1879-82, xi., 200; xiv., 52-74.

xiii.. 256; xiv., 345; xv., 322. ^ Arch. f. An. u. Phvs., Phys.
^'

"Toxicologie," 2oinp ed., 1887, Abth., 1889. Supplb., 271-291;

p. 11. See also Ricliet. C. rend. Ac. 1890. iii-iv., 344-3.59.

Sc. Paris. Oct. 24tli, 1881, and "For further information upon
Blake: ibid.. April 23d, 1888. this subject see O. Loew :

"
f:in

' Amer. Chem. Journ.. 1894, xvi., naturliches System derGiftwirkun-
443-^9. gen," Miinchen, 1893.
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Circumstances and Conditions Modifying the Action of

Corrosives and Poisons.

External Conditions.—Usually conditions independent
of the toxic agent and of the subject have little influence upon the

action of a poison except in so far as unfavorable circumstances,

such as extremes of temperature, may diminish the resisting

power of the individual, although it has been observed that

when bromids are given in large doses bromism is more fre-

quent in the colder than in the warmer half of the year.'

The phj^siological action, however, of gaseous substances is

markedly influenced by the pressure. Thus oxygen, which,

under the ordinary conditions of dilution and pressure in which

it exists in the atmosphere, is a prime necessary of life, becomes

an active poison under increased pressure, causing death in

tetanic spasms resembling those caused by str3'chnin.

Conditions of the Poison— Quantity.—Even with the

most active poisons there is a limit of quantity below which the

substance is entirely inert. When the quantity is increased be-

yond this a point is reached where the effects produced are such

as may be desirable under certain conditions and not deleteri-

ous. The quantity then represents a medicinal or therapeutic

dose, and the effects are designated as physiological or medi-

cinal. A further increase in quantity causes effects which,

either exceed those desirable therapeutically in degree or in their

nature are menacing to life or health
;
when the quantity taken

is a toxic dose. And finally, by further increase a quantity is

reached which, in the absence of antidotal interference, would

extinguish life—a fatal or lethal dose.

The question : What is the lethal dose? of this or that poison
is one almost invariably asked in homicidal cases, and one diffi-

cult of a definite answer. The question usually refers to the

amount swallowed. This, even in non-fatal cases, may be

greatly in excess of quantities which have in other instances

been known to cause death under conditions otherwise closely

similar. The actual dose of a true poison is the quantity which

is absorbed, not that which has been temporarily placed in that

' Fere: C. rend. Soc. biol., Paris, Arch. f. exp. Path. u. P)i., 1895,

1898, 9 s., v., 277. See also Kossa : xxxvi., 130.
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intrrinotliatc n'i'i>|tta('lo, the sti'iiiadi. ainl sultsetiiU'iitly inoro or

less ooniplott'ly exiK'Uni liy \ .initiiiL,' nr otlierwise. The inini-

iniim tiuaiitity o\' any jHiixni caiialilc oi" causiTi^c the (]i'atli of a

lu'ahhy adult is not (Idiiiiti'ly known, wlu'tluT reference be had

to tlie anu)nnl introihioed intt) the stomach, or to the quantity
wliii'h has j)ass('il into the circulation, or wlietlier the jioison i-e-

ferred to l)e one wiiicli, like arsenic, is almost invariahly inti'o-

duced by absorption, or one which, like morphin, is frecjuently

ailministered hypoilermically.' Yet we cannot doubt that the

(juantity of any pois(>n, at one time operative, and capable
ot t-ausinu" dcatli under ij;iven conditions, has a definite mini-

mum limit, lliis is, however, at present an unknown quantity.

The sum of our knowledge uj)on this ]X)int is that a certain

small quantity of the ])oison has been known to cause death

under circumstances min-e or less favorable to its action, and

that in other instances jiersons have been known to recover after

haviuij^ taken much larger quantities.'

Physical Conditions.—With the corrosives the most im-

portant physical condition in this connection is the degree of

concentration, to which the gravitj^ of the injury is directly

proportionate. With the true posions the degree of solubility

exerts the greatest influence upon the rapidity and intensity of

action. The dictum corpora )ion agunt nisi soluta is pre-emi-

nently true of poisons. Both poisons and corrosives act more

energetically when thej" are icarni than when cold.

Age of Poison.—The length of time which has elapsed

since the preparation or solution of the poison may in certain

cases have permitted it to become almost or entirely inert by

decomposition. Thus solution of hydrocyanic acid rapidly de-

teriorates by exposure to light and air, and the dilute acid of

the Pharmacopoeia is rarel}' met with in pharmacies of the two-

per-cent. strength called for; solutions of morphin form an ex-

cellent culture medium for certain moulds, which convert the

alkaloid into the less active oxydimorphiu ;
and solutions of

aconitin lose their activity rapidly.
' See Arsenic and Morphin, Lethal ature. In the great majority of

Dose. "sniaIl-do.se cases" either the quan-
- We deem it neces.sary in this tity actuallj' taken is open to ques-

connection to caution the legal tion or other and more probably
reader against acceptance of reports operative causes of deatli existed in

of cases of death from small doses the subject,
of poisons recorded in medical liter-
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Conditions of the Subject—Species and Race.—There
is probably no poison which acts with equal intensity upon
all forms of life. The germicidal activity of mercuric chlorid

is at least five hundred times as great as that of arsenic trioxid,

while the two poisons are fatal to man in about equal doses.

(Jf the albuminoid substances having poisonous qualities, some

(the toxalbumins) are produced by bacteria, and are poisonous,

to animals; while others (the alexins or antitoxins) are produced

physiologically or pathologically in animals, and are poisonous

to bacteria. Ascarides are not poisoned by strychnin, which

destroys their host. Quinin is more poisonous than strychnin

to infusoria and to diatoms, while the reverse is the case with

vertebrates. Neither alkaloid has any considerable influence

upon the bacteria of putrefaction. A rabbit will bear more

atropin or morphin than a man whose weight is fifty times as

great. Goats are not affected by (luantities of nicotin or of

lead sufficient to destroy human life. Amygdalin is poisonous

to rabbits but not to dogs. Frogs are very susceptible to the

action of the digitalis glucosids, which have very little effect

upon toads. Instances such as these, which might be multi-

plied, indicate that great caution is necessary in drawing deduc-

tions applicable to the human subject from experiments upon
animals. While the result of such experiments are frequently

of great value in establishing the identity of certain poisons

(see Physiological Tests), and in studying the method of action

of poisons and medicines under conditions not easily realized

otherwise, they should only be considered as indicating the

action upon the human subject when supported by corroborative

evidence obtained from observations made upon man either in

suicidal or accidental poisonings or by experimentation within

the limits of propriety and safet5^ In some cases of homicidal

poisoning evidence also has been furnished by the poisoning of

domestic animals that have eaten the remains of the food in

which the poison was administered or the vomit of the victim,

and by examination of their bodies.

Differences in the actions of certain poisons have also been

observed in different races of men. Thus opium, which causes

a sleepy, dreamy condition in Caucasians and Chinese, is said to

affect Malays and Japanese with murderous mania. It is also
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sail! llial nart'olics in L,'i'iu'ral arc iiK>ir aiii\(' in tlio iuhabilanls

of warm cliinatos tlian uium nDrtliorn races.'

\Vlu'tlior tlu>se (lin\M»'nc«'s arc dnc In varvinLC iH'Culiaritios

in iTgani/ation ot tin' in(li\ idiials nf dilVrrcnl racrs, or to other

causes referred to in this section, is not dclerinined.

A(JE.—The doses of medicinal suhstancs ])ro{)erly adminis-

tered to chiUlron are not only al)st)luti>ly sinaller than tliose

given to adidts, but are also less relatively to the weights of the

two, the susceptibility of the child being greater than that of

the adult. The narcotics jxirticularly are much more active

upon young than iijxin adult subjects. In old age the resistant

power of the individual diminishes, and changes, particularly
in the walls of the arteries, of a character favoring a fatal ac-

tion, are more frequently jiresent. Old persons have in several

instances been killed b}' doses of drastics and of digitalis which
would have caused only the usual therapeutic actions in persons
of middle age.

Some exceptions to the rule that young individuals are more

susceptible to the action of poisons than those that are full

grown have been observed. Thus children take calomel without

salivation longer than do adults ;

'' and new-born puppies with-

stand larger doses of strychnin than full-grown dogs."

Condition of Health.—It may be said, in general, that

persons in health are better capable of withstanding the action

of poisons than those w^hose physical condition is impaired by
excesses or by disease. Some poisons also, by similarity of their

effects w'ith those caused by certain diseases, may bring about

the death of a person so affected when taken in small doses.

Thus ordinar}' medicinal doses of opiates may cause a fatal re-

sult in a person already on the verge of apoplexy. Tartar

emetic or chloroform may suddenh' extinguish the life of a per-

son having organic disease of the heart. Persons in a starving

condition have been fatally poisoned by quantities of poisonous
berries and of putrid food, which would at most have provoked

vomiting in a person in a well-nourished state.

In such cases a question may well arise as to whether the

disease or the poison was the cause of death. When there is

no question of the administration of the poison, and death has

' Husemann : "Tox. ,"29. ^ gert and Demaut, eaj Loew :

nnd., op. cit., 31. "Syst. d. Giftwirk.," 88.
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followed after the manifestation of the symptoms usually caused

by it and within the usual time in which that poison causes

death, the disease is to be looked upon as a condition, and the

death should be attributed to the poison. But it is possible that

a diseased person may take a poison, manifest the symptoms
attributable to the combined or associated actions of the poison
and disease, and yet die of the disease. Thus, through the

negligence of a physician, a child of about four months of age
was given four drops of deodorized tincture of opium at 9

A.M. Between noon on that day and the next morning the

child manifested marked symptoms of opium poisoning, for

which it was treated by the usual methods by another physi-

cian. During the two following days the pupils regained their

normal size, the child cried frequentlj', had a temperature rang-

ing from 103° to 105.5° and died eighty-eight hours after admin-

istration of the opiate, with symptoms of compression of the

brain. The autopsj^ and the clinical history showed that, while

the child had been dangerously poisoned by opium, it had re-

covered from the effects of the narcotic and had died of acute

hydrocephalus.
The theory of death from poisoning by improper medication

has also been advanced in homicide cases of death alleged to be

caused by wounds. Thus, in the case of Stokes, it was claimed

by the defence that the death of the deceased was not due to the

pistol-shot wound which he received, but to the action of mor-

phin administered by the surgeons who attended him."

On the other hand, patients suffering from certain diseases

manifest, apart from habituation, a tolerance for particular

medicines in doses which would be poisonous to a healthy per-

son. Thus large doses of opiates are frequently given to per-

sons suffering from dysentery, tetanus, cholera, or alcoholic

mania without the production of poisonous effects; sj^philitics

bear doses of mercury or of iodin which would cause symptoms
of poisoning in healthy individuals; and strj^chnin has been ad-

ministered to a hemiplegic to the daily amount of three grains
without injurious consequence. But this immunity has a limit,

and when the quantity of the poison is further increased toxic

effects are produced.
Mental influences may also cause an explosion of symptoms

'

Peugnet: Papers Med. -Leg. Soc, New York, 1883, 2dser., 294-333.
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vi poisoniu!^ in a person satiirati'd with a driij^ taken niodiciii-

ally or lialtitwally. This is titiiui-ntly ohsriNrd in attacks of

ili'liriuni tivnuMis, and Feiv ' has reported a case of acuto hroniic

poisoning in an individual who had been under the drug for

three years, whieh was clearly due to moral shock.

Continued Action.—The corrosives freiiuentl}' cause death

by mechanical stricture or closure of the o])enings of the stom-

ach and Ity destruction of the gastric follicles, weeks or months

after the jtrimary action has ceased, by the intensity of the in-

tlanunatory processes set up. Some poisons, also, as arsenic,

may establish a gastro-enteritis of sufficient intensity to destroy

life after the last traces of the poison have been eliminated

from the system.
Cumulative Action.—The action of a poison or medicine

maj' be cumulative either in the sense that repeated small doses

produce effects different from those which would result from the

administration of a single dose, even nuich greater in amount;
or in the sense that, during the administration of small doses,

the effects of a single large dose may be produced. In the first

sense all medicines and poisons are certainl}' "cumulative," and

so-called
"
chronic" poisonings are the results of such repeated

small doses. The occurrence of poisonings cumulative in the

other sense is most exceptional. It is stated that the glucosids

of digitalis "have the remarkable property that during the con-

tinued administration of small doses the effects of a single large

dose appear."
"" The same is said to be the case with colchicin.'

IDIOSYNCRASY-INTOLEKA^X'E.—By idiosyncrcisfi in the

medical sense, or idiocrasy, is understood a peculiar suscep-

tibility, causing peculiarities of effect from the ingestion of cer-

tain substances, and from external influences. Idiosyncrasies of

odor, taste, smell, and sound are not of interest here.

Many instances are recorded of persons upon whom ordinary

articles of diet produce most unusual effects. Strawberries have

been known to cause febrile symptoms and convulsions. A case

is reported by Fergus
'

of a person who on three different occa-

sions experienced severe symptoms on merely tasting a straw-

berrv. Once, in less than three minutes, failure of the heart's

' C. renfl. Son. Biol., Par., 1893,
* Lewin : "Toxikol.." 7.

9s.. v., 277. ^Lancet, 1869, ii., 5G3.

• Husemann u. Hilger : "Pflan-

zenstoffe," p. 1,240.
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action set in and prolonged fainting ensued. Lobsters and

oysters have been frequently known to cause urticaria, and we
have met with a lady in whom the most violent attacks of vom-

iting and sickness always followed the eating of a cooked

oyster, while the raw bivalve could be eaten in moderate quan-

tity with impunity. Hone}'^ has been known to cause severe

poisoning in several cases. In these, however, the toxic effects

are traceable to the fact of the bees frequenting poisonous plants,

as in the case of the honey of Trebizonde, collected from a spe-

cies of rhododendron, the Azalea pontica.' Cocoa and beans

have also been known to cause poisoning in some persons."

Medicinal and toxic agents also act more energetically than

usual upon certain persons, and in some cause symptoms vary-

ing from those usually produced. The wide variations in the

symptomatology of arsenical poisoning may be cited in support

of the latter statement. Instances of intolerance of certain

drugs are frequentl}' met with : rhubarb, manna, and even

mineral waters have been know^n to produce violent vomiting
and purging in small doses

;
the balsams and turpentines occa-

sionally produce urticaria; belladonna, even in very small doses,

has caused a scarlatinal rash and toxic symptoms, and even the

application of the ordinary belladonna plaster has produced dil-

atation of the pupil and marked dryness of the throat. Idiosyn-

crasies with regard to the action of mercurials, quinin, and Ep-
som salt have also been observed.' It is particularly with the

modern synthetic remedies, chloral, chloroform, sulfonal, etc.,

that marked variations in the action upon different individuals,

and even upon the same individual at different times, have been

observed. It is probable, however, that in many of these cases

the amount of the dose actually taken, or the purity of the

product, is questionable, qr some other cause of death was also

present.' The following statement of Leydel
'

concerning the

'

Pavj' :

" Food aud Dietetics,
"

Phila., 1874, p. 321. See also
Bidie: Madras Q. J. M. Sc. 1861,

iii., 399. Coleman : New Jersey M.

Reptr., Burlington, 1852, vi., 46.
' Robert: "

Intoxikationen," 23.
3 See MacDonnell: "Wood's Ref-

erence Handb. of the Med. Sci.,"

iv., 2. Ascheraon : "Wchnschr. f.

d. ges. Heilk.," Berlin, 1837. iii.,

817. Betancourt : Phil. Med. Times,
IV. -6

1881-82. xii., 72. Ford : Mich. Med.

News, Detroit, 1878, i., 98. Fran-

cois: Gaz. med. d. Strassb. , 1863,

xxiii., 77. Smith, R. : Edinb. Med.

Journ., 1876-77, xxii., 601-603.
* In this connection see Born-

trilger : Viertlischr. f. ger. Med., n.

F., 1889, Hi.," 306-323; 1890, liii.,

19-66.
= Leitfaden d. ger. Med., Berlin,

1895, 107.
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toxic aftidii of iion-sviillu't ii" jioisoiis is in tlic main conrct :

"That in atliilts a j)oculiar idosynciasy tow aid pait iculai-
\n<'\

iiouou^ subslani'i'S oxists is not as \ot iimvcn. ivct'crcnco is had

as a rule to tlio ditTi'ri'nt n\othoils ol' a|»itlication. wliicli in )ho

I'juso doscriU'il I'ausos a nioi(> lajiid and inoif iiowci'ful action,

than in otliers in wliii'h ('(jnally iai-go doses aro in iinestioii."

H.\r.TT-T(»i.i-:K.\M'E.—A nmi-h nioic inijjortant condition is

thi' tolerance of certain ]M>isons winch is j^radiially estahlished

by tlieir habitual use. Thi' increasing (luantity of niorphin or

of tho opiates Aviiich is taken l>y those addicted to tlie opium
habit is well known, and (piantities are finally taken hy them

which would suflice to destroy several non-habituated persons,

and would have jn'oved fatal to them if taken at the outset.

TIal'itual use iif alcohol, hashish, cocain, niccnin, arsenic,

chloral, etc., also establishes a tolerance of those poisons. Not

only that, Init the poison becomes a necessity, the dei)rivation

of which causes serious eflfects, in some instances, as with ar-

senic, resembling those produced iu normal individuals by tho

ingestion of a poisonous dose of the same poison. It is probable
that a similar habituation may be produced with many poisons
and medicines other than those customarily used by toxicopha-

gists. Thus Robert '

refers to a feast in China at which all the

Europeans w^ere attacked wath purging, while all the Chinese

remained unaffected, in consequence of the food having been

broiled Avith castor oil according to the Chinese custom.

The immunity from the action of poisons established by
habit is, however, never complete, and when the dose taken

surpasses a certain limit the symptoms of poisoning are mani-

fested. Numerous deaths of morphin, cocain, chloroform, and

arsenic habitues caused by overdoses have been recorded.

Action of the Liver upon Poisons.—By an elaborate

series of experiments and observations Roger" has demonstrated

that the liver acts as a protector of the organism against poi-

soning; that most of the substances carried to it by the portal

vein are arrested, some are retained, others eliminated, and

others profound!}' modified. Many mineral substances, such as

iron, copper, lead, arsenic, etc., accumulate in its parenchyma,
and alkaloids, nicotin, quinin, morphin, cocain, atropin, hy-

' "
Intoxikationen,

"
p. 23. '^ " Action du foie sur les poisons,"

Paris, lb87.
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oscyamin, strychnin and veratrin, and curare and ammonia
are arrested in their absorption by the liver. Injections of these

poisons into the portal vein act with only half or a third the

intensity of similar quantities injected into the jugular. The

peptones, putrid poisons, and the toxic products of intestinal

fermentations are also arrested by the liver. The normal portal

blood of the dog has double the toxic power of the blood of the

hepatic veins of the same animal when injected into the periph-
eral circulation of rabbits. The protecting influence of the

liver is directly proportionate to the amount of glycogen present.

This accumulation, or deposition of poisons in the liver, which
renders that organ the best situation in the cadaver for the de-

tection of absorbed poison, can only be explained on the suppo-
sition of the conversion of the dissolved poison into a less sol-

uble combination, which is deposited. That such compounds
are formed in the liver and elsewhere has been demonstrated.

The metallic poisons combine with albuminoids to form spar-

ingly soluble albiuninafes, and de I'Arbre
'

has shown that

many alkaloids form compounds with the biliary acids, which
are for the most part difficultly soluble, Roger' considers it

probable that the alkaloids may enter into combination in the

liver with glycogen to form sparingly soluble conjugate com-

pounds similar to the glucosins obtained by Tanret' b}^ the action

of glucose and ammonia upon each other under pressure. It has
been demonstrated that the quantity of glj-cogen in the liver is

rapidly diminished, frequently to the point of entire disappear-

ance, by the action of many poisons, such as arsenic, antimony,
phosphorus, morphin, strychnin, and chloroform;' and that

with several poisons, such as chloroform, carbon monoxid, etc.,

the disappearance of glycogen is accompanied by glycosuria.
Kiilz

'

has found that in rabbits strychnin causes the disappear-
ance not only of the liver glycogen, but also the much more re-

sisting muscle glycogen, which he attributes to the muscular

activity due to the tetanizing action of the poison. The in-

' "Verbiud. einzelner Alkaloide Rosenhaum : Arch. f. exp. Path. u.

mit Gallensauren," Diss., Dorpat., Ph., 1882, xv., 450. Demant : Ztsch.
1871. f. phvsiol. Ch., 1886, x., 441. Kim-

Loc. cit. pel: Sitzber. d. phvs. -med. Gesell.
'Jouru. d. Ph. etdeChim., 1885, z, Wiirzb., 1893, 135.

5 s., xii., 105. 5 jjarb. Festschr., oOjahr. Jubil.

^Saikowsky: Archiv f. patli. C. Ludwig, p. 119.

Auat.,etc., Berlin, 1865, xxxiv., 79.
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solubility iif .my of tin.' (.•oinimumls wimsr I'di-inatinti in the liver

is prrsumod to occur is jiot uhsoluto, and cousoiiucntly tlu" action

of tlu' livoi* is Hot to prevent luit to niitig'ato the action oi tluj ))oi-

son, to extond the time during whirh the j)oisonous a^out passes
into the general circulation. Moreover, th<' alkaloidal salts of

tlie biliary aeids, although ditlicultly solid)le in w ater, aii; readily
soluble in the presence of an excess of the sodium salts of the

same aciils which exist in the bile; and it is well known that

not only alkaloidal but other poisons enter into the bile and are

thus discharged into the intestine to be either excreted with the

fcvces or reabsorbed gradually- and during several hours later.

Antidotal Actions by the Animal Economy Itself.—
Many poisons, after introduction into the body, are to a greater
or less extent converted b}' chemical reactions into compounds
whose toxic powers are less marked. These changes are brought
about by several different methods. In some cases it is a mere

nvutraUzation, as when absorbed acids are converted into their

alkaline salts. By oxidation phosphorus is to some extent con-

verted into the phosphates, which are normal constituents of

the body, and the highly poisonous sulfids are oxidized to the

harmless sulfates. By reduction potassium chlorate is con-

verted into the much less poisonous chlorid; and chloral [tri-

chloraldehyde, (CC)H,CCL,)] is first reduced to trichloralcohol

(CH„()H,CCL), which is subsequently further modified as de-

scribed below, b}' syntliesis or formation of conjugate deriv-

atives. Thus the poisonous phenols combine with the sulfates

to produce non-poisonous ether-sulfuric acids which appear in

the urine
;
the camphors, naphthols and chloral, are eliminated in

the form of conjugate derivatives of glycuronic acid (C„H,„0,),

itself a derivative of albuminoid substances; and benzoic and

.salicj'lic acids and their congeners form non-poisonous^glycocol

conjugates. By decomposition certain poisonous glucosids are

split up into non-poisonous substances.

The seat of these transformations in the bod}' has been de-

termined onh' imperfectly. Some, such as the conversion of

benzoic into hippuric acid, take place in the kidne3''s. The liver

is probably an active agent in this respect, and is know'n to be

the seat of the formation of the glycuronic conjugates. Other

changes, particularly decompositions such as that of the gluco-

sids, occur in the alimentary canal.
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It is clear that with the organic poisons the occurrence of

such transformations in the system is of great forensic interest.

The organic poison found by the chemist in the cadaver in the

form in which it was administered is only the residue wdiich

has escaped modification, and it is quite conceivable that the

tranformation ma}' have been complete, so that only the products
of the chemism of the system upon the substance introduced

remain. As the exact nature of these products derived from

many organic poisons is as yet unknown, and the possibility of

their formation from other substances than the poisons from
which they are known to be derived is in most instances still

unexcluded, the difficulties in the way of proving the presence
of absorbed organic poisons are great, except with a few which
resist modification, or whose changes in the body have been

more carefully studied.

Compound Poisoning.—When two or more poisons are

taken together, or in rapid succession, the action of each may be

modified by that of the other or others; but in what manner and
to what extent cannot be predicted, save in some exceptional
instances. The variations in the combined effects of strj'chnin

and morphin are well illustrated in the following cases: A
man, twenty-nine 3'ears of age, took 0.2 gm. (gr. iij.) of strych-

nin, 3.9 gm. (3 i.) of opium, and an unknown quantity of

quinin. Twelve hours after he complained only of "feeling

queer." Later he manifested symptoms of strychnin poisoning
of a mild type; after which he became profoundly narcotized

and died forty hours after taking the poison.' Marvin "has

reported a case in which death was caused by 0.(55 gm. (gr. x.)

each of morphin and str3'chnin, and in which the symptoms
of morphin poisoning could hardly be recognized. In Beatty's
case' a woman of twenty-two years took 0.1 gm. of strychnin

(a packet of Battle's vermin killer), and immediately afterward

7.4 c.c.
( 3 ij.) of laudanum, and then 2 gm. ( 3 ss.) of red pre-

cipitate. In three hours she was found suffering from narcotic

poisoning. She recovered under treatment, and at no time man-
ifested any symptom of strychnin poisoning. Almost the same

proportion of strychnin and laudanum were taken, with very
different results, in a case reported by Harrison :

' A man of

'

Chicago Med. Journ., 1860. xviii., 635. ^ Lancet. 1871, ii., 907.
- Med. Herald, Louisville, 1879, i., 4. *

Ibid., 1882, i., 780.
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Hfty-four Vi'.irs, wlio had hoeii drinkinj::, look a |«.u'kajj;i> of

l'attlt''s vrrmiii kilUr (tM <^u\. strvclmin) and r).(i c.r. (3 iss.)

of laudanum. In an hour lit> had a s})a.sni, and aftorward liad

violent totanio convulsions, I'roni which lu^ rccovorod under lit.'at-

nient. without haviuLj nianifcsted any synii)toni of narcotic ]>oi-

stuiinj^. A case internictliatt' in character between these has

l>een rejHn-tod by Kini,%' of a inaii of seventj^ years who took

(\'2l) i;ni. (L;r. iv.) of niorjtiiin and "some" strj'clmiii. Ii(^

sutYcred violent tetanic sjiasms and during;' the intervals had all

the symptoms of opium })ois«^ning. After a most violent con-

vidsion he went to sleep and slept nine hours, and subsequently

recovered.

A similar variation, although not so marked, has been ob-

served in three cases of poisoning b}' compound liniment of

belladonna and aconite, in which, clearly, the relavive propor-

tion of the two poisons was the same, although the absolute

quantity varied with the dose." In Simpson's case the pupils

are said to have been contracted, although both belladonna and

aconite cause dilatation.

Wlien one poison is given before another the effects of that

last administered may be modified. Thus Preyer' has shown

that animals under the influence of atropin are not killed by
doses of hydrocyanic acid sufficient to cause the death of indi-

viduals not so prepared, and Stille^ states that double the (quan-

tity of hydrocyanic acid necessary to cause death, injected hy-

podermically into a dog under the influence of ether, failed to

produce any evidence of poisoning for three-quarters of an hour

during which ether was being inhaled, but caused the usual

symptoms of poisoning and death on cessation of the etherization.

Or if atropin be administered first and morphin afterward, the

quantities may be so adjusted that the influence of the morphin

upon the pupil will be masked and the clinical history of the

case will record a combination or succession of effects of the

two alkaloids.

If the substances administered differ materially in the rapid-

ity of their action the victim may either succumb to the more

' Louisville Med. News, 1880, x., 1888. i., 694. Simpson: Ilnd.,1882,
160. 1., 774.

- Richardson : Brit. Med. Journ.,
» "^je Blausaure," i., 73.

1885, i., 327. Lipscomb: Ibid.,
^ AVharton and Stille : "Med.

Jur.," 4th ed., ii., 62.
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rapidly acting poison or corrosive, without having manifested

the symptoms of tliat which behaves more slowly, or may re-

cover from the effects first caused and subsequently die from the

action of the slower poison. Thus Ludwig
'

cites the case of a

man who died in five hours from the effects of caustic potash

which he had taken along with Paris green and phosphorus.
And Maclaren ^

reports the case of a man of twenty-two years,

who took a combination of strychnin and phosphorus, and after

having recovered completely from a violent attack of strychnin

poisoning, died in five days with all of the symptoms caused by

phosphorus. When complex mixtures containing several poi-

sonous ingredients are taken, life may be prolonged for a

longer period than is usual.in fatal poisonings by the most active

ingredient, and death may result after an illness the clinical

history of which is rather a combination or succession of the

effects of the different constituents of the mixture than that

of any one. A case illustrating this, in which a woman of

sixty-eight years died in four days from the effects of a dose of

chlorodyne, has been reported by Leigh ton.
^ Much will, how-

ever, depend upon the magnitude of the dose of a given mixture.

Thus while in most cases of chlorodyne poisoning (see Opium)
the clinical history is either of the complex type just referred

to, or that of profound narcotism, in Browne's case
*

of a man
who committed suicide by swallowing three bottles of chloro-

dyne, the patient was found in a dying condition and expired
soon after with manifestations of a distinctly cyanic character.

ELIMINATION OF POISONS.

Poisons existing in the blood of living beings are separated
therefrom and discharged from the body, in a more or less modi-

fied form, by all of the excretory organs, and by other channels

not physiologically excretory. The mere expulsion of the con-

tents of the stomach by vomiting is not, strictl}^ speaking,

elimination, but operates rather to prevent absorption.
As a rule, elimination takes place principally by the urine,

except with gaseous poisons, which are eliminated mainly by
' Med. Jahrb., 1880 (reprint).

^ j^p.^ ^pg] jfed. Mthly., 1883-83,
-

Glasgow Med. Journ., 1881, xv., ii., 270.

320. •'Austral. Med. Journ,, 1879, n.

s., i., 587.
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tlu> luiij^s. Tlu' «»X('rot(iry fuiu'tioii cf the liver also plays an

inijHM'tMMt part in tlu' t>liiiiinnti(iii ft' many p(ii>()ns \vliicli i)a!ss

into the liilf. and arc so oitlior soparatod in the al\ int- tlcicctioTis

or roabsorbotl in a moiliticd form ti) bf sul)so(juentlycliiiiiiiat(.'(l by
tlic kitlnoys. I'^imination also takes jjlacc by the perspiration,

tile serum of vesications and of serous effusions, the saliva, the

pancreatic, Lcastric and intestinal secretions, and the milk. The

excretory action oi the stomach is notabl(> with some jioisons,

such as ai"senic and iodin. Tlif latter, wlien administered by
other chaimels, is eliminated principally by the gastric follicles

and vomitina:.

The duration of elimination and the relation ])etween the

rapidity of absorption and that of elimination are (juestioTis of

great forensic and clinical interest. The beginning of elimina-

tion is probably coincident Avith or very shortly follows the

beginning of ab.'^orption. Potassium iodid may be detected in

the urine ten minutes after its administration; and potassium

ferrocyanid has been found in the same excretion two minutes

after having been swallowed. The rapiditj^ of elimination and

its duration vary with different poisons, and also with the same

poison according to the form and manner in which it is taken

and variations in the species and physiological conditions of the

subject. As a rule, metallic poisons are eliminated more slowly

than alkaloidal or synthetic poisons. With some poisons, such

as the copper salts, absorption is rapid and elimination quite

slow. With others the rapiditj" of elimination as com])ared
with that of absorption from the intestinal canal is so great

that the substance, although actively poisonous when injected

into the circulation, is inert when given by the stomach. Thus

curare is non-poisonous when swallowed by mammals if the

function of the kidneys is unimpaired, but produces the same

symptoms of poisoning as it does when injected into the blood

if administered to an animal in which the renal arteries have

been previously tied. The functional activity of the kidneys

consequently is an important factor in influencing the effects

produced by a given dose of poison, and persons whose kidneys

are diseased may be expected to suffer more serious effects than

those w'hose kidneys are normal from the same dose of a given

poison, for the same reason that serious disease of the kidne}"

causes auto-intoxication, i.e., deficient elimination of the poison.
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The rapidity of renal elimination is diminished and its

duration is increased with the age of the individual. Brou-

ardel
'

administered a gram of salicylic acid during a day to

each of three healthy persons, aged respectively twent}', forty-

five, and seventy 3'ears. The acid was detectable in the urine

of the first in one hour after breakfast, in that of the second in

the evening, and in that of the third only on the third day.
The elimination was completed in the first the day after the

administration, in the second in four days, and in the third in

nine days.

treatment of poisoning.^

Removal of Cause.

The first indication in a case of true poisoning is the re-

moval from the system of any poison which may yet remain

unabsorbed, or its conversion into some insoluble or inert deriva-

tive or compound. The former end is attained b}' the adminis-

tration of emetics or purgatives, or by physical means; the lat-

ter by the action of the so-called chemical antidotes.

Removal of the Poison from Wounds.—As absorption
from wounds is very rapid, attempts at the removal of poisons
so introduced must be made soon after the introduction to be of

anj' avail. The means adapted to this end are squeezing or

sucking out the poison, or washing it out, preferably with dilute

hydrogen peroxid if the presence of putrid substances or bacteria

be suspected ;
the application of tincture of iodin to

"
post-

mortem" or
"
dissection" wounds ; and the application of the

actual cautery to the poisoned wounds inflicted by venomous
animals. If the wound be in an extremity the intensity of the

poisoning may be diminished if a ligature be placed to com-

press the veins above the injury immediately after its infliction,

and venesection practised below.

Removal of Poison from the Stomach.—This is ac-

complished by the action of emetics or by mechanical means,
which should always be promptly resorted to in cases of poi-

soning,' except it be known that the poison is already com-

J

Ann. d'hyg., 1894, 3 s., xxxii., ^ It is to be as strictly avoided
"^SB. wlien a corrosive has been swai-

For treatment of corrosion by lowed,
acids and alkalies see pp. Mij, 469.
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pK'ti'ly rt'iiiovtul frmn tho stoinacli, in which <-.iso tho adininis-

tratiiiii of emotios is not only in >t hniclicial luit haiint ul ; or \\ luii

it is kmnvn ihat the |i(>i>iiii lias been admiuisterod by some chan-

nel otlu r than tlu> stomach.

The most availahlo cinctic is ajiomorphium chlorid, which
acts within three or four minntes, may ho always within the

innnotliato rvnc\\ o( the physician, and may ho administered in

spite of tlie resistance of the most obstinate suicide. Tlie l)h3'-

siciau's pocket case should always contain c-ompressed tablets of

0.007 gm. {'j;v. ,\,) of the otticinal salt, one or two of which may
be dissolved in aliout thirty drops <5f water and injected hypo-

dermically within a ver}' few minutes. Immediately after the

injection the usual mechanical methods of provoking emesis

should bo adopted if possible, such as tickling the fauces with

a feather, bending the body forward and manipulating the

epigastrium from the sides toward the median line, and the ad-

ministration of lukewarm water into which some butter or lard

has heen melted. If an emetic is to be given by the mouth, zinc

sulfate shoidd be used in doses of 1.5 to 2 gm. (gr. xx.-xxx.),

or, in cases of phosphorus poisoning, cupric sulfate in doses of

0.'2 to 1. gm. (gr. iij.-xv.). Tartar emetic should never be used.

A more prompt and radical method of removing poison from

the stomach is by the use of the stomach jyunip or, preferabl}-,

the si2)}ton. The latter consists of a rubber tube of about 8 mm.
internal diameter and 2 m. in length, one end of which is

closed and rounded, and has near it a single lateral opening.
The rounded end, well oiled, is introduced into the i)harynx and

pushed genth' down the oesophagus into the stomach, with the

aid, if possible, of an effort of swallowing on the part of the

patient. A funnel is now placed in the free end of the tube and

through it from half a litre to a litre of lukewarm water, or,

preferably in poisoning b}' the alkaloids, infusion of tea or

coffee, is poured into the stomach, the tube being compressed to

closure near the funnel before the latter has been completely

emptied. The funnel is now removed, the free end of the tube

depressed while still closed, and the pressure released, w'hen the

contents of the stomach are siphoned into a vessel placed for

that purpose. More than a litre of liquid should not be used at

one time, and the operation may be repeated two or three times

with fresh liquid. The pipe should be introduced in adults to
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a length of 45 to 50 cm. from the teeth. Occasionally the

opening of the siphon in the stomach becomes plugged bv solid

particles of food or of the poison too large to enter it. In

that event, the tube should be withdrawn after a few gentle

movements in and out for a short distance and of rotation, by
which vomiting is usually mechanically induced. A siphon

may also be extemporized from an ordinary oesophageal sound

having a rubber tube fitted to the free end. The sound should,

however, have but a single lateral opening, and being of a

harder material than the soft-rubber siphon is not so desirable.

The introduction of the pipe is sometimes interfered with by

spasms of the oesophagus; when this occurs the end of the pipe

may be smeared with an ointment containing cocain, as sug-

gested by Lafosse.'

Removal of Poison from the Intestine,— If the poison

has already passed into the intestine the administration of a

purgative may be desirable, particularly if the substance taken

be known to be one which is slowly absorbed from the intestine.

The purgative used should be one which has no solvent action

upon the poison, and if possible one which tends to render it less

soluble. Thus castor oil should not be given in phosphorus

poisoning, as the oil dissolves that element, and sodium or

magnesium sulfate is to be selected in lead poisoning, with a

view to the formation of the insoluble lead sulfate. A recto-

colonic tube may be used with advantage in some instances, and

the rectum and colon washed out.

Antidotes to Prevent Absorption.—These may act

either physically or chemically. The most generally useful

of those acting physicall}' is animal charcoal in moderately fine

powder, which has the property of absorbing and retaining al-

kaloidal and also, to a less degree, mineral poisons. To be of

service it must be freshly burnt or must have been kept in well-

closed vessels after having been burnt. Vegetable charcoal

possesses the same property, but in a much less degree. It may
be added to the liquid used in washing out the stomach. Either

form of charcoal is itself non-poisonous and is not contra-indi-

cated in any form of poisoning.

Albumen, in the form of white of egg, is readily obtainable

and is never harmful. Its action is partly mechanical in im-

' Bull. gen. detherap., etc., Paris, 1885, cix., 128.
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j)risoniiii4 tli<> iiarliclos of a still uiulissuhrd poison ;iii<l pivvciit-

iiig its adhoronoi' to tlio walls it'i the stoinacli, aiui |iaitly cIumu-

ii-al in foiiniiiL; sparin-^ly sulublo ('(nnpomKls w itii nian\ of the

iiiiiuTal jtoisons ami witii sonic o{ tlio^(< df vcjj^etablo origin. If

the alhuiiu'ii It not sjumtant'ously voniitod after a few moments
it shoulil he fi>llo\ve(l hy an emetic, j)arti('nlarly in i)oisonin<^ hy
corrosive isulilimate, to pi-event its rosohition hy the gastric

secretion.

^lilk is not so atlvaiitageons as alhumen, as it is distinctly

contra-indiciited in jH)isoninj4: by phos})horus or arsenic, by
reason of the solvent action of its fat upon the former, and of

its alkali upon the latter. Moreover, the albuminoids which it

contains do not combine with poisons so readil}' as do those of

white of egg.

(,)ther demulcents, such as mucilage, gelatin, tragacanth,

etc., act ou\y mechanically. The chemical antidotes are ad-

ministered with the view of forming sparingly soluble or insol-

uble compounds, such as tannin produces with the alkaloids,

glucosids, and antimony and zinc compounds; ferric hydrate
with arsenic; slaked lime with oxalic acid; common salt with

silver nitrate, etc.
;
or of converting a harniful substance into

one which, although soluble, is comparativelj' harmless, as

magnesia usta forms magnesium sulfate with sulfuric acid,

and vinegar converts caustic potash into potassium acetate.

Symptomatic Treatment.

To combat the effects of absorbed poison the efforts of the

physician should be directed to the counteraction by physical or

antidotal means of individual effects which are menacing to

life, and thus bridging over a critical period until the natural

processes of the ecomony have either eliminated the poison or

rendered it harmless.

The objects to be attained are most frequently to prevent

cessation of respiration or of the heart's action, or to re-establish

one of those functions after a short interruption. The phys-
ical means adapted to these ends are:

Artificial Respiration.—This is one of the most valuable

means of preventing death by all poisons which cause death by

affecting the respiration. It should be resorted to wdieuever
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there is threatened arrest of respiration, and should not be aban-

doned as useless so long as the action of the heart is perceptible.

Before proceeding with artificial respiration the freedom of

the upper air passages from obstruction must be assured.

Mucus and fragments of vomited matter are removed from the

pharynx, if present, by the finger covered with a handkerchief.

In syncope and narcosis the tongue falls back, and pressing

upon the epiglottis closes the entrance to the larynx. To free

this opening the operator, facing the patient, places his two

thumbs on the two sides of the upper jaw below the zygoma,
and with the fingers behind the angles of the lower jaw draws

it and the attached soft parts as well forward as possible.' If

the laryngeal opening is closed by oedema which cannot be

overcome by the finger, intubation of the larynx may be prac-

tised or tracheotomy performed. The latter operation is also

sometimes called for when the jaws are fixed by trismus. The

blowing of expired air into a tracheal tube is not desirable, ow-

ing to its large percentage of carbon dioxid. Air from a bag
with properly constructed valves maj^, however, be used, pro-

vided the apartment be warm and the air be filtered through
a cotton plug.

If an assistant be available, the best method of artificial re-

spiration in cases of poisoning is that of S3"lvester, combined

with Heiberg's manipulation. The patient is placed upon his

back
;
one operator, standing or kneeling astride the hips, leans

forward and, without pressure upon the body, holds the tongue
forward in the manner above described, while the second, kneel-

ing above the patient's head, seizes the arms near the elbows

and draws them above the head, holds them there for two or

three seconds, and then, bending the arms down, presses them

against the sides of the chest to expel the air for the same length

of time. The movements are repeated about fifteen times a

minute. The operators should alternate with each other and

will be materiallj' aided by a third or fourth, particularly in

opium poisoning, in which artificial respiration may have to be

continued for a number of hours. A single operator should se-

lect Marshall Hall's method while waiting for further assist-

ance. He kneels beside the patient and with the right fore-

finger maintains the tongue depressed and drawn as far forward
^

Heiberg : Berl. kl. Wochenschr. ,
1874.
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as {K)ssil)U', while with tlu* Ictl liaml he rolls the body upon its

faco ami presses u{m)ii the ahilomen to expel the air, then rolls it

upon the liai-k to perniii tnirance of air by tho return of tho

elastic walls of tho chest to their normal position.'

The faradic current is a powerful aid to or substitute for

artificial resi)iration. The catluulo of a faradic battery of inod-

erato }H)wer is lifted witli a double (Itifurcated) electrode, the

two parts of which are applied over the phrenic nerves on each

side of the root o[ the n«>ck above tho clavicles and behind tho

sterno-cleido-niastoid muscle, which is pressed somewhat for-

ward; tho fiat anode is a})]»lied to the epigastrium. The cur-

rent is closed for about two seconds at a time, at intervals also of

two seconds. While the current is closed the head, shoulders,

and arms are fixed by an assistant, and pressure is exerted upon
the abdomen in the intervals. From time to time a short pause
is made in the faradization to ol)serve whether and to what extent

natural respiration is established.

When failure of resjnration is threatened from })aralysis of

the respiratory centres due to insufficient blood supply, as evi-

denced by coma accompanied by a slow, feeble pulse, the action

of gravity may bo utilized to favor the blood supply to the brain

by inclining the patient with the head downward. This is the

opposite to the
"
ambulatory treatment" adopted in the threatened

coma from cerebral congestion produced by morphin poisoning.
The "warmth of tho body must be maintained in poisonings

by agents, such as chloral and other hypnotics and narcotics,

which cause diminution of the bod}^ temperature as evidenced

bj' the indications of the thermometer and* the coldness of the

nose and extremities. The room in which such patients are

treated should be warm—not less than 70° F. Artificial heat

should not be applied to the patient too suddenl}^. The temper-
ature should be gradually raised by simply placing the patient

in bed with sufficient covering, and the application of hot-water

bottles or bags to or near the soles of the feet, or by friction

with warm toAvcls. If a warm bath be used it should not be

resorted to until after the body temperature has approached the

normal. All liquids introduced into the body should be pre-

viously warmed to about 100° F.

'For other methods of artifi-
" Wood's Ref. Handb. Med. Sc." i.,

cial respiration see Satterthwaite, 377-380.
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The use of the cold douche or ice bags applied to the

head iii cases of narcotic poisoning attended with cerebral con-

gestion, as in opium poisoning, may diminish the sopor aud

tendenc}^ to coma, but, if incautiously applied, may operate

detrimentally in further diminishing the alread}'" low body

temperature. If they be used the bod}-^ must be kept warm,
either as indicated above or by immersion in a bath of about

100" F.

Stimulants other than warmth and electricity are fre-

quently indicated—either mild stimulants such as tea and coffee,

or more powerful agents such as brandy, ether, acetic ether, or

camphor hypodermically. Inhalation of ammonia serves as an

active respirator}- stimulant in syncope, but it must be remem-
bered that death has been caused by the use of this agent in too

concentrated a form for this purpose.
Transfusion of Blood is rarely possible, of questionable

utility, and attended with danger. Bleeding, followed by in-

fusion of a saline solution such as Little's' in double the quan-

tity of the amount of blood removed, has, however, been found

in experiments upon animals to be of benefit in poisoning by

hydrocyanic acid, carbon monoxid, and nitrobenzol, by remov-

ing a large proportion of the absorbed poison.

Physiological Antidotes—Antagonism of Poisons.—
The idea that for each poison there is a counter-poison is as old

as the Ayur Vedas, which antedate B.C. tioo, and is not yet
eradicated from the popular mind. Yet there are no two poi-

sons whose actions are in all respects opposite or antagonistic.

The nearest approach is with muscarin and atropin, but even

with them the antagonism is not complete, although the admin-
istration of atropin rapidly counteracts the menacing symptoms
caused by muscarin. Physiological antidotes are of value only
when they tend to counteract an effect of the poison which is

dangerous to life, as when chloral or chloroform is given in

strychnin poisoning to prevent or mitigate the tetanic spasms.
On the other hand, there are man}^ cases reported in medical

literature as cases of morphin poisoning which are in truth

poisonings by atropin aud morphin, the former alkaloid having
been administered as a ph5"siological antidote.

' Sod. clilor. , 3 i.
; potass, chlor.

, carb. , gr. xx. ; alcohol, 3 ij. ; aq.
gr. vi.

; sod. phosph., gr. iij. ; sod. dest., 3 xx.
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In poisuuiiigs «.)!• col ru>-ii'iis attnuKd with j^rcal |iaiii it is

not only tlu' part of Innnamty, l>iii also serves to maintain the

resisting foreo of tlie sy>tfni, to allay tln' pain l>y the liypo-

ilerniii- adininistrat i. lU nf nu'ii'liin unless its use is tlirrctly

contra-inilieateil.

PROGNOSIS OF POISONING.

The action of a poison or corrosive may result in death, iu

complete recovery, or in i)artial recovery.

Death from the primary action of poisons and corrosives

may be due to e.vJiaustio)! caused b}' persistent vomiting, vio-

lent convulsions, or severe pain ;
to cerebral parali/fiis affecting

the respiratory centres; to cardiac j'arcdi/sis ; to ondeiua of the

lungs or of the glottis; to infernal asplii/.via by modification

of the hjvmoglobin of the blood; to diminished bodij fcnijjera-

tiire; to hemorrhaye caused by perforation of blood-vessels

b}* coirosion
;
or to more remote effects, such as suppression of

urine, etc.

Complete recovery results in most cases of non-fatal poi-

soning in which the toxic agent is eliminated, and in wliich

the pathological changes produced are either insignificant in

kind, or of such nature that progressive repair follows tlie re-

moval of the cause.

Partial recovery is practically recovery from the primar}^

effects of tlie deleterious substance, followed by prolonged illness

or death from its secondary effects. Thus death from starva-

tion frequently occurs months after the primary- effects of the

mineral acids and alkalies have disappeared; afrophii and de-

generation of various organs follow as secondary effects of

several poisons, of the gastric follicles by arsenic, of the liver

and kidneys by phosphorus, of the extensor muscles by lead,

etc.
;
necrotic changes are produced in certain organs, as in the

maxillary bones by phosphorus, in the teeth by mercury, and in

the extremities by ergot; cataract follows ergot poisoning,

amaurosis is caused by (^uinin; and many poisons cause as

secondary effects great sensitiveness to external influences of

certain organs, which persists for months or years.
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OF THE EVIDENCE IN CASES OF MURDER BY POISON.'

The proof in a trial for murder by poison is divisible into

three parts:

1. The deceased died from the effects of a certain poison.

2. Said poison was administered to the deceased by the de-

fendant.

6. Said administration was with a deliberate and premedi-

tated design on the part of the defendant to cause the death of

the deceased.

The evidence upon which a crime of this character is estab-

lished is of necessity circumstantial. It is within the limits of

possibility that a person might, unobserved by the murderer, be

an eye-witness to the administration, knowing the nature of the

substance administered. But in such an event, unless the wit-

ness, while knowing the nature of the substance administered,

was ignorant of its capacity to cause death, or was under phys-

ical or . moral restraint, he would be an accessory to the

cri^^ie ;
or its consummation, except the poison were one of those

acting with extreme rapidity, would be seriously jeopardized

by interference with the administration on the part of the wit-

ness or with the effects of the poison on the part of medical

assistance summoned b}^ him. And even in a case so improb-
able the question as to whether the substance administered was

actually the cause of death would still remain to be solved by

expert evidence. But the intentional killing by poison is a

crime secret in its essence, and while in many cases there have

been witnesses to the administration of the substance containing
the poison, and in many others an innocent party or the victim

himself has been the agent of administration, the incorporation
of the poison with the vehicle has been an act previously per-

formed in secret by the real criminal—an act which can be

proved only by circumstantial evidence.

With the second and third parts of the above division the

toxicological expert has to do only to the extent of furnishing
evidence with regard to individual facts, which, along with

' For an excellent article on tlie more: "Med. Lep;. Journ.," New
legal aspect of this subject see Wig- York, 1888, vi.

,
392-413,

IV.-7
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those tlcvi'lopi'il hy tlu> inonil rviiloiico, :iro Lo he weiyhetl hy
the jury in (U'termiiiiii}^ thesi» i)oiiits.

Questions for the toxieoloi^ist bearing upon aihuiuistration

or intent arise in every trial lor inuidcr liy poison, and always
have an important, sometimes a crucial, inlhuMice in determin-

ing guilt or imioconee. In some instances liie distinguishing
facts are easily ohservahle and become evident in the course of

the analysis, as when Paris green in substance, or arsenic and

copper in the j)ro|K)rtion to constitute that pigment, is found in

the cadaver. Under these circumstances proof of the posses-

sion of Paris green by the deceased and of white arsenic b}- the

accused would have very different significance from that of evi-

dence tracing Paris green into the hands of the defendant. At
other times the solution of such collateral questions may involve

investigations independent of the main anal3-sis and call for all

the resources of the expert. In a case, for instance, in which

it was claimed by tlio di'fendant that he had administered five

grains of (^uinin and a sixth of a grain of mor})hin to the de-

ceased, the absence of quinin became quite as important an ele-

ment as the presence of morphin, and its importance depended

upon the relative delicacy of the tests for the two alkaloids and

the iuriuences of changes produced in them in the body during
life and after death.

It is chiefly in the endeavor to obtain evidence upon intri-

cate and novel questions that the expert stands in danger of

travelling too far into the domain of theory, into which he is

usually led as far as he can be made to go by the counsel who

employs him. The introduction of scientific evidence of too

finely spun a character usuallj^ has the opposite effect to that

intended ;
the expert assumes a position in liis direct evidence

which he is unable to maintain in its integrit}' in the cross, and,

by basing his inferences upon data the correctness or sufficiency

of which is open to question, invites the submission of opinions
at variance with his own by the opposing party, with the ulti-

mate result of causing the jury to disregard entirely a mass of

conflicting evidence upon points which at best they can under-

stand but imperfectly.

The question whether the deceased came to his death from

the action of a certain poison depends for its solution entirely

upon expert evidence, to obtain which in the most complete
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and satisfactory form possible requires the united services of

the clinician, the pathologist, and the chemist. The evidence of

the cause of death is obtained from :

1. The symptoms manifested during life.

2. The gross and microscopic appearances observed in the

cadaver.

3. The existence of the poison in the body, the vomited

matters, the excreta, or the remains of articles of food, medi-

cine, etc.

evidence of poisoning from the living body.

From the History of the Attack.

In the great majority of criminal and suicidal poisonings

the dose administered or taken is large, and consequently the

attack is sudden, whether the victim be in a condition of

health or of illness, and with most poisons progresses rapidly.

But in several forms of disease and of internal injuries which

prove rapidly fatal the attack is equally sudden,' as in cerebral

hemorrhage, organic disease of the heart, the rupture of inter-

nal organs, in certain forms of Bright's disease, etc., most of

which, however, are attended with well-marked pathological

changes, easily recognizable at the autopsy. On the other

hand, if the poison be administered in small and repeated doses,

the onset is more gradual, and the clinical history more closelj'

resembles that of some natural disease. Thus in the Havre

poisonings by arsenic
^
the attacks were so insidious that the

investigation as to their cause originated in a suit brought by
the tenant against his landlord, which led to an examination

of the house in which the poisonings occurred, and the lease of

which was the subject of litigation, as to its alleged unsanitary

condition.

The relation of time between the taking of a meal, or of

medicine or drink, and the manifestation of symptoms is al-

ways one of great forensic importance, and frequently aids

greatly either to indicate the guilty partj' or to prove the inno-

' Schuchardt, in Maschka's ^ Affaire Pastre-Beaussier, Brou-
"Handb. d. ger. Med.." ii., 34-42, ardel and Pouchet : Ann. d'hj'g..

reports several cases of sudden death 1889, 3 s., xxii., 137, 356, 460.

from "natural" causes in which
there was suspicion of poisoning.
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coiu'o (.)f (.mo wiH)ML;ly susiu'cttHi. I'oisoiis usually (althouj^li by
no means always) act williin an lumr al'U-r tlu-ii- atlniinistru-

tion; anil for ovory ]>i)isi)n tlu> prriod of time wliicli (.'lapses ho-

twctMi the ailinini'-Iratitin ami llie a|i|icaraiic(> of its (iffeets

varies, acc'onlinLC l<» I'iiH'umstanccs, wiihin cdiiiiiarat i \el}- iiar-

rt.)\\' limits. If. for instance, a person \>r attacked with S3'nip-

toms of arsenieal poisoniny; ahmit half an Ihuii- aftci- haviiit^

eaten a meal, the iirobahility that the poison was contained

in some article of food or drink then taken is worthy of serions

consideration; and if on analysis one of these is found to con-

tain arsenic, we have then the demonstrated cond)ination of an

effect and a cause capable of jirodiicing such effect.

But if, on the other hand, a jierson be accused of aihiiinis-

tering jxiisou to another in ;i certain article of food, drink, or

medicine which is found to contain the poison, the accusation is

to be looked upon with grave suspicion if a day or more have

elapsed between th(^ time when the administration was alleged
to have occurred and the manifestation of its efTects.

The nature of the sj'mptoms is to be considered in this con-

nection, whether they are those of a poison whose action is al-

ways rapid, or those of one whose effects may be delayed for

several hours.

In poisonings by repeated doses, also, the connection of oppor-

tunity of administration and the occurrence of symptoms is

of importance. Thus in the Havre poisonings mentioned above

the symptoms abated in some of the victims when they went

out of the reach of the accused, and again made their appear-
ance after their return; and in a case reported b}^ Kornfeld,' in

which a woman was convicted of the murder of her husband by
arsenic, the deceased, who worked aw^ay from home, suffered an

attack onh^ when he visited his home, or his w-ife visited him.

In multiple poisonings, where poison is mixed with an ar-

ticle of food of which several persons partake, all usually suffer

from its effects in varying degrees of intensity according to the

amount eaten by each, and his or her condition of age, etc. If

several persons eating of a particular dish or drinking of a bev-

erage manifest the same symptoms of sudden illness, there is

great probability that the cause of the disorder is a poison
either mixed with or generated in the food or drink taken.

' Friedreich's Bl. f. ger. Med., 1885, xxxvi., 149-160.
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Bat, while it seldom occurs that a number of persons are simul-

taneously attacked with disease suddenly, such instances have

been known, and Taylor
' has recorded several cases.

It is not to be inferred, on the other hand, that because

symptoms of poisoning are observed onl}^ in some of those

partaking- of a particular article of food or drink and not in

others who have taken as much or more, the symptoms are

due to disease and not to poison. The poison may be one for

which those who escape from the effects have established a

tolerance by habit
;

"
or the toxic agent may have been incorpo-

rated as a solid in such manner as to accumulate in certain por-

tions of the dish
;
or the administration may have been inten-

tionally limited to one or more of the persons apparently partak-

"ing equally of the same food.'

From the Symptoms.

Can a case of poisoning be diagnosed from, the

symptoms alone ? The medical witness should not answer

this question without qualification. If among the symptoms
we include the detection of the poison in the excreta, as the

existence of sugar in the urine is included among the symptoms
of diabetes, then the question is answerable in the affirmative

in whatever sense the word "diagnosis" may be used. But if

the poison be one which is not detectable in the excreta with

certainty, the question must be differently answered according
to the value given to the word "diagnosis." In attending a

case of poisoning or of disease the physician, partl}^ from posi-

tive indications exhibited by the patient, and partly by exclu-

sion, reaches a "diagnosis" upon the accuracy of which suffi-

cient reliance may be placed to warrant the adoption of the

treatment appropriate to the form of poisoning or the disease

indicated. Such a "
working diagnosis," made by an experi-

enced clinician, is correct in the great majority of cases, but the

symptomatology of poisoning by the commoner poisons so

closely resembles that of some disease produced by so-called

' "Poisons," 3d Am. ed., 87-91. found in Taylor,
"
Poisons,

" Sd Am.
'Seep. 82. ed., p. 88. Masclika, Friedreicli's

'Instances of the cunning with Bl. f. ger. Med., 1855, vi., Heft 4,

which one victim may be singled 66-69. Wormley,
" Mici"0-Chem.

out from among many are to be Pois.," 2d ed., 40.
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natural caiiscs tliat a inistakcii dia^'iiosis is a possibility, ovoii

with the must car. 'fill ami t\|i.'it pliysiciau. Wliile tlio syinp-

tnins, oxolmliiiLj oln'inioal rxainiiiatioii of tlio excreta, do in)t

atVoiil {Hisitivo proof of poisoning, they fro(iuently inilicatc tlio

stn)ng probaltility of its existence, and the certainty that the

patient is sutlcring either from the effects of the particular ])oi-

son or pt)isiins to which tliev })oint or from one of very few dis-

eases presenting a clos(>ly similar clinical jiicture.

Although the clinical history is tluu-efore not to be relied

upon alon(> to prove with absolute certaiiity that a pijisoning has

occurred, it is of the first importance, in conjunction with the

results of the autopsy and of the chemical examination, to estab-

lish that fact to a demonstration, and consecpiently, whenever it

is practicable, the manifestations during the life of the patient*

should be observed with the utmost minuteness and accuracy.

In a case of morphin poisoning it may be claimed that death

was due to cerebral apoplexy, or to urfpmic coma consequent

upon Bright's disease. If the patient has during life mani-

fested the symptoms which may be due to one of the three

causes, and if, after death, the anatomical lesions caused by

apoplexy and Bright's disease are found to be absent, and those

due to morphin poisoning (and to other causes also) are found

to be present, and if morphin be found on analysis of the

cadaver or of the vomited matters, the agency of morphin as

the cause of death cannot be questioned as between the three

causes mentioned. Further, symptoms afford one of the surest

means of answering the question,
" Was the poison introduced

during life?" There is no analytical method by which under-

taker's arsenic can now be differentiated from that taken dur-

ing life, but it is clear that a history of the symptoms of arsen-

ical pf)isoning during life is strong evidence of ante-mortem

administration.

The symptoms of poisoning present no general characters

which permit of a distinction between poisonings and disease-

indeed many diseases are endogenous poisonings. The ques-

tion presented to the clinician in the treatment of poisoning and

in the medico-legal proof of its occurrence is one of differential

diagnosis, which, of course, varies with the poisons producing

different effects. The points of distinction to be observed in a

case of strychnin poisoning are not the same as those which
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customarily present themselves when arsenic has been taken.

General considerations upon this important branch of the proof

of poisoning are idle. The etfects of each poison must be con-

sidered in comparison with the symptoms of those diseases

whose symptomatology is similar to that of the form of poison-

ing in question, and therefore we defer consideration of this

branch of the subject to the division on special toxicology.'

From the Detection of the Poison in Excreta, etc.

The most direct proof that poison has actually been admin-

istered or taken during life is its detection in the matters vom-

ited by the victim, or in the urine or fseces passed during his

lifetime.^ In non-fatal cases these, along with suspected ar-

ticles of food or medicines, are the only materials for chemical

analysis.'

The vomited matters frequently have easily determinable

qualities which are of great diagnostic value—as, for instance,

their luminous appearance in phosphorus poisoning, their al-

kaline reaction when the alkalies or potassium cyanid have

been taken, their intense acidity in corrosion by the min-

eral acids, their characteristic odor in poisoning by phenol,

prussic acid, or chloroform, etc. If the poison be heav}^ and

have been taken in the solid form and is not readily soluble, it

may be found deposited in the bottom of the vessel containing

the vomit or washings of the stomach, as has been frequently

observed in arsenical poisoning. As a rule, the quantit}^ of

poison expelled will diminish with each succeeding vomit, yet

Ryan' has reported an instance in which the stomach pinnp was

used after three acts of vomiting, and in which the quantity of

arsenic in the material removed by the pump was greater than

that in the matters last vomited.

It is quite possible that the poison may be completely re-

moved by vomiting and elimination and yet death result from

its action. In that event, clearly, the poison may be detectable

in the urine and vomit, but not in the cadaver. Such a case is

' See also Tardieu, "Empoisonne- aiiy possibility that the poison may
ments," 2emeed., 25-55. Taylor, liave been subsequently added.

"Poisons," 3d Am. ed., 04-117. ^ p^j. ^ fg.^y poig^jja tbe blood may
Robert, "Intbxikationen," 37-44. be examined with the micro-spec-

It ^oes without saying that there troscope.
must be no question as to the iden- ^

Lancet, 1851, i., 410.

ittv of the matters examined, nor
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rvjKirtod l>y Taylor' in wliidi a man died .scvi'iitcon hours alter

taking; alunit one (Uiiicc of arscnio.

It is, unfortunately, fXC('|itioiial in liomicidal cases lliat tlio

vomit is prosorveil tor analysis. 'I'his detect in the n\edical

conduct of the caso may sometimes be supplied hy an e.xanuna-

tion of tho vessel into which the vomit was received, or of the

floor, ground or fabrics, upon which it may h-.wo been spilled.

The surface of a board lloor may be removed by planing, an<l

portions of the carpet or other textile fabrics maj' be cut ont.

Samples should be taken for analysis not only from the places

where the vomit was deposited, bnt also from other portions for

comparison.
. The detection of the poison in the urine or fseces ))assed

during the jiatient's lifetime removes all doubt concerning the

cause of the symptoms observed, provided the anah'sis is pro})erly

made and the purity of the chemicals used is placed bej'ond a

doubt. The negative result of such an examination does not

by any means prove that the symptoms observed are not due to

poison. Even arsenic, whose detection by an experienced ana-

lyst is certain, has been found to be absent from the urine in

cases of undoubted poisoning by the white oxid, either because

the elimination has been completed, or because of an apparent
intermission in the elimination

;
and instances of failure to de-

tect morphin in the urine of patients who had unquestionably
taken large doses, and even when its presence in the vomited

matters was demonstrated, are numerous. °

The examination of vessels and of articles of food and of

medicine frequently affords evidence of the manner of the ad-

ministration, and may serve to connect a particular person with

the crime. It must be remembered, however, that the detection

of poison in an article of food alleged to have been taken is not of

itself evidence that the poison has been actualh' taken. Several

cases have occurred in which the sym])toms of poisoning have

been feigned and poisoned food has been submitted for ex-

amination to substantiate a false accusation.

The number and variety of articles which, in a case of al-

leged homicide, may be submitted for analysis for the purpose

of tracing administration probably reached the maximum in the

'

Guy's Hosp. Rep., 1837, ii., 77. also Eliminatiou under Arsenic,
- See Eliminatiou. p. 87, and IMorpliin, Strychnin, etc.
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Maybrick case, iu which one hundred and seventy-four articles,

other than portions of the body and excreta, were deUvered to

the analj'st.

DUTIES OF THE PHYSICIAN IN A CASE OF SUSPECTED
CRIMINAL POISONING.

The nature of the ph3-sician's relations with his patients and
the course of his daily practice are such that the idea of poison-

ing does not suggest itself unless forced upon his recognition by
the circumstances of the case, and even then is reluctantly en-

tertained. That he should be frequently deceived in attributing
the effects of poison to other causes is natural, and, be it said,

it is preferable that he should be sometimes misled by the craft

of the poisoner than that he should go into every household in

the double capacity of physician and detective. Yet, as it is the

physician's function to ascertain not only the present condition

of his patient but also the cause of his ailment, he should, when
called to attend a case of poisoning, recognize or at least sus-

pect its true character. If the case be not plainly one of acci-

dent or suicide, upon him may then devolve a responsibility
more serious than that attending the most desperate case of dis-

ease or of injury
—a responsibility not of his own seeking and

entirely beyond the ordinar}'^ functions of his profession. He
maybe suddenl}' placed between an intending murderer and his

victim, with the possible intent on the part of the former to

render him an unconscious accessory to his crime; and should

the deed be consummated, upon him the fulfilment or the frus-

tration of the ends of justice will largely depend. That a re-

sponsibility so onerous, with the subsequent annoyance and in-

terference with regular practice, should be shirked and evaded

by man}' is to be expected, and we believe that many a poisoner
has escaped punishment through a disinclination on the part of

the attending physician to assume the responsibilities of the po-
sition into which he has been thrust b}^ his attendance upon the

victim, and to incur the risks and discomforts which an accusa-

tion would entail. Two cases in illustration : A physician of

ability greater than the average and of unquestionable integ-

rity, being called in attendance upon a woman, was so thoroughly
convinced that she was being poisoned with arsenic by her hus-
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baiul tliat ho acciisod him of llic attoiiipt and fDi-hadu him

visititij; tlu> houst' in \\lii( h his wifo lay ill until sho should be

t'itluT ivoovori'd or dcaii. \\'{ ujton her death ho sij^ned a cer-

tlHi-ato attrihiitiuL; tlio death to
" malaria and gastritis," and

porniiiti'd the only undertaker in the village to till the cadaver
\vith arsenic het'oi-(> tardily coniinunieatinj^ his suspicions to the

prosecuting oflieer. ilad he had a proper sense of his responsi-

bility, either a nnirderer wi)uld not have escaped the penalty of

his crime through the impossibility of a distinction between

undertaker's and ante-mortem arsenic, or an innocent man
would not have been subjected to a year's imprisomnent and
the chances of two trials for his life. In another case a physi-
cian who had attended the husband and one child during their

last illness, refused to attend the second child of a woman who

subsequently confessed to having poisoned all three and was con-

victed of the murder of the last; his refusal being clearly based

upon a suspicion of foul play in the two previous deaths, which
he had certified as being due to "inflammation of the Unvels "

and "
congestion of the bowels." Yet not va word did he breathe

of his suspicions, except to the woman herself, until after her

confession.'

The duties of the practitioner in this connection we appre-
hend to be :

1st. To rescue the patient from the effects of the poison or

corrosive already taken.

To accomplish this a "working diagnosis" of poisoning by
.T must be arrived at. To reach this the symptoms will have

been studied to the exclusion of those diseases having similar

sj'mptomatology, and the history of the inception and cause of

the disorder previous to the physician's visit will have been in-

' It is but fair to tlie medical pro- case, who was out on .$250 bail,

fession to state that an equal disin- Her husband liad died after a short
clination to assume the responsibil- illness, marked by the symptoms of

ities of a prosecution in cases in arsenical poisoning. Arsenic was
which a prima-fdcie case seems to present in the unembalmed body,
be clearly established is sometimes and tlie immoral circumstances of

exhibited by those upon whom this the case indicated the existence of

duty devolves under tlie law. Upon a strong motive to the commission
one occasion the autlior, while in of the crime by the wife. Never-
attendance upon a grand-jury hear- theless, neither district attorney
inginoneof the nortli^rn counties nor grand jurj' found sufficient

of this State, had the novel experi- cause for proceeding further, and
ence of being waited upon at the the woman emigrated to a Western
liotel table by tlie woman in the State with her paramour.
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quired into. The attendant and possibly the patient will have

been questioned, and from the nature and manner of the an-

swers received the physician may frequently obtain indications

which will govern his future course. Should there be the

slightest doubt in the mind of the medical attendant that the

case is not one of accidental poisoning, he should take for ex-

amination the urine and vomit and any remains of medicine or

food taken by the patient. Portions of these he should exam-

ine, with all proper precautions, by the simpler tests for the

poison which he believes to have been taken—but by no means

should he use all of the samples taken for this examination, the

purpose of which is solely the verification of his diagnosis for

the government of his treatment. The chemical knowledge and

manipulative skill in analytical methods of practitioners of

medicine are rarely if ever adequate to the test of cross exami-

nation upon a criminal trial.

2d. To prevent any further administration. From the in-

formation obtained in fixing his diagnosis and from his obser-

vation of the surrounding circumstances the physician may
in most cases determine what means to adopt to accomplish

this end. He may, further, with proper discretion, ascertain

whether any person visiting or in attendance upon the patient

has any reason for enmity; if the attack was traceable to the

taking of a particular meal or dose of medicine, by whom was it

prepared or administered, and in whose care or keeping was it.

He will have to decide from the degree of his conviction that a

certain person is the author of the poisoning, from the condition

of the patient, and from the nature of the surroundings whether

and to what extent he should communicate his suspicions to the

patient or to any member of the household. Under no circum-

stances, however, should he give expression to any suspicion
which he may have, nor encourage the expression of such sus-

picions by others, as a matter of gossip or public rumor. There

is always the possibility of his being mistaken, and in that

event the injury which may be done to an innocent person is

irreparable, as such rumors travel rapidly, and any subsequent
retraction will probably not reach all who have heard the suspi-

cion originally expressed. In some cases it may be proper for the

medical attendant to insist upon the absence from the sick-room

or from the house of a certain person to whom circumstances
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pdiiit with MiHicioiit diivctiioss as tli*^ author of tho poisoning.
Ill othor i-asfs. |iarticii!aily those in which \\r liiids no ono in

tlie honsolu)l(l to whom lu' (i('(>nis it wise to conunnnicato his

sus])icions, tlio pliysician may (Ifinaiid citlicr that the patient ho

ronioved to a hosjiital, or tliat a tiaiiicil nurse of liis own selec-

tion shall he tailed in.

3d. In case of death, to avoid interfering with a jimpi'r in-

vestigation by giving a eei I iliiatr of death or permitting the

nntlertaker to eTnl»ahn the body.
As no dead hodv mav be buried without a certificate setting

forth the cause of death from the attending phvsician, or a per-

mit from the coroner or medical examiner, the physician who
still entertains the belief that the deceased may have died from

the effects of poison and signs a death certificate attributing the

death to
"
gastritis

"
or

"
apoplexy

"
or some other disease becomes

morally if not legally an accessory after the fact. According
to the degree of his doubt he has one of two courses to pursue—
either to insist u])on a post-mortem b}' which he ma}' determine

whether any sufficient natural cause of death exists, or to turn

the case over to the proper authorities for investigation. Shcjuld

he adopt the former course, which has the advantage that if

the death was really due to disease the expression of an un-

founded suspicion of poisoning has been avoided, the physician
must consider his qualifications for personal!}' making such an

examination. As a rule the practitioner is not fitted to prop-

erly conduct a medico-legal autopsy, and this may become one,

and it will be much preferable for the proper conduct of tlie in-

quiry, if one becomes necessary, and for the future comfort of

the physician himself, that he should call in the assistance of

one skilled and experienced in such WH)rk. If the services of

the coroner's physician or medical examiner can be obtained

unofficially or semi-officially so much the better, as, not only

should he be expert in such matters, but if the case be one of

poisoning he may then and there take charge of it officially.

As legislatures in this country have been very respectful of

the liberties of the
"
funeral directors," they are entirely unre-

stricted, and unless expressly forbidden so to do by some one in

authority, it is their custom to inject into every cadaver a more

or less extensive collection of poisons as soon as possible after

death, sometimes within two hours. Poison so introduced can-
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not at present be distinguished from that existing in the body
before death, and consequently it is the plain duty of the physi-

cian, when he believes that death has been due to poison, to ex-

pressly state to the relatives and to any undertaker that he may
have reason to belj^eve has or will have charge of the funeral

that the body should not be embalmed, and if necessary to re-

quest of the coroner that he forbid any treatment of the body
before the autopsy.

While in attendance upon a case of poisoning the physician
should bear in mind that every detail of symptoms, treatment,

etc., may become of importance upon a subsequent trial, and
that he may be called upon months or even years afterward to

recite his observations. He should therefcjre make full and ac-

curate Tiotes of such cases, from which he may subsequently
refresh his memory.

EVIDENCE OF POISONING FROM THE DEAD BODY.

The examination of the dead body of a person supposed to

have been poisoned is divided into three parts: 1st. The au-

topsy proper, at which the appearance of the body and its

surroundings, and the existence or non-existence of any depar-
ture from the natural conformation of tissues or organs detectable

by the unaided eye are observed. 2d. The pathological
examination, by which the presence or absence of minute

changes in the tissues, caused by disease or by the action of

poisons, is determined by the use of methods iavolving the use

of the microscope. 3d. The analysis, whose object it is to

separate and demonstrate the presence of poison in the cadaver,
if such exist.

Evidence from Position and Surroundings.

Before proceeding to the autops}" proper the coroner or med-
ical examiner should, particularly when the person has been

found dead, make note of the position of the body and its sur-

roundings. Observations then made may frequently be of great
service in differentiating V)etween poisoning and some other

cause of death, or in determining whether the case is one of

suicide, accident, or miu'der.

Note should be made of the following points : 1st. The date
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Mild \Ai\cv of tlio oxamiiijitioii. "id. Tlio nnnios of the persons

im-si'iit. iUl. Tho juX'^itioii of tlie Ixuly. Itli. AVhotlior clothed

«.>r not, and the conilition of tlio dress. .Mh. I lad the dot 'eased

voniitod, and if so the rolatiou of stains of vomit to the ca-

daver. t)tli. Stains of vomit ui)on tlio clothing or other articles,

with the marks placed by the examiner nj)on snch articles for

identification, and the name of tho person into whose custody

they are given. 7th. Similarh' as to stains of urine and of fa'ces

if prest'iit. 8th. Description of an}' cuj), bottle, or otlier vessel,

jKiper or weapon, found near the body, and its position with re-

gard to the body; with notes for identification as in 7th. Dth.

Had stains of vomit, etc., been made while the body was in the

position in which it was found, or had the body been subse-

(piently moved, and any ai)pearance which would indicate

whether such movement occurred before or after death? lOth.

The temperature of the room. 11th. In cases of exhumation

also note the position of the graA'e, the nature of the soil, the

condition of the casket, and transcribe an}' inscription upon the

colfin plate.

If tho autopsy bo made upon an exhumed bod}' the possibility

of fortuitous impregnation with poison should be borne in mind.

The condition of preservation should be accurately noted, as

well as any evidence of the cadaver being or having been mois-

tened by ground water. Samples of the earth from above, be-

low, and each side of the coffin should be taken, and particu-

larly samples of any colored article, such as artificial fliowers,

and of any portion of the grave clothes or casket trimmings
which is colored.

THE AUTOPSY.

Direct and positive evidence of death from poisoning is not

to be expected from post-mortem appearances alone. Although
intense inflammation, softening, and corrosion of the oesophagus
and stomach, accompanied by a marked alkalinity of the con-

tents of the latter, may indicate that corrosion by a mineral al-

kali has occurred, there is no true poison whose action produces
characteristic lesions, and many may cause death without leav-

ing any evidence of their effects in structural change of organs
or tissues.
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Nevertheless, very important evidence in two directions is

obtainable by a post-mortem examination: either as corrobora-

tive of other proof of poisoning directly, or bearing upon the

possibility of death having been due to other causes.

Certain appearances or conditions observable at the autopsy

may by their existence serve to confirm the theory of poisoning

by a certain agent, or by their absence or the presence of their

opposites may even exclude the possibility of a specific poison

from consideration as a possible cause of death. Thus a con-

gested condition of the cerebral vessels is present after death

caused by the opiates, as well as after death by suffocation from

any mechanical cause; a dark color of the blood is inconsis-

tent with the theory of death from carbon monoxid or illumin-

ating gas; and an acid reaction of the contents of the stomach,

with absence of the odor of peach blossoms, is antagonistic to

the supposition that death was caused by potassium cyanid.

The second purpose served by an autopsy and a pathological

examination is probably the more important in cases of supposed

poisoning. It is the proof of the existence or non-existence of

natural causes of death whose symptomatology resembles the

effects of a given poison more or less closely, but which are

attended with changes in the appearance of organs or in the

structure of tissues which are observable with certainty in a

properly conducted autopsy, aided by a micro-pathological ex-

amination. Thus, in a case of poisoning by morphin, the

pathologist may exclude the possibility that death may have

been due to cerebral hemorrhage or to disease of the kidneys.

The presence of lesions in such cases materially weakens the

proof of poisoning, although it must not be forgotten that kid-

ney lesions, for instance, are quite common, and that a person

suffering from kidney disease, recognized or unrecognized dur-

ing life, may be poisoned by morphin. Indeed poisoners have

been known to take advantage of an epidemic of Asiatic cholera

to remove their victims by the action of arsenic.

Autopsies—by Whom and How Conducted.'

The practitioner of medicine, not specially engaged in path-

ological investigations, should avoid assuming the responsibili-
• See also vol. i., pp. 351-382, 300-303.
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tios (if a im'(li(\»-li><^al autopsy. Tiitlrtd, rvi'u conmcis' ]»liysi-

cians aro inoro fiwiufiitly fduiul ignorant than iuroiinid df tlio

dotails which shoulil ho roL^anh'il in an antopsy alter (U-ath stij)-

jKiSi'il io ho tluo to poison. \Vhi'ni'\cr it is possihlo 1 lie jxKst-

mortom oxaniinatioii should lie conihictcd hy a skilled and ex-

poritMuvd patiioK)gist, and ihc clunnsL who is to luako tho

analysis should ho pivsont.

The autopsy should he niado as soon as jjossihlo aftci' death,

the earlier the hotter for the suecoss of hoth })athological and
chemieal examinations. If made after putrofactivo changes
have inodilied the structure of the tissues, microscopic altera-

tioiLS indicative of certain diseased conditions can no longer he

observed, and in a still more advanceil condition of decay but

few observations of modifications in gross appearances can be

made, and the autopsy becomes merely the means of securing
material which the chemist may examine for mineral poisons.
The pathologist should, however, not discourage the making of

an autopsy even in a case of supposed death from vegetable or

volatile poison merely because a month or two have elapsed
since the burial. In the Harris case the body was exhumed

fifty-three days after death, and in the Buchanan case forty-

three daj'S after, and both bodies were foinid in a condition of

preservation sufficient not onl}' to permit of accurate observa-

tion of gross appearances, but also to a certain extent of the

minute structure of the organs and tissues.

The autopsy, consi-sting of the external and internal ex-

aminations, should be made with due regai'd to directions

given in the chapter on medicodegal autopsies;
' and the notes

of the observations made should be written at the time bv an

assistant at the dictation of the examiner, should be minute and

accurate in all respects, and should be verified by the examiner

immediately after the completion of the autopsy.
Under no circumstances should anj' person upon whom sus-

picion of criminality in the case under examination attaches be

permitted to be present at the autopsy," and should any pro-
fessional man be present in the interests of an accused or sus-

' See vol. i., pp. 351-382. was present and made two attempts
^ At the autopsy upon the body of to interfere with the proper re-

Cook. Palmer, wjio was subse- moval of the stomach for analysis,
quently executed for his murder, "Times Report of Trial,

"
p. 21.
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pected person, his function should be strictly limited to that of

a spectator.

External Examination.

The exterior of the cadaver should first be carefully inspected

and note taken of the following points : 1. The sex and apparent

age. 2. The identity. If identified, by whom
;

if unknown,

any marks, scars, etc., useful for identification should be noted.*

3. The exact time after death when the autopsy is made if

known; if not, the apparent time. 4. The degree of rigidity.

5. The condition of preservation. G. Whether the hair is loos-

ened or colored at the roots. 7. The condition of dilatation of the

pupils (in early autopsies). 8. The general color of the surface.

9. Any discolorations of the surface, and their exact location

and appearance. 10. Any wounds, particularh-^ incisions or

punctures, made for embalming, over the carotid, brachial, fem-

oral, or tibial arteries or in the abdominal walls, or evidences of

hypodermic injections. 11. Any particles of foreign matter

found between the teeth or in the mouth should be preserved.

12. If an autopsy has been previously made, note the fact, and

the condition in which the organs are found.

Internal Examination.

In this place it is only necessary to allude to the precautions

which should be taken in the removal of parts for analysis.

These should consist of: 1. The stomach, ligated at both ex-

tremities and unopened. 2. The intestine, from the duodenum
to the lower rectum, also ligated and unopened. 3. The entire

liver. 4. Both kidneys (preserved in separate jars). 5. The
entire brain. tJ. A large piece of muscular tissue from the

thigh. 7. Any urine which remains in the bladder, which

may be collected before opening the abdomen bj^ passing a cath-

eter into the bladder and receiving its contents, expelled by

pressure upon the abdomen, into a phial. 8. A portion of the

blood from the heart and great vessels. Before placing the

liver, kidneys, and brain in their respective jars as described be-

low they are to be examined as to their gross appearance, and the

' See "Identity," vol. i., p. 416 seq.

IV. -8
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siniill portions rtMiuircil fur ]i;itlnil()gical cxamiiiatioii rcinovcd

ami prostTVod in tiu> strt)nj^ost ohlainalilc alcohol, apart I'roni

the riMnaimli'r of the orijjans dcstiiiod foi- ciicinical analysis. If

any peculiar oilor 1)1' ohstM-vt'il on opcniii}4 the body it is advis-

ublo to add to tlio abovo : '.'. Tlio Innsj^s.

Kac'h of those parts sliduld be placed by itself in a new j^lass

jar. wliit'h has b«.H>n \vcll rinsed out with watci-, and which is to

be closed with a glass cover' or stop])er, or witli a cork, tied over

with moistened bladder or j)ai'clinieiil ]iaper. A cord or tape is

theu to Ihj tied abont tlie jai' and cover and so fustened b}' seal-

ing-wax bearing a jtrivate imprint, that it is im])osible to gain
access to the contents witln)nt breaking the seals vr cntting the

cords or tapes. Xo preservative shonld be added, unless the

parts must be kept for several days before trai^.sniission to their

destination. LTnder these undesirable conditions alcohol oidy

may be used, and if used, a sample of at least a liter should be

separately submitted for analysis.

In removing and transmitting the parts destined for analysis

the examiner should exercise the minutest care to prevent the

possibility of error, contamination, or loss. Each organ as re-

moved, and after examination as to its gross appearance and

removal of such fragments as may be re(iuired for microscopic

examination, should be transferred to its jar and immediately
sealed by an assistant, under the observation of the examiner,
and with his private seal. In making the sections of organs
after their detachment they should never be placed upon a table,

nor upon any surface of whose cleanliness the examiner is not

personally assured, but should be supported either by the hand

of the examiner or upon a new and clean dish or plate. Xor

should any part intended for anah'sis be permitted to pass, even

for a moment, into the hands of anj^ person other than the ex-

aminer or the chemist. After having been properly sealed the

jars containing the viscera should remain in the custod}^ of the

examiner until they are transmitted b}' him to the chemist, and,

immediately before their transmission, the integrity of the seals

should be verified. If no preservative have been used, and if

more than forty-eight hours have elapsed since the autopsy,

when the jars containing the viscera are sent to a distance it is

advisable to release the pressure upon the covers sufficientlj' to

' The so-called "anatomical jars" are tlie best for tlie purpose.
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allow any accumulated gas to escape, as sometimes the pressure

so produced has been sufficient to cause the fracture of the jars

when they are subjected to agitation in transit.

The stomach and intestines should not be opened until they
reach the chemist's laborator}^ and when they are opened he

should proceed with the analysis for volatile poisons as expe-

ditiously as possible. It is highly desirable that the pathologist

and chemist should both be present when the stomach and intes-

tines are opened, and that the former should then note the ap-

pearance of the mucous membrane and take sections of the

tissue, samples of the contents and scrapings from the sur-

face for microscopic examination. If such joint work be not

possible, the chemist should carefully note the condition of the

gastric and intestinal walls, their degree of preservation,

whether thinned or thickened, or softened, the color and ap-

pearance of the gastric and intestinal mucous membranes in

detail, locating any peculiarity in color or texture; and should

send to the pathologist sections cut through all the coats of the

stomach and intestines, taken particularly at any point where

ulceration, thickening, or other unusual appearances are ob-

served.

In exceptional instances the body has been more or less

completely eviscerated and the internal parts removed. Thus
in the Affaire Gloeckler, in I84t;,' the internal organs were re-

moved from the cadaver and thrown into a privy, whose con-

tents were subsequently spread upon a field, where the heart,

liver, and one kidney were found. In the Shann case, in New
Jersey in 1893, all the internal organs of the trunk except the

bladder and one kidney were removed.^ In such instances any

'

Devergie,
" Med. leg. ,

"
Seine

ed., iii., 563.
'^ We are indebted to Dr. J. Stock-

ton Hough, of Trenton, N. J., for
an opportunity to consult the

stenographer's minutes in this ex-

traordinary case. Mrs. Mattie C.

Shann, a widow, was tried for the
murder of her son, John F. Shann,
at the Mercer County (N. J.) Oyer
and Terminer, August, 1898, and
acquitted, the motive alleged by the
State having been to obtain the pay-
ment of insurances upon tlie life of
the deceased, which had been writ-

ten some six months before his
death. The deceased, about twenty
years of age, and residing with his
mother at Princeton, was taken
sick about February 32d, 1893, took
to his bed March 6th, and died early
on the morning of April 18th, hav-
ing been attended during liis illness

by the family physician, Dr, Ber-

gen. The physician diagnosed the
case as one of gastritis, which he
assigned as the cause of death in
his certificate. The symptoms were
those of gastritis, plus a very bad
sore throat and an ulcer in the in-
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roniaiiuni; contents of the thorax, alxloincn, wr pelvis wliicli may
he ft)inul should bomrefully pieserveil foi- analysis, as well as the

brain ami \-avj;o jiortions of muscular tissuf. hilij^ent search

should lie niaiU' for the missinj^ orj^ans, and the apitenrance of

what remains of the cadaver should he minutely noted, as to

how tho evisceration was performed, whether h}' a skilled liand

or otherwise, .iiul w lietlier the body had been embahned previous
to evisceration.

PosT-MoKTEM Appearances of Toxicological
Significance.

In the Blood.—Man^- poisons act chemically in or upon
the blood, and produce changes in its appearance observable at

side of the mouth, which ahnost

perforated tho cheek before deatli.

In tlie prescriptions %viitten for tlie

patient during his ilhiess calomel
was the only mercurial given, of
which the total quantity used in the
Sliann family during this period
was 2y'(5 grains. A druggist, during
Johns illness, refdled a prescrijjtion
for antiseptic tablets containing
corrosive sublimate three or four
times for the defendant or her

seventeen-j-ear-old daugliter, Mabel.
There was evidence that John had
taken otlier medicine than that or-

dered by Dr. Bergen, tlie nature of

whicli did not api)ear, and, it was
claimed by the defence, had con-
tracted syphilis during the preced-
ing Christmas liolidays. The bod\-

was laid on a cooling board, in a
room in wliicli the defendant and
her daughter slept, by an under-

taker, a cousin of the tieceased, the

following morning. Cloths dipped
in "

Utopia
"
embalming liquid were

laid upon tlie stomach, liands, and
face and about a t asjjoonful was
injected into the sore upon the face,
but the body was not embalmed,
the defendant desiring that it should
not be done. The body was last

seen in an unmutilated state by the
undertaker at about 10 a.m. on the

19th, and at about the .same time
by the local agent of the life insu-
rance company. From that time
until about 8 A.M. ontbeSOtb, wlien
the body had been mutilated, it was

not seen, so far as the evidence
shows, except by the defendant and
her two daugliters. One of these,
IMamie Kelly, alleges that she saw
the body intact at two, five, and
nine o'clock on the 19th, at five

o'clock in the presence of another
person who, however, flatly con-
tradicts her in liis evidence. At
about 5 P.M. on the 18th an agent of
the insurance company asked to see
the body and was refused permis-
sion bj' the defendant ; and at about
eleven o'clock on the evening of

April 19th the defendant was in-

formed that the insurance com-
pany's physician would make an
autopsy on the following morning.
At three o'clock on the morning of
the same night the defendant awak-
ened one of her male lodgers, to
whom she related the particulars
given below, and who at lier request
looked at the body and found bl< « d
stains on the sheet upon Mhich it

lay, and on the canopy which cov-
ered it. At about seven to eight
o'clock the same morning (April
20th) Dr. Bergen examined the

body sufticiently to see that the ab-

domen had been cut open and its

contents removed. The body was
transferred to Trenton by the county
physician that evening and an ex-

amination was made the following
day, April 21st, when it was found
that all the contents of the abdomi-
nal and thoracic cavities had been

removed, with the exception of one
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the autopsy. The blood is found to be frothy from the pres-

ence of bubbles of gas, if the autops}" be made soon after death

from hydrogen peroxid, %vhich may cause death by the mechan-

ical action of the gaseous ox^'gen which it liberates on being

decomposed in the blood. A similar appearance has been ob-

served in animals poisoned by diazobenzene salts, which gener-

ate free nitrogen when decomposed in the blood, and also in

some cases of death from chloroform and ether in the human

subject.

The COLOR of the blood is dark after death from the action

of poisons which interfere with the proper oxygenation of its

coloring matter, as morphin, strychnin, or carbon dioxid, or

which act chemically upon it, with formation of methsemo-

kidney, the bladder, which had been
slit, about three inches of the rec-

tum, and parts of the oesophagus and
trachea. Some of the brain, the

kidney, and some bloody matter
from the abdomen were put into one

jar togetlier, and about two and a
half inches of the rectunj in an-
other. These were analyzed by
Professor Wormley, who found
about i grain of mercury in the
contents of the first jar and about

3^u grain in the piece of rectum.
On May 13th the body was exhumed
and the remainder of the brain, the

bladder, the fractions of oesophagus
and of trachea, the larynx, both
tonsils, both parotid glands, an
ulcer in the cheek, the calves of both

legs, and a part of the muscles of
the right thigh were removed,
placed in six jars and submitted to

Professor Corn well, who found tliem
to contain mercury. No trace was
found of the viscera removed from
the body. The officers of the in-

surance company denied any knowl-
edge of their removal. The defend-
ant related that during the night
of the evisceration "three persons
dressed in storm coats, slouch hats,
and whose general appearance (but
not with much particularity) she
described, came to her front door,

rang the bell ; she arose, went
down, opened the door, admitted
these tliree men. That they in-

sisted upon seeing the body of her
son—slie refused ; they continued to

insist, and in answer to some ques-
tion, she told them where the body
lay. Two of them went upstairs
and entered the room where the

body lay. They came down after

some length of time, she being
meanwhile detained by a third per-
son at the foot of the stairs by vio-

lence, who threw her twice against
the wall when she attempted to go
upstairs ; that then tliey departed
and left. Whether they had any-
thing with them or not she was un-
able to say. During this time the

lamp was on the table in the hall,

which she had brought down, burn-

ing. Slie says that her condition
of mind under tlie

was such that she

persons came from
company to make some examina-
tion or otherwise, and that she was
so affected by it tliat she was uuable
to make any outcry, or do anything
so as to arouse any of the boarders
in the house, or her daughter, or Aunt
Eliza who slept in a room about

eight feet from where she stood, de-

tained by one of these tln-ee men"
[charge of Judge Abbott]. There
was some collateral evidence in cor-

roboration of minor points of this

testimony, but no direct evidence
in support of it by any of the six

boarilers in the house at the time ;

and the daughter, Mal)el, slept,

without awakening, within a few
feet of the cadaver during the en-

tire period.

circumstances

thought these
the insurance
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^li>l>in. or li.iiii.itiii, or of siill h;i'm<)}4:lol)iii, as potassiiiin clildi'-

at*', and livilioi^cii siillid. Ii is l)ii;j:lil red aftci' poisoning by
carlton inonoxiil. (Set' IMiysical hlxaininalion, p. I'^-l).

I'lnisnal i'()A(;ri,Al"l(»N of llic blood is observed .ifter death

from eastor oil beans, jciniirity, or ilio mineral alkalies; ^vllilo

the blood is lliiid when (K'ath has been caused by strychnin,

mori»hin, chloroform, etc.

Certain poisons cause a more or less complete destruction

and solution of the rid blood corpuscles, sometimes so extensive

tliat tlu> blo(Hl in thin layers appears perfectly transjiarent and
imitVirm in consistency, while normal blood obstructs the passage
of light, even when in very thin strata. This solution of cor-

puscles is observed after poisoning by hydrogen arsenid and by
certain fungi.

In the Brain and Its Coverings.—Congestion of the

cerebral and meningeal blood-vessels and effusions of serum

into the ventricles and beneath the arachnoid are usuall}' found

after death caused by acute poisoning by alcohol, morphin, co-

cain, nicotin, coniin, strychnin, etc.

In the Thoracic Organs.—Effusions into the pericardium
are found after death from many poisons. An unusualh' con-

tracted condition of the left heart is sometimes found after

death from digitalin and veratrin
;
and endocardial ecch3^moses

are frequently observed after death from arsenic. The heart

muscle is the seat of fatty degeneration in death from arsenic,

antimony, and phosphorus.
The lungs are congested and sometimes oedematous in

poisoning by morphin, nicotin, pilocarpin, and certain fungi.

In the Abdominal Viscera.—It is here chiefl}^ that post-

mortem appearances of toxicological interest are to be found.

On opening the abdomen, the characteristic odor of a given

poison may sometimes be observed
;
the garlic odor of phos-

phorus, the peach-blossom odor of hydrocyanic acid, the turpen-

tine-like odor of savin, the characteristic odors of phenol, cam-

phor, alcohol, etc. The odor is also to be noted on opening the

thoracic and cranial cavities.

The PERITONEAL SURFACE of the abdominal organs, par-

ticularly the stomach and adjacent parts, is found reddened, in-

flamed, ecchymotic, and the blood-vessels injected after death

from the action of powerful irritants and corrosives. The
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peritoneal cavity may contain serous, purulent, or bloody exu-

dations, or even the contents of the stomach, if the w^alls of that

organ have been powerfully attacked or perforated by a cor-

rosive.

The appearance of the external surface of the stomach and

its degree of distention are to be noted, the organ being held by
its two extremities before a good light. If its size departs from

the normal it is to be measured and its dimensions noted. The

contents are then removed by holding the stomach by its two

extremities over a clean, weighed beaker, and making an in-

cision with a scissors at the most dependent part. The beaker

and contents are weighed and the weight of the latter deter-

mined by subtraction of the weight of the beaker. A mark is

placed on the outside of the beaker at the level of the contents

that their volume may be subsequently determined. The color,

consistency, and odor of the contents are noted and portions of

the solid part I'emoved for microscopic examination (see below).

The reaction is determined. An alkaline reaction may be due

to caustic alkalies, alkaline earths, or potassium cyanid, or to

the administration of alkaline antidotes. An intensely acid re-

action may be due to acids or to acid salts. The contents are

observed in the dark
; they are luminous in the presence of phos-

phorus provided alcohol or oil of turpentine be not present.

To examine the mucous surface of the stomach it is divided

from end to end along the greater curvature and spread out,

with the mucous surface upward, upon a new and clean plate

or dish. The characters of adherent particles are first noted

carefully after examination with the unaided eye, a hand mag-
nifier of about two diameters and the microscope. In this man-

ner valuable information is sometimes rapidly obtained.

Arsenic trioxid, if taken in substance, is frequently found in the

shape of octahedral crystals, accompanied or not by white

amorphous particles, and sometimes tinged yellow by formation

of the trisultid during putrefaction. Crystals of white arsenic

accompanied by black particles of carbon indicate that the

poison was taken as
"
rough on rats

"
or some similar combina-

tion of arsenic and soot, in substance. Green, metallic particles

may be found adherent to the walls of the stomach in poisoning

by Paris green, and green scales when death has been caused

by cantharides. Small fragments of wood with sulfur attached
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lia\i' lu'on fduiul wlicii in.itfli lu'.ids liavi' Ik'l'Ii taken, ami frajjj-

meiits i>f various seeds ami (itlier ve}jjt>tal)U' tissues ui'ter mix

vomica, straniuiiiuni, sa\ in, aronite, tobacco, and otlur ])()ison-

t)us vegetable drugs have l»een taken in sul)stance. Soinetinies

also particles of a peculiar tooil substance, t)r of one jieculiarly

nioditied, as by the presence of mould, may serve to identify tlio

vehicle in wiiit-h the poison was administered.

After any j)articles adherent to the walls of the stomach have

been examined ami collected, the nuicous surface is to be washed
with a small (luantity of distilled water (which should be pre-

served for examination along with the contents). 'J'he appear-
ance of the mucous membrane is to bo carefully noted, and any
dej)artures from the normal located. Excoriations, ulcerations,

erositnis, and even perforations are found after death from the

immediate effects of corrosives, or marked thickening, ulcera-

tion, absence of epithelium, and contraction of one or both ori-

fices after death from their secondary effects. Irritant poisons,

whether mineral, animal, or vegetable: arsenic, antimony, po-

tassium cyanid, croton oil, savin, many ethereal oils, canthar-

ides, etc., produce more or less intense inflammation, marked

by redness, sometimes diffused over the entire mucous surface

and darker in the dejtressions between the rugae, sometimes of

a dotted or petechial character; and by more or less injection of

the blood-vessels.

With corrosives and some poisons similar changes are ob-

served in the oesophagus, jjharynx, and mouth. With volatile

corrosives and poisons, such as hydrochloric acid, ammonia,

chlorin, etc., the larynx and trachea are the seat of intense in-

flammation; and may be eroded if a liquid corrosive has been

aspirated.

The INTESTINES are to be dissected from the mesentery, di-

vided at the ileo-csecal valve, and the small and large intestines

separately examined in the same manner as the stomach, the

contents being removed either by "stripping" each portion be-

tween the index and middle finger from above downwards, or

preferably, by the handle of the scalpel after the gut has been

opened by the enterotome. Irritant poisons produce more or less

extensive intestinal inflammation, particularly in the upper

part of the small intestine and in the large intestine. Or the

upper part of the small intestine may be peculiarly colored;
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green by Paris green or the salts of copper; brown by iodin,

potassium dichromate, or phosphorus; yellow by picric acid,

lead chromate, or nitric acid
;
black by silver.

The LIVER, HEART, and kidneys are the seat of fatty degen-

eration in poisoning by phosphorus, arsenic, antimony, iodin,

and certain fungi.

The KIDNEYS are the seat of active hypersemia in poisoning

by cantharides, turpentine, iodin, etc. They crackle on sec-

tion and contain crj'stalline deposits of calcium oxalate after

death from oxalic acid or the oxalates
;
and they contain reddish-

brown casts, visible to the unaided eye, after death from min-

eral acids or alkalies, potassium chlorate, etc.

In poisoning by the compound ammonias (hydroxylamin, me-

tatoluidin, etc.), the kidneys and spleen are pigmented, and

pigmentary, muriform masses are found in the latter organ.'

EVIDENCE FROM THE PRESENCE OF POISON IN THE
CADAVER.

If post-mortem introduction of poison be excluded, the most

satisfactory evidence of poisoning is from the demonstration of

the presence of the toxic agent in the cadaver.

This may be attained by one of three methods or a combina-

tion of them : The jjhijsical examination, by which the poison

is identified, when present in substance, by its appearance,

crystalline form, color, etc., or by spectroscopic or other physical

examination; the chemical analysis, by which the dissolved or

absorbed poison is separated in a form which permits of its

identification by its physical characters and chemical reactions
;

and the physiological examination, by which the nature of the

poison is determined by observation of its effects upon animals,

by "life tests." These three methods are used jointly, and to-

gether constitute a toxicological analysis.

CONDITIONS OF A TOXICOLOGICAL ANALYSIS.

The expert selected to perform the analysis must, of neces-

sity, be a chemist of experience." He should also be a graduate

' Pilliet : Compt. rend. soc. biol.,
'• As recently as 1861 (PJiar. Jour.

Paris, 1894, 10 S., i., 331. and Trans., 18G0-G1, u. s.. ii.,
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in intMliciiii^ .iml familiar willi the luctliods of iiliysi()lo;4:ical ox-

pi'riincnlatiiin. liult'oil, tlic peculiar o.xpi'rii'iict' and Iraiiiiii^

nM|iiisilt> to enable <>iu> ])r())uM'ly to conduel an intricate toxi-

coloLjii'al analysis are sui'li that only most I'X'ct'jttionaliy can

persons truly competent bi' t'ound, »'Xoept among those who in

tiie larL;fr instiluiions of nunlical and phai'maceutical instruc-

tion liavo devoted themselves sj)e('ially to this subject.

In some countries, as in France, the analysis is entrusted to

two ex[)erts, who conduct the operations jointly. In a circular

of February Gtli, IvSCT, the French Minister of Justice deiu-ecates

the multiplication of experts in the following language:
" Under

the ]>retext of reaching greater certitude and of carrying to the

jnind more entire conviction, magistrates show themselves

much too read3' to call in at once and without distinction two

and even three experts. This is a regrettable tendency against

which we must contend. In fact, the expert investigation does

not bind either the magistrates or the defence, and the nmnber

(of exj^rts) which always delays the solution of (juestions in-

volved is no guarant}' of the value of the work.
"
It seems evident to me, in fact, that expert investigations

draw their force much less from the number of specialists con-

sulted than from the well-known merit, knowledge, and in-

tegrity of the expert. It frequently happens that a report offers

all the more security when it is signed by a single expert, be-

cause the responsibilitj' falls upon him alone, because he has

verified everything himself, and because no opinion is expressed

as a sort of compromise.
*'

It is therefore, I repeat, by knowing how to choose the ex-

pert to wdioma mission is confided, and not in multi})lying their

number, that one assures all the importance which it should

have, to this aid to the information which is necessary in many
cases. ...

"
It is hardly necessary that I should add that all the rules

which I have laid down apply to chemical analyses."
'

In these views we heartily concur, as we have found that

H14) two medical men in Enfjland was made and demonstrated the

analyzed (?) portions of the body of absence of arsenic.

a child and swore positively to'the ** Dubrac : "Traite de jurisja-.

presence of arsenic before the coro- med.
,

"
etc. , Paris, 1898, pp. 193,

ner. The jury demanded a further 194.

examination by a chemist, which
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the collaboration of two experts greatly increases the time nec-

essarily consvniied in the analysis and in the exchange of views

concerning the propriety of the steps to be taken, without in any

way rendering the result more reliable than if readied alone

by the more experienced analyst.

Still more superfluous, aiid even subversive of accuracy of

the results of so delicate an investigation, is the presence during

the analysis of the purely medical examiner which was required

in Russia.'

No person whose ability or integrity is open to the doubt

implied by the requirement of testimony at the mouth of two

witnesses, or whose perception of color is deficient, should ever

be entrusted with a toxicological analysis, either alone or in

conjunction with another.

To insure the physical impossibility of admixture of foreign

substances by mistake or intentional interference, the analysis

should be conducted in a room in which no other work is done

at the same time, in which there are no poisonous substances

other than those possibly present in the articles under examina-

tion and certain chemicals necessarily used, and which no person

other than the analyst is permitted to enter. The windows

should be sealed, and also the door during the absence of the

analyst, and the integrity of the seals verified each time they

are broken.

The vessels used in each analysis should be new. Each

should bear a distinctive number or letter, and the notes of the

analysis should refer to these in such manner that at no time

can there be any doubt of what may be the contents of each

vessel.

No solvent or chemical is to be considered as pure unless

proved to be so by the proper tests, or by purification by the

analyst himself.

When it is possible it is highly desirable that samples of the

poison actually separated from the articles examined shall be

preserved in as many of its distinctive forms as may be." This

is always possible if the poison separated by analysis is min-

eral in nature, but with the volatile and vegetable poisons, when

present in small quantity, it is frequently impossible or un-

'

Dragendorff : "Ermittelung v. '^ See Forensic Questions, 4.

Giften," Ite Aufl., 186H, p. 2.
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(Icsirablo. Thus when moipliiti has lu'cii scparalctl in vory
mimito tiuaiitity it is iiri'toralilc to uso all of tlio material ro-

inaiiiiiiy; after tiu* api>li('atioii of the clirinical tests to jjorlioiis,

in the appiieation of a life test, ratlier than to ri'serve a part,

as notahl(> (piantities art' retpiiriHl to produce the ])hysiologieal

aetion, and as evitlenoe of this eharaeter is more satisfactory to

tho niiiuls (if a lay juiy than that ha-x'.l upon delicatt) cliemieal

reactions.

Finally, we Avmild caution the analyst against undue haste.

No step iu the analysis should be taken excej)t after mature re-

flection and ajipreciation of its possible influence u])on the opera-

tions to follow. Nor should the analyst permit hims(ilf to be

led into tho expression of an ojjinion as to what poison may be

present before he is perfecth' certain that it is present. All

"tails," such as filtrates, washings, remainders after extraction,

etc., should be preserved until the end of the analysis.

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION.

It sometimes happens, when a poison has been taken in the

solid form, or is a substance having a characteristic odor, that

portions may remain in the stomach sufficient to permit of

identification or to afford indications of its probable character,

from its crystalline form, botanic character, color, odor, etc.

Such a prelimiJiary physical examination of the contents of

the stomach and of frag-

ments adherent to its walls

(see p. 110), or between

the teeth, and of articles of

food, medicine, etc., sup-

posed to have been the

vehicle of administration

should never be neglected.

Very frequently the na-

ture of a substance is indi-

cated by its crysialline

form, either in its "own

form or in precipitates obtained by the action of reagents. The

crystals are almost alwaj's small and require the use of a mi-

croscope for the determination of their forms. In some cases

Fig. 1. - Microscope Super-stage for Examining
Crystals, etc.
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also the polarizing microscope is of service. We have found

a super-stage of the form shown in Fig. J
, very convenient for

microscopic examination of objects in dishes, tubes, etc. For

tubes the body of the microscope is tilted back and the tube

placed against the pins aa. Dishes and other round-bottomed

vessels are supported by the three projecting pieces 6, w^hose

points are covered with small sections of rubber tubing to pre-

vent slipping.'

A spectroscopic examination of blood or urine may in some
cases promptly furnish valuable evidence. Thus after death

from illuminating gas or carbon monoxid the blood presents
the characteristic spectrum of carbon monoxid hsemoglobin,''

and in poisoning by sulfonal the urine shows that of hsema-

toporphyrin.'
The action of certain substances upon polarized light may

also be utilized. Thus copaiva, salicylic acid, salol, arbutin,

antifebrin, and chloral render the urine Isevogyrous. Certain

crystals are also brilliantly colored when examined with

polarized light.

CHEMICAL EXAMINATION.

The purposes of the chemical analysis are: 1. The separa-

tion of the poison from the constituents of the viscera, vomit,

etc., in a condition of purity sufficient to permit of the proper

application of the chemical or physiological tests suitable for its

identification; and 2. The recognition of the identity of the

poison by its physical, chemical, and ph5'siological characters.

It is with the methods of separation only that we have to deal

in this place. The individual reactions of the various poisons
will be considered in the division on Special Toxicology.

The methods adapted to the extraction of poisons from or-

ganic mixtures vary with the nature of the poison. For ana-

lytical purposes, poisons and corrosives may be classified into :

I. Mineral Acids and Alkalies.—These cause exten-

sive destruction of tissue, recognizable at the autopsy. With
' See also "Micro-sublimation," p. Vivo: "Atlas de micro-qiiimica,

"

153,andWormley : "Micro-chemistry etc., Barcelona, 1878. Sedgwick:
of Poisons," 2d ed., Phila. , 1885. St. Andrew's M. Grad. Assoc.

Erhard: " Die giftige Alkaloide u. Trans., 1867, i., 200-207.
d. Ausmitt. auf mikroskopischem

'•* See vol. ii., p. ol.

Wege,
"

Passau, 18(56. Valenti y
- See vol. ii., p. 33.
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the possil)lt> (>xc'optioii of nitrir afid, tlu'V are oitluT in thoirowii

form or in otlu>r forms of combination normal constilui'nts of

tho Uiily, and henre ro(|uiro to he (jnantitativi'ly dctt-rmiiKMl in

casos of snpposL'il doalii or injnrv from their action in ^\ hicli

analytical investipation is dcsiraliU'.

II. Volatile and Gaseous Poisons are such as are sepa-
rahlo from acid or ;dkalino mixtures by mere distillation.

*

III. Organic Poisons, including all non-volatil(» sub-

stances which are decomposed by powerful reagents, and which

must couseipiently be sei>arated by the action of solvents or pre-

cipitants not cajwible of modifying their comj)osition, except in

so far as they may be c<.)nverted into combinations from which

they may l)e rcU'ased without decomposition.
IV. Mineral Poisons.—Substances of such stability that

they remain in a more or less modified form of combination

after the action of reagents capable of destroying or removing
the organic material with which they are mixed.

While conditions may exceptionally exist in which it is per-

missible to limit the analysis to the search for a particular poi-

son or group of poisons, in the great majority of cases the work
should be so conducted that the search for a })articular poison
shall not render the detection of another impossible. It is de-

sirable also that a portion of materials submitted shall be set

aside, if the quantity be sufficient, in case of accident. For

these reasons the objects examined should be divided, except
under the conditions mentioned below. The division, how-

ever, should be so made as to permit of calculations of quan-

tity in an entire organ from the amount found to be present

in a portion thereof. The material, if solid, .should be finely

divided by a hashing machine, mill, or mortar, thoroughly

mixed, weighed, and the portions removed for each analysis

also weighed. If li(iuid the}' should be both weighed and

measured, and the weight and volume of portions taken after

thorough stirring also weighed and measured. In some cases

the entire organ or substance must be submitted to analj'sis, as

when a liver is to be examined for organic poison, or when

the stomach contents or other material are very small in quan-

tity. Under these circumstances the chances of detecting

the poison are so remote that they should not be diminished
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by operating upon any less material than the entire quantity

available.

If the amount of material available be large, it may be

divided into three portions, one of which is set aside with the

addition of sufficient purified alcohol' to prevent putrefaction;

the second is examined, first for volatile poisons by distillation,

and the residue for mineral poisons, and the third directly for

organic poisons.

In most analyses, however, it will be found necessary to use

the entire quantity, of some portion submitted at least, for the

detection of both organic and mineral poisons, with or without

the previous removal of a fraction for the search for volatile

poisons. When this is to be done the analysis for organic poi-

sons must necessarily precede that for mineral poisons. All

"tails," i.e., filters, washings, the final aqueous liquid after the

extraction of vegetable poisons by immiscible solvents, and the

residues remaining after the search for vegetable poisons are

to be united with the residue of distillation left after the search

for volatile poisons, and the materials so reunited examined for

mineral poisons.

No reagent is added in the search for volatile or organic

poisons which interferes with the subsequent detection of min-

eral poisons, and in proceeding as above directed there are but

two possible causes of partial loss of material. During the

heating necessary to distillation certain organic poisons may
suffer partial or complete decomposition, hence only a portion

of the material should be used for this purpose. There is

necessarily a slight loss of material in collecting the various

"tails," distributed in a number of vessels, and consequently

an error in the quantitative determination of mineral poisons.

But as this error is not great, and is in favor of the defence, it

may be disregarded.

Examination for Volatile Poisons.

The poisons included in this analytical group are: Phos-

phorus, the cyanic poisons, chloroform, chloral, alcohols, ethers,

hydrocarbons, phenol, nitrobenzene, carbon disulfid, camphor
and essential oils, iodin, bromin, and hydrochloric acid.

' See p. V6'd. uote 1.
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Tlu' siibstiuuTS to 1)0 oxninincd, finely liaslicd if solid, and

iiijidi' iij) to a li(iiiid lucasun* of altoiit iSdO c.c. arc acidulated

with tartaric acid if not already acid, and ]>lacod in tlu^ distil-

lini; tlask a of the apparatus shown in V\<^. '.'. Tlie stopcock

b of the t-arhou dioxid geueratur c is at tirst closed.

r

The dis-

Fig. 2.— Distilling Apparatus for Volatile Poisons.

tillation is conducted in a dark room and with screens so placed,

if necessary, that after the burner is lit the fractioning tube d

and the upper part of the condenser e are in total obscurity.

The heating, which must be moderate and gradually increased

at first to avoid bumping and frothing,' is continued until 250

' Bumping may be prevented by
adding a few sliort pieces of capil-

lary glass tube to the cool contents

of the flask ; and frothing, in some
measure, by the addition of a frag-
ment of i)arafBn.
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c.c. of distillate have been collected in separate portions of 50

c.c. each in five numbered flasks' placed at/.

During the distillation the fractioning tube d and the con-

denser e as well as the connecting tube are to be carefully ex-

amined for the phosphorescence produced by phosphorus (see

Phosphorus) ;
the temperature indicated by the thermometer g

is to be noted when the distillate begins to collect and at each

change of the receiving flasks, and the several distillates are to

be examined by the tests for the volatile poisons to be subse-

quently described. The reaction of the distillate is to be noted

from time to time. If any odor of turpentine be observable

either in the original material or in the distillates, or if any

pronounced odor capable of masking that of turpentine be pres-

ent, the distillation must be further conducted for the detec-

tion of phosphorus in the manner directed in the special con-

sideration of that poison. Otherwise the apparatus is allowed

to cool, 100 c.c. of water holding enough magnesia to render

the contents of the flask alkaline are added and two further

distillates of 50 c.c. each are collected.

In the distillate from the acid liquid alcohols, ethers, chloro-

form, hydrocarbons, camphors, essential oils, phenols, nitroben-

zene, hydrocyanic acid, iodin, bromin, hydrochloric and acetic

acids are to be searched for; and in the distillate from the alka-

line liquid, chloral, ammonia, anilin, and volatile bases, includ-

ing nicotin and coniin.

Examination for Alkaloids, Glucosids, etc.

The processes at present in use for the separation of alka-

loidal poisons from complex organic mixtures are either proc-

esses by precipitation, or by solution in solvents immiscible

with water. The former, while valuable for pharmaceutical

purposes and for investigation, are not adapted to the needs of

forensic toxicology.

The various methods of extraction by immiscible solvents

are variations of, and improvements upon, the method first used

by Stas in the Bocarme case,' which was founded upon the fol-

lowing facts :
^c?

'

Poisoning by nicotin, at Bury in Belgium, in 185L

IV. -9
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1st. Tho tartrates (ami most other salts) of the alkaloids are

roailily soluble in water and in alcohol.

'Jd. The alkaloiils are sej)arated from a(]neons solutions of

their sails hy annnonia and otlu'r ]>o\vi'rful hases.

.'id. 'I'hf alkaloids thus liberated j)ass, more or less completely
antl readily, intt) etluM- or other licjuids innniseihle witli water,

when these are shaken with acjueous liquids containing the free

alkaloids.

Method of Stas.'—The material is treated with twice its

weii^ht «>f strong alcohol anil Co to 'i gm. of tartaric acid or

oxalic acid, j)referal)ly the former, and warmed to G0°-G5°

(140-14'.i F.). cooletl, filtered, and the filtrate evaporated,

preferably in a vacuum over sulfuric acid, or in a current of

air, at a temperature not exceeding ;}5° (1)5° F.). The remain-

ing liquid is tiltered, and filtrate and washings are evaporated
in vacuo. The residue is taken up with strong alcohol, and the

alcoholic solution again evaporated spontaneously or in vacuo.

The residue is dissolved in the smallest possible (juantity of

water, gradually alkalized with monosodic or mouopotassic car-

bonate, and agitated with four or five times its volume of ether,

which is, after separation, decanted and allowed to evaporate
at the ordinary temperature.

The modifications suggested by Julius Otto, and constitut-

ing the Stas-Otto method, i)roperly so called, consisted in

agitating the final aqueous liquid while still acid with ether for

the purpose of removing fats and other substances, other than

alkaloids, soluble in ether, and in adding ammonium chlorid

to the alkaline aqueous licjuid after extraction b}" ether, for the

purpose of causing morphin (which when crj'stalline is practi-

cally insoluble in ether and soluble in aqueous liquids alkalized

with soda) to cr3'stallize."

ProUius '

adojited the method of Stas, for the extraction

more particularly of strychnin, with the modification that chlor-

oform was used in place of ether.

Method of Uslar and Erdmann."—The substances under

examination are digested for one to two hours at G0°-80° (140'"'-

' Bull. Acad. rov. d. nied. d. "Arch. d. Pliariii., 1857, Ixxxix..

Belg., Brux., 18oi-52, xi., 202- 168.

312 (p. 304). ^Ann. d. Chem., 1801, cxx., 121.
"
Ann. d. Chem., 18r)6, c. 44. and Ztsch. f. an. Chem.. 1802. i., 267.

"Ausmitt. d. Gifte," 3te Aufl., 1807,

pp. 37, 42.
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176° F.) with water faintly acidulated with hydrochloric acid,

and the solution filtered, treated with a slight excess of am-

monium hydroxid, and evaporated to dryness. The residue is

extracted three or four times with hot amyl alcohol (boiling

point 132° C); the filtered amylic solution is shaken with hot

water, acidulated with hydrochloric acid, and the aqueous solu-

tion, after separation, is treated with a slight excess of ammo-
nium hydroxid and again agitated with hot amyl alcohol; the

amylic alcohol layer is then separated and evaporated.

In the later Stas-Otto process,' the use of amyl alcohol for

the extraction of morphin (of which it is the best solvent yet

known) is adopted as preferable to the crystallization method

above described.

This method has more recently been modified by Marme,'
particularly for the extraction of morphin, by agitating the

aqueous liquid, while still acid, with hot amyl alcohol, then

rendering it alkaline with ammonium hydroxid and again

agitating with the same solvent. The purpose of this modifica-

tion is to remove coloring matters and other impurities, and thus

purify the acid solution before extraction of the morphin from

the alkaline solution (see below).

The processes of Huseman ' and of Thomas '

differ from

the preceding in that they use acidulated water for the first ex-

traction in place of alcohol, the former acidulating with sulfu-

ric or hydrochloric acid, the latter with acetic acid. In both

methods the filtered aqueous extract is directl}^ alkalized with

potash or soda, and extracted by agitation with chloroform.

In both also the alkaline, aqueous liquid is subsequently exam-

ined for morphin.
Method of Dragendorff.—This process has been grad-

ually extended by its author from the simple form in which it

was first suggested for the separation of strychnin and bru-

cin, to its present elaborate form to permit of the separation of

a great number of alkaloids and glucosids.^

The process is conducted as follows: The materials are ex-

' 8d aud later editions. Ztsch. f. an. Chem., 1866, v., 474.
^ Pharm. Ztg., xxviii, 334. Ztschr. Pharm. Ztschr. f. Russl., 1866, v.,

f. an. Chem., 1883, xxii..634. 85; 1867, vi., 663. "Ermittelung
2 "Handb. d. Tox.," Berlin. 1863, v. Giften," 4te Aufl., 1895, pp. 149-

p. 202. 153. See also Nowak : "Sitzber.
*Chem. News, 1863, 341, 353. math. -natur. CI. d. k. Ak. d. Wis-
''Arch. Sudebn. Med., 1865, i. sensch.," Wien, 1866. Ixvi., 143.
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traotod at "lO (I'.'\! V.) with water acidulated with .sulfuric

acid (not innrc than A c.c. df diliitfd acid 1 la); th(> oxlr.-ict is

tilterod and concentrated to a thin s\rii|i on the watei-h.itli.

The i"esidiie is gradually iiiixcd with thitc to lour volumes of

stront; alcohol, and tiltered cold after standinj^' twenty-four
hours. The alcohol is distilled oil". The M(iueous li<|uid re-

niainiuLT, diluti^d to ."lO c.i-. and auain hllered if n('ccs>ai\-, is

then, while still acid, successively ajjjitated with (1) i)etrok'um

ether, {'i) benzene (C'„HJ, (:')) chloroform, (4) petroleum ether,

each solvent being separated and evaporated apart, fiirinshing

the "acid residues'' I., II., 111., IV. The .Hpieous li(]uid is

then rendered alkaline with ammonia, and successively agitated
with (o) petroleum ether, ((i) benzene, (7) chloroform, (H) amyl
alcohol, which are in like manner separated and evaporat(>d to

leave the
"
alkaline residues

"
V., VI., VII., VIII. Finally the

aqueous litjuid is evaporated with powdered glass, and extracted

with chloroform, which on evaporation leaves the final residue

IX. These various residues are then to be examined by the

suitable reagents for those alkaloids or glucosids which are ex-

tracted bj' each solvent.

We have found that for chemico-legal purposes a process

embodying certain portions of almost all of the above is more

advantageous than any one of them—a process which might be

described as the Stas-Erdmann-Uslar-Otto-Dragendorfif-Marme
method. The reasons for the adoption of the following combi-

nation are (1st) Alcohol is a better menstruum for the first ex-

traction than water, because the alcoholic solution may be evap-
orated at a low temperature, not exceeding ;}5° (1)5° F.), within

a reasonable time and without the possibility of loss of material

by mould or putrefaction which attends similar treatment of an

aqueous extract, while the concentration of a watery solution

necessitates a higher temperature, which may cause decomposi-
tion of eA'en so stable an alkaloid as morphin. (2d) Benzene is

a better solvent of strychnin than ether, and almost as good a

solvent of atropin. (:kl) Amylic alcohol is at present the only

available solvent for morphin. It is open to the objection that

it also dissolves many other substances, including the cadaveric

alkaloids, with equal facility, but until some other solvent not

open to these objections shall have been found we are com-

pelled to its use. The objection is to some extent met by ex-
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traction of the acid liquid with amylic alcohol before proceed-

ing to the removal of morphin from the alkaline liquid

(Marme). This treatment of the acid aqueous solution with

amylic alcohol is postponed until immediately before the extrac-

tion of morphin and after the extraction of other alkaloids, in

order to avoid the possibility of loss of these alkaloids by their

passage from the acid liquid into amylic alcohol (see note, p.

136).

The modification which we have found most serviceable in

cases in which all detectable, non-volatile organic substances

are to be sought for is the following: The substances, finely

hashed if solid, are extracted with alcohol' acidulated with tar-

taric acid,' at about 35" ('.»5° F.),' and washed with alcohol

until the washings are no longer acid. The alcoholic filtrate

and washings are evaporated spontaneously, either in a current

of warm air or in vacuo, to the consistence of a syrup.' From

three to four volumes of strong alcohol are then gradually stirred

in
' and the solution is strongly cooled and filtered, after having

stood twenty-four hours. The alcoholic filtrate is again evapo-

' The alcohol used must be puri-
fied by dissolving iu it about 2 gin.
to the litre of tartaric acid, distilling
after tweuty-four hours, repeating
the same operation a second time,
and again distilling after twenty-
four hours' contact with potassium
carbouate. In the last distillation

the vapors are passed through a

slightly ascending tube about 00

cm. long filled with fresh, grauular
animal charcoal.

^ If the material be strongly acid
it is prefex'al)le to extract it tirst

with alcohol alone until disappear-
ance of the acid reaction and after-

ward with alcohol and tartaric acid,
and then to carry the alcohol and
alcohol and acid extracts through
the subsequent stages of the process
separately. An aqueous solution
of the acid (1 : 10) must form no
precipitate with CaS04, BaClo, or

(NH.)2 C.204+NH4riO, and must re-

main unaltered by H2S even after
addition of NH4Hb.

' This temperature should not be

surpassed at any stage of the proc-
ess, except as subsequently noted in
the evaporation of auiylic alcohol.

* If the materials under examina-
tion contain a large amount of fat

they will, according to Focke (Arch.
d. Pharm., ccxxii., ^07; Ztscli. f.

an. Ch., 1884, xxiii., <J04) retain a

considerable proportion of any
strychnin, and a less proportion of

uiorphin, should these be present.
To avoid this lie suggests that at this

point the residue of evaporation of

the alcohol be mixed with about ten

volumes of water and treated with

baryta water iu excess. After stand-

ing several hours dilute sulfuric
acid (1:0) is added in slight ex-

cess, the liquid is stirred and filtered

after an hour, barium chlorid in

slight excess is added to the filtrate,

which is again filtered, evaporated
to a small volume, the residue ex-

tracted witii absolute alcohol, the
extract filtered after having stood
for some time and again eva])orated.

'" If the alcohol be gradually added

during stirring the precipitate
formed is granular. If it be gummy,
from too rapid addition of alcohol,
it must be subsequently dissolved iu

a very small quantity of water and
again precipitated with alcohol.
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latrd ;is iH'foro, aiul tlic rc^iiliu' dissnK fd in as siuiill a (|iiaiitity

1)1" water as |)(issibli'.

'

Tlu> acid a(iiiciuis li(|Mid is t raiisl'crri'd

to a si'parator {Viy;. ''<), an fcjual \oliiim; of petroleum ellier'

is added, and the l\vo li<itiiils are shaken lot,'elliei' rejiealedlN-,

at short intervals, for an liour. Tlie two layers are tlieii al-

lowoil to separate.' The acjiieous layer is drawn oif tln-ont;!) the

stopcock below, and tiic petroleum etlier decanted from above

into a glass capsule O^'.U"- •) in winch it is allowed to evaporate

spontaneously; while the atjueous liquid, I'etnrned to the sepa-

rator, is similarly treated witii a second pt)rlion of petroleum
etlier. Usually the first petroleum ether leaves little or no resi-

due on evaporation. If this be the case the treatment with

benzene may be proceeded with after decantation of the second

[)etroleum ether. If a perceptible residue be left by the first

j^)etroleum ether, the extraction with that .solvent is repeated until

nothing more is extracted. In the residue of evaporation of the

petroleum ether (I.) the following will be found if present:

Pijjerui,* phenol., picric acid., salicylic acid, benzoic acid,

camphors, essential oils, capsicin, cardol, iobeliin.

The acid aqueous liquid is then similarl\" agitated with ben-

zene,'' and the benzene extracts are similarly separated and evap-
' Croton oil and nitroglj-cerin are

to be sought for in the i)oitiou iiere

iusoluble in water.
- The true petroleum etlier, or

rhigolene, is neither necessary nor
de.sirable. A product of sufficient

purit}', volatility, and solvent power
may b«> obtained from commercial

gasolene by strongly agitating with
dilute sulfuric acid, then with wa-
ter, drying by contact witli cal-

cium chlorid, adding a little lard,
and distilling slowly on the water-
bath. Those portions are collected
which pass below 70° fl40= F.).

' It sometimes hapijens with pe-
troleum ether, frequently with ben-

zene, that the two liquids form an
emulsion, from which they separate
spoutaneouslj- with extreme slow-

ness. Wlien this occurs the sepa-
rator should be allowed to stand

over-night. The a(jueous layer is

then drawn off as far as possible
from below, and the separator given
a slight shake, and again allowed
to stand. A portion of the solvent
will separate and may be poured off.

The emulsion is then transferred to
a dry filter in a funnel over a second

separator, a drop of alcohol is added
and the emulsion stirred in the filter

with a glass rod. The lifjuids will
either pass through the filter and
form sepaiate layers in the separator
below, or the emulsion will contract,
and the solvent separate in a layer
in the filter, which may be removed
by a pijjette. Patience is necessary.
If the extract by any of the solvents
be cloudy it must be filtered through
a small filter moistened with the
same liquid.

•• The substances whose names are

given in italics pass only in traces
into this solvent and are more per-

fectly e.xtracted by one of those used

subsequently.
* The commercial "crystallizable

benzol, free from thiophene" is

sometimes sufficiently pure. It

should give no brownish tint with
concentrated sulfuric acid, nor any
blue color when agitated with the
same acid and isatin. To purify
benzene it should be agitated with
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orated. The benzene residue from acid solution (II.) may con-

tain: Caffein, cantharidin, anemonin, santonin, caryophyllin,

cubebin, phenol, quinol, catechol, resorcinol, salicylic acid, pic-

ric acid, piperin, colchicin, colchi-

cein, digitalin, gratiolin, cascaril-

lin, elaterin, popiiUn, colocynthin,

geissospermin, chrysamic acid, ab-

synthin, oils (anemone, ranunculus),

quassin, menycuithin, ericolin,

(laphnin, cnicin, sabadillin, meco-

nifi, antipyrin.
The acid aqueous liquid is next

agitated with chloroform,' and the

chloroform layers drawn off from

below and evaporated spontaneous-

ly. The residue left by the chloro-

form from acid solution (III.) may
contain : Cinchonin, theobromin,

papaverin, narcein, hydrastin, cheli-

donin, solanidin, sesculin, gelsemic

Fig. 3.—Separator. Fig. 4.—Glass EvaporatiDg Dishes.*

acid, picrotoxin, helleborein, populin, quassin, menyanthin,

ericolin, daphnin, cnicin, benzoic acid, digitalein, digitalin,

convallania)-iii, saponin, senegin, lycaconitin, myoctonin, as-

pidospermin, pereirin, brncin, sanguinarin, quebrachin, geisso-

spermin, syringin, colchicin, colocynthin, mecomn, anthemin,

about one tenth its volume of con-
centrated .sulfuric acid until a ssani-

ple no longer gives the indophenone
reaction with sulfuric acid and isa-

tin. The benzene is afterwards agi-
tated with water, dried bj' contact
with calcium chlorid and distilled

slowly, that portion being collected

which passes at 80°-82' (176'-180°
F.).

' It should be ]iurified by agitation
witli dilute caustic potash solution,

se))aration, and distillation shortly
before use.

'' Tiie round form is more con-
venient for the microscopic exam-
ination of theresidue. The vertical-

walled form is preferable witli ether

.solutions, to avoid "crawling" of

tlie liquid.
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.sYi /</('////*, (•/•(John III, m>iit io|)icriii, \ci-at i-iii, jt'i-viii, a ii / ijujn ii,

acotiiniliii.

'\\w acitl aiiufinis linuiil istlicii a^itiitccl once with ctliylio

othiT,' and the trcatiiiciit repcatrd it" tlio Hrstctlicr laxcr leaves

a residiio c»n evaporation. 'I'ho residue of evaporation of tlie

ether (lA.) may contain: oxalic acid, ineconic acid, eri;otinin,

arl>ntin, LCaUic ai'id, pyroj^allol, /J-naphthol, chiTso])hanic acid,

uajththalin.

The acjueoiis li(]uitl is next rendeicd alkaline by animouium

hydroxid in slight excess, aiul agitated cold with petroleum
ether as before. The residue of evajioration of tlie ether (V.)

may contain : stri/clm/H, (ixinin, dclpliin in, sahadillin, hru-

cin, asjjidosperniin, pereirin, veratrin^ enietiii, <jelsemin,

qiiebracliiti, o-vt/acanthiii, cocain, coniin, methylconiin, piperi-

din, amins (methyl-, ethyl-, propVl,- and am}-!-), capsicin, sar-

racenin, nicotin, lobelin, s})artein, (piinolin, anilin, toluidin,

picolin, urechitoxin, kairin, tJudliu.

The alkaline aqueous liquid is then agitated in a similar

manner with benzene. The residue of the evaporation of ben-

zene from the alkaline liquid (VI.) may contain:'' atropin, hy-

oscyamin, strychnin, ethyl- and methyl-strychnin, quinin, cin-

chonin, quinidin, cocain, narcotin, codein, thebain, sabadillin,

taxin, brucin, physostigmin, pilocarpin, veratrin, sabatrin, del-

phinoidin, lijcaconifiu, myoctonin, aconitin, (intijJljyhi, thallin.

The alkaline a(pieous liquid is then agitated \vith chloro-

form, in the residue of whose evaporation (VII.) there may be:

cinchonin, cinchonidin, papaverin, narcein, laudanin, berberin,

Ij'caconitin, niuscarin, morphin, pelletierin, antipyrin.
The aqueous liquid is then rendered acid by the addition of

dilute sulfuric acid
^ and agitated with cold amylic alcohol, which

' The ether used should be purified stood for twenty-four or forty-eight
by agitation with water and redis- liours. They are sometimes plates,
tillation. first from quicklime, tiien more usually flattened prisms with
from tartaric acid, and linally from ends truncated obliquely at angles of

metallic sodium. about 80' and 94\ This material is
' This residue frequently contains not soluble in dilute liydrochloric

a crystalline substance which is not acid and consequently does not re-

an alkaloid, but whose nature we main in the residue purified as

have not been able to determine directed below ("seep. 138).
from lack of material. The crystals

-^ Sulfuric acid, which should not
are brilliant, frequently present be added in great excess, is prefened
beautiful pink, green, blue, and to hydrochloric, acetic, and tartaric

violet iridescence, and often do not acids at this point to avoid so far as

appear until after the residue has possible any loss of niorphin Ijy the
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is drawn off after separation and immediately evaporated over

the water-bath. If no considerable residue remain the next

step is proceeded with. If a residue remain the agitation with

amyl alcohol
'

is to be repeated until an alcoholic layer leaves

little or no residue. The purpose of this treatment is princi-

pally the removal of substances other than morphin soluble in

amylic alcohol. The amj'lic alcohol layers on evaporation (on

the water-bath at first, subsequently spontaneously) leave a resi-

due (VIII.) which may contain: salHul/llin, meconin, meconic

acid, oxalic acid, morphin, colchicin, colocynthin, and conval-

lamarin. They will also leave considerable quantities of arsenic

if the body has been embalmed.

The acid aqueous liquid being returned to the separator, an

equal volume of hot am}'! alcohol is added and then ammonium

hydroxid to alkaline reaction, and the liquids are strongly shaken

together. The residue of evaporation of the amyl alcohol (IX.)

may contain: morphin, solanin, salicin, conuallaniarin, sa-

ponin, senegin, iiarceiri.

sparing solubility of its salts in

amj'lic alcohol, that of the sulfate

lieing less than that of the others.

We have found that 25 c. c. of amylic
alcohol, agitated under similar con-
ditions with acid solutions, dis-

solved 0.0143 gm. of the acetate,
0.0098 of the cidorid, 0.0059 of the

tartrate, and 0.0045 of the sulfate.

With hot amyl alcohol Wormley
(Univ. Med. Mag., May, 1890, Re-

print, p. 8) obtained somewiiat dif-

ferent results : acetate 0.005, sulfate

0.0028, chlorid 0.0025.
'

Objection has been made to the
use of amyl alcohol on the grounds
that it is disagreeable to the opera-
tor, that it itself frequently contains

poisonous bases and furfurol, and
that it is a good solvent of the

ptomaius, whose exclusion is, of

course, highly desirable. The first

objection concerns no one but the

chemist, the second is removable by
proper purification of the solvent.
The third is more serious, but until
some solvent of morphin not open
to this objection is found, we are

compelled totlie iiseof amyl alcohol,
and to reliance upon subsetpient
purification of the e.xtract.

The impurities liable to be present

in amylic alcohol (iso-aniylic) are
basic substances (pyridin and related

bodies) and furfurol. The former

may be removed by distilling the
alcohol two or three times from tar-

taric acid. The removal of the latter,

which interferes with the crystalli-
zation but not with the reactions of

morphin, is more difficult. We
have been unable to obtain satisfac-

tory results with the very tedious
method suggested by tjdransky
(Zeitsch. f. pliys. Ch., 1889, xiii.,

248-263) . An alcohol free from fur-

furol may, however, be obtained
from Gustave Claudon, 18 Ave. Vic-

toria, Paris, at the moderate price
of six francs the kilo. Much more
costly products from German maim-
facturers contain furfurol in rela-

tively large amount. The alcoliol

should be tested by adding a few
drops of a fifteen-percent alcoholic
solution of fl-napiithol to a sample
in a test tube and "underrunning"
it with concentrated sulfuric acid ;

only an extremel.v faint reddish

tinge should be formed at the junc-
tion of the liquids. Tlie alcohol
should be saturated with water by
agitation witli it.
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Filially tlio jkhu'ous li»nii»l is cvaixuMtcd to drviKss wilh

powdiTi'ii ,<4:lass in a litifiiu'isti'r caiisulc over llif watiT-lialli.

Capsulr and iMntrnls arc tlicn ])ulvrri/('d and cxtraclcd \vitli lioi

cldi'it'lorin. i'lu' rosidiu> ot cvaiioiation dl tlic (•liloroform (X.)

may contain iMirariii and iiinscaiin.

llu' prm'i'ss may in many cases he greatly aldiri'viak'd.

Tluis if a .sainiilc ot' urine is to be examined {Hv stryi-imin alone

it may l»e acidulated w itli dilute liydinelilorie ;ieid (or tartaric),

liltoivd, ai;itated with heiizeiie two or three tiiiu's, then again

agit.atcd with the sume solvent after addition of ammonium hy-
droxid to alkaline reaction. Strychnin, if present, will he found

in the residue of eva[)oration of henzene from alkaline solution.

Tiie alkaloid is sometimes present in the residue in a degree
of purity sufficient to permit of its identification directly, hut

in most instances a ])urification is required. This is usuall}'

eft'ected by dissolving the residue in a small (juantity of acidu-

lated water, filtering, agitating the acid aqueous solution with

the proi)er solvent, and then again (to extract the alkaloid) with

the ."^ame solvent, after alkalization wnth ammonium hydroxid
or with magnesia, and rejjeating the process if necessary. Or
in some cases the alkaloid or the impurit}' ma}' be removed b}'

some other solvent. When the residue has been suitably jjuri-

fied, its quantity may in some cases be approximately deter-

mined at this stage. It is then dissolved in a small <iuantity of

the proper solvent, and drops of the solution transferred either

to a slip of glass which may be placed upon either a black or

white background, or to small watch-glasses, and the identif}--

ing tests applied to the drops tliomselves or to the residues left

upon their evaporation.
For the detection and identification of alkaloids general and

special reagents are used. The former produce precipitates

with a great number of alkaloids and glucosids, varying some-

times in their color and crystalline form with different individ-

uals, and are consequently more frequently used to determine

the presence of an alkaloid or glucosid than to determine its

identity. The special reactions, on the other hand, are such as

are peculiar to one or to a few substances, and are consequentl}^
of greater value for identification. The special reactions will

be described in the division of special toxicology under each

alkaloid or glucosid.
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General Reagents for Alkaloids and Glucosids.

1. De Vry's (Sonnenschein's) Reagent—Phospho-
molybdic Acid.'

This reagent is applied to an acid solution, in which it forms yellow-
ish precipitates with most of the alkaloids. Acolyctin, aconitin,

anagyrin, anthocercin, alpha-homo-chelidonin, arecolin, beta-homo-

chelidonin, calamin, cannabin, carjiain, ceanothin, cinchonin, cocain,

colchicein, colchiciu, curarin, cytisin, ecbolin, emetin, ergotin, ergo-

tinin, laurotetanin, morphin, uarcein, nicotin, oxyacanthin, pelletie-

rin, physostigmin, protoveratrin, pseudojervin, sabadillin and sa])a-

trin, solanin, strychnin, taxin, thebain, thein, veratralbin and veratrin

give yellowish-white precipitates. The precipitates with aspidospei--

min, cannabuiin, damascenin, scopolin, and s])artein are white ; those

with ecgonin, hymenodictyonin, hyoscyamin, jiiliganin, pseudopel-
letierin, and theobromin are yellow ;

those with atherospermin and
berberin are dirty yellow ;

that with del])hinin is gray-yellow ; those

with narcotin, codein, and piperin are brown-yellow ; that with brucin
is orange ; that with aconin is gray-bluish ;

that with erythrophlu^n is

dirty green ;
that with calcitropin is yellow, turning to blue-green after

twenty-four hours
; those with atro))in, bebeerin, coniin, and lobeliin

are yellowish and turn blvie with ammonia ; that with quinin is white
and turns yellow Avith ammonia. The following alkaloids give no

precipitates : arecain, chrysanthemin, eupatorin, lycoctonin, and pa-

paverin.
The precipitates are not soluble in cold alcohol, ethei-, or dilute

mineral acids (except phosphoric), but are soluble in concentrated hy-
drochloric acid, hot nitric acid, acetic, oxalic, and tartaric acids, and the

hydroxids, carbonates, borates, and phosphates of the alkali metals.

The precipitates are decomposed, with liberation of tlie alkaloid, by the

oxids of calcium, barium, lead, and silver and by the hydroxids of po-
tassium and sodium, and some are also decomposed by barium and
sodium carbonates and by magnesia." Ammonia and many of its de-

rivatives, such as the monamins, anilin, quinolin, give precipitates

resembling those formed by the alkaloids with this reagent, but non-

J^De Vry: Jour, de pharm. , etc., smallest quantity of sodium liy-
1854, 3 ^., xxvi., 220. Sonuen- ilroxid solution. Evaporate tlie

schein : "Ueber pin neues Reagens sokition to dryness ; ignite the resi-
aiif Alkaloide," Berlin, 1857. Also due so long as ammouia is given
"Handb. d. gpr. Med.," 1869, p. otf

; dissolve tlie residue in water
317. To prepare the reagent, pre- (1:10), and add nitric acid until

cipitate a solution of disodic phos- the precipitate formed is redis-

pliate, acidulated witli nitric acid, solved. Tbe yellow solution must
with a similarly acidulated solution be protected from ammonia,
of ammonium molybdate. Wash • See p. 150.
the precipitate and dissolve it in the
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alkaliiiilal orj^'anic iM>is<>ns arc not as a jmiIc jji-ccipiiatrd l)y il 'Plic I'ol-

lowiiii^, howt'vcr. arr : (Mioiiyiniii. In'llilmrcin, ami iiicnyiiiilliiii. Aco-

riii pnxhu'os a hlui" cultir l)y rcductinii. St i-opliaiitliiii "^ivcs a ])al<>-

^HMMi |»ri'cipitato if prcsfiit in (|iiaiilil.\ , and an I'lnrrald soliilion if

dilulr.

2. Scheibler's Reagent Phosphotungstic Acid.'
'Pliis rt'aL^ciit ftirtus pi-cciititalcs in acid solutions of salt,s of tli(> alka-

loids;, very similar to those producfd \>y i»lios])liomolyl)ilio acid. They
m*e, however, less jHMMuani-nt and somewhat moie soluble.

3. Mayer's Reagent Mercury-Potassium lodid.'

This i'ea{r«'iit. which is also used for quantitative dcteiiuinatious,

gives with acid solutions of most of the alkaloids ])reci|)itatcs which are

for tlie most i)art white ov yellowish and crystalline, or become ci-ystal-

Hiie after standing,'' for a time, when added to a<iueons solutions of tlieii"

sulfates or chlorids. Accordiiif^ to Dragendoi-tT the i)recij)itates from
dilute solutions of uarcotin. thehain, narcein, emetin, aconitin, del-

phinoidin, and hebeerin do not become crystalliiie ; and those with

coniin and iiicotin are at lir.st white and amorphous, liut afterward be-

come resinous and adherent, and frequently after twenty -four to forty-

eight hovn-s beautifully crystalline. The preci))itates with aniaryllin,

arecain. arecolin, artarin, aspidospermiii, Ixdlamarin, l)rucin, calcitro-

pin, crysanthemin. corydalin, delphinin, emetin, grandilloi-in, lobeliin,

piperin, rha\adin, sabadillin, sebatrin. and veratrin are yellow or yel-

lowish. No pi'ecipitates are formed in dilute solutions of caffein, col-

chicin, solanin, and theobromin. The following non-alkaloidal sub-

stances are al.so precipitated : acorin, euonymin, menyanthin, sikimin,

and so))horin.

4. Marnie's Reagent—Cadmium-Potassium lodid.'
This reagent forms precipitates in solutions of the salts of most of

the alkaloids acidulated with dilute sulfuric acid. The precipitates are

nearly all flocculent and white, but some soon become crystalline.

They are soluble in excess of the reagent and in alcohol, in.soluble in

ether. The alkaloids maybe recovered from the precipitates by decom-

position with alkalies and extraction with the proper solvent. The

' Ber. d. Chem. Gesell., 1872, v.,

801. Prepared by boiling sodiuTu

tungstate with phosphoric acid,

neutralizing witli hydrochloric
acid, precipitating with barium
chlorid, decomposing the precipi-
tate with sulfuric acid, and eva])o-

rating to crystallization. The acid
is dissolved in water.

'-' First suggested by Planta-Reich-
enau (Delffs) : Dis. , Heidelberg,
1846 : perfected bv Maver : Zt.sch. f .

an. Chem., 1863, ii., 225. Obtained

by dissolving 13.546 gm. mercuric
clilorid and 49. 8 gn). potassium iodid
to the litre of water.

'

Conij)t. rend. Ac. Sc, Paris,

1866, Ixiii., 843. Ztscli. f. an.

Chem., 1867, vi., 123. Prepared by
satiu'ating a boiling concentrated
solution of potassium iodid witli

cadmium iodid and adding an

equal volume of cold saturated solu-

tion of potassium iodid. Dilute
solutions do not keep.
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reagent does not precipitate with many glucosids and leucomains, noi*

with ammonia. Catfein forms no precipitate, and solanin and theo-

bromin do so only in concentrated solutions.

5. Dragendorflf's Reagent—Bismuth-Potassium
lodid.'

The reagent is applied to aqueous solutions of the alkaloids, acidu-

lated with sulfuric acid (four drops of concentrated acid to ten cubic

centimetres). The solution must contain no ether nor any trace of

amyl alcohol. The precipitates formed with most of the alkaloids are

orange. Of the glucosids inenyanthin gives a yellow pi-ecipitate, and

digitaliu one in concentrated solution. Ki-aut-' has studied the com-

pounds formed by this reagent with amins, glycins, piperidin, sulfins,

anilin, and toluidin.

6. Wagner's Reagent—lodin in Potassium lodid."

Brown pi"ecipitates are formed in solutions of almost all of the alka-

loids, acidulated with sulfuric acid, when the i-eagent is added in small

amount. The pi-ecipitates are for the most j)art llocculeut and amor-

phous, but in many instances become crystalline.

7. Tannic Acid/
Give.s white, grayish, or yellowish precipitates with almost all of

the alkaloids, glucosids, and bitter principles. The following are not

precijjitated : arginin, aribin, arecolin, chrysanthemin, antiarin, chamie-

lirin, chirettogenin, datiscin, fraugulin, angelin, columbin, cascarillin,

capsicin, cornin, marrubin, ononid, and picrotoxin ;
and the following

only imperfectly : arecain, grandifiorin, theobromin ;
ericolin and

strophanthin. In most cases the precipitates are soluble in acids, even

in excess of the reagent, although some alkaloids : aconitin, physostig-

min, and veratrin, give precipitates in solutions strongly acidulated

' Pharm. Ztsch. f. RussL, ISGO, iodid solution. Wonnley ("Micr. -

v., 8L Also "Ennitt. v. Gifteu," Chem. Puis.," 2d ed., 444) recom-
4te Aufl., 155. Prepared like Mar- meuds a stronger solution: 5 parts
nie's reagent, using bismutli in potassium iodid and 2 parts iodiu in

l)lace of cadmium iodid. Cannot 100 of water. As the reagent is used
be diluted (Drageudortf). Dissolve in acid solution it is practically the
80 gni. bismuth subnitrate in 200 same as the solution of iodin in

c.c. nitric acid (sp. gr. 1.18), and hj'driodic acid used bj' Selnii
372 gin. potassium iodid in a little and others. Bouchardat (Wilder,
water; add tlie bismutli solution "Tests, "p. 13) uses a solution of 10

slowly and during agitation to the parts of iodin and 20 parts of potas-
iodid solution, cool strongly, sepa- siura iodid in 500 of water. See
rate from the crystals and dilute to also Hilger: "Verbind. d. Ind niit

a litre. Must be kept in the dark d. PHanzenalkaloiden," Wiirzl).,
(Kraut). See also Mingini : Gazz. 18(')9. andabst. Pharm. Jalu-h. , 1S(>9,

ch. Ital., 1882, xii., 115. 551. Jorgensen :

"
Berichte,

" Ber-
' Ann. d. Ch., 1881, ccx., 310. lin, 1869, ii., 460.
•^ Ztschr. f. an. -Chem., 1865, iv.,

* A freshly prepared solution in a
387. A decinormal solution : 12.66 mi.xture of 8 parts water and 1 part
gni. iodiu to the litre of potassium alcohol.



with stilfiiric at'iil, luil not in \vc;il<lv ;ii-iil soliilions. 'l'lit>
|>i'i>cij)it.u)»'S

of tlic taiiii;it<>s <>t' acDiiiliii. IxM'hci'iii, cinclioniii, fulcliiciii. iiarcotiii,

paiMivt-riii. solaiiiii, and tlifl)aiii art> not dissolvcil hy cold dilute liydro-

ohlorir acid ; and those of acojiilin, i)hysosti{;niiii, (juinin, solanin, and
vt>ratrin ar-c not dissolved liy cold dilute snU'urie acid. Dilute acetic

acid tiissolves the tannates of aconitin, hruciii, callVin, colclucin, moi--

jihin. jiliysostiprnuii, and veratrin ; ami the concentfated acid (hat of

quinin.

8. Platinic Chlorid.
Forms douhle salts witli tlieclilorids of most of the alkaloids, which

are ditliciiltly soluhle and I'reiinently crystalline. The jtrecijntates are

iisually yellow ; that of the hydrastiii compound is yellowish-red ; that

of ineconidin ycdlow, chanpinuf to red : and those of herhaniiu, emetin,

jiapaveriii, ([uinidin. and (luiuiu are white or nearly so. The followinj^
are not i)recipitated : amaryllin, angeliii, arecolin, chrysanthen)in,

ecgfonin, jurnhehin. lycoctonin, pelletierin, picrjiconitin, i)iliganin,

])rotoveratridin. protoveratrin. and trig-onellin : and the followinji- only
from concentrated solutions: aconitin, atr()))in, coniin, cytisin,

hvoscyamin. narcotin, nicot'n, pliysostif^min, piperin, piturin, pseud-
aconitin, and thein. Morjihin {jives a preci])itate immediately in

solutions of concentration greater than 1 : 100, or in more dilute

solutions (to 1:3,000) after twenty-four hours ; the de])osit becominf^'

crystalline and being' insoluble in cold hydrochloric acid. Aspido-

spermin and acorin, aloin and catechin reduce the platinic salt with

formation of a blue color.

The chloro])latinates of the alkaloids are definite com]>ounds, whose

analysis has been fi-equently utilized to determine the composition and
molecular weight of the alkaloid.

9. Auric Chlorid.
Forms chloraurates with the alkaloids, w^hich are for the most ])art

yellow, insoluble or difficulty soluble and crystalline. The precipi-

tates of the chloraurates of aricin, brucin, colloturin, delphinin,

ecgonin, emetin, meconidin, (luebrachin, quinicin, quinin, rha^adin.

and strychnin are amorphous. Eupatorin and jiilocarpidin foi-m no

precipitates; codein, narcotin, and nicotin only in concentrated solu-

tions
;
and cafFein, colchicin, and theobromin only slow'ly. Reduction of

the gold compounc? occui-s much more frequently than of the ])latinic,

and is indicated by a pur])le color, either immediately or after a time.

The following alkaloids cause reduction : aconin, apomori)hin, con-

cu.sconin, conquinamin, eupatorin, geisso,spermin, hydroquebrachin,

paytamin, ])aytin. pelletierin (on warming), physostigmin and quin-

amin : as do many of the glucosids.

The crystalline chloraurates have served the same analytical pur-

poses as the chloroplatinates.
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10. Hager's Reagent—Picric Acid. '

Added to solutions of most of the alkaloids acidulated with sulfuric

acid it causes precipitates which are iii many cases crystalline. Gluco-

sids, with the exception of adonin, euonymin, and limonin, are not pre-

cipitated. Morphin in concentrated solution forms a precipitate which

disappears on dilution. From dilute acid solutions, anilin, catfein,

morphin, pseudomorphin, solanin, and theobromin are not precipitated :

and aconitin and atropin only incompletely even from concenti-ated

solutions. From strong'ly acid solutions berberin, the cinchona alka-

loids, colchicin, delphinin, emetin, the opium alkaloids other than

morphin and pseudomorphin, the strychnos alkaloids and veratrin are

completely jirecipitated.

The alkaloid may be liberated from its picrate by potassium hy-
droxid.'-

11. Other General Reagents.
Besides various modifications of the above, a number of other gen-

eral reagents have been used, of which the followino- are the more

prominent :

Bromin,'^ in aqueous solution, cau.ses in acid solutions of many
alkaloids yellow precipitates, which sometimes (atropin) assume char-

acteristic forms
;
and with some, such as brucin, strychnin, narcotin,

and quinin, a rose pink or red color, either immediately or on being-
boiled.

Phospho-anthnonic acid *
is said to cause white amorphous pre-

cijutates in solutions of the alkaloids in excess of dilute sulfuric acid.

Color reactions are also produced with brucin, narcotin, and ])iperiu.

The delicacy of the reagent is less than that of Sonnenschein's, except
with atropin. Digitalin is also precipitated.

Silicottingstic acid,-' either in aqueous or alcoholic solution, causes

precipitates with almost all of the alkaloids, from which the alkaloid

may be liberated by decomposition with caustic alkalies.

lodiii chlorid " forms yellow, crystalline precipitates, which are

' Pharm. Ceutralhalle, 1869, Vi\. cix.
, 177, obtained by dropping an-

Ztsclir. an. Cli., 1870, ix., 110. A tiniony pentachlorid into aqueous
saturated aqueous solution. phosphoric acid ; or by adding- one
See also Popoff : Ann. d'hyg. . volume antimony pentaclilorid to

1891, 3 s., xxvi., 81, and in Brouar- four volumes of saturated sohitiou
del and Ogier : "Lab. d. Tox.," of disodic phosphate.
203. 5

Godeffroy : Ztsclu-. f. an. Cheni.,
•' Either bromin water, applied to 1877, xvi., 344. Prepared by lioil-

tlie solution of the alkaloid in dilute ing solution of sodium tunj^state
hydrochloric acid (Bloxani : Clieui. witli freshly precipitated silicic

News, 1883, xlvii., 31.5) ; or a solu- acid, precipitating with mercurous
tionofbrorain in potassium bromid ; nitrate, decomposing the washed
or aqueous hydrobromic acid satu- precipitate with liydrochloric acid
rated withbromin (Wormley : Pres- and evaporating to crystallization,
cott, "Or^an. Anal.," J). 47).

" Dittniar : Ber.
"

deut. clipm.
'Schultze: Ann. Ch. u. Ph., 18.59, Gesell., 1885, xviii., 1613. Pre-
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l>l!U'ki'Ht><l I)y ;uninniii;i, ffoiu hvilrocliloric acid solutions of |>yri<lin

ami nuiiioliii and ol' tlii' alkaloids whicli an- drrivativcs of those i)a,si's.

I'i'tdssiiiin pl<i(i>i(H'!/({)ii(l' toiins crv stallinc deposits with some

alkiUoids, notaldy with nioi'|>hin, sti-yehnin. and liie einchona

alkaloids.

J\>tassiii»i (tiujciitoci/iliiid
'

^i'ives anioiphous, colorloss j)reeipilates

when add«'d in exeoss to vei-y faintly acid solutions of many of the

alkaloids. Sonit> of the preci|iilates hecctnie crystalline.

J\)tassii(ni cnjiro-vyunid,-^ pofassiio)! fcrrorininid. /loldssinm

frrn'<\i/<i)iid. nui.] potdssiioii fhiocj/diKitr^ form precipitates In s(du-

tions of some of the alkaloids, which are freciuenlly crystalline.

Potdssium-zinc iodid '• foruMi in not too dilute solutions of some
of the alkaloids (strychnin, hiiicin, ([uinin, codein, ])apaverin, narcein)
white or yellowish precii)itates which are or hecome crystalline.

Lead acetate, neutral or hasic. forms i)reciiiitates with only a few of

the alkaloids (acolyctin, aeonin, iiicotin, spartein, and theobromin)
hut does with many o^hicosids and bitter ininciples.

Mercuric chlorid also g-ives white precijjitates with many alkaloids,

whicli are for the most ])art crystalline or g'radually become so. Those
of bei'berin, brucin (e.\cei)t concent i-atedj. hyoscin, (lumidin, and quinin
remain amorphous. The following alkaloids give no precipitates :

arecolin, chrysanthemin, ergotinin, lobeliin, lycoctonin, protoveratrin,

ta.xin. and ti-igonellin. Many glucosids also form white precipitates.

Silver iiitrate is reduced by some alkaloids : aeonin, capsaicin,

cupronin, dibromapophyllin, niorphin, .and p.seudaconin ; and precipi-

tates with some otliers : anthocercin, capsicin (in strong alcoholic solu-

tion), capsicol, lobeliin, oxyacanthin, qninidin, and theobromin. It is

also reduced by several glucosids and bitter principles.

Potassittm dichromate in saturated acjueous solution forms pre-

cipitates which soon become crystalline with solutions of most alka-

loidal salts. The following, however, form no i)recipitates : aconitin,

amaryllin, and delphinin : the following only in concentrated solu-

tions : cocain, niorphin, sabadillin, sabatrin, and thein
;
and narcein

only in acid solution. Alstonin and i)or])hyrin form red solutions.

Potassiumpermanganate is reduced more or less rapidly by many
alkaloids, with precipitation of mangaijic peroxid. A few alkaloids

pared either by ajiitating iodin 607. Van der Burg : Ztschr. f. an.

cldorid with water: by passing Chem., 1805, iv.
,
296.

chlorin through water holding iodin -

Dragendorff : "Ermitt. v. Gif-

in suspension; or hy mixing to- ten." 4te Aufl., 157.

getber 5 c.c. solution of potassium
"
Dragendorff : L. c.

iodid (1:10) and 18 c.c. solution ^Dragendorff: Op. cit., and
of potassium nitrite : adding 6.5 c.c. Wormley : "Micro-Chem. Poisons,

"

hydrochloric acid (thirty-three per jxisaim.
cent.) and filtering after efferves- *

Dragendorff : L. c. Prepared in

cence has ceased. the same manner as Marnie's re-

'Delffs: Chem. Centlbl., 1864, agent.
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behave peculiarly with this reagent: apomorphin gives an intense

green color
; morphin forms a white, crystalline precipitate (oxydimor-

phin) : cocain forms a stable violet precipitate ;
and narcein, narcotin,

and papaverin similar, but less stable, precipitates.

Sodium thioantimonate forms yellow, fiocculent precipitates in

solutions, as nearly neutral as possible, of salts of quinin, cinchonin,

quinidin, morphin, codein, narcotin, stryclinin, brucin, atropin, and

bebeerin.

Lead chlorid forms precipitates, usually finely crystalline, in solu-

tions of the chlorids, acetates, or nitrates (not sulfates) of strychnin,

quinin, cinchonin, morphin, codein, brucin, and probably of other

alkaloids.

Ammonium diaminchrominm thiocyanate' when added in sat-

urated aqueous solution to solutions of the chlorids of the monamins,

anilin, toluidins, pyridin, quinolin, quinin, strychnin, cocain, pilocar-

piu, atropin, and hyoscyamin, produces red or purple crystalline pre-

cipitates.

Benzoyl chlorid and sodium Itydroxid"^ when agitated with aque-

ous solutions of cadaverin, putrescin, and other diamins causes the for-

mation of insoluble cr3^stalline precipitates of dibenzoyl com^jounds.

Polyatomic alcohols, including glycerol and the carbohydrates, are

similarly precipitated.

Color Tests.—Besides the above reagents, w^bich act as

precipitants, tbere are numerous substances or mixtures which

produce with the alkaloids and glucosids changes of color more

or less pronounced and characteristic. In applying them it is,

however, essential that the alkaloid shall be separated in as

pure a condition as the circumstances will permit, and shall be

free from other substances capable of causing color changes
which may mask those due to the alkaloid, prevent their forma-

tion, or themselves cause similar colorations.

Some of these reagents produce colors with a great number
of alkaloids and glucosids and may therefore be considered as

genei'cil reagents. Such are the following:

Sulfuric acid applied in the concentrated form to the solid alka-

' Pahn : Ztsch. f. an. Ch., 1883, (200 gm.) is fused in a porcelain
xxii., 224. crucible, powdered potassium di-

^ Palm : L. e.
, p. 227. Lead chlorid cbromate (40 gm.) is gradually

dissolved in boiling sodium chlorid added, the melt is extracted with
solution. cold water, the solution crystallized,.

^
Reinecke'ssalt. Ann. d. Chem., and the crystalline residue again

cxxvi., 113, Christenseu : Joiw. extracted with cold water and re-

pr. Chem. [2], xlv.
, 213, 356. J. crystallized.

Chem. Soc, 1892, Ixii., 798, 1000 *
Udransky and Baumann : Be-

[abst. ]. Ammonium thiocyanate richte, 1888, xxi., 2745.

IV. -10
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loitl enusos rolors which mpc n<l. /nir/>lr, or riolrl witli aconili)! (only
when impure), a))oiiior|ihiM. Ixta lioiiio t'liclidoiiiii, luililin, hi-iicin (ihio

t<) HNCXi in tlic HjSOi), ciH-aiii (only wlicii ini]»iirc), (i(l|»iiiiioi(hn, thia-

min, frl)oHn, ('cliitamin, t'clntinin, fumarin, h.vdi-astin (chic (o lllSOa in

tlio IIvSC),), hyi)o<}ii('hracliin, landanin, hiui-otctanin, narcrin (if im-

pure), pan-iiin. porphyrin, i)ro(ov('rati-i(lin, ilia-adin, i-nhi jcrvin, saiia-

dillin, sal)adinin, sahati-in, staphisa;,'-rin, (axin, tlR'l)ain; adonin, an;jrHn,

amyj^dalin, hrucamarin, rahfoi-nin, oalunihin, canicllin. < a.s( iuiHin,

cerhorin, cnioin, convalhiinarin, convolvulin, coijalchin, ( yclamin,

digitonin, dulcamarin, clatorin, frratiosolin, liclixin, hdh horcin. Iicllc-

borolin, lu^lloljoiin, hcspcrithn, hydroearotin, jala])in, kosin. l.isi ipilin,

liuKUiin. linin, ))ana(inilon, pliillyfjcnin, i)hillyrnin, ])hlor('1in, j)liy.s()-

din, pinii)inollin, j)()i)ulin, (piinovin (.sh)\vlyj, salicin, salijicnin, ,sa])o-

genin (slowly), saponin, sa])o(in, smilacin, sophorin, tani])icin (slowly),
and turpethin (slowly). With tho followinfi' a red or violet color is

pi-eceded by //o/Zoir; atisin, corydalin, •landiflorin, hetiotropin, phlori-

zin, sabadin, smilacin, voratralbin, voratrin ;
assamic acid, ononin,

phlorrhizin, urochitin, and urcchitoxin ; by broint with monyantjiin,
scillito.xiii, and v(M'uonin ; by (/rcen with asiminin, frang'nlin, and spar-

attospcrmin ;
and by blue with curarin and papaverin (if impure). The

red tinpre is .succeeded by blue and r'iolet with assaniic acid
; by black

with chanuelirin ; by green, blue, and t'iolet with ))odoijliyllotoxin ;

and by brmrn with scillitoxm. The color is yellow, orange, or broivn

AWth alpha-homo-chelidonin, amaryllin, anthocercin, berberin, caly-

cantbin, ceanothin, chelerytbrin, cinchonamin, colchicein, colchicin,

delj)hinin, delphinoidin, emetin, gelscmin, <::noscopin, hydrocotarnin,

imperialin, javanin, jervin, laudanosin, lobelin, narcein, oxyacantliin,

solanin, veratroidin ; andrometoxin, antiarin, capsicin, diosmin, eric-

olin, eupatorin, eu]diorbin, fraxetin, gentio))icrin, g'ratiolin, gratio.so-

lin, guacin. helixin, belleborein, belleborin, junipirrin, liriodendrin,

niango.stin, picrotoxin, i)rophetin, rosaginin, scillain, scillin, solanin,

strophanthin. syringojncrin, and villosin. A yellow or brown color is

succeeded by violet and brou'n-gray with calciti'opin, by green with

chairamidin, concbeiranudin, concbairaniin, ])hysostigmin, pijxi-in

(slowly), u.stilagin, and agoniadin. "VVitli gel.semin and euouA'min the

color is yellow, changing to brown. The follow-ing give blue or green
colors: aricin, aristin, bebeerin, codamin, concusconin, cryptopin,

cuprin, cuscurhi, geissospermin, glaucin, papaverin (if inipui-e), pari-

cin, protoveratrin, pseudomorplun, quebrachamin, rh;eadin, thebaicin,

thebeuin, ustilagin ; aristolochin, a.scle))iadin, coniferin, ci-ocetin, cro-

cin, digitalin (?), and .syringin. Tylophorin and absinthin are at first

broicn, then green, then blue. Strophanthui is pale yellow, then

brown, then green.
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Erdmann's reagent,' Froehde's reagent," Bucking-
ham's reagent,' Selmi's reagent,' Mandelin's reagent,'
Brociner's reagents,' Guy's or Wenzell's reagent,' Lu-
chini's reagent," Sonnenschein's reagent,' and La-
fon's reagent

'"—
Are all solutions of reducible compounds in sulfuric acid which,

althoug'h not gene)'al reagents, give color reactions with certain alka-

loids. (See Stryclinin, M<)r])hin, Atropin.)

Arnold's Reactions."

(1) Coniin, nicotin, and aconitin give color reactions when heated

five to fifteen minutes with syrupy phosphoric acid. (2) Color reactions

are obtained with brucin, codein, colchicin, delphinin, digitalin, emetin,

morphin, narcein, narcotin, ])apaverin, solanin, strychnin, and veratrin

when a ])article of the alkaloid is moderately warmed with concen-

trated sulfuric acid and a strong (thirty to forty per cent.) aqueous or al-

coholic solution of caustic potash is gradually added. (3) If the alka-

loid be dissolved in concentrated sulfuric acid and a fragment of sodium

nitrite added, and afterward alcoholic or aqueous j)otash solution, color

reactions are obtained with aconitin, atropin, bi'ucin, codein, colchicin,

delphinin, digitalin, emetin, n^oi'phin, narcein, narcotin, pa])averin,

solanin, strychnin, and vei'atrin. Another reaction, particularly char-

acteristic of narcein, suggested by Arnold,'-' consists in heating tlie

alkaloid with sulfuric acid and ])henol.

The Furfurol Reaction."
When certain alkaloids (and many other substances) are mixed

'Ann. d. Ch., 1861, cxx. , 120. tellurate in concentrated sulfuric

Six drops of nitric acid (sp. gr. acid.

1.25) added to 100 c.c. Mater. Of ^ Am. J. Ph., 1861, 517; 1870,

tliis 10 drops are added to 20 grams ;W5. A solution of 1 part of potas
concentrated sulfuric acid. sium permanganate in 2,000 of con

' Ann. d. Ch.,1861, cxx. ,188. 0.1 centrated sulfuric acid,

gm. sodium molybdate dissolved "* L'Orosi : 1885, viii., 110 ; Ztsch.
in 10 c.c. concentrated sulfuric acid. f. an. Ch., 1886, xxv., 565. A solu-

Must be freshly prepared. tion of potassium dichromate in
'•' The same as Frohde's except concentrated sulfuric acid,

that ammonium molybdate is used. ' Berl. kl. Wochenschr. , 1873, 310.

*"Berichte,
"

1878, xi., 1692. A A solution of cerosoceric oxid in

saturated solution of iodic acid in sulfuric acid,
concpntrated sulfuric acid. '" C. rend. Ac. Sc. , Paris, c. 1543.

^Ph. Jahrb., 1883-84, 766. A Also da Silva : J. d. ph. et de ch.,
solution of 1 part of ammonium 1891, xxiv., 102. A solution of 1

vanadate in 100 parts of concen- gm. sodium selenite in20c.c. cou-
trated sulfuric acid. See also Kun- centrated sulfuric acid,
drat: Cliern. Ztg., xiii., 265; Ztsch. " Arch. d. Pharm., 3R., xx., 561 ;

f. an. Ch., 1889, xxviii., 709. Ztsch. f. an. Ch., 1884. xxiii., 228.

^J. d. ph. etde chim., 1888, 5s.,
''^

Repert. d. an. Ch.,lS82, ii., 229.

xviii., 204; 1889, xx.
, 390; 1890,

'^ Schneider : Pogg. Ann., 1872,

XX., 468. Solutions of ammonium cxlvii., 128; Ztsch. an. Ch., 1873,

niohate, potassium ruthenate, am- xii., 218. Mylius : Ztsch. f. phy-
monuim uranate, and ammonium siol. Ch., 1887, xi., 492. Udransky:
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witli caiii' suirar and iiHiistcncd willi (•(iiicrntfatcd suH'iii'ic acid, u

purplf led, violet, or l>l»io color is produced, apart from liic lirown or

black due to the sii<^ar itself. W'ender has niodilird the lest \)\ usiiij;

furfui'ol and sulfuric acid directly.

Concentrated nitric acid
also causes color relictions niih many allcaloids. The followinp;'

ai*c colored ;•(•(/, pttrjilv, or red-violet : aconitin (if imi)ure), aponior-

])lun, asiininin, aspidosjiermiii, l)oldin, hrucin, ca])saicin, coi-ydalin

(slowly), cotarnin, curarin, damascenin (slowly), j.^eis.sos])ennin,

grautlillorin, i<rasurin, loxoi)teri;i;-in, nieconidin, ])areirin, paytaniin,

physosti<,nnin, porphyrin, i)seu(loinori)hin, ratunhin (if imjjui'e), tlie-

baicin, tylophorin, vicin (after ('va])oi'ation) ; camel liii, cascarilliii,

cliict)rin, colocynthin, dapluiin, daphnetin, ecbolin, g-ardenin. laser-

pitin, sinalhin, and .syrinj^in. With echitaniin, pwjjle chanf^infr to

ffreen : witli echitenin I'ed to jiurjde, to green, to yellotv ; with

fraxetin, dark violet to red, to yellow. The following give yellow,

orange, or broioi : aconitin (impure), anthocercin, bebeerin, berljei-in,

ca'nothin, cinchonamin, codein, crvpto])iii (slowly), cytisin, cmetin,

gelsemin, hydrastin, imperialin, lanthopin, laudanin, laurotetanin,

mori)hin. narcein, narcotin, oxyacantliin, papaverin, jjliy-sostigmin,

piperin, ratanhin, rluvadin, sabadillin, sabatrin, strychnin, taxin, the-

bain, verati-in : agoniadin, asamic acid, chaniadirin, digitalin (?), eu-

onymin, eupatorin, gratiolin, guacin, ononin, and st)-oi)hanthin. Col-

chiein, violet to brown, to yellow. Ditamin, yelloiv to dark green, to

orange red. Scillain, yellow to green. Scillitoxin, yellotvish red to

orange, to yelloirish green. The following give blue ov green colors :

aricin, calycanthin, chairamidin, chairamin, codamin, colchicein,

conchairamidin, conchairaniin, concusconin, cusconin, ditamin, para-

buxin, solanin, and adonin. Crocin, blue to broivn. Scillain, yellotv

to green.

The Euchlorin Reaction.

According to Fraude,' an aqueous solution of perchloric acid, sp.

gr. 1.13-1.14 when heated with the opium or cinchona alkaloids,

verati'iu, caffein, atropin, nicotin, or coniin gives no color, but with

aspidospei'min and the strychnos alkaloids ])roduces yellow and i*ed

tints, which are permanent and show absorption spectra. Bloxam'
obtained similar reactions by dissolving the alkaloid in dilute iiitric or

hydrochloric acid, heating and adding potassium chlorate. Fraude
had ])revif)usly used dilute sulfuric acid and potassium chlorate.

Liebermann's Reaction.'
Most of the alkaloids when cautiously heated to fusion with caustic

Ibid., 1888, xii., 355, 377. Wender :

' Chem. New.s, 1887. Iv., loo.

Ph. Jabrb., 1898, 482. ^ Berichte, Berlin, 1878, xi.,
'

Berichte, Berlin, 1879, xii., 1606. See also Lenz : Ztsch. f. an.

1558. Ch., 1886, xxv., 29.
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potash (purified by alcohol) give uo characteristic reaction—aloetin,

chrysophanic acid, the cinchona alkaloids, apomorphin, sabadillin,

thebain, and cocain produce blue or green colors. Ptoniains give no

color.

Other color reactions, such as VitaWs, Husemann's, Brouardel

anclBontniy's, the fhalleiocliin, Chastaing and Barillof's, Gerrard's,

GrandeaiCs, Pellagri's, RobineVs and Rotissin's, are rather special

tests for certain alkaloids than general reagents, and will be referred

to in discussing the alkaloids to which they particularly apply.

The spectroscopic appearances of alkaloidal color reactions have

been studied by Brasche,' Hartley,- Hock,^ and Masche.''

Other Methods of Extraction of Alkaloids.

The following processes are here briefly described, because, although
not generally serviceable in toxicological analysis, they may under ex-

ceptional conditions be found of use.

By Dialysis.
This method of separating alkaloidal as well as mineral poisons from

the colloid constituents of organic mixtures is of most limited utility, if

indeed it can be considered as in any way advantageous. It is based

upon the discovery of Graham, that crystalline substances pass through
animal membranes from

their solutions into i)Ui'e

water on the other side of

the membi-ane, while al-

buminoid and other non-

crystalline substances do

so only imperfectly, if at

all.

The solution (contents

of stomach, etc.) is placed _
in the inner vessel of the >-

diahjzer (Fig. 5), which '

is a ring or glass vessel ^,=b»-

whose bottom consists of ""*>&

bladder or parchment
tightly tied on while

moist, in such manner as to permit of no leakage. Pure water is put
into the outer vessel and the inner is floated upon or suspended in the

water. The water is renewed from time to time, and, after concentra-

tion, is examined for crystalline poisons. Little is gained by this treat-

FiG. 5.—Dialyzer.

'

Diss., Dorpat, 1891, and
Ztsch. f. Russland, 1891, xxx.
'Chem. News, 1., 287.

Ph. 3
Digs., Bern., 1883.

4Chem. Centbl., 1891, 1091.
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mont, l\(>\vc\ <T, its {\\o ]>ois(>ii is not so]):irn(<>(l in ;i comlition n
))])!'< );tcli~

inj;: purity, and liu" \v;it«T iruni the rxtoinai vrssti nnist Ix' siilKscinicnlly

UvaU'tl 1)V tho usual nicthods for thf furtlin purilication and icU'nlili-

catiou of oithtT inim'ral or or;^anic poisons.

Graham and Hofmann's method'
was lii-sl ado|itril for the separation of slrvclmin from l)0('r, and is

based upon tlic ])ropt'rly of freshly hurnt aiiiniai eliai'coal of al)sorl)injr

strvoliniii salts from their acjueous solutions and of givin<f the saiiH* up
to alcohol. Freshly hurntanimal <'harcoal (i)oiii' Ijlack) in coarse pow-
der is ajifitated with the solution to he examined, which is then fil1er(>d

off. The chai'coal is waslied with water and then boiled with alcohol,

which is then filtered oil", the alcohol removed by distillation, and the

alkaloid removed fi-om the residue by a suitable solvent.

Precipitation methods
depend upon tlic formation of insoluble compounds of the alkaloids,

which are subsequently decomposed by suitable agents, and the alkaloid

removed by the proper solvent.

Sonnenschein's method* consists in extracting the materials with

water acidulated with hydrochloric acid, concentrating over the water-

bath, again diluting, filtering, and pi-ecipitating with ])hosphomolyb-
dic solution.^ The precipitate; is washed with water containing a little

phosphomolybdate and ])otassium nitrate, and decomposed by addition

of barium hydroxid to alkaline reaction. The liberated volatile alka-

loids are then se])arated by distillation, and the fixed alkaloids by treat-

ment with carbon dioxid, evaporation and extraction of the residue

with strong alcohol.

Palm, according to Robert,^ has modified this method in that he
extracts with water slightly acidulated with sulfuric acid, and ])re-

ci])itates with neutral and with basic lead acetatf; before ])recipitating

with molybdic acid.

Brieger's method ^ was devised for the extraction of ptomains, and
is also essentially a modification of Sonnenschein's. The materials are

extracted with water acidulated with hydrochloric acid, heated to boil-

ing, filtered, and evaporated to a syrup. This is extracted with al-

cohol (ninety-six per cent.) and the filtered extract treated with alco-

holic solution of lead acetate. The filtrate from the precipitate formed

is evaporated to a syrup, again extracted with alcohol, the alcohol

evaporated, the residue dissolved in water and freed from lead by

hydrogen sulfid. After addition of a little hydi'ochloric acid the

liquid is again concentrated to a syrup, which is extracted with alco-

hol and the solution precipitated with alcoholic solution of mercuric

1 Ph. J. and Tr., 1851-52, xi., 504. " "Intoxikationen." p. 95.
5 Ann. d. Chem., 1857, civ., 45,

^ "Untersuch.u. Ptomaine," 1886,

and "Ger. Chem.," p. 320. 3Th., p. 19.
3 See p. 139.
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chlorid. The filtrate from the precipitate formed is freed from alcohol

by evaporation after the acid has been nearly completely neutralized

with soda, and from mercury by solution in water and treatment with

liydrogen sulfid. This aqueous solution is concentrated, the residue

extracted with alcohol, the alcohol expelled, the residue tUssolved in

water, the hydrochloric acid neutralized with soda, the solution acid-

ulated with nitric acid and j^recipitated with phosphoniolybdic acid.

The alkaloids contained in the mercuric and phosphomolybdic pre-

cipitates are recovered by decompo-
sition of the compounds, and ex-

traction of the liberated alkaloids

by suitable solvents.

The precipitation methods, al-

though they have rendered valua-

ble service for purposes of investi-

gation, are not adapted to forensic

analysis, partly by reason of the

number of reagents, some of which
are poisonous, which are introduced

into the materials under examina-

tion, partly because of the liability

to decomposition of glucosids and
certain alkaloids bv the reagents

used, and partly because they pre-
sent no advantage over the extrac-

tion methods above described, either

in facility or rapidity of manipula-
tion, or of separation of alkaloids

from ptomains.

By Direct Extraction.
The direct extraction of alkaloids

and other vegetable poisons by the

action of a solvent, water, dilute

acid, dilute alkalies, alcohol, ether,

chloroform, peti'oleum ether, ben-

zene, etc., upon the dried or semi-

solid material can rai-ely be resorted

to in forensic analysis. Occasion-

ally, however, this method may be
of sei'vice in the examination of an
article of food or a medicine, particularly when the search is limited
to one poison. The solvent selected should be that in which the mate-
rials Avith which the poison sought for is mixed ai-e the least soluble,
and which is yet capable of dissolving the substance to be extracted.
With aqueous solvents, solution and separation are effected by tritura-

FiG. 6.—Soxhlet's E.Ytractiun Apparatus.
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turn, ajiitatioii, aiul tiltiati«»n. \\ ilh solvi'iiLs not iiiisciMc with water
tin' materials must hv previously tlrictl at as low a tt'inpcraturc as |)os-

sjblt'. \\'lu'U solvents having'- a lower iioiliu;;- point lii.iii uatei- aro

Usod, the Soxhlet (Fijj;'. 0), or other form of extraelioii ;i|>|);uMlns pei--

mit.s t)f a eom])lete extraetioii with a small (luantilyof solvent. Tho
drieil material is parked in a ])aper cylinder, which is placed in the

tulH' A ; the solvent is put into the llask B, whidi is heated on or in

the water-hath. The .solvent is volatilizi-d, j)a.sses through E, is con-

densed in the condeu.sei- V, accunmlates in A until it ri.sos to the jjoint

Ji, when it Hows through the siphon I) back into the llask 13, in which
tlie substances extracted by it accunmlate.

Micro-sublimation '

oonsLsts of applying heat to the substance in a "suldimiiig cell," in

sucli manner that the change in ajjpearance and the temperature may
be noted, and the sublimate collected and examined with the micro-

sco])e. AVhile some of the alkaloid.s, wlien examined ni the crystalline

form by this method, jjroduce ap))earances which may serve to aid in

their identification, indications of value cannot be obtained when the

alkaloid is mixed with other substances.

Examination for Mineral Poisons.

The poisons included in this class are the compounds of

arsenic, antimony, barium, bismuth, chromium, copper, lead,

mercury, silver, tin, and zinc. The salts of other metals, such

as those of cadmium, thallium, and uranium, are also poisonous,
but by reason of their rarity have little practical interest, and

if present, wotild attract the attention of the analyst, in the

course of the investigation.

The first step in the search for the mineral poisons is the

destruction, as complete as possible, or the removal of the or-

ganic substances of which the tissues and food articles are

largely composed.
The most rapid method of accomplishing this object is by

simple incineration, but it is not available in searching for

arsenic and mercury, which would be lost by volatilization. It

may, however, be occasionally used when only a fixed metal is

to be sought for. The dried and finely divided substance is

gradually heated in a porcelain crucible, at lir.st covered, after-

1 Hehvig :

" Das Mikroskop in der 719 ; 1807-68 ; ix. , 10, 58.
" Forensic

Toxikologie," 18G5, ii., 8. Guy: Med. ," 6th ed., 1888, 398,463, 509.

Ph. J. and Tr.. 2 s., 1866-67, viii., Blyth : "Poisons," 1884, 240.
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ward open, until converted into an ash which, after cooling, is

extracted with dilute hydrochloric or nitric acid.

A modification of the method by incineration which permits

also of the detection of the volatile metals has been suggested

by Verryken,' but is only applicable to the treatment of small

quantities of material. From 5 to 10 gm. of the perfectly

dried material are very gradually heated in a current of oxygen
in a combustion tube whose free end communicates with a Lie-

big bulb apparatus containing water, to arrest the volatilized

arsenic or mercury.
Incineration in the ordinary method is facilitated by pre-

viously mixing the dried and powdered material with potassium

nitrate, and adding the mixture in small portions to a red-hot

porcelain crucible. The cooled melt is extracted with hot

water.

The method of Wohler and von Siebold '

is an im-

provement upon the method b}^ incineration, which permits of

the detection of mineral poisons other than mercury, which is

lost by volatilization. The materials are first partially oxidized

by heating with strong nitric acid, neutralized with caustic

potash or potassium carbonate, and dried at about 120° C. The
dried mass, consisting of the partly oxidized organic matter

and potassium nitrate, is then brought in small quantities at a

time into a red-hot porcelain crucible, and the cooled melt is

extracted with boiling water.

Method of Fresenius and von Babo.—This is the most

frequently used and the best process hitherto devised, and effects

the desired end by the oxidizing action of nascent chlorin gen-
erated in a liquid medium.

The substances to be examined are finely hashed if solid

and freed from alcohol, if it be present, by evaporation on the

water-bath after neutralization of any acid reaction with

sodium carbonate. They are brought into a flask and hydro-
chloric acid and potassium chlorate added to the extent of

about 25 c.c. of the former and 2 gm. of the latter for every
100 gm. of solid to be disintegrated. If the mass be not fluid,

a sufficient amount of water is added. The mixture is al-

'J. de pharm. d'Anvers, 1872, ^ Siebold : "Lehrb. d. ger. Med.,"
193, 241. Chem. Centlb., 1873, 1847,494. Also Wohler and t. Sie-
823. bold : Reprint.
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lowt'il to staiul for twi'iitv-four hours with occasioiiril stirrinir

aftor which it is lioatotl on the wator-batli, with fr('(iiuiit

ai^itation ami tho occasional addition of jiotassiinn chlorate,

until tho contents t)f tht> ll.isk aro yellow ami iluid, exce])t for

fatty and white i^ranular matter in suspension, and until the

liijuid di>es not darken on heating ft)r half an hour with.iul ad-

dition of chlorate. If, during the heating, the addition of chlo-

rate jiroduces little or no effect the quantity of hydrochloiic
aciel is delicient, and more is to be added in the proportion of

10 c.c. to each lod c.c. of original solid. The quantity of both

acid and chlorate used should, however, be kept at the mini-

mum required to accomplish the object. When the disorgani-
zation is completed the excess of chlorin is expelled by passing a

ra})id current of carbon dioxid through the warmed liquid.

The solution is then filtered hot through a filter moistened with

water, and the residue washed with hot water. Should a large

quantity of fat remain, it is to be heated two or three times

with water acidulated with hydrochloric acid, and the filtered

extracts added to the main solution. The filtered liquid now
contains in solution any of the mineral poisons which may be

present except silver and a portion of the lead, if the latter have

been present in large amount; these will remain in the undis-

solved residue.' (For the further examination of solution and

residue see below, p. loT).

The objections to this method are: 1st. That a small and

uncertain proportion of arsenic is lost by' volatilization as ar-

senic trichlorid. 2d. That the destruction of organic matter

is not complete, and that a portion of the mineral material, in-

cluding arsenic and other poisons, is retained by the fat which

remains. 3d. The large quantity of chlorate and hydrochloric
acid introduced, and the difficulty of obtaining the latter free

from arsenic.

The first objection may be overcome by operating in a retort

or flask connected with a condenser and absorbing apparatus to

retain any arsenic trichlorid which may be formed, and adding
' If mercury be present in the chlorid is also only satisfactorily

metallic formit is only ver\^ slowly effected if the disintegration is

dissolved and may remain as a carried so far that no granular,
metallic deposit if the decomposi- yellow particles of imdecomposed
tion have been rapidlv effected. material remain. See Ludwig :

Lecco: Berichte, Berlin. 1891, Ztschr. f. an. Chem., 1891, xxx.,
xxiv.

,
928. Extraction of mercuric 664.
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the chlorate in saturated solution through a small separatory
funnel. The second objection is only serious so far as the reten-

tion of poisons by the fat is concerned, and, if the amount of

these be large, repeated washings do not effect complete extrac-

tion; yet the percentage retained is very small and only affects

quantitative determinations of doubtful utility. The quantities

of acid and chlorate used ma}' be diminished by following

Ogier's modification below described. Pure hydrochloric acid

is, so far as we know, not purchasable, and must be manufac-

tured or purified by the analyst himself.'

Ogier's
"

modification consists in making a mixture of the

finely hashed viscera with one-tenth to one-eighth of their

weight of potassium chlorate and enough water to form a rather

thick liquid, and passing hydrochloric acid gas through the

mixture in a specially constructed apparatus.
Method of Jeserich.'—This process is also based upon the

decomposing action of nascent chlorin. The finely divided ma-

terial is made into a thin paste with water, to which chloric

acid is then added in small portions; after which the mixture

is slowly and cautiously heated on the water-bath until the mass

has assumed a spongy consistence, when hydrochloric acid is

gradually added in small quantities. The attack is complete in

two to three hours, and yields an almost clear j'ellowish liquid,

upon which floats a layer of oil. The remaining treatment is

the same as with the method of Fresenius and von Babo.

' The usual pharmacopdeial tet^ts dium chlorid, which is tedious and
for purity are not sutHcieutly deli- costly, or by the purificatiou of the
cate for the exainiiiatioii of hydro- commercial product by Banuow's
chloric acid intended for this use. method. The commercial acid (con-
It should be tested as follows: At taining iron) is diluted to specific
least one litre of the acid is diluted gravity 1.1 and treated witli hy-
with water to specific gravity 1.1; drogeu sulfid at the ordinary tem-
a small quantity of potassium chlo- perature and during stirring, until
rate is added, and the acid evapor- it just smells of tlie gas, but no
ated in a porcelain capsule on the longer. It is then allowed to stand
water-bath with occasional addition for several days, again treated with
of water. Tlie residue is taken up hydi'ogen sulfid, and again allowed
with dilute sulfuric acid and lieated to stand until clear. It is then care-
uutil tlie hydrochloric acid is ex- fully filtered and the filtrate sub-

pelled, after which the liquid is in- mitted to fractional distillation, the
trodiiced with the usual precautions first foi-ty per cent, and the last ten
into a Marsh apparatus. No stain per cent, being rejected,
whatever should be produced. '^"LeLab. de Tox.," Paris, 1891,
A sufficiently arsenic-free acid is 44.

obtained either by tlie action of ar- ^
Repert. d. an. Chem., 1882, ii.,

senicfree sulfuric acid on fused so- 3G9.
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Method of Gautier. — 'I'liis nirtlmd dt'iuMids upon IIk^ dis-

intt'Ui'.-itiiiL,' ju'tion ol' sulfurif and nitrit* acids : UK) tjni. ol' llio

hashi'd material aiv|»ut into a ('a|)suli> of a capacit}' of GUC» cc.
;

',\0 c.c. of nitrio acid an> added, and tlic mixture is boated

moderately. The sul»stanee iiijuoKes graduall\ ;iiid assumes an

orange tint ; wjieii tiiis oeciu's tlio cajisule is renioxcd tVom the

fire and .*> i^m. of suU'urie acid ai-e added, wiieii the mass be-

comes brown and is strongly attacked. It is then heated until

fumes of sulfuric acid are given otT, when 10 to 12 gm. of

nitric acid are added, drop by drop. The mass again becomes

liijuid and gives off abundant nitrous fumes. When all the

acid has been added the mass is heated to beginning carboniza-

tion. Finally the cari)onaceous residue is pulverized and ex-

tracted with boiling water.

Method, of Chittenden and Donaldson,'—This is prac-

tically the same as the last described, except that the tempera-
tures are lower and more carefully regulated.

It is claimed for the two methods last described that the ex-

traction of arsenic is more complete than by that of Fresenius

and von Babo; but the}' are open to the objections that, even

with the most careful handling, the oxidation occasionally pro-

gresses "svith such rapidity as to cause deflagration and the loss

of a large proportion of the material, and that any mercury

present is lost.

The Method of Flandin and Danger,' by carbonization

Avith sulfuric acid, and a small quantity of aqua regia subse-

c^uently added, is attended with loss of arsenic as chlorid.

Method of Pouchet.'—In this i^rocess the danger of

deflagration is sought to be avoided by the use of monopotassic
sulfate. The material to be decomposed is placed in a large

porcelain dish with twenty per cent, of its weight of mono-

potassic sulfate, and its own weight of fuming nitric acid is

added. The reaction, very violent at first, is subsequently

aided by gentle elevation of temperature. The mass becomes

'Bull. Soc. de chim. de Taris,
= Ain. Chem. Jour., 1880-81, ii.,

18T5, xxiv., 252. This method is a 230.

conihination and perfection of that » Flandin : "Tr. d. Poisons," i.,

of Orfila rl839) :

"
Tr. de Tox.," 5th 618.

ed., i., 494, and of the modification " Comp. rend. Ac. Sc, Paris,

tlierpof suggested bv Filliol in 1848 1881. Legrand du Saulle, Berryer,
("Etudes sur 1' Arsenic," Th., and Pouchet :

" Med. Leg. ," 1424.

Paris) .
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carbonized and porous. It is moistened with fuming nitric

acid, and heated until nitrous fumes are given off. The car-

bonized mass is pulverized and extracted with water strongly
acidulated with hydrochloric acid at a boiling temperature.

The second stage in the anal3-sis for mineral poisons con-

sists in their separation from the solution or residue obtained by
some one of the foregoing methods.

If the disintegration has been effected l)y the method of

Fresenius and von Babo, the portion remaining undissolved may
contain silver, lead, or thallium as chlorids, mercury as sulfid

or metal, and barium as sulfate.

If the liquid, clear when filtered, becomes turbid on cooling,

the deposit so formed may contain lead, silver, or thallium as

chlorids, or compounds of antimony or bismuth. The above

insoluble portion (I.) and any deposit formed on cooling (II.),

sei3arated by filtration, are set aside for subsequent examina-

tion, and the clear, filtered liquid is treated as follows: Any
great excess of acid is neutralized with sodium carbonate to

such an extent that the reaction still remains distinctly acid,

and the liquid is treated with sulfur dioxid until it smells

strongly of the gas after standing in a closed vessel for some
hours.' The excess of sulfur dioxid is then completely expelled

by boiling the liquid. The solution is then treated at a tem-

perature not exceeding 50° (120° F.), with hydrogen sulfid

gas for about two hours, and subsequently at periods of about

half an hour at intervals of three or four hours until the liquid

becomes perfectly clear above the precipitate and smells strongly
of hydrogen sulfid at the expiration of the interval. During the

later treatment with hydrogen sulfid the liquid should be cold.'^

' The treatment with SOn, in-

tended to reduce the arsenic com-
pounds present toarsenous, prevents
the separation of a large amount of
sulfur ill the subsequent treatment,
and, while Jiighly desirable if

arsenic be present alone, is abso-

lutely essential to avoid loss of mer-

cury later if that metal be present
along with arsenic.

To obtain hydrogen sulfid free
from hydrogen arsenid it should be

prepared by the action of dilute
(1 : 9) arsenic-free sulfuric acid up-
on fused fei'ric sulfid in a Kipp's

generator (Fig. 2 c. , p. 128) ; and
purified fi'om possible traces of ar-

senic derived from the ferric sulfid

by Jacol)sen's method (Berichte,
Berlin, 1887, xx., 1999) : bypassing
the gas first over calcium chlorid,
then through a tube about 40 cm.

long loosely filled with solid iodin,
and finally through a wash bottle

containing a solution of potassium
sulfid. A valve bottle, permitting
entrance of air but not escape of gas,
should be interposed between t)ie

generator and the calcium clilorid

tube.
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After complete procipitnlion tlic pn'('i|iit;itr (III), wlmli

may contain arsonii-, tin, cadmium, antimony, gokl, bismuih,

miM-c'ury, silver, li^ad. or copptM', is separatcil fiMin the llliiate

(IW), whii'h may citnlain zinc, nickel, cobalt, tiiallium, iron,

manganese, chroniium, or alnmimnn, ])y tiliration tln'ouLcii a

weighed liUer.

The jirecijiitate (I 111 >n\ the filter is washed three or lour

times -with wati-r containing some hydrogen sulfid, and treated

on the lilti>r ^\•itll hot ainnionium monosiillid.' The filtrate,

which in the presence of mercury is at first clear but after-

wards deposits a sediment, is digested on the water-bath for

ten minutes, and, should any precipitate form, is again passed

through the filter originally used and containing any undis-

solved sulfids. The {precipitate is washed once with liot, undi-

luted ammonium monosulfid, and the filtrate digested (if a pre-

cijiitate was formed in the first extract) as above. When no

further precipitation is observed in the washing, the sulfids on

the filter are thoroughly washed with hot water.'

The extracts b}- ammonium sulfid, and the washings (IV.),

which will contain all the arsenic, antimon}-, gold,^ and tin,

and a portion of -the copper, are united and treated separately
from the sulfids insoluble in ammonium sulfid (V.).

The liquid (IV.) is acidulated with hydrochloric acid, and
the reprecipitated sulfids are, after subsidence, collected on a

filter and washed with water containing hydrogen sulfid until a

sample of the washings no longer gives any cloudiness when
boiled and treated with nitric acid and silver nitrate. The

point of the filter is then perforated and the precipitate washed
into a porcelain capsule, the last adherent portions being dis-

solved with a small quantity of dilute ammonium sulfid solu-

tion. The contents of the capsule are dried, moistened with

'Prepared by saturating am- able loss of mercury, if it be present
moniuni hydioxid solution (sp. gr. along with arsenic, by its passage
0.96) with hydrogen sulfid until it into the solution and volatilization
no longer precipitates with mag- in the subsecjuent treatment. The
nesium sulfate, and adding an equal entire operation must also be con-
volume of ammonium hydroxid ducted without interruption,
solution (sp. gr. 0.96). The use of ^ If gold is to be taken into ac-

ammonium sulfids otherwise pre- count it should be searched for at

pared will entail loss of mercury if this point by immersing a bar of
it be present. pure zinc in the ammonium sulfid

-' We have found that unless the solution for about twelve hours,

operation be conducted precisely as The zinc becomes plated with gold,
de.scribed, there may be consider-
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fuming nitric acid, and evaporated to dr^Tiess, and then mois-

tened with water and evaporated to dryness two or three times.

The residue is treated with a small quantity of water; sufficient

sodium hydroxid (free from carbonate) to render the reaction al-

kaline is added, and then a mixture of dry sodium carbonate

and nitrate (1 : 2), and the whole evaporated to dryness after

thorough mixing.' When dr}^ the residue is gradually and

cautiousl}^ heated to fusion and the heating continued until the

mass is colorless or faintly greenish, or until the only colored

portion consists of a heavy black granular powder (cupric

oxid). If, after continued heating, the fused mass remains

gray, the quantity of sodium nitrate is insufficient and more

must be added. During this treatment arsenic is converted

into the soluble sodium arsenate, antimony into the almost in-

soluble sodium pyroantimonate, and tin and copper into insol-

uble oxids. The fused mass is then extracted with warm
water, carbon dioxid is bubbled through the solution, an equal
volume of alcohol is added, and the liquid is filtered if not per-

fectly clear. The insoluble portion (VI.), collected on the filter,

is examined for antimonj-, tin, and copper in the manner de-

scribed under "Antimony." The solution (VII.) is evaporated
to dryness, and the cold residue is treated with sufficient con-

centrated sulfuric acid and gradually heated until dense white

fumes are given off. The cooled residue, diluted with water

and again cooled, is now ready for the ajiplication of the

Marsh test as described under "Arsenic." '

Returning now to the portion of the precipitate insoluble in

ammonium monosulfid (VI.) upon the weighed filter: this,

with the filter, is dried and weighed. The metallic poisons
winch may be present are cadmium, bismuth, mercury, lead,

and a portion of the copper. They are treated with hot dilute

nitric acid; mercury, if present, remains undissolved as the

black mercuric sulfid, which is further examined as directed

under "
Mercury." The others, if present, pass into solution.

The solution is filtered from precipitated sulfur, evaporated

' The sodium hydroxid used -

Experiments made with sodium
should be prepared from metallic peroxid to effect these separations
sodium (that from other sources is have thus far proved unsatisfactory
most frequently arsenical), and the in our hands,
nitrate and carbonate used should
be free from traces of chlorid.
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nearly to drynrss, aiul dihiti'd with walcr. A small ])ortii)ii of

tlie solution is tivatcil with (liliitc suli'uric acid: a white |ir((i|)-

itato is produced if load ho present. If lead he present, dihito

sulfuric aciil is add(>d to the wholi» of the solution, which is

evaporated luilil nitric I'unies are given olT, diluted with water,

and liltered innnediately from the lead sulfate. The li(juid,

freed from lead, is rendered alkaline with ammonium liydroxid ;

if bismuth be present, it is precipitated, and is then sej)arate(l

by nitration. In tlu> ])resence of copper the filtrate is usually

blue, but very small ([uantities of copper should be tested for by
acidulation with acetic acid and addition of potassium fcnro-

cyanid. Cadmium is detected by the formation of a j'ellow

precipitate in the solution, freed from copper and acidulated with

hydrochloric acid, by hydrogen sulfid.

The metals not precipitated b}^ h3'drogen sulfid from acid

solution (IV.) are rarely of forensic interest, but occasionally

zinc, aluminium, iron, chromium, or barium are to be sought
for. The filtrate and washings from the precipitate by h3'dro-

gen sulfid are concentrated b}- evaporation, treated with am-
monium hydroxid and ammonium sulfid, and set aside in a

well-corked fiask. A more or less colored precipitate is pro-

duced, which may contain besides iron, aluminium, zinc, or

chromium (VIII.). This is collected on a filter, washed with

water, and examined as below. The filtrate (IX.) will contain

any barium which may have been present.

The precipitate (VIII.) is dissolved in a small quantity of

hydrochloric acid, diluted with water, the acid reaction nearly
but not quite neutralized with sodium carbonate, and the lic^uid

left in contact with finely divided barium carbonate for twenty-
four hours. The liquid (Villa), which wnll contain any zinc

present, is filtered off and examined for that metal as described

in the next division. The solid residue, which contains the

oxids of the other metals named, is treated wnth caustic soda

solution, boiled in a silver basin, and filtered. The filtrate (IX.)

is examined for aluminium, and the residue (X.) for iron or

chromium if necessary.

The material left undissolved after the attack by hj'dro-

chloric acid and potassium chlorate (I.) may still contain silver,

thallium, and lead.' The presence of the last will have been.

' See also under Mercury, Analysis.
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detected, as above indicated, by the portion which has dissolved.

Thallium is best detected by spectroscopic examination of the

ash ;
and the method for the detection of silver will be discussed

in the next division.

PHYSIOLOGICAL EXAMINATION—LIFE TESTS.

Observations of the effects of poisons upon lower organisms
and upon man may be made for three distinct purposes: 1st.

In the study of pharmacodynamics, with the object of determin-

ing the method of action of the drug or poison, and the nature

of its effects upon the tissues, fluids, and organs of the body.
2d. In the investigations of forensic toxicology, for the j^ur-

pose of identifying a poison by observation of effects which it is

known to produce upon living organs, tissues, or fluids. 3d. In

experimental toxicology, for the purpose of investigating such

questions as the rate of absorption and elimination, post-mortem

imbibition, etc.

Experimental observations of the effects of drugs and poi-

sons upon all forms of life, from bacteria to the human subject,

are very numerous and, combined with the observations of the

clinician, constitute in great part the foundation of modern ra-

tional therapeutics, notwithstanding the well-known fact that

a given drug or poison may, and frequentl}' does, act differently

or with varying degrees of intensity upon different forms of

life. Consequently the conclusion can never be directly drawn
that effects observed in a lower form of life will be produced by
the same agent in man, whether taken in proportional dose or

in any other quantity. Very valuable indications of the prob-
able action on man have been, however, obtained by this means,
which should never be omitted as a preliminary to the use of a

newly discovered remedial agent upon the human subject.

Although the investigations of pharmacodynamics are nec-

essarily the antecedents which furnish those data upon which
life tests applied for forensic purposes depend, they do not come

strictly within the limits of a work of this character."

The application of life tests to the purposes of forensic toxi-

1 For an extended account of the 200. Also Hermann: "Experimen-
niethods of experimentation see tal Pharmacologv," Phila., 1883.
Robert: "

Intoxikationen,
"
pp. 108- Blyth : "Poisons," pp. 38-52.

IV.-U
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colojjjy is ill its siinpU'st fonn ol" j^icnl aiili(|nit\ . Articles of

food su|iposi>(l to i-ontuin poist)!! won' luliniiiisttTeil to dogs iiiid

otlior luiiiiials to wrify ordisjirovo the suspicitni,' rultTs fcuriiijjj

prison i';iusod tlu'ir food and drink to ])v tasli'd by anotlior be-

fori» partakini:: of tlu'ni theniseh'es," and instances are recorded

in w bii li sns{)ecteti poisoners were tried and executed at the

same time by being comjielled to take tlieir own preparations.'
Tlie use of physiological reactions in forensic toxicolog}^ for

the purpose of identifying a poison, although of the first impor-
tance in a few cases in which such tests afford distinct indica-

tions, is limited. The mineral poisons are separal)le and ca-

pable of positive identification by chemical reactions, even wdien

present in much less (juantity than that required to produce any
visible effects upon a living organism. It is only to the identi-

fication of certain vegetable poisons, such as strychnin, atro-

pin, digitalis, aconite, and curare, which produce characteristic

symptoms in animals peculiarlj' sensitive to their action, that

life tests are at present applicable. If the materials nndei- ex-

amination have imdergone putrefaction, ph3'siological tests are

onl}' of value when corroborated b}'^ chemical reactions, as

ptomains capable of causing mj'driasis, tetanic spasms, etc.,

have been found to exist. On the other hand, physiological re-

actions may aid in some cases in differentiating a putrid alka-

loid from one of vegetable origin similar in some other respects.

With some vegetable poisons, such as aconite, ph3"siological

tests are more delicate and reliable than any chemical reactions

at present known.

In apph'ing physiological tests it is essential that the sub-

stance examined shall be previously separated in as pure a form

as possible, and shall be in solution in an inert vehicle as nearly
neutral as may be. Conseciuently life tests can only be used in

searching for poisons in dead bodies, etc., after extraction by
the chemical methods above described.

Collateral evidence is also sometimes accidentalh' furnished

by animals, which is particularly valuable in cases of unsuccess-

' See Introduction, p. 6. negress was forced to drink coffee in
'
Xenoplion : "Cyropjedia,

"
i., 3, which she had poisoned a family

T. iii., p. 12, ed. Paris, 1842. with strychnin, and died in half an
^ Livius : "Hist.,"' viii., 18. An hour (New York Times, June 4th,

instance is reported to have occurred 1888).
in Missouri in 1888, in which a
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fill attempts to poison. Thus in the case of Reg. v. Newton,

reported by Taylor,' the intended victim vomited in the back

yard, where some fowls were subsequently observed to be ill

and two died. Arsenic found in the crops of the chickens fur-

nished the only evidence of administration, as the person poi-

soned recovered, and the poisoner had thrown away the re-

mainder of the food supposed to have been poisoned, and had

cleaned out the vessel. In a somewhat similar case, reported

b)^ Maschka,'' a woman recovered slowly from poisoning by ar-

senic, of which five grains were found in her vomit and one and

a half grains in the body of a hen that was poisoned by eating

of it. Numerous similar cases are reported.

FORENSIC aUESTIONS.

1. Was the death or disorder caused by poison?
This, one of the three fundamental questions to be passed upon

by the jury in cases of alleged homicide or injury by poison, is

the main one to be answered by expert evidence, and to it all

others are subsidiary.

Leaving out of consideration the moral evidence, which does

not concern the expert, the proof of poisoning is complete when
the symptoms known to be caused by the poison have been ob-

served during life
;
when the post-mortem examination shows

the presence of such lesions as it is capable of producing, and

the absence of other causes of death
;
and when the toxic agent

is demonstrated to be present in the cadaver, or in the vomit or

dejecta of the person poisoned.
And even when other causes of death exist they do not of

necessity negative the theory of poisoning. If poison be shown
to be present in the cadaver, or to have been administered, and

marks of violence or evidence of disease sufficient to cause death

bo found at the autopsy, it clearly remains to be determined

which of the two or more causes of death known to have ex-

isted was the one finally operative ;
and it is equally incontest-

able that the existence of any possible cause of death cannot be

invoked as conclusive proof that no other could have existed.'

'

"Poisons," 3d Am. ed.. 167. = This apparently self-evident
Gutacht. Prag. med. Fak., 1867, proposition is stated because we

iii., 269-271. have known experts to invoke the
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In surh cases it is fro(HU'iitIy most ililVu-ult to (Iflrrmiiic \vliicli

was ilu' |iri-|K)ii(leratiii.LC it liiial caiiso df il.atli. Mnl Mary
Stainiaril ilir nl" llio arsi'iiic foutid in licr shuiiacli and tissues,

I'V in (.onsoijuonce of lia\ in^ her head cinslicd w it li a stone":' Was
Jennie C'ranier's death due to the arsenic t'ounii in her cadaver,
ov was she ih'owneil in the wati-r from which it \\as taki-n?

Was the tinally operative cause of Fisk'sdeath a gunshot wound
or an overdose of niorijhiu? These were vital (juestions, to he

determined in each case to the best of their ability by the jury
iu the light of the expert evidence offered.

Indeed, an anatomical lesion which is in itself sufficient ex-

planation of the method of death may have been produced by

poison as a cause at least concomitant, as in the case of a man
who fell dead while retching violently

—a large clot was found

on the brain and oxalic acid in the stomach. The apoplex}' of

which the man died was provoked by the effects of the oxalic

acid taken.'

A discussion of the relative force of the three factors of the

proof would be idle, as no one of them, when taken alone and

unsupported by other evidence, can demonstrate conclusively
that poison was the cause of death. It is quite conceivable,

however, that collateral evidence of fact ma}' exist, sufficient to

enable the jury to find that the deceased died from the action of

poison, when but one of the factors of expert proof can be ad-

duced. Thus in a case tried in Vermont in 1883 two defendants

were convicted of murder in the first degree upon moral evi-

dence, supported only by the detection of strychnin in the

cadaver,' without any history of symptoms or the existence of

characteristic lesions. In such cases, however, the expert

existence of mechanical causes of hiring of the buggy by the son were
death as proof that the results of the proved. The child's body was buried
chemical analysis must have been in a swamp. After some days the
fallacious (see Morpliin). sheriff extorted a confession from

' Lancet, 1863, i., 47. the son, with wliom he went to the
-State V. Emeliue and Almon swamp and recovered the body. The

Meeker. This case, exceptional in defendants were jointly indicted

many respects, has not been report- and the son pleaded guilty to murder
ed. The mother and son were con- in the first degree to prevent the in-

victed of poisoning a twelve-year- troduction of his confession upon
old girl, the half-sister of the the trial. The mother was executed,
former's husband, by strychnin, ad- the son's sentence commuted to life

ministered to the child while driv- imprisonment. No motive for tlie

ing in a buggj' during the night. crime was suggested by the prosecu-
The purchase of strychnin and the tion during the trial.
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should not be asked to express an opinion as to the cause of

death, as the evidence is insufficient for the formation of a

purely expert opinion, and such medical or chemical evidence as

may be procurable should be simply submitted to the jury, to be

by them weighed along with the moral evidence.

On the other hand, instances are numerous in which a posi-

tive expert opinion can be formed in the absence of one of the

three factors. The symptomatology and lesions produced by
the mineral acids and alkalies are sufficiently characteristic to

indicate the cause of death without any chemical analysis be-

yond the mere determination of the reaction. The recognition

of death by hydrocyanic acid may be reached, partly by exclu-

sion, from the absence of all other causes of sudden death, and

the presence of the poison in the cadaver, even when the body
has been found dead and no symptoms were observed during
life. Many poisons, such as strychnin, leave no physical evi-

dence of their action, and in cases of poisoning by them the

evidence from the autopsy is of negative value only, in exclud-

ing other possible causes of death. And in this connection also

it must not be forgotten that persons in middle age are very

rarely perfectly normal, and that a person suffering from even

serious disease may die of poison.

When the absence of an,y portion of the facts upon which an

expert opinion of the cause of death might be based is due to

accidental failure, as when a person is found dead or when the

body has been cremated, the failure to present such evidence on

the part of the state should not count for or against the theory
of poisoning. When it is due to interference with the cadaver,

as when the body has been eviscerated and the organs made

away with, or" the body has been clandestinely burnt before a

post-mortem could be made, the detection of poison in the un-

embalmed fragments that may remain is strongl}' indicative of

criminal poisoning.' But if the circumstances be such that the

lacking evidence should have been obtained if poisoning was
the cause of death, as when a person dies within a short time

and with the symptoms of strychnin poisoning, and a properly
conducted analysis, made shortly after death, fails to show
the presence of the poison, the theory of death from that partic-

' See the Shann case, previously Pel case, under Arsenic,
referred to {p. 115, note), and the
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iilar poison boooiiu's iniu-Ii inoro diniculi of in-odf, if it Ix- tcnahlc

at all.

it is hanlly nocos^ary to state (hat in the fiamiiifj; of tiio liy-

l>othotical (juosti*.)!! toriniiiatiiig in
" What in your ojjinion was

the cause of death," which is usually put to nu'ilical exijcrt

witnesses, the results of the autopsy, of the pathological exami-

nation, anil of the chemical analysis should bo included along
with the history of the sym})toms.

In non-fatal cases a positive diagnosis can only bo reached

by the (.»bservation of the symptoms and the proof of the pres-

ence of the poison in tho excreta, vomit, or substances known to

have been taken or administered. An adecjuate cause for tho

eti'ects observed must be atHrmatively proved to exist, either by

lay or by ex]iert evidence.

2. Could the poisoning have been simulated? Every
toxicologist has been annoyed by persons having a fixed delu-

sion that they are in danger of being poisoned. These persons
can hardl}' be said to simulate poisoning, not only because the

delusion is honestly entertained, but because, although they sub-

mit various articles of food or drink for analj'sis, and describe

real or fancied symptoms, the analysis alwaj^s leads to negative

results, and the symptoms differ more or less widely from those

of poisoning.
The symptomatologj^ of poisoning very frequently closely re-

sembles that of some so-called natural disease so closely that a

differential diagnosis from the symptoms alone is difficult or

impossible. These resemblances very freijuently give rise to

groundless suspicion of poisoning, w^iich, if the person die, may
either be immediately disproved by the discovery at the autopsy
of some lesion adequate to cause the effects observed during life,

or add to the list of "deaths from unknown causes," if neither

lesion nor poison be found.

The possibility of the introduction of poison into a cadaver

for the purpose of supporting a false accusation of criminal poi-

soning was recognized by Orfila as early as 1815.' Although
the physical possibility of the commission of such a crime can-

not be denied, w-e know of no instance in which it has been al-

leged either in accusation or as a defence. The non-criminal

' "Traite des jwisons,
"

Paris, oemeed., Paris, 1852, i., 61.

1814-15, II., ii., 293. "Tr. d. tox.,"
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post-mortem introduction of poison is of frequent occurrence

and will be discussed below.' The resemblance of the symp-
toms of poisoning to those of disease has been taken advantage
of by poisoners to destroy their victims, with less probability of

detection during the prevalence of an epidemic. Several such

cases are referred to imder arsenic, and Robert" cites an in-

stance in which a man was poisoned by tartar emetic during an

epidemic of cholera, the poisoner thinking that the death would

be attributed to the prevailing disease.

Cases of deliberate false accusations of attempted poisoning,
made by persons still living, have also occurred

;
and it is quite

conceivable that poison may be mixed with articles of food,

medicine, urine, or even Avith vomited matters in support of the

charge. Or an innocent person may be placed in serious jeopardy

by the suicidal or accidental poisoning of relative, emj)loyer,

etc., affected during life with the delusion of poisoning. An in-

stance of this kind, in which the suspected person only escaped

punishment in consequence of the expression by the medical

experts of the opinion that arsenic cannot remain in the body
for eight days without manifesting any of its usual effects and
then cause death, is reported by Boutigny :' A woman accused

her husband of attempting to poison her, and coarsely ])0wdered
arsenic was found in a dish of food alleged by her to have been

prepared by her husband, who was then imprisoned. The wo-

man at that time and for eight days after w^as perfectly well.

She then had an attack of mania and died on the ninth day
after the alleged administration by the husband, who had re-

mained in prison. Ar.senic in large quantity was found in the

stomach and intestines.

3. Can a poisoning have occurred and the poison
either be or have become undetectable ? This question
must receive an affirmative reply as to its first part for many
poisons, and as to its second part for all. There are many veg-
etable poisons which leave no characteristic lesions, and whose
chemical reactions and action upon animals, so far as known,
are not sufficiently well marked to permit of their identification,

even when they are separated in the minute quantities in which

'See Question 13 aucl Arsenic * Ann. d'hyg., etc., 1«36, xvi.,
in Special Toxicology. 391.

2 »
Intoxikationeu," p. 83.
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tlii'V may rcinaiii in tlic Ixxly after death Irmii their action.

And jiaitieidarly whi'ii iho biuly lias iiiidergonu putrefaction,

oven in its t>arlier stages, their distinction from ]>iitrid alkaloids,

which niay have been i'onned is, in tlu' j)ri'seni condition of onr

knowledge, inijHissilile. Indeed, the nnndier of alkaloidal ])oi-

sonswhii'h i-an be distinguished frcjni putrid jjroducts by pli3'si-

ological and cheniii'al tests is (]uite small.'

And I'ven jnnsons having distinctive chemical characters

which ordinarily luimit of their identification with certainty,

iHa\- become undetectable from several causes. The person ma}'

die from secondary effects long after the first action has disaj)-

peared, as in corrosion by the mineral acids; or life may be pro-

longed for a sufficient length of time to j)ermit the com})lete

elimination of the poison and death still result from its action,

by exhaustion or bv* a continuation of morbid processes which it

established. This has been known to occur even with a poison

usually so prompt in its action and of such certainty of detec-

tion as arsenic."

Poisons are removed from the stomach and intestines b}^

vomiting, purging, and absorption, as well as by washing out

the stomach, if that method of treatment be resorted to; and it

is quite conceivable that even an easily recognizable poison may
have been thus entirely removed from these parts while it still

remains in detectable quantities in the tissues into which it has

passed bj" absorption and from which it is subsecjuently removed

b}' elimination if life continue. The period of time required

for absorption, elimination, etc., is diflTerent for different poi-

sons, and varies with each according to the conditions under

which it acts. This subject will be more particularly discussed

in treating of the poisons individually. The possibilit}' of

w^asbing out the stomach after death must also be recognized,

although the probability of its suggesting itself to an}' other

than a medical poisoner is remote. The operation would of

course leave no traces except the presence, possibly, of an undue

quantity of water, and the absence of all remains of food in the

stomach, which would also tend to aid a simulation of death

from drowning. Of course, poisons such as arsenic would re-

main in the tissue of the organ."

'See in tliis connection Ptoma- See Arsenic—Elimination,

ins, Morphin, Strychuiu, Atropin.
" An iu.stance iu which the
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When a chemical antidote has been administered during

life the poison or corrosive will be found in that form of combi-

nation produced by the reaction, possibly accompanied by ex-

cess of the antidote. Thus the contents of the stomach may be

neutral or even alkaline when acids have been taken and alka-

lies administered.

Poison remaining in the body at death, if it be organic in

nature, or volatile, or oxidizable, may either disappear or be

converted into other products. Thus prussic acid in contact

with the ammonia and hydrogen sulfid produced during putre-

faction may be converted into ammonium thiocyanate, a nor-

mal constituent, in small amount, of the saliva. Prussic acid

and cWoroform, even when present in sufficient quantity to be

recognizable by their characteristic odors at the autopsy, are

rapidly dissipated by volatilization if the materials be left ex-

posed to the air. Phosphorus is gradually oxidized, and is

finally converted into phosphates, not distinguishable from those

normally present in the body.

4. What poison produced the injury or death ? As
we have said above, the occurrence of symptoms which may be

produced by a certain poison and the satisfactory demonstration

of the fact that the kind of poison capable of producing such

effects was taken by or administered to the injured person con-

stitute, in the absence of other causes capable of producing such

results, sufficient evidence that the agent shown to have been

present was the cause of the effects observed. Yet a pernicious

impression exists in the popular mind, and to some extent among
toxicologists, that the poison must be actually isolated and pro-

duced in substance upon the trial. The poison so separated

from the cadaver is even falsely designated as the corpus

delicti, a term which applies to the crime and not to the ma-

terial agent.' A shooting may be satisfactorily proved without

the production npon the trial of either the pistol or the bullet,

and a stabbing without the exhibition to the jury of the cutting

instrument with which the wound was inflicted. Why in a

stomach was opened and sponged
' "The corp?/.s rfcZ/cfj in homicide

out in the interval between two has two components, namely, death

autopsies is alleged to have occurred as the result and thecriminal agency
in Wisconsin in 1885. Arsenic was of another as the cause." Peo. v.

fovmd in the tissue (New York Bennett, 49 N. Y.
,
187.

Times, January 9th, 1886).
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caso of poisoniiij:: shouM llit> oxcojitioiial tlomanil for tho actual

isolation ami pnxluotioii of tl)o inatoiial agont which caused the

injury l)o insistoil upony Tlial sucli malcrial proof is dcsirahlo,

if it can bo obtained, is uii(|nostionably tin(> in tlic oncM-aso as

it is in tiio other, but it is frc(|ucntl3' n^ii^'h inoio diniculi to ob-

tain in poisoning than in lioniicido by mechanical means, or is

uot obtainable.

Indeed, it is most exceptional that tho poison is recoverable

in tho iilentical form in whicli it was achiiinistered. Phos-

phorus may be separated as sucli in some cases, and })rescrved

by sealing" in a glass tube, and arsenic trioxid may occasionally
be found in its solid crystalline form in tho stomach

;
but the

demonstration of tho presence of the lower oxids of phosphorus
constitutes (piite as satisfactory a factor in the proof of ])hos-

phorus poisoning as does the isolation of the element itself, and

in the great majorit}' of cases of arsenical poisoning arsenic is

separated in the elementary form, and not as the trioxid or as

Paris green. In a case of tartar emetic poisoning we have
known the defence to lay great stress upon the fact that of the

carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, i)otassium, and antimony of which
that }X)ison consists onh* the antimony was demonstrated to be

present b}' the analysis, yet in view of the further facts of the

purchase of tartar emetic by the defendants, and the manifesta-

tion of the symptoms of antimouial poisoning by the deceased,

the jury very properly convicted.' Similarly in a case of mor-

phia poisoning, in which the defendant was convicted, experts
for the defence maintained that proof of the presence of the alka-

loid was unsatisfactory because it had not been "
isolated" in a

state of purity, although its characteristic reactions had been

observed.'' Yet every chemist knows that in his processes of

anah'sis, both qualitative and quantitative, it is onl}^ excep-

tionally that he "isolates" the elements or compounds whose

presence and quantity he may determine with accuracy.'

The knowledge of the particular form of combination in

which the poison was taken is fre(iuently valual)le as bearing

upon collateral points, but is rarely obtainable. Thus if arsenic

be proved to be present as Paris green, either by its separation

in substance or by the presence of copper and arsenic in the

' State V. Fournier anrl Cox, Chit- - Peo. v. Buchanan, Gen. Sessions,.
tenden Co. Crt., Vt, 1894. N. Y., 1898. ^ See p. 123.
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proper proportions, the theory of criminal administration in a

colorless liquid is weakened, and that of suicide is strengthened

thereby.

5, Was the substance found by the chemist really

the poison ? This question may be of importance in two

ways : Either the methods of the analyst may be claimed to

be defective or his conclusions unwarranted, or the substance

demonstrated to be present may have found its way into the

body by some means other than by administration in poisonous

dose.

The former claim can be successfully advanced by the de-

fence only when the analyst has been culpably ignorant or neg-

ligent. The Wharton trial in Maryland in I8?;i is an instance

in which the acquittal of the accused was probably due in part

to this cause. The analysis of the stomach was so unsatisfac-

torily performed that the prosecution found a second exhumation

and analysis of other parts to become necessary during the trial,

which was adjourned from Friday noon to Tuesday noon to

allow time for the supplementary analysis.

In all trials for poisoning by the vegetable alkaloids at the

present time the defence advances the claim that the reactions

observed were produced by ptomains and not by the vegetable

alkaloid alleged to have caused the death. (See Ptomains, Mor-

phin. Strychnin.)
When the poison, whether mineral or organic, is found only

in minute quantities the question of its origin may be very

properly raised. It may possibly have been administered medi-

cinally, or may have found entrance to the living body as an im-

purity in some medicine or article of food, as arsenic in bismuth

subnitrate, or copper in canned vegetables, or as a constituent

of natural articles of diet, as oxalic acid in rhubarb, or as the

result of addiction .to a drug habit, as morphin, chloral, etc.
;
or

it may have been imbibed by the cadaver, as arsenic from arti-

ficial flowers or from neighboring embalmed bodies in a water-

soaked cemetery. Even when the poison is present in large

amount, the possibilitj^ of post-mortem introduction, and, in

some cases, of habituation must be considered. The question

whether the doubt so raised is
"
reasonable

"
is for the jury to

determine in the light of such expert evidence bearing upon the

matter as the circumstances of the case permit of.
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6. Could the substance administered have caused
death ? \\ lieu tlu> iilfinity ct' tlic substaiu'o is pnn-on or con-

rt'tii'il, th'' (luestion wlu-tluT it is a poison or noxious tiling

may arise. (Soe Dotiiiition.) .V substaiirc may he adminis-

ti'rril witli intent to kill, ami }ot, from its naturo or form of ad-

ministration, 1)0 incapable of cansing deatli. Tims Tardiou'

cites tho case of a woman who tried to poison her luisiiand with

pure oojiper iilinjjjs; and anoilicrof a 111,111 who sought to kill

his ^vit'e hy sulfurie arid administeri'd in wine, in which the

mineral aeid was neutralized hy tho potassium tartrate.

The clinical history of tli<^ case ma}' also demonstrate that

the suhstanco administered, although capable of causing death,

could not have done so in tho particular case at bar, either be-

cause the time between tlie administration and the death was
such that no relation of cause and effect could exist, or because

the sj'mptoms observed were not those which the substance ad-

ministered could have produced, or because the patient recovered

from the effects of the poison, to die subsequently of some dis-

ease with which he was at the time afflicted, or which inter-

currod.

The question may also ho raised on tho part of the defence

in cases of mechanical injury capable of causing death, fol-

lowed by improper medical treatment. Thus in the case of

Peo. V. Stokes, a compromise verdict was reached upon the

second trial, in consequence of a grave doubt whether the vic-

tim, Fisk, died from the effects of a gunshot wound or from

those of morphin administered in excessive doses."

7. Is a poisonous substance, given in minute quan-
tity, a poison ? Tliis (piestion can only arise in cases in

which the (piantity administered is known to be small. It does

not apply when the quantity of the dose is unknown and only

minute quantities have been sej^arated by analysis (see Ques-
tion 8). When the poison or corrosive has been given in such

minute quantit,y or extreme dilution that it is incapable of caus-

ing injury, it certainly does not come within the medical defini-

tion of poison or corrosive. Whether its administration in such

quantity or form with criminal intent is punishable is a legal

question, and one which does not concern the expert except in so

' "Empoisonnement,
'"

2enie ed.,
-

Pepgnet : Papers Med. -Leg.

p. 12a. Soc, N. Y., 1882, 3 s., 294.
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far as he may be called upon to fix the limit of quantity or dilu-

tion below which the substance will be incapable of causing
deleterious effects.

'

8. Was the poison taken in a dose sufficient to

cause death ? This is a question a definite answer to which

would be highly desirable were it possible. It is only rarely

that it can be answered positively in the affirmative, and the

analyst is not warranted in giving a negative answer if the

presence of poison has been demonstrated.

The answer is necessarily based upon two data: (1st) The

quantity of tbe poison in question which is capable of causing

death; and {'Id) the amount which was taken by the de-

ceased. The first would be a fixed factor were it known, the

second one to be determined in each case if possible. The first

has not been determined within narrow limits, capable of nu-

merical expression, even in the case of arsenic,^ and varies

with the circumstances of the case and the nature of the poi-

son. The second can never be determined by analysis of the

cadaver. The quantity present in certain organs may be ascer-

tained with more or less accuracy by analysis, but from the re-
.

suits of such determination onl}' one inference can be drawn,

i.e., that the quantity taken was greater than the amount
found. How much greater it may have been may be guessed

at, but not determined. The absolute amount present in the

cadaver when it is analyzed could only be ascertained by one of

three methods: 1st. By extracting all of the poison from the en-

tire body. 2d. By extracting all from a properly equalized and

weighed sample taken from a mass obtained by reducing the

entire weighed body to a uniform and homogeneous pulp. od.

By a similar process as that last mentioned, except that each

organ, the different regions of the muscular sj'stem and in-

cluded soft parts, and of the skeleton are treated separately.

The first procedure is not possible; the second is neither pos-

sible nor desirable; the third is possible with mineral poisons,
but would involve the entire destruction of the body and an ex-

penditure of time warrantable only in very exceptional cases.

With organic poisons the quantity separated is always a frac-

' Two cases in point are cited in '-' See Arsenic—Lethal Dose.

Casper-Liman : "'Handb. d. ger.
Med.," 8te Aufl., ii., 362-367.
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tioii of that actually jiii'scut, as the iiu'tlKids availalilo never

effect conipleto fxtraction. AVliat tin- inaj^MiitiuK' df the fraction

may l)e is not caU-iilahU'. The (luaiitity of jniisoii separated from

the lunly liy tli(> methods at jucsent followed is therefore only a

fraction, more or less large, of that which exists in the body
when it is analyz(>d, and a still smaller fraction of that which

was swallowed.

In attempting- to calculate the total (juantity in the cadaver

it is never permissible to assume that the amount sejjarated

from a certain fractional })art of the bodj' bears the same rela-

tion to the entire amount present that the weight of the fraction

examined bears to that of the bod}-. The distribution of the

poison in the different organs and tissues is uneven under all

circumstaiices, and the quantity in one part is no indication of

that in any other, excejit in so far as it is known that certain or-

gans retain a greater ({uantit}' than others. And even when
the quantit}' in a given organ is calculated from the amount
found in a known fraction of that organ, the calculation is only
reliable if the sample is a fair representative of the whole, taken

from the finel}' divided and thoroughly mixed whole. It is not

safe to assume, for instance, that because a given quantity of

arsenic is found in one lateral half of the brain the entire organ
contains twice that amount. The entire brain should be

hashed, thoroughly mixed, weighed, and a weighed fraction

taken for analysis.

But if the entire quantity present in the cadaver at death

could be seiKirated and weighed the result so obtained would

have no greater significance. It would simply show that at

least that quantity had been taken, and in all probabilit}" more.

How much more will again depend upon the circumstances of

the case and the nature of the poison. How much was expelled

by vomiting and purging; how much was removed !)}• absorp-

tion and elimination, or by medical treatment; how much was
transformed by chemical reactions into other compounds? All

these are questions which must be solved before the main ques-

tion could be answered.

Yet the determination of the quantity of poison in the or-

gans and parts analyzed should be made if possible, and with

the greatest attainable accuracy. The amount thus actually

separated may be greater than that which lias been knoAvn in
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accurately observed cases to have been the only cause of death,

in which event, clearly, presuming the poison to have been in

the body during life, the question under discussion may be an-

swered in the affirmative. Or the quantity found may be such

that, although not in itself poisonous, it is sufficient to negative
the theory that the poison was legitimately administered in

medicinal doses, particularly if allowance be made for expul-

sion and elimination known to have occurred during life.

When the quantity of poison separable from the body is

small, all that can be argued from this fact is its mere presence.

The question of its origin must be determined, if it be determin-

able, from the clinical history and from other elements of the

case. But, assuming that the analysis has been properly per-

formed and that the reagents used were pure, the fact of the

presence of the poison in the cadaver must be accepted as proven,
even when the amount must be designated as an unweighable
trace. The reactions by which many of the poisons may be

identified with certainty are of extreme delicacy, and are ca-

pable of certainly detecting the presence of amounts so small as

to be unweighable by the most delicate balance. Thus 0.00001

gm. is practically an unweighable quantity, yet that amount of

strychnin is sufficient to give the color and physiological tests

and the bitter taste of the alkaloid.

In some cases an indication of the amount taken may be ob-

tained from a quantitative anal3'sis of vomited matters, or of

the remains of articles of food or of medicine known to have
been taken or administered.

9. Was the poisoning suicidal, accidental, or homi-
cidal ? Apart from the examination into the mental condition

of the deceased or of the accused, the physician as well as the

chemist may sometimes offer expert evidence which will aid in

the determination of this important question.
The physical characters of the poison itself, or the quantity

in which it is found to be present may raise a presumption in

favor of suicide, or for or against the theory of the prosecution
or of the defence. Presumably a poison which has a marked

color, such as Paris green, or a strong taste, such as strychnin,
would not be unwittingly swallowed by an adult in the full pos-
session of his faculties. This is, however, only a presumption,
and numerous cases of unquestionably homicidal poisoning by
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Ixttli (if tlu'S(» ;i}4:(Mits have (H-furiccl. ^Moreover, tin* folor .iiicl

ilic i;istt' may Ik' t'lVfclually I'oncealed, the former l>y iiii.xiii^

with soini' i;:r('t»n vej;otable, the lattor by enclosing the poiyoii in

a I'apsulo achninistercd to tlic vii'tini as niediciiif.'

The Hntling of a large (luantity of arsenic in the stomach
was invokeil in the case of Maileleine Sniilli in sn])))ort of ti)(>

theory of suiciile, vn the ground that such a (juanlity could not

be administered without the knowledge of the deceased.' The

degree of solubility of a poison is freciuently a (juostion of inter-

est as bearing upon the form of administration and, indirectly,

upon the ([uestiou of responsibilit}'.

The theory of accidental poisoning may also be in some
cases set aside b}' chemical evidence. Thus in the case of Car-

lyle Harris the defence sought to show that the death might
have been caused accidental!}' b}' an error of the druggist in

dispensing morjjhin in place of quiniu, although the defendant

had himself supplied the proof that no such mistake had been

made by reserving one of the capsules which, on analysis, was
found to contain the proportions of quinin and morjihin called

for by the defendant's prescription.

The method of action of the poison may in some cases throw

light upon this question. Thus in the case of Jean Humphre3's,
referred to by Taylor,^ the theor}' of suicide was negatived by
the facts that the deceased, who died from the effects of sulfuric

acid, could not voluntarih' have swallowed the acid unobserved

during a period of more than twent}' minutes before its action

began, and that sulfuric acid produces the symptoms of corro-

sion immediately.
The presence of the poison in the clothing or in other arti-

cles in the possession of the defendant may also serve as a part

of the proof of administration
;
thus in the case just cited the

night dress of the defendant was stained by sulfuric acid; and

in the Maybrick case arsenic was found in a handkerchief, the

pocket of a dressing gown, and several other articles in the pos-

session of the defendant.

In drawing conclusions from such facts, however, they

should be carefully weighed, and the possibility of their expla-
' These capsules are readily open- administered in capsules in horai-

ed, and substitution of poison for cidal cases.

their legitimate contents is easy.
•' See Arsenic—Solubility.

Aconitin and morphin have been ^
"Poisons," 3d Am. ed., p. 85.
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uation in favor of the defendant fully recognized. Maschka'

reports a case in which the unwarrantable conclusion that sul-

furic acid, from the effects of which a man had died, must have

been administered by another because the deceased had a knowl-

edge of its action, because the burns produced by the acid were

less marked at the lips than in the deeper parts of the mouth,
and because no physician was called during the illness of the

deceased. The first and last reasons do not concern the medical

expert, and the second is insufficient.

The possibility of auto-intoxication, or food poisoning, must

be held in mind. Auto-intoxications, due to the retention of

poisons produced in the system, are for the most part accom-

panied by characteristic post-mortem lesions, sudli as the struc-

tural changes in the kidneys, which are present in so-called

urtemic poisoning by urinary leucomains. Food poisonings,

caused by eating food which has suffered decomposition result-

ing in the formation of poisonous products, are rarely fatal and

rarely single ; usually several persons eat of the same substance

and suffer similar symptoms. An examination of the remains

of the food may show the presence of putrid poisons.

10. Could the substance found have been adminis-
tered as a medicine? In general terms irrespective of quan-

tity, and as a mere question of possibility this question must be

answered in the affirmative whatever be the kind of poison used.

Of the poisons known to our predecessors all have been at some
time used as medicines, and hardly is the poisonous character

of a newly discovered compound recognized before its use as a

medicine is suggested. And even quantity, when not exces-

sive, does not permit an absolute negative, as medical literature

is full of instances of the administration of medicines in heroic

doses, which, it must be confessed, have in many instances

caused the death of the patient; and this entirely irrespective
of those cases of so-called accidental poisoning due to criminal

negligence on the part of the prescriber or dispenser of medi-

cines, or of both—unfortunately of much more frequent occur-

rence than they should be—in which either a much larger dose
than was intended in the mind of the physician is given, or in

which an actively poisonous drug is substituted for one of

greatly inferior toxic power, by "mistake."
'

Viertljschr. f. ger. Med., 1881, n. F., xxxiv., 197.

IV. -13
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So f;ir as the adininistrution »)i" iiuHlicines by tlu» jittendiii}^

physician is coucerned, it tlioreforc IjoIioovos tho prosecution lo

show artirniativdy, by tlie evidence of the physician and copies
of his prcscrijitions, what drugs ho actually did prescribe or

ordiT, and by the druj^jj;ist that the prescriptions were ])rojierly

conipouMiled. Without such evidence the (piestion must remain

a doubt, the reasonableness of whicih it remains for the jury to

determine from all of the evidence; unless indeed the (quantity

found is so large that it could not have been medicinally given,
or unless proof of some other method of administration is avail-

able, as, for instance, the existence of the same kind of poison
in the remains of an article of food.

It may also* be claimed that the poison found, if present in

jsmall (piantity, was introduced as an impurity in a medicine

legitimately administered, as arsenic in bismuth subnitrate.

A case in which an incomplete analysis permitted the possi-

bility of the presence of arsenic in bismuth subnitrate, admin-

istered to the deceased, to be considered b}^ the court as an abso-

lute bar to a conviction is reported by Rogers.' Arsenic was
found in the stomach (which was nearly empt}') and the intes-

tines in "very decided amount." The liver was not sent for

analysis. During the trial it was shown that bismuth subni-

trate was among the medicines administered during the illness

of the deceased. Ten samples of bismuth subnitrate (not in-

cluding a specimen of that administered) were examined and

eight were found to contain arsenic in quantities not deter-

mined. Upon this condition of facts the trial was cut short,

and the defendant discharged, it being held that, in the ab-

sence of any proof of the absolute amount of arsenic adequate to

destroy life, the mere fact of the discover}- of a poisonous adul-

teration of the medicine administered was sufficient to invali-

date the evidence against the prisoner and to justify her inmie-

diate discharge. Purchase of arsenic by the accused had been

proved ;
and it was not shown, nor was it probable, that even if

the subnitrate had been impure, it contained enough arsenic to

cause the vomiting and purging proved to have occurred, much
less a fatal result.

If this extreme view be accepted as correct, it must be ad-

mitted that evidence of the fact that bismuth subnitrate had
' Tr. Coll. Phys., Pliila., 1857, n. s., iii., 197.
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been administered in a case of alleged arsenical poisoning

would be adequate ground for the discharge of the jury what-

ever the quantity of arsenic found. Yet in this case, had the

liver and other organs been examined and the quantity of ar-

senic determined, it seems probable, from the presence of a
"
very decided amount" in the stomach and intestine after the

patient had vomited and purged copiously for several days, that

a distinctly weighable quantity of arsenic would have been

found. If this were more than would have been contained in

all of the bismuth called for by the prescriptions, even if the

drug were in its most impure form, it seems to us clear that

the case would have in nowise differed from one in which

only that quantity of arsenic would have been found which

would be represented by the excess found in this case over that

accounted for as possibly attributable to the bismuth. And if

the proportion of arsenic in a sample of the identical drug ad-

ministered had been determined (as it might have been had

such sample been available and it actually did contain arsenic),

the excess of arsenic found, if there were such, over that which

could by any possibility have been given with the bismuth

could have been definitely stated. Yet even under these cir-

cumstances it would seem that under this ruling the prisoner

would have been discharged. And as a logical consequence no

conviction for arsenical poisoning could be had, or the case even

submitted to the jury, unless more than fifteen grains of arsenic

were actually separated from the cadaver and the patient had

taken no bismuth—conditions which have obtained in only a

very few of the large number of known arsenical poisonings.

On the other hand, if the quantity of arsenic found after

death be a mere trace, or less than that which might have been

present in bismuth or other drug or mineral water containing

arsenic, the case must be considered as one in which no poison
was found, and should be decided by the jury upon other evi-

dence, including that showing the administration of drugs con-

taining the poison.
It may also be claimed that the poison found, particularly if

in small amount, was taken as a medicine without the prescrip-
tion of a physician, either by the refilling of an old prescription

'

' Section 40~ki of the N. Y. Criiii. refill moi-e than once a prescription
Code makes it a misdemeanor to containing morph in or the prepara-
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or as Ji patt'iit or i)r(>i)riotai y mt(li( iiic, l>y the deooasod him-

self or ailininistortHl witlioul niniin.il iiilnit hy .iiiotln'r. Tliua

in tlie ^lay brick casi< il was ciaiincil that tlio (ieoeased was
in the habit of liosin^ liiniseH' with arsenic. Deaths of chil-

dren from the effects of niorpliiii in ''soothing sj'nips" are

of frequent ot-currence; inimt'rous poisonings by tartar emetic

h.'ive resulted from the use oi
"
7///^///(^s.s," to remove the cfVcctH

of a tlebaucli ;
and "arsenical wafers" areextensivel}' advertised

and, presumably, largeh' used. The possibility of such an

origin of a small (quantity of poison found must be admitted.

Whether such possibility amounts to a reasonable doubt is for

the jur}' to determine in the light of all the evidence in the case,

as, even when the symptoms are well marked, the post-mortem

appearances clearl}- defined so far as they go, negatively as well

as affirmatively, and the poison is found in (juantity which may
be considered large for that particular poiscjn, the possibility

that an overdose was unintentionally taken still remains. The

question is one of intent, and is not within the province of the

expert evidence, except in so far as that may throw light upon
the matter collaterally as shown in the discussion of these ques-
tions.

11. When and ho-w -was the poison taken? It is

highl}' desirable in the investigation of criminal poisoning, as

in that of homicide by other means, that the precise time of the

infliction of the injury shall be fixed as closely as possible. Ow-

ing to the secrecy' with which poison is administered when

given with criminal intent, it is but rarely that the time of the

administration can be determined by other than circumstantial

evidence, of which expert opinion may constitute an important

part. The corrosives, which act upon the parts with which

they are brought into immediate contact, begin their action at

the instant of contact, consequently if the case has been ob-

served during life or the patient can describe the attack, the

time of administration can be fixed as immediately preceding
the first effects. With the true poisons, however, action does

not begin before the entrance of the toxic into the circulation,

and consequently the interval between administration and the

tions of opium in whicli the dose sion against the refilling of other
exceeds one-fourth of a grain of prescriptions containing poisons,
opium or one-twentieth of a grain

' In a few cases the administra-
of raorphin : but there is no provi- tion was not secret but forcible.
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first effects observed will vary with the conditions which favor

or delay absorption (see p. Go). If the form in which the

poison was taken be unknown, the duration of the interval pre-

ceding the manifestation of symptoms must be considered as

having been between the extreme limits in observed cases, if

these have been sufficiently numerous to afford a basis for com-

parison. Thus in the case of arsenic the duration of this in-

terval has been from "immediately" to nine hours; and with

phosphorus from "
immediately

"
to two days.

A knowledge of the rapidity of elimination of the poison

may also be of service in fixing the date since which it must

have been taken if found to be present, and since which it is

improbable that it was taken if it be not found in a properly

conducted analysis, if it be a poison whose detection by this

means is to be expected.

The clinical history of the case will frequently determine

whether the poison was administered in a single dose or in re-

peated doses.

The question of how the administration was effected may
relate to the channel of entrance or to the vehicle with which

it was mixed. The great majority of criminal poisonings are

by the mouth. It is only exceptionally that poison has been

criminally given by the rectum, by hypodermic injection, by
the vagina, by inhalation, or by the ear, j'et such cases have oc-

curred.' If the poison have any local action, as arsenic, or if a

mineral acid have been used, the seat of application will be in-

dicated by the local effects produced.
The vehicle of administration is best determined by analysis

of remains of articles of food, drink, medicine, etc., and some-

times of the bodies of animals who have devoured such remains,
when they have been thrown out. Frequently, also, valuable

information can be obtained from analysis of even very minute

quantities of solid or liquid residues remaining in cups, glasses,

bottles, or cooking utensils.

12. Could the substance separated by the chemist
have an origin other than administration during the
life of the deceased ? Admitting the identity of the poison
to have been satisfactorily proven by the results of the analysis,

' See under Sulfuric Acid, Moipbin, Carbon monoxid, and
Arsenic, Mercury, Piiosphorus, Chloroform.
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tho answer to tho lirst (luostiou disi'iissed ahovt* will (Icpciul in

Bonu' moasuro upon tlu' exclusion of a ])ossiltl<) ftntuitous (Jiij^in

of the substaiuH' foinul. Tho flieniist must lu* (k'poiulod upon

solely to exchule some of tho possi I )le sources of t\)nlaminati()n,

MS, for instance, by impurity of chemicals, or introduction iiito

the mat<>rials imder anal3sitf during the examination; while tlio

exclusion of others, such as possible post-mortem imbibition,

can at present only be reached from a consideration of all of

the evidence in the case, and sometimes not then.

The purity of the chemicals used must be beyond ques-
tion. This can <.)nly be assured b^' a careful examination of the

reagents by the chemist himself, and a purification, if neces-

sary; by the })reparation of the chemicals in tiie laboratory
from materials known to be pure; or by a "blank testing."

No reliance, for toxicological purposes, is to be placed upon the

labels of even the most reputable manufacturers; the chemist

must himself know that he has not unwittingly introduced the

substance which he has found. The methods of testing chem-

icals, their purification or manufacture, have been referred to

previously, or will be in the division of special toxicology in

discussing their use.

A ' blank testing" consists of a performance of the same

operations as those conducted with the organs examined, and
with the same reagents in ecjual or greater (quantity, upon tissue

or materials known to be free from poison. Its negative result

demonstrates the absence of the poison found from the reagents
used.

An unrecognized accidental or intentional addition of

poison to the substances analyzed, at the autopsy or subse-

quently, should be rendered a physical impossiblity by attention

to the directions already laid down (see pp. 112, 114, 123).

The occurrence of poisons such as arsenic and copper as

normal constituents of the human body has been, after

considerable discussion by the older toxicologists, definitely

negatived. It must not be forgotten, however, that both of

these poisons, by constant presence in articles of food or drink

and relatively slow elimination, may be present as quasi-normal
constitutents of the bodies of members of certain communities,

being taken by them unknowingly and not in consequence of

the contraction of drug habits. Thus, although we know of no
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specific observation of the fact, it would seem probable that if

the cadaver of an inhabitant of the village of Whitbeck (where
a stream whose water is impregnated with arsenic is used as

the source of drinking-water') were analj^zed it would be found

to contain small quantities of arsenic; and owing to the very

general use of copper utensils and of the salts of copj^er in

"greening" canned vegetables, pickles, etc., copper in small

amount is almost invariablj' found, particularly in the liver.

The possibility of the post-mortem introduction of poi-

son into the cadaver has been recognized by toxicologists from

the time of Orfila, and the possibility of distinguishing poison
so introduced from that taken during life has been the subject

of much careful stud}" in recent years. The post-mortem in-

troduction of poison into the cadaver may be either (1st) By
malicious injection; (2d) for the prevention of putrefaction,

in embalming, so-called; (3d) by imbibition from the soil or

from surrounding objects.

It must be admitted as a physical possibility that a properly
selected poison might be introduced into a cadaver in such man-
ner as to lend color to a false accusation of poisoning. But the

success of such a crime would require the fulfilment of condi-

tions which are hardly within the range of possibility : great

toxicological knowledge, combined with diabolical intent on

the part of the perpetrator, and a series of occurrences favorable

to his design and more or less beyond his control, both preced-

ing and succeeding the death of the alleged victim.

The post-mortem impregnation of bodies with poisons for

purposes of preservation and by accidental imbibition is of

much greater practical interest, particularly in the United

States, where the practice of undertakers is entirely unbridled

by law. Although any poison of alleged antiseptic power may
be a constituent of a so-called embalming liquid, and although

many poisons may find their entrance into a cadaver by imbibi-

tion from without if brought in contact with it, it is chiefly
with reference to arsenic that the question is of forensic inter-

est; and we therefore defer its consideration to the division of

special toxicology under arsenic.

13. Is the flesh of poisoned animals poisonous to
man ? Apart from the frequently occurring poisonings by

1 Ph. J. and Tr., 1860-61, n. s., ii., 286.
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t^iiiited iiu>at, it must bo recognizcil as possible tliat, undor favor-

able coiulitions, a suHicitMit amount of iiiiucr;!] or v('}j;etablo

poison may remain in tlie tissues of an animal whose death

resulted fmm its action to causi* poisoninj^ in a hmnan beiii}^

who may i-at oi them. No authenticated case of poisoning b}-

tiiis means is, how«'ver, recordt>d so far as we know.'

14. Can a case of homicide by poison be made out
if the body has been cremated ? If there have been nei-

ther autopsy nor chemical analysis previous to the cremation

this question is p»ractically, Can a case be made out without

autopsN^ or proof of the presence of poison in the cadaver V be-

cause lead and copper are the only poisons of which traces

would remain in the ash, and these are varj' rarely used in

criminal poisoning, and might be readih' disposed of by substi-

tuting other ashes for those of \he cadaver. The answer to the

question in its latter form has already been given in the dis-

cussion of the first question.

As the proof of poisoning, difficult in any case, is rendered

well-nigh impossible by cremation, and as in a verj' large pro-

portion of cases of poisonings which have been proved, the body
has been exhumed after burial, it would seem desirable that the

cremation of a body should not bo permitted except after an in-

vestigation b}' the proper medical officer, sufficient to establish

a reasonable certainty that death was due to natural causes.'^

The fact that the practice of cremation is by no means general
is no argument against the advisability of this supervision, as

while cremation without an autopsy is possible, it may be re-

sorted to by the criminal to remove the evidences of the crime.

For other "Forensic Questions" bearing particularly upon
individual poisons, the reader is referred to the division of

Special Toxicologj'.

'

Taylor: "Poisons," 3d Am. ed.,

170-174, discusses this question at

lengtli. Tiie only case of poisoning
in the human subject, however,
whicl) he cites (from Galtier) was
more probabh' one of tricliinosis or
of putrid intoxication than one of

poisoning by copper. See, how-
ever, Seeley : Med. Rec, N. Y.,
1894. xlv., 14 and Reg. v. Sprague,
Ph. J. andTr., 186"), n. s., vii., 72.

- The destruction of the body re-

moves evidences of violent death or

injur}' from other causes as well as

those of poisoning. Tiiat the mere
certificate of death by tlie attending
physician is sufficient is disproved
by the instances given on p. 105.

See also Cha])uis : "Precis d, Tox. ,"

2ded., lb«9, p. 98.
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CLASSIFICATION OF POISONS.

Poisons and corrosives require classification for two distinct

purposes: 1st. Into analytical groups to facilitate their ex-

traction and identification. 2d. Into natural groups to render

the study of all of their characters more logical and consecu-

tive.

The analytical classification is both possible and neces-

sary, and follows the analytical methods used :

I. Gaseous Poisons: Carbon monoxid, hydrogen sulfid,

sulfur dioxid.

II. Volatile Poisons, which are separable from mixtures

by mere distillation, with or without vapor of water; and from

acid, neutral or alkaline liquids: Alcohol, chloroform, hydro-

cyanic acid, ammonia and its derivatives, phosphorus, etc.

III. Acids, Alkalies, and Salts: Mineral poisons and

corrosives, which are best separated by extraction with water.

Mineral acids and alkalies and certain soluble metallic salts.

IV. Organic Poisons: Substances which do not withstand

the action of powerful reagents, and which are extracted from

the mixtures in which they exist by neutral solvents or by di-

lute acids, either applied directly or in agitation methods with

immiscible solvents—vegetable acids, glucosids, alkaloids, and

bitter principles, and animal poisons.

V. Mineral Poisons : Substances of sufficient stability to

permit of their separation by the decomposition and removal of

the organic substances with which the}' may be mixed, followed

by the usual methods of mineral analysis, somewhat modified to

meet the requirements of the case.

A systematic classification is more difficult to arrange

and, in its minuter ramifications, not practicable at present.

Different systems have been suggested, based either upon the

origin of the poisons and corrosives, or upon their method of

action upon the economy. Both arrangements have advantages
and disadvantages, but of the two we believe that based upon
origin to be the preferable one for the present, although the

other would be the more natural and the more useful : because

the origin is determinable in every case, while the method of

action of many poisons is still imperfectly understood.
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The wirliest olassitioation, suj^^estrd liy IMcTick in ITSf),' \v;m

basoil upon Di'iLjin, ami consisted of four j;:rouj)s: (1.) Animal

poisons; (II.) vogotable poisons; (111.) niim lal j)oisons; and

(IV.) poisonous gases, vapors, and dust.

Tlie lirst to suggest a elassilii'ation based upon tlio nietliod

of action of toxic substances was Fodero," who divided jioisons

into six chi.sscs: (I.) Septic poisons; (IT.) stupefying or narcotic

poisons; (ITT.) narcotico-acrid poisons; (TV.) acrid or rubefa-

cient poisons; (V.) corrosives, or escharotic poisons; and (VI.)

astringent poisons.

The classifications of writers follow'ing Plenck and Fodere:

Mahon,' Orfila,' Christison,' Flandin," Casper,' Taylor,' Tar-

dieu' and others, are mereh' modifications of these either by
extension or bj' contraction; if we except the division of An-

glada'° into the two classes of solid and liquid, and of gaseous

poisons.

Of the classifications based upon physiological action, prob-

ably the best developed hitherto suggested, is that of Rabuteau,"
who divides poisons into six classes:

L H.EMATic Poisons.—A. Globular poisons, acting

chiefly on the red corpuscles: Carbon monoxid, hydroc3'anic

acid, hydrogen sulfid, and ammonium sulfliydrate, compounds
of selenium and tellurium, phosphorus, arsenic, alcohols.

B. Plasmic 2)oisons, acting on corpuscles and plasma. Ni-

trates and nitrous fumes, salts of silver injected into the veins,

the greater part of the metallic salts, when given in small and

repeated doses.

II. Neurotic Poisons.—A. Paralyso-motors; which abol-

ish the functions of motor nerves : Curare, calabar bean, acon-

itin, coniin.

B. Spincds, which exaggerate reflex sensibility : Strychnin,

m'boundon, compressed oxygen, cantharides, etc.

> "Toxikologie," Wien, 1785. ' "Handb. d. ger. Med.," Berlin,
^ Traite deuiedecine legale, Paris, 18o7, ii., 883.

1813, iv., 6. »-'Med. Jur.," 3d ed., London,
2
"G^uvrespostliumes,

"
Paris, An 1849, p. 7.

X. (1801). ii., 320. '"Etude s. I'empois.." Paris,
*» "Traitedes poisons," Paris, 1814, 1867, p. 167.

i., .5-14.
'" "Traite de toxicologie,

"
Brux.,

"'Treatise on Poisons," Edinb., 1837, p. 2.52.

1829, 81-83. " "Elements de toxicologie,""
" "Traitedes poisons," Paris, 1846, 2eme ed., Paris, 1887, pp. 29-34.

i., 22.5.
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C. Cerebro-spiiials, which act upon the elements of the

brain and spinal cord: Chloroform, ether, opium.
III. Neuro-muscular Poisons: Solanacese, digitalis, an-

timonials, carbon dioxid.

IV. Muscular Poisons: Strophanthus, veratrin, salts of

potassium and of barium, copper, zinc, cadmium, tin, lead, mer-

cury, etc.

V. Irritants or Corrosives : Sulfuric, nitric, l^ydrochloric,

hydrofluoric, oxalic acids, potash, soda, ammonia, alkaline sul-

fids, bromin, chlorin, etc.

The classification which will be followed in this work, after

the primary division into corrosives and poisons,' is based upon

origin. Within the classes a further subdivision is desirable,

but, we regret to believe, impracticable at present, consequently
an alphabetical arrangement is as good as any. We will divide

toxic agents into:

I. Corrosives: Substances which act chemically upon tis-

sues with which they are brought into immediate contact—min-

eral acids, alkalies, halogens, etc.

II. Poisons: Substances which act after entrance into the

circulation, followed by solution in the blood or chemical action

upon the blood itself.

A. Mineral Poisons: Arsenic, antimony, the salts of cop-

per, lead, mercury, etc., phosphorus.
B. Vegetable Poisons: Vegetable acids, alkaloids, bitter

principles, glucosids, etc.

C. Animal Poisons : Leucomains, ptomains, toxins, toxal-

bumins.

D. Synthetic Poisons: Chloroform, alcohol, chloral,

phenol, antipyrin, etc.
*

' Spe Defiuition. ]). 43. these classes into liydrocarbons.
- The synthetic poisons may be alcohols, aldehyds, acids, etc. See

classified according to their posi- Witthaus : "Manual of Chemistry,"
tions in the purely chemical classifi- 4th ed., 226, seq., or any modern
cation, first, into open-chain and organic chemistry.
cZosed-c/iatw derivatives, and within
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COKlUKSiVES.

MINERAL ACIDS.

All acids are absorbed and act as true poisons when tbey are

administered in such dihition that intense local action is avoided,
but yet in suflficient absolute quantit}' and for a sufficient period
of time to cause diminution of the normal alkalinity of the blood

and other parts.' The symptoms of poisoning
—such as somno-

lence, sopor, coma, and convulsions, referable to the action

upon the nervous system; and the appearance of albumin, glob-

ulin, blood, and casts in the urine, rosultijig from the action of

the diminished alkalinity upon the blood and kidneys
—and death

occur before the quantity of acid absorbed is sufficient to en-

tirely neutralize the alkaline reaction. Indeed, the same effects

have been produced in rabbits without the administration of

acids, by withholding food capable of producing alkalies, when
the formation of sulfuric acid resulting from the oxidation of

the sulfur existing in albuminoid substances," and of phos-

phoric acid similarly produced from the lecithins and other phos-

phorized constituents of the bod}-
^

causes sufficient diminution

of alkalinity. It has also been shown by Walter '

that acid poi-

soning is much more rapidly produced in herbivorous animals

than in the carnivora ;
which is accounted for by the neutraliza-

tion of absorbed acid by ammonia to a greater amount in the

latter than in the former.

Instances of such
" acidism" or acid poisoning, caused by di-

lute weak acids—such as oxalic and acetic—have been observed

in the human subject (see Oxalic Acid), and are by no means

uncommon after corrosion by the more powerful acids, if life be

sufficiently prolonged. But the powerful mineral acids—sul-

' The gastric .juice and urine only Kraus : Arch. f. exper. Path. u.

are acid norniailv. Pharm.. 1890, xxvi., 186.
- Salkowski : Arch. f. patli.Anat.,

^ Arch. f. exper. Path. u. Pharm.,
etc.. 1873, Iviii., 1. 1877, vii., 148.

• Jitta : Diss.. Amsterdam, 1885.
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furic, nitric, and hj'drocliloric
—as well as chromic anhydrid,

when taken in concentrated form, act immediately and energeti-

cally upon the tissues with which they come in contact, causing

disintegration and destruction of the part by their chemical ac-

tion, and producing symptoms of such intensity and violence,

due to this corrosion, that the phenomena of true poisoning fall

into the background, or are entirely omitted in rapidly fatal

cases. Moreover, in the frequently recurring instances in which

the patient recovers from the first effects of the acid, from the

acidism as well as from the primary local action, only to div.

weeks or months later from interference with the processes of

nutrition, the lesions which are the cause of death are referable

entirely to the corrosive action of the acid and in no way to its

transitory poisonous effects.

Therefore, while the occurrence of acidism is of scientific

and medical interest, and while it offers an explanation of the

cause of certain of the symptoms observed in some cases of cor-

rosion by the powerful acids, it is of minor importance in the

forensic toxicology of these substances, which are the most ener-

getic of corrosives.

Statistics and Causation,

Although no statistics serving to indicate the absolute num-
ber of instances in which sulfuric, hydrochloric, and nitric acids

have caused death or injury in the human subject are available,

the following table of cases reported in medical journals accessi-

ble to us will show the relative frequency, mortality, and origin
of corrosions by those acids :
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of tilt" sooonil;ii\v ftViH'ls wliich have proved fatal in many in-

stances.

Of the ('..) homicidal cases. T).'! wi-ro fatal, including' all <if

thost' by nitric- and hydrochloric acids, .save one by the latter.

Ten iKVurred in Great liritain (1, HCl ; !», H,S()J;\>(; (1, HCl;
7, UNO,; 18, n,S()J in Germany; 4 (,', UNO,; '.', H,SO,) in

Fiidand; '.» (1, UNO,; S, H,S0J in Anstro-Hungary ;
12 (:5,

HNO,; 2, HCl; 7, II.SO,) in France; 1 (H,SOJ in Holland;
and 1 (HCl) in Belgium. Wi- have been unable to find record

of a case of criminal internal administration of a mineral acid

to another in the United States; altliough these agents liave

been frequent!}' resorted to by suicides, and the crime of
"
vitriol-

throwing" is a common one in this country.'

In ;)S of the fJo cases the victim was an infant or j'oung child,

to whom the acid was given more or less forcibl}'. In one in-

stance a father, after conviction for having destroyed his child

shortl}' after its birth b}' nitric acid, confessed to having previ-

ously disposed of five others in a similar manner.^

It is difhcult to imagine a manner in which a strong mineral

acid could be made the agent of secret poisoning of an adult in

the possession of his faculties. The corrosive action upon the

lips and tongue is immediate upon contact, and so severe that it

would cause the instant expectoration of any small quantit}*

which might have entered the mouth before being swallowed.

Indeed, the Appellate Court in a Dutch case held the extreme

opinion that the mixing of sulfuric acid with coffee, a portion

of which was subsequently taken into the mouth of the intended

victim and by him immediately expectorated, was not an at-

tempt at administration of a deleterious thing, because "
any

person who did not wish to take it would be prevented by the

repulsive taste from taking a second portion into the mouth, and

would immediately expel that already taken, so that it would

not be possible for the sulfuric acid to reach the stomach."
^

In

a somewhat similar case, tried at Cassel in 1853, in which the

injuries were limited to the mouth and tongue, bej'ond which

' Beck : "Med. Jiir.," 12tliefl., ii.,
-

Osenbriiggen : AWff. deut. Straf-

464, states that: "In 1817 a female rechtsztg. , 1865, v., 273, ^r Friedr.

was tried in this State [New York] Bl. f. ger. Med., 1867, xviii., 75.

for poisoning an illegitimate child" • Friedr. Bl. f. ger. Med., 1856,

[by sulfuric acidj ; but lie gives no vii., Heft 3, p. 73.

particulars.
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the acid did not penetrate, the defendant was more properly con-

victed of attempted murder, and sentenced to fourteen years'

imprisonment.' A case is, however, reported by Mignot,' of a

man of forty years who died in three months from the secondary
effects of sulfuric acid, which had been adroitly substituted for

brandy which he was in the habit of drinking. The powerful
taste of the acid has also been the means, indirectly, of prevent-

ing the murder of an infant; as in an early case in which the

mother tasted the food prepared by a servant who for revenge
had added sulfuric acid to it. The soup was not given to the

infant, but was sent to the authorities for examination.^

Of the other twenty-three cases in adults classed as homicidal,

three were declared after investigation to have been more prob-

ably accidental or suicidal than homicidal.^ In one fatal case

a woman poured sulfuric acid into the open mouth of her sleeping
husband.^ In another instance, also fatal, a weak-minded woman
was induced to swallow the same acid." A woman died from

the effects of nitric acid which her husband poured into her ear

while she was intoxicated, "to correct her," as he alleged.' In

three instances (one each of sulfuric, h3'drochloric, and nitric

acid) the corrosive was taken by a pregnant female upon the

advice of her lover, and under the belief, on the part of one or

both, that it would cause abortion." Sulfuric acid, mixed with

kerosene, was given to a pregnant woman with the same object

by a professional abortionist. She died on the third day, after

having aborted the day before she died.' In an early case nitric

acid mixed with wine was poured down the throat of a woman
during a debauch, and caused her death.'" A man was induced

to take sulfuric acid upon sugar, which was blackened by the

1 Friedr. Bl. f. ger.Med., 1854, v., Med., 1894, 3 F., viii., Supplhft.
Heft 5, p. G3. 54.

^ Bull, et mem. Soc. med. d. hop.
^ Arch. gen. d. M.. 1826, xi., 104,

de Paris, 1878, 2s., xiv., 89. exOrfila: "Tox.," 5emeed., i., 172.
^ .Jahrb. d. ges. Staatsarznk.

,

* Van den Broeck : Gaz. nied.

1837, iii., 146. Beige, 1847, v., 94 (Affaire Denis-
* Masclika : Vierteljschr. f. ger. ty : HCl) . Buohner : Friedr. Bl. f.

Med., 1881, n. F., xxxiv., 197. Che- ger. Med., 1866, xvii., 192 (HNO,).
vallier and OUivier : Ann. d'hyg. ,^ Riecker : Zeitschr. f. Staatsarznk.,
etc., 1845, xxxiii.. 179. Maschka : 1843. 32 Erghft., 284 (H2SO4).
AUg. Wien. med. Ztg., 1880, xxv., ^

Casper- Liman : "Handb. d. ger.
315. Med.," 8te Autt., ii.. 460.

^ Christison : Edinb. M. and S. "• Tartra : "Traite de I'emp. p.

Jour., 1831, XXXV., 296. I'ac. uitrique,
"

Paris, An x.

*Fagerlund: Vierteljschr. f. ger. (1802), p. 87.
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action of. the acid, umlcr tlio representation tliat it was a nuili-

cine. Although thi* iiijiiiios were severe, llif man recovered.'

In 182."} a man in Strasbourg attempted to kill his wife, first by
tartar emetic and afterward by sulfuric acid in syrup, adminis-

tered under the pretense that they were nuMlicines.' In two in-

stances concentrated sidfuric acid was administered unmixed
with other substances to adults in the full possessit)n of their

faculties, they, however, believing that they were about to re-

ceive medicine. Both Avere successfid husband murders. In

one the acid was given in a spoon, which was passed well back

into the mouth before its contents were discharged.' In the

other the acid was injected into the rectum.^ An unsuccessful

attempt at administration of sulfuric acid to a woman is related

b}- Taylor :'" A woman gave,
" while acting as nurse to the wife

of a man with whom she was cohabiting, some oil of vitriol in

a wineglass, representing it to be castor oil. The woman re-

quested that some water might be put in it. This was done,

but the glass became suddenly so hot that the woman could not

hold it. She put it to her lips, which were burnt by it, but she

did not swallow any. The glass was handed back to the ac-

cused, who threw the contents aw^a}^ and washed out the glass.

But for the clear description of the effect of adding water to the

liquid, the nature of the poison would not have been known, as

after the occurrence no oil of vitriol was found. The poisoner
was acquitted on the ground that she might have made a mis-

take. She was subsequently convicted and executed for poison-

ing" (Reg. V. Catharine Wilson, 1SG2). Three attempts at

murder b}- mineral acids mixed with beverages proved unsuc-

cessful : One was the Dutch case alreadj' referred to." The
other two are referred to by Taylor." In Reg. v. Hartley (1850)

the prisoner, a girl, was charged with attempting to administer

oil of vitriol to her father in coffee. In Reg. v. Somers (18GG)

a girl of tw^elve 3-ears was charged with administering hydro-
chloric acid to her mistress in beer. Tw^o instances of attempted
wife murder by repeated administration of small doses of sulfuric

' Maschka :

" Gutacht. Prag. m. Heft i.,p.l81 ;e«Maschka : "Handb.
Fak.." 1853. i., 38.

^
d. ger. M.," ii.. 86.

- Bull. Soc. de med., Jan., 1830; * Leconte : Loo. cit., p. 27.

ex Leconte : These, Strasb., 1855, p.
* "Poisons," 3d Am. ed., 164.

26.
* See p. 190.

^Hager, in Gross: "Die Straf- '"Poisons," 3d Am. ed., 163,

rechtspflege in Deutschland,
'

1861, 220.
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acid are recorded. One is an early case (1701) reported by Val-

entine,' in which two ounces of the acid were given in brandy,

under the disguise of medicine, during three weeks, from the

effects of which the woman died. The second, an unsuccessful

attempt, was the subject of a criminal trial at Belfast in 1883.'

The acid was given in port wine, a sample of which was found

on analysis to contain 12.5 per cent, of the acid. Possibly ar-

senic was also given.

Notwithstanding the extreme pain and the sometimes linger-

ing death caused by the mineral acids, suicides apparently
resort to them quite frequently in European countries. In Eng-
land and Wales (1871-80) 17 per cent, of the suicides by poi-

son were caused by mineral acids; in Vienna (187-4-75), 14.17

per cent. ; in Prussia (18G0) 17.47 per cent. According to

Schmiedel, of 111 poisonings treated at the Charite in Berlin,

(1874-80), G5 were by sulfuric acid."* Suicides by mineral acids

are also of frequent occurrence in Denmark ^ and in Finland.*

In the United States these agents seem to be less frequently re-

sorted to by suicides. Thus only 1.82 per cent, of the suicides

by poison in New York City (186G-80) were by mineral acids.

Sulfuric acid is more frequently taken by women than by men
(men 38.8 per cent., women G1.2 per cent.), while the reverse is

the case with nitric acid (men GO. 7 per cent., women 39.3 per

cent.) and hydrochloric acid (men 53.1 per cent., women 46.9

per cent.).

Accidental cases have resulted usually from the careless ex-

posure of the acid within the reach of children, or by the acid

being taken in mistake for spirits, beer, medicine, or even water.

In two cases sulfuric acid was taken by pregnant females to

cause abortion, once b}^ the mouth" and once by injection into

the vagina.' In neither case did the woman abort. In four in-

stances sulfuric acid was administered in enemata by mistake.*

' "Novellce Med.-leg. ," Francof., ^
pagerlund : Vrtljschr. f. ger.

1711, p. 588, Cas. 29. Med., 1894, 3 F., viii., Splheft.
^

Reg. V. Sorroghan, Ulster Win- 48.

ter Assizes, 1883, Lancet, 1884, i.,
-^

Fagerlund : Ibid., 54.
226. 'Jour, de chim. med., etc., 1831,
^Friedreich's Bl. f. ger. Med., vii.,312.

1883, xxxiii., 121: oxalic acid, 14;
* Jour. d. chim. med., etc., 1835,

phosphorus, 32. 2 s.
, i.,425. Deutsch. preuss. med.

^ Trier :

"
Hosp. -Meddelelser,

"
Ver. Ztg. , 1848, No. 13. Hofmann :

Kjob., 1851, iv.. 1-28; 1852, V. "Lehrb. d. ger. M.," 5te Aufl.,
648.

IV.—13
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And in an oarly chso tlu' siinu» ai'id was oven given by a medical

«tiuiont as a cure for toothache.'

Lethal Dosk—Concentration.

The absohite quantity of any of the mineral acids capable of

cnu.sing doatli cannot be stated. The violence of the action do-

pend.s more upon the dep;ree of concentration, the aj^e and con-

dition of the person affected, and tlu* part most seriously at-

tacked, than upon the absolute (luantity taken. Cases are not

wanting, however, in which diluted acids have caused death.

Indeed, the absolute degree of concentration of the acid is stated

in but few cases, and it is probable that, as generally sold by

apothecaries, it is more dilute than that met with in chemical

laboratories and factories. The "oleum," or commercial oil of

vitriol referred to in German cases, is a dilute acid (0 : 1) ;
and

in that country sulfuric acid sold at retail must bo diluted with

five parts of water, the purpose of the regulation being to avoid

accidents." An instance is reported by Heginbotham^ in which

a man of fifty years died in two and one-half hours after swal-

lowing 22 c.c. (3 vi.) of sulfuric acid (specific gravity 1.843),

diluted with 0(i c.c. ( 3 xviij.) of water. A woman died in two

months from the effects of two swallows of a mixture of one

volume of sulfuric acid and four volumes of water.* Fern-

"bacher
'
refers to the case of a man of nineteen years who died

in eleven days from swallowing 100 c.c. ( 3 3|) of the same acid

diluted with water in the proportion of one to five; and in one

of Mannkopf's cases
"
a woman of twenty-four j-ears died in

eight weeks after taking from 15 to 20 c.c. ( 3 ^-i) of the same

acid, also diluted with five volumes of water.

Sulfuric acid has caused the death of adults in doses of 3.7

gm. ( 3 i.) in two instances,' and hydrochloric acid in the

'

Tulpius : "Obs. Med.,'" L. iii., c. « Wien. med. Wochenschr., 1863,

43, p. 254. 564.
*
Casper-Liman : "Handb. d. ger.

'' Christison : Am. ed., 131.

Med.," 8te Aufl.. 461, 467. Wliitton and Turner; Austral. M.
3Med. Time.s and Gaz.. 1863. i., Gaz., 1890-91, x., 299. In the

183. earlv case of Consbnich (J. d. pr.

^Wyss: Arch. d. Heilk., 1869, Arziik. u. Wundarznk., 1798, vii.,

X.. 184. 2 St., 18) the accuracy of tlie dose

'Diss., Munich, 1890, p. 8. given (twenty drops) is question-
able.
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same quantity in one case.' The smallest quantity of nitric

acid known to have caused the death of an adult was in a case

reported by Warren/ in which a woman of thirty-seven years

accidentally took 12 gm. (3 iij-), of which some was spit out,

and died in thirteen days. Children have been destroyed b}'

less quantities of sulfuric and nitric acids. In a case reported

by Liman
'
a child of two months died in twenty-eight and one-

half hours after the administation of half a teaspoonful (1.8 c.c.)

of sulfuric acid
;
and in a case of Maschka's a two-year-old boy

died in seventeen daj's from the effects of the same quantity of

the same acid.^ Beyerlein
"

reports the case of a girl of tAvo and

one-half years who died in eighteen hours from the effects of

3.7 c.c. ( 3 i.) of hydrochloric acid. We find no record of a child

having been destroyed by less than 7.5 c.c. ( 3 ij.) of nitric acid,

which quantity caused the death of a boy of six months in

twenty-four hours in a case reported by Buchner.'^

On the other hand, both adults and children have taken nota-

bl}^ larger quantities of sulfuric acid and have not died within

the period covered by the reports. Brettner
'

relates the case of

a young woman who took 250 c.c. ( z viiiss.) of sulfuric acid with

suicidal intent. In seven days she could swallow and retain

liquids. In one of Mendelsohn's cases
"
a woman of twenty-

four years attempted suicide by swallowing a cupful ( 3 iv. = lis

c.c.) of sulfuric acid. At the time of the report, eight days after

the injury, she was in a fair way to recovery. In a case re-

ported by Correa de Serra' a woman took by mistake 75-90 c.c.

( 3 iiss.-iij.) of the acid on June 5th, and was under observation

to the end of October, after which she was not seen by the re-

porter. In these cases, however, there is no evidence that death

did not occur later from the secondary effects, an event the prob-

ability of which is not remote. Several cases of recover}- after

taking 60 c.c. ( 3 ij., or a "
wineglassful") of the acid have been

' Johnson : Brit Med. Jour., 1871, acid, but the quantity given, a]-

i-, 221. tliough small, was certainly greater.
'^ Extr. Rec. Bost. Soc. M. Impr. ,

^ Friedreich's Bl. f. ger. Med..
1853. i., 78. 1890, xli., 31.

3
Vrtljschr. f. ger. M., 1865, n. "Friedreich's Bl. f. ger. Med.,

P., iii., 89. 1866, xvii., 187.
••Saniml. Gutacht. Prag. med. ^ Med. mod., 1890, i., 261.

Fak., 1858, 2 F., 224. In another » Cliarite Ann., (1885-86), 1887,
of Maschka's cases a woman xii.. 183 (Case VII.).
stated that she had destroyed lier ^ Jour. d. chim. med., etc.,
child with two drops of sulfuric 1826, ii., 209.
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rojutrtiHl,' in one of which ''

:i woiii.iii of Iwonly-yix yoars at-

ti'iuptoil suicide by swallowiiiL;- a j^las>riil of sulfuiic at'id. Two
years hilor sho was still liviny; as a nurso at tho Matornity, and

althoui:;h not wi'll nourishod, was caj)al)l(' of perforin ini;- her du-

ties. She had throe a>sopha{^eal constrii'tions whicli we're held

in check by tlaily passage of the sound. Lotheby has reported
"

an instance in which a boy of nine years swallowed ;!(• c.c.

(3 i.) of sulfuric acid, and, after sulTering severely for llvedays,

gradually recovered. The same author has also recorded
'

the

caseof a boy of six j'ears Avho took ITi c.c. ( 5 ss.) of the acid, al-

though it is believed that not much reached the stomach, and

slowly recovered. Galtier" cites an observation of Leuret of a

man of eighteen years who recovered after an attempt at suicide

by ()(» gm. ( 5 ij) of commercial nitric acid. We can find rec-

ord of but one case in which a child has recovered from the

effects of nitric acid, and in that the amount of the dose is not

stated;" and hut one case in which a child recovered after tak-

ing hydrochloric acid. In this the dose was only "a drop or

two."
'

Atkinson' has reported a recovery of a woman of forty-

five years, from the primarj' effects of a dose of about 00 c.c.

( z ij-) of hydrochloric acid.

Duration.

The mineral acids may cause death within a few hours by
the intensity of their local action from peritonitis, shock, hem-

orrhage, or suffocation, due to destruction of tissue; or death

ma}' result in several days from a combination of the local ac-

tion, less destructive than in rapidly fatal cases, with true poi-

soning consequent upon the absorption of the acid
;
or the fatal

result may be dela3'ed for months, and finallj' result from inani-

tion due to interference with digestion and absorption by the

lesions caused or provoked by the local action of the corrosive.

'Johnson: Lond. Med. (}az.,
^ Lancet, 1847, i., 43.

1828-29. iii., 253. F. 19. S. Craw- ^ Med. Times, Lond., 1850, n. s..

ford: M. T. and Gaz., 1867, i., 182, i., 58.

F. 38, S. Desgranges : Rec. per. d. 1.
* "Toxicologie," i., 154.

Soc. d. med. , Paris, An. vii., vi., 3,
* Huher : Ztschr. f. kl. Med.,

M. ad. A. Tott: Jour. d. pr. Hlk., 1888, xiv., 502, F. 14ni, A.
1837. Ixxiv., 1 St., 116, F. ad. A. "> Austral. Med. Jour., 1880, ii.,

-' Maurel-Laval]ee, Mausiere : Sur 110.

le.s retrecissements intrinsiques ile
* San Francisco Med. Press, 1860,

I'oesophage, Th. Paris, 1865, p. 94. i., 19.
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The relative frequency of different periods of duration of

fatal cases is shown in the following table, computed from cases

reported in medical literature :

Sulfuric acid

Hydrochloric acid.

Nitric acid

1
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usually occurs within ft)rty-iMght hours after the hcgimiiiijj; of

the action. I'lit a ioutjer duration has Ijecn observed in some
cases. Thus a man <.>( lifty-six years died suchh'iily on the

fourtli day after iiavinj^ taken a dessertsi)oonful of suH'mic acid.*

Legg and ( )rnu'rod rej)ort the case of a man of twenty-one years
who diinl in great agon\' five days after taking an unknown

(Hiantity of the same acid.' Huber gives a ca.se in whicli death

occurreil on the seventh day;^ one in which the patient died in

sixteen days from the primar}- effects of GO c.c. ( 5 ij-) of sulfuric

acid occurred in the service of Dr. Jenner
;

* and Mascarel reports
a case whose duration was twenty-one days.' In .some instances

sulfuric acid has also caused death by pleuro-pneumonia in from

ten to twenty days." Cases of death from the primary action of

hydrochloric acid in four and seven days,' and similarly from

nitric acid in eight and thirteen daj'S," are also reported. When
death is due to starvation from the secondar}- effects of the ac-

tion of the acid the duration may be much loiiger. Thus cases

of eleven, fifteen, and eighteen months' duration in which death

was caused by sulfuric acid are recorded.* In one case of death

from hvdrochloric acid the victim survived for more than four

months.'" A man died in four months and twentj^-two days after

taking a mouthful of the same acid;
" and a w'oman onlj^ suc-

cumbed to the effects of nitric acid in two years. It is highly

probable that instances of still longer duration, terminating

final!}' in death attributable to the action of each of the three

acids, have escaped observation.'*

Treatment.

The treatment indicated is the same whether .sulfuric, nitric,

or hj'drochloric acid has been taken. As the action of the acid

' Guy's Hosp. Rep., 1859, 134.
2 St. Barth. Hosp. Rep., 1876,

xii., 261.

"Ztpch. f. kl, M., 1888. xiv.. 490.
* Med. T. aud Gaz. . 1857, xv.

,
629.

5 Bull. Soc. d'anat., Paris, 1840,

XV., 299.
* Smoler : Wien. med. Halle,

1861. ii., 434. Maschka : Samml.
Gutacht. Prag. med. Fak., IHm,
2F.. 224. Barth ; Bull. Soc. d'anat.,
Paris. 1853, xxviii., 103.

*

St. Geo. Hosp. Rep. ,
1877-78,

ix.. 18. V. Wundschheim : Prag.
m. Wchnschr., 1891, xvi., 605.

^ Erichsen : St. Pet. m. Ztsclir.,

1867, xii., 225. Warren: Extr. Rec.
Best. Soc. M. Inipr., 1853, i., 78.

* Peters: Bull. Soc. d'anat., Paiys,

1855, XXX., 153. Kiilin : Diss., Ber-

lin, 1838, p. 9. Katz: Di.ss., Berlin,
1872, p. 25.

'"Ewart: New Zeal. M. Jour.,
1888-89, ii.. 241.

" Gehle : Berl. kl. Wochensclir.,
1884. xxi., .337.

'^ See case cited hv Tardieu (obs,

iv.), "Emp.," 2(:'meed., 239.
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begins at once, and is the most energetic when it first comes in

contact with the tissues, treatment must be as expeditious as

possible, and although cases have occurred in which the patient

has recovered without any treatment, many have died from the

effects of relatively small doses who might have been saved by
the timely administration of antidotes. The immediate indica-

tions are two: viz., to neutralize and to dilute the acid. The
latter object is best attained by giving milk in large quantity,

which also aids in neutralizing the acid by its alkalinity. The

safest, although not the most rapidly acting, agent to fulfil the

former indication is magnesium oxid (magnesia usta) or pref-

erably precipitated magnesium hydroxid (milk of magnesia).

Soap may also be used, and acts by virtue of the alkaline base

which it contains. The carbonates and bicarbouates of sodium,

potassium, calcium (chalk), and magnesium have also been fre-

quently used and are generally recommended. Their introduc-

tion, however, into a stomach whose walls are thinned in

places by corrosion cannot be unattended with the danger that

the sudden generation of a large volume of gaseous carbon di-

oxid from the decomposition of the carbonate may cause per-

foration. Although we know of no reported case in which the

death has been directly attributed to this cause, there are some
in which perforation of the stomach would seem to have been

aided at least by the exhibition of a carbonate." It is true that

the carbonates are more prompt in their action than the dry pow-
dered magnesia, and that the latter has been found in the

vomited matters, while these still retained a strongly acid reac-

tion,^ but in Walker's case above cited the contents of the in-

testine were found to be strongly acid although magnesium car-

bonate had been given. Swallowing is frequently difficult or

impossible. When this is the case cocaine may control the pain

sufficiently to permit deglutition. The administration of emet-

ics is distinctly contraindicated. The introduction of the stom-

ach tube is always attended with great danger of perforation of

the oesophagus or stomach, and should not be attempted except
as a last resort, when swallowing is impossible, for the purpose
of introducing the antidote. If the pipe has been once safely

'Thomas: Austral. M. J., 1891, 3 F., viii., supplhft., 56. Walker-
n. s., xiii., 542. Fagerlund : Mtlily. J. M. S. , IS.'jO, x., 538.

Vierteljschr. f. ger. M., 1894,
^

Taylor : "Poisons," 3d Am. ed.,
195.
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iiitri'iliict'il till' stomach should he washed out with an almii-

dam-o ol niilU alkalizini with ina<j;m'sia until llio washings ciinic

away alkaline, (^ascs in which this luclhod of trcatnu'ut was

suci't'ssfully t\)llowc(l, even when a large (juanlity of th(> acid

had heeu taken, have heen reported hy i\lendelsohji
'

ami Ity

Hrettner.' Even when the stomach was not wound(H], deatli

has hccn caused hy the introduction of the stomacli tuhe in a

patient ha\ ing a fatty heart." The destructive effects of tlu?

corrosive are less violent when the acid has heen mixed with

food articles, or taken into a stomach containing food, than

when it is taken in its own ftirni into an em])ty stomach. The
acid is also similarly partlv neutralized and diluted when gruel,

milk, or other liquid or semi-liquid foods are given after the

corrosive has heen swallowed. Gutman ^

ohserved that a gar-

gle of salicjiic acid diminished the pain in the mouth and throat

and caused speedy cicatrization of the wounds there produced

by the acid. He also recommends its internal administration

to the same end. Narcotics are indicated to control the ])ain,

and ice in fragments for the same purpose, as well as to relieve

the intense thirst. In collapse stimulants should be given, and

the body temperature should be raised by the hot pack or b}' hot-

water bags. When death from suffocation is threatened trache-

otomy should be performed. In a case reported by Patterson^

the action of a small quantity of sulfuric acid did not extend to

the stomach, and after the relief of serious interference with res-

piration by tracheotomy the case progressed favorably. Tliose

in whom the secondary effects of the strong acids are manifested

are subjects for surgical treatment, although life may be main-

tained for a time by nutritive pancreatized enemata, or, if the

strictures be limited to the ossophagus, by daily dilatation with

the sound. The operations of gastrostom}' for relief of cardiac

or oesophageal stricture, or of resection of the pjdorus for p5doric

stricture due to the action of mineral acids or alkalies, have been

made in several cases." In three instances after the operation

' Charite Ann. (1S85-86), 1887,
« Foster : Guy's Hosp. Rep., 1859,

xii., 183. 3 s., V. 1. Weinlecliner : Ber.
2 Mefl. moderne, 1890, i., 261. . . . Rudolph Stift. Wieii, 1879, 396.

^'Bundy: N. Y. Med. Rec, 1884, Masing : St. Pet. med. Wclmschr.,
xxTi.. .504. 1885, n. F., ii., 310. Koehler :

•« Wien. med. Presse, 1878, xix., Charite Ann. (1886), 1888, xiii.. 538,
153. and Mendelsohn: ibid. (1885-86),

^Glasg. M. J., 1879, xii., 390. 1887, xii., 183. White and Lane:
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of gastrostomy the patient recovered,' and once after resection

of the pylorus.''

SULFURIC ACID.

This, the most powerful of the mineral acids, is used in

some stage of almost every manufacturing process in which

chemical methods are utilized. It is known popularly as oil of
vitriol, and the commercial article is an oily, heavy liquid,

sometimes colorless, but usually having more or less of a brown
color. Sometimes it is almost black. Its chemical formula is

H^SO^, and its molecular weight is 98. When pure it crystal-

Hzesat 10°. 5 (50°. F.) and boils at 338° (640°. 4 F.). It is

odorless. The specific gravity of the pure acid is 1.848 at 12°

(53°. 6 F.), and its mixtures with water have, according to Ure,
the following gravities:

vSpecific gravity 1.848 1.887 1.811 1.767 1.712 1.653 1.597 1.539

Per cent. H2SO4 100
'

95 90 85 80 75 70 65

Specific gravity 1.486 1.436 1.388 1.344 1.299 1.257 1.218 1.179

Per cent. H.,S04 60 55 50 45 40 35 30 25

Specific gravity 1.141 1.101 1.068 1.083

Per cent. H,S04.. . . 20 15 10 5

The commercial and C. P. (chemically pure, so-called) acids

usually have a specific gravity of 1.835 to 1.845, and contain

from !I3.5 to 98.8 per cent, of the pure acid.

When sulfuric acid is added to water it produces a hissing
sound and a marked elevation of temperature; 100° (213° F.)

is reached by mixing four volumes of the strong acid with one

of water, both ice-cold. This elevation of temperature may
serve to attract attention and thus prevent an accidental or even

homicidal administration if the dilution is made at the time.'

Sulfuric acid absorbs water with great eagerness, and if exposed
to the air rapidly increases in volume and diminishes in concen-

tration by absorption of atmospheric moisture. The action of

the acid upon organic substances, including animal tissues, is

Brit. M. J., 1891, i., 409. Duncan: ' Aigre : La France me.l., 1878,

Lancet, London, 1890, i., 797. xxv., 577. HafT : N. Orl. M. andS.
Hadden : Tr. Path. Soc. . London, Jour. , 1880, n. s., viii. , 16. Bryant:
1889-90, xli., 84. Koehler: Dent. Lancet, Lond., 1881, i., 572.
med. Wochnschr., 1890, xvi., 783. "" \. Eiselberg : Wien. med. Bl.,

Postempski : Bull. Ac. roy. med., 1889, xii., 860.

~Roma, 1889-90, xvi., 436. Brng :

» See case of Catharine Wilson, p.
Bost. M. andS. J., 1876, xcv., 481. 192.
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lar^oly duo \o ivnmval of watt r or o[ its elements fmm the sub-

stance actotl upon, whifli in sonio cases is thus carbonized.'

Sulfuric acid, in tb(» preseiu'o of water, is dcromiioMd by some
metals—such as zinc— with evolution of byiirogen and forma-

tit)n of the sulfate of the metal. At elevated lemjieratures it

is deci>m posed by certain other metals—such as coj)jH'r
—aiid l)y

carU)n and organic substances, with evolution of sulfui- dioxid,

SO,. The salts of sulfuric acid, called sulfates, are soluble in

water, with the exception of those of barium, strontium, cal-

tium (sparingly- soluble), and lead. The}^ are not soluble in al-

cohol. When mixed with charcoal and heated to redness tlio

sulfates are reduced to sulfids.

An acid, known as fiini hig or Nordhaitsen sulfuric acid,

is extensively manufactured in Bohemia for use principally as

a solvent of indigo and of alizarin. Such solutions of indigo,

used as bhieing in laundry operations, have caused a number of

deaths, suicidal and accidental, from the acid contained in them.

The Nordhauseu acid is a mixture or a combination of the ordi-

nary sulfuric acid, HjSO^, and sulfur trioxid, SO.,; and is also

known as pyi'osiilfio'ic acid, H^S^O, (=H2SO,-j-S03).
Sulfuric acid produces little alteration in the appearance of

such liquid articles of diet as contain onl}' small quantities of

solid organic materials. Substances rich in allniniinoid mate-

rials are modified by coagulation ;
and those containing sugar

or starch are darkened or blackened.

Free sulfuric acid is not normally present in any part of the

human bod}', although it has been found in the acrid secretions

of certain gasteropods, notably in that of Dolium galea.'' The
sulfates are, however, constant constituents of most of the tis-

sues and fluids of the body, being partly introduced from with-

out, but principallj' produced by oxidation of the sulfur con-

tained in the albuminoids. They are absent from the milk, bile,

and gastric juice.

Symptoms.

The symptomatology of corrosion by sulfuric acid may be

divided, if the patient survive for a sufficient time, into two pe-

' See "Post-mortem Appear-
' Gorup Besanez : "Physiolog.

ances," p. 215. Chem.," 4te Aufl., 104. Maly : Mo-
natsh. f. Chem., i., 205.
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riods : First, the effects due to the pr^imary action of the corro-

sive, more or less complicated with its action as a poison, some-

times designated as acute phenomena ;
and second, secondary

effects resulting from the local action of the acid, improperly

designated as chronic.

Primary Symptoms.—When the acid is taken by mistake

for some other liquid by a person in the possession of his facul-

ties, or when from au}' cause it is not swallowed, its effects are

limited to those parts of the lips, mouth, and pharynx with

which alone it comes into contact. Such parts are then cauter-

ized, and covered with a grayish-white coating, resembling an

application of white paint or wet parchment, which subsequently
becomes darker or brown in color. The parts attacked are the

seat of severe pain. The teeth where touched by the acid are of

a chalky whiteness and are deprived of their polish. The acid

may also in such cases, as well as in bungling attempts at ad-

ministration to a child or unconscious adult, be scattered upon
the chin, face, and breast, producing spots or blotches of a whit-

ish or gra}^ color, which subsequently become brown or even

black; and similar stains, linear in character, may be caused by
the acid flowing from the angles of the mouth. Death may oc-

cur rapidl}' in such cases from penetration of the acid into the

larynx, and conse(]uent oedemcX of the glottis or suffocation.

These cases are, however, usually light, and terminate in com-

plete recovery, except for the cicatrices which remain.

If the acid be swallowed, the act is attended or immediately
followed by intense burning pain, extending from the lips to the

epigastrium, so severe that the person usually cries out at the

time of taking the acid. Subsequently the pain extends over

the abdomen and chest, and the patient suffers excruciating

agony. The abdomen is extremely sensitive to pressure, and

later becomes distended. A few cases have, however, been re-

ported in which the pain was slight, or ceased in a short time.

A man of fiftj'-six years took by accident a dessertspoonful of

oil of vitriol, after which he walked up-stairs and went to bed;
he vomited slightly, and for the two following days seemed de-

pressed, but presented no urgent symptoms. The case was con-

sidered to be a slight one and recovery was expected, but he died

suddenly on the fourth day.
' Chowne reports the case of a man

'

Guy's Hosp. Rep., 1859, 1.34.
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of fifty-l\vi> who took ir)c.('. (
-

ss.) of the concoiitrated acid with

suiciilal iiitont. He fell as if straii^ltni, fell, and sulVcred l)urii-

in;^ |>ain in tho pit of tin* stomach. Tlic jiaiii, however, suh-

siiK'd in an hour, the ahdonion not hi-iiiuc sensitive to jjre.ssiire.

After death, wliieh oeeurred in forty hours, the stoniaeli and

duoilenuni were found to be extensively corroded, and the former

thiekened in phioes, ahhoUL;h not perforated.' Seholtz has do-

sorihed the still more exceptional instance of a woman of twenty-
nine years who took about \'i5 c.c. ( 3 ivss.) of commercial oil of

vitriol, and dii^d in twenty-four hours in colla))se. Although
there was excessive burning pain in the throat, tlie abdomen
was not distended, nor was it sensitive to pressure; yet the

autopsy showed the fundus of the stomach to be corroded, the

pylorus softened, the walls perforated in four places, and the

liver and spleen reduced to a soft paste."

The case above quoted from Guy's Hospital Reports bears

upon the medico-legal question of whether in a fatal corrosion

by a mineral acid a person is capable of any considerable

voluntary movement after taking the acid. That this question

must be answered in the affirmative is shown not only by this

case but b}' others: A man of thirty 3'ears, who died from the

effects of 5T.3 c.c. (3xvss.) of sulfuric acid of specific grav-

it}^ 1.84:2, was able to get out of bed and sit on the night stool

twenty hours after taking the acid and live hours before his

death.
^ A woman of sixty-seven years, who died in twenty-four

hours, walked some distance to the place where she was found

unconscious two hours later." A man, who died in twenty-four
hours from the effects of 22 c.c. ( 3 vi.) of the acid, called a cab

and was driven home after taking the acid. The only peculiar-

ities observed by the driver were that the man was verj' pale

and held a handkerchief to his mouth.' A man of fifty-two

years took about 00 gm. (5 iij.) of commercial sulfuric acid at

nine o'clock, after having eaten some soup; he remained in bed

until noon, when pain obliged him to call out. At one o'clock he

got up, dressed himself unaided, and was transferred to the hos-

pital, where he died five and one-half hours after taking the acid.'

'Lancet, 1847, ii., 80. ^ Scliad : Aerztl. Int. Bl., 1885,
- Aerztl. Ber. allg. k.k. Krankli., xxxii., 388, Case i.

Wien (1«91), 1893, 70. ^ Lond. M. Gaz., 1845, xxxvi.. 826.

•Walker: Mtlily. Jour. M. Sc. « Stauskv : Gaz. med. de Par.,

1850, X., 538. 1837, v., 188.
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Vomiting follows soon, without, however, bringing relief

from the pain, and continues with more or less violence through-

out the duration of the more active period of primary corrosion.

It has, however, been known to cease early, as in a case reported

by Geoghegan,' in which it ceased after three or four hours and

did not recur, the woman dying in thirty-one hours. The vom-

ited matters may be at first thick and slimy, but they are usu-

ally from the first and alwa3"s soon become dark-brown or even

black, thick, and grumous in consistence, the so-called
"
coffee-

ground vomit," whose appearance is due to blood pigment acted

upon by the acid. The vomit is strongly acid in reaction, a

quality which is of great importance in establishing a diagnosis

between corrosion by acids and that by alkalies, the symptoms
of which resemble each other in many respects. But they may
become alkaline from the administration of an excess of alkali

as an antidote. They ma}^ also be effervescent when ejected

shortly after administration of a carbonate,'^ and, if acid, they

effervesce on contact with a carbonate (chalk or a limestone soil

or fioor). The vomit contains, beside blood pigment, abun-

dance of epithelial cells and frequently patches or shreds of de-

tached mucous membrane, to which parts of the muscular coat

of the stomach or oesophagus, which may be brown or black in

color, are attached. When the acid vomit is discharged or spat-

tered upon the clothing or other textile fabrics it produces stains

similar to those caused by the acid (see Stains, below). If "li-

quid blueing
" have been taken the vomited matters and some-

times the alvine dejections are colored by the indigo. There is

severe thirst which is difficult to relieve, owing to the intense

pain caused by deglutition, which act is, indeed, frequently im-

possible, and the intense vomiting provoked by the entrance of

any substance into the stomach. There is great difficulty in

breathing, caused partly by oedema and swelling of the tongue
and throat in some cases, and by the pain caused by contraction

of the abdominal muscles in almost all. Later in the case, if the

patient survive, respiration is further interfered with by pleuro-

pneumonia, developed by the toxic action of the absorbed acid,

or in exceptional cases by perforation of the stomach and dia-

phragm and direct entrance of the acid into the pleural cavity.

' Lond. M. Gaz., 1851, xlviii., 328. ^ Walker : Mthly. Jour. M. S.,

1850, X., 538.
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The swolliiiLC «>f tlio Idii^ui' and jjjlottis alsi) oause8 more or U»s3

iiunliticatioii of tho voioo ami sonu'tinK'S cnlin' loss of spuecli.

If tloatli iUh'S not ivsult rapitlly from cLnlcma of tho glottis, it

may still oi\Mir t'arly ami suddonly from ('ollapsi> or ahock, duo

Xo perforation and acute peritonitis or extensive hemorrliago
from corrosion of- tho walls of largo vessels.

If tlu> patient escape a rapidly fatal conclusion, tho epigas-
tric pain jiersists or increases in intensity and extends over the

abdomen and into tho chest. Deglutition is more and more

painful and ditVicnlt, or continues to bo impossible, and every at-

tem})t to swallow provokes a violent fit of vomiting. There is

abundant salivation of a ropy character, sometimes tinged with

blood, and sometimes forming a brown or even black froth, dis-

charged from the mouth and nostrils. The breath is often very
foetid. There is obstinate constipation, and such evacuations as

are passed are dark brown or even black. Exceptionally there

is diarrlia?a, the stools containing altered or unaltered blood and

shreds of mucous membrane. A condition of collapse suj^er-

venes, with an almost imperceptible or thready, frequent, and

small pulse, diminished temperature, cold surface, sunken eyes,

an anxious countenance, dilated pupils, and a cold, clammy per-

spiration bathing the skin. This condition may terminate in

death within twent}'-four hours, the patient being usually un-

conscious, or sometimes having violent convulsions or a severe

attack of suffocation. In one case death was preceded by furi-

ous delirium.'

After the first day in severe cases the foregoing sj'mptoms

persist or even increase in intensity, the respiration becomes

more seriously affected, and rales are heard on auscultation.

The parts burnt by the acid become ulcerated and the tempera-
ture rises. The patient may die during this period, in from

three to eleven days, either from exhaustion or in sudden col-

lapse. When the course of the corrosion tends to recovery the

ulcerated wounds heal more or less rapidh^ and sometimes very

slowl}', leaving cicatrices, thickening, and vegetations which

are the causes of the secondary or "chronic
"
phenomena.

The condition of the urine during the course of a corrosion

by sulfuric acid indicates that, in many instances at least, the

acid acts upon the kidneys. The urine is retained from the first,

' Kast and Rumpel : "lUustr. Path. Anat.," 1893, Case i.
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and must be drawn with the catheter. It is diminished in

quantity, at first of high specific gravity, 1.035-1. 045, falling

gradually to 1.015-1.010. It is at first hyperacid. The elimi-

nation of sulfates is relatively high, if the small quantity of

urine passed be considered
;
but the absolute amount in twent}--

four hours, which affords the only true indication of the elimi-

nation, is rather below than above the normal of 2.5 to 3.5 gm.
(38.6 to 54 grains) in twenty-four hours, except upon the first

day or two. We know of no case in which the saliva, which is

abundantly discharged after the first or second day, has been

analyzed. It seems probable, however, that a part at least of

the elimination is in this secretion and by the stomach, as when

hydrochloric acid has been taken.' In a case of Letheby's, a

boy of nine years during the first four days eliminated sulfates

corresponding to 4.018, 2.592, 1.185, 0.823 gm. (02, 40, 18.3,

12.7 grains)." At a later period in cases tending to recovery
the absolute elimination of sulfates is diminished. Thus in

the case of a woman of twenty-one years who recovered, reported

by Hoppe-Seyler,^ the total amounts of H^SO, eliminated on the

sixth to ninth days were: 1.6SG5, 1.8901, 1.6209, 0.936, 1.1817

gm. (26, 29, 25, 14, 18 grains). On the fifth and sixth days
the amount in the form of sulfo-conjugate compounds was
0.2537 and 0.2583, or 5 : 1 and 6.3 : 1. As the normal elimina-

tion of sulfo-conjugate compounds is on an average 0.25 gm.,
but varies between 0.617 and 0.094, and is in proportion to sim-

ple sulfates as from 6 : 1 to 15 : 1,' it appears that the elimina-

tion of sulfo-conjugate compounds remains unaltered, while that

of the simple sulfates is diminished—a result the opposite to that

which would be expected if elimination of sulfuric acid contin-

ues to take place b}'- the urine
'

later than the first two or three

days. In the same case the urine was found to contain acetone

on the fifth to eighth daj's in progressively diminishing amount,
and during the period of inanition due to the pain incident upon
deglutition. The urine also contains excess of earth}^ phosphates,
and has also been observed to contain excess of calcium oxalate

"

and indican.' The color of the urine is sometimes yellow, more

' See p. 236. ^ See Schuchardt in Maschka's
'^

Lancet, 1847. i., 43. "Haudb. d. ger. Med.," ii., 70.

^Ztsch. f. Id. Med., 1883, vi., 478. « Smoler : Wien. med. Halle,
••Hammarsten: "Physiol. Cheni.," 1861, ii., 434.

Handel's trausl., p. 303. > Wyss : Arch. d. Hlk. , 1860, x., 184.
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fro(iuontl\ rcildisli or ivdilisli-lnowii. 'Vho urine of ;i boy of

two yt'ars wlio died in seven .md one lialt" hours after swallow-

ing,' a tjuanlity of li([ni(l hlueing was distinctly hluc' Fro-

(juently the urine contains alhuniin, sometimes in largi' amount.'

I'nt in mild I'ases, or in tho later days of tiiose which j)rogress

favorably, it is absent.' In a ease of suicide, terminating in ri;-

c«.»very, in which the acid was taken diluted with alcohol, no

urine was passed in thirtj'-six hours, when 700 c.c, free from

albumin were drawn off.* The urinary sedimetit, when albumin

is present, contains casts, hyaline, faintly granuhir or brown;
and sometimes much granular matter colored with hajmatin,'

and occasionally, though rarely, pus and blood." The condition

of the urine during a non-fatal case is well shown in one of

Mannkopf's cases,' a boy of sixteen 3'ears who was under ob-

servation for about five weeks; the quantity in twent^'-four

hours onl}' exceeded 1,000 c.c. (about 3 xxxiv.) on two days, the

twenty-eighth and tw^enty-ninth. The specific gravity was 1.038

at the outset, slowly fell to 1.015 during the first four weeks,
and then again rose to 1.027. On the first da}' there was a little

albumin, less until the end of the third week, when it became

abundant, and again gradually diminished to disappearance.
The quantit}' of casts kept pace with that of albumin. The
elimination of sulfuric acid during the first three days was 2.51,

l.Sl, 1.49 gm. In some instances there is diuresis accompanied

by constipation during convalescence.

The temperature is not similarly affected in all cases. In

one fatal case in which death occurred in twenty-four hours it

was subnormal, 36°. 2 (97°. 1 F.);* while in another, fatal in the

same period, it reached 38°. 9 (102° F.).° In one protracted case

in which death occurred in one month, the temperature on the

second day was 37°. 8 (100° F.), and fell progressively with some

oscillations to 35°. 9 (96°. 6 F.) on the day preceding death.'" In

another case, in which death occurred in thirty^-seven daj's, the
' Deslandes : Xouv. bibl. nied., ^Bamberger: Wien. nied. Halle,

1825; ea-Galtier: "Tox.," i., 206. 1864, v., 301, 309.
' Katz : Diss., Berl., 1872, p. 9. « Med. T. aad Gaz., 1857, xv., 629.
2 Smoler : Loc. cit. Hoppe-Seyler : ''Wien. med. Wchuschr., 1862,

Loc. dt. Wvss : Loc. cit. Mendel- xii., 25, Case i v.

Bohn : Charite Ann. (1885-86) , 1887,
« Scholtz : Aerztl. Ber. allg. k. k.

xii.. 183, Case ii. Krankenh.. Wien (1891), 1893, 70.
» Gottschalk : Diss., Berl., 1869,

» Katz : Diss., Berl., 1872, Case

p. 22. iv., p. 21.
•0 Graeffner : Diss. , Breslau, 1875.
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temperature on admission was 36°. 5 (97°. 7 F.), rose the next

day to 37°. 5 (99". 5 F.), and oscillated during the entire time be-

tween 37° (98°. 6 F.) and 40°. 5 (104°. 9 F.), reaching the maxi-

mum shortly before death." In a severe case referred to by

Gruhn," during the fourteen days in which the patient was un-

der observation, the temperature varied but slightly from the

normal, the extremes having been 36°. 8 (98°. 2 F.) and 38°

(100°. 5 F.).

One of the five instances in which sulfuric acid has been in-

jected into the rectum is quoted by Schuchardt, who comments

that but little of the acid could have been actually injected, as

both patients, mother and child, to whom it was given by mis-

take, recovered in a few days." Hofmann's two cases are

merely mentioned in a note, without any particulars." In the

two remaining cases there was immediate, intense pain, caus-

ing the person to cry out loudly. A physician gave sulfuric acid

in an enema in mistake for linseed oil; the administration was

made at 11 p.m., the patient passed the night in great agony,

and in the morning a part of the corroded intestine was found

to have been discharged, and the bed clothing to have been burnt

by the discharges.^ The other case was one in which a woman
murdered her husband by injecting the acid in place of a medic-

inal enema. The man, who was on his knees, withdrew, and

his hack and buttocks and the bed clothing were extensively

burnt by the acid. He died in one hour from acute peritonitis,

the acid having perforated the gut and entered the peritoneal

cavity.^

In the one case in which sulfuric acid was injected into the

vagina, a woman, the mother of four children, sought to abort

her fifth pregnancy by injecting half a litre of the acid. There

were severe pain and inflammation of the parts, followed by a

bloody, purulent discharge and subsequent cicatrization, which

so constricted the passage that delivery was impossible. A
dead child was removed by Ccesarean section and the woman

'Gruhn: Diss., Berl., 1870, Case ^ "Lehrb. d. ger. M.," 1891, 5te

iii., p. 19. Aufl., 648.
^ Loc. cit., Case iv., p. 28. ^ Jour. d. chim. med., etc., 1835,
^
Scluichardt, in Maschka's 2 s., i., 425.

"Handb. d. ger. Med.," ii., 67; ex «Leconte: These, Strasb., 1855,
Dentsch. Preuss. Med. Ver. Ztg., p. 37.

1«48, No. 13.

IV.—14
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iliinl jilso. The vaginal canal was found to ]i(> coinpU tcly oc-

t'liuled, and tlio os utori also closed by aiilicsion to the vaginal
wall.'

Secondary Syniptoins. When tlir violent jn iinaryoffoota

of the aeiil are withstood, tiie coiioded parts slowly undergo re-

pair, and th(> patient may he disehargcul in a few' daj's or weeks

as cured. Tlie internal hm-ns have, however, been so seven; that

from destrui'tion of the gastric miuvjus membrane with its se-

creting gUuuls, from the thickening and contraction due to cica-

trization, from continuation of ulcerative processes, and even

from persistence of eflPects upon remote organs, the individual

subsequent!}' becomes a subject for medical or surgical treatment,

and usuall}' tinall}' succumbs to the remote eflt'ects of the corro-

sive.

The condition usuall}' met with is one of starvation and in-

anition, caused parth' b}' absence of the normal gastric secre-

tion, and partly by strictures of the oesophagus or stenosis of the

openings of the stomach, which mechanically prevent the pas-

sage of the food or chj'me. In cases in w^hich the vomit in the

secondarj' stage has been analyzed, it has been found to contain

no hydrochloric acid," and lactic acid is onlj^ present when food

has been introduced into the stomach.' Mendelsohn's Case II.

recovered, however, under prolonged treatment, the quantity of

acid taken having been 7 c.c. (about 3 ij.), and hydrochloric

acid, absent from the stomach during the previous history of the

case, began to make its appearance about four months after tlio

first attack, and increased in amount thereafter. Strictures of

the oesophagus are frequently recognized during life and ob-

served at the autopsj^; and Maurel-Lavallee has reported the

case of a woman, living two years after the primary attack, who
was still throwing out shreds of necrosed tissue from the })har-

ynx, oesophagus, and stomach, while her oesophagus was con-

tracted in three places.* In the stomach sometimes the cardiac

orifice and sometimes the pyloric is almost closed by cicatricial

thickening. Instances are also reported in which death has been

' Lombard Jour. d. chim. med., (1885-86), 1887, xii., 183, Cases ii.,

etc., 1881, vii., 312. vii.
- Kast u. Rumpel: "111. path.

-^ Meadelsohn : Loc. cit.. Case ii.

Anat.," 1893, Case ii. Mfising: St. * Macsiere : These, No. 94, Paris,
Pet. med. Wchnschr.. 1S8.^, n. F., 1865.

ii., 310. Mendelsohn : Charite Ann.
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caused after long intervals by ulceration and perforation. A
man, six months after an attempt at suicide by sulfuric acid, was

attacked suddenly with hsematemesis, and died in a short time.

At the autopsy an artery capable of admitting a crow's quill

was found to have been perforated, and the stomach was full of

black, coagulated blood.' In another instance a woman died,

eleven months after the primary attack, of peritonitis caused by
a perforation of the intestine at the junction of the Ccecum and

ascending colon.' That death may occur suddenly is shown by
s, case reported by Lesser,' of a woman of thirty-five j'ears who
fell dead while at the wash-tub. During the morning her ap-

pearance and actions had not differed from those of the week

preceding. At the autopsy a circular gastric ulcer and total

peritonitis were found to exist.

Among the remote effects which have been observed in the

course of the secondary action are : Intercostal neuralgia, noted

in one case by Mannkopf ;

*

eruption of red ]>lotches on the skin

of the forearm, also once observed on the twentieth day ;^ and

frequently coughing, expectoration, pains in the chest, dyspnoea,
and modifications of the normal respiratory sounds and reso-

nance, which are, however, more commonly met with as symp-
toms of protracted primary action.

Diagnosis.

The diagnosis of corrosion by a mineral acid is usually

plain from the character of the violent symjDtoms, from the

history of the attack, and from the appearance of the stains upon
the skin, lips, and clothing, if such exist. The only question
which remains to be determined is whether the corrosive taken

was a mineral acid or a mineral alkali. The settlement of this

point only requires a testing with litmus of the matters first

vomited or any remains of the liquid taken as to its reaction,

which will be strongly acid in the one case and strongly alkaline

in the other. It is not necessarj' to distinguish between free

acids and acid salts for the purposes of treatment in most cases,

'

Charcellay : Bull. soc. d'anat.,
- "Atl. d. ger. M.." i., 16.

Paris, 1836, xi., 171. > Wipu. med. Wochenschr., 162,
•' Peters: Bull. soc. d'anat., Paris, xii., 2.5, C^ase ii.

1855, XXX., 153. ^Galtier: "Tox.," i., 176.
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but if it 1)0 dt'sii'.ililt' to <io so, ji.ipcr clLirucd witli Congo-red or

bonzti-purpuriii may ln" ii--('d tor tlic ]iiii-[ios('.

It is of no I'linical si^nilicaiice \vlu'llnr the acid is sulfuric,

nitric, or hydrochU)ric, us the troatniout is the same for tlie threo

acids. Hut the (luestion in sometimes one of forensic impor-

tance, and may be subsetjueTitly solved by an examination of

the vomited matters by tiie method to bo described below.

PliOCiNOSlS.

The prognosis depends upon the amount of the acid taken

and upon Avhether it has reached the a'soi)hagus or stomach or

not. If the quantity taken have been small, or if it have b(>en

expectorated and none swallowed, recovery is assured after tlie

danger of death by sutTocation has passed, although more or less

deformity from cicatrization may remain. But if the acid have

been swallowed the prognosis is unfavorable. Of the 303 cases

referred to on page 189, including those in which the acid was
not swallowed, and light as well as severe cases, the mortality

was 68.3 percent., of which 10.5 percent, died in less than three

hours, 44.4 per cent, in the first twenty-four hours, GG.9 per

cent, within a week, 80.6 per cent, within a month, and 19,4

per cent, in periods longer than one month.

Even when the primary effects have been recovered from, if

the acid have penetrated beyond the mouth, the prognosis must

be guarded, as there can be no certainty that strictures will not

be developed in the stomach or oesophagus. In any event com-

plete recovery is most exceptional, as the destruction of gastric

mucous membrane will entail malnutrition, even if the cicatri-

zation be not sufficient to produce dangerous stricture. For the

same reason the ultimate benefit of surgical interference for the

relief of closure of the orifices of the stomach is highly proble-

matic (see page 200).

External Application—Vitriol Throwing.

Accidental burns of the skin of the face, hands, and even of

parts usually covered by clothing, have occurred in chemical

laboratories and in manufacturing establishments in which the

acid is used
;
but it is chiefly in connection with the crime of

vitriol th voicing that this branch of the subject is of forensic
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interest. According to Christison,' this crime originated in

Glasgow during the quarrels in 1830 between masters and

workmen regarding the rate of wages, and became at last so fre-

quent that it was made a capital ott'ence by a special enactment.

Vitriol throwing was not unknown in Germany at about the

same time, as Bopp" relates the case of a woman who, in 1825,

attacked another woman and her child with vitriol, and was

convicted of attempt at murder in 1828. The offence is usually

prompted by jealousy, and is one of quite frequent occurrence

in the United States. The liquid, which is generally thrown

into the face of the victim from a bottle, but sometimes in mere

malice upon the clothing only, is in most cases sulfuric acid.

Exceptionally nitric or hydrochloric acid has been used.^

Christison* has recorded the case of Mr. Campbell, upon
whom a large quantity of acid was thrown. The local effects

were severe, involving the loss of one eye, and he died in twelve

days, apparently from pleurisy. Another fatal case is reported

by Zwicke." The man upon whom the acid was thrown sank

down immediately, overwhelmed with pain. At the hospital he

vomited greenish masses, complained of pain in his chest, but

not in the stomach. The skin of the face was covered with

whitish eschars from the forehead to the throat; the cutis of the

left ear was reduced to a slimy pulp ;
the mucous membrane of

the nose and lips was corroded ;
both cornese were opaque ;

and

there were corroded spots on the tongue and the ulnar side of the

forearm. Pulse 110, respiration normal. Small rales in the

lungs. The urine formed a brick-dust deposit and contained a

large quantity of albumin. The next day he complained of ap-

noea; the respiration 20; the voice hoarse; and the tongue cede-

matous. Temperature 37°. 2 (90° F.), pulse 108. At 10 p.m. he

was very uneasy. Respiration 28; pulse 140, small. The respi-

ration was very labored, with tracheal rales, but no cyanosis.

The collapse increased, and he died in forty-eight hours after

the injury. The autopsy showed the existence of chronic ca-

tarrhal enteritis, parenchymatous nephritis, multiple fibrinous

pneumonia, multiple pleuritis, myocarditis, and partial corro-

sion of the posterior wall of the larynx and trachea, besides the

'

"Poisons," Am. ed., 123. ^ Edinb. M. and S. Jour.. 1839,

^Ztschr. f. Staatsarznk., 1836, 33 xxxi., 230.

Erghft.. 256. ^ Charite Ann., 1883, ix., 367.
'' See Stains, p. 327.
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oxtonial iiijiirii^s. Still another t'.ilal case, in which the acid

had not. only attack«'(l tiH> face, l)ui had also been swallowed and

rt^sjnivd, is reported l»y Linian.' In IS'.M the secretary ol' the

1 Danish Legation in London iliod the next day after snh'uiic acid

hail l)een thrown in his face by an unknown man to facilitate

robbery. In most instances, althongh the local injuries are se-

vere, and may involve ilie loss of one or both eyes and serious

distiy;urenient, the victim recovers.

As the action of sulfuric acid uiion the skin is not absolutely

instantaneous, its effects are greatly mitigated if the parts bo

immediately washed with a large (juantity of water or a weak
alkaline solution, as of sodium bicarbonate.

It is sometimes necessary to determine whether an external

burn was caused b}' fire or by sulfuric acid. Thus in a case in-

vestigated by ]\Iaschka,^ a man's assertion that the injuries

upon a child were not produced bj" acid but by fire, was verified.

For the points of distinction, see Vol. 1., j). ('41,' and below

under "Examination of Stains," p. '^Z2'^.*

PosT-MoRTEM Appearances.

The appearances observed at the autopsy after death from

sulfuric acid will differ markedly, according as the death was
caused by the primarj^ or by the secondary action of the acid.

Primary.—After death from the primary action of any of

the mineral acids, it is difficult to estimate what portion of the

changes observed were produced during life, and how far they
resulted from the continued action of the corrosive after death.

Thus in the case of a person found dead, in which there is no

history of sj'mptoms observed during life, and in which an un-

known interval has elapsed betweeii the death and the autopsy,
extensive destruction of tissue may have been in great part the

result of post-mortem action.^ Usuall}', however, the nature of

'

Casper-Liman : "Handb. d. ger. Taylor the acid used was nitric, ijot

Med.," 8te Aufl., ii., 469. Other sulfuric.

cases are reported by Orfila : "Tox.," 'See also Schuchardt in Masch-
oemeed., i.. 156. Leconte : These, ka's"Handl). d. ger. I\Ied.,'' ii., 77,

Strasb., 1855, p. .3. Letheby : Med. and the experiments of .Samuel:
Times. Lond.. 1850, n. s., i., 58. Arch. f. path. Anat., etc., 1870, Ii.,

• Gutacht. Prag. med. Fak., 185 3, 41.

i.. 121. 'For a case in illustration see

-In the case there quoted from null: Lond. Med. Gaz., 1850, xlv. ,

1102.
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the symptoms will throw sufficient light upon the question,

whether perforation, etc., were ante-mortem or post-mortem.
Putrefaction is frequently delayed, possibly bj^ reason of the

diminished alkalinity.' The skin, if the acid have touched it,

is marked with brownish, rust-colored, or black-brown stains,

most frequently seen running linearly from the angles of the

mouth and on the chin. At these points the epidermis is want-

ing, and the derma is parchmentized, the cells of the rete Mal-

pighii have a brown-red color, and in the corium there are trans-

udations from the blood-vessels, causing a diffuse dirty-reddish

color. In the lips, mouth, and tongue the appearances noted

during life are observed. The lips may be black; the tongue is

sometimes softened, and has the appearance of having been

boiled. The mucous membrane of the pharynx and tongue are

in some cases gray in color. The oesophagus is corrugated, has

a worm-eaten appearance, is more or less extensively deprived
of mucous membrane, and dark-gray or even black in color.

Where it still exists, the mucous membrane is easily detached

in shreds. Contraction of the oesophagus has also been ob-

served. Thus in a case of death in twenty-four hours there

was extreme narrowing of the oesophagus, whose walls were

greatly thickened and deprived of mucous membrane.^
The stomach presents the most characteristic lesions. If

the organ be entire its external surface appears injected, blue-

black, gray, or violet, in places where it feels to the touch

thinned and filled with li(juid. The contents consist of a brown,

highly acid liquid, having the appearance of coffee containing
a considerable amount of grounds; or are even black. The
mucous surface is pretty evenly brown-black or black in color,

very much thinned in places, sometimes to the verge of perfo-

ration, and frequently spotted here and there with islands of less

altered or unaltered patches.^ The black appearance of the

stomach and other parts has been considered as produced by a

carbonizing action of sulfuric acid similar to that which it ex-

erts upon wood, sugar, etc. But Lesser has shown that it is

'See Casper-Limau : "Handl). d. the primary effects of sulfuric acid
ger. Med.," 8te Aufl. , p. 472, Case will be found in Kast and Rumpell :

193. "Illustr. path. Anat.," 1893. F. , i.,
'-' Viichow: Charite Ann., 1879, and in Lesser. "Atl. d. ger. Med.,"

iv., 788. 1883, Taf. iii. ; iv., Figs. 1, 3; xv..
^ Good colored plates of post-nior- Figs. 1, 4, 5.

tern appearances after death from
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duo t«) (liH'oinposititm of h.i'inojjjldliiii, with formation of lia'ina-

tin.' Tho jnlorus i.s fit'tnu'iitly lliicliciu'd aiul jiarcliiMciil-like,

ami sonictimi's lias a .sluoddi'd apiK'araiici'. Tarlially lioaloil

uU'oratious are soinotiinos uu't with. In an early case in which
di'ath oecuneil in live liDurs, Desterne' found the stomach exte-

ri«)rly of a brilliant black color and red in spots. The mucous
membrane was converted into a thick layer, split in all directions,

dry, and of a brick-red color in places, whicli contrasted strangely
with the brilliant black of the remainder. In about one-third

t)f the cases the stomach is found i)erforate(l. l>ui, uidess the

autopsy is made very early, it is not ])ossible to determine from
the aj)pearances to what extent the acid has continued to act

after death. Perforation from ulceration, which may occur

when the duration of primary action is sufficiently prolonged, is,

of course, produced during life. The disorganization of the

stomach in severe and rapidly fatal cases may even extend to

destruction of large areas. Thus in the case of a woman of

twenty-three 3'ears who died in three hours in a comatose and

collap.sed condition, the autopsy, made twenty hours after death,

showed the great curvature of the stomach to have been com-

pletel}' dissolved, and a dark, grumous licpud discharged ujjon

the intestines and omentum. '

The acid which escapes from the perforated stomach has in

several cases produced disorganization of the surrounding })arts.

In a case reported bj' Otto,' of six hours' duration, the stomach

was found extensively disorganized, the posterior part of the

spleen black and corroded, the left lobe of the liver black-brown,
the duodenum externally and internally gra3'-black and corroded,

the left kidney greenish-black and deeply corroded in lines, and

the mesenter}' and left side of the peritoneum to the pelvis blue-

black. Scholz' has reported the case of a woman of twenty-nine

3'ears who died in twenty-four hours after taking 125 c.c. (about

3 ivss.) of the undiluted acid, and the autops3' was made twelve

hours after death. The stomach, wiiich was blackened and

softened, was perforated in four places, the adjoining perito-

' Arc}i. f. path. Anat, etc., 1881,
" "Memorabil.," Heilbronn, 1870,

Ixxxiii., 198. xv., 295.
^ Bull. soc. d'anat.

, Paris, 1848,
* Aerztl. Ber. allg. k. Krankenh.,

xxiii., 223. Wien (1891), 1893, 70.

"Sesvell: Canada M. Jour., 1852-

53, i., 131.
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neum was softened, and the omentum in places glued to the ab-

dominal wall by fibrinous exudation. Between the abdominal

wall, the liver, and lesser omentum was a sero-purulent liquid

containing gas ;
and the liver and spleen were a soft pulp. Or

the diaphragm may even be perforated. In an early case re-

ported by Willudovius,' the suicide died in two hours. The

stomach, in spite of the most careful handling, tore into pieces,

and its coats could not be distinguished ; only a few tatters of

the omentum remained; the diaphragm was soft and corroded

in places ;
the lungs were adherent to the pleurae, and their exte-

rior brown and leathery to the depth of two lines. In another

instance, reported by Moore,^ in which death occurred in an

hour and a half, the CBSophagus and diaphragm were both in-

volved
;
the oesophagus was saturated with the acid, which had

soaked through and saturated the pericardium and back part of

the heart. At the base of the lung one-eighth of the lung tissue

was hardened. The acid may also attack the blood in the ves-

sels, which it coagulates, hardens, and blackens, producing an

appearance of black arborescence in the smaller vessels, and the

formation of hard black casts, like sticks of licorice, in the

larger vessels.^ The cavities of the heart have also been found

distended with dark clots, which were acid in reaction, the post-

mortem having been made thirteen hours after death.
^

In most instances the changes do not extend beyond the

stomach, but congestion, ecch3'moses, swelling, and oedema of

the mucous membrane of the duodenum and upper small intes-

tine, and ulcerations of the upper and lower small intestine, as

far as the ileo-csecal valve, are frequently observed. Indeed, in

some cases the duodenum has been blackened and corroded in

the same manner as the stomach,^ while in other instances the

corrosion of the duodenum has advanced to perforation." In

one case intestinal stricture was observed. Death had followed

the swallowing of the acid in two hours. The mucous coat of

'Jour, d.prakt. Heilk., 119, xlix., Arch. f. path. Anat., etc., 1861,
3 St., 56. xxii., 237, Case i.

' Brit. M. Jour., 1879, i., 430. ^ Corfe : M. Times and Gaz., 1848.
' Haldane : Edinb. M. Jour., 1862, xvii., 258. Leyden and Munk : Loc.

vii., 739. Stausky: Bull. soc. cit.. Case ii.

d'anat., Paris, 1836, xi., 298. Gri- « Thomas : M. Times and Gaz.,
zolle: Ibid., 1835, x., 182. Moore: 1873. ii., 92. Walker: Mtlily. Jour.
Tr. Path. Soc, Lond., 1879. XXX., 297. M. Sc, 1850, x., .538. Ma^chka :

MValker: Mthly. Jour. M. Sc, Vierteljschr. f. ger. Med., 1881, n.

1850, x., ,538. Leyden and Munk: F. , xxxiv., 197.
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the small iiitosfino was nuicli shrivollod, tlio valvula* coiinivcMites

stamlini;- out lik(> thick cords, so as to ontircly ohiitcrah* llio

canal.'

The larynx ami ti-aclioa ai'c the scat of serious lesions if tho

aciil have jiassod the cjiiyjlottis. In Walker's case, above men-

tioned, the larynx and tracliea, towitiiin an inch of the bifurca-

tion, were swollen and coni^ested, of a i-oileo color, and dcpiivod
of mucous membrane. The epit^lottis was bleached and ^hriink-

en to half its natural size. In a woman ^\llo died in thirty

hours, the larynx and trachea contained a j^ray, rather abundant

litiuid, and a gray adherent membrane which extended into tlio,

larger bronchi. The smaller bronchi contained nnich thick,

opaque, light-greenish secretion.'' A woman was found dead in

her chair, the face black, with a bottle of sulfuric acid in her

hand. She had probabl}' been dead about two hours. The acid

had not reached the stomach, but had corroded the epiglottis.

The rings of the trachea were quite dissected out and the lungs
charred. The acid had escaped into the pleura, had dissolved a

part of the ribs on the right side, and had formed a crust of cal-

cium sulfate on the lungs. The thoracic vessels contained a

solid magma of decomposed blood, looking like dried blacking.'

In one case the corrosive action of the acid had established com-

munication between the oesophagus and the left bronchus.^

Among the remote effects are evidences of pleuro-pneumonia,

emphysema, and hypersemia in the lungs, of parenchymatous

nephritis in the kidneys, and of fatty degeneration in the liver."

Secondary.—The usual post-mortem appearances after

death from the secondary action of sulfuric acid are in marked

contrast with those found when death has been due to its pri-

mary' effects. The}' more closely resemble those found when the

fatal result has followed the secondar}^ action of the other corro-

sives. The body is greatl}' emaciated. The subcutaneous pan-
niculus is almost free from fat, which has also in great part dis-

' Willndovius : IjOC cit. Fernbaclier : "Ein Fall von Schwe-
2Katz: Diss.. Berl., 1872, p. 29. felsaure- Vergiftuug," Diss., Miin-
"
Letheby : M. Times and Gaz. , chen, 1890. Bamberger: Wien.

1850. n. s., i.. 58, Case iii. med. Halle, 1864, v., 301, 309. L6-
*
Nagel : Ungar. Ztschr., 1851, wer : Ber. kl. Wchnschr., 18G4. i.,

i., 48. 385. Lesser: "Atl. d. ger. Med.,"
'For microscopic appearances PI. xv. , Figs. 7, 8; PI. xvi.. Fig.

after death from primary and sec- 6. Fraenkel n. Reiche : Arch. f.

ondary action of sulfuric acid see path. Anat. ,etc. , 1893, cxxxi., 130.
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appeared from or suffered myxomatous degeneration in internal

parts where it is usually present even in very thin subjects, as

in the omentum and about the kidneys. The eyes appear sunken

from removal of fat from the orbit. This emaciated condition

has also been observed in cases of as comparatively short dura-

tion as five days.' If the local action of the acid upon the skin,

particularly at the angles of the mouth, lips, tongue, and buccal

and pharyngeal mucous membrane have been severe, the points

of its action ma}' be marked by eschars, or by whitish, hardened,

contracted cicatrices. But if the acid have not come in contact

with any one of the parts mentioned, or even if it have there oc-

casioned less severe injuries, no changes in the skin, lips, moutJ],

or tongue may be observed, even in cases of comparativeh' rapid
course." The oesophagus is more or less extensively ulcerated,

cicatrized, deprived of mucous membrane, contracted, and its

walls thickened. In a man who died in three months from the

effects of a mouthful of the acid the mucous membrane of the

oesophagus, with the exception of the upper six centimetres,

was one diffuse ulcer, increasing in depth toward the cardia,

with two small necrotic spots in the upper part. The oesoj)ha-

gus was not contracted, but somewhat dilated throughotit its

length.' The strictures of the oesophagus are sometimes single

and located at the lower part, but more frequently multiple, and

sometimes alternated with dilatations.
' The color of the oesoph-

ageal mucous membrane is gray, dark gra}-. or red-brown, but

has been found blackened in places in a case of three months'

duration.^ The cicatrized appearances due to the action of the

corrosive may also be accompanied by more recent lesions, linear

ecchymoses, or hemorrhages, caused by the too forcible intro-

duction of the sound in attempts at dilatation." The oesophagus
has also been found perforated by late ulceration in a child which
died in forty-five days.' The stomach is contracted, its walls

thickened, its mucous membrane either wanting and replaced

by more or less extensive cicatrices, or the seat of catarrhal in-

'

Legg and Ormerod : St. Barth. * Wyss : Arcli. d. Heilk., 1S09, x.,

Hosp. Rep.. 1876, xii., 261. 184. Katz : Diss., Berl., 18T2 p. 28.
^

Casper-Lillian : "Handb. d. ger.
^ Niemann : Loc. cit.

Med.," 8te Aiifl., ii., 472. Case 193. «Lesser: "Atl. d. ger. Med.," i.,

Niemann: Ztsch. f. Staatsarznk. ,
30.

1802. Ixxxiii.. 179. ' Husson : Bull. soc. d'anat.,
^ Knst and Rumpell :

"
Ilhistr. Paris, 1836, xi., 103.

Pnth. Anat.," Lond., 1893. F. ii.
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Haiiiiuiitioii. and of a yt'llow-lmfT color.' Very frcfiuently

thirkoniuj;; at the jiylonis causes more or less eoiDplete stenosis.

'riit'stoiiKU'li has also l>een found attached to tlic liver, jiancrcas,

omentum, or abdominal wall by old adhesions." The duodenum
anil upper small intestine present changes similar to those ob-

served iu the stoniaih.

Analytical.

The materials to be analyzed may be either the viscera or

vomit of the victim ; the remains of articles of food or other ma-
terial supposed to have been the vehicle of administration; or

stains upon the clothing or elsewhere.

The Contents of the Stomach or Vomit.—These are usu-

ally strongly acid in reaction
;
but neither does a verj' distinct

acid reaction indicate conclusively the presence of abnormal free

mineral acid, nor does its absence prove that none has been pres-

ent. Not onl}' is the reaction of the stomach contents normally
acid during life, from the presence of free hydrochloric or lactic

acid, or both, but verj' soon after death the alkaline reaction, ex-

isting in all parts of the bodj' other than the stomach and urine

during life, rapidly gives ])lace to an acid reaction, caused b}^

the formation of volatile fattj^ acids, lactic acid, and, exception-

ally, oxybut3'ric acid, as products of post-mortem decomposition.
As these acids are organic, and as the contents of the stomach

ma}' normally contain the salts of hydrochloric, sulfuric, and

even nitric acid, the first point necessary in the analysis, after

suitable extraction, is the proof of the presence of a free min-
eral acid.

The existence of an alkaline reaction, or the absence of acid-

ity, while it is not evidence that corrosion by a mineral acid

has not occurred,^ indicates the impossibility of direct chemical

evidence of the presence of a free acid, and limits the value of

the analysis to such confirmatory proof as is afforded by the

presence of an undue quantit}^ of the salts of the acid, or an un-

' For good colored plates see: 310. Graeffner : Diss., Breslau,
Lesser: "Atl. d. ger. Med.." PI. v., 187o, p. 15. Wyss : Loe. cit.

Fig. 2. Kast and Rumpell : "111. 'For cases in illustration see

Path. Anat. ,"F. ii. Maschka : Gutacht. Prag. nied.

-Ackermann : Deut. m. Wochen- Fak., 1867, 3 F., 284. Buchner :

srhrift.lS94, xx., 83'.. Masing : St. Friedreich's Bl. f. ger. Med., 1886.

Pet. ra. Wchnschr., 1885, n. F., ii., xxxvii., 9.
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usual form of its combination. Such a condition may arise

from one of two causes: 1. The administration of antidotes in

excess, in which event the stomach contents or vomit will be

found to contain a quantity of the combined acid much in excess

of that which can be normally present, particularly if the acid

be nitric or sulfuric, accompanied or not by an excess of the ba-

sic substance (magnesium oxid, etc.) which was given as an an-

tidote. 2. In many cases the corrosive is so completely expelled

by vomiting, even within a few hours, that none remains. In

Schauenburg's case,' in which the child died in about five hours,

during which there was violent and copious vomiting, the analy-

sis failed to give satisfactory evidence of the presence of the

acid.* Moreover, the acid acts chemically upon the tissues, be-

ing itself thereby modified by combination and dilation, and the

products so formed are rapidly absorbed and as rapidly elimi-

nated. It goes without saying that none of the acid can be

found in the cadavers of those who have died from its secondar}^

effects. Indeed, failures to detect the free acid in the stomach

contents after death constitute the rule rather than the exception,

and Buchner's statement that
"
the chemical detection of a poi-

soning by nitric or sulfuric acid is as a rule impossible
" '

is quite
true. Nevertheless an analysis, including a quantitative deter-

mination of sulfates, as well as of free sulfuric acid, should never

be omitted if death have occurred within forty-eight hours after

the acid was taken, and the history and, post-mortem appearances

(which are generally clearly defined) point to the probability of

sulfuric acid corrosion, as both free acid and excess of sulfates

have been repeatedly detected, not only in the vomit but in the

stomach contents, after death. On the other hand, in the absence

of such indications pointing to the presence of a corrosive, it is

inadvisable to jeopardize the detection of true poisons by a

search for the corrosives. In one instance, 0.031 gm. of free

sulfuric acid was found in 40 gm. (about half a grain in one

and a half ounces) of the stomach, oesophagus, and intestine of

a child thirteen days old, that had died in twenty-four hours

'

Vierteljsclir. f. ger. Med., 1872, mistaken idea that "free sulfuric
n. F., xvi., 54. acid can occur in the stomach con-

* The aualj'st in this case, how- tents of normal cadavers," loc. cit.,

ever, seems to have detected traces p. 60.
of the acid, but to have been un- ^ >^Vues Repert. f. Pharm., 1866,

willing to recognize them under the xv., 241.
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after its niclhri- li.ul
]ii'iir(«il the .'icid down its iliroat.' Tf,

llDWovtM-. the vii'tim survive inore tliaii .1 tew iiours (i'iL;lil to

ton), tlie proliaWilitios of detoctioii of thu free arid are (jiiite re-

mote; although an excess of sulfates may still he found, as in

anotlu'r ease, in Casixn'-Linian,' also of t\V( iity-four houis'

duration, in which no i^videni'e of free acid was ol)laiii(>d from

the stomach and (.eso]ihagus, which, however, .yielded 0.0257

gm. (0.412') "gran") of the acid in cdmhinalion. As several

sulfates (such as those of sodium, magnesinni, (|iiiniii, morjihin,

etc.) are in common use as niedicinos, and as man}' articles of

food and nearly all natural waters contain notable quantities of

the sulfates of stulium, jiotassium, calcium, and magnesium,
the detection of the acid in the stomach or vomit, in any form

other than uncombined, can only be considered as C(nifirmatory

evidence, the weight of which will var}' with the circumstances

of the case. If, for instance, a large quantity of magnesium
sulfate, accompanied bj' excess of magnesium oxid orhj'droxid,
be found in the vomit discharged from the stomach of a person
to whom magnesium oxid had been administered, the infer-

ence that the magnesium sulfate was produced in the stomach

contents by neutralization of the acid by the base would be

strong in the absence of positive evidence of the administration

medicinall}' of a mixture of magnesium sulfate and oxid, a com-

bination which, although sometimes used, is exceptional.
To extract mineral acjds from organic mixtures, stomach con-

tents, vomit, etc., these are treated with absolute alcohol in such

quantity that the material is in contact with alcohol of at least

seventy-live per cent. The mixture is warmed to 50°-n0° (122°

-140° F.) for about ten hours, filtered, and the unsoluble residue

washed with strong alcohol so long as the washings have an

acid reaction. The filtrate and w^ashings are received in a

gauged flask, made up to a known volume, thoroughly mixed,
and aliquot portions taken for qualitative and quantitative ex-

amination. In a portion the presence or absence of free mineral

acid is determined
;
another part is neutralized exactly with pure

caustic potash in alcoholic solution, evaporated to dryness, and
the residue examined qualitativel}" to determine the nature of

the acid. The material left undissolved bv alcohol is to be ex-

'

Casper-Liman :

" Handb. d. ger.
'' Loc. cit.

, p. 40").

Med.,'" SteAufl., 468.
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tracted in like manner with water, and the aqueous extract ex-

amined as to the presence and quantity of soluble salts of such

acid as may have been found. Finally, the material left undis-

solved by alcohol and water is treated with excess of pure di-

sodic carbonate, dried, fused, and the residual mass extracted

with water or dilute hydrochloric or nitric acid. In this solu-

tion the bases and acids present in insoluble combination are

identified and determined quantitatively.'

The presence of a free mineral acid is indicated by the fol-

lowing reactions:

1. A few drops of an alcoholic solution of methyl violet

(1 : 100) colors the liquid blue.

2. An aqueous solution of Congo i-ed forms a blue color or a

blue precipitate. With acetic acid the color is violet.

3. A few drops of the liquid added to three or four drops of

an alcoholic solution of tropceolin 00 (1:1,000) and warmed,

produce a violet color.

4. Add to solution of ferric acetate (Liq. ferri acetatis, U. S.

P.), diluted with water until it has only a faint yellow color, a

few drops of a solution of potassium thiocyanate. The solution

remains yellow, but on addition of a trace of a free mineral acid

is colored blood red.

5. Add to a similarly diluted solution of ferric acetate a little

potassium iodid solution and some starch paste. The blue

starch-iodin reaction appears on the addition of a trace of free

mineral acid.

6. A test paper, made by dipping ash-free filter paper into a

freshly prepared solution of 1 gm. phloroglucin and 2 gm. of

vanillin in 30 gm. of alcohol, assumes a red color or a red bor-

der to the carbonized portion, when dipped into a liquid contain-

ing free mineral acid and heated in a small capsule.

Free sulfuric acid is distinguished from sulfates by the

following tests :

1. Add a few crystals of granulated cane sugar, and evapo-

rate to near dryness; the residue becomes blackened by free

sulfuric acid as it approaches dryness.

2. Concentrate the liquid, add some strips of metallic copper,

and heat. In the presence of free sulfuric acid the odor of sul-

fur dioxid (burning sulfur matches) is produced. If the con-

' See also pp. 243, 353.
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ccntratod liiiuiil aiui cDpiu'i- he liratoil togt'tlicr in a small tlask,

Httod with a cork throiij^ii whit-h passes a tube twice bunt at

rijjcht angles, whoso freo end (lii)8 into a small (luantit y of water

in a tt\st IuIh', the water will contain snlfurous acid, recogniza-

ble by its odor; or by addition of a crystal of iodic acid and agi-

tiition with chloroft)rni, when tlio atjueous li(j[nid becomes yel-

low and the cliKiroform violet.

3. A crystal of veratrin, moistened with concentrated snl-

furic acid, is colored slowl}' yellow, and after a time dissolves,

forming a crimson licjuid. The color is not produced by the di-

lute acid.

4. By the quantitative method given below.

Test for free sulfuric acid or soluble sulfates. Solu-

tion of barium chlorid (or nitrate) produces in solutions of sul-

furic acid or of sulfates, acidulated with hydrochloric or nitric

acid, a white precipitate of barium sulfate. Nitric acid and
barium nitrate are used in place of the corresponding chlorin

compoimds in the presence of silver, lead, or mercurous com-

pounds, which precipitate with hydrochloric acid. The oidy
other mineral compounds of barium insoluble in acid liquids are

the selenate and silico-fluorid, both of which are compounds
rai'elj' met with and not likely to be present in mixtures exam-

ined by the toxicological chemist. Even this remote doubt may
be removed bj" drying the precipitate of barium sulfate, mixing
it with a mixture of sodium carbonate and potassium cyanid,

and heating to redness on the lid of a platinum crucible, by
which treatment the sulfate is reduced to sulfid. The pres-

ence of the latter is recognized by placing a fragment of the

cooled melt on a piece of paper wiiich has been previousU' moist-

ened with dilute soluticjn of lead acetate and dried, and adding
a drop of dilute hydrochloric acid. If a sulfid have been formed,

the foetid odor of hydrogen sulfid is observed, and the paper is

turned brown or black.

Other reactions common to free sulfuric acid and the sulfates,

but much less delicate than the barium test, and by no means as

characteristic, are : 1 . Strontium nitrate forms a white precipi-

tate, which is soluble to a slight extent in hydrochloric and nitric

acids. 2. Lead acetate forms an amorphous white precipitate,

which is somewhat soluble in solutions of the caustic alkalies

and of ammoniacal salts.

J
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The quantity of sulfuric acid, whether present as free sul-

furic acid or as sulfate, is estimated, by precipitation as barium

sulfate, with the usual analytical precautions, and weighing the

barium salt after ignition. The weight of barium sulfate found,

multiplied by 0.4:205, gives the weight of sulfuric acid (H^SOJ
in the quantitj' of liquid examined.

To estimate the quantity of free sulfuric acid in the pres-

ence of sulfates, a measured volume of the solution is evaporated

to as near dryness as is possible on the water-bath, and the resi-

due extracted with a mixture of equal parts of absolute alcohol

and ether. The solution is mixed with water, and warmed on

the water-bath to expel the ether and a portion of the alcohol.

The cooled liquid is made up to a known volume with water,

and in a known fraction the degree of acidity is determined by
titration with one-tenth normal caustic potash solution, using

litmus or methyl orange as an indicator. The remainder of

the solution is evaporated to one-third of its bulk, diluted if

necessary with water, and treated with nitric acid and barium

nitrate solution. The precipitated barium sulfate is collected

and weighed. The filtrate and washings, concentrated if neces-

sary, are treated with nitric acid and ammonium molybdate

solution, and the quantity of phosphoric acid in the yellow

precipitate determined by the usual method '

(see below). The

results obtained by this process are not absolutely accurate, but

they are more nearly so than with other processes, such as by
neutralization with barium carbonate; by mixing with alcohol

without evaporation; by extraction with ether alone; by ex-

traction of the residue of evaporation with water, either after

or without ignition ;
or by calculation from the total quantity

of bases and acids.
^ The sources of error are the following:

There may be more or less action between the dissolved sul-

furic acid and the alcohol, by which the dibasic mineral acid

is converted into the monobasic sulfovinic acid (C^Hj,.HS()J,

which only requires half the quantity of caustic potash for its

neutralization. This action is the less the smaller the quantity

of sulfuric acid present and the lower the temperature of evap-

oration; hence, if the extract be strongly acid, it should be

' Freseiius: "Quant. Anal.," 6te 73. Gamier and Sclilagdenhauffen :

Anfl., i., 404. Ann. d'hyg., etc., 1884, 3 S., xi.,

See Beilstein and Grosset : 227; and Presenilis : "Quant.
Ztschr. f. an. Chem., 1890, xxix.. Anal.

,

"
6te Aufl. , i., 399.
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ililutod with waler corresj)()iuliiij^l\ ,
and during tlie heating

to expol t'tlior the watrr in tlio bath should not be heatud

to IwiliiiLT. Altliouyh tht» sulfates arc as a rulo insoluble in al-

cohol-ether, the ferric sulfate is somewhat soluble. If present,

however, it colors the li(]uid yellow. Free lactic acid is soluble

in alcohol-ether, as well as free sulfuric and ])hos))horic acids.

If it Ik? present the total acidit.y will exceed that accounted for

by the sum of the amounts of sulfuric and phos})horic acids

found.

If a notable quantity of combined sulfuric acid have been

found, the bases present should be quantitatively determined,

notably the sodium and magnesium.'
The significance of the presence of free phosphoric acid was

first recognized by Gamier,'' in the case referred to in the note

above, in which the alcohol-ether extract from the alimentarj''

canal was strongly acid from the presence of a fixed acid, yet

contained no sulfuric acid. The acidity was ascribed to the

presence of free phosphoric acid, liberated from the phosphates

by the stronger sulfuric acid, which had itself combined with

the bases. Consecjuently the existence of free phosphoric acid

in viscera (unless it have been medicinally administered) pre-

senting the lesions caused by the corrosives, is strong confirma-

tory evidence that sulfuric acid has been present. This view is

supported b}- the fact that, as Garnier has shown, the other free

acids likely to be present
—

hydrochloric, butyric, and lactic—are

not comjietent to liberate phosphoric acid from the phosphates.
In the case referred to (Affaire de Lichtemberg, Assises de

Saint Michel, 18.S.3) Garnier and Schlagdenhaufifen also noted

the presence of minute quantities of arsenic in the cadaver.

The quantity was such as would be accounted for bj' the inges-

tion of seven to eight grammes, or about a teaspoonful of the

commercial acid, which, notoriously, is alwaj^s contaminated

with arsenic. The viscera should also be examined for lead and

its quantit}' determined if found, as that metal is a frequent im-

purity of commercial oil of vitriol.

Examination of Suspected Materials.—This may be

limited to the mere identification and the determination of the

'For methods see Fresenius: -Ann. d'hyg. , etc., 1887, xvii.,

"Quant. Aual. ,

"
6te Aufl. , or John- 148.

son's translation.
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•degree ot concentration of a sample of commercial oil of vitriol,

or it may extend to an examination of articles of food, drink, or

medicine, not only for sulfuric acid, but for other substances as

well.

The acid is readily identified by its giving off dense white

fumes, and being volatilized with little or no residue when suffi-

ciently heated
; by its blackening sugar ; by the development of

heat on dilution with water, and by the barium chlorid test

above given. Its concentration is determined by its specific

gravity, by dilution and titration with standard alkaline solu-

tion, or gravimetrically by precipitation as barium sulfate.

As an instance of evidence upon collateral points obtainable

from analyses of food articles, we may quote a case from Tay-
lor :'

" A girl was charged with attempting to administer oil of

vitriol in coffee to her father. The prisoner usually made the

coffee for breakfast, and would then have had an op])ortvmity of

adding it to the liquid. The acid might, however, have been

mixed with the coffee in the cup after it had been poured out;

and in this case other persons would have had the opportunity
of poisoning the coffee. This question was solved b^'^ the aid of

chemistry. I procured the coffee pot, and found that it was old

and rusty. The poisoned coffee was tested, and it contained no

trace of iron
;
but on warming a small quantity of the acid coffee

in the pot, it was immediately and strongly impregnated with

sulphate of iron. It was therefore clear that the acid had not

been mixed with the coffee in the pot, and that it might have

been afterward put into the cup without the knowledge of the

prisoner." This case also serves to indicate the necessity of

caution in drawing conclusions from the presence of poison in

articles of food, etc., which may have been tampered with by

persons other than the accused.

Examination of Stains.—The identification of sulfuric or

other acid as the cause of stains upon garments, bed clothing,

etc., may afford the most reliable evidence of the nature of the

corrosive administered, and may occasionally aid in pointing
out the person by whom it was administered.

The mineral acids dropped upon earth cause effervescence

from evolution of carbon dioxid. At the same time the acid is

neutralized byconversion in the corresponding salt, and an acid
'

"Poisons," 3d Am. ed., 163.
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n>m"tioii only iH'inaiiis it" ilic tuiaiitity «if acid lias born {j^reater

than is m'oossary in (h'coinjiosr all di' the carlionalrs pi-csciit.

Wood is ulinost iinnuHliati-iy hiacktiH-d liy stioiii;" sull'urit; acid,

is colored. yellow by nilrit* acid, and is liaidly inodilicd ])y hydro-

chloric acid. Iron is allackod by snlfuiic and hydrochloric

acids, with formation of sulfate or cldoiid, wiiicli is dissolved

n-adily by water, leavinij a roiit;hencd ajipeHraiico of tlie metal,

as if it had been rusted and cleaned. Nitric acid attacks iron

similarly if it be dilute, but not if concentrated. All <if the

acids attack the zitic coating of "galvanized iron." I'lic tin

coating of sheet tin is dissolved by hydrochloric acid, is not

attacked by cold sulfuric acid, and is turned white b\- nitric

acid. Copper is colored green by cold sulfuric or hydrocldoric

acid, and blue hx nitric acid, which also evolves copious brown
fumes. Silver is similarh' acted upon by nitric acid, but cold

hydrochloric or sulfuric acid does not affect it excej)t after long
contact. Gold is not acted upon by any single acid

;
but is cor-

roded and dissolved by a mixture of nitric and hydrochloric

(aqua regia).

On cotton, paper, or other white or light-colored vegetable
or animal tissue, sulfuric acid produces a stain which is brown
or black; the tissue is rendered friable, breaks down easil3% and
remains moist for a long time. Even by short contact the fab-

ric is perforated if the acid be concentrated. The mcjistness of

the stain or of the margins of the perforations is the principal
difference in mere appearance between burns in paper or other

fabric produced by sulfuric acid and those produced by heat, the

latter being quite dry. On similar fabrics nitric acid produces
a yellow stain, and at the time of contact brown fumes may be

evolved. Hydrochloric acid does not corrode such tissues.

Stephenson' relates an exceptional instance (Reg. v. Lipski,

C.C.C., July, 1888), in which the cotton night-dress of a woman
whose life was taken by pouring a mixture of sulfuric and ni-

tric acids down the throat, as well as the deal floor on wdiich the

acids were spilled, were partially converted into nitro-cellulose,

which partially exploded when ignited in a closed tube. The
stains produced upon dark-colored fabrics by sulfuric or hj^dro-

chloric acid are usually red, sometimes green in color, and, if

not too old, disappear permanently when moistened with am-
'

Taylor: "Manual of Med. Jur.," 11th Am. ed., 1892, 373.
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monium hydroxid solution. Those formed by nitric acid are

dirty yellow or brownish, and, although they may disappear

temporarily when moistened with ammonium hydroxid solution,

they return when the spot dries. The nature of the acid may
also be sometimes ascertained by chemical means by boiling the

stained fabric for a short time with pure water, filtering the so-

lution, and testing the filtrate not only for the free acid but for

the corresponding salts also, by the methods already described.

Sulfuric acid remains in the tissue for a long time, months or

even years; but nitric and hydrochloric acids, if not decomposed
or neutralized, soon disappear bj'- evaporation. The detection

of a small quantity of free sulfuric acid in the margins of a burnt

perforation is not conclusive proof that the burn was caused by
the acid. In a case already referred to, Maschka' showed that

the margins of burns tlius produced by incandescent coals may
contain sulfuric acid, which is produced by the oxidation of the

sulfur which exists in many kinds of coal.

Acid Sulfates—Alum, etc.

Sulfates which have a markedly acid reaction behave both as true

poisons and as mild corrosives, or at least as intense local irritants.

Such are alum (double sulfate of aluminium and ammonium, or

potassium, Ab(SO,)^.,(NH0.SO. + 24 Aq, or Al.(SO,)n,K.SO. + 24 Aq),

the monometallic sulfates (sodium or potassium bisulfates, NaHSO^ or

KHrtOi), white vitriol (zinc sulfate, ZnS04), and blue vitriol (cupric

sulfate, CuSOi).

Alum.
The salt usually met with is the ammonium compound, which, by

reason of its less cost, has practically displaced the "potash alum"

formerly in use. It is largely used in dyeing and for numerous other

uses in the arts, and is sold without restriction. It has been used by
bakers to whiten bread made from inferior flour, a practice which has

met with the almost unanimous condemnation of hygienists. The

same cannot be said of its use in the preparation of baking powders, if

it be combined with sodium bicarbonate in the proper proportion, for

then, during the raising and baking of the bread, it is completely de-

composed, and the })i'oduct contains no alum, but aluminium hy-
droxid or phosphate. Alum is now also added to water in minute

quantity in cex'tain processes of purification as a preliminary to filtra

tion. Here also the alum is decomposed and precij^itated as alumin-

ium hydroxid.
' Gutacht. Prag. nied. Fak., 1853, i., 121.
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rp ti> tilt' iircsfiit liino six iiistuncos of fatal iiDisoniiifi^ hy alimi have

bt'cii ri'iMirlfil. Tav lor' stales that a nusc of (icatii from alum appeared
in tlu> roj^-istratioii rclm-ns for IS.'tS ."{It. \'uii llasscK •' icfiis to an

aroitloiitul case as haviii;r occurred at Hooffevccn. in llolland, in is.")!,

in conse«jucnce of the use of hurnt alum as a pupiilar' rTincdy for j^as-

tric ])ain. Tardieu ' relates the case of u ^irl who died alUuyonne in

1S7.*? of !>an^rcnons an^nna, as it was sui)])osed, hut in whos(» stomach

a htr^'c ipiantity of alum was found. llic(inet
'

j^-ives u circumstantial

account of the accidental deatli in twenty-four hours of a man of lifty-

seven y(>ars from the effects of 'M <^n\. (5i) <>' alum. Kajicrlund
'•

notes th(> case of an infant killed hv alum in Finland in IHHC). A larf^e

but not accui-ately determined quantity of alum was fouiul in the ali-

mentary ciinal. Stevenson* refei'S to the death of a child of three

years from the eft'ects of a teaspoonful of alum given in syrup as an
emetic. A non-fatal case is discussed by Orfila."

The SYMPTOMS produced by alum are burning'- jiain in the mouth,
which looks as if tanned, and in the throat and stomach

; persistent

vomiting of bloody material •,'^ accelerated pulse and respiration, dis-

turbances of coordination ; clonic spasms of tiie muscles; diminution

of temjjerature ; and hypera^mia of the intestines and kidneys.
The POST-MORTEM APPEARANCES are delayed j^utrefaction, corro-

sion and cedema of the tongue, mouth, and oe.sophagus. The stomach

contracted, grayish or velvety red, its veins filled with almost coagu-
lated blood

;
the mucous membrane corrugated, loosened, or hardened.

The intestines are inflamed. There arc evidouccsof peritonitis, includ-

ing effusion of red serum into the peritoneal sac, and congestion of the

vessels of the omentum. The liver is the seat of fatty degeneration, and
the kidneys are highly injected, with parenchymatous degeneration.

Detection and Determination.—In the method of Fre.senius and
von Babo any aluminium present will be contained in tlie solution

designated as IX. in the description of the process given in the first sec-

tion (see page 160). The aluminium is separated as hydroxid by addi-

tion first of hydrochloric acid to acid reaction, ami then of anmio-

uium hydroxid to alkaline reaction, and boiling until the liquid is

neutral or only faintly alkaline. This is best done in a platinum

vessel, or, failing that, less well in one of porcelain. Gla.ss vessels

should not be used. The precipitated aluminium hydroxid is washed
with boiling water, first two or three times by decantation and after-

•

"Poisons," 3d Am. ed., p. 266. ^
Vrfljschr. f. ger. Med., 1894, 3

2 "Handb. d. Giftlehre," 1862. ii., F., viii., Supplehft., 74.

207. «
Taylor : "Man. Med. Jur.," 11th

^ "Empoisonnements,
" 2eme ed.

,
Am. ed., 98.

1875, 219. ' "Tr. d. Tox.," 5enie ed., i., 370.
^ Bull. See. med.-leg. , Paris,

* In Stevenson's case the cliild.

1871, ii.. 428. did not vomit, but died shortly
after the administration.
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ward in a filter or Gooch crucible with the aid of a filter pump, until

the washings no loniier precipitate with silver nitrate. For quantita-

tive estunation the aluniiniuin hydroxid is ignited in a platinum cru-

cible and weighed as aluminium oxid (Al-iOs). Of this one part

represents 17.0777 parts of crystallized ammonia alum [Alo(S04)3,

(NH4)2S03 + 24Aq], or 8.6893 of the anhydrous alum [A1,(S04).,

(NH,)..S04] ;
or 6.1202 of aluminium sulfate [Al^SOiis]. After weigh-

ing, the oxid is heated in the platinum crucible with monopotassic sul-

fate (KHSO^jto quiet fusion, and the cooled mass treated with water, in

which it should dissolve completely. If any insoluble residue remain

it is silicic anhydrid, and should be dried, ignited, and weighed, and
its weight subtracted from that of the aluminium oxid found. The
solution will serve for further identification reactions.

Any shorter method of separation of dissolved alum from the vis-

cera is not to be recommended. If the question be whether a given
white solid is or is not alum, it should be dissolved in water, evapo-
rated to crystallization, and the proi^oi'tions of aluminium and of sul-

furic acid determined in a portion of the crystals. When aluminium
has been found in the viscera a quantitative determination of the sul-

furic acid is desirable, and should be made if any material remain

available.

Aluminium is identified : 1. By its behavior as above described in

the process of separation.

2. Potassium and sodium hydroxids ])roduce voluminous, white,
fiocculent precipitates of the hytlroxid, easily soluble in excess of the

precipitant.

3. Ammonium hydroxid and hydrosulfld also cause similar precijn-

tates, only soluble in a great excess of the hydroxid.
4. Alkaline carbonates produce white, fiocculent precipitates of a

basic carbonate, sparingly soluble in excess of the precipitant.

5. Sodium phosphate produces a voluminous white precipitate of

the phosphate, which is easily soluble in soda or potash solution, but

almost insoluble in ammonium hydroxid, particularly in presence of

ammonium chlorid. The precipitate is also soluble in nitric or hydro-
chloric acid, but not in acetic acid. The precipitation is hindei-ed by
the presence of citric acid.

6. If a solid aluminium compomid be strongly heated on charcoal

before the blowpipe, moistened with cobalt nitrate solution, and again
heated, a deep sky-blue, unfused mass remains, the color becoming
more pronounced as the mass cools. The reaction is best performed
with the oxid obtained by heating the precipitated hydroxid. A similar

blue mass is also formed in the absence of aluminium by the phosphates
of tlie alkaline earths.

Cupric Sulfate.—See under Copper.
Zinc Sulfate.—See under Zinc.
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Acid Potassium Sulfate.
MoN«>r«)rA^>i«' Sii.KAiK; I 'of It.•<si It in Iiisu/f(ifi\ KITSO,. -'IMiis is

a Sill t of sti'onjjly aciil rt'iictioii, which is usnl in chi'iuical labonituiirs

fortlir dfcoinposilioii «>!' rcrrac((try oxids, sucli as thai of aluiuiiiiimi,

the aciil sulfate at cheated liiiipcradircs bt'iiifi;' decomposed into the

diinetallie salt and ri-f(« sullune acid— (2K]IS( ), ^: K^SO, -f II,S(),).

Altiiou^di it would prohahly act even more enerj^etically Hum alum if

swallowed, we know of no instance of its haviny' been taken by the

human subject. It may bo generated, liowcvei-. undri- ceitain condi-

tions, and <rive rise to a form of chronic sulfuric poisoninf^. In the
''

])la.st(M'in;r'" of wine, the added ])laster-of-Paris produces fice tailaric

acid and neutral potiJ.ssium tartrate fi-om the cream of tartar naturally

present, and subsequently, i)articularly in the ])resence of alcoliol,

ci-eam of tiirtar and acid i)otassium sulfate are formed. The reactions

are 2(KH,C.O«H0 + CaSO^ = CaC,0„H. + K,SO. + C,H„0„, and
K.80, + C^HoO. = KH,C.Or,H, + KHSO,. The continued use of

plastered wines produces disorders of dige.stion, and the ])ractice of

plastering is ranked as an adulteration.' According to Kobert,- acid

pota.ssium sulfate is al.so formed in the economy during starvation and
with extensively albuminous diet.

The NEUTRAL POTASSIUM SULFATE ; Dipotassic Sulfate, KsSO^
when taken in large dose and in concentrated form behaves as an in-

tense local irritant and also as a true poison, as do all of the potassium
salts. It has caused death in a few instances, and in two English cases

men were tried for murder for having caused the death of their wives

by this salt given as an abortive with the consent of the deceased. '

HYDROCHLORIC ACID.

Hydrochloric acid is a colorless gas, intensely irritating
when inspired even in a highly diluted form, very soluble in

water, one volume of which dissolves four hundred and eighty
vohnnes at 0° (32° F.), acid in taste and in reaction, heavier

than air, specific gravit}^ 1.259. Its molecular weight is ;>*!.5,

and its formula is HCl. It exists in volcanic gases, and is pro-
duced whenever a chlorid is decomposed b}- a strojiger acid.

The reaction utilized in its manufacture is the decomposition of

sodium chlorid by sulfuric acid, which takes place according to

'See Gaultier: "'Sopliistication Tr., 1H43-44. iii., 248, 250. Reg. v.

desVins," Paris, 1884, 222. Viard : Gavlor. 1850; ibid. 1850-57, xvi.,
"Les Vins," etc., Paris, 1884, 299. 295. See al.so Bayard : Ann. d'liyg.,
340. Bussv et Buifrnet: J. d. etc., 1842, xxvii., 397; Bonnassies :

Pharni. etdeChim., 1805, 4.S., ii.,1. Gaz. d. bop., 1843, Du Merat et
•

"Intoxikationen," p. 211. Delens : Diet. univ. d. mat. nied.
.3

Reg. V. Haynes, 1843
; Ph. J. and 485.
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the equation : NaCl + H,SO, = NaHSO, + HCl at low tempera-
tures

;
or SNaCl + H,SO, = Na.SO, + 2HC1 under the influence

of heat.

The material so extensively used in chemical industries, and

the one which is of toxiculogical interest, known as hydrochlo-
ric or muriatic acid, spirit of salt, is a solution of this gas in

water of varying degrees of purity and of strength.

The commercial acid is a yellow liquid, containing about

thirty-two per cent. HCl (specific gravity l.lO), and is contami-

nated with ferric salts, to which its color is due, sodium chlorid,

arsenic trichlorid, free chlorin, sulfur dioxid, and occasionally

a minute quantity of thallous chlorid and of selenium.

Acidiim hijdrochloricum, U. S. P., Br. P., is a colorless

liquid, freed from all but traces of impurities, specific gravity
1.16 (= 31.9 per cent. HCl). The acidmii hydrocliloricnm
dilutum is the above, diluted with water to specific gravity
1.040 (— ten per cent. HCl) U. S. P., or specific gravity 1.052

(= 10.5 percent. HCl) Br. P.

C. P. {chemicalUj pure) hydrochloric acid is usually the

same as the pharmacopoeial acid, and is far from pure. '''Ab-

solutely
"
or

"
strictly

"
C. P. acid more nearly approaches but

does not attain the degree of purity requisite for toxicological

uses.'

The strength of the acid, in the absence of dissolved solids,

is indicated by its specific gravity. There is some divergence
between the older tables of Ure and of Davy. The followine*.

by Kolb,' is probably the most accurate:
'&»
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of tho inoro distinctly cloctro-jmsitivo metals, oxc('])t. oopiuT,

witli lonnation of a soluliU' chlorid and cvolntion of li^'dro^cii.

.\ few i.if tlK> I'liiorids, siu'h as stannic cldorid^—SnC-I,
— and an-

timony i)ontachloriil--Sl)Clj
—

arcli(iuid ;
the remainder aro solid,

crystalline, and more or less volatile. The chlorids of tlic non-

nu^tals art' ilecomi)osed by water. Thoso of the metals ar(> solu-

lile in water, except argentic and mercurous chlorids— Aj^Cl

and Hlc^CI,
—which are insoluble, cuprous chlorid— Cu.jCl,

—
which is very sparingly soluble, and lead chlorid—PbCl.j

—which

is oidy sparingly soluble in cold and more nvidily in hot water.

Hydrochloric acid also dissolves most of th(! basic oxids and h}'-

droxids with formation of chlorids, and decomposes the carbo-

nates with evolution of carbon dioxid.

Hydrochloric acid is first referred to in the fifteenth century

by Basil Valentine, who obtained it in solution by distilling

vitriol and common salt. The gas was first collected and stud-

ied by Priestley in 1772. It was not, however, until the early

years of the nineteenth century that the development of the

Leblanc soda industry and the recover}' of the enormous vol-

umes of hj'drochloric acid which it produced, as an incidental

process, furnished the acid on a commercial scale, and caused

its extensive introduction into the arts. It is at this period also

that its toxicological history begins. Although Sproegel
'

had,

in the middle of the eighteenth century, experimented to deter-

mine the effects produced by hydrochloric acid when injected

into the veins of animals and similar experiments were made by

Courton, Viborg, and Orfila earh' in the nineteenth,'' the first

death of a human being following the swallowing of the acid

was in Serres's case in 1805, in which, however, it ma}' bo

questioned whether the acid, which was given the patient by
the hospital interne by mistake, was the cause of death, or

whether he succumbed to the injuries he had received. Cer-

tainly the dose, 45 gm. ( 5 iss.), was sufficient to cause death.*

Death from hydrochloric acid is of exceptional occurrence, and

but a very small proportion of the cases have been homicidal.

We find mention of but five alleged homicides by this corrosive,

in two of which the victims were adults : Affaire Quenardel,

'

"Experinienta circa varia ve- ^wibmer; "Wirkung der Arz-

nnna." Ptc, Diss., Gottingen, 1753, neimittel,
"
etc. , iii., 97.

pp. 84-86. 3 Orfila: "Tox.," 5emeed.,i., 19.1
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France, 1839;' Affaire Denisty, Belgium, 184G;' Affaire Poin-

dron, France, 1847;' Reg. v. Somers, England, 1800;' and a

case in Germany in 18T3.
" But deaths from hydrochloric acid

are of more frequent occurrence at the present time than for-

merly. Of 00 cases 3 occurred before 1840, ;> in 1810-4
'.»,

7 in

1850-5'.), 9 in 1800-09, 15 in 1870-70, 23 in 1880-SO, and 10 in

the five years 1890-94.

In suicidal and accidental cases the acid has been either taken

in its own form or in that of "soldering-liquid," used by tin-

smiths and metal workers, which is a solution of zinc chlorid

containing excess of acid.

Symptoms.

The deleterious effects produced by the inhalation of gaseous

hydrochloric acid have at present little forensic interest, althougli

they may become the subject of discussion in connection with

the public health, should the gas be discharged into the air as

it was in the early days of the soda industry.

The liquid acid, when swallowed, produces symptoms very

similar to those caused by sulfuric acid. The main points of

difference are the following: The action upon the skin is much
less intense. The hands may be washed in a moderately dilute

acid with perfect impunity; and Lesser* has demonstrated that

even the most concentrated acid leaves no permanent marks

when applied to the skin. White vapors are sometimes exhaled

from the mouth and nose.' The mucous membrane of the

mouth, lips, and tongue are never blackened, but are usually

whitish or ash-gray. The inhalation of the gaseous acid, which

is given off from the solution, produces irritation of the respira-

tory passages, whether the liquid penetrates them or not. Res-

piration is accelerated, there is pain in the throat and behind

the sternum, cj^anosis of the face, and almost complete extinc-

1 Orfila : Loc. cit., i., 216. "Taylor: "Poisons," 3d Am. ed.,

'^Oifila: Loc. cit., i., 221. Van 220.

den Broeck : Gaz. med. beige, 1847,
'•' Zimmermann : Cor. - Bl. d.

v., 94. 99, 102, 105, 169, 175. Pier- aerztl. Ver. d. rhein. Prov., 1873,

ard : Ibid., p. 113. Orfila: Ann. No. xii., 21.

d'hyg., etc., 1848, xl., 137. Flan- « Arch. f. path. Anat., etc., 1881,

din: ''Poisons," ii., 491. Ixxxiii., 215.
* Orfila :

" Tox. ,

" Seme ed. , i. , 224. '' Viscarro : Siglo med. , Madrid,
Ann. d'hyg., etc.. 1847, 178. Flan- 1878, xxv., 667.

din : "Poisons," ii., 482.
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lion of tho voit'c, if tlic .icid liavc liccii taken in concentrated

.st>lution. huU'eil. the aetion n])(in the respiratory organs may
ho so inti>nsi> as io mask ahnost ciinipletely th(^ synij)tonis of

corrc)sion. This was well marked in a man of lifty-«'ighl years
who swallowed ahout *-3u() gm. ( 3 vij.) of the commercial acid.

IIo innnediately experienced severe ei)i.i;ast lie pain ami a sense of

suffocation. A physician who was ealle(l itnniediately jirovoked

several acts of vomitinL;-. 1 )uriiiL( the nii;hl and tho following

day the oppression and sntlocation increased. When admitted

to the hospital on the second day there was no vomiting and no

violent epigastric pain, even on pressure; but the op])ression and

dyspneva were intense. Tho resjjiratory troubles were so pro-

ilominant and the lesions of the stomach so silent, that but for

positive information, the poisoning would have been doubted,

and the case would have been considered as one of acute bron-

cho-pneumonia, developed in a somewhat delirious alcoholic. A
few hours after admission, after having eaten and drank with-

out difficulty, he died almost suddenly, in full consciousness,

without having vomited once.'

The kidneys are but rarely afifected, probably only when they
are already diseased. In a careful stud}^ of the urine of a man
of twenty-eight 3-ears who died in three months from the effects

of 100 c.c. ( 3 iiiss.) of the commercial acid, Bourget'' found

that while the acidity was greatly increased during the first day
or two, the urine contained no free h3'drochloric acid, but a

great excess of phosphates; and that the quantity of chlorids

eliminated, far from being increased, was notably less than the

normal (about 10 to 15 gm. in twenty-four hours). During the

first few days albumin was present in small and progressively

diminishing amount. The urine of the first six days gave the

following quantitative results :

1st. 2d 3d. 4th. 5th. Cth.

Qiiantitj- in 24 hours . . . . l,100c.c. 1,000 750 400 400 450

Sodiuin'chlorid 6.6 2.75 0.00 0.08 0.08 0.18

Phosphates 9.75 5. 3.24 1.52 1.36 1.70

Reaction^ 6. 1.8 1.4 1. normal.

Albumin small quant, dim. slight, none. none.

The elimination of the acid did not therefore take place by

'Letulle and Vaquez : Arch. d. -Rev. med. de la Suisse Rom.,
phys. norm, et path., Paris, 1889, 1889, ix., 210.

5s., i., 101. ^ Acidity in CO. normal KHO.
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the kidneys. But the patient on the second day and for several

days thereafter, vomited and regurgitated large quantities of

mucous liquid, which was found on analysis to contain an

average of about ten per thousand of sodium chlorid. Al-

though in this case and in another in which the dose taken was
still larger {20(J gm.) the acid was without action on the kid-

neys, other cases have occurred in which the urine contained

albumin, blood corpuscles, and casts,' and, according to Demie-

ville,'^ even medicinal doses of dilute hydrochloric acid ma}' pro-

duce acute nephritis and hsematuria in those having latent kid-

ney disease.

In rapidly fatal cases, consequent upon the taking of large

doses, the acti(ni of the acid upon the central nervous system is

frequently well marked. In such cases death occurs either in

violent convulsions^ or in collapse." Instances of cicatricial py-
loric stenosis and of death from inanition due to hydrochloric
acid are by no means exceptional. In eleven of sixt^-nine

cases (15.9 per cent.) death occurred in periods greater than one

month after the ingestion of the acid, from its secondary effects.

In Gehle's case, above referred to, the patient, a man of forty-

four years, died in four mouths and twenty-two days, having
suffered greatly during the last two months from enormous dil-

atation of the stomach, consec^uent upon pyloric stenosis. In

another instance a woman of fifty-five years, who died in about

five weeks, became so emaciated that the abdominal aorta could

be felt through the abdominal walls.
'^ Nor is death from per-

foration of the alimentary canal and peritonitis of as rare occur-

rence as has been supposed." A girl took 177 c.c. ( 3 vi.) of the

acid in the night. The next morning at eight o'clock vomiting-
had ceased and she said she "felt fine, except for the pain,"
which was intense. She died suddenly at 3 p.m. The stomach
was found perforated in three places.' A woman of thirty

years, about twenty-four hours after taking a glassful of the

acid, was in great pain, the abdomen distended, the vomit

Gehle: Berl. kl. Wchnschr. .

» Ber. . . . Rudolph Stiftung,
1884, xxi., 337. Wieu, 1865, 153. See also under

'^ Rev. med. de la Suisse Rom., "Post mortem Appearances.
"

1889. ix., 214. « von Jaksch in Nothnagel's
3 Friedreich's Bl. f. ger. Med., "Spec. Path. u. Ther.," 1894, i., 32.

1858, ix., 6 Heft, 70. ' Thomas : Australas. Med. Jour.,
»Bloomfield: Med. Times and 1891, n. s., xiii., 542.

Gaz., 1883 i., 471.
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gri-rnish. iK»t bloody, piilso \'MK filiform. Slu> died soon after of

acute pel itoiiilis, tlu' evidences of wliicli .iiid a pc'rforation of the

tliUHlenuni were found at the autopsy.' A m.iii of tliirty-Hve

years di>veloped the synii»tonis of peritonitis on the fourth day,
lKvanu> greatly prostrated, and ilied on the sevenlh." A man of

tifty-four years died in collapse seventeen hours after swallowing
iwo tahlespoonfuls v( the acid. Not only was the stt)niach

found to be perforated, but thi> (esophagus and the duodenum
as well.' Perforations of the stomach or intestine were found

to exist in twelve out of forty-five auto])sies after death from

liydrochioric acid (or in 3G.7 per cent, of the cases observed).^

Diagnosis.

The diagnosis between corrosion by hydrochloric acid and

that by sulfuric or nitric acid is not always easy. Fortunately
for purposes of treatment it is not necessary. Occasionall}' the

white fumes and the odor given oif with the expired air or from

the vomit niaj' serve to distinguish hydrochloric acid. Positive

reliance is not to be placed upon the existence of j^ellow stains

upon the mucous membranes as indicating nitric acid, as stains

of that color are sometimes produced by hydrochloric acid and

even by sulfuric acid. The detection of the mere presence of

the acid in the vomit affords no indication as, except under un-

usual circumstances, it is a constituent of the gastric juice.

Probably the onl}' means of positive diagnosis, except when a

residue of tho liquid taken is available and may be identified,

is by a quantitative determination resulting in the finding of

an amount of hydrochloric acid distinctlj^ greater than that

normally present in the stomach contents; combined with the

existence of the usual symptoms of acid corrosion.''

Prognosis.

According to von Jaksch
" and others the prognosis is more

favorable with hydrochloric acid than with the other mineral

acids. This view is not borne out by the statistics of the 69

' Le Gendre : Progres nied., 1883,
» See also "Post-mortem Appear-

xi., 1,057. ances.
"

- Ton Wundscheini : Prag. med. ^ See below, under "Analytical."
Wchnschr., 1891, xvi.. 605. «

Nothuagel : "Specielle Path.,"
Dvson: Lancet, 1884, i., 65. etc., 1894, i., 22.
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cases which we have collected. lu these death occurred in 82.2

per cent. Of the 44 cases in which the duration is stated, it

was less than three hours in 2 (4.5 per cent.); during the first

twenty-four hours in 22 (50 per cent.) ; during the first week in

29 (65.9) per cent.
; during the first month in 33 (75 per cent.)

and in periods of from one month to four months and twenty-
two days in 11 (25 per cent.).

PosT-MoRTEM Appearances.

Primary.—The external burns, stains, and scars which are

80 generally observed on the lips and face when sulfuric or

nitric acid has been taken, are almost invariably absent. In-

deed Lesser
'

considers the absence of such marks of corrosion

on the skin as a characteristic mark of distinction. The case of

a child of two years which died in a few hours from the effects of

sixty-two per cent, hydrochloric acid is, however, reported,* in

which the skin of both cheeks, as well as of the chin, was in

many places colored light yellow, hardened, and reddened blue

litmus paper applied to it. Sections through the skin showed a

uniform yellow coloration of its tissue. In the same place an-

other instance is related in which a man of twenty-eight years
drank a quantit}' of hydrochloric acid and then hanged himself.

The lips at their posterior half were whitish, cloudy, and partly
reddened from loss of epithelium. In a child which died in

nine hours from the effects of hydrochloric acid, the lips were

brownish-red externally, gray internally, and the gums and

tongue also gray.^

The mouth, pharynx, and oesophagus are usually not the

seat of the severe lesions observed after death from sulfuric or

nitric acid. Indeed, even when a large dose had been taken

they have been found to be absolutely intact, save for a slight

reddening of the mucous membrane of the oesophagus near the

cardia.^ More frequently they are whitish or slate-gra}- in

color. That this is not always the case is evidenced by the fol-

lowing observations: In a child Avhich died in about twenty-
four hours the tongue was found corroded, the oesophagus con-

' Arch. f. path. Anat., etc., 1881, Ver. d. rhein. Prov., 1873, No.
Ixxxiii., 215. xii., 21.

*
Casper- Liman : "Handb. d. ger.

•* lietulle and Vaquez : Arch. d.

Med.," 8te Aufl., ii., 547. phys. norm, et path., Par., 1889, 5
^Zimmermaun : Cor. Bl.d.aerztl. s.,'i., 102.
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iCe^tetl and i-ornulcd ; tlu« p.-irts alidut 1 Ik- U[ijn.'r oju-iiing of llio

l:iryn.\ wore in part hypfra-niic, in part corrtidcil, tli(« latter of

tlio color ttf fat.' In a man win) ilicd in soveu hours tlio inner

surface of both lips wtic m'ay-blaok; tlic n])p(>r ])art of the oj)i-

Ljlottis black; the walls of the o'Sophagus swollen and j^ray-

black in color.' In a young woman who died in a few hours,
the mucous inembrano was black and look(>d as if burnt." In a

woman of thirty years, who died in twenty-four bonis, tho

t»ingue was greatly congested, the isthmus of the fauces black-

ish, as wi'll as the upper surface of the epiglottis. Tho ceso-

{ihagus })resented an annular ecch3'mosis 2 cm. wide, and
the remainder of the muct)us mendirane was of a dark yel-

low-brown. At about 5 cm. from the cardia the oeso])ha-

geal mucous membrane was black; the coloration, which
resembled a coating of pitch, extending over portions of the

stomach.* In a man who died in twenty-six hours, the bucco-

pharyngeal mucous membrane was dead white and the tongue
and fauces were moderately swollen. In front of the lingual
Y the tongue was whitish, behind distinctly arborescent, with

prominent papillaj; on both sides, between the amygdalae and

epiglottis, the exposed submucous tissue was bright red. The

oesophagus was brown, darker above.' In a man who died in

four and a half hours the mucous membrane of the oesoijliagus

was blackish gra)", and the submucous vessels thrombosed."

The oesophagus has been found dilated in two instances,'

and once perforated. In this case the appearances closely re-

sembled those produced by sulfuric acid. The mucous mem-
brane of the oesophagus was congested in the upper half. In the

lower half it was black, thickened, and contracted
;
the veins

were filled with black blood. Just above its passage through the

diaphragm it was perforated in the posterior wall, and the tissue

around the opening was black, pulpy, and infiltrated with gru-
mous matter."

The stomach is usually of normal size or contracted, al-

' Hunt : Med. Times and Gaz. ,

^ Fortunet : Lyon med., 1885, xli.,

1883, i., 609. 587.
'
Fagerlund : Vrtljschr. f. ger.

*
Legg : St. Barth. Hosp. Rep.,

Med., 1894, 3 F., viii., Supplhft., 1874, x., 230.

56. ' Hadden : Tr. Path. Soc. , Lon-
^ Ibid. don, 1889-90, xli., 84. Gehle : Ber-
^ Le Gendre : Progres med., 1883, lin. kl. Wchnschr., 1884, xxi., 337.

xi., 1057. ^
Dyson : Lancet, 1884, i., 65.
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though in two instances of death from primary action it was

found distended.' Its mucous membrane is for the greater part

corrugated, hardened, and of a brownish or slate-gray color."

Although in most cases the gastric mucous membrane is much

lighter in color than when corroded by sulfuric acid, several

cases are reported in which it was found blackened in whole or

in part.' Among the small number of early cases we find men-

tion of perforation of the stomach as having been met with in

one case only.' Since 1872 it has, however, been observed in

seven autopsies;' while in two cases the gastric wall had be-

come thinned to such a degree that perforation was imminent.'

The intestines have been found perforated in two instances,

in both cases near the pylorus.
' When there has been perforation

of the alimentary canal, more or less extensive evidences of peri-

tonitis are observed. In two instances the escaped acid liquid

had also corroded the liver." In one of Fagerlund's cases,* al-

though there was no perforation, there were subserous ecchy-

moses in the stomach, the peritoneal cavit}^ contained one and

a half litres of reddish, serous liquid, and the visceral peritoneum

was dull.

Even in rapidly fatal cases the liver has been found fatty.'"

The kidneys are usually normal, or, if abnormal, more prob-

ably so from disease than from the action of the acid."

Marked changes are met with in the respiratory organs.

The larynx and trachea are reddened and congested, occasionally

superficially ulcerated in places, and covered with a grayish-

white friable false membrane. The bronchi also are inflamed,

and evidences of broncho-pneumonia are found in the lungs.'*

'Johnson: Brit. Med. Jour.,
1871, i., 221. Legg: Loc. cit.

' For colored plate of stomacli in a
case of primary hydrochloric acid

intoxication see Letulle and Vaquez,
loc. cit.

^ Hunt : Loc. cit. Legg : Loc. cit.

Fagerlund : Loc. cit. (2 cases) . Le
Gendre : Loc. cit. Thomas : Austral.
Med. Jour., 1891, n. s., xiii., 542.

Beyerlein : Friedreich's Bl. f. ger.
Med., 1890, xli., 31.

^ Aff. Poindron, 1847, Ann.
d'hyg., etc., 1847, xi., 178.

"

Dyson, Loc. cit. Legg : Loc. cit.

Fagerkind : Loc. cit. Thomas : Loc.
cit. Nager: Arch. d. Heilk., 1872,

IV^— 16

iii., 213. Casper-Liman : Loc. cit.,

case 232. Beyerlein : Loc. cit.
*^ Fortunet : Loc. cit. Casper Li-

man : Loc. cit. , case 228.
" Dyson : Loc. cit. Le Gendre :

Loc. cit.
* Dvson : Loc. cit. Schad : Aerztl.

Int. Bl., 1885, xxxii., 406.
^ Loc. cit. , p. 58.
'"
Beyerlein : Loc. cit. Legg : Loc.

cit.
" Le Gendre: Loc. cit. Bourget :

Rev. med. de la Suisse Rom.,
1889, ix., 210. Fortunet: Loc. cit.

Schad : Loc. cit.
'-'

Nager : Loc. cit. Letulle and

Vaquez : Loc. cit.
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In othor casos, howovor, tho rospiiatorv organs arr fouiid on-

tiri'ly normal.

Secondary. — Tho i)ost-nu)rtoni appoarancos after death

from tho sooomlary t'lYoots of hydrooljloric acid do not ditTer from

those observed iu similarly fatal cases caused by other corro-

sives.

Analytical.'

Tlu' chemical detection of abnormal free hydrochloric acid

in the stomach is even more dilHcult than that of sulfuric or ni-

tric acid, and absolutel}^ requires a determination of quantitj\
Not onlj'' are the same difficulties met with as have been re-

ferred to in considering sulfuric acid, but two sources of error

peculiar to this acid are to be avoided. Tho normal gastric se-

cretion contains free hydrochloric acid in the average ])ropor-

tion of about 1.7 in 1,000 parts in the human gastric juice.

The extremes found b}^ Richet in eigiit}^ determinations w-ere

0.5 and ;J.2 percent." Moreover, the stomach contents always
contain chlorids in widely varying amount, and these may be

decomposed at elevated temperature even by lactic acid, which
exists in the stomach during the digestion of carbohydrates,
with liberation of free hydrochloric acid. The mere detection

of free hydrochloric acid in the stomach contents or vomit is,

therefore, entirely without significance, and it is only when it

is found present in large amount that the results of a chemical

examination of these materials are of value when taken in con-

junction with the clinical history and the post-mortem appear-
ances. It is only when death occurs quite early, or when the

matters first vomited (before the administration of an antidote)

are available, that any information is to be expected from a

chemical anal3\sis.^ We can find no record of any such quan-
titative determination having been made in a case of hydro-
chloric acid intoxication, although in the description of one of

Fagerlund's cases it is said that the highly acid stomach con-

tents gave distinct reactions for hydrochloric acid, and dis-

solved a bar of zinc with evolution of gas."
' See also p. 220. tenable ground taken by the ana-
'
Compt. rend. Ac. Sc, Paris, lyst. See Van den Broeck : Gaz.

1877, Ixxxiv.. 1514; Ixxxv.. l.j.'j. med. Beige. 1847, v., 94, 99, 102,
^In the Aff. Den i sty an analysis 105, 169, 175.

served rather to befog than to elnci- * Loc. eit., p. 57.

date the case by reason of the un-
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Separation from Stomach Contents, etc. — Several

methods for the separation and determination of free hydro-

chloric acid in organic mixtures have been suggested :

1. By simple distillation of the material (after dilution

with water and division of solid particles if necessary) to dry-

ness, and collection of the distillate, in which the acid is identi-

fied and determined by the silver method (see below).

Although this method may yield fairly good results if the

quantity of acid present be very great, it is open to several ob-

jections, and requires the exercise of certain precautions. Dar-

ing the distillation small quantities of sodium chlorid may be

mechanicall}' carried over with the distillate. This may be

avoided by passing the vapor through a wide glass tube, loosely

packed with glass wool and maintained at a temperature of

about 110° (230° F.). The materials may contain ammonium
chlorid (particularly if they have undergone putrefaction),

which also passes over with vapor of water and is not com-

pletely arrested by the glass wool. The most serious objection

is that organic substances strongly retain hydrochloric acid,

which, even if present in notable quantities, may be entirely ab-

sent in the distillate if the heat be raised onlj'- sufficiently to

cause evaporation to dryness. Tlie remainder of the acid is only

driven off by heating the organic matter to carbonization,

when empyreumatic products are given off which interfere

with the subsequent determination.

It must not be forgotten that in this, as well as in all distil-

lation methods, if the materials contain a free fixed acid (sul-

furic, phosphoric, lactic) it will decompose the chlorids pres-

ent and yield free hydrochloric acid. Consequently in all such

methods the presence or absence of these acids must be ascer-

tained, and if present their quantity determined in a separate

portion of the material.

2. ViTALi's METHOD,' which is ouc of the best, is a combi-

nation of extraction by alcohol and by water and distillation

The materials, suitably comminuted if necessary, are macerated

in eight times their weight of absolute alcohol for twenty-four

hours, after which the alcohol (A) is filtered off and the residue

(J5) washed with alcohol until a few drops of the washings no

longer become cloudy with silver nitrate.

1

L'Orosi, 1886, ix., 361; "Manuale di Chini. Toss.," 1893, p, lo9.
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-1, tho alcohol oxtract, is ilividrd, liy (iistillatitni until tho

amount <>\' alcohol .ultlcd has passed over, into an alcoholic dis-

tillate, .la, and an aijuoous residue, Ab. Aa is fruclionally

lii^*tilled at vi>ry low temperature, usinjj: well-cooled condenser

and receivers. Two fractions are collected, the receiver hein^^

changed when the distillate hej^ins to have an acid reacti«)n.

The tirst fraction is tested ior ethyl chlorid (i)roduced hy the

action of the acid on the alcohol) as follows: It is placed in a

small tlask fitted with a cork carrying two tuhes, one of which,

communicating with the air, dips to near the bottom of the

liipiid ;
the other, terminating just below the cork and bent at

right angles, communicating with a calcium chlorid tubi', which
in turn communicates with a wider tube 'M) cm. long, filled with

puritied asbestos and supported in a furnace. The other end of

the asbestos tube is fitted to a Liebig's bulb, filled with silver

nitrate solution, whose other opening is attached to an aspira-

tor. The asbestos tube is first heated to redness when a slow

stream of air is drawn through the apparatus, while the flask

is gently heated on a water-bath. The volatilized ethyl chlo-

rid is decomposed in the hot tube, and the hydrochloric acid

regenerated is precipitated as silver chlorid (see below).

In the second fraction hydrochloric acid is precipitated by
silver nitrate (see below).

Ab, the aqueous residue of the first distillation, is further dis-

tilled to dryness, the distillation being continued until that

which passes over is no longer acid. A known fraction of the

distillate is removed and used for the application of tests 3, 4,

and 6 (see p. 223) for mineral acids, and of tests (see below)
for the identification of hydrochloric acid. The remainder is

precipitated with silver nitrate and the silver chlorid collected.

Finalh' the temperature of the distilling vessel is gradually
raised to redness. Any ammonium chlorid present partly dis-

tils and partly sublimes. The distillate and sublimate are

united, treated with acetic acid, evaporated to dryness, and the

residue washed with absolute alcohol and dissolved in water.

In this solution hydrochloric acid is tested for by silver nitrate,

and ammonium by platinic chlorid.

B. The material insoluble in alcohol is macerated in water

for twenty-four hours. The solution Ba is filtered from th<^

undissolved portion (C), which is washed with water until tiie
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washings are no longer acid. The filtrate and washings are

evaporated on the water-bath to a syrup, which is treated with

eight times its weight of absolute alcohol. The precipitate

which forms contains any hydrochloric acid which was present

in the form of an acid albumin soluble in water, but insoluble in

alcohol. It is treated with disodic carbonate (free from chlorid) ,

evaporated, fused, and the fused mass dissolved in water, and

precipitated with silver nitrate after addition of nitric acid to

acid reaction. The undissolved portion C may still contain

acid albumin insoluble in both water and alcohol. This is di-

gested with dilute disodic carbonate solution, filtered, washed,

and the united liquids evaporated to dryness, and the residue

fused and treated as above described.

The quantitative determination of free hydrochloric acid is

made with the acid second fraction above referred to. To an

aliquot part of this nitric acid is added, then silver nitrate solu-

tion in slight excess. The precipitate formed is collected on a

filter after it has been rendered tiocculent by agitation and

slight warming, dissolved off with ammonium hj^droxid solu-

tion, reprecipitated with nitric acid in excess, collected upon an

ash-free filter, washed, and dried. The silver chlorid is sepa-

rated from the filter as much as possible, the filter burned in a

small, weighed porcelain crucible, the ash treated with nitric

acid and a few drops of hydrochloric acid, and evpporated to

dryness. The silver chlorid is then added to the contents of the

crucible and cautiously ignited until it just begins to fuse at the

edges, cooled and weighed. The weight obtained by subtract-

ing the weight of the empty crucible from that last obtained,

and multiplying the difference by 0.2543 is that of the hydro-
chloric acid in the quantity of solution operated upon.

3. Roussin's Method.'—The material, finely hashed and

diluted to a thin paste if necessar}', is intimately mixed and di-

vided into two perfectly equal parts. To one of these an excess

of pure disodic carbonate is added. Each half is then sepa-

rately treated as follows: They are evaporated to dryness, incin-

erated in porcelain crucibles to complete carbonization, the car-

bonized residues extracted with equal volumes of water, and the

quantit}" of hydrochloric acid in each is determined by precipi-

tation with silver nitrate as above described. The difference

'Tardieu: "Empoisonnement," 2eme ed., 1875, 243.
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Ivtween the two ainounts so round is llic (|ii,iiility of froo liydro-

chloric aciil prosont in oiu'-lialf nf the matci ial.

A nuidilicalion of tliis j)rocoss, \vliicli permits of the di'tor-

mination of tliat portion of tho acid i)ros(.Mit as acid alWiiDiin,

has bii'U sui^yostod by Winter-llayom.' Three e(pial j»oi'tioiis

are taken in phice of two: to one (a) excess of disodic carbonate

is added, the liijuid evaporated on the water-bath, the residue

moderately ignited, extracted with water containing nitric acid

in excess, boiled, and the total chlorin deterniined as silver

chlorid (gravimetricallj^ or vohinietrically). The second por-

tion (b) is evaporated, dried, moderately ignited, extracted with

water and nitric acid, and the (piantity of chlorin, existing as

chlorids, similarly' determined. The third portion (c) is evap-
orated to dryness, the residue warmed on the water-bath for an

hour, after which excess of disodic carbonate is added and the

process continued as with a. The free hydrochloric acid=
a— cj that existing as acid albumin = c—b.

4. COHN AND V. Mering's Method.'—The filtered stomach

contents are distilled until two-thirds of the liquid have gone
over, water is added to the residue, and the distillation contin-

ued. The quantitj' of volatile acid in the distillate is deter-

mined b}^ titration of a portion. The residue is agitated with

much ether. In the residue of evaporation of the ether the

quantity of lactic acid is determined bj'' titration. The free

hydrochloric acid is determined in the distilled liquid, after

having agitated it with ether, as follows: Excess of freshly

precipitated cinchonin is added, and the mixture digested some

time at a moderate temperature. It is then extracted by several

agitations with chloroform, a further quantity of cinchonin be-

ing added after the third agitation. The residue of evaporation

of the chloroform is dissolved in water containing acetic acid,

nitric acid is added, and the hydrochloric acid determined as

described above as silver chlorid.

5. Sjogvist's Method.'— (v. Jaksch's Modification *)•—

Neutral litmus solution is added, and then pure barium carbon-

'Corr. -Bl. f. Schweiz. Aertze, chonin being substituted for qninin,
1892, TS.'). as the latter decomposes chlorids.

2 Deut. Arch. f. kJ. Med., 1887,
^ ztgchr. f. physiol. Chem., 1889,

233; Ber.. Berl., 1887, xx. , c. 22(5. xiii., 1.

This is a modification of the Tar- ^ Monatsheft f. Chem., 1889, x.,

dieu-Rabuteau method (Compt. 464.

rend. Ac. Sc, Par., Ixxx. ), cin-
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ate in slight excess until the red color has disappeared. The

mixture is then evaporated to dryness, and the residue moder-

ately ignited. The carbonaceous mass is repeatedly extracted

with water, and the barium contained in the solution deter-

mined by precipitation and weighing as barium sulfate. The

weight of barium sulfate, multiplied by 0.6'259, gives the weight

of hydrochloric acid present in the material operated upon.'

Tests for Hydrochloric Acid and Chlorids.— 1. Silver

nitrate produces a white, cheesy precipitate of silver chlorid,

which is insoluble in nitric acid, soluble in ammonium hy-

droxid or potassium cyanid solution.

2. Mercurous nitrate produces a white precipitate of mercu-

rous chlorid, which turns black on addition of ammonium hy-

droxid.

3. Lead acetate produces a white precipitate in solutions

which are not too dilute. The precipitate dissolves in hot wa-

ter, from which it crj^stallizes on cooling.

4. Free hydrochloric acid, when warmed with manganese
dioxid or with lead peroxid, evolves chlorin, which may be rec-

ognized by its odor, color, and bleaching action on moist vege-

table pigments, if the quantity be sufficient. Bonis* applies this

reaction to organic mixtures as follows: The material is acidu-

lated with pure acetic acid, filtered through muslin under pres-

sure, and then through paper, a few fragments of potassium

chlorate and some gold leaf are added, and the mixture is

warmed for an hour or two on the water-bath. If the li(iuid be

very dilute it is concentrated by evaporation on the water-bath.

The liquid is then decanted and the dissolved gold tested for by
stannous chlorid solution, which produces a purple-red or vio-

' For other methods see Bidder u.

Schmidt: "Die Verdauungssat'te,
"

Ijeipzig, 1852. Leo : Centbl. f. d.

med. Wissensch., 1889, 481. F. A.
Hoffmann; Centlb. f. klin. Med.,
1890, No. 40. Salkovvski : Jahres-
ber. d. Pharm., 1891, 220. Jolles u.

Wallensteiu: Piiarm. Post, 1891,
445. Graffenberger : Pharm. Ztg. ,

1891, 392. Katz: Wien. med.
Wchnschr., 1890, 2193. Liittke :

Jahresb. d. Pharm., 1891, 226.

Rosenheim : Deutsch. med. Wclm-
schr., 1891, 1155; 1892, 280, 309.

Wittmanu : Jahresb. f . Kinderhlk.
,

1892, xxxiv.
,

1. Marino and Dotto :

Deut. med. Wchnschr., 1892, 126.

Wagner : Centlb. f. d. m. Wis-
sensch., 1892, 192. V. Pfungen :

Ibid., 262. Dmochovvski : Deut.
m. Ztg., 1892, 388. Maurice: J. d.

pharm. et de chim., 1892, 6 s., v..

350. 450. Kossler : Ztsclir. f. phy-
siol. Chem., 1893, xvii., 91. Fried-

lander: Apoth. Ztg., 1892, 665.

Martins u. Liittke : Centlb. f. d.

m. Wissensch., 1893, 218.

^Ann. d'hyg., etc., 1874, 2 s.,

xli., 457
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lot prooipitalc. Clilorids do not juimIikh* this rt'iiction «'xc'oj)t

in tilt' jm-soTUM' iA' i'voo sulfuric .-icid.

A(ll> ( 'III. I MMDS.

Solutions of ctM'tain clilorids. acid in i-cactioii or conlaiiiins" notable

excess of liyilrocldoric acid, oxt>rt an action upon the economy Avhicli

is a oonil)ination of the corrosive effects due to the acid and the truly

l)oisonous action of the metal. The most inipoitaiit of these are anti-

mony trichlorid, \vhi«di will he considered alon<ic with the to.xicolofj^y of

tlu' other antimonials ; zinc chlorid, which has aliUNidy heen ret'erj-ed to

as the
"
.solderinj; liquid" used hy tinsmiths, and which will he further

discussed amonor the zinc compounds, and mercuric chlorid, or "corro-

sive sublimate," wduch will be treated of under "
Mercury."

NITRIC ACID.

Pure nitric acid is a colorless liquid, which boils at 86°

(186°. 8 F.) and solidities at —40° (-40'^F.), gives off white

fumes when exposed to air, and is strongh' acid in reaction.

The specific gravit}' of the concentrated acid is 1.522. The spe-

cific gravity and boiling-point of the diluted acid vary with the

concentration :

Si
Is
at*
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Hence it is useful as an oxidizing agent. Most of the metals

dissolve in nitric acid as nitrates, a portion of the acid being at

the same time decomposed into nitrogen dioxid (NO) and water.

Gold and platinum are not attacked by nitric acid. The salts

of nitric acid (nitrates) are for the most part colorless and, with

the exception of a few "basic salts," soluble in water. When
fused they act as powerful oxidants. They are decomposed by
sulfuric acid at more or less elevated temperatures, with libera-

tion of the acid.

The commercial acid, aqua fortis, is a yellow liquid, met
with in two degrees of concentration : single aqua fortis,

specific gravity about 1.25 = thirty-nine per cent. HNO3; and

double aqua fortis, specific gravity about lA = sixty-four per
cent. HNO3. It contains as impurities the oxids of nitrogen,

sulfuric acid, iron, fixed salts, and sometimes chlorin and iodin.

Acidum nitricum, U. S., Br., is a colorless acid, free from

the impurities above mentioned, and of specific gravity, 1.42 =
seventy per cent. HNO3. Like the C. P. acid, specific gravity
1.522 = one hundred per cent. HNO3, used in chemical labora-

tories, it must be kept in bottles completely filled and protected
from light. The dilute acid of the U. S. P. is of specific

gravity 1.059, and contains ten per cent. HNO3.
Fuming nitric acid is a yellow liquid, fuming when ex-

posed to the air, made by saturating strong nitric acid with ni-

trogen tetroxid. A similar acid, though more dilute, is known
as nitroso-nitric acid.

Although nitric acid was known certainly in the thirteenth

century, probably to the Arabians of the eighth century, and

possibly to the ancient Egyptians, we know of no earlier refer-

ence to its toxic action than that of Bruno Seidel, who relates

the case of a girl who was killed by drinking the acid.' Dur-

ing the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries deaths from nitric

acid occurred occasionally, and Tartra, whose thesis" was for

that period an exhaustive treatise upon the toxicology of the

mineral acids, relates 55 cases, 29 of which were first described

in this thesis. Of these, 20 died—19 from the primary action,
and 7 from the secondary effects of the corrosive. Considering

' "De niorbis incurabilis," Fran- -"Essai sur rempoisonnement
cof., 1593, p. 13. par I'acide nitrique," Paris, An x.

[1802].
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tilt" inucli tnoiv oxtt'ndotl use ol' iiiliic acid at llic pn'Sfiit lime,

till" t'rtHHionry of intoxications b}' it has not materially increased

sinoi' tin* time Tartra. AVe tind rcferonco to 7:5 cases since

iso-i, distributed as follows: lS(i-^-lt, 1; ISlO-l'.i, :!; lS->()-29,

0; 1S:)0-:V.), S; 1S|0-1:», ;>; 1850-511, ;i; lS(i()-(i'.», Iti; lS7()-70,

(5; 1880-80, 13; 18'.U)-!»5, G, At the present time nitric acid ia

ajiparently less fre<iuently the cause of death directly than either

hydrochloric or sulfuric acid.

We find mention of thirteen criminal administrations of ni-

tric acid, all of which occurred on the continent of Europe.'
The earliest was one of Tartra's cases.' In 1801 a woman of

thirty-five died, it was alleged, from the effects of nitric acid

mixed with white wine which was poured down her throat while

she was intoxicated. Two other French cases are reported.

One that of a woman who died from the effects of nitric acid

poured into her ear by her husband while she was intoxicated,
'*

to punish her" ;' the other the case of a woman who killed her

infant shortly after its birth b}' pouring nitric acid down its

throat.' Seven cases are reported in German literature. One
was in an adult female who took the acid under the advice of

her lover in the belief that it would provoke abortion;' the

others were in infants or young children." One case, also in

an infant, is reported from Hungar}',' and two cases in young
children from Finland."

Symptoms and Diagnosis.

The effects and manifestations produced by nitric acid are

similar to those caused by sulfuric or hydrochloric acid. The
' Gribble and Hehir(Med. .Jurispr. cide, de I'alienation inentale,

"
etc. ,

for India," 3d ed., 1892, p. 435) Paris, 1840.

state, on the authority of Dr. Rog- * Buchner : Friedreich's Bl. f.

ers, that two cases of intoxication ger. Med., 1866, xvii., 192.

occurred in India during 1883,
^
Osenbriiggen : Friedreich's Bl.

in which nitric acid was found f. ger. Med., 1867, xviii., 75.

mixed with coffee. Buchner : Loc. cit. (2 cases). Cas-

A man was convicted of murder per-Liman : "Ilandb. d. ger. Med.,"

by a mixture of sulfuric and nitric 8te Aufl. , ii., 549 ; and Lesser :

" At-

acids in 1889. (See Mixed Acids. ) las d. ger. Med.," PI. i.. Fig. 2;

-Tartra: Loc. cit. Orfila : "Tr. Buchner : Z-oc. ci7., 1886, xxxvii., 9

de. tox. ," 5eme ed.
, i., 166. and 14.

3 Morisson : Arch. gen. de. med., ' Maschka : Samml. Gutacbt.

1826, xi., 104. Orfila: Oi). cit., 172. Prag. m. Fak., 1867, 3F., 284.
^ Tavlor: "Poisons," 3d Am. ed..

* Fagerlund : Vrtljschr. f. ger.

210, from Cazauvieilh : "Du sui- Med., 1894, 3 F.
, viii., Supplhft,

59.
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principal point of difference is in the color of the stains formed

upon those portions of the skin and visible mucous membrane

touched by the acid. Owing to the xanthoproteic reaction

produced by nitric acid upon the albuminoids, these are colored

a bright yellow, which turns to orange on the addition of am-

monia. Consequently the stains produced by nitric acid are

usually distinctly yellow, and subsecpiently become dirty light-

brown, and" the superficial layer readily peels off in a short time.

Yellow stains are, however, neither constantly present nor cer-

tainly characteristic. The acid may be taken from a spoon or

other vessel passed well back into the mouth, when no visible

stains are formed, as in a case reported by Berselli.' The lips

and skin of the chin have been seen to be excoriated, and the

tongue and buccal mucous membrane white or red in place of

yellow," even when they have been corroded by nitric acid; but

such cases are unusual and exceptional. If the patient be seen

some time after the acid has been taken, the yellow stain may
be concealed by an eschar—as in a man who was seen on the

day after taking a teaspoonful of the acid. The lips and tongue

were covered with a thick brown scab, which peeled off the next

day, exposing the brightly yellow stained mouth and tongue.
"*

On the other hand, yellow stains may be produced by picric acid

or by any one of a number of other yellow dyes, and have even

been met with in corrosion by sulfuric acid.*

If the patient be seen during the first twenty-four hours the

most certain means of establishing a diagnosis in doubtful cases

is by the detection of nitric acid in the urine, which, moreover,

is red or dark in color.*

Prognosis.

The prognosis in nitric acid intoxication is even more un-

favorable than in that by hydrochloric acid. Of G4 persons

affected 54, or 84.4 per cent., died, and 10, or 15.6 per cent., re-

covered from the primary effects. Of 44 fatal cases in which

iGaz. med. ital. Prov. Venet, ^ Quv's Hosp. Rep., 1859, 140.

1860, iii., 201. ^Taylor: Guy'sHosp. Rep., 1846,
2 Duckworth: Tr. Clin. Soc, 3s.,iv.,396.

London, 1886, xix. , 53. Richar- ^ Richard iere : Loc. cit. : Schul-

diere : Ann. d'liyg. , etc., 1886, 3 s., zen : Arch. f. Anat.. Pliys . etc.

XV., 88. St. Geo. Hosp. Rep., 1877- 1864, 500. Ipsen : Vrtljschr. f. ger.

78, ix., 18. Med., 1893, 3F., vi., 11.
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the (hirntioii is rcportrd death Dccurn'd in loss than throo lioura

in ."i (1 1 .."> per ivnt.), during llio first twenty-four hours in 111

(l\ri pt-r cent.), duriiifjf thi' lirst wei'k in ".'s (liiJ.ti pi-r crnt.),

within a niontli in Xi (T") pur cent.), and in jji-riods lonj^or tliaii

a month in 11 ('3"> pi-r cent.). Tlio cxtromos of duration wore

"in a few minutes" in a new-horn infaiil,' and in tiiio- iiours

in a wtPinan of lifty-tive years/ as minima; and ;ts maxima,
two years in one case and "several years" in another/

POST-MOKTEM ApPEARANX'ES.

These are very similar to those ohsorved after death from sul-

furic acid, and under like conditions the destruction of tissue is

quite as extensive. In place, however, of the hlackening of the

gastric mucous memhrane so frecjuently met with after death by
sulfuric acid, the stomach, as well as the oesophagus, pharynx,
and tongue, are usually yellow in color. The color varies from

a bright yellow to a dirty olive yellow, and frequently alter-

nates with black or red.^ While the j-ellow color is only absent

in the oesophagus and stomach after death from the primary
action of nitric acid in those exceptional cases in which the acid

has not been swallowed,^ its presence maj'^ be due to causes other

than nitric acid. Not onl}' is tlie gastric mucous membrane fre-

quently tinged yellow b\' biliary pigment and by the formation

of arsenic trisulfid, but in a few instances a more or less exten-

sive yellow coloration has been observed after death caused by
sulfuric*^ or hydrochloric' acid, or b}^ the mineral alkalies.'

'Tavlor: "Poisons," 3d Am. ed., Med., 1893, 3 F., vi., T. 1 and 2

210.
'

(Ipsen).
^
Ipspn : Vrtjschr. f. gpr. M(>d.,

^ Buchner : Friedreich's Bl. f.

1893, 3 F., vi., 11. In tlie notice ger. Med., 186G, xvii., 187; 1886,
of Bernt's case, of death in one and xxxvii., 9.

three-quarter hours, quoted by Tay-
^ Habershon : Med. Times and

lor from Sobernheim (''Handb. d. Gaz. , 185.1, n. s.
, xi., 470. Jenner :

pract. Tox.," Berlin, 1838, 402) it ifo/r/., 18r)7, xv., 629. Falk : Viertel-

is not stated whether tlie deceased jschr. f. ger. Med., 1875, n. F.
,

was a child or an adult. xxiii., 14. Maschka : Ibid., 1881,
^Tardieu: "

Empoi^onnement,
"

xxxiv., 197.

2eme ed., 1875. 238, 239, quoted
'

Kryspen : Arch. d. Pharm.,
from Moutard-Martin and Vernois. 1861, clvii., 23. t. Wunscliheim :

^ Colored plates are to he found in Prag. med. Wclinshr., 1891, xvi.,
Lessers "'Atl. der ger. Med.," PI. 60.5.

ii., Fig. 2 and iu Vrtljschr. f. ger.
^ See p. 269.
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Analytical,'

If the acid have been swallowed in notable quantity and have

caused death within a short time, nitric acid, both free and in

combination, should be found not onl}' in the stomach contents,

but in other tissues as well. In the body of a suicide who died

in three hours from the effects of a large but undetermined dose

of nitric acid, Ipsen"^ found free nitric acid in the stomach,

oesophagus, left pleural cavity, duodenum, pancreas, liver, and

spleen, and nitrates in the urine, 50 c.c. of which contained

1.14975 gm. HNO3, as well as in the brain, and in the blood

from the heart and lungs. As in fatal cases of acidism the

circulating liquids and the tissues do not become acid before

death, although the degree of their alkalinity is diminished, the

presence of free nitric acid outside of the alimentary canal was

due to post-mortem diffusion of the acid through the non-per-

forated wall of the alimentary canal, although only nineteen

hours elapsed between the death and the autopsy. That such

diffusion takes place rapidly was shown by Ipsen by experiment

upon a cadaver.

For the separation of nitric acid and of nitrates from por-

tions of the body, the process already described (see p. 232) is

to be followed. The extraction with alcohol should, however,

be made at the ordinary temperature, and should not be unduly

prolonged, because of the tendency of the acid to act upon the

alcohol.

Or Vitali's modification of the Tardieu-Rabuteau sulfuric

acid method^ may be followed for the extraction of free nitric

acid. The liquid part of the material, or an aqueous extract,

filtered and expressed, is treated with alcohol, filtered, and evap-

orated to expulsion of the alcohol. Freshly precipitated quini-

din is added and the mixture warmed slighth^ after which it

is filtered and concentrated. To three volumes of this liquid

two volumes of chloroform are added and enough absolute alco-

hol to dissolve the chloroform in the aqueous liquid and to hold

it in solution
; and, finally, without agitation, half the original

volume of water. In this way the chloroform, holding in solu-

' See also p. 220. ^u^yjan. di Chim. Toss.,"Mi-
^Vrltjschr. f. ger. Med., 1893, 3, lano, 1893, p. 239.

vi.. F., 11.
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tioii till' alfnliol and (luiniiiiii nitralt>, is s('])aralt'(l, while alka-

liiM' iiitratrs ri'iiiaiii in tlu' atiuoous alcoholic laytr. The chlo-

rutDrm stratum is drawn otV and evaporated to dryness; tlui

resi(hie is extrac-ted with a mixture of absolute alcohol and aidiy-

drous cidiiroform ; and the extract is tiltered thron{j;h a double or

triple tilter, and ai^ain ovaj)orated to dryness. The nitric acid

in tho rosiiluc is converted into potassium nitrate by the action

of dipotassic carbonate, and known fractions of the solution

are used for identification and (inaiititative determination.

Tests for Nitric Acid and Nitrates.— 1. 'I'he free acid

when warmed in contact with copper tilings is reduced and

gives oflf brown fumes, wliich, if present in small amount, are

be§t seen by looking into the moutii of the test tahe. With ni-

trates only in })resence of free sulfuric acid.

2. If a solution of a nitrate or of nitric acid be mixed with

an equal volume of concentrated pure sulfuric acid, cooled, and

a concentrated solution of ferrous sulfate is floated on the mix-

ture, a red-brown band is found at the junction of the two

strata. A similar reaction is produced by selenious acid., but if

the layers be mixed and allowed to stand selenium separates as

a red deposit.

3. Add to some hydrochloric acid in a test tube enough in-

digo-carmine solution to give it a pale blue color, and boil;

the blue color should remain. If now a nitrate or nitric

acid be added and the liquid boiled, the color is discharged.

A like effect is produced by chlorin and by other oxidizing

agents.
4. A crystal of brucin dissolves \u pure sulfuric acid, form-

ing a colorless solution. If to this a nitrate or nitric acid be

added, a brilliant red-orange color is developed, which gradu-

ally fades to yellow. Chloric acid and its salts act like nitric

acid, but with sulfuric acid alone they produce a yellow or orange

color, and evolve a greenish, suffocating gas. This reaction is

only exceeded in delicacy by No. 7 (Berthemont).

5. Xarcotin is dissolved by pure concentrated sulfuric acid,

forming a light-yellow solution, which turns purplish when

heated. But if nitric acid or a nitrate be present, the cold solu-

tion is reddish-brown and turns dark red when warmed

(Wormley) .

6. If to a few drops of a solution of paratoluidin sulfate (or
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a sulfuric acid solution of commercial anilin oil) a solution of a

nitrate be added, and then an equal volume of concentrated sul-

furic acid in such manner that the liquids do not mix, a red

zone, gradually changing to dark yellow, is formed at the junc-
tion of the liquids. Nitrites produce a yellowish or brownish

color, which only becomes red after a time. Chlorates give the

same reaction as nitrates (Braun, Lougi).
7. A drop of a freshly prepared solution of 0.01 gm. di-

phenylamin in 100 c.c. of pure concentrated sulfuric acid is

placed in a porcelain dish, and a minute drop of a solution of a

nitrate or of nitric acid brought into it with a pointed glass rod;
a fine blue zone is formed around the lesser drop, which becomes

more intense as the two liquids mix, gradually assumes a green

tinge, and finall}' fades out. Although this is the most delicate

of the nitric acid reactions, it is not so characteristic as some of

the others; a blue color is also produced by nitrites, chlorates,

hypochlorites, bromates, iodates, vanadates, chromates, perman-
ganates, molybdates, salts of iron, barium peroxid, and hydro-

gen peroxid (Kopp, Laar).

8. One part of phenol is dissolved in four parts of concen-

trated sulfuric acid, and two parts of water are added. If a

drop or two of this reagent be added to a solid nitrate, a reddish-

brown color is produced, which, on addition of a drop of two of

strong ammonium hydroxid solution, turns yellow or greenish

(Sprengel) .

Quantitative Determination.—The quantity of nitric

acid is best determined by v. Dumreicher's method :' To the

solution containing nitric acid or nitrate contained in a flask a

freshly prepared solution of stannous chlorid
*
is added, and the

mixture boiled for an hour, after which it is transferred to a

porcelain capsule and evaporated on the water-bath to the for-

mation of a crystalline crust. The capsule is left on the water-

batb for another half-hour and then allowed to cool. By this

treatment nitric acid is converted into ammonia, which is re-

tained by the acid. The cooled solution is distilled with caus-

tic potash, and the distillate collected in normal acid solution.

' Sitzher. d. k.Acad. d.Wisspnsch. chloric acid, and used in such
z Wien, 1880, Ixxxii., 3, p. 583. amount that the above quantity is

Made by dissolving 16 gm. of present for each gramme of nitric
granulated and washed tin, in 60 acid,
gm. of forty-percent, pure hydro-
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The qujiiitily of ammonia is (U'tt'rmiiicd by titration. 'I'lio

«inantity uf anunonia (Nil,) r«'uiitl, multiplied by 3.68:5, gives
the cjuantity of nitric acid (UNO.) present.

Nitrous Fumes.

Nitric aciil luus in several instjincos been indirectly the cause of

death. When the acid is exix)sed to the air, or, more rapidly, wlien it

is in contact with organic matter or with nictids, it is j)artly volatilized

ami partly decom|xised with formation of the oxids of nitrojren, ])ar-

ticularly of nitroj^en tctroxid, NOj. T\w funieti or i'a/>or.s thus ^iven
otf ai*e bro"wn in color and are actively poisonous, being particularly

dangerous because of the comparatively slight discomfort which

they i)roduce at once when inhaled. We have met with the records of

twenty-two cases of poisoning by the inlialation of such fumes, of

which fifteen caused death in from ten to forty hours, the average
duration being twenty-two horn's. In fourteen of the cases, eleven of

which were fatal, the poisoning was due to an attem})t on the part of

the deceased to repair the damages caused by the breaking Of a vessel

contiiining the acid, or by its having been otherwise spilled out. ' In one

case a morocco worker was exposed to the fumes,'' in another a chem-

ist,^ in another an operative in a sulfuric acid works inhaled the fumes

escaping from the leaden chambers and was found dead."* A servant

girl was severely poisoned by inhaling the fumes given otf by strong
nitric acid, which she was carrying in a tin box (I).' In prejmring a

fertilizer containing superi)hosphate (probably containing excess of sul-

furic acid) and Chili saltjietre among its ingredients, the mass took

fii'e and evolved thick clouds of orange-yellow vapors. Some thirty

persons were poisoned, of whom two died.*^

Symptoms.
No effects, save a trifling irritation of the air passages, are felt for

from two to four hours after the inhalation, if we except the temporary
sense of suffocation sometimes ex])erienced at the time, when the

vapors are inhaled in a condition but slightly diluted with air. There

is then a sense of uneasiness and loss of muscular power, accompanied

by sense of constriction of the chest, pain on inspiration and coughing.
The face is pale, the lips cyanosed, the forehead bathed in cold per-

spiration, the extremities cold, and the pulse weak. The respiratory

organs are the seat of very acute hyperaemic inflammation of the bron-

' In one of these the evolution of ^ Schmitz : Berl. kl. Wchnschr.,
the fumes was favored by sawdust 1884, xxi., 428.

being thrown upon the spilled
* Eulenberg : Vrtljschr. f. ger.

acid. Med., 1876, xxv., 209.

-Wharton and Stille : "Med. * Schmitz : Loc. ctY.

Jur.," 4th ed., ii., 529. « Pott : Deutsch. m. Wchnschr.,

1884, X., 451.
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chial mucous membrane, which at first is limited to the larger tubes,

but rapidly extends to the finest bronchi. The sputa are lemon yellow

to dirty gray in color, tenacious, adherent to glass, alkaline in reac-

tion,' and contain a few pavement and columnar epithelial cells,

innumerable nuclei, large numbers of red and white blood (^orpuscles,

and groups of yellow non-refracting pigment globules, which exhibit a

lively Bi'ownian movement. Vomiting occurs but rarely, and pain,

which is in some cases intense, is not epigastric but thoracic. The

urine is normal. In fatal cases the dyspnoea increases, sometimes after

marked remissions, coarse rales are heard all over the chest, and death

occurs with all the signs of acute pulmonary cedema. Recovery is

slow, and occupies one to two weeks.

Post-mortem Appearances.
The most marked changes are found in the thoi-acic organs. The

pleurae are adherent over more or less of their extent. The lungs are

extremely hypera^mic, and their tissue is extensively disorganized, satu-

rated with black, fluid blood, presenting a spleen-like appearance on

section, and non crepitant except in a few places. The cavities of the

heart, particularly those of the right side, are distended with black

blood, partly fluid and partly imperfectly coagulated, and a similar

material fills the great vessels.'-' The mucous membrane of the trachea

and bronchi is more or less reddened. The stomach is distended with

gas, contains a small quantity of fluid, which may be strongly acid in

reaction, and its mucous membrane is inflamed, thickened, and stained

yellow in places. The veins of the pia mater and the arteries at the

ba.se of the brain are distended with dark-colored, tarry, or fluid blood.

Acid Nitrates.

Nitrates which are used in solution containing excess of acid, or

which are readily reduced by contact with organic substances, pi-oduce
effects which are similar to those of nitric acid itself, more or less com-

plicated by the toxic effects of the metallic element. Examples of such

nitrates are the acid mercuric nitrate and silver nitrate.

Acid Mercuric Nitrate.—See Mercury.
Silver Nitrate—Lunar Caustic, Lapis mfernalis.
Acute intoxications by this substance are of very rare occurrence.

Of seven cases reported five were the results of accident in children, but
one of which died, a child of fifteen months, into whose throat a stick of

lunar caustic slipped during its medicinal application. Death occurred
in six hours in violent convulsions. ^ Of the two cases in adults, one

'Pott: Deutsch. m. Wchnschr., fumes, the heart and great vessels

1884, X., 4.51. were found empty.
^ In Eulenberg's case (loc. eit.)

-^

Scattergood : Brit. Med. Jour.,
in which the gas inhaled contained 1871, i., 527.
other ing^redients than nitrous

IV.-17
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was tlial of a woman of (ifty-oiio y«'ars who diod in thrro days from
tin- ftlVfts of a six-oinu'i" niixtun* conlnininf'' lifty t,Tains of silver ni-

trato, laktMi in divitU'd doses ;' tlio otlicr was an attciiiplt'd suicide,

who reroveifd after swaliowiiij^' alxiiit ."it) ;::in. (one ouiu-e) of silver

nitrate.-

'V]\v syniiitoiiis are those of intense f,'-astro-entoriiis.

The antiilote indicated is roniiuon .sah, folk)\veil hy an emetic. Sil-

ver rhk)rid and sodium nitrate are produced. Tlie former, ultliou<rh

insoluble in water, is .solultle to sonu' extent in soilium clilorid .solution,

and also f<»rms with alhuminous sul)stances a compound which is

jsoluhle in sodium chlorid solution and in the dij^estive liquids.

Mixed Acids.

]\Ii.\tiires of mineral acids are used in the laboratory and in

the arts, and have been swallowed by man in a few instances,

producing effects similar to, but even more intense than, those

caused by either acid alone.

A mixtin-e of nitric and hydrochloric acid, in the proportion
of one molecule of the former to three of the latter (one part

by weight HXO3, specific gravity 1.42, to four parts HCl, spe-

cific gravitj" I.IC), is used as a solvent for gold and platinum,
under the names aqua regia and nitromurnatic acid, and in a

diluted form as a medicine, acidum nitrohydrochloricum dilu-

tum, U. S. P. In the concentrated form it is a colorless liquid

when first prepared, but soon becomes orange yellow, which
when warmed is decomposed, with liberation of chlorin and
formation of water and compounds of chlorin, nitrogen, and

oxygen, XOCl and NOCl.,. Its solvent action upon gold and

platinum is due to the nascent chlorin, which unites with the

metals to form auric or platinic chlorid.

We find but two references to intoxication by aqua regia in

the human subject: one a fatal case reported by Liouville;' the

other a non-fatal case in a man who took four or five swallows

of the dilute acid and in whose urine nitric acid was detected

on analysis.''

A mixture of sulfuric and nitric acids is extensively used in

the preparation of dynamite, gun-cotton, and other nitro-deriv-

'

Taylor : "Poisons," 3d Am. ed.,
^ gull. Soc. d'anat., Paris, 1872, 2,

475. s.
, xvii., 274.

« Orfila :

" Tox.
,

" Seme ed.
,

ii.
,
22. * Schidtzen, ex Robert :

"
Intoxi-

kationen,
"
p. 212.
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atives. In 1889 a man was convicted in England of the murder

of a woman by pouring such a mixture of acids down her throat

while she was in bed.'

OTHER MINERAL ACIDS.

Hydrofluoric Acid—HF, 20.06.

This intensely acid gas is usually produced by the action of sulfuric

acid upon calcium fiuorid (fluorspar), and is used principally for etch-

ing upon glass, which is attacked by it whether in the gaseous form or

in solution. In this industry the sand-blast has to a great extent, al-

though not entirely, replaced the use of the acid. In solution it has

also been used to a limited extent as a germicide.

Its action upon the animal economy is most intense, yet but few

deaths have been caused by it, owing to its limited uses.

There is some difference in opinion as to the effects of inhalation of

gaseous hydrofluoric acid. Most writers upon professional hygiene
assert that those exposed to an atmosjiliere contaminated with the gas

suffer from ulcerations of the conjunctiva, nose, mouth, and gums, and

from severe laryngitis and bronchitis. According to Kobert,- Ber-

geron makes the astounding statement tliat 400 gm. of hydrofluoric

acid may be inlialed daily. The inhalation of so powerfully acid a

gas cannot but be deletei-ious. Indeed, the deaths of two chemists

were due in whole or in part to inhalation of this gas : Nickles, of

Nancy, who died in 1869, and whose death was considered as acceler-

ated by exposure to the fumes of ])hosphorus and fluorin compounds ;*

and the Belgian chemist, Louyet, whose death resulted from the in -

halation of hydrofluoric acid during his endeavors to isolate the ele-

ment. ••

Silicon fluorid—SiF^,
is another gaseous fluorin compound, ^wssessed of poisonous qualities

which were recognized by Eulenberg from experiments upon animals,^

and observed in the human subject in two fatal cases by Cameron."

This gas is produced by the action of sulfuric acid upon calcium fiuorid

in the presence of silicic acid or a silicate, and is decomposed by con-

tact with moisture, with formation of gelatinous silicic acid and of

hydrofluoric acid. In Cameron's cases the victims were operatives in a

fertilizer works in which phosphates containing notable quantities of

fluorid and silicate were treated with sulfuric acid. They complained

'Reg. V. Lipski : C.C.C. , July.
^ Rabuteau : "Toxicologie," Seme

1888. Taylor: "Med. Jur.," 11th ed., 710.

Am. ed., 102. "^ "Schadlichen imd giftigen Gas-
'
"Intoxikationen," 377. en," Braunschweig, 1865, p. 465.

2 Jour, d ph. et de chim., 1869,
"^ Dublin Jour. M. Sc, 1887, 3 s.,

4 s., ix., 446. Ixxxiii., 20.
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of rt stMiso of sufrcH'atioii. nrid t'xpcctorated frothy inatcnal. T)<'ulli fol-

loweil in a f»>\v hours, iiftrr incrt>n.s(Hl (lyspiiu'a, and in full ('oiiscious-

iioss. Cameron ronsidci-s that on contact with the moist hronchial

nnu'ous membrane the ^a.s is decompos(>(l, the j^clatinous silicic acid

forniiuK' a varnish-like coatinj^ uiH)n llic hidiiclii to their most minute

ramitications. and the irritalin-j hydrotluoric Jicid causiiifi;- rcllcx spus-
nu)dic c(Hitraction. From tlic lunL'"s of on(> man ().7r) <;m. (11.0 frrains)

of silicic acid were ohtainoil.

We know of l)nt two ca.ses of death from swallowinpf the acid in so-

lution, hoth suicides. The earliest cjise is that rej)orted by King :

' A
man of forty-six years, of inti'm])erat(> hal)it,s. swallowed 15 c.c. ( 3 ks.) of

the solution, w:us innnediately seized with severe ))ain and vomiting,
and died in thirty-live minutes from cardiac paralysis, th(> res]>iration

continuing' for some time after disai)pearance of the radial pulse and
heart beat. The buccal mucous membrane was white, the tongue,

gums, epiglottis, and a\sophagus denuded of epithelium ;
the mucous

membrane of the stomach softened, corroded in places, bla<;k on the

prominences of the rugse, and intensely red and ecchymosed in the de-

pressions. The duodenal mucous membrane was somewhat injected.

In the oj)ening of the glottis was a small quantity of dark-brown mu-

cus, insufficient, however, to account for the death, which was more

probably due to true poisoning following absorption of the acid.

In 1885 a manufacturer of glass signs died in the Chambers Street

Hospital, New York, in about two hours after swallowing about a gill

(118 c.c.) of the acid used in his trade.

Solutions of the acid in contact with the skin produce severe and

painful burns which heal very slowly.
The toxic effects of the fluorids have been studied experimentally

by Rabuteau,'' Muller,^ Tappeiner,'* Schulz,'* and Hewclke.'*

For the detection of Huorin in organic inixtures, these may be

incinerated with the addition of a little soda, and the ash warmed with

concentrated sulfuric acid in a platinum crucible covered with a

watch glass partly coated with wax or paraffin. The uncoated parts

of glass are roughened. This method is not available if the materials

contain silica, in which case the non-etching silicon fiuorid is formed.

Tammann's method " avoids this source of error : the substance, in-

timately mixed with quartz powder, is placed in a flask provided with a

cork having three holes ; sulfuric acid is added through a funnel tube,

and the flask heated ; a stream of dry au* is caused to carry the silicon

' Tr. Path. Soc. , London, 1873,
' ]bid. , 1889, xxv.

,
326.

xxiv., 98. « Deut. med. Wclmschr., 1890,
•^ These de Paris. 1867, "Toxicolo- xxii., 477.

gie." 2emeed., 709. ' Ztschr. f. physiol. Chem., 1888,
'
Diss., Greifswald, 1889. xii., 322, and Ztschr. f. anal. Cliem.,

' Arch. f. exp. Path. u. Ph., 1885, xxiv., 328.

1889, XXV., 203; 1890, xxvii., 108.
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fliiorid formed into a narrow vessel containing water, where it is de-

composed with separation of gelatinous silicic acid.

The mere detection of traces of fluorin in organic mixtures is not

evidence that a toxic fluorin compound has been taken, as fluorin is a

normal constituent of many animal tissues. It is most abundant in

the enamel of the teeth, which contains three to four per cent., calcu-

lated as calcium fluorid, and in bones, whose ash contains about the

same percentage. It has also been found in less amount in the blood,

milk, brain, and in hen's eggs.

Boric Acid—Boracic Acid—H.BO.—Ql. 78.

Is a crystalline soUd, unctuous to the touch, slightly bitter, odor-

less, soluble in twenty-five parts of water at 10' (50' F.), which is used

as an antiseptic. In recent medical literature several cases have been

recorded in which more or less severe symptoms followed its use either

in the form of powder dusted on abraded surfaces, or in aqueous solu-

tion for washing out cavities in surgical practice.
'

The symptoms consist of loss of appetite, nausea and persistent

vomiting, hiccough, marked cardiac weakness, emaciation, diarrhoea,

great depression, coryza, conjunctivitis, bronchitis and pharyngitis,
and a papular eruption on the skin near the seat of application and on
the neck, arms, and chest. The urine is suppressed or diminished in

amount. In Bruzelius' case, in which enemata of 1,400 to 1,500 c.c. of

tepid saturated aqueous solution of boric acid were given twice a day
for five days, and once a day for three days thereafter for chronic

diarrhoea, the urine was tested from the start and found to contain

boric acid, which disappeared with the cessation of the treatment.

Three fatal cases have been reported : two by Molodenkow,- one
that of a man of twenty-five years who died in four days after his

pleural cavity had been washed out with a large quantity of the solu-

tion, the other that of a boy of sixteen years who died in three days
after a lumbar abscess had been opened and washed out. In Brose's

case, in which the powdered acid had been applied to an open wound,
there was found a large clot in the right ventricle, partly ante-mortem.
The stomach was congested and there were several spots of erosion of

the mucous membrane. The intestines wei^e greatly congested and in-

flamed. The liver was enlarged, and the right lobe congested and
softened. The spleen was enlarged and much inflamed.

Methods for the detection of boric acid or of borates in organic mix-
tures are not very satisfactory, owing to their volatility with vapor of

water or when heated, and the sparing solubility of even the least

soluble borates. Probably the best method consists in drying the ma-
'

Spencer : Northwestern Lancet, (3 cases). Bruzelius: "Hygiea,"
1888, viii., 23. Brose : M. News, Stockh., 1883, xliv., 548. Le-
Phila., 1883, xliii., 199. Huse : moine : Gaz. med. d. Par., 1890,
Ibid., 1883, xL, 704. Welch : Med. xviii., 305 (3 cases).
Rec, New York, 1888, xxxiv., 531 '^ Med. News, Phila., 18S3,xl.,571.
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torial, fiisinjr tl>o n'sidiu* with sotliuiii cjirhonah' and nitriit(\ and test-

ing' tlu- ivsiiiuo for horatt's : 1. I\v adilin;,^ alcohol and sulfuru* acid,

iintl if^nitintr tli»> aUH>hol ; the llanic is colored •^•rcoii, and shows four

lines in the sjicctnini. in the yellow, ;,T<cn, and hlue (>, 581, 548, 544,

61i) Roisbaudran). 2. A solution in dilute hydrocldoric acid, wiien

dried upon turmeric paper, st^dns it. red i)ro\vn, and the color isohaiif^'-ed

to hlack-hlue by caustic potash. The follo\vin<; rea^^'-ents cause pieci])i-

tates in solutions of borates: .'?. Calcium chlorid, white, soluble in

aninioniiun chlorid. 4. Ferric chlorid, yellow. 5. Silver nitrate,

white. (). Solutions of barium chlorid, niap:n<'siuni cbloi-id, and lead

nitrate also fdi-m white precipitates in .solutions which aj-e not too

dilute.'

Chromic Anhydrid—C7/ /-owzc Acid—CrO,—100.33.

Crystallizes in brilliant crimson prisms, very soluble in water and
in alcohol, forming yellow oi- orange solutions. It is produced by the

action of sulfuric acid upon potassium dichromate solution, and conse-

quently exists in "battery fluids" such as "electropoion." It is a

powerful escharotic, for which purpose it is used medicinally.
In two'^ of the tliirteen reported cases the patient swallowed some

of the solution which was being applied to the tonsils with a brush,
Six cases ^ of which three were fatal, were in females to whom the an-

hydrid or its solution was medicinally applied. In one instance a man
made an unsuccessful attempt at suicide by taking 1 gm. (15 grains)
of the acid in aqueous solution,'' and in the remaining cases a battery
fluid was swallowed with suicidal intent in one instance, and with

fatal results in two.*

In Fowlers case there were severe epigastric pain, agonizing vomit-

ing of green ropy matter, collapse, scarcely perceptible pulse, fear of

impending death, contracted pupils, deafness, purging, and copious
urination, with recovery in three hours. In Tisne's case there were

severe gastritis and vomiting, great ])ain in the back of the neck, and

vertigo. After four hours the symptoms abated, but there remained

constipation and su])pres.sion of urine. The urine of the next day
gave no reaction with silver nitrate. In von Limbeck's case the symp-
toms caused by chromic acid were complicated with tho.se due to sul-

furic acid. In White's case the intellect remained cleai" until death.

• See also Villiers and FayoUe : Bl., 1878, xxv. (2 cases). N.

Ann. d'hyg., etc. , 1895,3s. xxxiv., Schmidt's Jahrb., 1884, cci., 129

272. (D.).
•2 Fowler: Brit. M. Jour., 1889,

•» Wardner : M. and S. Reptr.,
i., 1113. Tisue: J. d. med. de Phila., 1869, xx., 362.

Paris, July 10th, 1887, xiv. * v. Limbeck : Prag. med. Woch-
3 White: Univ. M. Mag., 1889- enschrift, 1887, xv., 25 (S.). Ber-

90. ii., 54 (D.). Mosetig, Falck : nasconi : These, Lvon, 1883 (2 D.).

"Toxikologie,"p. 144 (D.). Bruck: Whitney: "Sei-i-Kwai," T6kv6,
Ibid. Jacob: Bav. aerztl. Int. 1887, vi., 227.
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No post-mortem after death from chromic acid taken internally is

reported.

In White's case chromium, probably in the form of sodium chro-

mate, was found by analysis in the kidneys and liver, but none in the

rectus muscle. In von Limbeck's case chromium was found to be

present in the urine, vomit, and foeces.

For the detection of chromium in the urine, fceces, and vomit these

are dried, ignited with potassium nitrate, and the residue is dissolved in

water. In this solution : 1. Silver nitrate forms a dark brownish-red

precipitate, readily soluble in nitric acid or in ammonium hydroxid.

2. When heated with dilute hydrochloric acid and alcohol, or with the

same dilute acid and stannous chlorid or metallic zinc, the yellow or

orange color changes to green. 3. Lead acetate forms a yellow pre-

cipitate, insoluble in ammonium hydroxid, soluble in caustic potash or

soda, and insoluble in acetic acid. '

FIXED MINERAL ALKALIES.

The most important of these are the hydroxids aud dimetal-

lic carbonates of the alkaline metals.

Potassium hydroxid— caustic potash, potassa, pot-

ash—KHO—and sodium hydroxid—caustic soda, soda—
NaHO—these are hard, white, amorphous solids, usually met

with in irregular masses or in cylindrical sticks, very soluble in

water, aud forming intensely alkaline and corrosive solutions.

They are used in medicine in the solid form as escharotics,

either alone or combined with quicklime (potassa cum calce,

U. S. P.), or in solution in the proportion of fifty-six parts in

one thousand, as liquor potassce and liquor' sodce, U. S. P. In

the arts and in the household they are used in soap-making and

in cleansing and bleaching. Soap) lye, caustic lye, soap lees,

laugenstein, laiigeuessenz, consist of sodium or potassium

hydroxid with varying quantities of the carbonate, formed by

absorption of atmospheric carbon dioxid.

Dipotassic carhonstte — cai-bonate of potash, pearl-

ash, salt of tartar, j^otassii carbonas, U. S. P.—K,CO, or

K.COj -\- 3 Aq, and disodic carbonate—carbonate of soda,

washing soda, sal soda, soda crystals, sodii carboiias, U.

S. P.—Na.CO^ or Na.COg -f lOAq — are amorphous pow-
ders or crystalline solids, soluble in water, forming solutions

' See also ante. p. 160; aud Fresenius : "Qual. Anal.," 16te Aufl., 1895,
263, 484, 507, 508.
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wliich aro stnui^ly .ilUMliiic. ;iltli(UiL;li less so 1li;m tliosc of tlio

livilioxids.

Sodium peroxid— Na O, is a yellowish ])o\v(ler, rotviitly

introiluood in rln'inical (cclinology, and possessed of oven more

cnerj^etie powers than the hydroxid. Its violent reaction \vitli

wat<'r will probably prevent its becoming of practical toxicolog-

ical interest.

Tiie nh^ninni^tnllic alkaline carbonates — monosodic car-

bonate — hi('<(rb()naf(' of soda, rooL-ituf soda, .s((/(ir(i( n.s^

stxlii hictirbouds, C S. /'.—NaHCO,—and monopotassic
carbonate—bicarlxtiKilc of jxtia.sli, sctl (irrafii.s, jjuln.ssii hi-

C((rh())tas, U. S. P.—KHCO.,—exert but little corrosive action,

tiwing to their slight alkalinity.

Calcium, monoxid — quicklime, calx, U. S. P.—CaO—
would, were it swallowed dry, produce violent symptoms, nijt

onh' from its water-absorbing and caustic action, but also by
the beat wbicli it develops on contact with moisture. There is

but sliglit probability of its proving of toxicological interest in

this manner, and if brought in contact with water it becomes

"slaked," and converted into the comparatively harmless cal-

cium hydroxid, CaH.^0^. The corresponding barium com-

pounds are of more interest as true poisons than as corrosives.

Statistics—Causation.

Corrosion by the fixed mineral alkalies is of much less fre-

quent occurrence than by the mineral acids. We have found

record of 81 cases, of which !) were bj^ impure sodium hydroxid,
3 by disodic carbonate, 1 by monosodic carbonate, 21 by potas-

sium hydroxid, 12 by monopotassic carbonate, 2 by a mixture

of potassium hydroxid and carbonate, and 33 b}' "lye," etc.

Twenty-four of the cases were in 5'oung children, 55 in persons
over ten years of age, and in 2 both adults and children were

affected. In 41 cases the alkali was taken inadvertently by
children or by adults in mistake for beer, medicine, etc.; in 1

case by aspiration through a pipette; in 17 cases it was taken

with suicidal intent; and in only G instances was there allega-

tion of homicide. Suicide by alkalies appears to be quite prev-

alent in Vienna.'

'See reports of Viennese hospi- ger. Med.," 5te Aufl., Wien, 1891,

tals, and Hofniann :

" Lehrb. d. 655.
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Of the six homicides two were Austrian cases in which
women destroyed their children and themselves.' Two oc-

curred in Germany: In one, reported by Casper/ a woman at-

tempted to murder her three-year-old illegitimate child. In

the other, reported by Liman,^ the victim was also a child (five

months old), which died in eighteen days. The other two
cases are referred to by Taylor,* and appear to have been the

result of negligence rather than of intentional poisoning.

Symptoms—Duration—Diagnosis—Prognosis.

When the alkali comes in contact with the lips or mouth the

patient experiences an intense soapy taste and sensation, imme-

diately followed or accompanied by violent burning pain.

Even if the lye be immediately expelled, as is frequently the

case, even with suicides, the short contact has been sufficient

to cause corrosion of the parts touched, which are colored at

first white, afterward becoming red or dark brown, are more or

less eroded, and subsequently become greatly swollen. The

symptoms referable to the local action upon the parts touched

by the alkali follow, as in corrosion by the mineral acids, with

the following differences : The vomited matters are alkaline in

place of being strongly acid, are at first thick and slimy, and

only become tinged with blood or dark in color later. The
vomited matters contain shreds of necrosed tissue from the

oesophagus and stomach. In one case, a week after an attempt
at suicide, a portion of a cast of the oesophagus was found pro-

truding from the mouth. Having been carefully withdrawn
it was found to consist of the mucous, submucous, and part of

the muscular coats of the entire oesophagus, including the low-

est part of the pharynx and a part of the necrosed epiglottis.^

Whether the alkali taken was a hydroxid or a carbonate, the

vomit, if alkaline, effervesces on addition of an acid. This is

partly due to the carbonate which almost invariably exists in

the hydroxid, and partly to that formed by the carbon dioxid of

the expired air. The urine rapidly becomes strongly alkaline,

' Hofmann : "Lehrb. d. ger. and (Reg. t\ BootJiman, 1867)
Med.,"5te Aufl., Wien, 1801,655. "Princ. and Pract. Med. Jur.," 3d
'^"Haudb. d. ger. Med.," 3te ed., i.,234.

Aufl. , ii., 475. s Hadden : Tr. Path. Soc, London,
^Ibid., SteAufl., ii., 530. 1889-90, xii., 86.
' -Med. Jur.," 11th Am. ed., 109,
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ami in;»y oonlinuo to bo alkalino or subacid for S(»vor;il days.

It is I'loiiily, ami deposits anmrjibous {iiiosi)hati's and crystals

of aimnoiiio-niagnesian pbospbatc. In sonic cases the urino is

retained, causing painful distention of the bladder.

The sj'mptoms of i>erforation, shock, and peritonitis, so com-

monly observed Jis effects of the primary action of llic niiiu ral

acids, have m>t, so far as wt> know. l»een caused by the mineral

alkalies. Indeed, death is rarely a primary result of the fixed

alkalies. In only twenty-two fatal cases out of fifty in which

the duration has been reported did death occur in less than one

month; in lifteeu in a week or less; and in ten within forty-

eight houi-s. The shortt>st alleged duration is in a mere men-

tion by Taylor' of the case of a boy who is said to have died in

three hours. Excluding this case as insufficiently reported, the

most rapidly fatal case on record is Dew^ar's case, quoted by
Christison,^ of a boy who died in twelve hours after taking three

ounces of a strong solution of potassium carbonate.
"
Here,**

it is said,
" death was owing to the general system or some vi-

tal organ being affected through sympathy by the injur}' sus-

tained by the alimentar}- canal." In a suicidal case reported by
Liman' a woman died in thirteen hours, but, although the al-

kali swallowed was the cause of death, the fatal termination

was probably accelerated by severe injuries to the head, not,

however, involving fracture of the skull, which she had inflicted

upon herself. The most rapidly fatal uncomplicated case reported
in the more modern literature is that of a boy of four years
who died in collapse in fifteen hours. The stomach, although

seriousl}' attacked, was not perforated.^ A somewhat similar

case, in which a girl of nineteen years died suddenly in collapse

in eighteen hours, is reported by Kiemann, but in this instance

the autopsy showed that the alkali had entered the lungs by

inspiration.' In two rapidl}' fatal cases death was due to suffo-

cation caused by the action of the alkali upon the upper air

pa.ssages. In one of these a child of two years died in twenty-

'

Taylor does not give this as his ^ Casper-Liman : "Hacdb. d.

own observation, and quotes it ger. Med.," 8te Aufi., ii., 532.

witliout reference. We find no ••Lesser: "Atlas d. ger. Med.,"
mention of it in Christison, or else- i., 9. See also Post-mortem Ap-
wliere anterior to Taylor. pearances.

' Edinb. M. and S. Jour., 1828,
^ Rer. . . . Rudolph-Stift., Wien,

XXX., 309. Christison :" Poisons,
"

1881,305.
Am. ed., 185.
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two hours;' in the other a child of three years died in twenty-
four hours.'' Another child of three years died in twenty-four
hours without coma or convulsions and only slight difficult}' in

breathing, with some moist rattles in the throat, the sensorium

remaining clear to the end.^ Still another child of two and a

half years died in about twenty-four hours, apparently in col-

lapse, and the appearances observed at the autopsy were veri-

similar to those described by Lesser.* Liman^ mentions two

cases of deaths of young children in twenty and twenty -four

hours respective!}'.

Although we find no record of perforation as a primary
effect of the caustic alkalies, late deaths from perforation and

peritonitis have been reported. The perforation is either spon-

taneous—as in the case of a man of forty-nine years who died

over two months after &.n attempt at suicide with caustic lye
°

—or it may be produced by attempts to dilate an oesophageal

stricture by means of bougies, as in the case of a child of two

years which died in thirty-six days'; and in the case of a girl

of twenty years whose death—eight months after she had taken

two spoonfuls of caustic potash solution—was caused by pulmon-

ary disorder which had resulted from the passage of a bougie

through the oesophageal walls.'

In the majority of fatal cases death is the result of inanition,

caused by cardiac or oesophageal, less frequently pyloric, steno-

sis, or after unsuccessful attempts at surgical relief of such con-

ditions. The final result from this cause may be delayed for a

long period. Barham ' has reported the case of a woman of

twenty-two years who died from inanition two years and three

months after swallowing a quantity of soap-lees b}'' mistake.

Weinlechner '"
describes the case of a boy of seventeen years

who died in thirty hours after an operation for gastrostomy,

performed to relieve oesophageal stricture, which was caused

'Nager: Arch. d. Heilk., 1872,
« Ber. . . . Rudolph-Stift., Wien,

xiii., 321. (1875), 1876. 373.

''Cox: Lancet, London, n. s. ,

' Schuberg : "Ein Fall von Lau-
xvi., 660. Beck :" Med. Jur. ," 7th genvergiftung," Diss., Miinchen,
ed., 813. 1888.

^ Bran Dock : NashTille J. M. and * Weinlechner : Loc. cit., 1879,

S., 1857, xii., 361. 398.
*Voss: "Ueber Laugenvergif-

»
Lancet, 1850, i. , 275.

tixng," Diss., Berlin, 1892, p. 26. >» Ber. . . . Rudolph-Stift. , Wien,
^
Casper-Liman : "Handb. d. ger. 1879, 396.

Med.," 8te Aufl., ii., 529, 532.
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1)V
"
liiiKjt^nPSSPn:" witli which lie h.id ;ittt']n])t(Ml suicido two

ami a half yoars |tit>\ iou.'-l} . Sir ("harlcs WvW (U'scrihi's the

stiMiosiHl (i'soj)haLjus of a woman who dit'cl litoially from slarvti-

tion, having taken soap-lees twenty years i)reviously.

That a\>^iphageal strii'tnit* nia}' result from the action of a

very small quantity of alkali is (>vi(lenceil by a case reported by

Brug.' A man drank fn mi a bottle of caustic jiotasli by mis-

take, but discovered his error in time to prevent nnich of the

liquid passing into the a»soi)hagus, and rinsed out his month

with water, lie did not consult a jihysician at the time, but

two months later noticed a difficulty in swallowing. Examina-

tion showed a stricture near the cardia, which was dilated, and

the patient taught to pass the sound himself. He was readmii-

ted later, the stricture having narrowed until permeable only to

the smallest catheter with great difficulty, while above the ste-

nosis w\as a sac-like dilatation of the oesophagus. The third day
after readmission the stenosis became impassable. He died

twenty-four hours after an operation for gastrostomy.

The physiological action of the potassium compounds differs

notably from that of the sodium compounds, in that, while the

neutral salts of latter metal are practically inert unless taken in

enormous quantit}', those of the former exert a distinctly toxic

action upon the heart, causing at first increase and subsequently

diminution of blood pressure, and diminution and even arrest

of the heart's action. This is, however, of little interest when

the caustic alkalies are taken, as the pulse and heart's action

are similarly affected in the exhaustion and collapse caused by
either alkali.

Among exceptional cases we may note the following: A
woman of forty -five years died on the third day after an appli-

cation of monosodic carbonate to a wounded surface.^ A man
of fifty-three years died suddenly while upon a journey. The

remote cause of death was in the condition of his alimentary

canal and general nutrition, caused by his having taken two

ounces of sodium bicarbonate daily for a period of sixteen

years."

The prognosis is far from favorable. In 56 out of 77 cases

'

"Surgical Observations," 1816,
' Hancock : Lancet, 1854, ii., 435.

Pt. i., p^ 82. *Tunstall: Med. Times, London,
^ Bnst. M. and S. Jour. , 1876, 1850, 564. See Post-mortem,

xcv., 481.
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(72.7 per cent.) death is known to have resulted, and in 21 (27^3

per cent.) the patients did not die while under observation.

Treatment.

As in acidism, the indications are to dilute and neutralize

the corrosive as expeditiously as possible. All that has been

said regarding the treatment of acid intoxication' applies here

also, save that the neutralizing agent must be an acid and not a

base. The most available acids for the purpose are acetic (vin-

egar) and citric (lemon juice). Albuminoid substances and oils

may be subsequently given, more, however, as mechanical anti-

dotes than with the hope of neutralizing the alkali by forma-

tion of albuminate or of soap.

Post-Mortem Appearances.

We find but few observations of the post-mortem appear-
ances after early death from fixed alkalies. The most complete
are those of Lesser,^ Voss,' and Nager,^ from the first men-

tioned of which the following description is taken :

Stains of a dirty-yellow color upon the skin of the chin^;

. outer portion of lips cyanotic and deprived of epithelium ;
the

visible mucous membrane of a dirty red-brownish to greenish

color
; tongue swollen

; epithelium where present opaque, whit-

ish, or greenish-gray; where denuded, subepithelial tissue uni-

formly intensely red. Gums and pharynx injected and swol-

len, most markedly so at the opening of the larynx, which is

markedly narrowed, and where there is considerable submu-

cous cedema. Brown, linear, opaque stains on anterior surface

of the uvula and on the soft palate. CEsophagus corroded in

its upper part; lower part normal in consistence. Stomach of

medium size; peritoneal surface pale; only the large vessels of

the subserous tissue moderately injected with dark fluid blood.

It contains about 80 c.c. ( 3 iij.) of cloudy, thick fluid tinged

' See p. 198. 22L See also Casper-Limaii :

2 "Atlas d. ger. Med.,"i., 9, 13, "Handb. d. ger. Med.," 8te Aufl.,
PI. ii., Fig. 1, 5 (good colored 529, 532.

plates).
* In one of Liman's cases yellow

^ "Ueber Laugenvergiftung,
" stains sirailai- in character wereob-

Diss., Berlin, 1892, p. 26. served in a child that had survived
••Arch. d. Heilk., 1872, xiii., for eighteen days.
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^vitll hilc, and uci<r in odor and in roaction. On ihv inner

surfaci' tlio t'anlia, llu> Ifsst^r curvature in its U'i't two-tliii'ds,

anil the noigliboriuLC jiarts of tlu> anterior and posterior sur-

faces are in marked contrast with the remainder. Tliey form
an irre;j,ular trianL;"l(\ whose apex is ilirocted toward the pylo-

rus, aliout Id \ r.' cm. (1 X 4.^ inches), with sharply defined

borders, lir(>wn-ii'd in color, uneven, and nodulated and leath-

ery in I'onsistonco. The remainiiiL; mucous membrane is ca-

tarrhal, fiat, and pale reddish-yellow or greenish, with a few
small spots, altered as in the princij^al lesion. A section

through the eschar shows that it penetrates the entire mucous

layer, but the submucous and part of the muscular layers only
in the innnediato vicinity of the cardia. In other parts of the

stomach ^vall adjacent to the eschar there is only a considerable

oedematous and cellular infiltration. The section of the eschar is

thicker than normal. The entire small intestine is catarrhal, less

so toward the ileo-ca^cal valve, and in its upper part also colored

by biliary imbibition. The abdominal glands are normal but

pale. Heart normal
;

the blood contained in it partly coagu-
lated. The nuicous membrane of the lai^'nx, trachea, and
bronchi bright-red; in the bronchi a notable quantity of viscid,

purulent mucus. In the posterior part of the lower lobes of the

lungs are numerous, circumscribed, brown-red, pneumonic spots,

of the size of peas, caused by inhalation of ingesta.

The appearances in Voss' case were similar, but the stom-

ach contained coagulated blood, and its contents were neutral

in reaction.

In Kiemann's case of death in eighteen hours, the mucous
membrane of mouth, pharynx, lar3'nx, trachea, large bronchi,

oesophagus, stomach, and duodenum was brown-yellow and
corroded. There was much blood in the small intestine. In

places in the lungs there was gray-red hepatization, due to in-

spiration of caustic potash.
In Nager's case of death in twenty-two hours the stomach

was perfectly normal, the fauces were ulcerated, the follicular

gland tissue protruding in the form of yellow ridges. The in-

testines were normal. The lungs were affected with acute

oedema, and to the right below with lobular pneumonia. The
cortex of the kidneys was hypersemic, black-red; the pyramids

' See p. 27a
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anaemic, pale-yellow. Nager gives a description of the micro-

scopic changes, with illustrations, for which we refer to the

original.

Autopsies after death from the secondary effects of alkalies

have been made much more frequently. The most marked

changes are found in the oesophagus, stomach, and lungs. If

death have resulted from inanition, great emaciation and other

evidences of starvation are observed. The oesophagus is affected

in most cases, being deprived of epithelium, thickened, and

cicatrized, and thereby diminished in calibre, most frequently

toward the middle or lower part, frequently to the extent of

complete or almost complete closure. Sometimes it is greatly

dilated above the stenosed portion.' Or the oesophageal wall

may be softened in places, as in one of Weinlechner's cases,
^
in

which, two months after the injury, the lower third of the

oesophagus was found inflamed, purulent, of a punk-like con-

sistence, and distended above the cardia to a pocket, the wall

of which had been perforated by the sound, causing purulent

peritonitis. The stomach is frequently contracted, pale, buff

color, more or less deprived of epithelium, and cicatrized, with

thickened walls. The pylorus is often stenosed by cicatrization,

but less frequently than the oesophagus or cardia. When it is

affected the cardia or oesophagus is also contracted, and the

stomach more or less cicatrized. In one case, however, the car-

diac opening of the stomach hardly admitted a director, while

at the pjdorus there was an extensive cicatrix, involving the

valve, and completely shutting off the duodenum. Yet the

stomach intervening between the pylorus and cardia was

healthy.'

Evidences of pneumonia or of tuberculosis or of oedema are

frequently found in the lungs. In one case the fatal termina-

tion was caused by secondary empyema.*
In Tunstall's case of death from long-continued doses of the

bicarbonate, the tissues were very pale, the stomach twice its

natural size, its peritoneal surface covered with reticulated

blood-vessels, with a bright brick-red blush spreading from the

' Barham : Lancet, 1850, i., 275. ^Barclay: Med. Times and Gaz. ,

Lesser: "Atl. d. ger. Med.," PI. 1853, vii., 553.

v.. Fig. 3. * Shu berg : "Ein Fall von Lau-
'Ber. . . . Rudolph-Stift. , Wien, genvergiftung,

"
Diss., Miinchen,

1875 (1876), 373. 1«88.
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oanlift over ono-thiril of its surf.u'i>; the entire mucous mem-
l>raiio was disiuti'Lcratoil, pulpy, with numerous ulcers from tiie

size of a pea to that of a l>ean. The stomach had tho a])pearance
of jxilished tortoise shell. It contained half a pint of stroiij^^ly

acid li(]uid.' The small intestines were in the same condition as

the stomac-h. Tiiere was no fat in the omentum, and the liver

and spkH»n were small and consolidated.

Analytical.

Very little is to he expected of the chemist in cases of alka-

line intoxication. Although the identification and quantita-
tive determination of potassium and sodium present no diflficul-

ties, salts of these metals are normal constituents in quite notable

quantity of animal tissues and fluids. Hence to argue the pres-

ence of the hydroxid or carbonate it must be detected in its

own form. This, so far as we are aware, has never been ac-

complished in portions of the cadaver, nor is it probable that it

will be, as during the survival of the victim it will be expelled

by vomiting or converted into other forms of combination.

Indeed, we know of no instance in which the stomach contents

have been found to be alkaline.' It is not impossible, however,
that under exceptional circumstances the stomach may be found

to contain free alkali, and it is to be regretted that Liman, in

his description of the exceptional instance of death in thirteen

hours,' does not state what the reaction of the 500 c.c. of liquid

found in the stomach was. If the matters first vomited have

been preserved, it may be possible to detect and determine the

amount of alkali in them, but it must not be forgotten that a

considerable quantity of alkali ma}^ be neutralized by the acid

gastric contents. The materials should be dried and extracted

with warm absolute alcohol, which dissolves the hydroxids but

not the carbonates. A quantitative analysis of all the bases and

acids present is also desirable. Usuall}^ the function of the

chemist will be limited to a determination of the nature and

quantitative composition of a sample of the substance which

caused the intoxication. The urine should be carefully ana-

' He liad taken several doses of ' See p. 270 and above,
sodium bicarbonate during tbe day,

* CasperLiman : "Handb. d. ger.
and about a pound was found in his Med.," 8te Aufi., ii., 532.

pockets.
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lyzed, particularly as to the degree of its alkalinity or acidity.
"

If stains upon clothing, etc., have been produced by the alkali,

they will be white, and will contain the carbonate whether the

substance taken was carbonate or hydroxid. Confirmatory evi-

dence may be obtained from the presence or absence of arsenic

in small quantity in the cadaver, as it is an almost constant

impurity of commercial caustic soda.'

AMMONIUM HYDROXID AND CARBONATE.

Ammonia—NHj—is a colorless, pungent, intensely suffo-

cating and irritating gas, lighter than air (specific gravity 0.589

A), which is formed during decomposition of organic nitroge-

nous matter either spontaneously or by destructive distillation.

It is most readily obtained by decomposing the ordinary aqua
ammonise by heat, or an ammonium compound by a stronger

base. The gas is extremely soluble in water (1,050 volumes in

1 at 0°), to which it communicates an intensely alkaline reac-

tion. When subjected to a pressure of about seven atmos-

pheres it is reduced to a colorless liquid, which boils at - o'o'.l

(
- 'iS'^.G F.). In many forms of ice machines this licjuid is pro-

duced along with a certain amount of frozen water by pressure,

and the lowering of temperature is attained by its volatilization.

Ammonia is not only irrespirable, but causes immediate

suffocation when it is inhaled, even if largely diluted with

air. Death from inhalation of ammonia has occurred either

from the injudicious use of aqua ammonise or ammonium car-

bonate as a remedy, or by its escape from ice machines. Falck *

refers to two cases of ammonia intoxication by the careless ad-

ministration of the fumes of aqua ammonise to epileptics,^ one

caused b}^ a similar use of the same substance as an antidote

for hydrocyanic acid poisoning, one from the breaking of a bot-

tle containing strong aqua ammonite, and one in which a work-

1 See p. 226. In oue of Liman's '^ "Lehrb. d. Tox.," Stuttg., 1880,
cases ("Haudb. ," ii., 532) the pres- p. 107.

ence of arseuic in the liquid wliich ^ In oue of these, the earliest re-

caused the intoxication, and the corded case of animoniaral iutoxi-
existence of a large quantity of so- cation in the human subject (Gaz.
diuni compoui^ds in the "contents de sante, May 21st, 1816), about two
of the cadaver" are noticed, but drachms of the liquid ran into the^

nothing is said of tlie presence of mouth and nose,

arsenic in the body, nor is its sig-
nificance there recognized.

IV. -18
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mail oinpli\vo(l about a Carro ioo machino alnmst porislicd. An
ac-i-idi'iit, fatal io tliivo inon, is roportocl by KaiihnitlK'i-.'

\\'hilo fSDino workmen wrre omployod in tlio cunstrm-tioii of a

fnvziiiL;-nia(.'liine tlio floor jifavo y>'i\y. A tank containing an-

liydidus annudiii.i was luokcn open, and four men wore exj)osc'(l

to till* fuiiii's diiriuLC llirct' minutes. The body of one was
drtMU'hod with tlio litjuid, tlio exposed portions of the skin were

severely blistered, ami the tongue and plunynx denuded of epi-

thelium. Ho died oomatose in fifteen minutes. A second was
found in a condition reseml)ling chloroform delirium, and re-

mained in the same state for two hours, when he suddenly ex-

pired. The third was conscious and able to walk, but com-

plained of occasional difficulty in breathing. He swallowed

and conversed readily. In about five hours the dyspnoea sud-

denly increased, and he died after a few gasps. The fourth

man sustained a compound fracture of the leg, which was am-

putated. For three months he suffered from bronchial irrita-

tion and constant ha?moptysis, but recovered except for partial

paralysis of the right side."

We find mention in medical literature of 5:) cases of intoxi-

cation caused by swallowing aqua ammoniae— spirits of

hartshorn, volatile alkali—ammonium hydroxid solu-

tion—NH HO—or ammonium carbonate—or some prepa-
ration containing one or the other, such as

" Household am-

monia," ammonia liniment, aromatic spirits of ammonia, eau

sedative, Preston salts. Of the 50 cases in which the causa-

tion is given, 29 were accidental, 18 suicidal, and 3 homicidal.

It is difficult to imagine how a substance possessed of so

pungent an odor could be taken accidentally and unknowingly

by a person in the full possession of his faculties, yet in only 3

of the
"
accidental" cases were the victims young children. Six

of the 25 accidental (?) cases in adults were caused by drug-

gists' errors, and 12 by errors of the patients themselves or

their attendants in taking or administering medicine; in 3

cases aqua ammonia? was taken in mistake for spirits, in 1

for water in the dark, in 1 instance while the man was drunk,

and in 2 cases "by mistake."
' St. Louis M. and S. Jour., 1887, ris : Ind. M. Jour., Calcutta, IHSo,

Hi., 272. iv., 673, to which we have not had
' Another case of poisoning by access,

ammonia vapor is reported by Har-
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Of the three homicidal (?) cases, one is referred to by Huse-

mann '

as reported by Souchard, of a girl of six years who in-

tentionally poured aqua animonise into the mouth of her younger
sister. The other two are mentioned by Taylor: One, the

death of an infant of four and a half d&js from the effects of

an ammoniacal embrocation mixed with its food, as it would

seem either by the mother or by a two-year-old child
"^

;
the

other (Reg. v. Haydon, 1845) in which a man was tried for the

murder of a child by administering to it spirits of hartshorn.''

One case is reported of the malicious external application of

ammonia. A liniment containing a strong solution of ammonia
was thrown by a man into a woman's face, with intent to in-

jure her. A portion reached the eyes. She recovered.*

Prognosis.—The prognosis when aqua ammonite has been

swallowed ai3pears to be more favorable than when the fixed

alkalies or mineral acids are similarly taken. Of 47 cases, 27

(57.4 per cent.) died, and 20 (42. G per cent.) recovered. Nor
is death from secondary effects to be anticipated. It has only
occurred twice among the cases of which we find record.'^

Duration.—The lethal action of volatile alkali is as a rule

more rapid than that of the fixed alkalies. Of 2:5 cases in

which the duration is given, 13 died within thirty-six hours.

The most rapidly fatal case is one reported by Stevenson," in

which a man, a hard drinker, took a teaspoonful of liquor ani-

monise of specific gravity 0.88. After complaining of some

pain in the abdomen, he turned over on his side, turned blue

in the face, and expired at once without any struggle for

breath, A man of sixty-eight years, having defective sense of

smell, swallowed GO gm. (about z i.i-) of aqua ammonise in two

doses, and died of suffocation three and one-quarter hours la-

ter.' A man of seventy years took two mouthfuls of aqua am-
monise while drunk, and died in convulsions in four hours.*

The most prolonged case in which death resulted from the
'

"Toxikologie," i., 948. ^
Barclay : Med. Times and Gaz.,

'^

Guy's Hosp. Kept.. 1864, 3 s., 18.53, ii., .554. Mann: "Forensic
X. , 190,

"
Poisons,

" 3d Am. ed.
,
255. Med.

,

"
p. 421.

•' In tlie table of criminal poison-
"^

Guy's Hosp. Repts., 1871, 3 s. ,

ings in France, 1851-63, given by xvii., 225.
Tardieu (p. 164) are included four ''Christen: J. d. chim. med.,
by ammonia. etc., 1869, 5 s., v., 309.

^Reg. V. Gavan, 1873, Steven- « Kern ; Med. Corr.-Bl., Wiirt.
son, Taylor: "Med. Jur.," UthAm. Aerztl. Ver., 1868, xxxviii., 304.

ed.. 111.
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primary action i>f tlio alkali of \vlii('li \vi' liiul icooril is that of

a man of forty yoars who dird oi' Liiyii^'isinus stridulus in nine-

teen days after swallowiuj^ one ouneo oi li<iuor annnonia>.
' A

man ilied in tiMi days after taking 100 i;in. ( 5 iij.) of li(juoi' am-

moni;e^; another in a like period from the effects of an e({ual

quantity'; another in eight days from the effects of SAO g^ni.

( Z ^iij- ) ^^f cau s(Mlativo
*

;
and a woman expired eight days after

taking IK) gm." In the single case of death from the secondary
effects of volatile alkali ahove referred to, death occurred in

three months.

Symptonis.—Immediately on swallowing the alkali tlio

person experiences a sensation as if he were being mechanically

suffocated, he gasps for breath, sometimes utters a low cry, and

sometimes falls back insensible. Burning pain in the lips,

mouth, and fauces practically accompanies the act of swallow-

ing or is complained of immediately the patient regains con-

sciousness. The pain soon extends to the stomach, and later

the abdomen becomes distended, tympanitic, and tender to the

touch. Retching and vomiting also soon follow the ingestion,

the vomited matters having the odor of ammonia, and contain-

ing blood, fre(iuently in large amount. The lips, tongue, and
mucous membrane of the mouth and pharynx are white or

bright red, with the epithelium peeling off in shreds, and be-

come greatly swollen and oedematous. The oedema may in-

volve the glottis, and thus cause death sudden!}'." Respiration
is interfered with; deglutition is difficult or impossible; there

are severe thirst and dryness of the mouth and pharynx, and the

voice is husky, reduced to a whisper, or extinguished. The
breath smells of ammonia. The lachrymal and salivary secre-

tions are greatly augmented, the saliva is frequently streaked

with blood, and bloody or purulent sputa are discharged from

the air passages. The urine is scanty, high colored or dark,

subacid or alkaline, and contains albumin, casts, and blood cor-

' Patterson : Ed inb. M. J., 1857,
* Tracheotomy has been performed

iii., 236. for the relief of this condition thive
'^ Potain : Union med., 1862, times, once successfully (Dickinson :

xiii.. 119. Lancet, l^OO, ii.,1 214), and twice
2 Gaz. d. Hop., 1862, xxxv., 39. unsuccessfully (Hancock: Med.
Rulie : Union med., 1857, viii., Chron., Manchester, 1891, xiv.,

522. 107. Benn: Pac. M. and 8. J.,

Francois: Ann. d'hyg., etc., 1867-68, n. s., i., 13).

1877, 2 s. , xlvii., 556.
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puscles. The bowels in some cases remain constipated during'

tlie entire attack; in others there are copious evacuations,

containing blood or consisting entirely of blood and clots.

Death most frequently occurs suddenly from suffocation.

Others have died from exhaustion, comatose, or in convul-

sions. In non-fatal cases aphonia may continue for weeks or

months.

Treatment.—The indications for neutralization are the

same as when the fixed alkalies have been taken. Impending
death from suffocation may be averted by tracheotomy or arti-

ficial respiration ; anodynes for the pain ;
ice pills.

Post-Mortem Appearances,—The mucous membrane of

the mouth and pharynx is deprived of epithelium, red, glazed,

much inflamed, or in parts softened or destro3'ed. The oesopha-

geal mucous membrane has been found detached in shreds at its

upper part or intensely inflamed at its lower part. In one in-

stance, in which death occurred in thirty-six hours, the oesopha-

geal mucous membrane was yellow, thickened, partly de-

stroyed, with almost complete stenosis in some places.' The
stomach contains dark, altered blood, which has the odor of

ammonia, and. may also be distended with gas. In a woman
who died the same day from the effects of 10 c.c. (3 iij.) of ten

per cent, aqua ammoniiie, the stomach was found to contain

500 c.c. (about a pint) of tenacious, mucous, acid fluid.' Its

mucous membrane is thinned or destroyed, particularly at the

points where the ammonia would first come in contact. The
erosion has been observed to extend into the muscular coat, but

we find no case in which it has proceeded to perforation. The
remainder of the gastric mucous surface is intensely injected,

thickened, and reddened, or white and covered with mucus.

The duodenum and jejunum have been found intensely injected
or filled with blood, but in other instances the intestines were

normal. The epiglottis is eroded and swollen. The submucous
tissue of the glottis and larynx are highly oedematous, some-

times to almost complete closure of the opening of the glottis.

The oedema has been found to cease at the vocal cords, the

trachea and lungs being normal, but usually the trachea and

lungs are also oedematous or congested. The lungs have even
' Gillam: Med. Times and Gaz., « Kanders : Wien. med. Bl., 1881,

l'^78, ii., 706. iv., 513.
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betni found alToctrd \\ itli pncimniiiic coiisolidation.' T\\o Ijlood

is lluid and hriLcht led, or il" dark 1 >(n)nR'n lij^lil on oxposuro to

ail-. Tho kidni'vs in st)nK' oasos arc unaffccleii, in others con-

^osti'il and atVoi'tod with Lcloniovnlo-nophrilis and fatty di'gcnor-

ation. 'Tho livor is nsually lu'althy, l)ut may bo tho seat of

fatty do!j;oneration.

Ill Barclay's case of secondary death after three months'
the o'si>})hagus was heaUhy, the cardiac orifice of the stomach

contracted, and the p)ioric opening reduced to the size of a

crow quill.

Analytical.—The detection of an alkaline ammoniacal

compound in the stomach contents is only possible or significant

if the case has heen of short duration, and if the examination be

made soon after death. Ammonia and ammonium hydroxid
and carbonate are very rapidly diffusible, and the two former

gaseous or extremely volatile
;
hence they are not oidy rapidly

absorbed, but soon escape from the living or dead body. More-

over, ammonium compounds are among the products of putre-
faction. Under favorable conditions, however, the stomach

contents may have a marked odor of ammonia, be alkaline in

reaction, and yield ammonia on analysis.^ Probably the best

method of separation is that proposed bj^ Vitali
*

: The viscera

are treated with absolute alcohol, ether is added, and the mix-

ture distilled at a temperature not exceeding 40° (104° F.).

Free ammonia (or that present as hj^droxid) passes over with

the ether, but ammoniacal salts are not decomposed at that

temperature. Tho ammonia is extracted from the ether by
agitation with dilute sulfuric acid. If a decinormal acid be

used the quantitj^ of ammonia may be determined from the loss

of acidity of the acid solution. To extract ammonium carbon-

ate the viscera are mixed with alcohol and distilled, and the

carbonate in the distillate precipitated with lime water or bar-

ium chlorid.

Ammonia may be recovered from the solution of the sulfate

obtained as above by evaporation to dryness, washing wnth ab-

solute alcohol, dissolving in water, and distilling the solution

' Dvson : Med. Times and Gaz.
,

stance in which this has been ac-
1878. 'i.. 35. tuallv found.

- Med. Times and Gaz., 18.-).3, ii., "'Manuale d. Chini. tos3./
554. Milano, 1893, p. 165.

^ We know, however, of no in-
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with caustic soda in a Small retort connected with a bulb tube

charged with water and cooled by ice. The presence of ammo-

nia in the distillate is recognized by : (1) The odor; (2) the

formation of white fumes when a glass rod moistened with

moderately concentrated hydrochloric acid is approached to it;

(3) freshly made hiematoxylin paper is colored blue-violet by

the vapor; (4) phenolphthalein paper is colored red
; (5) rosolic

acid paper is colored purple; (<•) Nessler's reagent colors the

liquid yellow or brown; (7) a solution of mercuric chlorid

forms a white precipitate; (S) a solution of mercurous nitrate

forms a black precipitate; ('.))
neutralized with slight excess of

hydrochloric acid, the solution treated with excess of platinic

chlorid solution, evaporated to dryness and extracted with al-

cohol-ether, leaves a yellow residue consisting of microscopic

octahedral crystals of ammonium-platinic chlorid—NH.Cl,-

PtCl,. The formation of this compound may be utilized to de-

termine the quantity of ammonia. To that end it is dried at

about 100° and weighed; 100 parts correspond to 7.61 parts of

ammonia (NH3).
If caustic alkalies be present in the objects examined along

with ammoniacal salts, the latter are decomposed at slightly

elevated temperatures, and ammonia is liberated.

The detection of ammonia (as carbonate) in the urine is of

no toxicological significance, as the urine becomes ammoniacal

from decomposition of urea, always on exposure to air, and fre-

quently in the bladder.

THE HALOGENS.

ChLORIN—BrOMIN—lODIN.

The halogens («^f = salt, j^ved = birth) are the four elements fluorin,

cliloriu, broniin, and iodin, which exist in compounds more or less

closely resembling sea salt, sodium chlorid. Fluorin, although prob-

ably a most intense corrosive, has no practical toxicological interest,

owing to the exceptional conditions necessary for its liberation.

Chlorin.

Cblorin is liberated by the action of manganese dioxid, Mn02, upon

hydrochloric acid, either alone or in the presence of sulfuric acid, or

upon a mixture of sulfuric acid and common salt
;
or electrolytically

by the decomposition of a chlorid. It is also given off when a hypo-
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chlorite (hlcachin';' jMuvtltM-, etc.) is ox])osoil to tli<' air or doc (^iiiposed
In ail aciil.

It is a yollowish-fjrccn jr^is ; lias a vcrv pructiMtiii^. i)nii<^<iitodor ;

is very soluble in watei- ; and is reduced to a liquid under a pressui-c of

ei;,^Iit and a half atniosplieres at 12 (").'? .0 F. ). i.i(|uid cidorin, in steel

cylinders, is now an article of conunerce. Its chief us(> is as ;i hleach-

mg^ and disinfecfinj^ aj^ent.

We linil reference in medical literature to seven cases of accidental

acute poisoiung hy inhalation of chloriu among' ojx'rativf^s in facto-

ries where th(> gas is used, t)r from generation of the gas from chloride

of lime.' A (juasi criminal, fatal ))oisoning hy chlorin occurred in

New York Strife in ISOl. in whirli ;in 'AixrA nogress lost liei' life Ihi-ough
the pranks of some college students.

Proliahly the most accurate description of the symptoms is that given

by Bury-Bienz : The man had inhaled a small qiuuitity of the j)ure

gas. He immediately experii>nced an inclination to cough, dysi)n(i'a,

and a stabbing pain in th(> chest. He was seen by the pliysician the

morning after the accident (which had occurred during the night) suf-

fering from severe dyspnoea and coughing constantly. In the evening
he was worse, and was ti-ansferred to th(> hospital. The next morning
the dyspna?a was intense, and coughing, with little expectoration, was
almost uninterrujjted. The ])atient was greatly excited, and spoke
with great dilTiculty. Tlie heart impulse was not detectable, but the

heart sounds were clear. Sibilant rales were heard, jjarticularly to

the right and above. The liver dulness was normal. The urine was

hrown-yellow% clear, and without albumin. The face was cyanosed.
The sputum was frothv* and bloodless. There was nothing abnormal
in the pharynx, and the voice was clear and loud. Towards evening
the dyspncea increased markedly ; every res]Mratory nmscle was called

into play ; the movements of res])iration were short, particularly theex-

j)iration. Thei'e was slight cyanosis and the pulse was very frequent
and small. At 10 P.M. the patient slei)t quietly. At 10:30 he awoke
and threw himself about; the pulse became imperceptible ;

there were

ralas in the throat
;
and he died, at 11 P.M., about forty-eight hours after

the inhalation.

Tlie prominent post-mortem appearances nottnl in the above case

were : rather intense inflammation of the mucous membi-ane of the

upper as well as the nioi'e minute air passages ;
marked oedema of the

lungs ; slight catarrh of the right kidney ; severe, acute catarrh of the

stomach and of part of the duodenum. There were also found (of an-

'Kostner: Arch. d. Apoth. Ver., Soc. nied. Suisse Rom., 1876, x.,

1826, xviii., 101. A. B. : Lancet, 177. Med. Pr. and Circ, Dublin,
1839, ii., 194. Meissner : Ztschr. f. 1880, n. s., xxix., 245. Surv-Bienz:
Med. Chir. u. Gebh., 1862. n. F. 1., Vrtljsclir, f. ger. Med., etc., 1888,
347. Cameron: Dublin Q. J. M. n. F., xlix., 345.

Sc, 1870, xlix., 116. Bay Ion : Bull.
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terior origin) marked emphysema, enlargement of the heart, with some

thickening of the valves of the right side, complete destruction of the

right kidney, and chronic catarrh of the bladder. The death was
ascribed to cardiac paralysis.

In Cameron's case, on cutting into the ventricles of the brain, a very

stroDg, unmistakable odor of chlorin was observed.

Hypochlorites.—Mixtures and solutions containing hypochlorites

are extensively used in bleaching and laundrying. Those most fre-

quently met with are : Bleaching POWDKR=chloride of lime, a white,

rather moist powder, made by treating slaked lime with chlorin, and

containing calcium hypochlorite, Ca(C10)2, with some calcium chlorid

and excess of slaked lime. Labarraque's solution = liquor sodce

chlorinata', Liquor sodce chlorata>, U. S. P.—a faintly greenish liquid,

having the odor of chlorin, made by adding a strong sohxtion of disodic

carl^onate to bleaching powder suspended in water. It contains sodium

hypochlorite, NaClO. Sodium hyi)oehlorite may also be produced
from the chlorid by electrolysis, if the temperature be not allowed to

rise. Eau de Javelle = Javelle wafer, is properly the jiotassium com-

pound, corresponding to that of sodium contained in Labarraque's so-

lution. Usually, however, the two are practically identical.

A few cases of intoxication caused bv swallowing Javelle water

have been reported iji France,' one a homicide in which a child of six

months was destroyed by eau de Javelle forcibly administered by its

father.'' The toxic power of these solutions is largely due to the excess

of alkali which they contain, and the symptoms and lesions which they
cause resemble those produced by the fixed alkalies.

A girl made an unsuccessful attempt to poison a family by chloride

of lime in Kings County, N. Y., in 1888.

Bromin.

Bromin is a dark reddish-brown liquid, volatile at all temperatui*es,

giving off brown-red vapors, which have an odor similar to that of

chlorin, and a like effect upon the air passages. It is soluble in water

to the extent of 3.2 i)arts in one hundred at the ordinary temperature,
the solution being known as "bromin watei'." It is more soluble in

alcohol and ether. Its chemical characters are similar to those of

chlorin, but in general somewhat less energetic.

"We find in medical literature but three instances of bromin intoxi-

cation.-^ Two of these were suicidal : one that of a man of twenty-four

• Tardieu : "Empoisonnement,
"

'^ C.ise vi., Tardieu.
2eme ed., 1875, 285-292 (cases iv.,

^ We have not seen Hering : "Ein
T., vi.). B.'ubet and Brulatour : J. Fall von Bromvergiftung, "Ztsclir.f.
d. chim. med., etc., 1844, 2 s., x., Med. -Beamt., Berlin, 1889, ii., 217;
249. Carles: Ann. d'hyg. , etc., possibly it is the same case as that

1876, 2 8. , xlv
, 550. reported by Schmalfuss.
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years, a ilajjiiorrolypcr, vlio swuIIowimI an ouiict' of uiulilulod l)r()min,

ami ilit'il ill seven and oik* half hours;' the other (hat. of a teacliei-, wlm
•was fonutl tleatl undtM* eircinuslances which left no doiiht that he li.id

swallowed lironiin.' Thi- tliii'il cnsc was (Mther aceidciilid of h<>iiil(i(l:il.

It was that of a ehild of one and (hreo-quarter years, which died in six

days from tlie inhalation of hi-oniin vajxn-. The (|iiostion whether the,

accused, a phot o;,^ra| die r, had intentionally caused (he inhalation was
not detonnined, as he died in jirison diiriiitr the imiuiry."

In Snell's case there were inimediato spasms of the ])harvn fiscal and

laryiifjeal nniscles and dinicnlt n>s])ir;itioii, and soon afterwards pre:it

anxiety, restlessness, i)ain in the stomach, and tremors of the hands.

The resjjiratiou was linrried and the pnlse tense and corded. The

symptoms increased in intensity; the extremities became cold, (lie

pul.se failed, and death followed. In Kornfeld's case tlie skin below

the mouth wa.s inllanied and yellow brown. The voice became husky
anlu)ur after the inhalation, and i-emained .so nntil death. Respiration
was dithcultaud abdominal. Three days later tliere were gastric pain
and painful deglutition ;

and in the evening transitory gnashing of the

teeth and slight contractions of the fingers. On the sixth day a severe

attack of dyspnoea occurred and was repeated in the evening, accom-

panied by cardiac palpitation. During the night spasms and general
convulsions wei-e followed by death in complete unconsciousness.

In Snell's case, in Avhich the autopsy was made seventeen hours

after death, the external surface of the stomach w^as found vividly in-

jected, most markedly so at the lesser curvature
;
near the middle a

soft ecchymosed spot and several smaller ones posteriorly. The stom-

ach contents consisted of 120 c.c. (
? iv.) of a port-wine colored fluid, hav-

ing a faint odor of bromin. The mucous surface was covered with

a thick black layer, resembling coarse tanned leather, or a mixture of

lampblack and gum arable. The submucous tissue was intensely in-

jected. The duodenum was vividly injected. Those organs nearest

the stomach were .stained yellow. In Schmalfuss' case, in which from

ninety to one hundred hours intervened between the death and the au-

topsy, the odor of bromin was perceptible on opening the abdomen.
The external surface of the intestines and peritoneum were coated

with a brown-black, smeary mass. The posteinor wall of the stomach

was entirely al)sent, only shreds of the ]iylorus remained, and what
was left of the stomach and contents appeai'ed as if burnt. The con-

tents of the small intestine were yellow or orange, and had a distinct

odor of bromin. The small intestine had the appearance of having
beencooked. At about a half a metre from the pylorus the intestine was

perforated, and near the opening in the peritoneum was a yellowish

' Snell: N. Y. M. Jour., 1850, v., Med., etc., 1889, n. F., 1., Supplh.,
179. Schapps : iWd. . p. 340. 37.

* Schmalfuss : Vrtljschr. f. ger.
^ Friedr. Bl. f. ger. Med., etc.,

1883, xxxiv., 228.
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mass weighing- about 50 gm. and smelling- strongly of bromin. As
the case was clearly one of suicide no analysis was ordered, but

bromin was obtained from the contents of the intestine by distillation.

The analytical method which should be followed for the detection of

bromin is the same as that recommended for iodin.' Free bromin may
be recognized by (1) its odor; (2) its color and appearance; (3) the

orange and yellow color of its solution in chloroform or carbon bisul-

fid
; (4) the brown color of its vapor ; (5) it colors starch paste yellow

or orange ; (6) with phenol it forms a crystalline px'ecipitate of tri-

bromoj)henol, insoluble in water.

Bromids give the following reactions : 1. Silver nitrate produces
a faintly yellowish-white precipitate of silver bromid, which is insolu-

ble in nitric acid, sparingly soluble in ammonium hydroxid solution,

and almost insoluble in boiling solution of ammonium sesquicarbon-
ate. 2. Solution of palladious nitrate (but not that of the chlorid)

forms in concentrated solutions a red-brown precipitate of jialladious

bromid (PdBra). 3. If chlorin water be added to a solution of a

bi'omid, the bromin is liberated and colors the liquid darker yellow or

orange. If it be then shaken with carbon bisulfid or chloroform, tliese

dissolve the bromin, forming reddish-yellow solutions. 4. Bromin

similarly liberated by chlorin water from bromids responds to the other

tests for free bromiu given above.o*

lODIN.

lodin is a blue-gray solid, forming crystalline scales which have

something of a metallic lustre. Specific gravity 4.948. It is volatile at

all temperatures, and if heated gives off a dark-violet-colored vapor,
whose odor somewhat resembles that of bromin. It is but sparingly
soluble in water, but water standing upon excess of iodin continues to

dissolve it by formation by hydriodic; acid. Its solubility in water is

greatly increased l)y the presence of hydriodic acid or of certain salts,

notably potassium iodid. It dissolves readily in alcohol or ether, form-

ing brown solutions
;
or in chloroform or carbon bisulfid, forming vio-

let-colored solutions. Its chemical characters are similar to those of

chlorin and bromin, but less pronounced. Its atomic weight is 126.54.

Elementary iodin is used medicinally in solution as Tinet lira iodi,

XT. S. P., an alcoholic solution containing eight parts of iodin in one

hundred parts ;
and as Liquor iodi camp., U. S. P., or LvgoVs solu-

tion, an aqueous solution containing five parts of iodin and ten of po-

tassium iodid in one hundred parts. The so-called
"
colorless tincture

of iodin " contains no free iodin, but triethylamin, ethyl iodid, and

ammonium iodid, along with alcohol and some free ammonia. Iodin

in combination is also extensively used in medicine : in naetallic com-

' See p. 286. ^ See p. 288, Note 1.
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hination in tin* iodiils of th(> alkalies, and of zinc, iron, and nicrcuiv,

and in inon* rfccnt times as iodin trielilorid and triltroniid, and sulfur

iodid ; and in ori:ainc <oini>ination as iodoloi-ni, ('11!*, iodol (telr-

iodoiivrrol, I'.IiNHl, iodai (inonoiodalddi yde, CallalO), diiodolorni

(ethylene periodiil, earhon letriodid, Cjl.), i<>d»);^lyeerol, iodall)uuiinale,

and iodoeai>ein, in all of which llie iherajjeufic action depends largely

if not eatiroly upon the ioilin present. Iodin exists in nnnnteouantity
Ml the tissues of all ])lants and vep^otahles inhabitinji^ the sea.

Acute iodin intoxication, cau.scd hy free iodin or its .solutions is of

coni])aratively rai'i> occurrence. We have met Avith 27 ca.ses in ni(>d-

ical literature, (^f these the majority, IS, were accidental ;
5were<hil-

ili-en who diMuk from carelessly exposed bottles of the tincture; 2

were adults who took the tincture in mistake for internal remedies
;

and the reniainin>,f 11 were cases of medicinal ])oi.sonin<>: by solutions

of iodin, cither <>:iven internally, api)lied to the surface, or injected into

cavities, ab,sce.s.ses, or tumors. Seven wei-e attempts at suicide, 3 of

which wore successful. Two were unsuccessful attempts at homi-

cide. One of these is mentioned by Taylor' : an atti^mpt by a \voinan

to poison a fellow-servant by tincture of iodin added to food in a plate.

The deep blue color produced by the iodin with the farinaceous food

attracted attention and frustrated the attempt. The other was an at-

tempt by agirlto destroy her ille«^itimate child by administration of the

tincture.-

The action of elementary iodin is rather that of a true poi.son than

that of a corrosive, although it combines with albuminoid sub-

stances, and thus acts locally upon tissues with which it is broujj-ht in

contact. The gastric sym])toms which it produces a])pear to be due

quite as much to its action through the blood as to its action from the

stomach dii-ectly. Rose^ found in a woman who received 10 gm. of

iodin ( Z iiss.) daily, injected into an ovarian cyst in the form of Lugol's

solution, that during the first days about 4 gm. ( 3 i.) was daily ex-

pelled in the vomit, which contained free iodin, while at no time did

the urine contain iodin, except in combination. Iodin also exerts a

marked influence upon the circulation and u]ion the blood. Pellacani *

has shown that iodin acts upon the blood corpuscles and enters into

combination with the liberated haemoglobin.
On contact with tlie skin iodin produces a brown stain, and, if the

action be more intense, a sluggish dermatitis which may become puru-
lent. Death has been caused by the systemic disturbance resulting

from too extensive an application of the tincture to the skin in at least

'

"Poisons,
" 3d A nier. ed., 285. ture of iodin is included. No par-

- Laennec : Ann. d'hyg.. etc., ticidars.

1883, 3 s., ix., o34. In'Tardieu's ^ ^rch. f. path. Anat.,etc., 1866,

table of criniinal poisonings in xxxv., 12.

France during 1851-71 one by tine- ^ Sulla tossicologia del iodio, Mi-

lauo, 1884
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two instances : one a boy of eleven years,
' the other a boy of seventeen

years.
'^

As an example of the symptoms in a fatal case of acute poisoning by
iodiu we may cite the suicidal case reported by Hermann - of a man
of thirty-eight years, who died in thirty-three hours from the effects

of 60 gm. (5ij-) of tincture of iodin. He immediately experienced

burning pain in the gullet, which extended downward and became

most severe in the stomach. He vomited and hatl liquid stools. In

two and a half hours he was admitted into the hospital : face pale,

pupils moderately dilated, sensitive to light, surface cool
;
severe ab-

dominal pain, not increased by pressure ;
mouth i)aleanddry ; lips not

cyanosed ; posterior wall of pharynx dry, slightly reddened
; expired

air had strong odor of iodin, jiarticularly during and after vomiting.
He was perfectly conscious

;
no stupor, no loss of perception, no inco-

herence of ideas, no sensory disturbance, except buzzing in the ears and
a sense of heaviness in the head. Complained only of great pra?cordial

anxiety, which caused him to change his position constantly. Collapse
and prostration, but not to the extent of fainting. Respiration some-

what accelerated. Radial artery seemed like a hard, thin cord Avithout

pulsation; carotid pulse weak, small, 120; heai't's action ii'regular and

tem})estuous. In first few hovn-s quick vomiting, preceded by retching

every ten to fifteen minutes
; later at longer intervals. Vomit at fii'st

dark ; after administration of starch and magnesia faintly blue, rather

white, thin and fluid. Vomiting provoked by drinking or by slight

movement. Stools after colic and sti'aining thin and brownish, smell-

ing of iodin. After a sleepless night, the precordial anxiety and de-

rangement of respiration had increased ;
radial pulse very small, 132

;

marked collapse ; speech stuttering and voice hoarse
;

thirst intense
;

deglutition ditlicult
; epigastric pain severe, and extended to the dis-

tended abdoiiien, back, and oesophagus. Vomiting less frequent, but

vomit contained considei-able pure blood, as did the faeces. Of urine,

barely three tablespoonfuls in twenty-four hours, dai'k red-brown, had

strong odor of iodin, and resembled tincture of iodin in appearance.
Patient very uneasy but conscious, and died almost without a struggle.

The presence of free iodin in the in-ine in this case (verified by

analysis of that from the cadaver) is a condition different from that

observed in Rose's case, in which the urine, while containing iodids,

was free from elementary iodin.

In more prolonged cases death is the result of changes caused by
the truly poisonous action, resulting in part from the destruction of

gastric follicles as a result of their eliminatory action and the disturbance

of the circulation. Thus in a woman who took thirty drops of tincture

'Culpepper: Tlierap. Gaz., De- Miillespie : Med. Times and Gaz.,

troit, 1888, Se., iv., 225. 1864, ii., 488.
3 St. Petersb. med. Wchnschr. ,

1868, XV., 336.
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of iotliii tlirtHMinios daily (in all dO;:!!!. nf llic liiictnif i ami wlu) hrcaiuo

j,'r('atl\ (Mna<ialril, laiL;(' rinuiiclcs apjicai-cd mi llic in'oast and slioul-

iliT Mados. with j^rt-at iiitlaiiiniation in llicir )i(i;;hl>t)ili(i(id. \\ aim

launiircsM's canst^d .st'iiai-atioii of tlic fuiuiich's as hard, nodular hodics;

loavinj; iloop, painlrs.s, liut iion <rrannlatin^ ulcers. Soon al'lcr tJ:an-

jriTHOus inllaninmtion h(>«j[an at uiu' groat toe and extt'iulcd ui)\vard

rai>idly, wlu-rcof she ihed.'

The snialU'st dose taken internally Avliich lias bcon known to caiiso

the death of an aihilt was one di-achni (.S.O pni.),'' and a child of four

yeai-s died from the «'lVects of twenty grains (1. J} gni.).'' l*rohahly less

quantities nii^ht prove fatal.

AVhen a solution of iodin has been swallowed, solution of sodium
thiosulfati* should he <riven and Hie stomach washed out with water

containing albumin and stai-ch ))aste, oi- water holding sodium ihio-

sulfato in solution. In one instance threatened death from cL'denia of

the glottis was avei-ted by tracheotomy.'
After death from iodin, tlicskin and mucous membranes which have

been touched by the solution may be stained brown. In Hermann's

case, however, there were only orange-j'ellow spots on the tonsils, con-

sisting of a detachable membrane which extended to the pharynx and

oesophagus. The tracheal mucous membrane is eroded, and the sub-

mucous tissue red and OHlematoiis, the bronchi to the finest capillaries

are inflamed and tilled with thick mucus
;
intense emphysema is j»re.sent;

the parenchyma of the lungs is bloodless. The oesophagus throughout
is covered with orange-yellow, mucoid liquid. The stomach contains

an orange-colored mucoid liquid ;
its mucous membrane is of the same

color, finely punctate and swollen. The same appearance presents in

the duodenum. The liver is large, cirrhotic, and icteric. Kidneys large ;

substance of parenchyma hard, hyperaemic. Bladder contracted, con-

tains a small quantity of liquid having the color and odor of iodin.

"When free iodin has been absorbed it may be detected, either free or

in condjination, in the contents of the stomach and intestines, in small

quantity in the faeces, in all secretions, urine, perspiration, tears, sa-

liva, etc., in pathological exudations if present, and in the expired air.

The bile only contains iodin in detecta])le quantity when it has entered

the circulation in large amount at one time.^ Its excretion does not

take place with great rapidity, probably because iodin is eliminated by the

gastric mucous membrane and again absorbed from the intestine, very
little being contained in the fajces. The duration of its sojourn in the

' Lewin :

" Nebenwirkung der 'Jackson: Prov. M. J., 1847, p.

Arzneimittel," 2te Aufl., 1»93, p. 356.

383. which also contain.s an exten- ^ Gairduer :

"
Essay on tlie EfTects

siveaccountof the varied symptoms of Iodin," 1824, p. 20.

observed in toxic but non-fatal • Kobert : "Intoxikationen," 375.

cases.
^
Rozsahegyi : Pli. Jalirbr.

, 1878,
568. Hermann : Loc. cit.
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body has beeii found to l)e fi-om forty-five to one liundred and forty-

nine hours.'

lodin has been detected and determined in several cases of poison-

ing in the human subject. In Hermann's case'- (death thirty-three

hours after two ounces of tincture of iodin) 91.3 gm. of stomach con-

tents yiekled 0.0182 gm. iodin, and a like quantity of blood from the

liver, 0.0209 gm. The large intestine contained about as much as the

stomach contents
;
the small intestine a decidedly smaller quantity ;

the

urine gave a distinct iodin reaction. The quantity could not be detei"-

:nined in the small amount of urine from the cadaver, and that passed

during life was lost. The bile contained no trace of iodin. The urine

passed by a woman on the second day of poisoning by tincture of iodin

was found by Huber^ to contain 0.2781 gm. of iodin in 500 c.c, while

1,300 c.c. of vomit contained 0.013 gm. In a woman who attempted
suicide with tincture of iodin, the breath had the odor of iodin in half

an hour. Iodin was detected in the vomit, and in the urine of the sec-

ond day, but none in the urine of the third day. There was no trace of

iodin in the fccces passed on the fourth day. The quantity taken was
about 1 gm. of iodin.-* In Rose's case, ah'eady referred to, iodin was
never found free in the urine, but was found in the vomit of the first

few days. The urine passed by a child while suffering from the eff'ects

of an overdose of tincture of iodin was found by Stewart and Gulliver '

to contain iodin in combination, but not free. It also contained indican,
a large excess of urea, and a large quantity of mucin, biit no albumin.
Its reaction was strongly acid.

If present in notable amount, iodin may be directly recognized in

the urine or other liquid by agitation with chloroform, or preferably,
with carbon bisulfid, which is colored violet by free iodin, but not by
iodids. The color is only produced by the latter if the liquid be agitated
with chloroform or bisulfid after addition of yellow nitric acid or of

chloi'in water.

The materials are to be distilled with water, the receiver being cooled
with ice. If iodiu be present in sufficient amount the vapor may have
a violet color, and a paper moistened with cold starch paste and exposed
to the vapor will be colored blue. After distillation of the free iodin

the materials are to be dried with potassium hydroxid and sodium ni-

trate in a silver crucible, and incinerated at as low a temperature as

possible. The ash is extracted with alcohol, the solution evaporated, ih&

residue dissolved in water, the solution acidulated strongly with sul-

furic acid, and potassium dichromate or manganese dioxid added, and
the mixture again distilled. Iodin which existed in metallic comljina-

tion (iodids) will pass over in this distillate.

'

Rozsabegvi : Loe. crt. ^ Malnisten : Hygiea, Stockh.,
2 hoc. cit. 18S5. xlvii., 119.

"Ztschr. f. kl. Med., 1888, xiv.,
^ Ord : Brit. M. Jour., 1877, i.,

471. 671.
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Pivo iiMlin may bo n'C(>};iii/.o(l l)v : (1) its odoi- : (2) the violet color

of its v:i])or ; {'A) tlu> violet color ol" its solution in carbon bisultiil or

cblol^>forIn ; (H it ct)lors cold stnrcii paste dark blue, the color disaj)-

jM'ai'iiiir on the application of In at and n'apj)eai'in<4' on coolin;;'; (TO if

present in siitlicient amount it. sejjai'ates in the distillate in its chai'acter-

istic solid form. If too lar^^e ;i (juantity ot chlorin has been generated
111 tlie second staji'e of (lit> jirocess above describeil, iodiii tricblorid will

be produced, which does not jifivo (be alxive reactions. In thai event.

enoug^h caustic pota.sli is to be added to the distillate to decolorize it,

tlu' licjuid evaporated, tlie residue ignited, and dissolved in water, and

the solutit)n tested for iodids.

The iodids aie recofruized by 1. Silver nitrate produces a flocculent,

yellowi.sh-\vhite precijntate of silver iodid (Ag^I), insoluble in nitric

acid, very si)arin<xly soluble in ammonium hydroxid, and insoluble in

a boilinfj: solution of ammonium sesquicarbonate.' 2. A solution of

palludious chlorid or nitrate produces a brown precipitat(! of palludious
iodid (Pdl.j), which is sparingly soluble in solutions of chlorids, but

almost insoluble in cold dilute hydrochloric or nitric acid. 3. A solu-

tion of on(^ part of cupric sulfate and one and a lialf parts of ferrous

sulfate produces a dirty white precipitate of cuprous iodid (Cuji) in

neutral, watery solutions. 4. Add to the liquid a little dilute starch

paste and a few droj)s of dilute sulfui-ic acid and a little yellow nitric

acid; the liberated iodin colors the liquid blue or black, the color dis-

appearinj;- on the application of heat. 5. Add a little sulfuric acid and
some yellow nitric acid and agitate with carbon bisulfid, the latter is

colored violet.

The quantity of iodin may be determined from that of the palladious
iodid. This is collected on a weighed filter after standing twenty-four

hour.s, washed in succession with water, alcohol, and ether, dried at a

temperature of 80* (187 F. ), and weighed. Afterward the filter is burnt

in a porcelain crucible, ignited, and the i-emainiug palladium w^eighed :

one hundred parts of palladious iodid corres])ond to 68.67 parts of iodin,

and one hundred parts of palladium to 259 parts of iodin. Or the

iodin or iodid may be determined volumetrically by the methods of

Haraack,- Hilger,^ Rose,'' or Jaworowski.^

' This solution, which dissolves
silver cblorid, is prepared by dis-

solving one part of transparent com-
mercial ammonium carbonate in

nine parts of water at the ordinary
temperature, and adding five drops
of ammnniuni hydi-oxid solution of

sp. pjr. 0.96 to each 10 c.c. of the

liquid.

«Ztschr. f. physiol. Cbem., 1884,

viii., 158; Berlin, kl. Wcbu.sclu-.,

1882, xix., 788.

3N. Rep. of Ph., 1874, xxiii.,

298; Ann. d. Ch. u. Ph., 1874

clxxi., 212.

••Arch. f. path. Anat. , etc., 1866,
xxxT, 12.

"Ph. Ztschr. f. RussL, 1893, 819.



MINERAL POISOI^S.

ANTIMOiSriALS.

The native black sulfid of antimony was known to the an-

cients, and was used by them as a cosmetic for staining the

eyebrows and eyelashes, and also in the form of ointment for

external application. Its Latin name stibium is derived from

the Greek Tri/iru^ or ''rt'/?;.' In the latter part of the sixteenth

century the first description of elementary antimony and of

many of its preparations, including the trioxid and oxychlorid,
was published in a work attributed to Basil Valentine, in

which, however, the element is constantly referred to as a sub-

stance long known. ^
Tartar emetic was discovered and first

used as a medicine by Adrian van Mynsicht in IG'M.

, The internal administration of antimonials by phj-sicians

dates from the latter part of the sixteenth century. It was

chiefly to the medical use of antimony and mercury that the

acrid discussions between the iatrochemists and Galenists of

that time related. The former adopted the view of Paracelsus,

that a poison might be beneficially used as a medicine, while

the latter insisted that a poisonous substance was such under all

circumstances, and inadmissible in medical practice. In many
European countries for over a century antimonials were only
administered in violation of the laws."

^Ezekiel xxiii. 40. Diosnorides :

"Materia inedica," v. 99; Ed.

Frankof., 1598, p. 3G1. Pliny:
"Hist, uat.," xxxiii., 33, 34;
xxix. , 37. Dioscorides also desig-
nates it rr'AaTv6<p6aA/uov and yvvaiKnin'.

'^

"Ti-iumph Wagen Antinionii,"
Fratris Basilii Valentiui, Beue-
dicter Ordens, Ed. Johan Tholden,
Leipzig, 1624, pp. 116-136, 172,
et passim. For a discussion con-

cerning the authorship of this work
see Kopp :

•'

Beitr. z. Gesch. d.

Chern.," iii., 110-129.

VI. -19

^ The parliament of Paris in 1.'566,

following a decree of the medical
faculty, passed an enactment de-

claring antimony to be a poison and
forbidding its use. This remained
in force until 1066, and a half-cen-

tury later, in 1719, the French Gov-
ernment paid a goodly sum to de la

Ligerie for the secret of the prepara-
tion of Kermes (a preparation of

antimony) that it might be used as;

a medicine. From 1580 to IGSS'

every graduate in medicine at Hei-

delberg took oath that he would not
administer antimony or mercury.
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Altlioui4;h Ciiwin in ITtiiS wroti* that "there is no poison by
wliii'h OHO nnj4;lit moifsocrotly poison a man,"

'

ho citos no case.

Tlir tu'st invi'stigation of a di'ath supposed to have been caused

by antimony is given by /accliias," who, liowevci-, deebires

that antimony, borax, oleander, and savin, a(hiiiiiistered by tho

acoust>d to jiroihice abortion, an> not juiisons. Th(» earliest n;-

eordod case of death from tartar emetic was that of an oi)ileptic

child in U'.S-.\'

If wo oxcludo poisonings by antimony among operatives ex-

posed to inhalation of antimonial fumes,
^

all modern instances

of antimonial ])oisoningof which we have knowledge, save one,

have been caused either by the trichlorid or by tartar emetic."

The exception referred to is the non-fatal poisoning of a young
girl and two children, reported by Page," caused by lozenges

purchased of an itinerant confectioner, and found on analysis to

contain 0.015 gm. (lialf grain) of antimony trioxid each. The
antimony appears to have been present as trioxid and not as

tartar emetic. In what manner it got into the lozenges is un-

known.

CHEMICAL.

Antimony—Sb—atomic iveight, 120.193—specific grav-

iti/, iir.b—fuses at i50° (843° F.).

Elementary antimony is a bluisli-gray, brittle solid, having a me-
tallic lustre, readily crystallizable, tasteless and odorless

;
volatilizes

at a red heat, and may be distilled in an atmosphere of hydrogen. It

is prepared by roasting the native trisultid, and reducing the product by
heating with charcoal. Commercial antimony (regulus of antimony)
has the appearance of a silvery metal, with a crystalline fracture, and

having fern-like iiiarks upon the surface. When deposited from de-

composition of its hydrogen compound, as in the Marsh test, antimony
is amorphous and has a dull silvery lustre.

Antimony is not altered in dry or moist air at the ordinary tem-

' "Deux livres des Venins," An- "HLst. Cicut. Aquat.," 1716, p. 2.54

vers, l.i68, j). 322. (glass of antimony). Zacchias:
'
"Qiiajst. med.-leg.," ed. Venet., "Quajst. Med. -leg.," ed. Venet.,

1737, iii., 19. 1737, iii., 19, 28 (native sultid).
* "Zotliacus med. -gall. ," Geneva? Hasenest : "Medicin. Eichter,

"

(1682), 1685, iv., 40-42. 17.55, p. 151 (glass of antimony), and
* See Lohmeier : Wchnschr. f. d. others. See Wibnier : "Wirkuugd.

ges. Heilk., 1840, 265, 286. Arznm.," v., 200, 202, 208.
*
Earlj- poisonings by other anti- ''Lancet, 1879, i., 699.

menials are mentioned by, Wepfer:
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perature. When sufficiently heated in air it hums, with formation of

the trioxid. It also burns in chlorin, and combines directly with bro-

min, iodin, and sulfur, and with many metallic elements. It unites

with hydrogen under the same conditions as arsenic does. Cold, di-

lute sulfuric acid does not affect it, but the hot, concentrated acid forms
with it antimouyl sulfate (SbO)2S04, and sulfur dioxid. Hot concen-
trated hydrochloric acid dissolves it very slowly when it is finely di-

vided. Nitric acid oxidizes it with formation of an oxid or of anti-

monic acid. It dissolves readily in aqua regia, as the trichlorid or

pentachlorid. It is not affected by solutions of the alkaline hydrox-
ids, but is dissolved by solutions of potassium or sodium sulfid. The
element itself does not foi-m oxysalts. In the so-called antimony salts,

such as the sulfate, tartar emetic, etc., the hydrogen of the acid is dis-

placed by the group antirtionyl (SbO/.

Elementary antimony enters into the composition of type metal

(twenty to twenty-five per cent.), Britannia metal (ten to sixteen per

cent.); pewter (seven percent.); anti-friction alloys (ten to nineteen

and a half per cent.), and in small amount in brass, bell-metal, and

speculum metal.

Hydrogen Antimonid—stibin, antimo7iiuretted hydro-

gen, st/bainin, stibonia—SbH,— 123.19:5.

Is produced (along with hydrogen) when a compound of antimony
is in presence of nascent hydrogen, under the same conditions as the

corresponding compound of arsenic, and may be obtained in larger

quantity by acting upon an alloy of four hundred parts of two per
cent, sodium amalgam and eight parts of freshly reduced and dried

antimony with water in a current of carbon dioxid.

It is a colorless, odorless, tasteless, combustible gas, subject to the

same decompositions as hydrogen arsenid, from which it differs in

being by no means so poisonous.' in iiot possessing the garlic odor of

the arsenical gas, and in its action upon silver nitrate solution. Hy-
di'ogen antimonid, arsenid, phosphid, and sulfid, all color dry silver

nitrate yellow, from the formation of double compounds of silver ni-

trate with silver antimonid, arsenid, phosphid, or sulfid. All of these

compounds are decomposed and turned black by water, those contain-

ing arsenic or phosphorus instantly, those of sulfur and antimony
slowly. These gases also cause the formation of black deposits in so-

lution of silver nitrate. In the case of the arsenical gas all of the ar-

senic remains in the .solution in the form of silver arsenite, which may
be precipitated by neutralizing with ammonium hydroxid, and the de-

posit consists of metallic silver
;
while with the other gases the anti-

^^^n.y, phosphorus, or sulfur is entirely contained in combination with
silver in the deposit. (See Analysis, p. 320 and Arsenic, pp. 491-505.)

'SeeHauon: Gaz. d. hop., Paris, f. exp. Path. u. Ph., 1890, xxvii.,
I860, xxxili., 46. Kubeler : Arch. 451.
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Compounds of Antimony and Oxyg-en.
Tliric ;iii' l^iiowii, Sl>.(V, Sltj(),, ;iiiil Slij<)...

Antimony Trioxid— ((iih'iiKtnous ((iihi/</ri<l, or o.vid—•

Antimonii Oxidum (U. S. Ph., Br. Ph.)— Sb^O—288.270.

Occurs in natiiri' mikI is in-cji.-irrd l)y tin" (lci<ini|M).siti<>ii of (lio *>xy-

chlorid ((/. r.) by heal, or I)y lio!i(iii{r llKM'lcincnt in air or oxyfjen.

It is an instilublo, t;Lslclcss, odorless ])ow<l("r ;
\\liil(> at ordinary

tctnpcralures, yellow ^\•h('n heated. Crystallizes in rhombic jjrisuis,

transparent and having a pearly lustre, and sometimes in octahedra.

It is therefore isodiniorphous with arsenic trioxid (see Reinsch tost,

p. 4i);») ; si)ecific {ji-avity, 5.2 to 5.778. At a dull-red heat it fuses to a

yellowish liquid, which, on cooling, forms a cry.stallinn ma.ss having a

silky lustre. At a higher temperatin-e it volatilizes and conden.s'es, in

the ab.sence of air, in prismatic needles. Strongly heated in aii* it

burns like tinder, and is converted into the tetroxid. It is almost in-

soluble in water, in.solublo in alcohol. Nitric acid does not dis.solve

it, but oxidizes it to the tetroxid. It dissolves in liydrocLloric acid,

with formation of the trichlorid
;
in Nordhausen sulfuric acid, from

which solution brilliant crystalline plates of antimony! pyrosulfate

(SbO)oSaOT, separate ;
and in solutions of tartaric acid or of mono-

potassic tartrate, with formation of tartar emetic (q. v.). Boiling solu-

tions of the alkaline hydroxids convert it into antimonic acid. It is

reduced, with separation of elementary antimony, when heated in a

current of hj'drogen.

Antimony Tetroxid—intermediate oxid of antimony—
antimony antinio)tate—Sb.O,—304.24.

Is formed when the oxids or hydroxids of antimony are strongly'-

heated, or when the lower oxid or the sulfids are oxidized with nitric

acid or by fusion with sodium nitrate. It is a white powder, veiy

sparingly soluble in water, with which it forms a solution acid in re-

action.

Antimony Pentoxid—antimonic anhydrid or oxid—
Sb,0,—320.203.

Is obtained by heating metantimonic acid to dull redness. It is an

amorphous, tasteless, odorless, pale lemon-yellow powder, very si)ar-

ingly soluble in water and in acids. At a red heat it is decomposed
into antimony tetroxid and antimony.

Antimony Acids.
The normal antimonous acid, HsSbOa, is unknown, but the series

of antimonic acids: ortho- H3Sb04, pyro- HiSb^OT, and meta- HSbOs,
is complete, either in the form of salts or in that of the free acids.

There also exists, in its sodium salt, a derivation of the lacking anti-

monous acid : metantimonous acid, HSbO^. The compound some-

times used in medicine under the name ivashed diaphoretic antimony
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is potassium metantimonate, vmited with an excess of the pentoxid:

2KSb03,Sb205. The monopotassic pyroantimonate, KoH-SbiO;, 6 Aq,

is a valuable reagent for the sodium compounds, the corresponding

sodium salt being insoluble. The insolubility of monosodic pyro-

antimonate Na^HoSbiO,, 6 Aq, is also taken advantage of in Meyer's

method for the separation of antimony and arsenic (see p. 316).

Chlorids of Antimony.
Two chlorids, SbCla and SbCU, and three oxychlorids, SbOCl,

SbOCU, and Sb405Cl;, are known.

Antimony Tvichlovidi—protochlorid of antimony—
butter of autimo7iy—ShCl,—22G.bidi.

Is obtained by passing dry chlorin over excess of antimony trisulfid ;

by dissolving antimony trisulfid in hydrochloric acid, or by distilling

mixtures, either of antimony trisulfid or of antimony and mercuric

chlorid, or of antimonyl pyrosulfate and sodium chlorid.

At low temperatures it is a solid, crystalline body ;
at the ordinary

temperature a yellow, semi-solid mass, resembling butter
;

at 73°. 2

(164° F.) it fuses toa yellow, oily liquid, which boils at 223' (433 .4 F.),

forming a colorless vapor. Obtained by solution of antimony or its

trisulfid in hydrochloric acid of the usual strength, it forms a dark-yel-

low solution, which, when concentrated to specific gravity 1.47, consti-

tutes the Liq. antwionii chloridi (Br. Ph.).

It absorbs moisture from the air, and is soluble in a small quantity

of water. With a larger quantity of water it is decomposed, with pre-

cipitation of a white powder, powder' of Algaroth, whose composition

is SbOCl if cold water be used, and Sb405Cl2 if the water be boilmg.

In water containing fifteen per cent, or more of hydrochloric acid, an-

timony trichlorid is soluble without decomposition.

Antimony PentacMorid—SbCl,—297.478.

Is formed by the action of chlorin in excess upon antimony or its

trisulfid or trichlorid, and is purified by distillation in a current of

chlorin.

It is a fuming, colorless liquid, which solidifies at —20' (
—4° F.),

forming a cry.stalline mass which fuses at —6° (21°. 2 F.). It absorbs

moisture from the air. With a small quantity of water it forms a

crystalline hydrate, SbCl5,4H20 ;
with more water a crystalline 0x3--

chlorid, SbOCh ;
and with a still greater quantity a white precipitate

of antimonic acid, H;,Sb04.

Sulfids of Antimony—Antimony Trisul^d—sesqui-

sulfid of antimony—black antimony—Antimonii Sulfi-

dum (U. S. Ph.)—Antimonium Nigrum (Br. Ph.)—
Sb^S,—336.338.

Is the chief ore of antimonj^ and is formed when hydrogen sul fid

is passed thi'ough a solution of tartar emetic. The native sulfid is steel
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pray : \hv artituial ])n>thu'l. an oraiij^*' i"«'(l or l)n>wiiish-ro(l uinnri)hous

powder.
llfatrd in air it is ilcconiiiosfd iiilo suirur dioxid, and a Itrown,

vitrwnis, more or loss Iraiispan-nt mass, coniposcd of varyin;;: 1>'''M"*''-

tioiisof oxid anil oxysullids, known as crorun, or lim\ or <jl<tss of an-

timoni/. Corn's] tondin^"- to anliinony Irisnllid area nundK>r of saKs

known as .stilfttntiiiionitcs or thioittUiniouHi's, havinj; tlie f^enci'ul

formula MjIISbSj. If an excess of antimony trisuliid be boiled witli a

solution of caustic pota,sh or soda, a liquid is obtained wliicli contains

an alkaline thioantimonite, ami an excess of antimony trisulfid. If tins

solution be tillered and de<'omi)osed by an acid while still hot, an (m--

ange-colored amorjjhous j)recipitate is i)rodueed, wliieli is tlie aniinto-

}num sulfnratum (U. S. Ph., Br. Ph.) and consists of a mixture, in

vai-yiug' ])ropoi'tions, of the trioxid and trisulfid. If, however, the so-

lution be allowed to cool, a brown, voluminous, amorphous precipitate

separates, which consists of antimony trisuliid and triuxid, potassium
or sodium sulfid, and alkaline tliioantimonite in varying proportions,
and is known as kermes viineral. If now the solution from which the

kermes has been separated be decomposed with sulfuric acid, a red-

dish-yellow substance separates, which is the golden .snlfuret of anti-

mony, and consists of a mixture of antimony trisulfid and pentasullid.

The precipitate obtained when hydrogen sulfid acts upon a solution of

an antimonial compound is, accoi-ding to circumstances, the trisulfid

or pentasulfid, mixed with free sulfur. Hydrochloric acid decom-

lX)ses antimony trisulfid, with formation of hydrogen sulfid.

Antimony Pentasulfid—Sb.^S,,—400. 30n.

Is obtained by decomposing an alkaline thioantimonate by an acid.

It is a dark orange-red, amorphous powder, readily soluble in solutions

of the alkalies and of alkaline sulfids, with which it forms thioantimo-

nates—sodium thioantimonate is known as Schlijype's salt. An oxy-

sulfid, SbeSeOa, is obtained by the action of a solution of sodium tliio-

sulfate upon antimony trichlorid, or upon tartar emetic. It is a red

powder, used as a pigment, a.nd called antim07iy cinnabar or antimony
vermilion.

Potassium-Antimonyl Tartrate—tartarated anti-

mony—Tartar Emetic—Antimonii et Potassii Tartras

(U. S. Ph.)—Antimonium Tartaratum (Br. Ph.)—
K(SbO)C,H,0,—322.9G9.

Is prepared by boiling a mixture of three parts antimony trioxid and
four parts cream of tartar in water for an hour, filtering and crystalliz-

ing. When required pure it must be made from pure materials.

It crystallizes in right rhombic octahedra, containing one-half Aq.,

which turn white and lose a part of the Aq. in air, the remaining Aq.

being expelled entirely at 100 (212' F.). It is .soluble in about two

parts of boiling water and in about fifteen parts of cold water. Its
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solutions are acid in reaction, have a nauseating, metallic taste, are

laevogyrous, [ajn = —156°. 2, are precipitated by alcohol, and decompose

rapidly from the formation of alga^, when exposed to the air. It is

decomposed by the alkalies, alkaline earths, and alkaline carbonates,

with precipitation of antimony trioxid. The precipitate is redissolved

by excess of soda or potash, or by tartaric acid. Hydrochloric, sul-

furic, and nitric acids precipitate corresponding antimonyl (SbO) com-

pounds from solutions of tartar emetic. It converts mercuric into

mercurous chlorid. It forms double tartrates with the tartrates of the

alkaloids.

Pharmaceutic axd Other Preparations CoNTAiNiNci

Antimony.

Officinal in United States and British Pharma-

copoeias :

Antimonii et pofassii tartras, U. S. ; tartar emetic. Antimonii

oxidum, U. S., Br. ; antimony trioxid. Antimonii sulphidum, U.

S. (Antimonii sulphuretuni, 1870) ;
the native trisultid purified by

fusion. Antimonii sulphidum purificatmn, U. S. ; the last further

purified by extraction with ammonium hydroxid. Antimoniuni ni-

grum, Br.; the same as Antiinonii s idph id iim, U. S. Antimoniuin

snlphuratmn, U. S., Br. ; chiefly the trisulfid, with a small amount
of trioxid. Antimonium tartaratum, Br. ; tartar emetic. Liquor
antimonii chloridi, Br. ; solution of antimony trichlorid, with exce.ss

of hydrochloric acid. Pilidm antimonii compositce, U. S. (Plummer^s

pills): sulphurated antimony 3.25 gm., calomel 3.25 gm., guaiac
6.5 gm., mucilage of tragacanth q.s., in 100 pills. Piluke hydrar-

gyri subchloridi composito', Br. ; the same as Pil. ant. comp., U. S.,

except that castor oil is used in place of the mucilage. Pidvis anti-

monialis, U. S., Br. (James' powder), antimony trioxid 33, precipi-

tated calcium phosphate 67. Syrupus scilloi compositus, V. S., con-

tains 3 pts. of tartar emetic in 2,000. Uuguentiini antimonii tartarati,

Br., contains 20 per cent, of tartar emetic. Vinum antimonii, U. S.,

Br., the U. S. preparation contains 4 pts. of tartar emetic in 1,000 ;
the

Br., 4 pts. in 875.

Non-officinal medicines said to contain antimony :

Ayefs cherry pectoral (Hoffmann) : 93.3 syrup, prun. virgin., 11.7

vin. ipecac, 11.7 vin. antim., 7.8 Tr. sanguinar., 0.2 moi*ph. hydro-
chlor. Balsam of wild cherry (H. & H. 169')—contains 1 fl. 3 extr.

prun. virgin., 2 fl. 3 extr. ipecac, 3 ti. 3 extr. scillfe, 1 3 Tr. opii, 1.0

tartar emetic, 3 drops ol. anisi, 1 3 alcohol, i 3 syrup, i 3 Tinct. per-

' Hahn und Holfert : "Specialitaten und Geheimmittel," Berlin, 1893.
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sionis ooiiip.. \V!it<'r to f^
"

. Jin'chziickcr (RirlitiT) lozcMififcs, oach of

wliifli contains al>oiit K.'J '^\\\. tailai" rinotic. Chciiiisclics J'n'ijiaraf

</('.s' liitclihdltrrs J. J). Molfriifcr in TUni (Tlaf^-cr) is said l)y llie inami-

facliii-fi' to 111- autiiiioiiy chlorid. It is in I'.-ict coimiici-cial fiiiiiin;^''

inui-iatir atiil. Co.vr's fiii'c si/riip (11. tS: 11. 801)—an infusion of 10

pt.s. oacli of seriMMilaria and ,s(Hiills in JOU
])l,s. water, iniide np to a

M Twp with 50
pt.s. oacli «)f snji^ar and honey, in whiidi 0.0^5

])1. of tar-

tar »>nietic is dis.solved. Cuff's cattle viedicine (velerin.iry) (Geis.sler)
—

contains ])ota.ssiuni iodid, tartar emetic, arsenic trioxid, and ai-senic tri-

.suliid. Derhi/'s condition jxxrdrrs (vetei-innrv) (Scliiidlcr) 2.0 tiir-

lar onielic, 20.0 antinioii}' trisullid (,l)lack), 10.0 sulfur, 10.0 saltpetre,

40.0 fenugreek seeds, 20.0 junijier berries. Diaphoretic antimony—is

jKitassium nietantiraonate (see p. 293). Dixon^spills (Blytli)
—each pill

contains oonip. extr. colocynth 0. 1296 gm., rhubarb 0.0048, taHarometic

0.00158. Dr. J. Johnson s pills (Blyth) —each jjill contains : comp. extr.

colocynth 0.102 gni., calomel 0.039, tartar emetic 0.002, oil of cassia

0.007. Elixir to)iiqne a ntiglaireux de Gidlle (H. & H. 483) ,
a complex

elixir containing 1 gm. of tartar emetic in 11 liti-es. Ethiops of An-

timony—is a mixture of antimony trisul fid 3 pts. and mercuric sulfid

2 i)ts. Flechten '

pidrer aus St. Lidws (Wittstein)
—^contaius salt-

petre 10 pts., antimony trichlorid 1 i)t., antimony trioxid 20 pts.

Floicers of antimony—is an impure oxysulfid, with varying quanti-
ties of the trioxid and trisulfid. Glass of antimony—is a mixture of

antimony trioxid and trisulfid. Hind's siveating ball (veterinary)

(Blyth), 3.888 gm. each of tartar emetic and asafa'tida made into a
ball with liquorice powder and syrup. James'' poivder

—see Pulv.

antimonialis among the officinals. James'' pills (Wittstein)—consist

principally of mercuric oxid 1 pt., James' powder 30 pts. Kermes
mi)ieral'- was formerly oilicinal under the name Aidiinonii oxy-

sulphnretum, U. S. Ph. Liver of antimony— is a mixture of anti-

mony trioxid and trisulfid, potassium sulfid and potassium carbonate
;

used in veterinary i)ractice. Mitchell's pills (Blyth)
—each pill con-

tains : aloes 0.070 gm., rhubarb 0.103, calomel 0.01, tartar emetic 0.003.

Poudre merveillense de Vivier (H. Biirchner) consists of iodin 48 pts.,

arsenic 8 pts., tartar emetic 8 pts., phosphorus 1 pt. Poudre unique
de Godemaux, for epilepsy, is precipitated calomel (Braconnot). Gray
oxid of antimony (Alcyon). Calomel and metallic mercury (Planche).

Quietness is tartar emetic, used in England as a iK)])ular ciire for dip-

somania. Rotzkrankheit^' Mittel (veterinary) (Biirchner)^l. Each
bolus weighs about 35 gm. and contains about 1 gm. of golden sulfuret

of antimony (see p. 294), and 7 gm. of liver of antimony (see above).

2. Each contains 7 gm. of antimony trisulfid (blackj. Schnellmast pul-

ver von R. Hiibner (vetei'inary ;
condition powder) (Karmrodt), con-

tains 15.56 per cent, of antimony trisulfid. Schweine pidver von Dr.

' Fieclite= herpes.
=* Glanders

5 See p. 294.
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Gustav Sicoboda (veterinary) (Hager) contains about 34 per cent,

of antimony trisulfid. Sel desopilant d'Atidin-Rouvieve (H. & H.

1539) contains 0.3 per cent, of tartar emetic. Trnnksuchtsmittel ' von

Karrer Gallafi (Karlsr. Ortsges.-Rath) consists of two liquids, one an

alcoholic extract of gentian, the other a 2.6-per-cent. solution of tartar

emetic. Trunksuchtsmittel von J. H. Rungel (E. Harms) is a 3.5-per-

cent., aqueous solution of tartar emetic. Trtinksuchtsmittel von Fr.

Schumacher (H. & H. 1705) is a solution of tartar emetic. Vomi-

purgatif de Leroy (H. «Sc H. 1770) contains 0.8 per cent, of tartar

emetic. Ward's i-ed pill (Blyth)
—

glass of antimony and dragon's

blood. Washed saffron of antimony is liver of antimony (see above)

from which the potassium sulfid and carbonate have been removed.

Weikard's Hauspillen (H. & H. 761) contain 7.3 per cent, of" golden
sulfuret of antimony," and also about 15 per cent, of calomel.

Antimonials used in the Arts.

Alloys of antimony, see p. 291. Anthnony cinnahar, or vermil-

ion is an oxysulfid.'' Antimony yelloio is a mixture of lead antimo-

nate and basic lead chlorid. Naples yellow is basic lead antimonate.

Antimony trisidfid is used in the native, crystalline form in the fric-

tion tube used in firing cannon, in percussion caps, in red and blue fires,

and in the heads of Swedish matches
;
and in the amorphous, orange

form in the vulcanization of caoutchouc, which it colors red-brown.

Glass of antimony^ is used to color glass and porcelain yellow. Liq-

uid butter of antimony is a concentrated solution of the trichlorid,

specific gravity 1.35, used to color iron and steel brown (gun baiTels).

Schlippe's salt *
is used in photography.

ANTIMONY TRICHLORID.

Of the eight intoxications by antimony trichlorid of which

we find record'* three were accidental, three suicidal, and in two

it was "taken by" the patient. Four cases were fatal and four

recovered. In two of the non-fatal cases the dose taken was

one ounce (31 gm.). In all of the fatal cases the dose was two

ounces ((52 gm.) or more. The shortest duration was in Cooke's

(R. B.) case," in which a woman of fortj^ years died in less than

two hours
;
and the most prolonged in Crisp's case' in which a

girl of nineteen years died in twenty-four hours.

'

Trunksucht=:dipsomania. 1865, xvi., 125. Taylor :" Poisons,
"

•^ See p. 294. 3d Am. ed. , 456-458. Banks : Prov.
^ See p. 294. M. and S. Jour., 1846, December
^Seep. 294. 23d. Cooke (R. B.) : Lancet, 1883,
^ Cooke (W.) : Lancet, 1848. 230. i., 860.

Houghton: Lancet, 1^41, i., 324. ^ Loc. cit.

Crisp: Tr. Path. Soc, London, "^ Loc. cit.
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Symptoms.—Antimony triohloiid acts mainly as a corro-

sivi', and iho symptoms oltsiTvcd arc tlioHc of intoxication by
tho mineral aciils (</. r.). 'Jlio violent symptoms may, how-

ever, be slightly })ronounce(l and tho case present a narcotic

tyjx?, as in one of Taylor's oases (attributed to Mann),' in

which a ni.in swallowed from two to three ounces ((52-93

i:m.). When seen about an hour later there was entire pros-

tration of strength, with coldness of the skin, and incessant

attempts to vomit. Severe griping pains were felt in the ab-

domen, and there was a frequent desire to evacuate the bow-

els, but nothing was passed. In the course of a few hours reac-

tion took place, the pain subsided, and the pulse rose to 120.

There was now a strong disposition to sleep, bo that he appeared
as if laboring under the effects of a narcotic poison. In this state

he continued until he died, ten and a half hours after he had swal-

lowed the poison. In Crisp's case there was no urine passed.

Post-mortem Appearances.—The most noteworthy ap-

pearance is a blackening and apparent charring of those parts

with which the corrosive liquid has come into contact, similar

to that produced by sulfuric acid. Tho lips and mouth may be

black and excoriated, also the oesophagus, stomach, and upper
intestine. In Crisp's case the stomach appeared as if uniformly
coated with the antimonial. When this coating was removed

the surface appeared black and charred. In Evans' case (re-

ported by Taylor) the stomach was vivid red in places, in others

blackened. In Cooke's (R. B.) case the mucous membrane of

the stomach was intensely congested and of a bluish- black

color. In this case, as well as in Evans', corrosion and black-

ening of the lips, mouth, and oesophagus were not observed.

Perforation of the oesophagus, stomach, or intestine was not

met with in any of the cases. From the intensit}'' of the cor-

rosive action, however, it is quite probable that it might occur.

Analysis.—In Evans' case antimony was found in the

putty-like masses of altered mucous membrane, etc., from the

stomach. In Cooke's (R. B.) case the stomach was found to

contain compounds of antimony and of arsenic to the amount

of eight grains (0.5 gm.) of the former, and 0.1 grain (0.0065

gm.) of the latter. (For methods see under Tartar Emetic and

Arsenic.)

' Loc. cit.
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tartar, emetic.

Statistics and Administration.

Of 119 cases of tartar emetic poisoning of which we find

record, 87 were "accidental," 6 suicidal, and 17 homicidal.

In comparing tartar emetic jDoisonings with those by other

poisons, except arsenic, the very small proportion of suicidal

cases (5 per cent.), and the large proportion of homicides (14.3

per cent.)' are noteworthy.
Of the homicidal cases two occurred in the seventeenth

century,'^ the remainder since 1850. The following are the hom-

icidal cases since 1850 of which we have knowledge:

1854. Case of A)in Palmer.—The symptoms of her last illness

were those of antimonial iioisoning. The body was exhumed one year
after death and found to contain antimony. Her son, suspected of

having- poisoned her with repeated doses of tartar emetic, was executed

for another poisoning by strychnin.-^

1856. Reg. v. McMidlen.—Woman gave her husband ''quietness''''

(a mixture of cream of tartar and tartar emetic) to counteract the effects

of a debauch, whereof he died. Convicted of manslaughter.'*

1857. Reg. v. Freeman.—Mentioned by Taylor. No particulars.^

1857. Reg. V. Harchnann.—Mentioned by Taylor. Ti-ied for the

murder of his wife by I'epeated administration of small doses of tartar

emetic.'^

1858. Affaire Ramier.—Conspiracy by R., liis mistress (Zelie), and
Porel to poison the wife of R. Fii-st attem])t with phosphorus, second

with tartar emetic. Both unsuccessful. Porel confessed; Ramier con-

victed; Zelie acquited.'

1859. Reg. v>. Smethurst.—Surgeon, indicted for the murder of his

mistress by re^ieated small doses of antimony and arsenic. Tried twice.

Convicted on second trial. Subsequently pardoned.*

'If we add seven cases of gross 131; and "Med. Jur. ," 11th Engl,
negligence the percentage is in- ed., 47; Lancet, 1856, ii., 259.

creased to 20.1. ^ "Poisons," 3d Am. ed., 145.

'^Zacchias: "Quasst. Med. -leg.,"
«
J&zd., 2d Engl. ed.

,
97.

Consil. iii., 12-14, ed. Venet., 1737, 'J. d. chim. nied., etc., 1858,

iii., 19-24. Zittmanu : "Med. 4. s. . iv., 32.

For.," 1706, p. 1455. » Browne and Stewart: Op. cif.,
3 Browne and Stewart : "Trials for pp. 397, 44S—179 ; Sessions Papers,

Murder by Poison,
"
pp. 87, 88. Tay- Central Crim. Crt. , 1859. Steplien :

lor: "Poisons," 3d Am. ed., 96, "Hist, of the Crim. Law of Eug-
121

; Guy's Hosp. Reps., 1857, 3 s., land," iii., 438, 405 ; Brit. M. Jour.,
iii., 369-481. 1859, ii., 707-711. Taylor : "Princ.
"Ph. J. and Tr., 1856-57, xvi., and Pr. of Med. Jur.," 3d ed., 1883,

147. 197. Taylor : Loc. cit., 58, 196.
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ISl'O. Urcj. V. ir/H.s7<)M'. - PoftMiilaiit ili;ii-irt'(l with luuvdcr of Ann
Jnnu'S by atr,Lr'"J*^'J'l'"^' -i ilisraso of tlic cii't-iini fi-oin wliicli slic \\;i.s suf-

foriiij; by tbo ivpoatrd adiniiiistratioii of Mimll ilnscs of antiniony.

Antinu>ny was fouiul in the body of the deceased. I'risoner aciiuiltcd.'

ISO"). Juuj. r. Prifchttiul.—Tried at I'idiidmi'jjfh. Defeiuhiiit was a

physieian. Poisoned his wife with repeated doses of tart^ir emetic, and

Ills mother-in-law with juitimouy and aconite. Convicted. Confessed

bt^foin? execution.*

ISCO. Reg. x\ JRcJletuey, alias Barneff.— An a]^oihocn.rywastriod:it

Melbourne, Australia, for the murder of his ])aramour by repeated

doses of antimony. Acquitted.
'

1871. State V. Eliz. G. Wharton.—Tried at Annapolis, Md., Decem-

ber, 1871, and January, 1872. Defendant was accused of the murder of

Gen. "\V. S. Ivetchum by tartar emetic. Another visitor at defendant's

house, Mv. EiiLiene Tan Ness, suffered violent symptoms of antimonial

jjoisoning. A. t|nitted.''

1871. A woman was held for trial in England (Staffordshire assizes).

Antimony had been found in the cadavers of thi-ee of her children.

She liad buried ten out of twelve children at different times, some hav-

ing manifested symptoms of antimonial poisoning. We are unable to

find further reference to this case.*

[1876. Tlie Balham Mijstery, or Bravo Case.—Bravo, a barri.ster,

probably died fi-om the eiTects of antimony and laudanum. The cor-

oner's jury found a verdict of Avilful nuirder by some unknown jx'r.son.

Subsequently it was shown that the deceased had purchased a large
number of quack powders, advertised for the cure of dipsomania, which

contained tartar emetic.^ (Classified above as suicide.)]

1878. Prof. n. Panke reports the case of a man who was supposed to

have died from tartar emetic admini.stered by a barber-surgeon (bader).'

'Browne and Stewart: Op. cit.,

479-489. Taylor: "Poisons," 3d
Am. ed., 121.

-Browne and Stewart: Op. cit.,

397-448. Reports of trial : AVilliam

Kay, Ediub. , l8Go ; Edinl). 31. and
S. Jour., 1865, xi., 1G3-200; Wien.
nied. Wchnschr., 1865, xv., 1072.
1105. Felizet: Arch. gen. d. nied.,

Paris, 1865, ii., 267-277.
^ Ph. J. andTr., 1868-69, 2 s., x.,

325.
*
Report of trial. Baltimore Ga-

zette, Bait. , 1872. Aiken :

" A Review
of Professor Reese's Review of the
AVharton Trial." N. Y.. 1873; also,

on *' Some Supposed Fallacies,
"
etc. ,

Richmond and Louisville M. Jour.,
1873, XV., 7-13. Chew : lUd., 1872.
xi v., 93-116; Med. Rec, N. Y.,1873.
viii., 332-338. Morse: Am. Law

Rev., Boston, 1874, 647-668; also in
his "Famous Trials," 274-309.
Reese: Am. J. M. Sc.,Phila., 1872,
n. s., Ixiii., 329-355. Williams:
Richm. and Louisv. M. Jour., 1873,

XV., 721-747; Med. and Surg.
Reptr.; Phila., 1872, xxvi., 475,

503, 523. Wood, H. C. , Jr. : Med.
Rec, N. Y., 1873, viii., 169. Tay-
lor: "Med. Jur.," 11th Am. ed.

(Bell), 23.
5 Ph. J. and Tr., London, 1871-

72, 3 s., ii., 397, 458, 516.
«
Taylor: "Med. Jur.," 11th ed.,

136. Johnson, Payne, and Red-
wood : Lancet, 1876, i., 755. Wade:
Brit. :M. Jour., 1876, ii., 264.

'

Friedrei h's Bl. f. ger. Med.,
1879, XXX., 241. See also Schelle :

Ibid., 1882, xxxiii., 8.
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1878. State i\ Voslnirgh.
—A preacher tried in Hudson County^

(N. J.), for an attempt to murder hi.s wife by tartar emetic. Case un-

published.
1887. Reg. v. TJi. Hall.—New Zealand. A man of seventy years,

poisoned, as alleged, by his son in law. '

1893. Peo. V. Henry Meyer, etc. Defendant tried twice for the nmr-
der of one Baum or Brandt, to obtain an insurance upon his life.

Convicted of murder in the second degree.
-'

1894. State ti. Effie Cox, alias Whaleti, and Rose Fournier.—Tried

in Chittenden County Court, Vermont, 1894. Defendants indicted for

the murder of Fournier by repeated administration of tartar emetic ;

convicted of manslaughter, first degree. "Reasonable doubt" that

the purpose of the administration was to correct an alcoholic habit.

Case not published.

Suicide by tartar emetic is of most exceptional occurrence.

Excluding the Bravo case above mentioned (which was to some

extent at least an opium poisoning, and possibly accidental),

there are but 5 cases, all anterior to 18G0. Of these 3 were in

females, of which 1 was fatal.
^ Of the 3 men 1 died.' (See

Lethal Dose, below.)

Of the accidental cases 28 were in children less than ten

years of age (for the most part medicinal poisonings) ;
and 50

in persons over ten years of age, who took the poison either

medicinally in overdose or in mistake for other drugs— i.e.,

Glauber's salt, nitre, cream of tartar, bicarbonate of soda,

Epsom salt, potassium acetate, oxid of antimony, sugar, or as

an external application.

The use of tartar emetic as a medicine is now much less

general than it formerly was, and consequently accidental poi-

sonings by it are now very infrequent. During the past twenty-
five years but 18 tartar-emetic poisonings have been reported.

Of these G w^ere homicidal, 10 due to negligence or mistake, 1

to absorption from a fabric, and 1 medicinal.

The administration in all but 8 cases was by the mouth.

In 4 instances it was by external application, either as powder

' Brit. Med. Journ., 1887, i., 853. in Lancet, i., 1844, 444 (Lefevre) ;

^ Dor(?inus : J.Am. Ch. Soc.,1895, and Galtier : "Toxicologie,
"

i., 505

xvii., 667. (in 1835).
* A trance medium who appar-

•* Recamier's case. See Galtier :

ently poisoned berself to verify her Op. cit., 507. The non -fata I case is

own prediction of her death (Ellis : reported by Serres. See Galtier : Op.
Bost. M. and S. Jour., 1856-57, Iv., cit., 506.

400) . The other two are reported
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(.>r inntnuMit ;' in ".* ("as(>s in t'lifinata
;'

in I case l)y alisoriitioii

from a fabrii' nu'iilanci'd with tartar cnH'lic,'"' aiul in 1 caso in

the inilU of iho inotlu>r.'

lu '^S instances tartar cinctic was taken in a(|n('(Uis solution;

in 25 as a jiow dfi-, in a as antinionial \vin(', in I as "
horse

niedieiue/' and in 1 as a patent medicine.

Lethai, Dosk.

It is only under exceptional conditions that a single dose,

however large, of tartar emetic may cause the death of an adult.

An analysis of the 37 deaths of adults attributed to tartar

emetic shows that 13 were cases of alleged homicide, inmost,

if not all, of which the theory of the prosecution implied re-

peated administrations; 7 were accidental poisonings caused

by more than one dose, 5 were cases in which antimonial poi-

soning w-as probably not the proximate cause of death; in 5 the

method of administration is doubtful, and in 1 it was by ex-

ternal application. The G remaining cases may be summarized

as follows :

1. Hoffmann, 1760.*—A mere statoniont that a ])orson (a woman)
died ill a short time after an improper udmini.stratioii of tartar emetic.

2. Orfila.^—An incidental statement tliat a woman of eighty-two

years died in fifteen hours after having taken 0.5 gm. of tartar emetic,

which caused some purging but no vomiting.

3. Skae,18i-i.'
—In this case a man of forty-five years certainly took

one do.se of about fifty-live grains of tartar emetic, while suffering from

delirium tremens, and vomited in ten minutes. About sixteen hours

later he got out of bed and in so doing fell insensible and died.

4. Beale, 1854.'—A girl of sixteen years took a quantity of tartar

emetic estimated at forty to sixty grains at one time. In fifteen minutes

she vomited, and continued to vomit and purge continuously for about

three houi^s. The next morning .she did not seem ill, but in the after-

noon she felt as if dying. A jihysician was then called, wlio found her

continually throwing the head back and screaming, with dilated pu-

' Lancet. 1838. i., 250 (two cases) ;

^ Wibmer : "Wirkung d. Arznei-

Beitr. z. prk. Heilk., 1834, i., 670 mitt.," v., 179.

(two cases) .

^ "
Op. omn.

,

"
v. i.

, pt. ii.
,
ch. v. ,

- Charier: J. d. chim. med., ed. Genev. , 1760, i., 213.

1847, 8s., iii., 472. «-'Tox. gen.," Seme ed., i., 620.

»Giilet: Ann. d. 1. Soc. med.- 'North. J. Med., Edinb., 1844,

chir. d. Liege, 1886, xxv., 83. i., 289.
« Lancet, 1854, i., 68.
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pils, knees drawn up, and a thin pulse. She was delirious for six

hours before death, which occurred thirty-six hours after she had taken

the poison. The autopsy revealed the existence of extensive incipient

ovarian disease.

5. Gabb, 1866. '—A man of forty-three years took about two drachms

of tartar emetic at one time by mistake, and very shortly thereafter "a

draft of vinegar." He w^alked a mile to a physician's office, wdiere he

appeared so well, so free from any of the symptoms of havin<^ taken

tartar emetic, that it was believed that he was mistaken. Soon after he

vomited for the first time, about an hour after having taken the emetic.

After a severe attack of vomiting, pui-ging, cramps, etc., he passed a

comforta])le night and the next day was much better. Early the fol-

lowing morning he was pulseless and in a condition of collapse resem-

bling that of cholera. After administration of brandy his condition

was much improved, but, sitting up in bed contrary to advice, he had

an attack of syncope, from which he rallied a little, but sank again and

died about forty hours after the accident, retaining his consciousness

nearly to the last moment.
6. Dobie, 1887.-—A boy of fifteen years took forty grains of tartar

emetic in mistake for Epsom salt. He vomited in ten minutes and suf-

fered the usual .symptoms of antimonial poisoning, from which he

seemed to be recovering on the third day. On the third day he became

delirious and died comatose on the sixth day. In the slujrt report of

this case the duration is stated in one place as six days and four lines

below as twelve days.

Cases 1, 2, and 6 are incompletely reported. In Case

3 acute alcoholism was at least a contributing cause of

death. In Case 5 the long delay of the emetic action of the

poison (caused possibly by the vinegar taken) favored absorp-

tion, prevented that prompt removal of the poison which is

the chief factor of safety when single doses are taken, and es-

tablished very much the same conditions as obtain in cases of

repeated administration. Beale's case may therefore be said to

be the only uncomplicated fatal poisoning of an adult bj' a sin-

gle dose of tartar emetic. And in this the history id by no

means sufficiently explicit (the reporter having only seen the

case on the second day, and the hearsay evidence having been

given in a case was which the subject of a coroner's inquiry) to

fully prove the method of administration and the absence of

other causes of death.

Of the five cases above referred to as instances in which the

' Med. Times and Gaz. , 1866, ii.,
'•' Lancet, l«b7, i., 773.

379.
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causativo rolation of ;iiiliin<>iii;il ]n)isoiiiii<^ to ilie fatal ivsnli i.s

(HK'stionalilc, two wci-c clearly dcalhs stlcU' from other causes.

Tlirso are: (7) Deutseh's case, cited by \Vli;iit(>n ;iiiil Stilli',' of a

woiiiau wlio is alle;,'e<l to have (hed "ia the coui-se of jv year
" from the

clVects of a sia-^f-h' dose of a scrapie (\.'.] gu\.) of tartar emetic. Tlie

otlier (S) is Wakeley's ca.se, cited l)y Taylor,'^ of a man said to liave

been fatally poisoned by three grains, and conceiiiiM;,'- whidi 'r.iylor

sjiys that "death coald not bo i-easonably attributed to the medicine.''

In the other three cases l.ntar emetic administered to per-

sons already seriously ill can bo considered at the most only as

a contributary cause of death.

0. Jiccainier.'^—A ma a of about forty yeai-s took with suicidal intent

2 gm. (thirty-one grain.s) of tartar emetic. After exhibiting the u.sual

antimonial symptoms lie became furiously delirious and died in convul-

sions on the foiu-th day. At the autopsy e.xcessive cerebral lesions wta-e

di.scovered. In commenting' upon this caseGaltier * remarks that death

should be attributed to the recent lesions of the brain and meninges, of

which the emetic, or rather the inflammation of the intestinal canal and
the efforts of vomiting, were only the provoking cause.

10. Constant, IS.'U.^—The case of a medical student under t)'eatment

by Professor Audral for
"
gastric trouble due to insulHcient nutrition and

overstudy," received two grains of tartar emetic in three half-glasses of

water, which immediately provoked vomiting, and severe pain, which

pei-sisted the remainder of the day, with abundant diarrrhcea. He died

on the second day.^
11. An e.xtremely feeble woman of fifty-five years, suffering from

broncho-pneumonia, was bled 500 gms. and was given 0.15 gm. (about

gr. iiss.) of tartar emetic. In the following night and without any
s}-mptoms referable to the alimentary canal, she was suddenly at-

tacked with copious and continued intestmal hemorrhages which
caused her death.'

In several instances persons have taken quantities much

greater than that which is probably the lethal dose of tartar

i"Med. Jur.,"4 e»l., ii., 193, ex Wharton and Stille, ("Med. Jur.,"
Canstatt's Jalnesb. , 1851, iv., 270. 4th ed., ii., 193;, in the brief state-

* "Poisons,
" 3d Am. ed., 448. meat: 'Two grains have proved

^Magendie: "De rinfluence de fatal to an adult.
"

It is also men-
Tenietique,

"
etc. , Paris, 1813, and tioned by Taylor ("Poisous," 3d

quoted by most authors from Orfila Am. ed., 448), who, however, adds:
down. "But in this case there were circmn-

"*

"Toxicologic," i., 508. stances which favored the fatal op-
* Arch. gen. de med., 1831, 1 s.

,
eration of the poison.

"

xxiv., 262. 'Piorry: Gaz. d. hop., 1853,
* This is the case referred to by xxvi., 147.
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emetic, and although rendered severely ill thereby, have recov-

ered. Thus Taylor' quotes a case of Couling's, of a man who

took two hundred grains (to gm.) in mistake for carbonate of

soda. McCreery'' reported that of a man who took h;df an ounce

(15.0 gm.) in mistake for Glauber's salt, and Gleaves" that

of a man who took a tablespoonful (about an ounce, 31 gm.).

Ortila' also quotes Lebreton's observation of a young woman
who recovered from the effects of 24 gm. of tartar emetic.

Very much smaller quantities have been known to cause death

when taken by adults in more than one dose. That even two

administrations upon two consecutive days of as small a total

quantity as O.'l gm. (three grains) may cause death when the

first dose fails to provoke emesis is proved by the fatal poisoning

of a woman who died in thirty-six hours after taking the first

dose.* In Laveran's case, reported by Tardieu," a man suffer-

ing from erj'sipelas of the face was given 0.4 gm. ((>.
1 7 grains)

of tartar emetic in doses of 0. L gm. (one and one-half grains)

during four days. He was attacked with nausea, vomiting,

epigastric pain; passed litpiid stools, and died in collapse iu

nine days. Antimony was found in the liver.

The susceptibility of young children to the poisonous action

of tartar emetic is such as to render its administration to them

as a medicine dangerous. Beck' has collected a number of ob-

servations of serious and fatal i)oisoning in young children l)y

tartar emetic. Among these are two bv Charier' of children

recovering from the measles who Avere rapidly destroyed by
0.05 gm. (three-quarter grain) given in enemata.

Duration and Prognosis.

In children the duration of fatal tartar-emetic poisoning is

shorter than in adults. The average of 8 cases in children less

than ten years of age, in which the duration is definitely stated,

was 15,0 hours, the extremes being 1 and 48. In adults the aver-

age of 18 cases was 88.9 hours, or, if 5 exceptionally protracted
cases are omitted, 37.4 hours, with and OG as the extremes.

' "Poisons." 3d Am. ed., 443. *
"Empoissonement,

" 2eine ed.,

*Am. Joixr. M. Sc.
, 1S53, ii. s.

,
744.

XXV., 1,31.
' '"Infant Therapeutics," 2d e<l.,

2 West. J. M. and S.
, 1848, 3 s.

,
i.

,
23. X. Y. , 1855, 30-47.

* "Tox. gen.," 5eme ed., i., 620. * J. d. chini. med., etc., 184T,

'Beau: Bull. gen. de tlierap. ,
3 s., iii., 472.

18.56, li., 231.

IV. -20
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Tlio most rapidly fatal poisoning \\ as in a child to which, af-

ter an attack of LKMiignant nu'asli's, 0.0.") gni. (tln'tn'Mjuartor j^iain)

of tartar iMuotii* was ^ivcn in an cncjna, and an hour after he

was dead.' One of AN'ihon's'^ cases was that of a I'hild nearly a

year old whoso mother gave it repeated small doses of antimo-

nial Avine for aiold. A'cry snddenly thereafter it had slight but

frecjuent convulsions, \villi sickness and severe diarrhoea, and

died in about two hours. J lartley' has reported tho cases of two
children of live and three years whic-h died in eight and twelve

hours respectively from the elTects of ten grains (O.GT) gm.) of

tartar emetic. -V more recent and somewhat more reliable case

is that published by Chabon,* in which a vigorous child of two
and a quarter j-ears received two doses of 0.05 gm. (three-(juar-

ter grain) each, ten minutes apart, and died of syncope eight
hours later. Tin' most protracted duration of a fatal case in a

young child of which we find notice is that merely mentioned

by Sigmond' of a child of two years which died forty-eight
hours after an external application of tartar emetic to the spine.

Two fatal cases of twenty-four hours' duration are reported, in

one' of which, however, tho child died most probably from dis-

ease; while in the other,' in which tartar-emetic ointment was

applied to a child of three years, Avhich died in eclampsia, the

patient was suffering from whooping-cough.
In adults only the duration of jxiisonings in which more

than one dose was certainly or probably administered can be

given. The shortest duration was in a case involving an accu-

sation of criminal negligence, in which a man of twenty-eight

years died six hours after he had received 1 gm. (15.4

grains) of tartar emetic in two doses, half an hour apart. It is

questionable whether in this case the antimonial was more than

a contributory cause of death." The fatal termination followed

the last administration in ten hours in two instances—a trance

medixmi, aged twenty-one, who appears to have taken an un-

known quantity, after having jiredicted her own death. She

' Charier: J. d. cliim. jned., etc.,
^
Baylor : "Poisons," 3d Am. ed.,

1847, 3 s., iii., 472. 447.
•' Prov. M. and 8. J., 1844, 204. •> Krebs : Beitr. x. j.rkt. Ileilk.,

Lancet, 1846, i., 460. 1834, i., 670.
^ Union med. d. 1. Seine inf.

, 1881,
* lianke : Friedreich's Bl. f. ger.

x.\., 114. Med., 1879, xxx., 241. Schelle :

'Lancet. 1838, i., 2-00. llnd., 1882, xxxiii., 8.
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had had a similHr attack previously.' A man of thirty years

died in ten hours after the outbreak of symptoms supposed to

have been caused by tartar emetic which he had had several

weeks in his possession." In four instances the duration has

exceeded a week. A woman of eightj'-three years, a patient in

the Salpetriere, received 4 gm. (Glf grains) of tartar emetic

during three days, and having exhibited the symptoms of anti-

monial poisoning, died upon the seventh day.' A man received

(J. 4 gm. (<).-^ grains) of tartar emetic during four days. He suf-

ered from nausea, vomiting, and epigastric pains, passed liquid

stools, and died in collapse nine days after taking the last dose."

A man of thirty-four years is I'eported to have died in twelve

days after a
'' treatment" at the hands of an empiric, which is

said to have consisted in })art in the administration of daily

doses of twentv to thirty grains (1.3 to 2 gm.) of tartarized an-

timony almost continuously for three weeks.
'

111 all of the homicidal cases of which we find published

accounts the poisoning extended over several daj's. In the Ann
Palmer. McMullen, and Hardman cases death occurred after

symptoms referable to the administration of repeated doses. In

the Wharton case the deceased, a healthy man of about sixty

years, was first attacked on June •24th, and died on the 28th,

having had two distinct outbreaks of symptoms. Another gen-

tleman who spent some days at the defendant's house had a

violent attack of symptoms such as are produced b}' antimony,
from which he recovered

;
and some days afterward the accused

offered him a glass of beer, Avhich was analyzed, and found to

contain fifteen grains (1 gm.) of tartar emetic. In the Pritch-

ard case one of the victims (Mrs. Pritchard) was first taken ill

about January 1st, 18G5, and died March 18th, having had

several attacks, each probably succeeding an administration,

while the other victim (Mrs. Taylor) had two distinct attacks,

February loth and 22d, of the last of which she died February
24th. In Smethurst's case the first symptoms w^ere observed

'Ellis: Bost. M. and S. Jour.. •"' Le Boutillier : N. -West. M. nnd
1856-57, Iv., 400. S. J.. Chicago, l<S5o, xii., 358.

^ Pollock : London M. Gaz. . 1850, Beck ("Infant Therap.," 2d ed..
xlv. , 801. 141) makes a mere mention of tlie

•' Diirand- Fardel : Bull. j^eu. d. death of a woman of tweuty-six
therap., 1843, xxv., 370. years, twelve days after she had

* Laveran. cited by Tardieu . taken 3 ss. of tartar emetic. See

"Empois. ," 2ome ed., 744. also Dobie's ca.se above referred to.
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March ".".•tli, :m(l tlir WHUnaii dit'd May :!(i. In the Wiiislow

I'ust' tho jM)isoiiiii.u lu'i^an early in Fcltruary, and di-atli only

oi'ourird .Inn»> Mtli. In tin- Cox-FournitT case thciv wore rc-

pojiti'il aihninistratiuns, tlio last illness lasted I'uur days, anil the

last doso was administered six honrs hefore death. In the

.Meyer, Belleniey, and llall cases tliore was also alle<^ation of

ivpeated administration on tho ]iart of llio prosecmion.
Tho prog'nosis is probably more favorable tiian is indicated

liy the cases reported. ( >!' 1 is such .Mi (4 7.4 j)er cent.) died, and

ij'i (.")"2.C. percent.) recovered.

Sv'\n'T<)MS AND Kt.imtnatiox.

The taste of tartar emetic, which is metallic in character, al-

though not very pronounced, may be noticed a1 the time of

swallowing it; but more frequently it escapes observation.

The interval preceding the manifestation of the symptoms

proper is usually from a (juarter to half an hour. In one in-

stance vomiting is said to have immediately followed the taking

of fort}' grains ('2.0 gm.) of powdered tartar emetic' In an-

other case in which 7.S gm. (3 ij.) were taken in atjueous solu-

tion, nausea, trembling, and cold sweat followed in seven min-

utes.' In three instances the duration of the interval was ten

minutes.^ In three instances no symptoms appeared for an

hour.*

Soon there is nausea, wdiicli is followed by vomiting, which

is frequently repeated, sometimes as often as every three or four

minutes, and after a time without nausea. The vomited mat-

ters at first consist of the stomach contents, and later become

fluid and tinged with bile or blood. At the same time there is

a burning sensation in the mouth and oesophagus, with a sense

of constriction at the base of the throat. Deglutition is difficult,

and thirst severe. The lips and buccal mucous membrane some-

times become swollen, and there is salivation in some cases.

The acts of vomiting are early accompanied by violent epigastric

and abdominal pain and b}' purging, the stools being watery or

' Durrant : Prov. M. and S. Jour., North. J. of M.
, Edinb., 1844, i.

,

1850. 869. 289.
'^ Ornellas : Gac. med. d. Lima, ^ Freer : Lancet, 1847, i., o35.

1856, i.. No. 10. Gabb: Med. Times and Gaz., 1866,

^Galtier; "Toxicolosie,
"

i.. .504. ii.. 379. Mason: Brit. M. Jour..

Dobie: Lancet, 1887, i., 773. Skae : 1877, i., 674.
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"
rice water" in character, and suddenly and involuntarily ex-

pelled. The pulse is at first accelerated, but the arterial tension

is rapidly lowered, and the pulse and respiration sink. There

are cramps in the extremities, sometimes accompanied by spas-

modic contractions, which may even become general and dis-

tinctly tetanic in character.' The skin is cold and moist, there

are attacks of vertigo and syncope, and finally loss of conscious-

ness, collapse, and death from heart failure.

In some instances violent delirium has preceded death," while

in other cases the patient has become drowsy or comatose.'

Death has also been known to occur suddenly during a muscular

effort on the part of the patient.'

Some one or more of the prominent symptoms may also re-

main absent. Thus in one instance (not fatal), although there

were incessant nausea and great prostration, there was no purg-

ing. The dose,' it is true, was small (fifteen minims of antimo-

nial wine to an adult) and the patient recovered.'' In two in-

stances the patient did not vomit,* in two not during the first

hour,' and in one only under the influence of an emetic." In

Gabb's case pain was also absent. In another case, although

the other symptoms were pronounced, there was neither diffi-

culty in swallowing nor sense of heat or constriction in the

throat.' In one instance the urine was suppressed.'" In two in-

' The occurrence of tetanus as an tlieory of the crown that C'ook was
effect of tartar emetic was a point first dosed with antimony and after-

of threat interest in the Palmer case wards killed by stryclinin is most
(see Times Report of Trial, Lon- probably correct, notwitlistanding
don, 18.56, and Elliotsou : M. Times tiie jmrtial failure of tiie analysis,
and (tuz., 1856, u. s. , xiii., 6-8).

-' Beale : Lancet, 1854, i., 68.

Antimony iiad been found in the Beck: "Med. Jiir. ,

"
7tli ed. . 897.

cadaver of the deceased as well as in ^ Mason : Brit. M. J., 1877, i.,

that of Palmer's mother, which had 674. Dobie : Lancet, 1887, i., 77:!.

been e.xhumed, but the analysis had ^ Skae : Northern J. of Med.,
failed to show the jiresence of Edinb. , 1844, i., 289.

stryclinin. Yet, although the symp-
* Riciiardson : Lancet, 1856, i.,

toms in Cook's case were at first 400.

distinctly tliose of antimony, the '^ Beck : "INIed. Jur.," 7th ed., 807
later attacks, during one of whicii (Serres) . Orfila : "Toxicologie,'"
he died, were as markedly those of .5enieed., i.. 6'25.

strychnin. Although, as in Elliot- "(Jabb: Med. Times and Gaz. .

son's cases, the spasms due to anti- 1866, ii., o79. Gleaves : West. J.

mony may be distinct and severe, M. and S.
, Loviisv., 1848, 3 s., i

,

they liave not lieen known to be 23.

sufficiently severe and |)rolonged to ^Orfila: Oj). cit., 621.

cause death by aspliyxia dining the * Procter : Assoc. M. J., 18.53, 513.

spasm, as strychnin frequently does, '"
Taylor :

"
Poisons,

" 3d Am. ed.
,

and as was the case witli L'ook. Tlie 44:! (C'arling) .
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sUiiuH's a ptH'uliar inclallic ta>l(' is nott'd. not as tlu' liist hut as

a ratluT later luaiiitostatioii.
' A pustular cniptioii similar to

that })nuluci'tl h\ iiniiK'tioii was dlisci-xcd in one casr of iulcrnal

atlininistratii)ii.'

Tho external applu-atiuii ttf tartar einelic causes loeal and

systoinie c>tfeets. A pustulai' eruption. resend)lin<j; tliat of vai'i-

ola in appearance (eclhyina ant inionale), attended with pain,
fever and (edema, is |)roduced upon tiie skin. The pustules
fii"st resenihle little knots at the o|ienin^'s of the skin follicles,

soon increase in size, hecome intiamed and purulent, and form

det^p craterdike ulcers, which readily I >econio gangrenous, and

sometimes involve exfoliation of Lone. The action u|)(jn the

skin is not limited to tho surface of application, but may make
its appearance at {loints far distant, as upon the genit^ds and in-

ternal surface of tho thighs, after inunction to the breast or

shoulders. The usual sj'stemic sjmiptoms—nausea, vomiting,

purging, great jn-ostration, and frequent fainting
—also follow

absorption from external application ;
and complete suppression

of urine bas been observed. Death has been caus(>d by a])plica-

tion of tartar emetic to the iminjured skiii,^ as well as by its ap-

plication to wounded surfaces.'

Tlie administration of repeated doses causes nausea, vomit-

ing, purging, great prostration and weakness, pains in the stom-

ach and bowels, heat and uneasiness about the throat and

mouth, constant thirst, and a foul tongue. The person becomes

emaciated; the eyes are sunken and Avateiy, but clear and intel-

ligent; the features are sharp and flushed ; the skin is moist and

cool. The pulse is weak, contracted, and verj' rajtiil. There

are local spasms, as of the wrist, early in the poisoning. The

person becomes weaker and weaker; the cheeks becoine more

hollow, sharp, and pinched looking, thougli still flushed ; the eyes

red and sunken, with a peculiar wild expression ; the pulse very
weak and rapid, and the tongue more foul. Death finally results

from exhaustion. During such a case more violent acute symp-

'

Ryiid : Peuius. ami Ind. :\r.(]. 1838, i.. SoO. levvin : "Nel)einvirk.

Jour., Detroit, 18o!M)(). ii.. TIT. .1. Arzneimittel.
"

2d ed.. 189a. (581.

Hulot : Arcli. gen. d. Jiied., ]X}^^, See also Oillet : Aim. Soc. ined.-

5s., i.,4Tr). diir. Lie^ie. 188«. XXV.. 83.

G\eaves : Loc. cit .

•*

Sit^niond ; f.oc. cit Tardieu
^ Krebs : Beitr. z. prkt. Heilli., and Rou.ssin :

"
Ernpoisonnement,

"

1834, i., 670. .Sif,'iiuind : Lancet, ed. 1866. p. 610.
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toms may occur, following upon a renewed administration of

the poison, and the i)atient may die during one of these.

The method of action of antimony is very similar to that

of arsenic. It causes continuous diminution of the hlood pres-

sure in consequence of dilatation of the vessels, of direct action

upon the heart, and of disorders in the central nervous system ;

and also gastro-intestinal symptoms due to congestion and

changes in the mucous membranes of the stomach and intes-

tines. In experiments upon animals Falck found a notable

diminution in the body temperature in acute antimonial poison-

ing, from A°A to G\-i C. (V'.U to iT-'i F.).'

Distribution—Elimination.—By the copious and persis-

tent vomiting and purging which it provokes itself, tartar emetic

is in large part expelled soon after having been swallowed.

Not only is tartar emetic taken by the mouth expelled by vomit-

ing and purging, but even when it enters the circulation by

other channels it is, like arsenic, eliminated by the gastric and

intestinal mucous membranes. Brinton^ found antimou}' in the

stomach contents of a dog fifteen minutes after its injection

into the femoral arterj'. The gastro-intestinal symptoms ob-

served after external applications of tartar emetic are no doubt

accompaniments of its elimination, as the}- are with arsenic.

Owing to this action of the gastric mucous membrane we would

expect that the tissue, at least, of that organ would contain an-

timony in cases in which death had followed the ingestion of a

single poisonous dose within the average period of duration,

even though there had been copious emesis. Yet in Ranke's

case, in which the patient died in six hours, and in which the

accused confessed to having adminstered 1 gni. (15.4 grains) of

tartar emetic. Professor Buchner failed to find antimony in

either the stomach or intestines or their contents.^ With such

results we should be disjjosed, in the absence of chemical exam-

ination of other ])ortions of the body, rather to question the

accuracy of the confession than to conclude with Buchner that

a large dose had been taken. In two early cases, in one of

which death followed an ingestion of tartar emetic in about

i"Lehrb. d. pr. Toxikol.,' 104. 'Lancet, 185:5, ii., 599.

See also Nobiling : Zeitsch. f. Biol., •Friedreich's Bl. f. ger. Med.,

1868, iv., 40. Soloweitscliyk : Arch. 1879. xxx.. '241.

f. exp. Path. u. Ph., 18801 xii., 4:58.

Robert: IbhL. 188'.'. xv., 22.
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ti'ii hours, \vliiU> in llio utluT lite was ]ir()l<)n<4;e(l for more
than t\vi> (hiys, aiitiiucpny was I'ouiid in the stomach.' I'nfor-

tnnatcly, as hcarinLC ujion this ami other
(|
nest ions of oliminution

ami ilisirihution of antimony, A\i'ha\i' no investigation hy mod-
ern methiuls madi' in i-ases of accident or suicide; while to draw
inferences from homicidal cases, in wiiich lliiM'onditions of ad-

ministration ar(> not known Imt soui^iit to he proved, is to ar<j^ue

in a circle.

That antimony is eliminated hy the m-ine (which is usually
increased in ijuantity) was shown hy ohservations iiiion the hu-

man suhject hy Ortila," and hy Millon and Laveran.'' The elim-

ination heyins \ery shortly after the ingestion. AVormley' men-
tions an instance in which antimou}' was found in the urine five

minutes after "0.01 gm. of antimony in solution" had been

taken. I^lillon and Laveran also noticed that there were inter-

missions in the elimination, during which the urine did not

contain antimony, and that antimony was present in the urine

in several cases sixteen, seventeen, eighteen, nineteen, twenty,
and twenty-four days after the last administration. One of the

two twenty-four-day })atients died of phthisis, and antimony was
found in the liver. That antimony- may be detectable in the liver

at longer periods after administration is shown by experiments

upon animals; but for what period it may remain detectable in

the human subject, whether after single or repeated administra-

tions, is, so far as we know, not determined bj' observation.

The statements of Chapuis tliat
"

if the doses of the poison have

been repeated, it may still be characterized (in the cadaver)
three months after death;"

'' and of Kobert, that "the metal (an-

timony) ma}' remain stored up in the liver for several months,"
"

Avhile valuable as opinions, do not, so far as we know, rest upon
actual observation in the human subject.

We cannot agree with Chapuis in the opinion that the

liver will not contain antimon}' if death have resulted rapidly

from a single dose.' ^Antimony acts onh' after absorption,

and absorption from the alimentary canal involves passage

'Ellis: Boston M. and S. .Jour.,
• "Mirrn-cheniistrv of Poisons,"

I806-57, Iv., 400. Beale: Lancet, 3d ed. , 2:58.

1854. i., 68. '"Precis de toxicologie,
" 3eme

-

"Toxinologie."r)eme ed.. i.. 619. ed.. 189.

»Ann. d'hvg.. Paris, 1846. xxxvi.. * •'

Intoxikatioiien." 266.

221. • See p. :J02.
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through the liver. While localization in the liver tissue may
continue, and the maximum of saturation be only reached later,

the poison, in its passage from the alimentarj' canal, must reach

the liver within a few minutes of. its ingestion, and probably

remains present in that organ so long as any of it is in the body,

or at all events until shortly before the last traces are in course

of elimination by the kidneys.

Antimony also passes into the milk; not, however, in sutli-

cient quantity to render the milk of cows, to which one of many
antimonial preparations used in veterinary medicine is adminis-

tered, dangerous to adults or even to children.'

Experiments on Animals.—Oi-fila in 1840,' exi)ei'inientiuiJ- witli

dogs, found that, after death from siiig-le larg-e doses of tartar emetics

given Ijy the stoiuacli, aiitiuiony was found in large amount in tlie

liver and particularly in the kidneys, and only in small C[uantity in the

spleen, lungs, and heart; and that antimony is also found in tlie liver

and lu'ine after enderniic api)lication.

Millon and Laveran ^ in ]S4(i administered three grains of tartai-

emetic in repeated doses during ten days to each of live dogs. In one,

which died in six days, antimony was found in the liver, muscle, in-

testines, lungs, and brain. In another wliich died in thirteen days tht^

brain contained a larger ])ropoi'tion than the other organs. In another

which died in six Aveeks from another cause, antimony was found in

iiotaljle quantit}- in the liver and fat, but particularly in the Ijones.

The fourth was killed in three and one-half months, and, while the

liver, bones, and other oi-gans contained antimony, 50 gm. of the fat

contained as much as 500 gm. of the other tissues. In the lifth, four

months aftei- the administration, antimony had accumidated in the

bones : the liver also contained a large quantity, the other organs but

little.

In IS5() Richardson'* fouiul antimony in the 1)loocl, vomit, rectum,

lungs, liver, stomach, bladder, kidneys, and small intestines, in propor-
tion diminishing in the order named, of a dog which died in one ami

two-thirds hours after the injection of ; i. of tartar emetic in solution

into the cellular tissue ; while in another dog. killed in seven days by
the daily application of tartar-emetic ointment to a wound, no antimony
was found in the brain, ])ut it was found in larger amount in tbe liver

and spleen than in othei' organs.
Nevins in ISoO ' admiinstered tli-y tartar emetic in doses of gr. ss.,

gr. i., andgr. ij. respectively, four times a day to each of twelve ral)bits,

' Baum :

"
Ber. u. d Veteriniirwe-

"

Loc. cit.

sen iu Sachseu. 1892," l.KV ^ Lancet, 18.j6, i., 400, 508.

Tox. gen.. 5t'ineed., i., 018. '"

Liverp. iMed.-Cliir. J., 1S57, i.
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\vlii(li \v«>r«' killetl from tlay to day until tlit-y Im <,Mn to tliii from tin"

«'tlVrt.>i. .Vntimoiiy wa.s always prcsciiL in tlic livci* at'UT <ir. v. had

Ihhmi j,'i\ (Ml, aiul it apiu'ai'cd in that or;,''an Ix'forc its iin'sciiro wa.s flcar.y

provoil t'lsewlnTi' ; it. m-xt aii|)c.U((l in the kidncx s, and after lil'tcc n

d;^\ s Mas |»r(\s(Mil in tlit> hont's. lis ltrt•s(>n(•t^ was alsoeasilx |>r<i\('d in

tlu> blood, Inniis. nrinc, and fa>ces. In tlio hraiu it was never clearly

|)iv.s(>nt, and its ovitlenc(> in lli(> muscles was very siiylil. Antimony
was constantly jtassin:^- oil' in 1 lie urine and fieces, and it was ahiindani

ill both in .some rabbits which had sui-vive<l twenty one days alter the

bust dose liad lu>cn ^iven ; and in the I'a'ces it was slightly j)reseiit

thirty days after the last do.so. It disappeared fi-om the liver before

tlie Jifteeidli day. ami fi-om the kidneys somewhat later than this,

whilst it was found abundantly in the bones 1 hirty-one <lays after the

la.st do.so had Ixmmi y:iven.

The results of th(> e.\'])eriments of Cliitlenden and Blake,' in which
more j)erf(>ct analytical methods were used, may bt! tluis tabulatecl :

Mgin. in 100 pin
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antimony, even wiieii adminiistered as antiniony ti-ioxiil, which is less

completely absorbed than tartar emetic
;
that under the conditions in

experiment II., the distribution is moi'e even than when death occurs

more rapidly, as in experiment I.; that the elimination of absoi-bed an-

timony proceeds somewhat rapidly, the proportion in the liver dimin-

ishing and that in the kidneys increasinjr relatively ;
and that the

epithelial cells of the stomach and siiuill intestines have a special ab-

sorptive action for anfiinotiy.

Treatment.

The best antidote is taimin, either in aqueous sohition (3r in

aqueous extracts of oak bark, cinchona, coffee, or tincture of

cinchona, or other tinctures containing tannin. The purpose is

the formation of the insohible tannate. As this is, however,

soluble in solutions of tartaric acid, that acid or substances con-

taining it are to be avoided. The stomach should be washed

out. Oils, mucilage, milk, albumin, are of some value but onhy

mechanically. Pain is to be controlled by opiates, and heart

failure to be combated by caffein, alcohol, ether, atropin, cam-

})hor, etc.

In chronic cases eliniinaticui is ]>romoted by administration

of iodids.

PosT-]\I<>iiTEM Appearances.

The lesions caused by antimony closely resemble those due to

arsenic.

A scarlatinal or vesico-pustidar eruption is sometimes i)b-

served upon the skin iii places, both in cases of short and of i)ro-

longed duration. Pustules and aijhthse are also found in the

mouth, oesophagus, and stomach. Or the mouth and tongue

are not sensibly altered, except that the former contains much
viscid mucus, wdiile the pharynx and oesophagus are coated with

a dense, yellowish-white pseudo-membranous deposit, forming
a hollow tube and filled with a reddish frothy mucus.' The

mucous membrane of the stomach is marked with the pustules

already mentioned, which a}ipear to be the most characteristic

lesion, although they ma}" be absent and the stomach appear

normal, as in a suicidal death which followed an ingestion of

the poison in ten hours," and in which no lesions were found
' Diirand -Fardel : Bull. gen. d, - Ellis : Boston M. and 8. J. ,

IHor)-

ther.. 184:'.. xxv.. :57U. T)?, h . . 400.
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above the lower part of llio small intostiiu's; and in an acciden-

tal death afti-i- (». 1") L;in. (.'.:') strains) were tak(Mi.' I'erforations

of the stoniacli art* never observed as the rt'sult of the action of

tartar iinetii- and uleiTations only except ionally.' 'Die stomach

may be I'mpty, bnt usnally contains considerable thick, grnmous,
or i;;niel-like reddish litpiid.

I'^itty deyjeneration of tlu> li\tM'. kidneys, heart, nnascidar

tissue of the diai>hratj;m and gastric follicles, iirst noted by Sai-

kowski' in the chronic form, is a constant eflfect of the pro-

longed action of tartar emetic, and jirobably also exists in some

degree in all cases. If slight in degree it is only recognized

tin microscopic examination.

The lungs are usually dark in color and nvo the seat of in-

flammation and hepatization; although this is not constant, as

in Laveran's^ case they were healthy, and rather anaemic than

congested. As second arj- ap])earanees congestion of the dura

mater, effusions into the arachnoid and ventricles, and conges-

tion of the cerebral vessels maj' be noted.

Anat-ysis.

The detection of antimony is a comjiaratively simple matter.

The method followed is the same as that used in the searcli for

arsenic (to the description of which in this volume we refer),

except in certain points, some of which will be discussed here,

others under "
Arsenic.'"

The separation of antimony from, arsenic and from
tin is an essential step in the process. The distinciion be-

tween antimon}- and arsenic is easy; their compleie sejiara-

tioii, when both are present, b}' no means so easy.

The method most generally used for their separation is by

the Meyer fusion, based upon the extremely sparing solubility

of sodium pyroantimonate and the ready solubility of sodium

' Gaz. fl. hop., Paris, IHoll xxvi., of Hartleys cases (Lancet, 1H4(3, i.,

147. 460) there were two or three white
- In Le Boutillier's case (loc. cit.) spots in the gastric mucous niem-

the intestines are descriljed as ulcer- hraneof the size of split peas wliich

ated. the muscular coat heing deeply under a magnifying glass. appeared
involved in the small intestine: the to he beginning of ulceration,

gastric mucous membrane intianied. Arch. f. path. Anat., etc.. l^Go.

disorganized at the larger curva- xxiv., 73.
^,

ture. and, at the pylorus, suppura-
* Tardieti : "Empoisonnement,

tion of tlie follicles. And in one ed. I^tifi, iVy,.
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arsenate in water and in alkaline liquids, which effects not only
a complete destruction of any remaining organic material, but

also serves to afford one point of distinction between antimony
and arsenic, and to separate them almost completely from one

another, if not completely. The precipitated sulfids left after

evaporation of the solution in ammonium monosulfid (see }).

158) are tirst oxidized partially b}" fuming, chlorin-free nitric

acid, first at the ordinary temperature, and then on the water-

bath, the nitric acid being then removed in great part by mois-

tening the residue with water and drying it on the water-bath

several times. The residue is then treated with water and a

small quantity of caustic soda (free from carbonate) to alkaline

reaction
;
a suitable quantity of a mixture of one i)art of disodic

carbonate and two parts of sodium nitrate (both free from chlo-

rid and pulverized) is added, and the mass dried in a capsule.
The completely dried residue is transferred to a porcelain cruci-

ble and very gradually heated to fusion. Under this treatment

it turns brown or black at first and subsequently colorless or

faintly greenish. Should it remain dark after continued fusion

a further quantity of sodium nitrate is to be added and the fusion

continued until the color is completely discharged, unless, in-

deed, the color be in a heavy black powder which readily settles

to the bottom and which consists of cupric oxid. Any anti-

mony present will now exist as sodium pyroantimonate, any ar-

senic as sodium arsenate, and any tin as stannic oxid. The
cooled residue is then treated with a small quantity of water,
with which it is warmed, and, if necessary, with further quan-
tities of water, until the cake is completely dissolved, except

possibly a small quantity of white, powdery material and some

heavy black powder. The solution, whether clear or cloudy, is,

after having cooled completely, treated with carbon dioxid for

a few minutes to convert any sodium hydroxid possibly present
into the carbonate, and thus precipitate a small quantity of stan-

nic oxid which may have dissolved in the caustic alkali. The
solution is separated from that which remains undissolved by
filtration through a very small filter, and the undissolved resi-

due is washed first with water and then with dilute alcohol.

Arsenic passes into the solution, antimony and tin remain in

the residue. To separate antimony from tin, should the latter

be present, the dried filter and its contents are heated in a
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wtMLcluMl porcelain iTiu-ibltMintil tlu' juiiht is reduced toasli;

>inall (Hiantities of dry powdered j>otassiuin cyaniil are added,
and tlu' lioatinL,' continueil to fusion of tlu> cyanid anil incipient
redness. The niatorial turns ilark, and a uray powder or me-
tidlic globules, or hoth, consistintc of antimony or tin liberated

by reduction of tluMr compounds by tlie cyanid, separate.

Should copper be jtresent it Avill appear with its characteristic

color. The coviled, fused mass is extracted \\'\i\\ water and

transfi'rred to a weis^bed caj)sule, in which it is washed by de-

cantation— first with Avat(M\ then with alcohol, and finally with

other—dricil, and weighed.' .V jjortion sometimes adheres te-

naciously to the crucible, the weight of which may be deter-

mined. The washings when decanted are passed through a

small tilter, which with |)roper manipulation should remain per-

fectly clean. To detect the presence of tin a portion of the

metal-like powder is treated with hydrochloric acid and warmed
;

tin is dissolved as stannous chlorid, antimony remains. The

litpiid is tested for tin b}' addition of a few drops to a small

quantity of a dilute solution of mercuric chlorid. A white

cloud or precijntate indicates the presence of tin. The residue,

free from tin, is next warmed with concentrated nitric acid,

evaporated to drj'ness, and the residue treated with water. The
water separated from the imdissolved material, which is now
white, is tested for cop{)er." The remaining antimonial com-

pounds are dissolved in a mixture of hydrochloric and nitric

acids; the excess of nitric acid is expelled by warming over the

water-bath, and the remainder is diluted with water. If a

cloudiness be produced on dilution hydrochloric acid is added,
and the solution so obtained is used for the application of the

other tests for antimon}-.

Although the language of Otto would seem to indicate that

by this method a complete separation of antimony and arsenic

is attained,^ such is not the case absolutely. Sodium pyroanti-
monate is not insoluble, but only extremely sparingly soluble,

even in alkaline sohitions; and as W. Fresenius has said,' small

'The washing, drying. and ^ "
4,,s,^iittpiung ({^.^ Gifte," 6te

weigliing slioiild be performed as Anf]., 1884, 1C4. The latter part of

rapidly as possible. the note modifies the statement in
'- In the liver copper is almost in- the text somewhat,

variably present, and is here washed •* Ztsch. f. an. Cheni., 1881, xx.,
out and quantitatively determined 586.

in part.
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quantities of autimoiiy pass into the aqueous solution. The

quantity dissolved is, however, extremely small if the amounts

of solvent and wash liquid are kept within proper limits; and

of the processes hitherto suggested for the separation of anti-

mony and arsenic, this yields the best results. Moreover, this

method affords one important safeguard against the possibility

for mistaking antimony for arsenic in the Marsh test, for if an-

timony be not present in quantity sufficient to leave an insoluble

residue at this stage, it will also not be present in sufficient

amount to respond to the Marsh.

Methods for the separation of antimony, arsenic, and tin,

based upon the same fundamental facts as to solubilities as the

Meyer method, in which, however, oxidation is effected at the

ordinary temperature by hydrogen peroxid or by sodium per-

oxid, have been suggested. Trials of these, however, with va-

rious modifications have convinced us that they are in any form

yet devised less manageable and less reliable tlian the Meyer
method.

In Rose's method,' which is more applicable U) analyses

of alloys, antimony and arsenic are brought into the same

forms of combination as in Meyer's method by fusion with

caustic soda in a silver crucible. The resulting mass is treated

with hot water until that which is insoluble appears finely

granular; a little water is added and enough alcohol of 0.83

specific gravity to make the proportion of alcohol to water 1 : '>.

After standing twenty-four hcjurs, with frequent stirring, the

liquid is filtered oft* and the residue washed with alcohol of in-

creasing strength, first 1 : 3, then 1 : 2, then 1:1, then 3:1,
the washing being continued until a sample is not colored when

acidulated with hydrochloric acid and treated with hydrogen
sulfid. Antimony remains in the residue, arsenic and tin pass

into the solution.

Bunsen's method," based upon the precipitation of anti-

mony and tin from a solution of the three sulfids in potassium
sulfid solution b}' sulfurous acid, while tlie arsenic remains in

solution; and Clark's method,' based upon the different solu-

'"Anal. quautit.," Paris. 1863. also Nilson : Ztsclir. f. an. Cheni..

557; and Fresenius:" Quaut. Anal.," 1877. xvi., 417: 1879. xvii., 165, 264.

6te Aufl., i., 634. •' Cliem. News, 1870, xxi,, 134.

-Ann. <]. Chem. u. Ph., cvi., ?>. Presenilis Loc. cit.

Fresenius: Op. cit.. ii., 636. See
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l>ilitii's i>t' llio sull'uls ill »i.\;ilic acid sululicni ami llu' (iilVi'iriit ac-

tiiMis «.)1" hyclro}j;i'ii siiltid u|ii'n llu- solutions ot iliu^c (lisst)lveil, iire

uot so satisfacloi V or ri'lialdo as those al)ovr iiimtioiiod.

( 'r the si'paratiou may ln' ctViictod l>y tlu- MA(;NKSia .MKllloD.

Tlu' sultids aro oxidi/.cd \>\ li\ d iMcliloiic acid or ollicrwisc: tar-

taric acid and a consitlcralili^ (luaiitity ot amiiioniiiin cldoiid aic

addi'd, and then an excess t»f annnonium hyihuxid. II' a cloudi-

ness be formed at this point the ([iiantity oi tartaric acid or <il'

ammonium chlorid is iiisuniciciit. ^IaL;iicsia mixture' is llicii

adtled in sutlii-ient (juantity ami the mixture alloweil to stand

forty-eight hours, wlien tlie )>reci))itate is collected on a filter

(usiny: the liijuid itself until all tln^ solid is on the filter) and

washed with a mixture of three parts of water and one of am-

monium hydroxid, until the washings do not precipitate with

nitric ai-id and silver nitrate. The lilt rate and washings contain

the antimt)ny, the precipitate the arsenic.

This method is sometimes available in toxicological investi-

gations, although more cumbrous than the Meyer method, and

geuerall}' not to be preferred to it.

Davy's' or Naquet's' method and Thiele's' method
aim at the separation of arsenic and antimony when existing in

their gaseous hydrogen compounds. In the former the action

of silver nitrate is taken advantage of. The arsenical com-

pound, when decomposed by the silver solution through which

it is passed, deposits elementar}- silver as a dark powder, while

all of the arsenic remains in the solution as silver arsenite; but

when the antimonial gas is similarly decomposed all of the anti-

mony combines witli the liberated silver, and is precipitated as

silver antimonid. The separation of antimony from arsenic

may then be effected by simple filtration and washing.
Thiele's method is based upon the fact that hydrogen anti-

monid is decomposed at a lower temperature than hj'drogen ar-

senid. The mixed gases are passed through a coil of tubing

heated to ;>08"--210^ (40(i^o-410^ F.), beyond which antimony is

deposited, while the arsenic is only separated beyond in a sec-

ond tube heated to redness.

' Eleven parts of MgCU and •"
Legal Chemistry, "Battersliall's

twentv-eiglit parts NH,(;i. dissolved transl.. 2ded., 34.

in one'hundred and thirty parts HoO.
•• Ann d. Ch., 1891, cclxiii., 361.

and seventy parts dilute NIT4HO Baumert : "'Lehrb. d. ger. Cheni.,"

added, and filtered after two days. 212.
• Chem. News. ISTO. xxxiii., 58.
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While these methods may effect a complete separation of the

two elements in a mixture of gases (and the first mentioned cer-

tainly does), neither these nor any other method based upon the

formation of the hydrogen compounds by nascent hydrogen are

applicable, as pointed out by Fresenius,' to the separation of ar-

senic from antimony in solutions, for the reason that "portions

of the arsenic and antimony are not given off as hydrogen
arsenid or antimonid, but remain in the generating vessel."

So far as arsenic is concerned this objection is groundless, as it

has been shown by Gautier,^ and by Chittenden and Donald-

son,' and repeatedlj' verified by others, that with proper precau-

tions (see "Arsenic," Marsh Test) the totality of the arsenic

introduced into the generator is evolved as hydrogen arsenid.

But with antimony, in repeated experiments under the most va-

ried conditions, we have never succeeded in regaining all of

the antimony introduced, and in some instances the loss was

as great as that observed by Reichardt,' of one-third of the

amount introduced.

For the methods of Schneider and Fyfe, Fresenius and
VON Babo, Marsh, and Renisch, see under "Arsenic."

Reactions of Antimony.— 1. Water in sufficient amount

produces in solutions of antimony trichlorid (solutions produced

by the action of hydrochloric acid, either alone or in connection

with potassium chlorate, or of nitric acid upon antimony or any
of its compounds capable of solution) a white precipitate of anti-

mony oxychlorid (powder of Algaroth). The precipitate redis-

solves readily in tartaric acid, and if this acid be added to the

hydrochloric acid solution before dilution, the precipitate is not

produced.
2. Hydrogen sulfid forms in acid solutions, if the quantity

of free mineral acid be not excessive, an orange-colored precipi-

tate, which usually consists of antimony trisulfid, Sb^Sj-,^ which

is not formed in alkaline solutions, and only to a slight extent in

those which are neutral.
° This precipitate dissolves readily in

^

Op. cit., i., 641. acid is a mixture of the trisulfid

'Bull. Soc. chini., Paris, 1875, and pentasulfid (SbjSs) along with
xxiv. , 258. free sulfur. This precipitate i»

^ Amer. Chem. Jour. , 1880-81, ii., readily soluble in amnioniuni hy-
238. droxid.

••Otto: "Ausmitt. d. Gifte," 6te "^ Tlie presence of nitric acid or

Aufl., 198. of other oxidizing agents is to be
* The precipitate from solution of avoided,

antimonic acid in hydrochloric
IV.—21
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solutions o{ potassium or siulium liydroxid, in solutions of tKe

alkaline sultiils and hydrosullids, in cnld concentrated hydro-
chloric acid (sjvcitic* i^ravity l.ls), and in tlio sanio acid slill

more dihiti^ if hot. it is very si»aiiii_L;ly soluhle in annnonium

hydroxid, ami still less soluhle in annnonium carhonate in tlu;

ahsenco of antimony pentasullid. It does not dissolve in dilute

mineral aci<ls nor in monopotassic sulfate solution.

The diiod procij>itato, when heated with sodium nitrate,

yields sodium sulfate and sodium i)3^roantimonate, the latter al-

most insoluhle in water. The pyroantimonate is also formed

when th(^ precipitate is fused with a mixture of sodium carbon-

ate and nitrate. If the precipitate ho heated in a current of

chlorin, or ignited with a mixture of five parts of ammonium
chlorid and one i)art of ammonium nitrate, it is completely vol-

atilized. If the dried precipitate be heated with potassium c^y-

anid to fusion, elementary antimony is produced as a gra}' pow-
der or in metal-like globules, and potassium thiocyanate is

formed. If the fusion be conducted in air or in a current of

carbon dioxid, none of the antimony is volatilized
;
but if it be

done in a current of hydrogen a metal-like mirror of antimony
is formed in the tube near where the heat was applied.

3. Ammonium sidjids in small amount form precipitates

of antimony trisulfid, which dissolve in excess of the precipi-

tants.

4. Metallic zinc (or tin or niagnesiwm) in the absence of ni-

tric acid deposits elementary antimony as a gray powder. The
solution should be so far concentrated that the greater part of

the excess of acid is expelled, transferred to a platinum crucible

cover, and a fragment of pure zinc added. The platinum sur-

face moistened by the liquid is colored brown or black with

small quantities of antimony, the stain disappearing when
moistened with cold nitric acid. With cold h^'drochloric acid

(specific gravit}' 1.12) the stain soon disappears if it be faint,

but if thick it only disappears slowly when heated. In this test

hydrogen is generated and a portion of the antimony escapes

as hydrogen antimonid. Tin is deposited from its solutions

when they are subjected to this test, but it does not attach itself

to the platinum.
5. Metallic iron, when added to a solution containing anti-

mon}' and free hydrochloric acid and the liquid warmed, causes
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the separation of the antimony as a heavy, black, iiocculent de-

posit.
Tin is not similarly deposited.

6. If a solution containing antimony be added to one of so-

dium thiosulfate to which a solution of sulfurous acid has been

added, and the mixture boiled, it becomes cloud}- from the sep-

aration of sulfur; afterward the red antimony pentasulfid

(Sb.SJ is deposited.

7. Potassium hydroxld, sodium, hydroxide ammonium

hydroxid, disodic or ammonium carhonate form voluminous,

white precipitates much more slowly and incompletely from so-

lutions of tartar emetic or similar compounds than from solu-

tions of the chlorid. The precipitate dissolves quite readily in

excess of sodium or potassium hydroxid, but is almost insoluble

in ammonium hj^droxid, and in disodic carbonate only Avhen

warmed.

8. For the action of antimonials with the Marsh and Reinsch

tests, see under "Arsenic."

Quantitative Determination.—The determination of the

quantity of antimony present is best attained by weighing the

metallic antimony separated by reduction of the pyroantimonate

by fusion with potassium cyanid as above described (see p. 318),

or by electrolytic deposition.

Should tin or copper be also present their quantity is to be

determined. To this end the alloy (or an aliquot part) is finely

powdered, placed in a bulb tube through which a gentle stream

of perfectly dry chlorin may be passed, and which is in connec-

tion with two U tubes of sufficient capacity, containing a solu-

tion of tartaric and hydrochloric acids in water. The bulb

tube is heated, at first moderately, afterward to slight redness.

The copper remains as chlorid in the bulb, the antimony and

tin' volatilize as chlorids, which pass into the tube beyond the

bulb and into the liquid in the U tubes. The bulb tube is cut

near the bulb and between it and the U tubes, and any subli-

mate contained in it added to the liquid from the latter.

The cupric chlorid is dissolved in a small quantitj^ of dilute

hydrochloric acid, the solution transferred to a weighed plati-

num dish, a fragment of metallic zinc (known to be soluble in

hydrochloric acid without residue) is added, and the dish cov-

ered with a watch glass, which is afterward washed into the

' A minute trace of tin remains with the copper.
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dish. The proportion of acid should bo sufficient to cuuso gon-
oruiion of liydioLjen, hut not too rapidly. AVith tho (|uantitios

of co]>por usually present, the nictal attaches itself lirndy to the

platinum, and may he washeil, diicd, antl weighed, afti'r tho

deposition is complete. If tho (quantity of copper ho large it

may .sejiarate partly as a non-adhercut sjjongy mass. When
this is tho case, having made sure that no zinc remains, tho

deposit is rapidly washeil by dccantation with hoiling water

until the washings are freo from chlorin. dried, and weighed.
Tin is only exccjitionally present. Should it he, the (|uan1ity

of antimon}' is determined in the licpiid from tlie U tuhes. To
an aliijuot portion hydrochloric acid is added to strongl\' acid

reaction and a har of tin, and the whole w^armed for some time;
the precipitated antimony is separated from the tin bar, col-

lected on a weighed filter, washed in succession with dilute hy-
drochloric acid, alcohol, and ether, dried at 100" (212° F.), and

weighed.'
The electrolytic determination gives very good results when

conducted according to Vortmann's modification.'^ The precipi-

tated sulfid is placed in a weighed platinum dish, along with a

weighed quantity of mercuric chlorid containing something
more than twice as much mercurj' as there is antimony in the

sulfid. Warm water sufficient to dissolve the mercuric chlorid

is added, and then Classen's sodium sulfid solution,'' until the

precipitate formed and tho sulfid are completely dissolved, and

the liquid is then diluted as far as the capacity of the dish will

allow. The platinum dish is then connected with the negative

pole of a weak battery (four moderate-sized gravity cells), while

a platinum plate wielded to a stout platinum wire and connected

with the positive pole is immersed in the liquid. The current

is allowed to pass until a sample of the liquid only gives a clear

white precipitate with dilute sulfuric acid (about fifteen hours).

The liquid is then poured off and the adherent steel-gray amal-

gam is w^ashed, first with water, then with alcohol, finally with

ether, dried by holding the dish in the hand and then in the

desiccator, and weighed. From this weight, that of the dish,

plus that of the mercury added, is subtracted, the difference

' There is a slight loss of antimony, 'Ber., Berl., 1891, xxiv., 2762.

whirh is not absolutely insoluble in ^ Ber.
, Berl.. 1885, xxviii., 1109.

dilute hydrochloric acid.
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being the weight of antimony present. Tin if present is not

deposited at the negative electrode.

For reasons ah-eady mentioned (see p. 331) quantitative de-

terminations of antimony by the Marsh apparatus are valueless.

Antimony may also be determined as the sulfid or as the in-

termediate oxid. For the methods we refer to Fresenius and

other works on quantitative analysis. It may also be deter-

mined as sodium antimonate.'

ARSENICAL POISONS.

The toxicology of the arsenicals, and particularly of the tri-

oxid and of Paris green, overshadows in forensic importance

that of any other class of poisons. The facility with which

white arsenic, Paris green, and arsenical vermin poisons can be

obtained, and the acquaintance of even the most ignorant with

their destructive powers, sufficiently account for the frequent

murderous administration of the former and for the favor in

which the latter appears to be held by suicides in the larger

cities.

Elementary arsenic, as well as such of its compounds, min-

eral or organic, as are either soluble in water or are rendered

soluble by the action of the liquids of the body, are capable of

causing arsenical intoxication when introduced by any channel

into the human body.

ELEMENTARY ARSENIC.

The element (symbol = As, atomic weight = 74.9) occurs in

small quantity in nature, and is usually met with as a dull

black or dark-brown amorphous material. When freshly iso-

lated it constitutes a brittle, crystalline, steel-gray solid, having
a metallic lustre, which it soon loses on exposure to air. When
deposited upon and viewed through a glass tube, as in the re-

duction and Marsh tests, it forms a brilliant black "mirror."

It is tasteless and odorless. Its specific gravity is 5.7 to 5.9.

When heated in an atmosphere of an indifferent gas at the or-

dinary pressure, it volatilizes without fusion at 180° (356° F.).

When heated under strong pressure it fuses at a dull-red heat.

' Beilstein and v. Blaese : J. Chem. Soc, London, 1890, Iviii., 8o0.
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It burns in air ^vitIl a bluisli-wliito llanic, giving off a dense,
hojivv, white cloml of iirsonic trioxid. It also ignites sponta-

neously and burns in chlorin with formation of the trichlorid.

It isinsi>lublo in water antl in other neutral solvents if oxidation

bo prevented. It is dissolved by nitric aeid with formation of

arsenic acid, and in hydrochloric acid with formation of arsenic

trichlorid.

Although elementary arsenic, so long as it remains such, is

insoluble and therefore incapable of absorjjtion from the alimen-

tar}' canal, there is abundant evidence of its poisonous character

after exposure to the air. The earl}^ experiments of Bayon and
of Renault' showed that while dogs suil'ered no ill-effects from

taking from -i to 8 gm. of metallic arsenic, or of mispickel (sulfid

of iron and arsenic), thej'' were fatally poisoned by 0.2 to 0.3

gm. of arsenic which had been exposed to the air. The poison-
ous character of arsenic under these conditions is further es-

tablished b}'' numerous experiments upon animals (Sprogel,

Hilefeld, Monro, Schroff), and b}'" cases of poisoning in the

human subject. Arsenic when exposed to moist air loses its

metallic lustre and is converted into a dull-brown powder {viort

aux mouches, cobalt) by a limited oxidation.

The experiments of Schroff
'^ seemed to prove that unoxidized,

elementary arsenic is poisonous to rabbits, probably by undergo-

ing oxidation in the alimentary canal, causing death in twenty-

eight to forty-two hours, in doses of 0.6 to 1 gm. Schmidt and

Bretschneider,^ however, from experiments made at about the

same period, consider the element as innocuous, and question
the purity of the arsenic used b}^ Schroff.

The more recent experiments of Paschkis and Obermayer,*
made with great care to insure the prevention of atmospheric

oxidation, show conclusively that elementary arsenic may be

absorbed by the skin; that it undergoes oxidation in the body;
that it produces gastro-enteritis, nephritis, great thirst, and ec-

zema
;
and that it is eliminated in solution in the urine.

The "fly poison," "fly stone," "cobalt," and "fly paper,"-

{mort aux mouches, poudre aux mouches, fliegenstein, cobal-

' Orfila: "Toxicologie,
"
oeraeed.,

^ Moleschott : "Untersucli. zur

pp. 377, 611. Natnrlelire," 1858, vi., 140-147.
- Zeitsch. d.k.k. (Jesell. d.Aerztpz. ^ Med. Jahrb., Wien, 1888, n. F

Wien, 1858, xiv., 'S; 1859, xv.
,
689. iii., 117-124.
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turn minercde), former!}- used, owed its efficacy to elementary

arsenic, partially oxidized by the action of air and moisture.

Of twenty-two cases of poisoning by fly poisons certainly

containing elementary arsenic, seven were homicidal, two sui-

cidal, six accidental, and seven uncertain. The accidental and

uncertain cases occurred in four instances in children,' and in

the others in consequence of the poison having been accidentally
mixed with articles of food or taken in mistake for medicine.

In three instances the cause of the poisoning of several individ-

uals was found in the existence of elementary arsenic in bottles

from which wine or spirits had been taken. It is possible that

in some of these the arsenic may have been originally put into

the bottles as a constituent of the shot used in cleaning them

(see below) . In one case all the persons in the house of a priest

suffered from arsenical poisoning, and upon investigation
"
niort

aux mouches" was found in the bottom of a bottle of brand}-
from which they had drunk." In a second case' six persons w^ere

severely poisoned and one died. Elementary arsenic was found

in the bottle from which they had drunk wine. In another

case^ five persons were similarl}- poisoned with wine, which had
been eight months in a bottle in the bottom of which elementary
arsenic was found. An experiment in this instance showed that

wine was capable of dissolving elementary arsenic to the extent

of about 1.5 parts in 1,000 of white arsenic during a contact of

twenty-four hours.

A man drank beer in which there were the bodies of flies

killed by "cobalt." In two hours he was attacked with colic,

nausea, and vomiting, and later with diarrhoea, headache, in-

somnia, and prostration; but recovered slowly after the admin-

istration of an emetic.'^ No other instance of serious poisoning
from this cause has been found. Payen' fed three hundred

flies, poisoned by solution of white arsenic, mixed with bread

crumbs to a spaniel, which was not at all incommoded. An

'Leger-. Lancet, 1835, i., 51G- •* Batillat : J. d. chim. med.,
518. Evans: Nelson's Anier. Lane.

, etc., 1840, 3 s., vi., 33.

1853, vii., 180. Hurd : Boston M. ^
Qj-Jj,-,,^^

. "Misc. Ac. nat. cur.,"
and S. Jour., 1845, xxxi., 316. Lips., 1699-1700, Dec. iii., Ann. 7-8,
Schobbens : Ann. Soc. de med. p. 293.

d'Anvers, 1846, 324. e J. de chim. med., Paris, 1835,.
'Galtier: -'Tox.," i., 446. i., 196.
^

Rapp ; Tr. Soc. d'emul., Rouen,
An vii.
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tHjual luiiulx'i- (if ptiisDiuul ilios siinil.iily fed lo a luMi jirovoked

no syiuptuiiis dI jmisoiiiiiy;. IIo tln-'ii'tuiv a)iisiik>rc(l that it

wnulil lu' iinj)(>ssiblt> for a luniian bring to involiiiilarily take a

sutlitii'iit niunlHT lA' jtoisoneil llirs to caiisi' poisoning.
llu* uso of oK'nuiitarv arsenic to kill insects has also caused

sorions jmisoning in the hiinian siiliject in conscvpienct^ of tho

false inipr(>ssion that it is only fatal to insect life. The mem-
be i^s of two families sutl'ered from severe arsenical poisoning,
but ultimately recovered, in consec^uence of eating cheese in the

manufacture of which "'

iiiort (ixxmouches" had been used to

jirevent tho appearance of "skippers."
'

lUicholtz relates an instance in Avhich a family of six adults

and a child were seized with nausea, pain, vomiting, and other

symptoms of arsenical poisoning within an hour after partaking
of a soup in which "cobalt" had been cooked.' He does not

state whether the addition was intentional or accidental. Gal-

tier^ cites the case of a woman a\ ho was seized with vomiting
and died in ten hours. The stomach contained about 180 gm.
of a sanguinolent liquid and 15 gm. of "black oxid of arsenic"

(elementary arsenic), lie also mentions another instance in

which three persons died in a few hours after violent pain and

vomiting from taking
" cobalt mineral arscmical." The stom-

achs were highly inflamed and contained a sanguinolent licjuid.

Schobbens' relates the case of a man who died after exhibiting
the usual sj'mptoms of arsenical poisoning, in consequence of

having taken "
fly poison" by mistake for a purgative. The

"fly poison" taken in the two cases reported b^^ Schobbens (see

above) was the pow'dered
"
Tunaberg ore," which is a compound

of cobalt, arsenic, iron, and sulfur.

The earliest case of homicidal poisoning b}' elementary ar-

senic of which we find record occurred in 1740.^ A girl poi-

soned her father and three sisters by serving to them dried pears

boiled with water and 24 gm. of "cobalt." The deaths of the

father and two sisters occurred in thirteen, nine, and eighteen

hours; that of the other sister, who ate but little of the poisoned

pears, on the sixth day. The stomachs were highly inflamed,

and in two cases contained extravasated blood.

' Gollier: J. d. chini. iiied.. etc.,
^
«Xoxicologie," i., 446, 447.

Paris, 1844, 2 s.. x.. oTl. * Lnc. cit.

J. d. pr. Avzneik u. Wiasenscli.. ^ "Misc. Ar. nat. cur.,'' Lips., v.,

Jena, 1797-98, v., '61o. obs. 102, p. a55.
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Hahnemann' relates the case of a wood-cutter who was poi-

soned by his wife in 1784- by several grains of fly stone. He
suffered from vomiting, burning pains in the stomach, and tear-

ing pains in the bowels, but recovered. Orfila, Chevalier, and

Barruel,^ in examining the stomach in a case of supposed homi-

cide, foutid about 5 gm. of a powder, consisting of elementary

arsenic, oxid of iron, quartz sand, and flakes of mica; but state

that the contents of the stomach contained no trace of arsenious

acid. Briand, Chaude, and Bonis" state that a case of supposed
homicide by

"
mo7't aux mo^iches" was tried in France in 1844,

but give no particulars. Aguilhon^ reports a case of homicidal

poisoning by fly poison which terminated fatally, after the

symptoms usual in arsenical poisoning, on the sixth day.

Wormley^ cites a case of criminal poisoning by fly powder in

which death took place in thirty- six hours, and in which a

quantity of arsenic equivalent to forty-two grains ("^T gm.) of

arsenious acid remained in the stomach at the time of death,

although there had been almost incessant vomiting for over

thirty hours. The classic case of homicidal poisoning by ele-

mentary arsenic is that of Dombrowsky, reported hj Schutte."

The accused was convicted of the murder of his wife by the re-

peated administration of fly stone. The stomach contained at

death nearly twenty-four grains (1.5 gm.) of arsenic, partly in

the form of elementary arsenic, partly in that of the trioxid.

The mucous membrane of the stomach was softened, reddened

in streaks, excoriated near the cardia, where there were also a

few spots of extravasated blood. Attached to the walls of the

stomach were small black bodies, some possessed of a metallic

lustre, which were found to consist of finely powdered elementary
arsenic. A similar pov/der was also found in the pockets of a

night-dress worn by the prisoner. The deceased survived for

six days after the date of the first alleged administration, during
which she suffered from the usual symptoms of arsenical poi-

soning.

A suicidal case is reported by Patissier f that of a girl of

' "Die Arsenvergiftung," Leipzig, ''Ann. d'hyg., Paris, 1851, xlv.,

1786, p. 57, note. 159-181.
'^

J. d. chim. med., Paris, 1839,
*
"Micro-Chemistry of Poisons,"

2 s., v., 3-16. Isted., p. 239.
2 "Med. leg.," 7enie ed., Paris,

«
Viertljschr. f. ger. u. off. Med.,

1874, p. 473. 1854, vi., 230-293.
~

' "Bibl. med.," 1827, ii., p. 59.
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iiinotoon years who ditil in sixtocn hours aflci' iakiiii:; an un-

kiu>\vii (U>so of
"
lly poison." .lii^cr' rc>latos llu- case of an adult

fonialo who poi.stint'il hor.solf svilli wal(M- wliich had stood in

contact witli
*' Mack o.xid of arsenic" (clt'inciil.nv ai'senic). 8ho

SulTtTt'd no pain and ii'inaincd conscious till nt-ar licf death.

riuskal
'

rt'jiorted two rases in which wounds caiised liy small

shot provoked symptoms not accountahle foi- hy llie nieclianical

injury, and wliich ho atirihnled to th<^ poisonous action of tho

arsenic contained in shot. Shot metal consists of lead to which

alxnit two ]K>r cent, (forty pounds to the ton) of arsenic are

addeil. Each ounce of shot therefore contanis about nine grains
of arsenic.

Tin is frequently contaminated with arsenic in small amount.

In St. Petersburg several persons suffered from gastro-intestinal

disturbances, accompanied b}' fever, nausea, vomiting, lassi-

tude, prostration, and emaciation, from the use of food prepared
in vessels tinned wnth an English tin containing 0.05 to 0.1 per
cent, of arsenic and only (me per cent, of lead."

HYDROGEN ARSENID.

This substance, also known under the names arseniuretted

or arsenettecJ Ju/drogen, arsonia, arsencwiin, and arsin, has

the formula AsH,. It is produced: 1. By the action of water

upon an alio}- obtained by fusing together native sulfid of anti-

monj' 2 parts, cream of tartar 2 parts, and arsenic trioxid 1

part. 2. B}'' the action of dilute hydrochloric or sulfuric acid

upon the arsenids of zinc and tin. .3. Whenever a reducible

compound of arsenic is in presence of nascent hydrogen (see

Marsh test). 4. By the action of water upon the arsenids of

the alkali metals. 5. By the combined action of air, moisture,

and organic matter upon the arsenical pigments (?). (J. By the

action of hot solution of potash and powdered zinc upon reduci-

ble compounds of arsenic.

It is a colorless gas, having a strong odor of garlic ;
soluble

in five volumes of water free from air; neutral in reaction. It

is partially and slowly oxidized by air and moisture, with depo-

' "Diss, de effectibus arsenici,"
^ Ann. d'hyg., etc., 1890, 3 s.,

etc., Tiib., 1808. xxiv., 113.
' Oest. med. Wchnschr., etc.,

1843, iii., 505, 507.
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sition of elementary arsenic. It is decomposed into b^'drogeti

and arsenic when in contact with a red-hot surface, and by the

passage through it of luminous electric discharges (see Marsh

test). Its mixtures with air or oxygen are explosive. It burns

in air with a greenish flame from which a white cloud of ar-

senic trioxid arises. A cold surface held above this flame be-

comes coated with a white, crystalline deposit of the trioxid.

If the flame be cooled by the introduction of a cold surface into

it, the hydrogen alone is oxidized and the arsenic is deposited

upon the cold surface. Chlorin decomposes hydrogen arsenid

explosively, with formation of hydrochloric acid and arsenic

trioxid. Bromin and chlorin behave similarly but with less

violence. Active oxidizing agents convert it into water and ar-

senic acid
;
less powerful oxidants into water and arsenic trioxid.

Solid potassium hydrate decomposes it partially, and becomes

coated with a dark deposit, which seems to be elementary ar-

senic. Solutions of the alkaline hydroxids absorb and decompose

it, hydrogen being given off and an alkaline arsenite remaining
in solution. It is reduced by solution of silver nitrate, metallic

silver being deposited, and silver arsenite remaining in the solu-

tion. Hydrogen arsenid and hydrogen sulfid do not mutually

decompose each other in the absence of air.

Hydrogen arsenid is the most violently poisonous of the

mineral compounds of arsenic, partly by reason of the large

proportion of arsenic which it contains (about ninety-six per

cent.), and partly because its absorption by the pulmonary sur-

faces is more rapid than that of dissolved arsenicals by the ali-

mentary canal. Van Hasselt' and other toxicologists have

considered hydrogen arsenid apart from the other arsenicals as

a poison sui generis^ because of its much greater activity in

minute doses and because of certain differences between its

symptomatology and that of other compounds of arsenic. Its

solubility in water is not sufficiently great to account for its ab-

sorption, and it probably enters into combination with some

constituent of the blood. The amount of arsenic capable of

causing death when absorbed as hydrogen arsenid is much less

than that required in the other forms of combination. Accord-

ing to Brandes the quantity inhaled by Gehlen (see below) could

not have exceeded one-one-hundredth grain. In the case re-

'

"Alio;. Giftlehre," 1862, 390.
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porto<l by ScliiiuiliM-
'

tln' amount iiiliaU-d was greater, although
it prohably tiitl not i-xccfil oiu'-cii;lith Lorain of arsenic.

W «' liave «.\)lloi'teil ri>|K>its ol thirty-eight cases ol ])oisoning

by hydrogen arseniil, all ol' Nvliich were accidental. Twelve

Ciises, of which eight were fatal, were those of chemists wiio

inhaled the gas more or less dilutc^d a\ itli hydrogen. 'I'li(> other

twenty-six cases occuitimI among opci-atiNcs engaged in chemi-

cal industries in which hydrogen is liberated fron^ the action

uyKm each other of chemicals contaminated with arsenic. Eigh-
teen of tlie cases terminated in death.

Tlie earliest recognized case of hydrogen arsenic! poisoning was that

of the chemist Gehlen in 1S15. While experimenting upon tlie action

of a hot concenti-ated solution of i)otash upon ar.senic trioxid, and the

action of water upon the solid residue of the reaction, he inhaled a

small quantity of the gas in order to detect the presence of hydrogen
ai-senid by its odor, and died nine days subseqiiently. In 1819 Profes-

sor Emmert, of Tiibiugen, lost his life by inhaling hydrogen arsenid

during a cbeniical exjieriment.'- Taylor
^ cites a case which occurred

bi England in 1S'.]C), that of a young chemist who died twenty-four days
after inluxling a small })ortion of the gas evolved from a mixture of ar-

senic, zinc, and sulfuric acid.

Schindler-* gives a full account of the poisoning of bis brother,

aged thirty-two, who, in 1836, inhaled about half a cubic inch of gas

containing at most 0.008 gm. (one-eighth grain) of metallic ar.senic

during forty minutes. No ill effects were observed for three hours,

when he experienced vertigo in going upstairs (less on a level and none

on a descent), later a sense of pressure in the region of the kidneys,

wliich extended over the back aiul shoulders, which soon became se-

verely painful. At the same time there were chilliness of the surface,

gouty pains in the joints, and cold extremities. The pains in the back

increased in severity, and were accompanied by cutting pain in the

abdomen, vomiting, great thir.st, an almost impei'ceptible pulse, and

strangury. The urine passed was almost black, contained blood, and

coagulated in the vessel. The .skin was dark brown, and the hands,

feet, and nose were insensible. The eyebrows were bleached white upon
the second day. On the third day the symjitotns abated, but hiccough

was almo.st continuous. The patient gradually improved during

six days, and the eyebrows resumed their natural color (brown),

but he c-om]dained of a sensation as of a stone in the body. In the

'

Rppt. f. d. Pharm., 1840. Ixix.,
^ "Poisons," 3d Am. ed., 350.

271--2T«. ^.T. f. Chir. u. Augenhlk., 1838,

'^Miilier: Ann. d. Staatsarznk., xxvi., (]2(y; also Mag. f. Pliys. u.

1837, ii., 422. kl. Arznw. u. Tox., 1846, i., 364.
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third week the prepuce and glaiis were covered with purulent vesica-

tions, which collapsed, leav^iug small round ulcers, which healed in

ten to twelve days. He recovered in seven weeks. Schindler had
much experience with hydrogeh arsenid, was fully aware of its danger,
and was possessed of an extremely acute sense of smell, upon which he

relied.

Dr. O'Reilly
' has given a full report of the c^se of Mr. Brittain, of

Dublin, who, experimenting upon tlie physiological effects of hydro-

gen gas, inhaled a quantity, made from impure materials, estimated to

have contained an amount of hydrogen arsenid equivalent to twelve

grains of arsenic. He died u])on the seventh day thereafter, having
exhibited the usual symptoms.

An Italian chemist, Bietani, met his death in 1846 under circum-

tances almost identical with those of the Brittain case.''

Vogel
'
cites another similar case of a man who inhaled air contain-

ing hydrogen and some hydrogen arsenid, and was shortly attacked

with symptoms of poisoning, but who recovei*ed. The urine was al-

most black, coagulated on boiling, but was devoid of blood corpuscles.

The case of Professor Robertson of the Calcutta Medical College is

reported by Mouat.'' While lecturing, he inhaled a small quantity of

the gas escaping from an imperfectly fitted Marsh apparatus. He only
recovered after twenty-six days of severe illness.

Ollivier^ describes the case of a man of twenty-two years who, ex-

perimenting with anilin colors, inhaled hydrogen contaminated with

hydrogen arsenid, suffered from violent headache, vomiting, severe

lumbar pain, feeling of constriction in the chest, thirst, cold extremi-

ties, jaundice, supjiression of urine and h;emoglobinui-ia, and who
died upon the fifth day.

Professor X. and two of his pupils were severely poisoned in conse-

quence of inhaling hydrogen, generated from arsenical materials, for

the pui'pose of repeating TyndalTs experiments with regard to the in-

fluence of the gravity of the gas upon the voice. They ultimately
recovered. '^

Dr. S
,
a teacher of chemistry, Avas fatally poisoned by inhaling

hydrogen made from commercial zinc and hydrochloric acid.'

We have found record of twenty-six cases of poisoning from

the generation of hydrogen arsenid in industrial processes.

> Dublin Jour. Med. Sc, 1841-42, C. r. see. d. bid., Paris, 1863,

XX., 422-433. 3 s., v., 77; also Gaz. des hop.,
^ Ferre : "Arsenicisme professio- 1863, xxxvi., 509.

nel," Paris, 1882, 24. «Eitner: Berl. kl. Wchnschr.,
3 Arch. d. Ver. f. genieinsch. 1880, xvii.

,
256.

Arb., 1854, i., 209. ' Bostrom : Med. -chir. Rundschau,
Und. Ann. Med. Sc. Calcutta, 1886, xvii., 325.

1856-57, iv., 657-660.
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Cmninorcial siilfurii" aiul hydrochloric acids arc always coiitam-

iiiatoil witli arsenic, ami I'oii.si'ciuciilly, whenever these acids are

decomposed wiiii liln'ration of iiy(h\>{^en Ity the action of a met-

al, jiariiciilaily if the metal itself contain aisenic, the condi-

tions for the {generation of hydrogen arsenid are fnllilled.

In the inaniifactiin> of "toi'ii vitriol, blue vitriol, tin ci-ystals, zino

chlorid, and zinc sulfate the acid is neutralized with sera]) metal and

hydroLTon is liberated. Sury-Bienz' lia.s reported the casi- of a work-

man. a<]:ed forty-ei{?lit years, who died iijjon the seventh day after in-

lialinj;' the pas fi^iven oil' in the manufacture of zinc chloi-id fioin com-

mercial hydi'ochloric acid aiul waste zinc. Miiller'-' describes tlie case

of a man who manifested all of the symptoms of ])oi,soninf^ by hydrogen
arsenid after exposure to the giis discngaj^od in tlic manufacture of tin

salt, and wlio made a slow recovery. Martin •• has reported the fatal

poi.soninc: of a man of thirty-one j'ears engag'(Ml in the manufacture of

zinc chlorid from arsenical materials.

In the anilin industry ai-senical compounds are used and advantage
is taki>n of the action of nascent hydrogen produced by the action of

iron turnings upon sulfuric or hydrochloric acid. Coester ''

reports

two cases, one terminating in death the other in recoveiy, in woik-

men in an anilin factory. Sury-Bienz^ describes the simultaneous

poisoning of five workmen emploj'ed in the manufacture of anilin

blue, in wliich process arsenical zinc and hydrochloric acid weie used.

Valette^ describes two cases, one tej*minating in recovery, the other in

death in twenty-eight days, caused by the use of a concentrated solu-

tion of ar.senic acid in mistake for sulfuric acid for the generation of

hydrogen in an anilin factory.

Trost' gives the particulars of nine cases, three of which terminated

fatally, which occurred at a trial of a method for desilvering lead, in a

smelting works at Aix-la-Chapelle. In one stage of the process an al-

loy of zinc, silver, and a small quantity of ar.senic was treated with

commercial hydrochloric acid (afterward found to contain 0.027 per
cent, of arsenic). The apparatus was consequently simply an enor-

mous Marsh generator.
Not only are woi-kmen in strictly chemical industries, such as those

mentioned, liable to liydrogen arsenid poisoning, but also those en-

gaged in mechanical arts in which impure acids are used ior cleaning

'

Viertlischr. f. ger. Med., 1888, •'Berlin kl. Wchnschr., 1884,

n. F., xlix., 349. xxi., 119-121 ; 18KG, xxxiii., 209.

-Ann. d. Staatsarznk. , 1837, ii.,
=

Vrtljschr. f. ger. Med., 1888, n.

418. F., xlix., 353.

»Med. Chron., Manchester, 1893- « Lvon med.. 1870, iv., 440-454.

94, xix., 108. '
Vrtlischr. f. ger. Med., 1873, n.

F., xviii., 269-279.
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or other purposes. Dr. W. S. Barker '

reports the case of a woi-kman

ill a foundry who was engaged in cleaning castings with sulfuric acid,

and who was severely poisoned, but recovered after ten days. Waech-

ter '^ describes at length the cases of four Italians whose trade it was

to manufacture toy balloons, filling them with hydrogen prepared from

connnercial materials. They worked at filling the balloons for five

hours, at intervals during a day, in a small room. All suffered from

violent symptoms of poisoning. Three were discharged, recovered in

fourteen, fifteen, and seventeen days. The fourth died upon the tenth

day.

Numerous instances of the occurrence of chronic, and even

of acute, arsenical poisoning in persons inhabiting rooms whose

walls are painted or covered with paper colored with arsenical

colors (see "Arsenical Pigments," p. 487) have been recorded.

The poison can find its way from the wall to the system of the

inhabitant in one of two ways: either by mechanical detach-

ment of minute fragments which float in the dust of the room,

or by the generation of a gaseous or volatile compound of ar-

senic. That particles of the pigment become detached, particu-

larly when the paper is new and when its surface is rough, can-

not be questioned. But poisoning has also been observed and

arsenic has been detected in the air of rooms which have been

papered with arsenical paper for twenty-five and thirty years,

and in which the first paper was covered with a second contain-

ing no arsenic, as well as in rooms in which the walls were

painted with an arsenical pigment. The experimental results

also of Fabian," Muller,' Kletzinski," Hamberg," Fleck,' Sonnen-

schein,* and Bischoff
^

prove conclusively that an aeriform ar-

senical compound is given off from paints and papers contain-

ing arsenic, particularly when the walls are damp and the paste

becomes mouldy. The nature of the gaseous arsenical produced
under these conditions is not known as yet. It has been sup-

posed to be hydrogen arsenid or cacodyl oxid (dimethyl arsin

oxid) . The supposition of Fleck that hydrogen arsenid is pro-

' St. Louis M. and S. Jom., 1864,
« Pharni. J. and Tr., London,

u. s., i., 29-31. 1874, 3 s., v., 81.

Vrtljschr. f. ger. Med., 1878, n. •>

Viertjschr. f. ger. Med., 1873,

F., xxviii., 2r)l-261. xviii., 391.
' Arcb. der Pbarm., 18G0, ix., 433. * ' Handb. d. gerichtl. Chemie,"
•» Wien. m. Wchnschr., 1860, x., 1869, 153.

277; 292; 308; 324. '•'

Repert. f. an. Cbeni., 1883, iii.,
^ Wien. med. Wchnschr., 1859, 43. 310.
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durotl ]yy tln> rt^duciiiL:: action of tlu^ nascent, hydrogen i)roduc(>cl

liy the giowth of mould organisms upon the arstiiic trioxid,

which always exists in arsenical greens, is c^uite plausihle. In

wall-paper ]tois»>ning, even in s(»vere cases, however, two of

the jiromiiieiit symptoms of liyijiogen arsenid |)ois(»ning, jaun-
dice and iia>nn>glol)inuria, are conypicii< uis liy llieir idisejice.

Tlu> odor tihserved in rooms with arsenical walls is, more-

over, not the garlic-like oelor of hydrogen arsenid, hiil is of

a musty I'haracter, sometimes ilescribed as
"
mouse-like."" On

the other hand, the reducing action of the gaseous arsenical from

wall i)apers npon silver nitrate solution is inconsistent with the

snpjiosition that it is cacodyl oxid, a suhstanco which docs not

reduce the silver salt, but combines with it to form a crystalline

{'ompound.
The symptomatology of poisoning by hydrogen arsenid

differs in several essential respects from that of the solid arseni-

cal poisons. The duration of the poisoning, whether it ter-

minate in recovery or in death, is materially longer. The
shortest period of complete recovery was in Valette's case,

eight days; while in many cases several w^eeks or months

elapsed before the patient was discharged. The shortest time

in which death occurred was upon the third day (in two of

Trost's cases), and the longest twenty-eight days (in Valette's

second case). The average duration of eleven fatal cases was
ten days and four and one-half hours. About one-half of the

deaths from poisoning by white arsenic occur within the first

twenty-four hours, and cases in which the duration of the poi-

soning is prolonged for two or three days are exceptional.

The onset of a poisoning by white arsenic is, in the great

majority of cases, sudden, beginning with a violent attack

of vomiting and abdominal pain, and occurs within one hour.

In poisoning by hydrogen arsenid abdominal pain and vomiting
are either absent or occur later in the history of the case. In

most cases the attack begins with a feeling of faintness and gid-

diness, particular!}' on going upstairs, pain in the head, chills

more or less severe, and pain in the kidneys. Occasionally, as

in one of Valette's cases, nausea and vomiting are early symp-
toms. In this case the workman experienced nausea at the time

of the exposure, and going out to vomit, urinated, and was

struck by the dark-red color of his urine. In Bostrom's case
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the attack is described as apparently orr of renal colic, but the

urine was dark-brown, almost black, in color, and the skin was

copper-colored.
The three prominent symptoms of poisoning by hydrogen

arsenid, which are not observed in poisoning by the other ar-

senicals, are lumbar pain, hsemoglobinuria, and icterus.

Lumbar pains occur early and are severe in most cases, al-

though in some instances they were not observed, as in four of

Trost's nine cases and in Eitner's case. Almost pure hsemoglo-

binuria occurs in all cases. The urine passed is bright-red,

dark-brown, or black in color, coagulates almost solid by heat,

and on standing deposits a very sparing sediment, which

contains no blood corpuscles, but sometimes granular matter,

the product of their disintegration. The quantity of urine

passed is usually normal or somewhat increased at first, while

afterward there is marked diminution or complete suppression.

In Coester's first case, which terminated in death in nine days,

the elimination was 1,500 c.c. (50| fluid-ounces) on the first

day; while in the succeeding five days the total elimination

was only 24 c.c. (G| fluidrachms), or 5 c.c. (1^ fiuidrachms) in

twenty-four hours; and on the sixth day 4 c.c. (1 fluidrachm).

Or the suppression may begin at the outset. Thus in O'Reilly's

case, on the first day the patient passed 60 c.c. (2 fluidounces)

of blood, on the second 15 c.c. (4 fluidrachms) of blood, and on

the fifth, sixth, and last days no urine was obtained by the

catheter, and the breath was strongly ammoniacal. In cases

which terminate in recovery the blood pigment gradually dis-

appears from the urine, which resumes its natural color and in-

creases in quantity. In Coester's second case the elimination

during the nine da^^s was 2,000 c.c. (G7i fluidounces), 2,500"

c.c. (84i fluidounces), 2,500 c.c, 3,500 c.c. (118 fluidounces),

3,000 c.c. (lOU fluidounces), 2,800 c.c. (94^ fluidounces), 2,900'

c.c. (98i fluidounces), 4,500 c.c. (152 fluidounces), and 4,500'

c c. The urine contains methcPmoglobin, oxyhaemoglobin, and

traces of bile pigment. In some cases other manifestations of

extensive disorganization of the blood are observed. In

Valette's second case, which terminated in death in twenty-

eight days, there was almost complete suppression of urine, a

very small amount of black urine only being passed during
the first twenty days, when there were sanguinolent diarrhoeal

IV.—22
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sUx'ls. Iu'inorrh:ii4;os fri>ni tlio {^iiins, bxu'cul iimcous membrane,
glans penis, atul prepuce, the blood bciiij^' pale and escapinjj^

rather \>y leakin^r than by bleedint;. At the same time the

skin ^vas eovereil with an extensive jjajnilar eruj)ti*)n. ( )n tho

twenty-first day the urine was abundant and clear. ( )n the

twenty-eij^hth day the palient vomited half a glassful of black

blood, had t\\\) attacks of syncope, and died (piietly in the after-

noon. In one case in which the blood was exanuned micro-

scopically (Sury-Bienz), it was found to be very poor in cor-

puscles, but contained much detritus of their disinte<j:ration.

Jaundice is an unfailint; sA'mptom. The only case whose

symptoms have been described in which it is jiot mentioned is

that recorded by j\I idler (1S/5T), in which there was general sub-

cutaneous emphysema. The face was pale, bluish, livid; the

left arm and left leg were particularly swollen and covered with

innumerable large and small petechial spots. In some cases

the conjunctivie and skin became yellow on the second day, the

color of the skin deepening to a bronze or copper, which gradu-

ally diminished toward the fifth or sixth day, and the conjunc-
tiva3 become brownish-red from a combination of icterus and

injection. In other cases jaundice is among the first symptoms
to appear. Thus in Trost's cases the workmen noticed the yel-

low color of each other while at work, and in Valette's two

cases the sclerotic was observed to be yellow one hour after the

exposure. The alvine discharges are dark brown-black, liquid,

and in some cases consist of almost pure bile.

The experiments of Stadelmaun ' have demonstrated that the

icterus of hydrogen arsenid is hepatogenous, and is due to the

production by the liver of a bile so modified in composition that

it is peculiarly fitted for absorption. He considers, however,

that the fundamental cause of the icterus is in the disorganiza-

tion of the blood.

The post-mortem, appearances after death from hydro-

gen arsenid differ also in some respects from those caused by
white arsenic. The surface is dirty yellow or bronzed in color,

and all the tissiies are more or less yellow. The liver is nor-

mal in size or somew^hat enlarged ;
in some cases of a deep in-

digo color and congested, in others yellow, grav, or slate-col-

ored, and not congested, or even anaemic. The gall bladder
' Arch. f. exp. Path. u. Pharm., 1883, xvi., 221-255.
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always contains much bile and is sometimes greatly distended.

The kidneys are highly congested, dark brown-red or indigo in

color, the surface sometimes almost black, and enlarged. The
mucous membrane of the stomach is yellow or slate-colored, and

evidences of inflammation were absent in all cases except in

that reported by O'Reilly, in which death occurred in six days
three and one-half hours, and in which there were two distinct

inflammatory patches at the greater curvature.

ARSENIC TRIOXID, OR WHITE ARSENIC.

Physical and Chemical Properties.

This substance, the common arsenic of the shops, is also

known under the names arsenious acid and arsenious anhy-
drid. Its formula is As^O, (molecular weight=197.68) ;

' one

hundred parts therefore contain As 75.78 and O 24.22, and one

part of elementary arsenic represents 1.32 As.,03. It is obtained

industrially by roasting the native sulfid of arsenic and iron

(arsenopyrites, mispickel) in a current of air.

It exists in three forms : vitreous, porcelainous, and cr/js-

talline. It is odorless, whether in the form of solid or vapor.

(For taste and solubility', see below.)

Aqueous solutions of arsenic trioxid are acid in reaction, and

probably contain the true arsenious acid—H3ASO3. They are

neutralized by the alkalies and by alkaline carbonates, as well

as by bases in general, with the formation of salts called arse-

nites. Consequently solutions of white arsenic in solutions of

potassium or sodium carbonate do not contain "arsenious acid,"

but potassium or sodium arsenite.

Arsenic trioxid is readily reduced, with sejDaration of ele-

mentary arsenic, when heated with hydrogen, carbon, potas-
sium cyanid, or other reducing agents. Oxidizing agents, such

as nitric acid, the hydrates of chlorin, and chromic acid, convert

it into arsenic pentoxid, As^O,, or arsenic acid, HgAsO^.
Its solution, acidulated with hydrochloric acid and boiled in

presence of copper, deposits on the metal a grRx film, composed
' Tlip rorrect formula is more xii., 1116) ,

at 1560' (13.78 A. =198.93
probably AsjOe, as tlie specific grav- H.) nearly corresponds with tbe mo-
ity of its vapor, determined by Mit lecular weight (395.30) represented
scherlich, at 571° (13.85 A.), and by that formula (198.93X3=397.-
later l)y V. and C. Meyer (Ber. , 1879, 86) .
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of ."III alloy (if coiiiuT ami arsenic coTisisiiti}^ of As l>\', Cii (IS iu

10(1.

Crystalline Form. -W'Ik'h white ar.seiiic is fustnl and
allowed to .solidify, it forms traiisliuent or transparent, yellow-

ish, rifrrons n\asses, having no visihle crystallines structure.

Whon it is sublimed in moderate (plant ity it »l(>])osits in the

warmer part of the condonsor, first in small, I nilliant octahedral

crystals, which gradually increase in size, and as the tempera-
ture rises fuse together and finally form a coloi-less, liijuid lilm,

Fig. v.— Cr3-stals of Arsenic Trioxid. Sublimed. Transmitted light. X 7.5.

which on solidification has precisely the appearance of glass.

This vitreous arsenic shrinks and cracks on cooling, and in a
short time, in air containing the merest trace of moisture, he-

comes granular and milky, begiiming at the edges, with forma-

tion of crystals. This change, w^hich progresses gradually

throughout the mass, results in the transformation of the vitre-

ous material into a milk-wdiite, rather friable, opaque substance,

having the appearance of porcelain, and hence known as the

porcelainous variety.'

The cakes or lumps of arsenic met with in commerce consist

'
I. Sickels :

"
Arsi'iiic Trioxid : a Study of Some of its Forms." Re-

searches Loomis Lab., 1892, ii., 121.
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externally of porcelainous arsenic, usually with more or less of

the remaining vitreous modification in the centre of the mass,

diminishing in amount with the age of the product.

When arsenic trioxid is sublimed or when it is produced by

heating the element in a current of air or oxygen, it is deposited

in brilliant isometric octahedra (Figs. 7; 8), which are larger

and more perfectly formed the nearer the temperature of the con-

densing surface is to ISC^ (ortG" F.). If the condensing surface

be cold the crystals are formed rapidly and are consequently

Fig. 8.—Same Specimen as in i'lg. 7. Ketleeted light. X 75.

smaller
;
while if it be too hot the edges of the crystals are partly

rounded by volatilization, or they fuse together to form the vit-

reous variety. If the temperature varies, aggregated or dis-

torted forms are produced, or small crystals are deposited on

the facets of larger ones.

The floweis of arsenic, or powdered ivliite arsenic of the

shops, is a more or less crystalline powder, obtained by grinding
either the vitreous arsenic or a more or less crystalline raw prod-

uct, or by rapid condensation of the vapor in suitable cham-

bers. If prepared by the last-named method, without subse-

quent grinding, it consists entirely of octahedral crystals. If

obtained by grinding the vitreous variety, which is rarely the
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caso, it consists of ;i powdi'i- whose ]>;irtic'lcs exhibit no crystal-

line structure when exaniineil inicroscojiically. Jiy far the

greater |>n)j)ortion of i-onnnercial \vhit(> arsenic is obtained hy

grinding a product consisting partly of crystallized and jiartly

of fused arsenic, antl consetiuently consists of a mixture of mi-

croscopic octiihedral crystals and ann>r])hous jjarticles of vary-

ing size.

A microscopical examination of the cr3'stalsof white arsenic

may bo of value under certain conditions for the purpose of dis-

tinguishing between two samples. Such a differentiation was
of importance, and was the subject of extended incpiiry in the

trial of State r. II. H. Hayden, for the murder of ]\Iary Stan-

nard.

In this case the body of the deceased was found in the woods with
the throat cut and a hole in the head, into which a blood-stained stone

found near by acciu-ately littod. An analysis revealed the presence of

nearly ninety grains of arsenic in the stomach and liver. The death
was abundantly accounted for by the mechanical injuries, and the

poison found was considered of importance by the prosecution mainly
ft)r the purjjose of fixing the crime upon the defendant. It was ])i-oved

and admitted by the ])risoner that, two days before the murder, be had

purchased an ounce of arsenic,
"
to kill rats," which he claimed to have

secreted in his barn to prevent the chOdren getting it. A tin l)ox con-

taining one ounce 38.4 grains of arsenic was found in the barn. The

prosecution sought to show that the arsenic foiuul in the barn could
not have come from the source claimed by the defence, and that the

arsenic found in the stomach was similar to that purchased by the de-

fendant. The theory being that the ar.senic found in the barn had
been placed there either before or afterward, that the accused had ad-

ministered the poison proved to have been i)Ui'chascd by him to the

deceased, that he was with her at her death, and that it was his hand
that wielded the knife and the jagged stone. To effect this distinction

and identification. Prof. E. S. Dana was sent to E^ngland to study the

processes of manufacture of arsenic, and upon the trial nearly five days
were consumed by the State m taking the testimony of Pi-ofessors

Dana, Brewer, and Wormley, who affirmed that the "
bai'n

"
ar.senic

could be readily distinguished from samples obtained from the stock

of which the defendant had purchased, and that the latter clo.sely re-

sembled the arsenic found in the stomach of the dead girl. The char-

acters upon comparison of which this opinion was based were : 1. The

number of crystals as compared with the number of irregular frag-

ments. 2. The size of the crystals. 3d, The degree of lustre or dul-
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ness of the crystals. 4th. The proportion of large frao-ments to dust-

like particles.

The distinction between the "sample" and "barn" arsenics was

certainly established by the following- differences in characters : 1.

About one-third of the "sample" consisted of well-defined crystals, in

some mountings only one-fourth, never one-half
; while fully nine-

tenths of the
" barn "

Avas in regular crystals. 2. More than four-flfths

of the "sample" crystals measured t^Vt to 5 ^q- of an inch in their

greatest diameter, while the crystals of the "barn" arsenic measured

2iro 0"
t<) TTnJTT. except about one per cent, measuring -g-g-g- to -g-^-o. 3.

Tlie crystals of the "sample" were dull-surfaced, while those of the

"barn" were smooth and lustrous. 4. In the "
sample

" some of the

irregular fragments were larger than the crystals, and they constituted

more than one-half of the mass, while in the " barn "
they did not ex-

ceed from one-tenth to one-fourth. The distinction, however, became
of little or no import when it was shown that the "sample" ar.senic

had been taken one month later from the almost empty jar, and con-

sisted of the scrapings of a vessel which had been in use for many years
and from which many pounds of arsenic, obtained from different

wholesalers, had been dispensed by the druggist, who was consequently
unable to state whether the scraping "sample" was from the same
wholesale lot as that froni which the defendant had purchased or was
the remains of another lot i)ut into the jar ten years before.

The investigations of Professor Dana have therefore shown
that under favorable circumstances it is possible b}" microscopic
examination to disj^rove the common origin of two samples of

arsenic. But the result of the Hayden trial has also shown that

caution is necessary in the use of such evidence. The attempt
in this trial to show similarity between the "sample" arsenic

and that obtained from the stomach of the dead girl failed
;
nor

does it seem possible that under similar conditions such an at-

tempt would prove successful, for the reason that the solvent ac-

tion of the gastric secretions produces an undetermined modifi-

cation of each of the characters used for differentiation.

In the case of Com. v. Goersen (Philad. Oy. and T.,

May, 1883), Professor Leffman found the arsenic adherent to

the mucous membrane to be in crystals, which they could not

have been had the substance been administered in a homoeo-

pathic trituration. He also observed some difference between
the regularity of the crystals found in the stomachs of the two
victims.'

'

Paper book of plaintiff in eiTor, pp. 19, 70.
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Ill l^jiujlaiid. wluTo JirsiMiic \\lirii soltl in sin.ill (numtily imiHt

Itr iiiixt'tl with ctiu'-sixtci'iith its wcij^ht ul" soot, or oiie-thirt}'-

siHMiid its wtM^lit of jiowdorotl iiulij^o, that it may not he inis-

takfn for ono of tho many ^\llitl« imwdcrs used in llu> household

(11 \"it\, c. i:?, s. ;>), it may ho jiossihlo to ostal)lish th(< cer-

tainty of dissimilarity or tho ])rohal)ility of similarity hetween

arsonic found in the stomach or vomit and that of the i)arti('u-

lar preparation allej^ed to have hecii administered, by the detor-

tioxi or non-detection ot" thrse insolnhlc coldred materials. Thia

\ ;.

Fig. 9.—Prismatic Crystal of Arsenic Triuxid, &n\oug Qftahedra. By Sublimation in

Sulfur Dioxid. x '-ioO.

point was the subject of inquiry on the trial of Madeleine Smith

(1<S5T), in which it was shown that of two samples of arsenic

purchased by the accused one was colored with soot and the

other with waste indigo. Neither pigment was found in the

stomach or intestines.'

Arsenic trioxid is dimorphous and isodimorphous with anti-

mony trioxid, and under certain conditions forms cr3'stals which

are modifications of the right rhombic prism. Thus when the

trioxid is sublimed in a test tube that portion of the su1)limate

nearest to the heat contains long prisms among the octahedra,

•

Morison'sReport, pp. .3?,, .%, 38. Murder by Poison." pp. 311-312,
Browne and Stewart: "Trials for 316-317.
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their number being increased by slight pressure and by using a

temperature of about 400° (752° F.)
'

(Fig. 9). The circum-

stances, however, under which prismatic crystals are produced
are not such as obtain in the application of the Marsh or Reinsch

test as directed below.
'^

Taste.—Although the taste of white arsenic has been de-

scribed as hot, acrid, sweetish, metallic, and rough, it is under

the most favorable circumstances faint. Taken in small quan-

tity in the solid form it is, as might be expected from its spar-

ing solubility, tasteless, and in very few of the many instances

in which it has been taken in large quantity mixed with arti-

cles of food is any reference made to an impression of taste : in

15 cases out of <S22. In these the taste was referred to as
"
bit-

ter" in 6 cases. This, if correctly observed, was certainly not

due to arsenic. In one instance^ a "nauseous" taste was no-

ticed, but as it escaped the notice of 14 other persons who ate

of the same poisoned pudding, it was probabl}' more imaginary
than real. Of a family of 8 persons poisoned by arsenic in

their food all are said to have experienced a harsh metallic

taste.'' This and another^ are the onl}' cases among 822 in

which this quality of taste is referred to.

The aqueous solutions of arsenic, although not acrid in any
degree, have a very faint though distinct taste, which is at

fir.st sweetish, somewhat nauseous, and later slightly metallic

in character. It is probable that this taste is observable when
the substance is taken in large quantity and unmixed with arti-

cles of food. Indeed, Liman *
states that rescued suicides who

have taken it under these circumstances describe the taste as

harsh and somewhat salty. Taylor,' however, reports an in-

stance in which three persons were severely poisoned by drink-

ing port wine "saturated with arsenic," yet "not the least taste

was perceived by any of the parties."

' Sickels: Loc. cit. dering the illumination somewhat
''

Occasionally crystals are met oblique,
with among the octahedra in a sub- ^

jy^Qj-ley : Brit. M. Jour., 1873,
iimate which have the appearance i., 88.
of being prisms with oblique ends. ^

Thompson : Northwest M. and
These, however, are thin, flat deri- S. Jour., 1851-52, viii., 89-98.
vatives of octaliedra so placed that = Vogler : Ztschr. f. Staatsarznk.,
they present their narrow faces. 1846, lii., 276.
Their true character becomes evi- *

Casper - Liman : "Handb.," 8te
dent on changing the focus and ren- Anfl., ii., 389.

'

"Poisons," 3d Am. ed., 302.
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The sensation described as a "rough taste" is more a in e-

c'hanical irritation, oauseil l>y the gritty character of the crystal-

line powder, than a true impression of taste. This sensation

has been noteil in several cases. The earliest is that of I\1r.

Biautly, who on two occasions "perceived an extraordinary

grittiness in his mouth"' on eating gruel i)repared by his daugh-
ter.' In the case of Keg. r. .I«>lm Guy, the victim is said to

have complained of a "sandy taste on the tongue,''^ In his

confession the Kev. Jacob S. Harden, executed at Belvidere, N.

J., in ISC.O for the murder of his wife b}'- arsenic, says that he

"gave it to heron an apple; she said there was something gritty

on it."^ In a case reported at length by Renter, the victim

shortly after taking two spoonfuls of soup on the da}' preceding
his death "thinks he has sand in his mouth." At the post-

mortem particles of a white powder, which proved to be arsenic,

were found between the teeth, on the gums, and in the depres-

sions of the buccal mucous membrane.'' Maschka ''

cites the case

of a woman who abstained from eating more than a few mouth-

fuls of food, upon which her husband had "salted" arsenic,

because of the gritty sensation it produced between the teeth.

Solubility.—The degree of solubility of white arsenic in

water and other liquids is frequently a subject of chemico-legal

importance. The question usually arises in cases in which

large quantities of arsenic are found in the stomach or vomit,

and the defence advances the theory of suicide. In the case of

Reg. V. Madeleine Smith 87.9 grains of arsenic were found in

the stomach, which it was claimed by the crown had been ad-

ministered in gruel or cocoa. The defence contended that it

was impossible that such a quantit}- could have been taken un-

knowingly by the deceased in these, or indeed in any liquid

media." This view presupposes the fact that solution is a req-

uisite to secret administration in a liquid medium. While

this may be true with a transparent medium, and where the

victim is in the possession of his senses, it must not be forgotten

that a much larger quantity than could be dissolved may be

stirred into a thick and opacjue liquid, and taken without pro-

' "Trval of Mary Blandy," 1752,
•> Med. Jalirb. f. d. Herzogth.

p. 12.
"

Nassau, 1846, 101, 113, 12:i

^Pharm. J. and Tr., 1857-58, » Qutacht. Prag. med. Fak., 1867,

xvii., 3H5. iii.. 269.
" "Confession," etc., 1860, p. 20. « Morison's Report, 34, 35, 167.
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duciiig auy effect upon the senses, excejit possibly the "rough
taste" referred to above.

Unfortunately it is not possible to assign any definite solu-

bility to arsenic even in water, as it varies with many condi-

tions: with the nature of the oxid, whether crystalline, vitreous,

porcelainous, or in amorphous powder; if vitreous or crj^stalline,

whether freshly prepared or old
;
with the time during which

contact is prolonged; with the amount of agitation to which the

mixture is subjected; with the relative proportions of solid and

solvent; with the temperature; and with the nature of other

substances present.

Under all circumstances pure water at the ordinary temper-

ature dissolves the oxid slowly, and leaves a portion undissolved,

even after very prolonged contact and when the amount of

water present is greatly in excess of that required to dissolve

the arsenic.

Although the specific gravity of crystalline arsenic is high

(3.()8'.») it does not all sink when throwai upon water. A por-

tion floats upon the surface, forming a film, consisting of parti-

cles of the solid buoyed up by adherent air and larger air bubbles

surrounded by the powder.' That which sinks does not form

an even or a heaped layer at the bottom of the vessel as do other

insoluble or difficultly soluble powders, but is disposed in nodu-

lar lumps, each spheroidal mass consisting of an air bubble

surrounded by the powder, which itself is not moistened by tlie

surrounding w^ater. The slow and imperfect solution of crys-

tallized arsenic in water under these circumstances is due to the

tenacity with which air adheres to the solid, preventing contact

between it and the solvent, and to the great cohesive force of the

arsenic. Gmelin
'' found that if 1 part of the oxid be digested

with 80 parts of water for several days at the ordinary temper-

ature, the resulting solution contains ^^ = H-H per thousand;

with IGO parts of water y^^^
= 5.55 per thousand, with 240 parts,

^ = 0.83 per thousand, and, even when 10,000 or 100,000 parts

of water are used, a portion of the oxid remains undissolved.

Powdered white arsenic which had been left in contact with cold

water in closed vessels for eighteen years, dissolved to the extent

' Corrosive sublimate in small but does uot float for so long a time

crystals behaves in the same man- as arsenic trioxid.

ner when thrown upon cold water,
'^
" Haudb. d. Chem. ,

" Cavendish
Soc. trausl., iv,, 257.
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o( 1 part ill f) I cf water, or IST) parts jx'r tlioiisaiul, Avliioh may
ho i-oMsiiK'rttl as the inaximwin S( ilul)ilit y of wliifo arsenic in

cold water.

riie |iropi>rt\" of arsenic of llnatiii^' upon the surface of

liquids has attracted ailcntion in several cases of honiicide and

in sonio instances has prevented the consunnnation of the crime.'

l\v adopting dill\'reiit methods of experimentation and oper-

ating; upon dilTcrent varieties ohservers have reache<l wiihdy

divergent numerical ex})rossions of the soluhility of arsenic.

TluM'o is not concordance of results even regarding the relative

st)lul)ilities of the transparent, o})a(iue, and crystalline varieties.

Guihourt'' and Tidy
^

find the opaque more soluhle than the

transparent in hot water, in which Taylor
*

finds the transparent
the more soluhle, and in which Bussy

''

finds the two forms to be

equalh' soluble. Guihourt and Winckler °

find the opaque more
soluble than the transparent in cold water, while Bussy and Tidy
find the contrary to be the case. According to Bnchnor' the

amorphous is more soluhle than the cr3'stalline in both hot and

cold water, while Tidy's figures indicate that the reverse is the

case.

The solubility of powdered white arsenic by several days'

digestion in cold water is given as follows by different authors,

expressed in parts dissolved by 1,000 of water: Bucholtz, 20;

Fischer, 15.10; Bergmann, 12.5; Guihourt, 12.5 if opaque, 9.71

if transparent; Spelmann and Hahnemann, 10.41; Nasse, 3.12;

Klaproth, 2.5.

The results obtained by Taylor
"

are as follows :

Per 1,000.

1. Boiling water poured on powdered opaque arsenic and let

stand seventj'-two hours dissolves 2.385

2. Another experiment under similar conditions 2. 6825

3. Finely powdered white arsenic gradually added to gently boil-

ing water, and boiling continued one hour 31.5

'

"Tryal of Mary Blandy," p. 26 ;

* "Poisons," 3d Am. ed., 287.

Ztschr. f. d. Staatsarznk., 1821. i.,
* Journ. d. chim. et de pharm.,

29; 1833, xxvi., 7; 1856, Ixxi., 313; 1847, 3. s., xii., .321.

J. d. chim. med., etc. 1853, 3 s.,
•* Journ. f. pract. Chem., 1885, n.

ix.. 690; BuflF. M. Jour., 1852-53, F., xxxi., 247.

viii., 68. > N. Rept. f. Pharm., 1873, xxii.,
•^ Joum. d. chim. med., 1826, ii., 265.

61.
*
Guy's Hosp. Repts., 1883, ii..

3 " Handb. of Chem. ,

"
397. 103.
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Per 1.000.

4. IjRst set aside seventy-two hours 17.0

5. Same experiment as No. 3, but water boiling violently 46.3

6 Same as No. 5 44. 5

7. Same as No. 5 40. 76

8. No. 5 cooled to the ordinary temperature 24. 7

9. Boiling, saturated solution set aside for six months 28.0

10. Same as No. 9 24.0

11. Transparent arsenic finely powdered and boiled with water

an hour 40.

12. No. 11 repeated 47.55

13. No. 11 cooled 18. 7

14. No. 12 cooled 13.4

15. Tempei'ate water added to powdered opaque arsenic let stand

seventy-trt'o hours after one agitation 1 ')

16. Same as No. 15 with frequent agitation 2. 125

Tidy
'

obtained results which would indicate, when compared
with those of Taylor, that cold water dissolves more arsenic in

twenty-four hours than in seventy-two, and that the solubility

in hot water is greater than that given by Taylor. Tidy's re-

sults are as follows :
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of wat<M' and tin- liltrati^ (»va]v^rnto(] to fixod woitiflit in a woij^IumI

porii'lain t'ap.>^ulr. Under tlu'so conditions llic anioiint dissolved

in l,utKi CO. of .'Solution was

In Iwciil V-

foiir

lioi.rH.
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thousand. The solubility of the glass arsenic is of little prac-
tical importance, owing to the rapidity with which it is modified

by contact with air.

When boiling water is poured upon arsenic the solution is

more rapid with all varieties except the powdered porcelainous

form, which seems to be about as soluble in cold as in hot water.

With the other forms, except C and D, the amount dissolved in

seventj^-two hours is very nearly the same when cold water is

used in the first instance as when the water is boiling. In the

following experiments the conditions were the same as in the

first series, but actively' boiling water was poured upon the

solid :
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l-51i)iullot
' has shown that tht> i)n'sonco of a very small

aiiKniiit of fat sunioes to givatly iniiiodi' tho sohition of aisrnic,

l)i\>bal)ly by coating tlie surfaco of tho solid with a groasy lilm,

which further increases its repulsive action toward the lifjuid.

In line of his exiit'rinicnts, tlic inside of a test tuhe was touched

with a rod nioistnicd with oil, .iiid Ihi u \vi|i('(i with a cloth;

15 c.c. of water and a fragment of w liito arsenic weighing O.Of)

gni. were i)laced in this tulie and e<jual (quantities in a clean

tube. The two tubes were then heated in a water-bath, w'hen,

in lialf an hour, the arsenic in the clean tube had completely

ilissolved, while that in the other had suffered a diminution iu

size almost imperceptible to tho eye. It would seem, therefore,

that in liquid articles of food which contain fat or oil even in

small amount, such as soup, milk, and tea or coffee to which

milk has been added, the quantity of white arsenic which can be

dissolved is very much less than that which W'ould be dissolved

by an equal amount of an aqueous liquid in the absence of fatty

material. Yet in one series of experiments with the same

(commercial crystalline) arsenic trioxid under identical condi-

tions we found 100 c.c. of "tea" to dissolve 7.234 of arsenic

trioxid, and 100 c.c. of coffee 4.9040, while 100 c.c. of soup
dissolved 7.70 gm. In each case the liquid was hot, Inil not

boiling, and the duration of the contact was half an hour.

The quantity of arsenic Avas determined after destruction of

organic matter by the usual method and as ammonio-mag-
nesian arsenate. If the arsenic be introduced in lumps it will

sink to the bottom, taking with it a protecting film of oil,

and solution will be almost completely prevented. But if it

be introduced in powder, particularly if the liquid be thick or

dense, although solution will be similarly interfered with, a

large proportion of the powder will remain in suspension for a

long time, and may be swallowed with the liquid. If the oil

form a layer upon the surface of an aqueous liquid the total-

ity of the powder may remain in susj)ension in the oily layer,

or at its junction \vith the aqueous liquid.

Niemann' has shown that milk left in contact with pow-
dered white arsenic at the ordinary temperature for a quarter

' "Mem. Ac. Stanislas," ex J. d. ^
Viertljschr. f. ger. Med., 1857,

c)iim. med. , etc., 1860, 4 s., vi., xi., 154.

139-154.
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of ail hour does not dissolve sufficient to be recognized by the

Marsh test. The interference of milk with the absorption of

arsenic was illustrated in a case of attempted homicide in

which a man and his wife took about the same quanity of poi-

soned coffee. The man drank two glasses of milk and suffered

only a short time; the wife, who drank no milk, had severe

symptoms for four days. Both vomited freeh'" and early.'

The interference with solution effected by fats and oils (all

fats are oils at the temperature of the bod}*) explains both the

delay in the appearance of symptoms and the recovery after

large doses which have been observed in man}' cases in which

the poison in the form of powder has been taken in soup or

other food articles containing fat. As the oils, however, merely

prevent solution and exert no precipitant action, the above does

not apply in cases in which the poison is added in the form of

Fowler's or other solution. In such cases the taking of milk,

butter, etc., does not delay a rapidly fatal action."

The solubility of the oxid in alcohol varies with the strength
of the spirit and the nature of the oxid; the vitreous variety

being more soluble in strong than in weak alcohol, while the

contrary is the case with the crystalline, as is shown in the

following table :

^

100 parts of Alcuhdlnf Alcohol of Alcohol of Absolute
alcohol dissolve. 50 per cent. 71) percent. 86 per cent, alcohol.

Crystallized) at 15° (59= F.) 1.680 1.430 0.715 0.025

arsenic, ) at the boiling point.. 4.895 4.551 3.197 3.402

Vitreous oxid, at 15° (59" F. ) 0. 504 0. 540 .... 1 . 060

The commercial white arsenic dissolves in alcoholic spirits

and in wine in about the same proportion as in pure water.

The presence of mineral acids and alkalies, ammonia and
the ammoniacal salts, alkaline carbonates, tartaric acid, and the

tartrates increases the solubility of arsenic trioxid in water. In

the case of the alkalies and alkaline carbonates the increase in

solubility is great, particularly at elevated temperatures, by
reason of the formation of the soluble alkaline arsenites.

Owing to the great variations in the solubility of white

arsenic, experiments should be made in all cases in which the

'Kilpatrick; Texas M. and S. » From Wurtz: "Diet. d. chim.,"
Reptr., 1881, i., 89. i,, 398.

'^ Fahrenhorst : Mag. f. d. ges.
Heilk., 1852, xx., 483.

IV.—23
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(k>S4;riv of solubility is ill (lucstidii, tlic ((iinlit ions of tlic cxperi-
nuMits Ikmiil; ms ncirlx as niay lie identical w itli those of tli*^ caso

in tli'hati*.

riu' (lurstion whet ln'i- arsriiic found in the stoniacli was
lakou in tlio solid form or in solution can only ho answcifd
wluMi arscuio in the soliil form is found in a hody whiclj has

not hivn (.'om])lot«.'ly nnimmiliod. In that evontit \vas not taken

in solution. The tlu'orv advanced hy the defence in the case

of Reg. r. Sturt, cited hy Taylor,' that arsenic maj' be taken

dissolved in a li<]uid and reas.sume the solid form in the stomach
is not tenable except muler the very mnisnal condition of com-

plete desiccation of the cadaver. When only dissolved arsenic

is foinid it may have been taken in the solid form or in solution.

If, however, the (juantity foiuid be large, and a careful examin-

ation has failed to reveal the presence of solid particles, it be-

comes highly probable that it was introduced either ante- or

post-mortem in the form of a soluble arsenite—a probability
^vhich may, under exceptional conditions, become a certainty
when the presence of the arsenite as such is demonstrated.

ARSENICAL POISONING.

Statistics and OKKiiN.

White arsenic, which was first prepared in the third century
'

has in the past caused more destruction of life than any other

poison, except opium and its derivatives, although tabulated

statistics usually show a Icjcal preference for certain other

poisons.

In England the Reports of the Coroners to the House of

Commons for the 3'ears 183T-38^ show that 35.1 per cent, of the

deaths from poison were caused b}' arsenic, and 37.2 per cent,

b}' the preparations of opium. In 18i0 arsenic caused only 9.1

per cent, and the opiates 21.5 per cent." Of the cases of poison-

'

'-Poisons,
" 3d Am. ed.. 319. uted to Africanus in the third cen-

- The discoverv of arsenic trioxid tury. See Berthelot :

" Alchimistes
is usually attributed to Geber in the grecs," Paris, 1888, Trad., p. 82.

eighth century, liut among the "London Med. Gaz. , 1839, xxv.
,

Greek manuscripts published by 204.

Berthelot is a commeDtarj' of ^ "Sixth Kept. Reg. -Gen. Great

Olympiodorus which contains a de- Brit.," 1844.

scriptioii of its preparation, attrib
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iiig admitted to Guy's Hospital in 1860-74, only T.i; per cent,

were caused by arsenic—a percentage exceeded by those of

li^'drochloric acid, mercurials, oxalic acid, lead acetate, and the

opiates.' In England and Wales during 18G3-6T, the percen-

tages of deaths from known poisons were: from arsenic, 5.5 per

cent.; from opiates, 31.1 per cent.; from the salts of lead, l<j

per cent.
;
from cyanic poisons, 10 per cent.

;
and from other

poisons percentages less than that of arsenic." In the Berlin

hospitals the percentage of cases of arsenical poisoning in

ISTG-TS was onl}" 2.T, which was exceeded by those of carbon

monoxid, sulfuric acid, phosphorus, potassium cyanid, oxalic

acid, and alcohol.^ Kobert^ has given the number of cases of

poisoning referred to in medical periodicals in all languages in

the years 1880-89, of which 8.3 per cent, are by arsenic, 8.7 per
cent, by poisonous foods, and 10.5 per cent, b}- lead, while the

other poisons are re^jresented b}' a percentage less than that of

arsenic. This, however, is an indication rather of the degree
of interest awakeued in the medical profession than of the num-
ber of cases which actuall}' occurred.

Beck has given
* an abstract of the deaths from poisoning

recorded by the coroners of New York in the years 1841-43, of

which 14 per cent, were by arsenic and 61.4 per cent, by the

preparations of opium. The same records for the years 1867-80

refer to 839 poisonings, of which 4.4 per cent, were by arsenic,

^8.2 per cent, by Paris green, and 29.5 per cent. l)y the prepa-
rations of opium. Arsenical poisoning appears to be of more

frequent occurrence in India than elsewhere. In the five years

1885-89, the percentages of poisoning b}^ arsenic in the Presi-

dencies of Bengal, Madras, and Bomba}' were respectively 34.1
;

50, and 51, of those in which the nature of the poison was
known."

Homicides.—The first recorded attemj^t to murder with

white arsenic was probably that of Woudreton to poison Charles

VI. of France in 1384, although the poisonous quality of "sub-

limed" arsenic was evidently previously known. The poison of '

'Taylor: "Poisons," 3 Am. ed., ^ "Lelirb. d. Intoxikationeu,"
178. 1893, p. 32.

'^"Rept. Reg. -Gen. Great Brit," * "Infant Therapeutics," pp. 136-
1869. 143.

3 Leaser: "Atl. d. ger. Med.," " Gribble and Heliir: "Outlines
i.,1. of Med. Jur. for India." I.s9'3, pp.

400-401.
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'I\>tYaiia ami Sjiara in the tin! el tlic sc\ ciitri'iitli century was
also probably arsi-nii-al.'

AltluMigb in the past aiscnii- has been tlio agent most fre-

quently I'niployed for ji(>iniriila] poisoning, the irecjueney of its

use in this mannor ajijioars to have diniinished in those comi-

tries in whieh n'liable data for comparison ari^ available. Tlio

French records are the nu)st complete and s1k)W clearly the

diminishing fre([nency of use of arsenic and the corresponding
increase of that of j)hosphorus in that country. Cormenin"

gives the number of criminal arsenical poisonings in 1833-39 as

140 in 221 or i\7A per cent., while phosphorus is not mentioned.

Lacassagne' has tabulated the cases of criminal poisoning
which occurred in France from 1S25 to 1880, in (pnn(iuennial

periods, from which the following percentages are derived :

IWi-J 1840 IK^r, 1K50 1855 1800 IHGT) 1870 1875 „ ^.
to to to to to to to to to rr v[!?

1840. 1845. 18-50. 1855. 1860 18C5. 1870. 1875. 1880. P^rKX^-

Areenic 49.8 67.3 71.0 57.5 32.7 20.4 21.8 13.1 24.3 38.8

Phosphorus. 0.0 0.4 1.5 11.5 33.5 40.8 36.3 43.4 33.3 15.8

Tardieu '

gives a similar table covering a ])ortion of the same

period, between 1851 and 18T2, from which the following per-

centages (of all criminal poisonings) are obtained :

1851. 185a. 1K5.3. 1854. 1855. 1856. 1857. IKift. 1859. 1860. 1861.

Arsenic... 55.6 64.1 46.5 44.6 52.6 30.0 31.0 18.3 18.3 9.4 35.9

Phosphorus. 20.6 7.7 5.6 21.4 26.9 30.0 39.6 40.8 32.6 47.0 33.3

1862. 18G3. 1864. 1865. 1866. 1867. 1868. 1869. 1870. 1871.

Arsenic 13.9 42.1 15.6 23.1 12.5 10.5 32.0 40.0 15.3 11.1

Phosphorus... 44.4 26.3 55.6 46.2 25.0 47.3 44.0 31.4 30.7 16.7

In the United States we are under the impression that

arsenic still holds the first place in frequency of criminal admin-

istration, although there are no available published or unpub-
lished statistics from w-hich a comparison can be made. In an

endeavor to obtain information upon this point from the dis-

trict attorneys of New York State it was learned that during
the years 1879-89 there were twelve indictments for murder by

poison in thirty-one counties; in six of which the poison alleged

' See p. 21. 3 Arch, de I'anthrop. crini., 1886,
« " Mem. a 1' Acad. d. Sc. morales,

"
i. , 260.

1842. ^ "Empoisonnement,
" 2eme ed.,

164.
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to have been given was arsenic. Neither phosphorus nor nior-

phin was mentioned, and strychnin but once.

It is probable that the diminishing frequency of arsenical

poisoning in European countries is due partly to the rigid re-

striction of the sale there of arsenicals, and partly to dissemina-

tion by the reports of trials of the information that arsenic may
be detected in the cadaver with certainty at an unlimited period

after death. Neither of these causes is operative in the United

States, where such restrictions to the sale of arsenicals as exist

practically fail of enforcement, and where the deterrent influ-

ence of the knowledge of the analyst's power is more than over-

come by the information which accompanies it of the general

practice of arsenical embalming (see p. 47G).

It would seem, from a comparison of the cases reported in

medical literature and elsewhere, that the percentage of homi-

cidal cases is higher than with any other poison. Thus of 820

cases collected at rand<jm and extending over the period from

1752 to the present time 45.2 per cent, are homicidal, 27.3 per

cent, suicidal, and 27.5 per cent, accidental. This excess of

homicidal cases over either suicidal or accidental is, however,

more apparent than real at the present time, because accidental

and suicidal cases are rarely reported unless they present some

unusual feature. The records of any large hospital will show
that homicidal arsenical cases are in a ver}- small minority of

all cases occurring. On the other hand, the absolute number of

cases of criminal poisoning in which arsenic was the agent used

is much greater than with any other poison.

Arsenic has also been, in almost every instance, the agent
used by those who, having succeeded in a first attemi)t at secret

poisoning, have seemed to develop a lust for murder and have

continued to add to the list of their victims until their very
number has aroused suspicion and led to detection.'

' In Germany the widow Ursinus, cuted at Bremen. She liad poisoned
who moved in the higher circles of fifteen persons, among whom were
Berlin society, was convicted in her parents, her three children, her
1803 of an attempt to poison a man- two husliands, and an intended
servant. She had previously de- third. An imitator and namesake
stroyed her husband, a lover, and of Gottfried, G. Marg. Brockmann,
an aunt by arsenic. In 1811 Anna poisoned her sister, father, and
Marg. Zwanziger was executed, hav- brother within a few 3'ears. In 1875,

lug since 1807 poisoned three per- fifteen years after the first crime,
sons and made numerous attempts. Franziska K confessed to the
In 1831 (j. Marg. Gottfried was exe- poisoning of an illegitimate child
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Suicide. Suicidos at the present linu' resort to white

arsenie inueli l»>ss fri'(juently than t'ornierly, prohalily o\vin|4 t»)

tlio pojMihir knowledp' of the existeneo of other poisons more

rapid anil painless in their action. Accordinj^ to Hofniann,' in

Vienna there weie <",;) .suieides hy poison in IS74 of which '.' were

by arsenic and (inaxiinuin) :!.? liy potassium cyanid ; in ISTf),

57 suiciilal |K>ist)nings. none hy ai-senic, and 11 (maximnni) by
canstic potash; in 1}ST() there were ^' suieides by arsenic.

Falck^ mentions KiM suicides by poison in I'russia in ISOO, in

.")r» of which the nature of the ])oison was undeterminc^d, in )} it

was arsenic, and in I'.l (maxinunn) sulfuric acid. In P]ngland,'
in the years 185S-1S77, there were 07.3 suicides by poison, of

which ".".• were by arsenic, and 121 (maximum) by cyanic )»oi-

sons. In th(^ years 1S71-80* onlj'' 7.97 per cent, of the suicides

by poison used arsenic, and 4*2.36 per cent, opiates. In this list,

however, are included 24.21 per cent, by "vermin-killers or fl}'-

killers,'' at least a portion of which must have been arsenical.

In the city of New York during the eleven j'ears ending De-

cember 31st, 1880, there were 1,521 suicides. Of these 513 used

poison, in 26 cases only the poison was white arsenic, in 200 it

was Paris green, and in 134 opium or its derivatives.^

of her daiiKliter, and of two hus-
bands of her own. and to the at-

tempted killing of a third by the
same means. In France, not to

mention earlier cases, Pel was con-
victed after two trials in 1884 of

having jioisoned his mistress and
burnt tlie body ; his wife had died
four years before with symptoms f)f

arsenical poisoning and arsenic was
fotmd in the cadaver

;
lie had at-

tempted to poison his second wife
and was strongly suspected of liav-

ing destroyed his mother in 1872
and two girls, ont* of whom disap-
peared completely. Yet on the sec-

ond trial, the jury finding extenu-

ating circumstances ( !) he was
sentenced to imprisonment for life.

Another adept in poisoning, a phar-
macist, was acquitted at Havre,
although there can be no doubt that
fifteen persons were poi.soned by
him in 1886-1888, and of these
three died. In 1885 Maria Cath.
Swanen burgh was convicted at

Leyden of poisoning her father.

mother, and son, as "the final

scenes of a series of poisonings by
her during several years." In Eng-
land Mary Ann Cotton was con-
victed in 187:5 of the murder of her

stepson. One of three hu.'^bands,
and four children had died in rapid
succession, and "this woman suc-
ceeded in destroying l)y poison
twenty persons before her crimes
were discovered." In the United
States we may cite the case of Hen-
rietta Robinson, convicted in 1888 of
the murder of her son by arsenic.

Eight others of tiie family and those
in domestic relations with lier had

previously died with symptoms of

arsenical ])oisoniTig, and arsenic
was found in the cadavers of all but
two.
'"Lehrb. d. ger. Med.," 5te

Aufl.. 662.
' "Lehrb. d. pract.Tox.," 1880. 18.

'-"Kept. Reg.-(ien. Great Brit."
•*Blvth: "Poi.Rons," 1884, 31.
5 Dr. J. T. Xagle in N. Y. World,

Aug. 19th. 1894.
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Probably the majority of suicides who die from the effects

of white arsenic take it in the shape of some arsenical rat poison

(see p. 364). Arsenic has also been used in several cases of

combined suicide and homicide."

In cases in which arsenic is shown to be the cause of death,

and Paris gi"een is excluded, the question whether it was taken

knowingly by the deceased or administered b}^ another is one

which must be left to a jury to determine from the moral evi-

dence. We can hardly imagine conditions under which it can

be determined by medical or chemical evidence, and we cannot

agree with Liman, who,^ in the case of Henke in 1807, ex-

pressed the opinion that because arsenic was found in the stom-

ach in the form of powder and in large quantity, and because

the deceased had vomited profusely it was "
at least highly

probable" that the deceased had poisoned himself, and based his

opinion upon another— i.e.,
"
that suicides preferably use arsenic

in the form of powder and in doses great!}' in excess of that re-

(juired to produce the desired effect."

It is true that suicides as a rule take large doses and that

almost all of the cases (87.5 per cent.) in which solid arsenic is

taken in substance are suicidal. Suicides almost always take a

single large dose; Paterson,' however, reports the case of a

woman who attempted to kill herself with repeated very small

doses with the object of escaping pain. It is very rare that the

dose administered in homicidal cases is known, and in some of

these it has been large, while the detection of such (piantities

in the stomach as were found in the Madeleine Smith and

Hayden cases indicate the administration of excessive quanti-

ties.' Moreover, the detection of crystalline arsenic in the

stomach does not indicate that it was taken as a dry powder, as

it may be, and frequently has been in homicidal cases, adminis-

' Foster ; Lancet, 1840-41, ii.,
-

Casper- Li man : "Handb. d. ger.
305-317. A woman poisoned herself Med.,

"
8te Aufl. , ii.

,
408.

and two children. Consbruch : Edinb. M. Jour., 1857, iii., 395.

Vrtljschr. f. ger. Med., 1854, v.,
^ In only six of three hundred and

267-86. A father gave arsenic to seventy-one homicidal cases was
threechildren and took it himself ; a the dose determined, in one of

boy died. In the Reger case in Erie whicii (Ann. d'hyg. , 1875, 3 s. ,

Co., N. Y., in 1883, a woman killed xlii.. 350) it was said to be 33
herself and child and severely poi- gm. (=340 grains), and in another
soned her liushand and another (Med. Times and Gaz. , 1878, ii.,

child with arsenic in a pancake. 636) about 11.5 gm. (two teaspoon-
fuls) .
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tiTod in siisj)onsion in n lit|iiiil or inc^oiporati'd as a powder iu

solid articles of food. KnrtlnMinore, tho assumjiiion that sui-

•iiii's
"
pivforably use arsi'uii- in Iho form of j)owdor" is not

warranted. Of Tv't; suicidos liy white arsenic oidy '.'S, or 5i2.a

|H>r cent., toc^k thf poison in lliat form. (See
"
Sohiljility

"
«w/(^,

Adniinistiaiioii," and "
Taris Green.")

Accidental.— Unintentional |ioisoiiini;s hy white nrsenic

liave occurred i-ither from ils accidental admixlurc witli articles

of fiHid or medicine, or anionic operatives in industries in which
arsenic is us(<d. or hy its improper medicinal use.

AhhouL;h puhlislu'd statistics are very meaj^re, it would
seem that this class of cases are of less fre(juent occurrence than

homicidal or suicidal. In New York City, 18(57-80, there oc-

curred 235 accidental poison'ings, of which '.) were b}' arsenic

and 2 by "rat poison." In the years 1879-81 there were but 2

accidental poisonings investigated b}' the examiners in Massa-

chusetts,' both of which occurred in IcSSO. Of 820 cases of arsen-

ical poisoning noticed in medical journals 225 were accidental.

By Mistake, Negligence, or Misadventirk.—Arsenic

or arsenical rat poison has been mistaken for baking soda,"

cream of tartar." baking i)owder,* sugar,'' salt," Hour,' and

meal," and in nianv cases has been "accidentallv mixed" with

various articles of food.

As white arsenic volatilizes and sublimes easily at 200° (392°

F.), and as the usual temperature of the baker's oven is about

300° (572° F.), the claim may be advanced in cases in which it

is supposed that arsenic has been incor])orated in bread and

other baked articles of food, that such arsenic would not remain

in the bread but be expelled by volatilization. That this claim

would be false is shown by the fact that bread still retains

' Tr. Mass. Med. -leg. Soc. . i., Lancet, 187», x. , VM\. Netolitzky :

174. 20L 254. Prag. med. Wchnschr., 187(5, i.,
5 OReillv: Dublin J. M. Sf. . X.X., ^'i't. Friedberg : "Gerichtsarztl.

1841. 429.
'

(iutacbt," 1875, 266.

Davis: Cbicago Med. Exam., •* Shaw : Lancet. 1879, i., 699.

1861, ii., 421. Otto: Viertlj.schr.
• Paterson : Edinb. M. Jour.,

f. ger. Med., 1865. n. F., ii., 177. 1857, iii., 397. Ogston : London
^Morley: Br. M. Jour., 1873. i., Med. Gaz. . 1851, xii., 183 (in this

88. Jeffreys: London M. Times, case three women stole a package
1851. n. s., iii., 229. lal)elled "Arsenic, 2 lbs.." and used

^

Hayes, A. A. : Boston M. and S. it for flour to make a cake [ !J) .

Jour., 1854, xlix.. 42. .Sanborn: * Otto : Vierteljschr. f. ger. Med.,
Boston M. and S. Jour.. 1847. 1865, n. F., ii., 175. Puchelt : Med.
-Kxxvii., 239, Hayes, J. : Canada Ann.. Heidelb., 1839, v., 606.
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water, which is still more volatile, and by the detection of

white arsenic in baked food articles in many instances.'

An instance is related by Geissler," which not only evidences

the persistence of arsenic in baked articles but indicates condi-

tions under which a suspicion of intentional poisoning might

easily have arisen :

Two pei'soiis suffered from ai-.>seiiical ])oisouiiig from eutiny cakes

found to contain each about 3 mg-m. of white arsenic, which wei-e ob-

tained from a bakery. Other cakes of the same baking and the mate-

rials used were found free from arsenic, and the entrance of arsenic into

these particular cakes was ascribed, with gi-eat probability, to the spat-

tering of some of a solution of arsenic used to kill meal worms into bak-

ing pans not customarily used but employed on this occasion.

In this class belong also occasional
"' mass poisonings" in

which a great number of persons have suffered from " mistakes"

which are the result of a combination of negligence and intent

to adulterate.'

In the
" Bradford lozenge case "' more than two hundred ])ersons

were poisoned and twenty-one died. The maiuifacturer sent to a drug-

gist for "daft"" (te)'ra alba, or ground gypsum) with which to adulter-

ate his product. Througli the negligence of the druggist he obtained

white arsenic instead, and made up his lozenges of arsenic twelve"^

pounds, gum and water four ])ounds, essence of peppermint one and

one-half oinices, sugar about foi-ty ])ounds, in such manner that each

lozenge, weighing forty -three and one-lialf grains, contained from

eleven to sixteen grains of arsenic. Tlie drviggist and confectioner

were in(Ucted for manslaughter. The formei- was acquitted on the

ground that the neghgence was not sutliciently "gross'" and the latter

does not ap])ear to have been tried.

In the Wurzburg poisonings^ in 1867, some four hundred persons
were more or less severely poisoned by eating cakes into the dough of

which arsenic had been mixed l)y an " unfortunate accident." Fortu-

nately none died.

'

Morley (Bennett) ; Br. M. Jour.,
- Pharm. Centh., Berliu, 1SS4, a.

1873, i., 88, in pudding. Luptou : F. , v., 43.

Nashville J. M. and S., 1883, xxxi.- 'See also "Sulfids of Arsenic."

xxxii., 7, in biscuit. Riddell : Va. ^ Ph. J. and Tr., 185S-,59, xviii.,

CI. Rec, 1872, i., 79, in bread. In 340, 351, 390; Med. Time.s and
the Reger case a flat pancake weigh- Gaz., 1858, 476, 657. Taylor: "Pr.

ing 61 gm. (about two ounces) con and Pr. Med. Jur. ," 3 ed., i., 384.

tained 0. 1632 gm. white arsenic (2. 07
^ Seisser : Aerztl. Tut. -Bl.. Miiu-

grains). See also Seisser below. cheu, 1869, xvi., 45.
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C'lironit' arsenical juiisoniiiLC if a iiiil<l \\\>v has also ln'cn

traot'd to tlu> usi> ol' artilicial j;1iU(im', iiianufact iircd by tlu'

ai'tion of arsenical sulfurio acid ujkhi staicli. Tiiis snhstaiK'c

almost always contains arsenic to tin- amount of lioui D.Od-^f)

to (>. lO'.t 1 L;in. |icr kilo (.(»! I to . i li uraiii jicr |iouihI a\ oiidnpois),'

and it is prolialilc that in sonic cases tlic ])res<'iice of ai'seinc in

\vint>, attrihnled to liic ns(> of arsenical I'liclisin, is dne to the use

of arsenical uiucose or of
"
hurnt snpii"" made fi-(»m it.^

Ai^senic may also he taken u|) liy articles of lood from tlic;

tiniiiiiLC and soldering of vessels and packat^cs with tin contain-

ing an excess of arsenic alloyed \vith it. This danger was ajt-

lireciated by the French ])olice as early as ITSl, and the Coniite

d'Hygiene at the ]n-esent time has fixed tlic ])erniissihle pro-

j)ortion of arsenic in tin at Cfi] in loo.-' In our own couiitry a

poisoning b}- sardines was found to have been caused by arsenic/

Taylor' cites the occurrence of the poisoning of three hun-

dred and forty children in an English institution in 1857, caused

by the use of an arsenical liijuid to clean a copper boiler in

which the water used to dilute milk was heated. Jh; estimates

that each child received about a grain of arsenic.

Water may also be contaminated with arsenic by carelessly

using vessels which have previously contained an arsenical liquid
for drawing water,'' or from the proximity of a manufacturing
establishment in which proper precautions are not taken in the

disposal of arsenical waste li(|Uors.'

An unusual source of multiple poisoning is related by Kof-

ter:* one hundred and thirty-eight ])ersons were })oisoned, one

fatally, by eating bread which had been made of flour which
had been ground upon millstones which had been washed with

an arsenical solution.

Arsenic is also a constituent, in small amount, of man}' nat-

' Clouet: Ann. d'hyg., 1878, 2 s., Paris, 1840, 2 s.. vi., 250-254.
xlix., 14.5. Ritter, E. :

" Des ghi- Pouchet : Ann. d'liyg., Pari.s, 1890,
coses arsenicales,

"
Paris, 1878. '-i s.

, xxiv., li;3.

• Schweissinger : Pli. Ceutralh. f. 'Jenkins: ^led. Herald, Louis-

Dentseid., 1887, 62. Rartheleniv : ville, 1882-83. i v.. 17.

C. rend. Ac. Sc, Paris, 188:5.
*" Poisons,

" M Am. ed. , 290, :«6.

xcvii., 752. The author has also * Prov. M. and S. Jour., 1841, iii.,

known of a similar case due to tiie 257. Bell: Lancet. 1806, ii., 506.

use of beer, whicli was found to con-
'

Hakes : Edinb. M. and S. Jour.,
tain a trace of arsenic, in whose 1846, Ixvi., 4:5. Braconnot : Ann.
manufacture glucose was ])robablv dlivg. , 18:^8, xx. . 90.

used.
'

-Allg. Wien. med. Ztg., 1863,
Chevallier : J. d. chim. med., viii., 9:i
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ural waters, in which it exists as sodium, calcium, or ferrous

arsenate. It is most abundant in the mineral water of Roncegno,

in the Tyrol, which contains 250.2 mgm. of sodium arsenate in

the litre (one and one-half grains in a quart), a quantity suffi-

cient to render its use dangerous. Indeed Hirt
' has reported

the poisoning of a child of twelve years by a tablespoonful of

this water. Other mineral waters containing arsenic in notable

amount are those of La Bourboule (12.G, 14.6, T1.7, and 72.2

mgm. sodium arsenate in the litre) ;
Arene (21.0 mgm. sodium

arsenate); Mont d'Or (O.OC mgm. sodium arsenate) and Vichy

(2 mgm. sodium arsenate) in France; Levico (S.G9 and 0.95

mgm. arsenic trioxid) in the Tyrol; Huber Quelle (C.l mgm.
arsenic trioxid) in Bosnia; Crockett arsenic-lithia water in Vir-

ginia (0.2G7 mgm. sodium arsenate) ;
and Thomsen's bromin-ar-

senic spring ((XlO-l mgm. arsenic trioxid) in Ashe County, N. C'
In districts where arsenical mineral deposits exist the waters

of streams have been found to contain arsenic in appreciable

quantity. This has been shown to be the case in a stream

called Whitbeck in Cumberland.' No fish live in the stream,

but the inhabitants upon its banks use the water for household

purposes and exhibit the efi'ects which are observed among the

Styrian arsenic eaters. Hofmann' has found that the ochre

deposited by the water supplied to Leipzig contains 0.01 S8 per

cent, of arsenic trioxid, and estimates the quantity in the water

actually used by the inhabitants at O.i'J to 28.45 gm. in 1,000 cm.

That the milk of women who are taking arsenical pre-

parations medicinally contains arsenic was known as early as

1838, when Thomson recognized its presence after the use of the

iodid.' A woman was given 0.008 gm. (.012 grain) of arsenic

daily for six days; 100 gm. of her milk were found to contain

0.001 gm. of arsenic." One case is recorded of the fatal poi-

soning of a nursing infant to whose mother arsenic had been

given with homicidal intent. Silliman obtained decisive evi-

dence of the presence of arsenic in the stomach and liver.' In

a case of alleged homicide of an infant of two months, in whose

' Breslauer arztl. Zeitscbr., 18S6,
• ^

Diss., Leipzig, 1878.

viii., 25. ''Lancet, 1838-39, i., 176.
^ See also Raspe : Deut. med. Ztg. ,

•* Lewin :

" Nebenwirkuug d. Arz-

1887, No. 57. neimitt," 2te Autt., 415.

'Pharm. J. and Tr., 18G0-61, n. 'Smith, J. B. : Buffalo Med.

s., ii., 2m. Jour., 1852-^3, viii., 730.
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cadavor Brouanlel ami Poiu'lH't
' found :i (ni.intiiy of Mrsonio

ostimatod at O.OOr) t;m. (.us tcrain), tliry fxprt'sstul 11m> opinion

that tlu» ]>ois()n found niiglit ha\o t>ri}4;iii;it<'d fi'oin .ii-senical

prt'jiarations lakrn l»y tlu> nursing nu^thcr.

A largo jiroportieiii of accidental cases ar(> caused l»y ncg-

ligonco in exposing articles of food to which arsenical prepara-

tions liavt» been adiled for th<> purpose of destroying rats, mice,

llies, in ilie household/' The [K)ssihilities have also been 8ug-

gested that })oisoned rats may fall into \vells and contaminate

the water/ or that poisoned Hies may fall into articles of food

and drink.' 80 far as wo know, howoA-er, no authenticated case

of arsenical i)osioning has been traced to these sources, nor to

the use of arsenic to protect grain from mice.

The following are some of the more prominent arsenical rat

and Hy poisons: Arsenic, white arsenic, cobalt, Paris green

and London jnirple are arsenicals sold in Indk. The last men-

tioned is a waste product of the anilin industry, and is sold as a

potato-bug poison. We have found the following proprietary'

articles to contain arsenic in the proportions mentioned : Rough
OH liats, a grayi.sh powder, containing !*8.8!) per cent. As^O^,

mostly in perfect crystals, mixed with a black, granular powder.

Shoo JJy ]>oi.sou Jif/ jjape7', each sheet, 18|xl2^ inches, contains

0.3828 gm. (5.9 grains) As.O,. William's fly jmjier, each

sheet, circle four inches diameter, contains 0.1058 gm. (1.03

grains) As^O,. Dntcher's fly jxiper, each sheet, 13^xl7f

inches, contains 0.G335 gm. ('.•.T8 grain) As.O,. dickers poi-

soned oafs, contains 9.5 percent. As.O,. Allan's fly brick

contains 2.34 i)er cent As,0.„ mixed with powdered earth,

probably dolomite. Daisy fly killer contains G8.9 per cent.

As^Oj (both arsenite and arsenate) mixed with sugar. Lyon's

poisoned cheese contains 93.5 per cent. As^O.^. Scatter rats

contains 36.2 per cent. As,0.„ mixed with rlour. Rat dyna-

mite, contains 91.3 jier cent. As.Oj, mixed with bran. Tan-

nin rat and squirrel paste contains 5.G per cent. As^Oj, with

fat and meal. Raticide contains 40.7 percent. As.O^ mixed

' Ann. d'byg., 188"), 3 s. , xiv, 73. of white arsenic with flour and
- See also Ewald : Berl. kl. Wchn- milk made into cakes ("Syntagma

schr., 1882, xix., 544. Dolan : Prac- selectorum," Lib. vii., c. 26, ed.

titioner, London, 1881, xxvii., 123. Francof. , 161')).
3 The use of poison for this pur- ^Schumbu7g: Viertel.jschr. f.

])o.se is as old as Libavius (1560- ger. Med., 1803, 3F., v. 289.

1616), who recommend* a mixture ^ See p. 327.
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with a reddish powder, probably rouge. Rats pat contains'

32.9 per cent. As/Jj with meal. Parry's infallihle fly paper,
one sheet Gx7f inches, contains 0.1426 gm. (2.2 grains) AS2O3.

Saunders infallible fly paper, one sheet 6^x7i inches, con-

tains 0.3546 gm. (5.47 grains) As^O,. With the one exception

mentioned the arsenic was present as arsenic trioxid or an ar-

senite.

The occurrence of the unfortunate ^4^^Vf/re f/t'.s' vinscVHyeres
in France in 18S8 well illustrates the insidious danger of the

careless handling and storage of white arsenic. A wine grower

experimented with arsenic to combat the ravages of the phyl-

loxera, and finding it useless for that purpose stored away a

package containing about 75 kgm. Next season four hundred

and thirty-five cases of poisoning, including three deaths, were

traced to the use of his wine, and it was found that some of

this arsenic had been used in
"
plastering

"
the wine, some of

which was found on analysis to contain as much as 0.16 gm.
to the litre (about two and a half grains to the quart) of arsenic'

Cases are also recorded of poisoning by the incautious or

improper use of the arsenical liquor used by shepherds to destroy

the sheep tick,^ and of the arsenical soap used by taxidermists

to prevent the ravages of insects,^ as well as by the handling of

stuffed animals impregnated with arsenic,^ and even by the

presence of specimens so prepared in a sleeping-room." (See

also: "Poisoning by Inhalation," and by
" External Applica-

tion, Arsenical Greens, Sulfids of Arsenic")
Industrial poisonings by arsenic belong to two distinct

classes. In one the toxic agent is hydrogen arsenid, unexpect-

edly produced by a chemical reaction from arsenic in some form

existing as an impurity in the materials used. These cases are

almost always acute, and present a clinical history (discussed

above) which differs entirely from that of ordinary arsenical

poisoning. The second class are mostly due to contact with

>Cougit: Ann. d'hyg.. 1888, 3 Staatsarznk., 1837, ii., 305. Isi-

s.
, XX., 348-360. Marquez : Ibid., dore : Rec. d. mem. med. mil.,

1889, 3 s.. xxi., 74-77. Ollivier: 1868, 3 s., xx., 419. Both suicides.
Bull. Ac. med., Paris, 1888, 3 s., 'Headland: Lancet. 1848. ii.,

XX., 617. 697. Two children poisoned by a
'Nicholls: St. Geo. Hosp. Rept , toy white rabbit.

1869, iv., 220. Bell: Lancet, 1866. "=• Boston M. and S. Jour.. 1890,

ii-, 506. cxxii., 398. See also "Arsenical
' Nevermann : Jahrb. d. ges. Wall Papers.

"
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arst'iiir trioxid. intriitioiially iHtii kv iufpiiicil in tlio Innii of

vapor or ol' powiiiT, or to tlio in;ini|iiil,it ioii of sulistaiu'CK CDli-

taiiiiiii; wliitt' arsenic in considcrMblo |)roitorl ions, .iiul nvo alinoat

invarialily cliroiiii" in character.

The industries in which poisonin^^" hy while arsenic occurs

are: the sMU'hiuLC and i«iasliii_i; of arsenical ores, [)articularly

those of i-ohah, uii'kel, and tin; tlie manufacture of arsenic,

arsenic trioxid, ami arst>nic acid; the manufacture of anilin

colors; taxidermists, candle makers, and enamellers.'. (See also

"Arsenical Greens, Sulfids of Arsenic.")

Medicinal.—Although occasional instances of severe and

even fatal poisoning have resulted from the legitimate medicinal

administration of arsenicals (usually Fowler's solution),''' most

of the cases of so-called accidental medicinal poisonings have

resulted from the external application of arsenical pastes by

quacks as alleged cancer cures, or from the use of arsenic in

some form to destroy parasites. (See "External Application,"
under "Symptoms.'')

In alleged homicidal cases the (juestion sometimes arises,

whether arsenic found in the body may not have been adminis-

tered to or taken by the deceased as a medicine. It is clear that

this theory is only tenable when the quantit}' found is small, and

when the poison was not present in the stomach in crystalline

form. Arsenic is administered medicinally only in solution

and combination, as in Fowler's solution, or in a finely tritu-

rated form, mixed with sugar of milk, as in the homoeopathic

triturations, and in the various pills, granules, tablets, etc, in

both of which forms the crystalline structure is destroyed.

Ill the case of Com. v. Goei'soii, tried in Pliiladelpliia in 1883, the

defendant, a homoeopathie physician, of intemperate liabits, was con-

victed of the murder of his wife by arsenic. The theory of possible

medicinal administi-ation. with the possibility also of an overdose hav-

ing beeii given in consequence of the defendant's drunkenness, was ad-

vanced, and a physician of the same school was called by the defence

'See Ferre :

" Arsenicisme pro- Lancet, 1890, i., 119. AVille u. Jor-

fessionel," Tliese, Bordeaux, 188'2. fjer : Corr. - Bl. scbweiz. Aerzte,

Scbnmburg: Yrtijschr. f. aer. 1886, xvi., 242.

Med.. 1893, 8 F., v., 290. Little: ^
gpever : Woolienscbr. f. d. ges.

M. Times and Gaz. , 1870, i., .Wl : Hlk., 1840, ix., 58. Castle: Prov.

Lancet, 184.5, i . i:39. Bird: Lancet, M. and 8. Jour., 1848, 347; N. C.

1843, i., 98. Horst: Wcbnscbr. f. Med. Jour., 1879, iii., 68.

d. gea. Hlk.. 1840. ix., 57. Barton :
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to sliow the propriety of tlie u.se of arsenicum in Bri^iht's disea.se,

from which it was claimed the deceased suffered. As, however, the

([uaiitity of arsenic found in thc^ stomach was four grains, and as it

was present in crystals. Professor Letfman, the exi)ei-t for the prose-

<'ution, very pr(»perly ex})ressed the oi)inion that it had not been trit-

urated and "liad been taken in a soliil form, undissolved and un-

])owdered," and the physician called for the defence admitted that

arsenic in this form "had not been ])re])ared in accordance with the

rules laid down in our (his) school." '

It is only exceptioually, however, autl when it is taken in

the solid form, that arsenic is found in substance in the stomach.

When it is not, the tlieor}' of medicinal administration ma}^ still

be negatived if the ({iiantity found be large. When arsenic is

administered medicially it is in doses which do not exceed O.OOG

gm. (yV grain), and usually in doses of O.OOOO-O.OOo gm.,

(to
~

Tffo grain) three times daily, and continued for a long time,

with periodic interruptions. As arsenic is not a cumulative

poison (see Absorption, Elimination, etc.), the existence of

more than ().(»3 gm. (j grain) of unabsorbed arsenic in the

stomach is not explainable by the supposition of its introduction

by legitimate medicinal administration.

When arsenic is found only in unweighable quantity, and

not in crystals, the exclusion of possible medical administration

as a "reasonable doubt" must be based upon grounds other than

(juantit}^ and form. It has been shown by repeated experiences
that a person may die of arsenical poisoning, and still none of

the poison be detected in the body after death, and the quantity
which is found in the cadaver is only indicative of the dose

taken in so far that it ])roves the minimum of that dose, if it

was taken during life. (See '"Forensic Questions.") The de-

tection of the mere jiresence of arsenic consequently constitutes

one of the factors which, along with symptoms, post-mortem

appearances, and historj^ of administration enters into the sum
of the evidence for or against medicinal administration.

The suppositi(m of medical administration was an important factor

in the defence in two recent caitses celebres. In the case of Reg. v.

Maybrick, tried at Liverpool in 1889, death occurred on the eighth day
after the supposed administration, and no arsenic was found in the

I A. G. F. Goersen v. Coinmouvv. Pa. St. Reps. In tliis connection
Penn., Paper bonk of

"
Plaiutitf in see also Liman in Casper-Liman :

Error." pp. 17, 19. 90. 91 ; also 99th "Handb.. "
8te Ant]., 408.
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sloinach, uliilc m.r aiKtlsst IduiMl O.dl' ^riiiii in six omiccs of liviir, and

atiotliiT l'..'!'J ^raiii in four oiiiums liy lluMlislillatioii proi-css and ().() ti»

ill I'ijrlit oiiiuTs liy till' cliloralc |)n»»'t'.s.s. l'ii\vci;rlial)lt' <niantilii's \vt re

f«)inul also in the kiiliny. Tln' (It'fciice niado frooi] nsc of the \':h-\ llial

this rondit.it)u of atVairs is finially consistent willi a lin^'^erinp;' dialli

from tho criminal administration of to\i<' tloscs, and with death from

other causes and durinjjf or within an uiidetei'niined time ;iftei' tlie ad

ministration of medicinal doses, and souLiht l)y e\cry means to eslali

lish it as a fact that the deceased was or had hi in in tiie hal)it of dos-

iu;r himself witli arsenic. J'rof. William Carter, one of the witnesses

for the crown, in discu.ssinir (he exjx'i't evidence upon this ))oint suh-

setjiiently, very ])i'opt'rly remarks: "It seems, therefore, from tlie

above evidence—and uodouht nnich more of the same j^eueral char-

actor eoulil he collected—that it cannot he certainly concluded that a

l>ei'Son has not been ])oisoned hy ar.senic, if no trace of that substance

U^liscoverable in the tissues fifteen or sixteen days aftei- the onset of

symptoms; nor that he ?uhs^ liave been ])oisoned within that or even

a much longer ])eriod if traces be discoverable. The one tiling', and

tlie only thintr that is certain, is that arsenic forms no jiart of the nor-

mal human tissues, and that when present in them it must have been

introduced from without
;
but wliether introduced feloniously or oth-

erwise must be determined in every case by a consideration of all the

facts in connection with it, and not by the opinions of experts on such

dubious ])oints as the length of time ])ossible since the last administra-

tion, etc."'
'

In the
"
AiTaire Pel," tried at Paris in 1884, the body of one of the

alleged victims Avas exhumed four years after death, and 0.0012 gm.

(0.0185 grain) of arsenic was found in 200 gm. of the "jnirt corresi)ond-

ingto theliver and kidneys," and an unweighable quantity in the "part

corresponding to the abdomen." None was found in tlie brain nor in

the muscular tissue of the thigh. At the trial the defendant claimed that

liis wife (the deceased) had undergone an arsenical treatment during
the last months of her life

;
that the quantity found in her body was

within tlie medicinal dose, and that his wife had hmg been taking ar-

senic medicinally, principally in the form of Fowler's solution.

To this defence Professor Brouardel makes answer :

' '

According to

this li\*iK»thesis the exclu.sive localization of arsenic in the liver is not

readily explained ;
its dissemination in all of the organs, the brain in

particular, is the rule; but in the present condition of science I cannot

say that the explanation of Pel should be absolutely discarded. What
I can aflirm is this : None of the observations which I have made is

antagonistic to a poisoning by arsenic, and the hypothesis of Pel, while

it may not be absolutely rejected, has serious objections against it."''

>

Liverpool Med. -Chir. Jour., 1890,
'^ Ann. d'hv{?., Paris, 1886, 3 a,

p. 138. XV., 131, 18, 32.
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It seems to us that the learned French toxicologist places too much
reliance upon the indications of localization, and that he would have

been upon surer ground had he left the determination of this point to

the jury.

Another method by which arsenic may be medicinally in-

troduced into the human economy is by its existence as an im-

purity in a medicine.

The preparation which is most frequently of forensic inter-

est in this respect is bismuth subnitrate or subcarbonate, partty

because of its liability to contamination with arsenic, and partly

because it is a medicine to which the practitioner naturally re-

sorts for the treatment of cases of gastro-intestinal disturbance

not recognized as arsenical in origin.

In every case of alleged homicidal arsenical poisoning in

which there is history of the administration of bismuth its

arsenical contamination is called in question to account for

arsenic found on analysis.' In one instance a trial for murder

was cut short and the defendant released because it was shown

by the evidence that the deceased had received bismuth sub-

nitrate, and the chemist for the defence thereupon examined ten

samples of the drug and found eight to contain arsenic. A
specimen of the identical stock from which the prescription had

been made up was not available.
"* In another case of supposed

homicide by arsenic the small quantity found in the cadaver

was accounted for by the administration of bismuth subnitrate.^

Two questions are of importance in this connection: 1. The

quantity of arsenic present in bismuth subnitrate. If this can

be determined by an analysis of a sample of the same stock from

which the medicine administered was taken, such determination

should be made. If this be impossible, it must be conceded

that the preparation administered may have contained themaxi-

' In the Maybrick case (Liverpool Jour., 1881-82, iii., 396). In the

Post Report) the bismuth adminis- case of State of Va. r. Emily E.

tered was sliown to be free from Lloyd (1872) the question of arsen-

arseuic. In the Riddle case in ical bismuth seems to have been
Connecticut in 1879 "the defence of importance. (Compare Taylor:
advanced the theory that the arsenic "Poisons," 3d Am. ed., 470, with
found in the exhumed remains had Wormley :

" Micro -Chera. of Poi-

been absorbed from bismuth, of sons," 2d ed., 317)
wliich the deceased had taken large

-

Rogers: Tr. Coll. Phys. , Phila.,

quantities for medicinal purposes" 1857, n. s., iii., 197.

(Chittenden and Lambert : Am. Ch. ^ Brunner : Ph. Jahresb.,1889, 558.

IV.—24
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muni of impurity. Tlio pri>j)<ir<iti(»n is ruri'l}' al)S()Iuti'ly arsenic-

fiiH". (lUimiiit; found all of six samples examined to contain

arsenic.' Ilawkcs
' found lint tme arsenic-free in seven. Cliit-

tenden and Jjamhert
'

found but one arsenic-froe in fourteen.

Salisbury
'

ftiund arsenic in thirteen out of eigiiteen samj)les of

Hubnitrate examined, and in all of live samj^es of subcarlxjiiato.

Baylor
* examined four samples of subnitrate and failed to find

arsenic in any. Coa«l
°

found arsenic in only one of ei^lit

samples of subnitrate examined, and none in six samples of sub-

carbonate.

The highest proportion of arsenic found in recent anal3'sos

was in Coad's exceptional sam])le, which contained O.'.V.] per cent,

of elementary arsenic. Salisbury' made cjuantitativo determi-

nations of three specimens, which contained respective!}' 0.0714,

0.1, and 0.2 percent, (one-fourteenth, one-tenth, and one-fifth

per cent.), calculated as arsenic acid, which would correspond
to 0.0377, 0.0527, and 0.1055 per cent, of elementary arsenic.

This is somewhat below the maximum as given bj'' Stille,' ap-

parently from an analysis of La&saigne in 1855," who says that

0.17 per cent, (one-sixth per cent.) has been knoAvn to occur.

The maximum found b}' Hawkes was 0.0133 per cent., and by
Chittenden and Lambert, 0.0585 per cent.

2. Is the arsenic in bismuth present in a form capable of ab-

sorption? So far as deductions can be drawn from experiments

upon animals, Chittenden and Lambert' have shown that

arsenic was not present in the sample experimented upon in a

form capal)leof being readily absorbed into the S3'stem. It was,

however, absorbed to a slight extent and found in the liver,

spleen, brain, blood, kidney, heart, lungs, and muscles. It does

not exist in the subn iterate in a form soluble in boiling water,

but is dissolved b}' dilute sulfuric acid. It consequently does

not exist there as arsenic trioxid, nor as arsenic acid, but most

probably as bismuth arsenate.

We know of no fatal case of arsenical poisoning attributed

' Chem. News, Mav, 1868, 260. « Amer. Chem., N. Y., 1875, vi.,
- Deut. Amer. Apoth. Ztg., N. Y., 44.

1888. ix., 2-37. 'Wharton and Stille: "Med.
»Amer. Chem. Jour., 1881-82, Jur.," 4th ed., ii., 283.

iii., 898. » J. d. chim. med., 1855, 4 e., i.,
^ Chic. M. Jour, and Exam., 1878, 276.

xxxvi., 601. ^ Loc. cit.

^Tr. M. Soc. Va., 1879, ii., 413.
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to this origin.' Cases of non-fatal poisoning have, however,

occurred from this cause."

Arsenic has also been found to exist as an impurity in sodium

sulfate, and Cameron '

has reported the fatal poisoning o£ ten

cows by impure Glauber's salt, containing over 0.1 per cent.

(8.4 grains to the pound) of arsenic trioxid.

Arsenical magnesium sulfate (Epsom salt) is now frequently

met with, owing to the substitution of magnesian limestone for

marble as a source of carbon dioxid in the manufacture of soda

water. Commercial arsenical sulfuric acid is used, and the

magnesium sulfate produced as a by-product is now an impor-

tant source of that salt. Rattinger^ has shown that the arsenic

is present as an arsenic, and not as an arsenious compound,
and in a proportion of 0.111 gm. to the kilogram. A dose of

this salt of 30 gm. (about 1 5 ) would contain 0.01--3 (one-

fifth grain) of arsenic acid.

Mylius (E.)
'" has found traces of arsenic in commercial so-

dium bicarbonate (salaratus, baking-soda) .

Buchner" has shown that the officinal solution of sesqui-

chlorid of iron (liquor ferri chloridi) frequently contains arsenic,

as an arsenic compound, probably ferric arsenate. As this so-

lution is sometimes used in the prejiaration of the antidote for

arsenic, and as reduced iron and other iron compounds have

also been found to be sometimes contaminated with arsenic,'

it has been suggested that traces of arsenic may thus be intro-

duced into the system in the treatment of a supposed case of

poisoning. This theory was advanced in the Laffarge case, in

1 The early case of Kerner (Hei-
' Fullerton : Am. J. M. Sc, Phila.,

delbergev kl. Anu., 1839, v., 348), 1874, u. s., Ixvii., 280. Uuderliill:

quoted by Wibnier (i., 416), Ortila Cincin. Lane, aud CL, 1878, n. s. ,

("Tox.," 5th ed., ii., 14), and other i., 231. Martiris : J. Soc. d. sc.

writers, of a man who died after med. de Lisboa, 1878, xlii., 307.

symptoms of violent irritant poison- Dalche : Med. Contemp., Lisboa,

ing from a dose containing 8 gm. of 1886, iv., 335.

magistery of bismuth mixed with ^Analyst, London, 1887, xii.,

cream of tartar, and in whose ca- 32.

daver appearances similar to those " Pharm. Jahresb., 1883-84, 515.

observed in arsenical poisoning
* Pharni. Centralh., 1886, u. F. ,

were found, has been supposed to vii., 268.

be due to arsenic. The substance, •> Chemiker Ztg. , 1887, 417; also

however, was delivered by a barber H. Will ; Siiddeutsche Apoth. Ztg.,
in mistake for magnesia, and the 1887, 410.

entire quantity was taken. There " Beckurtz : Pharm. Centralhalle,
seems to be no evidence other than 1883, n. F. , iv., 570. Bergmann :

the barber's statement that it really Ibid., 1888, n. F. , ix. , 94.

was bismutii subnitrate.
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wliii'h tlu> (iiiaiitity of arsiMiic foiiiiii was estimatoil as only

The quostion may also arisi* whether death was caused by
arsenie or by a mistako in tlie antidote achninistered. Thus
]\anko' reports the case of an apoihecary wlio was sentenced to

lino and iniprisoiunent for having at least accelerated the death

of a child, who had taken arsenic in the form of rat poison, by
the administration of li(juc)r ferri sulfnrici oxydati (Liipior ferri

tersulphatis, U. S. P.) in place of the antidote wdiich should

have been prepared fioni it.

Jaroschi
' has reported a poisoning wliicb followed the

administration of glycerol which was apparently arsenical.

The patient was a diabetic who suffered the characteristic

arsenical symptoms in consequence of dosing himself witli large

quantities of glycerol. E. Jahns found arsenic in eight samples
of commercial gl5'cerol examined by him, and Barton found

seven out of eight samples to be arsenical."

Pharmacists' errors of substitution of arsenic for other sub-

stances are of rare occurrence, probably because it is not dis-

pensed in the form of powder. Such errors have, however, oc-

curred, as in a case reported by Preston
''

in which a No. 3

gelatin capsule was filled with arsenic trioxid in mistake for

quinin, and caused severe poisoning. In another case a nurse

caused the death of a boy by giving him white arsenic in mis-

take for magnesia."
Method of Introduction.—In the great majority of cases

arsenic is taken or administered by the mouth, more or less dis-

guised, in homicidal cases, by mixing with food, drink, or medi-

cine. In some instances it has not been mixed with the food

but only placed upon the surface in such manner that the per-

son taking that part would be affected while the remainder of

the mass remained pure. Thus Maschka '

reports the case of a

man who attempted to poison his son by placing coarsely

powdered white arsenic on the surface of the table salt.

Fodere* has reported a case of administration of white

arsenic by the rectum. That of a servant girl executed in 1807

' Tavlor: "Poisons," 2d ed., 410. s ^r. Indiana Med. Soc, 1880,
2 Friedreich's Bl. f. ger. Med., xxx., 47.

1881, xxxii., 273. ^ Ph. J. and Tr., 1870, 3 s., i.. 06.

^Prag. med. Wchnschr., 1889,
•> Friedreich s Bl. f. ger. Med.,

xiv., 308. 1855, vi., iv., 66.

••J. Am. Ch. Soc, 1895, xvii., 883. ** "Med. leg.," iv., 266.
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for having destroyed her mistress by boiling an ounce of arsenic

in a Hqaid subsequently administered as an enema, after having

failed to c'lccomplisli the same object with tartar emetic in a

"tisane." In a homicidal case tried at Otsego, N. Y., in 1800,

the theory of the prosecution was that arsenic had been injected

into the rectum.' Administration by the vagina has occurred

in five instances, in one of which it was self-administered, either

with suicidal intent or to produce abortion.^ Three were homi-

cidal, one unsuccessful
'

;
the others : the case of Lambert Cou-

velance, convicted in 1800 of the murder of his wife,' and the

case of a Finnish peasant who murdered two wives in suc-

cession by this means. The second had been accessory to the

first crime." Another case of vaginal administration is re-

ported to have occurred in Russia in 1890.''

A case was recently reported
'

in which arsenical poisoning,

with the characteristic gastro-intestinal symptoms, was caused

by the application of a mixture of creosote, arsenic, and gly-

cerol in the ear.

Intentional poisoning of wells, a crime of which innocent

persons have been so frequently accused, is not often attempted
with arsenic. One case is reported

*
of an attempt to commit

this crime which proved unsuccessful because of the property of

arsenic of floating upon the surface of water.

Poisoning caused by the inhalation of vapor of white arsenic

is most frequently accidental, occurring either industrially or

by the application of the poison to walls in mistake for paint

(baryta),' or as an insecticide,'" or by burning some material

containing arsenic." In this connection it may be noted that

small quantities of arsenic may be introduced into food cooked

' Peo. V. McCranev, 6 Harris C. * J. d. chini. med., etc., Paris,
R.. 49.

-

1853. 3 s., ix., 690.
- Bri.sken : Vrtljschr. f. ger. Med., »

Ogstou : Londou M. Gaz., 1851,

1864, XXV., 110. n. s., xii., 184.
^
8(-liallgTuber : Zts. f. Sttsarznk., '"Ph. J. and Tr., 1870,3 s., i., 66.

1825, Erg. Hft.
, iv., 303. '' Candles to which arsenic has

* Ansiaux : Zts. f. Sttsarznk., been added to render them harder
1821, ii., 187. (see Hiiseniann : "Handb. d. Tox.,"

^
Mangor : Act. Soc. med. Havn., 817. Errard : Gaz. med. d. Paris,

1793, iii., 178. 1843, 3 s., x., 713. Pegna : L'Orosi,
^Jonstoff: "Westnik obsh. hig. Firenza, 1879, i., 161-164) or wliich

sudeb. i prakt. med.," St. Pet., 1890, are colored with arsenical pigments
vii,, pt. 3, 37. (Lowe: Analyst, London, 1889,

'Prentiss: Therap. Gaz., Detroit, xiv., 83).

1893, 3 s., Tiii., 105.
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ovor a rirt» of wotnl which h.i-^ hem p.iiiili'd willi an arsmicil

jiiLcnn'iit.

llomioidal ailministration ii\ this way lias, however, <uv

curroil. Oxlcy
'

reports tlic convii'tii)n of a man of irian-

slaughter for liavinjj: caused the death of a eliild, and tlio sevei'e

poisonini; of sevi-ii others, hy hurning })yrites at the door of a

small room in whieh they were. Two eases of homicidal poi-

soning in which the administration was hy cigars or smokijig

tohacco impregnated hy arsenic are recorded," the latter of

which proved fatal, and arsenic was found in the viscera.

Poisonings hy the external a})i)lication of arsenic liave been

either accidental or caused by imjiroper medical use. Chris-

tison
'
has collected references to five cases of poisoning by the

apjilication of powdered white arsenic in mistake for face or

hair powder, and Tidy has reported* the deaths of two infants,

upon whose bodies ''violet powder," found on analysis to con-

tain 38.5 per cent, of arsenious oxid, was dusted. Several cases

are recorded of death or severe poisoning caused bj' the applica-

tion of ointments or solutions containing arsenic trioxid to the

uninjured skin to destroy lice or to cure the itch," and a number

in which the application was to a blistered or abraded surface

for the alleged cure of disease.
°

(See Forensic Questions.)

It may be noted that the experiments of Binz and Schulz
'

have demonstrated that poisoning may be caused in animals by
the hypodermic injection of a saturated aqueous solution of

white arsenic or by its application to the conjunctiva, in the

latter case with the production of little more local disturbance

than is produced by a weak salt solution similarly applied.

'Tavlor: "Poisons," 3d Am. ed., covery. Desgrauges : Rec. per. d.

800.
"

1. Soc. d. nied., IT-IG, vi., 22, oint-
2
Schlegel : J. d. prakt. Heilk., ment, recovery. Mitchell: Med.

1827, Ixiv., 13: Friedreich's Bl. f. Times and Gaz., 18o3, n. s., vii.,

ger. Med., 1858, ix., iii., 40. 612, with soft soap, recovery. Beck:
3 "Poisons," Am. ed.. 258. Am. J. M. Sc, 1851, xxii., 259,
4 Lancet, 1878, ii., 250. with gin, death.

'Taylor: Guy's Hosp. Repts.,
« Graham : Glasg. M. J., 18G8-69,

1864,3s., X., 220. ointment, death, n. s., i., 56, death. Cameron:
Fristo: Ann. d'hyg., 1830, iv., 437, Brit. M. Jour., 1890, ii.. 203, death,

ointment, death. "Portalez : J. med.- Speyer : Wclmschr. f. d. ges. Hlk.,

eh. pharm., 1803, v., 60. with oil, 1840, ix., 58, recovery. Errard :

death. Wagner: Wchnsrhr. f. d. Gaz. med. d. Paris, 1842, 2 3., x.,

ges. Hlk., 1839, viii., 213. Pvl : 713, one death, one recovery. Bar-

Aufs. u. Beob.. 1783, i., 43. so'lu- ker : St. Louis M. and S. Jour.,

tion in water, death. Washbourn : 1864, n. s. , i., 29, recovery.
London M. Rev. and Mag., 1799-

'

Arch. f. exper. Path. u. Pharm.,
1800, ii., 197, strong solution, re- 1879, xi., 200-230.
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acute arsenical poisoning.

Lethal Dose.

The question: "What is the smallest quantity of arsenic

capable of destroying human life?" is one which is asked of ex-

perts in every trial for murder by arsenic. It is a question

which, notwithstanding the great number of cases of arsenical

poisoning observed, is still without a satisfactory solution. The
answer usually given places the minimum lethal dose at be-

tween two and four grains (0.13-0.26 gm.). While this is in

consonance with the statements of most writers upon the sub-

ject, it is rather an expression of opinion as to what might occur

than a statement of observed fact.

The opinion that two grains may prove fatal was first ex-

pressed by Hahnemann,' whose belief in the efficacy of small

doses is well known. In its support the observations of Lachese

fils are quoted by many writers.^ He concludes that 0.01 gm.

(one-eighth grain) taken in food may cause vomiting; that

0.02 gm. (one-fourth grain), taken once onl}', causes vomiting,

colic, and prostration ;
that the same quantity repeated next day

renews these symptoms in such force as to render the individual

unfit for work till three or four dajs afterward, and that four

such doses taken at intervals during two days—that is, 0. 1 to

0.13 gm. (one and one-half to two grains) in all—excite gastro-

enteritis and may prove fatal, since two individuals who had

taken this much died, one in seven weeks the other three weeks

later.' It will be observed that this statement, so far as it refers

to a lethal action, applies, not to the administration of one dose,

but of repeated doses, the absorption of which is more perfect.

Moreover, it is questionable whether a death occurring seven or

even three weeks after the taking of such doses can be justly

considered as caused by them directly (see Chronic Poisoning).
' "Ueber die Arsenikvergiftuug,

"
ja noch geschwinder todliclie Ver-

Leipzig, 1786, p. 58. Eiue gerin- giftuug selbst liei einer Person von
gere Menge als fiinf Gran weisser reiferm Alter hervorhringen.
Arsenik u. s. w. unter weniger giin-

'^ Ann. d'liyg. , 1887, xvii., 334-

stigen Umstanden verscliluckt, ver- 350. Quoted by Cbristison, Beck,
rnag das namliche zu tluin ; ja niir Orfila, Tardieu, Taylor, Worniley.
ein bis zwei Grane konneu, wenn "Orfila ("Tox.," 5eme ed., i.,

viele der beiin ersten Grade ange- 425) remarks tliat this last conclu-

zeigten Umstande zusanimen ti'ef- sion "ne saurait etre adopte sans

fen, eine nach verschieduen Tagen, de grandes restrictions."
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Tlu> stalfinriit that O.lo-O.l* gin. (two to tlirco i;raiiis) is,

uiuKt oiTtaiii (iiruinstaiui's, a Ictlial doso is further basinl uju))!

till' rL'|)«)rts of iwi) allegocl cases.' An oxaniinution into the cir-

cumstances of thesi> cases, as given in the t)riginal rejiorts, con-

vinces ns tliat th(> consideration of arsenic as the cause of deatli

in tiieni is purely on the priuciplo oipust hue ergo propler hoe.

The two-j^ruin cas«» is rpi)ortod by H. T. Castle.' It was that of an

adult ffiiialo in win mi abortion bad been recently iiroduced, who took

lialf an ounce of Fowler's solution in unknown doses between Satui--

day and Wednesday, and died on the following Saturday, li.a iii;^ suf-

fered from general ilhies-s and fever, with no sickness, purging, or

other ])artieular ])ain in the stoinaeb, and having bad re])eated attacks

of syneope. shortly after one of which she died. General and intense

inllaunnation of the stoniach and intestines, and an enlarged, i-ed

uterus, bedewed with mucus, were found at the autopsy, and traces

of arsenic were detected in the stomach and liver.

It will be observed that there is no history of the administra-

tion of "two grains of arsenic," but of a quantity of Fowler's

solution containing an amount of potassium arsenite correspond-

ing to two grains of arsenic trioxid. The nature of the symp-
toms and the post-mortem appearances indicate, moreover, that

the abortion had quite as much to do with the death as did the

Fowler's solution.

Letheby"s
» case is that of a "

healthy, robust girl of nineteen years"

who " took about two ounces of fly-water containing two and one-half

grains of white ar.senic
"
at night. She suffered the symptoms of ar-

senical poisonhig, from which she rallied during the following day
and passed a comfortable night. On the second morning she became

drowsy, with a pale, anxious countenance, cold extremities bathed in

clammy poi-spiration, hardly perceptible pulse, and incipient coma. In

this condition she was transferred to the hospital, where the coma be-

came more and more intense until she died, thirty-six hours after hav-

1

Taylor ("Med. Jur.," 11th Am. five days, destroyed tlie life of a

ed., 125, and "Poisons," 3d Am. woman. Tin; same writer cites au-

ed. , 302) :

" The smallest fatal dose other instance, reported by Dr.

of arsenic liitherto recorded is two Lethebv, in which two grains and

grains. Mann ("For. Med. and a half killed a robust, healthy
girl,^

Tox.,'' 431) : "Two {Trains of arseni- acd nitietefn. in thirty-six hours."

ens acid havp proved fatal." Worm- Blvth(" Poisons," 505) : "Thesinall-

lev ("Micro-Chem. of Poisons," 2d est dose of arsenic known to liaye

ed. . 246) :

" In a case quoted hv Dr. proved fatal to a human being is

Tavlor, two grains of the poison, in 0.16 gm. (2* grains)." etc.

the f(irm of Fowler's solution, taken - Piov. M. and S. Jour., 1848, 347.

in divided doses during a period of " Lancet, 1847, i., 44.
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ino" taken the fiy-watei\ On admission to the hospital it is stated that

" when roused she spoke of what she had done and seemed conscious

of her danger." At the autopsy tlie brain was found congested, the

lateral ventricles full of half coagulated blood, the heart flabby, dis-

tended with jelly-like blood, and with hemorrhagic spots on the endo-

cardium ;
the stomach pale, nearly empty, and gamboge yellow toward

the pylorus. Arsenic was found in the tissue of the stomach.

Here again we have not to deal with
" two and one-half grains

of arsenic" but with "about two ounces" of a liquid fly poison,

notoriously variable in composition, which contains potassium

or sodium arsenite, and, in the absence of any statement in the

report as to how the amount of arsenic was determined, we must

consider that the dose taken is not given with sufficient ac-

curacy. It would seem also from the report, although it is not

specifically stated, that the deceased was a suicide and that

much, if not all, of the history previous to entrance in the hos-

pital is hearsaj^ evidence. Conceding, however, that the de-

ceased did take the dose mentioned and was thereby severely

poisoned, the later history of the case and the post-mortem ap-

pearances are much less consistent with death from arsenic

than with death from cerebral hemorrhage.

We have now to consider other cases in which it is claimed

that death has been caused by small doses.

Christison
' refers to the following eases : 1. A case of death in six

hours from four and one-half grains. This is reported ])y Fahren-

horst - and is the case of a boy of four years who received a solution of

arsenic by mistake, suffered from constriction of the oesophagus, retch-

ing, vomiting, cutting pains in the stomach and abdomen, burning
sensation in the pharynx, cramps, trembling, weakness, and collapse,

and died in six hours. The autopsy, made fifteen days after death, re-

vealed the existence of gastritis and duodenitis, the lungs were con-

gested, the pharynx and larynx inflamed, the great vessels full of li-

quid blood and the heart flabby. An analysis of a poi'tion of the liquid

administered to the child showed that it contained arsenic in such pro-

portion that the dose given was four and one-half grains of white ar-

senic. There does not seem to be reason to doubt that death in this

case was caused by arsenic, and, if we may trust the accuracy of quan-
titative analysis made at this early period, we must admit that this

quantity of arsenic may cause the death of a child of the age men-

tioned when given in solution.

1

"Poisous," Am. ed., 232-233. '
Mag. f. d. ges. Heilk., 1823, xx.,

483.
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'J. Tlu> rase of a man wlio diid fniiii taliiii;^' six grains, incntioiii'd

by AlliiTli. the parlicuiars »)f wliicli C 'hrislisoii was uiiaciniaiiilrd willi.

This' is a n'poi't. in a ra.si> of all(>;ii-ii hoiiiicidc, upon llu' (lucstiori

(ninonjjf otliors) wliotluM' II ([uaiitity of arsenic "of llie size of a ])oa"

ami I'slimatcil as wrij^hiiifi;' six «,Taiiis, wliirli tlio accused had (•oiiftsscd

tc) haviuj,'' f^ivcM, was capahh'.of causiiij^ (h-alh. Tn tlic
"
rcspdiisum,"

dated IT.'JS, the tiuestion is evaded, it is considered ])roI)abU! (p. (540)

thai the deceased received a hii'ije amount, and from all llio circurn-

stjuices tlio conclusion is i-eaclud llial lie died of arsenical |)i)isoniiig.

3. The CJisos of two cliildren poisoned by rather h'ss than sixteen

frrains. This is nn instance related by Ajj'uilhon and Barse' of two

children, aj::ed four and a half and seven yeai's, who, belweeJi thein,

ate a quantity of cheese containint^ 0.8 gm. (12.35 grains) of arsenic,

prepared to poison a cat. Both manifested tlic symptoms of arsenical

poisoning, aiul one died on the third day. The symptoms and ])ost-

mortem ai)pearances were consistent with arsenical i)oisoniiig, ami ar

senic was founil in the blood, heart, and contents of tlie stomach. It

is not stated what proportion was taken by the child that died, but even

if it took the entire amount this would still remain the smallest dose of

solid arsenic known to have destroyed a child.

4. A case alluded to by Valentini in which thirty grains of the oxid

killed an adult in six days. This 'Ms a "
responsum

"
to the question

whether a quantity of white arsenic of the size of a bean (fabae magni-
tudine quod pondere drachiuam dimidiam ;e(|uat) was capable of caus-

ing death, made in the allirmative by Valentine in 1052.

"Woodman and Tidy* refer to Sigmond's case and to two cases of

death from external application in wliich the (juajitity presumed to

have been absorbed was small, although indefinite.

The following modern authors are silent upon the subject

of lethal dose: Casper, Filippi, Sever! and Montalti, and v.

Jakscii (Xothnagel). The following state the lethal dose as

between the limits of 0.1 and 0.2 gm. (one and a half to three

gi-ains), without citing any cases in support of the view:

Tardieu, van Hasselt, Hofmann, Husemann, Kobert, Seidel

(Maschka), and Lewin. The dose is similarly stated by

Briand, Chaude and Bouis as 0.05-0.1 gm. (three-fourths to one

and a half grains), and by Wharton and Stille as 0.012-1.15

gm. (one-fifth to twenty-two grains). The following refer to

the cases above cited but to no others in this connection:

Wormley, Taylor, Blyth, Falck, Naunyn (Zierassen), Hills

' "
Jurispr. Med. ,

"
Lips. , 1740, v.

,

^ "
Corp. Jur. Med. -leg.,

"
Francof.,

619. 1722, 182.
- Bull. Ac. de med., 1840, v., 144. ' "For. Med.," 140.
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(Wood's
"
HandLook"), Rabuteau, Lutaud, Gu}' and Ferrier,

and Le Grand dii Saule, Berryer and Pouchet.

A careful search through the medical and pharmaceutical

periodical literature has failed to bring to light any record of

the clearly established death of an adult from a dose of less than

2 gm. (thirty grains) of arsenic in the solid form. This quantity

of commercial white arsenic taken with suicidal intent in water,

by a female of twenty-seven years, caused her death in twenty-
six hours after the manifestation of the characteristic symp-
toms.' Another case is reported^ in which the dose taken was

about the same, although the symptoms did not so closelj" cor-

respond to those of a typical case of arsenical poisoning, and

the poison was, in part at least, in solution. It is the case of

a man of fifty-one years who died in one hour ^

after taking by
mistake a prej)aration for softening the hands supposed to be

chiefly glycerol. The quantity of arsenic taken was estimated

'from knowledge of what was in the bottle and of what re-

mained, and from an anah'sis of the latter as "upward of

twent3'-six grains (1.7 gm.) of arsenious oxid."

It is true that other cases of alleged arsenical poisoning are

on record in which the dose taken is said to have been much

smaller, but in them either the dose is not fixed with sufficient

accurac3% or the death is improperly ascribed to arsenic. The

cases of this character which we have found are the following :

Page
* relates the case of a child of three and a half years who

took eight grains (O.oS-gra.) of arsenic on bread, which had been pre-

pared for i-ats. Copious vomiting was induced by an emetic and in

twenty minutes "the stomach appeared to be free from the drug."
For three days the child was as well as usual, but on the fourtli day
manifested interference of respiration and quick pulse, but had no sick-

ness, purging, or pain, and died on the following morning. At the

autopsy, ten hours after death, there were few traces of inflammation

found in the stomach, and the lungs and pleura* were healthy. The

pericardium was filled with pale, straw-colored, transparent fluid. A
lump of semi-transparent, organized, coagulable lymph was found in

the vena cava close to the auricle, and much more in its cavity. In

' S. M. "Ward: Tlierap. Gaz.
,
De- arsenic in glycerol, one hundred

troit, 1885, 3 s., 519. parts of which (Wurtz : "Diet, de
- D. W. Fiulav: Lancet, London, Chim.," i., 1592) dissolve twenty

1883, ii., 943. parts As.Os.
^ The rapid action might be ex- •*

Lancet, London, 1837, ii., 62G.

plained by the greater solubility of
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the ventricles striiiffs of the sniuc suhstuiice wen> iii(<M'\voveii Avitli (lie

eohmnKi' eariU':!', exteinliiiir into llie aorta aiul nearly lilliii;^'' tin- aiii-i-

eulo V cut rifi liar oiu'iiiiip. The walls of the heart \vcr(> pule, Jlal)l)y, unci

soft. And yet this i-eport is headed :

"
roisoiiinfj;' hy Arsenic" !

In tlM>ease of Ilirani Cole,' «'hai'ff(>d with nnirdei-inp his wile hy
the administration of from thr«'e (o eij,''ht ;.ji-;uiis (0.2 to 0.5 g-ni. ) of ar-

senie and one and a half ounees (45 e.<'. ) of lundainnn, the symptoms
were distinetly tho.s(> of strychnin. Prof«'ssor Cassel, whc) made the

analysis, fonnd ai-senic in small qnantity in the liver,
"

l»iit imi nioie

than I (lie) should exj>ect from previously taUin<r arsenical ])r('i)ara-

tions in medicinal doses," and further testilie<l that he: "Thou^iht that

I (he) di>lect<'d slight traces of strychnin, hut nothiii;,'' U])oii which I (he)

could rely. Wish to he under.stood as sayin<^ that I (he) lonnd none.

Found no poison in the stomach." It is hif^htly probal)le that this was
a ca.se of strychnin poisoniiifj in which the detection in the stomach

failed because of insuilicicnt i)urilicatiou of the residue tested.

In this connection it should be mentioned that the dose taken

is mentioned in a small [iroportion onl}' of the cases reported,*

and that it is most exceptional that the dose is accurately known
in homicidal cases.

^

There are also numerous instances upon record, in which

very severe poisoning has been caused in adults by doses as

small as 0.0G5 gm. (one grain), and in children by even less

quantities. And it may be conceded that in some of these cases

death might have resulted had not the patients received suitable

treatment.'

'Mixer: Ohio M. and S. Jour.,
1858-59, xi., 273.

-

Only in nine cases of which we
have knowledge.

3 Christison (Edinb. M. and S.

Jour., 1830, xxxiii., G7) ; Six per-
sons poisoned hy 0.065 (one grain)
each in champagne. Murray (Lan-
cet, L(jiidoii, 1838, i., 54) : Male,
twenty- two, severe poisoning by 1

gm. ("fifteen grains) "white arsen-
ic." Recoverv in five days. Burne
(Lancet, London, 1839, i., 416) : Fe-

male, adult, "in inuniuent danger
from debility and exhaustion."
Had taken (3.013 gm. {:^^, grain)
AsoOa in tour pills in three davs.

Taylor (Guv's Hosp. Rppt., 1841,
iv., 29) : Male, forty, female, fifty-
two, .severely poisoned by about
0.13 (two grains), and child, sixteen

months, by 0.022 gm. (one-third

gi'ain) taken in ])ort wine. Bissel

(Am. J. M. Sc.,1848, n. s., xvi., 121):

Male, twenty-seven. Suicide, se-

verely poisoned by 1.3 gm. (twenty
grains). Caner (M. and S. Reptr.,
I^hila., 1878, xxxviii, 359) : Female,
twenty-fcmr. Suicide, severe poi-

soning from O.G.'i-l.O gm. (ten to

fifteen grains) of "ar.senic." "A
North Carolina Flivsician" (N. C.

M. Jour., 1879, iii., 68): Male, adult.

Symptoms of poisoning, including
violent abdominal jiain, from three

doses of ten drops each of Fowler's
solution (

= 0.02 gm. = three-tenths

grain As^Os) . Powell (Westm.
Hosp. Rept., 1889, v., 215) : Male,

forty. Took three tablespoonfuls of

Fowler's solution (nearly 0.4 gm.—
6 gra. AsaOs) with suicidal intent
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On the other hand, numerous instances of recovery after

taking large quantities of white arsenic (15 gni. = half ounce

and over) have been reported, among which are several in

which the amount has been from 30 gm. (one oimce) to 60 gra.

(two ounces).' In these cases, however, the poison has either

been taken in lumps,
^

or early and copious vomiting has re-

moved it before time for solution and absorption has elapsed.

The influence of milk and other articles of food containing fat

in impeding solution has already been noted.

In a few cases, however, notal)le quantities of white arsenic

have remained in the stomach imder circumstances apparently

favoring absorption, without causing death :

Kelso ^
reports the case of a girl of eight yeai's who took almost half

an ounce (15.5 gni.) of ])owdered white arsenic, mixed with oatmeal.

In one and a half hours she was listless ;
the pulse was weak, flutter-

ing, and unequal ;
the respiration was slow and imperfect ;

there

were heat and pain in the throat and stomach, and nausea. Chalk,

magnesia, and ferric hydrate were atlministered, and the patient recov-

ered. The history details the other symptoms of arsenical poisoning,
but does not refer to vomiting.

In Jackson's case, cited above, a man of twenty-eight years took

not less than two ovnices (62 gm.) of white arsenic on an empty stom-

ach. The greater part of it remained in the stomach for six hours.

Zinc sulfate and ferric hj-drate were administered, and the patient re-

covered.

Owing to the variations in the rapidity and perfection of

the absorption of arsenic under varying conditions, and the

differences in the time during which in different cases the

process is allowed by circumstances to continue, it is probable
that it will remain impossible to foretell the effects of any given

quantity of arsenic when taken into the stomach. But it seems

Caused immediate vomitijig and v., 43) : Two ounces less a table-

very severe poisoning, from wbicb spoonful (about 40 gtn.). Underliill
he recovered in fourteen days. Ar- (Lancet, 1844, 11., 282) : Two table-

seuic was detected In tbe urine of spoonfuls (about 47 gm.). Jaiu'esb.

tbe fifth day, l)ut not In that of the f. Staatsarznk., 1809, ii., 181.

sixth. Bryant (Lancet, 1852, ii., 299) ;

'Cornish: Lancet, 1849, 1., 35 Jackson (Am. J. M. Sc, 1858, 77) :

(two cases). Radeniaker (Ricbni. two ounces (62 gm.).
and Loulsv. M. Jour., 1873, xv.,

'^ As in a case cited by H. C.

383) : About one ounce (31 gm.). Wood: "Mat. Med. and Tox.," 1874,
Walsh (Annalist, N. Y., 1849, iii., 320.

136): 600 grains (39 gm.). Bar- ^
Lancet, 1844, ii., 154.

num (N. Y. Med. Reposlt., 1803,
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possible tli;it at smin- rutun' liinc tlH> (iiu'stiiui coiu'tTiiiiiL;" l(>llial

doso iiKn . in a stuiu-wlial iiu m1 iticd rurin, bccoinc iiitUM ticrmiti'ly

aiiswi>nil>lo. ^\'llat is tlic sinallcst (iiiaiit Hy of ahsorhrd ai-sciiic

capaMo of drst raving lift V

All iiulicatioii lowanl an aiiswrr to this (|U»'sli(in was at-

tt'inptcil by oxi)oriinonts upon dogs by Rouyer and lA'li/.,' wbo

found tbat tbo absorption of ().0(>()(i gin. p«i- kilogram of body

Avoigbt (.00-42 grain per pound) was capable of causing syni])-

toins of poisoning; tbat 0.00-25 gm. per kilogram (.018 grain

\Mn' pound) caused severe poisoning and sometimes deatb i?i

twenty-four bours; and thatO.OO;} gm. ])er kilogram (.021 grain

jx^r i>ound) always caused death in eiglit bours. These results

would placo the lethal dose for a man of one hundred and fifty

pounds at 2.7-:^. 15 grains (0.17-0.20 gm. per kilogram) of ab-

sorbed arsenic. Such calculations, however, based upon experi-

ments upon animals, are to bo considered merely as indications,

and are by no means to be relied upon.

The determination of the minimum lethal dose of absorbed

arsenic may ultimately be reached by a comparison of two

series of quantitative determinations: (1) The total quantity of

arsenic eliminatod in non-fatal cases; and (2) the sum of the

quantity eliminated during life and that remaining in the body
in fatal cases.

It is possible, by careful but most elaborate analyses, to de-

termine with approximate accuracy the quantity of absorbed

arsenic remaining in the body after death. Such determinations

have, so far as we know, been made in two instances only :

Johnson and Chittenden
^
estimated the total arsenic trioxid

in the body of a woman (in a caseof homicide) as 5.2261 grains

in the entire body, of which the stomach, spleen, intestines, and

uterus contained 1.2255 grains, leaving a trifle over four grains

(0.2G gm.) of absorbed arsenic. In another homicidal case Chit-

tenden' estimated the total amount of arsenic trioxid in the

cadaver of a woman as 3.1192 grains, of which 0.472 grain was

in the stomach and intestines, leaving 2. 6472 grains (0.1721 gm.)

in the remainder of the body. In the case last referred to,

however, the bodj^ was found floating in shallow water, and

there were some grounds for the belief that the deceased had

' Pari.s med.. 1875-76, i., 962.
' Am. Cli. Jour., 1880-Rl, ii.. 332.

from Gaz. d. liop.
^ Am. Cli. Jour., 1883-84, v., 8.
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been addicted to the use of arsenic during life, hence it cannot

be considered as certain that arsenic was the sole cause of death.

The determination of the total amount eliminated, while ap-

parently a much simpler problem, is only possible under excep-

tional circumstances. Arsenic is eliminated, not by the kidneys

alone, but by the liver as well. Bingle}-
'

reports the analysis

of the cadaver of a woman who died in about six hours, in

which 1.13 grains (0.0735 gm.) of arsenic trioxid were found in

the gall bladder and bile. Consequently, when the poison is

taken by the mouth, the arsenic eliminated by the liver becomes

mixed with that which has remained unabsorbed in the intes-

tines and cannot be estimated. The only cases therefore

available for the determination of the quantity eliminated are

either those in which the administration is by a channel other

than the alimentary canal, or those in which purging does not

occur, in which death occurs early, and in which the gallbladder
is found filled with bile. Both of these classes of cases are of

rare occurrence and, so far as we know, have not been examined

with a view to determining this question.
The question of the amount of the lethal dose loses much of

its apparent importance when we consider that the conditions

under which analyses are made in alleged homicidal cases are

only most exceptionally such that the amount taken can be de-

termined, even by the most elaborate analysis of sampled por-

tions of all the organs and tissues of the body, of all the excreta

and of all of the vomited matter. If any portion of these ma-
terials be lost the quantity of arsenic found in tlie remainder is

only a portion of that taken and, a fortiori, the amount found

in the stomach alone is but an undetermined fraction of the

quantit}^ taken. Indeed, it is quite possible that a person may
be killed by arsenic and no determinable quantity remain in the

bod}' after death. (See Absorption, etc., and Forensic Ques-
tions.)

Duration.

Interval Before Appearance of Symptoms.—The first

manifestations of the symptoms of arsenical poisoning usually

appear in from half an hour to an hour after the poison has been

swallowed.
*

Lancet, 1864, i., 697, 733.
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This inlt>rv,il has oxreptionally hci'ii of Ioks duration, In-

(Itvil, several oases have been iH'jK)rtt'(l
in Avliich tho action has

luvn (losrrihcil as bt^inir "immediate."

In ».>ne ease, ro])orted by Di-. lliiT,' a woman took a glassful

of a saturated solution, fell directly and died instantly, without

a strugi^le. As this is tho only case of which wo Ihul mention

in which death has beiu said to follow in so short a time, as it

was a suicide, and as the report contains no account of attend-

ant circumstances, post-mortem or analysis, we believe rather

that death was duo to some other cause than that arsenic should

produce results so much at variance with other observations,

Taylor
'

reports the case of a woman of twentj'-two 5'ears,

who was immediately attacked with violent pain, etc, on tak-

ing two drachms (7.78 gm.) of powdered arsenic in warm water

on an empty stomach. This was a suicide. In considering such

cases in this connection it must be remembered that previous
doses may have been taken, and that, in the absence of proof to

the contrar}' in the report, the time may have been fixed by
the statements of the patient, which for our present purpose are

liable to be mipleading. In homicidal cases, also, tho possibility

of previous and unknown administrations must be held in view.

It is only in cases of accidental poisoning in which the time of

taking the poison is definitelj^ known and in which previous
doses are clearl}' out of the question that we find reliable data as

to time,

Shaw 3 relates the poisoninj^ of a family of seven persons by an

ounce or more of arsenic baked in a meat pudding, A girl of five

years was attacked immediately, and died in about six hours. The

symptoms in the othei's appeared "in a slaoi-t time."

Shepard^ reports the case of a man, a suicide, who took about an

ounce (31 gm.)of arsenic in beer, and vomited immediately,

Taylor^ states that "in the case of Lofthouse, tried at the York
Lent Assizes in 1835, the s\miptoms were proved to have attacked the

deceased wliile he was in the act of eating a cake in which the poi.son

was administered.

In the case of State v. Sager, cited by Elwell,Hried in Maine in

1834, great distress was experienced immediately after taking the

'Lancet. 1845, ii., 432. •» Tr. S. Car. M. Assoc, 1880,
'' Guv's Hosp. Rep., 1851-52, 2 s., xxx., 21.

vii., 203. 5
-'Poisons," 8d Am. ed., 288.

3
Lancet, 1879, i., 699. «

"Malpractice and Evidence,"
1860, 504.
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poison, -whicli had been added to wine in which an eog- ]iad been
stu'red. (See also Horsford's case below.)

When the interval is short the poisoning is usually severe in

character, and its duration short if it terminate fatally. Thus
of ten fatal cases in which the interval preceding the manifesta-

tion of symptoms was less than twenty minutes the patients ex-

pired in the following times: immediately, 3, G, CA, 8, 8, 84-0,

9, 18, and 24 houi-s. In the case of longest duration (Shepard's

case, see ahove), there were remissions, and the final attack was

rapidly fatal. The poison was taken in the afternoon and pro-
duced vomiting, which lasted during the night, with little or no

pain. The next morning he went into the street and in about an
hour was seized with terrible sj^asmodic pain in the epigastrium,
after which the pain ceased and he slept lightly occasionally.
In three hours he was again seized with violent epigastric jiain,

terrible vomiting and purging, finally became delirious and died

in convulsions.

Recovery is in some instances slow, the acute attack leaving
the patient greatl}^ exhausted and being succeeded by chills,

cramps in the abdomen and legs, pain in the back and trembling,
which persist for several days.' In other cases, however, re-

covery progresses rapidly."

The rapid appearance of symptoms does not seem to depend
upon the form in which the poison is taken. Thus in one of

the cases cited above, in which they were immediately mani-
fested (lliff 's case) the poison was in saturated solution, while
in another (Lofthouse) it was baked in a cake. Moreover, in

several instances in which the same poisoned food has been
eaten by several persons the symptoms appeared earlier in some
than in others.

Paterson ^
relates an instance in which arsenic was used in mistake

for flour and was thus served in an oyster soup to the guests at a din-

ner party. They were all seized with sickness and vomiting. One of

the ladies was taken before she had finished her soup.
An accidental poisoning of a family consisting of father, mother,

two girls, and a boy was caused by using water contaminated with ar-

senic to prepare a dish of bacon and greens.^ One of the girls, aged!

'Hemenwav: M. News, Phila.,
» Edinb. Med. Jour., 1857, ill., 397.

1883, xliii., 456. ^ Prov. M. and S. Jour., 1841, ill.,
'

Taylor : Guy's Hosp. Rep. , 1851- 257.

52, 3 s., vii., 203 (two cases) .

IV. -25
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t wo ycai-s, \\;is attuokt'd in ,i t'lw niiiiulcs, afh'i-w :utl tin- iiiotluM', then

(lu> «>llu'r f^irl, airiul llirtu' ami a lialf Vfai's, and tin- !>ci\ . aiul linally (lio

fallitT. 'riit> falluM* ami tlit> two •j^'irls dictl.

A iiuiiiImt of ;^u('st.s at a liolcl in Winona. 111., were poisoned by
biscuit t'«)nUunin<if iirseni*'.' One liad ininu-diate nausea, retehinj^, and

voniitinjr, wliile in anothiT tlie symptoms apjH'ared only after several

boiirs, anil \v(>re then ohscnred by hyst(>ria. Some took larj^e doses of

«Mnelies, ami these apparently sull'ered luosi. (.See also Shaw's ojise

above.)

Nor is the acceleration of symptoms due sole!}' to the magni-
tiulo of the dose taken. Thus in a case reported' by Goschier,''

Imrning pain in the throat and stomach were experienced by a

man of twenty-four years within five minutes after taking 2

gm. (thirty-one grains) of arsenic, dissohed and suspended in

water. This amount is much less than has been taken in cases

in which the appearance of symptoms has been delayed be3^ond

the average period. In ten instances of short interval in wliich

theamounts taken are given, these have been: 2, 3.9, 5.8, 5.8,-

8.7, 7.8, 7.8, ll.G, 15.6, 15. H, and 31 gm.
In cases such as Shaw's and that of Lofthouse, cited above,

in which the poison is taken in such form as to preclude the

possibility of absorption in so short a period, the first effects

must be due to a local action upon a stomach peculiarly sensitive.

Instances are also recorded in which the interval has been

prolonged to two hours or more.' The longest duration of the

interval of which we can find record has been nine hours:

Ryan"* reported this case, which was that of a man of thirty-five

years, who, after a week's debauch, took half an ounce (15.6 gm.) of

"ai'senious acid" iu porter, adding water to get the dregs. The poi-

' Horsford : Phila. M. and S. xviii., 78. Heebner : M. and S.

Reptr., 1807, xvi., 45. Reptr., 1887, Ivi., 187. Winniier:

«AlIg. Wien. med. Ztg., 1877, Mag. f. d. Staatsarznk.,1846, v.,227.

xxii., 156. Ward: Edinb. M. and S. Jour.,
* Cases in which the interval has 1830, xxxiii., 61. Cameron: N. Y.

been from two to three hours will M. Press, 1858-59, i., 44. Foster:

be foinid reported by Williams: Lancet, 1840-41, ii., 305. Bissel :

Lancet 1840, i., 706. McGee : Lan- Am. Jour. M. S.
, 1848, n. s., xvi.,

ret, 1849, i.. 311. Booth : London 121. Bryant : Lancet, 1852, ii., 299.

M. Gaz., 1834, xiv., 02. Todd: Ogston : London M. Gaz., 1851, n.

Tavlor, "Poisons," 3d Am. ed., 288. s.
, xii., 181. Devergie : J. univ.

Giraud: Tr. M and Pbvs. Soc, etbebd., etc., 1832, vi., .333. Or-

Bombav, 1849, ix., 236. Cotting : fila : "Tox ," 5th ed., i., 390, 393.

Boston" M. and S. Jour., 1838,
^
Lancet, 1851, i., 410.
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Bon was taken at 2 p.m. At 11 P.M. lie vomited, but did not get out

of bed until 7:30 the next morning, when he vomited and suffered

from thirst, but did not complain of pain. At 1 P.M. he was found

greatly prostrated, almost pulseless, and suffering great pain and in-

tense thirst. The symptoms of intense gastro-intestinal irritation con-

tinued for two days and twenty-two hours, when he died. Dr. Ryan
observes "the fact of a week's tippling so completely enervating, nar-

cotizing the stomach as to incapacitate it from its usual healthy action,

and in its deranged state allowing the common effects of the poison to

be delayed."

In another case, reported by Tonnelier,' the interval seems

to have been eight hours, although the facts, depending to some
extent upon the statements of a suicide, are not so positively

established as they might be.

A girl of nineteen years confessed to having taken arsenic during
the morning, and it was thought that she took it at eleven o'clock in

soup. No very serious consequences were observed before evening,

although she several times changed color and gave other signs of suf-

fering and anxiety. She dined fairly well at 2 P.M. At 7 P.M. she

vomited with extreme violence. She was seen at 11 p.m. by Tonnelier,
who observed the symptoms of severe arsenical poisoning. She died

at 5 A.M. She had made two previous attempts at suicide by arsenic,

the first nine months previously. In the contents of the stomach was
found a cyst, su])posed to have been formed by the gastric mucous

membrane, in which traces of the vessels could be seen and in the in-

terior of which were thin partitions, forming a cellular structure con-

taining fragments of crystalline arsenic of vai'ying size. In the opin-
tion of Dupuytren, this cyst dated from one of the previous attempts at

suicide.

Two cases have been reported in which the interval was six

hours, in both of which death occurred within two hours after

the first symptoms:

Fox- reported the case of a man of twenty-one who took by acci-

dent a teaspoonful (= 3iss.= 5.8 gm.) of arsenic trioxid, mixed with

flour. In three hours vomiting was i)rovoked by an emetic, and in a
few minutes he seemed quite well. In six hours there were svulden

diarrhoea, and vomiting without any of the irritative symptoms of ar-

senic. He died in about seven hours.

Virchow ^ describes the case of a man of forty years who took a

' J. d. med., chir., etpharm., etc.,
- Lancet, 1848, ii., 503.

an X. (1802), iv., 1.5. Flandin :
» ^rcb. f. path. Anat., 1869,

'Tr. d. Poisons," i., 530. Orfiia : xlvii.,534.
Tox.," 5th ed., i., 381

u
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tabl»>si)Ooiiful (=3vi.= 23.3 }rni.) of nrsonic tiioxid in line powdi-r.

Syiiiptoiiis of ni-scnirul poisoning a])i)(ar((l in six liouis, ami he dird in

ciirlit lidurs.

In two instances tho interval was about five hours. In one

of these the Siinie dilVeronce in tlie tiim^ of action in ditlcrcnt

pei*sons whii'h has Uvi^w remarked when tho interval is short

was oltsorved :

Taylor' describes the poisoninj!: of a hoy of six- years and two g'ii-la

of fifteen and idne years who took at tlie same time a quantity of ar-

scMiic trioxid nnxed with flour and sii^^ai-. The symptoms appeared in

the boy in two liours, and in the girls only in live lioiu-s.

Thomson* relates the poisoning of a woman of fifty years who took

a quantity of lly powder consisting of chrome yellow and Avhite arsenic,

containing at least forty grains (2.6 gm.) of the latter, at 3 P.M. No
ill etVects were observed mitil evening.

The symptoms of ar.senical poisoning are modified and de-

layed when it is taken in conjunction with opium, or by a per-

son already under the influence of opiates. This affords some

explanation of the peculiarities of the following case, reported

by Clegg :

^

A girl of seventeen years, a confirmed opium eater, took a teasjioon-

ful of white arsenic (= Iiss.=;5.8 gm.) before 12:30 a.m. At 4 p.m.

she appeared as if intoxicated, dull, and reeling. Thei-e was neither

distress, vomiting, diarrhoea, nor burning in the throat or epigastrium.
She had been once sick after dinner. Vomiting was induced by an

emetic. At 9 p.m. there were still no arsenical .symptoms. At llr.'^O

the next morning, twenty-three hoiu-s after the ar.senic had been taken,

there was sudden excruciating pain in the body and excessive prostra-

tion. She went upstairs to lie down, and at 12 M. was found dead at her

bedside. Arsenic was found in abundance in the vomited matters, and
arsenic in substance in the stomach.

The appearance of symjatoms is also delayed w^hen arsenic is

taken by a person already under the influence of alcohol. This

is shown b}- Rj-an's case, cited above, as well as b}' others :

\Vard ^ relates the case of a boy of seventeen years who, after a de-

bauch and seventeen hours after having taken food, swallowed thi-ee

'Guy's Hosp. Rept, 1865, 3 s.,
» Med. Times, Loudon, 1849,

xi.. 277. xix.. 26.

-Lancet, 18.53, 11., 480; Med. •» Edinb. M. and S. Jour., 1830.
Chir. Rev., 1854, 294. xxxill., 61.
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drachms (11.7 gni.) of arsenic in water. He was disposed to sleep and

severe synii^touis only appeared in two and one-half hours.

Another man of thirty years,
' while drunk, took at least two ounces

(62 gm.), which acted between two and three hours later.

(See Gerard's case below, and Storer's case p. 401.)

If, as has occasionally occurred, the person goes to sleep

after taking arsenic the appearance of symptoms is usually de-

layed :

Chi'istison
-

quotes a case of Macauley's in which a man took seven

drachms (27.2 gm.) of the poison at 8 P.M., went to bed at 9:30, and

slept until 11, when he awoke with slight pain.

In the case of Rex v. Mary Smith," tried at Edinburgh in 1827,

one dose was administered at night, the girl immediately went to bed,

and no symptoms were observed until six o'clock the next morning.
A man * who took a quantity of the trisulfid by mistake went to

sleep, and was awakened three hours later by violent abdominal pain.

Delayed symptoms are caused rather by the fact that the

poison was taken in a form difficult of solution, or by interfer-

ence with absorption, than by smallness of dose. In nine cases

of delayed sj^mptoms in which the doses are stated they were:

1.3, 2.6, 5.8, 11.7, 15.6, 15.6, 27.3, 62 and 62 gm. (two grains
to two ounces).

When the interval is long the poisoning has been in most

instances severe and rapidly fatal. Of twentj^-nine cases in

which symptoms were late in appearing twenty-one terminated

in death, and of these thirteen in less than twenty-four hours.

The following are instances of delayed action with rapidly

fatal termination :

A man " who drank a pint of brandy daily was observed to take ar-

senic. He contiuiied perfectly tranquil for nearly live hours, when he

vomited a little
;
coldness of the extremities and spasmodic flexion of

the legs soon followed, and in a few minutes more he died.

A man '^ took a teaspoonful of arsenious acid mixed with flour.

An emetic was administei-ed, and acted in three hours. He seemed

quite well until, six hours after taking the jwison, he was suddenly at-

tacked with diarrhoea and vomiting, and died in about seven hours.

'

Bryant: Lancet, 1862. ii., 299. ^
Devergie : "Med. leg.," 3d ed. ,

'
"Poisons," Am. ed., 235. iii., 519.

^Edinb. M. and S. Jour., 1827,
' Q^rf^j.^

. Re^ m^^l Paris, 1832,

xxvii., 45u. Christison : "Pol- vii., 105.

sons," Am. ed., 286. Elwell :
« Fox : Lancet, 1848, ji. , 503.

"Malpr. and Evid.," 1860, 500.
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A man of forty-live yi'jirs
' took :iliiiui 11' l;iii. itliicc (li-;icliins)(>r jjow-

tlt'i'od \vliit<' arsniio ill water ulS a.m. 1I<' wciii alxmt biddiiij^' adifii

to lii.s friiMids, it'tuiiu'd at al)out lU A.M. and coiiscnti'd to taU(> an
tMiiflu". At 1 I'.M.. not liaviufjf ])revionsly ('xporicnccd any snn'('riii}>:,

li(» coiuiilaiiHil of a .sciisr ol' ronstrictioii in tin* stomafh, liiiiiiiii;^- licat,

thirst, etc.. aiul died at 5 WM.

A woman '•' took hall an ounce (15. d j^'m.) of ai'.senic. In one iiour

vonntini:: was provok(>d by an emetic. One liour latei- she was taken

with s\nii>t<inis of col lapse, and dird in six and oncdial f lioiirs after

havinj;: taken the j)oison.

On the other baud, iu eight cases of long interval life has

been prolonged for from forty-one hours to twenty-four days."

Period Until Death.—The usual duration of a fatal case

of acute arsenical poisoning is about twenty-nine hours.

Leaving out of consideration three doubtful cases/ the short-

est duration which has been observed is one hour, in a case in

which the poison was taken in a most exceptional form, greatly

favoring solution and absorption.

Finlay* reports this case, which is that of a man of fifty-one years
who took twenty-six <;rains (1.7 gni.) of white arsenic in glyceroh
He was almost immediately seized with a feehng of faintness and with

collapse; there was .slight pain in the epigastrium. In half an hour

the skin was cold
;
the face covered with clammy sweat

;
the pulse

slow and very feeble
;
the respiration shallow

;
the pu])ils somewhat

dilated, acting to light. There wei-e appearances of collapse, head-

ache, epigastric pain, and a sense of constriction across the chest. He
was quite conscious, speedily became j)ulseless, sank rapidly, and died

in one hour. The ])ost-mortem showed the lungs to be emphy.sema-
tous and engorged. The right heart contained Huid blood and clots,

the left was contracted and nearly empty. There were many ecchymoses
iu the endocardium of the left ventricle. The mucous membrane of

' Missa : Arcli. gen. denied., 1825, hours. Devergie (J. mi. et bebd.

vii., 14. Orfila: "Tox.," oth ed., d. med., etc., 1832, vi., 'i-VA) ,
three

i.
,
390. cases: four, tliirteen, and twenty-

- Booth : London Med. Gaz.
, 1834, nine davs

;
London M. Gaz.

,
1841-

xiv., 62. 42, 288, six days.
=* Ward (Edinb. M. and S. J.,

* IHflf's case, quoted above :" im-

1830. xxxiii., 61), fortv-one hours. mediate." Thompson's case, quoted
Giraud (Tr. M. and Phys. See, by Taylor ("Poisons," 3d Am. ed.,

Bombay, 1849, ix., 236), forty-one 303), twenty minutes. Case of Clara

hours. Eyan (London M. Gaz., Ann Smith (London M. and S. Jour.,

1851, n. s., xii., 722), seventy hours. 1834-35. 760, and London M. Gaz.,
Williams (Lancet. 1840, i., 706), 1835, xv., 519), one hour,

fourth day. O^ston (London M. ^
Lancet, 1883, ii., 943. See also

Gaz.. 1851, n. s., xii., 181), one p. 379 ante.

hundred and seventeen and a half
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the stomach was intensely congested, and showed a few small ecchy-
moses but no erosions. Arsenic in large quantity was found in the tis-

sue and contents of the stomach.

The shortest duration which has been observed under usual

conditions is two hours, and of this several instances are re-

corded :

Foster' relates the circumstance of a woman aged thirty-seven

years, who poisoned herself and her two-and-a-half-year-old child

with arsenic mixed with the yolk of egg. Both died
;
the woman in

three and one-half hours, the child in two hours.

An army officer* took a large quantity of coarsely powdered ar-

senic, refused all treatment, and died in two hours.

A woman ^ took a large dose of arsenic and died within two hours.

Upward of an ounce (31 gm.) of ai'senic trioxid was found in the

stomach.

An individual'* died with narcotic symptoms only within two hours

after having taken nearly a quarter of a ]:)Ound (227 gm.) of arsenic.

A woman * of twenty-seven years died in collai)se two and a half

hours after having taken one hundred and fifty grains (9.7 gm.) of

arsenic in fine powder suspended in water.

A woman " in her twentieth year died two and one-half hours after

having taken two ounces (62 gm.) of arsenic. She had had violent

vomitings by which most of the poison was ejected.

Besides the above we have collected from the medical litera-

ture 49 cases in which death occurred in 10 hours or less: 3 in

3 hours; 8 in 4 hours; G in 5 hours, 1 in 6 hours; 11 in 7 hours;
5 in 8 hours; 7 in 9 hours; and 3 in 10 hours.

So far as we are aware no recent homicidal case has occurred

in which a rapid fatality has been the ground for question as to

the cause of death, although Cauvet '

reports a French case in

1875 in which the deceased died only four hours after, the sup-

posed administration, having suffered from colic, diarrhoea, and

vomiting on the day preceding, and from vomiting, diarrhoea,

thirst, weakness and cramps in the legs after having taken

the soup alleged to have been poisoned. From a portion of the

intestine 1.73 gm. of arsenic trioxid were separated.
'

Lancet, 1840-41, 11., 305. ^
Taylor : Guy's Hosp. Repts.,

^Diebeig: Friedr. Bl. f. ger. 1850-51. 3 s.. vii., 183.

Med., 1866, xvii., 53. « Dymock : Edinb. M. and S.
'
Clegg. cited by Taylor: "Poi- Jour., 1843, lix., 350.

sons." 3d Am. ed.,297, 303. •" Ann. d'hyg., 1875, 2 s., xliii.,

''Macauley: Cbristison, "Poi- 350.

sous," Am. ed., 243.
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Taylor' states, how r\cr, tliat in llic case of Rliymos, tried in

ISll. it was s()UL;lit to irt'iT llic iilc( i-.iiK 111 fMinid in tho stoiiiac'h

to sonu> I'auso other than arsinic, the (Icccasfd liaviii<4' died in

ton honrs after th(> alleyeil aihninistralion. Chrisli.son also'

states tliat dnring the eontrovorsy whii-h succeeded the trial of

Kex r. Russell and Leny, at tlio Lewes Summer Assizes in IHW,
inwhifh tlu> fornu'r was convicted of tluMnurder of her hus-

banil, who had died throe hours afti'r the allei^ed administration,

it was claimed hy one of the parties, amonj^ other reasons for

believing arsenic not to have been the cause of death, that this

poison never proves fatal in so short a time as three hours.

The same ground was taken bj' several medical witnesses for

the defence upt)n iho trial. It does not seem probable that a

defence based upon this ground, if attempied, could be main-

tained at the present time.

In many instances also the victim of arsenic has survivied for

a much longer period than twenty-four hours and has finally

succumbed, either to a prolonged acute poisoning terminating

in death from exhaustion, or to a chronic poisoning succeeding

the acute attack :

Patersou ' relates the instance of a woman of thirty-five years who

took, with suicidal intent, au unknown (luautity of white arsenic. She

was found early in the evening suffering from sickness, vomiting, and

purging, wliich increased in severity until the morning, when the

symptoms were very much like those of cholera, except that the vom-

ited matter was like thin coffee grounds ; pulse feeble ; tongue white
;

epigastrium tender. There was then no susjiicion of poisoning, and

the treatment consisted in the administration of opiates and the applica-

tion of mustai-d cataplasms. Next day the symptoms were all much

aggravated ;
abdomen very tender to the touch ; pulse much weaker,

more rajiid ; everything taken into the stomach rejected ; purging fre-

quent, with sti-aining and pain. The condition remained nuich tlie

same until next morning, when she died convulsed, sixty hours after

having been found. Arsenic in substance, tinged with sulfid, was

found in the stomach, vhich was inflamed.

A somewhat .similar instance, but of longer duration, is that of the

Due de Pra.slin '
: At 3 p.m. August 18th, 1847, he was seen in health.

(He was under suspicion of having assassinated his wife the previous

night.) At 10 P.M. he was taken with vomiting, had a very feeble

'

"Poi.sons," 3d Am. pd.. 297, and ^ Edinb. M. J., 1857. iii., 394.

Gnv'sHosp. Rep., 1841, vi., 265. "J. des conn, med.-chir., Oct.,
i*"

Poisons," Am. ed., 240. 1847 (from reprint).
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pulse, and vomited and purged during the night. His condition went

from bad to worse, with occasional remissions, during one of which on

the 21st at 5 A.M., he was transferred to prison, where he was placed
under strict surveillance, although suspicion of poisoning does not ap-

l)L'ar to have been seriously entei'tained until the 22d, four days after

the poison had been taken. The treatment was limited to efforts at

allaying the gastro-intestinal irritation. He died at 4:35 p.m. on the

24th, six full days after the poisoning, during the greater part of which

time it was impossible that he could have taken a further quantity of

poison. Arsenic was found in the liver.

In both of these cases the cause of the symptoms was un-

recognized, and the poison remained in the stomach, except in

so far as it was removed b}^ the efforts of nature. It was con-

sequently gradually absorbed, as is indicated by its j^resence in

the stomach in the first case, and in the liver in the second.

Inmost cases of protracted poisoning the sjnnptoms of gastro-

enteritis are succeeded by those of more or less pronounced
chronic poisoning:

A man ' of twenty-seven years took an unknown quantity of ar-

senic by mistake in coffee. Alter the usual symptoms of acute arseni-

cal ijoisouing, eczema appeared around the mouth on the third day,
and he had pain in the forehead. On the fourth day the parotid and

submaxillary glands and one tonsil were enlarged, the breath was

fetid, and he had fever. On the sixth day urticaria and pyrosis ap-

peared. On the .seventh day thei-e was pain in the chest and back,

aggravated by breathing, cough, and luemoptysis. He had strabismus

and double vision, delirium and spasmodic contractions of the muscles,
and died eight days after the accident.

A case of still longer duration is that of Dr. Alexander'^ who took a

quantity of arsenic, mixed witli arrowroot, by mistake. He exhibited

the usual symptoms and died on the seventeenth day. The stom-

ach was found to be ulcerated. No arsenic was found in the stomach,

liver, and spleen, which were analyzed.

Taylor
^ notes an instance of death on the twentieth day after an

external application of arsenic to the head. The same author quotes
as the longest duration of an arsenical poisoning a case reported by
Belloc * in which it is mferred that a woman of fifty-six years died two

years after an application of a solution of arsenic to the skin. Belloc, hoAv-

ever, does not specifically state that the arsenic was the cause of death. ^

'Kersten: Deutsch. Klin., 1851,
^ "Poig^Qg »

g^j ^^j^^j 308.

iii., ii9B. '"'Couis de med. leg.," Paris,
- Geoghegan : Med. Times and 1807, p. 153.

Gaz.
, 1857, 389. ^ " EUe trama une vie languissante
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If rajiitUy fatal cases avo rarely the stibji'ct i)f Ic^al iiuiuiiy,

tlii'ii' liaN r !ifcn ina)iy iiistaiu-es of alk'goil homicitlo in Mliicli

sseveral days have t-lapsed between ilio time when it has Ixh-ii

elaimeil that the ]H)isi)n was ailiniiiistercd and th(> death.' Al-

tlunigh in some of tlu'so cases death may have been causi'd by
tho administration of a single dose, it is certain that in many, if

not in most of them, repeated administration of small doses wjia

resorted to.

Symptoms.

The clinical history of acute arsenical poisoning is bj'' no

means the same in all cases. Apart frt)ni peculiarities to be

noted later, two distinct types are recognized : The lirst, of most

frequent occurrence, is a very intense toxic gastro-enteritis;

the second, more rarely met wnth, is marked by symptoms ref-

erable to a severe cerebro-spinal action, the so-called narcotic

or paralytic form.

Gastro-Enteric Form.—This begins with i sense of faint-

ness, depression, and nausea, accompanied usually by a feeling
of irritation and heat in the throat and stomach. A^omiting and

retching occur early, increase in frequency and in severity, and
continue even after the stomach has been emptied comi:»letely

of its contents except such portions as adhere to its walls. The
vomited matters at first consist of whatever food, drink, etc.,

the stomach may contain
;
later they are mucous or w^atery in

pendant deux ans, au bout desquels ported, ibid. (1850, xliv. , 432), five

elle niourut, ayant toujours con- days. Reg. v. Wooler, 18.'i5 (Edinb.
serve uu trembleruent dans tous les M. Jour., 1856, ii., (525), fifty days,
membres. " Case reported by Mayclika ("Saninil.
'Rex r. Blandy, 1752; fourth fi;erichstar/tl.Gutacht. ," Prag, 185^

dav. Case of ToUner (Jahrb. d. 218), five days. Reg. v. Holmes,
Staatsarzuk., 1809, ii., 221), eight 1860 (Taylor: Loc. cit., 329), seven
davs. Peo. v. Kessler, 1818 (Am. davs. Case of Franziska Schniid-
Med. Recorder, 1818, i., 386; 3 niaier, 1802 (Freidreich's Bl. f. ger.
Wheeler's Criiii. Cases, 19), five Med., 1862, xiii., 353), sixtli day.
davs. Case of Ober - Todtmann, Reg. v. Williams, 1863 (Lancet,
18i9 (Mag. f. d. ges. Heilk., 1819, v., 1863, ii., 47), fifteen days. Case of

57), six davs. Case reported by U. V., 1869 (Maschka : Loc. cit.,

Christison (Edinb. M. and S. Jour., 1873, 232), eleven days. Case of T.

1828, xxix., 23), four days. Reg. C. (Maschka : Loc. ci^, 1867, 265).
V. Hunter (Tavlor : "Poisons," 3d fourteen davs. Case reported in
Am. ed., 42, 124, 312), three days. Friedreich's" Bl. f. ger. Med., 1870,
Affaire Gloeckler, 1846 (Ann. xxi., 447, fourtli day. Case of A.

d'hyg., 1847, xxxvii., 121), ten E., 1871 {ihicl, 1872, xxiii., 395),

days. Case reported by Cbevallier four weeks and three days. Reg.
and Lassaigne (Ann. d'liyg. , 1850, v. Maybrick, 1889, eight days,
xliii., 420), four days. Case re-
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character, aud still later may be tinged with blood either in

streaks or in spots. In most cases the vomited matters are

tinted or highly colored, yellow, green or bluish, from admixture

with bile regurgitated from the intestine by the violent efforts at

vomiting. The yellow color is sometimes ascribed to the yellow
sulfid of arsenic. It is in part or in whole due to this cause

when King's yellow has been taken, but never otherwise, as

white arsenic is not converted into the sulfid in the stomach

during life to any considerable extent. (See Patterson's case,

p. 393.)

A bright green color points to the strong probability that Paris

green has been taken, yet Day
'

has reported the case of a boy
of sixteen years who on the second day after having accident-

ally taken "rough on rats" vomited about a pint of a grass-

green fluid. He had vomited about twenty times previously.

In some cases the vomited matters are brown in color. This

may be due to the administration of ferric hydrate as an anti-

dote, but in some instances it certainly is not, as in a case re-

ported by Paterson,'' in which the appearance of the ejecta was
"like thin coffee grounds," although the arsenical origin of the

trouble was not recognized and opiates only were administered
;

also in a case of Taylor's
'
in which the brown color changed to

green on exposure to air, which it might if due to bile, but not

if due to ferric compounds. A black or blue-black color is

sometimes observed when, as in England, the arsenic has been

mixed with lampblack or indigo. A greenish-black color has

also been observed,* and a pinkish color in another instance.^

The quantity of blood in the ejecta is usually small and in

streaks, although an exceptional instance is recorded by Dennott
*

in which the matter discharged was dark and glutinous, with

clots of blood, and about a tablespoonful of bright florid blood

followed after each effort at vomiting. It was the case of a

suicide who had taken an unknown quantity of arsenic in water,

but who recovered. Possibly the hemorrhage was due to some
cause other than arsenic. The quantity of vomited liquid is

sometimes very great, particularly if large quantities of liquid

1 N. Y. Med. Jour., 1885, xli.,
^ Beresford : South. Pract., 1881,

189. iii., 109.
•^ Edinb. M. Jour., 1857, iii., 894. ' Wilks : Guy's Hosp. Rep., 1855,
3
Guy's Hosp. Rep., 1851-52, n. 3 s., i., ;}()4.

R., vii.. 187. « Lancet, 1851, ii.. 552.
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;iro taken; tlius a suic-iiK' who took halt' an ouiici^ (15. G ^n\.) of

arsi'iiic' was known to h;ivt> I'jocti'd lonrtocn pints ((i,()20 c.c),

ahhoiiuh tht' tii'st Noniit was not incasnnMl ami the stomach had

hi'en pinn|Hil oui. Tiie ejofta, particularly those lirst dis-

cliarij;td, should be can'l'ully oxaniineii lor i'ragnients of tlu' ])oi-

yoii, which are very fro(jnontly prosent cither in the form of

lumps or masses or of a t^ritty j)owdcr which tends to siidv to

the bottom of tlu> vi>ssel, or is imprisoned in shreds or masses

of mucus.

The voinitiiiL;' is soon accompanied by pain, first in the

stomach, then extending from the ejjigastric to the mnbilical

region as the intestines become involved, and radiating toward

the back and loins. The pain is burning in character, frequently

described as "like a red-hot coal in the stomach," and increases

rapidly in severity until the patient writhes in agony. The

abdomen is tender to the touch and lat(>r distended, and the

pain is increased by pressure, even the most gentle. Early in

the poisoning the tongue becomes coated with a white fur, the

mouth is dry and parched, and there is frequently a sense of

constriction in the throat, w^hich is sometimes painful. Great

thirst is an early and persistent, and probably the most constant,

symptom. To relieve it large quantities of liquid are greedily

taken at first, although the victim soon finds that this but in-

creases the pain and the vomiting. Sometimes a persistent hic-

cough torments the patient and causes severe abdominal pains.

Later the vomiting is attended with purging, the discharges

being suddenly expelled and frequently passed involuntarily.

Soon the purging is accompanied by tenesmus and pain and

irritation about the anus. The stools are at first dark-colored

and extremely fetid, later yellowish and finall}- water}^ colorless

and odorless, resembling the
"
rice-w^ater" stools of cholera.

The urine is diminished in quantity, sometimes completel}'' sup-

pressed, and darker in color than normal. There are severe

cramps in the calves of the legs, which usually appear with the

beginning of purging. The respiration is interfered with only

in so far as abdominal respiration is rendered painful by the

tenderness of the abdomen. The patient is very restless, rapidly

becomes greatly prostrated, and in a short time enters into the

stage of collapse. The pulse is small, frequent, irregular, and
' Ryan : London M. Gaz., 1851, n. s., xii., 723.
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subsequently becomes imperceptible. The surface is cold and

covered with clammy perspiration. The face is anxious, at

first pale, later cyanosed. There are attacks of syncope and

convulsive movements of the arms and legs. Death is usuall}'

quiet, without impairment of intellect until the last, and occurs

in about twenty-four hours. (See Duration.)

In its most acute form (asphyxia arsenicalis) arsenical

gastro-enteritis closely resembles Asiatic cholera—vomiting,

purging of
"
rice-water" stools, tenesmus, tonic convulsions of

the lower and later of the upper extremities, cyanosis and col •

lapse, and death within a few hours. (See Diagnosis.)
Narcotic Form.—The gastro-enteric symptoms, if present

at all, are not severe. There is some pain, nausea, and one or a

few acts of vomiting, but the patient rapidly becomes somno-

lent, with a small pulse and cool surface, experiences a feeling
of formication, has vertigo, is sometimes delirious, soon be-

comes comatose, and dies without regaining consciousness. The
duration of cases of this class is usually short, less than twent}--

four hours, more frequently from four to eight hours.

The two following cases may be quoted as instances of this

form :

A woman of twenty-three yeai's, who, as was subsequently ascer-

tained, had taken a teaspoonful of "rouglx on rats" with suicidal in-

tent, was found unconscious, with matter about her that had evidently
been vomited. She could not be aroused, but threw her hands about

and pressed them upon her abdomen; there were no spasms of either

extremities and no resistance to pressure over the stomach
;
the face

was extremely pale, the pupils widely dilated and not responsive to

light, the eyeballs slightly congested. The pulse was feeble, about 80,

and the respii-ation 30. Tliere were involuntary discharges from the

bowels, and an emetic caused the vomiting of about a pint of liquid.
About five hours later there were signs of returning consciousness and
in two hours later she became conscious and answered questions intelli-

gently, but felt weak and sleepy. The stupor increased and she died

comatose, fifteen hours after the poisoning, without any convulsions

or struggling. At the autopsy the stomach was found to be highly
inflamed. '

A family of four persons were poisoned by arsenic in coffee. Soon
after all had abdominal pain and vomiting, two v/ere carried to bed un-

conscious. One of them, a girl of six years, awoke in three hours,

complained of pain in the abdomen and asked to drink. She drank

' Willard: Maryl. M. J., Bait., 1884-85, xii., 333.
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AWi'oU'iioil watiM- :iii(l :iLr;iiii went to slcrp. A short tiiiu^ afirr she was
fouiitl to 1h' ilcaii. ArsiMiic was I'duihI in the colVt'c ami in the girl's

st»>mai"li.'

The condition of tlio ])uj)ils has not been often noted, but it

atVonls one of tiic points of distinction between opium narcosis

anil that sometimes observed in arsenical jmisoning. In four-

teen out of twenty-two cases in which the condition of the pui)ils

was described they were dilated, even in one homicidal case in

which, according to the theor}* of the state, m()r])hin was ad-

ministereil as well as arsenic.'' In one of these," in which the

symptoms were of the cerebro-spinal type, the pupils were not

sensitive to light. In one case,* in which the patient had violent

tetanic convulsions, the pupils from being minutely contracted

became much dilated. In another,
"^

in which there were marked

gastro-enteric sym})toms, the pupils in one and a half-hours

alteruateh' dilated and contracted, and in four hours there was
little movement of the iris. In another, rapidly fatal case' the

pupils in two hours were somewhat dilated and susceptible to

light. Shortly before death, in collapse, they became con-

tracted and tixed. In one case' in which there was some con-

traction of the pupils, which remained sensitive to light, lauda-

num had been given along with the arsenic and the symptoms
of opium poisoning predominated. Of the four cases in which

the pupils were contracted, one* was that of a man in whom
the pupils w^ere contracted on the afternoon of the second day,

he having manifested the characteristic gastro-enteric SA'mp-

toms during the first day. Another* was a homicidal case, in

which the pupils, although contracted, were sensitive to light,

and in which Hofmann, by reason of the lack of intense in-

flammation of the stomach and intestines and the slight devel-

opment of symptoms during life, did not feel justified in attri-

buting the death to arsenic. Only a small quantity was found

'

Frierlbero;: "Gpi-ichtsarztl. Gut- « Booth : London M. Gaz. , 18.34,

acht.," IteR.. 1875. 271. xiv., 62.
2 Com. V. Francis E. Havden.

"
Friedrpich's Bl. f. ger. Med.,

Jewett: Boston M. and S. Jour., 18R2. xiii., 3.>S.

1880. cii., 148. » Tavlor : Guy's Hosp. Rep., 18.51--

MVillard: Marj-land M. Jour.. 52.100.

1884-8.5, xii., 333. » Friedreich's Bl. f. ger. Med.,
••Foster: Lancet, 1840-41, ii., 1862. xiii., 3.53; and Hofmann;

305. Ztsrhr. f. Staatsarznk., 1864.

•'Kelso Lancet, 1844. ii., 154. Ixxxvii., 260-284.
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in the stomach. In a third case,' in which the pupils were

much contracted, the patient remained perfectly rational to the

end, and, although he vomited copiously and the urine was sup-

pressed, there is no mention made of his having suffered from

pain or thirst, and the bowels were constipated. He died with-

out a struggle and apparently without pain in forty hours. As
the case was a suicide it seems probable that morphin may
also have been taken in this case. There is no mention of an

analysis. In the fourth case'^ the gastro-enteritic symptoms
were prominent.

It is clear that none of these cases could have been mistaken

for one of opium narcosis.

Another mixed form of arsenical poisoning is sometimes

designated as subacute. In cases of this character the be-

ginning of the attack is violent and the symptoms those of

either of the forms above described, almost always those of the

gastro-enteric form. In from twenty-four to forty-eight hours

the manifestations of gastric and intestinal irritation diminish

in intensity, and the condition of the patient seems to be

ameliorated. The tenderness of the epigastrium usually dis-

appears, although in a non-fatal poisoning which Dr. Sanborn

observed in his own person
^

considerable burning pain at the

epigastrium and right hypochondrium, increased on exercise,

persisted until the tenth day. The lower abdomen remains

sensitive longer. The mouth and tongue become sore, dry, and

painful, the latter white in the centre, red at the tip and mar-

gins. The salivary glands and tonsils swell in some cases.'

There is complete loss of appetite and continued severe thirst.

The pulse is small, weak and rapid (100-130). The temperature
is said to he high, although Roth ^

reports a casein which upon
the fourth day (the day of death) the temperature was "

very
low." The urine is diminished in quantity, and has been

known to be completely suppressed for three days preceding

death,
° and contains albumin and arsenic. The skin is marked

by the most varied exanthemata; general redness, like scarla-

' Beresford : Southern Pract., * Kersten : Deut. Klin.
, 1S51, iii.

,

1881, iii., 109. 393.
'' Isidore et al.: Rec. d. mem. ^ Arch. f. path. Anat. , 1868,

med. mil., 1868, 3s., xx. 419. xliv., 131.

^Boston M. and S. Jour., 1847, •'Roth's case, above. Merbach :

xxxvii., 239. Vrtljschr. f. ger. Med., 1875, n. F.,
xxiii., 48-61.
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tina, roseola, pciccliia-. urticiiria, liorpcs, iioniphiij^us, cc/i'ma.

Soinetinu's tlioro is n'ck'Tiia
'

aiitl occasionally ii-lerus.'^ 'I'lic

patient is extremely restless, tosses about, is sleepless and has

pain in the luvul. The eyes are suffused and tho conjunctivao
an' inj»>ctiHl,' alllumgh this is not so iniiversally tho ease as was
claimed by Dr. Tidy in the Maybrick case. Seidel* in describ-

injj^ this form of poisoning does not mention these ej^e symp-
toms. In Kersten's case {I.e.) they are not mentioned, although
strabismus and double vision are referred to as occurring; nor in

the equally typical cases reported by Laure (I.e.), Merbach (I.e.),

Roth (/.('.), and Williams.'

The strength fails, the limbs become weak or paralj'zed, the

surface cold, the heart's action weak and irregular, respiration

ditlicult, and the pulse imperceptible. There are wandering de-

lirium, loss of consciousness, and sometimes spasmodic contrac-

tions of the muscles, and death in convulsions (Merbach's case).

More usually death occurs quietly in from three to ten days.
It is from this form of poisoning that James Maj'brick died,

according to the theor}- of the prosecution. The principal points
from the symptomatolog}', raised by the defence in opposition to

this theory were : 1 . The late onset of diarrhoea, and the succession

of tenesmus and diarrhoea, concerning both of which there

seems to have been a variation in the statement of fact. 2.

The slightness of the abdominal pain. 3. The fact that the

urine was increased in quantity. 4. The absence of suffusion

of the eyes and injection of the conjunctivse." (See above.)

The sequence of symptoms is usually continuous. Occa-

sionally, however, there are remissions or even complete inter-

missions. Such cases are of rare occurrence, and in homicidal

or other cases in which the possibility of a second administra-

tion is not distinctly excluded a cessation of S3'mptoms followed

by another attack points strongly to a repetition of the ingestion

of poison. This view was held by Maschka
'
in a homicidal case

' Laure : Lyon med., 1869. iii., 48. Edinb. M. and S. Jour., 1830,
'
Taylor (quoting Marshall): "Poi- xxxiii., 61.

sons," 3d Am. ed.', 293. Jaundice ^Maschka : "Haudb. d. ger.
as a symptom of arsenical poisoning Med.,"' ii., 242.

was the subject of inquiry on the ^Lancet, 1840. i., 706.

trial of Madplt'ine Smith (Morison's ^Carter: Liverp. Med.-Chir.

Report, pp. 28. 29, 176). Jour., 1890, x., 117.
•^ Tavlor : Guy's Hosp. Repts., ""Samnil. (iutacht. Prag. med.

1851-52, 3 s., vii., 190. Ward: Fak.," 1858, 218.
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in which there was ahnost complete cessation of symptoms on

the fourth day and death on the fifth.

In the case of tlie Due de Praslin, however, there were dis-

tinct remissions and intermissions of individual symptoms. At

some times there was no pain, at others the vomiting ceased.

Yet in this instance it was practically impossible that there

could have heen more than the first large dose taken. This

was, however, a case of long duration (six days) whose arsenical

character was not recognized until very late and in which, con-

sequently, absorption from the stomach and intestine continued

for some days, producing, so far as absorption is concerned, the

same effect as a continuous administration. Maclagan
'

cites a

case in which, on the second day after having been taken with

vomiting and purging, the patient was much better and had

ceased to vomit. On the fourth day vomiting recommenced,
and he died on the seventh day. Although Taylor, in quoting
this case, states that

"
the s3'mptoms recurred without, so far as

could be ascertained, any fresh dose of poison having been

given," the case was an alleged homicide, and there does not ap-

pear to be sufficient evidence that a fresh dose was not given.

Lothrop
^

has reported the case of a girl of ten years in whom
the intermissions were quite marked :

Soon after taking the poison she vomited at short intervals, with

considerable retching, but between the attacks of vomiting she was ap-

parently well. This continued until midnight, wlien the vomiting oc-

curred at longer intervals and toward morning ceased and she went to

sleep. The next morning the trouble seemed over. Vomiting began
again and continued until the next day at noon, when it ceased. Then
there was considerable retching, pahi, distress, and soreness. She was
excited, restless and thirsty. After midnight on the second night she

slept some, and during the following morning vomited occasionally but
had no pain. She ultimately recovered.

Shepard reports a suicidal case in which pain was absent dui*ing
three hours, although very violent before and after the interval.

Storer^ relates an accidental poisoning in a workman who, after

taking the poison at 9 p.m., and exhibiting the usual symptoms, was
much Jjetter and made no complaint of pain during the following day,
but in the evening again suffered great pain.

'London and Edinb. Mthlv. J. ^ Tr. S. Car. M. Soc, 1880, xxx.,
M. Sc, 1853, xvi., 15.

"

21.
-

Buflfalo M. and S. Jour., 1865- '•Boston M. and S. Jour., 1841,
66, v., 66. xxiii., 348.

IV.-2G
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Ogrston
'

ri'purts tlio jH)ist)iiiii<jf of a j^ii'l of sixteen yoars in which

thon> \V(ir not only rtMnissions and inlcrtnissions of symptoms, l>ut

olJKT jHH'uliaritit's. SIk^ was soon OcIoIkt 2S|li, at 1 .'M I'.M., two houi*s

after havinj; taken tlH> jmison. The eyes were miidi injected, tlio

countenance waslivid, tin" i)iilso slow and feeble. There were salivation

and invohmtary i)assaLres of urine ami f;eces. She was drowsy and

complained of i)ain in the head. Zinc sulfate did not produce emesis,

which was, however, ])rovoked by tickling the fauces, and was ke])t up
for two hours. In tlie matter fir.st vomited a white powder was found

and identified as arsenic. In the evening there were severe thir.st and

headache, the lower extremities cold. She ])assed a restless night,

with freijuent evacuation of fetid material from the bowels, and fre-

quent vomiting. On the morning of the 29th vomiting continued.

The abdomen wa.s not tender and there was neither pain nor uneasi-

ness. In the ev<Miing the vomiting ceased, thei-o was no thirst and she

was hungry. On the morning of the 3()th slie walked four hundred to

five hundred yards to the infirmary. The face was flushed
;
the pulse

weak, quick, and compressible ;
thirst urgent ; tongue red and dry ;

lips ])arched, cuticle exfoliated. There were epigastric pain and incli-

nation to vomit everything swallowed. Micturition painful and dilfi-

cult. On the 31st vomiting ceased and she was nearly free irorn i>ain.

She suffered from thirst and the lips and tongue were dry and parched.

She had no motion for twenty-four hours. November 1st, castor oil

was vomited, still no movemeiit of the bowels
;
thirst urgent, otherwise

she was bi'tter. November 2d she was incoherent at times during the

night, and passed fcEces in bed. At 5 a.m., when raised to the night

stool, she was seized with rigidity of the joints, then clonic convulsion.s,

which gradually ceased when she w^as returned to bed. At 8:50 A.M.

the convulsions returned, and slie died at 9 a.m. Arsenic was found in

the first vomit to the extent of 23.312 grains in two fluidounces, and

also in the blood, liver, and stomach after death.

All of the symptoms described above may not be met with in

every case. Indeed some of the most prominent, such as pain,

vomiting, purging, thir.st, may be absent or of little intensity.

In some instances these prominent symptoms have been

either entirely absent, very slight, or have occurred only late and

shortly preceding death. Such exceptional cases have been usu-

ally, though not always, observed in old persons or in individuals

under the influence of opium or of alcohol :

A family of five persons were all accidentally poisoned by arsenic

baked in a cake in mistake for soda. They all suffered from the usual

symptoms except an elderly lady in whom there was great prostration

' London M. Gaz., ISf)!. n. s., xii., 181.
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of strength and only slight voniiting. She died in six hoiu-s with

little ijain or suffering.' (See Clegg's case, p. 388.)

A man, who had been very drunk the daj^ before, and who had

eaten nothing for two days, took two drachms (7.8 gm.) of arsenic in

solution at 2 p.m. At 3 P.M. he came down-stairs so weak he could

hardly stand
; appeared very feeble, with a pale countenance, and

very thirsty. The water which he drank did not provoke vomiting. At

4 P.M. an emetic which hat^been administered had failed to act. There

were slight cramps in the leg.s, which were very weak. There was no

pain and no swelling of the abdomen. The eyes were red and blood-

shot. The skin was not cold or damp even after death. He died at

7 P.M. perfectly rational and without a struggle. Twitchings of the

muscles were seen about twenty minutes after death. -

In a young woman, free vt)miting of matters in which arsenic was

shown to be present was prodvxced by an emetic, but she manifested

none of the prominent painful symptoms which follow arsenical poi-

soning.'

In some cases only one of the prominent symptoms is pres-

ent. Thus in Clegg's case, cited above, pain was the only one

observed, and that occurred quite late. Ludicke * and May
'

have reported cases in which vomiting occurred, but neither pain,

purging, nor thirst. In Storer's case, quoted above, thirst

was the onl}^ one of the prominent symptoms present, and this

may have been due to alcohol.

In other cases either pain, vomiting, purging, or thirst, or

two of them have been absent. Instances in which there was

no pain have been reported b}' Choulant," Fox,' Headland,'

Taylor,' Kerr,'" Hakes," and Roche
•,''^

others in which it was very

slight by Taylor," Paterson," and Beck;" and still others in

which it only appeared late in the history" of the case by Hodg-
son,'" Ogston,"and Hofmann." In Paterson's case the woman

'O'Reilly: Dublin J. M. Sc.
1841, XX., 429.

2 Storer : Boston M. and S. Jour. ,

1841, xxiii., 349.

^Seymour: Laucet, 1842-43, ii.,

587.
* Wochenschr. f. d. ges. Heilk.,

1839, viii., 201.
5 Prov. M. and S. Jour. , 1845, 453.

«Ztscbr. f. d. Staatsarznk., 1841,

xlii., 402.

"Lancet, 1848, ii., 503.
8
Lancet, 1848, ii., 697.

«
Guy's Hosp. Rep., 1865, 3 s.,

xi., 277.

'»Edinb. M. and S. Jour., 1831,

xxxvi., 94.
" Edinb. M. and S. Jour., 1846,

Ixvi., 43.
'- Bull. soc. med. de I'Yonne,

1871. xii., 59.
IS
Guy's Hosp. Rep., 1837, ii., 68

;

1851-52. 2 s., 187.
•» Edinb. M. and S. Jour. , 1857.

iii., 395 (Case 7).
'6 Am. J. M. Sc.,1841, n. s.. i., 57.
'« Prov. M. andS. Jour., 1851,490.
"London Med, Gaz., 1851, n. s.,

xii.. 181.
'* Friedreich's Bl. f. ger. Med.,
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had iletermiuod to poison horsolf by smalUloses, as she supposed

they woulil cause death without pain. The doses were very

small, measured on the point of a pen knife, but taken daily,

and caused griping pains of the abdomen, and diarrha'a.

Koche's patient was a woman of sixty-two years who took a

teaspoonful of white arsenic by mistake. Vomiting was delayed

for half an hour. There was no pain in abdomen or epigas-

trium even on pressure, and no tenesmus; but cramps in the legs

were frequent and very painful. Vomiting and purging were

abundant in the earlier stages. In ten hours narcotism ap-

peared and continued to increase in depth until her death in

thirteen and one-half hours.

In a report of the medical histor}' of the case of Com.

V. Francis E. Hayden, Dr. Jewett
' remarks that "there was

and had been entire absence of thirst, painful or difficult degluti-

tion, heat in the throat, and pain or tenderness at the epigas-

trium." An analysis of the viscera of the deceased bj' Profes-

sors Hills and Wood showed the presence of 5.78 grains (0.3746

gm.) of arsenic trioxid in the stomach of the deceased, 2.72

grains (0.17G7 gm.) in the intestine, and 2.77 grains (0.1700

gm.) in the liver. The theory of the prosecution was that the

deceased was poisoned by her brother, a medical student, by the

administration of about 20 grains (1.3 gm.) of arsenic, followed

about two hours later by a large dose of morphin.
In the Maybrick case,'' the slightness of the abdominal pain

was one of the points dwelt upon by the defence.

A case is reported by Spengler' in which no vomiting oc-

curred during the entire poisoning. Another by Pyl and Kast-

ner* in which even the exhibition of emetics failed to provoke

vomiting; and still another by Davies
'
in which four children

were poisoned and all vomited after the administration of an

emetic except a girl of five years who did not. She and one of

the others died. In one of twelve persons whose poisoning by
arsenic in fowl soup is related by Ramsay

'

there was no purg-

ing. Indeed cases have been reported in which the bowels w'ere

1863, xiii., 353; Ztschr. f. Staats- ^ Zeitschr. f. Staatsarznk. , 1848,

arznk., 1864, Ixxxvii., 260. Iv., 448.

'Boston M. and S. Jour., 1880,
^ "Aufsatze u. Beob.," 1787, v.,

oii., 148. See also Wharton and 105.

Stille:"Med. Jur. ," 3ded., ii., 556. = Med. and Phys. J., London,
-Carter : Liverp. Med. - Chir. 1812, xxviii., 845.

Jour., 1890, X., 135.
'^ Am. J. M. Sc, 1834, xv., 261.
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constipated. In those recorded by Kelso,' Paterson,' Bridges,'

Beresford,' and Wormle}^' the poison was taken by the month.

In the last-mentioned case the victim suffered from flying

pains in the head, dizziness, thirst, constipation, and swollen

feet. Five days later h^^got up and fell dead. At the time

death was attributed to apoplexy (he was seventy years old).

Seventeen months later the accused while intoxicated confessed

to having given three doses of arsenic. Arsenic was found in

the stomach, liver, and other viscera. Constipation has also been

observed in two cases of external application reported by Barker
'

and Graham.' Cases are reported in which there was neither

pain nor thirst by Yellowly," Warren," Shipman,'" Haughton,''

and A P. E.,'" one by Taylor" in which, while pain was

present at first, later there was neither thirst nor pain, and the

patient complained of a sense of coldness at the pit of the stom-

ach; and another by Cotting
"
in which there was neither thirst

nor pain until immediately before death,

Hitchcock
'"
relates the instance of a woman in whose cadaver,

fourteen years after death, Professor Webster found over four

grains (0.26 gm.) of arsenic trioxid, during whose last illness

there were neither vomiting nor purging, nor were these pro-

voked by the administration of ipecac, zinc sulfate, and purga-

tive enemata. Christison
""'

also reports the case of a girl of

fourteen who only vomited a little at first, but had no diarrhoea.

Heebner "
reports the case of a girl, fatally poisoned by

"rough on rats," who suffered no pain except shortly before

death, and did not purge. A somewhat similar case is reported

by Ward.'*

> Lancet, 1844, ii., 154.
'' Ediub. M. J.. 1857, iii., 393.
3 Am. Med. Bi-Mouthly, 1879, x.,

298.

••Soutli. Pract., 1881, iii., 109.
5 Ohio M. and S. Jour., 1863, xv.,

467.
« St. Louis M. and S. Jour.

, 1864,
n. s. i. 29.
^

Glasg. M. J., 1868-69, n. s., i.,56.

'Edinb. M. and S. Jour., 1809,

v.. 389.
» Boston M. and S. Jour., 1843,

xxviii., 214.

"'Am. J. M. Sc, 1843, n. s., vi.,

520.

" Lancet, 1846, ii., 216.
1-' N. Orl. M. audS. Jour., 1884-85,

xii., 324.
1'^

Guy's Hosp. Rep., 1851-52, \n.,
199.

"Boston M. and S. Jour, 1838,

xviii., 78.
'5 Boston M. and S. Jour., 1849,

xxxix.
,
489.

"> Tr. M.-Chrr. Soc, Edinb., 1826,

ii., 298.
" Med. and Surg. Reptr. , Phila.,

1887, Ivi., 187.
•^ Edinb. M. and S. Jour., 1830.

xxxiii., 61.
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AltliouLrli usually tlio uriur is scanty and micturition is dif-

ficult ami painful, cases arc not wanlinjj^ in which tho urine is

piissed freely' or even involuntarily." The urine maybe sup-

pressed in the first stages of the poisonin<^', and substupiently ex-

creted, even in cases terminatinu: in death;' or, on the contrary,

suppression may only occur at a later staple/ In a. case reported

by Stanley,' which presented other abnormalities, there was in-

continence of urine on the fourth day of the poisoning, and re-

t<3ntion on the fifth, when over a pint was drawn with the

i-atheter. Another instance of painful distention of tho blad-

der, relieved by the catheter, in an advanced stage of a non-

fatal case, is reported by Jones." There have also been instances

in which the quantity of the urine was increased. Thus

Spengler
"

reported a case in which the urine was increased in

quantity and dark brown in color; and Angouard
"

one in

which urine was not passed for the first seven hours, after which
ten litres (ten and a half quarts) were passed in ten hours.

Potassium nitrate was administered in large quantity.
The urine responds toFehling's reaction for sugar,' probably

by the reducing action of arsenious acid contained in it.

The temperature in acute arsenical poisoning does not vary
much from the normal, and in the few cases in w^hich it has

been noted it has been slighth^ subnormal in some and in others

somewhat above the normal. In a somewhat protracted
non-fatal poisoning by Fowler's solution, in which the patient
was discharged on the fourteenth day, the temperature on the

first day w^as 98". on the second day 97°. 8 F., and on the

third day 98°.'° In a homicidal case in which the victim

died on the eighth day, the temperature was " natural" on the

first day, and "subnormal" on the fifth." In a non-fatal case

presenting the characteristic symptoms, in which the patient
was discharged on the ninth day, the temperature was 99° F.

' Hemenwav : M. News, Phila.,
^
Virg. M. Monthly, 1875, ii.,

1883, xliii., 4.^6. 194.

^Ogston: London M. Gaz., 18.51,
"

Ztschr. f. d. Staatsarznk., 1848,
n. s., xii., 181. Iv., 452.

3 Bouillet: Bull. Ac. d. M.. Paris,
* Gaz. med. de Paris, 1843, 2 s.,

1840-41, vi., 544. Po%vell : Westm. xi.,222.

Hosp. Rep.. 1889, t. . 215. '
Vrijens : Diss., Amsterdam,

*Merbach: Vrtljschr. f. ger. 1881.

Med., 1875. xxiii., 48. 'o Powell : Westm. Hosp. Rep.,
'Amer. Lancet, 1890, n. s., xiv.

, 1889, v., 215.

446. " Whitford : Lancet. 1884,1., 419.
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ou the morning of the second day, and 07 .5 on the morning
of the third.' In a homicidal case—in which, however, there

were probably more than one administration, and in which the

death occurred on the nin^i day—the temperature was 100"

on the second and sixth days and "
natural" ou the morning of

the seventh." In one case onl}- do we find record of a marked
elevation of temperature, and in that the symptoms departed

widely from the typical clinical picture of arsenical poisoning,

although there is no reason to doubt that arsenic was taken.

In this poisoning, from which the patient recovered very

slowly, the temperature on the tirst day was 102° and on the

evening of the eighth day 104° F., having been at about 100°

during the interval; on the evening of the eleventh day it was

105°; on the twenty-second day it dropped to 100° and remained

at 99°-100° for five months.'

In experiments upon animals Tamassia^ observed, after in-

jection of 0.0 1 to 0.02 gm. of arsenic in solution, a fall of one-

tenth degree (Centigrade) per minute in the first two minutes;
in the following fifty minutes of one-tenth degree every two

minutes, and in the last eight minutes a fall of one-tenth degree

per minute. The range was from an initial temperature of

39°.6 (103°. :i F.) to that at death of :JG°.4 (!)r°.5 F.), a fall of

3°.2 (5°.7G F.).

Unusual Symptoms,—In some instances the convulsions

exhibit a marked tetanic character. Indeed in some of the

cases recorded the symptoms have so much more closely resem-

bled those of strychnin than those of arsenical poisoning that it

is difficult to avoid the suspicion that strychnin may not have

been taken along with arsenic.

Foster^ relates the case of a woman of thirty-seven years who was
seized with violent vomiting, burning pain at the pit of the stomach,
constant tenesmus, with dejection of mucous stools. She had violent

delirium and tetanic convulsions of such severity as to require the

efforts of four persons to hold her in bed. The conjunctiva? were in-

tensely injected, the eyeballs fixed upward and the pupils from being

'Day: N. Y. Med. Jour.. 1885, ^ Friedr. Bl. f. ger. Med., 1878,

xli., 189. xxix.
,
140 ; e.r Riv. sper. med. -leg. ,

^ Durell : Boston M. and S. Jour. . 1876, 77.

1889, cxxi., 200. '
Lancet, 1840-41, ii., 305.

3
Stanly: Amer. Lancet, 1890,

n. 8., xiv.
, 44G.
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niimitoly contrarttMl hofaino inurh dilatt'il. Tlic nidiitli was drawn in

all ilirtM'tioiis. i-xliihitiiiii" a mosl liorriil .spfctaclc. '1 his coiitlitioii c-on-

timu'il lor some luiiiutos, wIkmi she bfcanuMiuit*' calm and died three

mid one-half hours after takiuji; the poison. At the autopsy the mu-
cous iiitMuhraue was rinuul intensely inlhiincd and a white powder,
whii'h proved to he arsenic, adheivnt to it in j)laces.

Thompson
' describes the non-fatal poisoning- of eijC^ht i)ersons at the

same meal. All had vomited, and had epigastric pain and some diar-

rhoea. Two women of about twenty-live years were in violent convul-

sions in about ei^rlit houj-s with the hands clenched, the feet spasmodi-

c^iUy extended, the jaws locked, and occasional opisthotonos. One of

tlie.se women again lunl tetanic spasms early the following moining.
One of the men, aged nineteen years, had tetanic spasms on the evening
of the first day (the poisoned meal was eaten at midday) and early the

following morning; during the following day he had frequent violent

letaiiic seizures, struggling furiously at times and requiring four men
to prevent him from harming liim.self .

Donnelly- relates the case of a girl of eleven years who attempted
to destroy herself with arsenic, in whom, six hours after taking the

poison, there were rigid spasms of the muscles of the arms and legs, the

heels and tendones Achillis being very painful. Arsenic was detected

in the urine.

Jones * describes a case more closely simulating strychnin poison-

ing. A man of twenty-two years took nearly a tablespoonful of arsenic

in cold coffee after a hearty meal, presuming it to be quinin. In five

minutes he suffered from dizziness, slight distress in the stomach, great

swimming in the head, vertigo, retching, slight vomiting, slight gen-
eral pain and spasms. During the first hour he only vomited once, but

had three or four fits or spasms which grew more severe, it requiring
three men to hold him in bed. Vomiting was provoked by an emetic.

In the third hour there were furious convulsions, succeeding each

other rapidly, so that it was impossible to flex any joint by force ;

the jaws were locked, the patient entirely unconscious, the tongue

swollen, and the eyes bloodshot. After hypodermics of morphin there

were no convulsions
;
the spasms gradually subsided

;
there was pro-

fuse perspiration, and six hours later not a muscle moved. After a

peaceful night's sleep he was perfectly conscious and complained only
of general soreness and a painfully distended bladder.

Kortum •*

gives an extended account of the poisoning by a girl of her

father and two brothers, in which, from the moral evidence and from
the detection of arsenic in the alimentary canal of one of the victims and
in articles of food and vessels, it is certain that arsenic was administered,

'Northwest. M. and S. Jour.,
=*

Virg. M. Monthlv, 1875, 11., 194.

I80I-.52, viii., 89. 'Ztschr. f. Staatsarznk. , 1833,
- Pac. M. and S. Jour.

, 1880-81, xxvi. , 1-73.

xxiii., 70.
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probably upon three occasions, while the probability of the accessibility

of strychnin at that early dat^' is extremely remote. The father suf-

fered from violent vomiting, purging-, and burning abdominal pain

after the hrst administration ;
after the second, of which he took little,

from vomiting ;
and after the third from violent pain, after which he

was seized with tetanic spasms and pronounced opisthotonos. He
shrieked so loudl}^ that the assistants fled in panic terror, and when

they returned they found him dead. One of the boys died about an

hour afterward under similar circumstances.

McLeod,' in the year succeeding the discovery of strychnin, re-

lates the poisoning of three maidservants by arsenic, in which all three

suffered the characteristic gastro-enteric symptoms, while two on the

fourth and fifth days exhibited marked tetanic symptoms, convulsive

seizures, loss of speech and of the power of swallowing, locked jaws, etc.

All ultimately recovered.

In a few cases the delirium which is frequently observed,

particularly in the later stages of the poisoning, and in the

cerebro-spinal form, becomes very violent. Thus one of Mc-

Leod's patients, in the instance just cited, on the evening of

the fifth day was highly delirious, insensible of her situation,

not knowing the attendants, and giving foolish answers to ques-

tions, and remained in this condition until early the following-

morning. Rademacher" relates the case of a man of forty-five

years who during the entire third and fourth nights was sleep-

less and delirious. He had taken an ounce (31 gm.) of ar-

senious acid, but made a slow recovery.

In the following case reported by Stanly' the mental condi-

tion of the patient was probably due to causes other than the

arsenic :

A girl of fourteen years took a large quantity of "rough on rats"

with suicidal intent. When seen she was actively delirious
; tempera-

ture 102°, pulse 110, respiration 25; abdomen tender; stomach not

retentive. In three or four hours she became maniacal, struggled

furiously with and bit at the attendants, using vulgar and abusive

language, the face flushed, the eyes wild, and the expression painful.

She was quieted by opium. The next day the delirium had almost

passed away, but she was sullen and uncommunicative. The bowels

were very loose. The subsequent recovery was very sIoav, she having

paralyses, atrophy of muscles, and other symptoms of chronic ai'senical

poisoning.
' Edinh. M. and S. Jour., 1819, ^ ^mer. Lancet, 1«00, n. s., xiv.,

XV., 553-57. 446.
^ Richm. and Louisville M. Jour.,

1873, XV., 383.
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Ill this cuMiioctioii ;i ciirittus rjusc repDrk'tl by Slupnian
'

may 1m'

<iU'd : A mail \vlu> had hccii iiisaiir for hctwooii two and (hrci^ years
took a toaspooiiful ot" arsciiio Irioxid \vitli suicidal iiit^'iil imnu>diately
afttr a hearty diiiiiiT. He vomited ritily. liad (ha.rrhu>a for a day or

two. hut tio otlu r s\miitoms rt>feral»le to aisciiic. After a week or so

lie siilVered for several months with pains and swellinfi^ in the limbs,
and jKiralyses, which mij^dit be atti-ihuled to the secondai-y action of

arsenic. These, however, fjradually disappeared with complete restora-

tion of nason and ultimately of health.

Among the symptoms of unusual occurrence the following

may be noted:

l\ii)t ill ilic iiioii/h and pliarijnx, which is fre(]uently ob-

served in the later stages of the i)oisoning, has been noted as

occurring earh' by Shafer,' Meriwether/ Kersten,* Powell," and
Delanie.* In the rejiort last referred to, the burning sensation in

the alimentary canal is described as being particularly in the

})har3"nx. Clemens reports the case of a man Avho took a large

•lujmtity of arsenic, in whom the abdominal pain was limited to

colic on the second day, and in whom the pain due to excoria-

tions in the mouth, pharynx, and tongue was the only painful

symptom.'
Sail cation has been observed by Dunnell," Greening," Og-

ston,'" Delame," Hamill," and Netolitzky."
The voice is fre(juently hoarse, and in some cases there has

been complete loss of tlie poicer of speech,^* or the difficulty of

articulation has been such that onl}' unintelligible sounds or un-

connected words were uttered.'^

Disturbances of vision and audition have also been ob-

served. Intolerance of light, usually with dilated pupils, has

been noted by Ramsay,'" Cornish," Morton,'" and Donnelly;'"

' Araer. J. M. Sc, 1843, vi., 520. '-
Prag. med. Wchnschr.. 187(),

2 Nelson's North. Lancet, 1853-54, i., 225.

viii., 145. '•» McLeod: Edinb. M. and S.

^Transylv. J. M., 1829, ii., 233 Jour., 1819, xv., 553. Morley : Br.
* Deutsche Klin., 1851, iii., 393. M. Jour., 1873, i., 88.
' Westm. Hosp. Rep., 1889, v., 215. '^ Beck: Am. J.M. Sc, 1841, n.s.,
' Journ. d. chim. med., etc., i., 57. Hartmann : Cleveland M.

1858, 4 s., iv., 107. Gaz., 1859-60, i., 201. Cohn : Arch.
' Wiirzb. med. Ztschr..l865,vi.,52. f. Kinderhlk., 1868, vii., 418.

"N. Y. Med. and Phys. Jour.,
'« Am. J. M. Sc, 1834, xv., 259.

1829-30, n. s., ii., 114. " Lancet, 1849, i., 35.
9 Lancet, 1835. i., 812. • M. Reptr. W. Chester, Pa..
10 London M. Gaz., 1851, n. s., xii., 1855, ill.. 55.

181. 'VPae. M. and S. Jour., 1880-81,
" Loc. cit. xxiii., 70.

.

"
Chicago M. Exam. ,1865, vi.

,
643.
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total blindness by Vogler' and Morley;^ strabismus and double

vision by Kersten' and "disordered vision" by Bridges.' Tin-

nitus aurium has been observed by Schumacher' and Roche,"

and total deafness was one of the symptoms observed in the case

of William Chapman.'

Respiration is in many instances seriously interfered with,

particularly toward the approach of a fatal termination, and

death may be due to asphyxia. (See method of death below.)

Although arsenic has been frequently taken or administered

with the view of producing abortion, and although it has been

known to bring on menstruation in non-pregnant women," in

one case even in a woman of fifty years who had not menstru-

ated for five years,' it has been repeatedly taken by pregnant

women, many of whom have died from its effects, without

causing the expulsion of the foetus.'" In one case reported by

Edwards," the woman recovered, and three months later the

foetus in utero was vigorous. Three cases are, however, re-

corded in which the woman died of the poisoning after having

been delivered of a living child." In a case in which arsenic

was introduced into the vagina of a woman eight months preg-

nant, for the purpose of producing abortion, both mother and

child were saved."

Acute arsenical poisoning is frequently followed and some-

times preceded by chronic symptoms. Even when a single

' Ztsclir. f. Staatsarznk. , 1«46, HI.) , three months, death. Lesser:

Hi., 376. "Atl. d. ger. Med.," 89, about four
^ Brit. M. Jour., 1873, i., 88. months, death. Paterson : Loc. cit.,

•' Deut. Klin., 1851, iii., 393. (Case L), five months, death. De
••Am. Med. Bi-monthly, 1879, x., Bartolome : Prov. M. and S. Jour..

298.
'

1849, 73, five to six months, death.
" Wien. med. Presse, 1868, ix., Beck: Am. Jour. M. Sc, 1841,

11. n. s., i., 57; six months, death.

^Bull. Soc. med. del'Youne, 1871, Taylor: Guys Hosp. Rept.,

xii., 59. 1850-51, n. s., vii., 186; eighth
' Trial of Lucretia Chapman, Du month, death. Greaves : Loudon

Bois' report, p. 33. M. Gaz., 1850, n. s., x.. 677
;
ninth

* "Med. -ger. Beobacht. ", 1789, ii., month, death.

361. Taylor: Guy's Hosp. Rep.,
'» London M. and Phys. Jour., 1823,

1837, ii., 77. Demuth : Ver.-Bl. d. Ixix., 117.

pfalz. Aerztp, 1887, iii.
>'' Christison : Edinb. M. and S.

'Ramsay: Am. J. M. Sc, xv., Jour., 1828, xxix., 33. Brown:
1834, 360. Assoc. M. Jour., London, 1853, 878.

'"Elwell: "Malpr. and Evid." Elwell : "Malpr. and Evid." (1860),

(1860), 505 (Peo. v. Eldridge) ; six to 501 (Rex v. Wishart).

eight weeks, death. Paterson : Ed- '^ Schallgruber : Ztschr. f. Staats-

inb. M. J., 1857, iii. 393 (Case arznk., 1825, Erg.-hft. iv., 302.
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largo (lose has hoen takoii, llio acute* poiisoniiin' has ynuliially

merged into a I'hnmic t'onii in which death has linally resulted

or from whieli a slow recovery has hiHii made. A similar con-

dition might he produoetl Iw the administration of a largo,

though non-fatal dose followed by smaller (]uantities repeated
at intervals. 'Vho occurrence of acute symptoms following
those of chronii" jioisoning indicates the administration of a

larger dose to a person alread}' under the iuHuonco of arsenic

either by previous repeated small doses, by exposure to the in-

halation of arsenical fumes, or otherwise. A case of this char-

acter was the subject of inquiry in Germany.' (See Chronic

Arsenical Poisoning.)

When arsenic is applied to the skin or when it is introduced

bv a channel other than the mouth, the symptoms are the same,
with the addition of other manifestations due to its local action.

^^'hen it is applied to the head or neck the face swells greatly,

and there is severe pain at the point of application and in neigh-

boring parts, with the formation of a well-defined slough. Local

paralysis of neighboring parts has been observed." When ap-

plied to or about the scrotum, the cuticle separates and the

testes enlarge and become extremely painful.' When introduced

into the vagina, local inflammation, ulceration, and vaginal

discharge are added to the usual symptoms.
Mode of Death.—Death from acute arsenical poisoning

usuallv occurs either from exhaustion and heart failure, in col-

lapse, or in coma from central paralj^sis, according as the gastro-

enteric or the cerebro-spinal action predominates. In such

cases the death is gradual, easy, and quiet, however much the

patient ma}' have previously suffered. Instances, how^ever, are

by no means infrequent of deaths from arsenic attended by vio-

lent manifestations. Cases in which death has occurred during
violent convulsions have been reported by Crowfoot,^ Coates,'

Ryan," Paterson,' Friedreich," and others. Deaths during vio-

lent parox^'sms of pain, consciousness remaining perfect to the

1

Vrtljschr. f. ger. Med., 1871, n. * London M. Gaz., 1837, xx., 308.

F., xiv., 1.
« Lancet, 1851, i., 410.

- Prentiss : Therap. Gaz. , Detroit,
' Edinb. M. J., 18o7, iii., 394,

1892, 3 s.. viii., 105. 395 (two cases).
^Michell: Med. Times and Gaz.,

^
Friedr. Bl. f. ger. Med., 18C3,

1853, n. s.
, vii.. 62. xiii., 353.

* Med. and Pliys. Jour. , London,
1815, xxxiv., 441.
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3

last, have been recorded b}' Kaiser,' Grabadier," ai]d Colting.
On the other hand, Wright

'

relates the case of a woman who
died in sleep four hours after having taken an ounce {'ol

gm.) of white arsenic. Death in several cases has occurred

suddenly and unexpectedly. Thus Ghristison' reports the case

of a girl of fourteen years who suddenly became blue in the

face, seemed to be fainting, and expired without a struggle ;

Taylor' that of a woman of twenty-five years who sat up in bed,

and, while in the act of drinking, had a slight convulsive fit,

and died almost instantly; Dymock' that of a woman of twenty-
five years who Avalked across the room unassisted, sat down,

slipped to the floor, was put to bed again, and died without a

struggle ; Wormley
'
that of a man of seventy years who got up

to stool alone and fell dead, so that at the time the death was
attributed to apoplexy ;

and Graham' that of a woman who had
been treated for cancer of the breast by a quack, who called out

suddenly "there it is again" (meaning a paroxysm of pain),
went into a fit, and died immediately.

In some cases death is due to asphyxia. Thus in the case

of Soufflard'" during the last hours the interference with respira-
tion was the predominant phenomenon ;

two hours before death

the symptoms of asphyxia declared themselves in the highest

degree ;
and in the last moments there were no convulsions, no

cerebral symptoms, nor any disorder of the nervous system.
Death may also result from secondary effects, the arsenical

poisoning being the remote but not the immediate cause. Thus
the case is reported" of a man who was found dead, hanging
partly out of a window; he had vomited, the mouth was open
and the face blue. Arsenic was proved to have been adminis-
tered and the stomach was found inflamed, but a ruptured
aneurism of the aorta was also discovered at the autopsy.

' Ztschr. f. Staatsarznk.
, 1827,

' Edinb. M. and S. Jour., 1843,
xiii., 264. lix., 350.

^ Oest. Ztschr. f. prk. HIk., 1866,
^^ Ohio M. and S. Jour., 1863, xv.,

xii., 172. 467.
2 Boston M. and S. Jour., 1838,

»
Glasgow M. Jour., 1868-69, n.

xviii., 78. s., i., 56.
•
Lancet, 1829, ii.

,
612. '« James : Bull. Ac. Med. , 1838-39,

^Tr. M.-Chir. Soc.
, Edinb., 1826, iii., 664.

ii-. -^J8. "Mag. f. ger. Arzneiwie., 1833,
«

Guy's Hosp. Rep., 1837, ii., 68. i., 222.
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Diagnosis.

As ncTite nrsonioal |H)isoiiin.uj docs not proseiit any symptom
j>oculiar ti> itsrlf, iiiiloss it In- the existence of arsenic in the

urine, diseased conditions arisiny^ from natural causes, particu-

larly those affectinj^ the alimentary canal, which present resem-

blances to the effects of arsenic which fre(}uently render a posi-

tive diagnosis ditticult, if not impossible, from the sj'vnptoms

alone.

Acute Gastritis, Enteritis, and Gastro-Enteritis.—
Catarrhal intianmiatiou of the intestines is of frequent occur-

rence. In its diffuse form affecting the whole or nearly the

whole alimentary canal, it is usually not an essential disease, but

is symptomatic, as an accompaniment of measles, scarlet fever,

cholera, etc. When the inflammation is limited to the lower

small intestine and upper large intestine (ileo-colitis), to the

duodenum (duodenitis), or to portions of the lower intestine

(typhlitis, appendicitis, proctitis), the diagnosis may be easily

made from the history of the onset, the existence of high tem-

perature and other febrile symptoms, the localization of the

pain, the absence of pain in the throat, and the duration and

course of the disease.

It is now generally conceded that idiopathic gastritis and

gastro-enteritis do not occur, that when they exist they are the

results of some obvious cause, to the action of a thermal, me-

chanical, or chemical irritant or corrosive. The theory of pos-

sible idiopathic gastro-enteritis is, however, frequently ad-

vanced by the defence in cases of alleged homicide by arsenic.

Taylor' states that "
the case of Reg. v. Hunter (Liverpool

Spring Assizes, 1843) was successfully defended on the theory
of gastro-enteritis from natural causes, in spite of the strongest

suspicions that arsenic was the cause of death." In the May-
brick case one of the witnesses for the defence expressed the

opinion that gastro-enteritis might be produced by
"
getting

wet.""

' "
Poisons,

" 3d Am. ed. , 97. In answer to a question he said :

"
I

'' Dr. McNamara, of Dublin, in the can perfectly believe that a wetting,

Maybrick case testified for the de- coupled with neglect of precautions
fence that gastro-enteritis maj' be and a weak stomach and circulation,

produced without the introduction may produce these consequences,
of any substance from the outside. Q. Then do you mean to say that by
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It being conceded that gastro-intestinal intiammation does

not arise spontaneously, the differentation of causes becomes

the only important point of diagnosis. Thermal causes, such as

overheated fluids, or even large quantities of ice water in some

cases, are most unusual. The former would produce scalds in

the mouth and lips if sufficiently hot, and the history of the

taking of either would usually be clear.

Gastro-enteritis produced by mechanical irritants i)resents

symptoms practically identical with those of arsenical poison-

ing. Maschka' relates the following case :

J. B. on April 13th mixed about a tablespoonful of pounded glass

in cotfee which was taken bj^ R. F., a woman of seventy-six years.

After she had drunk the cotfee and noticed a considerable glassy sedi-

ment, she was seized with abdominal pain and diari-hoea, which ceased

toward the morning of the 14th. On the loth he again mixed two

tablespoonfuls of pounded glass in a soup of which R. F. took a part

and again noticed the peculiar sediment, which she collected and sub-

mitted to the authorities. On the night of the 15th and lOtli she suf-

fered severe abdominal pain and had a frequent diarrhoea. On the

17th she complained of headache, vertigo, loss of appetite, and increased

thirst. The tongue was drj^ and coated white
;
the epigastrium very

tender to the touch; the al)domen distended and painful: the urine

voided only in drops ;
the skin dry ;

and the pulse small and irregular.

On the 18th the diarrhoea was cUmmished, the pains less, and the

symptoms gradually unproved until she was completely restoi'ed to

health April 27th. The sediment was found on examination to be

coarsely powdered glass.

The effects of other chemical irritants and corrosives may be

distinguished from those of arsenic by the existence of other

attendant symptoms, salivation and pain in the mouth in the

case of mercurials, corrosion of the mouth and lips by the cor-

rosives, lumbar pain in poisoning by oxalic acid, the appear-

ance of the urine and of .stains with carbolic acid, the luminous

appearance of the vomit and the garlic taste in the mouth with

phosphorus, etc. It is clear that the diagnosis is made positive

getting wet this iUness of gastro-en- defence, from aU the medical wit-

teritis, this acute inflammation, nesses called for the crown, and

may he produced in the stomach from ah writers upon the subject
and bowels? A. That I think is the of whom we have knowledge,
evidence I have given." In this ' "Samml. ger. Gutacht. Prag.

opinion Dr. McNamara differs from med. Fak.," ii., 1858, 313.

Professor Tidy, also called for the
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l>y the ilotcction of i>iu< i>r aiiotlKT ot" these poisons in the urino

or vomit, by an analysis couihutiHl with ]»r(>]i("r precantions, in

the absence of its medicinal aihninistiation.

( iastro-ent(M-ic sym]>t()nis arc* ]»ro(hicecl by ])oisonous foods,

sausage, mussels, decayed lish, meat, etc., and cheese. In

tiiese, however, a number of persons are usually attacked simul-

taneously, and the source of the poisoning is directly suspected;
the interval preceding the manifestation of symptoms is usuall}-

longer than with arsenic, and with all, except in some cases of

cheese poisoning, there are nervous symptoms and elTects upon
the eye which are not, or but most exceptionally, met with in

arsenical poisoning. Cheese poisoning, which more nearly re-

sembles arsenical poisoning, although frequently attended with

very severe symptoms, has, so far as we know, been fatal in

one case only, that of a child of three years who was poisoned

along with four other persons.'

In a homicidal case' in which the arsenic was administered

spread upon cheese, which was described as spoiled and stink-

ing, and in which neither symptoms nor post-mortem appear-
ances were well marked, Hofmann very properly considered

cheese poisoning as a possible factor in the cause of death.

Asiatic Cholera.—Although the statement of Taylor' to

the efiect that the symptoms with arsenic and other irritant

poisons are wholly different from those of Asiatic cholera, ex-

cepting the intense thirst which is present in both, is true so far

as it relates to the ordinary type of arsenical poisoning either

in its gastro-enteric or its cerebro-spinal form, it does not hold

good with regard to the rapidly fatal variety, designated as as-

jjhyxia arsenicalis, which in many respects bears a striking re-

semblance to an attack of Asiatic cholera. In cholera, how-

ever, purging usually precedes vomiting in time, which is never

the case with arsenical poisoning. The stools in cholera rap-

idly assume the characteristic "rice-water" appearance
—

liquid,

whitish, grumous, resembling whej" or a decoction of rice or

meal, nearlj^ clear, exceptionalh' tinged with blood or bile, and

emitting an insipid spermatic odor, and are discharged in an

almost continuous, involuntary jet. These differ entirely from
' Glasel : Ugeskr. f. Lager, xiii., 353;Ztsclir. f. Staatsarznk. ,

Kj0benh., 1879. 3R., xxvii., 309. 1864, Ixxxvii., 260.
^ Case of Fran^-iskaSchmidniaier,

^ "Poisons," 3d Am. ed. ,
94

Friedreich's Bl. f. ger. Med., 1.862,
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the usual feculent, highly colored, fetid stools of arsenical poi-

soning, discharged with straining and tenesmus. Nevertheless

cases of arsenical poisoning in which the alvine discharges have

assumed the
"
rice-water" character have been reported by

Wyss," Taylor,' Wilks,' Fox,' Headland,' Storer,' and Gaird-

ner.' Of these cases Headland's recovered, Storer's died in

thirt3"-six hours, and the others died in fourteen and one-half

hours or less. In cholera the voice has a peculiar, rough, whis-

tling tone (vox cholerica) which has been observed in arsenical

poisoning but once.' According to Tardieu' the eruption in

cholera is limited to the forms of roseola, erythema, or urticaria,

while in arsenical poisoning it takes on the most manifold

forms, and to it the petechial form belongs almost exclusively.

In cases of death the diagnosis may be established by the re-

sults of the autopsy. After death from arsenic the venous con-

gestion which is observed in cholera cadavers is not present.

The serous surfaces after death from cholera are found coated

with a sticky, viscid exudation, which is absent after death from

arsenic. The blood in the vessels of those who have died from

cholera is thicker than normal, usually contains small clots,

coagulates slowly, and the separation into clot and serum is very

imperfect. Virchow'" has described coagula found in the heart

in cholera, which extend from the right heart into the pulmonary
artery, and from the pulmonary veins into the left heart."

If the cholera bacillus of Koch were peculiar to cholera it is

clear that its identification, either ante or post mortem, would

prove the existence of that disease.

It is only during epidemics of cholera, or in India where it

is endemic, that a diagnosis between it and arsenical poisoning
is of interest, but instances are not wanting in which poisoners
have availed themselves of a cholera epidemic to more safely

murder by arsenic.

Jackson ''^ makes mention of the exliumation in 1858 of the body of

'Arch. d. Heilk., 1870, xi., 15. * Maclagau : Jjondou and Edinb.
2 Guy's Hosp. Rep., 1851-52, 2 s.

, Mouthly J. M. Sc.
, 1852, xiv., 132.

vii., 194. ^ "
Empoissonnement,

" 2enie ed.^
^
Ibid., 1855, 3 s., i., 364. 369.

^Lancet, 1848, ii., 503. '» Med. Reform, 1849, No. 12, 82,.

'Ibid., p. 697. "See Kraus : Friedreich's Bl. f.
« Boston M. and S. Jom-., 1841, ger. Med., 1888, xxxix., 278.

xxiii.. 345. ''^ Extr. Rec. Soc. M. Impr., Bos-
^ Edinb. M. and S. Jour., 1829, ton, 1859, iii., 291.

xxxii., 305.

IV.—27
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s.

a luaTi whn had diod in ISV.) of a disoi-dt-r supposed to liavo 1)«hmi Asiatic

•liolcra, in \vliicli an aliundaiur of arsenic was found. Tiic lindinyf

t)f arsenic in the cadaver of another sui)i)osod victim, wlio (Ued in ISjO,

let! to tliis investi^^ation.

Niemann 'pfives an account of llie case of I'.iinl:. Jlaitun^'-, wliowas
executed for havin>j;^ jyoisoned his aunt (hirinj^- a cholei-a ei)idemic. His

lirst wife and mother-in-law liad died durinj,'' a previous outhreak, and
liis second wife twenty months after tlie lii'st, havinuf sutVered from tlie

symptoms of arsenical innsonin^^. The hodjes of tlie aunt and second

wife were exhumed ; four and one-half <i^rains (0.28 gni.) of arsenic

trioxid were ohtained fi-oni the sfoniacli of the former, and O.OS {i^rains

(0.;W frni.J from the cadaver of the latter. Keher'^ ile.scrihes a case of

homicidal i)oisoning by arsenic of a person suffering from Asiatic chol-

era, in \vliose cadaver both arsenic (althougli in small quantity) and

tlie lesions of cholcM-a were found. In this ca.se it was dithcult to de-

cide which Avas the cause of death. The defendant was convicted of

an attempt to mui-der.

Tardieu •' relates the case of a young girl who was supposed to have

committed suicide by taking an arsenical green during the cholera epi-

demic of 1840. The autop.sy and analysis showed that she had died of

the disease and not of poison.

In the case of the Due de Praslin, who committed suicide by taking
a large dose of ai*senic, the symptoms were at first attributed by the at-

tending physicians to an attack of cholera.''

Taylor
' also cites the cases of Reg. i\ Chesham (1847) and Reg. v.

Foster (1847) in which arsenical poisoning was mistaken for cholera,

and the fact of poisoning remained concealed until an analysis was

made.

Cholera Morbus—Cholera Nostras.—The diagnosis be-

tween this disorder and arsenical poisoning is more difficult

than in the case of Asiatic cholera, and it is questionable whether

a positive distinction can be made from the s3"mptoms alone.

Cholera morbus occurs in the summer and autumn, usually fol-

lows some indiscretion of diet, and does not attack all or several

persons eating of the dish or article of food which provokes the

outbreak. It is very rarely fatal except in the very young and

the very old, and, when it is fatal, death only occurs in three or

four days from exhaustion, while in that form of arsenical poison-

ing whose sj-mptoms simulate those of cholera death follows rap-

' Ztachr. f. Staatsarznk. , 1862,
"
"Eu^pojsonnement," 2eme ed.,

Ixxxiv., lo3. 36.

^^'rtljschr. f. ger. Med., 1863,
^ J. des conn, med.-chir. . Oct.,

xxiv., 131. 1847. Reprint.
5 "Poisons," 3d Am. ed., 96.
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idly, usually in less than twenty-four hours. In cholera morbus,

moreover, the throat symptoms usually observed in arsenical

poisoning are absent. The detection of arsenic in the urine,

vomit, or dejecta is the only ground for a positive diagnosis.

Peritonitis.—The onset of peritonitis resembles that of

arsenical poisoning. There is usually no initial rigor. Pain,

severe, burning or boring in character, at first located in some

particular part of the abdomen, rapidly extends over a large

area; vomiting, great thirst, diminished or suppressed urino,

cramps in the legs are common to both. The chief points of

distinction during life are the localization of the early pain
in the abdomen elsewhere than in the region of the stomach;
the almost constant occurrence of constipation, the absence of

throat symptoms, the rapidl}^ increasing tympanites producing
a deep resonant note on percussion, and great diminution of the

normal dulness of the liver and spleen, and sometimes an eleva-

tion of temperature in peritonitis.

The autopsy will remove all doubt; the injection of the

peritoneum, sometimes very intense, extravasations, the thin

grayish-yellow coating of plastic lymph covering and in places

causing adhesions of the peritoneal surfaces, and the serum col-

lecting in the peritoneal cavity to a greater or less extent in

peritonitis are not observed after death from arsenic. Moreover,

peritonitis is almost invariably the result of a cause detectable

at the autopsy : a perforation of the stomach or intestine, rup-

ture of a hydatid cyst of the liver, strangulated hernia, cancer,

cystic and other tumors, tubal or abdominal pregnancy, etc., or

of an altered condition of the blood, as in septicaemia, pyaemia,

Bright's disease, small-pox, and other eruptive fevers.'

Intussusception—Ileus.—Although these disorders, due

either to the invagination of one portion of the intestine into

another or to^'its strangulation within the abdomen, are attended

by the most obstinate constipation, Taylor states^ that in one

case at least intussusception in an infant was mistaken for ar-

senical poisoning, and the mistake nearly led to the conviction

of the mother and grandmother of the child on an unfounded

charge of murder (Reg. v. Dore and Spry, Central Criminal

Court, August 28th, 1848).

'See also Schuchardt, in Masch- and Roussin :

"
Empoisonnement,

"

ka's "Handb.," ii., 34/. Tardieu 2emeed.,28.
» "Poisons," 3d Am. ed., 99.
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^Ii:tiiol> of Action.

The views of authors conoeriiin^ the corrosive action of ar-

senic have (lilTered widely at diiferent times. Tlio older writers

attributeil \o it a I'orrosive power but little inferior to tiiatof the

mineral acids. In the Affaire Mercier in 1S;3II, Rognetta' ad-

vanced as one of the reasons in opposition to the theory of ar-

senical poisoning that there was no cauterization (if the mouth
and tongue of the deceased, which ho claimed to occur as a
characteristic of arsenical poisoning. At a later date Taylor
held the opposite view that arsenic is not a corrosive. Concern-

ing it he says:
" Arsenic is an irritant poison; it has no decided

chemical or corrosive action on the animal tissues, and the

changes met with in the stomach and bowels of a person ])oi-

oned by it are referable to the effects of inflammation. I have

not found that arsenic produces any effect on dead mucous
membrane."'

The truth lies between these extreme views. While arsenic

is not a corrosive in the sense in which we have used the word,*
since it does not produce death by its chemical action upon a

tissue with which it comes in direct contact, but always as a

true poison
—that is, after entrance into the blood, and by its

subsequent action upon tissues, including the alimentar}' canal,

to which it is carried by the circulation—it certainly does exert

a local chemical action, and does produce alterations in dead

mucous membranes as well as in living. Its corrosive action is,

however, secondary to and independent of those powers which

render it so powerful a poison.

The local chemical action of arsenic has been utilized from

early times in the various depilatory and escharotic preparations
of which it is an ingredient: Pulvis arsenicalis Cosmi, Dupuy-
tren's caustic powder, Plipket's caustic. Hunter's caustic,

Rousselot's powder, Esmarch's paste. Sir Astley Cooper's oint-

ment, Marsden's mucilage, and Hebra's caustic—all contain ar-

senic in the form of the trioxid. When applied to the skin it

produces a pustular eruption and severe pain. Thus Wagner*
relates a fatal arsenical poisoning caused by washing the entire

' Gaz. d. hop., 1839, 2 s., i.. 581. ^ gpp Definitioo, p. 43.
» "Poisons." 2d ed., 1859, 355; 3d ^ Wchnschr. f. d. ges. Hlk.. 1839,

Am. ed., 1875, 288. viii., 213.
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body with a solution of arsenic trioxid. It immediately pro-
'

duced severe pain all over the body, as if the person were laid on

afire or upon needles, which constantly increased in spite of the

external application of remedies, and over most of the body the

cuticle was raised in blisters. Where arsenic is applied to mu-
cous membranes it produces a local inflammation, followed by
the formation of a well-defined eschar. This has been repeat-

edly noted in the cases of extra-gastric administration already
cited (see p. 412), and in some instances in the mouth when
arsenic has been swallowed

;
not only as a late symptom and in

chronic poisoning, but also, as in the case of Soufiiard, who i^oi-

soned himself with 12 gm. of arsenic, as one of the earliest

manifestations. Dr. James, who saw him very shortly after he

took the poison, says that the lower lip was strongly cauterized

and extremely painful to the touch.' All doubt as to the nature

of the poison taken is removed by the fact that Orfila separated
from the stomach, liver, etc., of Soufflard a quantity of arsenic

such that he estimated the amount absorbed at four to five

grains. At the post-mortem also, the gums, inner surface of

the cheeks, palate, fauces, uvula, were found to be bright red
;

the lower lip strongly cauterized, of double its natural size; the

tongue suburral, its epithelium destroyed in places, leaving the

enlarged and reddened papillae exposed and greatly swollen.

Death occurred in thirteen hours.

Nor can it be doubted tliat arsenic has a distinct action upon
dead mucous membrane. This subject will be discussed under

the head of "Post-mortem Appearances" {q. v.).

On the other hand, the inflammation of the alimentary canal

which is the cause of the intense gastro-intestinal disturbances

observed in arsenical poisoning, is produced only in part, and

probably only in a comparatively slight degree by the local or

corrosive action. This is shown to be the case by numerous
observations of the symptoms of gastro-enteritis during life, pro-
duced by arsenic which has not been taken by the alimentary

canal, but by application to the skin or introduction into the

vagina, etc. In these cases the post-mortem appearances of the

stomach and intestine are absolutely identical with those ob-
' Bull Ac. med.. 1838-39, iii., dillee, et le moindre attouchement

664. "La levre inferienre avait ete y provoquait uue excessive dou-
fortement cauterizee, car sa mem- leur.

"

brane muqueiise etait blauclie, feu-
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Borvoil when arsenic lias l)Ooii tukrii by tln> nioulli.' In scleral

instaiuvs itf oxtni-gastrii" ailiiiinisti'al icii arstMiic lias also liccn

found in tlio stoniacli, altlKuigh llir (luantity has always boon

qnito small.' Tlu'so olisorvaliniis, taken in (•(injiiTiclion with

tlio fact that an interval t)f about half an iioiir i.r niuio I'lapses

in all but the most oxco]itional oases between the taking of the

poi.son by the mouth ami the manifestation of symptoms, prove

conclusively that the vit)lent gastro-entcric symptoms of arseni-

cal jwisoning are produced in some way by arsenic which has

entered the circulation, rather than by that which is ])laced in

contact with the gastro-intestinal mucous meml)rane.

Fig, 10.—Villi of Duodenum. Dog. X 3^0. A, vertical section; B, transver.se section;

(£) body of villus, witli (a) adenoid elements, CnO muscular fibres, (c) capillaries, (g \)
adenoid-like tissue, with round cells, separating end of villus and epithelial layer (e),

which still adheres at x; it, B) large transudation coaguluin, with a few adenoid
cells, between epithelium and body of villus; (s, B) somewhat oblique section of

adenoid-like tissue. CPistorius.)

The method by which the inflammation is produced has been

variously interpreted. Boehm and Unterberger^ conclude from

their experiments that arsenic trioxid injected into the circula-

tion causes great diminution of the blood pressure, which may
be attributed partly to paralysis of the abdominal vessels and

' See Boehm and Unterberger :

Arch. f. exper. Path. u. Pharm.,
1874, ii., 96.

2
Taylor: Guv's Hosp. Rep., 1864,

3 s. , X., 220. Brisken: Vrtlj.schr.
f. ger. Med., 1864, xxv., 110. Tidy :

Lancet, 1878, ii., 250 (two cases).
Boehm and Unterberger : Loc.

cit., p. 9y (experiments upon ani-

mals) .

" Loc. cit. ,
89-98.
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partly to a diminished force of the heart muscle
;
and they at-

tribute arsenical gastro-enteritis to a vasomotor paralysis of the

terminations of the sympathetic, resulting in diminished blood

pressure and great congestion of the abdominal viscera, which,

extending to the gastro-intestinal mucous membrane, there pro-

duces the ai)pearances of intense gastro-enteritis. Under the

direction of Boehm, Pistorius' has shown by experiments upon
animals that arsenic trioxid, administered by the stomach or hy-

podermically, causes congestion of the vessels of the intestinal

villi and the formation of a false membrane, consisting of

amorphous coagulated masses, which enclose large numbers of

Fig. 11.—Numerous Thrombi iu the Capillary Plexus and two large Plugs in a Larger
Vessel. The capillary thrombi very numerous and of varying size. X 80. (Heilbronu.)

epithelial and adenoid cells, and which, being thrown out be-

tween the body of the villus and its epithelial covering, causes

the detachment of the latter, shreds of which are found in the

contents of the gut (Fig. 10) . Lesser^ attributes the diarrhoea to

an irritation of the ganglia located in the intestinal walls.

Heinz at Breslau,^ and Heilbronn at Wiirzburg* have simul-

taneously given another explanation of the method of production
of arsenical gastro-enteritis by showing that arsenic produces
thrombi in the minute blood-vessels. They differ, however, in.

' Arch. f. Path. u. Pharm., 1883,

xvi., 188.
2 Arch. f. path. Anat., etc., 1881,

Ixxxiii.
^ " Natur und Entstehungsart der

bei Arsenick-Verp;iftimg anftre-
tenden Gefiiss-Verlegungeii,

"
Diss. ,

Breslau. 1891.
^ "

Veranderungen im Darme,
"

etc., Diss., Wiirzburg, 1891.
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that (ho former tMuiid thai tho coaguhitioii was always in tlic

small artorios ami \iins, lu'vtr in thccaiiillarics, whilo the lat-

ter found tho (.'oagnlation to tako j)larn in tho cai)illurios also

(Fig. 11).' Tt is prohahlo also, from tho i)r(^sonco of arsenic,

alheit in small (jnantity, in the stomach after its extciJial appli-

cation, that the mut'ous membrane of that organ and of the in-

testines performs to some extent an excretory func^tion for ah-

sorbed arsenic, an action which ^volll(l necessarily he attended

vvitli irritation and iritlammation. Finally ]>inz and Schultz"

have ofTered an original and ingenious explanation of this and
other actions of arsenic on the animal economy. They foimd

that the protojilasm of man}' tissues, intestine, brain, spleen,

etc., have the pcnverof setting the oxygon atoms combined with

arsenic in alternating motion, of converting arscnious iiito ar-

senic acid, and reversing the process. According to them this

continuous series of oxidations and reductions within the al-

buminoid molecule finally causes the disintegration of the cell

and fatty degeneration. (See Chronic Poisoning.)
As no one of these methods of action is inconsistent with

the others it is quite probable that all are operative, aided in

some slight degree by the local action.

Aside from its action upon the alimentary canal arsenic also

produces serious modifications in the normal chemism of the

bod}'. It has been shown by Saikowski^ to cause fatty degen-
eration in tho kidneys, liver, heart, diaphragm, and stomach.

In consequence of fatty degeneration in the tissues of the blood-

vessels multiple hemorrhages occur in different organs. Death

by heart failure is produced by degeneration of the heart mus-

cle, which, with large doses, may also involve tho heart ganglia.
The occurrence of coma, delirium, and eclamptic seizures may
be traced to the degeneration of cerebral ganglia and to imper-
fect nutrition, due to diminished blood pressure. When the

dose is too small to cause a degeneration sufficiently extensive

or complete to impede the function of heart or brain the case

ternainates in recovery, or merges into a chronic form which is

frequently observed to follow an acute poisoning. The skin

symptoms piroduced by arsenic are due to the excretion of small
' A similar effect is produced by '^ Arch. f. exp. Path. u. Pharm.,

other poisons : cyclamin, sapotoxin, 1879, xi., 200.

riciu, and abrin. -'Arch. f. path. Anat.
, 1865,

xxxiv.
, 73.
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quantities of the poison by the skin and consequent irritation of

that organ.
As arsenic readily replaces phosphorus in organic com-

pounds it is quite within the possibilities that the phosphor-
ized constituents of nerve tissue, protagon, nucleins, etc., may
be converted into corresponding compounds containing arsenic

in place of phosphorus. This has, however, not been proved to

be the case.

Treatment.

When an arsenical compound has been taken by the mouth
the objects of the treatment are : first, the removal as completely
as practicable of the poison from the stomach, and second, the

conversion of what remains into an insoluble or, at least, a very

sparingly soluble combination.

The first indication is usually fulfilled more or less completely

by the vomiting provoked by the poison itself. The phj^siciau

may, however, be called in during the interval preceding the

manifestation of symptoms, or vomiting may not have been free

and copious. In that event the stomach should be thoroughly
washed out by the pump or siphon, using several quarts of

water. Even if the case be seen in a later stage, and there be

reason to suppose that arsenic still remains in the stomach, this

procedure should be resorted to. The same danger does not

attend the introduction of the pipe into the stomach in arsenical

poisoning as exists in corrosion by acids or alkalies
; still, if some

time have elapsed and the symptoms of irritation are violent,

some caution is necessary in view of the possible existence of

ulcerations in the stomach. The same end may be attained,

though much less completely, by the administration of emetics,

such as zinc sulfate, ipecacuanha, or apomorphin, never of tartar

emetic. But even by a washing with a large volume of water

the poison is frequentl}' not completely removed by reason of the

tenacity with which it adheres to the walls of the stomach, par-

ticularly if it have been taken when that organ is empty, and

in the form of powder.
In no case should the fulfilment of the second indication by

the administration of chemical antidotes be neglected. Of these

the most efficacious is the normal ferric hydroxid, the use of

which was first suggested by Bunsen in 1834, with the object of
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the conversion o{ ilu> .usfiiio trioxid into ferric arsenito,' a coni-

jiouiul which, ahh<>tiL;li not alisohitclN' iiisohihlo, is only very

sjmringly solnblo.' To ho of si'vvico this antidote must lio

freshly inojiarecl, as it rapiilly inidoi-goos niodilications which

greatly diminish its capacity of condtination. It shonld he ad-

ministoit'd in cpiantities of two to fonr tablespoonfnls, snsjx'ndcd

in warm water, ever}'' ten minntes imtil the local sym})tom8

abate, or until a tpiantity abont twenty times as great as the

dose of arsenic presnmod to have been taken is reached. The

greater portion of tho arsenic taken shonld be removed from the

stomach by the jHnnp or siphon or by emesis before the admin-

istration of the antidote, which shonld be given even if the case

have pn^gressed for some time, with a view to neutralizing the

action of jiarticles of arsenic adherent to the walls of the stom-

ach. For the preparation of the antidote a solution of normal

ferric sulfate is retained in the United States Pharmacopoeia,

under the name of Liquor ferri tersulphatis, and in the British

Pharmacopoeia under the name of Liquor ferri persul^^hatis.

From this the hydroxid is prepared when wanted by precipita-

tion with ammonia in excess, after dilution with water, and

subsequent washing on a muslin filter until the odor of am-

monia is barely perceptible. Dialyzed iron has been used as a

substitute, but although it has proved beneficial in some cases,

it is not so trustworthy as the hydroxid prepared as directed in

the Pharmacopoeia.^
Another antidote, suggested by Bussy, in 184G,^ is magnesium

hydroxid prepared by mixing magnesia usta with twenty times

its weight of water. This antidote, whose action depends upon

the formation cf the sparingly soluble mangesium arsenite, is

preferred by some' because an excess is better borne by the

stomach, because it acts as a cathartic to remove any of the

poison which may have reached the intestine, and because it is

more easily prepared and may be kept ready. It should be

given in doses of four to six tablespoonfnls every fifteen min-

utes. The magnesia from which it is made must not have been

1 "Das Eisenoxydhydrat, ein Ge- ^ See Ferri oxidum hydratum, U.

gengift der Arsenigen Same," Got- S. Ph.

tingen, 1834.
^ J- de pharm. et de chim., 1846,

* As to solubility of ferric arsenite 3 a., x., 81.

see SchlagdenhautTen and Reeb : J.
' Kobert :

"
Intoxicationen,

"
255.

d. Pharm. v. Elsass-Lxithr. ,
Strassb.

,

1888, XT., 191.
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too strongly heated in its preparation. A combination of the

two antidotes is officinal in the German Pharmacopoeia under

the title AiiUdotum arsenici (Fuchsii), and in the United

States Pharmacopoeia under that of Ferri oxiclum hijdratuin

cum magnesia, and is prepared when wanted by mixing to-

gether 10 gm. of magnesia rubbed up with water, Co gm. of

liquor ferri tersulphatis previously diluted with twice its weight
of water, and water to the total volume of one litre. This anti-

dote possesses the powers of both of its constituents and has the

advantage over the ferric hydroxid of being more rapidly pre-

pared.

Although milk, melted butter, or lard have no chemical ac-

tion upon arsenic, their administration, if the poison be taken

in the solid form, may be of service in interfering with its solu-

tion, and consequently with its absorption.

PosT-MoRTEM Appearances.

The post-mortem appearances after death from arsenical

poisoning are the same, irrespective of whether it has been

taken by the mouth or introduced through some other channel

of absorption, except that in the latter event its local effects

will be found at the point of application. The appearances
differ somewhat, however, with variations in the nature of the

symptoms, and according as the duration of the case has been

short or has extended over several days.

The external appearance, if diarrhoea and vomiting have

been profuse, as is usually the case, will be that of emaciation,

although the quantity of subcutaneous fat remains undimin-

ished. The skin is cyanosed, particularly that of the hands and

feet, although by no means so deeply as after death from Asi-

atic cholera. The process of putrefaction is delayed, and the

body remains odorless longer than usual. These effects are due

to a diminution in the quantity of water in the cadaver.

In rapidly fatal cases it is rare that any change is met with

in the mouth, pharynx, or oesophagus. Occasionally, how-

ever, they are the seat of inflammation, or even of ulceration.

Thus in Fahrenhorst's case ' death occurred in six hours, and the

pharynx and larynx were found to be inflamed. Booth '-'

reported a

'

Mag. f.d. ges. H)k.. 1825, xx., 483. '^ London M. Gaz., 1884, xiv., 63.
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caso of (loath in six aiul a half hours in whii'li tho a^sophaj^us was iu-

Hanu'il to within half an incli of the cariHa. Taylor' i-cpoi-tcd two
ca.si's, in oiu' of which di-alli occurred in sev(Mitt'cn hours, aud llio

iwsophafTHS was iutlauird and llic unicous uh inlu-inc of the larynx and
trachea highly injt'clcd. In the other tin- patieuf died in two and a

half hom-s after (aUiny- one hundred aiul tifly ^^rains (1).72 j^in. » of ar-

siMiic in liiu> powder, and the a'sophaLTUS was found to he inllauied in

l>laces. In ont> of Kayuer's cases''' lhe<rull(>t. was hii^hly inllained. In
a ca.se reported hy Kuolt.'in which the |)oison was taken iu jHiwder,

suspended in hranily and water, the u'sopha;^us w^as found vascular iu

th(> ujii»er half to a distinct line, helow which thej'(^ w(>re "
•^--an^'^rene of

the nnicous coaf'and tliinning of the tuhe to within ahout one and a

half inches of the oardia. Grcenliow' i-eported a case of deatli in six

hours and ten minutes, in whicli the upper half of the oesophagus was
found to he pale hut the lowei- half ])urple, with silvery-white ])atches

which could not he detached without injury to the mucous coat, and
several slightly raised opaque granules at the cardiac end. In an al-

leged homicidal case Demuth found a parchment-like drying of the

mucous memhrane at the angle of the lips. The exceptional post-

mortem a]>pearances of the li])s, mouth, and tongue in tho case of

Soutflai'd have already heen refin-red to." In this case the pharynx
and oesophagus were also found injected.

It is in the stomach tliat the most prominent lesions are

observed. Its mucous membrane over a greater or less extent,

or in spots, is swollen, thickened, somewhat spongy and cov-

ered with a thick, viscid mucus tinged with blood or bile. The
color of the mucous surface is sometimes a uniform dull or

brownish red, becoming brighter on exposure to air, and pre-

senting a velvety appearance. In some cases tho color has been

described as "bright scarlet"
'
either throughout or in portions;*

in others it has been said to be vermilion" uniformly or in

places. Usually, however, the color is not uniform, the redness

appearing in spots or patches, more frequently toward the

greater end and chiefly on the prominences of the rugae. Fre-

1 Guv's Hosp. Rep., 1837, ii., 77; ii., 305. Buchner : Friedreich's BI.

1850-51, 2s., vii., 183. f. ger. Med., 1884, xxxv., 170.
« Prov. M. and S. J., 1840, i.. 155. »

Dy^ocij
. Edinh. M. and S.

^.ancet. 1849, ii., 1. Jour., 1843, lix., 350. Milford:
•» Med. Times and Gaz., 1878, ii., Australian M. fiaz., 1889-90, ix.,

62fi. 90, 95.
5 Vereinsbl. f. pfalz. Aerzte, 1887,

^ Foster : Lancet, 1840-41, ii.,

iii. 305. Silliman : West. Journ. M. and
« See p. 421. S. 1850, 3 s.. v., 49. Carter : Liver-
"

Booth : London M. Gaz., 1834, pool, Med. -chir. Jour., 1890, x., 130.

xiv., 62. Foster: Lancet, 1840-41,
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qiieiitly the redness is in the form of minute dots (petechias)

arranged in .striations stretcliing in curved lines between the

cardia and pylorus, or scattered uniformly over the entire mu-
cous membrane. This appearance, which is undoubtedly due

to minute extravasations caused by the plugging of small ves-

sels,' is claimed by Tidy to be characteristic of arsenical poison-

ing.'^ It is certain, however, that it is by no means always

present after death from arsenic, and that it is frequently
observed after death from other causes. Indeed, Professor

Tidy, who laid great stress upon the absence of this appearance
in the Ma^'brick case, himself goes no further in his work than

to say that it is "generally" present.^ Submucous extravasa-

tions of blood also occur frequently and, by their dark or even

black appearance, may be mistaken for gangrene. When the

body has been long buried the mucous membrane is frequently

of a bright-yellow color, due to the formation of the yellow
arsenic trisulfid, a change which has in one case been observed

in as short a time as twelve days.'' A pale ochry or briglit-3'el-

low color has also been observed when the post-mortem has

been made twentj'-one and twenty-seven hours after death ;^ but

in these cases the color is due to a thick coating of mucus more
or less tinged with bile, on scraping which off the highly red-

dened mucous inembrane is exposed. Ulcerations of the stom-

ach are not of frequent occurrence, and are more frequently
observed in cases of longer duration. Ulcerations and erosions

have, however, been observed in cases in which death followed

in thirteen," twelve,' ten,"* and even six and one-sixth
° hours

after the poison was taken. Perforation has not, so far as we
are aware, been observed in any rapidly fatal case.

It requires but a short time to produce these inflammatory

changes in the gastric mucous membrane. Indeed, as the gas-

tric symptoms are the result of the gastric inflammation, the

'Seep. 423. 2 s., vii., 187. Greenow : Med.
•'See Woodman and Tidy. "Fo- Times and Gaz., 1878, ii., (526.

rensic Med. ,

"
PI. i.

« Wyss : Arch. d. Heilk. , 1870, xi.
,

3 Woodman and Tidy: "Forensic 15.

Med." (1877), 142. See also Prof. '
Cotting : Boston M. and S.

Tidy's testimony in Liverp. Post Jour., 1838, xviii., 78.

Rep., and Carter: Loc. cit. ^Taylor: Guy's Hosp. Rep., 1841,
* Scheulen ; Wchnschr. f. d. ges. vi., 265. "Poisons," 3d Am. ed.,

Hlk., 1844, xiii., 372. 297.
^ Letheby : Lancet, 1847, i., 44. * Greenhow : Med. Times and

Taylor: Guy's Hosp. Rep., 1851-52, Gaz., 1878, ii.. 626.
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su})iH)siti<ui tliat the lattt-r iin'ccdts lli»< I'dniu'i- in all cases is not

uiiwariMiitaliK'. ( tliscrxat inn has al^t sin i\vii that in thoso cases

in \vhich death has occnirt'd with the greatest rapidity llio evi-

dences of gastric inllaimnation ha\(> l>i>cn jjrcscnt.

Ill Fiiilay's case 'of death ii\ ono hour tlu! luiicoiis iiuMiihruiK* of

the stomarh was intensely oon<:cested, and was tho seat of a few eccliy-

nioses, liiit there were no erosions.

In Foster's case'- of death in two hours the villous coat of the stom-

ach was of a vermilion hue. In Dieherj^'s ease-' of deatli in the saine

time the mueous memhi-aue of the stomach was marhlcd red, with

hlack spots the size of i)eas here and there. In Clegg's case,'' which

also proved fatal in two lioiiis, (he stomach was found intensely in-

flamed. In a case reported hy Tayloi',* in which death occurred in

two and a half hours, tlie stomach jn-esented internally several red

j)atehes, especially toward the pyloi-us. In another case, fatal in the

same time, reported by Dj'mock
" the rugte w^ere numerous, prominent,

and firm
;
in the fundus and at the pylorus were bright scarlet patches

which disappeared near the centre of the stomach, except a few isolated

ones. iSome patches had a bruised and puii)lish api)earance, hut there

were no extravasations, and on microscopic examination they showed

the color to be due to enlai-ged veins. Taylor' mentions another case,

fatal in barely three hours, in which there was intense inflanunation,

especially at the pyloric end. Jetl'reys** also reports a case in which

death occurred in less than three hours, in which the nmcous coat of

the stomach was covered with a tenacious mucus, red, highly inflamed,

and ecchymosed. A dark, tenacious, bloody patch three inches in cir-

cumference existed near the cardiac end. The rugje were corrugated,

and there was an appearance of disorganization. The pyloric end was

highly inflamed.

It cannot be denied, on the other hand, that death may be

due to arsenic and still no signs of inflammatory action remain

detectable in the mucous membrane of the stomach or intes-

tines. Several such cases are upon record, in none of which,

unfortunately, is the dose taken stated, and in only three the

duration.

' Lancet, 1883, ii., 943. ^ Guv's Hosp. Rep., 1850-51, 2 s.,

2 Lancet, 1840-41, ii., 305. vii., 183.

"Friedreich's Bl. f. ger. Med., « Edinb. M. and S. Jour., 1843,

186G. xvii., 53. lix., 350.
^
Taylor: "Poisons," 3d Am. ed.,

' "Poisons," 3(1 Am. ed.. 327.

297. « London M. Times, 1851, n. s.,

iii., 229.
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O'Reilly
'

reports the case of an elderly lady who died in six hours,

with little pain or suffering. There was scarcely a trace of change of

structure in the whole alimentary canal. The stomach exhibited

vascularity in two or three points only. A boy of twenty months'^

died in eight hours after having takeii an arsenical mouse poison. He
vomited, but had no pain. In the intestine and stomach there was little

deviation from the noi'mal appearance. Taylor refers to two homici-

dal cases. In one (Reg. i\ Newton) the coats of the stomach were
thickened and pulpy, but entirely free from inflammation, although
the "death was clearly due to arsenic." In the other (Reg. i\ Mc-

Cracken) a large quantity of arsenic was found in the stomach of the

deceased, but there was no appearance of inflammation, either in that

organ or in the intestines. In the Kloss case •* the mucous membi-aae
of the stomach of one of the victims was free from any semblance of

inflammation. Arsenic was found in the stomach in small quantity,
and a little more than half a grain (0.032 gm.) of arsenic trioxid was

separated from the liver and kidneys.
In a clear case of suicide by Paris gi-een, in which death occurred in

less than sixty hours, there was entire absence of inflammation of the

alimentary tract, although vomiting and purging had been excessive.^

Virchow has described
° a modification of the minute struc-

ture of tlie gastric mucous membrane, under the name of

gastro-adenitis arsenicalis parenchymatosa, which is said to

occur in arsenical poisoning even when the coarser gross ap-

pearances are wanting. The surface of the mucous membrane
is covered with a thick, granular mass, which penetrates its

whole substance, dipping into the peptic glands, the epithelium
of which is cloudy and parth^ fatty. The interstitial tissue is

infiltrated with round cells. Kobert* considers this appearance
as typical of arsenical poisoning, and states that it may be pro-
duced in animals by hypodermic injection of Fowler's solution,

and that it has been observed in the human subject after extei'nal

application of arsenic.

An examination of the surface of the mucous membrane
with the aid of a magnifying glass will, if the poison have been

taken in the shape of a crystalline powder, usually reveal the

presence of minute particles firmly adherent to, and embedded

1 Dublin J. M. Sc, 1841, xx., 429. ^ ciiittenden and Smith : Med.-
'^May: Prov. M. and S. Jour., leg. J., N. Y., 1885, iii., 148.

1845, 453. « Arch. f. path. Anat., etc., 1869,
^ "Poisons," 3d Am. ed., 298. xlvii., 524.

Davidson: ButT. M. and S. ^

"Intoxicationen," 256.

Jour., 1882, xxii., 117.
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in. tlu' layof nf miu'tis or ovi'ii in tlio sul)sl;inc\M)f the mcm-
bram'. These particles mv in the I'm in of tx'taheilral ciTstals,

Avhieh sonietinu's <^listen as littk> ilianioml-like specks when the

surface is exposed to the sunlight, ami which comniunicati^ a
"
sandy" sensation when the lin!j;i'r is drawn over the surface.

'I'hey are usually white, but sometimes assume a yellowisli or

yelhnv color from conversion into the yellow sultid (see below).

They are surrounded by a reddened area, du(> to injection of the

vessels, and beneath them the mucous membrane is frcMjuently

distinctly erod(^d. Sometimes the particles are of nearly uni-

form size, or they maj^ vary from coarsc^l}' granular fragments
to the finest powder,' according to the method of manufacture of

the arsenic used. From these and other characters it is some-

times possible to show that arsenic found in two cadavers was
not of the same origin, or not of a certain given origin.'' The

(}uantity of arsenic found adherent to the stomach is usually

not great, although it may be. Thus Taylor^ refers to a case

in which upward of an ounce was found spread over the mu-

cous membrane in a past}' state. Bartley separated three hun-

dred grains (1!).5 gm.) of arsenic from the stomach of a girl

who had died of arsenical poisoning. In the case of Reg. v.

Madeleine Smith, Professor Penny separated 5.2 grains (0.;5I37

gm.) of crystallized arsenic from the stomach.* These particles

are most frequently found in the stomach, but t\iey have also

been found elsewhere: in the duodenum,^ in the ileum and jeju-

num,
°
in the large intestine,' and in the mouth and between the

teeth.
**

In an early case'' a cyst containing crystallized white

arsenic was found in the stomach. These particles must be

shown to be arsenical, which is easiest accomplished by heating

a small portion in a subliming cell and collecting the sublimed

product partly on a dr}' glass cover and partly on one upon which
1 Med. Times and Gaz., 1872, ii., s., x., 677. Wyss : Arch. d. Heilk.,

490. 1870, xi., 15.
"^ See p. 342. '' Wyss : Loc. cit. Hodgson : Prov.
2 "Poisons," 3d Am. ed., 297. M. and S. Jour., 1851, 490.
^ Morison's Report, p. 34. ''Hodgson: Loc. cit. Greaves:
^ James : Bull. Ac. nied., Paris, Loc. cit.

1838-39, iii., 664 (caseof Soufflard).
* Kissel : Deut. Ztschr. f. Staats-

Ewen: Prov. M. and S. Jour., 1842, arznk., 1852, xi., 137. Renter:

iii., 505. Wimmer: Mag. f. d. Med. Jahrb. f. d. Herz. Nassau,

Staatsarznk., 1846. v., 227. Case 1846, 97, 236. Grahaclier : Oest.

of Mad. Smith, loc. cit., p. 32. Ztschr. f. prk. Hlk., 1866, xii., 172.

Greaves : London M. Gaz., 150, n. ^ Tonnelier : J. d. med., chir.,

pharm., etc., 1802, iv., 15.
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is a drop of water. The octahedral crystals upon the first, and

the formation of a yellow color or precipitate in the second

upon the addition of ammonio-silver nitrate solution are suffi-

cient evidence that the material in question was arsenic, when

taken in conjunction with its original crystalline form.

One case is reported
'

in which the powdered porcelainous

form had been taken, and in which more than 0.3(3 gm. (five

and a half grains) of the amorphous white powder was scraped

from the mucous membrane of the stomach.

If the body has been long buried non-arsenical crystalline

deposits may exist. Maschka' found the walls of the alimen-

tary canal (which were well preserved) of a cadaver exhumed

eighteen months after death to contain numerous, hard, firmly

adherent incrustations, varying in size from that of a hemp-
seed to that of a pea, which consisted of ammonio-magnesian

phosphate. Three-quarters of a grain (0.048 gm.) of arsenic

trioxid was also obtained from a portion of the viscera.

The contents of the stomach are usually fluid, sometimes

<piite thin, generally viscid, red brown in color from the pres-

ence of blood, or yellowish from the presence of bile, varying

in quantity from one or two ounces to two or three pints, and

containing, if vomiting have not been abundant, particles of

food substances. These, however, by reason of the copious

vomiting, are usually absent. In some cases the stomach, and

indeed the entire alimentary canal, is found empty or nearly so,

and in some cases the stomach is distended with gas—usually a

product of putrefaction.

The appearances of inflammation observed in the stomach

are frequently extended into the intestine, usually in patches;

the duodenum and rectum being the portions of the gut
most frequently affected. It is possible, however, that these

portions may not be inflamed, wdiile patches of inflammation

are found in other portions of the intestine. Thus Taylor' de-

scribes a case in which the duodenum and rectum were not in-

flamed, but red patches existed in the jejunum and ileum. The

intestinal hypersemia varies greatly in degree, and does not

'

Casper-Liman : "Handb. d. ger.
^
Guy's Hosp. Rep., 1851-52, vii.,

Med.," SteAufi., 400. 194.
^ "Samml. Gutacht. Prag. med.

Fak ," 1867, iii., 253.

IV. -28
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jieoessai ily iiiorease w ith tlif duratidii ol" tlic iioisc^iiiny. Thus

Ijt'ssor' ijivos examples of portitJiis of the small ititestiiie from

two fatal cases: (>iu> that ^A' a WDinaii ol' twenty-two years vvlio

(lied in eighteen and a half honrs after taking white arsenic, in

wlmm tlu" intestinal mucous memhrano was anirniic, tlie injec-

tion being limiteil to the larger vessels; the other that of a man of

twenty-two years who died in seven hoius after having taken

SchweiTifurth green, in whom the intestinal mucous membrane
was reddened by capillary and venous congestion, and in places

corroded and mark(>d with minute hemorrhages. The solitary

follii'les and Peyer's patches are swollen, prominent, and yellow-

ish-white from extensive cell infiltration. The mucous membrane
is extensively denuded of epithelium, shreds of w^hich float in

the intestinal contents, communicating to it, in the lower part

of the small intestine, a ''

rice-water'' or
"
thin gruel-like" ap-

pearance.' The contents of the dnodennm usually resemble

those of the stomach. Multiple ecchymoses throughout the in-

testinal tract are not infrequently met with. In the large in-

testine the mucous membrane is also denuded of epithelium in

great part, and abundantly infiltrated with white corpu.scles.

The colon is frec^uently found contracted. Wilks' reports a

case, fatal in twelve hours, in which the contraction was such

as barely to admit the point of the enterotome. The end of the

ileum was also contracted, as well as other parts of the small

intestine to a less degree. The omentum and mesentery-
have been found congested and the mesenteric glands en-

larged and reddened in some cases, and Wyss" reports a case of

death in thirteen hours in which there were evidences of peri-

tonitis of recent origin, without perforation or extensive ulcera-

tion of the stomach or intestine. The viscid exudation on the

j)eritoneum, observed in Asiatic cholera, was absent. The gall

bladder is rareh- empty, more usually distended wnth bile.

The urinary bladder is almost always empty, or nearly so.

The heart usually contains loosely coagulated blood in mod-

erate quantity, and ecchymoses have frequentl}' been observed

beneath the endocardium and in the muscle of the left ventricle

in cases which have been rapidly fatal,' as well as in others in

' "Atlas d. ger. Med.," PI. xiv.. "Arch. d. Hlk.. 1870, xi., l.'J.

Figs. 2, 5, pp. 90, 93. ^
Finlay : Lancet, 1883, ii., 943;

- See pp. 417, 423. death in one hour.

^LaJicet, 1862, i., 32.5.
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which life has been prolonged for several days.
' The blood is

dark, and, if the autopsy be made soon after death, becomes

brighter on exposure to air, and is thicker than normal, owing
to the loss of water by purgation during life. The coagula are

not firm, and the corpuscles are normal. The lungs are usu-

ally congested, with subpleural ecchymoses, and occasionall}'

oedema.

The appearances in the brain and its membranes are not

constant.

The condition of the liver and kidneys may be dealt with

in passing from the consideration of cases with rapidly fatal

termination to that of those of longer duration. Although in

many early accounts of autopsies in cases of arsenical poisoning
the liver has been described as "greatly enlarged," "mottled,"

"pale," or even "yellow-fatty,"
*

the occurrence of fatty infiltra-

tion and degeneration of that and other organs as a consequence
of poisoning bj^ arsenic (and antimon}') was not recognized
until the experiments of Saikowsky^ upon animals demonstrated

its occurrence. Nor was an observation of the same changes in

the liver, kidneys, heart, and diaphragm in the human subject

long wanting, for in the same volume* niaj'' be found the ac-

count of the autopsy, b}' Grohe and Mosler, of a child of two

years which died in thirteen hours after an accidental taking of

an arsenical green, in which these lesions were found to exist.

This infiltration and degeneration proceeds progressivel}-, and
is consequently best marked in cases in which death is post-

poned for some daj's. When the patient succumbs during the

first twenty-four hours, the gross appearances of the liver and

kidneys usually present nothing abnormal
; yet even in rapidly

fatal cases microscopic examination will show the existence of

fatty infiltration and beginning degeneration in the liver, kid-

neys, and later in the heart, diaphragm, and central organs

generally. The most rapid development of this lesion was in

the case reported by Lesser," in which a man of twenty-two
years died in seven hours after taking Schweinfurth green.

' Roth : Arch. f. path. Anat., etc., xxxiv., 73-80. See also Munk aud
1868, xliv., 131 ; death on the fourth Leyden : Berl. klin. Wchnschr.,
day. See also Wilks: Tr. Path. 1865, ii., 503.
Soc, London, 1862, xiii., 54. ^

Ihid., pp. 308-325.
'^ Williams: Lancet, 1840, i., 706. ^ "Atlas f. ger. Med.," PI. xvi.,
3 Arch. f. path. Anat., etc., 1865, Fig. 9, p. 133.
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Tlu' \i\vv was i>nlarij;t'(l, jux'sentod tho gross aitpearaiices of

fatty tlogoneration, and on microscopic examination showed the

liver iflls to 1)0 tho scat of acute ])ar( nchymatous degeneration.
In vitlior instances tho same changes have heen observed in

death after eight and a half, nine, thirteen, and eighteen
hours.' Pointer'' in 1S5G reported a death from arsenic in

twelve hours, in which some fatt}' degeneration was observed

in the liver. When death is postponed for some daj^s these

changes extend in this and other parench^'^matous organs, and

in the heart ami muscular system, attended by extensive de-

rangements of initrition and by extravasations beneath the

serous membranes.

In fatal cases of long duration other lesions are sometimes

observed, some of which have been already noted as occurring
in a less marked form and exceptionally in rapidly fatal cases.

Among these are inflammation and ulceration of the mouth,

tongue, pharynx, and cesopliagus. Glossitis, with swelling of

the salivary glands, has been observed even after external ap-

plication." Cystitis has been noted in some cases/ Gangre-
nous discolorations have occurred in the scrotum, glans penis,

and beneath the ears, when the poison has been taken by the

mouth," and similar changes are said to have been observed in

the female genitals and at the anus under like conditions."

AVhen the application has been to the skin, the cuticle is

raised in blisters, or the points of application present excoria-

tions, ulcerations, or eschars. When the poison has been intro-

duced into the vagina, the vulva, vagina, and uterus rapidly

become intensely inflamed, and soon become gangrenous.
Post - Mortem Changes— Mummification.—During

the eighteenth century the general opinion among writers on

forensic medicine was that the cadavers of those who have died

from the effects of poisons, including arsenic, putrefy more

rapidly than usual. At the present time the opposite view, so

far as arsenic is concerned, is very generally entertained by
those who have not made a special study of the subject.

'Lesser: Loc. eit., and Wyss 52, 3 s., vii., 187. Heniarm : St.

Arch. d. Hlk., 1870, xi., 15. Petersb. med. Ztschr., 1869, xvi.,
2 Am. med. Montldv, 1856, v.

,
310. 104.

^Fristo: Ann. d'hvg., 1830, ir., 'Ward: Edinb. M. and S. Jour.,
437. Ingerslev: Hosp.-Tid., Kjo- 1830, xxxiii., 61.

benh., 1867, X., 161. « Seidel - Maschka :

" Handb. d.

Taylor : Guy's Hosp. Rep. ,
1851- ger. Med.

,

"
ii.

, 246.
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That arsenic, when present in sufficient quantity, acts as an

antiseptic cannot be doubted. The embalming liquids now so

generally used are almost invariably arsenical solutions, and
when used secundem, artem and in sufficient quantity, they

certainly perform their intended purpose of preventing deca}-.

We have seen a cadaver embalmed with arsenic exhumed after

fifty-four days' burial, whose external appearance, save for

patches of mould on the eyes, lips, and forearm, did not differ

from that of a living person, while the internal organs, even to

the brain, were as firm in texture and, so far as gross appear-
ances went, as well preserved as are those of a body within a

day after death in winter. But to produce this result a notable

quantity of arsenic is required, and if the quantit}' be insuffi-

cient, or if the injection be limited to the abdominal cavity,

putrefaction proceeds as usual, notwithstanding the rapid diffu-

sion of arsenic throughout the cadaver.'

As arsenic does not act as a dehydrating or coagulating

agent, and as, of course, it cannot prevent putrefaction by re-

moval, of air or restraint of temperature, its antiseptic power
must depend entirely upon its germicidal action. That its toxic

action toward the lowest forms of life is very greatly inferior

to that which it exerts upon the higher forms is shown by many
observations. Miquel

'^ found that to prevent putrefaction of

beef tea by arsenic trioxid a solution of the strength of 1 : 16G is

required, and with sodium arsenite the strength must be in-

creased to 1 : 111, while the same end is attained by a solution

of mercuric chlorid of 1 : 14,300, and by mercuric iodid in the

dilution of 1:40,000. The experiments of Johannsohn' have

shown that although arsenic trioxid by long contact with yeast

gradually destroys its power of causing alcoholic fermentation,
it accelerates putrefaction of the ferment, if present in small

amount, by favoring the development of bacterium termo.

The growth of moulds is not interfered with by arsenic, and we
have repeatedly seen solutions of arsenious acid become mouldy
on exposure to air.

That a cadaver may putrefj* rapidly after having been more
than usually impregnated with arsenic during life is evidenced

' Witthaus : "Researches Loom is ^ Aroh. f. exp. Patli. u. Pharm.,
Lab.," 1890, i., 48. 1874, ii., 99-122.

"^ " Les organisrnes vivauts de I'at-

mospliere,
"
Paris, 1883, c. ix.
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by tho case of an arsoiiic oator who tlied frcin an ovt'ulo.se, which

is ro})ortoi] l>y Parker.' llv IkuI taken arsenic daily for four

years, the dose i>er dii-ni during the last few months having
l)oen K'twetui two and three grains (o. 13-U.2 gni.). In twenty-
four hours after death the whole body was swollen and disfig-

ured, the abdomen was distended to its utmost limits, all volun-

tary muscles were very rigid, the countenance was livid, the

skin of the face glistened with emphysematous distention and

venous congestion ;
there were general emphysema and capil-

lary congestion of the surface of the body ;
and the penis and

scrotum were black and swollen from decomposition and gase-
oiis distention. This occurred in November.

On the other hand numerous observations show that the

cadavers of those who die from arsenical poisoning generally

putrefy less rapidly than other bodies under like conditions and

are frequenth' exempted from the usual odorous putrefactive

changes. This we believe is in many instances due to exten-

sive loss of water by purgation during life, rather than to any

truly antiseptic influence of the arsenic. Exceptional instances

have, however, been observed in which this cause could not

have been operative. Hedlev ^

reports the case of a man of

twentv-four years who died in twenty hours without having

purged, and whose body one hundred and forty-one days after

death was sufficiently preserved to admit of identification.

Hitchcock^ describes the case of a woman who died in eighteen
hours from the effects of arsenic (more than four grains of

which were separated from the cadaver) whose bod}^ was identi-

fied ten years later by the features alone, although other bodies

buried later in the same cemetery had wholly decayed.
When suspicion of homicidal poisoning has been awakened

months or 3'ears after the alleged commission of the crime, and

the body of the deceased has been exhumed, its degree of pres-

ervation has frequently been an important subject of consider-

ation. The preservation of the bodies exhumed and examined

by Weli^er in the case of the widow Ursinus in 1803, and bj'

Bachman in that of the widow Zwanziger in 1812, led to the

impression that mummification *

is not only a result of arsenical

' Edinb. M. Jour. , 1864. x. , 123. • In this connection natural mum-
' Lancet, lb42-43. ii., 801. mificatioi. i.s understood; a diying
"Boston M. and S. Jour., 1849. of the body, in contradistinction to

xxxix., 4b9. tlie ordinary soft putrefaction, re-
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poisoning, but is an indication that it has occurred. So tirnily

was this view entertained by Burdach and Butzke' that in a

case of suspected homicide in 1837, they, having made an liu-

topsy, buried the body, exhumed it after five months, and de-

clared in favor of arsenical poisoning from the symptoms, post-

mortem appearances, and mummification, although arsenic was
not detected.

In a more recent case, that of Speichert" in 1876, undue

weight was given to the fact that the body of the deceased was
found mummified after eleven months' burial, and the convic-

tion seems to have depended largely upon the statements of

Koch, Zagrodski, and Wolff that they could not explain the

condition of the cadaver on any other theory than arsenical

poisoning. A small quantity of arsenic had been found in the

cadaver by Sonnenschein, the presence of which was, however,

subsequently accounted for by the fact that the deceased had

taken tartar emetic which was shown to have contained arsenic.

Bischoff,^ in a report in May, 1885, says that in twenty
cases of arsenical poisoning investigated by him he has but

seldom met with mummification, and then only in the abdo-

men, without noticeable preservation of the remainder of the

body, and that he has frequently seen total mummification

under the most varied conditions, without the presence of a

trace of arsenic.

In the Buffenbarger case in Ohio in 1871, the body of the

victim was found in a remarkable condition of preservation
after four years' burial, the tissues being quite firm and the

stomach parchment like. In their report of the case Bartholow

and Whittaker' discuss the subject of the preservative action

of arsenic, and do not consider it to have been the cause of the

condition of the organs in this instance, particularly as the

stomach was not so well preserved as other parts.

In connection with the investigation of the crimes of that

jnost industrious of poisoners, Frau van der Linden (Swanen-

sulting in its conversion into a Mummifikation," Breslau, 1887.

brown, dry, almost odorless parcli- Robert ''

lutoxikationen," 257.

ment-like or powdery material. ^

Vierteljschr. f. ger. Med., 1893,
' Burdach: "Geric'htsarztl. Arbei- 8 F. . vi., 85.

ten," 1839, pp. 35-65. > Cincinnati Clinic, 1871. i., 9,
*
Lowig :

•'

Arsenikvergift. u. 25. See also Wormley :

" Micro-
Chem. of Poisons," 2d ed., 252.
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buTL,') at 1a'\ (It'll in ISSiJ-s'), Zjiaijoi"' exainiiu'd Iho bodies of

sixteen supposed vietinis at periods varying from fourteen and

a half houi-s to two years and eleven months after death, in all

but two of which arsenic was found; and made an extended

study of the i>ccurrence and conditions of mummification. We
L^ive his conclusions as expressing the most enlightened view

upon the subject :

1. Mummification is of very frequent occurrence.

2. Bodies containing no arsenic under the same conditions

as arsenical cadavers are eciually well preserved and also become

munnnified.

o. The relative frequency of mummification of the abdomi-

nal and thoracic walls, of the skin upon the wrists, knees,

ankles, hands, fingers, feet, and toes are easily explainable irre-

spective of the influence of arsenic.

4. There is no so-called arsenic-mummification (that is for

toxic doses).

5. Cadaveric mummification is without significance in for-

ensic toxicologj'.

Partial conversion of the tissues into adipocere has also been

observed in arsenical cadavers,'' under circumstances similar to

those existing when the same change is observed in the bodies

of those who have died from other causes.^

During the progress of putrefaction the sulfur existing in

the albuminoid constituents of the tissues is converted into hy-

drogen sulfid, which acting upon anj' arsenical compound pres-

ent converts it to a greater or less extent into arsenic trisulfid,

which, being insoluble in acid licjuids, is deposited and com-

municates its bright-yellow color to the tissues which it im-

pregnates, or tinges the crystals of white arsenic which remain

adherent to the stomach and intestine more or less deeply

yellow. It may also be dissolved out when the reaction be-

comes alkaline and may thus migrate so as to communicate its

yellow color to the skin and even to the grave clothes and lin-

ings of the casket. Deposits of arsenic trisulfid have also been

found on the endocardium.'

'

Viertljschr. f. per. Med., 1886, schr.. 1867, xvii., 533
;
Ann. d'hyg.,

n. F., xliv., 249-277. 1886, 3 s., xv., 24.

^London M. and S. Jour., 1834- » g^e vol. i., p. 451.

35, xi., 760; Ohio M. and S. Jour., ^ Bose . Indian Med. Jour., Cal-

1863, XV., 467; Wien. med. Wchn- cutta, 1892. xxvii., 142.
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It is probable, however, that the yellow spots, streaks, and

stains observed in the stomach, intestine, and elsewhere in

earlier cases were not alwaj^s due to arsenic trisulfid. As early

as 1840 Widemann' found that a yellow material from the

stomach of a man who had died in six hours from the action of

arsenic did not consist of arsenic trisulfid, while white par-

ticles from the same were identified as arsenic trioxid. In two

of the four bodies examined in the case of Reg. v. Flannageu
and Higgins (Liverpool Winter Assizes, 1884), Brown and

Davies found the bright-yellow stains which existed in the large

and small intestines—in one case after over thirteen months'

burial and in the other after over three years' burial—were not

due to arsenic trisulfid but to bile pigment more or less modi-

fied." A chemical examination of these yellow stains should

therefore never be neglected when they are found. Arsenic tri-

sulfid may be dissolved out by ammonium hydroxid solution,

which, after filtration, deposits it unchanged on evaporation.

The biliary stains, on the other hand, maj' be dissolved out,

after drying, by chloroform, which on evaporation leaves a

residue which responds to the Gmelin reaction and other tests

for bile pigments. The residue of their aqueous or ammouical

extract also responds to the Pettenkofer reaction.

CHRONIC ARSENICAL POISONING.

The chronic form of arsenical poisoning may be produced by
a single large dose, the acute symptoms gradually diminishing
in intensity and merging into those characteristic of the chronic

form. Most cases of acute poisoning in which death is delayed

manifest this mixed type.^ Usually the duration, whether the

case terminate in death or in recovery, is less than a fortnight,

but in non-fatal cases the paralyses may continue for a much

longer period. Thus Morton' relates the case of a w^oman of

thirty-five years who required three months, after having taken

a drachm (31 gm.) of white arsenic and a phial of laudanum, to

' Ztschr. f. d. Staatsarznk.
, 1840, aud Med. Times and Gaz., 1884, i.,

xxxix., 182. 319.
-' Whitford : Lancet, 1884, i., 419- a gee p. 393.

43. Brown and Davies : Ibid., 50() ;
^ Med. Reptr. West Chester, Pa.,

1855, iii., 55.
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M'txaiii tilt' use pf luT liaiuls and ftn't. Bainett
' and Stanley'^

ie{H>rt cases of atteinptod suicide in each of which a year elajised

before recovery was complete.

It is possible also that a patient \Yiiiy ai)}>arently recover en-

tirely from an acute ]K>is(»nint;, and be taken after an interval

with chronic sym])toms. Thus Kovacs' reports tlie case of a

man who was discharged after a week's illness, caused by his

having taken O.G gm. (nine and a (juarter grains) of Avhite

arsenic, and who was readmitted one month later, suffering

from pronounced arsenical paralysis, etc., for which he re-

mained under treatment for two months.

In most forms of industrial arsenical poisoning, as well as

in those due to contact with arsenical compounds or to inhabit-

ing rooms papered with arsenical papers, or containing speci-

mens of the taxidermist's art in too great abundance, the symp-
tt»ms follow the chronic type. This is also the case in many
medicinal poisonings when the drug is exhibited for too long a

period or in too large quantity. (See pp. 3G5-372, and Arsen-

ical Greens.)

To this class also belong those homicidal cases in which the

poison is administered in repeated small doses, with or without

a larger dose at the beginning or end of the series of crimes.

Frequently the clinical history of these cases differs from that

of those which may be classed as accidental in that there occur

during the course of the chronic poisoning a series of more or

less pronounced acute attacks corresponding to each adminis-

tration, the dose given by the poisoner being small, yet larger

than is usually accidentally absorbed, and sufficient to produce

acute symptoms. Excellent illustrations of such cases is found

in the several poisonings at Havre in 1880-88 (Affaire Pastre

Beaussier) w^hich formed the subject of the thorough investiga-

tion of Brouardel and Pouchet."

Symptoms.—From a study of the Havre poisonings and

of the accounts of Vidal and others of the phenomena observed

in the poisonings caused by the wine of Hyeres,' Brouardel

and Pouchet' have traced the clinical picture of chronic arseni-

' Tr. Med. Soc. N. Y., 1858. 225. » Ann. d'hyg., 1889, 3 s., xxii.,
5 Amer. Lancet, 1890. n. s.. xiv., 137, 356. 460.

446.
' See p. 365.

MVien. klin. Wchnschr. , 1889,
« Loe. ci7. , p. 479.

ii., 629.
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cal poisoning. They divide its course into four distinct and

well-detined phases or periods :

I. The Period of Digestive Disturbances.—The case usu-

ally begins with gastric disorders, which are marked by mild

forms of the symptoms already described as those of acute poi-

soning with certain differences: the vomitings are not generally

accompanied or followed by painful sensations in the stomach

(as in acute poisoning), they occur suddenly, seven or eight times

a day, are abundant, and consist of a glairy liquid tinged with

bile. Constipation is more usual than diarrhoea, but sometimes

there are a few sanguinolent stools. The intestinal disturbance

lasts but a short time. Febrile symptoms, resembling those of

typhoid, with a pulse of 110-120 also occur.

II. Period of Eruption—Laryngo-Bronchial Catarrh.—
The laryngeal and bronchial symptoms are those of spasmodic

grippe. The laryngoscope reveals the existence of laryngeal

catarrh. In some instances there is aphonia, almost without

cough, which may persist for a fortnight. There are sibilant

or snoring bronchial rales, and mucous, sometimes bloody expec-

toration. At the same time there is intense coryza, accompanied

by suffusion of the eyes and injection of the conjunctiva.

During this period, before the catarrh sometimes, and occa-

sionally at a later period, cutaneous eruptions appear, and a red-

ness and puffiness of the eyelids and scrotum : various erythe-

mata upon different parts of the body, furfuraceous or squa-

mous exfoliations of the epidermis, loss of hair and even loss of

one or more nails, vesicles, vesico-pustules, urticaria, rubeola,

and pigmented patches. The epidermic and laryngeal symp-
toms are attributed to the elimination of arsenic by the skin

and laryngo-bronchial epithelium. Arsenic was found in the

Havre cases in the epidermis, nails, and hair.

III. Period of Disorders of Sensihilitij.
—A very frequent

and early symptom is severe general headache, which persists

for quite a time. Then there is a feeling of numbness in the

legs and feet, sometimes accompanied by rather severe cramps.

Later there are severe pains, sometimes shooting, but more fre-

quently crushing in character, principally in the tibio-tarsal

and tarso-metatarsal articulations. The sensations are some-

times peculiar; one described them as if "he had animals, dogs,

in his ankles and soles which were gnawing the skin," another as
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if
" he had butterrtios crawling in his back." In ahnost all the

pressure of the bed coverings on the feet and logs becomes in-

supportable.

The general sensibility is not notably- affected. There is,

however, diminution oi sensation, frecpiently ([uite marked.

The patients do not have a clear impression of the resistance of

the grounil upi^»n which they walk; touch or slight pressure may
uot be perceived, and pricks are less distinctly felt. In some

cases the loss of sensation in the upper extremity has been such

that the patients do not hold objects in the hand when they look

a\va}'. There is no interference vv^ith the special senses. The

secretions, notably the perspiration, are increased, particularly

in young patients. Loss of sexual desire is almost constantly

observed.

IV. Period of Paralysis.
—The motor disturbances follow,

but if the intoxication be light thej' are absent or only slight!}'

marked. They begin with a certain degree of muscular feeble-

ness, afterwards the patient becomes fatigued much more

quickly, he has difficultv in going up-stairs, and throws his

legs directly forward in walking. The paral3'sis increases, the

patient can neither walk nor stand upright without support.

When seated the foot hangs limp. The muscular paralysis be-

gins with the extensor communis digitorum and attacks in

preference the extensors and supinators, which become atro-

phied. Faradic excitability is absent in the muscles most af-

fected, and diminished in others. Galvanic excitability is at

least partially retained even in the severest cases. The tendi-

nous reflexes of the lower extremity are absent. The cutaneous

reflexes are less affected, the plantar reflex only being much

weakened. The cremasteric and abdominal reflexes are normal

in intensity.

Termination.—Recovery is frequent in cases in which the

phases are distinct. It is slow when paralysis has been clearly

defined, and may require over a j'ear.

Death is most frequently by the heart. In two cases, after

a period of gastro-intestinal sjanptoms, there was an attack of

dyspnceaand then fatal syncope; in another death occurred sud-

denly during paralysis. Or life may be extinguished in another

way. The quantity of poison taken may not be sufficient to

cause death in the few days following its absorption. It may
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have been entirely eliminated, but the anatomical changes
which it has caused in the liver, kidneys, and muscular tissue

remain and lead to a fatal termination.

The above is a statement of the phenomena observed in two
series of cases. But chronic arsenical poisoning assumes the

most protean forms, and in exceptional instances has mani-

fested this or that symptom not observed in these cases: arsen-

ical melanosis, anaesthesia dolorosa arsenicalis, anaphrodisia

arsenicalis, arsenical amaurosis, multiple neuroses, etc., for de-

scriptions of which we can only refer to special treatises.'

ARSENOPHAGIA—ARSENIC EATERS—TOLERANCE
OF ARSENIC.

That the habit of taking arsenic exists in certain localities

and among certain classes of the inhabitants of many large
cities does not admit of question.

Attention was first drawn to this habit, which was then

probably limited within very narrow boundaries, by von

Tschudi, who published an account of his observations in the

niQuntainous districts of Styria and Hungary in 1851," the pub-
lication being prompted by the outcome of a trial for murder by
arsenic in which the defendant was acquitted, the defence hav-

ing set up the theory that the deceased was an arsenic eater.

In his two papers von Tschudi refers to three cases of arsenophagia :

1. Tliat of a thin and ])ale girl, who after four months' use of arsenic

became plump and red-cheeked, but who died of poisoning in conse-

quence of having incautiously raised the dose. 2. That of a man of

' Lewiu :

"
Nebenwirkungeu der Arsenikvergift. ," Breslau, 1889.

Arzneimittel," 1893, 419-30. Ini- Wyss : Corrbl. f. scbweiz. Aerzte,
bert-Gombeyre : "Suites de I'ein- 1890, 473. Cbarcot : Bull. gen. de
poisonnement arsenical," Paris, tberap. , 1864, Ixvi., 529-534. Hutcb-
1881. Miiller :

"'

Arsenmelauose,
" inson : Arcb. Surg. , London, 1889,

Diss., Berlin, 1893. Da Costa: i.,75. Falkenbeim :

" Mittb. a. d.

Pbila. Med. Times, 1880-81, xi., m. Klin, zu Konigsberg," Leipzig,
385-90, 614-616. Erlicki u. Rybal- 1888, 114-131. Engel, Reimers :

kin: Arcb. f. Psvcliiatr., Berlin, Jabrb. d. Hanib. Staatskranken-
1891-93, xxiii., 861-895. Mafik : anst., 1890, Leipzig, 1892, ii.,428.
Wien. klin. Wocbnscbr., 1891, iv., McPbedran : Canada Pract., 1890,
565, 595, 614, 648, 666, 686, 710, 728, xv., 1. Startin : Lancet, 1879, ii.,

747. Leszynsky : Med. News, 1889, 940. Putnam : Boston M. and S.

351. Seeligmiiller : Deut. nied. Jour., 1889, cxx., 235, 253.

Wcbnscbr., 1881, vii., 185, 200, -^ Wien. nied. Wchnschr., 1851,
317. Alexander :

"
Beitrage zur i., 454; 1853, iii., 8.

Kenntn. der Liibmungen nach
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sixty years, in excolli>nt liealth, who luul been an arsenopliage for forty

yoars, wlio had acquirod the liahil from his fatlior. wliose dose at that

time was four j^'rains. and in wliom there was not the faintest traee of

an ai-senioal cachexia. .'!. That of a man who had he<jun tlie hal»it in

liis twenty-seventh year and continued it until his sixty-thii-d, befjin-

ninp: with a piece the size of a hempseed and increasing the dose until

he took between three and four gi'ains for eitrht to t(Mi davs each

month. During thirty-live years he had taken twenty to twenty-two
ounces, yet there was no marked change in his org-anism other than a

peculiar hoai-seness, which is common among arsenic eaters. On one
occasion, being intoxicated, he had taken too large a do.se and had suf-

fered the usual symi)toms of arsenical ])oisoiiiiig. For two years past
he had discontinued the habit, for fear of having dropsy, as did one of

his acquaintance, and since stoi)ping the arsenic he suffered from

gastrodynia. Von Tschudi further stated that the object of these peas-
ants in taking arsenic is twofold : (1st) The inqn'ovement of the personal

ai)pearance, and (2d) the improvement of the "wind'' in ascending
mountains and carrying loads, etc. He further stated that the symj)-
tonis of chi'onic areenical poisoning never appear in those who main-

tain their doses within the limits to which they have l)ecome habituated,
but that if they be deprived of arsenic they suffer from sym))toms
which bear the closest resemblance to those of mild arsenical poi.son-

ing, from which they ai-e immediately relieved by a return to arsenic.

He also refers to the common practice of giving arsenic to horses in

A'ienna for the ]>urpose of iin})roving their condition and appearance,
but if a horse so treated be sold to an owner who does not give arsenic

the animal loses flesh and becomes dull, even with the best of fodder.

He also makes mention of the owner of an ai*senic works who daily
took three and three-quarter grains of arsenic with his bi'eakfast, and
instructed his operatives in the same habit for the purpose of counter-

acting the ill effects of the arsenical fumes.'

The statements of Tschudi were discredited in England, and

Taylor,* Christison,' Kesteven," and others united in condem-

nation of both doctrine and teacher.

' Tliilenus ("Med. -chir. Be- • '-Poisons," 2tl ed., 1859, 89-94.

merk.," 2d ed., Frankf.
, 1809) refers In the 3d ed., and in later editions

to the existence of arsenophagia in of the "Med. Jur.," this violent po-
southern Germanv and Bavaria, lemic is omitted. See "Poisons,"

Schallgruber (Med. Jahrb. d. 3d Am. ed., 68-69; "Med. Jur.,"

cesterr. Staates, 1822, n. F., i., 99,) 11th Am. ed., 75.

noticed the case of a healthy peasant
^ Edinb. M. J., 1855-56, ii., 709-

who daily took two grains of ar- 710. In connection with the case

senio trioxid. Flecbner (Verhandl. of Reg. i\ Wooler, which was tlie

d. k. k. Ges. d. Aerzte zu Wien, first English case in which arseno-

1843. ii., 237) refers to the use of phagia was set up as a defence,

arsenic among the mountaineers of '•Assoc. M. Jour., London, 1856.

Austria and Stvria. ii.. 721, 757, 808.
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Subsequent observations have shown, however, that von

Tschudi's accounts were correct upon all material points. In

1860 Professor Roscoe' and Heisch' each published a paper, con-

vsisting of communications upon the subject received by them,

the latter from Professor Loronz, Professor Arbele of Salz-

burg, and Dr. Kettowitz of Newhaus, the former through Pro-

fessor Pebal, of Lemberg, in which statements substantiating

those of von Tschudi were made, and Professor Roscoe ex-

pressed the opinion that decisive evidence had been brought

forward that arsenic was regularlv eaten in Styria, in quan-

tities usually considered sufficient to produce death rapidly.

Heisch also refers to two cases of alleged homicidal poisoning

in Austria in which the defendants were acquitted on the

ground that the deceased were arsenophagists.' Previously

Schafer had detected arsenic in the urine of an arsenic eater,'

and later reported
'
the case of a man of thirty years who in his

presence and that of Dr. Knappe took four and a half grains of

white arsenic, and on the succeeding day five and a half grains,

whose urine, passed on the two days, contained arsenic, and

who left quite well on the succeeding day, without having

manifested any arsenical symptom while under observation

during the three days. In 180)5 Knapp^ published his observa-

tions of two other arsenic eaters: (1) (Mathias Scholer) A
man of twenty-six years who had taken orpiment for a year and

a half. (2) (Joseph Flecker) A man of forty-six years, who

had taken arsenic since 1849, usually in the form of the tri-

sultid (orpiment). These cases were also investigated by Mac-

lagan and Rutter, in whose presence the former took nearly

five grains (0.33 gm.) of arsenic trisulfid, and the latter about

six grains (0.39 gm.) of the trioxid, without manifesting any

symptoms of poisoning. The urine in both cases was collected

and found to contain arsenic'

In 1804 Parker" reported the case of an English arsenic

'J. Brit, and For. Med.-chir. sench. zu Wien ; Math. -Phys. CI.,

Rev., 1863, xxix., 142-153. A re- 1857, xxv., 489.

view of various papers.
*^

Ibid., 1860, xli., 573.
•^ Mem. Lit. and Phil. Soc, Man- ' Jahresb. d. Ver. d. Aerzte in

Chester, London, 1860, 3 s., i., 208. Steirmark, Graz, 1863-64, 19-21.
3 Ph. J. and Tr., 18.59-60, n. s., i.. The name is sometimes spelled

556. Knappe and sometimes Knapp.
•• Loe. eif .

, p. 558. ^ Maclagan : Edinh. M. Jour.,

^Sitzb. d. k. k. Akad. d. Wis- 1864, x., 200-207.
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eater vrhoso daily doso was between two and three grains (0.13-
O.rj t,'ni.) of white arsenic, who had taken it for fonr years,
and finally dieil of an overdose taken with snicidal intent.

In 18G0 Professor La. Rue' published an observation of an

arsenic eater in Quebec, who in his presence took four grains

(O.'Hi gni.) of white arsenic and smoked a further quantity,
mixed with tobacco in a pipe, without suffering any incon-

venience during two days of observation.

In 1875 Knapp presented the same two arsenic eaters, ac-

companied by a third, a man of twenty-five years, at a meeting
of a scientific society at which one took 0.3 gm. (about five

grains) of arsenic trisulfid, and another 0.4 gm. (about six

grains) of arsenic trioxid.^ In 1885 Knapp and Buchner' pub-
lished the results of their observations of the cases of eight ar-

senic eaters, including Flecker, then sixty-six years of age and
still in excellent health. All of these were in good health and

manifested none of the symptoms of acute or chronic arsenical

poisoning. The amounts of arsenic given to each and the re-

sults of examination of their urine were as follows:

Age.
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an overdose has caused death. Nor is the dose necessarily in-

creased as with opium. Sexual power is not diminished, but

rather increased, and cases are referred to by Marik '

in which

the habit has been resorted to for the purpose of sexual stimula-

tion. The arsenophagists, when maintaining their doses within

the limits for which tolerance has been established, never suffer

the symptoms of chronic arsenical poisoning, but if the use of

arsenic be suddenly discontinued, they suffer from discomfort,

weakness, and trembling, which disappear with resumption of

the habit. By gradual diminution of the dose, however, the

use is readily broken off.

Upon trials for murder by arsenic in this and other coun-

tries, the use of arsenic internally without medical prescription

is frequently invoked either to account for the presence of the

poison in the bod}-, when the quantity found is small, or to ex-

plain the purchase of arsenic by the accused. Thus in the May-
brick case it was claimed by the defence that the deceased had

been in the habit of dosing himself with arsenic for years, and in

the case of Peo. v. Ford (New York, 1888) the defendant alleged

that he purchased pills containing arsenic (which he adminis-

tered to his wife) for the purpose of improving his complexion.
In another trial for murder by arsenic in New York (Peo. iK

Sarah Harrington, Del. Co., 180 1) it was proved that the de-

ceased had for years used arsenic as a medicine for horses and

had taken it himself.'^

There is every reason to believe that popular arsenical medi-

cation has of late j^ears become much more general than it for-

merly was, although Mafik ^
refers to a countess who related

that in the thirties arsenophagia was generally disseminated

among the younger ladies in the upper circles of societ}^ at

Florence (Italy), and that they took arsenic to render them
more handsome and lively. Buchner'' states that at a girls'

school in Switzerland arsenic is regularly fed to the pupils.

Lewin ^
refers to the verj' general use of arsenic in the form of

Fowler's solution or of Roncegno mineral water by women in

better circumstances, as well as by maid-servants, actresses, and

1 Wien. kl. Wochuschr. , 1893, v.,
* "Die Aetiol., Ther. u. Prophyl.

145, 157. d. Lungentuberk.," Miiuchen, 1883,
•^Porter: Tr. M. Soc, N. Y., p. 130.

1863, 155. .
^ "Nebenwirk. d. Arzneimit.,"

^ Loc. cit. Berlin, 1893, p. 417.

IV. -39
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prostitutes in Germany. In the United States the publication

of entire colunnis oi advertisements of
'*

arsenical wafers for

the complexion" in tlu> most jirominent daily i)apers is at once

an indication i)f the prevalence of arseno}iha,<i:ia and a means for

its wider dissemination.' (See also Arsenical Mineral Waters,

p. -MVA.)

In several instances it has been claimed that arsenic or ar-

senical fly papers were purchased by the defendant to prepare
a solution for use as an external application, as a cosmetic.

Probably the earliest case in which such alleged use was the

subject of inquiry was ui)on the trial of Madeleine Smith in

1857. The defendant had upon three occasions purchased ar-

senic colored with indigo and soot, a water}'^ extract of which

she claimed to have applied to the face, neck, and arms. Upon
the trial Dr. Lawrie testified to having washed his face and

hands with water in w^hich he had " mixed" half an ounce of

arsenic; but it is not stated whether sufficient time was allowed

for solution of any portion of the arsenic "mixed" with the

water.
^ Two druggists also testified to applications having

been made to them by persons desiring to purchase arsenic "for

the complexion," and reference w'as made to popular articles

upon the subject in BlackwoocVs and Chambers'' magazines.'
In the case of Minnie Walkup (Kansas, 1886), it was shown

that the defendant had purchased four and a half ounces of

arsenic from two druggists, and had on two occasions attempted
to purchase strychnin. The purchases of arsenic occurred in

the week preceding her husband's death by arsenical poisoning,

and were made upon representation that it was for use as a

cosmetic.^ In the Maybrick case it was shown that in April
the defendant had purchased three dozen arsenical fly papers,

some of which were found soaking in a basin. To explain these

purchases the defendant made the following statement :

"The fly papers were bought with the intention of using as a cos-

metic. Before mr marriage, and .since for many years, I have been in

the habit of using a face wash prescribed for me by Dr. Gi^eggs, of

Brooklyn. It consisted principally of arsenic, tincture of benzoin,

' Cam pbell'R arsenical wafers con- - Morison's Eeport, p. 125.

tain 0.0000126 grm. (.0002 grain) ^Ibicl, pp. 120, 123.

AsoOa in each. The directions are ^ I\Ied. -leg.* Jour., N. Y. , 1885,

to take two a day for twenty days. ill., 343.
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elder-flower water, and some other ingredients. This prescription I

lost or mislaid last April, and as at that time I was sutf'ering- from

slight eruption of the face, I thought I should like to try to make a

substitute myself. I was anxious to get rid of this eruption before I

w^ent to a ball on the 30th of that month. When I had been in Ger-

many many of my young friends there I had seen use a solution de-

rived from fly papers, elder water, lavender water, and other tilings

mixed, and then applied to the face with a handkerchief well soaked in

the solution. I used the fly papers in the same manner. But to avoid

the evaporation of the sc»Mitit was necessary to exclude the air as much
as possible, and for that purpose I put a plate over the fly papers, and

put a folded towel over that, and another towel over that. My mother

has been aware for a great many years that I have used an arsenical

cosmetic in solution."'

No evidence was introduced upon the trial in support of

this statement, except that of a hairdresser who testified that

upon a few occasions he had been asked for arsenic as a cos-

metic by. ladies. Macdougall
'

alleges that
"
the prescription has

been found" since the trial, and gives a fac-simile reproduction

of it. It is, however, not signed by Grace or Greggs, of Brook-

lyn, but by a New York chiropodist, and is as follows :

" Fow-

ler's sol. arsenic, 3 ss. ;
chlorate potass., 3 ij- ; aqua rosse, 3 vij. ;

spts. rect., 3 i. S. Apply with a sponge twice a day," con-

taining two grains of arsenic in eight and a half fluidounces

(0.0517 per cent.)-

Arsenic is not used in solution as an external application in

the treatment of skin diseases by physicians, and when so ap-

plied in strong solution has been known to cau.se serious symp-
toms and even death.

Wagner'^ reported the case of a man of twenty-flve years whose

entire body was washed with a strong solution of arsenic trioxid in

water, applied with a wash rag. There immediately followed severe

pain all over the body, as if it were laid on fire or needles, which con-

stantly increased. The cuticle was raised in blisters over most of the

body. Death followed in tliree days.

It is certain, however, that there exists a popular impression

that preparations containing arsenic may be used externally

'

Liverpool Post Rept., Aug. 6tli, "The Maybrick case," London,
1889. In Macdougall's account (p. 1891. p. 413*.

402) the name of the doctor is given
* Wchnschr. f. d. ges. Heilk.,

as "Dr. Grace of Brooklyn." 1839, viii., 313.
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with benefit, ami consequently there is no inherent improba-

bility in the claim that a persuii may liave purchased arsenic

for such use. Indeed, toilet pi-eparations containing arsenic,

exclusive of depilatories, are openly sold.

ABSORPTION-DISTRIBUTION—ELIMINATION.

Absorption.—Although arsenic may be absorbed into the

circulation through every possible avenue of entrance (see page

3T2) it is chietiy with absorption from the alimentary canal that

forensic toxicolog}^ has to deal.

When dissolved arsenic is taken into the stomach its absorp-
tion probably begins iinmediately. It makes its appearance in

the blood in a few minutes, and is soon partially excreted by the

kidneys,' and the time which usually elapses before the mani-

festation of severe symptoms is consumed rather in the produc-
tion of those tissue changes which are the cause of the symp-
toms than by delayed absorption. Exceptional cases have

already (page 384) been referred to in which the action of the

poison was manifested within a few moments after its ingestion.

Arsenic was detected in the blood drawn from the veins of the

human subject in life as early as 1839.* It is said by SeideF

to be found in the corpuscles but not in the plasma.
The RAPIDITY with which absorption progresses is the

greater the more the conditions under which arsenic is taken

favor its solution, and is greater from an otherwise empty stom-

ach than from one containing food. Taylor^ cites an instance in

which a man died in barely three hours after having taken a

large quantity of white arsenic in water, in whose liver, spleen,

and kidneys the poison was found in abundance. Smith and

Peck^ in the cadaver of a girl who died in six and a half hours

after having taken 45 gm. of "rough on rats," found 0.0548 gm.

(0.8 grain) in the liver, and smaller quantities in the kidney
and brain.

The DURATION of absorption depends, of course, upon its

1

Dragendorff : "Ermittel. V. Gif- ^ jjaschka : "Hanclb. d. ger.

ten." 4te Aufl., 372. Med.," ii., 249.
' Bull. Ac. de nied., Paris, 1838- ^ "Poisons," 3d Am. ed., 327.

39, iii., 676. ' Med. -leg. Jour., N. Y., 1891, ix.,

129.
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rapidity and upon the quantity absorbed. What its minimum
and maximum may be is not definitely determined, if it be de-

terminable.

The shortest duration of fatal arsenical poisoning in which
none of the poison remained in the contents of the stomach at

death of which we can find satisfactorj^ record is in a very

exceptional case reported by Smith :' A nursing infant died on
the second day, poisoned by the milk of its mother, to whom
arsenic had been criminally administered. An analysis by
Professor Silliman gave decisive evidence of the presence of

arsenic in the liver by the Marsh and Reinsch tests, but the

same tests gave no evidence of arsenic in the fluid from the

stomach. The child had refused to nurse on the first day. In
this case the poison was certainly entirely in solution and in a
form readily absorbable.

In one of the victims of the Leyden poisonings," who died

eleven days after the poisoning, arsenic was found in the liver

to the amount of 0.05-211 gm. (0.78 grain), in the kidneys, con-

tents of the small and large intestines, and in the urine voided

during life, but could not be detected in the contents of the

stomach and duodenum, nor in the pericardial fluid.
^

In neither of these cases does the tissue of the stomach

appear to have been analyzed. While it is quite possible that

at some stage of arsenical poisoning the processes of absorption
and elimination have proceeded in such manner that the poison

may still remain in the liver and kidneys, and be absent from
the tissue as well as the contents of the alimentary canal, we
know of no analysis whose results prove the existence of such a

condition
;
the nearest approach to it being in the case of Paris-

green poisoning, referred to below, in which the tissue of the

stomach still contained a trace of arsenic, while the contents

were entirely free from it. The fact that arsenic, by whatever
channel absorbed, causes tissue changes in the gastro-intestinal

walls, and the symptoms resulting therefrom, fairly warrants

'Buffalo Med. Jour., 1852-53, "nearly two ounces of arsenic
viii., 780. were swallowed and the person died

-

Zaai.ier : Vierteljsch. f . ger. in eight hours. No arsenic was
Med., 1SS6, n. F.

, xliv., 257; analy- discovered in the stomach." No
sis by Professor van der Burg. particulars are given, and the state-

3
Taylor ("Poisons, "2d ed. [1859], ment is omitted in the third edi-

p. 411) refers to a case in which tion.
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tho inference that it enters into cliemical reaction with the con-

v^tituents of tliose tissues, ami if it disappear therefrom sooner

than it does from the liver anil otlier parenchymatous organs, it

is because the form of coml)ination is less stable in the former

than in the hitter organs, and because elimination of (ihsorhcd

arsenic from the tissues of the alimentary canal is consequently
more rapid than from tho liver, kidneys, spleen, etc. In five

cases of death from arsenic absorbed otherwise than l)y the

alimentary canal, in which analyses were made, the poison was
found in the stomach in four, and in two of these it was not de-

tected in the liver.

A {rirl of nhie years died in six days after the application to the scalp
of an ointment containing arsenic. Arsenic was fovuid not only in

the scalp but also in the liver and in the mucous contents of the stom-

ach and intestines in small quantity and in solution."

A woman of twenty-five years aborted at three and one-half months,
and died nineteen days after, after havinj:^ manifested the sym])toms of

ai'senical poisoning. Arsenic was found in the vaginal discharges and
in the vagina itself, and in less quantity in the stomacn and intestines,*

but none in the liver, kidneys, heart, or muscle.

A woman of thirty-nine years died in six days after application of

an ai'senical ointment to a cancer of the breast. Arsenic was found in

the liver, kidneys, and tissue and contents of the small iutestijie, but

not in the stomach, spleen, or blood.*

An infant succumbed in twenty-four hours after inhaling the fumes
from heated arsenical pyrites. Arsenic was found in the tissue and
the contents of the stomach, and the lungs, but none in the liver. ^

Two infants died from the effects of arsenical violet powder applied
to the skin. In one the kidneys, stomach, and intestines contained

distinct traces of arsenic, the spleen two grains (0.13 gni.) and the liver

about one grain (0.0G5 gm.). In tlie other the liver yielded 1.5 grains

(0.0975 gm.) of arsenic, the stomach and intestine one grain (0.06.5 gm.),
and the kidneys distinct traces; four grains (0.26 gm.) more was ob-

tained from the rest of the bod}'.
^

Maschka "

reports a case of supposed homicidal poisoning by

repeated doses in which death occurred after an illness of eight-

da3's, and an autopsy was made on the second day thereafter,

and in which somewhat larger quantities of arsenic were found
' Tavlor : Guy's Hosp. Rep., 1864,

• Allan : In Taylor's "Poisons,"
3 s., x'., 220. 3d Am. ed., 300.

^Brisken: Viertljschr. f. ger.
^
xidy : Lancet, 1878, ii., 250.

Med., 1864, xxv., 110. «
vierteljschr. f. ger. Med., 1880,

" Graham: Glasgow M. Jour., n. F., xxxiii., 223.

1868-69. n. s., i., 56.
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in the liver and spleen than in the alimentary canal. The
chemical experts expressed the opinion that

"
the arsenic found

in the stomach and intestines is only a small portio2i of the

poison originally swalloAved, as the greater portion must have

been removed by elimination and absorption during the long ill-

ness." It is also possible that the poison found in the alimentary
canal was not the remains of unabsorbed arsenic, but was that

which had been absorbed by the tissue of the alimentary canal,

and, as the quantity was less than that in the liver and spleen,

it is quite possible that had life been further prolonged a time

would have been reached when elimination would have been

complete as to the alimentary canal, but not as to kidneys and

spleen. In two other instances,' in each of which the autopsy
was made eight days after death, the quantity of arsenic found

in the liver was greater than that in the stomach, but in these

the distribution existing at death had been notably modified by
post-mortem imbibition, as it must also have been in two other

instances in which the bodies were exhumed after burial for

still longer periods.^

With regard to the maximum limit of time during which
some portion of a poisonous dose of arsenic may remain unab-

sorbed in the stomach, the data are equally unsatisfactory. In

very few fatal accidental or suicidal cases of long duration have

analyses been made. In ihe case of the Due de Praslin, whose
death occurred on the sixth day, arsenic was found in the intes-

tines in small amount, but no mention is made of the result of

the examination of the stomach, although that organ was sub-

mitted to the experts.' In a case of accidental poisoning in

which death occurred in three days, Aguilhan and Barse* found

arsenic in the stomach by Marsh's test. In a suicidal case in

which death occurred in two days de Bartholome' found crystals

of arsenic trioxid in the stomach. And in a suicidal case in

which more than sixty hours elapsed before death, Paterson°

'Lawrence and Wormley : Ohio Jour., 1860-61, xiii., 181 (Peo. v.

M. and S. Jour., 1864, xvi., i.
; Priest.).

death in about three days. David- " Orfila : "Toxicologic," 5emeed.,
son: Buffalo M. and S. Jour., 1882, i.. 583. Tardieu : "Empoisonne-
xxii., 117; death in twelve hours. ment," 3eme ed. , 414-430.

'
Devergie: "Med. leg.," 3d ed.,

•• Bull. Ac. de nied., 1840, v., 144.

iii., 539 (Affaire Lacoste, 1843).
= Prov. M. and S. Jour, 1849, 73.

Watt (Wormley) : Ohio M. and S. '^ Edinb. M. Jour., 1857, iii., 394

(Case IV.
)

.
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fiuuul wliito arscnii' in substauco, tinged ^vi1l) llio trisuUid.

These are the only suici(l;il or acfidental eases c)!" whieh Ave have

knowledge in wliieii lite was prolonged for two days or longer
in whieh a satisfaetory analysis reveali'd the preseneo of arsenic

in the eontents of the alimentary canal. In several cases of

homicidal pois«,>ning arsenic has been fonud in the stomach at a

longer interval after the supposed time of administration; in

one case' the interval was t\)urteeu days: but in this, as in other

cases, the symptoms and other circumstances pointed very

strongly to the administration of repeated doses, the interval

having been calculated from the first manifestation of symp-
toms. In other cases the date of administration was insuffi-

ciently defined. In one homicidal poisoning, liowcver, reported

by Niemann,^ there appears to have been but one administration

b}' which three individuals were fatalh' poisoned, two of whom
died in two days and the third in five daj's. The analysis

showed the presence of three grains {0.2 gm.) of arsenic in

stomach and intestines of one of those who died in two days and

of traces in the contents of the other two. Tardieu' reports a

case in which arsenic was found in the stomach, liver, and

spleen in a case of arsenical poisoning of eleven days' duration,

but the particulars are insufficient.

We have already suggested that arsenic ma}^ exist in the

tissiies of the alimentar}' canal at a later period after death.

Chittenden
'

reports the analysis in a case in which the date of

administration is clearly fixed, and in which life was prolonged
for two weeks. The stomach w'as entirely emptj^ but its tissue

yielded 0.00013 gm. (-^^q grain) of arsenic trioxid. and one-half

of the intestine O.OOO'^G gm. (y^-^ grain). The author very

properh- remarks that :

" That contained in the stomach as well

as that in the intestines represents the mere trace still retained

b}' the muscle and other tissues of those organs." The quantit}'

of arsenic separated from one-third of the liver equalled that

obtained from one-half of the intestines. In another case,

reported by Chittenden and Smith," of suicide by Paris green

' Maschka : "Samml. Gutacht. ' Med. -leg Jour., N. Y., 1884, ii.,

Prag. med. Fak.," 1867, iii., 265. 243.
- Ztschr. f. Staatsarznk.

, 1862,
^ Med. -leg. Jour., N. Y., 1885,

Ixxxiv.. 148. iii., 148.
2 '

Empoisonnement,
" Seme ed.,

433.
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(in which, unfortunately, the time when the poison was taken

was unknown, although it could not have been as early as sixty

hours before death), there were evidences of excessive vomiting

and purging about the body when it was found, and the contents

of the stomach were entirely free from arsenic, while the tissues

of the organ still contained it in small amount.

If arsenic be found in the stomach, and if it have been the

cause of death, it must also exist elsewhere in the body, and

particularly in the liver. Its absence in that organ while it is

present in the alimentary canal is only possible if it have been

introduced into the stomach after death and shortly before the

autopsy (see Post-mortem Imbibition).-

While poisons in solution as a rule act more rapidly and

intensely when injected into the circulation than when absorbed

from the alimentary canal, the experiments of Boehm and Unter-

berger^ show that the contrary is true with regard to arsenic

administered to dogs. These observers found that the smallest

lethal dose given by the mouth was insufficient to cause death

when injected into a vein of an animal of equal size, and that

with the latter method of administration death always ocurred

somewhat later than when the poison was given by the mouth.

Distribution.—It was from the liver, spleen, kidneys,

lungs, heart, and muscles of the suicide Soufflard that Orfila

first separated absorbed arsenic from the human cadaver in 183i)
;

and very shortly thereafter the fact was generally recognized

that the first-named organ contains notable quantities of arsenic

after death caused by that poison. Herapath, in 1842, in a sui-

cidal case, found a much larger quantity in the liver than in the

heart;' and in the Affaire Lacoste in 1844, Pelouze, Devergie

and Flandin, having found a larger quantity in the liver than iu

1 Two recorded cases are in ap- have died in forty-four hours from

parent conflict with this view. In the eiiects of arsenic, to wliose ac-

oue of Casper - Liman's cases tion the fatty degeneration of the

("Handb. ," 8te Aufl., ii., 412), an liver and other organs found at the

alleged poisoning by an arsenical autopsy is (properly) ascribed, and

green, Hoppe found 0.0429 gni. in whose stomach arsenic was found
AsoOs in 122.5 gm. of stomach and iu ci-ystals, yet in whose liver Pro-

contents, but none in the heart, and fessor Hills "found no arsenic in 50

oulv a trace iu 291 gm. of liver and gm. of tissue.

blood. The other was the case of a -Arch. f. exp. Path. u. Pharm.,
child of four years, reported by 1874, ii., 96.

Pinkham (Tr. Mass. Med. -
leg.

^ Lancet. 1842-43, ii.
,
285.

Soc, 1878, i., 43), who is said to
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the intestine or muscular tissue, reniaik in tlieir rejwrt tliat
"
this

is in accordance with what is known of poisoning by arsenic."
'

It is quite possible that an accumulation of results obtained

from analyses made under A-arying conditions may show that

there e:xist constant dilVerences in the relative distributit)n of

arsenic in ditTerent organs, due to variations in the time of in-

troduction, the form of combination, the number and amount of

the doses, or the habituation vi the individual, Avhich are suffi-

ciently marked to enable the toxicologist of the future to posi-

tively answer questions concerning those points, but the results

hitherto obtained are neither sufficiently concordant nor suffi-

ciently numerous to afford reliable standards of com]):irison.

Our present knowledge of the (quantitative distribution of

arsenic in the different tissues and organs of the body after

death caused b}' that poison rests upon a small number of more
or less complete analyses, in cases of poisoning in the human
subject, and upon the results of experiments upon animals.

In Table A we have tabulated all of the analyses known to

us which are sufficiently complete for this purpose, and which
have been made within a sufficiently short time after death to

exclude the unknown influences of post-mortem imbibition.

Of these I., II., III., IV., V., and VII., may be considered

as fairly comparable in the elements of duration, the form of

the poison taken and the age of the individuals, yet if the

quantities found in the different organs other than the alimen-

tary canal be compared with each other it will be found that the

distribution varies greatly. Thus, if the quantities in brain,

muscle, and liver be successively taken as unit}' we have:

Brain = 1. Muscle = 1.

Liver. Kidneys. Muscle. Spleen. Liver. Kidneys.

1 300 253 . . IV 28. 2 38. 1

II 12.5 V 10.2 3.4 10.2

IV 84 128 3 VII 3.3 5.1

Liver = 1.

I. in. IV. V. VII.

Kidneys 0.84 0.03 1.52 8.05 1.53

Spleen 3.04

Under very similar conditions, therefore, in one case (V.)
100 gm. of kidney contained three times as much arsenic as

'

Devergie : "Med. leg.," 3d ed., iii., 544-545.
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the Siinu» ([naiility of liver, aiul in another (TTT.) tho liver tissue

contaiiunl thirty-tiuvo tiincs as nuioh as tho same (luantity of

tho kiilnoy tissuo; in one case tho rolations of the amounts in

eijual (juautitios of brain and liver was as 1 : 300 and in another

as 1 : S4 ; and in one oaso tho amounts in muscle and liver wore

as I : \iS."2 and in another as 1 : 3.3.

Cases \'lil. and .\.. in which life was prolonged for several

days and in which comparable analytical results were obtained,

indicate, so far as they go, that the distribution is more nearly

etjual in cases of long duration than in those which are more

rapidly fatal. Thus, taking the amount in 100 gm. of l)rain

tissue in Case YIII. as unity, tho proportion in like (juantities

of other organs were: liver 7.1, kidney 2, muscular tissue 1.2,

which is much nearer to equalit}^ than in I., II., and IV. The

preponderance in the liver and kidneys is the greater the more

rapidly fatal the case. In X. also the amounts in 100 gm. of

liver (0.06), kidneys (0.07), and muscle (O.OG) are very nearly

equal.

It would seem that the only inference which can fairlj- be

drawn from these results is that the liver, spleen, and kidneys

uniformly contain a greater proportion of arsenic than an equal

weight of muscle or brain, and that this preponderance, in some

cases at least, tends to diminish as life is prolonged.

The total quantity of arsenic trioxid in the liver at death

probably never exceeds 0.2 gm. (three grains), if indeed it ever

reaches that amount. The largest quantit}' actually found has

been 2.77 grains (O.IS gm.) in a homicidal case in which death

was supposed to have occurred in twenty-six hours after the

administration of the first dose.' In other cases in which the

determination was made either with the entire organ or with a

properly sampled fraction the results were :

I.

Death iu Gi li.

AsjOa iu milligrams 54.8

AsoOs in grains. .. . 0.82

From these results it might be inferred that the proportion

in the liver reaches its maximum at seven and a half-hours after

See Case VI.
,
Table A. In three In two (Barker: Wharton and

cases larger quantities have been Stille, "Med. Jur. ," 4th ed., ii.,

said to have been found in the liver. 563, five grains; and Walther;

n.
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the ingestion of the poison, and that thereafter it is gradually
and progressively removed by elimination. We do not, how-

ever, believe that such an inference is justified. In Case IV.,

although the amount of arsenic in the liver was less than in II.

and III., there still remained in the contents of the stomach the

enormous quantity of 16.803 gm. (250^ grains) of arsenic

trioxid in substance. Clearly in this case absorption would not

have ceased had life been prolonged, and the relatively small

amount of arsenic found in the liver may be due to one of two

different conditions : Either absorption was not so rapid as in

Cases II. and III., owing to a less soluble condition of the poison
or to other causes; or the liver had at some previous stage con-

tained a larger proportion of arsenic, which had been removed

by an increased activity of elimination, coupled or not with a

diminished rapidity of absorj^tion. Although the former sup-

position is much more probably the true one, the impossibility

of the latter is not demonstrated. Certain it is that the more
soluble the form in which arsenic is taken the more rapid, cce-

teris painhus, will be the absorption, and consequently the

sooner will the liver reach its maximum of saturation; and all

facts support the view that there is such a maximum at or before

which death necessarily arrests the process. (See Elimination.)

The table given by Taylor,' based upon the analyses of

Geoghegan, which is so frequently referred to in support of the

view that the liver reaches its "maximum of saturation" at

about fifteen hours after ingestion, is affected with two sources

of error : It is inferred that the liver in each case weighed three

and a half pounds—which is merely an average weight
—and it

is assumed that the amount in the entire organ may be calcu-

lated from that found in an unsampled fraction, an assumption
which has frequently led to inaccurate deductions. (See Quan-
titative Determination.)

Complete analyses have also been made in several cases of

homicidal poisoning after a burial of from three months to two

3'ears and eight months. These are arranged in the following

table, the amounts rejDresenting milligrams of As^Og :

Vierteljschr. f. ger. Med., 1863, able (see Quantitative Analysis).
xxii., 188, 2.8 grains) the amount In the tliird case (Bingley : Lancet,
was calculated from the results of 1864, i., 697) one-half of the liver is

an analysis of a small, unsampled said to liave yielded 4.15 grains !

portion, and are therefore unreli- '

"Poisons," 3d Am. ed., p. 40.
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Inferences as to the distribution wiiicli existed at death,

drawn from such analyses, are, we beheve, entirely unreliable,

as it is impossible in the present condition of our knowledge to

form any adequate idea of the degree to which it has been sub-

sequentl}' modified by post-mortem migration. That such post-

mortem distribution occurs with arsenic introduced into the

cadaver after death cannot be questioned (see page 481) ;
and if

arsenic introduced during life does not travel from one tissue to

another after death it is because it has formed an insoluble com-

pound with the constituents of the tissues, a supposition in favor

of which there is no evidence and against which the rapid elimi-

nation of arsenic during life militates strongly. The amounts

of arsenic found in the brains in Cases XX., XXL, XXII. are

greatly in excess of any of the analyses made shortly after death

(see Table. A, page 450), and those in Cases XXV, and XXVI.
are also relatively large. To explain the presence of these large

amounts in the brain we are forced to one of two suppositions :

Either in these cases the brains contained large quantities of

arsenic, or the arsenic travelled to the brain post mortem. The

former supposition is in opposition to the results of all analyses

made shortly after death, the latter is in accordance with what

is known concerning post-mortem imbibition. In Case XXI.

a difference between the amounts in the two kidneys
—the

right, weighing 125 gm., containing 2.0 mgm. or 2.08 per

cent., and the left, weighing 149 gm,, 4.3 mgm., or 2.88 per

cent.—maj' be due either to a greater activity of the heavier

organ during life, or to more direct post-mortem imbibition

from the stomach to the left than to right kidney. What-
ever the relative activity of the two kidneys may be during

life, it is certain that post-mortem imbibition from the stom-

ach carries a larger quantity into the left than into the right

kidney.'
In a few cases the relative distribution of arsenic in different

parts of the muscular, osseous, and epidermic tissues has been

determined. The results were as follows, expressed in milli-

grams of As^Oj in 100 gm. of tissue:

'

AKi"<?ater difference between the thoracic cavity with the other ; but
amounts in tlie two hings in Case whether or no the ditference is en-

XXIII. is partly explained by the tirely due to this cause is uncertain,
fact that the heart was included (Seep. 483.)
with one and some liquid from the
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Unfortunately in most of these the body had been buried for

several months or years, and in them, consequently, the distri-

bution was subject to post-mortem modification. But, notwith-

standing this, the absence of arsenic in the femur in a case pre-

sumabl}'- (although by no means certainly) acute in character,

and its presence in a case of poisoning by repeated doses would

retain all of the importance attached to it by Chittenden' for the^

purpose of distinguishing between acute and chronic poisoning,

in doubtful cases, were such a ditlference found to exist con-

stantly in recent cadavers. But in other acute cases the bones;

have been found to contain arsenic, as in Ludwig's cases above

mentioned. That author, in summing up the results of his ex-

periments and observations, says :

" Arsenic is taken up by the

bones, although in small yet distinctly detectable quantity. So

far as human bones are concerned I could only observe this fact

in acute poisoning; without doubt it is also true in chronic

poisoning, in which I have noted it in the dog."
The three analyses (XXXII.-XXXIV.) by Brouardel and

Pouchet were made in investigation of the Affaire Pastre

Beaussier in 1889, and the clinical histories leave no doubt of

their chronic character. In XXII. the illness was of five

weeks' duration after the last administration. Arsenic in

minuter quantity was still found in the skull and vertebral

bones, although no trace of it remained in the liver, spleen, kid-

neys, or brain. In XXXIII. and XXXIV. the amount was also

greater in tliese bones than in the femur. This is in accordance

with the results of experiments upon animals made by Brouar-

del,' which indicated that whatever the method of introduction
"
arsenic accumulates very sensibly in the spongy tissue of bones

and becomes fixed in such manner that its presence can be de-

tected, in the bones of the skull or vertebrae particularly, somei

time after every trace has disappeared from those organs, such

as the liver, in which it is localized in greater amount." " This

localization in the bones is less accentuated and the elimination

is more rapid when arsenic is absorbed in quantities sufficient

to cause immediate symptoms of poisoning. When animals are

poisoned by very large doses, there is a general diffusion of the

'Med. -leg. Jour., N. Y., 1884,
« Ann. d'hyg., 1889,3 s., xxxi.,

ii., 244, 246. 486. Bull. Ac. de med., Paris,
1889, 3 s., xxii., 4, 53.

IV.—30
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arsonii', and tbo osseous tissue jirescnts nothing parlicular in

roL^ard to localization : arsenic is found in all th«' organs."
Tlio localization of arsenic in tlu^ hones is explainable on the

siipjiosition that the i)hosi)hatos which they contain are partially

rcj)l;iced by arsenate's. The chemical relationship of these two

classes of salts is well known, and the formation of arsenate in

this manner is quite as probable a priori as the conversion of

phosphate into carbonate, which has been shown by Miln(>-

Edwards' to take place normally in bone. In support of this

view we have also the results of Binz and Schultz, who have

shown that arsenious acid is converted into arsenic acid in the

economy ;' and those of Caillol de Poncy and Livon, who have

shown that under the influence of arsenic the ehmination of

phosphates by the urine is increased.'

Arsenic has been found in the bones after long burial, during
which the soft parts have been almost completely disintegrated.

In one instance Liman,^ in a skeleton examined after eight

years, found traces of arsenic in the upper part of the femur and

in the j^elvic bones, and a distinctly larger quantity in the tissue

adherent to the sacrum. In 1847 arsenic was found in the bones

of a skeleton exhumed after ten years' burial, but none in those

of another from an adjoining grave.
^

When a pregnant woman dies from the effects of arsenic the

poison is found in the foetus and its coverings, but not in the

amniotic fluid.' In a case of supposed arsenical poisoning after

abortion Liman found arsenic in the remains of the woman two

years and three months after death, but none in the foetus,

which had been preserved in alcohol.'

Garnier" gives the results of analj^ses in the cases of three

patients who died of tuberculosis while under treatment with

Fowler's solution. Traces of arsenic were obtained from the

liver and brain in each, the brain containing somewhat more than

the liver in two cases, while in the third the reverse was the case.

Experiments upon animals with regard to distribution have

> "Etudes sur les Os," 1860, 151, 'Jour, dp chim. rued., etc., 1847,

Rppr. fr. Ann. d. Sc. nat. , 4 s., xiii. 3 s., iii., 82.
* Arcli. f exp. Path. u. Ph., 1879,

« BischofT : In Lesser's "Atl. d.

xi., 212. ger. Med.," i., 89. Husemaiin :

* Jour, de pharm. et de chim., "Handh. d. Toxikologie,
"

p. 82^.

1879, 4 8., XXX., 344. ''

Casper-Li man : "Handh. d. {^er.
*
Casper-Liman : "Handb. d. ger. Med.," 8te Aufl., 425.

Med. ,

"
8te Aufl. ,

i i .
,
446. «

These, Nancy, 1880, No. 107, p. 47.
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tUso boon niado by Sc«)U)3uboff,' Liulwig,' Garnior,' and .lohii^

son anil ChittoniU'ii,' the rosults of wliifh an' i^ivcn in tli(> pre-

coilinij: tablo, in niilli^ranis of eloniontary arsenic in 100 gni.

Fnini tho rosults of his oxporinionts SoolosubolT inforroil that

arsonic is looaliziul particularly in tho nervous tissues, and that

in acute poisoninic the expert should search for tho metalloid

particularly in tho brain, as the liver, if the poisoning be very

rapid, may sometimes not contairx it. This view is in o{)po-

sition to tho universal experience of toxicologists in analj'ses of

the human subject, in which the quantity of arsenic found in

tho brain is usually very small absolutely and relatively, and
so far as we are aware has never been found to exceed l.(j(>

mgm. in one-third of the organ,
'^

in an analysis made shortl}'

after death. The experiments of others given in the above

table have also led to different results.

As an explanation of this supposed localization in the brain

Scolosuboff advanced the theory that arsenic is substituted for

phosphorus in the lecithins or other phospliorized organic constit-

uents of nerve tissue. This theory has not, so far as we know,
been supported b}' experimental or other proof.

The view of Chittenden and Smith^ that the localization in

brain tissue, while not occurring with arsenic trioxid, does take

place as found by Scolosuboff in poisoning with sodium arsenite,

is not substantiated by the results of the experiments of Gamier

given above. It is to be regretted that, so far as we can find,

no quantitative analysis of the brain has been made in a case of

poisoning in the human subject by Fowler's solution or by ar-

senite in other form.

Elimination.—Several questions of great forensic interest

depend upon tho elimination of arsenic from the system.
It is stated by most writers that arsenic is not a cumulative

poison. This expression is used in three distinct senses. If by
" cumulative" is meant that repeated medicinal doses may grad-

ually accumulate in the body in such manner that finally, acting

unitedly and without the administration of a dose poisonous in

itself, they may cause the symptoms of acute poisoning, then

'Bull. Soc. chim., Paris, 1875,
^ Am. Ch. J., 1880, ii., 3.<?7.

xxiv., 125. 5 Case XIV., Table A. p. 4.59.

« Med. Jahrb., 1880. « Med. -leg. Jour., N. Y.. 1885,
3 Ann. d'hvg., 1883. 3 s., ix.,314; iii., 145.

and These, Nancy, 1880.
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arsenic is certainly not a cumulative poison, as it is constantly
used in medical practice, over long periods of time, without the

production of such accidents.' Or it may be considered cumu-
lative in its action in the sense that when given in repeated

small doses it produces effects which do not result directly from

a single dose, however large. In this sense it is cumulative, as

the clinical history of a poisoning caused by repeated small

doses is distinct from that of one resulting from a single large

dose, although the symptoms of
"
chronic" poisoning sometimes

follow the acute symptoms due to a large dose without any
further administration. Again, the question may mean: Does
arsenic enter into combination with the constituents of the

tissues to form compounds which are difficult of elimination and

are retained in the body for a long period after administration

has ceased? To some extent arsenic is cumulative in this sense,

and that to a greater degree when given in repeated small doses

than when a single large dose has been taken. It is probable,

however, that this action is limited to the bony and epidermic

tissues, in the former of which there is every reason to believe

that it to a certain extent replaces the natural phosphate with an
arsenate. On the other hand, it is not retained by the soft parts
for so long a period, certainly not to the degree that lead and

copper are.

Elimination of arsenic probabl.y begins very early and dur-

ing the progress of its absorption, although we can find no
record of analyses of urine passed by the human subject during
the first hours of poisoning. According to Husemann"* it makes
its appearance in the urine often in five to six hours, and with

potassium arsenite in an hour. On the other hand, Taylor^

quotes a case of Geoghegan's in which no arsenic was found in

the small quantity of urine passed up to the fourteenth hour,
and that passed from fourteen to thirty-six hours yielded only
faint indications.

The elimination from the bones, particularly those rich in

spongy tissue, takes place more slowly than from the soft parts
in cases of poisoning by repeated doses, and probably in acute

cases also. Thus in the case of the woman Morisse, one of the

> See Taylor: "Poisons," 3d Am. - "Handb. d. Tox.," 823.

ed., 294. Seidel : Maschka, "Handb. ^
"Poisons," 3d Am. ed., p. 38.

d. ger. Med.," ii., 249.
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victims of tlu> ITavic [luisoiiiiii^s, who (iicd in six weeks after

haviny; IxHni reniDveil from tlic jiossihility of furtlier admiiiis-

trHtiiMi, the liver, sj)leen, kiiliu'ys, and bruin contained no traces

of arsenic, wliich was n-adily detecli'd \n the bones of tin* skull,

the vertebra\ and the liairs.
'

Elimination from the soft jjarts, when a sinj^le large dose

has been taken, may be comjjlete in about fifteen days, to such

extent at least that no detectable quantity remains. In a few

instances analysis has failed to reveal the presence of any trace

of arsenic in the soft parts when death has occurred at about

this interval.

Ill the case of Dr. Alexander a lai-gre ([uantity of arsenic trioxid

mixed with arrow root was taken by mistake. He suffered tlie usual

sjTnptoms and died on the sixteenth day. The stomach was found to

be ulcerated, but no arsenic was found on analysis of stomach, liver,

and spleen.^

In the case of Reg. r. Williams (South Wales Circ, July, 1863) a

cleai" case of ai'senical poisoning' was made out. Death occurred in

fifteen days after the administration, and no arsenic was found in the

cadaver on analysis.^

Elimination, aided by copious vomiting, caused the removal of all

detectable quantities of arsenic in the case of a man who died in eleven

days after having been poisoned by arsenic in coffee. No arsenic was
found in either stomach, intestines, liver, or spleen on analysis.'*

On the other hand, arsenic has been found in the liver, kid-

neys, muscles, and tissue of the stomach and intestines, although
in small quantity, in one case in which death followed in four-

teen days after a single administration.^

Although we know of no instance in which the poison was
detected in the cadaver in an acute case of longer duration than

this, there are sorne observations which indicate that in non-

fatal cases elimination by the urine maj' continue for a much

longer period, even when but one dose has been taken :

A woman of thirty-five years took by mistake half a dessertspoonful

(about 8 gm.) of white arsenic in water. She suffered the usual

symptoms of the mixed type and was under treatment in the hospital

' Brouardel and Pouchet : Ann. ^
Herapath : Lancet, 1863, ii., 47.

d'hvg., 1889, 3 s., xxii., 362, 484. •* Maschka : Vrtljschrf. f. ger.

-Geoghegan: Med. Times and Med., 1863, xxiii., 261-270.

Gaz., 1857, 389. ' See Case X., Table A, p. 459.
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for twenty-five days. The urine of the second day ofave an abundant

arsenical deposit witli the Marsh test. A similar result was obtained

with the urine of the fourth day. Samples passed on tlie fifth, eighth,

sixteenth, and twenty-first days gave evidence of the presence of ar-

senic in diminishing quantity. Negative results were obtained with

the urine ])assed on the twenty-fifth day, as well as with that passed on

the twelfth day.'

Carter- qiiotes a case from Gubler, concerning which, however,

there appears to be some doubt as to the date of administration and the

dose administered : The patient had pi'obably taken 8 gm. (about two

drachms) of arsenic trioxid on September 25th, 1864. On October 27tli

an analysis showed the presence of " a large quantity of arsenic in the

urine." Another analysis made thirteen days later, forty-five days
after the })oisoning, still showed the presence of arsenic in the urine.

On November 10th another analysis was made without "revealing any
traces of arsenic. On November 15th or 16th potassium iodid was given

and " on the 19th another examination of the urine was made, and a

consideral)le quanity of arsenic found to be present."

Wood, ^
using the more direct method of extraction suggested by

Sanger,^ found arsenic in the urnie ninety-three days after the ingestion

of a single large toxic dose of arsenic, which had caused the usual acute

symptoms, followed by arsenical paralysis.

When arsenic is administered in repeated doses, whether in

the proper medicinal quantities or in somewhat larger amounts,

the elimination, after cessation of the dosing, continues during

periods about as long as in acute cases :

In the observations of Gamier and of Ritter ^ of six cases of admin-

istration of arsenic in medicinal doses in the shape of granules of arsenic

trioxid or of Fowler's solution, for periods varying from seven days to

six months, arsenic was no longer detectable in the urine in from seven

to twenty-four days after discontinuance of the treatment.

A girl of twenty-two years was directed to take Fowler's solution

for the treatment of eczema, hi doses of fifteen drops morning and

evening for fifteen days, then three times a day for fifteen days, and.

finally twenty drops three times a day for fifteen days. She followed

this treatment for the first two periods, taking, consequently, dur-

ing the first period of fifteen days daily doses equivalent to 0.015 gm.

(equal to one-fourth grain) of arsenic trioxid, and during the second

to 0.022 gm. (equal to one-third grain) ;
but on attempting to increase

'

Maclagan : London and Edinb. ^ Best. M. and S. J., 1893. cxxviii..

Monthly Jour. M. Sc, 1852, xiv., 414.

133. " See pp. 492, 508.

•^Liverpool Med.-Chir. Jour.,
^ Garnier : These, Nancy, 1880, 76.

1890, X., 137.
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ihi' (losr ti> 0.0;>'i {Jin. (i'(iu;il to I iiic linl I' i^r.iin ) slir was (»l>liL;-<Ml to :il):in-

(loii llit> irt'alniiiit in constHiiiciicc ol" tlif V( unil
iii;^', ])aiii, «-i"aiiii)s, and

l)aralysi>s wliicli rt'sulttMl from it. Slic was sicii by l>i'. (Jaillafd live

wroks ul'ttM- liaviiiLT stuppoil tho Fowler's solution, (liir-inti: wliicli she

had suHVivd tlu> usnal ai-sonical syin])t<)ins. Tlit' uiim' llien contained

ai-siMiic, Nvhi.-h fontinucd to l>t> eliniinaftil l>y tin- ucint' uutil forty days

after the date of cessation of the arsenical treatment.'

Wood' examined the urine of two i)alients hy Sanger's mcliiod

after tho cessation of medicinal administration of l''owler's solution.

In one ai-senic was detected up lo llie lifty iiintli i\:i\ . and in llie othei-

\i]> to the eipfhty-third day after the last administration.

Thi' (liininatiuii liy tlie Tiriiu> of (]uantities whicli can be ex-

tractetl l«y the usual methods may also cease at an earlier time,

even in non-fatal cases:

In a ca.se of jjoisoning by about an ounce (31 gm.) of white arsenic

in water, from which the patient finally recover(>d, arsenic was de-

tected in the urine in diminishing quantity during the first four days,

but not on the lifth.^ In a case of non-fatal jjoisoning by Fowlers

solution, arsenic was detected hy the Reinsch test in the urine of the

fifth day, but not in that of the sixth.'

When, as occasionall}' hapi)ens, the secretion of urine is sup-

pressed in the early history of the poisoning and is subsequently

resumed, that which is then voided contains arsenic :

In a woman poisoned by 15 gni. (about half an ounce) of white

arsenic, no ui-ine api)eared during seven hours, after which she j^assed

ten litres (two and one-half gallons) in ten hours, in wliich arsenic was

detected.^ A woman died in five days from the effects of G gm.

(ninety-three grains) of white arsenic sus])ended in Avater. For the

first three days the ui'ine was entirely suj^pressed, and on the last two

slie pa-ssed 100 and 150 gm. (three and one-half and five fluidounces)

of urine containing arsenic.*^

Although the urine is the most obvious and, during the

earlier stages of the poisoning, probably the most active channel

of elimination of arsenic, in cases of long duration the excretory

action of tho kidneys may be diminished to such an extent that

the urine no longer contains an}' detectable quantity of the

'Gaillard: Bull. Soc. nied.-leg., ''Powell: Westm. Hosp. Rep,
Paris, 1873-74, iii., 249. ALso Ann. 1889, v., 215-219.

d'hv?., 1874. 2 s., xlii., 406. * Augonard : Gaz. med. de Par.,

•^'Loc. cit. 1843. 2 s., xi., 222.

^Rademacher: Richni. andLouis- « Bouillet : Bull. Ac. de med.,
ville M. Jour., 1873, xv., 383. Paris, 184U-41, vi., 544, 553.
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poison, which after death may still be detected even in the soft

parts. The failure to detect arsenic in the urine by the usual

methods is consequently not sufficient proof that elimination is

complete.

A young' woman had been treated with Pearson's solution for two

months. On admission to the hospital this was discontinued. She

died in nineteen days. The urine examined on the fifteenth day
showed no trace of arsenic. The liver, which was very large, yielded

a mirror of arsenic estimated to weigh 1 to 2 mgm.
A young woman had taken FoAvler's solution for eight months, with

an interval of two months. On entrance into the hospital a medica-

tion with bismuth subnitrate (non-arsenical) in large doses was sub-

stituted. She died in thirty-five dajs. The urine contained no arsenic

after the twenty-seventh day. The liver yielded 1.9 mgm. of elemen-

tary arsenic on analysis.'

The Due de Praslin died in six days after having taken a large

dose of arsenic. The poison was found in the hver and intestines after

death, but no trace was detected in the urine passed in the last moments
of life.

-

Although the gall bladder is frequently found full of bile

after death from arsenic, we know of no instance in the human

subject in which the bile has been analyzed separately from the

liver. But while direct analytical evidence of elimination by
the liver is thus wanting, there is every reason to believe that it

occurs throughout the course of the poisoning. Sonnenschein^

reports a case of attempted poisoning by repeated doses of ex-

tract of arsenical fly papers in which the analysis showed the

presence of arsenic in the fjBces but none in the urine. In this

case, apparentl}^, elimination through the alimentary canal con-

tinued after it had ceased through the kidneys, and the question

is only whether the excretory organ was the liver or the gastro-

intestinal mucous membrane.

Arsenic, when taken by the stomach, is found in the skin

and in notable quantity in the nails^ and is in all probability

eliminated to some extent in the perspiration. Sonnenschein^ in

the Knothe case found small but distinct quantities in the bed

clothing upon which the head of the deceased had lain, and in a

'Ritter: Rev. nied. de I'Est,
^ "Gericht. Chemie," 1869, p. 120.

Nancy, 1878, ix.. 257-267. •» See Table, p. 464.

;^
Tardieu :

"
Empoisonnement," ^ "Gericht. Chemie," 1869, p. 119.

2eine ed., 422.
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position whoronoitlirr tlu> vomit nor the ])oison itself could have

accountc'il for its ]iroseuce. Ohatin' fouiul arsenic in llio serum

of Ji vesication jiroiluctHl upon the skin of an arsenical })atient,

anil even sui^Lcesteil the application of hlistcrs and tlic chemical

examination of 1ht> serum to estahlish the diaj^nosis in doul»1ful

cases.

"When arsenic is apjilied to the skin or to (exposed mucous

memhrane, the discharges which its irritation produces contain

arsenic, which is, however, probablj' a portion of that which

was applied.''

The hair has been found to contain arsenic in notable quan-

tity in several cases in which the body was examined chemically

after long burial. Thus Sonnenschein found it in the amount of

•3.4 mgm. in Oo gm. of the hair of a cadaver exhumed after two

and a ijuarter years, in which arsenic was also f(jund in other

parts of the cadaver, but none in the sawdust with which the

body was surrounded,' and Bronardel and Pouchet found it in

the amounts of 1 mgm. and 2.5 to 5 mgm. per 100 gm. in the

hairs of two of the Havre victims, buried two and two-thirds

years and fourteen months respectively."

Liman, in discussing "an unsolved riddle" in which arsenic

was found in the hair, but in no other part of the cadaver or its

surroundings after a burial of eleven j'ears, considers it probable

that the arsenic in such cases reaches the hair rather by post-

mortem processes than during life.^

On the other hand, in the description of Gubler's case, cited

above,* it is stated that the head was shaved and that "her hair

grew again, and I thought, after a certain number of months,

that it would bo curious to know if the hair contained arsenic.

The analysis of the hair, made eight months after the poisoning,

gave a quantity of arsenic considerable enough." Brouardel

and Pouchet' also recommend that the hair be cut and analyzed

for the purpose of establishing a diagnosis during life in doubt-

ful cases.

'Jour. d. chim. med., etc., 1847,
3
Casper - Liman : "Handbuch d.

3 s.. iii., 328. ger. Med.," 8te Aufl., 424.
'i Brislv-en : Vierteljschr. f. ger.

^ Ann. d'hyg., 1889, 3s.,xxii.,

Med., 1864, xxv., 110-126. Tay- 486.

lor: Guv's Hosp. Rep., 1864, 3 8.,
* Qa^per-Liman : Op. cit., p. 411.

X., 220-236. Cameron: Brit. M. « Carter : Liverpool Med.-Clur

Jour., 1890, ii., 203. Jour., 1890, x., 137.
' Loc. cit.
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FORENSIC aUESTIONS.

We have already (pages 103-184) considered a number of

questions which may be formulated in cases of supposed poison-

ing by any toxic agent. Besides these there are others which

relate more particularly, almost exclusively, to arsenic. Of

these we have considered such as relate to the non-homicidal and

more or less legitimate introduction of arsenic into the body

during life in the preceding pages. There still remains the car-

dinal question : Was the arsenic found in the cadaver of

ante-mortem or of post-mortem origin ?

We believe that in the present condition of the science this,

in many cases, is a question which must be left to the jury to

determine in the light of the entire testimony in the case, rather

than one upon which an expert may safely express a positive

opinion in the light of the scientific evidence alone. And this

we say without prejudice, be it understood, to the opinion that

a scientific jury would be much more competent to properly

weigh the evidence than a lay jury.

As toxicologists are by no means unanimous upon this

point, we will state the grounds for the opinion we have ex-

pressed somewhat at length, considering, to begin with, the

possible sources of arsenic in a cadaver other than from ante-

mortem introduction, whether criminal or legitimate:

1. Normal Arsenic.—The question of the existence of

arsenic as a normal constituent of the human body may be sum-

marily dismissed with a negative. The only toxicologist who
considered the affirmative of the supposition favorably was

Orfila, whose views were based upon defective analyses. To-

day it is the unanimous opinion of toxicologists that arsenic is

not normally present in the body, either strictly as a normal

constituent, or, in the same manner as copper, by constant ab-

sorption with food articles.'

2. Undertaker's Arsenic.—European toxicologists only

consider the intentional introduction of arsenic into a cadaver

as a remotely possible manifestation of the acme of human de-

pravity. In the United States, however, we are unfortunately

under different conditions, and among us in recent years a non-

'

Except among drinkers of arsenical waters (see p. 362).
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arsoiiifiotl luuly twi'iity-four hours after death is (Mily met with

whi'ii soiiu> ai'i'idt'iit i»r superior powfr has stayed the liand of

the
"
funeial liireetor,

"
Bodies are all "einhahned" except in

the coldest weatlier; and, even when no internal injection is

practised, cloths saturated 'witli tinhahninj^ litpiid are kept \i\xn\

the face and other i>arts previous to the fuiu'ral. Of the many
emhalminjjj liquids which we have examined all lint two were

arsenical. One of these, whicii was valneless for tli(> j)nr-

j)Ose for which it was intended, was a tolerably strong solution

of livth-ogen peroxid; the other, which came from California,

was a two-per-cent. solution of boric acid in dilute spirit, col-

ored with carmine. All others were either sim])le a(pieous solu-

tions of arsenites or arsenates or combinations of these with cor-

rosive sublimate, zinc chlorid, alum, methyl alcohol, or glycerol.

The method of introduction varies witii the skill of the un-

dertaker, from that of the village practitioner, who contents

himself with the injection of a pint or two of liquid through
a trocar pushed through the abdominal wall, to that of the

graduate of a "
College of Embalming" who ties a canula into

what be believes to be an artery
' and more or less rapidly and

completely permeates the body with a gallon or so of liciuid con-

taining arsenic and other poisons. The practice is entirely un-

restricted b\- regulations of any kind in New York State and, so

far as we know, in other States, and tons of arsenical embalm-

ing liquids are manufactured and sold annually.^

3.
'' Cemetery Arsenic."—The presence of arsenic in many

soils, and in that of some cemeteries was considered bj^ some of

the earlier toxicologists as a possible source of contamination of

bodies buried therein, and man}- pages of the works of Orfila,

Devergie, Galtier, and others are devoted to discussions of the

subject. It was demonstrated, however, that arsenic existing

naturally in the soil is always in a form of combination insolu-

ble in water, and hence only transferable to a bodj^ buried in it

by fracture of the coffin and phj^sical admixture of the arsenical

soil with the remains.

' We liave seen sucli an "adept" as 1846 (Parcelly : "Enibaume-
make the injection into the basilic ments,

"
Paris, 1891, p. 128). See

vein, believing it to be the brachial also Durrell : Boston M. and S.

artery. Jour. , 1890, cxxi. , 544. Suiter : Tr.
• In France the use of arsenic for M. Soc, N. Y. , 1891, 394.

embalming was proliibited as early
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But, although the question of the possibility of coutamina-

tion from natural
"
cemetery arsenic" has been definitely set at

rest, that relating to artificial cemetery arsenic is one of recent

origin, local in the United States, and still demanding solution.

The arsenic in embalming liquids is, of course, not Insoluble,

but quite soluble. How long does it remain soluble, and how
far may it permeate the soil of the cemetery and unembalmed
bodies buried therein? It is true that during putrefaction of a

bod}- containing arsenic a part or all of the poison may be con-

verted into arsenic trisulfid, which is insoluble in acid or neutral

liquids. But the trisulfid is soluble in alkaline liquids, and an
alkaline reaction is not an improbable condition in view of the

generation of ammonia during putrefaction. Another condition

necessary to the migration of arsenic is the presence of water.

In this respect cemeteries differ markedly. In one cemetery

during the month of March we have found a casket and the

embalmed body to be perfectly dry when exhumed two months
after burial, while in an exhumation in another cemetery two
weeks later the grave filled with water nearly to the brim, and
the casket and contents were thoroughly water-soaked.

It is true that arsenic may be rendered insoluble in neu-

tral liquids not only by conversion into the trisulfid, but also

by reaction with the calcareous and ferruginous constituents of

the soil. The coverings of a body embalmed with sodium ar-

senate, a comj^ound much more slowly converted into trisulfid

than the arsenite, were found after one hundred and ninety- seven

days' burial to contain notable quantities of arsenic trisulfid,

but no arsenic soluble in water. But as the casket was water-

soaked it is presumable that soluble substances had been leached

out during the six months' burial with more or less contact of

water. In some experiments of Garnier and Schlagdenhaufen'
made with arsenates of iron, calcium, and potassium, it was
found that permeation of the soil did not extend in fourteen

months to distances O.G and 0.9 m. (twenty to twenty-nine and
a half inches) below the point at which the samples were placed.
In these experiments the quantities used (5 gm.= seventy-seven

grains) were out of all proportion to the quantities used in em-

balming.''
'Ann. d'hyg., etc., 1887, 3 s., make no mention of embalming in

xvii., 33. enumerating the possible sources of
^ The authors of these experiments arsenic in the body.
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T.iulwiLj and ^r.uitliiuM-' refer to tbo possibility of the i^artli

of tvnu'torios bocominuc coiitanniiattHl witli soluble {irsciiic from
arstMiical oruainciits ami rolors, aiul from maiiufactuii]iLr oslab-

lishiiuMits in the nfiL;lil)orboo(l.''

4. Aksknic in Aktu'LKs oi- ( >i;n AMKXT.— ArsL'jiic is a con-

stituent of many pii^monts, and, if such arsenical colors bave
been used in the mamifactiu'e of any colored arlicloof dress or

ornament which is luit into the coffin, there is danger that

arsenic may Ih.^ thus introduced into the cadaver. Tbo possi-

bility of contamination from this source bas been discussed in

at least four cases:

In tlie remains of a r^liild of six years which had been buried a little

more tlian eiirht years, and w liicli luid Ix'on reduced almost to the skele-

ton, four grains of ai'senic wore found
;
and in a frag'ment of ])aper-

like material of a green color, half a grain of arsenic. The fragmeiit
was the remains of four religious pictures which had been placed ujotu
the breast of the cadaver before burial, and the question is discussed

whether the arsenic found in the remains might not have been entirely
derived from the arsenical colors of the pictures. The ''

gufdchtcn'''
declares the probability that the deceased died of arsenic, princi])ally in

view of the amounts of arsenic found, and of the symptoms observed

during life.^

The body of a child of two years was exhumed after three and a
half years' burial. The soft parts were reduced to a brown, .soapy
mass. Upon the body remains of red bands, shreds of a red fabi-ic,

numerous remains of a green and blue-green fabric, some glass balls,
and .some more con.sLstent green fragments, were found, and were

probably the i-cmains of artificial flowers. The colors of the fragments
were in places well presei-ved, in others faded, and in others completely
wanting. In the remains of the body a quarter of a grain of arsenic

trioxid was found, and a small quantity of copper. In all of the

colored objects described copper was present ;
the blue-green fabric con-

tained traces of arsenic
;
and the remains of artificial flowers consider-

able quantities of arsenic. The "
gutachten'' concludes "that a dis-

tinct foundation for the supposition that a i>oisoning occurred is want-

ing, but on the other hand the possibility that such may have occurred
is not excluded, as it may be that all of the arsenic found in the ca-

daver did not come from the piorments, but a part of it may have been
administered during life ; a positive judgment upon this point can,

' Wipn. kl. Wochensclu-.
, 1890, jschr. f. ger. Med., etc., 1870, n.

iii., 691. F., xiii., 169.
* See also Sonnenscliein : Vrtl- •''Renter: Med. Jalirh. f. d. Her-

zogtli. Nassau, 1846, 206-212.
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however, not be given, either from the medical or the chemical stand-

point."
'

The body of a pregnant girl, which had been found in a pond, in

which she was presumed to have drowned herself, was, upon the sup-

position that an abortive which she had taken was arsenical, exhumed
three weeks after burial. Small pieces of small and large intestine,

liver, spleen, and .scalp with adhering hair were taken for analysis by the

physicians who made the autopsy. All of this material was analyzed

together, the whole weighing only 70 gm. (two and one-fourth ounces)
of which only 23 gm. (thi-ee-fourth ounce) were of internal organs, and
found to contain arsenic, not in weighable amount, but sufficient to

yield three distinct mirrors. From this it was concluded that "the de-

ceased had certainly taken arsenic, but whether in dangerous amount
or not was uncertain." A second exhumation was had, at which ab-

dominal and thoracic viscera, muscular tissue and hair were taken
from the cadaver, as well as a wreath of artificial flowers which had
been upon the head, and some colored silk fabric in which the body
had been enclosed. The analysis of the viscera failed to show the pres-
ence of more than a trace of arsenic

;
the hair contained ti-aces of ar-

senic and cop])er, but the muscles and skin of l)otli upper and lower
extremities were entirely free from arsenic. In the flowers there were
notable quantities of arsenic and a little copper, and in the silk much
copper and a little arsenic. The opinion of the exi^erts was that it was
not a case of poisoning, and that the arsenic found came from the

artificial flowers.'-

The possibility of arsenic in the cadaver being derived from the dye
in silk was also considered in the Speichert case.^

The question under discussion is one which must arise in

every trial for poisoning by arsenic in the United States
;
and

will assume one of two forms, according to the conditions of the

case : Either embalming liquids have been applied to the cada-

ver in some manner, in which case the question is whether the

expert is capable of differentiating poison introduced during life

from that injected after death
;
or the evidence as to embalm-

ing is negative or questionable, when the expert is called upon
to state whether or not the arsenic found was certainly in the

body at death and could not have been introduced subsequently.
The possibility of obtaining an answer in either case must de-

pend upon the existence of some known difference between the

' Mascbka : "Gutacht. Prag. med. 245 ; Ph. Centralh., 1884, n. F., v.,
Fak.," 1867, ill., 262. 33.

•-' Ludwig u. Manthner; Med.- ^ See Ph. Centralhalle, 1889, n.
chir. Ceutbl., Wien, 1884, xix., F., x., 165.
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form ill which arsoiiic iiitnuhu'cd into lhi» system tlnrinir life Is

left thoro ;it death, or its tlisf nhithint or clJ'ecfs, and tli(> form,

distribution, or etYei'ts of tiiat introdnceil after deatli. Tho

(jnestion must be determined by ctimjiarison, and that such

comparison may ni>t be utterly misleadiiiy^ tho things or condi-

tions compannl nuist bo known and iniderstood
;
and we have

stated the inability iA' the export to answer the question un-

aided, because, in our belief, the knowledge of the conditions to

be compared is not as yet in the possession of the toxic(^l<)gist.

Tlie FORM OF COMBINATION in which arsenic exists in the

body at death if taken during life is not known, nor can we say
in what form it will exist in a da}' or week or a month, whether

it be present at death or injected thereafter. Any comparison
oi form, therefore, is an attempt to solve an equation which has

no known factors. Tho supposition that arsenic enters into

combination with the living tissue in a different manner and

with the formation of different products than when acting upon
dead tissue may be, and probably is, an excellent a priori hy-

pothesis to serve as the starting-point for a line of investigation.

But at the j>i'esent time it is, so far as we know, a pure hj'poth-

esis, without a scintilla of experimental evidence of either its

truth or its falsity.

It has been shown by Binz and Schulz' that in the living

organism, if either an arsenite or an arsenate be injected the

other form of oxidation is produced, and that after death a

mixture of arsenite and arsenate is found. But the finding of

such a mixture does not indicate ante-mortem introduction with

certainty. Not only is the commercial sodium arsenate fre-

quently used in embalming, generally contaminated with arsen-

ite, but in a case in which pure arsenate, free from arsenite,

was injected after death we have found a mixture of arsenate

and arsenite. That post-mortem arsenic may be converted into

the risulfid is w-ell known, but the same is true of ante-mortem

arsenic. Indeed, in a case of Hofmann's^ it appears proba))le

that a like conversion occurred during life. As a result of putre-

factive changes a portion of arsenic present in the body is con-

verted into volatile products, probably either arsin itself or or-

ganic arsins, but this post-mortem change affects ante-mortem

' Arch. f. exp. Path. u. Pharm., ^ Wien. nied. Wochenschr., 1886,

1879, xi., 200. xxxvi., 333, 377, 418.
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as well as post-mortem arsenic. Concerning organo-metallic

compounds of arsenic which may be formed during life we have

as yet nothing beyond supposition.

In the methods now used for separating arsenic from organic

mixtures, it is identified as elementary arsenic, and in a state

Avhich does not permit of the formation of an opinion as to the

form in which it existed before separation.'

The DISTRIBUTION of arsenic in the body has been depended

upon to solve the question, and it is believed by some to have

been insufiicientl}' studied not only to serve this end, but to per-

mit of a distinction between acute and chronic poisonings, as well

as between different forms in which it may have been taken.

The fundamental idea is that when arsenic is introduced dur-

ing life it is rapidly carried to all parts of the body, and there

distributed among the various organs and tissues according to

the differing retaining powers of each, and in a different man-
ner after single large doses than after repeated small doses, and
with other variations due to differences in the solubility of the

poison in different forms; while, on the other hand, arsenic in-

troduced post-mortem will remain at the point of introduction

or be only slowly carried therefrom and will not exist in the

different organs in the same quantitative proportions as ante-

mortem arsenic.

We may distinguish between what may be called qualita-
tive distribution and quantitative distribution.

The former is based upon the supposition that arsenic intro-

duced after death by any means other than by injection into a

vein or artery will remain entirely absent from parts anatomi-

cally far removed from the point of introduction. Orfila was
the first to study the question experimentally with a human
cadaver, and reached the conclusion that poisons would never

migrate so far as the parts most distant from the points at which

they were applied, at least in quantities sufficient to be detected,
if the amount injected into the digestive canal were small.

^

This view was apparently upheld by the results of numerous

experiments upon animals, and as late as 1877 Reese wrote that

' Some years ago we were in- mortem arsenic toward solvents,
formed by a Western toxicologist but we have seen no report of his
that lie was engaged in experiments results.

looking toward the determination '^"Traite des poisons," 5th ed.,
of the behavior of ante- and post- i., 59.

IV.—31
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"it is scaivoly ci>nc('iv;il>h' tli.il ;i poisdii, iiiti-ddiiccd ind) a IxxTy
after lioatli, could lu'iu'tralr by imhihitioii witliin tlic cavity of

the craiiiuiu or spinal column." '

It was nut until IsSi) thai,

after tlu> trial of tlu> i-asc of J'oo. r. Matthew .Millard in Miclii-

i;an, in whit'h ])(>st-niorteiu inihibition was invoked by the de-

fence, \'aujj;han and J^awson again resorted to the only proper

subject for exi)crinient, the human cadaver, and found that

the i'lain contained arsenic (1,028 gm. yielded 0.00;5<i;j gm.
As,0,) twenty-four days after post-mortem injection into the

mouth and rectuin. In this experiment a portion of the li(juid

returned through the nose, and consequently the injection was

practically into the head, and direct imbibition through the

openings in the base of the skull." In 18S8, in connection w\i\\

the case of Peo. v. Ford, the author made three experiments
with human cadavers. The injections in two were b}' the

mouth, in one of which the head was severed from the body

immediately after the injection. In the third the injection was
limited strictl}' to the stomach and abdominal ca\ity. Each

body was kept fourteen days, after which each brain was found

to contain arsenic in sufficient amount to yield quite heavy
mirrors. In the experiment with the detached head the brain

was found in a good state of preservation, and a portion of brain

from the vertex was found to contain quite as much arsenic as

another portion from the base. In the third experiment arsenic

was found in the muscular tissue of the calf of the leg as well

as in the brain.' In another experiment with a human cada-

ver the brain contained 8.28 mgm, of arsenic (As^Og) five daj-s

after the post-mortem injection of 1G.56 gm. in solution into the

stomach. In a case reported by Mason,
^ an embalming licpiid

containing arsenic and zinc had been applied by cloths to the

face and chest of the cadaver for many hours, but " no injection

of this embalming fluid was practised." After a burial of

thirty-five days the body was exhumed and distinct traces of

zinc, as well as notable amounts of arsenic, were found in the

heart and stomach. From this it would appear that an external

application of a solution of zinc (and probably of arsenic) for a

' Trans. Col. Pliys., Phila.. 1877,
^ Research. Loomis Lab., 1890, i.,

3d ser.. iii., 33. 38.
* Jour. Am. M Assoc, 1883, i.,

^ Jour. Anal, and Appl. Chem.,
115: Med. -leg. J., N. Y., 1889. 1893, xv., No. 6.

vii., 345.
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period limited to
"
many hours" is followed by passage of the

metallic salt into the interior of the body.

Strassman and Kirsten
'

having experimented with the

cadavers of frogs, dogs, and of one hmnan infant, assert that
"
the presence of poison in the left kidney and its absence in the

right indicates the introduction of poison into the stomach of

the cadaver. Poison in the two kidneys during the first weeks

indicates absorption during life. . . . Arsenic does not pene-

trate the brain from the stomach within the first four weeks."

Of the three propositions here enunciated the first only is admis-

sible, although probably of most exceptional occurrence. The

third has been positively disproved. The second is a proposi-

tion startling in its novelty. To test its accuracy we injected

an arsenical solution into the stomach of an adult human cada-

ver, and, examining the kidneys after five days found the right

to contain 9.37 mgm. of arsenic (As^Oj) and the left 0.3584 gm.
The attempt to answer the question from the quanfitive

distribution of the poison is much more scientific. Indeed, we
believe that comparisons of (piantitative distribution will even-

tually aid materially in solving the questions at issue in many
cases, if they do not do so unaided. But we must still maintain

that at the present time the knowledge which we possess is en-

tirely insufficient to be safely relied upon. We have already

discussed at length (see pages 457-468) such information as is

available concerning the distribution of poison taken during

life, and have found it to be both meagre and inconsistent with

itself. Of the other factor in the problem, the quantitative dis-

tribution of arsenic introduced post mortem, we have absolute-

ly no information beyond a few isolated determinations of the

quantity in one or another organ. It is clear also that quantita-

tive post-mortem distribution will most probably difi:er accord-

ing to the method of introduction, and that it may not be the

same when the injection is into an artery as it would be if the

poison were injected into a vein, or into the stomach, or the

rectum, or the mouth, or imbibed by external application or

contact with arsenical objects, or immersed in arsenical ground
water. In a recent trial an expert for the people testified that

"the arsenic and antimony are especially massed, so to speak,

in the alimentary tract, in the centre of the body ;
the stomach,

' Arch. f. path. Anat., 1894, cxxxvi., 127.
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the intestines, and the livi-r eontaining largo amounts of both

arsenic and antimony, a fact Avhicli to my mind sliows conclu-

sively that the arsenic and the aidimony could not have entered

the body by post-mortem imbibition. In other woids, the very
fact that the arsenic and antimony are to be found massed—
centred, so to speak

— in the very centre of the organism shows

to my mind that that arsenic and that antimony could not have

been absorbed after death, because it seems to me very natur-

ally you would expect to find a larger amount in the external

jK)rtioDS of the body."
' This opini()n, which confessedly has no

experimental foundation, may be well founded if we consider

only imbibition from the exterior, but (eciually as an opinion)

we fail to imagine how a condition differing from that de-

scribed could j)ossibly exist if the arsenic had been introduced

into the stomach post-mortem, as it very frequently is by under-

takers.

The EFFECTS which arsenic is said to produce during life,

resulting in a petechial reddening of the gastric mucous mem-
brane and the formation of thrombi in the arterioles and capil-

laries (see pages 421, 431), are appearances deserving of careful

study. So far as we are aware the microsco})ic lesions due to

arsenic have not been studied in the human subject. Should it

be shown that these appearances are constantly produced by
arsenic and not by disease, the evidence of the pathologist will

have much greater weight in the determination of the ante- or

post-mortem origin of the poison than that of the chemist.

POISONING BY ARSENICAL GREENS.

Among the arsenical compounds, the arsenical greens,

Scheele's green and Schweinfurth or Paris green, are second in

forensic interest to the trioxid
;
and of the two the latter is by

far the more important.
Scheele's Green— Cupric arsenite—CuHAsOg— is a pale-

green powder, made by precipitating a solution of potassium
arsenite with one of cupric sulfate. It dissolves readily in

potassium hydroxid solution, but is decomposed into a mixture

of arsenate, arsenite, cuprous oxid, and cupric oxid when the

liquid is heated. It is also soluble in ammonium hydroxid.
' Peo. V. Meyer, stenographer's minutes, fol. 993.
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The commercial Scheele's green is usually a mixture of cupric
arsenite aud hydroxid. It is only used to a limited extent as a

pigment.
Paris Green—Schiveinfurth gr^een, emerald green, mitis

green, mineral green, etc.—is an aceto-arsenite of copper,

having, according to Ehrman, the formula (CuAs^OJj Cu-

(C2H30jj)2
—niol. weight. = 1011.36, and containing therefore

24.99 per cent, of copper and 44.43 per cent, of arsenic (=58.65

per cent. ASoOg). It is a bright-green, crystalline powder, in-

soluble in water, but decomposed by prolonged boiling. It is

readily attacked by alkaline solutions, with separation of cupric

hydrate, which, on boiling, is converted into cupric oxid, and

then reduced to cuprous oxid, the solution then containing an

alkaline arsenite. Mineral acids and strong acetic acid decom-

pose it completely, removing all of the copper and liberating

arsenious acid.

Paris green is extensively used as a pigment, in the manu-
facture ot artificial flowers, of wall papers, etc., and in the

United States, where the name "Paris green" is local,' it is

probably the most widely known poison for the destruction of

potato bugs and other insect pests.

Cupric Arsenate—[Cu„(HAsOj2 or CuHAsO,=31.13 per
cent. Cu and 36.91 per cent. As. ?J

—is said b}' Bergeron, De-

lens, and I'Hote' to exist in the vert de Mittis used in France,

accompanied by barium sulfate and sodium arsenate.

Poisonings by Paris green are of much more frequent occur-

rence in the United States than elsewhere, and are chiefly sui-

cidal or accidental.

Homicides by Paris green are also practically limited to

this country. We can find reference to but one case in Eng-
land, which was a conviction for manslaughter by criminal

negligence in 1848.^

It is true that a perusal of American medical literature does

not indicate a greater frequency of criminal poisonings by this

agent in this country, as we find reference to only one such

case, in which a father was accused of an attempt to poison his

' Vert de Paris, or Pariser grim, \s ^
Reg. v. Franklin and Randall,

an aiiilin color. See Bryant: Prov. M. and S. Jour.,
'^Ann. d'hyg., etc., 880, 3 s.

. 1848, 374
;
and Taylor : -'Med. Jur.,"

iii., 23. 11th Am. ed., 135.
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thrtH>-;in(l-a-liair vtMi- old cliiKl hy 1 'aiis _L;i('»'n j^Incii in waior,"

Kit "in other s<.)inH'('s. liDUfvcr, wo liaxc kimw Icdgo of lU) loss tliMU

twouty-livo c'n«es of hoinic-idal j)oisoiiings, or attompts at siicli,

during; tlu> years lS7;i-'.t;>, of whidi tlnrloeii oceuncd in the

State o( New 'S'ork :

In 1S7S) a youn^'' man in "Wostchester county attomi)to(l to ])oisou

two brothers by ]>uttinLr I'aris <rn't"u into tbcir lea <mi))s. At Maloiio in

ISSO a yoiHij:: woman ^^i-** t'bar^'-t'd -witli att<'m|)tiM;jf to poison aiiotlicr

with repeated small doses of Paris <>:reeii in conVe. In ISSl Harriet

Stone was tried in P]ssex county for the murder of an infant child with

Paris jjreon, and was acqnittml. In ISSl a woman in New York city

accused her luisband with attcmi)tin<,'- to poison lier with Paris {^Tecn in

porter. In 1882 a woman in Dutchess county was accused of having'

poisoned her husband with Paris green. In 1884 Annie Stew^art was

indicted in Orange county for assault in the second degree for an at-

tempt to jioison by Pai'is green. In 1885 at Batavia a man attempted

to poi.son himself and family with Paris green in coffee. In New York

city in 1885 a coroner's jury found that "Herman Lessman died of

Paris green athuinistered by some person other than himself, and that

suspicion rests strongly on his Avidow, Johanna L." (May ISth, 1885).

In the same year a woman in Brooklyn was forced to take Paris green

and was nearly smothered by her husband. A large quantity of the

poison was pumped from her stomach and she recovered. In New
Y^'ork city, in 1888, a young Russian Jewess athniipted to destroy a fam-

ily by sprinkling Paris green upon iish. In New York city in 1890 a

man attemi)ted to destroy himself and Ins wife and children with Paris

gi-een in coffee. In 1893 two women in Queens county were accused

of attempting to poison their servant with Paris green in coffee. In

the same year a man in Richmond county confessed to an attempt to

poison another by putting Paris green into his dinner pail.

Of the cases in other parts of the country the following deserve

mention with regard to methods of administration : In oiie a woman

attempted to kill her husband by Paris green in a pie ;
in another the

poison was scattered upon the food intended for a i)arty of workmen ;

in another it was mixed with spices and food articles by a discharged

negress previous to her departure ;
in another it was thrown into a

w^ell
;
in two cases mixed in coffee

;
in one case in whiskey ;

in one

the administration was forcible, and in one figs were cut open, lined

with Pai'is green and sent by mail to the intended victim.

A homicidal case was the subject of investigation in France

in 18T8,' in which the death of a girl of seventeen years was

' The Higbee case. Mayer : Am. * Affaire Gaudot : Bergerou, De-

Pract. and News, 1891, n. s.,xii., 354. lens, and I'Hote : Loc. cit.
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caused by vert de Mittis, containing cupric and sodium arse-

nate. Another homicidal case is reported from Germany in

1880, in which a man was tried for poisoning his wife with

Schweinfurth green.'

Suicides b}" Paris green are of very exceptional occurrence

in Europe, but are very common in the United States. In New
York city in the years 1807-1880, of G04 suicides by poison 230

(.'5S per cent.) were by Paris green.

Accidental poisonings by the arsenical greens have been

due to a variet}^ of causes : 1. By the use of the pigment as an

insect poison.'' 2. By its use to color articles of confectionery.''

3. From children sucking green paint or articles colored there-

with.' 4. From wearing articles of dress colored with arsenical

greens." 5. By drinking wine, the bottles containing which

were sealed with arsenical green sealing-wax.
*

G. As the results

of absorption or inhalation in industries in which the arsenical

greens are manufactured or used.' 7. As a consequence of in-

habiting rooms the walls of which have been papered or painted
with materials containing arsenic.

Concerning the last-named source of accidental arsenical

'

Casjier-Limau : "Handb. d. ger.
Med.," ii., 483.

•^

Badger: Med. Rec. ,
N. Y., 1878,

xiv., 194. Wilson: M. and S.

Reptr., Phila., 1878, xxxix., 107.

Morrill : Boston M. and S. Jour.
,

1890, cxxii., 398; all non-fatal.
3
Fergus: Lancet, 1849, i., 191;

Lancet, 1849, i., 319. Bryan: Loc.
cit. Taylor: Guy's Hosp. Rep.,
1850-51, 3 s., vii., 318. Bulley :

Med. Times, 1848-49, xix., 507
;
two

deaths.
^Metcalfe: Lancet, 1860, ii.,

535. Rose: Lancet. 1859, i., 237.

Schumacher: Friedreich's Bl. f.

ger. Med.
, 1868, xix. , 295. Arnold :

M. and S. Reporter, 1878, xxxviii.,
339. Emsniann : J. d. prakt.
Heilk., 1841, xciii., 134. Grohe u.

Mosler : Arch. f. path. Anat. , etc.,

1865, xxxiv. , 208. Niemann:
Ztschr. f. Staatsarznk., 1859,

Ixxviii., 331. Jackson: Boston M.
and S. Jour., 1861, Ixiv., 121; v.

Linprun : Aerztl. Int. Bl.
,

Miin-
chen, 1869, xvi., 81. Traill:

Monthly J. M. Sc, 1851, xiii., 1.

Siebenhaar: Ztschr. f. Staatsarznk.,
1844, xlvii., 188. Schneider: Ibid.,
1846, Hi., 475; eight deaths.

* Image : Practitioner, London,
1880, xxiv., 110 (Case II.). Inu-
hauser : Oest. Ztschr. f. prakt.
Heilk., 1871, xvii., 17. Casper-
Liman : Op. cit., ii., 415, 417 (two
cases). Riedel : Berl. kl. Wochen-
schr., 1870, vii., 471. Med. Pr. and
Circ, London, 1871, xi., 55; no
deaths.

•* Artus : Vrtljschr. f . techn.

Chem., 1867.

^Farrar: Brit. M. Jour., 1877,

i., 8. Roussin : Ann. d'hyg. , etc.,

1867, 179. Gailletaii : Lyon nied.,

1869, ii., 543. Ferrand : Union
med.,1872, 3 s., xiv., 797. Gabourg :

Union med. du Canada, 1879, viii.,

394. Isambert: Lancet, 1873, ii.,

854. Griswold : N. Y. J. M., 1858,
3 s., v., 64 Guy: Arch, of M.,
London, 1857-59, i., 86. Hassall :

Lancet, 1860, ii., 535 (two cases).
Coote: Lancet, 1863, ii., 190; four

deaths.
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jHiisoniiiL; tluM'c liMS ln't'ii some littK^ discussion. 'I'lu' <ni(>sti()ns

invi'hcd ai'c, liowcvtM', r.illicr of hygienic tli;m t>f I'oroiisic iii-

torost. Two propositions may In- ci iii^idcicil as provon : (l) '^J'liat

arsonii-al poisoniiiLC "t a chronic tyjic has Ikhmi dcn'eloijed by
tliiscMustMn persons susceptible to tluu'tVects of arsenic; and ("I)

that manufacturers of "wall paper havo succeeded b}' strenuous

ort\)rt in previMitini^ the enactment of such snlutary h^j^islation

as exists in other civilized countiics foi- the regjulation of the

materials which tlu>v may use. Public lieallh in this as in

other matters is secondary to private interest.'

The symptoms caused by Paris green do iiot differ from

those pnuhn'cd by arsenic trioxid mider like conditions, except

for the green color of the vomit; and the post-mortem, ap-

pearances are also the same except for the ])ossible presence of

Paris green in substance in the stomach in [)Iace of crystals of

white arsenic.

POISONING BY SULFIDS OF ARSENIC.

Arsenic Trisiilfid— Orpiment, Kimfs yellow—As„S,.
—

The native trisultid, ORPIMENT or auripkjmentum, was known
to the ancients and is described by Dioscorides, who refers to its

depilatory power. It is to this substance that the name apcrswcxov

was given, and the red sulfid, realgar, was also known, under

the name ffa^Haimx-q. It is a bright golden-yellow mineral. The

artificial trisulfid is a yellow powder, manufactured for use as a

pigment, king's yellow. Owing to the presence of arsenic

trioxid in the artificial powder it is much more actively poison-

ous than the natural. This substance constitutes the yellow

precipitate produced b}' hydrogen sulfid in acid solutions of the

arsenious compounds. It is almost insoluble in cold water,

but sufficiently soluble in hot water to communicate to it a dis-

tinct yellow color. By continued boiling with water it is to

some extent decomposed into hydrogen sulfid and arsenious

acid. It is insoluble in dilute hydrochloric acid, but readily

soluble in the alkaline hydroxids, carbonates, and sulfids.

1 The question will be found com- etc., suppl., 1884, 213-267. Cases

pletely stated in Senate Doc. No. subsequent to 1884 are reported by
215, 1891, :Massachusetts. and in a Swift: Boston M. and S. Jour.,

paper by Prof. E. S. Wood in r)th 1891, cxxiv., 18."), and Freer: Brit-

Rept. Mass. State Board of Health, ish M. Jour., 1885, i., 1246.
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Hence, although not absorbed from the stomach, it may be

from the intestine. It volatilizes when heated. Oxidizing

agents convert it into arsenic and sulfuric acids.

Arsenic trisulfid enters into the composition of a number of

depilatory powders : Pento-epilatoire is an eight-per-cent, solu-

tion of AS2S3 in a solution of sodium sulfite ;
Poudrepilivore de

Laforest contains GO parts mercury, 80 As„S3, 30 litharge, and

30 starch; rliusma is a mixture of 2 to 3 parts As^Sj with 15

parts quicklime; Ergeu's depilatory poivder gave 19.67 per

cent. As^Sg and 74.2 per cent, calcium hydroxid. It appears

to contain realgar (As^S^,), arsenic trisulfid, and calcium arse-

nite or thioarsenite. A mixture similar to rhusma was formerly

used by tanners for a like purpose.

Poisonings by King's yellow are of rare occurrence. They
are sometimes the result of a combination of fraud and accident,

the pigment being mistaken for some other yellow powder, such

as turmeric, used to adulterate food articles. In the Clifton

case, noted by Taylor,' six persons were severely poisoned by

eating
" Bath buns" into which King's yellow had been put in

mistake for chrome yellow. Jochner" reports the poisoning of

an old man of seventy years and his nephew by orpiment mixed

with porridge in mistake for turmeric. The former died in

nineteen and a half hours. Other cases in which it has been

put into food by mistake are reported by Devergie,' Paterson,'

and Crawford." Three instances are upon record of women
who have been killed by the application of arsenic trisulfid by

quacks to tumors of the breast." Four early cases of homicidal

poisoning by arsenic trisulfid have occurred : Christison' refers

to a woman having been tried in Glasgow in 1822 for the mur-

der of a child by King's yellow, and to another instance of

attempted homicide by the same poison mixed with tea. Chev-

allier* reports the poisoning of a woman of twenty-six years by
her husband. The case of Reg. v. Burdock, in which a woman
was convicted of the murder of another by King's j^ellow, which

'

"Poisous,'' 3d Am. ed., 346. <= Rousset and Lepelletier : Ann.
•^ Ztschr. f. d. Staatsarznk., 1851, d'hyg., 134, xi., 459. Manouvriez:

43Erghft., lCi2. Gaz. d. hop., 1881, liv., 331. Chab-
3 "Med. leg.," 3eme ed., iii., 519. enat and Leprince : Ann. d'hyg.,

In mistake for brown sugar. 1890, 3 s., xxiv., 360.
^
Monthly J. M. Sc, 1846, vi., 184.

'

"Poisons," Am. ed., 226.

^Glasgow M. Jour., 1856-57, iv.,
» Ann. d'hyg., 1849, xlii., 448.

49.
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was found (in analysis to contain sovonty-niiio per cont. of ;ir-

eenio trioxiil, is rojiortoil by Syniomls.' A ni(in> rocent case is

that reported l>v KialTt-Kbinjj:'' of an insant> man who attenij)te(l

to ])oison a woman with "yellow arsenic" in eotreo.''

Arsenic exists in nature as snllids coinhined with tiiose of

iron and eohalt. 'i'iu'se minerals are sometimes used in tho

|H)wdered form as tly poisons^ and have caused accidental poi-

soninij in the human subject. Thus Schobbens' has re})orted

two cases, one fatal, by a fly poison consisting* of cobalt, iron,

arsenic and sulfur, fiom tiie mines of Tmiaberg; and Berti"

the fatal |)oisoning of a woman by a native double sulfid of

arsenic and cobalt.

The symptoms, treatment, and post-mortem appearances are

the same as with white arsenic, except for the yellow color of

the trisultid in the vomit and stomach contents. In exhumed
btidies arsenic trisultid may have been produced from the tri-

oxid.

POISONING BY ARSENIC ACID AND ARSENATES.

Poisonings caused by arsenic acid (HjAsOJ or the arse-

nates taken internally are of very exceptional occurrence. In-

deed we find but one case reported, in wdiich a child of three to

four years died in nine hours, after swallowing an unknown

ipantity of a "
pest poison," found upon anal3'sis to be a solution

of sodiuna arsenate. At first there were thirst and nausea, but

no vomiting in spite of the administration of emetics, nor was

there pain or any sign of gastric trouble except during the first

few minutes. The child became deeply comatose, with widely
dilated pupils, and died from paralysis of the respiratory cen-

tres.' A German case is reported' of an unsuccessful attempt

by a man to poison his wife with a native arsenate of iron (" Kut-

tenberger Erde"= Eisensinter=Pittizite?), used as a fly poi-

son, administered in coffee.

' Tr. Prov. M. and S. Assoc, 3 R., xx., 56. Majer : Med. Corr.-

1835, iii., 46.5. See also Beck: Bl. Wiirt. A.-Ver., 1849, xix., 55.

"Med. Jur.," 12th ed., ii., 602. » Ann. Soc. d. m. d'Anvers, 1846,

^Friedreich's Bl. f. ger. Med., 224,229.
1882, xxxiii., 319. ^ Gaz. med. it. prov. Venet.,

3 See also Fortier : Gaz. m. d'Al- 1860, iii., 90.

ger ie, 18.58. iii., 66. Harvev : Ind. « Silliman : Med. -leg. Jour., N.

M. Gaz., Calcutta, 1879, xiV., 142. Y., 1883-84, i., 473.

Chowdrv: Ibid., 1881. xvi., 282. '' Friedreich's Bl. f. ger. M.,
Landerer: Arch. d. Pharni., 1882, 1862, xiii., 1 Hft., 78.
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Barnett
'

has reported a number of poisonings caused by the

use of a mixture of arsenic and nitric acids applied with a swab
several times daily, by a "cancer doctor." Of these victims a

woman of fort3'-seven years, another of sixty years, and a man
of thirty-six years died.

A few cases of non-fatal arsenate poisoning have been caused

by contact with arsenical anilin dyes or with fabrics dj^ed with

them (red-stocking poisoning).'"

ANALYTICAL.

The systematic process for the separation of arsenic from

organic mixtures and from other poisons has alreadj' been de-

scribed in the section of general toxicology and under antimon}'.
It remains only to describe certain methods of separation

adapted to arsenic alone, the tests by which it is identified, and

the methods for quantitative determination.

The method of Schneider and Fyfe,' modified by
Beckurts,' depends upon the volatility of arsenic trichlorid

and its separation by distillation in the presence of ferrous

chlorid from the less volatile chlorids, including those of anti-

monj' and tin. The materials, hashed if solid, or concentrated

after neutralization with disodic carbonate if liquid, are placed
in a capacious retort with sufficient pure hydrochloric acid to

make a thin paste and 20 c.c. of a cold saturated solution of

ferrous chlorid. The beak of the retort is directed upward and
connected by an obtuse-angled tube with a Liebig's condenser.

The contents of the retort are cautiously and gradually heated

until about two-thirds of the acid have distilled over at the rate

of not more than 3 c.c. a minute. If the material contain a

large quantity of arsenic the distillation must be repeated two
or three times with fresh quantities of hj-drochloric acid

;
and

if antimony or tin be present the first half of each distillate

• Tr. M. Soc, N. Y., 1858, 225. "Arch. d. Pharm., 1884, ccxxii.,
^Meeres: Lancet, 1869, ii., 190. 653. See also Fischer: Berichte,

Whalley: M. Times and Gaz., 1866, Berlin. 1880, xiii., 1778. Anibiihl :

ii., 222. Cheyne: Brit. M. J., Schweiz. Wocheuschr. f. Pharm.,
1874, ii., 643. Hofmann u. Lud- 1892,49. Dudos and Hirsch ("Das
wig; Med. Jahrb., Wien, 1877, 501. Arsenik," Breslau. 1842, p. 37) had

^ Arch. d. Pharm., 1851, 2 R., previously suggested a simihir pro-
Ixx., 40; J. f. pract. Chem., 1852, cess, using hydrochloric acid alone.

Iv., 103.
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shoulil lie rcdistilliHl from about A c.c. of ftMToiis cliloi-iil solu-

tion.

Method of Fresenius and V. Babo.' 'i'licfailicr stages

yi this nu'lhoil liavo liccii lifscrilu'd, and arc tlit« in'sf a(laj)ti'(l to

the svstoniatic" srairli for all nuni>ral jjoisons. 'J'Ik^ contiiuia-

tion of tho niethoii after tiie ]\layor fusion' consists in iccovct inj^

the arsenic as arsenic trisulfiil from the solution by reduction

with sulfur dioxid and precipitation witii hydrogen sultid. The

thoroughly dried arsenic trisullid is then mixed with (hy potas-

sium cyanic! and disodic carbonate, and the mixture placed in a

porcelain boat, which is introduced into a Bohemian tube

drawn out as shown in Fig. Vi. This tube is attached to a

carbon dioxid generator and a slow current of tho gas i)assed

G

Fio. 12.—Reiluction Tube, Freseniu.s and v. iJabo Apparatus.

until the air is completely displaced. The mixture in the porce-

lain boat is then gradually heated, when the trisulfid is reduced,

and elementary arsenic is deposited in the cool part of the tube

beyond. The mixture of sulfid and cyanid and carbonate should

not be placed in contact with the glass, as, if the glass contain

arsenic, as it frequently does,' this maj' be reduced.

We prefer to depart from the method laid down by Fre-

senius and von Babo at the termination of the Mayer fusion.

The cooled residue after the action of sulfuric acid (see page

159) is dissolved in sulfuric acid No. 3 (see page (-499, cooled if

necessary, and the solution (or an aliquot part of it if the bulk

of the hydrogen sulfid precipitate has indicated a large quantity

of arsenic) introduced into the Marsh apparatus (see page 498).

When urine or other substances containing but a small

amount of organic matter are to be tested for arsenic only, the

process may be much abbreviated and the extraction more com'

pletely effected by adding concentrated sulfuric acid containing

about one-thirtieth of its volume of nitric acid, evaporating to

dryness, heating the residue until dense white fumes are given

'Fresenius: "Qual. Anal.," 16te ^ See Fresenius: Ztch. f. anal.

Aufl., 503. Chem., 1883, xxii., 397.
- See pp. 153, 157, 316.
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off, extracting the char with boiling water, concentrating tlie

solution, and introducing directly into the Marsh apparatus.
Tests for Arsenic— 1. Hydrogen Sulfid.—Colors neu-

tral solutions of arsenious acid or of arsenites yellow. If the

solution be acid a yellow precipitate of arsenic trisulfid is formed

immediately ;
which is readily soluble in solutions of alkaline

hydroxids, carbonates, or sulfids, and in nitric acid, but almost

insoluble in hydrochloric acid. If the arsenic be present as

arsenate hydrogen sulfid produces no precipitate in the cold

except after long standing, when there is separation of arsenic

pentasulfid and sulfur, and partial reduction of arsenic to arsen-

ious compound, followed by precipitation of arsenic trisulfid,

the action continuing until finally all of the arsenic is sepa-

rated as trisulfid. If hydrogen sulfid be caused to act upon a

solution of an arsenate at about 70° (158° F.) a precipitate of

arsenic trisulfid is formed if there be a large excess of hydrogen
sulfid; otherwise a mixture of arsenic trisulfid and pentasulfid

and sulfur separates.

2. Reinsch Test.—If a solution containing an arsenite and

strongly acidulated with hydrochloric acid, be boiled in the

presence of metallic copper, a gray stain is formed upon the

copper, which increases in thickness and finally peels off if the

quantity of arsenic be large. The gray deposit is an alloy of

copper and arsenic. The deposit is not formed in the presence
of powerful oxidizing agents such as the chlorates. With an

arsenate it is only slowly formed, A stain having an appear-
ance similar to that caused by arsenic is also formed if the

liquid contain compounds of sulfur, gold, platinum, palladium,

silver, bismuth, antimony, or mercury. To distinguish the

arsenical stain from the others the strip of thin copper foil,

which should be about one-eighth of an inch wide and three-

quarters of an inch long, is removed from the solution, gently

washed, and dried by contact with filter paper. It is then

placed near one end of a clean piece of thin Bohemian tubing,

open at both ends and about eight inches long. This is held at

an angle of about ten degrees to the horizontal and gently
warmed along its entire length until the interior of the tube and

the foil are perfectly dry. The tube is then held in the position
shown in Fig. 13, and the copper heated while the inclination of

the tube may be varied, and the forefinger more or less applied
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to \ho \iiijHM* <hhmhii;j: in sucli a inaiiiicr as to {jjovorn tho cnrreiit

of ;fir throiii^li tin- \\\\h\ wliirh slinuM In- (piitn hIow. Oi' tlui

(.'oj»i)('r may bo licattul

ill a closed n^diiction

tulio, but in that case

the co]»in'r and tubo

must bo completoly
(hiod boforo being
boated. We prefer
tho open tube because

it is more readily
c'loanod and dried,

and because the slight

current of air carries

the sublimate well awa}- from the copper ; there is, however,

danger of loss if the air current be too rapid. Of the compounds
mentioned arsenic, antimony, and mercurj' are the only ones

Fio. i;i.—Reiusch Test, secoiiil stage.

Fig. ]J.—Reiiisch Test. Mercury Globules. X 75.

which produce a sublimate in the tube. Sulfur is volatilized as

sulfur dioxid, and the metals remain upon the copper either in

the metallic form or as non-volatile oxids. The sublimate pro-

duced by mercury is grayish rather than pure white, and when
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examined with the microscope is found to consist of an aggrega-
tion of shining globules of metallic mercury (Fig. 14). The
arsenical and antimonial deposits are both white and more

closely resemble each other, but differ in certain particulars:

The antimonial deposit is nearer to the point at which heat was

applied than the arsenical, and a portion of it may be in that

part of the tube which was in the flame. After the formation

of the sublimate it ma}'- be readily driven along the tube by a

moderate heating if it be arsenic, while a much higher temper-

Fig. 15.—Reinsch Test. Arsenic. Octaliedral Crystals. X 75.

ature is required to volatilize the antimonial deposit. The
arsenical deposit consists entirely of brilliant octahedral crystals

(Fig. 15), varying in size, the larger being in the portion of

the sublimate nearest to where the heat was applied. The

crystals are bright, with finely defined edges, and scintillate

when the tube is rotated on its axis in the sunlight. The anti-

monial deposit is generally entirely amorphous (Fig. K)). It

may, however, contain crystals, some of which may be octahe-

dral, of the same shape as the arsenical crj'stals, but rather

duller in lustre and less transparent, and whose edges appear
as broader black lines (Fig. 17). These crystals, if present at

all, are always few in number and surrounded by miich granu-
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);ir, anuu'phous iii;iti'ri;il, ami rcciuin' a liii^li li'iii])t'i-atun< for

tlicir volatilization. ( )("casi«>ii,illy prisniaiio crystals aro also

fornKHJ. t'iih. r ImvuikI the cdiiiicr or in that i)art of tho tuho

which ^vas in tlu> llanio (Ki_L;. 1^). \\ lnii arsenic trioxid is

suhlimcil in air in th(> manner above directed il does not form

prisms, as it does ot-casionally when heated under pressuro or

in sulfur dioxid (see Viy;. i>, pai^eilll), but sometimes ilallened

tlerivatives of tho octahedron, when attached to the glass by their

etlges, have, with a certain focussing, a prismatic appearance;

Fig. 16 —Heinsch Test. ^Uitimuuy. Aiuorphous Deposit. X 75.

the apparent ends are, however, truncated, and on changing the

focus the larger surfaces of the crj'stal come into view.

The deposit may be heated with a very small quantity of

water and tested for arsenic and antimony with hydrogen sulfid,

or ammonio-silver nitrate. The larger crystals, whether of

arsenic or antimony trioxid, are visible with an ordinary hand

magnifier of four diameters; the smaller require a magnifying

power of about seventy-five diameters to be distinctly seen.

The Reinsch test possesses two advantages as a preliminary
test when abundance of material is available, and for clinical

purposes during the life of the patient. It is a test not only for

arsenic, but for mercury and antimony as well. It may be
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Fig. 17.—ReinschTest. Antimony Deposit; Amorphous, Octahedra and Prisms. X 75.

Fig. 18.—Reinsch Test. Antimony, Amnrplious and Prismatic Depo.sit witli a few Octa-

hedra. X 75.

IV. -32
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api)lio(l (lircclly 1i>a li(|uiil cniit.-iiiiiii^ (ULC-iiiic inattcv, such aa

tlu> uriiii', aiul may ln« ci )in]ileli>(l in a. few niimilcs, wliilt^ oIIut

iiu>tlunls n'(|iiii(» a ti'diuus j)roliniinaiy troatnu'Ul for llio rv-

iiiuval lit" i)ri;aiiio iiiattor. T\vo])t)ints aiv, liowovor, to bo borne

in mind in its ustv HydnH'hloric aoid, t'\en lli<> clKMnically ]niro

of llio pliarmafics, is rarely fri'o from arsenic, and cojjpor foil

may also contain it. The method ^?hould, theri'foro, never bo

used without n blank testing, using as much acid and copper,
and contiiniing the boiling for as long a period as in the actual

testing. If th(> chemicals be pure the copper is, if anything,

brightened. Should it becomed dimmed in the slightest degree
the acid, which is usually at fault, must be rejected. Copi)er
foil of a sufficient degree of purity is i)urchasable, but it is best

prepared by electrolysis of a solution of pure cupric sulfate,

using a plate of pure copper as nn anode. Another objection to

this process is that in its application copper is introduced into

the articles under examination. It should, therefore, never be

used except with a small sample of the available material.

The practical limit of delicacy of this test is about 0.0001

grain, 0.00G5 mgm. ; although Wormley' claims for it a delicacy

0.00001 grain, 0.0O0G5 mgm. It is certainly inferior in deli-

cacy to the IMnrsli test as now used.

3. Marsh Test."—Of this, the most delicate and reliable of

the tests for arsenic, nothing of the original process as described

by Marsh remains in the present method of application except
the fundamental principles, the generation of hydrogen arsenid

and its decomposition by heat, upon which it is based.

The form of apparatus which we have found most convenient

is a modification of that recommended by Chittenden and Don-

aldson,^ whose method of manipulation we also recommend in

the main. The apparatus (Fig. lii) consists of a generator, a,

made from a Drexel wash bottle of about 250 c.c. capacity by

cutting off the entering tube and fusing a blown separatory

funnel upon it, and drawing out and bending up the lower end

of the tube. The delivery tube of the generator communicates

with a chlorid of calcium tube, b, which in turn commiuiicates

' "Micro-Chemistry of Poisons," ^ Amer. Chem. Jour., 1880-81,
2derl., 274. ii., 238.

-London M. Gaz., 1836, xviii.,
650.
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with a tube of Bohemian glass, cc, about 5 mm. internal diam-

eter and 50 cm. long, drawn out somewhat at one point and

supported in a gas furnace capable of heating about 20 cm. of

its length, that portion of the tube in the furnace being enclosed

in a tube of wire gauze. About '20 cm. beyond the furnace the

Bohemian tube is connected with a tube bent at right angles,

whose longer limb is bent downward and dips about 2 cm. into

a solution of silver nitrate (1 : 2) in the foot test-tube d. The

chemicals required are: Granulated platinized zinc, made by

adding a small quantity of platinum to arsenic-free zinc in

fusion, and after stirring in and complete fusion pouring the

Fifi. 19.—Marsh Apparatus.

alloy into water. Sulfuric acid of four degrees of concentra-

tion : No. 1, 545 c.c. pure concentrated sulfuric acid and 5,000

c.c. water; No. 2, lOi) c.c. concentrated sulfuric acid and 1,040

c.c. acid No. 1; No. 3, 218 c.c. concentrated sulfuric acid and

1,G40 c.c. acid No. 1; and No. 4, 530 c.c. concentrated sulfuric

acid and 1,248 c.c. water.'

To conduct a testing, the tube h is charged with granulated
calcium chlorid, enclosed between plugs of glass wool ;^ 25-35

gm. of the platinized zinc are placed in the generator, and the

apparatus is connected, a suitable quantity of silver chlorid

solution being placed in the test tube d, and the generator being
set into a large beaker or other vessel filled with cold water,

' The acids must have become
cold when they are used.

'^ It has been supposed that acid
from the generator might liberate
chloriu by contact with tlie cal-

cium chlorid. We have never seen
this to occur in the form of appar-
atus and with the manipulation de-

scribed.
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wliifh is roiiowvd finiii tiiiu' to linu' duriiig tlio dju'ral ion. Tlio

intoi^i'ity *'t tli(> joints is tcsti'd liy gently iisj)iraliiig at tho

mouth of tlio soparatorv funiiol until the silver nilrato solution

luis risen to noar the bond of tlif Inlx- and closing tho wtopcock;

tho lovfl attainod slunild roniain constant for ten minutes. A
small (juantity of. acid No. 'I is now ])ut into tho soparatorj
funnel ami allowed to How njion the /.iiie, at first (]uickly, S(j as

to till the tuho comi)lotely with the litjuiil, and afterward moro

slowly, until tho apparatus is filled with hydrogen, for which

fifteen to twt^ity minutes should be allowed. Tho gas furnace

is then lit and the evolution of hydrogen continued for half an

hour by the use of acid No. 2, at the end of which timo the tube

be3'oud its emergence from the furnace must be perfectly free

from any stain or deposit.' The licjuid supposed to contain

arsenic, j)ropared by the methods previously described (see

pages 153 ct seq., 316, 492), and having been mixed with about

•40 CO. of acid No. 3 and cooled, is poured into the separating

funnel, whose stopcock is so adjusted that the bubbles of escap-

ing gas pass through the silver solution at the rate of about one

a second. "When the licjuid in the separatory funnel begins to

run low, but before it has entirely run out, 40 c.c. of acid No.

3 are added, and after that 45 c.c. of acid No. 4. The entire

duration of the testing is usually about four hours.

If arsenic be present in the liquid introduced into the gene-

rator a stain is produced in the tube beyond the furnace, which

increases in density more or less rapidly, according to the quan-

tity present, and forms a
"
mirror," which is usuall}^ double, the

portion nearest to the heat being brown and rather thin, that

beyond dark slate gray, almost black, and lustrous. With

larger quantities the film increases in thickness so as to peel off.

If the quantit}" of arsenic introduced be not very large it will bo

entirely contained in the deposit in the tube, and the silver

nitrate solution, although somewhat darkened, will have formed

no black deposit.

If in the treatment by hydrogen sulfid (see page 157) a con-

siderable quantity of yellow precipitate was formed the final

' It is presumed ttiat both acid and continued for the same period,
and zinc have been previously and which have been found to be free

tested by a blank testing, using the from arsenic. This repeated testing
same quantities of acid and zinc as of the chemicals is merely' an addi-

are to be used in the entire testing, tional precaution.
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solution should not all be used in a single Marsh testing. The

liquid should be divided into at least two parts bearing a known
relation to the whole. One of these is to be used for a quanti-
tative determination by the Marsh (see page 508). Another

portion is worked in another Marsh until a mirror of sufficient

magnitude is obtained, when the stopcock is closed and the ap-

paratus allowed to stand until the escape of gas has nearly
ceased. The furnace is then extinguished, the tube c removed,
and another substituted

; the stopcock is then again opened as

before and the furnace again lighted after a few minutes, during
which the silver solution is observed to turn noticeably darker

and to deposit a black sediment. With a sufficient supply of

material several mirrors may be thus obtained, which may be

either retained as exhibits or used for further verification tests

(see below). The silver solution may also be tested for arsenite

by floating upon it dilute ammonium hydroxid solution, which
in the presence of arsenic causes a yellow cloud of silver arsenite.

The limit of delicacy of this test is placed by Chittenden and
Donaldson at 0.001 mgm. (=about tooo¥ grain), and by Worm-
ley at s^^^ grain (=0.0013 mgm.).

Modifications of the Test.—One of these consists of a
reversion to the original Marsh process : In place of turning the

tube through which the gas finally escapes downward, it is

turned upward and drawn out to a tine point, at which the gas
is ignited while the furnace is extinguished. If now a cold

surface, such as a piece of porcelain, be held in the flame, a

brown stain of elementary arsenic is formed
; while, if a cold

surface, such as a plate of glass or a section of glass tubing, be
held above the flame a deposit of white, glistening octahedral

crystals of arsenic trioxid is formed upon it. Necessarily this

modification is attended with considerable loss of arsenic.

"2Io?'ton's 3Iethod,"
^

commonly called Bloxam's,'' is the

same as that of Marsh except that nascent hydrogen is produced
by the electrolysis of dilute sulfuric acid by the battery, instead

of by the action of zinc upon sulfuric acid; the object being
to dispense with the use of zinc and to diminish the amount of

sulfuric acid used, both of which were formerly obtained arsenic-

free only with great difficulty. The most recent form of appa-
'

Lancet, 1840-41, ii., 394. '•^

Quart. Jour. Chem. Soc, 1861,
xiii., 12. 338.
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ratiis usoil in this nuulitu-ati.ni is that suL^j^ostod by WolfT ' and

slu>\vn in Fig. '-ii),
in wliii-h tho li«initl to ho tested is introducod

througli (/, wliile tho gasos genoratod may bo directed at will

through the silver nitrate sohitiou in .s or though tho heated re-

duction tube A". A battery of six J-Jiuisen cells is used.

Fia. 20.—Marsh Apparatus. Morton-Wolff Modification.

In KlobuJcotv^s modification' the reduction tube k of Wolff's

apparatus, or the heated tube in the ordinary Marsh is replaced

by an arrangement such as is shown in Fig. 21, in which tho

hydrogen arsenid is decomposed by heat, not externally applied,

N «:^E£

Fig. 21.—Marsh Apparatus. Klobukow's Modification.

but produced by the passage of the discharge of an induction

coil between the platinum wires G and H while the gas passes in

at IST and out at O. The advantage claimed is that the arsenic

au. Chem., 1888,
'^ Ztschr. f. an. Chem., 1890,' Zt.schr. f

xxvii., 125.

'^ Ztschr.

xxix., 129.
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is all deposited in the short space between the terminals in the

constricted part of the tube.

Combination of Harsh and Hager's^ Methods.—In this

the reduction tube (c, Fig. 19) in place of being all of one piece

is divided into two parts. One of them (&, Fig. 32) is charged
with solid .silver nitrate between plugs of glass wool. The

silver nitrate turns yellow when a, which serves the ordinary-

purpose of the reduction tube in the Marsh, is not heated.

a b

Fig. iiri —Marsh Apparatus. Hager's Modificatiuu

Distinction between Arsenical and Antimonial De-

posits IN THE Marsh.—The earliest and only important objec-

tion raised against the Marsh test is that if arsenic be absent

and antimony present appearances at first identical are pro-

duced : mirrors in the reduction tube, stains upon porcelain, and

a black deposit in the silver solution. The two substances may
be distinguished with absolute certainty: First, by operating
in such manner that arsenic and antimony are separated during
the preparatory process, as by the Meyer fusion (see page 316)

or by Beckurt's modification of the Schneider and Fyfe method

(see page 491).

Second, by noting certain differences in the appearances
and products of the Marsh.

The arsenical stain is always beyond that part of the reduc-

tion tube which was heated.^ Antimony forms two stains, one

in front of the heated part and one beyond it. The external

antimonial stain is nearer to the heated part of the tube than the

arsenical.

The arsenical mirror, if slight, is brown in color; if greater

in quantity it is usually double, the denser part being almost

black with a rather dull metallic lustre. The antimonial mirror

' See below, and Kleiu : Arch. d. slow evolution of gas, arsenic may
Pliarin., 1889, ccxxvii., 913. deposit in a manner similar to auti-

'^ It is assumed tliat the form of mony, or if the tube be constricted

apparatus and metliod of procedure at the point at which the mirror is

described are adopted. If curves deposited arsenic may produce an
are made in the reduction tube, back anterior mirror if the evolution of

currents are produced and, with a gas be too rapid.
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is usually siui^U> (racli oiw) and ot' a l)ri_!j,liti'r, wuuv silvery ap-

jH>aranc'*>.

It" licalt'd in a slow {•urrout of liydroj^cu tho arsenical mirror

is iliivon aloiii; tho tubo with tlu> apjilicatiou of a slight tk'grci^

of heat, and without fusion; and tho osc-aping gas has tho odor

of garlii'.' Till' antinionial mirror ri-cjuiros a much higher do-

greo of heat for its volatilization, and is rodepositod nearer to

the luxated point, and fuses before volatilizing. The escaping

gji8 is odorless.

If tho arsenical mirror bo gentl}' heated in a slow current of

air, it disappears and is replaced further along the tube by a

white deposit consisting entirely of octahedral crystals of arsenic

trioxid
;
under similar treatment antimony, with a higlier de-

gree of heat, is converted into the amorphous or crystalline an-

timony trioxid or tetroxid. (See Keinsch, p. 495.)

If the arsenical mirror be cautiously heated in a slow cur-

rent of dry h3'drogen sulfid it is converted into the yellow arsenic

trisulfid. Under like conditions the antimonial mirror is con-

verted into antimony trisulfid, which may be orange or black.

Arsenical mirrors or stains disappear by solution when
moistened with sodium bypochlorite solution." Antimonial

stains or mirrors remain unaltered.

Both arsenical and antimonial stains or mirrors dissolve in

nitric acid (sp. gr. = 1.3), and on evaporation of either solution

a white residue remains. If this be now moistened with

ammonio-silver nitrate it turns red-brown with arsenic, but

with antimony remains colorless in the cold, and turns black

when heated.

Both arsenical and antimonial stains and mirrors dissolve in

ammonium sulfid solution, the latter somewhat more rapidl}'

than the former. On evaporation of this solution arsenic leaves

yellow arsenic trisulfid, soluble in ammonium hydroxid, insolu-

ble in hj'drochloric acid; while antimony leaves the orange

antimony trisulfid, soluble in hydrochloric acid, but insoluble in

ammonium hydroxid.
If an arsenical stain be exposed to vapor of iodin it is grad-

ually converted into the j'ellow-brown arsenic triiodid, whose

' The odor should be very cau- up chlorid of lime with soda solu-

tioush' tested. tion and filtering the faintly alka-
^ Made when required by rubbing line liquid.
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color is discharged when it is breathed upon, and if then the

residue be moistened with strong hydrogen sulfid solution it

turns yellow. Under like conditions the red-brown antimony
triiodid is produced, whose color is not discharged when it is

breathed upon, and is converted into the orange antimony trisul-

fid by hydrogen sulfid.

Although the alteration in appearance of the silver solution

is the same whether hydrogen arsenid or antimonid has been

passed through it, the reaction has been different: all of the

arsenic remains in the solution as silver arsenite, while all of

the antimony passes into the black deposit as silver antimonid

(see page 320).

4. Hager's Method' in the various forms suggested by

Hager, Gutzeit, and Fliickiger depends upon the action of hy-

drogen arsenid upon silver nitrate. The object, suitably pre-

pared if necessary, is jilaced in a test tube or flask with hydro-

chloric acid and zinc, a loose plug of cotton is placed above, and

finally a cork having two slits into which are introduced slips of

parchment paper, one impregnated with silver nitrate, the other

with lead acetate. In the presence of arsenic the latter should

remain colorless while the former turns yellow with dark-brown

borders, and black when moistened . This method, while service-

able as a rapid preliminary test for chemicals and papers or

fabrics, is not preferable to the Reinsch method for like uses.

5. Bettendorff's Reaction."—^A few drops of a solution

of stannous chlorid are added to 5 c.c. of fuming hydrochloric

acid (sp. gr. at least 1.123), and a few drops of the suspected

liquid are added. If an arsenious or arsenic compound be pres-

ent a brown-black precipitate is formed, slowly in the cold,

rapidly when heat is applied. Bettendorff claims for this test a

delicacy of 1 mgm. in a dilution of 500,000. Antimony is not

similarly reduced.

G. Schlikum's Reaction.'—From 0.3 to 0.4 gm. of stannous

chlorid is dissolved in 3 to 4 gm. of pure hydrochloric acid

and a very minute fragment (0.01 to 0.02 gm.) of sodium sul-

fite added. The liquid to be examined is floated upon this test

liquor and the test tube placed in warm water. In the presence

•Pharm. Centralh., 1872, xiii.,
« Ztschr. f. Chem., 1869, 3 R., v.,

145. 492.
3 Pharm. Ztg. , 1885, xxx.

,
465.
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of arsenic n yellow liaiid (of arsoiiic li'isulfld) is foniicd ai^ Iho

juiictitm t>f tlit> layers.

7. Ammdnio-Silvkk Nitkatk' produoos in mnilral solutions

of arsonites or in atjuoDUS SDlutions of arsunious acid a jjalc-ycl-

low precipitate of silver arsonite, soluble in acids and alkalies,

and not formed in their j)resence. The same reagent under like

conditions ])nHluc»>s ii brown-red precipitate of silver arsenate in

solutions of ai-senates.

S. Ammonio-Cuprtc Sulfate' produces in solutions of ar-

seniinis acid or of arsenites a green, amorphous precipitate of

cupric arsenite; which is readily solulile in amnioniuni hydroxid
or in free acids.

0. The reduction test is only applicable to dry powders
in the absence of organic matter. The solid is placed at the

i- iG. :il—Reduction Test for Arsenic.

point a of the closed reduction tube (Fig, 33), and above it at b

a splinter of recently ignited charcoal
;
b is first heated to red-

ness, then a; the vapor of arsenic trioxid, in passing over the

hot charcoal, is reduced, and elementary arsenic is deposited at

c as a "mirror." The tube may then be cut between a and c,

the larger piece, held with its wider end slightly elevated, and

the mirror gently heated in the flame, when the deposit is vola-

tilized, the odor of garlic is observed, and bright octahedral

crystals are deposited in the tube above.

'

Prepared by cautiously adding which forms at first remains undis-

dilute ammonium hydroxid to a so- solved.

lutlon of silver nitrate until a very
'^

Prepared with cupric sulfate so-

small quantity of the precipitate lution and ammonium hydroxid in

the same manner as No. 7.
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Fig. 24. —Sauger's Scale of Type Jlirrors.
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Quantitative Determination of Arsenic—By far tlio

most (li>licato ami accunilo nK'tlmti df (lt'lt'rmiiiiii<^ Hinall (lunn-

titios o( arsiMiic in foiviisic oasi's is by llio Alar.sli ai>j)aralus.

Prof. J. (\ Prapi'r' was llio first ti) suL^i^t-st an apparatus and

mothoil by whii-h the ^larsh i)rocesa was niadi^ to (lt'])osit all of

tho arsenic introduoed into the generator. Tho matter has been

fvu'ther studied by Gautier," Jobnsoii and ('(Uialdson/ and

Sanger.* If tbe proper precautions be taken the results ai(^

extremely accurate, and very small (juantities may bo deter-

mined. The main conditions necessary are tbat the (juantity

of arsenic be not too great, that the generator be not allowed to

become heated, that the gas be made to traverse a suiricicnt

length of red-hot tube, and that the evolution of gas shall bo

slow anil uniform. When the quantit}- of arsenic separated is

sufficient to form a large mirror tho amount may be determined

by direct weighing. The tube is cut at a safe distance from

tbe mirror, and the section containing the arsenic is weighed on

an assay balance, or other balance sensitive to 0.00001 gm. ;
tho

mirror is then removed by heat or, preferably, dissolved out

with nitric acid, and the cold and dry tube again weighed. The

difference is the weight of elementary arsenic, which, multiplied

by 1..32, gives the amount of arsenic trioxid, As^Oj. Even

smaller than weighable quantities may bo determined by com-

parison of minute mirrors with a standard scale of mirrors con-

taining known quantities in tubes of equal size. A representa-

tion of such a scale of type mirrors is here reproduced (Fig. 24)

from Sanger's paper. It will be seen that quantities of arsenic

may be thus estimated with considerable accuracy down to

0.001 mgm. As^Oj or 0.0007 mgm. As.'

"When the quantity of arsenic introduced approaches a deci-

gram (one and one-half grains) the accuracy of the method is

diminished, possibly by reduction of the hydrogen arsenid and

retention of arsenic in the generator."

When present in sufficient amount arsenic may also be de-

' Amer. Chemist. 1872. ii., 4r)Q.
^ See also Otto: "

Ausmittelung
2 Bull. Soc. Chim., Paris, 1875, der Gifte," fite Auti., 178.

xxiv.. 250. * See Kiihn uud Saeger ("Berich-
3Araer. Chem. Jour., 1880-81, te," Berlin, 1890, xxiii. ,1798), whose

ii. . 235. results are no doubt due to the use of
* Proc. Am. Ac. Arts and Sc, too concentrated a solution and to

1891, xxvi., 24. too rapid a generation of gas.
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termined gravimetrically, preferably as magnesium arsenate, or

ammonio-magesium arsenate, or as arsenic trisnlfid;' or volu-

metrically by Mohr's,' Bernstein's,' or Mayrhofer's' methods.

' See Fresenius: "Quant. Aual.," ^"Ueber Arseinvasserstoffgas,
"

6te Aufl., i., 867 et seq. The direc- etc.. Diss., Rostock, 1870.

tions must be strictly followed. ^ Ph. (Jeutralh., 18«'J, n. F.,x.,
^ "

Titrirmetbode,
"
3te Autl.

,
27.5. 387.



BAIUUM COMPOrXDS.

Alllun)i;h the sails oi hariiim, the chloi'id, caibonato, nitral(3

and acetate, are actively poisonous in comparatively small doses,

and cause death quite rapidly, their ft)rensic interest is only

possible, not present; -sve will therefore content ourselves with a

summary of the few accidental poisonings which have occurred

and the bibliography of the subject.

Cases.

1. Walsh : Lancet, 1859, i., 211.—F., 22, A., D. in seventeen hours ;

about 4 gm. (one di-achm) chlorid in water. By mistake for Epsom
salt.

2. Tidy: M. Presfi and Circ, Land., 1868, vi., 447.—M., 46, A., D.

in six and one-half hours. IVIixture of barium nitrate, etc. (green fire)

in mistake for sulfur. Analysis.
3. Wach: Ztschr. f. Staatsarznk., 1835, xxx., i.—F., 42, A., D.

intwoliours; about 15 gm. Mistake for Glaubers salt.

4. Seidel, Vrtljsdir. f. ger. Med., etc., 1877, n. F., xxvii., 213.—

F., 28, D. in twelve hours. Barium cai-bonate taken as abortive.

."i. Ogier and Socquet: Ann. d'hyg., etc., 1891, 3 s., xxv., 447.—
M., ad., A., D. in four and one-half hours. About 20 gm. barium

cliiorid in mistake for magnesium sulfate.

6. Reincke: Vrtljrschr. f. ger. Med., etc., 1878, n. F., xxviii, 248.

—Family of four persons poisoned by barium carbonate in cake, prob-

ably accidentally in mistake for clialk as an adulterant. One man died

in four hours.

7. J. Sc. and Arts, Land., 1818, 382.—F., ad., A., D. in one hour

from one ounce (31 gm.) barium chlorid, taken in mistake foi- Glau-

ber's salt.

8. Mather: Med. Comment, Edinh., 1795, xix.,2Q7.—M.., ad., A. R,
overdose of barium chlorid solution given as a medicine.

9. Wilson: Lond. M. Gaz., 1833-34, ii., 487.—F., yg. ad., S. R.,

half teacupful (?) of carbonate.

10. Wolf: Wchnschr. f. d. ges. Heilk., 1850, No. 37.—Barium

chlorid in mistake for Epsom salt.
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11. Pharm. Centralh., 1867, No. .5.
—M., ad., A., D. soon. Barium

chlorid iu iiiistake foi' CarLsbad salt.

12. Chevallier : Ann. dliyg., etc.,187B, 2 s., x.Kxi.r., 395.—M., 40,

D. from considerable quantity of barium acetate.

13. Lagarde: Union med., Par., 1872, xiv., 537.—A., D. from

barium acetate in mistake for sodium sulfovinate.

11. Husemann; Ztschr.f. pv. Hlk., 1866, Hi., 232.—A., D. after 10

gm. (154 grains) barium chlorid taken in five doses during two days.

H. questions Ba as the cause of death.

15. Felletar: Pest.med.-chir. Presse, 1892, a'X.r/i'., 1078.—Not seen.

16. Courtin: Rev. dhijg., Par., 1882, iv., C53.—Not seen. Chlorid.

17. Eschricht: JJgeskv. f. Laeger., Kj(phenh., 1881, 4 i?., ii\, 241.—

Not seen. Nitrate.

Method of Action, etc.

Barij, A.: "
Beitriige zur Baryum-Vergiftung," Diss., Dorpat, 1888.

—Boehmu. Micktvitz: Arch. f. exp. Path. u. Pharm.—Cyon : Arch,

f. Anat., Physiol., u. wiss. M., 1866, 196.—Linossier : Ct. rend. Soc.

biol.. Par., 1887, 8 s., iv., 122.—Onsiim: Arch. f. path. Anat., etc., 1863,

xxviii., 233.—Sommer,F.: "Beitrage," etc.. Diss., Wiirzb., 1890.—

Blake: J. An. and Phys., 1874, 2 s., viii., 242.—Ringer and Sains-

hury : Practitioner, 1883, 81.—Brunton and Cash: Tr. Roy. Soc,

1884, 222.

BISMUTH.

Bismuth is used medicinally in three forms of combination:

the citrate, BiCgH^O,, a white, amorphous, odorless, and taste-

less powder, insoluble in water, but soluble in ammonium

hydroxid; the subcarbonate, or hismuthijl carbonate.,

(BiO)„C03,H.,0; and the subnitrate, or hismuthyl nitrate.,

(BiO)N03,H20, both white, amorphous, odorless, and tasteless

powders, insoluble in water or alcohol, soluble in warm, concen-

trated nitric acid, the solution again depositing the subnitrate

on dilution with water. The subnitrate is also known as

Magistery of Bismuth, and is used as a cosmetic under the

name pearl white.

It is very questionable whether either of these preparations
ivlieri pure is possessed of any toxic powers, as they are only

absorbed to a verj' slight extent,' and pass out with the faeces

' In two cadavers which contained and 55.99 grains) of bismuth subni-

notable quantities of arsenic we trate in the intestines, while the

found 10.6019 and 3.6282 gm. (163.6 livers yielded quantities of bismuth
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uiu'hani^cil or imiin itUhI inio tin- Muck or daik-lirow ii liisinulli

sult'ul, whirh is frocpiLMitly t'oniiil as a lii'a\ y imwilcr in llio

(It'jcrta. Thoso cases of alk't^cd iu)isoiiiii}j;
which havo imvn

i\'\xa-W\\ hy P..tl,' (^(lier,' ( Jucrsoiit/ Kcnior/ Wcrm-k,"

Traill/ KoduM-/ Hit-ilol/ J)alclK«/ Lcwin,'" ami Wilson," woro

caused, not l)y the hisnuith, hut by an impurity which it con-

tained. We have already seen (see page 'MW)) that the medi-

cinal bismuth comjiounds frequently contain arsenic. J>ut this

is not the only contamination to which they are subject.

Reisert'" and Braithwaite" have shown that they also contain

tellurium. The latter found O.OTG per cent, in the subnitrate

and 0.0:> per i-i'iit. in the subcarbonate. It was also shown

that the peculiar garlic-like odor observed in the breath, the so-

called bismuth ?>?raf/i, is due to this impurity. According to

Reisert an extremely small quantity of tellurium is ca})able of

causing this odor, the occurrence of which is suggested as a

physiological test for that element. Bismuth subnitrate has

also been found to be contaminated with antimony and with

lead.

Bismuth compounds are of forensic interest onlj^ in connec-

tion with arsenical poisoning. Being remedies customarily used

to control gastric disturbance, they are frequently administered

to patients suffering from arsenical poisoning when the cause of

the illness is not recognized. When thus given in cases not

rapidly fatal notable quantities may remain in the intestinal

canal, and, by superficial conversion into sulfid, appear as a

crystalline or amorphous, dark-green or black deposit attached

to the walls of the stomach and intestine. We have found as

much as 10.6019 gm. (1G3.6 gr.) of bismuth subnitrate in the

intestines and their contents. The questions dependent upon

corresponding to .0052 and .0569 ' Volkmaun's Samml. kl. Vortr.,

gm. (.08 and 0.9 grain) of bismuth 1883, No. 224.

subnitrate respectively.
* Berl. kl. Wochenschr., 1882, No.

' Wibmer :

"
Wirkung der Gifte,

"
19.

i., 416. «Ann. d'hyg., etc., 1886, 3 s.,

'J. d. med. , Paris, 1768, Ixviii., xvi., 358.

49.
'« "Nebenwirkungeu," 2te Aufl.,

3 0rfila: "Tox. gen.," 3eme ed., 1893, p. 747.

i., 599. " N. Y. Med. Jour., 1894. lix., 87.

* Heidelb. kl. Ann., 1829, v., 348. " Am. J. Pharm., 1884, Ivi., 177.
5 Med.-chir. Ztg., 1831. Ixx., 312. '» Amer. Druggist, 1884, xiii., No.
« "Outlines Med. Jur.," Phila., 5.

1841, p. 130.
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the presence of arsenic in bismuth compounds have already been

discussed (see page 309).

Analytically the separation and quantitative determination

of bismuth present no difficulties. In the systematic process

bismuth sulfid remains in the residue insoluble in ammonium
sulfid (see page 150), possibly along with mercury, lead, cad-

mium, and copper if these be present. The sulfids are extracted

with warm nitric acid, which dissolves all except mercuric sul-

fid and some separated sulfur; the solution is filtered, the greater

part of the acid is neutralized with ammonium hydroxid; am-

monium chlorid is added in sufficient amount, and then consider-

able water. After standing several hours a portion of the clear

liquid is further diluted, and, if necessary, water is added until

a further addition causes no cloudiness. The precipitated bis-

muthyl chlorid is collected on a filter, washed with cold water,

dried, and fused in a weighed porcelain crucible with five times

its weight of postassium cyanid. The cooled fusion is rapidly

extracted and washed with water by decantation in the cruci-

ble, then with aqueous alcohol and finally with strong alcohol,

and dried. The crucible with the metallic globules of bismuth

is then weighed. Or the bismuth may be precipitated by am-

monium carbonate, washed, dried, ignited, and reduced by

potassium cyanid in fusion.

CHLORATES.

Potassium chlorate—KCIO3—132.28—Potassii chloras,

U. S. P., a white, crystalline salt, soluble in 1G.5 parts of cold

water and in 2 parts of boiling water, only sparingly soluble in

alcohol—and sodium chlorate—NaClOj — 10G.25 — Sodii

chloras, U. S. P., soluble in 1.1 parts of cold water, in 0.5 part
of boiling water, and in 40 parts of alcohol, are the only chlor-

ates of toxicological interest.

Of these the latter has been only exceptionally used in med-

icine, and has, so far as we can find, caused but one poisoning :

the death of a man of 30 years on the fourth day after hav-

ing taken 39 gm. ( 3 x.) in six hours, in place of in six days as

directed.'

• Jacobi : Med. Rec.
,
N. Y.

, 1879, xv.
,
243.

IV.—33
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Poisonings by ilic potassium s.ilt ;iic ot' niiicli luoro frcMjnont

oocurronco, bocuuso of its more general use as a medicine. Wo
linil reconl in medical literature of Si) cases,' ol' which lo termi-

nated in ileatb. Almost all of tliese were accidental, caused

eitlh'r (in 7 cases) l)y tbe chlorati' liaviiiLC been taken in

mistake for some other medicine, or, in tlic _i;reat majority of

cjuses, by its baving been administci-cd in overdose, or swal-

lowed by tbe jiatient wbeu prescribed as a gargle. Of tbe fatal

"overdose" cases four were tbe subject of judicial investigation,

baving been caused by administration to cbildren of a remedy
for sore tbroat, dispensed from a convent;'' and one was in tbe

person of apbysician wbo died from tbe effects of 31 gm. ( 3 i.),

wbicb be took to testify to bis belief in tbe barmlessness of tbe

drug.'

AVe lind mention of but six suicides or supposed suicides by
tbis agent;* and of tbese two were quite as probably accidental

as suicidal.

Of cblorate poisoning having a homicidal element we find

but three instances: One was that of a child of li- j^ears which
seems to have been intentionally destroj-ed by its mother;' an-

other was the supposed poisoning of an illegitimate child of 2^

years by its mother;'' and the third was tbe case of a girl who
died from the effects of potassium chlorate. A priest was con-

victed of attempted abortion in having administered the chlor-

ate to her for that purpose.' Maschka has reported the case

of an illegitimate child supposed to have been poisoned by its

mother in which, however, neither the cause of death, nor the

probability of administration by the mother is established.*

The minimum lethal dose of the potassium salt may be

'Not including six in journals chenschr., 1882, vii., 235 (?). Kos-
inaccessible to lis. tilew : Med. Obozr.

, Mosk., 1886,
* Aff. de la Superieure d. Saint- xxv. ,759 (two cases).

Saturnin-du-Port-d'Envaux. Brou- * PJiarm. Ztg., 1881, xxvi., 229.

ardel and I'Hote: Ann. d'hyg.,
* Sevdel : Vrtljsclir. f. ger. Med.,

1881, 3s., vi., 232. etc., 1885, n. F., xliii., 273.
3 Case of Dr. Fountain. Stille :

"^ Affaire T
, Chapelle de la

"Therap. and Mat. Med.," 2d ed., Tour. Lacassagne : Arch. d. I'An-

ii., 776. throp. crim., 1887, ii., 359. Hou-
^ Marchand : Arch. f. path. Anat. , gounenq : "Poisons," Paris, 1891, p.

etc., 1879, Ixxvii., 455 (?). Merer: 467.

Diss., Berlin, 1893. p. 16. Schu- »
Prag. med. Wochenschr. , 1893,

chardt : Deut. m. Wocliensch., 1888, xviii., 223.

xiv., 835. Otto: St. Pet. m. Wo-
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approximately stated as 12 gm. (3 3 )
for an adult, 5 gm. (H 3 )

for a child, and 1 gm. (15 gr.) for an infant.

With adults smaller doses appear to be capable of causing

death when divided than when taken at one time. The smallest

single dose which has caused the death of an adult was 25 gm.

(386 gr.) taken by a man of 26 years in mistake for Epsom
salts, who died in 36 hours.' In divided doses 11.75 gm. (180

grs.), taken during three days, caused the death of a man of 31

years." Two hundred grains (13 gm.), taken during two days,

caused the death of a girl of 11 years on the sixth day.^

Twenty grams (308 gr.), given to a man of 64 years in small

doses during three days after a lithotripsy, produced the symp-
toms of chlorate poisoning, and he died in 4 days." In two

instances young men of 15^ and 19 years respectively died from

the effects of 25 gm. (386 gr.) taken in divided doses, the

former in 5 da3'S, the latter in 8 hours." We find record of no

less than 12 cases in which adults have been killed by doses of

about 30 gm. (1 3 ).

An infant of 3 weeks died in 3 days from the effects of

about 1 gm. (15 grs.) of powdered chlorate dusted into its

mouth. * A child of less than a year died in 24 hours from the

effects of 3.9 gm. (13).' Another child "several years old"

died from swallowing a gargle containing 4 to 5 gm. (62-77

grs.)." Still another child (3 years) died in 9 days from swal-

lowing 30 three-grain chlorate lozenges, of which 12 were ex-

pelled by vomiting within a quarter of an hour, the amount

remaining being about 20 grs. (1.3 gm.),* Jacobi, who was

the first to call attention to the dangerous character of the

chlorate, refers to a number of fatal poisonings by small doses,

several previously unrecognized as such.'"

'Ferris: Pac. M. aud S. Jour.,
•* Goldschmidt : Breslau. aerztl.

1873-74, xvi., 18. Ztschr., 1883, v., 6.

^Zilluer: Wieu. m. Wochenschr., •'Hall: Med. Rec, N. Y., 1878,

1883, xxxii.. 1331. xiv., 396.
^ McShane : J. Am. Med. Assoc, * Laaser : Loc. cit.

1894, xxiii., 860. » Abrams : Occid. M. Times, 1893,
•* Billrotli : Wien. med. Wochen- vi., 33.

schr., 1880. "' Tr. M. Soc, N. Y., 1879, xv.,

'Satlow: Jahrb. f. Kinderhlk., 341, and "Treat, on Diphtheria,"
1881-83, xvii., 311. Laaser, in N. Y., 1880, p. 163. Jacobi's first

Kriickel :

" Ueb. d. Tox. n. Therap. publication was in 1860 (Amer. M.
AVirk. d. Kal. Chlor. ," Diss., Kiel, Times). Of the eighty-nine cases

1891, p. 13. above referred to only one (Cheval-
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Tlu' largost (luautity wliidi li;is liccii kimwii to have bet'ii

t^ikon witlu>ut t'ausiiiL,' ilcatli was-ir,.; <j;\\\. (1 I'.i ^r.), taken by
a man of v*.") yoars (luriii!^ lo iiours. lie was clischurycd al'lci-

an illness of i:! days.' A child of 7 years received about '^5

gni. (oSCi y:rs.) in solution, and sniTeietl the usual syni])toins,

but itK'overed slowly.'^ Rabow'' reports tht> case ol" a woman
who took "io gni. (;U»S grs.) in miatako for Carlsbad salts and

in whom not the slightest reaction was observed! As only ten

cases of non-fatal poisoning in which llic ainouni ol' llie doso

taken is given have been reported, it is (juito possible that not-

ably hirger quantities than those stated may be recovered from.

The average duration of 50 cases in which it is given was
4 daj's and 22 hours. The shortest duration was in the case of

a man of 30 years, who died in hoiu's from the effects of 75

gm. (llH
~

)•* -^ child of 2A j^ears died in 7 hours;'' a man of

67 years in 7.V hours;" a young man of 19 years in 8 hours;' a

boy of 3^ years in 8^ hours;* a child of 2f years in 9 hours;" a

man in 11 hours;'" and a boy of 2| years in 12 hours." In

3 cases the duration is stated as "a few hours."
"

With the exception of 3 cases to be referred to below, the

longest duration was in Schallmayer's case :" A young man
swallowed the crystals three or four times daily for 5 days, on

the seventh day after the first dose he was admitted to the hos-

pital, wdicre ho died 12 days later. Two cases of 12 days' dura-

tion are also recorded, one by Marchand, in a boy of 3 years;'*

the other by Wegschneider, in a man of 25 years."" Three

quasi-chronic cases of longer duration have occurred : A child

lier : J. de chim. ined., etc., 1855,
' Laaser : Loc. cit.

4 s., i., and Lacombe : Ibid., 1856,
** T^rouardel and I'llote: Loe. cit.

4 s., ii., 197) was published before ^ Rodenstein : Am. Jour. Obstet.,
that date. Koppel ("Vergift. d. 1882, xv., suppl.. 15.

Blutgifte," Diss., Dnrpat, 1891)
"> Masclika : Wieu. nied.Wochen-

gives a bibliography of sixty-six schr. , 1880, xxxvi., 5o4.

cases, 1880-1889.
"

" Brouardel and I'Hote: Loc. cit.

'Gesenius: Deut. ni. Wochen- '- Pharni. Ztg., 1881, xxvi., 229.

schr., 1882, viii., 512. Meyer: Diss., Berlin, 1893, p. 16.
5
Baginskv : Loc. cit. (Case II.). Riess : Berl. Id. Wochenschr. , 1882,

3 Deut. med. Wochenschr., 1886, xix., 785.

xii., 199. '3"j]iu Yall von Vergiftung mit
•• Neuss : Deut. m. Wochenschr., Kali cldoricum," Diss., Wiirzburg,

1884. 1889.
* Kennedy : Am. Jour. Pharm., '^ Arch. f. path. Anat., etc., 1879,

1878, ]., 113. Ixxvii.. 455 (Case III.).

^Manouvriez: Ann. d'hyg.. 1880. '^ Deut. med. Wochenschr., 1880»
3 s., iii., 543. vi., 533.
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of 1^ years was treated for diphtheria by chlorate gargles for 22

days; the disease disappeared, but the child died from chlorate

poisoning.' A girl of years was allowed to chew crystals of

the chlorate and died in 1 month in consequence.
'^ A man

had been in the habit of taking chlorate troches for chronic

throat trouble for 2 years; he was taken with symptoms of

chlorate poisoning and died in 4 days.'
The symptoms of chlorate poisoning are both local and

general. The local action of the poison is that of a gastro-
intestinal irritant, producing severe vomiting, copious diar-

rhoea, and epigastric and abdominal pain. These are most pro-
nounced in those cases in which large doses are taken, and in

which the course of the poisoning is most rapid.

In Maschka's case * of death in 11 hours, besides pain and vomiting-,
the patient complained only of weakness and great thirst. He went
to sleep, when the heavy breathing' and tracheal rales caused his wife

to awaken him. After a few inarticulate words he had severe tonic

convulsions of the upper extremities
;
and a physician who was smn-

nioned foiuid the jmtient mioonscious, perspiring- profusely, and having-
severe spasms. He died shortly after having been transferred to the

hospital.

But pain may ba absent even in comparatively rapidly fatal

cases, in which the cardiac action is well marked :

A woman of 70 yeai's took about 30 g-m. ( § i.) of chlorate dissolved

in water in mistake for Epsom salt. There were no symptoms for an

hour, when the mistake was discovered and an emetic was g-iven.

Two hours later there was still neither i)ain nor distress. Four hours

later, while defecating-, she fainted, l:)ecanie collapsed, with blue lips,

ashen face, purple tongue ; temperature, 100° F.
; pulse, 100, weak

;

there was profuse emesis of mucus but no blood. She died in collapse
1.5 hours after having taking the poison, without at any time having
had suppression of urine, dyspna-a, or pain.^

The most marked action of the poison, however, is upon the

blood corpuscles. Indeed, it is the type of the methsemoglobin-

producing toxics, and the most prominent symptoms which it

produces are due to its action upon the blood pigment, or rather

'

Bagiusky : Arcli. f. Kinderhlk., ^
Pe^bofjy

. -^^^ Rec, N. Y.,
18S0, i., 100. 1888. xxxiv., 57 (Case II.).

•^,Jones; Med. Rec, N. Y., 188"),
* Loc. cit.

xxviii., 513. ^Anderson: Med. Rec, N. Y.,
1889, xxvi., 707.
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to tho conso(iU(Miccs of sucli ju'tion manifesitnl in llu> ivs{)iratic)ii

and cardiac ai'tion, and in flianpcs in tlie livor, sploen, iiorve

centros, ami notably in llic kiilnoys. Tho cardiac action is alsi^

due in part to \hv toxii* power of tho ))otassiuni.

The aheration of the bknul corpuscles has been directly ob-

served in the human subject: In Jiioss' case,' in blood drawn
fn>ni tho liuLjer on tho day of admission ono-foin"th to one-lifth

of the ciirpuscles had lost all of their luemoglobin, or contained

but a very small quantit)'. Their outlines were well preserved.
The normal corpuscles were in rouleaux. In Landerer's case'

the corpuscles in the blood from the finger showed defective

rouleaux formation, and were agglutinated in little piles. As
an external manifestation of blood alteration the skin is fre-

quently marked with gray-violet patches, (U' copper-colored

spots, which disappear on pressure; or, in consequence of the

effect upon the liver, it becomes markedly icteric.

The effects upon the kidneys are manifested in the urine,

which is small in quantity, cloudy, and of a I'ed-brown or

almost black color, contains abundance of albumin, and when
examined spectroscopically shows the bands of methannoglobin
or those of htematin. The sediment at first contains hyaline

casts, but later broad brown or yellow casts, with abundant

granular matter and detritus of red corpuscles, sometimes with

corpuscles more or less modified, crenated, and agglutinated in

masses. Frequently the urine contains potassium chlorate as

such, or an excess of potassium chlorid. But the urine, although
diminished in quantity, has been in a mild case described as

clear and perfectly free from albumin.' Or the secretion of

urine may be entirely suppressed.
The liver and spleen are notably enlarged, and there is ten-

derness, particularly on pressure, in that region, as well as over

the kidneys.
The action upon the nervous system is manifested by de-

lirium, or coma, or violent tonic or clonic spasms, with fixation

of the muscles of the extremities, the neck or jaw ;
or some-

times a condition approaching opisthotonus. Usually the

' Berl. kl. "Wochenschr.
, 1882,

^ Leichtenstern : Deut. med,
xix., 785. Wochenschr., 1884, x., 305.

•^ Deut. Arch. f. kl. Med., 1890-

91, xlvii., 103.
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patient becomes unconscious, but sometimes consciousness re-

mains perfect until near the end. In one instance the patient

went to sleep and died without a struggle.
' Death may occur

suddenly during a spasm or convulsion, but is usually in col-

lapse. In one instance on the eleventh day the patient, a man
of 51 years, had much improved, but was all at once seized with

an attack of dyspnoea and fell back dead.^

Treatment.—Emetics should be given, or the stomach

washed out. Excretion by the saliva may be stimulated by

hypodermics of pilocarpin. Stimulants and digitalis are indi-

cated. Inhalation of oxygen may be serviceable. Transfusion

of blood was tried in one case with results beneficial at first, but

afterward not so favorable, and without saving the patient.^

Post-Mortem Appearances.—These are more character-

t
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Tlio liver, s|>lffii, .iiul kidiicvs arc oiilarf^i'd. Tlic lircr iiiav

lu' normal in a]iiHaraii(i', or icteric. Microscopically, lucmo-

y:loliin-colorcil masses arc I'oimd in the capilhu'ies, l)etW(>en llio

cells, but not in tlu> ct'Us. The .sjilccn is easily torn, intcnsi'ly

hypeniMuic, and filled with red corpuscles, mont or k'ss disin-

tegrated, and some white corpuscles and ])igment granules.
The Li(hi>i/s are intcnsi'ly hyjienemic, witii (vdematous swell-

ing ^A' the interstitial tissue, the medullary jiortioii gra\', the

cortex yelU>w, with chocolate-colored strijjcs in the papillae.

There is round-cell iniiltration around the A^ossels; jjroliferation

of nuclei in the glomeruli cells; within the glomeruli are fine

fibrin coagula and jngment scales. The tubtdi are filled with

casts, es})ecially the straight ones, the casts containing blood

detritus and epithelial cells, and a few being hyaline. In the

convoluted tubes the casts are not so plentiful, but the tubes are

remarkably widened and liattened. The epithelial cells are

granular, their nuclei do not stain in some cases, and some show
vacuoles. The lumina of the tubes are traversed b}" dry reticu-

lated coagula. The mucous membrane of the stomach is swollen

and marked in places with small, shallow erosions, and with

punctiform hemorrhages, or ecchymoses. In the ,sin(ill iiiies-

tine the mucous membrane is oedematous and injected, with loss

of substance in places. Pe3'er's patches and solitary follicles

are swollen and sometimes ecchymotic. The capillaries of the

mucous membrane of the large intestine are markedly con-

gested. The lungs are marked w'ith snbpleural ecchymoses,
brownish in color, and are hyperaemic and oedematous. The

pleural cavity contains fluid, varying in color from yellow to

deep red. The heart is dilated, containing brown-red cruor;
and the pericardium contains yellow fluid. The brain is

smoke-colored, the meningeal and cerebral vessels are injected
with rust-brown-colored blood, and the sinuses and arteries at

the base filled with fluid blood of the same color. The marrow
of the bones is softer than normal, brown in color, marked with

spots, and its cells contain numerous aggregations of granular
detritus of blood corpuscles which is readih' soluble in acetic

acid. The skin is icteric, or of a peculiar marble whiteness.'

' For colored plates of the appear- "Atl. d. ger. Med.,'' pi. xvii., Fig.
ances of variou.s organs in a case of 8 ; pi. xviii., Figs. 1-4, 9.

chlorate poisoning, see Lesser :
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Analysis.—Potassium chlorate is eliminated in part un-

changed in the urine, perspiration and saliva, as well as in the

milk and tears. It may be separated from the urine or vomit,

or from the contents of the stomach or blood in recent cases, as

follows: The material is diluted with boiling water; if not acid,

it is rendered faintly so with acetic acid, and then boiled for

a moment or two to coagulate albumin. The liquid is then fil-

tered, concentrated to a small volume over the water-bath, and

allowed to stand in a cool jilace until quite cold. The chlorate

being relatively sparingly soluble in water, crystallizes out, and

the crystals may be separated from the mother liquor, dried be-

tween folds of filter paper, and identified by the following reac-

tions: 1. Heated in a dry test tube the solid melts and gives

off oxygen, which causes a glowing match-stick to burst into

flame when introduced into the mouth of the tube. 2. When
thrown on a glowing coal the cr3'stal deflagrates with a violet

flame. 3. Powdered and mixed with charcoal or sulfur the

mixture burns with a bright light when ignited. 4. When
moistened with concentrated sulfuric acid a crystal gives off a

yellow, pungent, explosive gas having an odor somewhat re-

sembling that of chlorin, and the acid is colored yellow. 5. A
crj'stal moistened with hydrochloric acid gives off chlorin. (J.

A solution of the chlorate when colored slightly blue by indigo

and treated with sulfuric acid remains blue, but the blue color is

discharged on the addition of a solution of sulfurous acid or of

sodium sulfite.

A portion of the chlorate is converted in the system into the

chlorid, and eliminated as such, but the presence of an excess of

chlorids in the urine may be due to many other causes.

CHROMATES.

Of the compounds of chromium of toxicological interest, one,

chromic anhydrid, has already been considered (see page

2G2) ; another, lead chromate, used as a pigment under the

name chrome yellow, is rather a plumbic than a chromic

poison so far as it is poisonous. Another chromic pigment,
chrom.e green, may be either a mixture of chrome yellow
with some blue pigment, such as Prussian blue, or GuigneVs
green, which is an hydroxid of the formula Cr,,0(OH)i. This
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m.iy contain boric acid or borax as an inipnrily, but Avbon

projK'rly projiart'il it is iusolublo and non-puisonons. C)f the

chroniati's two aro used in the arts: Potassium chroniate,

K,CVC)^, a yellow salt rcailily soluble in water, used jirinci])ally

in the manufacture of chronic yellow, which is actively ijoison-

ous. but which has, so far as wo know, been the cause of poison-

iny: in the human subji'ct but four times: J'rofessor Parochow,
of Charkow, took a tablespoonful of the chromato "in place of

Glaulx'r's salt" (I), and died in twelve hours.' Hjelt has re-

jxirted another instance of the fatal poisoninp^ of an adult by the

same salt in Finland in 1872.'^ Gliiser^ reported an unsuccess-

ful attempt at suicide with about 10 gm. of the chromate.

Fagerlund* reported a fatal poisoniiii^ by a saturated solution of

the chromate taken by a man while drunk.

Potassium dichrom.ate—bichromate of potash—potas-
sinm pyrochromate—K^Cr^O,

— is an orange yellow, crystahine

body, odorless, bitter and metallic in taste, soluble in 10 parts

of water at 15° (59° F.) and in 1.5 parts of boiling water; in-

soluble in alcohol. It is quite extensively used in dyeing, in

the preparation of "battery fluid" (see Chromic Anhydrid), in

the manufacture of the chromate and of certain anilin dyes, and

is also used in medicine {Fotassii bicJiromas, U. S. P.).

Its toxic powers were first observed in Scotland in 1827,

when Duncan and Cuming" noted its local action u})on the

operatives engaged in its recently introduced industrial applica-

tions.
°

Besides numerous accounts of industrial poisonings, more

or less severe, and which are of hygienic rather than forensic

interest, we find record of 14 accidental poisonings by dichro-

mate, IS suicides, and 1 case in which a woman of 24 years
was supposed to have died in 24 hours after having taken the

salt as an abortive.
' Of truly homicidal cases we can find no

mention.

The smallest dose of the dichromate which has been known

'Neese:Pharm. Ztschr. f. Russl.,
= Edinb. M. and S. Jour., 1827,

1862, No. 7. xxvi., 133; xxviii., 301.
* Schmidt's Jahrb., 1870, clxx.,

* For bibliography of industrial

232. and other poisonings by dichromate,
3 Deut. med. Wochenschr.

, 1886, see Pander: "Arbeit, d. pharm.
xii., No. 17. Inst," Dorpat, ii.. 39.

^
Vierteljschr. f. ger. Med., etc.,

' Schrader : Vrtljschr. f. ger.

1894, Tiii., supplhft., 76. Med., etc., 1866, n. F., v., 113.
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to cause the death of an adult was from 2 to 3 gm. (31 to 40

grs.), taken in the form of powder, with suicidal intent, by a

man of 43 years, who died in 10 days.* Another suicide, a

young man of 19 years, died in lOf hours after having taken

about 7.5 gm. (114 grs.).' A boy of 20 months died in 1)^

hours after having accidentally swallowed a crystal weighing
about 10 grs. (0.65 gm.).' On the other hand, a man of 48

years took 273 grs. (17.7 gm.) in solution in mistake for tea,

and recovered ;*
and in two instances men have unsuccessfully

attempted suicide with 15 gm. ( 3 ss.).'

The duration of fatal cases is usually short. Excluding

the 3 extreme cases mentioned below, the average duration

in 12 cases in which it is accurately reported was 13f hours.

In one instance a woman of 4(5 years, a suicide, died in 40 min-

utes;* and in anotlier a man, also a suicide, died in 50 minutes.'

On the other hand, in Klimesh's case, above referred to, life

was prolonged for 10 days. This is, however, the onl}" fatal

case of which we find record in which the duration exceeded 24

hours, except one case of 54 hours' duration.*

The symptoms are prompt in appearance. Within five

minutes or less there is most intense pain in the stomach and

back, followed or accompanied by violent and continuous

vomiting, the vomited matter consisting at first of the food,

tinged with the poison, and subsequently becoming bilious and

bloody. In a short time there is severe purging, and the pa-

tient rapidly becomes almost unconscious, pulseless,' and col-

lapsed. Usually the onset is rapid and sudden, and within a

very short time the person is doubled up, unable to speak, or to

perform any voluntary act. But cases are recorded in which,

even when the poison has been taken in solution, the victim,

although suffering violent pain, has been able to help himself

for as long as half an hour after taking the poison.' In Schin-

'Kliniesh: Wien. kl. Wochen- « Stewart • Brit. M. Jour., 1888,

schr., 1889, ii.. 733. ii., 420.

'^Gesenius: Deut. med. Wochen- • Waugh : Loc. cit. (Case II.).

schr., 1882, viii., 511. ^ Schiudler : Repert. f. <1. Pharin.,
2 McCrorie : Glasgow M. Jour., Ixix., 387.

1881, XV., 378. 9 johQson: M. Times aud Gaz.,
•*

Philipson ; Lancet, 1892, i., 1877, ii., 447. See also Walker:
138. Lancet, 1879, ii., 404. Bullork :

* Warwick: Lancet, 1880, i., 167. Ibid., 1890, ii., 560. Macniveu:

Waugh: /6trf., 1885, ii., 1135. Ibid., 1883, ii., 496. Knight:
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(Hit's ('asi>, ;iliovt> n>r(Mri'tl to, tluM'oursc of the poisiiiiing soenia

to li.iNc liiH'ii t>xc('i)ti»>n;il. luchably 1)ih':iuso of iiroinpl trcutim>ni.

Ho was givon warm waUT, stJap ami t)il, and I'lnotics, until the

ilisi'ljarm'S woiv uo lonpT yolUiw, after wliich ho ai)i)oarcd well

and jiassod a i^ood nii^ht. The noxt morning- ho was oxces-

sivoly woary, sutVonnl from pains in tho back and kidneys, and

had suj)jn*ossion of urine and frocpicnt purging. Tho second

night was very restless, and in llic morning he was motionless

and oiunplolely exhausted, and dio<l 54 hours after having
taken the sohition. The emetics had obviously not caused the

complete discharge of tho poison, as chromium was fomid in

the stomacli after death.

Tlie post-mortem appearances are not characteristic.

The most diagnostic, Avhen it is })resent, is a grayish-blue, green-

ish, or purp]i.sh-blue coloration of the skin in i)laces, of the gums,

meninges, stomach, liver, lungs, and other internal organs,

caused by reduction of the chromate. The blood does not

coagulate readilj', is brownish in color, and shows the spectrum
of methiemoglobin." The mucous membrane of the lower oesoph-

agus is injected. The gastric mucous membrane is swollen,

ecchymotic, particular!}' at the fundus, and in some cases is

shredded off, as is that of the upper small intestine. The in-

testinal mucous membrane, particularly in the large intestine,

is hypersemic and ecchymosed, with enlargement and elevation

of Peyer's patches and solitary glands. The liver and heart

have been found to be the seat of fatty degeneration. A brown-

red exudation is found in the peritoneal and pleural cavities.

The kidnej's are dark and hyperasmic, and the convoluted tubes

contain occasional hyaline casts, their cells being unaltered.

Analysis.—Occasionally, when the dichromate has been

taken in the solid form, it may be found in substance in the

stomach and intestine,^ but usually the most that is to be ex-

pected, under favorable conditions, is the detection of chromium,
either in the urine, vomit, alimentary contents, blood, liver,

or kidneys.^ In the systematic analj'sis chromium, if present,

is found in the residue X (page 160); this is fused with disodic

Med. Press and Circ. , 1885, n. s.,
^ jjagp^ija ; Vrtljsclir. f. prakt.

xl.,o32. Kieniann : Ber. . . . Ru- Hlk., 1877, cxxxtI.', 37.

dnlphStift., Wien, 1886, 296. » Cf . Ruttan and Lafleur : Loc.
' Ruttan and Lafleur : Montreal cit.

M. Jour., 1888, xvii., 81.
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carbonate and potassium chlorate, the cooled fusion extracted

with water, and the solution tested for chromium as directed at

page 263.

COPPER.

Are the compounds of copper, when not taken in excessive

quautit}^ poisonous? This is a question the affirmative of

which is firmly fixed in the popular mind, yet it is one upon

which toxicologists and hygienists have been by no means

unanimous. Copper and brass have been used from time im-

memorial in the manufacture of cooking utensils. Biblical and

classical literature contains frequent references to them; and

not only have numerous copper, brass, and bronze utensils been

found in excavations in Europe and Asia, but upon this conti-

nent there is evidence that the copper deposits of Lake Superior

were worked at an early period, and by a race probably differ-

ing from and possibly antedating the red Indian. In the early

part of the eighteenth century deaths caused by food articles,

which were undoubtedly due to the then unknown products of

putrefaction, were first attributed to their having been prepared

in copper utensils, and were considered as cupric poisonings.

Probably the earliest writer to take this view was Mauchart in

1712.' A dissertation with a like title was defended at the Uni-

versity of Altdorf in 1T22 by Anhalt;' and a treatise upon the

poisonous quality of copper was published by Falconer in 1774.'

In France during the past forty years the Comite consul-

tatif cVhijgiene puhlique upon three occasions' declared that

copper in articles of food is dangerous, and the use of salts of

copper or of copper vessels was forbidden by law. But Galippe

in 1875' contended for the innocuousness of the copper com-

pounds and later, by numerous experiments upon himself, his

family and friends, showed conclusively that, even when taken

for a long time and in quantity sufficient to be perceptible to

the taste, they are absolutely without deleterious effects upon the

human economy." In 1880 the Council of Hyc/ieney consist-

>"Mors inolla, sivedecupreorum
^ Febr. 28th, 1853; Nov. 12tl),

vasorum noxa," Ephem. N. Cur. 1860 ; July 15th, 1877.

Cent., i., obs. 13, p. 54, 1712. * These, Paris, 1875.

-Schulze: Prfeses.
* C. rend. Ac. Sc. , Paris, 1877,

3 " Observations and Experiments Ixxxiv., 718; Arcli. d. phys. norm.
on the Poison of Copper," 12mo, et path., 1877, 2s., iv., 206; Ann.

London, 1774. d'hyg., etc., 1878, 2 s., 1., 426; c.
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iiiLT nf Pastour, I'ogtrialc. aiul UrnuaTdcl, rcportiMl to tli(> Pro-

foot («f Pclicr that "I'opjiorin the amounts loiiiul by thorn in

oaniiod y;ouils is iu)t oapablo of iiijuiiiii;- licallli."
'

In ! SSO

Griniaux rojHtrtod to tho Ministorof tlio liitoiior tlio iniiocudiis-

iioss of tho ou{)iio salts,' in oonsocjuonoo of Avhioh llio intordio-

tion of the use of copper in canned goods was removed ;' yet

copper compounds were still included among the noxious colors

in a list attaohod to an ordinance in Is'.tl.' The Belgian

Academy of jModicino in 1S8/), in answer to a (juestion from the

Govennnont, declared that "tho comjxjunds of copper are not

oidy useless in articles of food, but are deleterious;" but the

discussion which ]iroceded the expression of this o])inion, which

has boon published by Du Moulin," showed that a minority,

respectable alike in numbers and ability, entertained the con-

trary view, which prevailed later, as the same academ}* at a

session June 2(5th, 1886, declared that: "1. Copper contained

in food in the proportion in which it has been found is not

dangerous. 2. The greening of canned goods with the salts of

copper is absolutely harmless." Yet the compounds of copper
were included among the forbidden colors in a ministerial

regulation of June 17th, 1801." In Germany and Austria the

use of copper is forbidden in regulations of 188!) and 1890, and

the International Congress of Food Analysts in 1891 declared

that "the use of copper in canned goods should be forbidden."
'

But as early as 1855 Hoenerkopf
*
held the opinion that copper

sulfate is not poisonous in the sense that it can cause death

when taken in small quantity, a view which has been supported

by Wald
* and many other toxicologists down to the most recent

German writer u])on the subject, Tschirch.'" That the constant

absorption of copper b}' workers in that metal does not produce
deleterious effects is abundantly shown by numerous observa-

rend. Soc. de biol., 1877 (1879), 6 ^ "La Toxicologie du Cuivre,"
s., iv., 70, 77,229; Ann. d'hyg., Bruxelles, 1886. See al«o France
etc., 1879, 3 s., ii., 159; 1880, 3 s., med., 1889, ii., 1481.

iii., 531; 1883, 3 s., ix., 122. « Monit. Beige, 1891, 1774.
* Ann. d'hvg., etc., 1880, 3 s.,

' Ztsch. f. Nahrungsmittelche-
iii., 193.

"

niie. etc., 1891, 557.
* Rec. d. trav. Com. consult. **

Vrtljschr. f. ger. Med., etc.,

d'hvg. pub. de Fr., 1889 (1890), 1855, vi'ii., 212.

xix'. . 146. « "
Gericiitl. Med. ,

"
Leipzig, 1858,

3Mav7th, 1889. i., 393.
* Dec. 17th, 31st. 1890 ; June 17th,

"> "Das Kupfer." Stuttgart, 1893.

1891.
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tions,' although they become saturated with it to such an extent

that their hair and gums became green, and their urine colors

the ground green.

On the other hand, the copper salts are used in medicine as

emetics and as mild escharotics, and cases of severe poisoning

have unquestionably been caused by them. To sum up the mat-

ter, therefore, it may be said that while copper is not a poison

in the sense that it is dangerous when taken in small quantity,

it is one under the definition which we have adopted, in that it

is capable of causing harm when absorbed in sufficient quantity.

Indeed, for practical purposes, copper must be considered as

a normal constituent of the animal body. Its presence in the

human subject has been frequently noted by toxicologists, and

we have yet to examine a human liver which does not contain

it. Its presence has been usually attributed to the presence of

copper in prepared food articles : but Cloez has found it in the

blood of a wild animal (a stag) in the proportion of 5.5 mgm.
to the kilogram." Church' has described a pigment containing
seven per cent, of copper, turacin, obtained from certain species

of wild birds; Fredericq* has described an albuminoid contain-

ing copper, hoemocyanin, from the blood of the octopus, which

has also been found by Krukenberg^ in cephalopods, crustaceans,

and oysters.^ Copper is much more widely distributed in na-

ture, in small quantities, than has been supposed. It exists in

traces in almost all mineral waters, in sea water, in cereals,' in

unmanufactured cocoa, in coffee, in potatoes, in beans, in spin-

ach, in salads, in different fruits and berries, and in many other

vegetable substances.*

The copper compounds of toxicological interest are the sul-

fate, subacetate, and subcarbonate.

Cupric sulfate, blue vitriol, blue stone, Cupri sulphas,

' Houles: Jour, d'hvg. , Paris,
® See also Wackenroder : Arch. d.

1879, iv., 160, 170. Buck: "Hy- Ph., 1853, Ixxi., 9, and Gamgee :

giene," N. Y., 1879, ii., 50, .51; "Physiol. Chem.," i., 132.

IndexCat. Libr. Surg.-Gen., Wash., '

(jralippe(Anu. d'hyg., etc., 188.3,

iii.. 411. ix., 128) fouud in wheat from 0.005
'^Bull. Soc. chira., Paris, 1877, to 0.0108 gm. of copper to the kilo-

xxvii., 196. gram; in bran, 0.014; in wheat
^ Proc. roy. Soc, 1892, li., 899. Hour, 0.0084; in rye, 0.005; in oats,
"C. rend. Ac. Sc, Paris, 1878, 0.0084; in barley, 0.0108; and in

Ixxxvii., 996. rice,0.0016.

^"Vergl. phys. Studien," iii.,
« See Tschirch : Ojo. ciY., 3-11.

1880, 76.
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r. S. /'. CuSO. I r.Aq.
-

i:.;t+.S«».S—forms deep 1.1 u.', o.l.ir-

U»ss crystals, haviiiL; ;i iiausoous, nietjillio tasto and an acid ro-

actioii in solution. SoluhU' in '*.i'i parts of wattM" at 1 ")"
(r)!i'^ \<\)

ami in ('.") part «)f boilinLC water; insi)lul)lc' in alcoliol.

Verdigris is a mixture in varyinj^ jtroportions of tlireo

basio acetates: '^[Cu (0,11,0,) J, CuO-fOAq. ; Cu(C,H,(),)„ CuO

H-GAq.; and Cu(C,H,(\),, 2CiiO+2Aq. It is .i hluo or greon

crystalline powdn-. The neutral acetate, Cu(C,H3()J,+Aq., is

in large green ]>risms, known as Crifsfals of Venus. The

blue-greeu material formed upon cojiper when exposed to air is

a basic carbonate, CuC03,Cu(0H),. A basic chlorid, CuCl,,

oCuC), used as a ]iigment under the name of Jirniisiiu'ck (jreen,

was the cause c)f death in one instance.'

Although Tardieu in his table of criminal poisonings in

France, liS51-18Tl, gives the number by copper salts as 15i>

(exceeded only hj arsenic and phosphorus) ,
wo can find but few

cases of acute copper poisoning detailed in medical literature.

In most of the older cases and in many of the more recent ones

in \vhich the cause of death was ascribed to copper in articles

of food, the real cause was most probably the presence of

ptomains or of trichinse or bacteria. This is undoubtedly the

case where the food w^as some variety of sausage," where, as

in several instances, the poisonings occurred at sea.^

In 89 alleged copper poisonings referred to in medical litera-

ture there are but 12 suicides, by^ verdigris, all unsuccessful

save 1, and G by cupric sulfate, all fatal. Concerning Tar-

dieu's 150 crimirtal cases we can learn nothing further than the

mere mention of their alleged occurrence, except in four in-

stances. In 17 of the 89 cases above referred to, homicidal

intent was alleged. Of these 10 are French cases, 1829-1874,*

*A child of two and a quarter med., 1838-39, iii., 93 (Aff. Rit-

years. Siebenhaar: Ztschr. f. tinghausen). Chevallier and Las-

Staatsarznk., 1844, xlvii., 188. saigne : Ann. d'hyg., 1848. xxxix.,
•* Langenbeck : Deut. Klinik, Ber- 408. Orfila : "Tox. gen.," 5enie ed.,

lin, 1851, iii., 418. Paasch : Vrtli- i., 820 (Aff. Dupuy, 1851). Poirier:

schr. f. ger. Med., etc., 1852, i., 79. J. d. chim. med., etc., 1858, 4 8.,

* Ramsay and Duval, in Wibmer : iv., 19. Tardieu and Roussin :

"Wirkung d. Arzneimitt.," etc., "Empois.," 2eme ed., p. 648 (Aff.

i., 244. Moore: Lancet, 1846, i., Lapeyre, 1866) . i?>«Z., p. 652 (Aff.

404. Lefevre and Desnos). Ibid., p. 643.

'» Chevallier and Barruel : Ann. Bergeron and 1' Hole : J. d. chim.

d'hvg., 1829, ii., 465. Fodere : J. med., etc., 1874, xlviii., 503 (Aflf.

conipl. d. diet. d. sc. med., 1830, Moreau, 1874).

xxxviii, 408. Orfila : Bull. ac. de
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and 5 are English, 1856-1886.' Of the two remaining cases

one is an ancient German case reported at great length by

Hitzig and Haring," the other an unpublished case of a man
in New York City who in 1888 attempted to poison himself

and his wife and children with cupric sulfate.

The lethal dose of cupric sulfate is very differently stated

by different writers from v. Hasselt/ who places it at 0.4 to

0.5 gm. (6-8 grs.), to Bocker' who states it as 35 to 70 gm. (1-2

"unzeu"). The medicinal dose as an emetic is 0.7 to 1.0 gm.

(10-15 grs.). Of cases of undoubted cupric poisoning that in

which the smallest dose caused death was the one reported by
Starr^ in which a woman of 46 years died in 4 days and 5 hours

from the effects of about an ounce (31 gm.) of copper sulfate,

taken in tea with suicidal intent. On the other hand, in

Ketli's case' 120 gm. (nearly 4 I ) did not cause death.

The duration of fatal cases is usually rather prolonged, the

average of 8 cases having been 52 hours. The shortest duration

was in a child of 16 months that died in 4 hours after having
swallowed a few pieces of cupric sulfate.' The shortest duration

in an adult was in a female suicide of 42 years, who died in 10

hours.* Excluding 2 homicidal cases in which the duration,

although stated as 19 and 20 days, is uncertain,* and another in

which a child died in 12 days after having swallowed a half-

penn}",'" the longest duration of a case of unquestionable cupric

poisoning was in a female suicide of 16 years who died in 7

days."
The symptoms of copper poisoning, like those due to zinc,

mercury, etc., are partly local and referable to its action upon

'Reg. V. Smith, 1856, Taylor:
^ Med. Rec, N. Y., 1883, xxi.,

"Poisons," 3d Am. ed., 433. TuUy 564.

V. Corrie, 1866, Taylor: Guy's « Pest. med. - ch. Presse, 1883,

Hosp. Rep., 1866, 3 s., xii., 329; xix., 310.

Ph. J. and Tr., 1870-71, 3 s., i.,
' Sonnenschein : "Handb. d. ger.

874. Reg. V. Mary Raker, 1874. Chem.,"p. 82.

Taylor (Stevenson) : "Med. Jm-. ,"
» Maschka : Vrtljschr. f. ger.

nth Am. ed., 150. Reg. v. Rey- Med., etc., 1883, n. F., xxxix.,
nolds, 1886, ibid. 55.

^ " Die Grafin von Gorlitz und ihr '
Tully v. Corrie and Aff. Dupuy.

Diener," Neue Pitaval, xvii., 143- '"
Corrigan : Dublin Hosp. Gaz.,

358. 1854, n. s., i., 229.
» "Handb. d. Giftlehre," 1862, ii.,

»> Maschka: Wien. med.Wochen-
273. schr., 1871. 628.

' "Lehrb. d. ger. Med.," 1857, p.
243.
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lilt' alimentary r;inal, and jiartly those of true poisoning. The

tiLsto wouKl bo observed l>y an adult in tlu> jK)ssossion of his fac-

ulties. Kpij^astrio pain, extending to the abdomen, is an (>arly

svmptom. and is aeeomjianied by rejx'ated vomitiny; of gi'e(>nish

matters, \\ hieh are turnt'd blue on addition of annnonium I13'-

droxid. Tbero is purging, the stools being liipiid, brown in

color ami not blood}-. Cramps in the legs occur early, and are

frequently very severe. The pidse in the earlier stages is full and

strong, soon becoming more feeble, smaller, and more rapid.

The resjiiration is normal. The patient becomes very weak and

suffers from frontal headache. If the case be prolonged, there

is a decideil improvement in the })atient's condition, which lias

also been observed in experiments upon animals. Then there

is hypogastric pain, frequent, scanty micturition, accompanied

by urethral pain, and with diminution in the quantity of urine.

The urine passed is dark in color, almost black, cloudy, acid,

contains a large quantity of albumin, deposits a sediment con-

sisting of granular material and epithelial casts, but no blood

corpuscles, and shows the oxyliaemoglobin bands before the

spectroscope. Later there is jaundice, and the i)ain is more

marked in the hepatic region. The patient becomes weaker

and weaker and more somnolent, the abdomen tender to pressure

throughout, the jaundice increases, and toward the end the in-

tellectual capacity, which has hitherto remained unimpaired,
becomes affected

;
the power of co-ordination is diminished, as

well as the sensibilit}-, and a condition of semi-coma is estab-

lished
;
the pupils become contracted and insensible to light,

and death follows in coma and complete paralysis.
'

The treatment should consist in washing out the stomach

with water containing potassium ferrocyanid (to produce the

brown, insoluble cupric ferrocyanid) and in the administration

of stimulants, hypodermically if necessary, and of nutritive

enemata.

The post-mortem appearances are not characteristic

except in one point, if it be present : the mucous surface of the

alimentary canal and its contents may be greenish or distinctly

green, and the color changes to blue on the addition of aqua am-

monise. A greenish tinge may be due to bile, but it does not

turn blue on addition of ammonia. Besides this the entire ali-

I For a detailed account of a typical case see Starr ; Loc. cit.
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mentary mucous membrane, from mouth to anus, may be red-

dened, swollen, ecchymosed, and even ulcerated—indeed, the

rectum has been said to have been perforated. If the case have

been one of long duration the liver is found to be fatty and the

kidneys are the seat of parenchymatous nephritis. The skin

may be icteric, and putrefaction is apparently delayed.

Analysis.—The detection of copper presents no difficulties;

but the interpretation of the results requires caution. As we
have said, copper is so frequently present in the human body
that it must be considered as innocent, if not normal, unless

the quantity be excessive. On the other hand, an inevitable

effect of large doses of copper salts is to provoke frequent vom-

iting, by which the major part of a large dose taken into the

stomach is expelled. An analysis of the vomited matters is

therefore of prime importance. Of absorbed copper the largest

amount is found in the liver, whether it be " normal" or
"
toxic."

Raoult and Breton' found 0.005 gm. copper per kilogram of

"normal" copper in one liver, and 0.015 gm. in another. Ber-

geron and I'Hote' found 0.001 and 0.003 gm. copper in two
"normal" livers. After medicinal treatment with cupric salts

the quantity in the liver increases greatly. Thus Bourneville

and Yvon^ found as much as 0.205 gm. of copper in the liver

of an epileptic woman who had taken 43 gm. of cupric sulfate

in 4 months. In the Affaire Moreau, in which the livers of the

two women supposed to have been poisoned were found to con-

tain 0.12 and 0.08 gm. of copper respectively," the inference

drawn from the quantity should have been that this quantity

might be accounted for by medicinal or criminal administra-

tion, but not by ordinary "physiological" absorption.
In the systematic method of analysis (see page 157) copper,

if present, is found for the most part in the extract IV., partly
in the insoluble residue V.* That portion in the extract is sepa-
rated as cupric oxid in the subsequent fusion, and separated from

antimony and tin in the manner described on pages 159, 317,

'
J. dePh. et de chim., 1878, 4 s., in the absence of mercury, by sub-

XXV., 118. stituting sodium sulfid for ammo-
^
Ibid., 1875, 4s., xxi., 253. nium .sulfid, but in toxicological

^
Ibid., p. 236. analysis this is not permissible, as

*
Bergeron and I'Hote : Loc. cit. the object is not fully attained, and

J*
In ordinary analysis this divi- the separation of mercury is inter-

sion of the copper may be obviated, fered with.
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.>1S, :V2',\. Tli.it jKJi'tion romainini,' in the romdiio V, (soo ])ag(^

15S) is soparatinl fii>in iiicri'ury and hisiniilli !>y solutitiii in

nitrii" aciil, ami ililntion \vitli water as directi'd on pai^o ^)]'.>.

The solution, wliii-h may contain lead and cadniium, besides

ct>j>jK>r, is troati'd witli excess of sult'ni-ic acid, heated until \\liito

fumes l)eij;in to be given off, cooled, treated with water, and

filtered immeiliately. If lead bo i)resent it remains u])<)n the

filter as the Avhite lead sulfate. The filtrate may contain cad-

mium and copper. These are to ]n.\ rei)recii)itated by hydrogen

sultid, and the sulfids boiled with dilnle sulfuric acid (1 :."»), al-

lowed to stand a short time, and iiltered. The cupric suHid re-

mains undissolved, while the cadmium jxisses into solution.

The black cojiper sultid is dissolved in hot dilute nitric acid, sul-

furic acid is added to the solution, which is evaporated to near

dryness, the residue is heated to expulsion of nitric acid, and

dissolved in water. The solution is transferred to a weighed

platinum capsule and a bar of zinc is added. When the liquid has

become colorless and a drop on a white surface gives no color

with potassium ferrocyanid the licjuid and remaining zinc are

removed, the copper, adherent to the platinum, is washed with

water, alcohol, and ether in turn, dried in the desiccator, and

weighed.
The detection of copper in articles of food, etc., may be

readily effected by acidulation with dilute sulfuric acid and

introduction of a plate of bright iron, when the copper is de-

posited upon the iron. Or with pickles, a knitting needle stuck

into the pickle becomes similarly coated.

Tests for Copper.—The identification is usually suffi-

ciently complete from the formation and behavior of the black

sulfid, and the appearance of the deposited metal. Other tests

are: 1. Potasshini or sodiiun hydi^oxid produces a pale blue

precipitate, insoluble in excess of the precipitant (except in the

presence of certain organic substances, such as tartaric acid,

glucose, etc.), which turns black either on prolonged standing
or on heating the liquid. 2. Ammonium hijdroxid produces a

similar blue precipitate which readily dissolves, however, in

excess of the precipitant, forming a deep blue soUition. 3. Po-

tassium ferrocyanid produces in moderatelj^ dilute acid solu-

tions a red-brown precipitate, in very dilute solutions a brown

color. 4. Cupric salts produce a yellow color with potassium
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iodid, or a blue color with potassium iodid and starch paste.

This reaction, which is very delicate, is not available in the

presence of other substances which liberate iodin from potas-

sium iodid.

GOLD.

Gold compounds cannot be considered as toxic agents of

forensic interest. We can find record of but one poisoning by
the terchlorid : an accidental poisoning of a child which took

about 12 grs. (0.78 gm.) of the crystallized chlorid and re-

covered .

'

IRON.

Although the compounds of iron are not usually considered

as poisonous, certain of them are distinctly toxic. Indeed, in a

case of alleged arsenical poisoning the question was very prop-

erly raised whether death was due to the arsenic or to Monsel's

solution given in mistake as an antidote.*

The iron compounds which have been of forensic interest are

the chlorid and the sulfate :

Ferric chlorid — sesquichlorid— perchlorid
—

re,,Cl,
—

323.98—is, as usually met with, a yellow, amorphous solid, acid

in reaction and very soluble in water. It is used medicinally
in aqueous (Liq. ferri chloridi, U. S. P.) and in alcoholic solu-

tion (Tinct. ferri chloridi, U. S. P.). Both preparations con-

tain an excess of free acid.

Ferrous sulfate—green vitriol—copperas—Ferri sul-

phas, U. S. P.—FeSO, + 7Aq.— 151.66+135.73—is in large,

pale green, oblique rhombic prisms, odorless, having a salty

styptic taste; soluble in 1.8 parts of water at 15° (59° F.) and

in 0.3 part of boiling water, insoluble in alcohol, which pre-

cipitates it from its watery solutions (Ferri sulphas prsecipi-

tatus, U. S. P.) . When exposed to air it effloresces and becomes

oxidized. Its solutions also become brown and deposit by
oxidation. When heated to 140° (300° F.) it loses 6Aq. (Ferri

sulphas exsiccatus, U. S. P.) forming a grayish-white powder.

We find reference in medical literature to 1 non-medicinal

I Stevenson : Guy's Hosp. Rep.
- Ranke : Friedreich's Bl. f. ger.

(1893), 1894, i., 127 Med., 1881, xxxii., 273.
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casos of poisoniny \<y fcirif cliloi-itl, oC ^vlli(•ll 'J wrro homicidal;'
aiul to 11 poisoiiiiii^s by tlu> sulfatos, of whicli S woro lioini-

oiilal."

Tlu» symptoms jiroduoed by ferrous sidfato aro more

cloarly aiiributahlo to tlio action of (lio iron than those jjvo-

diiccd by the chlorid, which is usually taken in the form of

tincture (see below). The local action is soon manifested in

vomiting of greenish material; pain, at first epigastric, subse-

quently abdominal, and most marked over the sigmoid flexure;

and purging of stools which in some instances have been liquid,

greenish, and odorless (Hall), in others hard and black (Nis-

trand) . The phenomena of gastro-enteric irritation are due in

part to the direct local action of the acid salt, but in great part
also to its absorption and elimination, parth' by the bile, and

parti}' by the enteric mucous membrane/ The systemic action

is manifested in disturbances of the special senses, partial blind-

ness and deafness, vertigo, partial paralysis of the lower ex-

tremities, "weak and irregular pulse, and low temperature. The
salt is rapidly absorbed from the intestine, but is not so rapidly

eliminated, appearing only in small amount in the urine and

*
Murray: Dublin M. Pr., 1849,

xxi., 113. Combe, Christison :

"Poisons," Am. ed., 393. Hiens.
M. and S. Reptr., Phila., 1869, xx.,
366. Herrick: Penin.s. J. M., De-
troit, 1874, X., 345. Berenger, Fe-

rand, and Porte : Ann. d'hvg., etc.,

1879. 3 s., i., 312, 508 (H.). Ra-

vaglia: Bull. soc. m. d. Bologna,
1884, 6. s., xiii., 361 (H.). Stern-

berg : K6zeg-es Torvenv, Orvos,
Budapest, 1886, 53. Aymot : Prov.
M. and S. J., 1847, April 7. Tay-
lor: "Pr. and Pr. of Med. .lur.," i.,

320 (abortive). Warburton : Lan-
cet, 1869, i., 9 (S.).

2
Mag. f. d. ges. Heilk., 1836,

xxi.
,

247. Christi.son : Loc. cit.

(two cases, one H.
,' one H. "?) . Clie-

vallier: J. d. chim. med. , etc., 1847,
3 s., iii., 78 (H.). Cbevallier and
Lesueur: Ann. d'hyg., 18.50, xliii.,
1850 (H.). Ihid., p. 419 (U.). Li-
mouzin-Lamothe : J. d. chim. med.,
1850, 3 s., vi., 380 (EI.) [same case.

Cbevallier: Ann. d'hyg.. 1851,
xlv. , 154]. J. d. chim. med., etc.,

1858, 4. s. , iv.
,
24 (H) . Wistrand :

Ztsclir. f. d. Staatsarznk, 1864,

Ixxxvii., 285 (2 H). Hall: N. Y.
M. Jour., 1883, xxxviii., 401.

Busey : Tr. Wash. Obstet. and Gyn.
Soc, 1885-87, i., 123. Fitts : At-
lanta M. and S. Jour., 1888-89, n.

s., v., 198.
* Novi : Arch. ital. d. biol., Turin,

1890, xiii., 242. Anselm : "Arb. d.

pharm. Inst. ,

"
Dorpat. , 1892, viii.,

51. Robert: Ihid., 1891, vii., 123

(a summary of four valuable papers
by Daraaskin, Kumberg, Busch, and
Stender, ibid. ) . For other paj)er8
on the absorption, action, and elimi-
nation of iron see Bunge : Zta. f.

physiol. Chem., 1892, xvi., 78, 173;
1893. xvi., 63. Gottlieb: Und.,
1891, XV., 371. Morner : Und.,
1893, xviii., 13. Socin : Ihid.,
1891, XV., 63. Samojloflf : "Arbeit.,"

Dorpat, 1893, ix., 1. Lip.ski : Ihid.,
62. Mever and Williams : Arcli. f.

exp. Path. u. Ph., 1881, xiii., 70.

Jacobi: Ihid., 1891, xxviii., 256.

Schmul: Diss., Dorpat, 1891.
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remaining in the system for weeks.' Death is considered by
Franzohni and Baldisera" to be due to paralysis of respiration.

The symptoms caused by ferric chlorid in the form in which

it has been taken in the recorded cases, that of the tincture, are

partly referable to the action of the metal, and partly to that of

the ethyl chlorid and excess of free hydrochloric acid which

the tincture always contains. Indeed, in a case observed by
Combe"* a man who took half an ounce of the tincture in mis-

take for whiskey recovered from the primary effects, but died

in six weeks from inanition due to pyloric stenosis, in the same

way as death is frequently caused by hydrochloric acid itself.

The tincture has also caused death indirectly, when used as an

hcemostatic in the puerperal uterus, the fatal result occurring

suddenly from penetration of thrombi and air into the veins, or

from peritonitis caused by passage of the solution itself through
the tubes into the peritoneal cavity.* The death of a child of

9 months in 5 minutes from injection of tinct. ferr. chlor. into

a na^vus is reported by Kesteven.^ Of the four Martinique vic-

tims, murdered by tincture of the chlorid, administered in an

alcoholic liquid on an empty stomach* one complained in half

an hour of weight in the stomach and severe pain in the left

arm
;
in 7 hours he was found groaning, unable to move, uncon-

scious, having vomited and purged abundantly, and died 13

hours after having taken the poison. Nothing is said of the

micturition in the history of this case, but the bladder was
found empty at the autopsy. In two of the others, who died in

65 hours, there were suppression of urine and violent abdominal

pains. The fourth, or rather first, victim had died two years be-

fore the inquiry, and the history of the symptoms is not given.

The post-mortem appearances observed in the Marti-

nique case were a hj^persemic condition of the peritoneum, liver,

kidneys, and nerve centres; an anaemic condition of the alimen-

tary canal, which was pale and decolorized throughout; and the

presence of a black material on the tongue, oesophagus, stomach,

•See Gottlied, Stender, Schmul :
^ Lewin : "Nebenwirkung d.

Op. cit. Arznraitt.," 2te Aufl., 433; Am. J.

-'Ann. univ. d. Med. e Ch., Mila- M. Sc, 1870, 506.

no. 1882, cclxi., 79. ^
Lancet, 1874, i., 195.

^ Christison : "Poisons,
" Am. ed.,

"
Berenger, Feiand and Porte:

Pliila., p. 393. Loc. cit.
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and intostini\ wliicli not only (.'oloivd tlh> ])art but penetrated

either by al)s«>rpti(in or imbibition into ncij^diboring organs.

Analysis. In \\\v .systematic j)n)cess iron, if present in

iiotalile amount, will be foimd in the residue X. (see page IGO).

It lias been demonstrated by Damaskin,' however, that the

niethotl of disorganization l»y hyilrochlorie and chloric acid does

not cx>nvert all of the iron present in urine into a nioditication

precMpitable l>y anunonium sullid, h\nn "-l'.\ to 70 per cent, re-

maining unjirecipitated. AVlicn the j)resenco of iron is sus-

I)Octed the method by desiccation and incineration recommended

by Damaskin should be followed.

Iron is not only extensively used as a medicine, but is also

an essential constituent of the blood-coloring matter, which con-

tains it in the proportion of 0.33 to 0.5!) per cent., and is also

normally eliminated by the urine in some form of organic com-

bination, probably in the coloring matter. According to Gott-

lieb" the average daily elimination of iron by the health}' human
urine is 2.5!> mgm.

Tests for Iron—Ferrous.—The ferrous compounds are

usually pale green in color and readily oxidize to ferric. 1.

With ammonium sulfid : in solutions containing no free acid a

black precipitate. 2. Potassium, sodium, or ammonium hy-
droxid : an almost W'hite precipitate which rapidly turns green
and brown. 3. Potassium ferricj'anid : a deep blue precipitate.

4. Potassium ferrocyanid : a bluish-white precipitate, subse-

quently turning blue.

Ferric compounds are j^ellow or brown in color. 1. Hy-
drogen sulfid : a milky white cloudiness or precipitate of ele-

mentar)' sulfur in acid solution. 2. Ammonium sulfid : a black

precipitate in solutions containing no free acid. 3. Potassium,

sodium, or ammonium hydroxid: a brown, gelatinous precipi-

tate. 4. Potassium ferrocyanid : a deep blue precipitate. 5.

Ammonium thioc3'anate : a deep red color.

'"Arbeiten d. pharrn. Inst.,"
^ Loc. cit.

Dorpat., 1891, vii., 54.
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LEAD.

ACUTE POISONING.

Although it appears from the statistical table on page 56

that lead poisoning is more frequently referred to in medical

literature than that by any other toxic agent, these poisonings

are for the most part chronic and industrial, and although the

subject of lead poisoning is one of great medical and hygienic

interest, it is one of very slight forensic importance, as acute

lead poisonings are of very rare occurrence and almost always

terminate in recovery. Homicidal poisonings by lead com-

pounds are of most exceptional occurrence. In Tardieu's table

of criminal poisonings in France, 1851-63, there is but 1 case

of poisoning by lead acetate (1854), while Hugounenq' states

that but 9 cases of criminal lead poisoning occurred in France

in 60 years. We find mention in medical literature of but 12

cases of alleged homicidal lead poisoning, of which 8 were in

England," 1 in Germany,' 1 in Austria,' 1 in France," and 1 in

Algeria;" in all but 1 of which lead was alleged to have been

administered as acetate or subacetate.

Lead Acetate—sugar of lead—salt of Saturn—Plumbi

acetas, U. S. P.—Pb(C,H30,), + 3Aq.— 331.11 + 53.88—crys-
tallizes in large, oblique rhombic prisms, sweetish with a metal-

lic after-taste; soluble in 1.8 parts of water at 15° (59° F.), in

0.5 part of boiling water, or in 8 parts of alcohol at 15° (59° F.).

Its solutions are acid. It effloresces in air and is superficially

converted into carbonate.

Sexbasic lead acetate—Pb(C,H30JOH,2PbO—736.91—

' "Poisons," Paris, 1891, p. 89. J. andTr., 1858-59, xviii., 293, the
^ Christison : "Poisons," Am. ed., commitment of Ann and Clias. Tay-

396 (1827). Taylor: "Poisons," 3d lor on a charge of mm-der by lead

Am. ed., 404, 405 (Reg. r. Edwards, carbonate is noticed.

1844; Reg. v. Hume, 1847). Lou- =* Schniewind : Vrtljschr. f. ger.
don M. Gaz., 1850, n. s.

, x., 476 Med., 1862, xxi., 277.

(Reg. u. Bridget Mann, 1850). Pli. • Maschka : Wien. med. Wochen-
J. and Tr., 1859-60, n. s., i., 342 schr., 1871, xxi., 312.

(Reg. V. Keefe and Turner, 1859).
^ Flaudin : "Poisons," ii., 311.

Lancet, 1882, ii., 1087 (Reg. v. Orfila : "Tox. gen.,
" 5eme ed., i.,

Louisa Jane Taylor, 1882). In the 886, 896 (Aflf. Poucbon, 1843).
J. de chim. med., etc., 1849, 2s., "J. de chini. med., etc., 1849, 3

X., 83, is a mention of an English s., x., 385 (Aflf. Merle, 1832).

case of Jos. Taylor, and in the Ph.
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is tlio main ODnstitufiit of (i<nil((r(]\s s<tli(ti()ii ^ Li(j. phiiiihi

sulnicctnl is, C S. J'., Nvliicli is u colorK'ss li(|iii(l, sp. gr. 1.22S,

of a swootish, astriiii^t'iit laslo, conlaiiiiiii;" ahout 25 percent, of

tlio subacoUito. It beconios milky on exposnre tt) air from for-

mation of the ciirbonato. If made with ordinary water, con-

taiiiiiiLC eaT'honatt's and sulfates it is milky (eau bhiuvhc).

White lead—Phiuihi airbotuts, U. S. 7'.— is a basic car-

bonate, usual!}' of the composition (PbCO.,).,, Pbll,/),^, whicli

is very extensively used in oil painting and to a limited exicnl,

mixed with lard, as an ointment. Although it is one of tlie

most prolific sources of chronic lead poisoning it is not suffi-

ciently soluble to provoke serious acute effects. Snow' reports

the death of a child of 5 3'ears 90 hours after swallowing a ])ioco

of white lead of the size of a small marble, ground in oil, in

which lead poisoning was at least a contributory cause of death.

This and the homicidal case referred to in a previous note are

the only fatal cases of which we find record. In two other in-

stances adults suffered the symptoms of poisoning from doses of

20--23' and 23-31' gm. (5-G and G-8 3 ) but recovered; and

Christisou^ cites two cases in which 30 and 45 gm. (1 and H 3 )

were taken by adults without producing any effects whatever.

The lethal dose of either of the above compounds of lead is

not known, certainly it is not small, as cases are reported in

which 30 gm. (1 3 ) of the acetate were swallowed without

causing death,' and one case' of a woman who took three-quar-

ters of a pint of the solution of the subacetate, containing about

110 gra. (34 z ) of the subacetate, and recovered. In a careful

search of medical literature we have found record of but 23

alleged deaths from acute lead poisoning. Of these 9 were sup-

posed homicides, in which nothing is known with certainty as

to the doses, except that in 2 cases the administration was by

repeated doses to an aged woman,' and to a man of G9 years/

' Lancet, ii., 1844, 144. « Aid is. Ibid., 1860, i., 34.

'Schubert: Wochenschr. f. d. •> Lancet, 1882, ii., 1087.

ges. Heilk., 1844, 588. » Maschka : "Saniml. Gutacht.
3 Cross: London Med. Times, Prag. med. Fak.," 1878, 4 F., 253.

1839, i., 786. In an English trial for attempted
••

Op. cit., 428. murder the extraordinary claim ap-
*
Gorringe : Prov. M. and S. pears to have been set up by the

Jour., 1846, 181 (two cases), prosecution that 26^ grains (1.7

Leared : Med. Times and Gaz.
, gm.) of the acetate were sufficient

1858, i., 296. to destroy the life of an adult.
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Of the 14 non-homicidal cases 7 were in adults. Of these 3 are

early cases, 1 of a man who died on the third day after tak-

ing an unstated quantity of subacetate solution ;' the other that

of a woman of 40 years who is said to have died in 8 months ( !)

from the effects of 3 iij. (11.7 gm.) of the acetate.^ A some-

what more modern case was that of a woman who is said to

have died in 8 days after having accidentally swallowed an un-

stated quantity of the same salt.' Two instances of death in

females who took lead carbonate to cause abortion are reported :

one took 45 gm. (nearly siiss.).' Another early instance was

the poisoning of a family of 9 persons by lead carbonate acci-

dentally mixed with sugar : 3 adults and 3 children died, the

former in 3 and 4 months, the latter in 34 hours and 3 weeks.'

Freyer's case is therefore the only recent one in which the dose

is known. No dose is mentioned in 3 of the 5 other cases in chil-

dren
;
one is that by the carbonate already referred to

;
another

that of an infant of 8 days said to have died from the effects

of
" Eau de M. Delacour," which had been applied to the nurse's

breast.^ The remaining case was also in an infant who died in

3 days from the effects of eau blanche given internally by mis-

adventure by an ignorant person. The dose stated (apparently

upon the evidence of the person who gave it) was two coffee-

spoonfuls.' This quantity, about 8 c.c, would contain about

3.5 gms., or 38 grs. of the subacetate.

Symptoms.—Apart from the sweetish and somewhat me-

tallic taste of soluble lead compounds, which would be observed

at the time of ingestion, a large dose of acetate or subacetate

would cause vomiting within a few minutes, certainly within

half an hour, unless the poison were taken into a full stomach

or by a person under the influence of alcohol, when it might be

delayed for an hour or two. The vomited matters are white or

tinged with blood, and vomiting is persistent and furthered by
the liquids which thirst prompts the patient to take. There is

also colic-like paroxysmal abdominal pain, diminished by pres-

' Kerchhoflf : 'iTTTro/cpor^f, Rotter- in the other. Casper : Wochenschr.
dam, 1817, iii., 143. Orfila : "Tox. f. d. gas. Hlk., 1838, 457.

gen.," Seme ed., i., 838. ^
Deering : Tr. M. Soc, London,

'^Lancet. 1828-29, ii., 234. 1810. i., Pt. i., 64.
3 Boston M. and S. Jour., 1852,

" Bouchut : Gaz. d. hop., 1873,

xlvi., 74. xlvi., 5.
4 Frever : Ztschr. f. med. Beamte, '

Aigre and Plauchon : Ann.
1888, i.*, 231. The dose is not stated d'hyg., etc., 1890, 3 s., xxiv., 444.
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suro. Piir^iiiij: lias (M-curn'd, altboui^li somt^tinios ilicre is con-

stipation. Tlu> stcHils may bo dark or lilack from formation of

load sulliil. The tongue is coated, and tlio breath very fo'tid,

and a sweetish mi>tallie taste is perceived, oven lato in the his-

tory. Later there are insonmia, great depression, nniscular

cram{)s, vertigo, headache, and in some cases a violent return of

the vomiting and lojieky attacks of pain, which had ceased.

The symptoms produced b}- repeated administration of soluble

lead compounds appear to be the same as those caused by larger

doses, with exacerbations after each administration, and with-

xiut the development of the effects of trul}- chronic lead jjoison-

ing. Strength diminishes grailually, and death follows the last

administration rajiidly.

The treatment in acute lead poisoning should consist in

the administration of a sulfate, either sodium sulfate (Glauber's

Siilt) or magnesimn sulfate (Epsom salt), with the object of

forming the insoluble lead sulfate, and in washing out the

stomach. Milk or w^iite of egg may be given while awaiting
the chemical antidote, or an emetic in the absence of the pump
or siphon. Pain should be controlled b}' opiates. In the sub-

sequent treatment the elimination of absorbed lead may be

accelerated by the administration of iodids, and the diet should

be fluid and non-irritating for some time.

The post-inortem appearances have not been carefully

observed in the human subject. In Maschka's case the autopsy
was made twenty daj's after death and showed no characteris-

tic lesion. Notwithstanding the time which had elapsed the

stomach \vas uninjured, the mucous membrane somewhat loos-

ened, but otherwise entirely normal, without signs of inflamma-

tion and without ecchj'moses or erosions. The mucus mem-
brane of the intestine was also normal. This case, although

homicidal, was unquestionabl}' one of acute or subacute lead

poisoning, probably liy repeated administrations of lead acetate,

the last one not long before death. In Aigre and Planchon's

case, in which an infant was destroj^ed by a solution of the

subacetate and the autops}' was made the second day after

death, the only notable lesion was in the stomach, which was
found to be so greath* softened that it ruptured in the attempt
to remove it. The analysis in this case showed the presence of

a greater quantity of acetic acid than would correspond to the
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amount of lead found and to the composition of extract of Saturn

of the codex. The authors advance the supposition that the

acetate is immediately decomposed on contact with the food in

the stomach, forming solid insoluble compounds, which contain

the whole of the metal and which are rapidly discharged by the

dejecta, and that the liberated acetic acid accumulates in the

stomach by imbibition of its tissues. In two children which

died in 36 hours from the effects of the subacetate Taylor' found

the mucous membranes of the stomachs of a gray color, but

otherwise perfectly healthy. The intestines were much con-

tracted. Taylor states that "the appearances observed in cases

of acute poisoning by lead ave very characteristic,"
*

but does

not give facts sufficient to warrant the statement.

Analytical,—In the systematic analysis, if lead be not

present in excessive amount it will pass entirely into the hot fil-

trate obtained after the attack by hydrochloric acid and chlorate

(see page 154). It exists at this stage as lead chlorid, a salt

which, although not readily soluble in cold water and still less

so in the presence of about the proportion of hydrochloric acid

here present,' is much more soluble in hot water. Conse-

quently, if lead be present in notable quantity the filtrate will,

on cooling, deposit crystals of lead chlorid, which may be sepa-

rated by filtration. In the subsequent treatment the lead re-

maining in solution is found as sulfid in the residue insoluble in

ammonium sulfid (IV., page 150), from which it is separated as

sulfate in the manner already decribed (see pages 513, 532).

If a quantitative deterniination be desired the dried pre-

cipitate from the two filters (chlorid and sulfate) are detached

from the filters as far as possible and collected on a watch glass..

The filters are burnt in a weighed porcelain crucible, the contents,

of the watch glass are added to the cooled crucible, then sulfuric

acid; and the contents of the crucible are gradually heated until

white fumes cease to be given off. The cooled crucible and its

contents are then weighed. The last weight, minus that of tho

» "
Poisons,

" 3d Am. ed. , pp. 394,
^ Qp ^^n p 404.

404. On tlie latter page Taylor re- ^ Water at 165° (62° F.) dissolves,
fers to a case of Orfila's, whicli we 0.953 per cent. Water containing^
do not find, however, either in the 1 to 10 per cent. HCl, dissolves 0.347

1st, 3d, or 5th edition. Kerchotf's to 0.093 per cent. (Bell: Chem.^
case, to which Taylor also refers, News, xvi., 69).
occurred in 1817.
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crucible ami filter ash, is that of llic lead siilfato jm'seiit.

This ^voiyht, multipliotl by O-OiSiMT, is llio weight of metallic

lead. A portion or all of the sulfate may be redissolved by
heatiiiLT to about 70" (IAS'' F.) with acid ainmouium acetate

solution,' and the bulutioii so obtained used fur further qualita-
tive reactions.

Tests fok Lead— 1. Ih/ifrogeii milj'ul or (iiuiiioiiiKiu siil-

Jhl produces a black precipitate of lead suKid, insoluble m cold

dilute acids, soluble in hot nitric acid. 2. DWute su Ifnric acid

produces a white precipitate of lead sulfate. :>. Potassinni

chronidtc ])ro{lnces a yellow precipitate of lead chromate

(chrome yellow) soluble in potash or soda. 4. Poiassium
iodid j)roduces a bright-yellow precipitate of lead iodid, readily
soluble in potassium hydroxid, insoluble in potassium iodid,

soluble in concentrated hydrochloric or nitric acid. 5. Potas-

sium, sodium, and ammonium ]it/droxids produce white pre-

cipitates, soluble in excess of the first two, but insoluble in

excess of the last. G. Hydrochloric acid produces a white pre-

cipitate in concentrated solutions. The precipitate, if not too

abmidant, dissolves on heating the liquid, and is deposited in

crj'stals on cooling.

MERCURY.

^Modern experience from use of mercury in the form of cor-

rosive sublimate in surgical and particularly in obstetrical

practice shows that it is not only an extremely efficient germi-

cide, but that it may be fatal to the human host when absorbed

in very minute quantity. If the magnitude of the dose cajiable

of causing death be the measure of
"
deadliness" of a poison,

mercury is more deadly than arsenic. In a case rejiorted b}'

Saumer^ a vigorous, healthy woman of 21 j'ears died in collapse

after having manifested all the symptoms of mercurial poison-

ing, and after death the intestines presented the lesions usually

produced by corrosive sublimate. She had been delivered nor-

mally and had progressed well until the sixth daj^, w^hen she

had a slight chill and a temperature of 40°. 5 (104°. 9 F.). Four

litres of a solution of corrosive sublimate 1 : 4,000 were used, as

' Made by adding acetic acid to Rolution until the liquid has a

concentrated ammonium hydroxid faintly acid reaction.

-Charite Ann., 1888, xiii., 737.
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a precautionary measure, in vaginal and uterine irrigation, the

liquid flowing away freely. In this case the total quantity of

mercuric salt injected was only 1 gm. (15.4 grs.), and as the

solution was only in momentary contact with the parts the

amount absorbed could only have been a minute fraction of the

amount injected.

All the compounds of mercury, as well as the metal itself,

are actively poisonous if absorbed.

Metallic mercury—hydj-argyrum, Hg— 199.8.—Metallic

mercury in the liquid form can hardly be considered as poison-

ous. The older medical literature contains numerous references

to individuals who have swallowed a pound or two of the liquid

metal for the cure of obstinate constipation or intestinal obstruc-

tion, without suffering any evil consequences other than, in

some cases, salivation and soreness of the mouth. In one in-

stance an individual took two pounds daily for a long time with

the view of removing a silver coin which had lodged in the

oesophagus.' In one of two cases cited by Tajdor,* the metal

remained in the alimentary canal eight days, when it was dis-

charged, partly in the metallic form and partly as black oxid
;

in the other' the mercury was retained in the body for nine

days and the last of it only passed on the fourteenth day. In

this instance there was slight salivation.

The notion that liquid mercur}^ is poisonous is, however,

popularly entertained, and a few cases of attempted mvirder by
its administration have occurred in European countries." In

India it is said bj^ Brown^ to be frequently given to cause in-

jury. In England a girl took four and a half ounces of liquid

mercury as an abortive, and suffered from mercurial tremors,

but did not abort.
°

Metallic mercury enters into the composition of five phar-

macopoeial preparations, in the manufacture of which, how-

' Sue: Mem. Soc. nied. d'enmlat., * Friedreicli's Bl. f. ger. Anthr. ,

iv., 353, quoted by Wibnier : etc., 1858, ix., 5 Heft., 61, 64;
"Wirk. d. Arznmitt. u. Gifte," "Samml.Qutacht. Prag. med.Fak.,"
iii., 77, where other early cases ai'e 1858, ii., 315. Mohsen ; Repert. d.

cited. (We do not find the case ger. u. off. Arzneyw., 1789, i., 348.

quoted from Abano iu the ed., (In the last a number of earlier

Padua, 1473.) observations are referred to.)
•^

"Poisons," 3d Am. ed., 351, 'Med. Kept. Bengal Pres. , 1869,
Kerstein. 153.

"^ Loc. cit., from Wochenschr. f.
t^ Gibb : Lancet, 1873, i., 339.

d. ges. Heilk., 1845, 849.
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t'vcr. tln^ iiu'tal is nioit* or lo^;s oxidizod. (^f these, three are

iiitendeil for external appliratiini : I'Jniphtsf niiii lii/drdtyi/ri,

iind Emphxsfnuu (imnioniaci ckiii Jii/drdrt/i/n, phisters of no

toxic interest; and riKjiiciituni }i!/(lr(ir(/!/ri
= h/iie ointiiicnf,

whieh contains .^O jier i-ent. of mercury, triturated with hu'd and

suet until the metallic globules are not visible with a niaj^Miifvin^

jxnver oi ten diameters. A somewhat similar combination in

which vaselin is used in place of animal fat is used as a bedbug

poison. A combination of mercury Q\0 percent.) A\itli lanolin

and o\i\o oil, similarly prepared by trituration, is the most recent

form of an oily remedj' applied by h3-podermic injection, under

the name oh'ttui ciiiorcKni.^ Two pharmacopceial preparations
are intended for internal administration: Hydraryi/nnii cnm
crefa — nicrcui-j/ icitli rlidlk, containing ;)8 percent, of mercury

"extinguished" with chalk and sugar of milk; and Massa hy-

drargyn'=blue )nass, or blue pill ^ containing, when first pre-

pared, 33 per cent, of mercury, with a quantity of mercuric and

mercurous oxids, increasing with the age of the preparation.'

In a few instances death has been caused by a too liberal

external application of blue ointment,' and, although it has only
been in use since 1887, oleum cinereuiti has been the cause of

several accidental poisonings, and of at least two deaths."

Jlercitry with chalk is said to have caused the death of a

girl of 5 years in 8 days after administration of 3 grs. (0.2 gm.)

daily for 3 da3-s.' And in another instance a boy of 11 years
is said to have died in 4 days, after having taken 3 doses, 2 of

6 grs. (0.4 gm.) each, and the third of 4 grs. (0.26 gm.) during
G days." In both cases there were salivation and extensive

sloughing of the cheeks. In the absence of any mention of

' Pharm. Jahrb., 1887, 484; 1882, i., 1881. Braus : Deut. med.
1888, 412; 1889, 457-58. Wochenschr., 1887, xiii., 593. See

* Senier (Ph. J. and Tr. , 1876, also Lamberg Upsala lak. Forh.,
3 s.

, vi., 621) found in pills two 1867-68, iii., 681, and mercuric

years old 24.4 per cent, metallic sulfid below.

Hg, 1.8 per cent. HgO, and 4.22 per •'Kaposi: Verb. d. deut. derm,
cent. HgaO. Gesellscb., 1889, i., 319 (five case.s,

3 Lancet, 1845, ii., 108. Letaux : 1 D.). Lang: "Aerztl. Ber. allg.

These, Paris, No. 194, 1893 (compli- k. k. Krankenh.," Wien, 1891, 123.

cated with lead poisoning) ; Ph. J. Klein: Deut. med. Wochenschr.,
and Tr.. 1868, 2 s., ix., 395; Tr. 1893, xix., 745.

Assoc. King's and Queen's Coll. 'Taylor: "Poisons," 3d Am. ed.,
Phvs. Irl., Dubl., 1824, iv., 91. Sac- 357.

kow: Berl. kl. Wochenschr., 1892,
«
Harper : Lancet, 1851, ii., 579.

xxix. , 618. Lowe: Brit. M. J.,
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symptoms of mercurial poisoning beyond those of salivation,

mercury in these cases can only be considered as an indirect

cause of death. An old sample of mercury with chalk has been

found to contain a large proportion of mercuric oxid.* Blue

pill is said to have been instrumental in causing death in 4 in-

stances. In one a rural practitioner in England in 1838 ascribed

a death to 18 grs. (1.2 gm.) taken in divided doses during 3

days." In another a woman is said to have died from "exces-

sive doses of blue pill."
^

In the third a man brought an action

against an apothecar}^ for injuries alleged to have been sustained

by taking blue pills prescribed b}^ the defendant/ A child of 5

years is said to have died from maxillary gangrene in 8 days
after the administration of 4 blue pills and a dose of calomel

during 24 hours.
^

Black "wash, containing calomel and mercurous hydroxid,
has caused ptyalism in 2 cases.*

Mercuric oxid—HgO—215.76—is used in medicine in two
different physical modifications : the yellow oxid ; Hydrargyri
oxidumjiavum, U. S. P., a yellow impalpable powder, obtained

by precipitation of a solution of mercuric chlorid with potassium

hydroxid; and the red oxid=red precipitate= Hydrargyri
oxidiim rubruin, U. S. P., an orange-red crystalline powder,

obtained, not by precipitation, but by heating the nitrate. Both
are used in the preparation of ointments. The former is the

more active in its chemical and medicinal actions, and exists

both in solution and in suspension in yellow wash. When im-

properly prepared the yellow oxid may contain corrosive sub-

limate as an impurity, and the red oxid may contain the

nitrate. Mercuric oxid decomposes the chlorids of many
metals in solution, with formation of a metallic oxid and
mercuric oxy-chlorids. It combines with alkaline chlorids

to form soluble double chlorids, called chloromercurates
or chlorhydrargyrafes, and forms similar compounds with

alkaline iodids and bromids. Mercuric oxid is used in veteri-

nary practice in the shape of ointment, and enters into the
' Hendricks: Am. J. Pharm., ^ Jones v. Fay, 1865, Taylor: Op.

1878, 4 s., 1., 325. cU., p. 358.
^ Potter : Lancet, London, 1838,

' Stewart : N. Y. J. of M. , 1846,
i., 215. vii., 19.

3 Med. Times and Gaz., 1863, i.,
« Lucas: Ind. Med. Gaz., 1886,

446. ExTsiy]or:Op.cit.,p.353. xxi., 79. Walker: Brit. Med.
Jour., 1891, ii., 1147.

IV.—35
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coniiK>siti()n of u munlH'i- of propriotary projjarations, chiefly

oyo salvos.'

Wo liiul niontion of but one fatal case of poisoninu; by the

red oxiil taken internally, that of a hat maker of '-id yoars, wiio

swallowed an onni'e {'-K) gni.) and died on tiie second da}'.'

Accitlental, ntui-fatal j^oisonings by swallowing the oxid arc re-

ported by Kennedy ("3

"
=:7.S gin.)/ Allison (;5r) grs.=:2.;} gni.)/

TayU>r ("a (piantity''),' Smyth ("a (piantity in beer"),' Steven-

son (120 grs. = 7.8 gm.),' Ord (abcnit a teaspoonfnl)," and Lee

(half an ounce=15.5 gni.),° all in adults. Prince'" has reported

two attempts at suicide, each with 40 grs. (2.G gm.). White

gives an incomplete account of the non-fatal alleged poisoning
of a girl of lo' years b}' red jirecipitate, given to her by a boy
under the representation that it was sugar (!)." A fatal poison-

ing of a girl of If years by daily inunctions for .'5 weeks of an

ointment containing red precipitate by an empiric has been care-

fully reported by Gwaiter."

Mercuric sulfid—cinnabar j vermilion ; JHJthiojJs min-

eralis J Hydraryi/ri sulphidum ruhrum, U. S. P.—HgS—
231.78—exists in nature as the principal ore of mercury and is

manufactured artificially, either as a brilliant red powder (ver-

milion) or as a black powder, formerly used as a medicine

(sethiops). It has been known to cause chronic mercurial

poisoning from having been used to color artificial gums."
In two instances it has caused acute poisoning b}' having been

administered in fumigation by empirics." Three persons were

found dead in bed the morning after having been treated for

the- itch by a quack by inunction of nine ounces of a salve

which contained mercury, cinnabar, and other substances.
'^

' Hahn u. Holfert :

"
Specialitaten

» Brit. M. Jour., 1889, ii., 718.

und Geheiinmittel," 5te Aufl., Ber- '"Lancet, 1859, ii., 506.

lin, 1893, Nos. 124. 129, 132. 134, 135,
"

Iri.sl) Ho.sp. Gaz. . 1873, i., 308.

136, 137. 138. 1092. 1312. 2246. ""Ein Fall von Qiiecksilberver-
^ Sobernheim :

" Handb. d. prakt. giftung,
"
Diss., Zurirh, 1877.

Tox.," Berlin, 18-38, 250, ex Repert.
''' Wells : Brit. M. Jour., 1863, ii.,

f. d. Pharni., 1837, 2 R., iii., 361. .366. Woodman: Med. Pr. and
^ Med -chir. J. and Rev. , London, Circ, London, 1874, ii., 502.

1816, i., 189. Burklev: Tr. N. Y. M. Assoc, 1884
•»

Lancet, 1836, i., 401. (188-5) .'i., 126.
5 "Poisons," 3d Am. ed., 388. '^ Sutro : Med. Times, London,
« Brit. M. Jour., 1878. ii., 101. 1845,27. Szabo : Pest, med.-cbir.

^Taylor: "Med. Jnr.," 11th Am. Presse, 1883, xix., 671.

ed., 145, ea; Brit. M. Jour., 1884, i.,
'^ Leiblinger : Wien. med. Woch-

56. enschr., 1869, xix., 1595.

^Lancet, 1888, ii., 570.
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Mercurous chlorid—calomel ; mild chlorid of mercury ;

protochlorid of mercury ; Hijdrargyri chloridum miti,U. S.

P.; Hydrargyri subchloridum, Br. P.—Hg,Cl,—470.34—is

prepared by one of three methods: 1. B}' sublimation of a mix-

ture of mercurous sulfate and sodium chlorid, and washing out

the corrosive sublimate, which is also formed, with water. 2.

By precipitation of a solution of mercurous nitrate with hydro-

chloric acid or a chlorid. 3. B}' heating together an intimate

mixture of 4 parts of mercuric chlorid and 3 parts of mercury.
The product is purified by a sublimation with steam {calomel d

la vapeur) . Ordinary sublimed calomel is in imperfectly formed

quadratic prisms, steam calomel in smaller but more perfectly

formed prisms, and precii^itated calomel in very much smaller

crystals. It is a heav}-, faintly yellowish-white powder, insol-

uble in alcohol and in water, soluble in boiling water only to the

extent of 1 part in 12,000, slightl}' soluble at the temperature of

the body in artificial or natural gastric juice, soluble in notable

amount in solutions of alkaline sulfates. When heated it sub-

limes without fusing.

Calomel is decomposed slowly by sunlight into mercuric

chlorid and mercury. A similar decomposition is produced
more rapidly by common salt and by alkaline chlorids. Solu-

tions of the liydroxids and carbonates of the alkaline metals

decompose it with formation of mercuric oxid and liberation of

mercury ;
if alkaline chlorids be also present mercuric chlorid is

produced. Potassium iodid acts upon it with formation of

potassium chlorid, mercuric iodid, and mercury. Chlorin or

aqua regia convert it into mercuric chlorid.

Calomel is one of the ingredients of the compound cathartic

pill (2S.2 percent. Hg^ClJ, and of Plummer's pills (25 percent.

Hg^Cl,,). It enters into the composition of a few proprietary

medicines,' and of many cosmetics."

Excepting the single supposed suicide bj' calomel mentioned

by Bernt/ the poisonings by this agent reported in medical lit-

erature are medicinal, and for the most part of early date. In

some of these death was caused, probably indirecth% from septic

' Hahu n. Holfert : O}). cii., Nos. 2316, also in Goularcrs oriental

519, 761, 1319, 1334, 1325, 1363, 1409, cream, eau de Ninon, and eau de
1787 lys.

'Ibid., Nos. 1876, 1952, 1963,
^ visa reperta, 1827, i., 374.

1977, 1981, 2013, 2152, 2183, 2298,
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poisoninu from (^xtfiisivc ulffi.ii ion .iihI Lc;iiiL:;rfiu» of tlio salivary

Inlands and MirrouiuliiiLi: ])arts.'
( 'f iho idoic modciii cases one,

ivportctl li\- Lcutcrt is an instance of susccpt ihilil y (idiosyn-

crasv) to c;don\ol : A man of i:'> years suH'erinj^ from aortic in-

surticiency, cardial- liy|tertroiiliy, and atluM-omatoiis arteries,

\vitli ascites and (ed(>ma. was <^iveii (>.? j^'in. (:> f^rs.) of calomel

thrice daily for T days. ( hi the fourth and fifth days there was

marked increase in the elimination of urine from Ij'-iOO c.c. on

the third to llj'^OO c.c. on the fourth and 0,800 c.c. on tlie fifth.

On the sixth day thetiuantity sank to 1,200 c.c, on the seventh

to 050 c.c, and on the eighth, the day of his death, there was

suppression. In the mean time diarrhcjea had hegun on the

third day and had increased, accompanied by abdominal pain

and vomiting. At the autopsy, besides the organic lesions,

those in the large intestine and kidney's due to mercurial poi-

soning were found to exist. In another case a woman of 08

years died in 5 days after having received 1 gm. (15^ grs.) of

calomel in 2 days, having siiffered from severe purging and

suppression of urine.'

Fatal poisonings have also resulted from the hypodermic

injection of calomel in the treatment of syphilis (Scarenzio,

calomel rubbed up with glycerol). Thus Runeberg reported*

the case of a woman of 34 years who received three injections

of 0.1 gm. (U grs.) March 12th, 20th, April 13th, and died in

coma May Gth, having manifested symptoms of mercurial poi-

soning. Although in this instance calomel was not the sole

cause of death, it was a largely contributory factor. Claeys"

has reported a mercurial poisoning caused by a single insuffla-

tion of calomel into the conjunctival sac.

The smallest quantity of calomel which has been alleged to

have caused death was in the case of a boy of 14 years who died

in 3 weeks from the secondare' effects of G grs. (0.4 gm.)." In

Graves and Stokes' case a girl of 11 years died from fatal slough-
^ London M. Gaz.

, 1836, xviii., ^ Adam :

" Darm u. Niere nach

484. Sobernheim : "Toxicologie," Caloinelvergiftung,
"
Diss.

,
Wiirzb. ,

p. 253. Graves and Stokes : Dublin 1892.

Hosp. Repts., 1827, iv., 299. Grat- "Dent. med. Wochenschr. , 1889,

tan: Tr. Assoc. King's and Queen's xv., 4.

Coll. Pbys., Irl., 1820, iii., 2.36.
' Livre jubil. . . . Soc. de med.

Jackson: Am. J. M. Sc. 1828, iii., de Gand, etc, 1884, 287.

89,
« London M. Gaz.

,
1836.

* "U. d. anatom. Verand. d. Sub-

limatintox.," Berlin, 189.'5, p. 15.
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ing of the mouth and palate in 8 days after having taken 8 grs.

(0.5 gm.). In Sobernheim's case, an adult died in 8 days from

extensive sloughing of the face following a dose of about 15 grs.

(1 gm.). In Grafton's case a hydrocephalic girl of 10 years died

in 1.3 days from gangrene of the face 13 days after having re-

ceived 20 grs. (1.3 gm.) in 10 pills during 6 days. In Leutert's

case the total quantity taken during 7 days was 4.3 gm. (04

grs.) in doses of 0.2 gm. (3 grs.) each. These doses, although

large, do not greatly exceed the maximum medicinal doses, and
are less than have been given in many instances without dan-

gerous effects. Two early accidental cases are reported in which
calomel was taken by mistake in doses of 1 3 (31 gm.)' and
14 3 (54.4 gm.)'' at one time without causing death.

Owing to imperfect purification or to exposure to sunlight
calomel may contain corrosive sublimate. Although this im-

purity is now rarely met with, an early case is recorded in

which death was caused by the administration of 12 grs. (0.8

gm.) of calomel, a remaining sample of which was found to

contain a large proportion of corrosive sublimate.'

Mercuric chlorid— hichlorid of mercurij ; corrosive

sublimate ; percMorid of mercurfj ; Hydrargfjri chloridum

corrosivum, U. S. P.; H/jdrargyri perchloridum, Br. P.—
HgCL,—270.54—crystallizes by sublimation in octahedra and bj'

evaporation of its solutions in flattened, right-rhombic prisms.
It is soluble in water to the extent of 6.57 parts in 100 at 10°

(48° F.); 7.39 at 20° (08° F.); 11.84 at 50° (122° F.); 24.3 at

80° (19G° F.); and 53.00 at 100° (212° F.). It is more soluble

in alcohol, which dissolves 40 per cent, in the cold and GO.G per
cent, when hot. It dissolves in absolute ether to the extent of

11.36 parts in 100 at 15°. 5 (00° F.), and of about 30 parts in 100

of commercial ether. Chloroform dissolves only about 1 part
in 1,700. The taste of corrosive sublimate is very marked,

styptic, nauseous, and metallic in character, and is jjersistent.

Corrosive sublimate is easily reduced to calomel or to ele-

mentary mercury by heating with mercury, or with zinc, iron,

lead, copper, or bismuth, or even, slowly, by exposure of its solu-

tion to light. The hydroxids of potassium, sodium, calcium, or

' Robarts : London M. Gaz.
, 1838, «Bochardt: Allg. nied. Annal.,

xxii., 610. 1827, 441.
» Lancet, ii., 1848, 187.
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iiia{^iii>siuin )ir(Mluct> in ils solui imis prot'ijiitatos nt' ;i l)i'(i\vii oxy-

c'liK>ri(i, «>r of tlu' tii;m_i;i'-c(>loiT(l incrciiiic li\ ilroxid (U- n.xid. It

I'l'uilily coinbiiu's with the alkaliiH' clilorids to form douldo

t'lilorids, known as cliloronicrciiidh's and clilorhj/draigi/ndes.

Many iirj^anic snlistances decompose itinlocaloiucl and nuTciny,

jKirtii-nlarly nndtT tlio intlnonco oi snnli!j;lil. With alhnniin it

forms a compoimd insolnblo in water bnt solnble in an excess of

tluid albnmin or of alkaline chlorids, and in tartaric acid solu-

tion. A S(dntion of Dwrrnrn (ilhunti iiate. in a solution of

sodium ohlorid, containinj^ 1.') percent, of mercuric chlorid, is

used medicinally for liy})odermic injectit)n.

Corrosive sublimate is sometimes administered internally,

but its chief use in medicine at present is as an antiseptic, as it

is one of the most powerful of germicides, for which reason it is

also largely used as a disinfectant and preservative of anatomi-

cal preparations. Liquor Plenclcii consists of 2 gm. each of

bichlorid, lead acetate, lead carbonate, and camphor, with IG

gm. each of alcohol and vinegar, and consequently contains fi.25

per cent, of mercuric chlorid. Van Swieten^s solution, accord-

ing to the French Codex, is made by dissolving 0.0 gm. mer-

curic chlorid in 9G gm. of alcohol and diluting with 928 gm.
of water, and therefore contains about 1 : 1,000.

It enters into the composition of several proprietary remedies

intended for external application,' and of some cosmetics in

which it is either intentionall}' introduced or produced from

calomel.' It is also the active agent in many liquid "bedbug

poisons."

Poisonings by corrosive sublimate have increased greatl}" in

frequenc}- during the past few years. Of 308 cases of which

we find mention in medical literature of the present centur}- 231

have been reported since the j^ear 1870
;
while during the decade

1870-1870 only 22 cases were reported. The cause of this sud-

den and large increase is to be found in the very extensive use

of solutions of the bichlorid as antiseptics. Of the 231 cases

reported since 1879, 143 were caused by irrigation of the vagina
or uterus or both with solutions of 1 : 1,000 or of still higher dilu-

tion in obstetrical or gynaecological cases, and of these 48 were

' Hahn u. Holfert: O7?. eiY., Nos. 'Ibid., Nos. 1933, 1952, 1977,

586. 622. 788, 934, 1056, 1398, 2006, 2015, 2184, 2188, 2264.

1537, 1596, 1607, 1814.
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fatal.
'

In many of the recent cases death has followed surgical

operations in which solutions of corrosive sublimate of 1 : 1,000

or 1 : 2,000 have been used, and in which there have been distinct

ante-mortem and post-mortem evidences of mercurial poisoning."

Of 172 cases other than surgical or obstetrical 70 were accidental,

47 suicidal, 15 by administration by quacks, and 27 homicidal,

the remainder having no cause assigned. Of the accidental

CASES, several followed medicinal administration either of solu-

tion or ointment externally applied, or hypodermicall}^^ or by
the moutli^ or rectum^ in the treatment of syphilis. Or it has

been taken in mistake for other white powders (Epsom salt,

tartar emetic, potassium bromid, sugar, bismuth subnitrate, san-

tonin, calomel), or for whiskey; or by accidental interchange of

medicine, or by druggists' error in three cases in place of calo-

mel, and in two instances in supplying prescriptions calling for

"Hyd. chlor.," intended by the careless writer to mean chloral

hydrate. Two poisonings, one fatal, were caused by prolonged
contact of the solution with the skin." One case, which was
the subject of medico-legal investigation, was caused b}^- the use

of a mercurial cosmetic' The antiseptic tablets of bichlorid,

although usually colored blue, have been swallowed accidentally.

Of the 47 SUICIDES there was but 1 which was in any wa}'

peculiar : that of a young girl who took an alcoholic solution

of corrosive sublimate (bedbug poison) by rectal injection.*

The HOMICIDAL cases include 18 poisonings by quacks and

27 deliberate homicides, real or alleged. Among the latter are

included some early causes celehres. The investigation of the

series of poisonings in France in the middle of the seventeenth

'Sebillotte ("Intoxications par le 3 s.
, iv., 337. Koboyner : Bull,

sublime corrosif i^hez les fpniines en gen. de therap. , 187H, xcv., 75.

couche," These, Paris, 1891) gives
= Huber : Ztsclir. f. kl. Med.,

fvili reports of many cases. See also 1888, xiv., 4.59.

Delaunay : These, Paris, 1893 (No.
« Orfila : "Tox. gen.," 3eine ed.,

359). Lentert: Op. cit. i.. 671 (Cloquet) . Dittrich ; Vrtlj-
^
Peabody : Med. Rec.,N. Y.,1885, schr. f. ger. Med., etc., 1891, 3 F.

,

xxvii., 290 (eleven cases, seven i., 71 (D. ).

deaths). Fraenkel : Arch. f. ])ath.
'' Stavely and Pedley : Brit. M.

Anat., etc., 188.5, xcix., 276 (four- Jour., 1893, i., 889. For another
teen cases, HKCI2 cause of deatli in case of local poisoning by a niercu-

tvvo). Grawitz: Dent. med. Worli- rial cosmetic see Marro : Giorn. d.

enschr., 1888, xiv., 41. Czernohoss : r. Ac. di med. di Torino, 1891, 3

Wien. med. Presse, 1889, xxx. , 9-58. s. , xxxix.. 224.

^Marocco: Verhandl. d. X. Int. « Hofmann ; "Lehrb.d.ger. Med.,"
Congr., 1891, iii., 170. .5teAufl., 615.

4
Barthelemy: Ann. d'hyg., 1883,
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i-(Mitur\, ill which tht> Marcliioiu-ss nl' I '.i iiivillicis \\ .is Iho ceu-

tr;il tiururi'. showml tlial corrosive suhlimatc was prolialily th(»

poison most fiviiiuMitly used.' At an ourlior poriod (KUIJ) Sir

Thomas Ovorhnrv had porishod in tlio 'I'ower of London, a

vit'tim tif poisons aihninistt'nMl lo him at the instigation of tho

C'ountoss of Somerset, ami, ahhough many real and supposed

]H->isons hail l>een ])nn-iously mixed with liis food, ho finally suc-

cumbed to a clyster containing corrosive suhlimate.' Two

alleged lu)mii-ides were the subjects of trials in tlie t?ightecnth

century, one in (Germany,' and one in England.' Wo can lind

mention of but two French cases, one in J 810," tho other in

1857." Concerning nine cases in England during the jn-esent

century we find only brief notices.' Information as to Ameri-

can cases known to have been the subjects of trial is equally

inaccessible. A man was tried in New York State for the

murder of his wife bj' corrosive sublimate in 1824;* a supposed

attempt to poison a woman w^as investigated at Buffalo, N. Y.,

in 1838;° a man was accused of having poisoned a female ser-

vant, pregnant b}' him, near Boston, Mass., in 1801;'" a man
named Williams was supposed to have been poisoned in West-

chester County. N. Y., in 1880; a man was tried in New Jersey

' See Introduction, p. 22.
*

Hargrave's'State Trials, i., 323,

345. Amos : "Tlie great Oyer of

Poisoning." Loudon, 184C.
' EUer :

"
Rept. f. d. ger. u. off.

Arznevw.," 1789, i., 248.
» Rex r. Butterfield, 1T75. In-

gram : "Enquiry into the cause of

death of William Seawen.
"
London,

1777. Paris and Foublanque :

'•Med. Jur.." i., 303, ii., 262.

Beck: "Med. Jur.," 12th ed., ii.,

632.
* AfF. Bridon, Chaussier : "Con-

sultations medico-legales sur une
accusation d'empoisonnement par
le sublime corrosif,

"
Paris, 1811.

Tardieu : "Empois.
685. Ztschr. f. d.

1824, 3 Erghft., 1.

^Lassaigne: Ann.
200.

Rex V. Mary Bateman,
"Celebrated Trials," vi.. 44.

of Mich. Whiting, 1812.

"Med. Jur.." 12th ed.. 634.

2 s., X.

" 2eme ed.,

Staatsarznk.,

d'hyg., 1858,

1809:
Case

Beck:
Rex

V. Wm. Patterson, 1817. Christi-

son: "Poisons," Am. ed., 319. 335,

Cases of Mrs. Byrne and son, 1820.

Lendrick : Trans. Assn. King's and

Queen's Coll. Phys. Irel., 1820, iii.,

310. Reg. V. Walsh : 1850, London
M. Gaz., 1850, n. s., xi., 253. Reg.
V. Abrah. Kaley, 1862 ; Ph. J. and

Tr., 1861-62, u. s., iii., 627. Al-

leged murder of an infant. Lancet,
1878, ii., 876. Man tried in 1884,

Taylor: "Med. Jur.," 11th Am. ed.,

139. Reg. V. Eliz. Berry (the Old-

ham case), Harris: Med. Chron.,
Manchester, 1887, vi., 122. To these

may be added the case of a woman
of twenty jears who was induced
to take corrosive sublimate by ill

treatment and apprehension of preg-

nancy, Edinb. M. and S. Jour.,

1811, vii., 150.
s Peo. V. Hodgson, Dean: "Med.

Jur.," 1854, 317. See also Edinb.

M. and S. Jour., 1824, xxii., 438.
« Burwell : Am. Jour. M. Sc,

1841, n. s., ii., 515.
"' White : Boston M. and S. Jour.,

1861, Ixv., 169.
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in 1881 for the murder of an infant; a negro boy in Pennsyl-

vania was tried in 1884 for an attempt to poison a family; an

attempt at poisoning in New York City in 188G proved unsuc-

cessful; a woman was tried in New Jersey in 1893 for the

murder of her son, and acquitted. Of none of these cases do we
find any mention except in the secular press.'

The DOSE of corrosive sublimate which may cause death,

once it is absorbed, is probably much smaller than is indicated

by the smallest quantities which have been known to prove fatal

when swallowed. Taylor' has reported the case of a man of 25

years, who died in 7 days from the effects of 5 grs. (0.33 gm.)
taken in solution in vinegar. Ketli^ relates the case of a phy-
sician who swallowed 50 c.c. of a one-per-cent. solution of corro-

sive sublimate (=0.5 gm. = 7f grs.) and died on the eighth day.
But much smaller quantities have been known to cause the

death of parturient females when used in intra -uterine or vagi-

nal irrigations. Thus Vohtz^ used a quantit}^ of a 1 : 750 solu-

tion (for irrigation after an abortion at three months) which

contained about 0.25 gm. (3f grs.). The woman (set. 33) mani-

fested the usual symptoms of mercuric poisoning and died on

the tenth day. In another instance, reported by Braun,^ a

woman died of mercurial poisoning in 7 days after intra-uterine

irrigation with 1 litre of a 1 : 3,000 solution, the total quantity

injected being therefore 0.34 gm. (5^ gi"S.). In these and other

similar cases only a fraction of the amount injected can possibly

be absorbed. On the other hand, very large doses have been

recovered from: A man of 24 years accidentally swallowed a

quantity of a solution of corrosive sublimate, used for photo-

graphing purposes, containing 100 grs. (G.5 gm.) of the poison;

he swallowed a pint of milk on discovering the mistake and

was under medical treatment within ten minutes, and recovered

after an illness of a week." A woman of 40 years attempted
suicide by swallowing an ounce of a supersaturated alcoholic

' Tile case last referred to is tliat We fail to find the report iu either
of State V. Mattie C. Sliauu, the volume for that year .

salient points of which are given iu ^ Pest, med.-chir. Presse, 1878,
the note on p. 115. xiv., 129, 150.

'^ Guv's Hosp. Rep., 186-1. 3 s.,x.,
^
Hosp. Tid., Kj^b., 1884, 3 R.,

183. tavlor ("Poisons," 2d ed.
, ii., 557.

460; "Pr. and Pr. Med. Jur.," 2d * Wien. med. Wochenschr.
, 1886,

ed., i., 282) refers to the fatal poi- xxxvi., 740.

soning of a child by three grains,
"^

Lodge : Brit. M. Jour., 1888.
as reported in Lancet, 1845, 297. ii., 720.
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SDlutitm oiiiitainini; I t;in. (1

~
)
of inrnuric cliiorid. aiid iilli-

matoly ivi'ovoivd fiH)in tlio olTofts.' An early case is reported

by Hmlir in which a woman is said to have recovered from the

etVects of an onni-e (.11 i;in.) of corn)sivo suliliniate lakcn with

snicidal intent.

It lias been stated by roiujueville, iii^ler, and 'rschudi that

opinm caters in the Orient are in the habit of takini;- ciiornions

(juantitii's of corn)sivo sublimate (U) to GO grs. = 2.(l to ;5.'.i gni.)

along with their t)j>inm without the manifestation of any un-

toward symptoms. These statements have been insufhciently
verified. It may be imssible, however, that the mercuric salt

may be reiulcrctl insoluble by combination with constituents of

the ojiiuni.
'

White precipitate— incrciiri/ chloraniidid: ammoni-
ated mercnrii : Jli/drargi/nim (Oitmomatiwi, U. S. P.—NH,-
HgCl -'.") 1. "27—is a wliite, odorless, and tasteless powder pro-
duced b}' adding a slight excess of ammonium hydroxid to a

solution of mercuric chlorid. It is known as infusible irltite

precipitate to distinguish it from a related compound, NH,-
HgCl, NH.Cl, c'ciWed fusible wliite precipitate. When heated,
it volatilizes completely without fusion. It is insoluble in cold

water, alcohol, or ether. It dissolves completely in hydrochloric
acid and in acetic acid. It is used medicinally in its own form
and in an ointment (Ung. hj'drarg. ammon., U. S. P.), and is

contained in a few proprietary articles."

Poisonings by white precipitate have been of not infrequent

occurrence, and the proportion of attempts at homicide, G out of

22 cases, is relatively large. But 1 of these, however, was
successful (Reg. v. Moore, 18G0) in which a child of 3 months
was poisoned by its mother.^ Two cases were unsuccessful at-

tempts at suicide, 1 with a mixture of 90 grs. (5.8 gm.) each

'M. and S. Reptr. , Phila., 1872, Mlalin u. Ilolfeit : Op. cit., Nos.
xxvi.. 248. 125, 172:^, 2249, 2357.

- Phila. Med. Museum, 1806, ii.,
^
Taylor : Guv's Hosp. Repts.,

180. 1860, 3 s., vi., 483. The other cases,
* See Pouqueville: "Vovage dans also referred to in Tavlor, "Poi-

la Grecp," etc., Paris," 1820-21. sons," are Reg. r. Daniel, 1855;
Thornton :" The Present State of Tur- Reg. v. Hargreaves, 1866; Reg. v.

key." London, 1809. Rigler:"Die Heaham, 1869; a boy of twelve
Turkei und ihre Bewohner," Wien, vears, convicted in 1873; Reg. V.

1852. Tscliudi : Wien. nied. Woch- Clapp, 1874.
enschr.

, 1851, i., 454. Bvron :

"Notes to Childe Harold," ii.,'33.
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of white precipitate and red oxid.' In 6 instances the poison

was taken in consequence of errors on the part of the drug-gist

or patient.^ In one case a woman suffered from the local effects

of ointment of white precipitate applied as "dandruff' cream." '

Among the 22 cases reported only o were fatal, 3 in children of

3 months/ and 1 a woman who died in 7 days after taking an

unstated quantity by mistake.' Only in Short's case is the dose

stated, 20 grs. (1.3 gm.). Michael' reports the case of a

woman of 37 years who recovered after having taken 100 grs.

(0.5 gm.); and Graham' that of a man of 35 years, who was

severely poisoned by about 2 3 (7.<S gm.) but recovered.

Mercuric iodid—biiiiodid or red iodid ; Hydrargijri
iodidum rubrum, U. S. P.—Hgl„—452.88—is a brilliant red

powder produced by precipitating a solution of mercuric chlorid

with one of potassium iodid. If an excess of the alkaline iodid

be used the precipitate redissolves as potassium iodhydrargy-
rate. It is almost insoluble in water (1 : 20,000) but forms a

colorless solution with about 130 parts of alcohol. It dissolves

readily in potassium iodid solution, in many dilute acids, and

in solutions of ammoniacal salts, alkaline chlorids, and mer-

curic salts. It is one of the constituents of Donovan's solution

(Liq. Arsen. et Hydrarg. lod.
, U. S. P.), and is contained in

a few proprietary remedies."

We find mention of but two instances of poisoning in the

human subject by this agent. One that of a man of 25 years,

who, with suicidal intent, swallowed the whole of a prescrip-

tion which he had been taking for syphilis. The symptoms
differed from those usually observed in mercurial poisoning,

although ptyalism appeared in about 30 hours, and there were

vomiting and abdominal distress, but there was no disposition to

diarrhoea, and nothing is said in the account of suppression of

urine. The most prominent symptoms were muscular spasms,
' Benhain and Hendley : Brit. M. 781 (for lac sulfuris) . Cockle :

Jour., lS8o, i., 484. Med. Times aud Gaz. , 1882, i.. 302.

•'Sandberg: Brit. M. Jour., 1889,
^ Qi-ggQ .

gj-it. M. Jour., 1884, i.,

i., 709 (for sal ammoniac). Steven- 853.

son: Guy's Hosp. Rep., 1874, 3 s., •Taylor: Loc. cit. Sliort : Med.
xix.

,
415 (for magnesia) ; Lancet, Times and Gaz. , 1860, i., 444.

1871, ii.. 540 (for bicarbonate of ' Stevenson : Loc. cit.

soda). Hardy: Brit. Med. Jour., « Brit. M. Jour., 1857, ii.
,
909.

1876, ii., 76 "(for seidlitz powder). ''Ibid., 1869, i., 339.

Stephens: Brit. M. Jour., 1876, i.,
» Hahn u. Holfert : Op. cit.,Nos.

876, 880, 1483, 1608.
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stu|HU'. and a |>ocnliar r(\t;m\i^itati<>ii at each atlrmpt tos^valUnv.'

Tlu' socoiul caso was that of a womaii who died in 1 da^s from
tlu> i»tYt'c'ts of an irripititui witli a sulntioii of llic liiniodid

1 :".*.iMiii aftiT normal delivery. Tliirc was sii|i|>rissi(»n of iirino

and tlic antojisy showed tlu> l(>sions of acutr ncjjhritis.''

Mercuric sulfate HgSO,—295.62—is a white, cryHtal-

liiu> powdtM", niainifactnred as llic first staj^o in the ])rodncti<)n

of corrosive sublimate, (^n contact with water it is decom-

posed int(t an acid salt, which dissolves, and turpeth miiiei;d

(see helow).

Two cases of poisoning by this salt have been reported. In

one a man swallowed a (piantity of the salt used in the mount-

ing of certain electrical apj)aratus, b}- mistake. He recov{a"ed

in 8 days.' In the second case death occurred in 22 days, after

complete anuria.*

Turpeth mineral—turhith mineral—HgSO,, 2HgO—a

basic mercuric sulfate, formed as a lemon-yellow powder by the

action of water upon mercuric sulfate, soluble in 2.000 parts of

cold water, was formerly official and is still used to some extent

in medical practice.

It has proved poisonous to persons beyond the age of child-

hood in three reported instances : In one eight men received each

5 grs. (0.3 gm.) of turl)itli and 3 grs. (0.2 gm.) more in half an

hour; they all suffered from a sense of burning in the throat and

fauces, vomiting, diarrhoea, much griping and depression. In

one there were soreness of the gums and salivation. None died.^

In the other two instances the dose taken was larger, and death

followed after the usual manifestations of mercurial poisoning:
In one a ^-outh of Hi died in a week from the effects of 1 3 (3.9

gm.) ;° in the second, which was the subject of a trial for man-

slaughter in England in 1862, a man of 27 years died in 11

days from the effects of 40 grs. (2.6 gm.) dispensed by mistake

of the druggist.' Some instances have been reported in which

doses of from 3 to 6 grs. (0.2 to 0.4 gm.) of turpeth, medicin-

'

Taylor: Boston M. and S. Jour., * Ludwig : Wien. kl. Woohen-
1870, n. s., V. (Ixxxii.), 499. schr., 1889-90, ex Leutert : Op. cit.,

^
Grossier, in Sehillott« : Op. cit., p. 89.

p. l.'So. See also MofpII Lavallee :
*
Randolph and Roussel : Jled.

Schmidt's Jahrb., 1893, ccxxxii., News, Phila., 1884, xliv., 275.

127. «Letheby: Lancet, i., 1847, 285.
^ Van der Burg : Nederl. Tijdsch.

' Tavlor (Snoad) : Guv's Hosp.
V. geneesk., 1880, 333. Rep., 1864, 3 s., x., 180.
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ally given, have proved fatal to young children, death having

occurred in collapse in from 3 to 15 hours, apparently from

acute gastritis rather than the usual nephritic action of the

mercurials.' Another who received 0.36 gm. in two doses

given 15 minutes apart as an emetic without producing vomit-

ing, suffered from diarrhoea and ulceration of the mouth and

gums, hut recovered.'

Mercuric nitrate—Hg(N03)„— 323.76—exists, along with

excess of nitric acid, in the Liq. hydrargijri nitratis, U. S. P.,

and, incorporated with lard oil, in the Ung. hydrargijri ni-

tratis, U. S. P., or citrine ointment. The Liqueur de

Belloste or remede de capuein or du due d'Antin is a solution

of mercurous nitrate (HgJNO,],), with excess of nitric acid.

Mercuric nitrate is also used in painting on porcelain; and,

either alone or mixed with white arsenic and corrosive sub-

limate, by hatters and furriers; and in veterinary medicine.

Poisonings by this salt may be divided into three classes:

1. Those in which the acid solution is swallowed. 2. Those in

which the solution or ointment is externally applied. 3. Chronic

cases occurring in hatters and furriers, etc. The first class of

cases manifest the symptoms of nitric-acid corrosion (see page

250) and death occurs within a few hours, usually without any
of the appearances of mercurial poisoning. In 3 cases of sui-

cide death occurred in 25 minutes and 2^ and 3 hours." In

another suicide life was prolonged for 12^ hours, and al-

though the symptoms were those of corrosion, and death was the

result of the local effects, at least one of the effects of mercury,

suppression of urine, was observed.' In one instance death from

suffocation immediately followed an application of the acid

nitrate to the throat as an escharotic.^ The pronounced taste of

the poison and its immediate local action frustrated an attempt

at homicide by the administration of mercuric nitrate in cham-

omile tea.' The death of a man of 73 years following in 23

' McPliedron: Med. News, Phila., d'anat., Paris, 1837, xii., 175.

1883, xliii., 682. "Medicus," Med. Bigsley : London M. Gaz., 1830,

and Surg. Reptr., Pliila., 1884, 1., vii., 329.

93. Northrup : Proc. N. Y. Path. 'Chambe: "
Empoisonnement par

Soc. , 1890, 34 (two rases). le nitrate acide de mercure," Tliese,
•^

Woodbridge : Occid. Med. Times, Strasb., 1857.

1891, v., 123. ^Guy'sHosp. Rep., 1850, 206.
3 Hiokenbothara : Brit. M. Jour. ,

«
Reg. v. Smith, 18.57. Taylor:

1873, i., 113. Fauvel : Bull. Soc. "Poisons," 3d Am. ed., 388. A
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ilays jiflor he li.ul acciilriit.illy s\\ alli iw cd li.ilf a glassful d' fli(>

solution is it'portoii liy I'lrvo^t.'

WluMi tlu> intiixication is proiliici'd by external application

tho jHiison is absorltoil, and tiio symptoms aiv not those of corro-

sion hut tlu)so tif nu'rcurial poisoninj^, death is usually delayed
for several days, and the lesiotis of aeutf nu'icurial poisoning
are observed at the autopsy."

Wlu'U niereurial ix^isoniui; oecuis i?i hatters, furriers, and

others from constant contact with meicuric nitrate it assumes

the chronic type.'

Mercuric cyanid—Hfidrarguri c!ja)u'(hnn, U. S. P.,

Hg.^CN)j— •Jr)l.'.»4—white, jirisniatic, odorless crystals hav-

ing a hitter, metallic taste, which become darkened on exposure
to light; soluble in 12.8 parts of water and in 15 parts of

alcohol at 15° (59° F.).

The few instances of acute poisoning by this substance

observed in the human subject have presented the characters

of mercurial rather than those of cyanic poisoning: A man
took l.:5 gm. (•-20 grs.) with suicidal intent, manifested all the

symptoms of mercurial poisoning^ vomiting, diarrha?a, saliva-

tion, fetor, suppression of m-ine, and died of syncope on the

ninth day.^ The same symptoms were observed in a ph3'sician

who made an unsuccessful attempt to destro}' himself by swal-

lowing about 2 grs. (0.12 gm.) of the cyanid." On the other

hand, animals experimented upon by Tolmatscheff
° and Wladi-

kin' manifested marked cyanic symptoms and died within 1-^

hours. An instance of chronic poisoning by mercuric cyanid

(used in the manufacture of percussion caps) complicated with

and terminating in death from an acute poisoning, is reported

case of poisoning l>y Hg(N03)2is 173. Axenfeld : Gaz. desliop., 1870,

reported liv Scalzi (Giorn. med. di xliii.. 97. Stadtliagen : Dent. med.
Roma, ISe^ iii., 14), to wliich we Wocheusclir. , 1884, x., 202. Char-
have not access, pentier: Bvill. hoc. de med. puhl. ,

'Rev. med. d. 1. Suisse rem., etc., 1885, viii., 12. Adier: Med.
1882. ii., 554, 605. News, Phila., 1891, lix., 186.

* Jour, de chim. med., etc., 1847,
-i Ollivier : J. de chim. med., etc.,

3 s.. iii., 197. Hutin (Cloquet) : 1825, i., 209 (209) ;
also in Orfila :

Child, quoted by Chambe : Op. cit. "Tox. gen.," 5eme ed., i., 735.

Vidal: C. rend. Soc. de bio]., 1863 « Moos : Arch. f. path. Anat.,

(1864), 3 p.. v., 193. Dnbar: Gaz. etc.. 1866, xxxi.. 117.

des hop., 1867, xi., 493. Stevenson- « Hoppe - Sevier : "Med. -cheni.

Tavlor: "Med. Jur.," lltb Am. ed., Unt.." Berlin, 1871, 285.

145. Cabaret: Gaz. des bop., 1854,
i "Wirknng des Cvankaliums urd

xxvii., 119. desCvanquecksilb.," Diss., Ben.
2 Tavlor : Guy's Hosp. Rep., 1864, 1878.

"
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by Klob.' Other cases of chronic poisoning from cyanic! or

fulminate are reported b}^ Bamberger/ Lancereaux," and

Faucher.'

Other Organic Compounds of Mercury.—Mercuric
THiocYANATE (sulfocyanid)

—Hg(CNS)„—enters into the com-

position of the toys called PharaoWs serpents. An instance

in which death resulted in 15 days from the effects of a powder

containing the thiocyanate accidentally administered is reported

by Brouardel and Ogier/
An account of the fatal poisoning of two chemists by inhala-

tion of the vapor of mercury dimethyl, HglCHj), is given

by Edwards.' The poisonous action of mercury diethyl,

Hg(C2HJ, upon animals has been studied by Hepp.'

ACUTE MERCURIAL POISONING.

Duration,

The usual duration of fatal cases of mercurial poisoning is

from 5 to 12 days. In a few instances death has occurred

within a few hours. The most rapidly fatal case of true mer-

curial poisioning of which we can find record is that reported

by Skegg' in which a man of 54 years died in 3:^ hours from

the effects of 113 grs. (7.26 gm.) of corrosive sublimate. A
large dose of the same mercurial taken in vinegar caused the

death of a man of 32 years in 5 hours;" and 40 grs. (2.G gm.)
of white precipitate proved fatal to a man in the same time.'"

A man of 76 years died in 5^ hours, in collapse and without

' Wien. med. Presse, 1868, xxvii., Loudon M. Gaz., 1830, vii., 339
64. (three hours). Fauvel : Bull. Soc.

•'' Deut. Klin., 1850, 110. d'anat., Paris, 1837, xii., 17.5 (two
^ Gaz. d. hop., 1891, Ixiv., 417. and a quarter hours) ; and Ilicken-
•• Rev. San. d. Bordeaux, 1886, bothani : Brit. M. Jour., 1872, i.,

iii., 165. 113 (twenty-five minutes)] were
^ Ann. d'hyg. , etc., 1893, 3 s., by mercuric nitrate, wliicli acted as

xxix., 352. See also Ouchinsky : a corrosive rather than as a mercu-
Ibid., 347, and Love: St. Louis M. rial poison; and in the fourth the
and S. Jour., 1881, xlii. , 291. . evidence tliat death was due to

* St. Barth. Hosp. Rep., 1865, i., mercurial poisoning is insufficient
141. (Bigham: Amer. M. Times, 1862,
'Arch. f. exp. Path. u. Pharm., iv., 347).

1887, xxiii., 91. » Lucas : Med. Times and Gaz.,
* Lancet, 1863, i., 119. There are 1871, ii., 382.

four reported cases of sliorter dura- '" Moore : Brit. M. Jour. , 1885,
tion

;
but of these three [Bigsley : ii., 15
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liaviiiLC lH'»>n s;ilivat«>il.' A cliiM of 'H yours diinl in t", houi'is

from till' ctVcc'ts of 0.^ 14111. (i;r. i.) of corrowivo subliniato given
ill inistakt> for saiitoiiiii.'

Tlio loiigost duration of a fatal poisoning caused by a wiiigle

dose of a nuMTurial taken by the mouth was in a woman of 07

years who took an alcoholic sohition oi corrosive sublimate (bed-

bug [x)ison) with suicidal intent and died in )l'.\ days.'' A youth
of 14 years died in \* weeks from the secondary effects of grs.

(O.IV.l gm.) of calomel/ In another instance of calomel j)oison-

ing in which the administration was hy})odermic, life was pro-

longed for 'ii days." In a ])oisouing by mercuric sulfate death

occurred in 2'i days.* Kanfmann' has reported the death of a

woman in 10 days from the effects of 200-300 c.c. of four-per-

cent, solution swallowed with suicidal intent. In an obstetrical

case a woman died of sepsis and mercurial pois<jning in 24

days.*

Symptoms.

Certain efiFects of the soluble mercurials when taken by the

mouth are immediate. During the act of swallowing the acrid,

metallic taste of corrosive sublimate is perceived, and at the

same time, or within a very few minutes, a burning sensation

is experienced in the throat and gullet. These are not only im-

portant points of distinction between arsenical and mercuric

poisoning in its initial stage, as arsenic is practically tasteless,

and the burning sensation in the throat which it sometimes pro-

duces only appears much later; they also may serve, and have

served to attract the attention of an intended victim (unless the

poison be enclosed in a capsule or wafer) and thus frustrate an

attempt at murder. The taste and action upon the a?sophagus
are moi'e pronounced if the mercurial be in solution, but they are

'Walker: Brit. M. Jour.. 1885, "London M. Gaz., 1836, xviii.,
ii., r)<J9. 484.

'^ Plant : Obstetr. Gaz., Cincin.,
* Runeberg : Finska lak.-salsk.

1879. i., 489. handl., Helsingfors, 1888, xxx.,
3 Smith: Pac. M. and S. Jour., 626.

1875, xvii., 448. Belfield (Med.
« Ludwig : Wien. kl. Wochen-

Rec, N. Y., 1886. xxx., 197) has re- schr., 1890, No. 28, 32.

ported the death from mercurial • Jahre.sb. d. schles. Ges. f. va-

poisoTiingof a man of seventy years terl. Knit., 1889, Ixvii., 28.

which occurred in twentj^ - three ** Braun : Wien. med. Wochen-
days after cessation of the surgical schr., 1886, xxxvi., 740.

use of the bichlorid.
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also observed when it is taken in the solid form if it be soluble.

Indeed, while the total duration of a fatal mercurial poisoning

notably exceeds that of an arsenical intoxication in most cases,

the initial stage of the former is much more rapid and intense

than that of the latter. When corrosive sublimate is swallowed

violent symptoms usually follow within less than 5 minutes.

In exceptional cases this interval has been extended to 10 or

15 minutes. In Hort's case' a man took half a teaspoonful
of mercuric chlorid in warm water in mistake for tartar emet-

ic (!) and did not vomit during the following quarter of an

hour. In Heidgen's case^ a woman took 100 c.c. of a half-per-
cent, solution (Tf grs.) and only vomited when emesis was
otherwise provoked, 15 minutes afterward. She had, however,
taken a quantity of opium shortly before.' In two instances 10

minutes elapsed after the ingestion of the poison, before the

manifestation of violent symptoms."' In a woman who received

0.75 gm. (11-j grs.) by rectal injection purging was produced in

5 minutes and vomiting in 10. She died in 5 days.' When
white precipitate is taken the interval is longer than with cor-

rosive sublimate, and may be extended to half an hour;" and
with less soluble mercurials two hours may elapse before their

action becomes manifest.' Within a few minutes the mucous
membrane of the tongue, mouth, and pharynx swells and be-

comes coated with a gra}' film. There is violent, almost con-

tinuous, vomiting of gray mucoid material, frequently contain-

ing blood and shreds of mucous membrane, attended with pain
in the stomach of a burning character. Soon the vomiting is

accompanied l)y purging, the stools being liquid, dysenteric,

blood}^ extremely fetid, very copious, sometimes passed invol-

untarily, and attended with severe tenesmus, rectal pain, and
colic. The abdomen is sometimes painful and meteorized.

When the mercurial is absorbed by other channels than the

mouth, as in obstetrical or surgical poisonings, the first symp-

'Tardieu: Op. clt., 691. troit, 1893, 3 s., ix., 368. Delau-
'
"Subliinatintoxication,'' Diss., nay: "Intox. par le sublime,"

Bonn, 1890, p. 24. These, Paris, 1893, p. 73 (taken in
^ In a case reported by Sheehy powder in a wafer) .

(Med. News, Pbila., 1891, lix., 512)
^ Huber : Ztscbr. f. kl. Med., 1888,

the interval is said to have been xiv., 459.
half an hour, but the statement is ''Taylor; "Poisons," 3d Am. ed.,
upon insufficient hearsay evidence. 380.

^Thornton: Therap. Gaz. , De- ' Ord : Lancet, 1888, ii., 570.

IV. -36
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toms art' tli.isc rcfcralilc ti> t lif intcst iiii' just (k'scrihcd, wliicli

may lu' manifest in a lew ininulos. 'l'lu> mouth and throat

symptoms anil t'pij^astrii' pain are absent or only ai)p('ar lati'i' in

tht' history. Vomiting may occur, but is neither so constantly

present nor so severe as when the j)oison has been swallowed.

A prominent .MUiptom, and oni^ j>resent oven in cases having
a rapidly fatal termination' is diminution or total sujJjiresKion

of urine. This may begin almost at the outset of the poisoning
and continue during one of long iluration. Thus in Ludwig's

case,' in wliich mercuric sulfate caused death in 22 days, there

was complete anuria from the beginning, although, under the

inriuence of pilocarpin, upon two da3'a there were copious per-

spiration and the elimination of *J0() c.c. (about 30 3 ) of urine.

In other cases the suppression is gradual, as in Kanfmann's case'

of suicide by mercuric chlorid, fatal in 10 daj'S. On the third

day the (quantity of nrine was scanty, and on the fourth there

was complete anuria, after which only small quantities of urine

were eliminated under the influence of digitalis and potassium
acetate. In one case of suicide by mercuric nitrate in a man of

73 years, who died in 23 days, anuria did not occur,' but it must

be remembered that the action of this salt is that of a corrosive

rather than that of a mercurial poison. The small quantities of

urine which are passed are albuminous, respond to the tests for

mercury, and deposit casts and blood corpuscles.

The pulse is accelerated, small, irregular, and easil}' com-

pressed. The temperature is subnormal. In one case, fatal in

9 days, it fell as low as 33^4 (92M2 F.) on the second day be-

fore death.' Even when the poisoning occurs in an individual

in a febrile condition the temperature usually falls below^ the nor-

mal. Thus in a woman who died in eight days from mercurial

poisoning caused by uterine irrigation w^hile she had a tem-

perature of 41° (105°. 8 F.), thQ temperature on the second day
had fallen to 36°. 4 (97°. 5 F.)." But if the febrile condition be

sufficiently intense, although the temperature is reduced, it may
not become subnormal. Thus in a woman who died in seven

' Masfhka : Vrtljschr. f. d. prakt. ^LowytWien. med. Presse, 1874,

Heilk., 1877, cxxxvi., 38. xv., 793.
' Loc. cit. «StefTeck: Centbl. f. Gynak..
3 Loc. dt. 1888, xii.

,
65.

* Prevost : Rev. med. de la Suisse
rom., 1882.
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days after mercurial irrigation while having a temperature of

40° (104° F.) the temperature only fell to 37°. 3 (09°. 14 F.) on

the day preceding death.'

Upon the second or third day, or even later, there are saliva-

tion, stomatitis, gingivitis, vs^ith loosening of the teeth, and en-

largement and inflammation of the salivary glands. These

mouth symptoms vary greatly in intensity. Sometimes, even

in prolonged cases terminating in death, there is no salivation."

In other cases they progress to extensive ulceration and necro-

sis, and may become the cause of death secondarilj^ from septic

poisoning. Indeed, in a man of 25 years an external applica-
tion of black-wash to a chancre caused soreness of the gums and

profuse salivation.' In rapidly fatal cases mouth symptoms
other than those due to local action are absent.

Toward the end in prolonged cases there are somnolence,

cramps in the muscles, abolition of the reflexes, paralyses, con-

vulsions, and death in a manner similar to that from uraemia.

Or death may occur in collapse at a much earlier period, as

in Maschka's case," in which a woman fell unconscious shortly
after having taken a large quantity of bedbug poison, was
received at the hospital in a condition of collapse, and died of

oedema of the glottis five hours after having taken the poison.
In this rapidly fatal case there were dysenteric evacuations and

suppression of urine, but no salivation.

Localization and Elimination.

Ludwig found from comparative analyses, as well with

human subjects as with experiments upon dogs, that the quan-

tity of mercury in the large intestine is greater than in the

small intestine, whether it be taken by the mouth or adminis-

tered hypodermically, except when death follows the ingestion

rapidly, when the quantities in the small intestine and in the

stomach are greater than that in the large intestine. The quan-
tity in the liver was always large, and that in the kidneys and

1 Frantzen : St. Pet. med. Wo- Walker: Brit. M. Jour., 1885, ii.,

chensclir., 1890, n. s., vii., 217. 599.

'^Roberts: M. Times and Gaz.
,

^ Lucas : Ind. Med. Gaz., Calc. ,

1859, xviii., 210. Ullrich: Wien. 1886, xxi., 79.

nied. Presse, 1883, xxiv., 1881. ^ Loc. cit. and "Handb. d. ger.
Med.." ii., 301.
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nuisclos still groalfv; llu' ypU'cii cdiitaint'd less .•ukI llir l)iU>

little ;iml si^niotiines nonr ; tlu> tliyrt)i(L llit« luiit^s, and the Itiaiii

ountaiiiiMl vinall ijnaiititit's, ami the Ixuk'.s iiioro traces. in latt>r

analysos lio fouiul the kidiu'vs to f(.)iilaiii tlio iDaximiim anuiuiil,

ami the livor the iu>xt larj^jost (iiiaiitity. Jn tlio laige intostiiio

I'ortaiii portions were fouml to contain ten to twenty times as

much as neighhoriiiLC portions of tho same viscus.'

Jn a case of homicidal poisoninjj: by arsenic in which the

deceased had l)een givt'ii hlne ]iills I13- tho medical attendant

twelve days before his death, Porter' found 0.872 gr. (0.0505

gm.) of mercury in the tissue of the stomach, but does not refer

to its presence in the liver.

Once absorbed, tho elimination of mercury from the system
is extremely slow. Robert places the average time re(piired for

complete elimination at six months;' and in a jioisoning by ex-

ternal application of mercurial ointment Lamberg' fomid mer-

cur}' in the urine four months after the absorption.

Prognosis and Treatment.

The prognosis in poisoning by corrosive sublimate by the

mouth is not favorable. Of 145 cases of reijorted accidental or

suicidal poisonings 90, or 62.1 per cent., terminated in death,

and 55, or 37.9 per cent., in recovery, and among the latter are

several cases of severe poisoning by minute doses. With white

precipitate the percentage of mortality has been much less : of

16 non-homicidal cases in which it was swallowed only 3 were

fatal. On the other hand, mercuric nitrate caused death in all

of the 7 cases in which it was taken internally.

In the treatment of acute poisoning bj^ the stronger mer-

curials albumin should be administered in the form of white of

egg or of large quantities of milk, preferabl}' the former. As,

however, the mercury albuminate formed is soluble either in

solutions of the alkaline chlorids or in excess of albumin, the

administration of albumin should be follow^ed by emesis, which

usually occurs spontaneously from the effects of the poison, or

may be provoked by mechanical means or by the administration

' Ztschr. d. oest. Apoth. Ver.,
^^ Tr. M. Soc, N. Y., 1862. 153.

1889, 54; AVien. kl. Worhenschr. ,

^ "Intoxikationen," 1894, p. 270.

1890, iii., 534. 552, 572, 615; Wien. <
Upsala lak. Forh., 1867-68, iii.,

Died. Presse, 1892, No. 47. 681.
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of an emetic (apomorphin liypodermicall}) if the case come

under treatment early. The stomach pump (or siphon) is, how-

ever, to be preferred to emetics, provided the pipe be soft and

carefully introduced, as the corrosive action of the mercurials

does not produce that disintegration which is caused by the min-

eral alkalies and acids (including mercuric nitrate), yet it causes

lesions which with an emetic may produce rupture and sudden

death in collapse, particularly if the case be seen late. The best

plan is to administer white of egg, and then to wash out the

stomach with albuminous water, holding magnesia usta in sus-

pension. An excellent antidote, theoretically, is freshly precipi-

tated ferric sulfid, but it is not available outside of a chemical

laboratory. In the subsequent treatment digitalis, pilocarpin,

and stimulants are indicated. Salt or anj" article containing

it is to be avoided, as it favors absorption of the mercury.
The maintenance of nutrition is difficult, as the duration of the

poisoning is long, and not only is food given by the mouth re-

jected, but rectal nourishment is difficult from the action of the

mercurial upon the large intestine.

PosT-MoRTEM Appearances.

When death has been caused by a mercurial taken by the

mouth the most noteworthy appearances found at the autopsy
are in the alimenatry canal and the kidneys. The appearances
in the former vary according as the case has been one of rapid

or of prolonged course. In rapidly fatal cases there is evidence

of intense acute inflammation of the mouth, oesophagus, and

stomach. The tongue is swollen and deprived of epithelium in

part, and the mucous membrane of the buccal cavity, pharynx,
and oesophagus is swollen, injected, partly loosened or in shreds,

gray-white and corrugated. The oedema may extend to the

glottis. The gastric mucous membrane is highly reddened,

ecchymosed, or even necrotic in parts, easily detachable or de-

tached in shreds and easily torn. The muscular coat is also

softened. Although it is said by Seidel
* and others that "per-

foration is among the rare occurrences," we can find no instance

in which it has been observed, yet it might be caused by mer-

curic nitrate solution containing a large excess of acid. A
' Maschka-. "Handb. d. ger. Med.," ii., 298.
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l)l;u'k imIov i\( tlio Ljastrir iniictnis iiii'inluaiic is considered by
Soidol as i)f inu'stiiiuablo |)ossibilitv, \v[ it has hcen «)l)si'rvc'ii in

sovoral cast\s,' in uno of which (Downs) death followed llu^

ingestion in forty lionrs. In ver\ rapidly fatal casPH the intes-

tines may l>c normal; Imt in most instances the lesions there

ari> more intense than those found in the stomach, particularly
in the large ititestine. The appearances arc those of a diph-

tlu>ritic enteritis; the nuict)us menibrano is highly injected,

reddened, d(>tached in shreds, marked with numerous eschars,

and the submucosa also reddened and injected. Frecpiontly
also there are evidences of peritonitis.

In I'ases of more prolonged duiation the appearances in the

alimentary canal are those of a more advanced inflammatory
state. The mouth and cheeks may be the seat of extensive ul-

ceration and necrosis. The gastric mucous membrane is slate-

gray, ulcerated, or necrotic. Whatever the channel of entrance

of the mercurial may have been, the changes in the large in-

testine are met with, if it cause death. They are similar to

those met with after death from dysentery.'

The kidneys are large and soft, the cortex is pale j^ellowish-

whiteand sharpl}' defined from the red medullary portion. The

organ grits on section, and the cut surface presents yellowish-

white spots and streaks, which are produced by deposits in the

straight and convoluted tubes of amorphous or nodular masses

of calcium carbonate and phosphate, from the former of which

escape of bubl)les of gas may be observed when a section is

treated under the microscope with sulfuric acid, when crystals

of calcium sulfate may also be formed. There are other evi-

dences of acute parenchymatous nephritis, necrosis and fatty

degeneration of the epithelium, and the presence of casts, hya-

line, epithelial, or l^lood, in the tubules.'

Among the other lesions observed are ecchj^moses of the en-

docardium and degeneration of the heart muscle
; injection of

' Seidel : Loc. cit. Valentine : schr.
, 1888, xxv., 72. Runeberg :

Edinb. M. and S. Jour., 1818, xiv., Deut. med. Wochenschr. , 1889,

468. Wade: Lancet, 1848, i., 500. xv., 4.

Fagerhmd : Vrtljschr. f. ger. Med., ^See Kaufmann : "DieSublimat-
1894, 3 F., viii., supplhft., 70. intoxication," Breslau, 1888. Leu-
Wc'strumb : Mag. f. d. ges. Heilk., tert : "U. d. anatoni. Verande-

1884, xliii., 448. Downs: Tr. M. rungen d. Sublimatintoxication,
"

Soc. N. Y., 1861, 69. Berlin, 1895, and the references
* See Virchow : Berl. kl. Woclien- therein contained.
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the tracheal raucous membrane
;
an inflammatory reddening of

the marrow of the bones; and, in prolonged cases, fatty degen-
eration of the liver.

After the prolonged use of mercurials in medicinal doses

Williams' has observed a blackening of the large intestine,

caused by deposition of mercuric sulfid in its submucous tissue.

CHRONIC MERCURIAL POISONING.

This form of poisoning occurs in operatives who have to

deal with metallic mercury, and is produced by inhalation of

the vapor which it gives off at all temperatures. It has been

observed in the operatives engaged in the mining and separa-
tion of the metal at Almaden in Spain, at Idria in Austria, in

Peru, California, China (Kwei-chan), and in the Ural moun-
tains.'^ Other industries in which the operatives are exposed to

mercurial vapors are in the manufacture of mirrors,' of percus-
sion caps,^ of barometers and thermometers,^ of incandescent

electric lamps," also goldsmiths, fire gilders, gold
"
retorters,"

'

and in hatters and furriers who handle the nitrate.
' A " mass

poisoning" of some 200 sailors on the British ship Triumph in

1809 was caused by inhalation of the vapor from a quantity of
' Tr. Path. Soc. , London, 1867, operatives, in 1890 only 148, and in

xviii., 111. 1891 none.
^Baaz: Wien. nied. Piesse, 1886,

•• Chevallier : Ann. d'hvg. , 1844,

xxvii., 711, 741, 774, 879, 944, 977, xxxii., 332. Fanclier : Rev. san.

1010, 1104, 1183. Raymond; Pro- de Bordeaux, 1886, iii. . 165. Marie
gresmed., Paris, 1884, xii., 1017. and Lande : Rev. d'hyg. , Paris,

^Percival: Edinb. M. and S. 1885, vii., 16. Bamberger : Dent.
Jour., 1813, ix.. 32. Kalb : "Ein Klinik, 1850, 110. Laucereaux :

Fall v. lethalem Mercurialisnius,
" Gaz. d. hop., 1891, Ixiv., 417.

Diss., Erlangeu, 1876. Koch: Pro- ^ Pleischl : (Est. Ztschr. f. prakt.
toe. d. Ver. d. Kreis. v. Mittel- Heilk., 1856. Schmitz : "Ueber
frank. Aerzte, Niirnb., 1854. Baver : Quecksilbervergiftung," Diss., Ber-
Arch. f. med. Erfahr., 1820, i., 115. lin, 1869, p. 22.

Mayer : Friedreinh's Bl. f. ger.
« Donath : Wien. med. Wochen-

Med., 1884, xxxv., 176, 285. schr., 1894, xliv., 888.
SchouU: Ann. d'hyg., 1882, 3 s.,

' Schmitz: Op. cif., p. 26.

viii., 261. Draper: N. Y. M. Jour., Chapin : Am. J. Insanity, 1863,
880, xxxi., 626. Wollner : Miinch. xx., 335. Merget : Rev. san. de
med. Wochenschr., 1892, xxxix., Bordeaux, 1884-85, ii. , 33. White-
533, and in Penzoldt and Stintzing : ley : Rep. Med. OlT. Privy Council,
"Handb. d. spec. Therap.," 1895, 1863, p. 358.

ii., 114. According to the last- ''See Mercuric Nitrate, p. 557;
named the disease has been exter- also Reiz : Ztsch. f. Staatsarznk.,
minated at the factory at Fiirth, 1829, xvii., 381. Letulle : Ann.
wliere during 1885 there were 5,463 d'hyg., 1889, 3 s.

, xxi., 169.

days of mercurial illness among the
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iiicn-uiy wliicli liail l-iMkiii loose in tlir hold.' Clirouic poison-

inirs liMvo also Ik'cu t-ausod hv \\\o excessiw adininistnitioii of

luiTiMiiials as inedifiiii's. altlioiii^li sdcli rases are of infrctpu'iit

orourreiuv at pri>sent (see also page r)M'i), and troni inhabiling

rooms adorneil with mirrors whose silvi>ring was originall}' or

has become drfeetive.^

Ill ehronic" mercurial poisoning all of the symptoms ol)scrvcd

in the acute form may be met with except those due to tiie

primary corrosive action. To these the following are added:

Mercurial tremors, severe trembling, lirst of the arms and

hantls, afterward of the muscles of the legs and trunk; lucr-

ciiridl ercfJii.siii, a condition of hypersensitiveness, as well of

the special senses as of general sensation and of mental impres-

sions, particular!}- such as are unpleasant, and which may ex-

tend to insomnia, irregularity of the heart's action, and great

weakness; lucrcurial cadiexia, manifested in ana-mia, loss of

teeth, disturbance of digestion, defective capillary circulation,

emaciation, and muscular atrophy; mercurial necrosis of
the jaws, which follows the ulcerative jn'ocesses in the mouth

and leads to anatomical changes similar to those produced by

phosphorus; mercurial cirrhosis of the kidneys, following

upon the parenchymatous nephritis observed in acute poisoning.

Chronic mercurial poisoning may terminate in death from

the kidney lesions, from exhaustion, or from the secondary

effects of the intense stomatitis ;' and has also resulted in in-

sanit}".*

ANALYTICAL.

If the systematic process have been followed in the manner

previously directed (pages 152, 157) any mercury which may
have been present in combination will be found in the lesidue

YI. (page 159) as the black mercuric sulfid, which remains alone

after extraction with hot dilute nitric acid. It must be remem-

bered that, as has been shown by Lecco,' even corrosive subli-

' Burnett: Phil. Trans., London, ''Neukirch: Rerl. kl. Wochen-
1823, 402; Eilinb. M. and S. Jour., schr., 1883, xx.,820.

1810. vi., 51.8; Med. cliir. Rev. and » See several cases cited by Kalb :

Jour., 1823-24, iv., 1010. Paris Op. cit.

and Fonblanque; "Med. Jur. ," ii.,
^ Chapin : Loc. cit.

461. 5 "ppi-ichte," Berlin, 1886, xix.,

n7o;ibid., 1891, xxiv., 928.
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mate is readil}' reduced by organic substances to metallic mer-

cury, and that this distils partly with vapor of water and resists

the action of hydrochloric acid and potassium chlorate obsti-

nately. Consequently the metal may be encountered in the dis-

tillate obtained in the search for volatile poisons, and that the

residue I. (page 157) must be submitted to a further prolonged

treatment with hydrochloric acid and chlorate to insure com-

plete extraction of mercury, or preferably, treated according to

Ludwig's method:' the materials are heated in a flask, fitted

with a return condenser, with twentj^ per cent, hydrochloric

acid until the solid matter is completely dissolved (two to four

hours), the heat being first raised to boiling, and then maintained

just below that point. It is then cooled to about 00° and potas-

sium chlorate added in portions of 0.5 gm. until the dark fluid

remains light. The cooled liquid is filtered, the filter washed,

the acid reaction nearly neutralized with soda, and filtrate and

washings repeatedly' shaken with about 5 gm. of zinc dust for

some minutes. The clear liquid, after deposition of the zinc, is

decanted off; and the zinc washed by decantation, first with

water and then with water containing a few drops of soda solu-

tion, then again with pure water, and is finally collected in a

funnel over a plug of glass wool, washed with alcohol and with

ether, and dried b}' a current of air. The mercury is then sep-

arated from the zinc by distillation
;
a combustion tube open at

both ends is bent at one end into a U tube and charged by push-

ing in an asbestos plug to near the U, behind this is a layer of

freshly burnt lime in pieces as large as hempseeds, then a second

asbestos plug, then a layer of granular cupric oxid, then another

asbestos plug, then the dry amalgamated zinc dust (which is

transferred with the glass wool and without loss, removing the

last portions with unused zinc dust) and finally another asbestos

plug. The tube is then mounted in a combustion furnace, with

the U portion projecting and kept cold by immersion in water,

and the other end connected with a gasometer or other contri-

vance from which a gentle currejit of pure, dry air is caused to

traverse the tube in the direction toward the U. The lime and

cupric oxid are then heated to redness, after which the zinc is

more moderately heated (short of fusion), and the heat main-

tained for an hour. The U portion is then separated from the

1 Ztschr. f. an. Chem., 1S78, xvii., 395 ; 1881, xx., 475 ; 1891, xxx., 258.
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ri'lUiiiiultM" <^f the liilic, di-icd l>y ;i _i;rntK' ciincnl oi' (lr\- air and

woijj^hoil. Till' ii\( rcury is llnii iciimx cd, the last pDrtioiis by
heat ami a cnriiMit of air, and t lie empty tulic woifjjlunl. The
ditTt'rt'iif(» is tilt' woi^ht df nu'icurv in tlu- malorial UHod.

If tilt" pivsonco of niercurv bo suwpcctcHl and it is to be spe-

cially sought for, this process should

be used in the first instance Mith the

11 viscera, without previous treatment

j^f9S!»r"!as,
with hj'drochloric acid and chlorate.

^ '-^ The process can bo also applied to the

urine by siin])ly acidulating a meas-

ured volume with hydrochloric acid

and warming before shaking with

zinc dust. Under unfavorable con-

ditions 'JO per cent, of the mercury
present is recovered, vmder favorable

conditions 97.5 to 08 per cent.

Copper dust or gaaze or brass

wool have been used in place of zinc

dust, in modifications of this method.'

In examinations of urine Mayer's
method' may be used. It consists of

treating a mixture of the residue

of evaporation of the urine with

quicklime and slacked lime in a

combusiou tube and condensing the

mercury. Or the mercury may be

separated from urine or other liquid.
Fig. 26. -Wolff-Schneider Apparatus after acidulation, by elcctrolysis.

for Separation of Mercurv.
-r-i • i

li.ither by the simple method of im-

mersing in it for twenty-four hours a bar of zinc, or stout

copper wire upon which has been wound a spiral of den-

tist's gold foil in such manner that alternate spirals of gold
and zinc or copper remain exposed ; or, preferably, by Wolff's

modification of Schneider's method.' The apparatus used
' See Fiirbringer : Ztschr. f. an.

Chem., 1878, xvii., 526. Guntz :

Ihid., p. 57. Teubner: Ibid., 1880,

xix., 198. Pa.sl)kis: Ibid., 1883,

xxii., 295. Lehniann : Ibid., 1882,

xxi., 472: 1884. xxiii , 109. Win-
temitz : Ibid., 1889, xxviii., 753.

Wolflf u. Nesa: Ph. Centrh., 1886,
n. F., vii., 392. Rolim : Ztsclir. f.

phy.siol. Chem., 1891, xv.
,

1.
' Ztschr. f. an. Chem.. 1878,

xvii., 402.
•^

Repert. d. an. Chem., 1883, iii.,

114.
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consists essentially of a glass tube (Fig. 26) through which
the liquid is allowed to flow slowly in at d and out at /, and
which contains the electrodes. The cathode, c, consists of a

bundle of gilded fine platinum wire, attached to a stout plati-

num wire; and the anode, g, of a spiral of stout platinum wire

to the centre of which a handle of fine platinum wire is so at-

tached that it hangs without contact in the conical cavity of tlie

cathode. A current is used of sufficient amperage to yield 500

c.c. of H2+O per hour. The mercury ma}" be removed from

the gold by heating the cathode, previously washed with water,

alcohol, and ether, and dried in a tube drawn out to small

calibre; or it may be converted into the red mercuric iodid by

suspending the cathode, or the tube containing the sublimate,

for a few hours in a bottle containing a few crystals of iodin.

The quantity may also be determined by this method, b}^ weigh-

ing the cathode before and after the operation. The Reinsch

test may also be used for the separation and identification of

mercury, and depends upon the same principles as Ludwig's
method (see page 403).

Other Reactions of Mercury—Mercurous.— 1 . Hydro-
chloric acid, or a chlorid, produces a white precipitate of mer-

curous chlorid, Hg^Clj, insoluble in water and in acids, which

turns black on addition of ammonium hydroxid. 3. Hydro-
gen sulfid, a black precipitate, consisting of a mixture of mer-

cury and mercuric sulfid, insoluble in alkaline sulfids, in dilute

acids, and in potassium cyanid ; partly soluble in hot nitric acid.

3. Potassium hydroxid: a black precipitate, insoluble in

excess. 4. Potassium iodid: a greenish precipitate, converted

by excess into mercury, which is deposited, and mercuric iodid,

which dissolves.

Mercuric.— 1. Hydrogen sulfid: a black precipitate. If

the reagent be slowly added the precipitate is at first white,

then orange, and finally black. The precipitate, which is mer-

curic sulfid, is insoluble in nitric acid, even boiling, but dis-

solves readily in aqua regia. 2. Ammonium sulfliydrate, or

sulfid: a black precipitate, insoluble in excess except in the pres-

ence of organic matter (see page 158). 3. Potassium or sodium

hydroxid : a yellow precipitate, insoluble in excess. 4. Am-
monium hydroxid : a white precipitate, soluble in great excess

or in solutions of ammonium salts. 5. Potassium iodid: a
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yollow j)ro(.'ipitatt>, rapiilly tiiiniiiL;- to salmon color, tlioii to rt-d,

easily soluble to a ooUu'loss solution in excess of the alkaline

iodiil, ov in Lcrcal excess of tlic mercuric sail. i;. ShdiiKui.s

clilond— in small (inantity a white precipitati*; in larjjjo (pian-

tity a gray precipitate; ami, wlien IiojUh], deposits glohuli's of

metallic mercury.

PllOSPlldKUS.

Elementary phosphorus is known in four different allotropic
niodirications. Of these two, the black and wiiite varieties, are

only formed in small (quantity or under exceptional conditions

and are not met with in commerce. The forms commonly used

are the yellow and the red.

Yellow phosphorus, ordinary or crijstallizable phos-

phorus^ is sold in sticks about 1.5 cm. in diameter and 20 cm.

long, which must be preserved under water. It is yellow in

color and, unless acted upon b}' light, translucent; but after ex-

posure to sunlight it becomes opaque from the formation of a

film of the white variety upon the surface. It has the consis-

tence of wax, being brittle when cold, softens when warmed, and

fuses at 4-4°. 3 (111°. 7 F.). If heated in an atmosphere incapable
of acting upon it chemicall}' it boils at 290° (554° F.), being con-

verted into a colorless vapor. It volatilizes at much lower tem-

peratures, and water boiled upon it gives off steam charged with

its vapor. When exposed to the air it gives off white fumes

and produces ozone. It is luminous in the dark. It gives off a

pungent odor, particularly when heated, which reminds one of

the combined odors of garlic and ozone. It has a disagreeable,

garlic-like taste.

Phosphorus is generally considered as insoluble in water.

Its insolubility is, however, not absolute, as it has been shown

b}' the experiments of VohP and of v. Bamberger' to dif-

fuse in an unoxidized form with air-free water, through an

animal membrane. The amount dissolved is, however, ex-

tremely small, being estimated by Hartmann' at 0.000227 gm.
in 100 gm. of water. A much larger proportion maybe present

'Berl. kl. Wochenschr. , 1865, ii.,
^ "Zur acuten Phosphorvergif-

336. tung,
"
Diss., Dorpat, 1«66, p. 35.

- Wurzb. med. Ztschr., 1866, vii.,

41.
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in water, suspended in a finely divided condition; at all events,

water which has stood over phosphorus is luminous in the dark

and has the odor of phosphorus. According to Hartmann phos-

phorus is much more soluble in bile than in water, 100 gm.

dissolving as much as 0.02996 gm. It is soluble in absolute

alcohol to the extent of 1 part in 350. It dissolves more abun-

dantly in carbon disulfid, sulfur chlorid, phosphorus trichlorid,

benzene, ether, petroleum, acetic acid, and the fixed and vola-

tile oils. On evaporation of its solutions it crystallizes in octa-

hedra or dodecahedra.

Of the physical properties of yellow phosphorus, which is the

only modification which is poisonous, the odor, taste, luminosity,

and solubility are particularly of toxicological interest. Nu-

merous cases are on record in which the attention of the intended

victim has been attracted by one of the three first-named quali-

ties. Indeed, the earliest recorded instance of attempted homi-

cide by phosphorus' was unsuccessful because the man went in

the dark to get a soup which his wife had prepared with rat

poison for his use, and, observing its luminous appearance and

its very pungent odor, submitted it to the authorities for exam-

ination in place of eating it.

Yet neither the odor, taste, nor luminosity is to be depended

upon to reveal the presence of phosphorus. All of these charac-

ters may be absent or very much diminished in intensity.

Phosphorus is not luminous in the presence of alcohol, and its

taste and odor are readily masked, and the former is common to

many substances. Consequently if the poison be mixed with an

alcoholic drink this will not be rendered phosphorescent, and if

the beverage be one of marked taste and odor, such as rum, the

phosphorus taste and odor become too faint to be particularly

noticeable.' On the other hand, phosphorescence ma}- be ob-

served in the absence of phosphorus. We have frequently ob-

served this appearance most brilliantly in pieces of meat in

which putrefaction had not advanced sufficiently to develop any
odor or other appearance of taint; and such meat has been the

cause of false accusation of poisoning honestly made, when an an-

alysis has demonstrated the absence of any trace of phosphorus.
' In Germany in 1838. Schneider : ments quoted by Schuchardt in

Ann. d. Statsarzuk., 1839, iv., 3 Maschka : "Handb. d. ger. Med.,"
Hft., 205. ii., 184.

^ See also Dannenberg's experi-
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It may !»<> claiiiicil that iihosiiliorus cannot bo {jjivi'n in

juiuoons ov aK'nlidlic liiiuiils l)y reason of its cxtronu'ly slij^ht

solubility tluTcin. it is piovi'd, imwever, by a ^ivat iiuinbcr

of suicidal iloaths from phosphorus so takon that water by
moro oontai't (and mort> rapidly and ('omj)lolely if warm than if

cold) may take up sutbcit'nt of tin' jjoison, wbetlier it bo in solu-

tion or suspension, to oauso th(> death of an adult. Tt will bo

taken uj) still more readily b}' liquids such as sou]), colToc, and

tea, which are swallowed warm, and its true solution will bo

favored by the presence of liquid fats or oils.

Tlie most notable chemical character of }ihos})horus is tho

facility wiili \\]iic]i it combines with oxygen, the yellow modi-

fication much mon^ readily than the red. Tho former ignites in

air at Od (140 V.) and burns with a bright tiame, giving off

dense white fumes so long as any oxj'gen remains. When
finely divided it bursts into flame by the heat of its own oxida-

tion.

The use of yellow phosphorus as a medicine vas suggested

by Kunkel (about 1721), who was the first to publish the method
of its preparation in 1'm>^.' During the latter part of the eigh-
teenth centur}' it seems to have been extensively used as a

medicine, and is said to have been administered in doses of one

or two grains ( !). At the present time it is used medicinall}' in

doses of 0.003-0.0006 gm. (oV-rffu g^.) in tho form of a solution

in almond oil, Oleum phosphomf urn, U. S. P., or preferably in

cod-liver oil, or, less advantageously, in pill form (Pil. phos-

phori, U. S. P.). A solution of phosphorus in absolute alcohol

is also sometimes used {Thompson's solution of phosphorus),
but is not oflScinal. It is intended to contain -5^ gr. in each fluid-

drachm (0.003 in 4 c.c). Glover''s chloroformum phospho-
ratum is said to be a solution of 1 part of phosphorus in 40 of

chloroform.

The principal use of phosphorus is in the manufacture of

sulfur matches, which are tipped with a paste containing phos-

phorus, glue, an oxidizing agent, and some pigment. The quan-

tity of phosphorus in match heads varies greatly. In Germany
the proportion of phosphorus in the paste is limited by law to

10 per cent., yet this proportion is frequently exceeded and in-

' Brandt had previously obtained pliosphorus in 1669, but kept the pro-
cess secret.
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creased to 14, 23, and even 32 per cent.' Sonnenschein
'
states

that the quantity of phosphorus contained in 100 match heads

is from 1.152 to 1.U66 "gran" (0.0717 to 0.1036 gm. = l^H
troy grains), but, according to Schuchardt,' Booker found the

quantity as small as 0.0249 gr. (0.4 gm.) in 100 matches, and

Ure as high as 0.1025-0.195 (2^ to 3 grs.); Cheveau' found

0.052 to 0.058 and Fischer' 0.05 to 0.075; while Gmming found

the variations to extend between 0.012 and 0.0G2 gm.

Phosphorus is also extensively used in the preparation of rat

pastes and vermin-killers. We have found Coster's Bat and

Roach Exterminator to contain 2.13 per cent, of free phos-

phorus; Parsons & Co.''s Vermin and Insect Exterminator,

0.4 per cent., and phosphor paste 1.01 per cent. The label of

the first-named preparation bears the words " not poisonous, no

danger" (!). Two children were killed by it in Yonkers, N.

Y., in November, 1894, and the proprietors were arrested on a

charge of manslaughter. Blyth" gives analyses of five phos-

phorus vermin pastes containing from 1.2 to 4 per cent, of phos-

phorus.'
In only 10 out of 522 cases of phosphorus poisoning was the

substance taken in a form other than match heads or vermin

poison, and of these 10 only 2 have occurred in the past 40

years : one the case of a student who took phosphorus
"
to im-

prove his memory" and died in 3 days ;' the other that of a child

of 2 years who died from the effects of phosphorized cod-liver

oil given in medicinal doses." It is patent, therefore, that

phosphorus poisoning might be eradicated by the enactment and

enforcement of legislation forbidding the use of yellow phos-

phorus in these articles. In Finland, where the phosphoric rat

poisons are permitted although yellow phosphorus matches have

been prohibited since 1872, there were 12 poisonings by phos-

phorus (rat poison) in the 14 years 1880-93, of which 2 were

murders, 7 suicides, and 3 accidents."'

' Custer: "Fort mit deni Gift d. ^ The incorporation of the phos

Phosphor -Ziindliolzchen," Zurich, phorus in the paste is by no means
1887, p. 20. uniform.

- "Handb. d. ger. Chemie," 29. «
Achergee : lud. M. Gaz., Cal-

^Maschka: "Handb. d. ger. cutta, 1887, xxii. , 171.

Med.," ii., 185.
' AflF . Metivier : Ann. d'hyg.,

••Ann. d'hyg., etc.. 1880, 3 s., etc., 1891, 3s., xxvi., 517.

iv.. 256.
'" Fagerluud : Vrtljschr. f. ger.

spharm. Jahrb., 1892, 799. Med., 1894. 3 F., viii., supplh., 80.

"Poisons," London, 1884, 197.
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Reel phosphorus, (iukhjiIiohs jiliosji/inrits, is ])ro(luco{l

from the yollow varioty by injiintainini;- it at a ti'iniu'iaturo

of 'iiO (KU F.) to '.'Sir^ ();{(;" F.) f.-r Iwo or throe days in an

at!iios|thcro of carbon dioxid, and wasliinj^ thi> cooUhI prod-
nrt with carbon disuhid. In the oonunorcial ])rodu('t this

washing: is rarely conijileto and small quantities of yellow jjIios-

pliorus, from (>.C< i)er cent, downward, remain. This and other

impurities may amount to 4.G per cent.

It is a brownish-red, amorphous, tasteless, odorless powder,
which does not fume in air or dissolve in the solvents of the

yellow variety. It dissolves in molten lead, from which it sep-
arates on cooling in violet-black cr^'stals. It is not luminons at

ordinary temperatures, and only ignites when heated to a tem-

perature approaching '250' (482° F.)

This form of phosphorus is ])ractically non-poisonons, prob-

ably by reason of its insolubility. It has been administered to

dogs to the extent of 200 gm. (nearly ^ lb.) in 12 days without

causing poisoning.' A woman of 20 years attempted suicide

by swallowing the heads of three boxes of Swedish matches,

along with water in -which they had been boiled. She suffered

some abdominal pain, but recovered completely in a few days.
The match |)aste contained a trace of yellow phosphorus and a

small quantit}' of arsenic.'

In the better class of "snapping matches," which ignite
when rubbed upon any rough surface, the paste contains red

phosphorus and potassium chlorate incorporated with glue. In

the "safety matches," \vhich ignite only w'hen rubbed upon a

prepared surface, the match heads contain no phosphorus, but

consist mainly of potassium chlorate and sulfid of antimony,
the red phosphorus with some ver}' fine sand and glue being
attached to the box. Some German matches have no phos-

phorus either upon the match or box.

ACUTE PHOSPHORUS POISONING.

Statistics.—The history of the toxicolog}' of phosphorus

may be said to have begun with the introduction of phosphorus

' Sonnenschein : "Ger. Chem.," '^

Edeling : Svensk. liik. forh.,
25. 1879, 113.
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matches in 1839.' Lewin in his monograph, published in 186G,'

collected ii cases, of which only 5 had occurred previous to 1840

and only 13 previous to 1850. Of these 41 cases 18 (40.0 per

cent.) were suicidal, and 14 (31.8 per cent.) homicidal; in 19

the poison was taken in match heads and in 15 as vermin poison.

At an earlier date, in 1855, Henry and Chevallier' had pre-

sented a monograph to the Societj^ of Medicine of Toulouse in

which they refer briefly to 08 cases, of which 4'^ were by
matches and 19 by rat poison; 2G {'.IS. 2 per cent.) were homi-

cidal and 31 (30.9 per cent.) suicidal. In Tardieu and Rous-

sin's table of criminal poisonings in France in the years 1851-03

there are 170 cases of phosphorus poisoning in a total of 017 by
all poisons (27.5 per cent.). We have consulted the reports of

521 poisonings.' Of these 110 were homicidal, 294 suicidal, 00

accidental, 2 by empirics, 4 taken to cause abortion, 1 taken as

an experiment. In the remaining 44 the origin of the poison-

ing is not given.

Of the homicidal cases 47 occurred in Germany, 51 in

France, 4 in Great Britain, 2 in Finland, 2 in Denmark, 5 in

Belgium, and 3 in the United States. Death was caused in 06

cases; in 18 the poisoned food was not taken on account of its

appearance or taste; in 11 instances the victim recovered; and

the remaining 15 cases are reported as "attempts." The agent
used was "

rat poison" in 35 cases, match heads in 35, and un-

specified in the remainder. In 05 instances the victims were

adults, in 35 children; and in 15 two or more persons were

poisoned at the same time. The poison was given in soup in

27 cases. In 1 case match heads were given to an illegiti-

mate child by its mother in a pear; in another a child was given
matches to play with, with criminal intent; in another a

woman mixed match heads with her husband's chewing tobac-

co; in another a 15-year-old girl was made the ignorant agent
of administration; and in another a woman destroyed her 15-

year-old son by introduction of match heads into the rectum.

Of the suicidal cases 17!» were in Germany, 55 in France, 30

' Matclies were made iu 1830 by
'-' Arcli. d. path. Anat. , etc., 1866,

Walker, of Stockton, in EnglsCnd xxi., 506.

(Ph. J. and Tr., 1871, 3 s., ii.,41),
- Ann. d'hyg., etc., 18.57, 3 s.,

Init they were not iu general use vii., 414; viii., 208.

until the period mentioned in the ^ To which may be added eighty-
text, five cases reported in journals to

IV.—37
wliich we have not access.
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ill (Ji\>at Hritain, li in Swctli'ii,
"

in l''iiil,iii(l, I in lIclLjiuin, 'A in

Swiztt'rianti, 1 in IJnssin, 1 in ("anadn, 1 in Italy, :! in New
Zi'alaiitl, aiul ;! in the I'liiti'd States. Only 80 of the snicitlcs

wiMv ni«Mi, as ayainst 1 i \! wmncn.' ( )f the latter ])ri)l)altly

many took the poison witli the object of pro\dkiii!4 ahoition

rather than intending; to destroy themselves.

.Vmony; the f.i; accidental jioisonings were iM in which th(>

victims were ailulls. In ."> of these the origin of the accident

is not stated
; eight adults ate food poisoned for rats, etc. ; in 3

matches fell into food by accident; were medicinal jioison-

ings, of which :) were anterior to 18:^(!, 1 in a child which was

destroyed by jihosphorized cod-liver oil in 189 1,'' and 3 in adults."

In the remaining cases the origin of the poisoning was excep-
tional : a student died in 3 days from ])hosphorus taken "

to im-

prove bis memory ;'"

^

a cook was severely poisoned by rat poison
which she prepared upon a table from which she afterward ate

her meal;" an English colonel and famih- suffered violent en-

teric pains after eating meat which had lain upon a surface

upon which matches were scratched f operatives in a match

factory were poisoned by match paste put into a coffee pot for

safe-keeping ;' a man was killed by matches accidentally present
in a cooking utensil;" a man died from drinking white wine in

which match heads had been macerated "as a joke;"" two

daughters of a match manufacturer died from eating bread

which had been left in a basket along with a large quantity of

matches;" a woman was killed bj' eating soup in which she had

cooked "rat pills"" in mistake for barle}';" a "man with an

ostrich stomach" died from flavoring his diet of glass, leather,

' In forty-two cases the sex is not '' Ibid.

given.
" Ibid.

- AfF. Metivier: Ann. d'hj'g.,
^ Ibid. See also Hebra : Pliila.

etc., 1891, 3s., xxvi., .^)17. Med. Times, 1881-82, xii., 866.
^ A slight poisoning of a man of '" Ibid.

thirty-three years (Anstie : Prac- " Tlie extent to which these rat

tit., London, 187:5, xi., 103) ; and pilis are used in Germany is evi-

the fatal poisoning of a woman (Ph. denced by the fact that the nmnber
J. and Tr., 1879, 80, 3 s., x., 747). of the Pharm. Ztg. for Nov. 12th,

* Achergee : Ind. M. Gaz., Cal- 1881, contains advertisements of

cutta. 1887, xxii., 171. five makers of them and of a ma-
^ Starcke : "Zur Casuistikd. acute chine guaranteed to turn out 40

Phnsphorverg.," Diss., Jena, 1868, kgm. per lioiir.

p. 11. '-' Memorabil., Heilbronn, 1890-
« Chevallier and Poirier : J. d. 91, n. F., x., 513.

chim. med., etc., 1858, 4 s., iv.,
140.
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soaps, etc., with matches.' A girl of 15 j'ears died in 7 days

after having anointed her hands and face with "rat paste" for

the purposes of a " dark seance."
'"

Lethal Dose.—The minimum lethal dose of phosphorus is

not accurately known, as the quantity actually swallowed has

been determined in a few cases only. It is certainly not large.

Anderson' reported the case of a child of If years who died in 7

days after having sucked the heads of about 30 matches. As-

suming that the paste was all swallowed, and contained the

maximum amount of phosphorus (0.195 gm. in 100), the quan-

tity taken was 0.04 gm. (O.G gr.) ; Shephard' states that a child

died from the effects of 8 match heads (0.015G gm. =^ gr.V).

In both of these cases the action of the poison was favored by
the administration of oil as an antidote. In one of Lamprecht's
cases' a healthy woman of 2:1 years died in 84 hours after hav-

ing taken match heads estimated to contain 1 to 2 grs. (0.0G5-

0.13 gm.) of phosphorus. Probably 0.05 gm. (f gr.) of phos-

phorus, taken in a finely divided form, as in match heads or rat

poison, or in solution, might cause the death of a healthy adult.

Blaschko" has reported the case of a girl of 18 years who

took, with suicidal intent, the heads of 2,000 matches along

with the hot water in which they had been macerated, yet re-

covered. Singer' relates the case of a woman of 21 years who
made an unsuccessful attempt at suicide by swallowing the

heads of ten packages of matches.

Duration.—This will vary in fatal cases from a few hours

to several days, according as death is caused by collapse or by
the more remote effects upon the liver and other organs. Usu-

ally life is prolonged during several days of intense suffering.

Among 208 fatal cases in which the duration was accurately

reported, o3 died during the first day; 170 in a period varying

from 2 days to 2 weeks (IC in 2 days; 29 in o; 34 in 4; 25 in

5; 22 in G; 20 in 7; G in 8; 8 in 9; 2 in 10; 3 in 11; 3 in 12;

and 2 in 14 days), the average duration being 5:^ days, and 5 in

longer periods.

=> Friedreich's Bl. f. ger. M., etc.,

1868, xix., 243.
•^

Vrtljschr. f. ger. Med., 1877, n.

F.. xxvii., 563.
'
Prag. med. Wocheuschr., 1883,

viii., 509.

' Freyhan : Deut.
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The sliortost (luiatiiui was ; lioiirs in a case reportocl l)y

.J;uli>rholin.' In :> instances reported In Maschka' (loath

ooourroil in roll.iii.-e in • to S lii/urs. Tlu^ victims, suiciilos,

were aged 5l>, 2T, ami iW years, llannnt'r' ri'jjorts the case of a

woman of 4t') years who destroyed herself iu 'J hours with about

3,(H»() matoli heads (38 packages) ;
and Langer* tliat of a man of

71 years who died in DJ hours after liaving taken with suicidal

intent the heads of one package infused in coffee," A most

protracted case, whether death can be entirely attributed to the

phosphorus poisoning which hatl occurred 8 months previously

or not, was that quoted by Tardieu and Roussin from Brulle."

A woman destroyed herself by swallowing a ])iece of phos-

])horus paste of the size of a walnut and afterward half a pint

of paraffin oil. After suffering from the usual primary symp-
toms siie was discharged as cured in 12 days. After 5 weeks

of immunity she was readmitted, suffering from jaundice, and

died suddenly in G days, or 53 days after the poisoning.' in an

early case" a man took 0.05 gra. of elementary phosphorus,

afterward 0.1 gm. on the same day, and the following day
0.15 gm. in syrup (in all 0.3 gm. = about 4^ grs.), and died in

17 days. A man of 32 years died in 15 daj^s from the effects

of about 2 3 of phosphorus paste;" and a woman of 21 years in

the same period after having taken the Jieads of two packages

of matches.'" Both Avere suicides. In severe non-fatal cases

>Hygiea, 1873, xxxv., 12. 2 vvieu. med. Wocheuschr., 1884,

Svensk. liik. forh., 303. In four xxxiv.,008.
homicidal cases (v. Btiuau : Vrtlj-

»
Prag. med. Wochenschr., 1889,

schr. f. ger. Med., 1859, xvi., 305, xiv., 79.

one-half hour. Schaeffer : "Samml. •» JWd., 1892, xvii., 451.

ger. Gutachten," Berlin, 1848, 287,
» other accidental or suicidal

one and ahalf liours. Otto: Memo- cases fatal in less than a daj- are

rabilieu, Heilbr., 1870, xv., 134, reported by Alexander (Berl. kl.

three to four hours. Kessler: W oc 1) en sc li r. , 1866, iii., 59),

Vrtljschr. f. ger. Med., 1866, n. Chevallier and Poirier (Luc. cit.,

F., iv. , 271, four hours) the period two cases), Casper ("Handb.," 5te

aUeged was shorter; and in one (v. Aufl. , ii., 513, 514, two cases), and

Maschka: Vrtljschr. f. ger. Med., Fagerlund (Vrtljschr. f. ger. Med.,

1885. n. F., xliii., 17) as short. 1894, viii., supi)lh., 80).

In a double suicide reported by
« "

Enipois.," 2enie ed., 553.

Liman (Casper-Liman : "Handb. d.
' West: Lancet, 1893, i., 245.

ger. Med.," 8te Aufl., ii., 479) both » .Julia Fontenelle : Rev. med..

are said to have died in two liours. 1829, iii., 429; ex Orfila : "Tox.,"
But so unu.sual a coincident seems .5eme ed., i., 84.

rather to point to some other unrec- ^ Harris : Lancet, 1886, ii., 582.

ognized cause of death. '» Rummel : Ztschr. f. rat. Med.,

1868, xxxiii., 227.
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the illness is frequently prolonged. Thus Knoevenagel
' has

reported a poisoning of almost G months' duration.

The prognosis in acute phosphorus poisoning is very un-

favorable. Of o'Jo cases 284, or 72.1 per cent., terminated

fatally. Among the recoveries are included 33 alleged homi-

cides, in which the fact of administration is more or less prob-

lematical, and in 23 instances .the cause of the illness is question-

able, or the amount taken insignificant. Among 208 cases of

severe, no:i-homicidal cases there were, therefore, 53 recoveries,

or a mortality of 80.2 per cent. Thirty-four of the recoveries

were in very severe cases, in which the hepatic symptoms were

marked, and in most of which oil of turpentine was admin-

istered. If the statistics be derived from hospital cases in which

suitable treatment has been followed, the prognosis becomes

more favorable, although the percentage of deaths is still high.

Thus in von Jaksch's 30 cases there were in deaths and 23 re-

coveries—a mortality of 41 per cent.'^ In a few instances re-

covery has been complete after the manifestation of violent

primary symptoms within two or three days after the poison-

ing;^ but in most instances some of the symptoms persisted for

several weeks. In one instance recovery maj' be attributed to

the fact that the intended suicide, a man of 63 years, took oil of

turpentine with the match heads, believing thus to intensify

their action.
'

In 2 cases in which suicides have taken powerful
corrosives al^ong with the phosphorus and have recovered from

the effects of both, the action of the phosphorus appears t(^ have

been completely masked or absent. One of these was a girl

who took a quantity of match heads containing at least 3 grs.

(0.2 gm.) and attempted to swallow an ounce of sulfuric acid,

but spat it out;^ the other that of a woman who di'ank a mix-

ture of match heads and caustic potash solution, and in whom
the cardiac stricture produced bj' the latter was subsequently

successfully dilated."

Symptoms.—The clinical history of most cases of acute

phosphorus poisoning may be divided into two distinct periods

' Berl. kl. Woohenschr., 1869, vi.,
* Vetter : Loc. cit.

157. 'Graff: Ztschr. d. Staatsarzuk.,
-Seep. 583. 1843, xliv., 283.

Smoller : Wien. med. Halle. ^ Sch rotter : Aerztl. Ber. allg.
18fi:i iv., 346. Vetter: Arcb. path. k. Khaus., Wien (1886), 1888, 38.

Anat., etc., 1871, liii., 168.
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wliicli aro frrquoiitly si-paialcil liy ;in iiiici\al df apii.irciit re-

covory. This intorval may l)i' of two or tlirrt> days' duratioji,

ami (liiriiiLC it jialicMits lia\t> Ihtii friMiiU'iilly (liscliai-i;c(l Iimhi

liospitals as i-ummI. ( >i- ilu> iiitoiisity o\' \\\r ]iiiinary action may
bo so slii^lit tliat the person alTcctcd oidy comes midcr medical

observation after tho second stage has been fully established.

In some cases, indecnl, the sym]itoins of the first stage have been

insiixnificant in cases which have snbseiinently 1ei"miiiat(>(l in

death.' On the other hand, instances aro not wanting in which

death has been caused bj' the violence of the primary effects

within twenty-four hours after the taking of the poison, and

before any of the symptoms of the second stage have been

exhibited."

There is usually an interval of from two to six hours after

the ingestion, during which no effects are observed save tlie

taste of the poison, Avhich may or may not be experienced at the

time it is swallowed, and a sense of warmth in the throat and

stomach. Then follow pain of a burning character in the epi-

gastrium, which varies greatly in intensit}' in different cases,

frontal headache, which is severe and persistent, thirst, a sub-

normal temperature, and a small, soft, and easily compressible

pulse. The expired air has an alliaceous odor, and there are

eructations of gas having a similar character, and in dark

places there may be a luminous appearance about tlie mouth,
either from a hnninosity of the expired air or from the adher-

ence of particles of phosphorus to or about the lips, which, in

exceptional cases, have been reddened or ecchymosed from the

latter cause.'' There is nausea, followed b}' vomiting of

matters which have the odor and luminosity of phosj^horus,

and wdiich may bo tinged with bile.^ Somewhat later there

is purging, the fa?ces being dark and offensive, and some-

times luminous. The duration of this stage does not usually

'v. Sturck: Dent. Arch. f. kl. Coupland : Lancet, 1879, ii., 309.

Med., 1884, xxxv., 488, Case III. Curtis: l^oston M. and S. Jour.,
^ See cases cited on p. 580. and 1876, xciv., 438. Alexander: Loe.

Alexander: Berl. kl. Wochenschr., cit. Woodman : M. Times^ and Gaz.,

186G, iii.. 59. Casper: "Handb. d. 1804, ii., 380.

ger. Med.," 3te Aufl., ii., 404. * The luminous appearance is not
" Cutler: Boston M. and S. Jour., observed if the stomach contain oil

1862, Ixvi., 393. Stevenson: Lan- of turpentine or alcohol (see p.

cet, 1880, i., 644. Friedreich's Bl. 591), even if phosphorus be present,
f. ger. M., 1852, iii., 4 Hft., 73.
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exceed two or three days. The sj'inptoms usually abate in

severity and there is the semblance of recovery, except in

rapidly fatal cases.

In from two to ten days after the poisoning the second stage

begins with jaundice, which increases in depth with the inten-

sity of the poisoning, and a recurrence or exacerbation of the

symptoms of the first stage. The vomiting and hepatic pain
are very distressing. At the same time the area of hepatic dul-

ness is notably increased, the increase in some cases being fol-

lowed by contraction. The vomit contains blood, and there

are hemorrhages from the nasal and other mucous membranes,
and notably, in the female, from the vagina and uterus.

There is intense headache, fever, an accelerated pulse, and

death in coma or from exhaustion. Even in this later stage

the breath is sometimes alliaceous,' and the vomit and de-

jecta may be luminous." Priapism has been observed in the

male' and sexual excitement in the female." In some instances

death is preceded by convulsions or delirium
;
in others it has

occurred suddenlj', during a condition of apparent improvement."

Taussig" and von Jaksch' have shown that with the appear-
ance of hepatic symptoms there is a notable transitory increase

in the number of the red corpuscles in the blood, in one case

reaching 8,600,000 per cubic millimetre in a woman,*" without

an increase in the quantity of haemoglobin, while the number
of leucocytes is diminished. At the same time the alkalinity

of the blood is notably diminished.'

The TEMPERATURE is slightly subnormal during the first

'Anderson: Lancet, 1871, ii., Reith : Brit. M. Jour., 1867, ii.,

189. Blascliko: Vrtljschr. f. ger. 560.

Med., 1877, n. F., xxvii., 563. •* Arch. f. exper. Path. u. Pliarm.,
•^Cavlev: Lancet, 1883, i., 1041. 1892, xxx., 161.

Rothhaninier : Diss.
, Wiirzb., 1890,

"" Deut. med. Wochenschr., 1893,

p. 22. Lion: Wien. med. Presse, xix., 10, and in Nothnagel's : "Spec.
1866, vii., 941. Path. u. Ther.,"1894, i., 146. In

3
Cooper: Brit. M. Jour., 1858, the latter (pp. 107-159) will be found

846 (Case II.). Solon: "Diet, de an excellent discussion (jf the synip-
med. et de chir.

,

"
xii.

, 707. tomatology and diagnosis, based
•* Neuman : Wien. lued. Halle, upon forty cases observed during

1864, v., 134. Zeidler : Charite 1884-93 in the services of Nothnagel
Ann., 1860, xi., 1 Hf t. , 1. and von Jaksch at Vienna and

* Cocker : Med. Times and Gaz. , Prague.
1882, i., 303. Krug : Arch. d. «

Tausig : Op. c/f., p. 165. (Nor-
Heilk.. 1865, vi., 566. Fritz, Ran- mal=5 mill, in man, 4 to 4.5 mill,

vier, and Verliac : Arch. gen. de in woman).
med., 1863, ii.,25. v. Jaksch : In ^ Kraus : Ztschr. f. Heilk.,1889,
Nothnagel, i., 132, Case XXXVI. x.

, 106. v. Jaksch: Loc. cif.
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stai^o, frotjUOlltly \villi a "-harp and marked clcxalidiK wliich

may n>acli :>".' .1 (MK) F.), which. hnwcNOi-, ('(Uit i mics (udy lor

oiu' to thrrr days, and is fohdwcd hy sid)iionnal Irmiicratiire.

'I'hc 1 i;iM', contains siMiim allmmiii in tlio earlier sljigGS.

With ihi' I'stablishiiiont of the seeMiul stage it, eoTilaiiis hile
])i<j;-

UKMit ; ami the elimination of iiitrogoii, which had diminished

somewhat at lirst, is enormously increased.' The (juantity (;f

phosphates eliminated is marked!}' increased from the first.

The sediment, in tlie lati>r stau^es, contains large numbers of

epithehal cells and casts, wliich may be hyaline or epitlielial, or

blood casts, in any event tinged with bile pigment and the at-

tached ejiithelinm infiltrated witli oil globnles. Leucin and

tj'rosin crN'stals have been observed in the later stage in many
instances, and these substances have also been identified by
their chemical reactions.'' The urine is also said to contain

peptone in some instances/ and also lactic acid/ and an aro-

matic oxyacid.'' The urine may also contain sugar," but its

presence has no connection with the action of phosphorus. In

a case reported by Erman' the urine passed on the morning of

the eighth day w'as milky from the presence of a notable amount
of suspended fat (chjduria).

Diagnosis.—A positive diagnosis, in the absence of a clear

history, can only be made during life fiom the detection of un-

GX3"dizGd phosphorus in the excreta or vomit.

The points of divergence between the symptoms of acute

phosphorus poisoning and those of acute yellow atrophy
OF THE LIVER are that: 1. In the disease the liver rapidly
diminishes in volume, while in most cases of phosphorus poison-

ing it increases in size. Yet this enlargement may not occur,

or may be followed by diminution. 2. In yellow atrophy there

' von Stnrck : Dent. Arcli. f. kl. « Maixner : Pras- Vrtljsclir., 1879,

Med., 1884, xxxv., 481. Miinzer : cxliv., 75. v. Jaksch : Ztschr. f.

Ibid.. 1893-94, Hi.. 199. kl. Med., 1883, iv., 413. Kobit-
- Wvss : Arch. f. patli. An., I860, schek : Deut. nied. Wochensclir.

,

xxxiii., 422. Rothhaninier : Diss., 1893, xix., 569.

Wiiizb.. 1890, p. 22. O-sikow.sky :

•» ScJmltzen 11. Riess : Cliarite

Wien. mt'd. Presse, 1872, xiii., 121- Ann., 18G9, xv., i.

294. Fraenkel : Beil. kl. Wochen- ' 7b/d. , and Bauniann : Ztschr. f.

schr., 1878, xv., 265. Starke: phvsiol. Ch., 1882, vi., 192.

Diss., Jena, 1868. Badt : Diss.,
« Grose : Lancet, 1889, ii., 902.

Berlin. 1891. Linian : Casper -Li- Huber : Ztsch. f. kl. M., 1888, xiv.,

Tnan,
" Handh. d. ger. M.." 8te 483.

Aufl.. ii., 487. See al.so Miinzer
'

Yrtljschr. f. ger. Med., 1880, n.

and von Jaksch : Loc. cit. F. , xxxiii., 61.
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are usually severe cerebral symptoms, delirium, convulsions,

etc., which are only exceptionally caused by phosphorus.

ISTor can the distinction be absolutely made from Hypertro-

phic CIRRHOSIS OF THE LIVER. In this disease, toward the

end, there is frequently vomiting of masses containing blood,

which symptom, although uncommon at this stage of phos-

phorus poisoning, has been observed in several cases.

The differentiation from infectious icterus—Weil's dis-

ease,' is more obvious by the acute nephritis and the high

fever of that disease.

In certain forms of sepsis and of puerperal eclampsia

the symptoms resemble those of phosphorus poisoning. In the

former, however, the elevation of temperature is considerable

and continuous, while in phosphorus poisoning the temperature

is subnormal or onl}' temporaril}' high. The chill of sepsis is

also absent in phosphorus poisoning, and in the former condition

enlargement of the liver is slight or absent, while that of the

spleen is considerable
;
in the latter the reverse is the case. In

puerperal eclampsia cerebral symptoms and nephritis are present,

and the history of the case will aid in the differentiation.

From variola h^emorrhagica in the absence of the prodromal

eruption and of high temperature of the disease, or the presence

of phosphorus in the vomit, etc., a diagnosis from the symp-
toms is difficult.

Treatment.—Unabsorbed phosphorus, which may remain

in the alimentary canal for several days after having been swal-

lowed, is to be removed by emesis and later by purgatives.

The best emetic is cupric sulfate in doses of 0. 1 to 1 gm. (1| to

15 grs.) in solution. It is to be preferred to zinc sulfate as it

may serve in another manner by coating the phosphorus with

copper. It is preferable, however, to wash out the stomach

thoroughly as early as possible with a 0.1 to 0.3-per-cent. solu-

tion of potassium permanganate, and to leave about 500 c.c. (a

pint) of the solution in the stomach. Diluted hydrogen peroxid

(one to three per cent.) has also been recommended for washing
the stomach." The use of hot oil for this purpose as practised

by Macewen^ is not to be recommended, although his patient re-

1 Deut. Arch. f. kl. Med., 1886,
" Thornton: Therap. Gaz.. De-

xxxix., 209. troih, 1893, 3 s., ix., 8.
^
Glasgow M. Join-. , 1872-73, 407.
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covered, as tlie aliM ir]il ioii ol' ,iii\ jilm.'-jilionis veinainiiiL;' in the

Stttinach or passiiiLC into the intestine is great ly ravored. 'I'lie

stomach lia\ inn" lu-i'ii wa^-lieil out, tinrectilii'd FriMidi oil of tin--

poiitini' is to ho Lciveii in doses of 1 to \' i^ni. ( 1 ."i (o ;;o grs.)

sovoral times daily, I'itlier in capsnles or in mncilagiiious enuil-

sion. The oUler and more acid the oil tlio greater is its teii-

donov to unite with the phosjjhorns to ])rodnco tlie ciystalline,

sperinaeeti-liUo, and 'wwvi })liosphorons acid coinpound.'
As the alkalinity of the blood is dinniiishod l)y pliosphorus,

the administration of alkalies is indicated. Transfusion of de-

fibrinated blood has been ])ractised with benefit in some cases/
and Robert ' reconnnends transfusion of an alkaline solution of

siilt mixed with ten to twenty per cent, of water which has

been agitated with oil of turpentine.

As phosphorus is soluble in the fixed oils and fats, all sub-

stances containing them should be rigidly excluded from the

dietary and medication.

Post-Mortem Appearances.—The skin isyollow, and all

internal organs are more or less jaundiced. Absence of icterus

has only been observed in very few cases in which death occurred

within less than two days.' The blood is dark and fluid, and

in subacute cases does not coagulate.^ Multiple extrav-
asations of blood, either in the form of minute petechiae or of

larger ecchymoses, are found in various situations, most fre-

quently in the pleurae, pericardium, mediastiua, subcutaneous

and perimuscular cellular tissues, lungs, and mesentery." In the

female large hsematomata are frequently found in the ovaries,

' See Thornton : Loc. cit. Rom- (Wien. Id. Woclieuschr.
, 1888, .513),

nielaere : Bull, de I'Ac. r. de nied. two cases : one nine hours, the other
de Belg., 1871. 3 s.. v.. 1043-1121. about twenty-four hours after hav-
Kohler: "SauerstofFlialtiges Ter- ing been found poisoned. Although
peutinol," etc., Halle, 1872. Busch : icterus is not specifically nien-
" Wirksanikeit des Terpentinols,

" tioned in the cases reported by Blix,
etc., Riga, 1892. and quoted by Rossbach (wliose

'^ Eulenberg and Landois : Deut. other alleged cases of absence of

Arch. f. kl. Med., 1867, 440: Centbl. jaundice are misquotations), it is

f. d. med. Wissensch., 18G7, 280. implied in tlie aj^pcarances men-
Jiirgensen : Berl. kl. Wochenschr., tioned (Hvgiea, Stockh., 1865,

1871, 241, 253, 292. 304. 364, 392. xxvii., 115)".
^
"'Intoxikatiouen," p. 422. * See Corin and Ansiaux : Vrtlj-

* Jaderholm {Loc. cit.), seven schr. f. ger. Med., 1894. 3 R., vii.,

hours. Battmann (Arcli. d. Heilk.. 79. 212.

1871, xi^., 257). about twenty-four
« See Hessler : Ibid., 1882. n. F.,

'

hours. Coupland (Lancet. 1879, xxxvi., 32. Lesser: "Atl. d. ger.
ii., 309), forty-four hours. Paltauf Med.," pi. xvi., Figs. 1, 2.
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and blood may be found in the uterus or escaping from the

vulva.
' In one of Casper's cases luminous vapors were observed

to issue from the vagina, although the poison had been taken by

the mouth. Death had occurred in twelve hours." The MOUTH,

PHARYNX, and (ESOPHAGUS are rarely affected beyond being-

colored by the dark or black stomach contents which frequently

exude. Exceptionally, however, the lips, internal surface of

the cheeks, pharynx, and oesophagus have been found injected,

reddened, deprived of epithelium, covered with fibrinous exuda-

tion, or luminous.^

On opening the abdominal cavity, or, more frequently, on

opening the stomach or intestine, the garlic-like odor of phos-

phorus, and its luminosity in the dark, may be observed, al-

though these appearances are by no means constant. If the

odor of putrefaction be marked that of phosphorus is sometimes

only observed after the gases of putrefaction have escaped.

The odor is most frequently present in cases of comparatively

short duration; it has, however, been detected in persons who

have survived for 7,' 5," 4^,° and 4
'

days. In one case of death

in 3 days the odor was present in the large intestine but absent

from the stomach.^ In two of three cases fatal in 8 hours, in

all of which phosphorus was detected on analysis, the odor was

present in the stomach
;
but in the third it was present in the

intestine and absent in the stomach.' In a case fatal in Of

hours the odor was absent, although the contents of the intes-

tine were luminous.'" The luminous appearance is not ob-

served in the presence of alcohol or of oil of turpentine. The

STOMACH is congested, with infiltration of blood into the cel-

lular tissue and ecchymoses into the submucous tissue, the

mucous membrane swollen and softened and frequently marked

' Raader : Corr. -Bl. f. Schweiz. ^Anderson: Lancet, 1871, ii.,

Aerzte, 1872, ii., 419. 189.

•^"Haudb. d. ger. Med.," 5te ^ von Masclika : Vrtljschr. f.

Aiifl., ii., 513. prakt. Heilk., 1867, xcvi., 26.

^Linian : Casper-Liman, "Handb. "^ Mowat : Lancet, 1891, ii., 1.387.

d ger. Med.," 8te Aufl., ii., 479. i Werner: "Memorab.," Heil-

Starke: Diss., Jena, 1868, p. 25. bronn, 1890-91, n. F., x., 513.

Niemann : Ztsclir. f. d. Staatsarznk., * Kienian : Ber. . . . Rudolph
1862, Ixxxiii., 185. Casper: A^rtlj- Stift., Wien, 1883. 407.

sclir. f. ger. Med., 1858, xiv., 185. » von Maschka : Wien. med.

Biinau: lUd., 18.59, xvi., 305. Wochenscbr., 1884, xxxiv. , 608.

Martin: Brit. M. Jour., 1878, i.,
"' Langer : Prag. med. Wocheu-

478. Tlingel : Deut. Klin., 1863. schr., 1892, xvii., 451.

XV., 395, 402 (Cases XV. and XVL).
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with j)ati'lios of piirploor lilack-Lcray. I'lic peptic glands arc at

til'St swollen ami lillcd w itii oil ulolmlcs, in llic later sta^jfcs liny

arc empty.' In sninc i'asi>s slit;hl erosions of tho gastric nuicoiis

membrane liavo beiMi t)bs»'rve(l.'' 'rb(> contonts of tho stomach

arc iitiuiil,
"
cotTtH'-LTrouiul," or i)iti'by in consisttuico, dark or

black in color, stronj^ly acid, and sometimes contain lart;(^ clots

of blooii.' The (piantity of lic^uid in tbo stomach, and in tho

intestine Jis well, is sometimes sutlicient to cause their disten-

tion and the escape of the li(|uid. In other cases the stomach

is empty or nearly so. The intestinal MUCOUS membrane is

frequently tmatVected. In other cases it is reddened and is tho

seat of alterations similar to those foimd in the stomach.

The LIVER is usually enlarged, sometimes to an enormous

size.* In some cases, however, it has been found to be smaller

than normal." Its color is a bright or dirty yellow, with red

spots or blotches." It is friable, and pulp}' in consistence. On
section it is icteric, oil)', and greases the knife. In one instance,

however, it was described as perfectly bloodless, vrhite, and of

the appearance of having been boiled;' while in another it is

said to have been very dark." On microscopic examination it is

found to be the seat of more or less advanced fatt}' degeneration,

even in some of the cases of short duration." The spleen is

enlarged in most instances, sometimes normal in size and occa-

sionall}' diminished.'" The kidneys are somewhat larger than

normal, smooth, and yellow or yellowish in color. On section

the cortex is fatty, anaemic, yellowish, firm, and dry, the

'For colored plate see Lesser: Kiemaii : Loc. eit.. Case III. Dies-
"Atl. d. ger. Med.," pi. x., Figs. 1 tervveg : Diss., Greifswald. 1868, p.

and 2. 18 (five cases). Schleiss-Lowenfeld :

- Rothlianinier : Diss., Wiirzb.
, Diss., Miinclien, 18G9, p. 12. Rum-

1890, p. 22. Biinau : Loc. cit. Leu- mel : Ztscli. f. rat. Med., 1868, 3

det: Arch. gen. d. nied., 1857, 5 s., R., xxxiii., 227. Wallis: Hygiea,
ix.. 308. Stockh., 1881, xlvi., 340. Langer :

» von Maschka: Vrtljsclir. f. ger. Med. Jalirb., 1881,475. Ebstein:

Med., 1886, n. F., xlv., 232. Arch. d. Heilk., 1869, x., 379.

••Starke (Loc. eit.) death in four ^ For colored plates see Lesser:

days; weight of liver, 4,300 gni.
"
Atl. d. ger. Med.," pi. xvii.. Figs.

Robitsheck (Deut. med. Wochen- 1, 2. Kast u. Rumpel : "Anat.
.schr., 1893, xix., 569) : four days; Path. Taf.," Ft. XL, D. IIL
2,450 gms. Starling (Guv's Hosp. 'Cutler: Boston M. and S. Jour.,

Rept., 1890, xxxii., 275) : seven 1862, Ixvi., 393.

days ; 2. 115 gm. Henry (Boston M. * Biinau : Loc. cit.

and S. Jour., 1883. cix., 14) : seven ' Maschka (Wien. med. Wochen-
days, 1,770 gm. (normal, 1,450 to schr., 1884, xxxiv., 608): three cases

1,700 gm.) . of death witliin eight hours.
= Harris: Lancet, 1886, ii., 582. '" Hessler : Loc. ci^

, p. 17.
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glomeruli appearing as red spots; the medullary portion pale

and yellow in striations corresponding to the straight tubes.

Occasionally there are ecchj-moses. The microscope shows

the existence of fatty degeneration.' The bladder is empty
or contains bloody urine. The heart is fatty, pale ;

its valves

yellow, and ecchymoses are found in the endocardium, pericar-

dium, and intermuscular connective tissue. The lungs are

normal, save for the presence of ecchj'^moses. The brain

and its coverings are in some cases normal, in otherss con-

gested, with capillary hemorrhages and effusions in the

arachnoid and ventricles. Microscopically fatty infiltration

of the ganglion cells of the cortical portion, and of the

walls of the capillaries, have been observed." The same

degenerative changes occur in the spinal cord.^ Hemor-

rhages into the sheath and substance of nerve trunks have

also been noticed.*

Analysis.—Although phosphorus is very readily oxidized

in air it appears not only to remain in the elementary form in the

human body for a long time, but also to interfere with the usual

process of oxidation. It has been found in the unoxidized form

in the cadavers of persons who have survived for six^ and nine"

days after having taken it. On the other hand a properly con-

ducted analysis has frequently failed to reveal the presence of

unoxidized phosphorus in much more rapidly fatal cases of un-

questionable phosphorus poisoning. Under favorable conditions

phosphorus sometimes remains unaltered for long periods in de-

caying cadavers. As early as 1848 Schaeffer detected phos-

phorus in the cadaver of a child which had been buried 14

days.' Wald ®
isolated fragments of the element by levigation

from the stomach contents of a body buried 5 weeks. Elvers'*

separated 0.094 gm. of phosphorus from the intestines of a ca-

daver buried 42 days. Fischer and MuUer'" detected free phos-

phorus after 8 weeks, in cadavers of animals killed bj- it and

' For colored plate see Lesser: ^ Dutoit : Corr. -Bl. f. Schweiz.

Op. cit., pi. xvi., Figs. 3, 10, 11. Aerzte, 1886, xvi., 359.
^ Hammer : Prag. med. Wochen- '^

Casper : "Clin. Novellen," p. 419.

schr. , 1889, xiv., 79. Elkius:Brit. ''"Samml. gerichtsarztl. Gut-
M. J., 1891, ii., 1302. acht.," Berlin, 4848, 287.

sGurrieri: Rif. med., Napoli,
^ "Gerichtl. Med.," 1858, i., 413.

1893, ix., pt. 4, 410. »
Vrtjschr. f. ger. Med., 1876, n.

"* Reichel : Wien. kl. Wochen- F., xxv., 25.

schr., 1894, vii., 153. '»/6id., 1870, n. F., xxiv., 1.
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phos|)hnrous ariil ;iftcr 1 - weeks. 1 It ilVm.iiiii.
'

in ;i cast' falal in

S luuirs, (It'ltH'ti'il the tlrint'iil in tlie |iiitiiil iiiloHtilial coiiU'iits

afttT 'J iiiiuiths, and in another ease, t'alal in ',) days, ail(>r A

moiitlis. Siieli instaiK'i's ai'e, howovor, oxc'oi»tiniiah

Sonu>times a earefiil oxainiiiation of tho stomach contciits

will leail to tlie disoovory of frajj^niouts of i)lios})horus, iisiiaiiy

in Lclol)ul(>s, ill siihstanco; or oven of fratj:nu'iits of wood with

adhoivnt sulfur, piguieut, and phosphorus, when match heads

have boon taken.

As plu^sphorus in the form of phosphates ami in organic

combination exists in extrenioly varying

*| (
ij
T* amount in difTerent food articles and in

! 1 ^\.L the tissues and iluids of the body, its dis-

cover}' or quantitative determination in

this form is without forensic interest.

That the analysis shall atTord any affirma-

tive indication of phosphorus poisonini^

phosphorus must be detected in the ele-

mentary form, or in its lower condition of

oxidation as phosphorous acid, in which

states it does not occur in the animal or

vegetable world naturally. The fact that

an organic mixture is luminous, without

distillation, is not sutHcient evidence of

the presence of phosphorus."
For the detection of free phosphorus

a combination of the Mitscherlich pro-

cess^ with Scheerer's modification,' and Dussard's method'

is best employed. This is conducted in its first and original

stage as a part of the systematic analysis for volatile poisons

in the manner described on page 128 and in the apparatus

there figured. In the presence of free phosphorus, under

favorable conditions, a bright phosphorescent light is seen

at the point of greatest condensation when the liquid approaches

the boiling point, and continues throughout the distillation.

Fig. 27.—Absorbing Appar-
atiu>.

1 "Lehrb. d. ger. Med.," oteAufl.,
679.

' See p. 573.
3
Vrtljsclir. f. ger. Med., 1855,

viii., 1; J. f. prakt. Ch., 1855,

Ixvi., 238.

•• Ann. d. Cliem. u. Pliarm., 1859,

cxii., 216.

=^C. rend. Ac. Sc, Paris, 1856,

xliii., 1126. See also Rlondlot:
"Sur la reclierche tox. du phos-

phore, "etc.
, Nancy, 1861.
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Care must be had that all reflexions of light are excluded
;
and

a dim visibility of condensed steam which is sometimes seen in

a slightly illuminated room is not to be mistaken for phosphor-

escence. When the phosphorescence is distinctly seen it is proof

positive of the presence of elementary phosphorus. The phe-

nomenon is, however, interfered with by many substances,

among which are alcolrol, oil of turpentine, carbolic acid, am-

moniacal and cupric salts, which are likel}^ to be present. If

alcohol be the only interfering agent the luminosity will appear
after about two-thirds of the liquid have distilled over. Should

the phosphorescence not ap-

pear, the distillation should

be interrupted after about

one-third of the liquid has

been distilled and the con-

denser {e, Fig. 2, page 128)

disconnected. In its place an

absorbing apparatus charged
with solution of silver nitrate

(Fig. 27) is substituted and

the distillation continued

gently, after the apparatus
has been filled with carbon

dioxid by opening the cock

(/), Fig. 2), and a gentle cur-

rent of CO., is maintained

thro u g h the a])paratus.

Should the silver solution

remain colorless the absence of phosphorus may be inferred.

If a black deposit be produced it remains to prove that it con-

sists of silver phosphid. For this purpose the apparatus shown
in Fig. 28 is used. The Wolff bottle is charged with pure zinc

'

and dilute sulfuric acid; the tube h is filled with fragments of

calcium chlorid. When the apparatus has been filled wnth

hydrogen the pinchcock d is closed until the funnel tube /
becomes three-quarters filled with liquid ; then the pinchcock
e is closed and d opened, and the black silver deposit, which has

been collected on a filter and washed, is thrown into /; e is then

-Aijparatus for Examiualiou of Silver

Phosphid.

Fig. 38.-

' A fair .sample of the ziuc used
must be tested for phosphorus in

blauk in the manner described in

the text.
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sliLchtly opened ami l!i<> tsc.i|iiiiy; gas ignited al the |ilatiniiiii tip

.. tiiesizei>t the llanu' Ix-ing regulated \>\ c. li' the lilack de-

posit Ik» silver plidsphid a grei'n coro is seen in the llanie, and

when tliis is v)bserved with the y[)ectroscope it will show a spec-

trnni of three bright lines in tlie green (Fig. ^'-O- -^^ phos-

phorous aeitl is decomposed by heat into plu)Sphorio acid, which

is uon-volatile, and hydrogen phosphid, which is gaseous, the

silver dejx)sit and reactions obtained from it indicate, not the

presence of free phosphorus, but that of either free ])hosphorus

or i)hosphorous acid. Cousequently it is prefeiable, if |)oHsible,

to obtain the indication of free phosphorus from the luminosity
and then, having started tho CO, generator, collect the distilled

Aa Be

Fig. '-id.
—Spectrum of Pliosphorus.

phosphorus in a closed flask, connected with a U tube charged
with silver nitrate, through which the excess of gas bubbles.

The phosphorus so distilled may be collected and weighed.
'

Scheerer's process may also be used as an independent test.

The materials to be examined are warmed in a bottle fitted with

a cork to which are suspended two strips of filter paper, one

moistened with silver nitrate (or sulfate) solution, the other with

lead acetate. A darkening of the silver paper while the lead

paper remains white indicates the presence of phosphorus or of

phosphorous acid.^

Lafargue has proposed a method for the detection of very

minute (quantities of free phosphorus by extraction with ether

and examination of the residue under the microscope upon a

warmed plate in the dark, the instrument having been pre-

viously focussed.^

' See DragendorfT :

'•

Ermittl. von " Union med. de la Gironde, ex

Giften," 4te Aufl., 93. Friedreich's Bl. f. ger. Med., 1868,
^ See Dragendorff : 0/j. cit., 90. xix., 245.
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CHRONIC PHOSPHORUS POISONING.

Although poisonings by repeated administration of small

quantities of phosphorus may occur and have occurred," the

effects are practically the same as when the poison is taken

in a single dose, owing to the slowness of its absorption in

any case. The onl}'- difference noted is that the patient is worse

after each administration.

By chronic phosphorus poisoning, or lucifer disease, a

condition is usually understood which is peculiar to the opera-

tives employed in the manufacture of yellow phosphorus

matches. Its principal manifestation is necrosis of one or both

maxillary bones. Owing to improvements in processes uf

manufacture, and particularly to the more extended use of red

phosphorus, the disease is of much less frequent occurrence

now than formerly.''

ZINC.
'

Poisonings by the zinc compounds are of rare occurrence,

although apparently more common in England than elsewhere.

Of 65 cases reported in medical literature 4G were in Great

Britain, 6 in Germany, 5 in France, 3 in the United States,

and 1 each in Belgium, India, and Australia.

The form of combination was either the chlorid or sulfate.

Zinc chlorid, ZnCl^, is a white, hygroscopic solid, very

soluble in water, used in medicine as a caustic. It has caused

death in two instances when so applied to wounded surfaces.'

Most of the poisonings by this agent have been accidental or

suicidal (of 40 cases 27 were accidental and 7 suicidal). In 4 in-

stances
"
soldering liquid," made by adding zinc to hydrochloric

acid, was swallowed. In 20 cases some form of disinfecting
' In Ph. Jahrber., 1869, 463, an iu- 189.'5, ii., 67, to which add Koclier :

stance is referred to in which a "Zur Kenntn. d. Phosphornecrose,
"

woman repeatedly administered Biel, 1893. Brouardel : Ann.

phosphorus in cakes to her child d'h\g. , etc., 1889, 3 s.
, xxi., 193.

while it was in a hospital in Caseneuve : Ibid., 289. Ponchet:

France, as well as a similar case Ibid., 168. Biihrer : Hyg. Ruud-
which occurred in Germany. schau, 1893, iii., 372. Schiller:

2 For bibliography of lucifer dis- Ibid., 1892, ii.. 860.

ease see Index Cat. Surg. Gen.
'

Stimson : Med. News, Phila.,
Libr. Wash., vii., 222, viii., 080, 1883, xlii., 572. Nichols: Boston
and Schuchardt in Penzoldt and M. and S. . Jour., 1886, cxv., 343.

Stintzing : "Haudb. d. spec. Ther. ,"

IV.—38
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tluid coiitaininc: tlu' chldi-id was taken: l'.iinu>tl's solution
('-ior)

to T.W ^rs. jHT t)uiico) ill 'Jl I'HSOs, Cnnv's in "i, and Morcll's in

1. In an l<'n.L;lish case n woman was tried for tlio murder of hor

cliilil by administrutit)!! of a solution of zinc cliloiid,' and in

anotlier it is probable that a similar ailministration b}' a woman
to her eidld was inti>ntional rather than aeeidontal.^ A non-fatal

jK)isoninj^ by Hurnott's solution, si)l(l in mistake for fluid mag-
nesia, was the subject of a suit for damajjjes in England in lsr)H.'

Zinc sulfate, ZnSO,, 7 Aq. —/i-hite rilriol— is a wdiite,

crystalline solid, verj'" soluble in water, sparingly soluble in

dilute ak'ohol. Its solutions have an acid reaction and a strong

styptic tjiste. It is ver}'' extensively used in medicine both

externally as an astringent, and internally as an emetic.

In 8 of the 25 poisonings by zinc sulfate of which we find

record, it was swallowed accidentally in mistake for Epsom salts

(magnesium sulfate) which it closely resembles in appearance.
In 5 instances it was taken with suicidal intent, and once to

produce abortion. In one mass poisoning GO convicts were more
or less severely, though not fatally, poisoned by zinc sulfate

added to milk, probably as a joke.* The salt was used in the

prison in quantities in gilding picture frames. In one case a

horse lotion was swallowed by a man b}' mistake. Four sup-

posed homicidal cases are reported: 2 German,'' 1 French," and

1 English,' the victims having all been adults.

Lethal Dose.—The smallest quantity of the chlorid
known to have caused the death of an adult was about 3.5 gm. (55

grs.) taken in the form of two drachms of Burnett's solution.'

A woman of 40 years died from the secondary effects of a quan-

tity of Burnett's fluid containing about 100 grs. (6.5 gm.) ;" and

a man of 55 similarh' from two tablespoonfuls (about 14 gm.
ZnClJ of the same liquid.'" A child of 2 years died in 20^ hours

'Case of Mary Robinson (1849).
* J. d. chini. med., etc., 1845, 3

Stratton : Edinb. M. and S. Jour., s., i., 528.

1854, Ixxxi.. 497. •

HerapaUi : Ph. J. and Tr., 1865,
«
Letlieby : Lancet, 1850, ii., 23, n. s.

, vii., 13.

and Stratton : Loc. cit.
** Cousins : Med. Times and Gaz. ,

» Ricliards v. Cocking : Ph. J. and 1862, ii., 404.

Tr., 1858-59. xviii., 139. " Markham : Tr. Path. Soc, Lon-
*Lutier: Gaz. d. hop., 1877, 1., don, 1858-59, i., 164.

676. '"Ph. J. andTr., 1867, n. s., viii.,
' Niemann : Ztschr. f . Staats- 420.

arznk., 1859, Ixxvii., 219. Wer-
res: Ibid., 1832, xxii., 169, 313.
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from the effects of a teaspoonful of a 50-per-cent. solution.' On
the other hand a man of 54 years took a wineglassful of a solu-

tion said to have contained 88 grs. of zinc chlorid to the fluid-

drachm (= about 00 gm.);'^ and in another case^ three ounces

of Burnett's solution (about 43 gm. ZnClJ were swallowed by
a man without causing his death.

The smallest reported lethal dose of the sulfate was 15.5

gm. (i ounce), which quantity, taken in solution, caused the

death of a man of 52 years.
^ But a woman of 35 j^ears took

46 gm. (U ounces) in mistake for Epsom salt, and, although

she did not vomit for a quarter of an hour or purge for half an

hour, ultimatel}' recovered.^

Prognosis.—So far as can be judged from the statistics the

chlorid is fatal in a larger percentage of cases than the sulfate :

65.8 per cent, of the former to 50 per cent, of the latter.

Duration.—When death is due to the primary shock and

collapse caused by the chlorid, particularly when it contains ex-

cess of acid, it may occur within a few hours. Thus a woman
of 52 years died in about two hours from the effects of Bur-

nett's solution," and a man of 62 3^ears in four and a half hours

after swallowing two ounces of "soldering fluid."
'

On the other hand, the primary effects may be recovered from

and the patient may die weeks or months afterward from inani-

tion or perforation. Deaths in eleven," twelve,^ and fourteen'"

weeks, and in three to four" and over six
'^ months are

reported.

In the few fatal cases of poisoning by the sulfate in which

the duration is reported death has occurred in five days or less, if

we except Herapath's case
"

in which it is supposed that the

homicide was committed by repeated administrations of sulfates

of zinc and iron. The shortest duration was in a man of 50

1 Sevdel: Vrtl.ischr. f. ger. Med.,
' Crosse: Brit. M. Jour., 188o, ii.,

1896. ;3F., xi., 286. 820.

'^Stratton: Edinb. M. and S. J.,
« Jalland : Brit. M. Jour., 1887, i.,

1848, Ixx., 335. 1387.
2 Hassall : Lancet, 1853, ii., 159. '' Markham : Loc. cit.
4 Marsh: Med. Times and Gaz.,

'» Wilks: Guy's Hosp. Rept., 1859,

1862, ii., 252. 128.

^Woodman and Tidy: "Forens. " Habershon : M. T. and Gaz.,
Med. ,

"
p. 226, Case XXIII. 1859. 525.

'^Brunton: Glasgow M. Jour.,
'-' Ph. J. andTr. , 1867, n. s. , viii.,

1869-70, 5s., ii., 514. 420.
^^

Ibid., 1865, n. s., vii., 13.
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years who dieil in two luuirs after having taken alxint 12r> gm.
(four oimces) of a mixture of sulfate's of zinc and maj^nusiuiu

contaiiiini; ahout seventy-livo percent, ol' tiie former.'

Syinptonis. ( "iii,<ii;ii>.—The action of this salt is essen-

tially that of a corrosive. Consetiuently its effects are rarely

delayed. Its styptic taste is experienced during the act of swal-

lowing and is accompanied by a burning sensation in the mouth,

throat, and stomach \\hich increases in severity and extends in

area, and is aggravated by pressure. Vomiting usually follows

within a few minutes, particularly if the stomacli contain food;

in other cases it must be provoked by other means. Sometimes

the lips and tongue are cauterized, most fre(]uently not. There

is severe thirst, and the voice is husk}- or extinguished. Tiio

countenance is pale, the expression anxious, and the forehead

bathed in perspiration. Later there is purging, and in some

cases the vomit and stools are tinged with blood. In rapidly

fatal cases the prostration is great, and the patient soon becomes

collapsed and dies. In more prolonged cases there is a more or

less complete remission of all symptoms, and the patient may
not come under medical observation until after the p»rimary

effects have disappeared and the secondarj" stage is established.

This usually begins rather suddenly with a recurrence of the

pain and vomiting, which in some cases continue obstinately for

several days, while the victim becomes more and more emaciated

and finally dies of exhaustion;'" or large (man ti ties of altered

blood may be passed per anum and vomited, and the patient die

in a few hours from syncope.'

In a fatal case from external application death was due to

profound shock, and occurred in eight and a half hours, and the

condition resembled that of narcotic poisoning.* In another

instance, there w^as also narcosis, accompanied by vomiting.

The patient died in six days, and the autopsy showed the ex-

istence of nephritis.
^

In non-fatal cases recovery is slow and sharp relapses fre-

quently occur.

' Buclmer: Friedreich's Bl.f.ger. 743. Wilks: Guy's Hosp. Rept.,

Med., 1882, xxxiii., 255. 1859, 128.
2 Finlav : Brit. M. J., 1889,

" Nirhols : Boston M. and S. Jour.,

ii.. 15. 'Jalland: Ibid., 1887, i., 1886. cxv., 343.

1387. * Stimson : M. News, Phila., 1883.

MVillis; Assoc. M. J., 1855, ii., xlii., 572.
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Sulfate.—This salt does not act as a corrosive, but as an

irritant. The styptic taste is observed on swallowing the

poison, and is soon followed by persistent vomiting, pain in the

nioiitij, throat and stomach, salivation, and diarrhoea. At first

the pulse is accelerated, afterward it and the respiration become

slower, there are attacks of vertigo and syncope, with cramps in

the legs, convulsions, and death in collapse.

Treatment.—Until the stomach pump or siphon is obtain-

able vomiting should be favored by draughts of lukewarm water

and tickling the fauces. Emetics should not be given. The

stomach should be thoroughly washed out with water containing

an alkaline carbonate in solution. In an emergency milk, white

of egg, and materials containing tannin are beneficial by for-

mation of zinc albuminate or tannate, but their use should be

followed by that of the siphon. In the later treatment ice

fragments may be given to control persistent vomiting, opium
to allay pain and arrest diarrhoea, and stimulants to combat

collapse. When the chlorid has been taken rectal alimentation

ma}' prolong life somewhat.

Post-mortem Appearances.—We find in medical litera-

ture reports of IG autopsies after death from zinc compounds
taken internally. In 11 the chlorid was the cause of death and

in 5 the sulfate. In 4 of the deaths from the chlorid death oc-

curred within twenty-four hours. The mucous membrane of

the mouth, fauces, and oesophagus is deprived of ej^ithelium,

white, opaque, and swollen. The mucous membrane of the

stomach is softened and disintegrated, at the cardia and greater
curvature particularly, and toughened and greatly corrugated
toward the pylorus. Its color varies from ashen gray to purple
and blackish. The vessels are gorged with blood, the smaller

capillaries as well as the larger vessels. There may or may not

be ulcers or eschars. The contents consist largely of blood in

some cases, in others the stomach is found empty or nearly so.

The small intestine, particularly in its upper part, is congested
and inflamed, and has been found thinned and eroded.

In one case of death from the effect of one and a half ounces

of Burnett's solution the body, notwithstanding the high tem-

perature of the weather at the time, showed no signs of putre-
faction after forty-eight hours.' We do not believe, however,

'

Crossing: Lancet, 1864, ii., 267.
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thai this CDiulilioii can hr iiro[K'rl\' asrrilH'il to the prcsorvalivo

actioTi of the smnll <jiiaiitity of zinc saH. invseiit.

In 1)110 iiistaiico in which death cccurivd in eleven days, fioin

sudileii aiul ci>iii()iis heniorrhaj^c, the stomach was so disorgaii-

izoil tliat the jiyloric cml was torn asuiidor in the attempt to re-

move the organ.'

When longer periods have elapsed hefore death, still more

niarkeil gastric lesions have hoen ohservcd. The stomach has

been found ulcerated and perforated, and in two instan<-es the

organ has been fonnd rejilaced bj' a cavity made up of adhesions

between surrounding organs.' In one instance the immediate

cause of death was found in a constriction of the pylorus ;" and

in another fatty degeneration of various organs was observed/

The observations of appearances after death from zinc sul-

fate are neither sufficiently numerous nor sufficiently detailed

to show more than that an inflamed condition of the gastro-

enteric tract, and fatty degeneration of the liver may be looked

for.'

Analysis.—In the systematic process of analysis for min-

eral poisons any zinc present will be found in the liquid VIII. a

(see page IGO).

The TESTS of zinc are: 1. Potassium, sodium, or ammonium

hydroxid
—a white precipitate, soluble in excess; 2. Hydrogen

sulfid—a white precipitate in neutral solutions. In the presence

of mineral acids the formation of this precipitate is prevented

except sodium acetate be also present; 3. Ammonium sulfid—a

white precipitate, insoluble in excess or in sodium or ammo-

nium hydroxid solutions or in acetic acid, but soluble in dilute

mineral acids; 4. Ammonium carbonate, a white precipitate,

soluble in excess; 5. Disodic phosphate, a white precipitate,

soluble in acids or alkalies. Not formed in presence of ammo-

niacal salts; G. Potassium ferrocyanid, a white precipitate,

insoluble in hydrochloric acid.

Zinc may be present in human remains in small amount as a

'Willis: Assoc. M. Jour., Lon- ^ Tuckwell : Brit. M. Jour., 1874,

don. 185.5, ii.. 743. ii., 297.
•^ Wilks : Guv's Hosp. Kept.. 1859,

' gee Jones : Lancet. 1850, i. ,
342.

128. Jalland :" Brit. M. Jour., 1887, Niemann: Ztschr. f. Staatsarznk. ,

i., 1387. 18.59, Ixxviii., 219, 220. Marsh : M.
3 Markham : Tr. Path. Soc.

,
Lon- Times and Gaz., 1862, ii., 252.

don, 1858-59, i., 164. Bucliner : Friedreicli's Bl. f. ger.

Med., etc., 1882, xxxiii., 255.
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consequence of the use of food which has been in contact with

zinc or
"
galvanized iron" vessels

;
or it may be introduced post-

mortem as a constituent of a disinfectant or embalming solution.

In an instance reported by Mason it was shown that even after

an application of a zinc-arsenic embalming liquid limited to the

exterior of the cadaver, both poisons are found in the internal

organs.'

The observations of Mazkewitz concerning the distribution

of zinc after hypodermic injection of the acetate, as quoted by
Kobert/ have led to results which, in view of their departure
from that which is known concerning other metallic poisons,

require confirmation.

' Jour, of Anal, and Appl. Chem., "
"lutoxikationen,

"
p. 283.

1893, XV., No. G (reprint).



ACIDS.

ACIDS OF THE ACETIC SERIES.

Formic acid, HCOOH—uccur.s in vegetable nature in the

sting itf the nettle and in the leaves of trees of the pine family;

more abundantly in the acid secretions of red ants and in the

stinging hairs of certain insects, and, probably accompanied by
a more actively poisonous toxalbumin, in the secretion of the

stinging glands of bees, wasps, etc. Formic acid, accompanied

by higher acids of the same series, is also a product of the

human economy,' and, according to the experiments of Pel-

lacani," the formates produce in the animal economy symptoms
of j)aralysis and sopor similar to those observed in certain

autointoxications.

We know of but one instance in whicli formic acid has been of

forensic interest : that of a child of two days, whose death was

due to natural causes, but upon whose cadaver were marks simi-

lar to those which might have been produced by a mineral acid,

but which it was elHinied were caused post mortem by ants.^

Acetic acid, CH.,, .COOOH—is the acid of vinegar and is

prepared in a more concentrated form b}' the destructive distil-

lation of wood, and purification of the crude jri/roligneous acid.

The pure acid, known as glacial acetic acid, is a colorless,

highly acid liquid which crystallizes at 17° (02°.6 F.) and boils

at 119° (246°. 2 F.).

Acetic acid intoxication has been rare!}' observed. Schu-

chardt' refers to six cases mentioned in the literature, including

' v. Jak'ich : Ztsch. f. phvsiol. sion of tlie Harbaum case, of al-

Chem.. 1886, x., ii'SG.

'

leged murder liy sulfuric acid, ibid.
,

2
"Therap. mod.," 1890, i., 65. 1882, xxvi., 211.

''

V. Maschka : Vrtljschr. f . ger.
•• v. Maschka :

" Handb. d. ger.

Med., 1881, n. F.. xxxiv., 193. Med.," ii., 112.

This case was quoted in the discus-
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two caused by the injection of Liquor Villati into purulent

wounds.' Of the four cases of internal administration but three

are particularly referred to.' The first of these is the only fatal

case of which we find record, that of a woman of nineteen years

who died in convulsions in a short time after having been found

suffering in the street. At the autopsy no alterations were ob-

served about the mouth and lips, although they were covered

v.'ith a frothy, partly dried, brownish liquid. The stomach was

distended, violet externally, almost black toward the pylorus;

its mucous membrane not destroyed, grayish-white toward the

cardia, brown to black toward the pylorus; and contained about

eight ounces of a brown, black, slimy, foetid liquid which yielded

acetic acid on distillation. In Melion's case a teaspoonful of

radical vinegar (glacial acetic acid) caused severe poisoning.

In Birkett's case two to three ounces (00-0() c.c.) of a 3:5 per

cent, acid, immediately caused acute laryngitis in a drunken

man of forty years, who was rescued by tracheotomy and arti-

ficial respiration. David ^

reported the case of a woman who

sufi'ered severely from the effects of a quart of common vinegar

swallowed with suicidal intent. A man of thirty-six years

suffered instant and excruciating pain and great sickness from

swallowing a teaspoonful of aromatic vinegar.^ A case re-

ported by Bojasinski is probably the one referred to by Robert,

although we have not access to the publication.^

The third to tenth acids oi i\\\ii aevie^. propionic* hutiiric,

valerianic, caproic, ceiianthylic, caprylic, pelargonic, and

capric, are volatile products of the decomposition of butter

and other fats and oils, and probably have actions upon the

economy similar to those of acetic and formic acids. The

number of isomers increases from two of butyric acid, four of

valerianic, eight of capric, etc.

A derivative of butyric acid, iS-oxybutyric acid, CH3,-

CH(HO).CH,.COOH, has been shown to be produced in the

'Heine: Arch. f. path. Anat.. Heilk., 1845, i., 86, and Birkett:

1867, xli., 24. The liquor of Villati Lancet, ii., 98.

contains 30 parts lead subacetate, ^ Brit. Am. J. M. Sc. , Sept., 1847.

15 parts each of zinc sulfate and ^London M. Times, 1865, ii., 471.

cupric sulfate in 200 parts of vine- A solution of essential oils in

gar highly concentrated acetic acid.

-Orfila:Ann. d'hyg., 1831, vi.,
^
Medycyna, Warszawa, 1892,

159. Melion : Vrtljschr. f. d. prakt. xx., 302. Robert: "Intoxikatio-

nen," 221.
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human (coiioiiiy in diabotos, and is consiilerotl as a causative

agt'iit of (lialu't it- i'i>nia.
'

HYDROCYANIC ACID, AND OTHER CYANIC POISONS.

As tlio varicnis cyanic poisons
—

hydrocy'anic acid, the cyanids,

impure oil of bitter almonds, cherry-laurel water, etc., all owe
their jxiisonous (pialities to the prosent-e in them or liberation

from them of hyilroc-yajiic acid, their action is practically

the Siune in kind, and ditl'ers in intensity and rapidity accord-

ing to the quantity of the acid present; being to some extiMit

modified with some, such as potassium and mercuric cyanids,

by the action of the material with which the cyanic radical is

combined.

Hydrocyanic acid, pimssic acid, azomethan, CNH, ap-

pears to exist j)reforined in the juice of the cassava {Mauihot
utilissiiua), the root from which "Brazilian arrowroot" and

tapioca are obtained, which according to Francis," contains an

average of O.OIOS per cent, in the
"
sweet" variety, and 0.0275 per

cent, iu the "bitter." Most vegetable substances which yield

hydrocj'anic acid do not contain the acid as such, bvit contain a

glucosid, amygdalin, having the composition C,,„H2,N0,,

which, under the influence of emulsin (an enzym which they
also contain) in the presence of moisture and a slightly elevated

temperature, is decomposed into glucose (C„H,^OJ, benzoic alde-

hyd (CgH^COH), and hydrocyanic acid
;
100 parts of amygdalin

yielding 5.909 of prussic acid. Am3^gdalin exists in the bitter

almond, the kernels of peach, apricot, cherry, plum, apple and

pear pits, and in the bark, leaves, flowers, and fruit of the cherry-

laurel, and of certain other plants, notably in those of the genera

Prunus, Cerasus, Sorhus, and Spiraea." Forty to sixty bitter

almonds yield 0.05 to 0.07 gm. (f to 1 grain) of hydrocyanic
acid.*

'Stadelmann: Arch. f. exper. 1890, 14; 1891. 13. Thunimell :

Path. u. Ph., 1883, xvii.. 441. Apoth. Ztg., 1889, 518. Davidson
Minkowski: lirid., 1884, xviii., 35, and Stevenson: Practit. , London,
147. Kiilz : Ibid., 1884, xviii., 1884, xxxii., 435. Loesecke : Leipz.
291. Apoth. Ztg., 1871, 157. Jorissen

-Analyst, London, 1877, ii., 4. and Hairs: Rep. d. Pharm., 1891,
" See Husemann and Hilger: 416. Senior: Ph. Ztg. , 1885, xxx.,

"
Pflanzenstoffe,

"
2te Aufl., 1017. 779. Bettinck : Ph. Ztg., 1892, 135.

Also Gresshoff (abst.) : Ph. Jahrb.,
* See also Apoth. Ztg., 1890, 607.
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Prussic acid is also an animal product and exists in the

poisonous secretions of certain myriapods.'

Hydrocyanic acid and the cyanids used in medicine and in

the arts are obtained synthetically, directly or indirectly, by
the decomposition of a cyanid by a stronger acid, usuall}' by
the action of sulfuric acid upon potassium ferrocyanid.

The pure acid is a colorless liquid, has a penetrating odor

resembling that of peach kernels; sp. gr. 0.7058 at 7° (44''. G F.);

crystallizes at - 15° (5" F.) ;
boils at 26°. 5 (79°. 7 F.), and is

more or less rapidly decomposed by exposure to light.

Since the first introduction of hydrocyanic acid into the

materia medica by Borda in 1804, it has been used in degrees of

concentration varying from 1 to 50 per cent. : Robiquet's acid

was 50 per cent.
; Keller's, 25 per cent.

; Ittner's, Pfatf 's and

that of the French codex, 10 per cent.
; Duflos', 9 per cent.

;

Scheele's, 4-5 per cent.
;
that of the Pharm. Bavar., 4 per cent.

;

Vauquelin's and that of the Edinburgh Pharm., 3.2-3.3 per

cent.; that of the Dublin Pharm., 1.0-2.82 percent.; those of

the United States and British Pharm., 2 per cent. ; Schrader's,

1.5 per cent.; and that of the Prussian Pharm., 1 per cent.

At the present time the medicinal acid dispensed in the United

States is invariabl}- intended to be the U. S. P. acid, while in

England both the Br. Ph. and Scheele acids are used. But in

appreciating doses actually taken it must be remembered that

hydrocyanic acid is decomposed by light, and that in samples
not freshly prepared the percentage has diminished.

The crude essential oil of hitter almonds, whose principal

constituent is benzoic aldehyd, C„H^COH, contains from 2 to

14 percent, of hj^drocyanic acid'^ which is presumed to have

been removed from the oleum aniygdalce amarce, U. S. P. The
numerous poisonings which have been caused by the oil itself

and by the almond flavor (which is an alcoholic solution) are

sufficient evidence that the purification is usually incomplete in

commercial samples.
The aqua laurocerasi or cherry-laurel uiater prepared by

distillation from the leaves of the cherrv-laurel, still official in

'Weber: Arch. f. mik. Anat. ,

'^ Hager : Commentar z. Ph. Ger-
1883, xxi., 468. Budge: Deut. man., ii., 456—two to five per cent.

Rev., 1883, viii., 401. Gulden Blyth : "Poisons," 177— five to four-
steeden : Rec. de trav. Ch. d. Pays teen per cent.

Bas, 1882, i., 283.
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llic Hrilisli aiitl (icrinan Phannac(i|)irias, l)iil iioi in that

of tlii> l'iiit«'(l Sljites. contains (|iiaiit it ics of li\ ilioc\ anic a<a(i

vaiyiiiL: fiMin O.T to 1 \)vv cent. Maddm in i;:;;
'

called

attontion to its toxic jiowors, and it was all(\t,^cd to liavc been

tho atjiMit used in tin* earliest Kiii^lisli trial for mui-der l)y

cyani<' poisons.'

Tlio cf/anids of iiotassiiiiii, ffold, and siUcr aro extensively
used in ]>hoto;j;raiiliy and in electroplating;'. 'Plio potassinm
salt, the one in most Lceiieral nso, has been the agent of a large

proportion of the recorded cyanic poisonings.
Tht> nn>tallo-cyanids, such as potassium f(>rrocyanid, Prus-

sian blue, Turnbull's blue, etc., are usualh' considered as non-

poisonous.'

Hydrocyanic acid also exists in several liqueurs, such as

Kirsdiirasser, noijeaii, etc., the inordinate use of which

might cause CA'anic poisoning.
Statistics and Origin.—Dioscorides casually mentions

the poisonous nature of bitter almonds,^ and the Eg^'ptian priests

appear to have known of a poison derived from the peach/
Fodere" quotes from Murray cases of poisoning by cherrj^-laurel

water which occurred in 1T28. But the toxicological history of

hj-drocyanic acid itself begins with the year 1803, when its

poisonous nature seems to have been first recognized by
Schrader.' The acid had been discovered twenty j^ears earlier

(1780) by Scheele, whose death has been frequently attributed

to accidental inhalation of its vapor. It \vould seem, however,
from the account given by Crell" at the time of Scheele's last

illness, that his death waa due to disease and not to poison.

According to Stille,^ Borda (1804) first suggested the use of

the artificially prepared In'drocyanic acid as a remedy in cases

in which cherr3--laurel water had been previously used. A few

years later (181.'5) two cases of fatal poisoning by it were re-

ported :

'"
one that of a suicide who died in five minutes, the other

'Phil. Trans., 1737. xxxvii., 85. ''Lib. i., c. 176.

See al.so Mortimer: Ibid., p. 17.').
^ See p. .5.

Kaempfer: Wibmer, "Wirkungd. «"Med. leg.,"iv., 26.

Arzneim.." etc., ii., 90. Fodere :

^ Gilbert's Ann. d. Pliys., xiii.,

"Med. leg.," iv., 126. 50.S.

Mlex V. John Donellan, 1781. ^ Crell's Annalen, 1787, i., 192.

Paris and Fonblanqne : "Med. *
"Therap. and Mat. Med.," ii.,

Jnr," iii., 243. 207.

See, however, Huber : Ztsch. f. "'Arch. f. m. Erfahr., 1813, .510

kl. Med., 1888, xiv., 51.5. Hufeland's Journal. 1813, 113.
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that of a child who swallowed a quantity of the dilute acid in-

tended for the mother. Within the few succeeding years

deaths occurring in a similar manner, from misadventure, or by
reason of the varying degree of concentration of the medicinal

acid used, became very numerous and in consequence the drug
fell into disrepute.

In more recent years the extensive use of the cyanids of

potassium, silver, etc., in the processes of photography, electro-

plating, and gilding has placed these active poisons at the easy

disposal of many, has led to numerous cases of poisoning tlirough

carelessness or misadventure, and has brought the cyan id of

potassium into prominent notice as one of the most frequently

employed of poisons.

Of 402 cases of cyanic poisoning which we have collated,

181 were by hydrocyanic acid, 118 by potassium cyanid, Gl by
oil of bitter almonds, 5 by eating bitter almonds, 7 by cherry-

laurel water; in 1(1 the nature of the compound is not definitely

stated, while in 17 the preparation was an unusual one : ratafia,'

almond cake,"* peach kernels,^ Prussian blue,* bitter almond

milk ;' potassium ferrocyanid in solution followed by a mixture

of hydrochloric and nitric acids,
^

inhalations of hydrocyanic
acid liberated by the action of sulfuric acid on potassium cya-

nid,' seeds of Jutropha multifolia,^ a solution of silver cyanid in

potassium cyanid used by counterfeiters," "argentine,"'" oil of

bitter almonds and opitim," almond flavor,'' gilding solution,
'^

* Smith : Lancet, 1844, i., 335— S. , D. In one case the woman's
F. , 8|, A., R. paramour was accused of causing

* Turclietti : Gaz. m. it. prov. her death by inducing her to swal-

Venet., 1860, iii., 236—M., ad., low the poison.
A., R. '*> Martius: Bayer. Int. BL, 1873,
3Dalla Torre: Ihid., p. 163— F., xi.. ae. Ph. Jahrb., 1873, 585—F.,

ad., A., R. 58. A., R. Argentine is a mixture
* Huber : Ztsch. f. kl. Med., 1888, of the cyanids of silver and potas-

xiv., 515—M., 50, H. (?), R. slum with chalk.
* Ponzaire : J. d. m. ch. and ph. ,

" Ph. J. and Tr. , 1861, n. s.
, ii.,

Montpel., 1803, Ann. 3, T. i., 397— 535—a double suicide. The wo-
5 y. , A.

,
D. man recovered and was held for

^ Volz : Vrtljschr. f. ger. Med., trial as aiding and abetting suicide.

1877, n. F., xxvi., 57—M., ad., S..
^'^

Ibid., 1863, n. s., v., 89—M.,
D. 9, A., D.

'Graflf: Ztschr. f. d. Staatsarznk.,
^' Ibid. , ISll, 3 s., i., 856—M.,

1838, xxxvi., 1—M., 28, S., D. ad.. A., D. Potassium cyanid, hy-
* Porter: Ind. Med. Gaz., 1885, drochloric acid, ammonia, and

XX., 143—three children, A., R. water (sic!). Another by Witlacil
'
Letheby : Med. Times, London, in Wien. m. Woclienschr.

, 1863,

1851, n. s., iii., 41—two F., 34, xii., 331—M., 37, S., D.
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KirsclnvassiT,' t'lirny kcriu'ls," .iiid pliini kornols.' Tho

onlinary French Ik'.iii { riidsfo/iis rii/(/(ti-/.s), when (^uten

raw has hiHMi known to cansc sovcre cvanic* poisoninj^^,

anil a rrlatcd kiihicy hcan ( riinsi'dhis /inidhis) li;is ])r(iv(>(l

fatal.'

Tlio urcattr projHirtion of cases were suicidal: '^5(1 out of

i>'Jl cases in wiiich the motive is stated (
= 05.4 per cent.)-

^laTiy of the suicides by hydrocyanic acid were pharmacists,

j>hysicians, or i-heniists, while many of tiioso by potassium

cyanid were amoni; photograjjhers, electroj)lators, and cliom-

ists, or soldiers who purchased tho salt under the pretense of

using it to clean gold lace. In two earh' instances j)liysicians

narrowly escaped fatal poisoning consequent upon their taking
the acid for experimental purposes.

^

Hydrocyanic acid was taken by 120 suicides; potassium

cyanid bj' 83, and oil of bitter almonds by 38. In 7 cases the

nature of the preparation is not given, and in 8 it was peculiar;
in 'i instances b^' eating a large quantit}' of bitter almonds."

Only 43 of the 256 suicides were women. Of these 15 took oil

of bitter almonds used in confectionery or in the household for

flavoring; 5 were female connections of photographers, and 4

of platers, who took potassium cyanid ;
5 were female connec-

tions or servants of physicians, who took hydrocyanic acid; 3

were double suicides in which the man obtained the poison. In

one instance a \voman attempted suicide by injecting a solution

of potassium cyanid into her rectum.'

Of the 102 cases of poisoning by accident, misadventure, and

negligence, 17 resulted from the use of oil of bitter almonds as a

flavor; 7 from eating bitter almonds, peach kernels, etc.; 27

from mistake on the part of the victim himself, by hydrocyanic

acid, and 14 similarly by potassium cyanid; 10 were medicinal

' Schneider: Ztschr. f. d. Staats- ^ Coullon : "Rech. etconsid. med.
arznk., 1825, ix., 399—M., ad., A., s. I'acidp hydrocyan.," 1819; Revue
D. med., 1825/265.

•^ Wahlen : Upsala lak. forli.,
^ t^ge Volz's, Graflf's, Lethebv's,

1884, xix., 129—F., 5, A., D. Wahlen's.andWitlacil'scases above
"Seferowitz: Wien. ni. Bl.

, 1882, cited; and Kennedy; London M.
v., 391—M., 12. A., R. and Ph. Jour., 1827, n.s., ii., 150—
•Forrest: Glasgow M. Jour., M.,ad.,S.,D. Maschka : "Samml.

1882, xviii., 68. See also Soltsien : Gutacht. Pras?. med. P^ak.," 1874, 4
Arch. f. Pharm., 1883, xxii.. 29. F., 259-F., 31, S., D.
Davidson and Stevenson: Prac- " Carriere : Bull. gen. de tlierap.,
titioner, 1884, xxxii., 435. Broad- 1809, Ixxvii., 458.

bent: Brit. M. Jour., 1884, i., 267.
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poisonings, all but two anterior to 1850.' Three of these were

non-fatal cases, one was the fatal poisoning of seven epileptic

patients at the hospital of Bicetre in 1830,^ and one was the sub-

ject of a trial for manslaughter.^ In 17 instances the poisoning

was the result of an error in compounding a prescription.^ As

"chlorodyne" contains hydrocyanic acid, poisonings by that

mixture sometimes assume a distinctly cyanic type, particularly

when large quantities are taken.
^ Accidental poisonings have

also been caused by inhalation of the vapor of the acid,' by

absorption from a wound caused by breaking a bottle of the

medicinal acid in the hand,' and a peculiar chronic i)oisoning

in a photographer from contact with potassium cyanid.*

Although cyanic poisons have pronounced taste and odor,

they have been alleged to have been used, or used in 31
"
cases

of intentional homicide of which we find mention. The earliest

of these. Rex v. Donellan, 1781, was in all probability a homi-

cide b,y cherry-laurel water, although the scientific evidence

adduced would hardly be considered conclusive at the present

time.'" In 1829 a man was acquitted upon trial for the murder

of his mistress by hydrocyanic acid. There was no question
of the cause of death, but reasonable doubt concerning the ad-

ministration." The defendant was also acquitted in Reg. v.

1 Ph. J. aud Tr., 1875-76, 3 s., Browne; Austral. M. J., 1879, n.

vi., 559. An overdose given to a s., i., 587.

patient in an infirmary, by error of ^
Taylor: "Poisons," 3d Am. ed.

,

the nurse. Death, ibkl., 1861-62, 563—two cases: F., ad.. A., D. ;

u. s., iii., 341. Two medicinal F., ad., A., R. Post: New York
doses of hydrocyanic acid given to M. J., 1876, xxiii., 403—M. , 55,

allay vomiting in a case of poison- A., D. ; Ph. J. and Tr. , 1877-78, 3

ing by aconite. s., viii., 356—M., ad.. A., D.
^ Orfila: "Tox. gen.," 5erae ed., Martins: Ph. Jalirb., 1873, 585.

ii.. 336. Professor Bescherer, of Rudolstadt,
^
Reg. V. Cronin : Edinb. M. and died in 1849, poisoned during prep-

S. .J., 1847, Ixvii., 598; London aration of hydrocyanic acid. Pog-
Med. Gaz., 1847, n. s., iv., 388, gendorflf : "Handwb.," i., 175.

431. 695. 'Sobernheimr*"Handb. d. Tox.."
•* Among these are the cases of 1838, 449.

Reg. V. Boroughs, 1857, Ph. J. and <* Souwers : Phila. M. Times,
Tr., 1857, xvi., 484. Reg. v. Ball, 1877-78, viii., 345.

1860, ibid., 1860-61, n. s., ii.. 198. MVe find reference to two other
Barman's case. Lancet, 1854, i., cases in a journal inaccessible to
39. Garstang's case, ibid., 1888, us: Blumenstok : Przegl. lek.,

ii., 15. Guinness' case. Ph. J. and Krakow, 1883, xxi., 95; ibid.,

Tr., 1869-70, n. s., xi., 43. Ar- 1886, xxv., 7, 34, 36, 53, 67, 81, 98.

nold's case. Am. J. M. Sc, 1869,
"'

Gurney's Report, Paris and
n. s. , Ivii., 103. Fonblancjue :

" Med. Jur.," iii., 343.

^See opium. Also case bj'
^' Rex v. Freeman, London M.
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Boliinov, ISII, ill w liirh tlicro was no doul)! of Iho ojuiwo of di'atlj

or of till' administration, hut a iiiios(it)ii a8 to tho inU'ut.' Jii

ISl.") John Tawil was coiivirtoil of tho iniirdtT of his mistit'ss

by hyilrooyanii' atiii.' In K«'^. r. Fish(U- oil of l)itlor ahnonds

was supi»osod to liavo Ix'cn pouit'd down tlio throat of a man
whilo lio was asloop.' WiUiam PahntT, subsequently executed

for the murder of Cook, by strychnin, is supposed to have de-

stroyed his brother Walter by prussic acid in 1850/ In Reg.
r. Walker tlic defendant was convicted, largcl}' upon moral evi-

dence,' of the nun-derof Agnes ]\rontgomery, atEgglesham near

Glasgow, in 1857. Taylor refers to another trial for murder,

also by hydrocyanic acid, in (Jlasgow in the same year." In

1S<)3 one Hunt administered hydrocyanic acid to his wife and

two children in a cab, which he afterwards left, directing tho

cabman to drive to a certain address, upon arriving at which,

the dead bodies were found in the cab. Two days after Hunt

killed himself with aconite.' In the same year one Dalby

poisoned his wife with hydroc3"anic acid and committed suicide

with the same poison seven days later." In 1S5G one Southey
alias Forward poisoned three children in a hii-ed room in Lon-

don, with prussic acid;° and in 1872 one Williams poisoned two

children with oil of bitter almonds.'" In 1883 a girl of sixteen

years died from the effects of a teaspoonful of oil of bitter

almonds administered to her by a preacher, it w^as claimed

without intent to kill.'' In an early French case portions of a

body were found in different places, and hydrocyanic acid was

detected in the stomach contents." In the Affaire Pralet, or

Aff. VHeritier in 1841, death was caused by apoplexy, and not

Gaz., 1831, viii., 759, 795. Chris- the case of Dr. Warder (Ph. J. and
tison: "Poisons," 2d ed., 666. Tr., 1866-67, n. s., viii., 94) the

'Taylor: "Poisons," 3d Am. ed., selection of poisons was reversed,

572. the wife was destroyed by aconite
' Skae : Nortli. J. Med., Edinb., and W. subsequently committed

1844-45, ii., 396; Lancet, 1845, i., suicide witli hydrocyanic acid.

379. Brown and Stewart: "Trials » pj, j and Tr., 1863-64, n. s.,

for Murder by Poison," 16-49. v., 187.

"Taylor: Op. cit., 584. ^ Ibid., 186.5-66, n. s., vii., 129.
*
Taylor: Op. cit., 564, 578. '» Ibid., 1873-74, 3 s.. iv., 486.

5 M. Times and Gaz., 1858, n. s.,
"
Reg. v. Timmins: Ibid., 1882-

xvi., 36. Brown and Stesvart : Op. 83, 3 s., xiii., 579, 619; 1883-84.

cit., 52. 3s., xiv., 58.
«
Reg. V. Thompsoa Taylor : Op.

"^ Aflf. Ramus, Clievallier and de

cit, 579.
'

Lourv : Ann. d'hyg., etc., 1833,

'Ph. J. and Tr., 1863-64, n. s., ix., 337.

v., 281. Taylor: Op. cit., 721. In
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by hydrocyanic acid as alleged.' We find no reference to a

French case between this and the affaire Troppmann in 1869.

In this case, singular in many respects, a mechanic, in a crude

apparatus, prepared impure hydrocyanic acid, with which he

poisoned Jean Kinck. Three months later he slaughtered the

widow and six children.'^ Tardieu and Roussin, however, refer

to another poisoning by a young man without professional

knowledge, who prepared the poison himself; and they include

in their table of criminal poisonings from 1857 to 1871, two by

hydrocyanic acid in 1864 and 1865, and two by potassium cy-

anid in 1868.' The Affaire Danton followed in 1882.' In

Germany Liman reports the Melchior case, in which a man

poisoned two children and his wife, strangled an elder daughter,
and then destroyed himself by a pistol-shot wound in the head.^

In November, 18(57, the Countess Chorinsky died at Munich from

the effects of potassium cyanid, administered by a woman sent

bj^the Count from Vienna for that purpose." In 1870 a woman
was destroyed by potassium cyanid, added by her lover to a

liquor which she was accustomed to use.' Huber reported a

case of alleged attempt at homicide by Prussian blue mixed
with milk in 1888.^ In the United States Paul Schoeppe was
convicted of murder by prussic acid in Pennsylvania in 1860,

but was acquitted upon a second trial.* A young man was ac-

cused of the murder of his father by hydrocyanic acid in

Nebraska in 1880; and a man was tried in Delaware Co., New
York, in 1886 for attempted wife murder by potassium cyanid
mixed with salt.'" In seven instances murder and suicide were

committed either simultaneously or in immediate succession. In

one of these a woman and two sons were poisoned by one of the

latter ;" in another a man and woman murdered their six children

' Orfila "Tox. gen.," Seme ed.,
ii., 364-404; Ann. d'hyg., 1841,
xxvi., 399, 1843, xxix., 104; Arch,

gen. de med., 1843, 4 s., i., 383;
Gaz. med. de Par., 1843, xi., 83.

^Ann. d'hyg., 1870,3 s., xxxii.,
181.

^ "Empoisounement,
" 3euie ed.,

1187, 165.
* Vibertand THotetAnn. d'liyg. ,

1883, 3 s., ix., 393; 1888, 3 s.,

XX., 235.
^
Casper-Liman ; "Handb. d. ger.

Med.," 8te Aufl., ii., 65.

IV.—39

^Martin: "Process Ebergenyi-
Chorinskv," Allg. Wien. med. Ztg.,
1868, xiii., 397, 305, 353, 377.

Bnchner: N. Rept. f. d. Pharm.,
1867, xvii., .534.

' H o f m a n n :

" Process Leop.
Winckler,

" "Wien. med. Woclien-
schr.,1880, xxx., 9, 40, 64.

« Ztsclir. f. kl. Med., 1888, xiv., 515.

'Papers. Med. -leg. Soc, N. Y.,
1874, i., 124.

'" Peo. 11. Arthur F. Hoops.
" Smithers' case, Ph. J. andTr. ,

1858, xvii., 383.
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and tlhMi (l(^stroy(Ml (luMnsolvt>s;' in Is; I a man poisoned four of

liis fliildriMi anil liinisolf;' in MaiiclicstiM" a woman poisoned her

daui4;lili>r and luMSfll' in 1S72;" in 1ST7 a woman poisoned herself

and her infant I'liild,' and another woman in ISS; 5 destroyed lier-

self and her six-year-()ld child/ An Kntrlisli ease in lH!tO waH
more pn^hahly (>ne of suicide and liomicide than one of douhlo

suiciile."

Lethal Dose.—The minimum lethal dose of hy(h'ocyanic
acid is dithcult to lix with certainty, owinj^ to the varying

strength of the medicinal acid. It is stated by Christison' that

the Parisian epileptics received a (luantity containing two-thirds

of a grain of anhydrous acid each. Tt lias been shown ])y

Letheby, however, that the quantity actually taken in these

cases was 5^ TroA' grains (0.3575 gm.)." In a case reported by
Hicks, a woman of tweut3'-two j'ears died in twenty minutes

from the effects of a lotion containing 0.0 grain (0.0585 gm.)
of auhj'drous acid;" and in the Bristol Infirmary case the dose

did not exceed 1.2 grains (0.078 gm).'" A man of fort}' years
died from swallowing the whole of a medicine containing 30

drops of the Br. Ph. acid." It is jorobable that even so small a

quantity as 0.05 gm, (f grain) of the anhydrous acid might

prove fatal. On the other hand, in a few instances when

jtrompt treatment has been possible, much larger doses have

been recovered from. Thus in Burman's case the quantit}" taken

certainly contained 2.4 grains (0.156 gm.) of hydrocyanic acid,'''

and in a case reported by Shively
"
the dose taken is said to have

equalled 4.8 grains (0.312 gm.) of anhydrous acid, taken by a

student of pharmacy in the form of a freshly prepared U. S.

Ph. acid. Potassium cyanid has caused death in doses of 3 and

4 grains (0.2-0.26 gm.),'* but persons have recovered after tak-

ing 19i, 30, and 50 grains (1.26, 1.94 and 3.25 gm.)." The

» "The Smithfield tragedy." Wil- Gaz., 1845, xxxv.,896. Letheby:
son: Lancet, 18C9, ii., 30; Ph. J. Lancet, 1845, i., 638.

andTr., 1809, n. s., xi., 87. "» Med. Times, Loudon, 1839, i.,

''Niinnio case, Ph. J. and Tr., 109.

1871-72, 3 s.. ii., 137. " Ph. J. and Tr., 1870, n. s., xi.,
3
/bid., 1872-73, 3 s., iii., 394. 727.

*lhid., 1876-77, 3 s., vii., 403. '^ Lancet, 1854, 1., 39.
* Ibid., 1883-84, 8 s., xiv., 617. '^

^j,-, ^ j gc, 1890, n. s., c. 47.
< "The Newcross tragedy."

'^ J. d. ch. nied., etc., 1843, 3 s.,
' "Poisons," 4th (Am.)'ed., 592. ix.. 95, 98. Perry: Am. J. M. Sc,
8 Ph. J. and Tr., 1845, iv., 515. 1852, n. a., xxiv., 94.
»
Lancet, 1845, i., 98 ; Med. T. and '^

Higgins : Med. Rec, N. Y.,
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effect of a given dose of oil of bitter almonds is more variable,

owing to the varying quantity of prussic acid which the oil

contains. Twenty drops have proved fatal to a woman of forty-

nine years/ and doses of from four to six drachms have been

recovered from in several instances.^

Prognosis and Duration.—The prognosis in cyanic

poisoning is extremely unfavorable. Of 455 subjects 382, or 84

per cent.
,
died. In this number are included many slight poison-

ings by small doses, and very few of those who have taken truly

lethal doses have recovered. This high mortality is in great
measure due to the extremely rapid action of the poison. A
large proportion of the victims have been " found dead,

"
many

within a short time after they have been seen perfectly well.

The interval intervening between the ingestion of the poison and

unconsciousness and loss of voluntary motion is measured in

seconds rather than in minutes. Indeed it was formerly ques-
tioned whether a person having taken a lethal dose of a cyanic

poison could perform any voluntary act thereafter. A number
of observations, however, of instances in which death has been

unquestionably due to a cyanic poison, and in which the victim

has spoken, walked, and performed other voluntary acts before

yielding to the action of the poison, render the opinion that evi-

dences of such acts, performed after the taking of the poison, are

inconsistent with the theory of suicide untenable.^

The average duration of fatal cyanic poisoning is shown in

the cases of the seven epileptics, above referred to, who died in

from fifteen to forty-five minutes. In 78 of 151 reports of fatal

poisonings by hydrocyanic acid, in which reference is made to

the duration, the person was "found dead;" in 35 death is said

to have occurred in
" a few minutes" or

"
soon." In 4 early cases

death is said to have occurred in five minutes or less. But in

these unconsciousness and an imperceptible pulse were probably
mistaken for death. Thus in Hufeland's case, a thief upon

1891, xl., 687. Stevenson: Lancet, ^ See in this regard Gierl : Med. -

1871, i., 806. Gillibrand: Lancet, Chir. Ztg., Innsbruck, 1829, i., 896.

1876, ii., 223. Godfrey: Prov. M. and S. J., 1844.
'Bull: Prov. M. and S. Jour., 398. Burman : Lancet, 1854, i., 39.

1844,364. Quain: Tr. Path. Soc, London,
^Pursell: Assoc. M. J., 1854, ii., 1855-56, vii., 189; also Med. Times

885. Chavasse; Lancet, 1839, ii., and Gaz., 1855, ii., 609; Lancet,
930. Allen: Int. M. Mag., Phila., ls.58. i., 128. Hickman: Lancet,
1893, ii., 126. 1806, i., 310.
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Ikmiij^ takiMi into oiistinly s\v;ilK)\v*'(l ;i large doso of llnwicid.

WluMi srtMi hy the iiliysician four or five minutes lator lio waa

stretc'luHl out coniplotoly lifeless, with no trace of pulse, heart's

notion, or respiration, antl after a few minutes there was one terri-

bly tleep respiratory act, followed afterward by two others before

death.' Taylor" refers to the case of a physician who destroyed

himself in fmm four to five minutes by swallowing s(>veral

ilrachms of the medicinal acid; and Tripe' speaks of another

suicide in whom life was extinguished in eight or nine minutes.

In but few fatal cases has the duration exceeded three-quarters

of an hour, and in most cases it was less than half an hour.

We find record of but three instances in wliich death has

occurred after the patient has survived for an hour. In one of

these a woman died in an hour and twenty minutes after tak-

ing half a drachm of the Br. Ph. acid ;' in another a man died

in an hour and a half," and, in a most exceptional case, a woman
of twenty-three years rallied for a time, but subsequently died in

three and one-half hours.' The action of oil of bitter almonds

and of potassium cyanid is equally prompt, and deaths caused by

each in less than ten minutes have been reported.' But sur-

vivals for an hour or more and subsequent death by these cyanics

are of more frequent occurrence than with the acid itself. In-

stances of death caused by oil of bitter almonds in two and a

half," three,' and fifteen'" hours; and by potassium cyanid in

two,"
"
several,"

'" and twenty-four
'^ hours have occurred. The

duration of fatal poisonings by bitter almonds, etc., is usually

' Hufeland : J. d. prakt. Heilk., Ixxxii., 21—M., ad. (intoxicated),

1815, xl.. 1 St., 85. S., four to five minutes. Frank-
» "Princ. and Pr. Med. Jur.," Loe. cit.—M., 21, S., four to five

2d Am. ed., i., 363. minutes; Ph. J. and Tr. , 1858,
s Brit. M. J.. 1877, i.. 11. xvii., 534, boy, A., seven min-
* Garstang : Lancet, 1888, ii., 15. utes.

'Fagge (Stevenson): Guy's * Armstrong : Austral. M. J.,

Hosp. Rep.. 1869, 3 s., xiv., 259. 1880, n. s., ii., 202—3 yr., A.
« Brit. M. J., 1883, i., 131. »

[Barclav] Lancet, 1866, i., 255

•"By oil of hitter almonds: —M.
, 57, S. ; tbid., 1845, ii.—M., 19,

Frank: Vrtljschr. f. ger. Med., S.

1868, n. F., ix., 179—M., 20, S., '"Ph. J. and Tr., 1863, n. s., v.,

about five minutes. Quain : Loc. 282—F.
, 60. A.

e?7.—M., 39, S., ten minutes. By ^^
Ibid., 1873, 3 s., 14—M., ad.,

potassium cyanid: Casper-Liman : A.
"Handb. d. ger. Med.," 8te Aufl., "7buZ., 1861, n. s., ii., 535—M.,
ii., 496—F., 20, S., "immediately." 19. S.

Valcourt: Union med., 1875, 3 s., '-'Ibid., 1875, 3 s., vi., 235, 239.

XX., 626—boy, A., two minutes. —M., ad., S.

Haskins : Boston M. and S. J., 1870,
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longer. In one instance a girl of five years died in seventy-

hours from eating a quantity of cherry kernels.'

Symptoms, — Hydrocyanic Acid. — By Inhalation. —
Coullon

" observed that
"
the odor of the acid caused one to fall

unconscious and motionless." Ittner
^
suffered from "

constriction

of the chest, interference w^itli respiration, vertigo, lassitude,

and shuddering" in consequence of having inhaled the vapor.

Taylor relates the case of a lady who
" was immediately seized

with dizziness, stupor, inability to stand, and faintness" from

inhalation of the vapors produced b}^ spilling a quantity of the

five-per-cent. solution upon her dress while standing before a

fire." A student, engaged in preparing the acid in an appa-
ratus whose joints permitted the escape of the vapor, was found,

after several hours, insensible, with closed eyelids, widel}^ di-

lated pupils, cold limbs, and barely perceptible pulse. The
muscles of the arms and legs were firmly contracted, the pa-

tient was in a condition of profound coma, but recovered after

several hours.'

Persons exposed for a number of hours to an atmosphere

charged with vapor of the acid in relatively small proportion

suffer for some days from disturbances of vision, shooting pains
in the forehead, pain in the region of the heart, palpitation,

difficult respiration, a sense of constriction and irritation of the

throat, fits of weakness and somnolency, cough and attacks of

suffocation. Operatives also, who are exposed to the constant

inhalation of minute quantities of the vapor, develop a form of

chronic poioning.*

By the Stomach.—The action of hydrocyanic acid when
taken by the stomach varies with the magnitude of the dose, the

degree of concentration having little, if any, influence. When
taken in quantities above the medicinal dose but still below

that capable of causing death (in,x. to xx. =0.6 to 1.2 c.c.

of the U. S. Ph. acid), it causes a sense of constriction of

the chest, a feeling of impending suffocation, irritation of the

' Wahlen : Upsala lak. forh.,
^ Regnauld : Ann. d'hyg. , etc.,

1884, xix., 129. 1852, xlvii., 455.
- "Dissert, s. I'ac. pruss.," Paris, "See Martins: Bayer. Int. Bl.,

1808. 1872, xi. Martin : Friedreich's Bl.
^ Med. Jahrb. d. oest. Staates, f. ger. Med., 1888, xxxix., 3. Mit-

1809, ii., 4. tenzvveig : Ztschr. f. Med.-Beamte,
»
"Poisons," 3d Am. ed., 571. 1888, i., 97. Tatham : Brit. M.

J., 1884, i., 409.
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throat, i\ souse of hoat in tlu> opi^astriuin, dizziness, impeded
locomotion, a senso of constriction and heaviness of the licad,

and in some cases nausea, or a craving for food. Salivation and

ulceration of the nioutli may occur. A sample of hlood exhibits

the pi'culiarities due to the formati )n of cyainnetluenu)glol)in.'

When small poisonous doses are taken, the patient notices tho

hot, bitter Ui.ste of the acid during the act of swallowing, and

almost immediately experiences a sense of constriction of the

throat. In the course of one or two minutes there are severe

pains and pressure in the head, increasing vertigo, progressive

confusion of intellect, obscuration of vision, and insensibility,

with loss of muscular power. The face is pale and bloated, tho

finger nails are blue or purple, tho eyes, prominent and glassy,

are directed upward or have a rolling motion, and the mouth ia

marked with froth. The patient is then seized Avith convulsions

of a tetanic character, with the jaws and hands firmly clenched.

The pulse is quick, the respiration is slow and stertorous, and

mucous rales are heard over the chest. Vomiting is uncom-

mon. If it occur it is usually the beginning of recovery. The

vomited matters, as well as the breath, have the odor of bitter

almonds. If the case terminate in death there are usually strong

tetanic convulsions, involuntary evacuations of urine and faeces,

and opisthotonus ;
then succeeds a condition of general paralj-sis,

and death from asphyxia follows. When recovery occurs it

does so gradually, the respiration slowly returning to the normal

condition within a few hours, and without any further compli-

cations.'

With large doses subjective sj^mptoms may be entirely ab-

sent. In less than a minute consciousness is suddenly lost, and

the patient falls to the ground if standing or sitting. Then

there is usually a short convulsive seizure, during which in-

voluntary evacuations of urine and faeces frequently occur.

After this the patient -lies perfectly still, with prominent, glassy

eyes, jaws firmly clenched, mouth covered with foam, face at

first bloated, afterward pale and sunken, pupils dilated and in-

sensible, surface cold and clammy, and muscles completely re-

laxed. The pulse, at first somewhat more frequent than normal,

' See test 5, pp. 622. see Arnold: Am. J. M. Sc, 1869,
* For a graphic account of the Ivii., 103. Also Nunneley : Prov.

sensations during cyanic poisoning M. and S. J., 1845, 517.
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rapidly becomes weaker, U7itil in the later stages it is impercepti-
ble. The respiration is spasmodic, the inspirations are short and

immediately followed by a protracted and very deep expiration,

after which succeeds a pause of considerable duration, increas-

ing as the case progresses to a fatal termination. Death occurs

during one of the pauses, the only apparent difference in the

condition of the patient before and after death being that no

succeeding inspiration occurs. Recovery even from large doses

of hydrocyanic acid, is, when it occurs, rapid and complete
within a few hours.'

The syptoms produced by oil of bitter almonds are the

same as those caused by prussic acid itself.

Potassium Cyanid.—As this salt is strongly alkaline and

frequently contains a very notable proportion of potassium car-

bonate, it produces local symptoms besides those of cyanic poi-

soning if the duration be sufficiently prolonged. The lips and

mucous membrane of the mouth are corroded, reddened, and

covered with a whitish film, and there is burning pain in the

throat and stomach. Vomiting occurs in cases which are not

rapidly fatal, particularly if the poison be taken with food or

into a full stomach.

In non-fatal cases recovery is much slower than from hj'dro-

cyanic acid. In an exceptional case the patient gradually re-

gained consciousness on the third day, and was not discharged
until the eleventh day after the poisoning.^ (See Forensic ques-

tions, p. 624.)

Treatment.—Although in the majority of cyanic poison-

ings the physician arrives too late to be of service, several in-

stances of recovery under suitable treatment in apparently

hopeless cases have been reported in recent medical literature.'

The first indication is to wash out the stomach as soon as

possible with water containing either an oxidizing agent such

as potassium permanganate (0.3 per cent.)^ or hydrogen per-
' See Burman's and Shively's (prussic acid and chloroform),

cases above cited. Quintin : Berl. kl. WochenscJir.,
^Med.-chir. Rundschau, 1867, 1885, xxii., 120. Gilli brand : Lan-

195, ex Friedreich's Bl. f. ger. cet, 1876, ii., 233. Scholz : Wien.
Med., 1868, xix., 452. med. Wochenschr., 1866, xvi.,

=*See Shively's and Burman's 1529, 1548.

cases, and Allen: Int. M. Mag.,
•• Kossa : Therap. Monatsh., 1892,

Phila., 1893, ii., 126. Ord : Lan- vi., 549; Ung. Arch. f. Med.,
net, 1886, ii., 1174. Carmichael : 1893, ii., 12 ; Centbl. f. med. Wis-
M. Times and Gaz., 1865, i., 647 sensch., 1894, xxxi., 219
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oxi(l,'()r !i ini\tur(> ot rnroiis miuI i'ctiic s.ills (ferrous sulfate,

or copperas, and t'crric chloiid).' When liitter alinoiids or otln'r

kfi iiels cuntjiiniiiLC amyi;(laliii lia\c lu'cii t'atcn in laij^e (luautity

anemetieof zine sulfate l)y the uiouth orof a})onu)rpliiii liyj)oder-

luieally sliouhl Ite jj^ivcMi. lulialatious of ehloriu or of auuuouia

liave luMMi fretjuently reeouuueuded. Tlu>y do uo exert any trul}'

autitlotal aetiou, and eau servo only as ivspiratory stiiuulauts.

They an> themselves dangerous if ineautiously used, and are

better replaeed hy artificial respiration, cold afYusion to the

back ^\•hile the patient is in a warm bath, or the farad ic turront.

Hypodermics df ether, or cami)hor dissolved in ether, or

strychnin, or whiskey are indicated to combat the collapse.

Atropin hyjKxlermically administ(>red was considered by

Preyer' as the })hysiological antidote of hj'drocyanic acid, but,

although his exi)eriments have shown that animals already
under the influence of atropin are more or less protected from

the action of hydrocyanic acid, the use of atropin in cases of

poisoning b}' hydrocyanic acid does not seem to be of much
benefit.*

Post-Mortem Appearances.—Rigor mortis usually sets

in early, and persists sometimes for days, particular!}' in the

lower jaw. As in sudden death from any cause, putrefaction
is rather more rapid than usual. The face is usually placid,

sometimes bloated, the eyes are prominent and glassy, the pupils

dilated, the mouth is more or less covered with foam. The veins

everywhere are distended with dark, fluid blood
;
or the blood,

while fluid, is bright red in color, and on spectroscopic exam-

ination shows the spectrum of cyanmethfcmoglobin, a single

band similar to that of (reduced) haemoglobin but somewhat

'Krohl: Diss., Dorpat, 1891.

Kobert : "Intoxikationen," 516.
- J. and J. H. Smitli : Lancet,

1844, ii., 41.
3 "Die Blausaure," Bonn, 1868,

1870. See also Arch. f. exp. Path,
u. Ph., 1875, iii., 381.

"• For experiments upon animals

relating to the method of action and
treatment in hydrocyanic poison-
ing: spe Antal : Ungar. Arch. f.

nied., 1894, iii., 117. Becker:
Diss., Berl., 1893. Gaethgens:
Hoppe-Seyler, "Med.-chem. Unt,"
1868. 325. Geppert: Ztsch. f. kl.

Med., 1888-89, xv., 208, 307 (one

plate). Giehant: Tribune med.,
Paris, 1889, 2 s., xxi.. 491

; 7c/., C.

rend. soc. d. biol.. Paris, 1890, 9

8., xi., 64. Hoppe-Sevler : "Med.-
ch. Unt.," 1871, 2 58: Knie
(Boehiii) : Arch. f.

Pbarm., ii., 1874,
" Die I'.lausaure,

"

ex]). Path. u.

129. Preyer :

Berlin, 1868,

1870; Id., Arch. f. exji. Patli.

Pharm., 1875, iii., 381. Tolmat-
sclieff : Iloppe-Seyler, "Med. -ch.

Unt.," 1871, 285. Wagner: Diss.

Berlin, 1880. Zillessen : Ztsch. f.

physiol. Ch., 1890-91, xv., 387.
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more faint and somewhat broader.' The left ventricle of the

heart is usually firmly contracted and empty, the right heart

full of dark, uncoagulated blood. The larynx and trachea con-

tain a bloody foam, and the lungs are highly congested. The

stomach frequently presents no abnormal appearance, and may
be paler than usual, but usually it is red and inflamed, either

over its entire extent or in patches, and its blood-vessels are

filled with fluid blood. This is particularly marked when potas-

sium cyanid has been taken, when the injection extends to the

duodenum, and ecchymoses are frequently present.* One of the

most distinctive characters is the odor of bitter almonds, or

peach kernels. This may frequently be observed before any in-

cision is made, sometimes only on opening tho abdomen, the

stomach, the pericardium, or the cranial cavity. In some cases

of undoubted cyanic poisoning this odor has not been detected,

and it is also present after death from nitrobenzene.

Analysis.—Owing to the great volatility and instability of

hydrocyanic acid, the probability of its detection in the cadaver

diminishes rapidly as time elapses, particular!}' if the conditions

favoring putrefaction obtain. The analysis, therefore, should be

made as soon as practicable after death. Nevertheless instances

are not wanting in which the presence of the poison has been

demonstrated weeks after death. Thus Reichardt has detected

it after eight weeks of putrefaction,* and Ludwig after four

months in a body which had been desiccated b}^ lying in a cellar

for one hundred and fifteen days at temperatures varying from

8°-10° C. (40°. 4 to 50° F.).' In eight cases of death from potas-

sium cyanid examined by Fagerlund,^ affirmative results were

obtained after two, eight, ten, thirteen, and sixteen days (during
the winter in Finland in the last two), and in three instances the

results were negative after nine, twenty-seven, and twenty-eight

days.

After death from cyanic poisoning hydrocyanic acid has

been detected and quantitatively estimated, not only in the

stomach contents but also in the blood, liver, spleen, and brain.

' See tests 5, 6, 7, pp. C22, 623. « Arch. f. Pharm., 1881, 3 R.,
'^ For colored plates see Lesser : xix. , 204.

"Atl. d. ger. Med.," Pi. ix. ; PI. 'Zillner: Vrtljschr. f. ger. Med.,
X. , f . 3 ; PI. xi V. ,

f . 1 ; PL XV. , f . 3
; 1881. u. F.

,
xxxv. , 193.

PI. xviii., fif. 8, 9, 10. ^
Ihid., 1894, 3 F., viii., Sup-

phlft., 85.
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Tn tho kiiliu\vs ;iiitl nuiM'iil.ir tissiuMt is jn'osont only in Iracrsor

is absrnl, ;nnl it does not api)e;u- in the nrinr.' The (quantity

roniainini; in lln' limly afti'i- dratli may bo «]uito cdiisidorablo,

jtartii'ularly when death has hvvn i'aiis(>d raj)idly by })()tassiuin

cyanid or by oil of bittor alnnnids. 'J'hus in a case in whirh

drath by potassium oyanid followed the ingestion in four to fivo

minutes, 0/2 ym. {'.\/i grains) of anhydrous acid wero obtained

on analysis, and in another case, in whicli death from oil of

bitter almonds followed in a like period, 0.4!h;7 gm. (7.(58

grains) were separated." In a case of death in a few minutes from

oil of bitter almonds, Redwood found 2.2G8 gm. (35 grains) of

anhydrous acid in the ten drachms of stomach contents.'

In a systematic analysis for all poisons hydrocyanic acid

would appear, if jiresent either free or in combination, in the

first distillates obtained in the search for volatile poisons (see p.

127), to whicli the tests described below may be applied. This

method should not be followed, however, when the circumstances

point clearly to cyanic poisoning, as metallocyanids such as po-

tassium ferroc^'anid, and the thiocyanates normally present in

the body maj' yield free hydrocyanic acid on distillation with a

mineral acid. The clinical history of a cyanic poisoning, the

odor of the poison in most cases observable, and the appearance
of the blood (see below) are usually sufficiently marked to war-

rant a special examination for cyanic poisons and their distinc-

tion and separation from non-poisonous or normal cyanogen

compounds, and this is particularly necessary in view of the

existence of a thiocyanate in the saliva, urine, milk, etc.,^ and

the frequent presence of ferrocyanid as an impurity of potas-

sium cyanid.
A preliminar}' examination of a portion of the material is

therefore necessary to determine whether double cyanids are

present or not. To this end a portion of the material, liquefied

with water if necessar}', is dialyzed, and the dialyzate is concen-

trated by evaporation and divided into two parts, both of which

are slightlj' acidulated with hydrochloric acid, and ferric chlorid

solution is added to one. If a ferrocyanid be present a deep blue

' Bischoflf: Berichte, Berlin, 1883,
* See Bruylants : J. d. Pharm.,

xvi.. 1354. 1888, 5 s., xviii., 104, 158
;
abst.

2 Frank : Vrtljschr. f. ger. Med., J. Ch. Soc, London, 1888, liv.,

1868, n. F., ix.. 183. 1324.
* Ph. J. and Tr. , 1856, xv. , 377.
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precipitate (Prussian blue) will be formed, and if a thiocyanate
be present the liquid will assume a deep red color, which is

discharged on addition of mercuric chlorid solution (see me-

conic acid). To the other portion of the concentrated dialyzate

sodium acetate and then cupric sulfate solution are added, when,
if a ferrocyanid be present, a red-brown precipitate or color is

produced.

Occasionally the cyanids of mercury, gold, or silver must be

taken into account. Mercuric cyanid may be separated by Bar-

foed's method, by agitation with ether, which dissolves out the

mercuric salt and free hydrocj^anic acid. The ethereal solu-

tions are rendered alkaline with alcoholic potash and evaporated
to dryness, the residue, dissolved in water and acidulated with

tartaric acid, is distilled for hydrocyanic acid in the manner de-

scribed below, and mercury is estimated in the residue. The

cyanids of silver and gold are only of interest when a silvering
or gilding solution, which always contains potassium cyanid

also, has been taken. In that event the quantitative relations

of the hydrocyanic acid found in the distillate and the silver or

gold and potassium determined in the residue will permit of

proper distribution of the acid.

Two conditions are possible: either. A, the preliminary ex-

amination has shown the absence of double cyanids ;
or B, they

are present.

A. In the absence of double cyanids. The apparatus used

is the same as that shown in Fig. 2 (p. 137) except that the

Liebig's condenser is to be connected by an air-tight joint with

a small tubulated receiver, from the tubulus of which a tube

bent twice at suitable angles is in air-tight communication with

one limb of a bulbed U tube. About 20 c.c. of a strong solution

of silver nitrate are placed in the receiver and U tube. The

apparatus having been mounted the flask A is disconnected,

charged with the substances to be examined and sufficient aque-
ous solution of tartaric acid to render the whole distinctly acid,

and immediately replaced. After a slow current of carbon dioxid

has been established through the apparatus, the flask A, which
has in the mean time been brought into an oil or paraffin bath,

is gradually heated and the distillation continued so long as the

drops of distillate falling into the silver solution produce any
precipitation.
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B. If' (loiihlr ci/iiiikIs nrr pfcsciti . 'V\\v s.iiiif ;i|i])!irMtiiH is

iisod .IS in A. l)iit in plac' of t.iit.iric acid sdlntiun, sodium cii-

Inmato solutii>n is mldrd to alkalino reaction, and tlio proci'ss

ooiitiiuu'd as above ilesciilicd.'

Wlu'tluT A or 1> lias been followed, the hydroej'anic aci«l is

quantitatively dettTiniiUHl by collecting the silver cyanid from

the receiver and U tube upon a weij^heil tilter, washing, (hy-

insj: iit ino' {'UT^ v.), and weij^hinic. The last weif^ht obtained,

minus the weiixht of the filter, and nndtiplied by 0.2011)4, gives

the weight of hydrocyanic acid (HON) in the amount of material

distilled.

If the precipitate of silver cj'anid be not perfectly white, sil-

ver sulfid, resulting from the liberation of hydrogen sulfid, is

]irobably jiresent. In that event the silver cyanid is dissolved

from the filter with ammonium hydroxid, the filter and remaining
silver sulfid are driedat 100° (-^12° F.), weighed, and this weight
is used in the above calculation in place of that of the em])ty filter.

The silver cj'anid is regained from the ammoniacal solution by
addition of dilute nitric acid to faintly acid reaction, collection

a?id washing of the precipitate, which is then treated as below.

Having determined the quantity, the filter with its adherent

precipitate is placed in a fiask, moistened with water, and treated

with a (juantit}' of decinormal h^'drochloric acid solution such

that O.T-t c.c. of decinormal acid solution (containing '.)A'A gm.
HCl in 1000 c.c.) is added for every 0.01 gm. of silver cyanid

found; the flask is then immediately corked, strongly agitated,

and set aside until the precipitate of silver chlorid has subsided.

The clear liquid, decanted through a small filter, is subjected

to the following tests :

1. Prnssian Blue Test."—Render a portion of the distillate

alkaline with dilute caustic potash solution, add a few drops of

a solution of ferrous sulfate which has become yellow by ex-

posure to air, agitate, and let stand ten minutes. In the pres-

ence of a sufficient quantity of hydrocj^anic acid a dirty greenish

precipitate will have formed. Now add hydrochloric acid in

slight excess, warm slightly, and, having noted whether any blue

or green color is immediately formed, examine again after several

' See Jacqueinin : Ann. d. chiin. Otto: "Ausmitt. d. Gifte," 6te

et de phys., 1876, 5 s., iv.. 135. Aufl., 34.

"Ittner, 1809.
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hours' standing. In the presence of small quantities of hydro-

cyanic acid the liquid is colored green, and only deposits Prus-

sian blue after long standing; with larger quantities the liquid

is colored blue, and immediately, or after a short time, deposits

a flocculent, dark blue precipitate, while the color of the liquid

gradually changes to yellow.

According to Link and Mockel '

the test is doubtful with

dilutions beyond 1 : 50,000 ; according to Wormley
'
it is sensitive

up to a dilution of 1 : 25,000.

2. Thiocyanate Test.''—Place a portion of the distillate in a

porcelain capsule, add a few drops of a dilute solution of sodium

hydroxid and a few drops of a dilute solution of yellow ammo-
nium sulfid

; evaporate to dryness over the water-bath
;

add

water
;
acidulate with hj^drochloric acid and then add two or

three drops of dilute ferric chlorid solution. If the liquid con-

tained hydrocyanic acid it will have been converted by this

treatment into sodium thiocyanate, which, with the ferric salt,

gives a red color.

Link and Mockel *

consider this the most delicate of the tests

for hydrocyanic acid, and place its limit at 1 : 4,000,000. Worm-

ley,^ on the other hand, places its delicacy as equal to that of

the Prussian blue reaction: 1 : 25,000.

3. Guaiac Tesf.'^—Moisten a piece of filter paper with a

freshly prepared three-per-cent. alcoholic solution of guaiac, dry,

moisten with a drop of a 0.05-per-cent. solution of cupric sulfate,

and then with a drop or two of the suspected solution. In the

presence of hydrocyanic acid a beautiful blue color is produced.

With very concentrated solutions the blue color is produced b}^

mere exposure to the vapor which they emit; with highly dilute

solutions a larger quantity of the suspected liquid is to be

brought upon the paper by slow dropping from a pipette. The

paper may be used as a preliminary test, and possibly may be

useful to distinguish whether the odor of bitter almonds in the

breath is due to a cyanic poison or to nitrobenzene, although it

did not prove of value in that manner in the hands of Bellini.'

Although this reaction, when used with solutions, is very

' Zeitsch. f. an. Ch., 1878, xvii.,
^ Loc. cit.

455. * Loc. cit.
•^ "Micro-Chem. of Poisons," 2d « Schonbein, 1868.

ed., 183. ' Sper i nient., Firenze, 1876,

^Liebig, 1847. xxxviii., 313.
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dolic'Jilo, its limits Iumiil:; plactil liy Link ami Mik'kcl
'

at 1 : ;>,-

000,000, it is iinly of coiitinnativo \aliif, as it is ])n)ilm'(>(l by
aminoiiia, vulatih' ainiiioiiiacal coiniH niiuls, by hydrochloric

ftoid, tobacco siiuikc,' ozone and cldtiriii, as well as l»y hydro-

cyanic acid/

4. yiiroju-Kssid Test.*—Add a few drops of j)otassiuin ni-

trate solution to a ])ortion of the distillate, then two to four drops

of ferric chlorid solution, and, finally, sullicient dilute sulfuric

acid to cause the brown-yellow color to just turn to light 3'ellow;

heat to incipient boiling, cool, add a few drops of annnonium

liydroxid solution, filter, and add to the filtrate a drop or two of

a very dilute colorless ammonium hydrosullid solution. If

hydrocyanic acid was present in the original li(iuid a fine violet

color is produced, which passes into blue in a few minutes, then

into green, and finally to yellow. With very small quantities

the color is at first bluish-green, soon passing to greenish-yel-

low. The limit of the reaction is placed at a dilution of

1:312,500.

5. Methcenwglohin Test.''—Human or mammalian blood is

diluted with distilled water to a one to four per cent, solution, fil-

tered, and shaken with a very minute cr3'stal of potassium ferri-

cj'anid onh" until the red color has changed to yellow, when it is

poured off from the undissolved salt. The solution is placed in

a cell with parallel sides and a portion of the neutralized distil-

late* floated upon its surface: the 5^ellow color of the lower

solution changes from j-ellow to a beautiful bright red. The

cell is best placed in position for spectroscopic examination and

the spectrum observed before and during the reaction : at first

the methsemoglobin band in the red is observed,' this disap-

pears as the red color appears, as the cyanmethsemoglobin
which is formed does not possess it. According to Kobert

'
the

' Loc. cit.
^ Accord inf^ to Vogel (Sitzber. d.

Ak. d. "Wissensch. z. ^liinclien,

1884, 286) tobacco smoke and illu-

minating gas contain bydiocjanic
acid.

3 See Hilger and Tamba : Mitth.
a. d. pb. Inst. u. Lab. f. ang. Ch.
d. Univ. Erlangen, 1889, Hft. ii.,

286.
* Vortmann : Ztsch. f . an. Ch.

,

1887, XXV i., 642.

5 Kobert: "Ueber Cyanniethamo-
globin," etc., Stuttgart, 1891, also

"Intoxikationen," 518.
^ The reaction of either liquid

must not be alkaline, that of the

metba^nioglobin solution neutral or

at most very faintly acid.
' See spectrum 10, Plate iii. (p.

30), Vol. II.
»
Op. cit., p. 193.
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spectrum of C3'anmethsemoglobin is ver}" similar to that of (re-

duced) haemoglobin. But Richter in two cases failed to ob-

serve any distinctive cyanmethsemoglobin band.'

This test may be used during the lifetime of the patient to

establish a positive diagnosis. For this purpose samples of

blood are taken (by slight puncture of the finger tip with

a needle and subsequent pressure) from the patient and from

some healthy person, and received in test tubes containing dis-

tilled water in such quantity that the two liquids are of equal

intensity of color. To each a freshly prepared one-per-cent. so-

lution of potassium ferricyanid is added drop by drop. On
shaking the normal blood it immediately becomes brown and
shows the methsemoglobin band, while if the blood contain hy-

drocyanic acid in not too small amount it remains red with the

same or even a somewhat greater quantity of ferricyanid, and

only exhibits the cyanmethsemoglobin spectrum.
6. Normal blood has the property of reducing itself with

time, which does not occur if the blood contain hydrocyanic
acid. If two samples of blood, one from the person supposed to

have been poisoned (taken during life or shortly after death and
not exposed to the air) and one from a healthy human being, be

so far diluted with distilled water as to form one-per-cent. solu-

tions, placed in air-tight cells with parallel walls and examined
with the spectroscope, both will show the oxyh^emoglobin bands.

The two cells are then set in a warm place in the dark and their

color and spectra observed from time to time. In from six to

twenty-four hours the normal blood becomes darker and the

oxyhsemoglobin spectrum is replaced by that of (reduced) haemo-

globin.'^ If the blood contain hydrocyanic acid it remains bright
red and still shows the oxyhaemoglobin bands.'

7. Hydrogen Peroxide—Two cells are prepared with one-

per-cent. solutions of blood as in No. 6, and dilute, neutral solu-

tion of hydrogen peroxid is carefully added to each in equal
amounts. If the blood contain hydrocyanic acid the color

changes from red to brown-red, brown, yellow, and finally be-

comes colorless. At the same time the oxyhsemoglobin bands

'

Prag. nied. Wocheuschr.
, 1894, K. b. Ale. d. Wissenscli. zu Miin-

xix., 105, 120, 133. chen, 1868, ii., 591.

^Spectrum No. 5, PI. iii.. Vol. •• Schonbein : Zeitschr. f. Biol.,
II. 1867, iii., 325.

^ See also Buchner : Sitzber. d.
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ilisappoar ami tlio inotliaMiio^loliin band appears, aiitl this tiiially

vaiiishos nlsi^ without tin- ajiiicaiance of any further hand. In

the al.sonoo of prussic acid, hlood deoonijjoses hydrogen peroxid
but n>tains its own color and continues to exhibit tho Hpectruni
of oxyhaMuoglobin.

It is essential to the success of the reaction that tlie liydrogen

peroxid usecl shall bo strictly neutral and that it sliall not bo

adileil in too large amount, else solutions of normal blood will

undergo the changes described.

Like the methaMnoglobin test this reaction may be applied

during the life of the patient, if a spectroscope and the reagent
be available.

Other tests have been suggested : Witli starch and potas-
sium iexlid (Schonbein) ;

with cupric sulfate alone (Lassaigne);
with picric acid (Braun); with cobaltous chlorid (Braun) ;

with

mercurous oxid (Henry and Humbert), and with uranic nitrate

(C. Lea). These are, however, all inferior to those given above,
which are sufficient to characterize hj'drocyanic acid with cer-

tainty.

Forensic Questions.—The following points have arisen in

trials for murder by prussic acid, and have been the questions

upon which the case mainly turned :

1. Was death due to prussic acid or to apoplexy? This

was the principal question in a classic French case, tried at

Cambery in 18-41, in which the prisoner was sentenced, and
would have been executed had not Orfila shown from the facts
of the evidence that the death of the deceased, Pralet, was due
to apoplexy, and that the opinions of the chemical and medical

experts upon which the conviction was based were of the most

flimsy character even for that date.'

At the present time an autops}', if one be possible, may be

depended upon to determine the question, negativel}^ or affirm-

atively, of the existence of intracranial hemorrhage. While
after death from hydrocyanic acid the meningeal vessels and
cerebral sinuses are found gorged with blood, there is never ex-

travasation into the ventricles, the membranes, or substance of

the brain, nor are there clots.

2. Are certain symptoms and appearances necessarily

present if death has been due to cyanic poisoning 9 The ar-

' See p. 608.
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gument has been formerly advanced that death could not have

been due to a cyanic poisoning because the conditions were such

that some symptom, alleged to be characteristic, could not have

been manifested.

When animals are poisoned by hydrocyanic acid the inspir-

ations are deep and convulsive, and are accompanied b}' a loud

cr3\' In some of the earlier trials for poisoning by this sub-

stance the defence has claimed that death was due to other

causes because this cry had not been uttered. In the human

subject it is the expiration which is convulsively forcible and

deep, and we fail to find in medical literature a distinct descrip-

tion of such a cry as is uttered by animals,'' except in two in-

stances: one of these was in a case, referred to by Taylor,^ of

"a man, set. twenty," who " swallowed about two ounces of

the oil of bitter almonds. A person present saw him fall sud-

denly while in the act of swallowing, he made a loud cry, gave
one deep expiration, and died." Hunt^ reported the case of a

child of three 3'ears who was poisoned by eating bitter almonds,

but recovered. "The mother said that the child had given a

cry when the symptoms began, but it was difficult to determine

from her statement whether it was the characteristic cry or not."

In both of these cases it is quite possible that the utterance of

the cry was a voluntary act.

Although in most cases of cyanic poisoning there are violent

tetanic spasms, many instances of death, unquestionably due to

this cause, have been reported in which no convulsions oc-

curred. The absence of convulsions is most frequentl}' observed

when death follows rapidly after large doses have been taken.'

'

Preyer : Op. cit.

In but few cases is any noise
said to have emanated from the pa-
tient. In Hick's case (Lancet, 1845,

i., 559) a "gasping noise" was lieard

at first, afterward a "moaning
noise." In Tardieu and Roussin's
case (Ann. d'hyg. , 1868, 3 s.,

xxix., 358) tlie patient is described
as falling to the ground "on pous-
saut (pielques cris sourds." Muel-
ler-Warnek (Berl. kl. Wochenschr. ,

1878, XV., 57), Carmichael (M.
Times and Gazette, 1865, i., 647),
and Baker (Brit. M. J., 1881, ii.,

12) heard loud tracheal rales ac-

companying tl)e acts of inspiration
IV. -40

and expiration in patients seen

after having taken potassium cy-
anid. In Bishop's case (Lancet,
1845, 315) the respiration is quali-
fied as "hissing;" in one of Shap-
leigh's cases (Tr. Coll. Phvs.,

Phila., 1869, n. s. , 291) a "loud
mucous rattle" was heard.

'
"Poisons," 3d Am. ed., 585.

^Med. Times and Gaz., 1878, i.,

37.

spooley: Lancet, 1845, i., 559.

Leithead: IbUl, 640. Taylor:
"Pr. and Pr. Med. Jur.,"2d Am.
ed. , i. , 863. Id.

,

"
Poisons,

" 3d Am.
ed., 571, 585. Sewell : Boston M.

and S. Jour., 1848, xxxvii., 323.
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()ii tlu' otluT liaiul. a man who tlird in a few iniiiiitcs fi'om Iho

efFocti> of a lari^c dosiMif ]Kitassiiini cyaiml liail i^ciicfal cdiiN iil-

siiins so violent as to throw hini out ot Ix'd.' Thi- tad that in

manv instanct's where tho (lead hotly is i'onnd tlioi';u'o boars a

oahii and plarid oxpivssion is not ptisitivo j)roof that coiivnlsivo

movoinonts did nut ocrur previous to dcatli.'^ Even in tho ab-

soiK'o of i^t'iioral oomMilsions tho mouth is tightly closed and

oponoil with tlitlioulty in nn)st instances. Yet cases are not

wanting in which the mouth was wide open.' Usually tho \m-

pils ai-o widely dilated. But Baker * and OsthofT
' have reported

cases in which they were contracted
;
Thomson "

a case in which

the}' were at lirst a little contracted, afterward dilated; and

Armstrong' one in which the pupils hecame dilated onl}' after

washing out the stomach, subse(iucntly they became contracted

and again dilated about a quarter of an hour before death.

Involuntary evacuations of faeces or urine or of both have

occurred in about one-half of the recorded cases.

The odor of prussic acid, which may be described as that of

bitter almonds or of peach kernels, is almost invariably present

in the breath, and sometimes pervades the entire room. Yet

when very small, lethal doses have been taken it may be ab-

sent." It is also usually exhaled from the bodies of those who
have died of cyanic poisoning, or, if not perceived before, is

apparent when the cadaver is opened. Its absence under these

circumstances is, however, by no means proof of the absence of

cyanic poison.* In the case of Twitchell, who committed sui-

cide in a cell, and whose dead body was found within six hours

Hickman: Lancet, 1866, i., .310. 1881, xxxii., 194—M., 36, KCN,
Thomas: Ibid., 1873. ii., .522. D. in fifty minutes.
Hinds:" M. Times and Gaz., 1850,

« Assoc. M. Jour., 1856, iv., 1055

n. s., i., 482. Harley : Tr. Path. —F., 46, S., oil bitter almonds, D.

Soc.
, London, 1862, xiii., 95. in one liour.

Christison : Monthly J. M. Sc, 'Austral. M. Jour. , 1880, n. s.,

18.50, X., 97. ii., 202—3 yr., A., oil bitter al-
' Auer: Friedreich's Bl. f. ger. monds, D. in two and a half hours.

M., 1878, xxix., 436. » Tavlor : London M. Gaz., 1845,
2 Ware: Boston M. and S. J., xxxvi., 103—M., A., 20 m., R.

1856. Iv., 387. Lancet, 1845, ii., 656—M., 19, about
" Haskins: Boston M. and S. J., 2 grains, S., D. in three hours.

1870, Ixxxii.. 21. Tripe: Brit. M. » See Clark : Am. J. M. Sc, 18.54,

Jonr.
, 1877, i., 11. Ellis: Lancet, n. s., xxviii., 103. Rennard : Ph.

1863. ii., 447. Ztsch. f. Russland, 1873, viii., 230.

•»Brit. M. Jour., 1881, ii., 12.— Struve : Ztsch. f. an. Ch., 1873,

M.. 38, two hand.sful of bitter al- xii., 14. Griflfin : M. Times and
monds, R. Gaz., 1864, ii., 434.

' Friedreich's Bl. f. ger. Med.,
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after he was known to have been alive, no odor was observed

by the watchman a few feet away in the corridor, toward which

the wind was blowing from an open window in the cell, nor did

the cell or the bod}- exhale any odor, although it was quite

marked on opening the body.
'

In six of Fagerlund's seven cases

of cyanic poisoning
^
the odor was distinct at the autopsy, and in

one (in May) although distinct at that time, it had disappeared
throe days later, when the analysis also gave negative results.

In one case the odor was distinct in- the stomach eight days after

death." The odor of bitter almonds is possessed by but two

other substances: benzoic aldehyd {CJii^,C01i), which is the

chief constituent of oil of bitter almonds, and nitrobenzene

(CeH^,N.,0). The latter is actively poisonous, and although the

symptoms which it provokes in many respects resemble those

of cyanic poisoning in character, their course is much less sud-

den in its onset and slower in development. Indeed, poisoning

by
"
artificial oil of bitter almonds" has been confounded with

cyanic poisoning.^ The analytical characters of the three sub-

stances are quite distinct.

3. Was a person killed hij hydrocyanic acid capable of

performing certain voluntary acts ? In the early case of Rex
V. Freeman "

(1829) the medical evidence was strongly against
the possibility that the deceased could have herself corked the

phial, wrapped it in paper and adjusted the bed clothes, all of

wliich could have been accomplished in less than ten seconds.

That this view is unsound has been proved by many instances

in which considerable voluntary movement has been performed

by persons after having taken a lethal dose of a cyanic poison
which afterward caused death."

4. Was the hydrocyanic acid found produced by the ana-

lytical process from normal constituents of the body or from
articles of food ? The onl}- substances normal to the body
which are capable of yielding hj^drocyanic acid under the condi-

'

Shapleigh : Tr. Coll. Phys.,
'

Vrtljschr. f. ger. Med., 1894, 3

Phila., 1869, n. s., iv., 290. We F. , viii., supplli., 86.

are at a loss to nuderstand why "not ^Griffith: Lancet, 1864, i., 52.

a trace of poison could be found in * Maser : Med. Rec, N. Y., 1884,
the stomach" on analj'sis, allhough xxv.

, 711.

every part of the body gave of? a = London M. Gaz.
, 1831, viii.,

distinct odor of hydrocyanic acid, 759, 795.

and that substance was detected in '^ See cases cited in note 3, p.
the contents of a small phial found 611.

in the cell.
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t ions of any nsual .syslrin nf ;uial_\ sis aic tlir iliiocyanatea al-

i\'a«ly ivforrt'd U\ whitli, when distilli'tl in Iho ])re8ent'o of a

niinoral arid, may yirhl iiydrocyaiiic acid, Iml do not do so in

the iMcsmfO of oxoess of a liicarlinnatc as in llio nicthod of

analysis above din^cted (soo also No. T)).

h any of the vogetahlo products containing amj'gdalin be

present in the food and remain in the stomach contents after

<leath thev \\'\\\ yield hvdrocvainc acid on analysis. The (inan-

tity, howeyer, will he iH)r})ortionate to that of the amygdaloid

yegelable taken, and if this be sufficient to furnish any notable

tpiantity of prussic acid, the death will have been due to cyanic

poisoning quite as truly as if hj^drocyanic acid had been taken.

A microscojiic examination of the stomach contents Avill also

reveal the presence of the vegetable tissues.

5. Is Jn/ilrocifciuic acid a normal or morbid product of
the animal hodi/, or may it he produced during putrefac-

tion ? Husemann '

cites several ancient authors who have

claimed to have observed the presence of hydrocyanic acid in

the urine and in certain pathological fluids. In the entire ab-

sence of modern confirmation of these observations it is prob-

able that they resulted from faulty methods and the presence of

thioc3'anates.

In tAvo English cases cited by Taylor' the argument was

advanced that prussic acid might have been formed post mor-

tem in the stomach contents, and Orfila
^ admitted the possi-

bility of its production during putrefaction.

At the present time we think it highly probable that a pu-

trefaction enthusiast might be found to advocate the theory of

the formation of hydrocyanic acid in the bodj' in favor of the

defence on a trial for murder by cyanic poisoning, basing his

opinions upon the constitution of the adenyl or nuclein bases,

which are normal products of the animal body. These bases

form a series of five : uric acid (C.H^N.O^), xanthin (C,H,N,0,),

hypoxanthin (C.H^N/)), guanin (C,H,N,0), and adenin (C,-

H,X,), the last-named being the first formed in the body as

a product of decomposition of phosphorized bodies, the nu-

cleins, existing in tissues and organs rich in nucleated cells.

Adenin is a polymere of hydrocyanic acid (CHN), and on de-

1 "Handb. d. Tox.," 1862. 721. ^ «Xox. gen.," Seme ed., ii., 405.

« "Poisons," 3d Am. ed., 579.
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composition miglit yield that substance. According to Ko-

bert," Bruylants has advanced the theory that the cyanogen

group is actually produced in this manner in the body, and,

combining with unoxidized sulfur, produces the thiocyanates

of the saliva, milk, urine, etc. Vaughan and Novy
^
also refer

to the relationship of adenin and hydrocyanic acid and cite the

poisonous qualities of some of the leucomains as being "of

great significance" in connection with the presence in them of
" the hydrocyanic acid molecule." The statement just quoted

is misleading, "the hydrocyanic molecule" is no more "con-

tained in" adenin than is that of acetylene (C„HJ in that of

benzene (C,H,). The two polymeres differ entirely in structure

and the conversion of one into another requires a powerful

agency, as when acetylene j'ields benzene under the influence

of a temperature approaching that of melting glass, or when
adenin is split up into hydrocyanic acid by caustic potash at

200° (302° F.). In the normal metabolism hydrocyanic acid is

not produced, and from the nucleins the changes take place

through adenin, guanin, hypoxanthin, xanthin, uric acid, and

urea. The formation of hydrocyanic acid would involve not

only a change in the normal process but a reversal. That this

retrograde change does not occur during putrefaction has been

experimentally demonstrated by Schindler,^ who has shown

that in putrid material adenin is converted into hypoxanthin

(adenin + O — NH = hypoxanthin) and guanin into xanthin

(guanin + () —NH = xanthin).

Apart from theoretical considerations two facts may be cited

in support of a negative answer to this question : 1. We find no

mention by any modern writer of the detection of hydrocj^anic

acid as such or as simple cyanid in an animal body higher in

the scale of nature than the myriapods, except it has been intro-

duced from without.^ 2. Numberless analyses for volatile poi-

sons of portions of the body in all stages of preservation and

decaj' have been made with negative results as to the reactions

for hydrocyanic acid.

' "Intoxikationen," 736. products of the decomposition of
'^
"
Ptomains,

"
etc., 2d ed., 283, albuminoid substances effected by

354. the action of powerful reagents,
^ Zeitsch. f. phys. Cii., 1889, xiii., such as a mixture of sulfuric acid

432. and potassium dichromate, or by
*
Hydrocyanic acid is one of the fusion with caustic potash.
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OXALIC ACID AND OXALATES.

Tho salt (ibtaincti liy tli(> i'\a|uii;ilitm of the jnico of Oxali.s

acctosrlhi, ami now called s<i/( of sorni or hi /i(>.r<i/(if<' oj /lol-

iisli, was known a> raily as the middle oi' tlio sovonteenth cen-

turv, as Ihielos makes nientionof it in tlie Memoirs of the Acad-

emy for U;G8. a century later (177;}) oxalic acid was obtained

from this salt by Savary. Subsequently Scheele showed the

oxalii.' at'id obtained from sorrel to be identical with th(» (icid

of fUKjdr obtained by Bergmann in 1T7() by the action of nitric

acid on sugar.
'

Oxalic Acid—C,0,H,, 2Aq.
—125.7—is prepared indus-

trially by the action of nitric acid vipon sugar or starcli, or by
the action of an alkaline h3'droxid in fusion upon sawdust. It

crystallizes in transparent prisms, which effloresce on exposure
to air and lose their Aq., slowl}- but completel}', at 100° (312°

F.) or in a dry vacuum. It fuses at !)8° (208°. 4 F.) and be-

tween 110°-i:?2° (23O°-2G0°.G F.) it partly sublimes in the an-

hydrous form and is partly decomposed. At a higher tempera-
ture it is completely decomposed into water and the two oxids

of carbon, or into carbon dioxid and formic acid. It dissolves

in 15.5 parts of water at 10° (50° F.), and is quite soluble in

alcohol. Its solutions are strongly acid in taste and reaction.

Oxalic acid is extensively used in the arts in dyeing and

calico printing, for cleaning leather, in straw bleaching, etc.,

and in the household for whitening woodwork, scouring brass

and copper, removing ink stains from fabrics, and in the com-

position of certain "liquid blues."

MoNOPOTASSic Oxalate—KHCjO,—127.82—also known as

hydropotassic oxalate, or binoxalate of potash, exists in the

juices of many acid plants, such as sorrel and rhubarb, and in

many other vegetables. The essential salt of lemon or salt of
sorrel used in the household for the removal of ink or fruit

stains from clothing, etc., and in straw bleaching, is a mixture

of this salt with the "quadroxalate," KHC,0„ H,C,0, -\- 2 Aq.
It is a white, crystalline salt, closel}' resembling Epsom salt in

appearance, and very soluble in water, forming an acid solution;

but insoluble in alcohol.

' Bergmann 's "Essays," Culler) 's Scheele: "Werke," Ed. Hermb-
Transl., London, 1788, i., 305. stadt, Berlin, 1793, ii., 369.
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Calcium Oxalate, CaC/),—127.09—is a white, crystalline

powder, soluble in the presence of sufficient mineral acid, but

insoluble in water, in alkaline solutions, or in those owing their

acidity to acetic acid. This salt is a normal constituent in

small amount (about 0.02 gm. = j\ grain in twenty-four hours)

of the urine, in which it is held in solution by the acid phos-

phates. Under certain conditions it is increased in amount

(oxaluria) and is deposited from the urine on standing in "let-

ter-envelope" or
" dumb-bell" crystals, sometimes in relatively

large octahedra. Occasionally it forms vesical calculi (mul-

berry calculus).

Statistics and Origin.—The earliest case of oxaHc-acid

poisoning of which we find record occurred in England in

1814,' and five other cases occurred in the same country during
the years 1815-10." Among these are the earliest of the great
number of instances in which the acid was taken or dispensed
in mistake for Epsom salt.

Poisoning by oxalic acid and the oxalates is of very rare

occurrence in Prance, while in England, Germany, and the

United States several cases occur annually. Briand Ogives a

table of 280 poisonings in France from 1825 to 1857; Flandin ^

one of 200 cases, in the years 1841-1844; and Tardieu * one of

793 criminal poisonings 1851-1871. No case of oxalic acid or

oxalate poisoning is mentioned in any of these tables. In E'lg-

land, according to Taylor," there were 527 poisonings, in which
the nature of the poison was known, during the years 1837-38,

of which 19, or 3.6 per cent., were by oxalic acid. According
to the Reports of the Register-General of Great Britain there

were in the year 1840 138 suicides by poison, of which 2 were

by oxalic acid; and during the years 1863 to 18G7, 453 suicides

by identified poisons, of which 58, or 12.8 per cent., were b}^

oxalic acid. During the same years (1803-07) the total identi-

fied poisonings numbered 1,625, of which 00, or 4.06 per cent.,

were by oxalic acid. In the years 1871-80 of 1,000 suicides by

poison in England and Wales 159, or 15.9 per cent., chose ox-
' Rovstou : London M. S. and ^ "Man d. med. leg.," 6eiiie ed.,

Phvs. Reposit, 1814, i., 382. 1858, p. 414.
••* Roberts; Ibid., 1815, iii., 380. -• "Tr. dea poisons," 184fi, p. 440.

Johnson: Ibid, 1816, vi., 474. ^"fitude . . . sur I'empois.,"
Smith: Ibid., 1819, xii., 18. Wil- 2emeed., 164.

Hams: Ibid., 1819, xi., 20. Cooper:
«
"Poisons," 3d Am. ed., 176.

"Tracts on Med. Jur." (1818), 449.
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alio aciil. Lessor roports the stntislics of poisonings troulod in

tlu> largo liorlin liosi)itals in 1870-78. Tlio total ninnbor was

•lov,', ami ill, or 1.4 j)or oont., woro by oxalic poisons.' Munzer"

givos abstracts of tlio apj)oaranccs obsorvod in J.'{ antopsiosaflor
death by o.xalic poisoning mailo in liorlin in I8S5-SG. Tho ri>-

ports of tho Now York City l^.oard of lloalth from 18GG to 188U

rofor to 1(» oxalic ]H)is()nings in a total of 872.

Tho explanation of tlio relative frequency of oxalic poisoning
in England and America and its rarity in France is undoubtedly
in the conunon dninesticuse of oxalic acid and salt of sorrel as a

cleansing agent in the former, and the non-prevalence of such

use in the latter. The great majority of oxalic poisonings have
been either accidental, from mistaking the acid or its i)otassium
salt for Epsom salt or for other medicine, or suicidal; and a

great proportion of the cases have occurred in domestic ser-

vants. In one instance a boy of five years died the day after

eating a large quantit}'- of sorrel {Rumex acetosa) .' In an-

other a woman died in three days from oxalic acid used in mak-

ing a "lemonade."* Of 1G9 cases which we find reported in

medical literature previous to 1895,* 83 were suicides, of whom
54 were women, and 41 were accidental. In one instance a dis-

charged servant took an ounce of the acid in a pint of whiskey,
more to annoy her mistress than to destroy herself ;' in another it

was not determinable whether a woman had committed suicide

or had been poisoned by her husband.' The earliest of twelve

British cases in which a homicidal intent was alleged was in a

trial for assault in 18:^7, referred to by Christison, in which it

was shown that the defendant had previously attempted to poison
his wife with oxalic acid in gin.® Taylor

°
also incidentally al-

ludes to a trial for murder by oxalic acid which took place in 1832.

The same author refers to the case of Reg. v. Dickman, in 1845.'°

Two cases are reported in 1857, one that of Reg. v. Cochrane," in

which there was strong evidence that a woman had poisoned

' "Atl. d. ger. Mp<1.,'' ]^. 1. that 159 suicides by oxalic poisons
-
Diss., Berlin, 1887. occurred in ten jears in England.

3
Suckling: Lancet. 1886, ii., 227. « Dabbs : Brit. M. Jour., 1886, i.,

Aho edit., ibid., i., 1229. 442.
•* White : Boston M. and S. Jour., ' Lancet, 1839-40, ii., 29.

1870. Ixxxii., 57. 8 "Poisons," Anier. ed., 167.
' Tile small proportion of cases so ' "Poisons," 2d ed., :>10.

reported is evidenced bv the fact '" "Poisons,
"

i3d Am. ed., 224.
" Ibid.
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her two children, aged four and six years. The other was that

of a woman who attempted to destroy herself and child. The

latter recovered, but the woman was found dead.' Two years

later the result was the reverse in another case :' an infant of

twelve days succumbed ;
its mother recovered and was sentenced

to fifteen years penal servitude. A suspected homicide in the

same year is reported by Skinner.' In 1802 a woman was tried

for the murder of her father by repeated administration of salt

of sorrel. The verdict of
" not proven" was found, as, although

it was shown that she had administered the poison, an interval

of fifteen days elapsed between her last opportunity to do so and

the fatal termination.' In 18GG a woman as convicted of at-

tempting to forcibly administer oxalic acid in solution to her six-

year-old daughter.' In 18G9 a coroner's jury found a verdict

of
"
wilful murder" against a woman who had destroyed her

child and attempted suicide with salt of lemon." In 1872 a

woman in Liverpool was charged with attempting to poison her

brother with oxalic acid." In 1877 an alleged attempt to poison

with salt of lemon was the subject of a trial resulting in ac-

quittal." In a German case a man killed his bride by cutting

her throat, having previously either administered to her or wit-

nessed her taking a quantity of potassium quadroxalate, and

after her death made a feint at suicide with the same salt."

Lethal Dose.—It would appear from an examination of the

reported cases in which the dose taken is numerically stated,

that the most dangerous quantity is from 15 to oO gm. (half an

ounce to an ounce) ,
and that quantities in excess of these are

less liable to cause death. Thus of 49 cases in which the quan-

tit}^ taken was numerically reported it was 15.5 gm. (^ 3 )in 14

cases, with deaths; one ounce (30 gm.) was taken in 18 cases,

with 8 deaths; while in the 3 instances in which greater

1 Ph. J. and Tr., 1857-58, xvii..

384.
-

Reg. V. Marg. Macdonald, 1859.

Littlejohn : Edinb. M. Jour., 1861,

vii., 13.
3 Brit. M. Jour., 1060, i., 107,

186. See also Thudichum : Ibid.,

Febr. 18th.
•*

Reg. i\ Mary Strnth, Conway :

Ediub. M. Jour.", 1862, viii., 93.

'Reg. V. Morris, Taylor: Loc.
eit., 239.

« Ph. J. and Tr.
, 1809-70, n. s.,

xi., 369.
'' Case of Jane Stitton, ibid., 1872,

3 s., ii., 675. We find no refer-

ence to the further disposal of either
of these two eases.

>^ Ibid., 1877-78, 3 s., viii., 37.

.^ Casper-Liman :

•' Handb. d. ger.

Med.," 8te Aufl., ii., 543. In the
same place are reports of several
otlier cases which contain no alhi-

siou to motive.
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quantitios wore taken ({'.', \i\.!'\ aiul (>'^.'.' u'li.) lli»' pcisons ro-

oovorod.' It woulil sooin. tlicrcfoic, tliat, ow in^;' to llic larlv

vomiting j)ri>vi)kril
li\ the poison iisclt\ excessive doses arc less

liable ti) jtrove fatal than snialK r toxic quantities. Vet in some
cases in which death has occurred shortly after the ingestion the

dose was jirobahly large, although the amount is not definitely

stated in tlu> reports.'^ The smallest (juantity wliich has been

alleged to have proved fatal was about -1 gm. ([ of 5^>^-)»

whii-h is said to have caused the death of a boy of sixteen years.'

Double that amount (two drachms = 7.8 gm.) proved fatal in

'.] instances.*

Duration.—The duration of a case of oxalic poisoning is

usually short if it terminate in death, but in a certain class (jf

cases the victim dies, usuall}'^ suddenly, after an illness of from

'2 to 14 days. Of 74 fatal cases 02 lasted less th;ui 24 hours;
in 12 the victim was found dead, in 8 death occurred "soon," in

5 in less than 10 minutes, in 15 in from 10 to 30 minutes, in 9

in from one-half to 1 hour, in 2 iii 2 hours, in 1 in '.) hours, in

1 in 4 hours, in 2 in 5 hours, in 1 in G hours, in 1 in 9 hours,

in 1 in 10 hours, in '.) in 13 hours, and in 1 in 21 hours. Of
the 12 cases of longer duration, 1 died in 30 hours, 2 in 2

days, 2 in 3 days, 2 in 5 daj's, 1 in G days, 1 in 7 days, 1 in 8

days, 1 in 10 daj's, and 1 in 14 days. The most rapidl}' fatal

case was that of a woman of 43 years who took from one to

two ounces (31-G2 gm.) of the acid, and died without pain and

in collapse in 3 minutes. "The stomach was rotten" and

contained altered blood.'' In one of Mvmzer's cases, also a fe-

male suicide of 37 years, death occurred in 5 minutes.
°

In 3

instances the duration was about 10 minutes.'' The most pro-

tracted case was one of the earliest reported : that of a man
who took half an ounce (15.5 gm.) of the acid in mistake for

1 Wharton and Stille :

" Med.
Jur.," 1st ed., 496—F., A., li
drachms. Johnson (Silk) : Brit.

M. Jour., 1881, 1.. 640—M., 30, S.,

r iss. Tapson : London M. Gaz.
,

142, xxxi., 491—F., 50, S.,
=

ij.
-' Wood : Monthly J. M. Sc, 1852,

xiv., 227. Lesser: "Atl. d. ger,
Merl.," i., 46. 49.

3 Barker: Assoc. M. J., 1855, ii.,

1073: Lancet, Dec. 1st, 1855.

^Bayley: Lancet, 1883, i., 406—

M.. 47, S. ;
Ph. J. and Tr. , 1877-78,

3 s., viii., lOKi—M., ad., S.

Cooper: Lancet, 1883, i., 406.

*Ogilvie: Lancet, 1845, ii., 205.
«
Op. eit., p. 24, Fall 11.

' Herapath : Med. Times and
Gaz., 1868, ii., 456—F., ad., S.,

3 vi. (23 gm.). Reincke : Pliarm.

Ztg., 1882, xxvii., 757—M., ad.

Les.ser: "Atl. d. ger. Med," i., 46,

49—F.
, 38, S. A large dose of salt

of sorrel on an empty stomach.
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Epsom salt. He appeared to improve, but later became deliri-

ous and died in 14 days after the accident.
' Another man fell a

victim to the same mistake after lingering for 10 days. The
dose was one ounce (31 gm.)." In one of the few French cases

a woman of 74 years died from the effects of oxalic acid in 8

days, with symptoms resembling those of cholera.^

Prognosis.—So far as can be judged from statistics, the

prognosis as to the final result is unfavorable. There were

104 deaths in 103 reported cases, a mortality of 03.8 per cent.

Nor is the outlook for complete recovery in non-fatal cases quite
favorable if the poisoning have been at all serious. While the

corrosive power of oxalic acid is inferior to that of the mineral

acids, and while we know of no instance in which death has

been ascribed to the secondary effects at a later period, as so

frequently happens with the mineral corrosives, the possibility of

such an occurrence must be recognized in view of cases in which

the patient has come under observation many months after

the poisoning, suffering from great gastric irritability, dj'spep-

sia, and constriction of the oesophagus. Probably an autopsy
in such cases would reveal the existence of oesophageal, cardiac,

or pyloric stricture and disorganization of the gastric mucous
membrane.* On the other hand, in Silk's case," there were no

signs of oesophageal stricture twenty-five days after the poison-

ing, although the large dose of one and one-half ounces (47 gm.)
had been taken in solution; and in Barham's case of a woman
who took an ounce in solution (31 gm.), no secondary effects

were observable when she was seen seven years later." Al-

though a few instances are recorded in which patients have

been discharged from hospital in two or three days after a seri-

ous oxalic poisoning,' in most cases the renal disturbance con-

tinues for from two to four weeks, and in some instances other

symptoms, such as local anaesthesia,* spasmodic twitchings,'

'Fmser: Edinb. M. and S. J.,
'^

Gray : Med. Press and Circ,
1818, xiv., 260. 1882, n. s., xxxiv., 47—F., 30, A.,
^Jackson: Boston M. and S. 3 ss. (15.6gm. ). Tolafree : Boston

Jour., 1844, XXX., 17. M. and S. Jour., 1835, xii., 158—
2 Montagum : Lyon med., 1886, F., ad.. A., 3 ij. (7.8 gm. ). Deane :

li.. 45. Prov. M. and 8. Jour., 1851, 344—
•* See Danev : Transylvania J. M.

, M., 22, A., 3 i. (81 gnu).
1835, viii., 594. O'Shea: Lancet, - Sarganek : Sclimidt's Jahrh.,
1845, ii., 293. 1884. ccii., 18, Case VI.

5 Brit. M. J., 1S81, i.. 640. « Bourne : Lancet, 1851, i., 329.

Prov. M. and S. J.. 1847. 544.
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vt)niitini;,' ami allcration lA' wnro,' jKU'sist for st^vcial \V(3oks.

A mail who attcinpltil suici(U> with throe teasinuiiifuls of oxalic

ariil hatl a violent attack of \dinilinu' ami ha'inatciiu'sis in the

tfoooiul ^\^'t•k ami only rtvDVori'd a month later.'

Symptoms.— Oxalic acid is hoth a corrosive ami a tiue

poison, om> «»r the other action prciloiniiiatin^ according to the

size of the doso and the degree of concentration of the solution.

If it bo taken in tho solid form or in concentrated solution, as is

usually tho case, the symptoms of corrosion are the first to ap-

pear and may be the only ones observed. But if the poison be

taken in dilute solution the symptoms of corrosion may be en-

tirelj' absent.

In a typical case of oxalic poisoning, the dose being in tho

neighborhood of 15 gm. ( 3 ss.), taken in concentrated solution,

the patient experiences the first effects either immediately^ dur-

ing the act of swallowing, or within a few moments. In but

three instances does the report convey the impression that from

ten minutes to half an hour elapsed before the manifestation of

symptoms, and in tln)se it seems probable that the interval re-

ferred to is that preceding the observation rather than that pre-

ceding the sensations of the })atient.*

The strongly acid taste is followed by a sense of heat in the

mouth, throat, and stomach. This rapidly increases in inten-

sity until it becomes a violent, burning pain. In some cases

the pain is accompanied by a sense of constriction of the throat

and of impending suffocation. The act of swallowing is per-

formed with difficulty, and later the voice becomes fainter and

husky, and sometimes is completely extinguished. Within ten

or fifteen minutes violent and persistent vomiting begins in al-

most every case. The vomited matters are most frequently of

"a coffee-ground" character, and separate on standing into two

layers: the upper a clear, yellowish, and strongly acid liquid,

the lower a thick red-brown sediment of altered blood. Often

' Sarganek : Loc. cit. (one -half hour). Didama's ca.se,
- Bradley : Med. Times, London, reported bv Wliarton and Stille,

1850. n. s.' i., 298. "Med. Jur.V 4tli ed., ii., fc'H, de-
' Sleman : Lancet, 1891, 192. parts in so many respects from tlie

•* Fraenkel : Ztschr. f. kl. Med., usual course of an oxalic poisoning
1880-81, ii., r)G4—M., 48, S., R. that, in the al)sence of anything be-

(ten minutes); St. Geo. Hosp. yond the mere statement, it is ques-

Rep. ,
1877-78—M., 51, S. ,R. , 3 i. tional^le whether the substance mis-

(one-quarter hour) . Ellis : Lancet, taken for Epsom salt was really

1864, ii.. 265—F., 50, S., R., § i. oxalic acid.
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the vomited matters are black or become so on standing, and

produce a black stain upon a board floor. Occasionally true

lisematemesis is observed. When the acid has been taken in

small quantity or in dilute solution the vomit may be colorless

and free from blood, as it may also be in rapidly fatal cases,

even when the stomach is found greatly inflamed at the au-

topsy.' In some cases persistent vomiting and pain, and later

persistent purging of a bloody material, are the only marked

symptoms, and they may continue with or without intermission

for from five to ten days, terminating in death from exhaustion.

When very large doses are taken (30-GO gm. = z^-~Z^j-)i

the patient, after vomiting, may go into a state of collapse, and

die within five minutes. The lips, mouth, and fauces are,

shortly after the poison has been taken in solution, reddened,

swollen, and painful. Later they become paler, and finall}-,

sometimes within an hour, of a dirty, ashen-white hue, either

throughout or in patches. The tonsils and uvula are much

swollen, and there is severe thirst.

Soon the symptoms due to the truly poisonous action of the

oxalate are added to tliose caused by its immediate corrosive ac-

tion upon the alimentary canal. The countenance is pale, anx-

ious, and haggard, the upper lip trembling, the lower jaw re-

laxed. The surface is bathed in a cold, clammy perspiration.

The fingers are semiflexed and rigid, the nails blue. The eyes

are glazed and the pupils contracted. There is sometimes

persistent hiccough. The pulse is small and thready, some-

times imperceptible. There is general numbness and a sense of

tingling and cramps in the upper and lower extremities. Ab-

dominal pain is no longer complained of, although the abdomen

may remain tender to pressure; but the patient suffers violent

lumbar pains, shooting down into the lower extremities. The

respiration is quick and labored. The skin in some cases is

marked with a peculiar exanthem resembling roseola. The

urine is at first diminished in quantity and may be completely

suppressed for two or three days. Later the quantity rises much

beyond the normal; its specific gravity is subnormal through-

out, and the elimination of urea and of chlorids, at first defi-

cient, is afterward greatly increased. Albumin is present in

considerable quantity and the sediment contains epithelium,

'Geoghegan : Dublin M. Press, 1846, xv., 209.
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p»:;r;iinil;ir or liyaliiiociists, ;iinl (•.ilciiini oxalate, both crystallino

and aiuiu'iilnms. A Itrr rcnidval «>l" alliuniiii tli(> iiiiiic contains

some sul)stani'i», not suLcar, (Miial>l(> of icducin}^ h'tliliiij^'s solu-

tion. 'Pho elimination of oxalic acid iiy the uiiii(> continues for

two weeks, at least in non-fatal t-ases.' In some instances

tlu'R> have been violent spasms of a tetanic character,'' in others

delirium.' In some cases the })atient has rapidly become stupid,

somnolent, unconscious, and has died comatose.* In one in-

stance the frequencj' of epileptic seizures to which the patient

was subject was much increased.'

Treatment.—The first indication is to neutralize the acid,

without formation of a soluble oxalate, or to convert a soluble

into an insoluble oxalate. For this purpose compounds of cal-

cium or magnesium should be given, preferably tlie former, as

magnesimn oxalate is slowlv formed and is not so insoluble as

the calcimn compound. The best preparation for the purpose
is synqj of lime. But this is rarely available and time should

not be wasted in searching for it. The most serviceable prep-

aration is calcium carbonate in the shape of finely divided (pre-

cipitated) chalk, suspended in a small quantity of water or of

chalk mixture. The quantity given should be sufficient not

only to convert all oxalic acid present into calcium oxalate, but

also to render the stomach contents neutral. For this purpose
50 gra. of chalk will suffice for a dose of 30 gm. of oxalic acid.

The use of a carbonate is attended with the inconvenience of

the liberation of gas which attends its neutralization of the

acid, but the danger from this cause is b}" no means as great as

when the mineral acids have been swallowed. Of the other'

available calcium preparations, lime water is too dilute and

milk of lime is possibly too caustic. The antidote should be

given with the least possible delay, and after a few minutes the

stomach should be washed out, at first with lime water, after-

ward with water. The carbonates of potassium and sodium

are useless, as the oxalates of those metals are soluble and quite

'For examinations of urine see Jour., 187o, n. s., xiv., 445; Id.,
Fraenkel : Ztschf. f. kl. Med., 1844, xxx., 17.

1880-81. ii.. 664. Sarganek : Diss., 'Perry: Glasgow M. Jour., 1870-

Berlin, 1883. Didier: J. d. Sc. m. 71, iii., 120. Tidv : Lancet, 1872,

d. Lille. 1894, i., 497. Hood : Lan- ii., 41.

cet, 1886, i., 347. "^ McDaniell : Montreal M. Jour.,
- Bourne: Lancet, 1851, i., 329. 1890-91, xix., 104.
^ Jackson : Boston M. and S.
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as poisonous, although not so corrosive as the acid. Tendency
to collapse is to be combated by stimulants; the nephritic symp-
toms by diuretics and abundance of liquid (which should be

avoided until the stomach has been washed out), and the acid-

ism by the administration of alkalies.

Post-Mortem Appearances.—^The lips, tongue, mouth,
and oesophagus are of an opaque, yellowish-white color, some-

times marked with patches of a reddish hue. The stomach is

contracted and in many cases contains a thick, gelatinous, red-

dish-brown and acid liquid, somewhat similar to the
"
coffee-

ground" material vomited during life. The peritoneal surface

of the organ, as well as the mesentery and the greater portion

of the peritoneal surface of the intestines, are marked by blood-

vessels filled with dark, fluid blood. The mucous surface of the

stomach is strongly corrugated, and in most cases presents a

uniform bright-red color in the elevations and depressions, ex-

cept in so far as it may have been changed to brown, or even

black, by post-mortem action. In some cases the mucous sur-

face is either in part or in whole pale, opaque, or translucent,

and marked with a coarse ramiform vascularity of the submu-

cous tissue. Similar appearances are observed in the duode-

num and jejunum. The mucous membrane, when it remains,

is soft, pulpy, and easily detached. Although perforation has

been observed,' it is of rare occurrence, and probably post mor-

tem. Crystals of oxalic acid or of monopotassic oxalate are not

frequently found in the stomach, although Lesser
"

figures the

stomach of a patient who died within ten minutes, which is al-

most uniformly pale, contracted, and plentifully lined with crys-

tals of monopotassic oxalate. Microscopic crystals of calcium

oxalate are, however, found in many cases in the stomach and

intestines, particularly when death has followed, not within a

few minutes, but in the course of from three to six hours. A
microscopic examination of the kidneys shows the presence in

the tubules, and sometimes in the tissue, never in the glomeruli,

of crystals of calcium oxalate. These are more frequently im-

perfect octahedra, needles, dumb-bells, whetstone crystals or

plates than perfectly formed octahedra. Tlie latter, how-
1 Wood : Monthly J. M. Sc, 1852, f. 1. See also PI. iv., f. 3; PI.

xiv., 327. Littlefohu : Edinh. M. vi., f. 1; PI. vii., ff. 1, 3 and 3;

Jour., 1861, vii., 1,3. PI. xiv., f. 6.
2 "Atl. d. ger. Med.," i., PI. viii.,
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ovrr, nvo r.iiiiiil in aliiintiancc, aiul of \,ii\inj^ si/t', in tlu>

urine.

Analysis. —Tlio ]>arts 1o hr cxaininrd arc llio stoniacli and

inU'sliiu's ami tlu>ir t'ontents, Iho livi'v, kidiu'vs, and urino; also

votniti'd inatttM-s. The ooiitonts of tho stumach and vomit arc

stroTii^ly arid in reaction unk'ss antidotes have lu'cii adminis-

tered, in whieh ease they may be neutral or even alkaline.

In a systematic analysis oxalic acid is to be looked for in

the ethylic etiier extract from the acid a(iueons liquid (see jiage

130). If oxalic acid or oxalates alone aic to be sought for, the

materials are to be treateil directly as below.

It must be remembered that the acid sought may be present
either iu the free state, in combination as a soluble oxalate, oi',

in consecjuence of the administration of antidotes, as .the insol-

uble calcium oxalate or the very sparingly soluble magnesium
oxalate.

The substance under examination, if acid, is first to be ex-

tracted with water, the solution filtered, the filtrate evaporated
over the water-bath, the residue extracted with alcohol, the fil-

tered alcoholic solution evaporated, and the residue redissolved

in a small quantity of water. The solution so obtained (No. 1)

will contain an}" free oxalic acid which may have been present.
The material left undissolved bj^ alcohol in the preparation of

solution Xo. 1 is next to be extracted with alcohol acidulated

with hydrochloric acid, the solution filtered and evaporated,
and the residue redissolved in a small (luantit}' of water. This

solution (No. 2) will contain any oxalic acid which may have
been present in the form of a soluble oxalate. Lastly, the ma-
terial left undissolved by water and alcohol in the preparation
of solutions Nos. 1 and 2 is to be treated with a sufficient quan-

tity of potassium carbonate (not hydroxid) to render it dis-

tinctly alkaline, and boiled for two hours. The solution is

filtered and evaporated, the residue extracted with alcohol acid-

ulated with hydrochloric acid, the solution filtered and evapo-

rated, and the residue redissolved in water. This solution

(No. ')) will contain oxalic acid, if it were present in the form

of an insoluble oxalate.

The TESTS for oxalic acid are then to be applied to portions

of the three solutions :

1. A solution of a calcium salt produces, in neutral or alka-
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line solutions, a white precipitate which redissolves in hydro-

chloric acid.

2. Silver nitrate solution produces a white precipitate which

dissolves in ammonium hydroxid solution and also in nitric

acid. If the liquid containing the precipitate be boiled the lat-

ter does not darken. If the precipitate be collected, dried, and

heated upon a strip of platinum foil it explodes.

3. Lead acetate solution, in solutions of oxalates which are

not too dilute, produces a white precipitate which is soluble in

nitric acid, but insoluble in acetic acid.

The urine, contents of stomach, and vomited matters should

also be examined microscopically for crystals of calcium oxa-

late.

The detection of a mere trace of oxalic acid or of an oxalate

can only be of value as corroborative evidence in a case of sus-

pected oxalic poisoning, owing to the presence of oxalates in

articles of food, in medicines, and in the human economy.

TARTARIC ACID.

Although poisonings by tartaric acid are of extreme rarity,

that substance has been of forensic interest in two fatal cases.

In one (Affaire Weber, 1847) a man and woman were found

about five hours after having been seen in health, the latter

dead, the former almost dead. According to Devergie, Bay-

ard, and Bouchez tartaric acid was the cause of the woman's

death. The facts, however, upon which this opinion was

based were shown by Orfila to be insufficient and the man
was discharged after an elaborate inquiry.' In one English

case (Reg. v. Watkins, 1845) a druggist was tried for man-

slaughter for having caused the death of a man of twentj^-four

years, by giving him one ounce (31 gm.) of tartaric acid in mis-

take for aperient salts. The man died in nine days."

One other case of alleged tartaric acid poisoning was re-

ported by Trevithick,' but the evidence that tartaric acid was

the cause of the disorder and death is not conclusive.

'See Devergie: "Med. leg.,"
'^ Gill : Lancet, 1845, i., 18 ; Ph. J.

Seme ed., iii., 307; Ann. d'hyg., and Tr. , 1844-45, iv.
,
370. Taylor:

etc., 1851, xlvi., 432; 1853, xlvii., "Poisons,
" 3d Am. ed., 239.

383. Orfila: "Tox. gen.," Seme =* Brit. M. Jour., 1893, i., 1321. •

ed., 977; Ann. d'hyg., 1853, xlvii.,

199.

IV.—41
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MoNOroTASSlC TAKIKATK, (\11/),11K, or frCKIll of ltirl(ll\

is extonsively usril in tlu' honsoliold, in the iii.iiiul'acturo of liak-

iui; jiowdiM-s, ami as a mtilioino. SoDioi'OTASSlC TARTRATE,
C,H,C),NaK, or Rochvllc .salt or Sciffiicffc salty is a i)ro(luct

of llio roai'tion in llio iiso of tartrato baking; ])ow(lers, and is

also iiscil as a iiuMlii-iiio.

Croam of tartar has proved fatal in two iustancL's. In one,
the servant of an empiric took over four ounces (125 gm.) while

drunk ami died in four days.' In the other, which was the

subject of a trial for homicide by negligence in German}', a

man, mistaking the directions of an empiric, took 200 gm.
(about 3 viss.), partly dissolved and partly suspended in water,
and died in twelve hours.

^

Symptoms.—In none of these reports is any detailed ac-

count of symptoms given. In Gill's case the man suffered a

burning sensation, as if "all on fire," sickness, inliannnation of

the stomach and intestines, and vomiting until death, which
occurred in nine days. In T3'son's case the patient became very

weak, could hardly walk in the evening, on the second day after

was said to have had several stools during the night, and vomited

almost continuoush'. There was pain at the umbilicus, and

great thirst. The tongue was brown and dry, and the pulse
feeble. The legs became paralyzed and there was severe lum-

bar pain.

Post-Mortem Appearances.—These have been more care-

fully observed in Tj-son's and R'oger's cases, although in the

latter some of those described are probably due to disease. The
most notable appearances are in the stomach and intestines, the

gastric mucous membrane in Roger's case was of a uniform

dark, black-red color over the entire fundus, which changed to

a coarse network upward and to an arrangement of parallel

lines toward the lesser curvature. Between these markings the

mucous membrane was evenly pale red, and marked with a

great number of minute punctiform and stellate, bright-red

spots. The duodenal mucous membrane was uniformlj' pale

red, with numerous punctiform bright-red spots. A similar

appearance was noted in the small intestine, where there were

also numerous, almost microscopic white dots.

'Tvson: Lancet, 1837-38, i., 162. '
j^oger : Friedreich's Bl. f. ger.

Med., 1887, xxviii., 196
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ALKALOIDAL POISONS.

The term alkaloid is one now undergoing modification in

the light of increasing knowledge of the chemical constitution of

the vegetable and animal bases. In the wider sense all organic

nitrogenized substances, basic in character and capable of neu-

tralizing acids with the formation of salts in the same manner

as ammonia, i.e., without the simultaneous liberation of hydro-

gen or formation of water, are alkaloids. Under this view not

only are the vegetable bases, such as morphin, strychnin, etc.,

alkaloids, but many animal and synthetic substances, such as

urea, the amins (including such ptomains as putrescin and ca-

daverin), the hydrazins, etc., also come within this definition.'

But as those vegetable alkaloids whose chemical constitution has

been determined either completely or partially have, with the

exception of caffein and theobromin, been found to contain the

closed-chain nucleus jjyridin (C.H^N), and consequently belong
to the second of the two principal classes of organic compounds,
while the other substances above mentioned belong to the first,

the present tendency among chemists is to limit the application

of the term alkaloid to basic derivatives of pyridin (C^H^N)
and quinolin (CgH^N).

The number of vegetable alkaloids is large, and among them
are some of the most important remedial agents. They differ

greatly in their toxic power, some being actively poisonous in

minute doses, others comparatively inert even when taken in

large amount. Clearly only the former are of direct interest in

this work, and of these many are substances dilKicultly obtain-

able, and unknown even to medical practitioners. Even the

rarest of these may become of forensic interest, but the space at

our command will permit of the consideration only of such as

are of present interest.''

' This extended application of the Guareschi : Oj)- cit. Dupuy : "Al-
terni is accepted in one of the most caloides,

"
3 vols., roy. 8vo, pp.

recent works upon the alkaloids. 648, 775, Bruxelles, 1887-89. Pictet :

Guaresclii :

" Introduzione alle stu-
" La constitution chiniique des alca-

dio degli Alcaloidi," pp. xi., 471, loi'des vegetaux," })p. 310, 8vo,
4to. Torino, 1892. Geneve et Bale (Paris) , 1888. Huse-

'^ Information concerning the nunin and Hilger : "Die Pflanzen-
rarer alkaloids will he found in stoffe," 2te AuH., 2 vols., 8vo, pp.
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'I'lu' alkaloids aro cither volatile. (>il\, |iiiii,i;tMit li([iii(ls

(coiiiin. iiicolin, spartfin) (Miitaiiiini;' no oxygen, or (tho grc>at(.'i'

iiuiiiluM-) solid and i^cMiorally colorli'ss and crvstalliiui bodies

composed of i-arbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and ox^'gen. Botli

tixeil and volatile alkaloids comhiiie with aeids to form salts,

for tlu^ most i)art erystalliiu>, which hear tho .sam(3 relation to the

free alkaloiil that the ammoninm salts do to ammonia gas.'

^lost of the free alkaloiils are insoluble or difficultly soluble in

water, but more or less readily soluble in alcohol, ether, benzene,

chloroform, or other organic liipiids. Their salts, on tho con-

trary, are for the most part soluble in water oi- in alcohol, jiar-

ticularly in the presence of free acid, but are insoluble, with

few exceptions, in the other organic liquids referred to. Upon
these solubilities the methods for extractiiig alkaloids from

complex mixtures are founded (see pp. 120- 1 US). The reaction

of the free bases is differently manifested according as litmus

or phenolphthaleiu is used as an indicator; toward the former

they are all alkaline except narcotin, narcein, piperin, and a few

rare alkaloids, which are neutral. Toward phenolphthalein all

alkaloids except atropin, coniin, homatropin, lij'-oscin, byoscya-

min, and nicotin, are neutral, and solutions of their salts be-

have as if the acid were free. Many of the alkaloids as well as

their salts are bitter, some intensely so.

Most alkaloids are precipitated from solutions of their salts

by the mineral bases and by a number of general reagents, and

manj" of them give more or less characteristic color reactions

with acids and other reagents (see pp. i:>!»-14!)). Their be-

havior toward these, along with their physiological action

(see pp. 101-10.3) and their physical properties, serve to identify

such as are capable of identification by methods at present

known.

1571, Berlin, 1882-84. Kobert : loid in combination should termi-

"Lehrbuch dor Intoxikationen," nate in fwrnand not in ?<^ or ta. As
8vo, pp. 810, Stuttfiart, 1893. we speak of ammonia, NH3, and
Solm : "Dictionary of the Active amvionmm chlorid, NHjCl, so we
Principles of Plants," obi. 8vo, should refer to the compound of

pp. 194, London, 1894. morphin (or morphia), (CnHioNOa)
' With due respect to analogy in and hydrochloric acid aamorphium

nomenclature the name of the alka- chlorid (CnH^oNOa, Clj.
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ACONITE AND ACONITIN.

The Roman poets used the word aconitnin in referring to

any poisonous plant;' and Theophrastus,^ Dioscorides/ and

Nicander
'

describe different plants under the name axovtrw.

But according to Fleming
'"

all of these plants, as well as those

described by Pliny and other early writers, belonged to genera
other than aconitum, with the exce^jtion of the second of Dios-

corides' species, which was probably A. lycoctonum.
Aconite was first suggested as a medicine by Storck in 17G3,

since which time several species have been used {A. lycocto-

num, A. ferox, A. antJiora, etc.) and found to vary greatly in

strength. The species at present in use is A. napcUus, popu-

larly known as monkshood or wolfsbane. Although aconitin

exists in all parts of the plant, the root contains it in greatest
abundance and is the part from which the extract and tincture,

the pharmaceutical preparations generally used, are prepared.
Aconitum napellus, according to the recent researches of

Dunstan et al.,'^ contains four or probably five alkaloids, of

which three are more abundantly present than the others.

AcONiN.—C,,,H,iNOi,
—

(or C^.H.^NOiJ—a colorless, gum-
like, uncrystallizable, very hygroscopic solid, which is very
soluble in water or alcohol, slightly so in chloroform, and insol-

uble in ether and in petroleum ether. Its aqueous solution is

distinctlj^ alkaline and dextrogj^rous. Its salts crystallize with

difficulty, and their solutions are Isevogyrous. It is bitter in

taste, but does not produce tingling of the tongue, and does

not appear to be poisonous in small doses. The napellin of

Hiibschmann is a mixture consisting chiefly of aconin.

Benzoyl-aconin.—C.,,H,,(CeH„ CO)NO„— (
= isoaconi-

tin, or napellin of Dunstan)—a nearl}^ colorless, varnish-like,

amorphous solid, soluble in water, strongly alkaline and basic,

forming crystalline salts. It is easily hydrolyzed by alkalies or

by superheated water, yielding aconin and benzoic acid. Al-

' Juvenal : "Sat.," i.. 156. Ovid. ^ '' An inquiry into . . . Aconi-
"Metam.," i., 147. Virgil: "Geo.," tuni napellus," London, 1845, 1.

ii-, 153. «J. Cheni. Soc, London, 1891,
- "Hist. Plant.," ix., 16, Ed. Bo- lix., 271 ; 1892, Ixi., 385, 395; 1893,

da3us, Amst., 1644, p. 1130. Ixiii., 443, 491. 991, 994; 1894,
UV., 77, 78, Ed. Saracenus, Ixv., i., 308, Tr. 174, 176, 290;

Fraukf., 1598, p. 275. 1895, Ixvii., Tr. 459, and authors
* "

Alex. ,

"
13, 42. tliere quoted.
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tluuii^h jioisoiums, its loxii- juiwi'i- is iiiiich iiilciior lo tli.il of

aooiiitin. In fxprrinu'iits u|i(iii .iiiim.ils a dose (tf lu'ii/oyl-

at'onin thirty tinu's as Ljn'at as tlio Ictlial dose of acoiiitin

was ri'iiuiicil to (.•aust> doatli.

Tlu< picnicoiiHin o( Wright' isini])uio bon/.tiyl-acoiiin, and

tht' (ttisiii of l^roughttm
''

is identical with it.

AcoNiTiN — Ac('f!flbc'iizuifl((coiu'n—C.,,U,,{C\l,X^)) (C„1L,-

CO)NO,,— Ihtquesners aeon if in—a faintly yellowish solid,

erystallizing in transparent prisms, sometimes a centimetre in

length,' which fnso at 18S\5 {:3(17°.3 ¥.). Its solnbility in

water is one in 4.431 at 22° (7J°.(i F.). It is readily soluble in

chloroform and in benzene, less readily in alcohol and in ether,

and hardly at all in petroleum ether. It forms crystalline salts.

Alcoholic S(^lutions of the alkaloid are dextrogj'rous ; acpieous

solutions of its salts are Lnevogyrous. It is easily hydrolyzed by

acids, alkalies, or water at high temperature, with formation of

aconin, benzoic acid, and acetic acid. The pure alkaloid

gives no known color reactions. The toxic power of aconitin

is verj' high. Cash found the lethal dose for guinea-pigs,

administered subcutaneousl}' in solution of chlorid, to be

onl}- 0.000004 gm. (0.001 grain) per kilogram of body weight;
and frogs of 25 gm. weight are killed by 0.000032 gm. (0.0005

grain).

PsEUDACONiTiN—Nepaliii
—

Veiaiioijlacoiiin
—CjoH^NO,,—exists in very small quantity or not at all in A. napellus, but

replaces aconitin in A. ferox (Indian or Nepaul aconite; Him-

alaya root). It crj'stallizes in needles, but is usually obtained

as a varnish. It fuses at 104°-105° (219°-221° F.). When
hydrolyzed it yields pseudaconin and veratic acid. It is

highly poisonous.'

The JAPACONTIN obtained by Wright
' from two varieties

of Japanese aconite is identical with aconitin."

Lycaconitix, C,,H,„N,0,„, and myoctonin, C\„H,,,N,0,„,

are amorphous, \evy poisonous alkaloids, obtained by Dragen-

'J. Chem. Soc, London, 1877, Wright : /6i</., 1877, xvi., 143 ; 1878,

xvi., 143. xxxiii., 151, 318. Boeliiu : Arch. f.

•2 Med. Pressand Circ, 1874, n. s., exp. Path. u. Pharni., 1873, i., 385.

xvii., 452. » J. Chem. Soc, 1879, xxxv., 387,

^Tutton: J. Chem. Soc, 1891, 399.

lix., 288. « Mandelin : Arcli. f. Pharni.,

^Beckett and Wright: J. Chem. 1885, 3 R., xxiii., 97, 129, 161.

Soc, London, 1875, xxviii., 1265. Lixbbe : Diss., Dorpat, 1890.
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dorff and Spohn
' from A. li/cocfonidu, which does not contain

aeon i tin.

Rosendahl, in a valuable contribution to the chemistry and

toxicology of the aconite alkaloids,^ has described three other

alkaloids obtained from the northern variety of the same species

(.4. septentrionale): Lappaconitin, Cj^H.^N^O,, which forms

large hexagonal prisms, colorless, bitter, fusing at 205°. 1

(401°. 2 F.); soluble in 330 parts of ether, forming a strongly

fluorescent solution. On hydrolyzation it yields a crystalline

and an amorphous alkaloid, and a crystalline acid which gives

a blue-violet color with ferric chlorid. The alkaloid with sul-

fovanadic acid gives a yellowish-red color, passing to emerald

green. Lethal dose for cats and dogs = 0.005 to 0.01 gm. per

kilogram. Septentrionalin, CjiH^.N^Og
—an amorphous, yel-

lowish powder, having a bitter taste and producing local anaes-

thesia. It fuses at 128°. 9 (204° F.), and is soluble in 1.7 partsof

alcohol, 2.1 of ether, and 5S parts of water. When hydrolyzed it

yields the same acid as lapjjaconitin, and two similar alkaloids.

Lethal dose for cats and dogs = 0.008 to 0.010 gm. per kilogram.

Cynoctonin, C3,H,,N„(!),3, an amorphous, very hygroscopic,

unstable substance, which fuses at 137° (278°. F.). With con-

centrated sulfuric acid it gives a deep red color. With fuming
nitric acid, evaporation, and addition of alcoholic potash, it be-

comes blood-reddish, changing to red-brown. Lethal dose for

cats, = 0.03 gm. per kilogram.
The commercial aconitines differ greatly in composition

and in therapeutic and toxic activity. The name properly ap-

plies only to the crystalline alkaloid fusing at 183°-189° (370°. 4-

-372°. 2 F.). Of seventeen samples of French, German, and

English "aconitines" examined by Dunstan and Carr' only

two approached this standard of purity : one, an English

product containing about three per cent, of benzoyl-aconin,

and one a German preparation which was almost pure
aconitin. The others contained from "very little" to seventy

per cent. The crystalline character of the salts is no guar-

1 Ph. Ztschr. f. Russland, 1884, Dorpat, 1884
; Ejnberg : Diss., Dor-

xxiii., 313, 339, 345, 361, 377. See pat, 1887.

also van tier Bellen : Diss., Dorpat,
'^ Arb. d. pharm. Inst. z. Dorpat,

ISaO; Dohrniauu : Diss., Dorpat, 1895, xi., 1-118.

1888; Salamonovitz: Diss., Dor- -'J. Chem. Soc, London, 1893,

pat, 1884; Jacubowsky : Diss., Ixiii., 491.
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anty of imrily. as ihoseof benzoyl-ai'Diiiii aiul aciMiin an* also

cvvstalliiio.

ACONITIC POISONING.

Statistics.— M.-itthioliis ivlatos two exj)oriinentH upon crim-

inals, oiu' at lunne in 1524, the other at Prague, under his own

direction, in 1 )(>!, in both of which ono of the two subjects

dieil and the other recovered under treatment.' Wibmer also

cites several early accidental poisonings by aconite;' and Val-

entini
'

rejKirts the murder of a man by his wife in Copenhagen
in lt'>.">7 by "monk sroot" or "napellus."

In more recent times aconitic poisonings are of rare occur-

rence in France and Germany, although, since the introduc-

tion of "aconitin" they have increased in number; more fre-

quent in England and in the United States, and much more

frequent in India.
^

]Most of the aconitic poisonings reported in medical literature

are accidental: 14-4 out of 173 by aconite and its preparations,

and 13 out of 20 by "aconitin." In 57 instances the tincture or

fluid extract was taken by the victim either without medical

advice or through mistake in the directions; in 20 cases the

liniment," intended for external use, was swallowed; in 14 in-

stances the poisonings were caused by errors of pharmacists in

compounding medicines.* In 18 poisonings the root itself or

' "Comment, iu Dioscorides,
"

Ed. Frankf., loOS, 767-708.

-"Wiik. d. Arzninitt. u. Gifte,"

i., 29.

^"Pandect, med.-leg.," i., 3, c.

28; Ed. Frankf., 1722, p. 141.
* The chemical examiner for Ben-

gal reported tliirty-six cases in the
ten years 1860-69. According to

Irving, aconite (A. ferox, called

hisli) is extensively used, as well as

dhatura, arsenic, opium, hemp, and
oleander by the professional poison-
ers of India. (See Med. Times and
Gaz., 1882, i., 63.)

^ Linim. aconiti, Br. Ph., 1874:
20? aconite root are extracted to

produce a pint; while in the tinc-

ture 2,V 3 are used for the same quan-
tity. Not officinal in the U. S. Ph.

^ Once a druggist U5ed the 0.05

gm. weight in compounding a pre-

scription containing aconitin in

place of the 0.005 gm. piece, causing
the death of the patient (Vidal :

These, Lyon, 1893). Two men died

apparently -from the effects of pow-
dered aconite used in making up
a piescription in mistake for ipe-
cacuanha (Boutmy and Gallard,

Biechy: These, Paris, 1881). Six

persons were poisoned, three fa-

tally, by "vin de quinquina," in

whose preparation tincture of aco-

nite was used in mistake for tinc-

ture of cinchona (Liiote and Vibert:
Ann. d'hyg., etc., 1892, 3s., xxvii.,

344, 385) . Twelve persons were poi-

soned, three fatally, by the ex-

pressed juice of aconite root in mis-

take for cochlearia (Ballardini :

Ann. univ. d. Med., Milano, 1840,

iii., 635) .
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a decoction of it was taken in mistake for some other root,

usually for horseradish, which is somewhat similar in appear-

ance. The mistake is most frequently made in the winter and

early spring, when the leaves are absent. The distinctive

Fig. 30.—Roots of Monkshood and Horseradish. 1 and 3, Aconitum napellus ; 3 and 4,

Hor.serailish (Cocldearia armoracia).

characters of the roots of Aconitum napellus and horseradish are

well described by Bentley,' from whose paper the accompanying

1 Ph. J. and Tr., 1856. xv., 4-i9.
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cut is takon (Fitx. ;50). 'l'li(> leaves an. I lldwors liavo also been
taken by eliildieii. or at'eidontally iis(>(l in salads, or j^iveii in

jest. iSix \V(.Te imn-falal poisonings following medicinal ad-

niinistralion. ( >n one i)c'Oiisi«)n 4 patients in a hospital A\(>ro

})oisoiu>d, antl '2 tlied in <.'onse<pioiu'(^ of llie administration of

a stre)ngi>r preparation than had been preN iously used,' and in a

recent case a woman died from tlio (>tfects of a" nitrate of aconi-

tine" of greater purity than samples previously used.'' The
variation in the i)urity of commercial "aconi tines" was also the

indirect cause of the death of Dr. Meyer, of Winschoten, who
took a large dose of a prescription containing "nitrate of aconi-

tine" which had caused severe sym})toms in two patients, to

prove its safety. He died in five hours." Another instance of

self-poisoning with the same object, but under different circum-

stances, was that of an herbalist in England, also in 1880, who
took a quantity of his preparation and gave some to his servant,
to prove its innocence. Both men died.' Toxic effects have
also resulted from the use of the liomaK)pathic tincture," and
from administration by "medical botanists"" and spiritualists.'

The external application of the liniment," or tincture," or oint-

ment containing aconitin," or even contact of the root with the

skin during hot weather," or iidialation of its dust while pow-
dering it,'^ have caused more or less serious poisoning.

According to Boutrnj-'^'a girl was destroyed by a mixture of

aconitin and veratrin taken to provoke abortion.

Of the 2G SUICIDES by aconitic poisoning 18 were males^

mostly physicians and druggists, and 8 females; D took the

tincture, 4 took Fleming's tincture, 4 the root, 3 "aconitine,"

1

Pereyra and Perrin ; Gaz. d. « Ph. J. and Tr., 1873-74, 3 s.,

bop., 1839. 2s., i., 145. iv., 865.
- Garaud : Loire med., 1892. xi.,

" Clianning : Boston M. and S. J.,
149. Ducher: Ibid., 208. Brou- 1857, Ivi.. 453.

ardel, Crolas and Lepine : Arch. d. "^ Keene : Boston M. and S. J.,
lamb, ciim., 1892. vii., 179. 1872, Ixxxvi., 74.

"Busscher: Berl. kl. Wochen- » Laiison : Tr. M. Soc. N. J.,

sdir., 1880, xvii., 837, 356. Ties- 1874, 185. Belcher: Dublin Q. J.

ling: Schmidt's Jalirb., 1881, M. Sc, 1862, xxxiv., 476.

clxxxix.. No. 2. Husemann: '^^ Bassot : "Etude med.deg. sur
Pbarni. Ztg., 1880, xxv., 445, 453, I'aconitine," Lvon, 1889. p. 30.

459. 11
[Sherwill]': Med. Times and

^Pb. J. and Tr., 1880-81, 3 s., Gaz., 1882, i.. 63.

xi., 423. 12 Isaacs: N. Y. J. of M., 1859,
= Thompson: Cine. Lane, and 3s., vii., 191.

Clin., 1874, xvii., 206; Ph. J. and i^ Ann. d'byg., 1880, 3 s., iv.,

Tr., 1873-74, 3 s.. iv. 598. 207.
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and 1 each the liniment, an aqueous extract, an infusion, and
"
neuraline.

" ' Of the suicides by aconitin one was an early ease

in which the product taken must have been quite impure," an-

other was the case of an analytical chemist who took eight

grains (0.5 gm.) of
" German aconitine,"

' and the third
*
that of

a woman who destroyed herself with 0.00175 gm. (.027 grain) of

pure aconitin. The sudden death of the Baron de Reinach in

1893 was supposed to have been caused by aconitin taken with

suicidal intent.^

Homicidal aconitic poisonings are, apparently, of rare oc-

currence. Excluding the ancient case above referred to and

certain imperfectly reported Indian poisonings, we find mention

of but six cases. In one a woman in Ireland was convicted of

the murder of her husband by mixing "blue rocket" with

greens prepared for him." In another a man was convicted of

the murder of his wife by aconite in New York State in 1853.'

The death of a woman in England in 1863 appears to have been

due to aconite criminally administered, although the coroner's

jury did not so find." In 18ri7 a physician in England was

accused of the murder of his wife by aconite, and committed

suicide by hydrocyanic acid.' In 1882 an American physician,

resident in England, was convicted of the murder of a relative

by administration of
"
aconitine."

'" A number of patients in an

insane asylum in Virginia were poisoned by
"
aconitine" intro-

duced into their medicine from some source other than the asy-

lum dispensary, in 1882. An insane woman in New Hamp-
shire attempted to destroy her two children and did destroy

herself with aconite in 1892.

'According to Harley, neuraline of Trial,
" Barnes and Hevenor, Al-

ls a preparation of aconite mixed bany, 1853. Swinburne: M. and 8.

witb chloroform and rose water. Reptr., Phila., 1862, vii., 361. See

(See Lancet, 1875, ii., 454.) also Detection, below.
'^ Bird : Lancet, 1848, i., 14. * Case of Eliz. Morris : Ph. J. and

^Springmuhl: Med. Press and Tr., 1863-64, n. s., v., 379.

Circ, 1882, xxxiii., 439. ''Ibid., 1866-67, n. s., viii., 93.
*
Lacassagne, ex Vidal : These, Case of Dr. Warder.

Paris, 1893, p. 64. "^
Reg. v. Lamson, Centr. Crim.

^ See Brouardel, Ricliardiere, Crt., "Sessions Paper," xcv., pt.

Ogier, Schiitzenberger.and Villiers : 569, pp. 547-590. Browne and Stew-
Ann, d'hyg, 1893, 3 s., xxix., 161- art: "Trials for Murder by Poison,"
198. 514-567. Dupre : Westm. Hosp.

«
Reg. i'. McCon key, 1841. Geog- Rep., i., 1885, 105; Lancet, 1882,

hegan t Dublin J. M., 1841, xix., i., 455. Stevenson: Guv's Hosp.
403. Rep., 1883, 3s., XXV i., 307.

' Peo. V. Heudrickson : "Report
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Lethal Dose.—Tho lotlial dose of imic, crystalli/.i'il ucoiii-

tiii is vorv sm.ill. A woman of tliirty-soveu years was fouiitl

doad after liavini;- takoii D.UOlTr* gin. (./- grain) i^f l^U(|U('snt'rs

l)rt'Iiaration.' Hut in N'ril's caso'^ a pharmacist took ().i»r* gni.

^nearly 1 grain) id' crystallized aconitin and rccovercMl.

In considering the lethal dose of the preparations of a((»nito

regard nmst l)e had to the variations in strengtii in difl'erent

pharniacopaMas, and to the possibility that in the preparation
of samples which liave been taken in largo doses without cans-

ing deatli some species of aconite other llian ^1. napelliis (the

oidy one recognized in the United States and British jiharma-

copteias) may have been used. Of the liquid preparations of

the root 100 c.c. contain the active principles of the following

quantities (in grams) of the dry drug: Tincture, Br. Pli., 12.5;

tincture, U. S. Ph., 40; tincture, Fleming's, GG.G; fluid extract,

U. S. Ph., 100; liniment, Br. Ph., lOO.^- Moreover, the pro-

portion of aconitin in the plant varies with the season at which
it is collected.

Although the maximum medicinal dose is usually fixed at

0.1 gm. (gr. iss.) of aconite, the smallest quantity which we can

find referred to as having caused death was one-third of a tea-

spoonful (=TTi,xx. = 0.5 gm. aconite) of the U. S. Ph. tincture.

This quantity caused the death of a sick man of thirty-four

years in eighteen hours after having been given him in mistake

for other medicine.^ Roth '"

has reported the fatal poisoning of

a man by G to 7 gm. of the Ph. Germanica tincture (ten per cent,

aconite), corresponding to O.G to 0.7 gm. of aconite, and considers

this as a dose more than sufficient to destroy life. One death

'

Lacassagne : Loc. cit. eiglity years, suffering from disease
* France med. , 1893, xl., 610. of the lieart, in a few liours was the
^ It is also not certain that these Br. Ph. tincture, wliicli would have

proportions have been adliered to in corresponded to 0.40 gm. aconite, or
the preparation of a given "tine- Fleming's tincture, =2.46gms. aco-

ture,
''

etc. Thus in Topham's case nite. Taylor: ("Poisons,
" od Am.

(Lancet, 1851, ii., 56) the tincture ed., 722) relates that "an excise ofli-

was made with § iv. of aconite and cer lost liis life by merely tasting
one pound of spirit = 25.7 to 100 c.c. Fleming's tincture of aconite, under

^ Waddell : Cine. Lancet and the supposition that it was flavored

Clin., 1875, xvii., 427. In the le- .spirit." The quantity required foi'

port of the case of Reg. v. Noakes an excise officer's taste is, however,
(Ph. J. and Tr., 1865-66, n. s., vii., not fixed.

243, 489, 527) it does not ajipear
^
Vrtljschr. f. ger. Med., 1883, n.

whether the ti^xxx. of tincture F.
, xxxix.,76.

which caused the death of a man of
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from three drachms of the Br. Ph. tincture (= 1.39 gm. aconite)'

and two from two drachms of the U. S. Ph. tincture (= 2.95

gm. aconite)
'^

are reported. Falck' gives the minimum lethal

dose as 3. 75 gm. of the tincture (Ph. Germ. ?). But several cases

have been observed in which persons have recovered from the

effects of much larger doses. In two instances one ounce of the

U. S. Ph. tincture (= 11.83 gm. aconite) failed to cause death ;^

in another four drachms of the fluid extract (= 14.79 gm. aco-

nite)/ in another one ounce of Fleming's tincture (=19. (i9 gm.
aconite)," in another one ounce of the liniment (= 29.57 gm.
aconite),' and in still another two ounces of the liniment (= 59

gm. aconite)
' were recovered from.

The poisoning of Dr. Male in 1845 would seem to indicate

the possibility of a cumulative action. He was taking the tinc-

ture in five-drop doses for rheumatism, without effect. The

day after having taken a dose of ten drops he was seized with

the symptoms of aconite poisoning, and died the following eve-

ning. The total quantity taken during four daj's was eighty

drops (= 0.3 aconite if the Br. Ph., or l.ri4 gm. if Flem-

ing's)/

Duration.—The usual duration of a fatal aconitic poison-

ing is from 1 to 5 hours, in whatever form it may be taken, ex-

.cept that in the two cases of fatal poisoning by the leaves

death occurred in 20 and 24 hours.'" The lethal action of the

root is practically as rapid as that of the tincture : the average
duration of sixteen cases of death from the tincture was 4

hoars
;
that of nine instances in which the root was taken was 4^

hours. Nor is the average duration shorter with aconitin than

with the crude drug, so far as can be learned from the small

'

Seager : Brit. M. J., l!S83, ii., olive oil was swallowed by <i woman
1067. of forty-nine years, who recovered.

2 Jones: Northwestern Lancet, « ^Itenloh (N. Y. M. Jour., 1893.
1884-85, iv., 83. Edson : Med. Ivii.

, 858) ,
F. , 30, S.

Rec, N. Y., 1890, xxxviii., 1890,
^^

Bradley : Med. Rec, N. \'., 1887,
865. xxxii. . 155.

3"Lehrb. d. prakt. Tox.," 1880,
^ Elliott (Lancet, 1878, ii.,917),

284. F., 21, A.
•^Tuttle (Boston M. and S. Jour., * O'Connor (Dublin J. M. Sc.

1891, exxv., 678), M. ad., A. Cox 1857, xxiii., 224), F., 70, A.
(Phila. M. Times, 1872, iii., 74), F.,

« Prov. M. and S. Jour., 1845,
65, A. In Darby's case (M. and S. 535 ; Ph. J. and Tr. , 1845-46, v., 140.

Reptr., Phila., 1859, i., 399) a '»
Lancet, 1856, i., 715. Willis,

liniment containing 3 i. «a of lau- quoted by Wibmer : "Wirkung,"
danum, tincture of aconite, and etc., i., 29.
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numluM- of f;i1;il ca^rs iiconK'd : hi Jjucassagno's case' iho

woiiKiii was I'tuiiid ilcail i> luuii's aftt r haviiif^ bt'cii st'cii well;

in aiH'tluT cast', iiolit'i'il liy \ idal
'

a man died in an \unw and

a ([uartri-; in (iai'ands case,' in which thi'ce doses We I'o taken

iluring one honr. death lollowcd in :i hours and T) mimites after

the lirst ; IVmcv John died in IJ,' J)r. Meyer in f) hours," aJid

Springnuild's patii'iit in 1".* hours." The average duration of

these six eases is 4 lionrs and •!(» minutes. In the meagre ac-

eonnt uf the Staunton poisonings it is stated that "within 10

minutes several had died, two died after 2 hours, and another

after 2 days."' There probably existed other causes of death

in the case last referred to.

The most rapidly fatal case is that of a man of thirty-five

years who accidently swallowed an unmentioned (luantity of

the liniment and died in less than 7 minutes.*" A man died in

half an hour after having taken an ounce of the Br. Ph. tinc-

ture." In two cases the same tincture caused death in If

hours,'" and in one the liniment was fatal in an hour." The

root, eaten in mistake for horseradish, killed a man in 1 hour."'

Excluding the three cases above referred to, the most pro-

tracted case was that of a man who died in 18 hours after hav-

ing taken TTixx. of the U. S. Ph. tincture.'^ In Hatfield's case''

a man of sixty-four years died in 13 hours after having eaten

of the root.

In non-fatal cases the severe sj-mptoms usually disappear in

a few hours, although the numbness aiid tingling may persist

for several days. Thus a girl suffering from hysterical coxalgia

recovered from the effects of five granules of Duquesnel's acon-

itin, but the tingling persisted in both legs for several da3"s,

and in the one affected for 15 days.'^ Sometimes headache,

anorexia, and depression of spirits remain for 2 or 3 days.
i Loc. cit.

» Pli. J. ami Tr., 1873-74, 3 s.,
^ These, Lyon, 1898, .59. iv., 218.
3 Loire me<l., 1892, xi., 149. ' »

Seager: ioc.oY. Taylor : Guy's
Diicher: Ibid., 208. Brouardel, Hosp. Rep., 1864, 3s., x., 187.

Crolas, and Lepine : Arch. d. I'an- " Ph. J. and Tr., 1878-79, 3 s.,

thr. crim., 1892, vii., 179. ix., 007.
^ Reg. V. Lamson : Loc. cit.

^- Ibid, 1853, xiii., 294.
5 Busscher : Loc. cit.

'^ Waddell : Loc. cit.

^ Loc. cit.
1^ Med. Times and Gaz., 1857,

'• Ph. J. and Tr., 1888, xiii., 901. xiv., 228.

^Bennet: Monthly J. M. Sc. ,

'^ Arnozan : J. d. med. d. Bor-

1852, XV., 69.
~

deaux, ex Vidal : These, Lyon.
1898.
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Symptoms.—The first effects of aconite or aconitin, when
taken by the mouth, are usually manifested immediately, or

within a few minutes. In some instances, however, the symp-
toms have been delayed. An alcoholic took an ounce of the U.

S. Ph. tincture by mistake at 10:30; at 10:50 he felt sick, and

vomited at 11 : 15 for the first time.' A woman took between

0.0025 and 0.005 gm. of "aconitin" for violent neuralgia, and

only commenced to experience nausea and vertigo an hour later."

A phj'sician took about 2 gm. of the
"
alcoolature" during three-

quarters of an hour, and in two hours was attacked with faint-

ness and vertigo.' A woman took three drachms of the U. S.

Ph. tincture in mistake on going to bed, and awoke three and a

half hours later with general distress and tingling.* In the

single case of hypodermic administration which we find re-

corded, in which 0.002 gm. (.03 gr.) were injected in mistake

for morphin, the patient immediately experienced a sensation of

burning and prickling at the seat of the injection, and the usual

tingling, etc., beginning at the lips, in a quarter of an hour.'

In one non-fatal poisoning by external application of the tinc-

tures of opium and aconite the symptoms began to appear in

half an hour."

A peculiar tingling or prickling sensation, or formication, is

felt, first at the lips, then in the tongue and mouth, and is ac-

companied by a feeling of numbness, both sensations extending
until the entire surface, particularly that of the extremities, is

afi^ected. There is a horrible strangling or clutching sensation

in the throat, deglutition is difficult, and, later, attempts to

swallow provoke spasms which may be violent and hydrojiihobic
in character. The teeth feel as if loose, the throat feels drj^ and
there are sensations of swelling or enlargement of the face and

forehead, headache, and twitching of the facial muscles, and
sometimes lachrymation. There is a sense of sinking or pain,
which in some instances is quite violent, in the epigastrium.
Nausea is felt early, is accompanied by salivation, and is rapid-

ly followed by the most violent and persistent retching and

' Tuttle : Boston M. and S. .Jour. ,

* Carlton ; Boston M. and S.

1891, cxxv., 678. Jour., 1879, ci., 544.
'^ Chandelux, in Bassot : Op. cit.,

^ Franceschini ; These, Paris,
p. 45. 187.5.

•* Morel - Lavallee ; France med., " Keene : Boston M. and S. Jour.
,

1887, i., 753. 1872, Ixxxvi., 74.
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vomitinu'. Tlu' ;i(t of vtmiitiiiL;- is a (< hin ulsivo spasm of llio

al)ilomiiial inuscli's and tlia|ilira,L;in, liy wiiicli tlio tliiid is, as it

wcir, "jiM-ki'd out." Afti-ra vvvy brief period of cardiac sliinu-

lation, Iho jjuIsosooh becomes slower, more feeble, irregular, and

dichrotic, tluMi tlickeriiig and finally imperceptible. There is

great weakness, and slight exertion provokes syncope, and in

some instances c-ardiac pain. There is marked dyspna'a, and

the respiration is usually shallow and hurried, or slow and ir-

regular. Comi)lete a})parent cessation of the respirator}- and

cardiac actions have been observed in cases which have recovered

under treatment.' The patient is greatly prostrated, weak,

in fear of death, restless, with i)ale face, blue lips, and surface

covered with cold perspiration. The extremities are cold, some-

times paralyzed, and sometimes affected with lancinating pains

in the joints. There are chills and a subnormal tom])erature.

The eyes are staring, glistening, and the pupils usually dilate,

with more or less complete loss of sight or diplopia. In some

instances there are hallucinations, sleep is interrupted by

dreams, or the patient may^ become violently maniacal." In

some instances there has been copious purging, the stools being

passed unconsciously and involuntarily." Death is usually from

syncope. In most instances the patient is perfectly conscioiis to

the last; but in some there is unconsciousness ;

'
or the patient

may become comatose;' or convulsions, even of great violence,'

with trismus' and other tetanic manifestations," and cramps in

the extremities* have been observed. The urine is retained in

most cases, although in Garaud's case
'"

micturition and de-

' Meldon : M. Pr. anrlCirc, 1878, Springmiihl : M. Press and Circ,
XXV., 232. Richardson: M. Times 1882. n. s., xxxiii., 439.

andGaz., 1869, ii.. 709. « Wood : Austral. M. J., 1879, n.

•^Barnett: Med. Rec, N.Y. , 1887, s., i., 283. Bussclier : Berl. kl.

xxxii., 761. Valentine: N. Y. M. Wochensclir. , 1880, xvii., 337, 3o6.

J. , 1888, xlviii., 6o9. Jones : North- Springmiilil : Loc. cit. Clark:
western Lancet, 1884-85, iv.. 83. Maryland M. J., 1882-83, ix., 423.

"Jones: Loc. cit. Altenloh : N. Seager : Brit. M. Jour., 1883, ii.,

Y. M. J., 1893, Ivii., 3o8. Wad- 1067. Bradley : Z-oe. ciY.

dell: Loc. cU. Garaud : Loc. ctY. 'Bussclier. Loc. cit. Veil:

^Topham: Lancet, 18ol, ii., 56. France med., 1893, xl., 610. Al-

Brick: J. Am. M. Assoc, 1887, tenloh : N. Y. M. J., 1893. Ivii., 358.

viii., 567. Tuttle : Boston M. and Baker: Am. Pract. and News, 1887,

S. Jour., 1891. cxxv., 678. Robin- n. s., iv., 122.

son: Ibid, 1892. cxxvii., 192, ><

Springniuhl : Loc. cit.

5
Bradley; Med. Rec, X. Y.,

^ Veil : Loc. cit. Franceschini :

1887, xxx'ii., 155. Valentine N. Loc. cit.

Y. M. Jour.. 1888, xlviii., 659. ^"^ Loc. cit.
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fecation were abundant; and in Stewart's case
'

there was great

incontinence of urine. A peculiar plaintive cry, not loud but

prolonged, is sometimes uttered.^

Among other unusual manifestations the following have

been observed : In Dr. Meyer's patients there was no vertigo

and no tingling sensation, and Dr. Mej^er himself, who took

aconitin nitrate on a full stomach and died in five hours, did

not vomit.' Altenloh's patient,* who took four drachms of the

fluid extract and recovered, did not vomit at any time; and

Morell-Lavallee's patient,^ who also recovered from the effects

of a large dose, neither vomited nor experienced nausea, but

suffered a sensation of epigastric pressure {barre epigastrique) .

Although the respiration is usually shallow and hurried, Brad-

ley," Valentine,* McWbannell,' and Thach ' have reported cases

in which it was slow and stertorous. In the case of a man who
died from the effects of the tincture, taken by mistake, the pulse

was described as
"
rapid and bounding" three-quarters of an

hour after the poison had been taken.
^

Although consciousness is

usually perfect, in Topham's case
'"
the patient was entirely un-

conscious when seen by the physician, only spoke intelligently

twice, and after recovery had no remembrance of anything
which had occurred for two hours previous to the time when
she was seen. In two instances the patients became very sleepy,

the condition amounting to profound stupor in a physician who
had himself taken an overdose.'' There are rarely intermis-

sions in the symptoms, but in a woman who recovered from the

effects of two ounces of the U. S. Ph. tincture, the respiration

had stopped and all hope was given up, when suddenly the pulse

could be felt and rapidly climbed up to 40
; very soon the cheeks

became flushed and the extremities warm, but in half an hour

the pallor returned and the pulse began to fail. The improve-
ment is attributed to the remedies applied.

'"^ A dilated condition

of the pupils is not constant; instances are reported in which

' M. and S. Reptr., Phila., 1886,
« Nashville J. M. and S., 1891,

liv., 583. Ixx., 49.

^Topham: Lancet, 1851, ii., 56. ' Eade : Lancet, 1883, i., 478.

Garaud : Loc. cit.
'" Loc. cit.

* Busscher : Loc. cit.
" Baker (T. H.) : Loc. cit. Baker

* Loc. cit. (F. G.) : Brit. M. Jour., 1883, ii.,
5 Loc. cit. 1039.
^ Loc. cit. ''^O'Brien: Med. Rec, N. Y.,
^Brit. M. Jour., 1890, ii., 791. 1879, xv., 138.

IV.—43
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tlioy NViTi' (."ontnu'ted.' In ^McWhaiiinirs tast-
'

tlicv only
booanio ililatctl ininuMliatoly before tleath. In 'riiach's case*

tliey contract 0(1 and dilalcil alti'inatrly. In l>r. Meyer's patient,'

and in a girl of sixteen years, they were at first contracted and
afterward widely dilated,' in tlio latter case reniainin}^ so for

twelve honrs. In Isaacs' case of jioisoninjjj by inhalation of tiio

dust aphonia was a prominent syni])tom, and persisted for two
weeks.'

Treatment.— T1k> stomach is to bo washeil out as soon as

possible, preferably with water containing a solution of iodin in

potassium iodid {Liquor iodi ((ni/positus), which forms a crys-

talline, insoluble compound with aconitin. In the absence of

the necessary instruments an emetic of zinc sulfate or of apomor-

phin may be given, notwithstanding the tendenc}' to emcsis

caused b}' aconite. Respiration is to bo maintained artificially

if necessary. DilTusiblo stimulants, ether, ammonia, brandy,

etc., should be given by hypodermic or intravenous injection or

by enemata. Digitalis, strychnin, and atropin hf.ve been given

h5'podermically to counteract the cardiac effects of aconitin, and

amyl nitrite by inhalation to control the spasms. The diminu-

tion of temperature is opposed by warmth externally applied

(hot bottles, hot baths).

Post-Mortem Appearances.—These are in no way char-

acteristic. If the autopsy be made soon after death the pupils
are found widely dilated." The gastric mucous membrane is

reddened, hypersemic, and marked with spots or islands of more
intense injection of the vessels. The duodenum and small intes-

tine present similar appearances. There is also marked conges-
tion of the liver, spleen, kidneys, lungs, and brain. The right

ventricle contains much dark fluid blood. In the pericardium,

peritoneum, and meninges are numerous punctiform or small ex-

travasations of blood, which are also found in the cerebral sub-

stance. There are effusions in the pericardium and in the ven-

tricles of the brain.

Detection.—In the exceptional cases in which portions of

' Topham : Loc. cit. Robinson: "• Larison : Tr. M. See, N. J.,

M. and S. Reptr., Phila., 1885, liii., 1874, 185.

192. Carlton: Boston M. and S ^ N. Y. J. of M., 1859, 3 s., vii.,

Jour., 1879, ci., 544. 191.
* Loc. cit.

* In the Lamson case sixty-four
^ Busscher ; Loc. cit. hours after death.
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the plant have been taken, these may be recognized in the stom-

ach contents. In a systematic analysis aconitin, if present, will

be extracted by benzene from the alkaline aqueous solution (see

p. 130), and, under favorable conditions, is left as a crystalline

residue.

Aconitin does not produce any color reaction, nor is there

any special chemical test by which it can be identified. The
color reactions described in older works are not produced by
aconitin itself but by impurities which sometimes accompany
it in the commercial samples. It forms precipitates, however,
with several of the general reagents (see pp. 139 et seq.), notably
with iodin in potassium iodid, with which .005 mgm. still

forms a crystalline precipitate, and with potassium iodhydrar-

gyrate, bromin water, phosphomolybdic acid, etc'

The most sensitive reagents for aconitin are the human

tongue and the mouse or frog. Minute quantities placed upon
the tongue produce the peculiar tingling or prickling sensation;

or cause the death of frogs or mice when injected hypodermi-

cally. A cardiographic tracing of the heart's action of a frog
after poisoning by aconitin shows a distinct tetanization of the

heart muscle.

In the present condition of our knowledge the most that the

toxicologist may say is that the conditions observed are the

same as would exist if aconitin were present. The lethal dose

being very small, and this being disseminated through the body
and in large part removed by vomiting and elimination, chemi-

cal tests usually fail. The physiological action, although dis-

tinct, has not been sufficient!}^ studied with other substances to

be considered as characteristic.^

THE ATROPA GROUP.

This group includes the mydriatic alkaloids: Afropin,
hyoscijamin, and hyoscin, and the plants whicii contain them:

Atropa belladonna (deadly nightshade) ; Scopolia japonica
' See Jurgens, Diss. , St. Petersh., lieim : Diss., Dorpat, 1869; Jiir-

1885. gens: Diss., St. Peterb., 1885;
-See further in this connection Ewers: Diss., Dorpat, 1878; Steck-

and concerning the toxicology of han : Diss., Kiel, 1891; Vidal :

aconite in general: Stevenson and These, Lyon, 1898; Barsot : "Etude
Dnpre: Lamson case, loc. cit.; Wag- med.-leg" s. I'Enip. p. I'Aconitine,

"

ner: Diss., Dorpat, 1887; Adel- Lyon, 1889
; Laborde and Duques-
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(.Iaj>;m('st< hcllatloiiiia), .S'. cdni iol ic<i, ,S. I Ihi nl iiackiniiny

JlifDSCi/diiins iiK/cr (luMibuno), Ihihna slrmiioii i iini (tliorii-

applo), and Ihihoisid Hoji/cood i i\ D. m !/<)})()r()t(l('S, and 3Iaii-

(Iragont olJiciiuili' (mandrake).
AT\iov\s Tropin tr(>p((tc—C,,H,,^0, or C,H,(CH,.0.-

CO.CH.
I (\1IJCH,()H)NCH,— was discovered by Moin in 1S31

and ind»'iuMidfntly by GoitJjer and Hesse in 1S;53 in belladonna.

The alkaloid liescribed by the latter under the name dafuriii.,

and obtained from datura, is, when pure, identical with atro-

pin. Commercial samples of "daturine" are often mixtures of

atropin atid hyoscyamin, and sometimes contain the latter alka-

loid only. Atropin exists in atropa and in datura, but not in

tlie other plants above mentioned.

Atropin crystallizes in prisms or silky needles, odorless, but

having a disagreeable, bitter, and somewhat metallic taste,

which is (juite persistent. It dissolves in 300 parts of cold water

and in 5S of boiling water, in 3 parts of chloroform, 30 of cold

and 6 of boiling ethylic ether, and in 40 of benzene. It dissolves

in almost any proportion in alcohol, and is also very soluble in

amylic alcohol. It dissolves in glycerol, but very sparingly in

petroleum ether or in carbon bisulfid. Benzene extracts it from

alkaline solutions. Its solutions are alkaline and, contrary to

the action of most alkaloids, redden phenolphthalein. It is

readily decomposed by strong acids and by alkalies other than

ammonia into iropin, C,H,.CH,.CH0H.NCH3, and tropic

acid, C,H,.CH[CH,OH]COOH. It may be obtained synthet-

icallj^ from the same substances, and is one of the class of

tropeins formed by the union of tropin with acids.'

Natural atropin is either optically inactive or very faintly

laevogyrous. Ladenburg and Hundt" have, however, produced
two synthetic atropins: dextro-atropin, whose rotary power is

[a] =+10°. 02, and Icevo-atropin, whose rotary power is [o] =
-9°. 22.'

Homatrojnn, C.sH^.NO^ is a tropein obtained by heating

together tropin and oxytoluic acid. It crystallizes in prisms

which, although sparingly soluble in water, are hygroscopic.

nel : "AconitsetAconitines," Paris,
' See Ladenburg : Arm. d. chem.,

1883; Cassariny: These, Paris, 1883. ccxvii., 74-149.

1891; Lhote and Vibert : Ann. '^ Bericbte, Berl., 1889. 2590.

d'hyg.. 1892, 3 s., xxvii., 344, 385. ^ For the reactions of atropin,
etc. ,

see below, Detection.
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It dissolves readily in ether and in chloroform. It is somewhat

less poisonous than atropin, and its bromid has been used in

ophthalmic practice. Two cases of accidental poisoning from

its use have been reported.'

Atropin is used medicinally as the free alkaloid and as the

sulfate.

Apoatropin {Atropcwiin ?), Cj^H^jNOj, is a non-mydriatic

base, derived from atropin by the action of nitric acid.

Hyoscyamin, C,,H^,N03, is isomeric with and closely re-

lated to, although not identical with, atropin. It crystallizes in

needles (from benzene) or in plates (from chloroform) or is

amorphous (from ethylic ether or amylie alcohol). It is diffi-

cultly soluble in cold water, more readily in hot water (particu-

larly if impure) ; readily soluble in alcohol, ethylic ether, amylic

alcohol, chloroform, and benzene. Its sokitions are alkaline to

phenolphthalein as well as to litmus. Duhoisin is either a

mixture of hyoscyamin and hyoscin, or the latter alone.

Hyoscyamin exists in all of the plants above mentioned and

also in traces in Lactuca sativa (lettuce). It is readily con-

verted into atropin by heat approaching its temperature of

fusion (108° C), or by heating with dilute alkalies. Conse-

quently when, in the extraction of the alkaloids, heat is applied

after the liberation of the bases by alkalies hyoscyamin, if pres-

ent, is converted into atropin.

Hyoscin, CnH^jNOg {Sikeranin, Scopolamin) is another

isomere of atropin, which exists in belladonna, stramonium,

and hyoscyamus. It is amorphous and semifluid, but forms

crystalline salts, of which the bromid and chlorid have been

used in medicine. It is difficultly soluble in water, but soluble

in alcohol, ether, chloroform, and benzene, and is extracted

from alkaline solutions by the last-named solvent.

Besides the above, the following bases have been obtained

but imperfectly studied : pseudo-hyoscyamin, from Duboisia

myoporoides; isomeric with atropin; belladonin, C^H^NO^,
from belladonna; stramonin, from stramonium

;
and manrfra-

gorin, isomeric with atropin, from mandrake.

' Gould: Med. News, Phila, 1893, Calcutta, 1894, vii., 42.

Ixii., 78. Hehir: Ind. M. Rec,
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ATROPIC POISONING.

Statistics.— Accidfiital ami usually non-fatal intoxications

by tlu> aiio|iii' juiisons are of (juito fretiuont occurrence; suicidal

in- lioniicidal poisonings by thcni are very rare. The following

tabulation of cases wbich we have fount^ reported in medical lit-

erature will indicate the relative frequency of poisonings by the

members of this group:
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daughters were seriously poisoned by a proprietary medicine

containing belladonna.' This wasa." brustthee.'' Proprietary

asthma cures usually contain stramonium and belladonna

leaves. A poisoning by "Himrod's powder" (lobelia, stra-

monium, etc.) is reported by Thorpe," and another by an "
opium

cure" by Philpot.'

The external application of belladonna plaster or ointment

has in several instances been followed by serious poisoning, and

the death of an infant was in all probability caused by such an

application to the mother's breast." A few cases, two of which

were fatal," resulted from the use of belladonna enemata or sup-

positories. Almost all the accidental stramonium poisonings

have resulted from eating the seeds or other parts of the com-

mon Jimson, or Jamestown weed, either by children or in mistake

for caraway seeds, greens, sage, or "dried herbs." Accidents

from the alkaloids have been almost exclusively medicinal,

chiefly non-fatal, poisonings arising in eye practice from the

use of atropin or of
" duboisin" as mydriatics. In not a few,

solutions intended for such use have been swallowed in mistake

for other medicine. In some twenty non-fatal cases toxic symp-
toms followed hypodermic injections of atropin.

Seeley
" has recently reported an instance in which fifteen

young ladies in a boarding-school exhibited the symptoms of

atropic poisoning after eating turkey, and suggests as a cause

that the bird had probably fed upon mydriatics; in the absence

of proof of such being actually the cause it is quite as probable

that these poisonings were caused by ptomatropins. A similar

origin of atropic poisoning, which terminated fatally, after in-

dulgence in rabbit pie was claimed by the defence in a criminal

trial.'

Only one of the five attempts at suicide by belladonna was

successful, that of a dissipated young man of twenty five years,

who destroyed himself with "
pommade belladonnee.

" ' Of the 19

Imbert-Gourbeyre:"Recherchess. 1.
^^ Mavel : Gaz. d. hop., 1854,

solanumd. anciens," Paris, 1884,117. xxvii.,399. Scharf : Wochenschr.
• Friedreich's Bl. f. ger. Med., f. d. ges. Heilk., 1845, 101.

1887, xxxviii., 130. « Med. Rec, N. Y., 1894, xlv., 14.
2
Lancet, 1888, i., 973. 'Reg. v. Sprague, 1865; Ph. J.

=*Tr. S. Carolina M. Assoc, 1882, and Tr., 1865, n. s., vii., 72.

xxxii., 127. * Diday : Lyon med., 1869, ii.,
* Goodwin : M. and S. Reptr., 547.

Phila., 1871, xxiv., 346.
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poiYoiis wild aUt'inpli'd suicide li\ .ilioimi 11 wcri* incn aiul G

woiuni, while oiio case was a tloulile suicide. All but ;{ rect)V-

ereil : a man of sixty j'oars wlu> dii'd in 1 ."i hours after having
taken six grains (0.;5'J gni.) of tlie sulfate;' another man wiio

died in \'2 hours frt>m a doso supposed to have been gr. ij. ;' and
anotlier man of seventy-four y(>ars who died in '^(> hours.' A
woman to whom hyosoin was administiMvd medicinally, inten-

tionally took the whole quantity of the solution. She recovered,
and afterward destroyed herself by suspension.* ( )f Ihc^ ;5

suicides who took datura 3 were Hindus, one of whom died

in al)out 7\ hours.

Of the 5 homicidal poisonings hy belladonna, 2 occurred

ill Germany,'' and 2 in the United States." In one of the Ger-

man cases, a woman was accused of an attempt to murder her

husband, who had exhibited the symptoms of atro})ic poisoning.

Although belladonna seeds were found in the soup and vomit,
the woman was acquitted, there being strong ground for the

belief that the man had poisoned himself in order to accuse the

defendant. In the other a woman removed her husband by re-

peated administrations of pounded belladonna root mixed with

his food. The more recent of the American cases was an un-

successful attempt in which belladonna leaves were mixed with
coffee. In the earlier one, also an unsuccessful attempt, four

distinct acts of administration were alleged, and, after two mis-

trials, the defendant was convicted.

Of the homicidal poisonings by stramonium, one was an

attempt to murder a priest in Dautzig, by an unknown person
who sent him a bottle of poisoned wine.' A servant in Ger-

many confessed that she had been hired by her mistress to mix
seeds of stramonium and hyoscyamus with the food of the

latter's husband, who died in 14^ hours, having manifested the

usual symptoms, and in whose stomach and intestines the seeds

were found. Both women were convicted.** • An Austrian

'Pollak: Wien. med. Presse,
« Nichols : Phila. M. Times, 1882-

1870, xi.. 565. 83, xiii., 859. Peo. V. Nortlinip,
' Tavlor : "Poisons," 3d Am. ed., Westchester Co., N. Y., 1868. Lee :

732. Quart. J. Psych. Med., 1868, ii., 28.
^ Kanders : Wien. med. Wochen- The fifth is the case of the peddler

schr., 1881, 1253. above mentioned.
^Githens: Tlierap. Gaz., Detroit, ''J. de chim. med., etc., 1847, 3

1887, 3s., iii., 811. s., iii., 201.
= Buchner: Friedreich's Bl. f. ^Vrtlischr. f. ger. Med., 1858,

ger. Med., 1887, xxxviii., 1.34, 136. xiv., 139.
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woman was convicted in 1870 of an attempt to murder her hus-

band by administration of a decoction of stramonium leaves in

coffee.' A young man in Mississippi died from the effects of

datura, administered, it was alleged, by a negro aud negress.

It is said that the poisonous quality of stramonium is well

known to the Soathern negroes."^ The fifth case may be taken

as the type of poisonings for the purpose of robbery, which

appear to be of frequent occurrence in India.
^ A Hindu

and his wife set up a feast at which they dosed their seven

guests with datura and robbed them when they had become

insensible.*

Both of the two hyoscyamus poisonings were German. In

1850 a man died from the effects of henbane administered by
his wife and son-in-law. The seeds were found in the cadaver,

exhumed 2f years after death.
^

In 1859 another woman was
tried for husband murder by henbane, and acquitted.'

Besides the case of Reg. v. Sprague, above referred to, one

other homicide by atropin is reported in England : Reg. v.

Steele, 1873, in which a hospital nurse was acquitted upon a

trial for the murder of the senior surgeon by atropin, given in

milk, from lack of evidence connecting her with the adminis-

tration.' A sixteen-year-old boy was also acquitted, for the

same reason, in Germany in 1890 of an attempt to poison his

parents, and grandmother, and a servant.* Marie Jeanneret

was a nurse in an establishment at Lausanne, who, in the years
18(37 to 1869, poisoned nine persons, of whom five, a man and
four women, died. The agent which she used was the solution

of atropin used as a collj'rium, although she also tried morphin

' Hashek : Wien. med. Piesse, Sc, 1867, xxi., 167. See also Ban-
1870, xi.. 859, 883, 913, 932, 987, erjee : lud. M. Gaz., Calcutta, 1885,

1007, 10G3. The defence appears to xx.
, 209; Irving: lud. Annals M.

have claimed that the poison was Sc, 1864, xvii. ; Med. Times and
given iu jest and not M^ith intent to Gaz., 1882, i., 63; Cheever's "Med.
kill. Jm-. for India, "Calc, 1870 ; Gribl)le

2 Mallet: N. Orl. J. M., 1868, and Hehir : "Med. Jur. for India,"
xxi., 550. Madras, 1892.

^ Matthiolus and others relate in- * Gossow : Vrtljschr. f. ger. Med.,
stances in which belladonna root 1856, x.

,
216.

was administered by practical
•> MoUer : Ibid., 1860, xviii., 78.

jokers, and to facilitate robbery, 'Taylor: "Poisons,
" 3d Am. ed.,

etc., in Europe in the fourteenth 733; Ph. J. and Tr., 1871-72, 3 s.,

century. See Gmelin : "Geschichte ii., 596, 617, 636. Culvert: Med.
d. Pfianzengifte," Niirnb., 1803, Times and Gaz., 1872, i., 598.

527, note. * Rauscher : Friedreich's BI. f.

4
Tyrrell, S. M. : Madras Q. J. M. ger. Med., 1891, xlii., 400.
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aiul aiitiiiuuiy.' Hontzi'ii rop«)rtccl an attcinj)t cm th(» jjurt of a

woman's lovrr to jioisoii her and lici- Iwo-yi'ar-dld child, slio

IxMiig at the time pivgnaut, Ity tlu^ admiiiistrutioii of an atropin
solution which ho had rooeivoil from an oplithahnic surj^t-on.

The dose adininistorcd was considoriHl by the modical faculty
of Christiania as luMnjjj sufficient to cause serious jjoisonin^; ])ut

hardly death." Schauenstein
'

refers to the l^^di Simere, in

Vienna in 1S78, in which atropin was given to a maidservant in

a liipieur to stupefy her in order to facilitate rcjbbery.

in two American cases it was supposed that the medical poi-

soners liad administered atropin and afterward morphin with

the object of preventing the contraction of the pupils and other-

wise masking the symptoms of morphin poisoning.'
Duration.—Fatal cases of atropic poisoning usually termi-

nate within 2-i hours. The average duration of 14 poisonings

hy belladonna was 14 hours, leaving out of the calculation 2

cases, one that of a man who is said to have survived 7 days,"

the other that of a suicide who died in
"
3 or 4 days,"

*
the re-

ports of which are not sufficiently full to exclude the possibility

of other causes of death. Death has occurred in 3^,' 0,'' and

7' hours in the most rapidly fatal cases, and in 17 (2 cases),'"

18," 21,"' and 29
"
hours in the most prolonged.

The average diu'ation of 12 fatal poisonings bj^ datura was
13 hours. The extremes w'ere 7 to 7^ hours

'*
as the shortest

and 24 hours'" as the longest.

'"Proces criminel coutre Marie * Tanner (Brit. 1\I. J., 1886, i.,

Jeauueret, huit enipoisonnenients,
"

589), F.
, 16, A. (V), liniiiieut.

Lausanne, 1869. (The nintli was « Hudson (Austral. M. J., 1861,
that of a young girl to whom she vi., 54), M., 47, A., 5 ss. lini-

gave atropin in candy.) Chate- ment.
lain : J. d. med. ment., Paris, 1869,

'" Jackson (Lancet, ii., 1848, 318),
ix.. 113-120. M.. 75, A., gr. iv.-v. (?) extract.

'Norsk. Mag. f. Lag., 1885, xv., MacNab (Brit. M. J., 1882, ii.,

497, ex Schmidts Jahrh., 1885, 579), M., 5, A., berries,

ccviii., 131. "Mitchell (Canada Pract., 1883,
3Maschka:"Handb.d. ger. Med.," viii., 225), M.

, 53, A., herb,

ii., 651. ''^Otto: Vrltjschr. f. ger. Med.,
» Ruth-Medlicott case, Saunders: 1866, n. F.

,
157.

Midi. Univ. M. J., 1872-73, 641. '* Ph. J.. 1846, ri., 174.

Peo. V. Buchanan, New York, 1894. '* Droste (Ztschr. f. d. Staatsar-
* Bayard and Chevallier: Ann. znk., 1837, xxxiii., 129), F., 63,

d'h%-g.. 1847, xxxvi?!., 413. A., decoction of seeds. Allan
«
biday : Lyon med. ,1860, ii.,.547. (Lancet, ii.. 1847, 298), M. (Hindu),

'

Molvneux (Lancet, 1869, ii., 45, S., plant.
327), M., 16, A., 3ii. extract; '^Duffin (London M.Gaz.. 1834-35,

also Taylor : Brit. M. J.
, 1869, ii. , 555. xv.

, 194) , F. , 2i, A. , about 100 seeds.
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So far as can be judged from the small number of fatal cases

in which the duration has been reported, atropin differs from

other alkaloids in being slower in its action than the crude

drugs from w^hich it is obtained. The fact is, however, more

probably apparent than real. The average duration of 8 cases

was 18.7 hours; the extremes being 10|
' and 41' hours.

Greenway has reported the case of a man of forty-five years
who died in 3^ days from the effects of half a grain of the sul-

fate.
=

Lethal Dose.—The smallest quantity of atropiji which has

been known to cause death was 0.0004 gm. (about gr. .000).

This quantity, dropped into the eye of a child of four years dur-

ing four days, caused its death, after characteristic symptoms.
The child had previously manifested great sensitiveness to

atropin." Jaenicke
^

has reported the death of a woman of fifty-

seven years from the effects of from 0.005 to 0.007 gm. (.006 to

0.1 gr.) of the sulfate taken in solution during the night. In

Dunlap's case, above cited, the dose was 0.004 gm. (yV gr.), and
in Greenway's case* it was 0.005 gm. (1 gr.). But very much
larger doses have been recovered from. Travers '

has reported
the recovery of a woman who had swallowed 0.220 gm. (3| gr.)

in solution; Bucquoy
^

that of two suicides who took 0.25 gm.
(3.9 gr.) each; Kernig' that of a girl of fourteen years who
took about 0.20 gm. (4 gr.) in mistake for quinin; Borden'"

that of a man who attempted suicide by swallowing an injec-

tion, prescribed for gonorrhoea, containing one drachm of zinc

sulfate and 0.324 gm. (5 gr.) of atropin sulfate; and Mac-
chiavelli" that of a man who attempted suicide with the enor-

mous dose of 0.5 gm. (7.2 gr.) of the sulfate. Instances of

recovery after having taken 0.005 gm. (1 gr.) have been quite
numerous. The amounts of the lethal and maximum medi-

cinal doses constituted an important factor in a prosecution for

J Boston M. and S. Jour., 1869, 'Brit. M. J., 18H9, i., 1051.
Ixxix., 148

; M., 3, A., 1^ gr.
s Qaz. d. hop., 1878, li., 43.

'^

Dnnlap (Am. Pract. and News, » St. Pet. med. Wochenschr.,
Louisv., 1887, u. s., iii., 230), F., 1883, viii., 238. See also Macken-
tV gi"- zie : Cincin. Lancet and Obs., 1878,

^Brit. M. Jour., 1878, ii., 515. xxi., 148.
'' Burrenich : Ann. et bull., Soc. '"Alabama M. and S. Age, vi.,

med. d. Gand., 1891, 288. 1893-94, 413.
* Deut. Arch. f. klin. Med., 1877,

" Gazz. med. it. lomb., 1880, 8 s.,

XX., 617. ii., 339.
* Loc. cit.
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luiinioiili> In' iiogligiMU-i', it [uirtcd by 1 'tuiclu't,' in which ;i man
tliotl rnuu tho olTcvts of (i.iil."» lcih. ((t.7 y;r.).

Wo lind l>ut four fatal poisonings by hcllddoinid in whicii

lhi> iK>sos liavi' hoi'ii aiH'uratoly rojM)rtc'(l. Theso wore o.7 cc.

^ll. Z i.)" juul 11. S c.r. (tl. 5 ss.)' of tlie IJritisli PharinacoiKL'ia

liniment; T.TT t^m. ( Z ij.) of the British Pharmacopd'ia ex-

tract,' ami I.tl.') g!n. of the crudo drug.
"

Persons have recov-

ered after having taken 15.(5 gm. ( 3 ss.) of the extract," 14.8 c.c.

(H. 3 ss.) of the tincture,' and I'.t.O c.c. (tl. 3 i.) of the liniment."

No snrticient statistics are available to serve as a basis for

even an approximate estimate of the lethal dose of stramo-

nium, l)eyond the statements that a man of twenty-seven years
recovered from tho effects of 71 c.c. (half a gill) of the tincture,'

and a child of two and a quarter years died after having swal-

lowed about sixteen grains (1.04 gm.) of the seeds.'"

The lethal doses of hyoscyamus, hj'oscy'amin, and liyosciu

are undetermined.

Symptoms,—The symptoms produced by the individual

members of this group of poisons resemble each other closely.

The action takes place in two stages : first a period of delirium,

and second a period of coma, the former merging into the latter,

while the patient, still delirious, becomes comatose, but may be

aroused. There is little delay in the appearance of the symp-
toms, which may^ become menacing in a few moments, par-

ticularl}- when atropin or belladonna has been taken. In a

few instances the patient has gone to sleep shortly after having
taken the poison, and has awakened in from one to several hours

afterwards in delirium," or has been found comatose.'^ In some

' Ann. d'hyg., etc., 1889, 3 s.,
' Girdlestone (Austral. M. J.,

xxi., 139. 1870, XV., 204), F., ad., S.

'-'Beddoe (Lancet, 1870, ii., 83),
» Williams {ibid., 1879, n. s., i.,

F., 66, A. 590), M., 48, S. A(?). Wood (Brit.
3 Hudson (Au.stral. M. J., 1861, M. Jour., 1885, i., 377), F. ad., A.

vi., 54), M., 47, A. » Williams: N. England J. M.

^Molyneux; Taylor, loe. cit. andS., 1823, xii., 258.
5 Bull. gen. d. therap., 1832, i.,

'» Duffin : London M. Gaz., 1834r-

102. In tills case the pharmacist 35, xv., 194.

dispensed 2 "gros" in mistake for 2 " Huber ; Ztchr. £. kl. Med., 1888,

"grains" (0.106 gm.). xiv., 511. Terry: Boston M. and
«Castaldi (Gaz. med. d. I'Orient, S. Jour., 1882, cvi., 123.

Constant., 1860, iv., 79, 102, 117),
'^
Diday : Lyon med., 1869, ii.,

child, A. (in liniment). Duffin 547. Macchiavelli : Gazz. med. it.

(Brit. M. J., 1881, i., 639), M., 2i, lomb., 1880, Ss., ii., 339.

A. (in liniment). Oliver (Lancet,
1891, ii., 929), M., 43, A.
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instances also, where large doses have been taken, the sequence

of the stages is reversed
;
the patient becomes unconscious and

comatose in a few moments, and may either die in convulsions

in eight or ten hours,' or only become delirious when aroused

from the coma later.''

Usually the patient becomes giddy and "feels queer,"

yawns, staggers, and loses the power of standing. The mouth

and throat are dry and parched, and sometimes a bitter taste

is observed, and a burning sensation is experienced. The se-

cretion of saliva is completely arrested, the voice becomes husky
or extinct, there is a sense of constriction of the throat and one

of impending suffocation, and deglutition becomes difficult or im-

possible. Although there is thirst, attempts to swallow provoke

spasms of the throat and pharynx, which may be hydrophobic
in intensity. The face may be pallid at first,' but soon becomes

red or even purple, with the veins of the forehead greatly dis-

tended. The color of the face resembles that of scarlatina, and

a scarlatinal rash, accompanied by itching, makes its appear-

ance upon the skin of the body and extremities as well. The

pulse is at first full, hard, bounding, and greatly increased in

frequency, up to l'JO-200 to the minute,' afterward it becomes

irregular, intermittent, fainter, and even imperceptible at the

radial. The skin is dry and hot, although at a later stage the

extremities become cold and, in two cases reported by Carroll,^

the entire surface was cool one hour after the poisoning. The

eyes are somewhat prominent, brilliant, wild, and staring

straight forward, or restless, but exceptionally there is either

converging" or diverging' strabismus in the later stages. There

are disturbances of vision, diplopia, amblyopia, chromatopsia, or

total blindness. The pupils are widely dilated, the iris is a mere

ring a millimetre in width, the retina is insensible to light,

the accommodation is completely paralyzed, and the conjunc-
' Mitchell (Canada Pract., 1883,

* Link: Memorab., Heilbronn,
viii., 225), F., 26, A., D., eight 1883, n. F., iii., 327. Hedler :

hours, C— ; Boston M. and S. Jour.
, Berl. kl. Wochenschr. , 1875, xii.,

1869, Ixxix., 148, M., 3. A., D., 471.

ten hours thirty-five minutes. * M. and S. Reptr., Phila., 1882,
2 Ringer (Lancet, 1876, i., 346), xlvii., 76.

F. , 4. McLain : Va. M. Monthly,
« Smith : Med. Times and Gaz.,

1891-92, xviii., 832. 1883, ii., 373.
3 Loomis : Med. Rec, N. Y., 1885.

" Mitchell : Loc. cit.

xxvii., 235. Kjellberg : Arch. f.

Kinderhlk., 1881-82, iii., 435.
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tiva> an> iiijectt'il. A fi'W casoa huvo, however, been icpurttd in

which the [>u])ils wcio said to huvo been of normal diameter' or

even eontraeteil,' and (>n(> in whicli lh(> contraction was nnsyni-
nietrical.' Attacks of i^ichliness and vertigo and nevero hea<l-

ache avo soon followed by delirium, which may, exee])tionall3-,

be silent or muttering, but is usually violent, noisy, and in

some i-ases as ai'tive as and resembling that of delirium

tremens. The elTtM'ts of several persons are re(iuired to restrain

the patient, who, if left to himself, will throw about all articles

within reach, and has been known to jump out of a window.
There are the most fantfistic hallucinations and delusions, the

patient clutches at imaginary objects, sees snakes, animals,

etc., has outbursts of laughter and w^eeping, while the expres-
sion of the countenance alternates between that of the most

abject terror to that of extreme hilarity. He chatters inces-

santly, talks utter nonsense, mistakes one person for another,
mistakes the names of objects, and saj^s one thing when he in-

tends to saj- another. According to Banerjee' the alteration of

voice and the talk of those under the influence of the Indian

dhatura are peculiar and pathognomonic ;
when recovering the

patient answers questions in an undertone, shortly and quickly,
and all of a sudden he appears to lose the thread of thought,
looks in another direction, and wanders away as if thinking of

something else. In a small proportion of cases there are con-

vulsions of a tetanic character, most frequently of the ujiper

part of the body, or limited to trismus. The delirium gradually

subsides, or during its continuance the patient becomes somno-
lent and passes into a state of profound coma, with slow, ster-

torous respiration, and failing and finally imperceptible pulse,

and death occurs from respiratory or cardiac paralysis. Or death

may occur, during apparent amelioration, by syncope.^ In the

great majority of cases there is retention of urine, but occasional

instances have occurred in which there has been involuntary,'

'Wood: Brit. M. J., 1885, i.,
*
D„Qij^p

.

^,,-, p^act. and News,
377. Nisbet: Austral. M. Gaz., Louisv., 1«87, n. s., iii., 2^0.

1889-90. ix., 114. McCartney: ''Wood: Loc. cit. Smith: Loc.

Phila. M. News, 1892, Ixi., 306. cit. Wilson : Lancet, 1878, i.
,
165.

-Blake: St. Geo. Hosp. Rep., Greenwav : Brit. M. J., 1878, ii.,

1878, iii., 159 (Tr. stramonium). 515. MnVrell : M. and S. Reptr.,
2 Golding : Lancet, 1859, ii., 560. Phila., 1876, xxxv., 269. Pollak :

Mnd. M. Gaz., Calcutta, 1885, Wien. med. Presse, 1870, i., 565.

XX., 209.
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frequent,' or free' micturition. In one case there was polyuria
and albuminuria, although the urine examined the day before

had been fomid to be normal.^ Usuall}' no pain is complained
of except that due to the dryness of the mouth and throat, but

in some instances there has been epigastric pain, and more

rarely pain in the region of the kidneys. Nausea is most rarely

experienced, and spontaneous vomiting is equally exceptional."

The statement of Boehm,^ Schauenstien," Robert' and

others, following Schroff," that there is always a constant dim-

inution in the body temperature in atropin poisoning, is not

in accordance with the recorded observations in the human sub-

ject. It must, however, be remembered, that owing to the char-

acter of the effects of atropin, buccal temperatures cannot be

taken, and consequently the observations are of axillary tem-

perature, and that possibly a reverse of the usual condition may
exist, the surface temperature being higher than the internal.

But we know of no clinical evidence that such is the case. In

all of the nineteen reports of poisoning by atropin or belladonna

in which we find the temperature recorded it was, during the

severity of the poisoning, above the normal of 98°. 4 (axil-

lary). The lowest temperature observed was in a case reported

by Sauberzweig' in which, after a notable elevation, there was
a fall below the normal on the second day, which increased

until the fifth day, when the patient was discharged cured.

The readings in this case were: 102°. 3, 103°!., 104°. 4, 102°. 5,

102°. 5, 98°. 2, 96°. 6, 96°.4, 95°. 4, 96°.8, 95°.4, 91°. 4. In but

one other case did the temperature fall below the normal at any
time after the establishment of the poisoning; in Macchiavelli's

case'" during two days the observations were 98.9°, 98°. 6, 96°. 8,

100°. 4. In all the others it was supernormal, and in one pa-

tient, who died in six hours, it was 105°. 6, 107°. 4, and, just

before death, 108°. 6," while in another fatal case a tempera-
ture of 110° was observed.

'^
In a poisoning by tincture of

' Lancet, 1885, i., 1047. « Maschka : "Handb. d. ger.
2 Bond: Brit. M. J., 1881, i., 639. Med.," 1883, ii., 655.
3 Mills: Canada M. and S. J.,

' "Intoxikationen," 1893, 609.

1880-81, ix., 19. 8 Zeitschr. Wien. Aerzte, 1852,
" Mitchell : Loc. cit. Huber : 311.

Zeitschr f. kl. Med., 1888, xiv.,
»
Diss., Halle, 1893, p. 9.

511. Fraser : Lancet, 1865, ii.,
^'^ Loc. cit.

536. "Tanner: Brit. M. Jour., 1886,
^Ziemssen: "Handb.," 2te Aufl., i., 589.

1880, XV., 363. '« MacNab: Ibid., 1882, ii.. 579.
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hvt»sf\ainus tli>' tlicinii iincicr iiidicalcd lOl",' and in datura

jx'isoning, \vlu'it> the IcniiKTatuic lias hern taken, it lias been

found to hv as hii,di as 1(M ,' and 10S"-l(Hl .' Kratter/ in liis

oxoolU'nt disi"ussi»)n of atropir poisonini;, Lcivcs six cases in

which the tiMnporatuiv was supernormal.'

in TUMi-falal eases, alth(nigli the si'verc^ s}iui)to)ns disappear

in a few hours, or, in severe cases, witliin forty-eight liours,

disturhancesof vision and incoherency have been known to con-

tinue for weeks or months." In one of Ringer's cases' the pa-

tient was delirious for four days, and there was retention of

uiine for several days.

xVfter recovery the patient has usually no remembrance of

anything that has transpired Avhile ho was under the influence

of the poison, although he may recall certain of his delusions,

which he still considers to have been realities, or may remem-

ber that wdiile endeavoring to make certain remarks he was

irresistibly driven to say something else. This remembrance

has been particularly noted in hyoscyamin and byoscin poison-

ing.
Treatment.—The stomach should be washed out and, un-

less the case is seen (juite early, the intestine also. Mechanical

removal is particularly preferable in atropic poisoning, as even

powerful emetics given in large doses frecjuently fail to act.

During the period of delirium morphin may be given hypo-

dermically in small and repeated doses
; tendency to coma may

be combated by the ambulatory treatment (see Morphin, Treat-

ment), flagellation and stimulation, and during coma injections

of ether or brandy, inhalation of amyl nitrite, and artificial res-

' White: Lancet, 1873, ii., 8. 102'.2, 102°. 4, 100.6, 100°. 2).

'^Newton: Med. Rec, N. Y., Thompson: Austral. M. Gaz.,

1880, xviii., 289. 1890-91, x., 298 (Case II., 99°. 8;

3De Lantour: N. Zeal. M. Jour., Case IV., 100".6; Case VI., 99 .6;

1893, vi., 84. Case I., 108°). Cantlie : M. Pr. and
^Vrtlischr. f. ger. Med., 1886, Circ, London, 1890, n. s., ii., 88

xliv., 52. (99 .3, 99. 7, 100°, 100 .2, 99°. 4).
* The other reports referred to are Westcott : Chicago M. J. and

Huber: Loc. cit. (98°. 6-102°. 2) . Exam.. 1888, Ivi., 138 (101°).

Davv:Lancet, 1882, i., 345(101°.4). Link: Loc. cit. (lOr.l, 100°.8).

Cooper: Brit. M. J., 1877, i., 164 Reisz: Wien. med. Wochenschr.,

(98°. 5). Nisbet: Austral. M. Gaz., 1881, xxxi., 97 (99 .7). Siegmund :

1889-90, ix., 114 (98°. 6, 102°). Ol- Arch. f. path. Anat, etc., 1869,

iver; Lancet, 1889, ii., 1003 (101°, xlviii., 1888 (102°, 99°. 5).

10.3°, 102°, 101°, 99°. 8). Greenwav: « Mitchell : Loc. cit. Cotter:

Brit. M. J., 1878, ii., 515 (98°, 99°, Med. Times and Gaz., 1870, i., .564.

102°, 102.4, 103°, 102°. 6, 100°. 4,

'

Lancet, 1876, i.. 346.
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piration may be resorted to. Hypodermics of pilocarpin, while

they do not counteract the poisonous action of atropin, may
serve to establish the arrested salivary secretion and relieve a

troublesome symptom. Caution should be exercised that exces-

sive use of pilocarpin and, particularly, of morphin does not

increase the tendenc}'- to coma.'

Post-Mortem Appearances.—The number of autopsies

after death from atropic poisoning is small, and the lesions ob-

served are not characteristic. In the case of a man who died

in three and a half hours after having taken two drachms of the

extract of belladonna^ the pupils were found dilated eighteen
hours after death, as they were also in Greenway's case, in

which the autopsy was made sixty-four and a quarter hours

after death. The lungs are highly congested or oedematous, and
the pleurae contain notable quantities of bloody serum.' The
left heart has been found empty, and with more or less coagu-
lated or dark fluid blood in the right side. In all cases in

which the brain was examined it and the meninges have been

found greatly congested, with bloody serum in the ventricles,

and the bi'ain substance studded with punctiform blood spots on

section. The trachea and oesophagus have been found strongly

hypersemic after death from atropin,^ and the mucous mem-
brane of the stomach and upper small intestine congested, or

even marked with scattered ecchymoses, after death from stra-

monium.^ When death has been caused by belladonna berries

the bucca, oesophageal, gastric, and intestinal mucous mem-
brane may be colored dark blue by their juice.

Detection.—If the seeds of datura or of hyoscyamus have
been taken the}'^ may be found in the stomach, intestines, vomit,
or stomach washings and ffeces. The datura seeds are hard,

flattened, kidney-shaped, dull black or brownish-black in color,

about 2 mm. long and 2.5 mm. wide, and marked externally
with a network enclosing i)unctiform depressions (Fig. 31, B).

They have a somewhat sharp, bitter taste. The seeds of hj^os-

C3'amus are smaller than those of stramonium, about a milli-

' See Husemanu, in Penzoklt and Austral. M. Jour., ISGl, v., ~A.

Stintziu^^: "Haudb. d. spec. Newton: Med. Rec, N. Y., 1880,

Therap.," 181).j, ii., 2.58.. xviii., 289.
•

IMolyneux : Tavlor, 7oc. o/f. ''.Jarnicke: Deut. Arch. f. kl.

^Molyueux: Loc. cit. Beddoe : Med. , 1877, xx., 617.

Lancet, 1870, ii., 83. Hudson: ^ ^Han : Lancet, 1847, ii.,298.

IV.—4.3
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-/'

iiu'ttT I'MiLT. almost kidiu'V-sli.iprd, tlitti'iicd, roughonod, gray
or grayish-hniw II oxtcniallN , white within, (xlorloshi, niul having
a sharp, hittor taste (Kii;. ill , ( '). 'Thc-eeds ol' helLidoima, w hieh

will usually Wo t'oiuul in tiie stoniarh when the herrios ha\e

Ihvm eaten, an* ahout "> mm. long, kidne3-shaped, bi'own or

gray in color, roughonoil exteriorly, hut not so niarkodh* as

those of hyoscyamus, which they also

resemble in the shape of the embryo (Fig.

31, .1).

Thk chemical identification of

atropin, hyoscyamin, and hyoscin in the

small (quantities in which they may be

expected to be present in a cadaver may
easily fail, although in some cases the

statement of Kratter' that the separa-
tion of atropin from the cadaver and
its identification can be accomplished
with certainty is true, with the reserva-

tion that hyoscin, hyoscyamin, and atro-

pin cannot be distinguish(Hl from each

other. Under the most favorable con-

ditions, therefore, it can only be asserted
Fig. .3i.-seeds of Belladonna, ^y^^^ q^q ^^f ^he three is present, while
Stranioninm. and Hyoscya-
mus. External ajipearanoe m many cases the toxicologist Will not be
and section. fDrag^-ndorfT.) warranted in making any statement more
A, Belladonna. B, Datura. • •

, , ,

c, Hyoscyamus. positive than that the appearances ob-

served are such as would be produced by

atropin, while certain other tests of atropin have failed (see

below).

The most favorable situation for the search for atropin is the

urine, by which it is eliminated, and in which it may be de-

tected even after it has been completely absorbed from the

stomach, or after introduction by another channel, and in non-

fatal as w^ell as in fatal cases.

Atropin apparenth* withstands putrefaction well. Dragen-
dorff

'

states that atropin w^as separated after two and a half

months from an organic mixture which had stood in a warm
room and was in advanced putrefaction.

'

Vrtljschr. f. ger. Med., 1886,
^
"Ermittelung von Giften," 4te

xliv. 95 Aufi., 1895, 214.

C
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Atropin is extracted from alkaline solutions by benzene and

b}' chloroform.' The quantity of benzene used should be suffi-

cient, it should not be allowed to become cold, and should be

removed and evaporated spontaneously or at a slightly elevated

temperature as soon as possible, as concentrated benzene solu-

tions deposit cr3'stals of the alkaloid when allowed to stand in

the cold. The residue should be purified by dissolving it in

water faintly acidulated with sulfuric acid, filtering the solu-

tion if necessary, washing the acid aqueous solution by agita-

tion with chloroform or ether, alkalizing it with slight excess of

ammonia, extracting the alkaloid by agitation with chloroform,

washing the chloroform solution with distilled water, and al-

lowing it to evaporate spontaneously. The residue so obtained

is amorphous, and may be converted into crystals of the alka-

loid by solution in alcohol, or of the sulfate by solution in alco-

hol containing a minute quantity of dilute sulfuric acid, and

spontaneous evaporation of the solution. Excess of alkali is

to be avoided during the extraction and purification, and the

alkaline liquid should not be heated, lest the alkaloid be decom-

posed.

1. Kratter" attaches great importance to the appearance of

the crystals, particularly when they are observed with polarized

light, as one of the factors in the evidence of the presence of

atropin. When it is possible the crystals should be obtained

and photographed before proceeding to the chemical or physio-

logical tests.

2. The sensitiveness of solutions of atropin salts to the general

reagents is given by Dragendorff as follows: lodin in potas-

sium iodid gives a precipitate in solutions of 1 : 8000; phospho-

molybdic acid, a cloudiness in 1:J000; phosphoantimonic acid,

a faint cloud in 1:5000; potassium-bismuth iodid, 1:4000 dis-

tinctly ; potassium-cadmium iodid, 1 : 500 distinctly ; potassium-
mercuric iodid, 1:4000 faintly; auric chlorid, 1:100 faintly;

picric acid, 1 : 200 distinctly, 1 : 500 fails.

3. According to Wormley^ an aqueous solution of hydro-
bromic acid, saturated with bromin, produces in solutions of

the salts of atropin and of the free alkaloid, even when highly

' Also by amylic alcohol, with Loc. cit.. 86, Plate ii.

which, however, a portion of the ^"Micro-Chemistry of Poisons,"
alkaloid volatilizes on evaporation. 2d ed., 641.
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ililutoil, a yi'Utnv. ainnriihous jirccipitato, wliicli in a litili^ i\n\o

IxTonit's ciystallino (Fijjjs. '.Vi, '.VA). 'The pn <i pit ato from S(iine-

what strong solutions of the alUaloid alter a liin(> disappears,
hut is iinnii'tliatcly vt>pro(luri>(l upon the tiirtlicr addition of tho

reaujiMit. Tin* j)r('i'ipitatt» is insolultlo in acetic acid, and oidy

very sparini^ly solulile in la ri;*.' excess of hydrochh)ric, nitric, and

sulfuric acids, and in the fixed caustic alkalies; it is oven pro-

duood from solutions of the alkaloid in concentrated sulfuric

acid. Worndev re|^ards this reaction as <'haracteristic of atro-

pin (and hyoscj'amin and hyosciu), as, although most of the al-

FlG. 32.—Gr. iJg Atropin + 15roiiiiu in Ily-

drobromic Acid. X 75. (Worniley.)

Fig. ;«.—Gr. icoim Atnipiii + liroiiiin in

Ilydrobroniic Acid. X 135. (Worniley.)

kaloids and certain other organic substances form yellow precip-

itates -with the reagent, these do not become cr^'stalline except

that from opianyl (meconin), which differs from that produced

by atropin in its crystalline form. Nor does opianyl respond to

the physiological test or to Vitali's reaction.

Although recent European writers (Dragendorff, Otto, Bau-

mert, Guareschi, Dupuy, Kobert) make no mention of this

reaction, we have found it to be quite distinct, and have ob-

tained it with the suitable residue in a case of alleged poisoning

by atropin and morphin in which the physiological test gave
affirmative results, but the Vitali reaction failed. Although
this is the condition of affairs which one would expect in

searching for atropin when that alkaloid is present in organic

mixtures (see A^itali reaction and physiological test below), we
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had not sufficient faith in the diagnostic certainty of this test

to assert positively the presence of atropin, particularly as the

result of the physiological test, although distinct, was not in-

tense.

A solution of bromin in hydrobromic acid was used as a

reagent by Selmi in his researches upon the ptomains, many of

which gave with it yellowish, yellow, or orange precipitates,

which are, however, not described as crystalline.
'

4. Atropin (and hyoscyamin, hyoscin, and homatropin) red-

den phcnolphthalein paper or solution
;
which other vegetable

alkaloids, except coniin and nicotin, do not do.^

Methylamin, cadaverin, putrescin, and other ptomains which

are amins also redden phenolphthalein.
5. The most reliable of the tests for atropin (as well as hyos-

cyamin and hyoscin) is that suggested by Vitali :' the solid

alkaloid, or any of its salts except the chlorid, is treated with

fuming nitric acid, heateil to boiling, and evaporated to dryness

on the water-bath. On moistening the cooled colorless or yel-

lowish residue with a freshly prepared alcoholic solution of po-

tassium hydroxid a purple color is produced, which changes

to violet and red, and finall}^ disappears. The reaction is sensi-

tive to 0.000001 gm. with the pure alkaloid or the sulfate. If a

solution is to be tested it must be evaporated, and the test ap-

plied to the solid residue. The test should not be applied to the

chlorid of the alkaloid, because, as Chapuis has shown,' the re-

action usually fails when applied to that salt. We have also

found the reaction to fail in a residue, even after the addition

of atropin sulfate in amount sufficient to give the appearances

distinctly. The residue had been purified as far as possible by

repeated washing of the acid solution with benzene and chloro-

form, yet only a deep orange color, without any trace of violet,

was obtained.

Two other alkaloids give results with the Vitali reaction,

which are in some respects similar to those produced by atropin.

Beckmann' stated that veratri)i behaves like atropin to this

' "Memorie sopra Argoinenti tos- ^ J. d. med., chir.
,

et pharm.,
sicologici," Bolofj;na, 1878, U?jseq., Bruxelles, 1880, Ixxi., 66, 161, 167,

167 seg. 279, 382; e.r TOrosi, 1880, No. 8.

-Plunge: Arch. d. Pharm., 3 * "Precis deTox.," 2eme ed., 631.

R., XXV., 45.
^ Arch. f. Pharm., 1886, 3 R.,

xxiv., 481.
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tost as woll as til l<'liicki_Li;<'r"s iiHiditicatidH, luil lli.it if ;iTiitril('

bt' usihI ill [ilafiM»r a iiilratc, ami ai|iit'(iiis [mtasli siilisl il iilcd

for {ik'dlii'lic. atiMpiii aluno L;ivi's a violet re )1 or. Moroovor, vora-

trin (Iocs not lirliavo lik(> atropin with ( Jci'i'ard's reaction, and

(Iocs not roddcn })hcnol[)lithalcin. Nor does atroi)iii, mixed with

• sugar ami in«>isteiie(l with sulfuric acid, turn {^reeii and blue as

does voratrin, but yt-Uow anil brown; or foriu a red solution,

like veratrin, when heated with hydrochloric acid. Thorns' has

pointed out these differences: that the residue after the action

of nitric acid is
"
brownish-yellow" with veratrin ami "liardly

yellowish" with atropin, and that on addition of alcoholic j)otash

veratrin is only slowly colored red-violet, while with atropin

the color is immediately pure violet. Fabris' was the first to

call attention to the fact that strncJiitiii interferes with the

Vitali reaction, unless the atrojiin is in great excess. Later

Mengazzi,' having obtained both the Vitali reaction of atropin

and the color reaction of strychnin, but only the physiological

action of the latter alkaloid in a toxicological investigation, ex-

perimented v>-ith strychnin alone and found that even in the

amount of 0.0001 gm. strychnin produces with the Vitali re-

action a violet color, which is, however, transient and soon

passes into orange and brownish-red . The color is only produced
when the potash solution is quite fresh and c;olorless, and of

about four-per-cent. strength. Vitali^ in a further study of his

reaction points out the following tlifforences between atropin

and strychnin : (1) During the evaporation of the nitric acid,

particularly on approaching dryness, atropin gives off an agree-

able odor, resembling that of hawthorn blossoms; strychnin

does not. (2) Strychnin moistened with nitric acid is colored

3-ellow, which on heating turns to orange-red, and back to yel-

low, leaving a yellow residue; atropin is not colored, and

leaves a colorless residue, (o) If the mixture be evaporated to

dr^'ness after addition of the potash solution a residue remains

W'hich is violet with atropin, and yellow or reddish-yellow with

stn,'chnin; and which, on addition of further alcoholic potash,

becomes more intenseh- violet with atropin, but red-violet, and

then reddish-brown with strychnin. (4) The red or red-violet

' Ph. Centralh.. 1890, xxxi.. ooO. ^ BnU. Chim. Farm., 1894, iv.,
2 Berichte, Berlin. 1892, xxv., c, 103.

643.
* Ibid, 449.
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color produced with strj'chiiin passes iminediately to yellow on

addition of water, but on similar treatment the violet of atropiu is

completely discharged. Either color is restored on addition of

further alcoholic potash. (5) If an aqueous solution be used in

place of an alcoholic, atropin gives a yellow color and the mix-

ture, when stirred, deposits brownish flocks, which dissolve in

alcohol with a fine violet color. Under like treatment strych-
nin gives a reddish-brown, almost black, color which changes to

red-violet on addition of alcohol. ((I) If the residue of evapora-
tion of nitric acid in the presence of atropin be treated with

ammonium hydroxid, pale j^ellow drops separate, which dis-

solve in alcoholic potash with a violet color. Or if the am-
moniacal liquid be extracted with chloroform, this, on evapora-

tion, leaves an almost colorless residue, which gives a very
beautiful and enduring violet color with alcoholic potash. In

the presence of strychnin, in place of atropin, ammonium hy-
droxid causes an orange-red color, and, on addition of alcoholic

potash, a transient violet is produced, which suddenl}^ passes to

a deep blood-red. Or chloroform agitated with the ammoni-
acal liquid is colored light yellow and leaves a yellow residue,

which gives an orange-red color, increasing in intensity, with

alcoholic potash. (7) If the residue of evaporation of nitric

acid and atropin be ground up with a little potassium cyanid,
a yellow color is produced which, on addition of alcoholic

potash, passes into an intense but rajMdly transient violet, or on

agitation passes to a dirty greenish-blue. If the mixture be al-

lowed to evaporate si)ontaneously yellow rings are formed in

the capsule, and sky-blue drops separate, which are dissolved

by ether. Under like treatment with strychnin the mixture with

potassium cyanid is reddish-brown, and a fine red-violet color,

passing to blood-red, is produced by alcoholic potash. If the

mixture be agitated with a little water and ether, the ether as-

sumes a yellow color, and the water is colored reddish-yellow
or red.

Arnold' has modified the reaction in that he heats the

residue with concentrated sulfuric acid and a minute fragment
of sodium nitrite, when a dark yellow or orange residue re-

mains, which on addition of alcoholic potash gives a beautiful

' Ztschr. f. an. Chem., 1884, xxiii., 231; ex Arch. d. Pliarm.,
8R., XX., .561.
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rcd-violft. Stum chaiii^ing Ic n d. Ki-i ( KKii'.u' mixes tli(> alka-

loid with sodimn nilratt\ adds cuncentrati'd sidl'iiiic acid, and

finally stirs in an alcohiilic .solution of sinlinni iiydroxid.

i">. (Jkkkahd's ICKACTION'' c'Oiisists in adding- to a small

portion of the substance in a test tulx^ a])out ^ c.t-. of a live-per-

cent, solution of meriMiric I'hlorid in fifty-])er-oont. alcohol and

wariniusj: gently: a yellow preiMpitalt' ul' juercuric oxid is at

once formed, and turns brick-red. llw alr<'|)iii < Idorid pio-

duced in this reaction cond)ines wiiii a t'uiiher (|uaTitity of the

meicuric salt, to foiin a definite compound which crystallizes

out in tufts as the licpiid cools. Scliweissinger' has further

studied this reaction and found it reliable; also that if (i. 001

gm. of hyoscyamin be treated with 2 c.c. of the reagent the

precipitate is not formed even on heating or after long standing;
but that if a fragment of hyoscyamin bo treated w'ith only one

or two drops of the solution, the precipitate appears immedi-

ately on warming. He therefore recommends a one-per-cent.
solution of mercuric chlorid in place of a five-per-cent., to differ-

entiate hyoscyamin from atropin. Homatropin does not re-

spond to this test, whereas it does to Arnold's modification of

the Vitali reaction. According to Schweissinger a combina-

tion of the Gerrard and Arnold tests permits of a distinction

between atropin, hyoscyamin, and homatropin.
T. GuLiELMO's reaction' cousists in moistening tlie resi-

due "with concentrated sulfuric acid, warming until the mixture

turns brown and begins to give off fumes, and adding a few

drops of distilled water, when an odor is developed which is

between that of orange blossoms and that of the wild sloe

{Primus spinosa). Brunner^ modified the reaction, and made
it more certain b}' using chromic anhydrid in place of sulfuric

acid. The solid under examination is added to a few crystals of

chromic anhydrid in a porcelain capsule, which is then heated

until a green color is produced. According to Sohn" the test is

applied as follows : If atropin sulfate be heated first alone until

white fumes appear, then sulfuric acid (l.T) gm.) be added, and

further heated until browned, an agreeable odor is produced on

' Ph. J. and Tr.. 1886, 3 s., xvi.,
^
f^chweiz. Woe li en scli r. f.

601. Pliarm., 1863. i., 146.

-Ph. J. an.l Tr.. 1883-84, 3 s.,
=
Bfrichte, Berlin, 1873, vi., 98.

Xiv., 718, 721). ''"Dift. of the Act. Prinr. of

2Pharni. Ztg., 1884, xxix., 688. Plants," London, 1894, 15.
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subsequent addition of 2 c.c. water. On then adding potassium

permanganate (a fragment), an odor of bitter almond oil will be

perceived.
An agreeable odor, accompanied by that of acetic acid, is

also developed when atropin is boiled with a mixture of equal

volumes of concentrated sulfuric acid and glacial acetic acid

and allowed to cool. The mixture is also fluorescent.

It must not be forgotten that many ptomains exhale odors

resembling those of certain flowers.

8. The physiological test consists in applying a drop or

two of the neutral solution to the corner (inner canthus) of the

eye and observing the dilatation of the pupil which is produced

by atropin, hyoscyamin, and hyoscin. Of the lower animals the

cat should be selected for the experiment, or, if the alkaloid or

its sulfate has been separated in a crystalline and pure condi-

tion, the application may be made to the human e3'e, which is

m.ore sensitive. In an}^ event no excess of acid should be pres-

ent. According to Bonders '

dilatation is produced by one drop
of a solution of 1 : 130,000. Fedderson," from the results of ex-

periments with seventy-six individuals, fixes the minimum

quantity of atropin sulfate which will distinctly dilate the

healthy pupil of a human adult at 0.0002 mgm. (= 000003 gr.),

while half that amount caused dilatation in forty-two per cent.

of the subjects.

Mydriasis is also produced by cocain, aconitin, and certain

ptomains.

Ptomatropin.—Toward the end of the eighteenth centurj-

it was observed that in persons suffering from botulism (sau-

sage poisoning) the pupils were dilated, frequently unsymmet-

rically, and the upper lid fell over the eye (blepharoptosis).^

In 1800 Ziilzer and Sonnenschein'' obtained from putrid muscu-

lar tissue, after five to eight weeks, a crystalline substance

responding to several of the general reagents for alkaloids,

which was extracted by ether from alkaline aqueous solutions,

and which produced mydriasis in cats and rabbits. This alka-

loid is not identical with another ptomain, also possessed of

mydriatic action, obtained bj' Brieger, and called by him inji-

' Otto: "AusmitteluDK d. Gifte," sterner: "Das FettRift." 1S22,
6te Aufl., 73. xix., 108 and passim.

^
Diss., Berlin, 1884. n. 38. ^ Berl. kl. Wochenschr., 1869, vi.,

121.
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dalvin.' It m.iy, lu>\vi>\cr, liavo Ik'i'ii idi'iitical \\it!i oiu' of

tliDSO obtaiiu'd by Sclmi wliich causfd a dilatMlidii *'\' Ilu« piijiil

of imu'h sluM'tcr liiiratioii than that caused h\ atropin." It is

plain thorcfon* that the jiliysiolo^ical tost, imsnjjportcd l)y tho

oviilonce of other tosts, is not suMici'-nt to distinguish atrojjin

from a jitomahi.

All of the ])Utrid products, iiowovcr, which have hcen ile-

scrihod as presenting resenii)lances to atroi)in in some respects
iliffiT from it in others. Thus Ziilzer and Sonnenschein's alka-

loiil, while crystalline and mydriatic, gave a heav}' Avhite

cheesy precipitate with mercuric chlorid, but the same reagent
in the cold fails to precipitate even concentrated solutions of

atropin salts, wliile in alcoholic solution it gives Gerrard's re-

action, to which the putrid alkaloids do not a})pear to rosjjond.'

Tlie chloroplatinate of Brieger's mvdalein is crystalline and its

chlorid crystallizes with great difhcult}' and is deliquescent;
while atroi)iu chloroplatinate is amorphous and its chlorid, al-

though not crystalline, is stable. The behavior of neither Ziil-

zer and Sonnenschein's base nor that of mydalein toward

Vitali's reaction is indicated. The only putrid product said to

react with Vitali's test is one referred to by Giotto and Spica,*

which, however, gave negative results with the Guliehno reac-

tion, and had no mydriatic action. Selmi's base, wliich is not

only mydriatic but also gives off a fragrant odor, does so spon-

taneously in aqueous solution after a few days, or when treated

wMth acids in the cold, while atropin only does so on being
heated with an acid.

COCAIN.

Although the properties of coca {Erfithroxylon coca) were
well known to the Peruvians in the time of Pizarro {1532),' and

Monardes, in 1582, gave an account of its use and effects which

reminds one of the cocain Itabitues of to-day," the plant appears
' "Ptomaine," ii., 48. * Acosta : "Hist. nat. y moral, d.
^ "Sulle Ptomaine," Bologna, 1. Indias," lo!)0, lib. iv., cap. 22.

1878, 10, 35, 105. A royal order of 1601 regulated tlie
^
Brieger, who used an alcoholic employment of Indians upon coca

solution of mercuric chlorid as a plantations (Helps: "Span. Conq.
precipitant for ptomains, notes no of America,

"
iv., 363).

such appearance as that produced ^"Simplicium medicamentorum
by atropin witli Gerrard's test. ex novo orbe,

"
etc., Antwerp, 1582.

^ L'Orosi, 1890, No. 10, ex Ph. The account is not found in the edi-

Centralh., 1891, xxxii, 26. tionof Antw., 1579.
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to have been forgotten among Europeans until Montegazza

again called attention to its medicinal value in 185!t.' In the

same year a quantity of the leaves was brought to Europe by
the Austrian frigate Novara and submitted to Professor Woeh-

ler for examination. Under his direction Niemann isolated the

alkaloid for the first time.'' During the succeeding twenty-five

years numerous observations of the therapeutic action of cocain

were reported/ but it was only in 1884 that its value as a local

an£esthetic was simultaneously recognized by Koller^ and Jel-

inek in Vienna/ although the temporary insensibility which

it produces had already been noticed by von Anrep," and even

b}' Niemann.'

Cocain, C,,H,,NO„ whose partial synthesis from ecgonin^

has been accomplished," is benzoyl-methyl-ecgonin [C,H,.

NCH3.CH]OC,H,0,CH,.CO()CH3. ^It crystallizes in mono-

clinic prisms, which fuse at IKS" (208°. 4 F.), and at higher tem-

peratures sublimes partly and is partly decomposed. It dis-

solves in 704 parts of cold water, more readily but with liability

to decomposition in hot water, readily soluble in etfjer, alcohol,

and benzene. Chloroform, methyl alcohol, acetone, and petro

leum ether dissolve it when hot, but deposit it in crystals on

cooling. It is Isevogyrons ([a]u= —15°. 8). Its solutions are

alkaline, have a slightly bitter taste, and cause loss of taste and

local anaesthesia.

Cocain is an ethereal base which is readily saponified. Even
on contact with boiling water it is decomposed into methylic

alcohol and henzoyl-ecgojiiii, and by concentrated acids or

baryta water into methylic alcohol, benzoic acid, and ecgonin.

This decomposition also takes place rapidly in the living body,
and when cocain is taken in non-fatal doses the urine does not

contain it, but contains ecgonin. Glasenap,'" experimenting with

dogs, found cocain as such when death was caused in one or

two hours, but only ecgonin after less rapidly fatal action. The

'Prize essay, Milan, 1859, ex * Wien. med. Bl., 1SS4
;
VVien.

Ph. J. and Tr., 1860, n. s., i., 616. nied. Wochenschr., 1884.
^ Ann. d. Ch. u. Phai'm., 1860,

« Arch. d. ges. Phvsiol.. 1870,

cxiv., 213. xxi., 38.
2 See Index Cat. Libr. Surg:. - ' Loc. cit.

Gen. U. S. A., Washington, 1883,
» See below.

iv., 353. « Merck: Berichte, Berlin, 1885,
^ Wien. nied. BL, 1884; Wien. xviii., 3264. 2953.

med. Wochenschr., 1884. '"Diss., St. Petersburg, 1894.
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Siinio antlu>r fontinns tlu' stalfiuciit of \ it.ili,' that tho docoin-

position of cocain, rapiil iluriiiy; V\i\\ ju-o^roHsea only very

slowly attrr ilcalli in the prcsonco of i)uirefyiiig material.
"

CWain is usod moilicin.illy in the fiM-in nf its chlorid : ('<>-

cdiitin rliloriti, hi/drorliloid/c oj coca in, which crystallizes in

anliydrous t'ohtrless jirisnis, ])lates, or scales, fiisihle at ISl"'.,')

(35S°.T v.); soluhle in 0.7A j)art of water, dilliculty sohihle in

ahsohite alcohol, insoluhlo in ether, benzene, petroleum ether,

and soluhle in acetone and in chloroform. Its solutions are

neutral, and it decomposes in a short time when in solution.

(For reactions see p. 690.)

Benzoyl-ecgonin accompanies cocain in coca leaves, or at

least in the })roduct therefrom. It crystallizes in prisms with

4 Aij., or in long anhydrous prisms from chloroform. The hy-
drated crystals fuse at 90°-92° (l'J4°-197°.G F.) the anhydrous
at 189°-193° (372°.2-379°.4 F.). It is neutral in reaction, and
has but slight anaesthetic action. It is difficultly soluble in

cold water and in ether, but soluble in alcohol, mcthylic alcohol,

and in hot water, acetone, or chloroform.

Ecgonin, C^Hj^XO,, is a substance possessed of both basic

and acid properties, w^liose constitution has been partially es-

tablished,' which occurs in the amorphous bases obtained after

the separation of cocain, and is one of the products of decompo-
sition of that alkaloid. It crystallizes, with 1 Aq., in oblique
rhombic prisms, fusible at 198° (388°. 4 F.). It is neutral in

reaction, bitter-sweet in taste, and very soluble in water, sol-

uble with difficulty in absolute alcohol or chloroform, and in-

soluble in ether and carbon disulfid.

The chemical relationship between atropin and cocain is

close. Both are ether bases, jnelding an acid and a pyridin
derivative on saponification. Ecgonin on decomposition of its

barium compound b}- heat jields a liquid base, boiling between

210°-230° (410°-44G° F.), isomeric with tropin (see p. 660),
' "Manuale di chini. toss.," 1893, 468, 979, 1338: 1893, xxvi., 324,

403.^ _
902, 1482; 1894, xxvii., 1874, 2447;

- See also Sonnie-Moret . J. de ph. and those of C. Lieberraann : Ibid.,
et de chim., 1893, 5 s., xxviii., 1888, xxi.. 2342, 3196; 1889, xxii.,
390. 130, 072, 67o, 680, 2661 ; 1890, xxiii.,

For the chemistry of ecgonin 141, 508, 512, 926, 2518: 1891, xxiv.,
and cocain see the re.searches of 407, 606, 1101. 2336, 2587: 1892,
Einhorn: Berichte, Berlin, 1887, xxv., 927: 1893, xxvi., 834; 1894,

XX., 1221; 1888, xxi., 47; 1889, xxvii., 1416, 2037, 2051.

lixii.. 399, 1362, 1495; 1890, xxiii.,
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isotropin or pseudotropin, CgH,j,NO, a derivative of which,

henzoyl-pseiidotropin, CsH,^N0(CeHj,C(3), has been obtained

in colorless, crystalline plates from Java coca leaves. As atro-

pin is but one of a series of tropeins produced by the union of

tropin with acid radicals, so cocain is the representative of

similar compounds of ecgonin with acid and alcoholic radicals;

one of which, cinnamyl-'methyl-ecgonin, or cinnamyl-cocain^

CgH, N0a,CH3(C,H,0), occurs naturally in Java coca.

Cocamin— Truxillin—C^H^jNU^— is another of the amor-

phous bases of the coca leaves, which is neutral in reaction,

bitter, soluble in alcohol, ether, chloroform, benzene, and hot

water, but sparingly soluble in cold water and in petroleum
ether. It has no anaesthetic action, but is intensely poisonous.'

Hygrin.—As early as 18(j2 Lossen'' described a liquid, vola-

tile alkaloid which accompanies cocain. The cocain mother

liquors from Truxillo coca were further examined by Lieber-

mann,' who found two volatile alkaloids, « Jiygrhi., CgHj^NO,
and /5 hygrin, C^Ji„J:^^0, which are strongly alkaline liquids,

having a quinolin-like odor and forming crystalline chlorids.

Statistics.—In the brief period during which cocain has

been in general use instances of poisoning by it have accumu-

lated rapidly. The earliest case reported was that of a phar-

macist, who took a large quantit}^ of a crj'stalline extract, ob-

tained from two pounds of the leaves, in 1803. He went to

sleep, but in a few hours awoke and manifested the sj^mptoms
since so familiar, with suppression of urine during twentj-four

hours, but ultimately recovered.^

We have collated the reports of 273 cases up to 1805.^

All were accidental poisonings resulting from the use of

cocain in surgical practice, except in one instance. Fager-
' Liebermauu ; Berichte, Berlin, J. luebr., 1888. x., 57; M. and S.

1888, xxi., 2342. Reptr., 1891, Ixv., 64.'). We,have
* Add. d. Ch. u. Ph., 1862, cxxi., not access to Vi an' s paper: "Etude

374. critiqne des intoxications ])ar la
^ Berichte, Berlin, 1888, xxii., cocain," Odoutologie, Paris, 1893,

675; 1891, xxiv., 407. xiii., 97. Other recent cases not
•* Plass : Ztschr. f. Med., Cliir., u. mentioned by the above are reported

Gebii., 1863, n. F., ii., (5), 222. by Gliick ; Med. Rec, N. Y., 1890,
^ For good bibliographies of tlie xxxvii., 709; Anon., Odontologie,

earlier cases see Latte : Diss., Ber- Paris, 1890, x., 356. Hueber:
lin, 1888. Mannheim: Ztschr. f. Deut. mil. - arztl. Ztsclir., 1890,
Id. Med., 1890. 380, and Falck : xix., 160. Legg : Br. M. Jour.,

Therap. Monatshft., 1890, iv.,511, 1890, ii., 732 [coroner's inq.], Lan-
564. Also Mattison's papers. Quart, cet, 1891, ii., 849. Berger : Bull.
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luiuls cMSf' was that ui' a vduiilc wotnaii wlio swullowod a

toaspooiiful of cticain in a ^lass of hccr with suicidal intent,

ami ilictl in half an iiour.

I'p to the pri>soiit tinu' wr lind riictud of '.'<) fatal C'as(>s.

I. Man. .".!
: small (luanlilv of a t \v()-|HT-((iit. solution brushed

into tho larynx, l^icd in thi-cc hours.-

'J. Woman. L'3 ; twi'nty-four
"
pran

'"

(1.5 ^^in.) administered in

enema. Death in three liours. The sur<reon, I'l-ofessor Kolomnin,
killed himself in eonsequenee.*

li. Girl, 11 ; six to twelve drojis of a four-per-cent. solution ijijoctcd

over the d(>ltoid. In le.ss tlian forty seconds took a dee]) breath, be-

came deathly jnde, di-opped uneonseious, and died one nuuute later.''

4. Woman, 39
;
used a four-per-cent. solution for toothache. "Seen

at 5 A.M., died apparently from com])lete exhaustion 3:30 a.m." (.sic!)''

5. Man, 2i) ; one drachm of a t\ventv-])er cent, solution injected into

the urethra. Death in twenty-five minutes.'"

6. Female, 71 ; subconjunctival injection of 0.04 gm. d^ grain).

Death in five hours.'

7. Woman; h^iiodermic injection in breast of 0.225 gm. ^3 J grains).

Immediate cjHleptifoi'm convulsions, which were re])eated until death.*

8. Man; twenty grains (1.3 gm.) given in solution by nurse to pa-
tient in hospital, in consequence of error in delivering medicines.

Death in one hour. '

9. A ])harmacist, who sprayed his own throat with a solution of co-

cain, had a series of syncopes and died in seven to eight hours.'"

10.
" Death at a dentist's in consequence of injections of cocain." "

II. Woman, 29; subgingival injection of O.Ofi gm. (xtr grain). Be-

came motionless and died soon.'*

etmeni. Soc. d. cliir. , Paris, 1891, u.

s. , xvii., 751. Also Gaz. d. bop.,
Ixiv., 1367. Cobb: South
Richm.. 1891. xiv., 7.

Yirg. M. Montblv, 1891-92,
. 947. Loreiitz : 'Ceutlb. f .

1891, XV., It33. Trzebickv:

1891,

riin.,
Eliot
xviii.

Gyn.,
Wien. med. Wocben.sclir.

, 1891,

xli., 1521. Chobant : Lvon nied.,

1892, Ixx., 73. McRevuolds : Tex.
Cour.-Rec. M., 1892-93, x., 252.

Lafevre : Kansas M. J., 1893, v.,

357. Baker: Am. J. Opbtli., 1893,

X. , 342 (two cases). Redus : Bull,

et mem. Soc. d. Chir., Paris, 1894,
n. s., XX., 276. Havnes : M. News,
Phila., 1891, Ixv., 144. Facrerlund :

Vrtljselir. f. ger. Med., 1894, 3 R.,

viii., Supplb. 91 (two cases).
1 Loc. cit.

' Long : Amer. Lancet, 1886, n.

8. ,
X.

,
404.

•'

Ttierap. Monatslift., 1888, ii.,

393, ex Vraeh, St. Pet.
,
1886.

•• Knabe : Berlin, cited by Matti-

son, Med. Age, 1887, v., 129.
' Thomas : Ibid.
«Sinies: M. News, Pbila., 1888,

liii., 70.
'• Abadie, Latte : Diss., Berlin,

ex Intern, kl. Rundschau, 1888.
* Zambiauchi : Gazz. d. Osp.,

1888. 93.
« Lancet, 1889, i., 292.
'" Baratoux, (juoted bv Reclus and

Wall: Rev. de Chir., 1889, ix., 167.
"

Odontologie, Paris, 1890, x.,

356. Journal inaccessible to us.
'^ "Li Her Zahnarzt," J. d.

Zahnblk., 1890, 25 Sept.
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12. Man, 45
;
an application of five drops of a flve-pei'-cent. solution

to the ear.'

13. Man, 29 (physician) ;
found dead in a lavatory. Had probably

taken an overdose of cocain to relieve pain, and had recourse to apo-

inorphin.'-

14. Man, 40
;
about 0.4 gm. (G grains) injected in solution into tu-

nica vaginalis. Death in twenty minutes.^

15. Man, 44
; about one drachm of a four-per-cent. solution (= 0.154

gni.) injected into urethra. Convvilsions, great cerebral excitement,

pulse imperceptible, death in four to five minutes.^

16. Girl, 12
;
a solution sprayed into the nose. Suddenly became

faint and died in a few minutes.^

17. Young woman
; a teaspoonful in beer. Suicide

;
death in half

an hour."

18. Boy, 2\
;
half a grain (0.03 gm.) injected into the urethra. Death

in three days.
19. "A friend;" subgingival injection of four grains (0.2G gm.)

Death in convulsions in one hour. "

20. Man, 72
;
1 gm. (15.3 grains) injected into urethra. Death in

a few minutes.*'

In the two cases in which cocain was swallowed (8, 17) the

dose taken was large, and probably notably in excess of that

capable of causing death. Much smaller quantities otherwise

administered caused death in Nos. 3, G, 11, 12, 14, 15, 18. In

the earlier cases, however, the purity of the cocain used is not

beyond question. Mannheim" considers 1 gm. as the lethal

dose, whether it be taken by the mouth or otherwise.

When death has followed the introduction of cocain into the

general circulation it has done so rapidly, withiu a few minutes,
or in less than an hour. In a few instances (1, 2, G) life has

been prolonged for from three to five hours, and in one excep-
tional case for three days (18). When taken by the stomach
cocain acts somewhat more slowly (8, 17) than when injected
or absorbed from the urethra.

Symptoms—NoN- FATAL cases.—Immediately after the

administration the patient "feels queer" and soon becomes very
restless, with a wild look in the eyes, is frequently very loqua-

' Scliwabach : Therap. Monatshft., "
Fagerlund ; Loc. eft.

1890, iv., 149. 'Haynes: Loc. cit.

'^Lancet, 1891, ii., 849. » Redus : Loc. cit. lu the light
^ Ber»pr : Loc. cit. of previous experience this case can
^ Gwyer : Unpnbli.shed ; Bellevue hardly be considered as "accident-

Hosp. Records, 1892, p. 553. al."
^ Baker : Loc. cit. »

i^q^. ^h
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cious, litters foolish uMiiarks, ami makes cliDiva-likt' inoxciiuiits

wiili ili(> arms ami K't^s. FuHjiU'iilly llic mental (list ui'baiK'e

progresses 1" ileliriiim, with halhieiiiat ions of sensation and <if

vision, or a nianiacil (Miulition in Aviiieh the elToi-ts of several

attendants aic re(|uiied to control the patient. There is a sense

of tlrvnoss and of scratthiny in the mouth and throat, ditlienlty

of (loLclutition, and a feeling of constriction and impi'iidiiig suf-

focation, anaesthesia at the seat t)f application, and a sensation

of tinu:linij^, jirickling, or nuinhness of the hands and feet.

There is an early inclination to vomit, which later (leveloi)s into

extreme nausea "svith eructations, although actual vomiting

rarely oin-urs until after administration of hrandy, Avhicli fre-

tpiently jji'ovokes it. There are cramps, or a hurning pain in

the stomach. Attacks of giddiness, with loss of power in the

legs, staggering, and a disposition to faint are early manifesta-

tions. The speech is incoherent, although the person is aware

of what is transpiring around him.' There are spasmodic con-

tractions and rigidity of the fingers, arms, and legs, with a ten-

dency to opisthotonus, and frequently^ violent tetanic or epilepti-

form attacks. The face at first is usually extremel}' pallid, and

the forehead covered with profuse jierspiration, although in

several instances there has been marked redness, or even cya-

nosis of the face in the early stages.
° The pupils are in most

cases dilated and insensible to light. In some instances, how-

ever, they have been of normal size and sensitive,' in others

unsymmetrically^ dilated,* or contracted," or contracted at first

and afterward dilated." The lids are widel}' opened, the eye-

halls protruding, and there are disturbances of vision, paral3'sis

of accomm<xlation, and even complete amaurosis. The pulse is

at first rapid, feeble, and frequently hardly perceptible at the

wrist, although the carotids may pulsate strongl}^ and the

heart's action is tumultuous, bounding, and thumping, with

' For a good acfount of the seusa- 795. Beck : Deut. med. Woclien-
tions see Way: Med. News, Phila., schr.,'1886, xii., 92.

1887, 1.. 486. ^ Ricci (Deut. med. Wochen-
- AsJiwortli : Lancet, 1889, i., schr., 1887, xiii., 894) administered

273. BaUer : Am. J. Oplitli., 1893, livpodermirally in tlic leg. Tliomas :

X., 342. Bullock: Boston M. and Med. Age, 188"7, v., 129.

S. J., 1887, cxvi., .575. Bhxlgett : 'Spear: Med. Rec, N. Y., 1885.

Ibid., 1887. cxvii., 282. Wagner: xxviii., .536.

Centlb. f. Nerveniilk., 1887. X., 518. « Mannheim : Berl. kl. Wochen-
^ Ashworth : Loc. cit. Heyniann : schr., 1886, xxiii., 583.

Berl. kl. Wochenschr. . 1885, xxii.,
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severe palpitation and pain in the cardiac region. The respira-

tion is short, convulsive, gasping, panting, or Cheyne-Stokes.'
There are severe pain and a bursting sensation in the head. The

patient rapidly becomes prostrated, suffers short periods of col-

lapse and unconsciousness, or may become deeply comatose.

The surface is cold, there are attacks of shivering, coldness, and

copious general perspiration. In exceptional instances, how-

ever, the skin is dry.^ In 'the later stages the surface becomes

cyanosed, the heart's action irregular, the pulse slow, weak, in-

termittent, and imperceptible, and the respiration slow, shallow,

irregular, and tending to arrest. Frequently when the symp-
toms have ameliorated they return with marked severity on

moving the patient. Recovery is usually rapid and complete,

although in some cases great muscular weakness, prostration,
and inability to perform certain acts persist for several weeks
or longer.^

Fatal Cases.—The small number of fatal cases in which
the symptoms have been reported are divisible into two groups :

Those in which death has been caused rapidly, within a few

minutes, and those in which the patient has survived a few
hours. In Knabe's case (3)' the girl took a deep breath in less

than forty seconds, turned deathly pale, dropped unconscious,
and was dead one minute later. In a case of subgingival in-

jection (11) the patient became motionless and soon died. In

the case referred to by Redus (20) the patient, who was suffer-

ing from cardiac disease and angina pectoris, and had sudden

suppression of urine, became pale immediately after the injec-

tion, was seized with nausea and trembling, the face became

livid, and he died in a few minutes in an attack of syncope. In

Baker's case (10) the girl died of failure of respiration in a few
minutes in spite of active treatment." In less rapidly fatal

cases the symptomatology is that of non-fatal cases, death oc-

curring either from failure of respiration or of the heart's ac-

tion.

Treatment.—Removal of unabsorbed cocain will be rarely
' Ma verba a sen : Wien. med. Hallopeau : Bull. gen. de therap.,

Presse, 1885, xxvi., 707. 1891. cxx., 481.
'^

Fiulay : Austral. M. Gaz. , 1887- * The numbers refer to the list of'

88, vii., 249. Knocke : Kansas City cases above.
Med. Rec, 1886, iii., 400. ^ See also Gwyer's and Zambia

3 Fox : Brit. M. Jour., 1888, i., anchi's cases above.
349. Killiani: Lancet, 1887 i., 17.

IV.—44
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jKkSsihlo. If, liowevor, it liavo lu'cii .•i(liiiinislon'il W^-tlio nu)uth,

roctuin, etc., tlu'so shoiiUl be washed out as exjicditiously as

jH^ssiblo. Tlie tendency to collapse may be combated b}- in-

iialationof aniyl nitrite and hyjxxlermics of ether. Thf internal

administration of alcoholic stimulants is also indicated for the

8iune object. For the control of spasms chloroform or other by

inhalation, and chloral hydrate internally may be resorted to,

and artiticial respiration to sujiplcmcnt failure of that func-

tion.

Post-Mortein Appearances.—In the few autopsies after

death from cocain marked hyperiemia of the liver, spleen, kid-

neys, lungs, and particularly of the brain and cord, have been

imifi>rmly observed, and also injection and ecchymoses of the

gastric mucous membrane.'

Detection.—Cocain is extracted from ammoniacal aqueous

liquids liy petroleum ether or, better, by benzene, and is conse-

quently to be sought for in residues V. and VI. (p. 130). The

tests for its identification are, however, as yet unsatisfactory:

1. Probabl}' the most characteristic reaction is its ph3'sio-

logical action in producing local ansesthesia ac the point of ap-

plication. This may be tested either by evaporating the solu-

tion upon a strip of filter paper, which is then placed upon the

tongue (previously rinsed clean), and after a minute or two

testing the sensibility with a needle; or by applying the neu-

tral solution to the e^'e of a cat, and examining the cornea for

sensibilitj' and noting the effect upon the pupil.

2. GieseVs Reaction."—A solution of potassium perman-

ganate produces in solutions of pure cocaium chlorid a fine

bright-violet crystalline precipitate of cocaium permanganate,
in rhombic plates, frequently arranged in rosettes. The pres-

ence of impurities interferes with the reaction.

3. Greitherr's Eeactioii.^—-Add 2-3 c.c. chlorin water to a

solution of cocain and then two to three drops of a five-per-

cent, solution of palladious chlorid: a fine red precipitate is

produced which is gradually decomposed by water, is insoluble

in alcohol and in ether, but soluble in sodium thiosulfate solu-

' Montalti : Sperimeutali, Firenze, Bull, et mem. Soc. d. cbir., Paris,

1888, Ixii., 294. FaKerlund : Vrtl- 1891, n. s.. xvii., 751.

jschr. f. ger. Med., 1894, 3 R., viii.,
' Pharm. Ztg., 1886, xxxi., 132.

Supplhft, 98. Sime.s: Med. News, ^
Ibid., 1889. xxxiv.. 617.

Phila., 1888, liii., 70. Berger:
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tion. Other alkaloids do not give the reaction, which, however,
lacks in sensitiveness.

4. Metzger''s Eeaction.'—On addition of a five-per-cent.

solution of chromic acid to an aqueous solution of cocaium

chlorid a distinct precipitate is formed with each drop, which

immediately redissolves. On the addition of concentrated hy-
drochloric acid a permanent orange - colored precipitate is

formed.

5. VitaWs Reaction.''—If a minute quantity (0.00005 gm.)
of cocain or of its chlorid be moistened with sulfuric acid, and
a fragment of iodic acid, or of potassium or sodium iodate be

added after solution, and the mixture warmed over the water-

bath, light-green streaks of color are produced, which change to

dark green and then to deep blue. On stronger heating the

liquid becomes violet and gives off violet vapors.
6. SchelVs Reaction.''— If cocaium chlorid be mixed dry

with calomel the mixture on slight moistening with water (by

breathing upon it) or with alcohol becomes blackened. The
reaction is not produced by the free alkaloid. It is also pro-
duced more intensely by pilocarpin.

7. Lerch and Scharge's Reaction.*—Add a drop of a solu-

tion of ferric chlorid to a solution of the cocain salt : a yellow
solution is formed which turns orange and red on heating,

8. BieVs Reaction.''—If a test tube containing a solution of

cocain in concentrated sulfuric acid be immersed in boiling
water for one or two minutes, and the solution diluted with

three volumes of water after cooling, crystals of benzoic acid

separate and the odor of the acid is given off.

9. Da Silva's Reaction" is the Vitali test for atropin: the

material is moistened with fuming nitric acid, the solution

evaporated to dryness on the water-bath, and the residue mois-

tened with alcoholic potash ;
a peculiar odor, resembling that of

peppermint, is given off, but no red color is produced.
Most of these chemical reactions are produced by benzoic

acid, liberated by the decomposition of cocain.

10. Solutions of cocaium chlorid produce crystalline precip-
itates with platinic chlorid, auric chlorid, and picric acid. The

' Pharm. Ztg., 1889, xxxiv.. 697. Arch. f. Pharm., 1889, 994.
2
L'Orosi, 1891, ex Ph. Jahrb., ^ Ph. Ztg., 1886, xxxi., 132.

1891, 527. 6 J (J ph et de chim., 1890, 5 s.,
2 Ph. Ztg., 1891, xxxiv., 55. xxii., 345.
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platinoi-'hlorid cn.stalli/es in jicfuliar T-sliapoil i-ry.sUiLs, tlio

chK>raurato in fi>rn-liko ;j;r(nips.

Chronic Poisoning- Cocainophag-ia. — Tlic cocaiu

bubit, wliich biiis fair tx) equal uioijihin addiction in tbc num-
ber of its victims, while of groat hygienic impoitancc and of

forensic interest in rehitiou to the mental condition of the co-

caiu hdhihic.s, does not pi'operly conu^ within the limits of for-

ensic toxicology. We therefore content ourselves with refer-

ring to a few of the more important articles upon the subject.'

COLCHICIN—COLCHICUM.

Two alkaloids have been obtained from Colchicuin uutuni'

nale (meadow saffron) :

CoLCHiCEiN — C\,H„NOe—which cr3'stallizes in needles,

diflficultl}' soluble in cold water but readily soluble in alcohol,

chloroform, benzene, and amy lie alcohol. It is feebly acid and
also basic. According to Pasclikis' colchicein is almost inert.

CoLCHicix—C„H,,NOe, CH3—is the methyl ether of colchi-

cein, and is usually amorphous, but may be obtained in pris-

matic crystals.' It is faintly basic in character, and is decom-

posed by hot acids into colchicein and a yellowish-green resin.

It is soluble in the solvents of colchicein and is also soluble in

all proportions in water. Petroleum ether not only does not

dissolve it but precipitates it from its chloroform solution.

Statistics, Prognosis, Duration.—We find record of but

3 serious poisonings by colchicin. In one a w'oman of forty-three

years received 1.2 gm. (18| grains) dispensed in mistake for co-

toin, and died from its effects in 31 hours." The others w^cre

non-fatal poisonings; one that of a girl of twentj^ years who re-

ceived 0.045 gm. (0.7 grain) of the alkaloid, and recovered from

its effects.
' The other that of a young woman who died in 33

' Krlenmever, in Peuzoldt and ^ Med. Jabrb., Wien, 1883, 257;
Stintzing's "Handt). d. spec. 1888.569.

Therap.," 1895, ii., 367, and tbe ^ Laborde and Honde:"Le col-

literature there referred to. Krebs : chique et la colchicine," Paris,
"Ein Fall von reineni Cocainis- 1887.

mus," Diss., Konigsb., 1892. "• Albertoni and Casali : Boll. d.

Bauer: Med. and Surg. Reptr., sc. nied. d. Bologna, 1890, 9 s., i.,

Phila., 1885, liii., 365.
"

Heiman : 38.

Deut. med. Wochenschr., 1889, xv.,
' Roller : Ber. . . . Rudolph Stift.»

232. Mattison: Quart. J. Inebr., Wien (1867), 1868, 227.

1888, X., 57.
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hours from the effects of 0.0104 gm. (^ grain, Russian) admin-

istered in mistake for cocain in consequence of a pharma-
cist's error.' Laborde and Honde'' report 4 not severe

accidental poisonings from 0.01 gm. or less. In a French

case colchicin was alleged to have been given with homicidal

intent.'

In other colchicum poisonings some part of the plant itself,

or one of its medicinal preparations, was taken. Thus the

leaves have been eaten in mistake in a salad,
^

or cooked,^ and

in several instances the capsules or seeds have been eaten by
children with fatal results. Ratti

'
attributed the cause of an

epidemic of gastro-intestinal irritation in a district in Rome to

the use of the milk of goats whose pasture contained notable

quantities of colchicum, along with other poisonous plants, and

he extracted a yellow material which gave the reactions of

colchicin from the milk and from the vomit of the patients.

Bottern
' has given an account of the non-fatal poisoning of five

persons by beer. The symptoms were those of colchicin poison-

ing and the reactions of that alkaloid were obtained with an

extract from the remaining beer. He refers to a similar poi-

soning reported by Warucke.* Dannenberg, has, however,
shown that a substance may be extracted by the Stas or Dragen-
dorff methods from normal beer, which gives the colchicin

reactions, but which may be separated from that alkaloid by
the process of purification described below."

The form in which the poison was taken in most of the cases

was either the wine of colchicum (that from the seeds or that

from the root or bulb) or the tincture (in a few instances made
from the flowers), swallowed in mistake for wine or spirits, or

taken in mistake or overdose as medicine. Several proprietary

gout remedies contain colchicum,'" and an accidental death from

' Von Maydell : St. Petersb. med. " Hosp. Tid., Kj>benh., 1874, 2

Wochenschr.
, 1881, vi., 166. R., i., 161.

^ C. rend. soc. de biol.. Paris,
^ See also v. Gelder : Deut. Klin.,

1885, 8 s., ii., 66. 1875, xxvii., 92, and Jundzitt :

^ AlTaire R , see below.
"
Ermittelung einiger Bitterstoflfe in

^Tartarin: Gaz. d. hop., 1881, Bier," Diss., Dorpat, 1873, 44.

liv., 427. 9f5ee Pharm. Jahresb., 1875, 484;
^Bleifus: Med. cor. Bl. wiirt. 1876, 633

; 1877, 560.

aerztl. Ver., 1839, ix., 409. "^ See Hahn and Holfert : "Spe-
« Ph. J. and Tr., 1875, 3 s., vi,, cialitatpn u. Geheimmittel," Ber-

47. lin, 1893, Nos. 662, 668, 670, 671,

677, 686, 687, 703.
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"
Lavillc"

'

is iiicliuK'd ainoiij^' the iioisoniiigs reported l)y tlie

Now York City I'.o.ini of Health in \s;:;'

Wo have oollatod tlio reports of 122 colchicum poiHoniii^s.

Of thos(> tlu> groiit majority (lOS) wore accidental, U were sui-

ciilal, and T) lioniicidal. In one instance a woman took an in-

fusion of colchiciiin to induce abortion. She miscarried the

next day and died a few hours afterward." One deatli from

colchicin was ilue to gross negligence on the part of a })har-

macist;* another was caused by the administration of colchi-

cum by an empiric;" 2 fatal poisonings were the subject of the

prosecution of a physician for homicide by negligence in

Alsace -/and the method of administration of the seeds to 2 chil-

dren who died therefrom remained undetermined.' Of the G

attempts at suicide 2 were unsuccessful." Two of the fatal

suicides were those of two sisters who destroj^ed themselves,

one about a year after the other, with wine of colchicum used

as a medicine by their adoptive father."

None of the 5 cases of alleged homicide by colchicum

was demonstrated to be such by expert evidence which would

be satisfactory at the present time. Tlie earliest was a French

case in 1832 in which a man attempted to poison his wife, but,

by chance, the poisoned food was given to a visitor, who died

in three days from its effects.
'"

Albert
" has reported an in-

stance in which a woman died from the effects of colchicum

seeds which another woman had induced her to take on the

pretence that they would cure her of a dropsy, but with the

intent apparently of causing her death. Taj'lor refers to the

' According to Halin and Holfert ® Fifield : Extr. Rec. Soc. Med.

(Ojf). cit.. No. 697), tlie original Impr. , Boston, 1859, iii., 70. Hen-
French "Laville" does not contain derson : London Med. (iaz., 1839,
colchicum. n. s., ii. [o. s. , xxiv.], 703.

'Five accidental deaths from 'Ollivier: Arch. gen. de med.,
"colchicum" are also included in 1836, 2 s., xi., 429; Ann. d'hvg.,
the reports for 1871-77. etc., 1836, xvi., 394. CoflTe : J.

''Dillon, quoted hv Beck: "Med. hehd. de progr. med., etc., 1835,

Jur.," r2th ed., ii., 891. iv., 49. The journal in whicli tlie

* V. Maydell : Loc. cit. other two suicides are reported ia
^
Reg. V. Markuss : Med. Times inaccessible to us. Sclimid: "Z%vei

and Gaz., 1864, i., 288. The de- Selbstvergiftungen niit todtlichem
fendant was acquitted. Ausgang durch Herhstzeitlosensa-

* Process Flocken. Strasburg, men," Schweiz. Ztschr. f. Med., Ch.
1887. Epagnon Dezille : These, u. Geb., 1846, ii., 327.

Paris, 1889 (No. 248), 38; "Neue '« CheTallier : J. d. chim. med.,
Pitaval," 1890, n. s., xxiii. etc., 1832, viii., 351.

•Porter and Tidv : Med. Times "Ztschr. f. Staatsarznk. , 1862,

and Gaz., 1874, ii.,"723. Ixxxiv., 202.
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case of Reg. v. Wilson, also in 1SG2, in which it appears proba-

ble that at least one of the woman's victims was destroyed by
colchicum.' Hecker^ has published a review of the evidence

in the case of a man who was found dying from a wound in the

throat, and who, it was alleged, had also been poisoned by
colchicum, and concludes that the evidence of poisoning was
not satisfactory. A somewhat similar conclusion was reached

after a careful examination in a more recent French case of

alleged poisoning by colchicine

The prognosis, so far as can be judged from reported cases,

is very unfavorable. Of 132 poisonings 90, or 73.7 per cent.,

were fatal.

In 53 of 71 fatal cases of which the duration is reported,

death occurred in less than -48 hours; in 13 cases in from 3

to 7 daj's, and in G after illness of longer duration. In one

group of 5 fatal poisonings the deaths occurred in from 19 to

26 hours,' and in another of 17 cases, 7 of which were fatal,

in from 19 to 39 hours." The most rapidly fatal case was one

mentioned by Taylor,^ of a man who died in 7 hours from

the effects of an ounce and a half of the wine. In some in-

stances the fatal termination has been delayed for several weeks.

McPhaill ' has reported the poisoning of 3 soldiers by wine

of colchicum, 1 died in 3 days, but the other 3 survived

for "a few weeks" in a condition resembling that of chronic

dysentery. In Schilling's case
*
a boy of 6 years died in 50

days after having eaten a quantity of the leaves and seeds.

Lethal Dose.—Sufficient data for the determination even

approximately of the minimum lethal dose of colchicin are still

lacking. The smallest dose of the wine which is stated to have

caused death is three and a half drachms, which quantity, given

medicinally in divided doses, is said to have proved fatal on

the fourth day.'

i"Pr. and Pr. of Med. Jur.,"3d '^

Major : Med. Times and Gaz.,
ed., i., 341 ; "Poisons," 3d Am. ed., 1874, 275.

493. « "
Pr. and Pr. Med. Jur.,

" 3d ed.,
^Friedreich's Bl. f. ger. Med., i., 340.

1868. xix., 331. ^ Am. Med. Intelligencer, 1838,
* Brouardel et al. : Ann. d'hyj;., ii., 312.

etc., 1886, 3 s., v., 230. See also ^M.edi. Ann., Heidelberg, 1840,

below, "Detection." vi.. 591.

*Roux; Union med., Paris, 1855, ''Mann: Taylor, "Poisons," 8d
ix., 145. Am. ed., 492. No particulars of
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Ill tliriH' instaiu't's iktsoiis li;i\(> i-cchn crrd .it'lcr li;i\'
iiij;' takrii

al'tnit an lUiiici" (:'.i»
cc. i of llit> linctiiiv.' A woman I'ocovorod

from tlic olTccts of an otiiirc of tlu'winf. taken dnrini;- twolvo

lu)urs;' and a man from the ctVfi'ts ol twoonnccs ((>o (•.(•.) of ;t

tiiu'tun^ of tlio llowi'is.

Syiiiptoins.
—Tlio synii)tt)ms an* tliostt of intonso {^awtro-

tMiti>rilis, followt^d by t'olla{)sr, and in fatal cases death from

exhaustiiui. In ^Maydell's case* (the only one of fatal colohicin

jM)isoninp: of which oven a brief account of tiie sytn|i1oms has

hoen jiublisheil), the girl experienced Imininj^ jjain in llic stom-

acb. and nausea in ilfteen minutes after having taken the pow-

der, ami voiniled in one hour. Wlien seen by Maydell, four

hours after the ingestion, she was vondting constantly, purg-

ing, suffered severe colicky abdominal pain, and great thirst.

Tlio skin was somewhat anasstheti/.ed, and the urine was di-

minished. She soon became collapsed. On the next day the

pulse was filiform and the heart's action very faint. (3n the

morning of the second day she was unconscious, cyanosed, and

pulseless. Trismus occurred half an hour before death, thirty-

three hours after the poisoning.

An interval of from three-quarters of an hour to two or three

Lours elapses between the ingestion and the first active symp-
toms in all cases of colchicum or colchicin poisoning. The

cause of the delay is attributed by Jacobi
'
to the comparatively

non-toxic quality of colchicin itself, and to its transformation

in the system into a colored and actively toxic product of oxi-

dation, which he has called oxydicolchicin, and to which he

assigns the formula (C^oH^jNOjO^.)
A burning sensation is experienced in the mouth and throat

which, as well as the tongue, afterward become dry, leathery or

parchment-like, so that deglutition becomes difficult or impos-

sible, and thirst is intense. Burning epigastric pain is also

present and, later, severe abdominal colic and pain in the lum-

the case are given, however. See 17, A. (32-40 gm. =.056-. 068 ool-

also Jacobi: Arch. f. exp. Path. u. chicin).
Ph., 1890, xxvii., 124. ^ Kennard : Am. J. Med. Sc,

' Henderson (London Med. Gaz., 1857, n. s., xxxiii., 69.

1839, n. s., ii., 763), F., 33, S. ^ Kuhn : Bull. gen. de therap.,

Lerov des Barres (Bull. Ac. de 1835, ix. 144.

med.'. Paris, 1847-48. xiii., 1013),
^ Loc. cit.

F..57, A. Warncke (Loe. «Y.), M.,
^ Arch. f. exp. Path. u. Ph..

1890, xxvii., 129.
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bar region. Nausea and retching are followed by vomiting,

which is incessant, and is soon accompanied by purging of

water}^ rice-water discharges, containing shreds of mucous

membrane and frequently blood, passed involuntarily and at-

tended with tenesmus. The pulse is small and irregular, and

later imperceptible. There is prsecordial anxiety, and sometimes

attacks of vertigo, or delirium. The patient becomes greatly

prostrated, cold, cyanosed, and collapsed. Toward the end

there is continual jactitation, with more or less violent convul-

sions, dilated pupils, tetanic spasms of the arms and legs, and

trismus. The secretion of urine is diminished and the elimina-

tion of the poison is slow, so that the repeated administration

of small doses may cause poisoning if the total quantity admin-

istered be sufficient.*

In protracted cases remissions of the symptoms with subse-

quent sudden and violent aggravation occur.'' Or the first

manifestations of violent symptoms are succeeded by a condi-

tion resembling that of chronic dysentery and terminating in

death." In Schilling's case' of death in fifty days the patient

had tetanic convulsions in the night following the taking of the

poison (seeds and leaves), and two days later hemiplegia, con-

vulsions, and constant diuresis. Diabetes began twenty-four

hours after the ingestion and continued until death.

Treatment.—The slowness of the action of this poison will

afford opportunity for the prevention of its effects by prompt

treatment, particularly when portions of the plant have been

taken and its identity is known. The stomach should be

washed out, as well as the large intestine, with water contain-

ing tannic acid in solution. The acid, or an astringent aqueous

preparation containing it, has the advantage of forming a pre-

cipitate with colchicin which is insoluble in excess of the pre-

cipitant or in the dilute hydrochloric acid of the gastric secre-

tion. As, however, it is soluble in alcohol (and in acetic acid)

an astringent tincture should not be used. Moreover, tannic

acid serves to control the dysenteric symptoms, for which pur-

pose it may also be given in powder by the mouth, and in

' Budd : Lancet, 1881, i., 3G8 tin : Bull, et mem. Soc. de therap.,
(see, however, Gould: ibid., 439). 1868, ii., 170.

Mann's case, cited above. De '^ Tartar in : Loc. cit.

Mussy, Bucquoy, and Moutard-Mar- ^ McPhaill : Loc. cit.
* Loc. cit.
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eii( ma in latiT .start's of tlu> juiisoiiiiiy;. ()|iium is iiulicalcd to

oontri>l tlio ]»ain, vmuitiii^, ami imrgiiig, ami warm inucilaj^i-

uoiis drinks ti) stiiiiulato tin* iliminislunl secrotioii oi iiriiic, and

thus favor cliniination. Warm comprcsst'S ai)])li(>d tolho ahdo-

nuMi iliininish tho folii*. IIy|KHU>rmit's of stimulants aro indi-

t-att'd in the sta^o of collapso; and artificial respiration may bo

callfd for bv failure of that function.

Post-Mortem Appearances. These are generally nega-

tive in character, except more or less intlammation of the intes-

tinal mucous membrane, and sometimes that of the stomach.

In Ware's case' the colon was swollen and inflamed throughout,

with j)atches of lymiih upon its mucoiis surface. Hemorrhagic
stains have been observed upon the surface of the heart, and

slight effusions in the heart muscle.^ Casper noted a drtrk

cherry-red and thick condition of the blood in his four cases.'

In Neubrandt's case' the pupils were found widely dilated

twenty-three hours after death, but in Ollivier's two cases' they

were not dilated when observed five and forty-three hours re-

spectively after death.

Analytical.—Colchicin and oxydicolchicin are extracted

from acid aqueous liquids by chloroform and b}' amylic alcohol.

When the search is particularly directed to these alkaloids the

acid solution should be agitated, first with petroleum ether to

remove impurities, and then repeatedly with chloroform. The

residue is usually yellowish and amorphous. It may be purified

by solution in water, filtration, precipitation of the alkaloid

with tannic acid, decomposition of the washed precipitate by

lead oxid, which is to be mixed with it, and the mixture boiled

with dilute alcohol, filtered, and evaporated to recover the

alkaloid. Colchicein is extracted from acid solutions by ben-

zene.

1. The behavior of colchicin toward general reagents is

given by Dragendorff
°
as follows: Tannic acid precipitates 0.2

mgm. in solution of 1 : 2500, the precipitate being readily solu-

ble in acetic acid. Auric chlorid precipitates 0.5 mgm. 1 : 1000.

' Extr. Rec. Soc. Med. Impr.,
^ Med. Cor. - Bl. wurt. aerztl.

Boston, 1859, iij., 71. Ver., 1840, x., 17. Also reported by
- Mayer : Med. News. Phila., 1894, Blumhardt (see Christison : "Poi-

Ixiv.. 4o7. sons," Am. ed., 676).
"
Vrtljschr. f. ger. Med., 1855,

^ Loc. cit.

vii., 12. See also Roux : Union « "Ermittelung von Giften," 4te

med., 1855, ix., 145 (five cases). Aufi., 1895, 275.
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Platinic clilorid forms no precipitate in solution 1 : 55." lodin

in potassium iocUd precipitates 1:2500. Bismuth potassium
iodid and phosphomolijhdic acid precipitate 0.15 mgm.
3:10,000. The other general reagents precipitate only very

concentrated or strongly acid solutions. Clilorin ivater forms

a yellow precipitate in aqueous solutions of colchicin, which

forms an orange-colored solution with ammonium hydroxid.

2. Concentrated sulfuric acid forms a yellow solution with

colchicin (.05 mgm.) On addition of nitric acid or sodium

nitrate to the solution the color changes to green, blue, violet,

and, finally, to pale yellow; and if concentrated potassium

hydroxid solution be then added a brick-red color is produced.

If the addition of nitric acid or of nitre be postponed for eigh-

teen hours the yellow color changes to red-violet, blue, and,

finally, nut-brown.

3. Nitric acid (sp. gr. 1.4) forms a violet solution which

changes to green and then to yellow (0.2 mgm.). The yellow

solution turns red on addition of potash solution. Fuming
nitric acid colors colchicin violet to indigo.

4. Ferric chlorid colors colchicin solutions dark green. If a

hydrochloric-acid solution of the alkaloid be boiled with ferric

chlorid it is colored greenish-black; and chloroform agitated

with this is colored garnet-red or brown,

5. Erdmann's reagent forms a blue solution.

6. Sulfovanadic acid forms a bluish-green solution.

7. Frohde's reagent forms a yellow solution, changing to

yellowish -green and back to yellow in twenty-four hours.

Colchicein and oxydicolchicin give the same color reactions.

Experiments with colchicin upon animals have not shown

that it produces effects which are sufHciently characteristic, nor

that any species experimented upon is sufficiently sensitive to

its action for the purposes of a life test.

Baumert^ obtained a putrid product, probably a peptone,

from a cadaver twenty-two months after death which resembled

colchicin in that it passed from acid solutions into chloroform

and into amylic alcohol (and also into benzene), which left it as

a yellow residue, and in its behavior toward the general re-

agents, but which did not give the reaction with ferric chlorid,

' A precipitate is formed after ^ Arch. d. Pharm., 1887, ccxxv.,

twenty -four hours in 1 : 3000. 911.
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;in(l also tlitTcird fioin ciilcliiciii in rDiniiiii; pro('i])itatos Avith

jilatiiiif I'liliirid and willi |ii('iic acid. I jit'licrinann
'

also oh-

tainod a pntrid [u-oduct wiiicli passed into filler fi'oin acid as

well as fi-oni alkaline liipiids, and which was j'ellow and

amorphous. It ditVeivil fntin coU-hicin, liovvovor, in giving
wiiit*^ procijiitatos with chlorin water, with niorcniricchlorid, and

with potassium iodhydrarg\'rat(>; in giving a n^ddish-violet

color after standing with sulfuric acid, and in failing to give
the nitric-aoid reaction. Indeed, Liehermann considered this

ptomain as resenihling coniin, except in that it was not volatile

and hail a ditl'orent odor.

In vii-w of the small nunibei- of the not very characteristic

reactions of colchicin the analyst would not at present be war-

ranted imder any circumstances in expressing a stronger opinion
than that of the experts in the Affaire R :' that the r(>sults

are in accordance with the hypothesis of colchicin poisoning,

but that they do not demonstrate that Fuch hypothesis is correct.

According to Oboloonski
^
colchicin is not readily decom-

posed by contact with putrefying material.

CONIIN AND CONIUM.

Hemlock {Conium maculatum) is a native of Europe, but

is also common in the older portions of the United States,

where it grows on roadsides and in waste places. Its toxic

character was recognized by the ancients, and its juice or an

infusion of the leaves was used bj' the Athenians (zwvejov) as

a judicial poison. Hemlock was administered to Socrates,

Phocion, and Theramenes.*

Five alkaloids have been obtained from conium.

Coniin— Coiiicin, Cicutin— is, chemically, alpha-propyl-

piperidin, C^H^CCaH, «)NH, and is the most simply consti-

tuted of the vegetable alkaloids, as well as the earliest to be

obtained by synthesis.' The natural alkaloid was first obtained

by Giesecke in 1827." It is a colorless liquid, having a burning
' Berichte, Berlin, 1876, ix.

,
151. son see Imbert-Gourbeyre : "De la

- Ann. d'hyg., etc., 1886, 3 s., mort de Socrate," etc., Paris, 1875.

xr., 262, 278. * Ladenburg : Berichte, Berlin,
^Cheni. Centbl., 1888, 3 R., xix., 1884, xvii.. 772, 1121, 1676; 1885,

429. xxviii., 47, 913, 1587, 2961.
^ For a discussion of the identity

^ Arch. d. Pharm., xx., 97.

of hemlock and the Athenian poi-
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taste, and a penetrating, disagreeable odor, sp. gr. 0.878 to 0.886.

Volatile to some extent at ordinary temperatures, it distils

with alcohol or water. Its boiling point is variously stated

between 150° and 212° (302°-4U° F.). It dissolves in 100 parts

of cold water and is less soluble in hot water, soluble in all pro-

portions in alcohol, and in (J parts of ether
;
and is also dissolved

by chloroform, benzene, petroleum ether, amylic alcohol, acetone,

and ethereal oils. Its solutions are strongly alkaline and dex-

trogyrous [«]„
= + 13.8. With acids it forms crystalline salts,

soluble in water and in alcohol, which are partly decomposed,
with loss of coniin, on evaporation of the solutions. Its vapor

produces a white cloud with acid vapors or gases. The free base

on exposure to air becomes oxidized and resinous. It exists in

the greatest proportion (0.05 to 0.00 per cent.) in the leaves at the

time of flowering, and in the seed when almost ripe (0.7 per cent.) .

Conhydrin—derived from coniin by substitution of OH for

H in one of the remaining alpha positions, C,H,(0H,C3H, «)-

NH—exists in very small proportion in hemlock, from which

it was obtained by Wertheim in 1856.' It separates from com-

mercial coniin when this is cooled to 5° (41° F.). It crystallizes

in pearly plates, which fuse at 126''. (260° F.) to a liquid which

boils at 226°. 3 (439° F.). The solid also sublimes in part at

100° (212° F.). It volatilizes without decomposition. Its odor

resembles that of coniin. It is soluble in water, readily soluble

in alcohol and in ether, and somewhat soluble in petroleum
ether. It is strongly alkaline and dextrogyrous. It is highly

poisonous.

Pseudo-conhydrin—C^H^NO—isomeric with conhydrin,

a base existing in conium in small quantity, discovered by

Merck," is a light, white, crystalline solid, having the odor of

conhydrin, readily soluble in alcohol, ether, and chloroform.

It fuses at 100°-102° (212°-215°.6 F.) and boils at 229°-231°

(444°. 2-448° F.), is dextrogyrous [«]<>= +-i°-3, and is a strong

base, having an alkaline reaction.

Methyl coniin—C,H,(C3H,)N,CH3-and ethyl piperi-
din—C,H,„N,C„H,—are volatile, oily, alkaline bases, lighter

than water, which accompany coniin in small quantity.'

' Ann. d. Ch. ii. Ph.. c, 829; * Laden burg and Adam : Berichte.

cxxiii., 157; cxxvii., 75; cxxx., Berlin, 1891, xxiv., 1671.

269. ^ For the physiological action of
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Stlltistics, -
I II loccnt tinu's coniiii or coiiiuiii jxtisoiiiiij^s

aiv of rari' ot'ounvncr. Wo lia\ o collatoil the roporls of ',V,\

casos from im>(lioal ami pliannartMiiiral literatiiro.' Al-

most all woro acoidontal, many caused liy persons oaliiiLC t^ln*

root in mistako I'oi- ]iarsnij)s, ctt'., or llio loaves. In oiio in-

stanct> fto persi)ns aro said to liavo died from the use of liem-

kx'k in tiio kitfluMi in mistako for parsley." Poisonings havo

also resulted from the accidental mixing of hi>ndock seeds with

those <'f anise;' and 3 children an> said to have heen poi-

soned, 1 fatally, hy blowing Avhistles made of liendock stems.*

( )nly (> cases, :5 fatal, were caused by the tincture or fluid

extract taken in overdose." In one instance a man of 22 years

was severel}' poisoned by inhaling the vapor of coniin in

small amount." Although Schauenstein
'
refers to 2 suicides

b}' conium, we find no record of aii instance of intentional

self-destruction by this poison. One of the 2 cases here re-

ferred to is that of Walker, who died in New York in 1875

from the effects of loO minims of S(pnbb\s fluid extract, taken

in three doses during an hour. But this case, frequently re-

ferred to as suicidal, was* due to a misunderstanding of the

physician's directions.' Four alleged homicides by this poison

have been investigated. In Reg. v. Bowyer, in 1848, a woman
was accused of the murder of her child by a decoction of hem-

lock, but ac(iuitted from lack of evidence." Mitscherlich and

Casper" reviewed the evidence as to the cause of the death of

a man alleged to have been poisoned by conium, reaching the

methvl-coniin see Brown and "overdose," R. Pepper (Med. -leg.

Fraser: Tr. roy. Soc, Edinb., 1869, J., N. Y., 1885-86, iii., 179), ei^ht

XXV., 893. Hope : Diss., Kiel, 1893. months, gr. v., extract, D. seven
' Not including Oria v Cruz : An- hours. Langdon (Cincin. M. and

fiteatroanat.. Madrid, 1878, vi., 103, Dent. J., 1885-86., i., 138), F., 35,

and Reichardt: Jenaisch. Ztsch. f. about 3 vij. tinct., R. ; the Walker

Med., etc., 1865, ii., 340, which are case below,
inaccessible to us. ^ cj^luilz; : Deut. med. Wochen-

- Med. Times and Gaz., 1855, ii., schr., 1887, xiii., 495.

51.
•"

Op. cit., p. 573.

^Galtier: "Tox.," ii., 206. » Wharton and Stille : "Med.
Scliauenstein : Masclika's "Handb. Jur.," 4th ed., ii., 613. Bell:

(1. ger. Med.," ii., 574. Sanitarian, 1875, iii., 117, and Tr.

^Lancet, 1851, ii., 276. Am. Med. Assoc, 1875, xxvi., 345;
5 Stille ("Mat. Med.," ii., 268) Med. Times and Gaz., 1875, i., 473.

(Hunter), M., ad., Z x. extract,
* London Med. Times. 1848,

D. two hours. Fountain (Am. J. xviii., 244. Taylor: "Poisons,"
M. Sc. 1846, n. s., xi., 123), M., 3dAm. ed., 700.

ad., gr. xij., extract, R. Pereira "'
Vrtljschr. f. ger. Med., 1859,

("Mat. Med.," ii., 732), M., ad.,
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conclusions that death was due to mechanical suffocation, and

that the facts were insufficient to constitute positive proof that

poisoning by conium had also been attempted. The same neg-

ative conclusion as to proof of hemlock poisoning as the cause

of death was reached in the case of a man of seventy years who

was alleged to have been destroyed by conium, administered in

soup by his son.' In 18G1 Louise Berger died in a few minutes

from the effects of ten to fifteen drops of coniin, administered

by her lover. Dr. Jahn.^

Lethal Dose—Duration—Prognosis.—The minimum

lethal dose of pure coniin for the human subject is undeter-

mined. Probably that supposed to have caused death in a few

minutes in Dr. Jahn's case, ten to fifteen drops (about 0.4:2 to

0.03 gm.)' was greatly in excess of that sufficient to cause death,

and probably 0.15 gm. might cause the death of a human adult.

The experiments of Schroff' made upon twenty-seven physi-

cians showed 0.003 to 0.085 gm. of the pure alkaloid, dissolved

in alcohol, to constitute a toxic dose. Van Praag
'
states the

minimum lethal dose for cats and dogs as 0.132 gm., for rabbits

0.0163 gm., for small birds 0.243 gm., for frogs 0.004 gm., and

for fishes 0.0732 gm. Ihmsen" found that thirty drops (1.2G

gm.) given to a horse by the mouth remained without effect,

and that five drops (0.2 gm.) injected into the jugular, although

a toxic dose, was not lethal. Stienhauslin
' found the lethal

dose for rabbits to be 45. 75 mgm. per kilogram. Martens
* found

the minimum lethal dose for white mice to be 1.54 mgm. (75.05

mgm. per kilogram), and for pigeons 11.4 mgm. (40.3 mgm.
per kilogram). The investigations of Brown and Frazer,* and

of Tiryakian
'° have shown that commercial samples of coniin

differ materially in their activity with the degree to which they

have become altered by exposure to air.

The parts of the plant and the pharmaceutical preparations

' Hofmann : Vrtljschr. f. ger. d. Aerzte in Wien, 1856, ii., 83, 49,

Med., 1870, n. F., xiii., 1. 73, 102.
'^ Arch. d. Pharm., 1861, 3 R.

,

^ Nederl. Lancet, 185.5, 3 s., iv.,

cvii., 257, 360. Dupuy : "Alca- 672.

loides," i., 465. Husemann u. * Husemann u. Hilger : "Pflan-

Hilger :

"
Pflanzenstoflfe,

" 2te Aufl.
, zenstoffe,

" 2te Aufl., 921.

923. ' Diss., Berne, 1887.
^ Schroff gives tlie weight of a *

Diss., Kiel, 1893.

dropof coniin as 0.042 gm.
» Tr. Roy. Soc, Edinb., 1869,

*Wochenbl. d. k. k. Gesellsch. xxv., 893.
'«
These, Paris, 1878.
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inailo tlicrol'iom vary still iiioic in stiriitcth ac'cuniiii^- to tlio

HOUiSoii at wliic-li tlio plant is {j^atherod and their di'yivc of Ircsli-

nes8.

Tln' duration of a fatal luiisoiiinL;- liy coniin is (•oni})assod

Nvithin a fow iiiiiiutt's; and v\vi\ whrn death is caused hy tho

leaves, or hy a dei-oi-tion, or hy the tluid extract llie dinalion of

tho poisoninjjj has only excoeilod tlirce hours in two instances:

a man of forty-three years died in tlireo and a half hours after

eating a (juantity of the leaves;
' and in Pepi^er's case' a child

died in seven hours from the effects of five grains of tho extract.

An exceptional case is reported hy Armstrt)ng
'

of a woman of

twenty years who is said to have died in fiftj'-two hours from
the effects of the root of Conium maculatum. The case was,

however, ijeculiar in other respects, and so far as the imperfect

report indicates, the symptoms were not those of conimn poi-

soning, but rather those of a cicuta poisoning of prolonged dura-

tion.

The prognosis will depend upon the (quantity of coniin

absorbed, and consequently with the amount of the alkaloid

present in the plant or preparation swallowed, and with the

length of time it is allowed to remain in the stomach. In

cases not rapidly fatal the condition of the respiration is the best

indication of the probable result. Owing to the imperfect
character of many of the reports and the uncertainty of the

quantities of coniin present, an attempt to indicate the fatality

by a comparison of the numbers of deaths and recoveries in

reported cases would be misleading.

Symptoms.—The action of coniin is that of a powerful

l^aralyzant. A burning sensation in the mouth, with a sense

of scratching in the throat, and dizziness may be perceived upon,
or shortly after, swallowing the poison, but the first noticeable

effect is a prickling sensation and loss of power in the lower

extremities, the paralysis beginning at the feet and extending

upward. Dr. Earle, however, who was on horseback, per-

ceived the loss of power first in the upper extremities.* The

person staggers as if intoxicated on attempting to walk, or

falls. Consciousness is, however, perfect, and the intellect re-

' Bennett: Edinb. M. and S. ^ Tr. M. Soc. N. Jersey, 1880,
Jour., 1845, Ixiv., 169. cxiv., 249.

^ Loc. cit. * Fountain : Loc. cit.
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mains clear even after the powers of motion and of speech are

lost. There is some nausea, but no vomiting. Frontal head-

ache, and a peculiar sensation as if of an obstruction between

the eyelids are experienced. The speech becomes thick and

finally lost, and deglutition difficult, then impossible. The

pupils are dilated, and the pulse and temperature are normal

until toward the end. The arms become paralyzed, and the

paralysis extends to the muscles of respiration, causing death

by asphj^xia.

The cases frequently quoted from Orfila of two persons who
manifested the symptoms of atropic poisoning, and whose poi-

soning is ascribed to conium, were probably caused by hyosc}'-

amns.'

Treatment.—This should consist in the removal of unab-

sorbed poison by mechanical means or by the administration of

emetics and purgatives; and in the performance of artificial

respiration when the natural function fails.

Post-Mortem Appearances.—These are not characteris-

tic, and are mainly those found after death from asphyxia by
other causes: hypersemia of the brain, meninges, and lungs,

dark, difficultly coagulating blood, which becomes brighter on

exposure to air, and sometimes oedema of the lungs. The

gastric mucous membrane is somewhat reddened, and, after

death from coniin, may be ecchymosed.
Detection.—Coniin is abstracted from alkaline aqueous

liquids by petroleum ether, and will consequently be found in

residue V. in the systematic process for alkaloids (see p. 13G).

In the process for volatile poisons it will also appear in the dis-

tillate from alkaline solution. Indeed, the best method for the

separation of the alkaloid consists in adding magnesia and dis-

tilling nearly to dryness. The distillate is neutralized with

oxalic acid and evaporated to dryness, and the residue extracted

with alcohol, which dissolves conium oxalate, but not ammo-
nium oxalate. After filtration the alcohol is evaporated, and
the alkaloid liberated with caustic soda. The free alkaloid pre--

sents the following reactions :

' Tliese cases, cited as conium veneneuses de la Suisse," 1770, p.
poisonings by most writers (as late 374), who in turn took them from
as Kobert, 1893), are quoted by Matthiolus (Lib. vi., cap., xi., ed.
Orfila C'Tox. gen.," 5emp ed., ii., Venet., 1554, p. Gfi.S) , wlio says that
539) from Vicat ("Hist. d. plantes the root was cooked in mistake for

IV. -45
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1. It is iiilx' {t'\]\ (liMjis or streaks), has a ptn-iiliar cxIdi', ro-

st'inldiii.i;' tliat of llio uriiu' of mice, is alkaliiio in rouctioii, aixl

nHl(lt>ns iilu'iiolphthalciii. Aci'onlinjj; to lloiit,' coniiii and iiic-

otiri may lu> distiiitjuishtMl from each other by tlie fact that an

alooliolic sohitioii of tli(> fornuT roddoim an alcoholic solution of

j)lu'nol]ththalein, \vhilt> an alcoholic solution of the latter docs

not.

'^\ A strong' c-oKl solution of tho alkaloid in water becomes

cloudy when heated, and clears up on cooliny.

;?. An a([ueous solution of the alkaloid is rendered milk}- by
chlorin water. Nicotin does not behave similarly with 2 and ;).

4. A glass rod, moistened with hydrochloric acid, when

approached to the alkaloid, is surrounded by a white cloud,

while the coniiu becomes converted into a crystalline mass,

which, with a magnifying power of 180-250 is seen to consist

of doubly refracting needles arranged in stellate bundles or in

dendritic forms, or irregularl}' interlaced. After a time yellow-

ish amorphous masses and cubical or octahedral crystals, hav-

ing no action on polarized light, and sometimes arranged in

cross or dagger shapes, are produced from the needles (Erliard).

5. The bromid also forms similar crystals, which may be

produced by placing a watch-glass containing bromin water

over one containing an ethereal solution of the alkaloid, and

covering both with an inverted beaker. A similar crystalliza-

tion is obtained if a solution of bromin in hydrobromic acid be

used in place of bromin water.'' Nicotin does not form crystals

under these conditions.

6. If an aqueous solution of coniin containing sulfuric acid

be evaporated at the ordinary temperature, needle-shaped crys-

tals are first formed, and later largo crystalline plates. Similar

crystals are produced by the alkaloid with phosphoric acid.'

7. Dragendorff' gives the behavior of coniin in sulfuric

aqueous solution toward the general precipitants as follows:

with jwtassium hisimith iodid, an orange-red precipitate up to

1 : 6000; phosphomolybdic acid, a yellowish precipitate 1 : 1000;

parsnips. Hyoscyamus has been '' Wormley : "Micro - Cliem. of

frequently eaten in consequence of Poi.sons,
"
2ed.. 461.

a like mistake. ^ Erhard :

" Die giftig. Alkaloide,
"

' Arch. d. Pharm., 1893, cexxxi., etc., PI. i., f. 4; PI. ii., f. 1.

376 * "Ermitt. von Giften,"4te Aufl.,

284.
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potassium mercurij ioclid, a cloudiness 1 : 800
; potassium

cadmium iodid, slight cloud 1 : 800
; iodo-potassium iodid,

kermes-colored i3recipitate 1 : 10,000.

Auric and platinic chlorids, which precipitate nicotin in

dilutions of 1 : 10,000 and 1 : 5000 respectivel}-, do not precipitate

coniin in solutions more dilute than 1 : 100.'

8. Color reagents for the most part give negative results.

According to Solin," fuming nitric acid colors coniin bluish,

changing to orange, and dry hydrochloric acid gas forms a

purple-red color, changing to indigo.' According to Kundrat,^
sulfovanadic acid gives an intense green color, gradually be-

coming brownish.

9. When injected into the hind leg of a frog coniin, or its

salts, produces paralysis of that member, which becomes limp
and is dragged around by the animal in moving. Injected
into animals in larger amount it produces paralysis, beginning
with the posterior extremities, very much like that caused by
curare.^

The different species of Lupine {Lujnnus albus, lutens,

etc.), whose seeds, after suitable preparation, are used as food in

the countries bordering the Mediterranean, have been found bj'

Baumert to contain at least two alkaloids, one of which, lupin-

idin, C^HjjN, resembles coniin in being liquid, oily, and vola-

tile, in its odor, in being more soluble in cold than in hot water,
and in its physiological action. ltiip>latinochlorid is, however,
insoluble in water.* According to the more recent investigation
of Soldaini,' lupinus albus contains two alkaloids, one solid and

crystalline, the other oily, both having the formula Ci^H^.N^O.
He makes no mention of an alkaloid having the characters of

lupinidin, unless a product of the action of alkalies upon his fluid

alkaloid, to whose chloraurate he assigns the formula Ci^H^^Nj,

HCI.AUCI3, be such.

' See also Zalevvski : Diss.
, Dor- ^ See Dupuy :

"
Alcaloides,

"
i.,

pat, 18G9. 449. Blyth :" Poisons,
"
253.

^"Dictionary of Active Princi- ''Baumert: Ann. d. Cli. n. Ph.,
pies of Plants,

"
43. 1884, ccxxiv., 321; ocxv., 365.

*
Drageudorff does not mention Loewenthal : Diss., Konigsberp^,

the nitric-acid reaction, and con- 1888. Husemann : Ph. Ztg., 1890.
siders that witli hydrochloric acid 611.
to be due to impurities ("Ermitt.

' Arch. d. Pharm., 1893, 3 R.,
von Giften," 4te Aufl., 284). xliii., 321, 481.

* Ztschr. f. an. Chem., 1889,
xxviii., 710.
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Coniiii-liko Ptomaiiis. NClaiilr, licniid, ;ill<;iliii(' l)asos,

sonu' of wliicli li;i\(' a iiioro or less distiiicl mousey odor, aro

fri'iiuciitly jirodiicrd dnriu^c l>ut rctact ion, and in tlir picsciit

(."oiiilitiiui (if our knowkulyi* tlic analyst Nvdl not. l)(> warranted in

asserliny: tlic cxistiMico of coiiiiii in imtrffying inalorial fnjin

lilt* artinnalivo rosnlts of the roaftioiis ahovo inenlioned aloiio,

and it nuist also he roniiMnborod tliat similar substanccis may bo

intriuhu'od into tho livinti; bod}' in dLH'oni})osed food articles.'

!Most of tho licjuid putrid products iiavo boon idontilicd as

inonamins (trimethylamin, othylaniin, etc., or dianiins (ca-

daverin, jiutrosc-in, etc.), which are extracted l)y jx'trolcnm

other or pass over on distillation from alkaline solutions.

These bases have not the physiological action of couiin,

however.

Many of the volatile ptomaTns obtained by Selmi were in

all probability aniins, but some of them })resented such similar-

ity to coniin in odor, volatility, and alkalinity that Selmi ex-

pressed the opinion that coniin itself is produced during putre-

faction." Whether this product had a physiological action

resembling tliat of coniin or not was not determined. Schwa-

nert' had in 1874 obtained a volatile, alkaline base from putre-

fying material, which had tho odor of propjdamin and was

probably a monamin. He remarks that "from its ready vola-

tility and its peculiar odor it was not coniin or nicotin." In a

noteworthy criminal case in Germany in 1874 (Process

Brandes-Krebs), Otto showed that the licjuid, volatile, alkaline

base, separated from the cadaver and said by two analysts to be

coniin, could not be either that alkaloid or nicotin, and was not

identical with any vegetable base known to him. While pre-

senting many points of resemblance to coniin and to nicotin it

had not the odor of coniin, was intensely bitter and highly

poisonous, and its aqueous solution did not cloud on heating.

It resembled nicotin in that it formed precipitates with platinic,

auric, and mercuric chlorids, but differed from it in the crys-

talline and doubly refractive characters of its chlorid, and in

failing to give the Roussin reaction.* In 1878 Brouardel and

' See Brouardel and Boutniy's
^ Berichte, Berlin, 1874, vii.,

case below. i;3.32.

2 "Sulle Ptomaine," Bologna,
* "Ausmitteliins d. Gifte," 6te

1878, 22-30. Aufl., 2teAbd., 1892, 93-95.
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Boutmy
'

obtained from the cadaver of a woman who had died

from the effects of eating a portion of a decomposed stuffed

goose, as well as from the remains of the food, a liquid, alkaline

base which had the odor of coniin, and bore some resemblance

to that alkaloid in its behavior toward the general reagents, but

which differed from it in its action upon frogs. They attrib-

uted the death to ptomain poisoning. Otto
^
also refers to an

instance in which Sonnenschein mistook a volatile putrid alka-

loid for coniin in a case of poisoning by water hemlock (Cicuta

virosa) . The body had been buried three months.

other poisonous umbelliferous plants.

Water Hemlock (Cicuta Virosa, vel Aquatica).

The water hemlock, or cowbane, which grows abundantly
in the north of continental Europe and less commonly in the

south of England, has been frequently confounded with conium,
which it resembles in appearance, but from which it differs

markedly in its physiological action. Early medical writers

refer frequently to poisonings caused by the root having been

eaten in mistake for parsnips or celery root, or by the herb hav-

ing been used in the kitchen in mistake for parsley," and one of

the earliest of toxicological monographs is that of Wepfer, re-

lating to the poisoning of eight children by the root.' Similar

accidents are of occasional o(;currence at the present time, al-

though they are rarely reported in medical literature.^ In the

United States similar accidental poisonings by the closely

related Cicuta maciilata, which is widely known as water

hemlock, spotted cowbane, heaver poison, or musquash root,"

'Ann. d'hyg., etc., 1880, 3 s., Berl. kl. Wochenschr., 1885, xxii.,

iv., 352. 540. Robert: "Intoxikationen,"
^
Op. cz7., 96. 629. Ludtke : Arch. d. Pharm.,

^SeeWibmer: "Wirkung," etc., 1893. ccxxxi., 34.

ii., 113. '' Stockbridge : New England J.
• "Cicutse aquaticae historia et M. and S. , 1814, iii., 334. Hazel-

noxa," Basilfe, 1679; ibid., 1713; fine: I hid., 1818, vii., 219. Trues-

Lugd. Bat., 1733; Venet., 1759. dale: Brit. Am. J., 1862, iii., 87.
^ Pli. J. and Tr., 1872, 3 s., ii., Dupuis : Canada M. J., 1865, i., 416.

1063. Lender: Vrtljschr. f. ger. Matchett : Cincin. Lancet and Obs.,

Med., 1865, n. F., iii., 126. Her- 1870, n. s., xiii., 462. Folk: Tr.

zog : Deut. Ztschr. f. d. Staats- S. Car. M. Assoc, 1882, xxxii., 69.

arznk., 1868, n. F., xxvi., 92. Armstrong: Tr. M. Soc. N.Jersey,
Kelp: Vrtl.ischr. f. d. ger. Med., 1880, cxiv., 249 (reported as co-

1879, n. F.,xxx.. 380. Breternitz: nium).
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aro not of iinusiial occ'iirroiK'O. 'J'wo liomicidal poisoniiij^s by
oicvita virosa have liccii sul)j(>(.'ts of invcstij^ation in CJcnnaiiy.

In oiu' a vounLC woinaii nl" sovcMitot-'n years was oonvii'tod ol tlio

nuirilor of lu>r husbaml, a}j;iHl sixty, by this plant, administered

partly in i-otlee, and ]iartly mixed with parsley.' The other

was au accusation of poisoning bj' cicuta referred to by Otto.'

A poisoning by the herb, purchased from an lH>rbalist, by a man
of fifty -five years, reported b}- Caillard,'' ap]jears to have been

the result of an attempt at suicide.

Cicuta virosa contains no coniin;^ but owes its toxic action

to a neutral, n^sinous body, first se})arated by Boehm,' and

called by him cicuto.vin, which is amorphous, gummy, light

yellow, acid in reaction, rather soluble in hot water and in di-

lute alkaline solutions, soluble in alcohol, ether, and chloroform,

but not soluble in petroleum ether, wiiich precipitates it from

its ethereal solution. Nor is coniin or another volatile alkaloid

present in the American Cicuta maculata, whose poisonous

action, similar to that of Cicuta virosa, is probably due to the

action of a substance similar to or identical with cicutoxin."

The symptoms of poisoning by cicuta resemble those

caused by G^nanilie crocata (see below) more closely than they

do those of conium poisoning. The onset is sometimes rapid,

sometimes delayed; there are nausea, vomiting, colicky pains,

staggering, palpitation, and loss of consciousness, with, at first,

ptosis, dropping of the lower jaw, and pale face and lips. Soon

there are twitchings of the facial muscles
;
the patient becomes

uneas}', the respiration more accelerated; the paleness gives

place to cyanosis, and the patient is attacked with the most

violent convulsions, at first tonic in character, becoming clonic,

of long duration (one to five minutes), during w^hich there is

marked opisthotonos of the head, neck, and trunk, and the legs

are drawn up ;
there is gnashing of the teeth, and the lips are cov-

ered with a reddish-brown froth. During the spasm the fceces

' Friedreich's Bl. i. ger. Med., Ankum : J. f. prakt. Cheiii., 1868,

1850, i., Hft. 1, 39-68. cv.. 1.^1.

* "Ausmitt. d. Gifte," 6te Aufl.,
^ Loc. eit. See also Wikszemski :

96. Diss. , Dorpat, 1875. Polil : Arch. f.

3 Clin. d. hop., 1829, iv., 33. exp.
Path. u. Ph.. 1894, xxxiv.,

•*

Dragendorflf : "Ermitt. von 265.

Giften." 4teAufl., 279. Otto: Op.
« Blacksmann : Amer. J. Pharm..

cit, 71. Boehm: Arch. f. exp. 1893, 4; Pharm. Ztg.. '1893, 148.

Path. u. Ph., 1876, v., 279. Van See also Mai sch : Am. J. Ph., 1891,
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are passed involuntarily, and the urine is expelled in a strong

stream; and at its height the respiration, and apparently the

heart also, is complete!}^ arrested. During the intervals, which

are of about ten minutes' duration, the face is pale, the saliva

flows from the angles of the mouth, the extremities are cold,

though the rectal temperature is normal, the respiration is ac-

celerated and stertorous; the heart's action is irregular, with

pauses after every second, third, or fourth beat; the radial

pulse is imperceptilile, the pupils are widely dilated,' the cor-

neal reflex is absent and the patient is entirely unconscious.

In fatal cases death occurs during a spasm, from asphyxia, or

the severity of the spasms abates, and the patient remains un-

conscious and expires in coma. In non-fatal cases recovery is

rapid after cessation of the convulsions.

The treatment of cicuta poisoning should consist in the

evacuation and washing out of the stomach, whether the

patient has vomited or not, and even if considerable time has

elapsed since the poison was swallowed. If emetics be given,

apomorphin is to be preferred to those given by the mouth. To
control the convulsions, chloral hydrate should be resorted to if

possible, and chloroform and ether by inhalation.

The post-mortem appearances are for the most part

negative. There are evidences of gastric irritation, and some-

times ecchymoses are produced in various organs during the

spasms. If death have occurred from asphyxia the usual evi-

dences of that mode of death will be present.
The chemical detection of cicutoxin is, in the present con-

dition of our knowledge, impossible. In cases of death from

portions of the plant, evidences of value may be obtained from

the botanic character of portions remaining in the stomaeh;''

or the action of cicutoxin upon frogs may be utilized for its

identification under favorable conditions. Animals recently

captured are more sensitive than those which have been kept in

confinement. The action of cicutoxin is divided into three

periods : 1st, A period of latency, during which the animal as-

sumes a peculiar position ; the hind legs are spread out, with
the legs making a right angle to the thighs and the toes spread

In one of Dupuis' cases the ing: tlie interval (Canada M. J.,

pupils were said to be contracted 1865, i., 416).
during the spasm, and dilated dur- ^ Liidtke : Arch. d. Ph., 1893,

cexxxi., 34.
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wiiK' a[iart. The animal inoNcs only when stioiijj;!}' iiritati'tl,

aiul ihoii walks w iili Kj^s \vu\v aiiart. '-Id, 'I'lie animal l)oroiiu>H

very iinoasy, with ai'coU'rali'd icsjiiraliiPii, thcii lor a lew iiiin-

utos thoro ar(> rapidly su(x;essive cxtonsit)ns and lloxions dl' 1h»*

hind lo.LC!^, a few stnuiy; jumps, ac;c()m]»aniod by shrill criey, and

powrrfid totauic convulsions, with opisthotonos or em])rosthot-

onoa. I'd, Aftor somo clonic convulsions tho animal remains

i]\x\ot atid ajiparojitly oxhaustcMl, and when irritated moves

slowly, \vith limbs stilT and widely spread out.'

CEnanthe Crocata,

Tiio hemlock water-dropwort, five-finger root, or dead

iongue (G^nanthe crocata) grows abundantly near water in the

south of England and in France and Holland, where it has fre-

quently caused poisoning, notably in sailors from Mediterranean

ports, who have eaten the root in mistake for wild celery, which

grows in similar situations in those parts. Frequentlj" several

individuals have partaken of the root and have all been more

or less severely poisoned. Thus we have collated the reports

of 20 poisonings in more than 120 individuals, of which 19 were

multiple." Another European species, CEnanthe fistulosa, is

poisonous, and its expressed juice was the agent employed in

one of the two recorded instances of homicidal cenanthe poison-

ing, in which a gardener destroyed a rival by the administra-

tion of some ounces of the juice in wine." A woman was con-

victed of an attemi)t to murder her husband by preparing for

him a soup containing slices of the root."

'SeeBohm: Arcl). f. exp. Path. Times and Gaz., 1858, xvi., 241),
u. Pli., 1875, iii., 224, 1876, v., 289. several persous, 1 died. Appleton
Wikszemski: Diss., Dorpat, 1875. (Guppy) (Brit M. J., 1861, i., 293),

Compare with nicotin. 4 sailors, 2 died. Baume (Med.
MVibmer: "

Wirkung," etc., iv.. Times and Gaz., 1862, ii., 263), 8

3: 2 men, l)oth died (Vanderwiel) ; persons, 1 died. Bloc (Montpelier
3 French prisoners, 2 died

;
36 sol- med., 1872, 343), several ladies, 2

diers, 1 died (Rochard) : a family, died. Foss (Practit., London,
aU recovered (Charles) ; 3 soldiers, 1876, xvii., 248), 9children, 3 died,

all died (Dunal) ;
3 sailors. 1 died ; Bampton (Lancet. 1881, i., 823),

5 soldiers, 3 died (ReveillC'Parise). four instances, sailors : 27, 4 died;

Bossey (London M. Gaz., 1844, a crew, 5 died; 8, 2 died; and 8, 1

xxxiv. , 288), 21 convicts, 6 died. died.

Taylor ("Pr. and Pr. M. Jur.," 3d '' Friedreich's Bl. f. ger. Med.,

ed., i., 4.50), 2 men, both died. 1856, vii. . 5 Hft. , 77.

Nevins (Assoc. M. J., 185.3, 1069),
» Tonlmouche: Gaz. med. de

4 children, 1 died. Grahame (Med. Paris, 1846, i.
,
18.
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Gerding in 1848
'

obtained from CEnanthefistulosa a resinoid

substance to which he gave the name oenanthiii, which was

probably a less perfectly purified form of the oenanthotoxin

obtained by Pohl from QSnanthe crocata,'^ which is a dark-

brown, semi-solid resin, soluble in methylic, ethylic, andamylic

alcohols, chloroform, ether, and benzene, but insoluble in petro-

leum ether, water, or cold, dilute acids or alkalies, a few milli-

grams of which cause severe spasms and death in frogs, and

similar manifestations in rabbits in doses of 0.02 gm.
The symptoms of oenanthe poisoning as described by

Bampton in his account of three cases of varying intensity* are

as follows : All three continued their usual avocation without

inconvenience for from three-quarters of an hour to an hour.

One man experienced a burning sensation in the nose from con-

stant eructation and spitting of thick stuff, the limbs became

weak, and there were muscular contractions, with tremors in

the limbs and joints. He drank some rum, after which he felt

better and experienced no further inconvenience. The second

man became giddy and cold, had tremors in the limbs, could

not see, although he could hear, and was unconscious for half

an hour. On regaining consciousness he suffered from pain in

the head, and a twisting, grinding pain in the stomach. A
thick phlegm accumulated at the back of the throat. He did not

vomit until melted butter was given him, two hours after the

ingestion. Three hours later the pupils were normal, the con-

junctivse highly injected, the pulse fair, and the extremities

cold. He moaned and expectorated constantly. The next day
he was drowsy and suffered no pain except in the eyeballs; the

cornese were dull, the conjunctivse injected, and objects ap-

peared less than their natural size. During the next two days
he expectorated rusty, viscid sputa, and was discharged after

three days. The third man, while walking, fell as if shot, with

sufficient violence to cause a scalp wound, beneath which, how-

ever, there was no injury to the skull. He cried out as he fell,

immediately vomited a quantity of green stuff, and became

green in the face. A quantity of thick mucus produced foam

at the mouth, and the man was unconscious and unable to

' J. f. prakt. Chem., 1848, xliv.,
^ Arch. f. exp. Path. u. Ph., 1894,

175. xxxiv., 259.

-Lancet, 1881, i., 823.
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swallow. Till' hands wi>ri' rU'iu-lioil, ami (iii'ic W(>rc> sjtasiiUHlii',

I'ont tactions of the musc'l«>s of iho leys ami face, ^\'llt'll st'cu

by Hamilton, iivo hours after the ini^estion, ho was unconscious,
with widely dilated pupils, the pulse i)ereei)til)le, and the

respiration slow ami iinpodcd hy the accuniulaliou of thick

mucus, which tilled the mouth and throat and covered tht>

board. The muscular system was relaxed, with occasional

sjiasmodic twitchings. He died fifteen miiuites later of as-

phyxia. In other reported cases the convulsions appear to have

been more violent.

The most noteworthy post-raortein appearance is the

accumulation of thick, viscid mucus which tills nut only the

pharA-nx and larynx but also the finer bronchi.

^THUSA CyNAPIUM.

It is doubtful whether this plant (fool's parsley) is poisonous.
Thomas' relates the poisoning of three children, one fatally,

said to have been caused by their eating the bulbs in mistake

for turnips. Gmelin ^
refers to the death of a boy of six years

who died after having eaten the plant in mistake for parsley.

Stevenson
'

attributes symptoms of poisoning in two ladies to

their having eaten fool's parslej' in a salad. Tott* practically

supposes that the non-fatal poisoning of a woman was caused

by this plant. On the other hand, Harley
''

concludes from his

experiments and observations that this plant is absolutely free

from the noxious properties attributed to it.

SiUM Latifolium.

The common icater-parsnip, which grows in Europe and

the United States, as well as other species of the same genus,
S. lineare^ Carsonii, angustifolium, are poisonous. Little"

has reported the fatal poisoning of a boy of sixteen j^ears who ate

a piece of the root of the size of a large almond. In one hour he

' London Med. Times, 1845, xii.,
• Jalirb. d. ges. Staatsarznk., 1839,

408. v., 18.3.
' "AUg. Gesch. d. Pflanzengifte,"

^ gt. Thomas Hosp. Rep., 1879, n.

1803, ni\. 8., X., 2M.
3 London M. and Phys. J., 1833,

«
Clinic, Cincin., 1874, vii., 49.

xiv., 425.
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experienced nausea, vomited, and had a convulsion, after which

he never spoke nor showed any signs of consciousness. When
seen by Little he had had three convulsions of about three min-

utes' duration each, was wet with perspiration, the head hot,

the body cold, the pulse 60, full and strong, the respix-ation

stertorous, the pupils dilated and responding slowly to light.

There were feeble efforts of deglutition on touching the fauces,

and the muscles were in tonic contraction with the arms drawn
toward the middle of the body. Spasms succeeded each other

every few minutes, at first violently clonic, diminishing in

violence with each convulsion, until tbey became mere tremors.

The last spasm, the twelfth, was purely tonic, and during its con-

tinuance the pulse and respiration ceased and the patient died,

two and a half hours after the ingestion. Two other boys who

merely masticated the root without swallowing it suffered from

sore mouth for four days.

Phillips
'

has reported the poisoning of three children, one

fatally, apparently by Siinn aqiiaticum, in which the symp-
toms were similar to those described above.

GELSEMIUM—GELSEMIN—GELSEMININ.

That the root of the yellow or Carolina jessamine (or jas-

mineY yielded to alcohol a principle having medicinal virtues

was accidentally discovered by a Mississippi planter. A few

years later (J 852) Proctor, who obtained most of his informa-

tion from "eclectic" publications, published an account of its

therapeutic effects.^ In 1855 Kollock separated an alkaloid in

a partially purified condition, which he called gelseminia.*
In 1870 Wormley

'

obtained from gelsemium an acid, gelsemic

acid, which is non-poisonous, and an amorphous alkaloidal

product, gelsemin. Gerrard* in 1882, showed that the gel-

semin obtained by his predecessors was not a pure product, and

separated the substance to which the name gelsemin now prop-

erly applies, as a crystalline alkaloid forming crystalline salts.

' Tr. Maiue Med. Assoc, 1889,
^ Am. J. Pharm., 1852. xviii.,

X., 147. 307.
^ For an excellent account of this •*

Ibid., xxvii., 303.

drug see Holmes: Ph. J. and Tr.,
^
Ibid., 1870, 3 s., xviii., 1.

1876, 3 s., vi., 481, 521, 561, 601. •* Ph. J. and Tr., 1883, 3 s., xiii.,

502, 641.
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'riuiiujisoii
'

\('rili('il tlu' Wdik nt' ( u'lraiil, ami scparatrd a

socoiul alkaloiil, (jrlscniiiiin, which is anu)rpht)us ami I'diiiiH

anu»ri»hi)us .salts.

Gelsemin r,jr,>\(),, (Tlicnii-s-.n), C„H„,N,P., (Cnsh-

ny ') titrins a white, div, amori)hiius, highly alkaline, hillor

muss, insoluhlo in water, or small whito crystals fnsihle at J 54"

-Itib" (:)(il)"-:}ir' F.), easily soluble in alcohol, chloroform,
and ether,' most of whose salts are crystalline, the chlorid and
bromid difficultly soluble in water. The alkaloid is known

pharmaceutically in Knt^land as
" Gelsemin ((Jcrrard)'* and in

Germany as
'*

Kristallisirtes Gelseminin,"
" Gelseminum puriss.

cryst., ]\Ierck." Tho analyses of Sj)iegel*d() not agree with

those of Cushny. They were made from cr5'stalline com-

}>ounds of a non-cr3-stalliiie base or bases obtained from

Troininsdorff's "gelseminin."
Gelseminin— C,,H,,N3U/:' (Cushny), a colorless, amor-

phous base, which turns light yellow on contact with acids. It

is sparingl}- soluble in water, easil}' soluble in alcohol, ether,

and chloroform. Its salts are amorphous, yellowish, and very
soluble in water and in alcohol.

Cushn5''s experiments show gelseminin to be much more
active physiologically than gelsemin. Both alkaloids exist in

the pharmaceutical preparations.

Ford and Crow ^ have investigated the Gelsemium elegans^
which is said to be frequently used in China as an agent of

criminal poisoning, and have found it to contain a tetanizing

alkaloid, which differs, however, from gelsemin in its color

reactions.

Gelsemic Acid (^sculin?)—(^sculin = C,,H,„0„ 1^

H5O, Liebermann).— In 187G Robbins" and Sonnenschein '

ob-

tained from gelsemimn products similar to those previously ob-

tained by Wormley, but considered gelsemic acid to be identical

with ^sculin, a glucosid obtained from horse chestnut, and

showed many points of similarity between the two, including
similar chemical composition. This view was also entertained

1 Jbid., 1887, 3s., xvii.. 606. 805. ^Fh. J. and Tr., 1887, 3s., xvii.
' Arch. f. exp. Patli. u. Ph., 1892, 924

xxxi ,
53. M:)iss.. Berlin, 1876; Ph. Jahrb.,

3 Zilerck : Bericht, 1891, ecc Ph. 1876, 152.

Jhrhpr., 1891. 589. '
Berichte, Berlin, 1876, ix., 1182.

^
Berichte, Berlin, 1893, xxvi.,

1054.
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by Scbwarz.' Wormley
^

has, however pointed out certain dif-

ferences; which indicate that the view of Dragendorff, implied

if not expressed/ that the two substances, although closely re-

lated, are not identical, is the correct one.

According to Wormley gelsemic acid is a colorless, odor-

less, nearly tasteless solid, which readily crystallizes either in

groups of prisms or in tufts and single needles, or in minute

plates and scales. It has only a feebly acid reaction, and forms

definite salts with but few metals. When gradually heated to

about 103° (325° F.) it fuses to a clear liquid, which may be

vaporized without change of color or composition, t^sculin is

decomposed by heat into sBsculetin and sugar.] If its vapors be

received upon a warm glass slide, they condense to brilliant

crystals, which may also be obtained by heating a small portion

of the acid in a reduction tube. Gelsemic acid is readily solu-

ble both in ether and in chloroform. In ether of sp. gr. 0.728

one part of the acid quickly dissolves in 300 parts of the fluid,

[^sculin does not dissolve at all in absolute ether, and only

very sparingl}'' in ordinary ether, ^sculetin is insoluble in

ether.] It is freely soluble in alcohol. Water at the ordinary

temperature dissolves one part of the acid in 2,912 of the solvent.

Its solubility is greatly increased by the presence of traces of

coloring matters or of gelsemin. It is more soluble in hot water,

from which it is deposited in cr3^stals on cooling, [^sculin
dissolves in 9 parts cold alcohol (sp. gr. 0.798), in G72 parts of

cold water, and in 12| of boiling water.] (For reactions of the

alkaloids and acid see below.)

Almost all of the gelsemium poisonings which have been re-

ported have been accidental. Of thirty-eight cases which have

been reported there are but four in which the responsibility for

administration has been questioned. In two instances the

poisoning (in one case fatal) was caused by the use of gelsemium

preparations by empirics." A man of thirty-five years was

fatally poisoned by a glassful of the tincture, dispensed in mis-

take for whiskey at a botanic drugstore where both commodi-

ties were sold.^ A physician was tried for manslaughter in

1

Diss., Dorpat. 1882. * Pinkham : Boston M. and S. J.,
2 Am. J. Ph., 1870, 3 s., xviii., 1871, Ixxxiv., 89. Hall : Med. Rec,

1; ibid., 1883, 4 s., xii., 337: "Mi- N. Y., 1883, xxi., 65.

cro-Chem. Poisons,
" 2d ed., 691. ^ Merrill : Memphis M. Recdr. ,

»"Ermitt.v.Giften,"4teAufl.,183. 1856, iv., 38; 1858, vi., 197.
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18G'J, lu> liaviiiL: ailininistoiTtl thiit y li\ » drops ot' tlit^ t iiict hit to

a iH'gross of l\\ ('111 y li\ (• to tliirty yens, witli licr know Icdgo
ami I'onseiit, "wiili a \ icw to iuvostigatiiig its i)l>ysi<)l()y;ical

action." Sill' ilii'd within two lioiirs.
'

Symptoms.—An instance of almost fatal poisoninpj by
golsoniin (L;clsoni. sulf., ^lorck) is reported by Fronnniller :

'' A
boy of liftciMi years. snlVerini^ from chronic nervous laryngitis,
received 0.:kl y;u\. in dividctl doses. Tho pupils dilated widely,
the vision became indistinct, and the patient became weak and
suffered from frontal headache. In goiii}^ to the closet he fell

unconscious, with pale face, glassy, fixed eyes, slow, snorting

respiration, and trismus. The pulse rose from 80 to 130, and
the skin was cold. In spite of treatment the face became paler,

the extremities colder, the pulse slower and weaker, and the

respiration more and more infreipient. On resort being had to

artificial respiration he gradually improved and finally recov-

ered. Parsons
^

has given a description of the effects of acci-

dentally swallowing a drachm of the fluid extract in himself : in

a few minutes there were giddiness, nausea, strabismus, paral-

ysis of the muscles of the mouth and throat, and muffled speech.
The eyelids dropped, and deglutition became impossible. The

voluntary muscles were entirely unimpaired, and sensation and
consciousness were perfect. Then there were praecordial op-

pression and difficulty of respiration, which latter increased

rapidly, the inspiration being short and rapid, followed by three

or four long gasps. The respiration apparently ceased, he be-

came livid, rolled in agony, felt himself becoming stiff, and
then lost consciousness entirely. As he regained consciousness

he saw myriads of stars, and, although he recovered gradually,
the paralysis of the mouth, the muffled speech, and the dropping
of the eyelids continued for some hours. Up to loss of con-

sciousness the pulse had remained regular and full. The S3^mp-
toms were greatly aggravated by movement or touching of the

head, or by any application of the lips, which caused spasms
ahnost hydrophobic in intensity. There was no vomiting and

little loss of voluntary motion. The left side was more para-

lyzed than the right. Recovery was rapid after return of con-

' "The lep^ality of driigj prnviugs
^ Memorab., Heilbronn, 1878,

recognized." [Report of the trial xxiii.. 195.

of Dr. E. A. Lodge, etc., Detroit,
» Lancet, 1878, i., 953.

1862.] Also Lancet, 1878. i., 892.
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sciousness (two and a half hours after the accident), and the

most marked symptom was a persistent and depressing numb-

ness in the occipital region, which lasted for some hours. The

muscles of respiration seemed to have been paralyzed, but the

epiglottis was the part most affected. In Davis' fatal case' of a

man who died in two and a half hours after having taken a

tablespoonful of Tilden's fluid extract, the face became con-

gested, the pupils dilated but sensitive to light, the lids half

closed, with inability to move them, the lower jaw drooping,

the tongue thickened, the skin warm and moist, the pulse small

and feeble, and the respiration diminished in frequency. There

was neither vomiting nor purging. Later the respiration be-

came spasmodic, the surface cold, and the pulse imperceptible.

In Harris' case'' a boy of eighteen months retched and vomited

about fifteen minutes after having taken about thirty drops of

the fluid extract. He was difficult to arouse, and entered into

profound stupor, with dilated pupils, which continued until he

died, three hours after the accident. An infant of two years

was given twenty-one drops of the fluid extract by mistake, and

soon sank into a deep slumber from which it never awoke.
^

Seymour has reported the fatal poisoning of an alcoholic by-

repeated doses of the tincture, taken to quiet his nerves after

drinking.^
The average duration of 13 fatal cases was 3|- hours; the

extremes being 1 hour (Freeman, Hatfield), and 7^ hours

(Wormley), or 6^ hours (Seymour) . The mortality of reported

cases is somewhat less than fifty per cent., 15 deaths in 37 cases.

Treatment.—The stomach should be promptly evacuated

and washed. A tendency to arrest of respiration is to be met
' Am. J. M. Sc, 1867, n. s., liii., Jour., 1875, xxxi., 3G6. Court-

271. right : Cine. Lancet and Clin., 1876,

''Chicago M. Jour., 1868, xxv., xix., 961. Sinkler: Phila. M.
760. Times, 1877-78, viii., 150; ibid.,

» N. Car. M. J., 1879, iii., 67. 1881, xi., 383. Testi : Raccog. lit.

4 Boston M. and S. J., 1881, cv., med., Forli, 1883. 4 s., xx., 301

590. For other cases not referred to (white jasmine) . Jepsou : Brit. M.
above see Hall; M. and S. Reptr., J., 1891. ii., 644. Wormley: "Mi-
Phila., 1861, n. s.

,
v.

,
366. Main: cro-Chem. Poisons," 2d ed., 687,

Boston M. and S. J., 1869, Ixxx., 688. See also Raimondi ; Salute,
185. Boutelle: Ibid., 1874, xci., Ital. med., Genova, 1885, xix., 37,

321. Goss: Ibid., 1879, ci., 16. 86, and Rehfuss : Therap. Gaz.,
Hardin ; Richm. and Louisville M. 1885. 3s., i., 655. Davison: Eclec-

J.. 1873, XV., 621. Freeman: Lan- tic M. J., Cine, 1879, xxxix., 222,

cet, 1873, ii., 475. Hills- Ibid., is questionable.
1878, i., 858. Blake. N. York M.
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liy liyinHltMinics of stiimiliiiils and I'v iiilialatioii of ])uro oxy{j;on

it" il ln' availilhlo. Tlic jiat iciit "s head slniiild on no accoiml bo

thrown liai'k, nor slunild 1k> lio jilaccd in 1 1n* prone position, to

avoid asphyxia hy thi' paral/.ycd t'liii^lottis (I'nrsons). If resort

to artilioial ros])iration hoo)nio nocvssary the Michii^an niolhod '

should bosoloott'd. Thi> supi)osod antajj^onisni hctAVccn gclsoniin

and strychnin d«)es not oxist, and atropin and physosti_t;niin

hasten the advent of paralysis. Even alcohol and ammonia are

said to he of no avail in the treatment.'

Post-Mortem Appearances.—These have been observed,
60 far i\s we can learn, in but one case w^ithin a reasonable

period after death.' The cadaver of a man of twenty-four

years, five antl a half hours after death. Blood dark and fluid,

without tendency to coagulate or to become brighter on ex-

]iosure to air. Heart, spleen, lungs, kidneys normal. Liver

ilark and congested. Stomach contains four ounces C)f light-

colored liijuid and mucus, its surface marked with numerous

injected vessels. Intestines normal. IJrain pale, sinuses not

congested ;
no fluid in ventricles, a few punctiform red dots on

section of the brain substance. These appearances show noth-

ing characteristic.

Detection.—In the sj^stematic process for vegetable poisons

gelsemic acid (and a3sculin) pass from the acid aqueous solution

into chloroform, and also to some extent into benzene; and gel-

semin (a mixture of gelsemin and gelseminin) from the alka-

line aqueous solution into benzene and chloroform, and in

minute quantity into petroleum ether. In cases of supposed

poisoning by gelsemium the alkaloid is conseciuentl}' to be

sought in residues V. and VI.,* and the acid in residue III.

Reactions of Gelsemin.— 1. Concentrated sulfuric acid

dissolves gelsemin, forming a solution which is either colorless

or yellowish, reddish or brownish, according to the degree of

purity of the alkaloid. If now a fragment of eerie oxidor man-

ganic oxid be drawn slowly through the liquid, after complete

solntion, a reddish-purple or cherry red color is produced, while

the liquid becomes green or bluish-green. Potassium dichro-

mate or lead peroxid may be used in place of either of the oxids
1 "Wood's Ref. Handb. Med. Stintzing, "Handb. d. sp. Ther.,

Sc," i., 379. ii., 285.
' See Husemann : Penzoldt and ^ Boutelle : Loc. cit.

* See p. 136.
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mentioned. If the sulfuric-acid solution have been lieated the

reaction is not produced on the addition of the oxidant; but if

the acid be neutralized with barium hydroxid and the mixture

extracted with ether, this on evaporation leaves the cdkaloid,

which responds to the reaction. (See Strychnin, Detection.)

2. If the residue be mixed with strong sugar solution, and
sulfuric acid be then added, a red color is produced. Strychnin
is not so colored.

3. Nitric acid dissolves the alkaloid and its colorless salts

with little or no color, but the solution, on spontaneous evapora-

tion, leaves a permanently bluish-green residue.

4. According to Dragendorff, indo-potassiuni iodid, hromo-

potassiiim hromid, phosphomolybdic acid, phospho-tungstic
acid, potassium, iodhydrargyrafe, and potassium cadmium
iodid produce precipitates in solution of 0.00025 gm. of the

alkaloid in 1 c.c. of acidulated water; auric chlorid and mer-

curic cldorid in similar solutions of 0.005, said picric acid in

0.001 per c.c.

5. With the Brouardel-Boutmy reaction (ferric chlorid and

ferricyanid) gelsemin gives an intense green color. Strychnin
does not react.

G. Sulfovanadic acid produces a purple or red-violet color.

7. With iodic acid in sulfuric acid gelsemin (strychnin alsij)

gives a rose red color.

8. If a preparation of gelsemium, or "gelsemin" prej^aredby

Wormley's or Robbins' methods (gelsemin plus gelseminin) be

injected into a frog, loss of sensibility, want of co-ordination,

paralysis of motor power, and finally death result. The sen-

sory ganglia are first attacked, then the motor ganglia, but there

is no action upon the muscular system. Therefore loss of sensa-

tion always precedes that of motion. But with warm-blooded

animals the reverse order is observed; the motor ganglia are

first attacked and the sensory afterward. Tetanic manifesta-

tions are not produced.' Bordoni'' gives respiration tracings

showing that in the frog "gelsemin" and scillain similarly pro-

duce, after a period of irregular action, a periodically inter-

rupted respiration, without any fixed relation between the dura-
' Ott : Phila. Med. Times, 1874- '^ Boll. d. Soc. tra i cult. d. sc.

75, v., G89. Moritz: Arch. f. exp. nied., Sienna, 1886, iv., 1.

Path. u. Ph., 1879, xi.. 299.

Schwarz : Diss., Dorpat, 1882.

IV.—4G
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timis ill" tlu' ri'^iiiratory ;iih1 ;i|inu'ic periods. Tli" froi;' is,

liowevor, mU nMuarkably suyi-fptiliK' to ilu- ;ietiuiu)t'
"

L;('lsciniii" :

l>. 01)05 gin. causes respirattny paialysis, but even with (i.dOl

gill, eanliae i)aralysis is not pidduccii ( Drageiuloril').

Ciishny
'

has foimd thai g-t'lsriuiii and i;vlseniiiiin (]iirer

markedly in the intensity and nature of tlieir aetion upon frogs.

The former, in doses of 10 and "JO nigin., pi-oduees marked in-

crease in reflex sensibility, oiiisthotonus, and intense tonic

spasms, but not death. Gelseminin causes paralysis of the cen-

tral nervous system, whicli begins without any i)revious excite-

ment and })rogresses from the brain to the cord, and a curare-

like paralysis of the motor nerves. The respiration is slow and
shallow and is arrested, the head trembles with every move-

ment, and there is muscular relaxation. Marked efifects are

produced with 0.001 gm., and death with 0.00'^ gm.
Reactions of Gelsemic Acid.—These, as given by Worm-

ley, are substantially as follows: 1. Nitric acid dissolves it,

forming a yellow or reddish solution, which, on addition of

ammonium hijdroxid in excess, acquires a permanent deep
blood-red color, ^sculin giv^es the same reaction.

2. Sulfuric acid slowlj^ dissolves pure gelsemic acid, form-

ing a yellow solution, wliich is unchanged by a moderate heat.

If the acid be impure the solution may have a reddish color,

which is changed to deep brown by a moderate heat. JEsculin,
when pure, quickly dissolves to a yellow solution in sulfuric

acid, and soon becomes browm and charred when moderatel}'
heated. If a fragment of potassium dichromate be added to the

sulfuric solution of gelsemic acid, green oxid of chromium

quickly appears.
3. If a drop of aqueous ammonia be allowed to flow into a

drop of the sulfuric-acid solution of gelsemic acid, the latter

immediately separates as a mass of crystalline needles. -^Escu-

lin does not resjiond to this test.

4. H3-drochloric acid fails to dissolve or act upon gelsemic

acid, even Avhen heated to 100° (212° F.). J^sculin is readily

soluble in this acid.

5. Ammonia and the fixed alkalies cause gelsemic acid to

assume an intense yellow color, and quicky dissolve it to solu-

tions having very striking fluorescent properties, even when
' Arch. f. exp. Path. \i. Ph., 1892, xxxi., 55.
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highly diluted. When the solution is examined by transmitted

light, it has a yellow color; under reflected light a deep bluish

appearance, and under condensed sunlight an intense blue color

along the path of the condensed rays. The fluorescence is still

manifest in solutions containing 1 : 100,000 of the acid. It is

quickly destroyed by free acids, ^sculin behaves in the same
manner. Solutions of quinin salts are colorless and fluorescent

in the presence of free acid, but their fluorescence is destroyed

by alkalies.

6. Solutions of gelsemic acid form precipitates with lead

acetate, dirty yellow, amorphous, soluble in acetic acid, soon

replaced by crystalline needles, 1:1000; mercuric chlorid, yel-

lowish-white, from which crystals of the acid separate, 1 : 1000;

silver nitrate, brownish-yellow, soon becomes bluish-black or

purplish, 1:50,000; copper sulfate, dirty-brown precipitate in

tolerably strong solutions, soon becomes dull red, crystals of the

acid separate after a time
;
auric chlorid, strong solutions, a

deep blue deposit which soon becomes green.

7. When the acid is cautiously heated in a subliming cell it

condenses in the form of brilliant transparent crystals. Only a

minute quantity of the acid should be used, and the condensing
surface should be warm. The sublimate may be dissolved in

nitric acid and excess of ammonia added, when an orange or

red color is developed.' ^sculin behaves similarly.

According to Schwarz," gelsemin is not decomposed during

putrefaction, and gelsemic acid (sesculin) only when the reac-

tion is alkaline. Gelsemin is detectable in the urine several

days after the ingestion of a single dose.

MORPHIN AND OPIUM.

Opium is obtained by making incisions in the unripe heads

of the poppy {Papaver soiJiniferiun), and drying the juice

which exudes. It is a highly complex body, containing some

twenty or thirty constituents, among which are a number of

alkaloids, combined with acetic, lactic, and meconic acids. Of
the twent3^-one alkaloids which have been obtained from opium

' Holmes: Ph. J. and Tr., 1876,
- Loc. cit.

3 s., vi., 601. Worm ley : Op. cit.,

PI. XV., f. 3.
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some i\ro prohalily iirmluctHl liy the iiroccssrs of (extraction, and

only throt>: nutrpliiu, (•odciii, and llichniu, anMliivctly of tox-

ifologii-al intiMvst. Tho reniaintlci- are (>ith('r ooniparativoly

inort or occur in c\ti-cincly minute (luantity. ()|)ium yields

about 10 pel- cent, of monijiin, 0.25 to 0.5 per cent, of codein,

and 0.15 to 1 per cent, of thebain.

MoKi'HiN—C,,H,„N(), + H,()—was tlie first alkaloid dis-

Fig. 34.—Crystals of Morphin. From Aniylic Alcohol Solution, X 75.

covered, by Sertiirner in 1806. It crystallizes in colorless, rhom-

bic prisms (Fig. 34), which lose their water of crystallization

at 100° (212° F.), turn brown at about 100° to 200° (:]74°-392°

F.), and fuse, with partial decomposition, at about 230° (446°

F.). Morphin is very sparingly soluble in cold water, and sol-

uble in 400 to 500 parts of boiling water. Its solubility in

organic solvents is given by Florio
'

as follows, in amounts sol-

uble in 100 parts of the solvent: Absolute alcohol, at 10°. 6,

(57°. 1 F.)— 1.132; at 78° (172°.4 F.)—8.623; alcohol of 90 per

cent, at 10°. 6 (51°. 1 F.)—0.377; at 78° (172.4° F.)—2.991
;
alco-

hol of 75 per cent, at 10°. 8 (51°. 4 F.)—0.223; at 78° (172°.4 F.)

—1.985; amvlic alcohol at 11° (51°. 8 F.)—0.268; at 178° (72°.4

1 Beilstein:
" Handb. d. org. Cliem.," iii., 550.
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F.)—3.247; benzene at 0°.4 (48°. 9 F.)—0.029; chloroform at

9°. 4 (48°. 9 F.)—0.040; at 5G° (132°. 8 F.)—2.247; ether (abso-

kite) at 10° (50° F.)—0.023. It is less soluble in aqueous

ether, but more soluble in ether-alcohol. It dissolves in acetic

ether to the extent of 0.213 parts in 100. All the solvents dis-

solve morphin more readily when the alkaloid is freshly precip-

itated than after it has assumed the crystalline form. Solutions

of morphin are Isevogyrous, alkaline, and bitter. It dissolves

readily in dilute acids, from which solutions it is deposited on

evaporation as the corresponding salts. Solutions of the salts

of morphin are decomposed by the hydroxids of sodium, potas-

sium, ammonium, barium, and calcium, and bj^ magnesia;
the precipitated alkaloid being, however, partly or com-

pletely redissolved by excess of the precipitant, unless it be

magnesia.

Morphin is a monacid base, possessing the functions of an

alcohol and those of a phenol, and forms crystalline salts, of

which the sulfate, chlorid, and acetate are used in medicine.

These salts are readily soluble in water. It is a strong reduc-

ing agent and reduces the salts of gold and silver in the cold.

Most of the reactions of morphin are based upon this property.

It is oxidized by atmospheric oxygen when it is in alkaline

solution, as well as by nitrous acid, potassium permanganate,

potassium ferricyanid, or ammoniacal cupric sulfate, with

formation of a non-toxic derivative which has received the names

oxijmorphin, oxijdi)iiorphi)i, dehydromorphin, and pseudo-

morphin (C,,H,,NO,),. When heated to 140° (284° F.) with

hydrochloric acid or with dehydrating agents it is converted

into apomorphin, C,,H,,NO.,, by loss of the elements of a mole-

cule of water.

CoDEiN, Ci,HigN03,CH,, + H^^),
—or methyl-morphin, crys-

tallizes in large rhombic prisms, or from ether, without water

of crystallization, in octahedra. It is bitter, soluble in 80 parts

of cold water and in 17 parts of boiling water; very soluble in

alcohol, amylie alcohol, ether, chloroform, and benzene, and

almost insoluble in petroleum ether.

Thebain = paramryrphin, C,,,H,,NOg, crystallizes with dif-

ficult}'^ in prisms or needles. It is lasvogyrous, alkaline, has

a sharp taste, and is very poisonous, exerting a tetanic action.

It is insoluble in water and in petroleum ether, soluble in 10
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parts of ccld alroliiil, in ild parts of aiiiylic alcolidK m IS of

chloroform, in •.'») of licn/ciic, and in I Id of cdld ( llicr.

PkKIWKA I IONS CONTAIMNd ."\I (i|; I'l 1 IN ()]{ OplUM..

Officinal U. S. Ph. -^Icchim oyj//
—

viiioj^ar of opium =
black droj), coulaius U«) gm. of oi)ium in J,(»(»U. Kmplaslruin
opii = opium plaster, contains GO gni. of opium in 1, ()(»(). K.v-

trdctiiiii (>i>n\ contains IS percent, of morphin. Opium, con-

tiuning not less than *.) per cent, of morphin. Opium deodora-

tuin = denarcotized opium, is opium washed with ether, and the

original weight restored by addition of milk-sugar, l^ihilm

opr/ = opium pills, containing (i.f) gm. ojaum in 100. Vnlvis

ipecacunnlicc ef opii— Dover's power, contains 10 gm. opium
in loo. Vulvis niorpJiince compositua = Tully's powder, con-

taiifl; I gm. morphium sulfate in (10. Tinchira ipecaciianhce
et opii, of the same strength as the simple tincture. Tinctura

opii = laudanum, made from 100 gm. of opium for 1,000 of tinc-

ture and contains l.o to 1.5 gm. morphin in 100 c.c. Tinctura

opii camphorata —- paregoric, made from 4 gm. of opium for

1,000. Tinctura opii deodorata, of the same strength as the

simple tincture. Trochisci (jlycyrrliizcB et opii, contain 0.5

gm. opium in 100. Trochisci niorpJiince et ipecacuatilicE,

contain 0. 10 gm. morphin in 100. I'iinun opii, of the same

strength as the tincture. The acetate, chlorid, and sulfate of

morphium, and alkaloidal codein are also officinal.

A great number of proprietory nostrums contain mor-

phin or opium: Soothing sj'rups, pectoral syrups, bronchial

troches, cough remedies, opium cures, cholera remedies, pec-

torals, polyforms, chlorodyne, etc.

Opium Poisoning.

Statistics.—The poisonous nature of opium and of the

poppy was known to the ancients. Nicander (185-135 B.C.)

gives a clear description of the symptoms caused by a poisonous
dose of a " drink prepared from the tears which exude from

poppyheads." Dioscorides, three centuries later, remarks of the

poppy that
"
if it be taken in larger quantity, it is capable of

causing death." Pliny (a.d. 70) speaks of the toxic power of
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opium, and cites the instance of Post. Licinius Csecina, who,

disgusted with life by protracted illness, terminated his exis-

tence by opium, an instance which does not seem to have been

singular, as the narrative concludes with " item plerosque alios."

At the present time, so far as can be judged from the few

available tables of statistics, from 35 to 40 per cent, of all acci-

dental and suicidal poisonings are by opiates. The high per-

centage of mortality among infants and young children, as

compared with that among older children, is unquestionably

due in large measure to the very general use of opiates, either

in the form of paregoric or laudanum or of various proprietary

nostrums, by ignorant and indolent mothers and nurses. That

the practice of
"
soothing" infants with opiates is not of recent

origin is shown by Pyl and Engel's report,' in 1793, of the case

of a child of four weeks which died during the night from the

effects of a dose of
''

Eequies iVicoZa^," administered hy its

nurse in the evening. Whether such infant deaths are truly

accidental, or are due to a degree of negligence amounting to

manslaughter, or are even deliberate infanticides is a question

of intent which is only indirectl}^ within the province of the ex-

pert. It cannot be doubted, however, that overdoses are fre-

quently intentionally given, particularly to illegitimate children ;

and modern imitators of that worthy precursor of Mrs. Wins-

low who, as Fodere relates," disposed of the children confided

to her care by means of a decoction of poppies in the latter part

of the eighteenth century, have plied the same trade in more

modern times.

Homicidal poisonings by the opiates or by morphin have

rarely been the subject of investigation, a fact for which we

can assign no adequate cause. The deterrent effect of the bitter

taste of morphin, to which Kobert refers,' cannot be the true

reason for the infrequency of homicidal morphin poisoning, as

strychnin, which is much more intensely bitter, has been re-

sorted to by the poisoner in certainly one hundred instances.

We find reference to but two homicidal poisonings of adults

by opiates other than morphin : In one a man was tried for an

attempt to murder his wife by strychnin in December, ISGO,

and acquitted, but in the following March was convicted of a

'Pyl: "Aufsatze u. Beobacht," - "Med. leg.," iv., 20.

1793." viii., 93.
' "Intoxikationen," 552.
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similar attrmpt witli liiKlamim In l.^i 1 .i man and a woman
wi'iv c'onniiitU'd for trial in Kiiglaiid for llio murdor n[' llui wife
of till' former by laudanum.''

Of trn homicidal niorphiii poisonings of adults, the earliest

was also the first instance in which an alkaloidal jioison was
used, and the la^^t four have uceuned since ISDO:'

1. AlVnire C;^,slain^^ IS2;{. A French pliysiciun was convicted of tlic

iiiurilcr of Ills friend by niorphiuiu acetate. The conviction was en-

tirely upon lay evidence, tlie
i)().st luorteni and ujialysis liuvinj,'- fur-

nished no ]Kisitive indications.^

2. In 1S71 Dr. Medlicott was con\ irted of murder by niorphin and

atropin in Kan.sa.s. An analysis wa.s made by tlie Stas method and
atlirmative results were obtained with tlie nitric acid, feri-ic chlorid,

FrfUide. and iodic acid tests for morphin, as well as with Ihe sulfuric

acid and physiological tests for atropin. The deceased was found dead
in bed. and the autopsy was made the same day.''

3. In November. 1875, the case of the Peo. v. Eliza A. Stone was
tried in Columl>ia County, N. Y., and the defendant was acquitted.
Dr. John T. Wheeler, who made the autopsy, informs us that the
"
autopsy showed absence of disease and presence of venous congestion.

But chemical examination showed no morphine in the stomach." We
find no ])ublished account of this case.

4. Dr. Krauss, of Tiibingen, reports the poisoning of a woman of

eighty-two years, in 1878 in a German village. The poison was ad-

ministered in coffee, which the deceased drank, notwithstanding its

bitter taste. The symi)toms were those of morphin i)oisoning, and
death occvu-red in thirty-six hours. The analysis (?) was limited to an

application of the iodic acid test.*

5. The same author relates at length the singular case of Anna
Thormahlen, who was tried in 1870 and acquitted, although, nine weeks
after tlie death of her husljand, she accused herself of having poisoned
him with morphin, and gave a circumstantial account of the manner

'

Reg. V. Buckle, Ph. J. and Tr. , considers the evidence insuflficient.

1860-61. n. s., ill., 629. The case quoted by Husemann
Ibid., 1870-71, 3k., i., 714. AVe (Maschka's "Handb. d. ger. Med.,"

find no further reference to this ii., 402) as related by Casper, we do
case. A laudaiiiuu poisoning re- not find at tlie place indicated or

ported by Letheby (Lancet, 1844, elsewhere,

ii., 317) was apparently homicidal. ' Tardieu :

"
Empoisonnement,

"

* Lee ("Homicide and Suicide in 2eine ed., 1058. "Causes criini-

the Citv of Philadelphia during a iielles celebres du XIX. Steele,
"

Decade," 1871-81") refers to one Paris, 1828, iv., 1-103. "Neue
liomicide b)' morpliin and three bj- Pitaval, "v., 331-446.

opium. No particulars are given. ''Saunders: Mich. Univ. M. J.,

Ca.sper ("Klin. Novellen," 391) re- 1871-72. 641.

latps a case of supposed poisoning
* Friedreich's Bl. f. ger. Med.,

by alkaloidal morphin, in whicli he 1883, xxxiv., 370.
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of administration. The body was exhumed seventy-one days after

death, and the results of the autopsy and analysis were negative. The
case is of psychological rather than toxicological interest.'

6. In 1879 Joseph and Mary Volckmer were sentenced in New York

City to twelve years' imprisonment for having administered morpliin
to a rui'al visitor, with the intent, apparently, of facilitating robbery.

7. Peo. 11. Carlyle W. Harris. The defendant was convicted in

New York City in 1892 of the murder of his unrecognized wife by
morpliin, which had been administered by substituting morphin for

quinin and a medicinal dose of morphin in a capsule. The symptoms
Avere those of opium jjoisoni ng, and death occurred in twelve hours.

The analysis showed the presence of morphin and the absence of

quinin in the cadaver.'-'

8. Peo. V. Walter J. Buchanan. The defendant was convicted in

New York City in 1893 of the murder of his wife. The symptoms were
such as would be produced by atropin, followed by morphin. The

analysis showed the presence of morphin, but the presence of atropin
was not demonstrated with certainty.

9. Caso Urbino de Freitas, Portugal, 1891-93. The defendant, a

physician, was accused of having poisoned three of his wife's nephews,
and of having caused the death of one of them by poison administered

in enemata. The symptoms resembled those caused by opium in part

only. The analysts claimed to have detected morphin, narcotin, and

delphinin in the urine and viscera
;
but based their conclusion as to

morphin on the insutiieient evidence furnished by the iodic acid,

Frohde's, and Lafon's reactions. (See Detection.)
-^

10. Affaire Joniaux. A lady moving in aristocratic circles m Bel-

gian society was accused in 1894 of having poisoned three of her rela-

tives with morphin, for the purpose of collecting large insurances upon
their lives. The viscera of the alleged victims were analyzed by Druyts
and Bruyiants, who found morpliin in the stomach, liver, kidneys,

spleen, lungs, blood, intestine, and urine of the brother who had died

March 6th, 1894, and whose body was exhumed nine days later, but
none in the cadavers of the other victims who had died March 17th,

1893, and February 24th, 1892. ^

Duration.—The duration of a fatal poisoning by morphin
is not as a rule shorter than when laudanum or other opiates
are the cause of death. The usual duration is from G to

24 hours, the greater proportion of deaths occurring in from
12 to 24 hours. Instances are recorded of death in less than

'

Ibid., 1887, xxxviii., 153. Silva : "Relation med.-leg. d. I'Aff.
- Witthaus : "Researches Looniis Urbino de Freitas,

"
Porto, 189o.

Lab.," 1893, ii., 1, 91. •'Bruyiants et Druyts: "Aflfaire
^
Souto, Azeredo, Silva-Piuto and J Rapports d'exjiertises chim-

iques,
"
Charleroi, 1895.
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1 liour. Thus bUitM'ts' roports tlio tlcilli dl" ;i wnmiiii in fitnii

40 to ho minutt's from tlio otVoi'ls of (1.25 gm. (IJ.Sf) gniins) of

inorj)hiuin oliloiiil ilisponsod in inist;ik(> for t|uinin. L\ man''

ami Coalo' havo n^porh'd di'atlis i'ldni laudanum within 45

iiiinufos. A similar caso is ([UoU'd by Taylor/ The most ])r()-

lougt'd fatal caso of wiiirh wo iind record was that of a child of

three months, whicii died in [y('> hours after the administration

to it of an opiate.' Maschka" reports a suicide, pi'obabiy by

morphin, of a man who was ft)iniil unconscious in a raihvaj'

carriage, and \\li<> died on the third day tliereafter. Penny'
makes mention of the case of a girl of nineteen years who died

in ') days after having taken liii plains of morjjhin with sui-

cidal intent. When death is delayed for a longer period it is

not duo directly to the opiate, although that ma}' have been

contril)utorv t<i the generation of the proximate cause."

Lethal Dose.—The effects of a given dose of an opiate will

vary within wide limits under different conditions of age and

physical condition of the individual, and particularly with the

extent of previous use. The minimum lethal dose for a healthj'

adult, not habituated to opiates, is probably from 0.2 to 0.20 gm.

(3 to 4 grains) of morphin, or an equivalent quantity' of a li(iuid

opiate. These quantities have proved fatal in several reported

instances. Hartley" has reported the case of a man -who died

in eighteen hours after having swallow^ed half an ounce of

laudanum (= 0.2 gm. = 3 grains morphin) with suicidal intent.

Taylor"* refers to the death of a woman of fiftj'-six j^ears from the

effects of a like quantity of laudanum administered in mistake

for tincture of rhubarb. Ebertz" relates the case of a w'oman

who died in fifty minutes from the effects of 0.25 gm. (3.0 grains)

of morphium chlorid dispensed in mistake for quinin. Aiistic"

'

Vrtlischr. f. ger. Med., 1873, Ji. 001 (Case I.). Isliam : Med. News,
F., xvii'i., 280. Phila, 1882, 32 (Case II.). Ramich :

"Amer. J. M. Sc, 1854, xxviii., Allj?. Wien. mod. Ztg., 1879, 350.

384. Riddell: South. Clin., Richm.,
^
Ihid., 1850, n. s., xix., 71. 1879-80, ii., 437. Fell: J. Am. Med.

-* "Poisons." 3d Am. ed.. 537. Assoc, 1892, xix., 130. Lewin :

^ Mushet : Med. Times and Gaz., Berl. kl. Wociienschr. , 1893, xxx.,

1858, n. s., xvi., 292. 993.
•*

Prag. med. Wochenschr., 1887,
» Lancet, 1873, ii., 684.

xii., 437. '» "Poisons, "3d Am. ed., 533, 534,

Med. Sentinel, Portland, Ore., 537,560.
1893. i., 299. "

Vrtl.jschr. f . ger. Med., 1873, n.
'^ See Parliam and Lamb: N. Or. F., xviii., 280.

M. and S. J., 1886-87, n. s., xiv.,
'^ Med. Times and Gaz., 1803, i..
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records the case of a man of forty years who died in sixteen hours

from the effects of an enema containing three grains (O.IO gm.)

of morphin, administered to relieve the pain caused by a fistula.

Boeck' refers to the death of a maniacal woman caused by the

hypodermic injection of U.18 gm. (2.8 grains) of morphin in two

hours. Smaller quantities have proved fatal to persons in ad-

vanced age, or have been a contributing cause of death in those

suffering from kidney diseases, or debilitated from other illness.

The following is a list of such cases as well as of others in

which death has been ascribed to small quantities of morphin

upon insufficient data :

1. Gilliam {Med. Rec, N. Y., 1885, xxvii., 679): F., 66; about

i grain (0.008 gm.) morphiiun sulfate hypodermically in the afternoou,

after several doses (how many not stated) of ten to fifteen grains of

chloral hydrate during the forenoon, to relieve neuralgia. Died at

about nightfall from exhaustion.

2. Toogood{Pi'ov. M. and S. J., 1841, Hi., 139): F., SO
;
was given

seven drops of liquor morphi;e acetatis. The next day she was in a

deep sleep, from which slie could not be aroused, and died in a few

hours. The dose administered would contain about | grain of the

acetate (= 0.011 gm.).

3. Reamy (Cine. Lane, and Clin., 1885, n. s., xiv., 1): F., 28; i

grain (0.016 gm.) niorphiuni sulfate and ^^ atropin hypodermically,

after perineorrhaphy and removal of a cicatrix of laceration of the

cervix. Death in profound coma in eight and one-half hours, notwith-

standing treatment. Said to have been previously poisoned by a mi-

nute dose of morphin. No autopsy. No examination of lu-ine.

4. A North Carolina Physician {N. Car. M. J., 1879, Hi., 228):

F., 40; hypodermic of ^ grain (0.032 gm.) morphium acetate to con-

trol pain in a violent ejjileptic seizure occurring at the menstrual

period. Urine highly albuminous during the seizure, not at other

times. In treatment she was given i^ grain (0.036 gm.) atropium sul-

fate in divided do.ses. No autopsy. [Death probably from ura^mic

and atropic poisoning.']

5. Account of Inquest [Lancet, 1838-39, ?., 276) : F., ad.; i)hysician

stated that he gave half a grain (0.032 gm.) of the acetate in one-half of

a mixture compounded by himself. The analysis of the remaining
half showed it to contain two grains (0.13 gm.). The woman had been

ill (from what disease is not stated), and the accounts of the symptoms
were conflicting. Death in from six to seven hours.

134; Ph. J. and Tr., 18G2-63. n. s.,
"- See N. Car. M. J., iii., 228; iv.,

iv., 330. 31.
' Ziemssen : "Haudbuch," etc.,

XV., 541.
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ti. W'orntlii/ (' Mii-iui ( 'lifiiiisi r// of J'oisDii.s," ','(/ rd., IT'.M : "Tlius

an iiistaufo is n'hili'd in which halt' a •^Tain cniijloycii in tiiis niaiincr

(hvpodoi-niicall y ) for ihr rcUrt" of sciatica |ii'()v<'(l fatal to a woman ai,--!'!!

lit'ty years."
'

7. linjdlls {(.'hie. M. ,1. diid Kxaiii., 1S78, .v.vjtnu., 493): M., ad.;

sutlVrin^ fmni )nyalii;ia of tlio back, received j^o fj^rain atropin hypo-

dennieally, llien i ^riuu (U.OK? g'ni.) mori)hin by tlie mouth, and (hree-

quartcfs of an honr later \ {r-pain morphin hypodormicaiiy. A fur-

ther (|uan(ity of atro]»in \va,s adininislei'ed to counleracl tlie ellects of

tlie morpliin
—liow inucli is not stilted. No autopsy.'

8. Souchon (N. Orl. M. and S. J., 1886-87, n. s., .viv., 437, Case

ID: M., 24; half a urain (0.0.'?2 <^ni.) )nor))hiTnn sulfate hypoderniically
to relieve jjaiii in a colloid cancer into which i)ure zinc chloi'id had been

injected. Collapse complete in one and one-half hours, but reg'aincd

consciousness under treatment. Remained in this improved condition

and took nourishment for four liours Avhen lie sank g-radually, and

died eleven and a half liours after the administration of morphin.
No autopsy.

9. Sieveking {Lancet, 1861, /., 575) : M., 45 ; one grain (0.065 gm.)
of the acetate in pill form. Out-patient in St. Mary's Hospital, London.

Died in thirteen hours. The urine was albuminous and the kidneys
were highly diseased.^

10. Account of Inquest {Pharni. J. and Tr., 1863, n. s., iv., 532) :

M., 52
; died in ten houins after having taken a mixture which, accord-

ing to the attending physician, contained half a grain of morphium
chlorid. No statement of the nature of the illness, nor of the results

of the auto])sy.''

11. Report of Trial {Buff- M. and S. J., 1867-68, vii., 121) : M.,

ad.
;
death in seven hours. This is an account of the trial of a suit

for damages against the attending physician who stated that he ad-

ministered hypodermically
"
half a grain as near as I (he) can judge."

12. Paterson {Edinb. Mthhj. J., 1845, 195): F., 19
;
one grain in

divided doses during six houre. Death in seven hours. ^

13. Morgan {Taylor: ''Poisons,''' 3d Am. ed., 549): M., ad.; one

gi'ain (0.065 gni.) hypodermically in twelve hours. Died in six hours.

Patient in Middlesex Hospital. No particulars as to the nature of the

' No reference to the place where •
Taylor ("Poisons," 3d Am. ed.,

this case is related is given, and in 549) refers to this case as that of a
answer to a communication Profes- "healtliy man," yet he was under
sor Wormley states his inability to treatment by a physician. Taylor
find the reference. also states the dose to have been one

- This is not an observation of grain : on what authority does not

Ingalls', but a case communicated appear.
to him in response to a circular ' We have been unable to consult
letter. the original report of this case,

3 See also Ph. J. and Tr., 1862, n. which is (pioted by Taylor: "Poi-

s., iii.. 45. sons," 3d Am. ed., 549.
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disease. No autopsy. Guy and Ferrier (" Forensic Med.," 6th ed., 473)

in citing- this case use the words "appears to have proved fatal."

14. Johnson {Lancet, 1872, ii., 24): F., 62; afflicted with large

abdominal tumors weighing thirty to forty pounds, and with dropsy ;

had been an invalid for twenty years. She received one grain of the

acetate in a pill and died in less than twelve hours.'

15. Bossart (Rev. med. d. I. Suisse roni., 1885, v., 679): F., 32;

died the day aftei- she had taken 0.06 to 0.07 gm. (about one grain) of

morphin and 6 to 7 gm. (93 to 108 grains) of chloral.

16. WJiarton and Stille C Med. Jwr.," 3d ed., ii., 337, 848): M.,

ad.; one and one-third grains in four pills at intervals of one hour.

The patient had acute rheumatism. -

17. Denig (Worm lei/ :
"
Micro-Chemistry of Poisons," 2d ed., 470) :

F., 17; robust and healthy. Dose given as 3 ij. of laudanum. This

should contain at least 1.6 grains morphin, but the druggist testified

that it contained only the soluble portions of seven grains of opium

(= 0.7 gm. morphin).
18. (Lancet, 1857, i., 435) : M., ad.; a patient received an injection

containing 10 gm. of laudanum (= 1.6 grains morphin), became coma-

tose, was completely roused, remained quite free fi-om narcotic symp-
toms for twenty hours, became suddenly worse and died in two days.

No statement of the nature of the disease or of the results of the

autopsy.
19. Fagerlund (Vrtljschr. f. ger. Med., 1894, 3 s., viii., Snpplhft.,

86) : M., 70 ;
took 10 gm. of laudanum (= 0.15 gm. =2.3 grains mor-

phin) with suicidal intent, and was found dead next morning.
20. Med. Times, Lond., 1846, 114) : F., 66

;
had gangrene of right

foot. Three grains (0.2 gm.) of the chlorid administered by mistake.

Died in nine hours.

Other early reports in which the accuracy of the dose stated is ques-

tionable are those of Sharkey (Lond. M. Gaz., 1846, II., 235, Case II.;

Toogood (Prov. M. and S. J., 1841, III., 129; Vermandois (Alibert)

Bibl. Med., 1806, quoted by Orfila : "Tox. gen.," 5emeed., II., 254.

Infants and young children are very susceptible to the toxic

action of the opiates: An infant died from the effects of yV

gr, (0.005 gm.) of the chlorid administered in mistake for dill

water ;' and a child of eleven months was destroyed by jV g'l'-

(0.004 gm.), also given by mistake." Cheatham' has reported the

case of a boy of eight years, suffering from acute basilar menin-

' See also Ph. J. and Tr., 1872-73.
^ Chem. News, 1863, 98 ; Ph. J.,

3 s., iii., 14. aiidTr., 1863, n. s., v., 138.
'^ This case is quoted from Med. *

Ibid., 1870-71, 3 s., i., 615.

Times and Gaz., June, 1860, 254. ^ N. Car. M. J., July, 1886 (Re-
We fail to find it in that journal. print), p. 8.
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i::itis. Avlioso (loath was liasttMiod by tlic liyitodciinic administi'a-

tioii III"
li gr. (^O.ddS gin.) of morphin CDinhint'cl with atropin.'

Infants of a few days have died from the ell'ects of three,' two,''

ami even a single' drop of laudanum (= 1.20, 0.84, 0.42 mgni.

niorphin) ; and childnMi of cighteiMi months or less from five,"

ft>nr," and three' drops (--•.*. I, l.c.s, l.2(» mgm. morpliin).

Taylor' states that a case was commnnicated to him by Mr.

Edwards of an infant of four weeks which died from the eiTects

of a (piantity of jiaregoric containing t^\, gr. of opinm (= 0.0007

gm. = 0.00007 gm. niorphin). No j)arti('ulars are given, how-

ever, conceruing the child's condition of health or disease.*

Two instances are reported in which yonug children have been

fatally poisoned b}' the milk of the mother to whom opiates had
been administered: in one the infant was three days old, and

the opiate had been administered to the mother internally.'" In

the other the child was six weeks old
;
landanum had been ad-

ministered to the mother internally and a fomentation of gin
and laudanum had been applied to her side."

On tlie other hand even non-habituated adults have recovered

from the effects of very large doses. The largest quantity of

morphin certainly thus recovered from was GO grains (3.89 gm.)
of the acetate, w^iich was taken with suicidal intent by a man
of forty years, w^ho had never been an opium eater."' Other

recoveries from large doses of morphin have been reported by
Norris (75 gr. = 4.80 gm.)," Watkins (01 gr. = 3.95 gm. taken

inone hour),'* Bonjean (55 gr. = 3.50 gm. acetate) ," Castara (50

' See also Ph. J. and Tr., 1873-74, icide ; l)y mother in teaspoonful of

3 s., iv., 99. lier own milk.
- Ph. J. and Tr., 1870-71, 3 s.,

« Kelso . Lancet, 1837-38,1., 304;
i., 798, cBt. seventeen (lays. Ever- Lancet, 1869, ii., 187. Alison;
est. Lancet, 1841-42, 758, set. two Christison, "Poisons,

" Am. ed., 550.

davs. ' Simscn . Christison ; Loc. cit.
- Prov. M. and S. Jour., 1846, 519,

" "Poisons," 3d Am. ed., 536, 542.

a;t. five days. Smith : Lancet, 1854,
' See also Ph. J. and Tr., 1872-73,

i.. 419, aet. seven days, tt^ i. Bal- 3 s., iii., 1047.

four : Edinb. M. J., 1856-57, ii., 146,
'" Evans : Br. M. J., 1885, ii., 1159.

aet. four days.
" Med. Times and Gaz., 1861, 70;

^Woolen: South. M. and S. Jour., Lancet, 1861, i., 93.

July. 1849, quoted by Beck- "In- '^ Wood : Boston M. and S. J..

fantTherap.," 145.
"

July, 1876, 82.
5 Jackson : Am. J. M. Sc, 1854,

'^ Am. J. M. Sc, 1862, n. s., xliv.,

xxriii., 384; Ph. J. and Tr., 1870- 395 (Case I.).

71, 3 s., i., 742. Fagerhmd ; Vrtl- '* Richm. and Louisv. M. J., 1870,

jschr. f. ger. Med., 1894, 3 s.
, viii., x., 453.

Supplh., 86, gtt. V. or more. Horn- '^ J. d. chim. med.,etc., 1844, x.,

692.
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gr.
= 0.24: gm. acetate),' Morse (-JSgr.

= :^.4:8 gm. sulfate)/ and

Lemeu (3G gr. = 2.33 gm. sulfate).' Two cases are reported of

recover}^ from the effects of eight ounces of laudanum (
= 51 gr. =

3.31 gm. morphin)/ one from six ounces (= 38.3 gr.= 2.48 gm.
morphin)," and many from doses of from two to five and a half

ounces (12.8-35 gr.
= 0.83-2.28 gm. morphin) . Wormley

"^

cites

the case of a pregnant female who swallowed between seven and

eight ounces (220-250 gm.) of solid opium, yet recovered under

treatment, after having exhibited well-marked symptoms of

narcotism. Children have also recovered from relatively large
doses. Thus Callender has reported the recovery of a child

of seven years after it had received, through mistake of the

nurse, two drachms of laudanum (= 7.6 gr. = 0. 1 gm. morphin) ;'

Dow' has reported the case of a child of four years which with-

stood the effects of 3 grains (=0.19 gm.) of morphium sul-

fate given in mistake for quinin ;
and Hadden^ refers to the

case of a youthful suicide of seven years who recovered from

the effects of a dose of half an ounce of laudanum (= 3.2 gr. =
0.2 gm. morphin).

The poisonous action of morphin is very gre^itly diminished

by habit, probably more than that of any other poison. The
amounts taken b}' adult opium eaters, laudanum drinkers, and

morphin injectors are sometimes enormous. Cases in which the

consumption reaches 2 to 3.5 gm. (30-54 gr.) of morphin daily
have been observed,'" and De Quincy relates that his dail}' al-

lowance of laudanum at one time reached nine ounces (= 57.5

gr.
= 3.7 gm. morphin). Chisolm" refers to an opium eater who

took 120 grains (7.8 gm.) of morphin at a single dose with suicidal

intent, but without any ill effects. This tolerance may also be

I J. de chilli, med., etc., 1881, vii., also Marcet : Med.-Chir. Tr., 1806.

135. i., 77.

'Boston M. and S. Jour., 1887, « "Micro-Chein. of Poisons," 2d
cxvi., 603. ed., 472.

3 /bid., 1887, cxvi., 443. There- ^ Med. Rec, N. Y., 1894, xlvi.,

port by Dii Bois (Western Lancet, 345.

i., 1872, 330) of a case in which 80 » Va. Med. Monthly, 1877-78, iv.,

grains (5.18 gm.) are said to have 670.

been taken contains intei'nal evi- '^

Phys. and Bull. Med.deg. Soc,
dence of inaccuracy. N. Y., 1880, xiii., 8.

* Barstead : Lancet, 1873, i.,468.
'"
Reguier : "Intoxication chro-

Harvev, cited by Taylor: "Poi- nique par la morphine,
"
Paris, 1890,

sons," 3d Am. ed." 5.35." 101, 107, 114, 123, 124. Groom:
' O'Callachan : Cinnda M. and S. iMed. Rec, N. Y., 1894, xlvi., .340.

Jour., 1881-82, x., 6 (Case I.). See i'
Maryland M. J., 1878, iii., 109.
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ostablislu'il in childii'ii. Tlius Littk>' lias repurtiHl I 1k' case of a

male infant, sutlVrinLj from acute inllamniation of the knee-joint,

{o whom opiates were i;iven in i^railually increasinj^ anidiiiit

until, when eiL^ht months of age, it took two lluidounces of

Mat^enilie's solution (= '.Vi gr. = 2.07 gni. sulfate) in one day
with no toxic effects. The tolerance of morphin resulting from

habituation does not amount to immunitj-, and cases are by no

means rare of morphin hahituOs who have died fn^m theefTe(!ts

of overdoses.'

Symptoms.—The symptoms i)roduced b^' opium and its

preparations and by morphin—acute meconism—are practically

the same whatever preparations of opium or salt of morphin

may have been used.

The iiiue when symptoms begin is usually from half an

hour to an hour after the poison has been taken. Frequently
this period is much shortened. In children which have received

relatively large doses the poison sometimes begins to produce
its effects within a few minutes or almost immediately. When
the poison has been introduced hypodermically its action is

more rapid than when taken b}' the stomach, and opiates ad-

ministered b}- the rectum are more prompt in their action than

w4ien they are swallowed. In exceptional instances the inter-

val between the taking of the poison and the manifestation of

symptoms is much shcjrtened, even in adults. Many instances

are reported in which the patient became unconscious in ten or

fifteen minutes and several in which the action was " almost

immediate."
' Or the appearance of symptoms may be delayed

for several hours. Thus Boeck' cites the case of a maniacal

woman w^ho received 0.18 gm. (3 gr.) of morphin hypodermically

during two hours; she was not quieted, but in two hours went

to sleep, and afterward died in collapse. Channing' reports the

fatal poisoning of a man who took laudanum at G : 30 A.M., and,

although in bed all day and attending to some business, only

became drowsy between o and 6 p.m. Christison" states, on the

' Am. J. Obst.. 1878, xi. 1874, xx., 165. Woodbury: Phila.

•^Gombault: Maschka, "Handb. Coll. and CI. Rec. 1882, iii., 265.

d. ger. Med.," ii., 449. Hennessy : Albany Med. Ann., 1889,

^Davy. Cine. Lancet and CI.. x., 247 (Case II.) .

1880, n. s., iv., 101. Nutt : Louis- " Ziemssen :

•' Handb.," etc., xv..

ville M. News, 1881, xi.. 267. 541.

Prentiss: Am. J. M. Sc, 1867, n. ' Boston M. and S. J., 1857. Ivi., 449.

s., liii., 562. Trask : N. Y. M. J.,
« "Poisons," Am. ed., 544.
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authority of Hende, that a man who took 3 iss. of laudanum

and 3 vi. more an hour afterward was perfectly sensible seven

hours later and only became unconscious in eighteen hours.

The clinical history of morphin poisoning may be divided

into three stages :

The Period of Excitement.—This stage is marked by rest-

lessness, great physical activity, loquacity, greatly increased

imaginative power, frequently to the extent of hallucination,

always of a pleasing character, and by increased cardiac action.

This stage is of short duration, or absent in those not habituated

to morphin, particularly Mdien large doses are taken. Some-

times, without any previous excitement, the patient becomes

suddenly narcotized in fifteen or twenty minutes.' In children

the onset of the poisoning is frequently marked with convul-

sions, which gradually give place to narcosis. In a few in-

stances adults have become wildly excited, and even maniacal,

at this stage.
^

The Period of >Sopo/-.—The condition of excitement passes,

sometimes rather suddenly, into an intermediate stage of

diminished sensibility. The patient becomes weary, incapable

of physical exertion, dull, and drowsy. He experiences a sense

of weight in the extremities, and an irresistible desire to sleep,

to which he finally yields if not kept awake. The sleep is at

first seemingly normal, though profound. The pulse and res-

piration are normal. The patient may be aroused and some-

times kept awake by shaking him, hy the infliction of pain or

by loud calling. The face is pale, the lips are somewhat livid,

the surface is covered with a cold perspiration, and the pupils

are contracted. During this period the patient frequently ex-

periences a violent itching of the skin, which is sometimes fol-

lowed or accompanied by the appearance of an exanthem which

may be papular, red, bluish, or almost colorless, or resembling
that of urticaria or that of scarlatina. This stage in severe

poisonings is always of short duration, and merges insensibly

into the third :

The Period of Narcosis.—The patient can no longer bo

'Salviat: Union med. de la Gi- 1828, viii., 518. Foulke : Ain. J.

ronde, 1859, iv., 314. Keitli : Chi- iM. Sc, 184, n. s., xv., 568. Tur-

cago M. J. and Exam., 1879, xxxix., chetti ; Gaz. nied. it. prov. Venet,
276.

•

1860, iii., 226. Bergstpn : Upsala
^Lee: N. Y. M. and Phys. J., Lak. For., 1872, vii., 645.

IV. -47
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aroused, tncu Ity the iimst \ iolciil incaiis. lie lies inulionless

and sensoloss, with cyeliils i-Utycd, t>i- partly closed. The sur-

faco is bathed in ju-ofuse perspinitioii, which exhales the odor of

opiinn in oj)iuni cases. The face is j)ale or lead-colored, the lips

are blue or purple, the lower jaw is jxmhIuIous, the muscular

system is completely relaxed, and the reflexes are abolished.

The pupils ar(^ contracted to the size of ])iidieads, or even ob-

literated, and ilo not react to light; and tlio conjunctiva) are

injected. At first the superficial arteries, temporals and ca-

rotids, pulsate fully, strongly, and rapidly, wdiilotho respiration
is slow and shallow (80 pulsations to 4 to S respirations in the

minute). Later the pulse becomes feeble, slow, irregular, and

easily compressible, and the respiration becomes more infre-

(juent, shallow, stertorous, accompanied by mucous rales and

imj)eded by the tendency of the tongue to fall back. Retention

of urine occurs early in the histor}-, and continues until death

or recover}'.

In this period, if the case do not yield to treatment, the

poisoning usually proceeds rapidly to a fatal termination. The
surface of the body and even the expired air become cold. The
skin is cyauosed, and covered wdth a cold, clammy perspira-
tion. The pulse becomes slower, more feeble, and gradually

imperceptible. The respiration is more shallow and more

feeble, sometimes Cheyne-Stokes, while the rales become more

pronounced. Individual muscles or groups of muscles are agi-

tated by short clonic twitchings, and occasionally convulsions

and tetanus, with trismus and opisthotonus or emprosthotonus
occur. Later the muscles become completel}'' paralyzed, the

respiratory movements are made at longer intervals and finally

cease, the circulation continuing for a time after the cessation

of respiration. Finally the action of the heart is arrested, and

death comes quietly. Sometimes epistaxis and other hemor-

rhages occur toward the end.

Should recovery follow after the stage of narcosis has been

established, the respiration gradually becomes more frequent
and more natural, the pulse becomes first perceptible and then

gradual!}' passes toward the normal, while the condition of coma

passes into one of deep sleep, which may continue for twenty-
four or thirty-six hours longer, although in this condition the

patient may be aroused. In the great majority of cases in
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which recovery has progressed so far that the patient maj^ be

aroused it will be complete. Nevertheless occasional instances

have occurred in which the victim has relapsed into a deeply
comatose condition and has finally died.'

In cases of recovery the patient, on awakening, is weary,

giddy, and uncertain in his movements. He may also suffer for

some hours from nausea and headache, and for a longer time

from loss of appetite and derangement of digestion. If atropin
have been administered as an antidote, the delirium, hallucina-

tions, disturbance of vision, and dryness of the fauces which it

causes may continue for several hours or days.
Unusual Symptoms.—Usually tetanic symptoms appear

only late in the history, are not severe, and are sometimes

limited to trismus. Cases have, however, occurred in which

they set in early and were prominent. Thus Pellacani
^
has

reported the case of a man of twenty-one years who received

morphin and atropin hypodermically and whose first S3'mptoms
resembled those produced by strychnin, were violent in degree,
and subsequently merged into a condition of somnolence and

sopor. An analysis of the solution injected showed it to contain

morphin, and to be free from strychnin and brucin." Similar

cases have been reported by Courtenay,' Anderson," Shearman,*

Tupper,' Parsons,' and Davidson.' When strychnin and mor-

phin are taken together in quantities approaching equality the

action of the strychnin predominates, but is mitigated by the

antidotal action of the morphin.'"
The mouth is usually dr}* and the patient sometimes com-

plains of thirst, but cases have occurred in which saliva flowed

from the mouth."
' Hoffmaun : Wien. med. Presse,

1877, xviii., 73. Souchou: N. Orl.

M. andS. J., 1886-87, n. s., xiv., 487

(Case II.) ; Lancet, 1851, i., 4'6r^.

Taylor: "Poisons," 3d Am. ed.,
530 (two cases). Hartley : Brit. U.
J., 1892, ii., 460. See also Silber-
steiu : Med. -Ch. Centbl., Wien,
1882, xvii., 184.

'^ Riv. sper. d. freniat. , etc., 1885,
xi., 83.

^ The tetanic symptoms are some-
times ascribed to tliebain, which
accompanies morphin in opium ;

but tlie cases here cited are all mor-
phin cases.

"Brit. M. J., 1879, ii., 615.
5 Am. J. M. Sc, 1848, u. s., xvi.,

347.

''Med. Times and Gaz., 1857, xiv.,
235.

' Boston M. and S. J., 1879, ci.,
619.

** Med. Pr. and Circ.
, London,

1881, n. s., 507.

'Atlanta M. and S. J., 1885, n.

s. ii. 595.

'"Stadeler: N. Orl. M. and S. J.,

1887-88. n. s., xv., 200. Marvin:
Med. Herald, Louisville. 1879, i., 4.
" Alexander: Wien. med. Presse,

1865, vi., 754. Hennessy : Albany
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\ limit iiiL;- is tVc([iK'ntly ]ii\>\(ilvi'(l (ni\\ w ilii diHiculU
, l)iit, in

;i t'l'W instaiuvs it has boon kiu>\vn to occur spontaneously,' in

two of wliicli tlio roportor suspects that sonio of the inorijhin
had lii'on convortctl into aixinii iiphin.^

Contraction of the pujiils is one of lh(> must constant symp-
toms of opium pt)isoniny;, yet in a few reports they have h(>on

(lescrihod as dihitod. Two of these are early cases in which the

symi)toms were otherwise those of opium jjoisoninjj;.
'

In Bro-

chiirs case* the patient was in a condition of general contraction

at the time of the observation; and in Cartaz' case" tlie patient,
who had received the niorphin hypodermically in the course of

medical treatment in which habituation had been established,
had hallucinations, and fell to the floor in syncope, with staring

eyes and pu])ils -widely dilated. In Salviat's case" the symp-
toms were of a tetanic type, and the pupils were "not con-

tracted." An observation of Cheever's' shows that the dilata-

tion of the pupils observed at autopsies takes place at the time

of death. The pupils were under examination and "just at the

instant of dissolution the pupils became largelj^ dilated, as if

moved by a spring, and remained in that condition."

The symmetrical contraction of the pupils in opium poison-

ing has been relied upon as an important factor in the differen-

tial diagnosis of opium poisoning from hemorrhage in the pons
Varolii, which causes unsymmetrical contraction of the pupils.

Two cases have been reported in which in opium poisoning the

pupils were unsymmetrically contracted." Nothing is said of

the position of the patient in Gaston's case. Stonehouse ob-

served that the patient was lying upon the right side, and the

right pupil was the smaller. Thinking that the position might
be the cause of the inequality, he put the patient squarely upon
his back, when the pupils became equal and remained extremely
contracted."

Med Ann., 1889. x., 247 (Case II. ) .

* France med. , 1878, xxv., 593.

H.iwkes: Lancet, 1881, i., 209. « Union nied. de la Giroude, 1859,
' Davy: Cincin. Lancet and CI., iv. , 814.

1880, n. s., iv., 101; Ph. J. and 'Med. Times and Gaz., 1882, i.,

Tr., 1880-81, 3 s.. x., 598. 63.

Fenykory : Wien. med. Pressc,
^ Caston : Tex. Conr. Rec. of M.,

1883, xxiv.. 208. 1884-85, ii.. G16. Stonehouse : Al-
^Ann. d'hvg., etc., 1845, 212. banv Med. Ann., 1882, iii., 241.

Toogood : Prov. M. and S. J., 1841,
"
Taylor ("Poisons," 3d Am. ed.,

iii., 129. 529) says : "In a case referred to me
^ Gaz. d. hop., 1877, 1., 227. in 1846 one pupil was contracted and
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Six cases of Poisoning by codein have been reported."

Tlie symptoms differed materiall}' from those caused bj^ mor-

phin. There were nausea, vomiting, and abdominal pain. Al-

though somnolent, the patients were very uneasy, witli more or

less redness and itching of the skin, and the sensibilit}^, at first

diminished, afterward became greatly increased. Later the

pulse became weaker, and there was tendency to asphyxia. In

Medvei's case the eyes were prominent, the cotijunctivse greatly

injected, and the pupils somewhat dilated. In the other cases

the pupils were markedly contracted. The patients were not

narcotized.

Diagnosis.—Can a diagnosis of opiumpoisoning he made

from the symptoms alone ? The answer of this question will

depend upon the force attached to the word "
diagnosis

"
(see

p. 101). While a "working diagnosis," amounting to an ex-

tremely strong probability, almost a certainty, may frequently
be made from observation of the patient and his surroundings,

including the history of the attack, a "
positive diagnosis"

cannot be made from the appearances and statements of the

patient alone, and can be reached only when these are supple-

mented by the residts of the autopsy and the detection of mor-

phin by chemical methods, or evidence from the historj' of the

attack and proof of the presence of morphin or opium in re-

mains of the material which has caused the poisoning.
The conditions which resemble opium poisoning in their

symptomatology are poisoning by chloral, acute alcoholism,

apoplexy, ursemic coma, acute hjalrocephalus in children, and

in the tetanic form, strychnin poisoning. It is clear that opium

poisoning may coexist with any of these. Numerous cases of

combined morphin and chloral poisoning have been reported.

Suicides have frequently taken large doses of opiates while under

the influence of alcohol. Cerebral congestion is always observed

in opium poisoning, and in persons whose arteries are degen-
erated cerebral extravasations or hemorrhages may be provoked

by large doses of opiates. Persons suffering from Bright's

the other dilated." Appareutly Dr. 1875, xxxv., 41. Walsh : Brit. M.

Taylor did not see this patient liini- J., 1889, ii., 718. Mettenheimer :

self and lie does not state the condi- Memorab., Heilbr., 1891-92, n. F.,
tions under which the observation xi., 136. Medvei : Itifern. kl.

was made. Rundschau, 1892, vi. , 1457. Sprat-
'

Myrtle: Br. M. J., 1874, i.. 478. ling; Med. Rec. ,
N. Y., 1893, xliv.,

Ainbrosoli : Gazz. med. it. lonib. , 81.
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(lisoasc aro ju'culiarly susc(]itilik' to llir at'tioii of luorpliin be-

cause of (ioficii'iit c'liininatioii. ^Vo have known childrou ^^ul^c>l•-

ing from aiiiti" hydrocephalus to recover from severe opium
|)oisoninjx and to ilie of the disease in a short time thereafter.

Finally wc have seen above that strychnin and inoijihin have
been taken in combination. In such cases the difliculty of do-

termining which of the two factors, if either, was the ])red()mi-

nating cause of deatli is sometimes insuperable. Indeed it is,

as it was in Fisk's case, sometimes difficult to determine posi-

tively whether death was finally due to a gimshot wound or to

morjihin subsequently administered.

Treatment.—The treatment in cases of acute opium or

morphin poisoning should be directed first to removal of any of

the poison still remaining in the stomach, and second, to the

prevention of coma or cessation of respiration until the processes
of elimination have removed that portion of the j>oison which
has been absorbed.

The first object is best attained by thoroughly washing out

the stomach with a solution of potassium permanganate, as

suggested by Moor,' by means of the stomach tube or siphon,
and leaving some of the same solution in the stomach at the end

of the washing. This should be done in any case, even at the

risk of temporarily arresting the respiration. The mechanical

removal in this manner is preferable to the exhibition of emetics,

as these frequently fail to act. It is only when solid opium has

been swallowed in masses too large to enter the pipe (a most ex-

ceptional condition) that an emetic of zinc sulfate or of apomor-

phin is to be preferred. The washing out of the stomach should

not be omitted even if a poisonous dose has been hypodermically

administered, as Alt ''

has shown that morphin so administered

is eliminated to a notable extent by the stomach, and that lethal

doses administered h3'podermically are rendered harmless by

protracted washing out of the stomach. If the case be seen in

its earlier stages, before the sopor has become deep, the patient

should be aroused if somnolent by cold effusions to the head

and spine, while the feet are immersed in hot water, followed

by friction to avoid undue diminution of body temperature, by

flagellation to the palms and soles, or to the back wuth damp
'Med. Rec, N. Y., 1894, xlv.,

'^ Berl. kl. Wochenschr. , 1889.
200. 560.
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towels, or by the use of the faradic current. The patient hav-

ing been sufficiently aroused is to be kept awake by the
'' am-

bulatory treatment:" walked between two persons, preferably

in the open air if the weather permit, but not in the direct sun-

light. There should, however, be a limit to the efforts to arouse

the patient and to keep him awake. The brutal treatment of

patients described in some reports is neither necessar}^, ser-

viceable, nor excusable. In the use of the ambulatory treatment

it must not be forgotten that in some cases the patient cannot be

kept awake, and that in these a persistence in
"
walking" him

only results in exhaustion which intensifies the subsequent coma.

In such cases as well as in those in which there is threatened or

actual failure of respiration, artificial respiration is to be resorted

to, aided by application of the faradic current (see Treatment,

p. 92). Artificial respiration, to be of service, must be persisted

in, sometimes for several hours, so long as the heart's action

continues. It may be aided by inhalation of pure oxygen, and

is to be considered as the main reliance in opium poisoning.

The use of the catheter should not be neglected, as the bladder

is liable to become greatly distended by the retained urine.

Other mechanical operations have been resorted to, but are

of questionable value; tracheotomy,' forced respiration,^ trans-

fusion of milk,^ anal dilatation,* and massage.^
Of the so-called antidotes strong coffee by the mouth or

rectum, or caffein hypodermically, and ether or ammonia by
the same method are certainly of value. The utility, indeed

the freedom from danger of atropin is questionable. While its

use has been advised in recent j-ears by Krafft-Ebing,* Huse-

mann,' Sticker,* Kobert* and others, it has also been con-

demned as not only useless but dangerous by Unverricht,'"

Lenhartz," Knapstein,'" and Orlowski.'' Strychnin and picro-
' Lewis: Weekly M. Rev., St. ' Penzoldt u. Stintzing : "Handb.

Louis, 1888, xvii., 412. d. spec. Therap.," 1895, ii., 306.

•^Fell: Buff. M. and S. J., 1887- « Centbl. f. kl. Med., 1891, xii.,

88, xxvii., 145; J. Ain. M. Assoc, 969; 1892, xiii., 82.

1892, xix., 130. 9 "Intoxikationen," 557.
3 Gilliam: Med. Rec, N. Y.,

'» Centbl. f. kl. Med., 1891, xii.,

1885, xxvii., 679. 849; 1892, xiii., 49.

•Pyle: Med. News,, Phila., 1894,
" Arch. f. exp. Path. u. Pharm.,

Ixiv., 514. 1887, xxii., 387; Dent. Arch. f. kl.

^Gorton: Ihid., 1893, Ixiii., 266. Med., 1886-87, xl., 574.
^ Wieu. med. Presse, 1891, xxxii., '^ "Sind Atropin ii. Morphin Anti-

746. dote?" Diss., Bonn, 1879.
'^

"Exper. Beitr. z. Kenntn. d.
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toxin liavi' also liiTii rccoiniueinlod as antidotes; anil jahoranili

t<) favi)r clinnnatioii by stinuilatini^ tho isocretion of the per-

spiration.

Post-Morteni Appearances.—Tho autojjsy reveals no

lesions whieli are characteristic of opium poisoning. Tlie sur-

face of the body is .frequently livid, and rigor mortis is said

to be of shorter duration. The appearances are such as are

usually observed after death from aspiiyxia: Tlie blood is fluid

and dark. The vessels of the brain and meninges are gorged
with blood, and the cut surfaces of the brain substance present

numerous dark-red spots. The veins of the scalp are also filled

with blood. Serous effusions are often met with between the

membranes, more rarely in the ventricles. The lungs are usu-

ally congested. The stomach and other viscera are normal,

except that, if a preparation of opium have been taken, the odor

of that drug may be observed on opening the stomach. The

bladder is usually full of urine. The appearances, when

present, are onh* confirmatorj', and the autopsy is principally

of interest to determine the presence or absence of other causes

of death.

Action of the Animal Economy upon Absorbed

Morphin.—As late as 1886 Donath' has reiterated the opinion,

expressed b}' several of the earlier toxicologists, that morphin

disappears completely in the organism, and is converted into no

other alkaloid; consequently tiiat neither morphin nor oxydi-

morphin can under any circumstances be detected in the urine.

That this view is erroneous has been shown by numerous

observations. Not to mention the results of earlier analyses,

Dragendorff and Kauzmann,' Marme,' Eliassaw,' Nolta and

Lugan,* and Wormley* have obtained positive evidence of the

presence of morphin in the blood and urine both after adminis-

tration of notable doses by the mouth, and after hypodermic
administration. Marme also showed that morphin is converted

Einwirk. d. Atropins," etc., Diss.,
^ peut. med. Wochenschr., 1883,

Dnrpat, 1891. ix., 197.

'Arch. f. d. ges. Physiol., 1886,
•«

" Zur Lehre v. Schicksal d. Mor-

xxxviii., 528. ])liiiis im lebenden Organisruus,
- "Gerichtl.-Chem. Nachweis des Diss., Konigsberg, 1882.

Morphins," etc.. Diss., Dorpat,
» j ^^g pi,arm. et de chim., 1884,

1868. Dragendorff. ''Beitrage z. 6.s.,x.,462.

ger. Cheniie,"etc., 121-139. « Univ. M. Mag., May, 1890, re-

print.
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in the sj'stem, in part at least, into oxydimorphin (pseudomorphin
or dehydromorphin), and that this mixture of morphin and oxy-

dimorphin is eliminated, partly by the urine and partly by the

alimentary canal. The elimination by the stomach has been

further shown to occur by Alt,' who found by washing the

stomach after hypodermic injection of morphin that about one-

half of the amount injected is eliminated b}' the stomach, and

that the elimination begins in from two to three minutes, con-

tinues for half an hour, then becomes less active, and finally

ceases completely in from fifty to sixty minutes. Tauber^ has

experimentally proved the elimination of morphin by the

intestine and its presence in the faeces after hypodermic ad-

ministration.

It follows that in cases of poisoning by morphin, b}- what-

ever channel administered, the chances for its detection are the

best in the alimentary canal, and that under favorable condi-

tions it may also be detected in the blood, urine, and liver.

Detection.—Of the many constituents of opium a few only
are of practical interest in this connection : morphin, oxydi-

morphin, narcotin, meconic acid, and codein. Oxydimorphin
resembles morphin in many of its reactions and is of interest

in view of its formation from morphin in the system, referred

to above. The reactions of narcotin and of meconic acid may
afford evidence that morphin found in the bod}" or elsewhere

exists there as a constituent of some preparation of opium, and

not as a salt of morjihin
—a differentiation which may be of

importance collaterally. Codein is in use as a medicine and

may itself cause poisoning.
In the systematic method for the extraction of vegetable

poisons (pp. 13o-13S) narcotin and codein pass from the alkaline

aqueous liquid into benzene, and are found in residue VI.
;

meconic acid is extracted from the acid aqueous solution by

amylic alcohol, and is found in residue VIII.; and morphin
and oxydimorphin are extracted by hot amylic alcohol from the

alkaline aqueous liquid, and are found in residue IX.

Or morphin may be extracted from urine or blood by the

Marme-Warnecke method,^ or by that of Tauber." In the
' Berl. kliu. Wochenschr., 1889,

s Ztschr. f. an. Chem., 1883,
560. xxii., 634.

- Arch. f. exp. Path. n. Ph., 1890,
• Arch. f. exp. Path. u. Pharni..

xxvii., 336. 1890, xxvii., 353.
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lattiT nu'tliotl the 1)1ihh1, diluti'd with four \(ilunu's of ^v,•^t('^, or

till- iiriiio if albuminous, is first frt'oil from albumin by aildilidu

of acetic acitl to faint but distinct acid reaction, boilinj^ until

the albumin is i'oaii:ulatod in tiocks, filtering through nuislin

from the coaguhnn, and washing of tlii' latter. Basic lead

acetate is adilcd to ilio mixed filtrate and washings so long as a

precipitate is produced; wlu'u this has dej)osited, the liijuid is

filtered t)ff and the ])recipitate washed first with water, then

with ninety-tive-per-cent. alcohol. The alcohol is exi)elled and

the atpieous liquid freed from lead b}^ hydrogen sulfid, and fil-

tration from the precipitated lead sultid, which is then washed

with water. The filtrate and washings, freed from hydrogen
sulfid by a current of air, are evaporated nearly to dryness on

the water-bath. The residue is extracted with alcohol bj- mace-

ration for several hours with repeated warming, filtration, and

washing of the residue. The alcoholic liquid is evaporated at

the ordinary temperature. If the residue be not sufficiently

pure it should be redissolved in alcohol, and the solution treated

with an alcoholic solution of basic lead acetate. The alcoholic

liquid is then filtered from the precipitate, which is washed

with alcohol, and the alcoholic solution and washings are again

evaporated. The residue is extracted with w^ater, filtered, and

concentrated to a few cubic centimetres. The acid aqueous

liquid is warmed, treated with finely powdered monosodic car-

bonate to neutralization, and allowed to cool. Under favorable

conditions themorphin separates in crystals, but if the quantity

present be not large, several hours or even a daj' elapse before

any appreciable separation occurs. The filtrate from this de-

posit is received in a graduated cylinder, in quantitative deter-

minations, and an addition of 1 mgm. of morphin for each cubic

centimetre is allowed for the morphin remaining dissolved.

The deposit may be collected upon a weighed filter, dried and

weighed. With this method Tauber recovered from 93.3 to

97.3 per cent, of morphin added to blood.

The precipitation of foreign substances by basic lead acetate

in aqueous and alcoholic solution as above described may be also

utilized to purify residues obtained by the extraction method.

It must not be forgotten, however, that this entails certain loss

of morphin by iis partial solubility in the alkaline liquid, and

that very small quantities may fail of precipitation completely.
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Tests for Morphin.—A great number of tests for morphin
has been proposed, most of them depending upon its reducing

action. Of these tests six : the ferric chlorid, the Frohde, the

Pellagri, the Husemann, the nitric acid, and the iodic acid, are

the most prominent, and are sufficient, we believe, when yielding

the reactions distinctly and unmistakably, to identify morphin.
When it is possible it is also advisable to cause the crystal-

lization of the alkaloid (see Fig. 34, p. 724), but the failure to

obtain crystals is by no means proof that the reactions obtained

are due to some substance other than morphin (or ox^'dimorphin).

While there is no difficulty in obtaining the crystals from a

simple solution of the alkaloid in pure amylic alcohol, particu-

larly if the amylic solution is not allowed to stand, but is evap-

orated immediately at a moderately elevated temperature, the

presence of minute quantities of impurities is sufficient to pre-

vent crystallization absolutely, while not interfering seriously

with the reactions. We have repeatedly found that known

solutions of morphin in insufficiently purified amylic alcohol

obstinately refused to crystallize, while the residues gave the

reactions perfectly ;
a fact which has been shown by Udranszky'

to be due to the presence of traces of furfurol in the alcohol.

Stolnikow^ and Wormley' in their experiments with urine ob-

tained residues which gave the color reactions distinctl}^ but

did not succeed in causing them to crj-stallize.

1. The Ferric-Chlorid Reaction—RobiqueVs Test.—If a

fragment of morphin be moistened with a solution of neutral fer-

ric chlorid a fine dark-blue color is immediately produced, which

becomes lighter, and finally fades out. The color is discharged

by the addition of alcohol, free acids, or caustic alkalies and by
heat. The reaction is not so delicate as some of the others, but

is more delicate with a solid residue than with a solution.

According to Wormley the reaction is not satisfactory with a

solution containing 0.13 mgm. of morphin, but is distinct with

a solid fragment of 0.00G5 mgm. According to Dragendorff

the presence of strychnin interferes with the reaction
;
and in

solutions the limit of the reaction is at 1 : 5000.

The following precautions are to be observed in the applica-

1 Ztschr. f. physiol. Cheni., 1889,
^ Ihid.. 1884, viii.. 235.

xiii., 358. ^ Univ. med. Mag., 1890, reprint,

p. 9.
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tion nf tlu> ti'st : 1. Tin' inorpliin rcsidiK- is to boas free from

iin|Mirily as possihK". ,\.l)st)lu(t' imrily is ik)1, however, essen-

tial if the ali<aloiil ho i)resent in sutlicieiit (luaiitity. Fretjueiitly

thereaetioii will not he satisfactory with the* residue as at first

oxtraeteil. Init \vill suhsi'iiueutly heconie distinctl}' manifest as a

state more nearly approiiehint::, hut still hy no means reacln'n^,

that of
"
isolation" is attaiiu'il h>' ])nrifi('ation. "i. No free acid

slu>uld he i)resent either in the residue or the reagent. The
latter should he freshly i)repared from the suhlimed chlorid, and

not from that made hy the wet metlK^l. The rea.c;(>nt should he

dilute, and only a minute drop should he added at hrst. 3. The
reaction is not satisfactory unless the color is distinctly blue—
not green or bluish-green.'

Oxydimorphin behaves like morphin -with this test.

The following substances also give a blue color with ferric

ehlorid : Arbufin'' gives a shade of color very similar to that

obtained with morphin, but tending somewhat more to violet.

Arbutin is, however, extracted from acid aqueous solution.

Moreover, it gives a bright gamboge color with nitric acid
;

it

does not respond to the Pellagri test; it does not color the

chloroform purple in the iodic-acid test; it is colored almost

black on being heated with sulfuric acid in the Husemann test;

it gives a greenish-brow-n color, changing to black with sulfuric

acid and potassium dichromate; and it gives a green color

with chlorin water and ammonia (see below), in all of wdiich

respects it differs from morphin. Gentianic acid (oxysalicylic

acid) gives a fine blue color with ferric chlorid; but the color is

changed to dirty red on the addition of soda solution. An
alkaline acjueous solution of this acid when exposed to air soon

becomes fiery red, changing to brown. Sulfuric acid forms

with it a yellow solution. Nitric acid forms a dark-green solu-

tion from which w^ater separates a green powder. Geissosper-
miif is extracted from alkaline solutions by amylic alcohol,

but also from acid solutions by benzene or chloroform. Nitric

acid colors it purple; wath Frohde's reagent it gives a persistent
' If a reagent containing too lute solution of the reagent should

much ferric chlorid be used in the be used.

presence of a minute quantity- of ^ A glucosid existing in the bear-

morphin tlie color may at first have berry (uva lusi) and in winter-
a greenish tinge, or become green- green.
ish and finally brown on standing.

^ An alkaloid of Pareira brava.

Should this be the case a more di-
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blue; and it behaves like strychnin toward sulfuric acid and

potassium dichromate. Saligenin,' which also gives an intense

red with sulfuric acid, also gives a blue with ferric chlorid.

a Naplithijlamin with ferric chlorid is at first colorless, but

soon gives a steel-blue color, gradually turning to dark violet-

blue. It differs from morphin in being colored black, changing
to brown, by nitric acid; in giving only a faint green, which

becomes darker, with Frohde's reagent ;
in coloring the chloro-

form amber, and forming a brownish-red liquid above with

the iodic test
;
and in turning pink on being heated with sul-

furic acid and black on addition of nitric acid with the Huse-

mann reaction. AlumnoV gives with ferric chlorid a violet-

blue color, similar to that produced by arbutin, but which does

not fade. With Frohde's reagent it assumes a faint yellowish -

green color; with the iodic-acid test the chloroform remains

colorless for thirty minutes, and no dark band is produced on

floating on ammonium hydroxid solution
;
with the Husemann

reaction it gives a reddish-brown, changing to cherry-red,

which becomes lighter. With sulfuric acid and potassium
dichromate alumnol gives a brown color. Alkalies decompose
it with precipitation of aluminium hydroxid. Phenol (carbolic

acid) gives a permanent violet-blue color with ferric chlorid.

It is, however, extracted from acid aqueous solutions by benzene

and to some extent by petroleum ether; it gives no color with

either the Pellagri or the Husemann test, and exhibits special

color reactions to which morphin does not respond. Other

phenols give blue or bluish colorations with ferric chlorid,

indeed morphin is itself a phenol : Resorcinol not only gives

a violet-blue with ferric chlorid, but also resembles morphin in

its behavior in the first steps of the Pellagri {q. v.). It does

not respond to the iodic-acid test and is only faintly colored

(yellow) by nitric acid. It is also extracted from acid solution

by benzene.

Other substances have been referred to as resembling mor-

phin in their behavior toward this test; salicylic acid, tannins,

gallic acid, phloroglucin, vanillin, orcin, and hydroquinone

(quinol), but the colors which these produce are distinctly

'A ghicosid derived from sali- nate (CioH6,OH, (S03)i.)3Al2,used in

cin, ;i constituent of willow hark. medicine as an astringent and anti-
' Aluminium /3-naphtholdisulfo- septic.
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ilitVon-ut {voin tli.it ilevolopcd by inorphin (soo rtomains

Ix'luw).

"2. Froh(U'\s Rcitction.— Fi-rilidc's rtvigiMit
'

dissolves mor-

pliiii, t'onniiii;' a purpli' soliitimi, w liicli in a iiiinuto or t wo turns

bhio, LK^ginning at tho margin of tlie ilrop, and the color tlicii

slowly rliangos to dirty green, then to yellow, and finally to faint

jiink. The elianges in color are the more rapid the smaller the

(luantily of niorphin pn^sont. With a large amount of the

alkaloid the blue eolor may persist f(jr hours or even for days.
The reaction is more distinct with the free alkaloid (when the

ipiantities are minute) than with its salts, although these react

also, the sulfate better than the chlorid or acetate.

The reaction, although not nearly so characteristic of nior-

phin as the ferric chlorid reaction, is much more delicate.

Dragendorff places the limit of the reaction at 0.000005 gm.
with the Frohde, and at 0.000001 gm. with Buckingham's
modification. Wormley states the smallest quantity with which
he obtained the blue color was 0.0001 gr. = 0.00000(;r) gm. V^'ith

one-tenth that amount he obtained the purple only, which is not

distinctive.^ The color is discharged by hydrochloric acid, or

even b}' dilution with water. Nitric acid changes the blue to

orange-red if the quantit}^ of morphin be not too small.

This test depends upon the reduction of the molybdenum
compound by the morphin and the formation of a compound or

compounds of lower oxidation, purple, blue, green, yellow, or

brown in color. Indeed among the most sensitive reactions for

molybdic acid is the formation of a blue color by the action of

reducing agents such as sulfurous acid, or metallic zinc in acid

solution. Consequently the presence of other reducing agents
' Tlie reagent, which must be to two diflferent tints ; as there are

freshly prepared, is made Iw dis- violets having a bluish tint and
solving 0. 1 o;m. of sodium niolybdate others inclining to red, we use the
in 10 c.c. of concentrated sulfuric word "violet" to apply to the
acid witli the aid of heat, and cool- shades of color, sometimes desig-
ing (Ann. d. Chem. , 1861, cxx. , nated as "blue violet," whicli are

188). Buckingliam's reagent is found in the solar spectrum beyond
made in the same way, with the the blue

,
and tlie word "purple" to

substitution of ammonium molyh- apply to "red-violet,
" a color which

date. Tlie heat applied to cause is not found in the spectrum, but is

solution should be moderate, else a combination of red and blue,

the molybdate will be reduced. ^ Wormley does not mention the
'•'The color is frequently desig- colors succeeding the blue, although

nated as "violet.
" This not bocaiise tliey are distinct if sufficient time

of any variation in color, but from be allowed for their development,
the use of the word violet to apply
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must be excluded in this as in other reduction tests. A number

of other alkaloids, glucosids, etc., give violet or purple colora-

tion with Frohde's reagent: Apomorphin, papaverin, sabadillin,

sabatrin, populin, salicin, corydalin (Aderman's), fumarin, hy-

poquebrachin, porphyrin, taxin, oxyacanthin, and loxopterygin.

All of these, however, save the last mentioned are distinctly

colored red, purple, or violet by sulfuric acid alone in the cold,

which does not color morphin. The red color produced by
sabatrin is formed slowly. Oxyacanthin,' according to Hesse,

remains colorless or yellow. It is, however, extracted from

alkaline solutions by ether and by chloroform. Loxopterygin,
one of the two alkaloids obtained by Hesse from the red que-

bracho bark^ is said by him to be colored violet (purple?) chang-

ing to blue in Frohde's reaction, in which it closely resembles

morphin, from which it differs, however, in being readily

soluble in ether, chloroform, and benzene, in giving no color

with ferric chlorid, and in being colored blood-red by nitric

acid. Narcein is colored violet, but that color appears only as

the last of a series: brown, green, red, violet. Absinthin also

is colored first brown, changing to violet.

Other substances giving a blue color with Frohde's reagent,

but differing in other respects from morphin, are: Aricin, blue

changing to green with Frolide, is colored intensely green by
sulfuric acid or nitric acid alone; codein, at first dirty green,

only becoming blue after several hours with Frohde, gives no

blue with ferric chlorid (see reactions below); ergotinin, violet

changing to blue with Frohde, is removed from acid solution

by ether or chloroform
; laurotetanin, indigo blue with Frohde,

pale rose red with sulfuric acid, dirty brown with nitric acid,

physiological action like that of strychnin; pareirin, blue with

Frohde, violet with sulfuric acid, blood-red with nitric acid,

extracted from alkaline solution by benzene or chloroform;

ceanothin, blue with Frohde, brown with sulfuric acid, yellow
with nitric acid; phlorrhizin, blue lasting for some minutes

with Frohde, yellow with sulfuric acid, changing to red on

slight warming, dissolves in ammonia, the solution turning 3-el-

low, to red, to blue on exposure to air; aspidospermin and que-

brachin, blue with Frohde, but also blue with sulfuric acid and

potassium dichromate, with which morphin gives a green color.

' One of the berberis alkaloids. « Ann. d. Chem., 1883, ccxi., 378.
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(,).\\ iliiui'ililiin Iti'havi's towanl Fn,'ilulf's rcagiMit in {\\v saiuo

inaiiiu r as nu)r[tliin.

Bruylaiits' has rooi'iitly su^gesteil anodirr inctluid ot" usiiiy;

Frohile's ivagoni : If nuiriiliiii *)]• oiio of its salts be luatcd

with conconlratt'il suhuric* acid as in tlic llust'inaim trst {([. r.)

and a di'oi)of Fruhdo-Hiu-kini;ham reagent bo added, a splendid

green eolor is pnxUiced which jtersists for some tinu? and tlini

disapix>ars. The same eoiur is proihiced witli aponiorpliin,

oxydinioii)liin, codein, and iiarcolin, and, somewhat modiiied,

with nareein, papavorin, and meconin.

3. Pclla</n\s Rat cf ion.''—This reaction has not received at

ihr hands uf toxicologists other than the Italian the recog-

nition which it deserves.' Being based upon the conversion

of morphin into apomorphin, it affords, along with the ferric

chlorid reaction, one of the most reliable distinctions between

morphin and possible ptomains, whose chemical constitution,

so far as determined, is so far removed from that of morphin
that their conversion into apomorphin by this or by any other

treatment is, to say the least, highly improbable."
The test is best applied as follows: The solid substance is

dissolved in fuming hydrocldoric acid to which a small (quan-

tity of concentrated sulfuric acid has been added, and the mix-

ture evaporated at a temperature of 100°-1 20° (212°-248° F.) until

the h3'drochloric acid is expelled. In the presence of morphin

(or codein or apomorphin) the residue is light purple (red-violet),

and even in the presence of other material carbonized by the

acid, the edges of the char have a purple tinge. The watch

glass is then allowed to cool, and hydrochloric acid (two drops

of dilute 1 : 5) is added, wdien a brilliant cherry-red color is in-

stantly produced. Solid monosodic carbonate in fine powder is

then gradually added, with a drop or so of water occasionally if

required, and the mixture stirred from time to time until effer-

vescence ceases and a slight excess of the bicarbonate has been

added. The red color persists for a time during neutralization,

being particularlj^ marked at the outlines of the bubbles; but as

'Ann. de Pharm., 1895, rpprint. princi])al tests bv Ludwig (1885),
^Gazz.cliini. ital., ISfT, vii., 297. Guareschi (1892), Otto, (1893),

^It is not mentioned bv Worm- Baumert (189B), and Vitali (1893).

lev (1885), Prescott (1887), Sobu • See Sebni : "Ptomaine," Bo-

(1894), or Drasendorflf (1895), al- logna, 1881, 34, and below, pp. 760

though it is given as one of the ff.
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the point of neutralization is approached it gives place to a smoky
green (similar to that observed sometimes in crystals of apomor-

phium chlorid). If now a drop or two of very dilute alcoholic

solution of iodin be added a brilliant green color is produced.
This pigment is soluble in ether, forming a purple solution,

which maj^ be produced by transferring the material from the

watch glass in which the reaction was performed to a test tube

and strongly agitating with ether.

The evaporation at the first stage of the reaction may be

effected on a water-bath, but the colors are more brilliant if it be

performed in an air oven at about 115° (239° F.) In either case

the reaction fails entirely if the evaporation be not continued

until the hydrochloric acid is completely expelled, which

usuall}^ requires fifteen to twenty minutes' heating.
4 . The Husetnann Reaction. '—This is a modification of and

improvement upon the reaction previously suggested by Erd-

mann,^ and depends upon the formation of a color by the action

of a trace of nitric acid upon a product (sulfomorphid) resulting

from the action of concentrated sulfuric acid upon morphin,
either by prolonged contact at the ordinary temperature (twelve

to twenty-four hours) or more rapidl}'' at temperatures between

100° and 150° (212°-302° F.).

Morphin with pure concentrated sulfuric acid forms a color-

less solution, which remains so for days, but if the acid contain

traces of nitrogen compounds (which it invariably does unless

purified by a tedious process) the solution, colorless at first, after

a time assumes a red or violet tinge. In Husemann's test the

solid material under examination is moistened with concen-

trated sulfuric acid (as pure as obtainable) and either allowed to

stand twenty-four hours or placed in an air-bath at 100°-105°

for about five minutes.'' After the watch glass and its contents

(which may have a violet or red tinge) have cooled, a pointed

glass rod moistened with dilute nitric acid is brouglit into the

centre of the drop. An intense dark violet color is immediately
' Ann. d. Chem. u. Pharra., 1863,

* Huseraann directed a heating of

cxxviii., 305. half an liour
; this ia unnecessary

^
Ibid., 1861, cxx.

, 188. Erd- and the sulfuric-acid solution is

niaun's reagent was made by dis- more likely to be colored with the

solving six drops of nitric acid of longer heating, even with a rela-

sp. gr. 1.35 in 100 c.c. water and tively pure acid,

adding ten drops of this to 20 gm.
of pure concentrated sulfuric acid.

IV.—48
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prudiK't'il, wiiii'h {RTsists for somo miiiuti's, L;i'iniu;illy (.•li;iii<^iii{^

to Mooil-reil from tlio fcntro t)Ut\v;ir(l and Hmmi hocomiiiyj ])alt'r

aiul (,'liaiii;iiii;' 1(1 oraiii^iv Tlio same coldis a i-t> observed when
nitric acid is similarly acUK'd (o a .solution of morjddn in con-

centrated sulfuric acid, which has stood at the ordinary Innpcr-
ature for twentj'-four hours. If in applying- (he test with the

aid of heat the temperature indicated be surpassed, as when the

watch y;lass is heati>d until the acid jnst bet^ins to give ofi' white

fumes, and the drop cooled before addition of nitric acid, the

violet color is not observed but a brilliant red color (like that of

red onions) is immediately produced and persists for some time,

gradually' becoming paler. When nitric acid is added in the

manner described to a freshly prepared and unheated mixture

of morphin and sulfuric acid a faint rose color only is pro-

duced, which in a few seconds passes to yellow. Hu.semann

examined into the behavior of this reaction with other alkaloids

of forensic interest, and found none which could be mistaken

for morphin. Only two, brucin and narcotin (for reactions see

pp. 759 and 812), presented distant resemblances, but can be

easily distinguished by other characters. According to Dragen-

dorflf,' Farre and Hasselden obtained this reaction with certain

constituents of cloves and allspice, which are, however, ex-

tracted by immiscible solvents from acid aqueous solutions.

Husemann places the limit of delicacy of this reaction at

0.01 mgm. or 1:40,000.

Oxydimorphin behaves like morphin with this reaction,

except that it forms a yellow solution with sulfuric acid alone.

Many variations of or additions to this sulfomorphid reac-

tion have been suggested. Husemann himself stated that an

aqueous solution of sodium hypochlorite, chlorin water, or a

fragment of chloride of lime, of potassium nitrate, or of potas-

sium chlorate might be substituted for nitric acid without

changing the result.

In the fu-st edition of liis work Otto - stated that when morphin is

heated with concenti'ated sulfuric acid, the solution diluted with water,

and a fragment of potassium chlorate added an intense mahogany-
brown color is produced.

Nadler ^ took advantage of the solubdity of sulfomorphid in chlor-

' "Ermitt. v. Giften," 4te Aufl.. » Pliarm. Centralhalle. 1873, xiv.,

231. 346.
2 "Ausmitt. d. Gifte," 1856, 93.
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ofoi'm, with which it forms a rose-red solution. The substance under

examination is boiled in a test tube with a mixture of two volumes of

concentrated sulfuric acid and one volume of water, the solution cooled,

supersaturated with annnonium hydroxid, cooled, aiid agitated with

chloroform
;

this is colored bright rose-red. Codeiu gives the same
reaction.

Jorissen's modification ' differs from Nadler's principally in the de-

gree of heat a])plied : the dry residue in dissolved in concentrated sul-

furic acid, the solution transfei'red to a test tube and heated to 190'-200'

(374°-392' F.) until the mass has become opaque and green-black. The

product of this action is added in drops to 10 c.c. of water in another

test tube, when the mixture becomes bluish. The solution is divided

into two parts, one of which is shaken with ether, which assumes a

purple color
;
the other with chloi"oform, which is colored blue. The

reaction is not very delicate, the limit being stated by Jorissen to be 0.4

mgm. With another method Jorissen stated the limit to be 0.6 mgm.,
but Donny found it to be sensitive to 0.006 mgm. The residue is heated

in a steam bath with concentrated sulfuric acid, a very small crystal of

ferrous sulfate is added and crushed, the mixture is again heated for

a minute and added to about 2-3 c.c. of ammonium hydroxid solution

in a porcelain capsule. The acid solution underruus and forms

a red color which is violet at the borders, while the ammoniacal
solution becomes blue. If the liquids be mixed the blue alone

remains
;
and with very small quantities of morphin only the blue is

observed.

Donath - describes a modification of the Husemann which he claims

serves to distinguish morphin from oxydimorphin : The i-esidue is

heated with eiglit drops of a mixture of two volumes of concentrated

sulfuric acid and one of water, over a small flame, until white fumes

begin to be evolved. With oxydimorphin the solution liecomes bluish-

green, with morphin rose-red and soon dirty. If diluted cautiously
with water the oxydimorphin solution becomes rose-red and the mor-

phin reddish. If now an oxidizing agent, nitric acid, sodium nitrite,

etc., be added, the oxydimorphin yields a fine deep-violet, and the

morphin a beautiful raspberry-red.
Another modification is that described in three forms by Arnold.''

The residue is warmed with concentrated sulfuric acid, or syrupy
phosphoric acid, and an aqueous or alcoholic solution of caustic potash
is added, with and without previous addition of sodium nitinte.

Siebold and Clron at about the same i^eriod described a test con-

sisting in warming the residue with concenti'ated sulfuric acid and

' Ztschr. f. anal. Chem., 1881, xx. , 561; Ztsclu". f. aual. Chera.,
XX., 423. 1884, xxiii., 238.

2
Ihid., 1887, xxiv., 744. • Ztschr. f. au. Chem., 1874, xiii.,

^Arch. d. Pharm., 1882, 3 R. , 236.
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adiliii;,' a frnLTtiHMit of potnssiujii lu'rchloiaic (frc(> fi-om cliloratc) wlicii

iMorphin proiliu-cs a dark brown color.

Tattoi'saU's rouotioii ' consists in llic roimation ol' a dirty violet color,

<'lian<xiii}i; t«) dark sea-priM'u wlicii nior])liin is mixed with sulfuric acid

and sodium ai*sonato. The color boconies ti-ansitoiily dark ^^ray when
tho mixture is lieatcMl until \vliit(> fumes are evolved.

According to l)onalh,- if mor|)hin he heated with concentrated sul-

furic acid in the, cold, and then adi*0])()f a solution of j)otassium clilorate

(1: 50 of concentrated sulfuric acid
1 1] ) added, a line and lon^j;' enduring

prass-green color is jiroduced, w]ii1<> thebordei-s of t lie licjuid arc faintly

i*ose-reil.

5. The yitrir-Acid Reaction.—A InigniGnt of morphin
moistened with concentrated nitric acid assumes an orange-

red color, changing to yellow. The color is not changed to

violet on adelition of stannous chlorid or of ammonium sulfid.

Many other substances give a yellow color with nitric acid.

Cnly a few give orange tints: hydrastin, laudanin, physostig-

min, piperin, papaverin, arbutin, alumnol. The last two have

been discussed in connection with the ferric-chlorid test, and

papaverin with the Frohde." The orange solution of hydrastin

is fluorescent when diluted, and the alkaloid gives a green color,

changing to brown, with the Frohde. Laudanin is colored

emerald-green by ferric chlorid, and is extracted by chloroform

from alkaline aqueous liquids. With physostigmin alkaline

hydroxids produce a color reaction beginning with an intense

red, changing successively to yellow, green, and blue. Piperin

is removed from acid solutions by benzene and by petroleum

ether; and witli Fnilide's reagent is colored yellow, turning to

brown and nearly black. Ditamin gives a series of colors:

3'ellow, dark green, orange.

6. The Jodie-Acid Reaction—Le Fort's Test.—This, one

of the earliest known of the morphin reactions, depends upon the

reducing power of the alkaloid; and it consequently is of no

value in the presence of other reducing agents, among which

many animal bases are included. Under any circumstances its

chief value is for differentiation between morphin and other

alkaloids which are not reducing agents. It is best performed
as follows : Take two small test tubes. Into one (a) put the

solution under examination, into the other (b) an equal bulk of

water. Add to each a granule of iodic acid and agitate ;
in the

' Chem. News, 1880, xli., 63. ' Loc. cit.
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presence of morphiu a becomes yellow or brown. To each test

tube add a drop of chloroform (or carbon disulfid) and agitate:

the chloroform in, a is colored red or purple. Float some very-

dilute ammonium hydroxid on the surface of the liquid: a

brown band is formed at the junction of the layers. None of

the colors mentioned should be observed in b, whose purpose it is

to guard against the use of an iodic acid containing free iodin.

Or in place of chloroform or carbon disulfid, starch paste may
be used, which is colored violet or almost black 'by the liberated

iodin. The reaction is sensitive to a solution containing 1 : 10,000,

except as to the first yellow color, which is not observed beyond
a dilution of 1 : '^000. Oxydimorphin behaves like morphin.

The following are the most important of the other morphin
reactions :

7. Mixed with cane sugar and concentrated sulfuric acid : a wine-

red color. Under Uke conditions oxydimorphin is colored green.

This, the furfurol or Pettenkofer i-eaction, is also produced by codein,

biliary acids, albumin, etc. Udransky ' has improved this reaction by
substituting furfurol for sugar. A drop of a 0..5-per-cent aqueous solu-

tion of furfurol is mixed with 1 c.c. of concentrated sulfuric acid, and
a drop or two of the mixture is applied to the solid residue.

8. A solution of iodic acid in sulfuric acid colors morphin dark

violet, then brown (Selnii).

Morphin dissolved in glacial acetic acid, mixed with methylenaceto-

chlorhydrin, and then witli e.xcess of sulfuric acid, is colored rose color

and then violet. On addition of water the rose color is restored. If,

after twenty-four hours, the liquid be diluted with water and ammonia

added, a Ijrown precipitate is produced which forms a purple solution

with sulfuric acid (Clrimaux).

10. If solution of sodium sulfid be added to a solution of morphin
in sulfuric acid and the mixture warmed, a flesh color is developed
which changes to violet and then to dark green. If after the adcUtion

of the sultld a solution of potassium chlorate in sulfuric acid(!) be

added, a green color, changing to violet and yellow, is produced (Vitali).

11. If a mixture of 1 part mori^hin, 1 part sodium nitrite, and 2

parts mercuric chlorid in 300 jmrts water be heated, with stirring, on
the water-bath for half an liour, the mixture is colored blue, and a

dark-blue deposit is formed which turns brown (Fliickigerj.

12. Morphin boiled with a mixture of dilute hydrochloric acid and

potassium chlorate gives a colorless solution. If this be cooled and
reduced with zinc for two minutes, and ammonium hydroxid added a

carnation-red color is produced (Bloxam).
' Ztschr. f. anal. Chem., 1888. xii.. 355.
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i;?. (^hloriii water colors iiiorpliiii vdlowisli, or {gaseous chlorin

iloop yi'llow. AiuiMOuia cliaii^rs tlic color to red or bi'owii (l^air

thorno).

II. Siivcriiitratr solution is ri>(luco(l by mori)irni in the cold.

Nitric acid causes a l>lootl-rod i-olor in tlH> filtrate (llorsley).

15. Morj)liiii causes a precipilatc of Prussian blue in mixed solutions

of forric clilorid and i)otiussium ferricyanid (free lioni ferrocyanid).

This reaction, tii-st suji-jjosted for nioi-pliin by Ilajj^er in 1873, was after-

ward roconnnended by Rrouardel and l?outiny as one indicatiiifi;' tb<>

presence of i)toniains. It is clearly cjuite distinct from the reri-ic-cbloiid

reaction above desci-iluul.

ir>. A solution of sodium selenate, or of ammonium selenite in con-

centrated sulfuric acid, y;ives a green color which slowly changes to

brown. According to Lafon, th(^ only alkaloids which give this re-

action are moi-phin and codein.'

Dragendorlf gives the sensitiveness of the general reagents to mor-

phin as follows: With 0.2 c.c. of morphium sulfate solution 1 : 5000,

phosphomolybdic acid gives a faint cloudiness slowly; potassium-bis-

muth iodid a recognizable precijntate ; auric chlorid a faint cloudiness,

dillicultly soluble in hydrochloric acid, rapidly becoming dark ; vi^ith

iodin in potassium iodid, and with bromin in potassium bromid, distinct

l)recipitates. The same quantity of a solution 1 : 1000 gave a distinct pre-

cii)itate with phosphomolybdic acid; a copious precipitate, remaining

amorphous, with ])otassium iodhydrargrate ;
a crystalline precipitate

after two houi-s with potassium-cadmium iodid
;
a faint precipitate with

tannic acid ; a slight reduction after fifteen minutes with silver nitrate.

The same quantity of a solution 1 :100 gave a slight precipitate with

platinic chlorid; a crystalline precipitate with mercuric chlorid; hardl.y

any cloudiness with potassium dichromate, and a strong precipitate

with picric acid.

Reactions of Oxydimorphin.—Tlie following means of

distinction between oxj'dimorphin and morphin, other than

those already referred to, have been described :

1. The chlorid, warmed to 100° with concentrated sulfuric

acid for five minutes, is colored green, then, on addition of

nitric acid, violet (see Husemann reaction above) (Boedeker).
2. When dissolved in cold concentrated sulfuric acid and

then warmed after addition of a drop of a solution of ferric

chlorid, 4:100, morphin is colored blue, oxydimorphin yellow

(Lindo).
3. If oxydimorphin be dissolved in lime water and chlorin

water added, a greenish-yellow color is produced, which is not

• C. rend. Ac. Sc, Paris, 1886, c, 1543.
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changed by warming. The greeuish-yellow color produced by

inorphin changes to red on the application of heat.

4. Oxydimorphin, when treated with solution of sodium

hypochlorite (two drops) and then with sulfuric acid (eight

drops) is colored emerald green; morphin dark yellow.

5. Lafon's reagent (solution of sodium selenate in sulfuric

acid) gives a brownish-violet color, changing to violet with

oxydimorphin; morphin is colored bright green.

Reactions of Narcotin.—Nai-cotin is extracted from

alkaline aqueous liquids by benzene (see p. Kid).

1. Frohde's reagent dissolves narcotin, forming a green
solution. If a solution containing more molybdate (0.05 gm. to

1 c.c.) be used the color is green, changing to a fine cheny-
red.

2. With Husemann's reaction narcotin, on being heated

with sulfuric acid, is colored a brilliant red with violet streaks,

the color passing to distinct violet on addition of the nitric acid.

3. If bromin water be added in drops to a solution of narcotin

in hydrochloric acid, and the liquid boiled after each addition,

a rose-red liquid is produced. Bromin water added at once in

excess causes a yellow precipitate (Bloxam).'
Reactions of Meconic Acid.—Meconic acid is extracted

by amylic alcohol from acid solutions, or it may in some

instances be directly extracted by alcohol containing hydro-

chloric acid. The alcoholic extract is distilled until about one-

sixth remains, cooled, filtered, and the filtrate evaporated to

dryness on the water-bath. The dry residue is dissolved in

boiling water, filtered and freed from coloring matters by agi-

tation of the filtrate with benzene. The watery solution is then

heated to dryness, neutralized with magnesia, filtered boiling

hot, and concentrated over the water-bath. The residue of

evaporation contains magnesium meconate.

The characteristic reaction of meconic acid is that with ferric

chlorid, with which it gives a blood-red color, which is not dis-

charged by addition of either hydrochloric acid, of mercuric

chlorid, or of auric chlorid solution, nor on the application of

heat. It is, however, decolorized by stannous chlorid, but the

color returns on addition of nitrous acid.

' For other reactions see Dragendorff : "Ermitt. v. Giften," 4te Aufl.,
337.
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Mt'iMiiii" ai'id also |\)nus wliito j^reri pi fates wilh lead acctato,

silx.T nitrati', and iiuTcMirous iiitralc.

roinoiiic acid, which may lx> pniduccd from mcconicacid on

evapcn-ation of the hydrochloric acid Holuiion, also gives the

forrir-chloi it! reaction.

Rkactk)NS of Codp:in.— Codoin is extracted fioni alkaline

solntions by benzene. Being closely related, chemically, to

morphin, of which it is the methyl ether, it responds to several

of the tests for morphin, yielding similar i)roducts of decompo-

sition (.see ]\lorphin tests). It does not, however, give a bln(!

color with ferric chlorid, except in the presence of concentrated

sulfuric acid. With Frohde's reagent it gives a dirty green,

changing to indigo in twenty-four hours. It dissolves in con-

centrated sulfuric acid, forming a colorless solution, which be-

comes blue after twenty-four hours, or on the application of

heat; if nitric acid be added the color changes to greenish,

cherry red, blood red, and orange.

Can Morphin be Distinguished from Ptomains ?—
In all the recent trials for murder by morphin poisoning the

theory that the reactions observed by the State's analysts have

been, or may have been, caused by ptomains and not by mor-

phin has been advanced with more or less vigor on the part of

the defence. As Professor Vaughan has been one of the most

vehement champions of the ptomain theory, and as his views

upon this subject have been most recently published,' these may

properly serve as a text for the discussion of this question, with

such commentary as is furnished by the evidence in the Bucha-

nan case.

It is conceded that no substance is known which gives the

morphin reactions with the six tests above described in the same

manner as pure morphin,' yet it has been claimed that the evi-

dence of these tests is insufi&cient to demonstrate the presence of

morphin unless it be supported by the further evidence of the

'

Vauglian and Novy : "Ptomains, know of no substance which will

Leucomains,
'•

etc., 3il ed., April, give tliese tests as pure niorpliine

1806. would give them. (Appeal Book,
-

Q. (To Professor Vaughan.) Do Buchanan Case, fol. 8209. )
Future

}-ou know of any one substance references to this evidence will be

wliich will >,ave the color tests of designated by "Bucli.,"' tlie num-

tlie ferric cldoride, the nitric acid, hers referring to the folios, and ex-

the Huseman, the Pehigri. the Froe- cerpts made with all errors of or-

der and the iodic acidV thography, etc.

A. I know of no substance, I
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isolation of morphin in the crystalline form. We quote:
"
Many of the tests for morphin emplo3^ed by toxicologists are

fallacious. In the examination of a stomach, and part of a liver

sent from Lincoln, Neb., Vaughan, following the method of

Dragendorff, obtained in the amylic alcohol extract from alka-

line solution a residue that gave with more or less distinctness

all of the principal color tests for morphin ;
but failing to obtain

crj^stals that could be identified as those of this alkaloid, the

absence of morphin was reported. Haines, working with the

same material, obtained similar reactions, but he also was un-

able to secure the crystals, and made a negative report. After-

ward it was quite positively shown that death had been caused

in this case by a blow on the back of the head with a heavy
piece of iron.' It is clear that the assertion that this individual

was killed by a blow upon the head is utterly irrelevant to the

question of the presence or absence of morphin in his body. In

the Stokes case the point of greatest contest was whether Fisk
died of a gunshot wound or from the effects of morphin known
to have been administered in excess, and it is patent that evi-

dence of the presence of the bullet would not be accepted as

evidence of the absence of morphin. Eliminating this factor,
and if in the above quotation we take the words "all of the

principal color tests" literally, and if we further interpret
" more or less distinctness" to be equivalent to

"
clearness and

certainty," we have all of the conditions which obtained in the

analysis in the Buchanan case, and Avhich would obtain in any
analysis made by the Dragendorff or Erdmann-Uslar methods
or their modifications in a case of known morphin poisoning,
if an amylic alcohol had been used which had not been purified
to almost complete elimination of furfurol, or if the amylic
alcohol extract had not been promptly evaporated (see p. 747).

If, on the other hand, "more or less distinctness" in the above

quotation be equivalent to "more or less indistinctness" the

entire statement is clearly irrelevant.

The next paragraph in our text would, if it were accurate,
render this discussion unnecessary: "In the Buchanan case

in New York, the sj^mptoms as sworn to by the attending \)hj-
sician clearly were not those of morphin, and all tJie tests ob-

tained by the experts were duplicated with putrefactive prod-
'

Vaughau and Novy ; Op. cit., p. 285.
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itcLs."
'

Tlio symiitoiiis in this (Miinoctioii are only of roinoto

inttTOst, like the iiicciMit' iron in ilio t-ast' above ([noted. W'liiU^

they were eeilainly noi tliosi' of imro inorphin poisoning tiiey

were sueli as wiinlil he proiluc-ecl hy the achninistraiion ot" atro-

pin at tirst anil niorphin afterward. The statement referring

to the "duplieation" of the tests is disingenuous.

The tests relied upon by the analj'sts were the ferric

ehlorid, the Huseniann, the Pellagri, the Frohde, the nitric acid,

and the ii)dic acid, all of which had given the niorphin reactions

clearly and distinctly. These the cx]i(Mt for the defence m-
(learorcd to reproduce at the trial with a material which lie

said was an extract from a decomposing pancreas and with the

same extract to which a tenth of a grain of morphin had been

added.
^ But how, and with what results?

First the ferric-chlorid reaction. With this a brilliant grass-

green color was produced, not a blue; a color as distinct from

that of the hiorphin reaction as that of the grass is from that

of the Neapolitan sk}-.' Next the Ilusemann reaction. In the

pretence of applying this test sulfuric acid was added, and

then immediately nitric acid, without the application of heat,

which this witness said was "not absolutely essential." Yet
' The italics are ours.

•^Buch., fol. 8085.
3 B u c h. ,

8092 (Professor
Vauglian) : I think the ferric

chloride lias been used (the witness
mixes in one of tlie evaporating
dishes and exi)lains as follows) : I

put into tile disli one or two drops
from bottle A, and in the other dish
we will put the same amount of B ;

this is the ferric-chloride test; I

take a small amount of ferric-chlo-

ride and apply it to tliis fluid and
take another rod, so tliat there will

be no (juestion about getting the

impurities in it, and tliei'e it is.

(8093) Q. What is the result?

A. One of these contains niorphin
and the other does not, and now the

question is which contains the raor-

pliin, and whether it is a green or
a blue color.

Mr. Wellman : Won't you state

what the color is in those two
di.shes?

A. I would say they are green.
Mr. Wellman : Both green ?

(8094) A. Yes, sir.

(8110) The Witness (displaying
dishes to the .jury) : "Tliese tAvo are
the ferric-cliloride tests, this has
been standing ever since it was
passed around, you see ; some au-

thors say that tlie colors shoidd be

blue, others say that it sliould be

green, you can decide as to wiiich

it is for yourself; this contains

morphine, tliis does not (indicating
the two plates)." The remainder of

the answer refers to anotlier test

and is quoted Ix'low. We have

soiiglit diligently through cliomical

and toxicological literature, and
find but one writer who describes

the initial color produced on adding
ferric ehlorid to morphin as other

tlian blue. Dupuy (" Alcaloides,
"

1889, ii., 128) calls it "a liand.^ome

blue coloration or sometimes green-
ish blue, when the salt of iron is

relatively in excess." Yet subse-

quently this witness, applying the

ferric - cliloride reaction to pure
morphin designated the color as

green (fol. 8135, 8136).
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the reaction is produced by the action of nitric acid upon a prod-

uct which sulfuric acid only produces from morphin by contact

of twelve to twenty-four hours or under the influence of heat.

Therefore the conditions under which this test was here applied

insured its failure.' (See p. 753.) Then the Frohde, which

was passed over with great celerity. In this the color was not

purple (or red-violet) changing to blue and then slowly through

dirty green and yellow to pink ;
but it was a distinct and palpable

orange, changing to yellow." The iodic-acid test was next per-
' Buch.

,
8094. The Witness :

Yes, sir. [See note, p. 763] (the
witness makes a new test taking
two dishes and marking them " A"
and "

B'' respectively, and tests with
the following explanation) : I will

put one or two drops of solution A
into dish A, and the same quantity
of solution B into tlie dish B, two
drops of each ; I then add a drop of

sulpliuric acid to each (witness
does so)

—now, the test is, this

should be warmed, though that is

not absolutely essential, and as we
have not any means of doing it here
we will add the nitric acid direct;
a drop of nitric acid is added to

eacli (witness does so).

(8095) Mr. Wellman : Is tliat a
violet gray ;

won't you give us the
color?
The Witness : I should say that

it was violet ; tliose colors are evan-
escent and it will disappear before
it can be passed to tlie jury.

^ Buch. 8097. The
"

Witness
(testing). I put some molybdic
acid in a test tube here and will

dissolve it in a little sulpluiric acid,

forming what is called Froeder's

reagent (witness does so) ; I will

put the sanie amount of solution A
in another (8098) dish (which has

just beeu marked "C"), and the
same amount of solution B in this

dish (a dish just marked "D") ;

then we will add a drop of Froeder's

reagent to each ; now (passing to

jury), this will have to be passed
quick as it is an evanescent color ;

I will now make the iodic acid test ;

I put some iodic acid," etc.

(8139) Tiie witness accordingly
makes test. [In cross examination,
applying Frohde's reagent to pure
morphin. ]

Q. Is that a violet color'?

A. That is a violet color (passing
dish to the jury) .

(8143) Q. Have you got the one
before that, the purple one?

(8143) A. Of course tliese colors
are all changed.

Q. The one you did for me just
now, the Froeder test, which you
did for me just now?

A. Here it is (handing).
Q. Will you show us what you

got from your residue taken from
the pancreas ?

A. (Handing dislies. ) That is

after standing, of course, the colors

change. The jury understand that.

Q, Did it ever have that color,
the purple color which the mor-

phine gave?
(8144) A. The color was not ex-

actly as it is with pure morphine.
Q. It never had anything like it,

did it? It was yellow from the
start?
A. Yes, sir ; it had a color very

much like it.

Q. Well, you have got your stuff

there; do it over again. Do the
Froeder test with your residue that

you have got there?
The Court : Suppose we exhaust

one test before we get to anotlier?
Y^ou had already got down to the
nitric acid test.

(8145) Mr. Wellman : Tiie nitric

acid test has been passed upon and
finished.

Q. Now, if you will go back a
second to the Froeder test, we have
got the morphine reaction ; give us
the reaction from your ptomains
there that you have got.

A. Please understand that I do
not claim that these tests are iden-
tical with those of pure morphine
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foriiu'il ami LC;ivi> a xcrv faiul ri'aclitiii willi both samples. 'J'lio

l\>lla;j;ri caino lu^xt in (Hilrr, or what was called the l\'llagri.

In it liviirtH'hlorii' acid al<>iu> was used, in place of hydrochloric

acid ami sulfuric acid, ami the inixinrc was not luxated, al-

though hoat is absolutely iiocossary to the i)ropor apjilication of

the test. (Soo p. 7r»'.2..') I'^iiially the iiitric-acid test gave not

an orange-red hut a yellow color." It is apparent, tlierefore,

that far from Iwiviug
"
dujilicated" tliose six tests, the witness

misapplied two, obtained results dilTerent from these wiiicli are

produced by morphin in three, and only secured a faint reaction

with the iodic-acid test.
'

It has heen claimed that indol and skatol are produced dur-

ing anaerobic' putrefaction; that they are extracted from putrid

material h}' the Dragendorff and Stas-Otto methods, passing

into the same final residue as morphin ;
that they interfere with

the morphin reactions when they are present ;
that thcj- tliem-

selves give the morphin reactions; and that a buried cadaver is

under such conditions that the putrefaction is necessarily

anaerobic, and that consequently, by reason of the generation

of indol and skatol under such conditions, evidence of the

presence of morphin furnished by a method of extraction in

which amylic alcohol is used, and by the morphin reactions is

a x>riori fallacious.

Considering these propositions seriatim: That indol and

skatol are produced, along with other substances, during strictly

anaerobic putrefaction is conceded. That they pass into the

amylic alcohol extract from alkaline solutions in the Dragen
dorff method is apparently proven by Vaughan's experiments.'

(the \viiuess makes the test asked hydrochloric acid, oue witli mor-

for). pliiiie and one without.

(8146) Q. Your ptomains give a '' Bucli. »120, The Witness : In

yellow, don't it? G I put tlie solution A, and in H
A. It gives a purple, a violet I put the solution B. I add nitric

color. acid to each (passing glasses to the

Q. My eyes must be rather Ijad. .jury) that contains mor])hine, and
I must be becoming color blind. \.\w other does not (indicating).

A. Well, it is a violet. (8121) The Coxjrt, Doctor, wliat
' Buch. (8101), The Witness (test- ougiit they to show, any particular

ing) : I take some of solution B and color?

put it in tubeC.and some liydrnchlo- The Witness : It is not a char-

ric acid. Then I take some of solu- acteristic test, it shows a yellowish
tion A and place it in the tube color,

marked D, with some hydrocliloric
^ In absence of air.

acid (displaying the tubes to the jury
*
Op. cit., 285-289.

in tlie light). This is A and B with
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That they interfere with the morphin reactions when both are

present is also shown by the same experiments, if we concede

the accuracy of the observer's color perception. But if this only
be the case their presence would operate to conceal that of mor-

phin, not to simulate it. They might cause a negative error

but not an affirmative one. That this could occur would require
the truth of the next proposition. But that neither iudol nor

ekatol gives the morphin reactions is demonstrated by Vaug-
han's experiments as well as by our own. In the table on pages

766, 767, Nos. 1 to 4, 8, and !) are Vaughan's results obtained

from: 1.
"' A sample of indol prepared by" himself "from de-

composing pancreas. It is a brown, granular substance, and is

probably not chemically pure. This fact, however, does not unfit

this sample for experiments on the point under consideration,

because any impurities which it may contain originated in the

decomposing tissue, and may be present in the same substance

obtained from like tissue. No. 2. Obtained from Merck. The
order was simply for 'indol,' without an}^ specifications

whether it should be synthetic or putrefactive. This sample is

white and in flakes. No. 4. ( )btained from Kahlbaum. Putre-

factive indol was ordered, and the label is simply 'indol.' This

sample consists of white flakes." No. 8. Skatol from Schu-

chardt. No. 9. Skatol from Kahlbaum. No. 5. Is impure indol

prepared by Professor Sickels in my laboratory by anaerobic

putrefaction of ox-blood fibrin following accurately the method of

Salkowski.' It is in nacreous scales which become reddish-

brown on exposure, and fuses at 67°. As indol fuses at 52° and

skatol at 95°, this is probably a mixture of the two. No. r..

Indol, from Schuchardt, in white pearly scales. No. 7. Indol,

from Merck, in smaller, slightly brownish scales. No. 10.

Skatol, from Schuchardt, in small brownish scales. No. 11.

Morphin. A comparison of the reactions observed with these

products with those given b}' morphin (as indicated in No. 11)

shows a decided lack of similarity.

Nor is the a priori supposition which constitutes the last of

the series of propositions under discussion borne out by practical

experience. We do not pretend to state at present whether or

no the putrefaction in buried bodies is always as strictly an-

aerobic as it is assumed to be. But whatever the cause, the

» "Practicum d. physiol. u. path. Chem.," Berlin, 1893, 291 ff.
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fact romaiiis thai ii'siilucs lia\t' Ih-cu ol)1aiiH'(l liy |irocesses iii-

volviiiij; oxtrat'tidii \>\ aiiiylic al'olinl trom cadavers wliicli liaxc

litH'ii luirii'ii. it'sidui's wliicli liavc imt coiisisli'd dt' ahsolulcly

pure inorpliiii and which ha\i> nevertheless exhihiled the iiidr-

phin reaetiiMis with a distinetness and purity equal to tluise of

pure inorphin. Such was the fact in the analyses in the Harris

and liuehanan eases, in lK)tli of whicii tlie bodies had been buried

for over a month, but b}' reason of adequate embalming were in

an excellent eonditiou of preservation. In the Affaire Joniaux,

Bruylants obtained clear morphin reactions from such a residue

obtained from a cadaver exhumed nine days after deatli.'

Further, Davoll, experimenting with the cadaver of a dog
buried for forty-five days, and extracting by a method involving

the use of amylic alcohol, obtained residues from the viscera

which failed to give either the ferric chlorid, Frohde's, or

Lefort's reaction, but did give those reactions distinctl}' after

tlie addition of traces of morphin.^
Other putrid products have been referred to as giving reac-

tions resembling that of morphin with ferric chlorid : Skatol-

carbonic acid, in solutions of a certain degree of concentration

(1 : 10,000), when treated with a few drops of hydrochloric acid

and two to three drops of very dilute ferric-chlorid solution and

heated, gives an intense violet. But solutions of greater or less

concentration give a cherry color.' Moreover, the blue color

which the same reagent gives with morphin is destroyed by
free acids or by heat. Hydro-para-cumaric acid (para-

ox3*phenyl-propionic acid) gives with ferric chlorid a pale violet

color. It is, however, readily soluble in ether.' Para-oxy-

phenyl-acetic acid, which is easily soluble in water, gives wntli

ferric chlorid a faint color, at first grayish-violet, then dirty

green.
^

Parakresol gives with ferric chlorid a reaction wdnch

is not blue, but dirty bluish-gray." Indeed we fail to find in

the voluminous literature of putrid products mention of a single

substance, which could possibly find its way into the amylic

extract from an alkaline aqueous solution, described as giving a

blue color with ferric chlorid.'

'Bruylants: "Affaire J Rap-
^ Baumann : Berichte, Berlin,

ports," etc., Cliarleroi, 1895. 12 ff. 1880, xiii., 281.
-' J. Am. Cliein.Soc.,1894,xvi.,799. ^Salkowski : "Practicuni,

"
301.

"' Salkowski : Ztchr.f.anal.Chem.,
'^ Ibid.

1885, ix., 25. 'Prescott ("Organic Analysis,"
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In view of all the evidence we feel justified in answering the

question at the head of this section with a distinct affirma-

tive, and in holding that if a residue of evaporation of an amylic

extract from an alkaline liquid, obtained by the Dragendortf
or a similar method, give the six reactions of morphin de-

scribed in the previous section with distinctness and purity, the

proof of the presence of morphin is quite as complete as it is in

the case of nitric acid, whose presence is unhesitatingly asserted

by chemists upon the evidence of color reactions.

That instances have occurred in which chemists have predi-

cated the presence of a vegetable alkaloid upon insufficient evi-

dence is unquestioned. The Sonzogno case, in Cremona in

1873-74, so frequently quoted in this connection, in which the

experts reported the presence of inorphin upon the evidence of

reactions in all probability due to ptomains, far from invalidat-

ing the position which we have taken, supports it. For Selmi,

who showed the errors in the original report, did so by pointing
out that the substance mistaken for morphin did not give either

the Pellagri reaction, the ferric-chlorid reaction, the nitric-acid

reaction, or the Erdmann reaction
;
and that it only resembled

morphin in that it behaved as a reducing agent toward iodic

acid, auric chlorid, and certain other reducible substances.'

In a recent Portuguese case (1800) also, which has been the

subject of wide comment, the experts failed to apply a sufficient

number of tests, and erred in asserting the presence of morphin
in a cadaver upon the evidence of a not entirel}' satisfactory

Frohde reaction, the iodic-acid reaction, and the formation of a

green color with the Lafon test,
—the last a reagent of com-

paratively recent (1885) introduction, whose merits have been

insufficiently tested.^

1887,p. 369) states that ''According to paper here referred was published
Selmi (1876) certain cadaver alka- by Selmi in the Mem. Ac. , Bolog:na.
loids give the blue color to ferric 1876, Ser. iii., vol. vi., 189-200,
salts, as well as reduce iodic acid,

" and is reprinted in his
" Mt-m.

without, however, citing the refer- sopra argomenti tossicol," BoL,
ence. The statement is probably 1878 (p. 12), where the words
based upon a letter from Schiff, are "in verde pin o meno mani-
dated Florence, Jan. 24th, 1876 (Be- festo col percloruro di ferro neu-
richte, Berl., 1876, ix., 195-96), re- tro" (in a more or less distinct

ferring to certain researches of green with neutral perchlorid of
Selmi, and stating that a ptomain iron).
soluble in amylic alcohol reduced '"Snlle Ptomaine," Bologna,
iodic acid and was colored bluish 1878, 67 tf.

(blaulich) by ferric chlorid. The '"Relation medico-legale de
IV. -49
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Influence of Putrefaction on Morphin.—]\lorphin
withstands ilooi>ni|)ositii)n uiulcr tli(> iiilluciifc t)t' putn'l'active

cliaMj:;os in organic material witli which it is mixed for a longer

period than was formerl}' snpjmsed. In the J^iichanan caso

])ositive evidence of the presence of morphin was obtained after

a burial of 43 daysj and in tiie Harris case after a burial of 53

da3'.s. I'.ut in both of these cases putrefaction had been practi-

cally arrested by embalming and the bodies were well preserved.
That of Helen Potts was not even discolored

;
the only external

marks of post-mortem cliange were mould npon the eyes,

mouth, and one arm, and the internal organs were all perfectly

firm. Marme' obtained certain evidence of the presence of mor-

phin in a mass of 100 gm. of liver to which 0.01 gm. of the

chlorid had been added and which had putrefied in an incubator

for eight weeks.

NICOTIN—TOBACCO.

Nicotin—CjoHj^Nj
— is the only alkaloid existing in ordi-

nary tobacco, Nicotiana tabacum, which is included, along
with the plants yielding the atropic poisons, in the order

Solanaceee. The alkaloid exists in all parts of the plant, but

notably in the leaves, which contain from 2 to 8 per cent., the

proportion being the greater in the less esteemed varieties.

Piturin, a liquid alkaloid obtained from Duhoisia Hopwoodii
(see Atropic Poisons) is probably identical with nicotin.

The free alkaloid is, when pure, a colorless, oily liquid,

which rapidly becomes brown, and finally resinifies on exposure
to air. It boils at 240°-250° (4G4°-482° F.), suffering partial

decomposition when boiled in air, but capable of distillation in

"Vapor of water, with which it distils at lower temperatures.

Its specific gravity is 1.027 at 15° (49° F.), its reaction is in-

tensely alkaline, its odor is penetrating and peculiar, and its

taste burning and caustic. It is Isevogyrous [ajo — 101°. 55

It dissolves in all proportions in water, alcohol, and ether, and

is also soluble in petroleum ether, benzene, chloroform, and oils.

It forms salts which crystallize with difficulty, are deliquescent,

and lose nicotin on evaporation of their solutions.

I'affaireUrbino de Freitas," Porto,
' Ztschr. f. anal. Chem., 1883,

1893, 122, 208. xxii., 635.
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NICOTIN POISONING.

It is remarkable in view of the large quantities of tobacco

consumed, its wide-spread use, and the toxic powers of the

plant, that serious poisonings by tobacco are of exceptional
occurrence. Less severe poisonings are common enough
and are experienced by most persons upon beginning the

use of tobacco, and chronic poisonings are frequently ob-

served in those using it in excess as well as in operatives
in tobacco factories.

With very few exceptions, reported tobacco poisonings have
been accidental, and have for the most part arisen from the

medicinal use of infusions or decoctions of the leaves, generally
as popular remedies. Tobacco enemata were formerly fre-

quently resorted to and have caused a number of poisonings,

several of which have terminated fatally.' Severe and even

fatal poisonings have also been caused by the administra-

tion of decoctions or infusions of tobacco or
"
pipe oil" by

the mouth, as popular reinedies for various disorders* or

to provoke abortion
;

^

by the use of food articles accidentally
contaminated with tobacco;^ by water saturated with tobacco

smoke given to a child "to induce quietness;"* by chewers

or "dippers" swallowing the juice ;° by children sucking foul

tobacco pipes;' by the application of tobacco to abraded sur-

' Ansiaux : J. d. chim. med., etc., 'Posner: Alg. med. Centr. Ztg. ,

1837, iii.,23. Grahl : J. d. prakt. 1894, xviii., 481. Lion: i6/d., 288.

Heilk.,1830, lxxi..4 St., 100. Eade : Morgan: Brit. M. J., 1875, ii., 487

Lancet, 1849, ii., 480. Paris and (in well water, one death). Bark-

Fonblanque:
" Med. Jur.," ii. , 418. hauseu : Pr. Ver.-Ztg., 1836, vii.,

Pereira: "Mat. Med.."' ii., 494, 579 33.

(4 cases). Christison : "Poisons," * Weaks : Bost. M. and S. J.,
Am. ed., 650-51 (7 cases). Beck: 1853, xlvii., 461.

"Med. Jur.," 12th ed., ii., 809. ^Skae : Ediub. Med. J., 1855-56, i.,

Tavignot : Gaz. med. de Paris, 1840, 643 (an insane man); Ph. J. and
2 s., viii., 763. Tr. , 1804-65, n. s., vi., 341. Hard-

2 Shaw : Phila. Med. Times, 1878, man : Atlanta M. and S. J. , 1884-85.
viii., 528; Ph. J. and Tr., 1864-65. n. s.. i., 648. Oppolzer : Wien.
n. s., vi., 91. Turchetti : Gazz. med. Presse, 1866, viii., 1151. Brit,

med. it. prov. venet. , 1860, iii., M. J., 1873, ii., 520. Wormley :

226. Hjorth: Gaz. d. hop., 1852, "Micro-Chem. of Poisons," 2d ed.,
XXV., 3t)2. Evans: Lancet, 1869, 486.

i., 843. 'Brit. M. J., 1877, ii., 389; Med.
^Landerer: Schweiz. Ztschr. f. Cliir. Ceutbl., Wien, 1882, xvii.,

Pharm., 1868, No. 11, 72. 1429.
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faces, and oven to the uuinjuri'd skin;' and by excessive

sniokinij:.'

\\"t' tind no record of a tobacco poisoninjj; distinctly suicidal

in iiriL;in. In Skai''s' case tobacco was intentionally swallowed

by a luuatic, and antither lunatic was scn-erely i)oisoned b}''

snutf, swallowed "during a lucid interval."* A fatal ])oisoning

reported by Rabot "

ap})ears to have been suicidal, although the

account does not so state.

Taylor refers to two poisonings by tobacco in which there

was suspicion of homicidal intent;" and Christison,' upon the

authority of Ogston, relates the case of a man fatally poisoned

by snuif in a brothel. The poet Santeul is said to hav(> died

from the effects of snuff put into his wine at the dinner table of

the Prince de Conde."

We find record of six instances of poisoning by nicotin in

the human subject,' all of which were fatal. Of these four

were suicides,'" and the account of one refers only to the analy-

sis." The remaining case (Affaire Bocarme) was the cause

celebre in which Stas first used his process for the separation

of alkaloids from organic mixtures. In this instance the poison

WHS administered by force.
'^

Duration.—The action of nicotin may be quite as rapid

as that of h3'droc3'anic acid. One suicide fell dead with

the vial from wdiicli he had taken the poison still in his

•O'Niell: Lancet, 1879, i., 296. v. med., etc.. 1836, 2 s., ii., 652, ex

Meyein : Pr. V(>r. -Ztg., 1844. xiii., "Mem. d. Saint Simon."
'So.' Gallavardin: Gaz. d. liop. ,

' We find reference to two others :

1864, xxxvii., 387. Coletti : Gazz. Borsarelli and Bnino : Giorn. d. r.

med. it. prov. venet. , 1864, vii., Ac. d. med. d. Torino, 1867, 3 h.,

309. Allan: Lancet, 1871, ii., 663. iv., 745, and Simons: Nedeil.

Blanchard: France med., 1869, Tijdschr. v. Genee^k., 1877, 2 R,
xvi., 128. xiii., 233, to which we liave not

•^Dow- Pac. M. andS. J., 1880-81, access.

xxiii., 308; Lancet, 188o, ii., 1114. '"Ph. J. and Tr., 1858-59, xviii.,

Bioomhead: Med. Cliron., Man- 46. Ibid., 1859-60, n. s., i., 195.

Chester, 1888-89, ix., 473. Richard- Fonssagrives and Besnou : Ann.
son: Asflepiad, London, 1889, vi., d'hyg., etc., 1861, 2 s., xv., 404.

132. Marsliall Hall: Edinb. M. and Johnson: Lancet, 1890, ii., 337.

S. .L. 1816, xii., 11. Gmelin: " Boutmy : Ann. d'hvg., etc.,

•'Pflanzengifte," 550. 1880, 3 s., iv., 201.
^ Lnc. cit.

''^ *' Proces du comte et de la com-
* Christison : Oj:)- cit., 651 (Cail- tesse de Bocarme devant la cour

lard). d'assises de Hainault,
"
Mons., 1851.

•^Pharm. Jahresb., 1883-84, 1149. Stas: Bull. ac. rov. d. med. d.

8 "Poisons," 3d Am. ed., 770. Belg., Brux., 1851-52, xi., 202-312.

''"Poisons," Am. ed., 651. Tardieu : "Empoisonnemeut,
" 2eme

** Julia Fontenelle : J. d. chim. ed., 945.
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hand ;'
another died in a few moments, and another was found

dead. In Johnson's case'^ death did not occur so rapidly.

The patient was found upon a doorstep, bleeding from a sev-

ered jugular vein, and having vomited. The vein was ligated

and he was taken to the hospital, where he died suddenly,
without convulsions. The amount of blood lost had been

insufficient to account for the death, and 0.191 gm. (3.95

grains) of nicotin was separated from the stomach and the

alcohol in which it had been preserved. In the Bocarme
case death occurred within five minutes.

The duration of fatal tobacco poisoning varies within wider

limits. Ansiaux' states that a woman of twenty-eight years was

given an enema prepared by boiling 3 ij. of the leaves in water,

whereupon she cried out that she felt as if drunk, and imme-

diately expired. Tobacco enemata have caused death in 15

minutes in two instances,^ and in Rabot's case^ a preparation
of tobacco used by gardeners to destroy insects proved fatal

within the same time. In Tavignot's case'' an enema caused

the death of a man in 18 minutes, and in one of Christison's

cases the administration of a tobacco enema was followed by
death in 35 minutes.

Skae's patient died in 7 hours after admission. A child

whose death was attributed to its use of a foul tobacco pipe in

blowing soap bubbles died in -4 daj^s,' and one of Morgan's'

patients died in 5 days.

Lethal Dose.—The smallest quantity of nicotin capable of

causing the death of a human being is not known. In the re-

ported cases large doses were probably taken, as in Johnson's

case above cited, and in the Bocarme case, in which 0.4 gm.

(6.2 grains) was obtained from the stomach. It is probable,

however, that as small a quantity as two or three drops of the

freshly prepared and pure alkaloid might cause death. As the

proportion of nicotin in different varieties of tobacco, raw and

prepared, varies from two to eight per cent., the effects of a

given dose must also vary. Pereira' cites a case in which

>Ph. J. and Tr., 1859-60, n. s., i.,
"> Loc. cit.

195, ex Lancet, Aug. 23d, 1859. ^ Loc. cit.
' Loc. cit. 'Brit. M. J., 1877, ii., 389.

^Loc. cit. Ubid., 1875, ii., 487.

*Grahl: Loc. cit. Beck: Loc. »" Elem. Mat. Med.," 1872, 619.

cit.
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diMth was causoil by an iiil'usiuii of oO grains ('.' gm.) of dry
tobacco loaves, given as an enema.

Syuiptonis.—Nicotin, like hydrocyanic acid, may cause

death witliout any subjective symptoms. In one case "the de-

ceased stared wildly; there were no convulsions, and ho died

quietly, heaving a deep sigh in expiring."
'

In Johnson's case,

complicated with an incised wound, severing the jugular,

the patient hail vomited when ho was found, resisted all at-

tempts to introduce the stomach tube, and died suddenly with-

out convulsions. Smaller doses of nicotin produce un])leasant

sensations in the mouth and throat, salivation, headache,

vertigo, dulness, sleepiness, dimness of vision, photophobia,

deafness, increased frequency of respiration, weakness, prostra-

tion, paleness, cold extremities, attacks of syncope, vomiting,

diarrhoea, trembling of the extremities, and stupor.'

In grave cases of tobacco poisoning the same symptoms are

observed, accompanied by severe chills, abdominal pain,

pnecordial anxiety, and deep stupor or violent convulsions, with

both tonic and clonic spasms. The pupils are generally con-

tracted in the beginning and subsequently dilated, frequently

with alternations of contraction and dilatation. In fatal cases

death is due to apnoea. In non-fatal cases great weakness,

trembling, and giddiness persist for days and even for weeks.

The toxic effects caused by excessive smoking are the same

as those caused by absorption of nicotin from the alimentary

canal. In some cases the symptoms have begun suddenly with

violent convulsions, and in some death has occurred rapidly

during an acute attack in the course of a chronic poisoning.'

Batten* has reported the case of a man of thirty-nine 3'ears in

whom smoking caused a disposition to fight. When the smoke

is not inhaled the poisoning is due to nicotin only, which is

partly dissolved by the saliva and probably also absorbed by the

buccal mucous membrane. The alkaloid is volatilized by the

heat of the combustion, and according to Loewenthal
'

fifty to

sixty per cent, of that contained in the tobacco passes into the

'Taylor: "Poisons," 3d Am. ed., and Bigelow : New York M. J.,

771. 1876, XX iii., 399. Bryden : Lancet,
* Boutron-Cliarlard : J. de pharm., 1879. i., 334.

1836, xxii., 689. Dworzak u. Hein- »J. Am. Med. Assoc, 1887, ix.,

rich: Husemann u. Hilger, "Pflan- 415.

zenstoflFe," 2te Aufl., 1175. ^ «n i kot i ngehalt des Tabak-
3 See cases referred to on p. 772, raucJis," Diss., Wiirzb., 1892.
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smoke. When the smoke is inhaled, not only is the absorption
of nicotin more complete, but, as Gautier has shown,' the carbon

monoxid, also produced during the combustion, is absorbed to

some extent from the lungs, but not from the mouth.

Treatment.—The stomach (or rectum) should be washed

out with water to which tannin or a solution of iodiu in potas-

sium iodid has been added. Cold affusions to the head while

the body and extremities are kept warm are indicated to over-

come stupor, and the administration of stimulants, ether, whis-

key, etc., hypodermically, inhalation of ammonia, and coffee

internall}'. Electricity, inhalations of oxygen, or even arti-

ficial respiration should be resorted to to supplement the failing

respiration.

Post-Mortem Appearances.—These are not characteris-

tic except in certain cases when the odor of tobacco is detected

in the stomach, or even pervades the entire body, or when
tobacco in substance is found in the stomach contents. The

appearances of death from apnoea are present
—

i.e., a dark, fluid

condition of the blood, a dark color and hypersemic condition of

the lungs and liver, and congestion of the vessels of the brain

and meninges. If death have not occurred rapidly the appear-
ances of a more or less intense gastro-enteritis are observed.

Analysis.—The separation of nicotin from the stomach

contents and from the viscera has been accomplished in several

instances. Stas obtained the alkaloid not only from the stomach

of Fougnies, the victim of Bocarme, but also from the tongue,

liver, and lungs, and even from the floor, upon which a portion
had been spilled, and which had been washed with hot water

shortly after the murder. Lehmann'^ in 1853 obtained nicotin

from the stomach of a youth who had died iu one hour after

he had swallowed "
sauce" used in preparing chewing tobacco.

Ogston^ in 1834 separated nicotin from the stomach contents in

a case of poisoning by snuff. Taylor,^ Fonssagrives and Bes-

non,^and Boutmy" separated nicotin from the stomach contents

in cases of poisoning by the alkaloid. In Johnson's case of

poisoning by nicotin' 0.03 gm. (0.4(3 grain) of the alkaloid was
obtained from the stomach contents, and 0.188 gm. (2.9 grains)

' "Poisons de I'air," 229-237. "Poisons," 3d Am. ed., 772.
'^ Arch. d. Ph., 1853, Ixxvi., 144. ^^nn. d'hvg., 1861, 2 s., xv., 404.

»Christison : "Poisons," Am. ed., ^Ibid., 1880. 3 s., iv., 201.

G4S, G51. 'Lancet, 1890, ii., 337.
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from the alci)lu>l in wliicli tlio stmiiacli had \>oou preservod. In

Kahot's caso <>f iiciisoiiinL;- hy tobacco extract,' 2.25 j^m. (;U.7

{grains) of (imimrc".'') iiicolin were s('|iaratt'(l i'l-oiu tlic stomach

c'onltMiis, ami cviclcnoes ol" its prosenco in the hvcr ami uriiio

woix' obtaiiioil.

In tlio process of extraction of alkaloids by immiscible sol-

vents nicotin, like coniin, passes from tht^ alkaline a(pieons

licjuiil into petroleum ether, and is consecpiently to be looked for

in residue V. (see p. 13G). It maj' also be separated by distilla-

tion, and in the proccess for volatile poisons it passes into the

distillate from tiie alkaline li([iiid (see p. 120). The residue

may be purified by conversion into chlorid or oxalate, extrac-

tion with alcohol, decomposition of the salt with caustic soda,

and extraction with petroleum ether.

The characters by w4iich nicotin may be recognized are the

folUnving :

1. The residue is oily, colorless or yellowish, strongly alka-

line, reddens phenolphtlmlein,'' and gives off a peculiar acid

odor, somewhat resembling that of stale tobacco smoke, and

producing irritation of the nasal mucous membrane and con-

jmictiva. If left exposed to light the oil becomes yellow or

brown and thicker, and finally resinous. When heated it vola-

tilizes completely, giving off white fumes.

2. If a glass rod moistened with hydrochloric acid be held

over the watch glass containing the alkaloid, or if drops of the

alkaloid and acid bo placed upon two watch glasses and one

inverted over the other, a white cloud is produced, which is not

so dense as that produced by coniin under like conditions, but

no crystals are produced as with coniin.^

3. Auric chlorid produces a yellow or brown, amorphous

precipitate in neutral solutions of nicotin salts, which is nearly

insoluble in acetic or hydrochloric acid, but readih^ soluble in

caustic alkalies. A cloudiness is produced slow'ly in a solution

of 1 : 10,000.

4. Platinic chlorid in rather strong solutions of the alkaloid

or of its salts produces immediately a yellowish precipitate

which is amorphous at first and afterwards becomes crystalline,

'Ph. Jahresb., 1883-84, 1149. ^Yor this and other distinctions

^According to Hent nirotin in between nicotin and coniin seep.
alcoholic solution does not redden 706.

phenolplithalein (seep. 706).
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or ill solutions of the chlorid is crystalline immediately. With
more dilute solutions, up to 1:5000 of the chlorid, the precipi-

tate is more slowly formed and is crystalline. When amor-

phous and small in amount the precipitate is somewhat soluble

in hydrochloric acid, when crj'stalline it is much less soluble.

It dissolves on heating the liquid and slowly reappears in the

crystalline form. Wormley figures this crystalline precipitate,

and considers its formation, along with the odor and physical

state of the nicotin, sufficient "to distinguish this alkaloid from

all other substances."
'

5. Mercuric chlorid gives a white precipitate Avith free

nicotin, which is at first white and curdy, afterward crystalline.

The precipitate, which is formed in solutions up to 1 : 3000

(slowly) dissolves in a solution of ammonium chlorid, from

which it is redeposited after a time; and is also soluble in

hydrochloric or acetic acid. Mercuric cycinid does not precipi-

tate with the free alkaloid
;
but a crystalline deposit is formed

when a neutral solution of the chlorid of the alkaloid is added

to a saturated solution of the cyanid.

6. Ronssin''s Reaction.—If an ethereal solution of iodin be

added to a solution of nicotin, likewise in ether, a brownish

precipitate is produced in solutions of 1 : 100, which, after some

hours, is converted into long needle-shaped crystals. With
more dilute solutions, to 1 : 500, the crystalline deposit is more

slowly formed, without the previous production of an amor-

phous precipitate.

7. Chlorin gas colors the free alkaloid brown or blood-red.

The substance formed dissolves in alcohol, from which it crys-

tallizes on evaporation.
8. The behavior of nicotin toward other general reagents is as

follows: Potassium-cadmium iodid, in acid solution a cloudi-

ness up to 1 : 10,000 (Sohn). PhosphomoUjbdic acid., cloud up
to 1 : 40,000 in acid solution. Picric acid, added in great excess

in alcoholic solution, an ainorphous precipitate which subse-

quentl}^ becomes crystalline, 1:5000 (Dragendorff), 1:40,000

(Wormley). Iodin in potassium iodid., in acid solution, a

reddish-brown precipitate, 1:250,000 (Wormley), 1:1000

(Guaresclii). Bismuth-potassium iodid., in acid solution

cloud at 1:40,000 (DragendorfT) . Mercnric-potassium iodid,

'"Micro-Chem. of Poisons," 2d ed., 443, PI. vi., Fig. 1.
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in iioutnil soluti«iii ;i white, amorphous, resinous precipitate,

l:i:.,tiiHt (Dnii^emlorlT), 1:25,000 (Sohii). Tannic acid, a

white precipitate sohihle in w.inii h>-(lrochloric acid, and re-

appearing as the sohition cools, 1 : 500 (Dragc^ndorfT), 1 : 10,000,

(Wornilev) . Pofassiu}n ill iocyano-platinafe,
' forms a yellow,

crystalline itrecijjitnte in solutions of nicotin salts, 1:3000

(Guareschi). Plat ino-potassiani i oil id, in a solution of nico-

tin containing excess of acetic acid, produces an immediate
black precipitate, while the reagent is decolorized. With coniin

a verj' faint turbidity at most is produced and the red color of

the reagent remains (Selmi).'^

n. riii/siological Test.—The frog is most susceptible to the

action of nicotin. With a dose of
^rj-j- to ^-J-^- of a drop the ani-

mal is at first uneasy and, in about five minutes or less, becomes

apathetic and assinnes a peculiar position, with the forelegs

pressed backward against the sides, and the hind legs drawn up
so that the thighs stand at right angles to the body, and the legs

fixed so that the feet rest upon the back. If the extremities be

moved from this position they immediately resume it on lib-

eration. The respiration, at first accelerated, becomes slow.

There are slight muscular spasms, particularly in the hind legs.

With larger doses, y^-^ to ^V drop, the injection is immediately
followed b}' a severe clonic convulsion, followed by immobility
in the position described

;
diminution in frequency or arrest of

respiration, without previous acceleration, strong fibrillar con-

tractions, marked diminution of reflex irritability, and general
muscular relaxation, which persists for twenty to forty hours. As
the animal recovers the respiration is first re-established, at first

with difficulty and at long intervals
;
later there are slight mus-

cular movements and a return of reflex irritability. The heart's

action continues later than the functions of the nervous centres,

even when the animal finally dies; the frequency of the beats

being at first diminished, then increased, and again dimin-

ished.^ Small birds are killed by doses of i to ^ a drop of

nicotin. The respiration becomes panting, the bird falls upon
'Obtained by adding 4-o gm. ""jyjej^orie sopra argonienti tossi-

chloroplatinic acid to a solution of cologici," Bologna, 1878, 61. See
40 gm. potassium thiocyanate in also p. 64.

400 c.c. water, heating to 70°-80°. ^Rosenthal u. v. Anrep : Arch. f.

agitating, cooling, and recrvstalliz- Anat., Physiol., etc., Phys. Abth.,

ing the crystals (Guareschi
• "Al- 1879, Suppl. Bd. 167; 1880, 209.

caloidi,"26, 218). Compare with cicuta, p. 711.
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its side in a strong convulsion, the body arched backward, and
the heart continues to beat, although more slowly, for a time

after apparent death, which occurs in ten minutes or less.

Ptomains.—Oily, alkaline, basic substances are frequently

produced during putrefaction. Those described bear a closer

resemblance to coniin than to nicotin," and, like Schwanert's

base,^ differ from both nicotin and coniin in their odor, which
is frequently rather pleasant than disagreeable, and in being
much more volatile. Wolckenhaar obtained from a highlv

putrid intestine, six weeks after death, a liquid base, extracted

by ether from alkaline solution, which was at first yellow, and
soon became brownish-yellow, and which volatilized completel}'
without becoming resinous. It was strongly alkaline, and emit-

ted an odor similar to that of nicotin, but more jDOwerful and

resembling that of fresh popjjy heads, and which was not

destroyed by neutralization with oxalic acid. It also differed

from nicotin in its behavior toward bismuth-potassium iodid,

auric chlorid, iodin solution, mercuric chlorid, and platinic

chlorid, in yielding no crystals, even after long standing, with
iodin in ethereal solution, and in having no poisonous action.'

Quantitative Determination.—The complete recovery
of nicotin from organic mixtures is not accomplished either by
distillation or by extraction by immiscible solvents. To deter-

mine the quantity of the alkaloid contained in the residue of

evaporation of the petroleum-ether extract, or in the distillate,

the alkaline material is neutralized with oxalic-acid solution,

concentrated to a small bulk at a low temperature, and the resi-

due extracted with alcohol. The alcohol is evaporated at a low

temperature and the residue extracted with ether, after having
been rendered alkaline with caustic soda. From this point
either Kissling's or Papovici's method may be followed . In both

the alkaloid is brought into aqueous solution, and is determined

in the former by titration with standard acid, and in the latter

by the polariscope."

'Seep. 708. resembling nicotin. With the ex-
*Berichte, Berl., 1874, vii., 1332. ception of Otto's reference to
^Otto: "Ausmittel. d. Gifte, "6te Wolckenhaar we find no reference

Aufl. 96, ex Corr.-Bl. d. Ver. anal, to nicotin-like ptomains in the
Cliem., 1878, i., 33, 37. Husemann writings of either author, although
(Maselika :

" Handb. d. ger. Med.," both discuss coniin-like ptomains
ii., 463) refers to Otto and Selnii as in the places referred to.

having obtained ptomains closely -"For the details of the methods
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STRYCHNIN-NUX VOMICA, ETC.

The species of Stri/cJinos and ollior nu'nibers of the Logana-
cece contain tlu> two tetanizinj:; ali^aloids sfri/cliitin ami

hriici)! ov other allied bases. 'J'lie Carolina jasmine {(Jclse-

III ill in aeniperriren.s) is included in this order and has been

already considered.' l-^)ruein and strA'chnin always accompany
each other, and oc-cnr principally in the seeds of Stri/clnios

Ignatid (St. Ignatius' bean.-^), and of S. mix vomica (nux

vomica), in the bark of the same tree (false Angostura bark),

in the root bark of *S. coliihrina, and in the S. tieute (Upas
tieute or radja), the most deadly of arrow poisons, Java). The

South American arrow poison curare^ ivoorara, or ivoorali,

from S. Guianeusis, contains the alkaloid ciiratin; and an

arrow or ordeal poison from the west coast of Africa, known to

the natives as akasga, vfboundu, ikaja, and qiiai, is prob-

ably derived from a species of strvchnos, and contains an alka-

loid, akazgin. A third alkaloid, igasuriii, was described by
Desnoix'' as existing in nux vomica, but Shenstone'' has demon-

strated its non-existence.

The proportion of strychnin and brucin in nux vomica ap-

pears to varj' within wide limits. Pelletier and Caventou^

obtained from 0.28 to 0.4 per cent, of strychnin. The maxi-

mum percentage of strychnin obtained has been about half a

per cent.^ The percentage of both alkaloids v/as found to be

2.3 per cent, by Dragendorff, 2.5G to 3.57 per cent, by Dunstan

and Short,
° and 2.25 per cent, by Shenstone.' While brucin

thus predominates over strychnin in nux vomica, the reverse is

the case in St. Ignatius' beans, and in upas tieute, which con-

tains a mere trace of brucin and nearly 1.5 per cent, of strych-

nin.'

Strychnin—C2,Hj5N„0„
—

crystallizes from alcohol in an-

see Kissling : Ztsclir. f. an. Chem., ^ Ann. d. chini. et de phys., 2 s.,

1882, xxi., 64: 1883, xxii., 199. 1819, x., 142
; 1824, xxvi., 44.

Papovici : Ztsclir. f. physiol. Cliem.,
^ ilusemann u. Hilger: "Pflan-

1889, and xiii., 445. Also Lowen- zenstoffe," 2te Aufl., 1284.

thai : Op. cit.
« Ibid.

' See p. 7J 5.
' Loc. cit.

2 J. de pharni., 1854, 3 s., xxv., ^Moens: Ztsch. f. Chem., 1866, 2

202. s., ii., 288.

^J. chem. Soc, London., 1881,

xxxix., 457.
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hydrous four-sided prisms with four-sided pyramidal points,

or from benzene in octahedra (Fig. 35). It may also form

crystalline scales, or a granular powder by rapid evaporation.

Ammonium hydroxid precipitates it from dilute aqueous solu-

tions of its salts in delicate needles. It is colorless and odor-

less, but intensely bitter in taste, a quality which is recogniz-

able in a solution as dilute as 1 : 100,000. Its salts are also

bitter. It is alkaline in reaction. It is Ipevogyrous; [a]^

= 132°. 08 to 130°. 78 in alcoholic solution, but acid solutions

>. #.
%

Fig. 35. —Crystals of Strychnin, from Solution in Benzene. >' 75.

have a much lower rotary power. Strychnin dissolves in 6,667

parts of cold water and in 2,500 parts of boiling water, in 120

parts of cold alcohol of sp. gr. 0.803, less soluble in more aqueous

alcohol, in 200 parts of amylic alcohol, in 5 to 7 parts of chloro-

form, in 100 parts of benzene, in 1 ,250 parts of commercial ether,

and in 12,500 parts of petroleum ether. Absolute ether does not

dissolve it. Most of the salts of strychnin are soluble in water :

the nitrate in 60 parts of cold and in 2 parts of boiling water;
the sulfate (neutral) in 50 parts of cold water; the chlorid in 50

parts of cold water; the acetate, which crj^stallizes with diffi-

culty, in 96 parts of cold water. Strychnin is extracted from

aqueous solutions of its salts by agitation, immediatel}' after
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ailditiou of slight t-xi-i-ss t>t" annnoiiiiiiii liydroxitl, with cliloro-

fonn, bonzone, or a mixturo of equal measures of chloroform and

ether.

Strychnin is a powerful monacid base; it not only neutralizes

the strongest acids with the formation of salts, but decomposes
solutions of m.uiy nu>tallic salts with separation of the oxids, or

formation of double salts. (For reactions see p. 80(1. )

Brucin—C„H.j„N20,
—

crystallizes from acpieous alcohol in

transparent, four-sided prisms, containing 4 Acj., which are lost

in vacuo over sulfuric acid; or, by more rai)id evaporation, it

forms plates resembling those of boric acid, or cauliflower-like

tufts. It is alkaline, lyevogyrous, and very bitter in taste. The

crystalline alkaloid dissolves in 320 parts of cold water and in

150 of boiling water ;
that which has lost its water of crystalliza-

tion requires 850 parts of cold, and 500 parts of boiling water

for solution. It dissolves in 1.5 parts of alcohol, in 2 parts of

chloroform, and in (U jxirts of benzene. Amjdic alcohol dis-

solves it readil}', petroleum ether and oils with difficulty, and

ether not at all. It is extracted from aqueous solutions of its

salts, after addition of excess of ammonium hydroxid, by chloro-

form, or benzene. It is a monacid base, forming salts which are

bitter and, for the most part, soluble in v/ater and crystalline.

(For reactions see p. 812.)

Curarin—C,„H„N(C,8H3j,N, Sachs)
—

crystallizes from its

chloroform solution in four-sided prisms wdiich are very hygro-

scopic, very bitter, faintl}- alkaline, and extremely poisonous.

It is soluble in water and alcohol in all proportions, difficultly

soluble in amylic alcohol and in chloroform
;
insoluble in ether,

benzene, petroleum ether, carbon bisulfid, or turpentine. It is

consequently not removed from aqueous alkaline solutions by

agitation with immiscible solvents. Its salts are very soluble

in water, crystallizable with difficulty, bitter and poisonous.
Boehm has described a second alkaloid, curin, which exists

in many samples of curare, but which is non-toxic'

Akazgin is a white amorphous substance, which crystal-

lizes with difficulty in small prisms from its alcoholic solution,

obtained by Frazer^ from a West African arrow poison. It is

alkaline, bitter, and tetauizing; soluble in 13,000 parts of cold

'Berichte, Berl., 1887, xx., c. 143. -Brit, aud For. Med.-Chir. Rev.,

1867, Ixxix., 210.
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water, in 60 of absolute alcohol, in 16 of eighty-five-per-cent.

alcohol, in 120 of absolute ether, and also soluble in chloroform,

benzene, and carbon bisulfid. It causes tetanus, although some-

what more slowly than strychnin, and, like curarin, behaves in

the same manner as strychnin towards the sulfuric-acid and
dichromate test.

STRYCHNIN POISONING.

Historical and Statistical.—An Arabian, Serapion the

younger, was probably the earliest medical writer who referred

to nux vomica.' Wepfer describes experiments performed by
himself upon animals with nux vomica in 1676-77.' Valen-

tine in 1680, in an expert opinion declared seeds of nux vomica
seized upon a prisoner to be poisonous.'

Strychnin, discovered in 1818 by Pelletier and Caventou, re-

mained a "
rare chemical "

for many years. Christison, in his

first edition (1829), states that "except the hydrocyanic acid, no

poison is endowed with such destructive energy as the strych-
nia." He also describes the effects of the alkaloid upon ani-

mals, but in this as well as in the second (1832) and third

(1836) editions he is silent concerning its action upon the hu-

man subject. At about this time, probably, Thomas Grif-

fiths Wainwright was making use of the alkaloid to expedite
the collection of life insurances. His uncle, George Griffiths,

died in 1828, from the effects of strychnin it was subsequently

supposed. In 1830 his sister-in-law expired after a short ill-

ness, caused by the administration apparently of tartar emetic

at first and strychnin afterward. Her mother had died pre-

viously in the same year with similar manifestations. A Nor-

folk gentleman, with whom Wainwright travelled upon the

Continent, died in convulsions at Boulogne in 1831. All of

these lives were insured for the benefit of Wainwright, who
returned to England in 1837, was afterward convicted of for-

ger}^ and transported to Tasmania, where he died in 1852."

Richter, in 1834, related a case of dangerous, although not

'About the end of the eleventh =5"
Corpus juris med. -leg.,"

Century, "De Simpl. Med.," Argen- Francof., 1723, p. 219.
torat.. 1531, clxiii., p. 115.. '» Life of Wainwright, A. S. Allen,
'^"De Cicuta Aquatica," Basil., in "Lives of Twelve Bad Men," Th.

1679, p. 194. Succombe, 1894. Taylor: "Poi-
sons," 3d Am. ed., 103.
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fatal, poisoninjj^ caii.-rtl by the iiu'dit-iiial use of slrycluiiii.'

l^lumlianlt
' was probably the first to record tlio death of a

luiinan beiiiy,' eaiised by strychnin: a Noutb, aycd 17, who com-

mitted suicide by takiiii;- two scruples (!) of the alkaloid.

A collation of ;)'.>!• cases of strychnin ])oisoning' shows a

relatively high pn^portion of suicidal and homicidal poisonings
and a corresponding!}' small number of accidental cases. Of
the whole number '^04, or 40.0 jier cent., were suicidal; ir)0, or

•-is.;} per cent., were accidental; and 100, or 18.0 per cent., homi-

cidal. Another peculiarity is that the great majority of the

victims of strychnin have been adults. Of the 528 cases only
44 were in children less than 10 years of age.

Accidental poisonings have for the most part arisen from

mistakes in medication, either administration of overdoses or of

the wrong medicine, but most frequently by pharmacists' errors

in compounding. Strychnin has been thus dispensed in place of

calomel, morphin, zinc valerianate, caffein, quinin, James' pow-
der, santonin, and salicin. Proprietary medicines have caused

strychnin poisoning in a few instances. Children have been

poisoned by eating strychnin pills; and several poisonings in

tlie human subject have resulted from the use of strychnin to de-

stroy foxes, squirrels, W'olves, or dogs. Jn one instance a man
was severely poisoned by the last dose of a medicine containing

strychnin, which tasted unusually bitter.' Three instances are

referred to of infants having suffered from the effects of strych-

nin absorbed in their mother's milk, in one case fatally."

Suicidal strychnin poisonings are of much more frequent oc-

currence in England than elsewhere, owing to the general use

of vermin-killers (Battle's, Board's, Gibson's, Adshead's, Bar-

ber's, Hunter's, Butler's, Marsden's) containing strychnin,

packages of which containing more than enough strychnin to

destro}' an adult are sold for three pence.
^

Excluding the Wainwright poisonings above referred to,

the earliest homicidal poisoning by strychnin to which we find

reference in medical literature occurred in Canada in 1851.

'Wibmer: "Wirking," etc., v., •'Lancet, 1869, ii., 241; i., 733 ;i.,

250. 872.
= Med. Corr.-Bl. d. Wiutemb. 'Letheby found the threepenny

aerz. Ver.
, 1837, vii., 1. package of Battle's vermin-killer,

'Thomson: Brit. M. J., 1893, i., that most extensively used, to weigh
406. 14 grains and contain 3.22 grains.

(0.21 gni.) strychnin.
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Of the 100 homicides of which we have information as having
occurred since that date 8 appeared in 1850-50, 19 in 1800-69,

24 in 1870-79, 40 in 1880-89, and 9 in 1890-95. Forty-five

occurred in the United States, 24 in England, 9 in Finland, 7

in Germany, 7 in France, 3 in Canada, 3 in Australia, 1 in

Italy, and 1 in Java.'

Homicides by Strychnin.—1. (1851) Report of trial of Azenath

Smith for the murder John Freeman, alias Ehjali Pease. Defendant

lived with deceased as his wife. Symptoms characteristic. The poison
was probably twice administered in pills. Strychnin found on analysis

(Dupson). Acquitted.'-

2. (1855) Peo. v. Geo. W. Green, Chicago, 111. Convicted of the

murder of his wife. Strychnin found (Blomey).'
3. (1856) Reg. t'. William Palmer. Convicted of the murder of

.John Parsons Cook, at Rugeley, November 21st, 1855. Symptoms char-

acteristic. Analysis failed (Taylor). The princi]>al contention was.

concerning the chemical evidence.''

4. (1856) Reg. IK William Dove. Convicted of the murder of his

wife at Leeds, March 1st, 1856—a crime no doubt suggested by the

newspaper accounts of the Palmcj- investigation. Defence insanity.

Symptoiris characteristic. Strychnin found (Nunneley).''

5. (1858) A woman in Louisiana confessed to an attempt to poison
her husband by sti-ychnin in a cup of coffee, of which he drank half.''

6. (1858) A mei'e mention of the fatal poisoning of a man in a

Southern State. Strychnin found.'

7. (1858) State i\ Edward Robbins, ti'ied in ( )hi(> for tlie nuu'der of

Nancy Holly. Strychnin detected (Cassels).^

' As stiychn in poisonings are now pell by the Rev. Tliomas Pahner,
"

of frequent occurrence, and as the etc., Lond., 1856. Taylor: "On
symptomatology rarely departs from Poisoning by Strychnine," Ijond.,
the normal type, the cases reported 1856. Browne and Stewart :

" Re-
in medical literatureare buta small ports of Trials for Murder by
proi>ortion of those which actually Poison,

" Lond. , 1883, 8.5-2.33. Also
occur. the English meilical journals of

'Brit. Am. J., 1851, vii., 102. that year, 2mssim, and all works
Testimony in full. on toxicology subsequent to that
^Northwest M. and S. J., 18.55, date,

xii., 75. Taylor: "Poisons," 3d ^ Assoc. M. J.
, 1856, ii. , 637. Ph.

Am. ed., 670. J. and Tr.. 1856-57, xvi., 115.
* Barnet and Buckler :

"
Queen v. Browne and Stewart : Oj). cif. ,

Wni. Palmer, official report of miu- 233-268.

utes," etc., Lond., 1856. "The Times sElmer: N. Orl. M. News and
Report," etc., Lond., 1856. Gil Hosp. Gaz. . 1858-59, v., 313.

hert: "Report," etc., Lond., 1856. ''Crawcour: Rnd.. 223.

Bennett: "Verliatim Repf>rt,
"
etc. , ''Lawrence and Wormley : Ohio

Lend., 1856. "The Most Extraordi- M. andS. .T., 1864, xvi.. 10-27,

nary Trial of,
"

etc., Lond., 1856. Robbiiis u. State, 8 Ohio, 131.

"Letter to Lord Chief- Justice Cam-
IV.—50
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S. (,18511) A man poisoiu-tl li\ stryrliuiii in litpior at S:iii Aiilonio,
Texas. '

I). (18(i0) A man was tried in Pony County, Pa., foi- ilu^ nuirdcf of

liis wife. The Ixxiy was exhnnuMl six w(>(>ks after dcitli. Strychnin
was not detected (.Rt'ese).'-'

111. (18G0) A girl of eififhteen years (Ueil in Eng'land from tlie elfects

of Battle's Vermin-Killer ])urcha^ed by herself. Strychnin found in

the stt>inach (Lethehy). In 1854 an infant of the same family had died

suddenly in convulsions ; in lS5i) another child with similar symptoms,
and a few days before the girl's death a boy had been attacked with

similar symptoms, but recovered under i)rom])t treatment.''

11. (1800) State r. Rich. S. Richardson, New Hampshire, indicted

with Sarah Ann llealey for the murdcM- of Ste])hen Healey, March 0th,

180U. ISo symptoms described. Strychnin detected
;
2.48 grains ex-

tracted from stomach contents (Hayes). Richardson convicted of mur-

der, second degree ; Healey acquitted.^

12. (1801) Reg. r. Buckle. A man attempted to poison his wife

with strychnin mixed with sugar. She was susi)icious and did not

take it. Acquitted. Subsequently convicted of attempting to murder
her with laudanum.'*

13. (1801) Reg. V. Vyse. A woman poiscmed her two children witli

Battle's Vermin-Killer and attempted suicide by cutting her throat.

Strychnin found in both stomachs and livers (Attiieldj. Defence in-

sanity. Acquitted.*
14. (1802) Reg. i\ Vamplew. A girl of thirteen years convicted of

manslaughter of an infant in her charge by giving it Battle's Vermin-
Killer. There was reason to believe that she had destroyed two other

infants by similar means in two other families.'

15. (1802) Com. V. Hersey. Tried in Massachusetts for the murder
of Betsy Tirrol."

16. (1802) Reg. V. Burke. Convicted of the nmrder of his wife.

Strychnin administered mixed with Epsom salt. Strychnin detected ;

more than 3 grains separated from stomach contents (Blyth).'

17. (1863) Peo. v. Dan'l E. Salisbury, tried in Cortland County.
N. Y., for the murder of his wife.'''

'King: Am. J. M So. , 1859, n. -'Ibid., 1862-63, n. s., iv., 139.

s., xxxvii., 573. Taylor: "Poisons," 3d Am. ed.,

-'Am. J. M. Sc, 1861, n. s.
, xlii., 683.

409. sYeninton: "Report of the Case
3 Ph. J. andTr., 1859-60. n. s., i., of Geo. C. Hersey," etc., Boston,

621. Paley: Brit. M. J., 1860, ii.
,

1862. We liave not seen this report.
604. 9 Ph. J. and Tr.. 1862-63, n. s.,

•Bost. M. and S. J.. 1861, Ixiv., iv., 90; Med. Times. Aug. 2d, 1862.

101, 131, 181, 209, 283. Taylor: "Pnisons,"3d Am. ed., 690.
5 Ph. J. andTr., 1861-62, n.s.,iii., '"Am. J. M. Sc, 1864, n. s.,

390, 629. xlviii., 399-418.

Tbid., 1861-62, n. s., iii., 627;
1862-63, iv., 43, 89.
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18. (1863) State i\ Mary Freet and L. Converse, tried in Ohio for

the murder of Wm. Freet. Strychnin detected (Wormley).'
19. (1864) Case of Capt. Jarrey, tried at Dunedin, New Zealand, for

the mui-der of his wife. Strychnin detected in stomach. '-'

20. (1864) Affaire Grisard. Convicted at Dieppe of the murder of a

woman (Pegard). Strychnin found in the viscer<a (Tardieu, Lorrain,

and Roussin).^

21. (1865) A girl of nineteen years died from the effects of pills con-

taining- strj-chnin, apparently given her to produce abortion. Cor-

oner's jury found verdict of manslaughter.^
22. (1865) Fall Demme-Triimpy. Dr. Demme and Fran Triimpy

were accused of the murder of the latter's husband. After the trial of

Demme, in which he was acnpiitted, he ran off with Flora Triimpy, the

daughter of the deceased and of his former paramour. A false report
that the two were drowned in the Lake of Geneva was followed by
the finding of their dead bodies, three weeks after Demme's acquittal,

in bed in a hotel at Nervi, Italy, ])oisoned by morphin. Strychnin
w^as found in the stomach and intestines (Schwarzenbach and

Fliickiger).*

23. (1867) A woman was fatally poisoned in Austria by .strychnin

dissolved in wine, sent by a relative under the pretence that it was a

cure for epilepsy, from which .she suffered. Three bottles were sent,

only one of which contained the poison. Analysis of the viscera

failed (Maschka).«
24. (1867) A man in Austria poisoned himself and his two children.

All died. Strychnin in crystals found in all three stomachs.'

25. (1869) Reg. i\ Langford. A man and an infant were fatally

poisoned at different times by the wife and mother. Strychnin found

in the viscera of the child, not in that of the man (Letheby). Ac-

quitted, i Defence insanity.
^

26. (1869) A questionable case.^

27. (1870) Reg. {'. Callandine. Woman in England administered

strychnin to her husband upon two occasions, to which she confessed.

He died some time after in an infirmary. Sentenced to fourteen years

penal sei'vitude. '"

'Lawrence and Wormley: Ohio peJ. med., 1865, xiv., 54, 119.

M. and S. J., 1864, xvi., 95, 190, Maschka : Vrtljschr. f. d. prakt.
377. Heilk., 1865, Ixx.xvi., 69-112.

'^Austral. M. J , 1865, x., 321. "Masclika. Samnil. Gutacht.
^Tardieu: "Empoisonnement." Pray. med. Fak., 1867, 3F., 280.

2emeed., 1125. Chapuis
• "Precis ' Masclika : Vieitljschr. f. prkt.

deTox.,"5yi. Heilk. 1868, iv., 19 Friedreich's
^Ph J. and Tr., 1865-66, n. s.

,
Bl. f. p;er. Med., 1868. xix., 440.

vii., 240. <*Ph. J. and Tr., 1869-70, u. s.,

='Eraniert:
" Der Ciiminal-Proce.ss xi., 159.

Demme-Triimpv," Wieu, 1866. Ubid., p. 370.

Wien. med. Halle, 1864, v., 480, '"Brit. M. J., 1870, ii., 270.

503, 525. 536, 550. Espagne . Mont-
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2S. (1S70) A man was poisoned by slrvclnilii i>l.i(t'(l in ;i sack of

Hour l)v an unknown cniMuy. He i-ix-ovorcd.'

I'i*. (ISTO i) A woman in (icrniaiiy was ])()isoii("(l hy lur iin.siiand by
strychnin in cotlVo. Jlc bad nia(b' previous attrmpts. Sbc was ac-

(piaintcd witli tbc bitt(>r taste of tlio ])oison and pert-eived it in tlie cof-

ftH' yctdi-ank of it. ln,tbe tivatmcid nioi-jdun was {j'ivon. Tho spasms
bocanio less intt'ns(> and she died (t)inatose. Two dogs ate of eoH'ei^ and
died witli stryclinin sym])toins. Four contradictory "Gutachlen."

Strychnin di tected in the viscera and coffee. Defendant con-

victed. '•'

30. (1871) Key. c. Kdniuiuls. A woman convicted of tlie nnu'-

der of a boy of four years by strychnin administered in "chocolate

ci-eams." *

31. (IS71) A man accused of having murdered liis wife. Strychnin
detected in the stomaclv (Calvert).''

32. (1871) Case of Mrs. Groocock. Poisoned her infant child and

attempted suicide with Battle's Vermin-Killer.*

33. (1871) Case of Blackburn (Ohio?). The accused and his mistress

resolved upon mutual suicide. He hand(ul hvr strychnin, which she

took eagerly and died. He eitlier repented of his resolve or never

intended to take the poison himself.'

34. (1872) Two hunters in Germany were in the habit of using

strychnin to kill foxes, etc. One was accu.sed of having attempted to

desti'oy the other by mixing the same poison with his food. Acquitted.

Apparently the alleged victim had put the poison into the food himself

to supjiort a false accusation.''

35. (1873) Reg. v. King. Defendant twice tried for the murder of

of his father in Dublin. Mistrial and acquittal. It was admitted that

the deceased had died of strychnin poisoning.**

86. (1873) Edward McCormick was found dead February 3d, near

Redwood Falls, Minn. Was last seen alive January 31st. His

brother was chai-ged with his murder. Body exhumed February 12th.

Strychnin but no brucin found in the stomach."

37. (1873) A woman in a Western State killed her three children and

attempted to kill herself with strychnin. She recovered and was sen-

tenced to life imprisonment.'"

iBard; Phila. M. Times, 1870-71, 'Schumacher: Friedreich's Bl. f.

i., 316. ger. Med.. 1873, xxiv., 36.

^Preitner: "Ueber Strychnin-
« Med. Press and Circ. , 1874, n. s.,

vergiftung," Diss., Wiuzb., 1870, xvii., 153.

6. 'Hand and Boardman : North-
3 Ph. J. and Tr., 1871-72, 3 s., ii., west. M. and S. J., 1873-74, iv.,

176. 196, 215, 236, 597. 364.

*Tbid., 916. 'OHavs: Pac. M. and S. J., 1874-

^Ibid., 1872-73, 3 s., iii. 94. 75, n. s., viii., 389.

'Bartholow and Whittaker : Cin-

cin. Clin., 1871, i., 196, 208.
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38. (1874) Reg. v. Chas. Stansfield. Convicted of having- attempted
to murder his wifV hy vermin-killer in beer. She did not take it. A
sediment in the cup was strychnin.'

39. (1874) State v. Major. Convicted of the murder of liis wife in

New Hampshire, December 20th, 1874. Aiialysis showed the presence
of 1.72 grains of strychnin in the stomach contents, 0.51 in the stomach,
and 0.23 in the liver (Wood).'

40. (1874) State i\ Magoon. Tried for the murder of his wife in New
Hampshire, August 31st, 1874. Body exhumed August 12th, 1875

;
0. 15

grains of strychnin separated from the stomach and 0.23 grains from

part of the liver
;

it was also detected in the intestine. The accused
confessed to the crime after a disagreement of the jury and died, prob-

ably a suicide, before the second trial. ^

41. (1875) State v. Stickles. A woman in Iowa tried for the murder
of her husband by strychnin. Mistrial. Strychnin detected in the

liver (Hatfield). There was evidence that the deceased had taken a

medicine containing tincture of nux vomica and liquor potassa?. This

would cause precipitation of the strychnin, nearly all of which may
have been taken in the last dose.'*

42. (1870) Reg. v. Silas Barlow. Convicted of the murder of Eliza

Soper, who lived with him as his wife, by Battle's vermin-killer.

Traces of strychnin found in the stomach (Bernays).*
43. (187G) State v. Hendricks. A woman in South Carolina tried for

the murder of her liusband by strychnin in whiskey. Strychnin found
in stomacli contents (Baruch). The possibility of strycluiin being an

impurity of whiskey was discussed during and subsequent to the trial.

Acquittal .

'^

44. (1877) Affaire Toulza (lit Rapala. A man in France was accused

of the murder of his wife (a't. twenty-eight), who came home at 10:30,

was heard to cry out at 10:45, had frightful spasms and died at 11 o'clock.

Autopsy three months after death. Analysis negative as to sti-ychnin.
An alkaloid was found which did not correspond in reaction with any
known alkaloid (Filhol). Defence apoplexy.''

45. (1878) An examination as to the <;ause of death of V A
, _

supposed to have be<'n murdered by strychnin. Ciotto obtained the

color reaction of strychnin from extracts from the cadaver, exhumed

twenty-five days after death. This Italian case apj^ears to have been

' Ph. J. and Tr., 1874-75, 3 s, v., 'Chicago M. Times, 1876, 7, viii.,
96. 389.

-Hayes: Amer. Chemist, 1875, ^Browne and Stewart: O}). cit.,
vi. , 203. Wharton and Stille : Med. 268-375.
Jur. , 4th ed., ii., 625. « Baruch: Tr. So. Car. M. Assoc,

=*

Hayes : Loc. cit. Wharton and 1877, 84-94.
Stille: Op. cit., 20'd. ''Causse and Bergeron. Ann.

d'hyg., etc., 1878, 3 s., 1., 273.
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till' rarliost stryclmiii poisoning in w liicli llir iiucstioii of ploiiiai'iis was

raist'd (seo p. 817).'

JCi. (1S7!>) St:it»» r. T. V. l>()\viii;iii, NoHli Carormn. Conviclrd of

lli(> iimnlor i)f his wilV. Slryi-lmin fimml in tiie fiulavor (Rccld).
'

17. 0^7;ti IVo. r. Harriet Moi-rilicw, J^ewis County, N. Y. Con-

victed of nuinltr in tl 10 second degree for the killing of lici- Imsbaiid.

A cousin, Wintlirop M".
,
\v;as also indicted.-'

48. (1870) Elijah Smith, New Haven, Conn., attemjjted to iioison a

family by strychnin in cotl'ee. Confessed.'

1!). (1875-79) In June, 1875, the wife of S ,
a Bavarian veterin-

ary surgeon, died in two liours after having received medicine at the

hands of lier husband, and having sufTercd violent tetanic, spasms. The

body was exhumed four months later and an analysis failed to show

the pi-esence of strychnin. S
,
who had lied to p]ngland, returned,

was tried and aquitted. This case was made the subject of discussion

as to tlie possibilities of detecting strychnin in a cadaver four months

after death."'

50. (1880) A woman of seventy years and her son, aged forty, were

poisoned (in Pennsylvania?) by strychnin, "given with criminal in-

tent" in whiskey, but they recovered."

51. (1880) State v. Lucey E. Meeker and Almon Meeker. Convicted

in Vermont of the murder of Alice Meeker. Strychnin detected in

viscera (Witthausj.'

52. (1880) State v. John Dyer, DeKalb County, Ind. Convicted of

the nmrder of his wife. Strychnin detected."

53. (1880) Affaire Delaporte. An attempt at Paris to poison four

persons by strychnin in coffee.'*

54. (1880) An attempt by a servant to poison his master. Inciden-

tal mention only."^

55. (1881) Peo. v. T. N. Cream. "Dr." Cream convicted at Belvi-

dere. 111., foi- the murder Dan'l Stott. Stotfs wife was also charged

with the crime jointly with Cream. Nearly four grains of strychnin

were found on analysis (Haines). Cream was sentenced to life im-

prisonment. (See Case No. 87.)
''

'Ciotto: "Parte chimica di un « Roberts: Med. Times., Phila.,

case di Perizia," etc., Padova, 1880. 1880, x., 323.

Selnii : "Ptomaine," etc., Bologna, 'Case unpublished, see note, p.

1881, 187-236. 164.

•^N. Y. Herald, Aug. 30tb, 1879. «N. Y. Herald, Jan. 19th, 1880.

Ubid., May 12th, 13th, 14th, »Thibaut: " Des alcaloides des

1879; Aug. 23d, 25th, 29th, 1880. strychnees," These, Lille, 1886,

*lbid., June 8th, 1879. 108.

^Ranke {et al.): Arch. f. path.
'o Austral. M. Gaz., 1881-82, i., 105.

Anat., etc., 1879. Ixxv., 1-23. Ann. "Texas M. and S. Rec, 1881, i.,

d'hyg., etc., 1881. 4 s., v., 385-389 418.

(abst.).
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56. (1882) May Booth, a iiegress of fourteen years was convicted in

Surrey County, Va., of tlie murder of two persons l>y strychnin niixinl

with their food.

57. (1882) Mrs. Mary Martin was convicted of murder in the first

degi-ee, at Emporia, Kans. for the killing of a woman whose life was

insured in her favor.

58. (1882) Sally Story was charged at Paterson, N. J., with the mur-

der of Mrs. Feest, by strychnin administered as quinin.

59. (1882) A demented girl poisoned an entire family in Tennessee.

The father died. '

60. (1882) Affaire Martine. A man convicted at Brugeres (France)

of the murder of his niece, ift. twenty-four, to obtain insurances upon
her life. His younger bi-othei' had died two years previously under sim-

ilar conditions. Strychnin was detected in the stomach and brain of

the woman (Garnier and Schlagdenhauffen). The defence attributed

the reactions t*^) ptomains.'-

61. (1882) Case mentioned by Blackwell."

62. (1882) A woman in England killed hei' infant and herself with

Adshead's vermin-killer.^

63. (1882) An attem])t to poison a man by strychnin in a cake sent

tlu'ough the mail from Louisville, Ky., to Nashville, Tenn.^

61. (1882) A woman in Germany poisoned her seven-year-old

daughter and herself. Strychnin was determined quantitatively in the

stomach and liver of the child. The cadaver of the woman had been

bviried and was exhumed in about eleven months. Strychnin was

detected in the stomach and liver of this also (Bisclioff).*^

65. (1882) A woman named Seybolt poisoned herself and four

children in Chicago. All died."

66. (1883) Four prisoners in Java were poisoned by strych-

nin, apparently administered by their jailer in coffee. They re-

covered.**

67. (1883) A woman near Quebec was charged with the murder of

her husband by strychnin. Case of Emma C. Coates.^

.
^ Cases 56 to 59 are taken from the R. I. , to Denver, Col. We liavp

secular press. found a sample of sherry wine, al-
'^ Garnier and Sclilagdenliaulfeu : leged to have been sent to a person

J. d. ph. et de chini., 1883, 5 s., for the purpose of causing his death,

vi., 342. Tourdes : Mehaute, "De to contain a large quantity' of

I'empois. p. 1. strychnine," Lyon- strychnin.
Paris, 1888, 40. Garnier; Rev. ^ Wolff : "EinigeFallevon Strych-
med.de I'Est, 1883, xv., 40. ninvergiftmig," Diss., Halle, 1887.

sMed. and S. Reptr., Phila. , 1883,
' N. Y. Hprald, June 11th. 1882.

xlviii.
,
671 8 Bolhalter : Rev. d. sc. wed., 1884,

•» Lancet, 1882, i., 537. xxiv., 94.

^In the Graves case death was 'N. Y. Herald, Sept. 3d, 12th,
caused by arsenic in whiskey .sent 1883.

through the mail from Providence,
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OS. (18S.")) Cook Trat was roiivii'Lctl of llu' mui-ilcr of liis wife by
slrvchnin. Pi\>v. Ontario.'

r.l). (1884) Cas.- lu.ntionea in Lancet, 1884, L, 581.

70. (1885) SUilc r. A. B. Morso, Nebraska. Tried for murder of liis

wife. Mistrial. Sti-vcliiiin found in tbe stomach (Clark).'-'

71. (1885) Com. r. \Vm. Reed, Virginia. Ti-ied for the murder of

his wife. Analysis failed. Autoi)sy live moiitlis after death.''

72. (188()) Case re])orted by Marslon. Admiuistratioii in ])orter.

Stry<-hnin found in stouia<'li aiul washinys (Blunt).*

73. (18SC)) Peo. /•. Isaae Grillin, Allej^hany County, N. Y. Con-
victtnl of mui'der in the second deg'ree for the killing of Christ. Fuller.

Strychnin found in the stonuieli (Witthau.s).
'•

74. (188(>) Atl'aii'e Rouan. Trial for wife murder. Strychnin found
in the viscera of the deceased, and in those of a liog which had eaten of

the poi.soned soup."
75. (1888) A family at Windsor, Mo., was poisoned by strychnin

put into the coffee bj^ a negress, aged twelve. The girl was compelled
to drink of the cotfee and died.'

76. (1889) A woman in Germany destroyed her illegitimate child

by
" Weizen "

(wheat impregnated with strychnin, used to destroy ver-

min). She confessed. •*

77. (1889) Affaii'e Hoyet. A pregnant girl of sixteen years destroyed

by strychnin, administered ui three pills. Strychnin obtained on an-

alysis, 0.25 gm. from 80 gni. stomach and 90 gm. contents (Garnier).^

78-86. (1880-93) Nine cases of homicide by strychnin reported to

have occurred in Finland during these years. Seven of these victims

were females, two males. One of these cases, that of a schoolmaster

poisoned by his wife, is probably tliat of Aina Sainio. Strychnin was
found on analysis in all cases save one."

87. (1892) Reg. v. Thos. Neill. Executed in England for the mur-
der of Matilda Clover by strychnin. This defendant had been pre-

viously convicted of murder by strychnin in Illinois in 1881 (see No.

55 above)."

88-89. (1893) Two women were poisoned by strychnin administered

in capsules by an unknovm man, in England.
'^

.

'N. Y. Herald, Nov. 16th. 1883, »Aun. d'hyg., 1890, 3 s., xxiv.,
Nov. 6tli, 1884. .501.

2 Clark : Omaha Clin., 1893-94, vi.
,

'»
Fagerlund : Vrtljschr. f. ger.

83. Med., 1894, 3 R., viii., Supplhft.
»Va. M.Mthly.. 1885-86, xii., 659. 92. See also N. Y. Herald, Sept.
'Limcet, Lond., 1886, ii., 442. 23d. 1892; N. Y. Evening Post,

'Notjeported. Sept. 22d, 1892.

"LHote et Pouchet : Ann. d'hyg. ,

" See daily papers of the period—
1888, 8 s., XX., 319. Chapuis: N. Y. Herald, June 21st, 24th, 25th,
"Precis de Tox.," 2emeed., 600. 28th, 29th; July 1st; Oct. 18th,
'N. Y. Times, June 4th, 1888. 19th : Nov. 16th, 1892.

'^Mittenzvveig : Ztschr. f. med. '-'Harley: Lancet, 1893, i., 83.

Bearnte. 1889 ii. , 257.
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90. C189.3) Two persons were tried for murder by strychnin

poisoning- at Meadville, Pa. The death occurred in July, 1892. An
expert testified that strychnin couhl not be detected after a year's

burial. Acquittal.'

91. (1895) State v. Maggie Kuhn. Tried at Greensburg, Ind., for

the murder of her husband, June 9th, 1894. Mistrial. The deceased

had taken a medicine containing tincture of nux vomica four or five

days before his death. The defence invoked this as an explanation of

the presence of strychnin, and also attacked the reliability of the chem-

ical tests. There was also question of the number of spasms which

may occur in strychnin poisoning.
'

The remaining nine cases are briefly referred to in secular journals.

In one a woman met her death by swallowing a poisoned lemonade

which she had prepared for her husband.

Lethal Dose.—The minimum lethal close of stryehnin for

adults may be placed at about 0.03 gm. (half a grain)- That

quantity has proved fatal in two instances, in both of vs^hich the

amount of the dose was accurately fixed. In one a woman of

twentj'-two years died in five hours from the efi^ects of half a

grain of strychnin administered through mistake of a hospital

nurse.
^ The other was the case of Dr. W. C. Warner, at the

time a member of the Vermont Legislature, who took half a

grain of strychnin dispensed in mistake for morphin to the use of

which the deceased was habituated. The first spasm came on in

about five minutes and lasted about five minutes. After an

interval of the same duration he had a second spasm, during
which he died, in about 14 minutes after having taken the poison.^

Two deaths are reported from three-quarters of a grain (0.048

gm.), one that of a girl of thirteen years,
^
the other that of a

man of twenty-eight years.
"^

In the latter, however, Marsden's

vermin-killer was taken by a suicide, and the dose is conse-

quently estimated. In two instances adults have died from the

effects of one grain (0.0G5 gm.).' The minimum lethal dose for

young children may be placed at 0.004 gm. (j^ grain) which

quantity is said b}^ Taylor, upon the authority of Blacklock, to

have caused the death of a cliild of two to three years.' This

Communication of Dr. J. P. ^Watson: Lancet, 1846, i., 73.

Hassler, Meadville, Pa. '^Offston: Ibid., 1S56, i., 428
fc)'^

Communicatiou of Dr. Sanil. ' Lancet, 1873, ii.
,
533. DeCourcil-

Kenuedy, Shelhyville, Ind. Ion: Med. Arch., St. Louis, 1869,

'Lancet, 1856, ii., 291, 302. iii., 31.

•Bost. M. and S. J., 1S47, xxxvi., * "Poisoning by Strychnine," 138.

209. Brit. Am. J., 1847, iii., 105.
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must, liowover, l)o I'onsideivd as rxfoptional, as we iiiid no

roc'ortl of aiiothor instance in \vliicli tho death of a cliiM has

ht'iMi eaiised hy less than six times that (juantity.'

Aihdts have recovered after ha\ iuLj taken very large doses,
as much asO.o:,' 1.3,' 1 .75

' and even 2.(;"giii. (lA, •>(), '27, and
4(» i;:rains). Some cases have heen reported Avhich seem to indi-

cate a cumnlativo action hy repeated doses of strychnin, or, at all

events, an excessive action of relatively small doses in persons
who ha\e previously taken smaller doses, or have even estah-

lished a certain tolerance. Thus Booth reported the death of a
man of forty-six years, which followed in two and a half hours

after his having taken one and a half grains, he having
previously taken repeated smaller doses." Pereira refers

to the case of a paralytic who, while under treatment hy
strychnin, the dose having heen increased from ^ grain to

^ grain and then to -I grain, died rather suddenly in a tetanic

spasm.'
Duration.—Usually in fatal strychnin poisonings death

occurs within one hour, and is rarely delaj-ed beyond 2 hours.

In 77 of 14.') fatal cases in the reports of which the duration is

stated, it was less than 1 hour, in 32 it was from 1 to 2 hours,
in 10 from 2 to 3 hours, in 9 from 3 to 4 hours, and in 15 longer
than 4 hours. If the patient survive for 2 hours the proba-

bility of recover}' is great.

In a number of reports death is said to have occurred

•'soon," or "suddenly." In one instance a man took 1| grains
of strjxhnin and an equal quantity of nux vomica in conse-

quence of a druggist's error.
"
Very soon" afterward he com-

'Gallard: Ann. d'hyg., etc., 1865, Teriy : Med. Indep., Detroit, l«r)7,

2 s., xxiii., 380. Two deaths : boy iii., SoO. Atlee : Med. Times and
of llyears, O.OSgin. ; girlofrjyear.s, Gaz.

, 1871, i., 283.
0. 025gra. 'Davis: Cine. M. and Dent. J.,
^Lee: Med. Bull., Philadel., 1883, 1886-87, ii., 65, in divided doses be-

V.
, 82. Parker: Med. leg. J., New tween niojuing and noon.

York, 1884-85, ii., 375. Berry:
^ Wilson : Am. J. M. Sc., 1864, n.

Phila. M. Reg., 1887, i., 566. s., xlviii., 70.

Gobrecbt: Tr. M. Soc. Pa., 1870, 70, «Med. Times and Gaz., 1856,
with ? i. chloroform. xiii., 35.

=* Conner: Ohio M. Recdr., 1879,
^ ''Mat. Med.," 1872, 656. See also

iv.
,

12. Gray: Brit. M. J., 1880, in this connection Leach : M. Times
i., 486. Seargent: Louisv. M. and Gaz., 1863, ii. , 487. Dutgher :

News. 1883, XV., 225. Wallace and M. andS. Reptr., Phila., 1865,
McRae: Brit. M. J., 1892, ii., 179. xiii., 2. Forman : Tr. M. Soc. N.

Tschepke: Am. J. M. Sc, 1863, n. Jersey, 1871, 314.

s. . xlv.
, 29, ex Deut. Klin.
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plained of some extraordinary sensations and almost immedi-

ately expired.' Terry^ also reported the case of a suicide who
died "very soon" after having taken 20 grains (1.3 gra.) of

strychnin. Lefort
^

refers to the poisoning of three children by
strychnin dispensed in mistake for santonin. Two of them are

said to have fallen as if struck by lightning, and to have died in

a few minutes. In another case of mistake for santonin a child

is said to have screamed violently within four minutes after the

administration, and to have died in a few minutes.^ MacLagan
found f grain of strychnin in the stomach. Gray"^ refers to

a death in 5 minutes. Taylor'' refers to the deaths of two
adults which followed one in 10, the other in 15 minutes after

their having each taken about 71- grains of strychnin in mis-

take for quinin. A child is said to have died in 10 minutes

from tlie effects of strychnin given by its father by mistake.'

Deaths in 15 minutes have been reported by Blackwell," and

Ogston f and in 20 minutes by Adams,
'"

Allen,
"
Reward,

''^

Geog-

hegan," and Lacassagne." The supposed duration of the poi-

sonings of Cook (Reg. V. Palmer) and of Matilda Clover (Reg.
V. Neill) was 20 minutes. Almost all of the small number
of fatal poisonings whose duration has exceeded 2 hours have
not exceeded 9 hours. Cases whose duration has been from
4 to 9 hours have been reported by Tarchini-Bonfanti," Lan-

cereaux,'" Blacklock,'" Jones,'" Stewart," Pilkington,'" Reese,"

'Am. J. M. Sc. , 1854, n. s., '-^Brit. M. J., 1869, ii., 332.

xxvii.,537. 'SD^bjJQ ]y[ Press, 185G, xxxv.,
2 Med. Independ., Detroit, 1857, 401.

iii., 359. '•Arch, de I'authrop. crim.. 1888,
^Bull. ac. de nied.,Par. , 1881,2 iii., 503. (Atf. de Pont de Beau-

s. , X., 460. voisin, 1877.) Other cases also re-
' Ph. J. and Tr., 1874-75, 3 s.. v., ferred to in Ph. J. and Tr., 1866-67,

757,879. n. s. , viii., 308. Lancet, 1866, ii.,

^Glasgow M. J., 1870-71, iii., 395. Brit. M. J., 1885, i., 449.
167. i^Gaz?;. med. it. lomb., 1856, 4 s.,

« "
Poisons," 3d Am. ed. , 683. i. . 147 (4 hours).

'Ph. J. and Tr., 1871-73, 3s., ii., '^France med., 1877, xxiv., 17 (4
398. See also Med. Times q,nd Gaz., hours).
1869,605. '^ Taylor: "Poisoning by Strych-
«M. and S. Reptr. , Phila., 1883, nia," 138 (4 hours).

xlviii.,671. i»Lancet, 1856, ii., 291, 303 (5
''Lancet, 1856, i., 428. Also an- hours),

other in Ph. J. and Tr.
, 1863-64, '^Mthly. Stethosc. and M. Reptr.,

n. s., v., 586. 1856-57, "i., 787 (5 hours).
>«Brit. M. J., 1894, i., 300. ^"Lancet, 1893, i., 1513 (6 hours),
'1 Bost. M. and S. J., 1847, xxxvi., ^i Am. J. M. Sc, 1861, n. s., xlii.,

309 (case of Dr. W. C. Warner). 409 (6 hours).
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^Ii'Clintock,' \\'ilkiiis,' 'riiibault, ,111(1 llciirv/ Id ;i casi^ rc-

foiTiHl to l>y W'oltV. iii\< il\ iii^- a liri'-iiisnraiicc^ liti^'atioii, tho

tluration could not have boon lows than ] liouis; it was a

question wlu'tluT tlio di-atli was tlm to sti\\clinin |i()isoning or

to tetanus result iu_u from an injury, a|)paroiitly solf-inilictod.

In a fow instances the duration in fatal oases has bi-on even

greater. Tardieu and Koussin" desorlbo the ease of a young
girl who dietl in IS hours after having taken more than a grain
of strj'chnin with suicidal intent. A homicidal case, in which

the question of duration was important, and in which it could

not have been less than 20 hours, is reported by Preitner.' In

June, 1S7'.), Edward Parr was convicted in Philadelphia of the

brutal imnder of his daughter. While the sentence of death

was being pronounced he succeeded in taking strj'chnin unob-

served ; at the termination of the passage of sentence he was
attacked with spasms and died between 17 and 18 hours after-

ward, although the stomach was washed out in a short time.

As he was unconscious during much of this time it was thought

possible that his death had been caused by the large quantity
of morphin administered by the physicians. The terminal

symptoms were, however, distinctly those of strychnin. Prob-

ably death was delayed by the morphin."
The action of nux vomica is as rapid as that of strychnin.

The longest duration of a fatal poisoning was 7 hours, in a girl

of eighteen j'ears, who took half an ounce (15.6 gm.) of the

powder with suicidal intent. A man died in a few minutes after

having taken pills in the composition of wdiich extract of nux
vomica had been used in mistake for walnut extract.^ A man
died in 10 minutes,'" and another in 15 minutes." Hender-

'Dubl. Q. J. M. Sc, 18.57, xxiv., Lauc. and Obs. , 1864, n. s., vii., 26)
214 (6 liouis, also jumped out of a reports a deatli which he attributes
window 35 to 40 feet above the to strychnin taken four days before,

ground). Tliat it was a strychnin poisoning is

-Lancet, 1857, i., 551 (Gi^ hours). doubtful. Apart from the symp-
""Alcaloides des strychn.," Diss. toius the only evidence that it was

Lille, 1SS6, 109 (7 to 8 hours, Aff. are tlie statement of the deceased to a

Remillerot). neighbor that she had taken strych-
^ Austral. M. Oaz.

, 1893, xii., 73. nin, and the results of a very crude

5"Einige Fiille v. Strvchninver- and unsatisfactory analysis,
gift," Di.ss., Halle, 1887, 23. ^Periiii and farchini-Bonfanti :

«"Empoisonnement,"2ded., 1173. Gazz. med. ital., 1864, 5 s., 111. 430.

••'Ueb. Strychninvergift.,"Diss., '»Pellarin: Ann. d'hyg., 1860, 3

Wiirzb., 1870. s., xiv., 431.
'^ Letfmann : Med. Bull., Phila.,

" Gorre : Bull. gen. de therap.,
1879, i., 58. Mendenhall (Cine. 1853, xliv.. 266.
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son' has reported the death of a girl of ten years in 15 minutes

after having taken a prescription containing tincture of nux
vomica and antipyrin, and also relates the serious poisoning of

a young lady by the same combination.

Symptoms.—The bitter and somewhat hot taste of strych-
nin may be observed at the time of swallowing the poison. It

has been observed, however, that the taste of this intensely
bitter substance is sometimes not perceived until some little

time after it has been taken.
'^ A man affected with loss of

function of the gustatory nerves has been known to uncon-

sciously chew tobacco containing sufficient strychnin to produce

poisonous effects.^

The symptoms proper, particularly when large doses have

been taken, usually make their appearance promptly ; sometimes

in five minutes or less after the poison has reached the stomach,
more usually in about ten or fifteen minutes. But cases are

not wanting in which the appearance of the symptoms has been

delayed. A woman of seventeen years who took ten grains

(0.G5 gm.) of dry strychnin showed no symptoms for fifty min-

utes.^ A man showed no uneasiness for an hour after having
taken the poison. He was seen by a physician in half an hour.*

Another man took twenty grains (1.3 gm.) in a glass of whis-
|(

key at 11 :30. At 12 :oO he felt sick and vomited, when he had

the first spasm.
° Another man was only attacked with spasms I

y (P.vlvv.

one hour after having taken twenty grains (1.3 gm.) of the

crystallized alkaloid.' Another man took strychnin at 11:10

P.M. At 11:40 he was rational, his face slightly flushed, the

odor of alcohol in his breath, the pupils dilated, and the limbs

lax. There were no other symptoms until 12:30 a.m., when
he had opisthotonus." Still another man exhibited no symp-
toms for one and three-quarter hours." A man took five grains

(0.32 gm.) of strychnin b}^ mistake, immediately retired, went

to sleep, and awoke in two hours, feeling
"
as if something un-

usual was going to happen." Shortly he was in a violent tet-

'Med. Rec, N. Y., 1887, xxxi.,
^ Adams: Med. Times and Gaz.,

95. 1856, n. s., xiii.. 165.

^See Bennett: Austral. M. Gaz., «Gray: Brit. M. J., 1880, i.. 476.

1883-84, iii., 209. 'Seargent: Louisv. M. News,
^Kersrh: Richm. and Louisv. M. 1883, xv., 225.

J., 1871, xi., 502. «Cooke: Lancet, 1890, ii., 972.

•Fleming: Austral. M. J., 1893, ^Thomas: Cincin. Lane, and
n. s.. XV., 529. Obs., 1860, n. s., iii., 577.
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anic spasm.' A suicitlc also slcj)! lor iwo liours al'tcr iiaviiifj^

taken five grains (O.'.Vl ^ni.) in brandy and awnkc in a convnl-

sion." A man took Hint' and a half grains of str3'chnin in

mistake for morjdiin. No etfects were observed for two and a

li.df hours when lie fell snddenly backward, bnt walked home,

feeling better, and in five hours repeated the dose. In ten

miinites thereafter he had a violent tetanic seizure.''

If the dose be relatively small, yet sufficient to cause death,
there is frequently an initiatory stage of nervous exaltation

without any violent symptoms, whose duration varies inversely
with the magnitude of the dose and the rapidity of absorption.
The special senses are nnicli more acute than n<jrmally, the

mental functions are active, the patient is restless, and experi-
ences a sensation of itching. But with large doses the onset is

frequentl}' very sudden. A pronounced example of the sudden-

ness of the attack is in a case cited by Wormley* of a woman
who while about her ordinary work suddenh^ exclaimed "Oh!"
and quickly fell, saying her feet had given out. Vicjlent tetanic

spasms followed. Or with excessive doses death has been

known to occur almost immediately, with no tetanic convul-

sions, from sudden general paralysis, as in one of Wolff's cases'

in which a man was found seated on a bench, who, as the

watchman approached him, fell backward with a rattle in his

throat and was dead. The sensation of the onset of the spasm
has been described as a peculiar feeling beginning at a point
about tw^o and a half inches above and behind the eye, passing

rapidly back\vard through the brain, and down the back and

legs, to the toes, resembling an electrical discharge.*
Soon twitchings of individual groups of muscles occur, fol-

lowed bj" violent tetanic convulsions. During the spasms there

is marked i)pisthotonus. Every muscle is in rigid contraction.

The head is thrown sharply back, the body bent backward,

resting (on a flat surface) on the balls of the heels and the occi-

put, the abdominal and the thoracic muscles are firmly con-

j
tracted, the lower extremities rigid, sometimes pressed closely

'Hewlett: New York M. J., 1871, '"Micro-Chemistry of Poisons,"
xiii., 297. 2d ed., 545.

2 Dodge: Pac. M. and S. J., 1860, ''Op. cit.

iii., 189. ejiead: National M. J., Wash.,
3 Anderson: Mthly. J. M. Sc, D. C, 1870-71, i., 406.

1848, viii., 566.
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together, in other cases widely separated, and the soles of the

feet bent inward and strongly arched. The arms are strongly
flexed over the chest, or as rigidly extended along the sides. Or
both legs and hands are spread out to their widest limits.' The
lower jaw closes with a snap and remains firmh" clenched

;
the

eyeballs protrude; the pupils are widely dilated
;
the lips and

even the entire face are cyanosed ;
the mouth is covered with

froth, frequently bloody from the tongue being caught between

the teeth (speech is sometimes impeded by injury to the tongue
in this manner) ;

the neck is swollen, and the expression of the

countenance is hideously distorted (risus sardonicus). Occa-

sionally opisthotonus is replaced by emprosthotonus," or by

pleurosthotonus ;^ and in a fatal poisoning by repeated doses of

liquor strychnise in which death occurred in ten minutes after

the last dose of ^ grain, there was no opisthotonus.* In a

woman who poisoned herself with five grains of strychnin the

muscles of the lower jaw were not affected.
^

In Claiborne's case,

above referred to, in place of the usual condition of trismus,

the mouth gaped wide open as if the jaws were kept asunder

by a gag."

The spasm gradually passes off, the muscles relax, the eyes
and pupils become normal, and respiration is resumed. The

patient speaks, usually calls for air, desires to be held, is per-

fectly conscious (unless unconscious from the action of reme-

dies), and is in dread of impending death. Indeed conscious-

ness and intellectual activity do not seem to be impaired even

during the spasms, which are attended with severe pain, caus-

ing the patient to cry out or scream. The patient suffers from

thirst, but an attempt to drink is liable to provoke a spasm.
After the first convulsion others, similar in character, occur,,

either spontaneously or in consequence of any, even very slight,

unexpected excitation. An attempt to move the patient, a

slight jarring of the floor or bed, a sudden noise, a slight draught
of air, or even a flash of light, is sufficient to provoke a spasm
if the patient do not expect it. On the other hand, much more

' Claibcn-ne : Virginia M. J.
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arlivr excitation tails to call forth a spaMii it' the jiaticiit be not

takon unawares; and ho froijueiitly asks to lie rnhlied, held

down, or moved. \\'lit ii the spasm recurs s])oiitaiK>oiisly, tho

patient usually annnunces its coming some seconds in advance,

and asks to he held. The miml)er of spasms usually varies

from three to ten; though death may occur during the liist

spasm, or in ])rolonged cases, whether fatal or non-fatal, this

ninnher mav he trreatlv exceeded.' The duration of the sijasm

varies from half a minute to as long as fifteen minutes. In

Faucan's case sonu> of the spasms are said to have lasted as

long as an hour and a (juarter.^ In fatal cases death most fre-

([uently occurs during the fourth or fifth tetanic seizure. The

intervals vary in duration from forty-live seconds to an hour, or

even to one and a half hours; usually from five to fifteen min-

utes. In cases terminating in recovery the interval hetween

the spasms increases in length, and the convulsions become less

active and shorter in duration, and finally cease, leaving the

patient in a condition of great muscular fatigue and with in-

creased reflex irritability. In fatal cases death results from one

or two causes. In some cases death is due to asphyxia, caused

by fixation of the muscles of respiration during a protracted

spasm ;
in others it is due to exhaustion, and occurs during the

,
non-tetanic period. Usually the body remains rigid when death

r occurs during a spasm, but it has been known to relax at the

,-i
,

instant of death.
^

The symptoms produced by brucin are the same in kind

as those caused by strychnin, but much larger quantities of the

former alkaloid are required to produce the same degree of

action.

. Among unusual occurrences not referred to above the follow-

ing may be noted: Consciousness is usually perfect throughout,

but periods of unconsciousness have been known to occur apart

from that produced by treatment.' The pupils are usually di-

lated during the spasms, and normal or even contracted during

the periods of relaxation. Two instances of unequal dilatation

•Surbadhiccarv: Ind. M. Gaz.
, 1884-85, ii., 375. Pilkington:

1894, xxix., 270^ Fanran : Arch. Lancet, 1893, i., 1513. Durian :

geu. denied., 1883, i., 74. 153. Ann. d'hvg., 1862, 2s.. xvii., -128.

iLoc cit. Brown: Brit. M. J., 1886, ii., 1030.

^ Henry: Austral. M. Gaz.. 1893, Berry: Phila. M. Reg., 1887, i.,

xii., 73. 566.

••Parker: Med. -leg. J., N. Y.,
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of the two pupils have been reported,' in the most recent of

which the inequality alternated.

The spasms are usually distinctly tonic in character, and

the relaxation complete or almost so during the intervals. In

some instances the spasms have been clonic at their beginning,
afterward becoming tonic in character." In one case of un-

questionable strychnin poisoning the spasms were clonic in

character, following each other at intervals of a few seconds,

and lasting from two to three minutes, with no complete
muscular relaxation, even during the intervals.^ Epigastric

pain, or a burning sensation in the stomach, is sometimes

complained of.^ In one instance there was retention of urine,

and ninety ounces (2,660 c.c.) were drawn off with the

catheter.
'

A man who recovered from the effects of 0.019 gm. {^ grain)
of strychnium arsenate taken in mistake for caffein, experi-
enced frightful hallucinations of sight and hearing on the fol-

lowing day."*

A pregnant woman who recovered from the effects of 0.1

gm. (1| grains) aborted.' Another woman who in her fifth

month of pregnancy attempted suicide with Battle's vermin-

killer recovered and did not abort."

Diagnosis.—The disease bearing the closest resemblance

to strychnin poisoning is tetanus, whether traumatic or symp-
tomatic (" idiopathic"). In i^oisoning b}^ strychnin the attack

is more sudden than in tetanus, and the entire history of the

case is compassed within a few hours, instead of lasting for

days. The spasms follow each other at shorter intervals, and
are of less duration in strychnin poisoning than in tetanus.

In the latter trismus is one of the earliest and most prominent
of the symptoms, while in the former it occurs later, if any suc-

cession of the factors of the spasm be observable, and may be

insignificant as compared with the violent tetanic rigidity of

the respiratory muscles. During the intervals between the con-

' Rowbotham ; M. Times and (Case I.). McWilliams : Loc. tvY.

Gaz., 1879, i., .'391. Ott : Med. Lejeuue : Gaz. d. hop. , 1891, Ixiv.,

News, Phila., 1894, Ixv., 270. 972.

^Alverson: M. aud S. Reptr. ,

* Charteris : Lancet, 187.5, i., 510.

Phila., 1880, xliv.
,

416. Faucan : "Bock: J. de chir. , ph., etc.,
Loc. cit. Bruxelles, 1893, xcv., 97.

^Surbadhicarry : Loc. cit. 'Lancet. 1856, i., 671.

•"Marston: Laacet, 1886, ii., 442 UbicL, 1881, i., 578.

IV.—51
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viilsioiis due to strvi-hiiiii tlu- inusclcs are usually rohixed,'
wJiiU' iu totanus tliev it'tuaiu iiioic or lt>ss rijj;i(l, parlirularly
those luoviny: tlu' lower jaw. Tlu« cliicr poiuts of distinction

arc in tho much nioiv ra})id |)iH)y;ress of strychnin poisojiing,

and, in tho ij;ivat majority of cases, in the history of the onset,
whii'li in llie poisoning; follows, with vtny little Avai-ning, Avith-

in a few jninuti's or }K)ssil)ly an hour or two, the intifestion of

some hitter suhstance, hut in tetanus is gradually developed
several hours or days after an injury, which may have been

trivial or serious. The distinction is most certainlj'- made in

doubtful cases by the detection or non-detection of strychnin
in the urine or stomach washings."

Uncertainty concerning the diagnosis between epilepsy and

strj'chnin poisoning can only occur in the very excei)tional case

of an unknown ])erson dying during a single convulsion. In

such an event chemical analysis would decide the (piestion defi-

nitely. In other cases the history of the patient and of the at-

tack, the much longer interval between the paroxysms in epi-

lepsy, and the more distinctl}- tonic character of the spasms in

strychnin poisoning, are sufficient to establish the distinction.

In cases of poisoning of pregnant women by strychnin' the

distinctions between the effects of the poison and puerperal con-

vulsions are of importance. The principal diagnostic point is

the fact that in puerperal convulsions the patient is entirely
unconscious of what oc(;urs, either during or between the con-

vulsions, while in strychnin poisoning consciousness usually re-

mains unimpaired, except immediately before death." Here

again chemical analysis may be depended upon to remove all

doubt.

Treatment.—The ends to be attained are, first, the pre-

vention of further poisoning by removal of unabsorbed poison
from the stomach; and, second, the prevention or mitigation of

the spasms which are the cause of death. The first end is best

attained by the hypodermic administration of apomorj^hin, fol-

lowed by washing out the stomach with a decoction of tannin

containing sodium bicarbonate. While the washing is more effi-

'

See, liowever, Surbadhiccary's ^Two such are referred to by
case above. Whjirton and Stille ("Med. Jur. ,"

-The time required for this ex- 4th ed., ii., 443, 625).
aniination is sucli as to render it '•See, however, cases cited above,
valueless for clinical purposes. p. 800.
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cacious than the action of the emetic, and should not be omitted

when large doses have been taken, the introduction of the tube

is certain to provoke a severe and possibly fatal spasm if it be

attempted before the irritability is at least partially controlled,

and therefore the evacuation of the stomach by this means is

to be deferred until after the patient has come under the influ-

ence of the phj^siological antidotes.' These are more trul}^ an-

tidotal than is usual with so-called physiological antidotes, serv-

ing as they do to hold the spasms in check and thus to prevent
death by asphyxia or by exhaustion until the poison has been

removed by evacuation and elimination. The most service-

able agents for this purpose are chloroform b}' inhalation and

chloral by the mouth, both of which should be resorted to, the

former first, if at hand, until ausesthesia is established, then

chloral by enema or hypodermically, if not by the mouth, after

evacuation of the stomach by the siphon. In an emergency

whiskey to alcoholic intoxication may be resorted to. The use

of potassium bromid, tobacco, etc., in conjunction with chloral

is not to be recommended; that of opium or morphin, while it

was well enough before the discovery of chloral, and might be

still resorted to in an emergenc}', is attended with the greater

danger of narcotic poisoning. Artificial respiration may in

exceptional cases become of service, but only when the natural

respiration is not resumed at the cessation of a spasm. It is

obvious that mechanical respiration cannot be performed during

rigidity of the muscles. The patient should be kept as quiet as

possible, and all noises, jars, or sudden movements on the part of

those in attendance carefully avoided. The patient may be

rubbed, moved, or held at his request, or if he be warned that

it is to be done.

Post-Mortem. Appearances.—There are no peculiarities

discoverable, on external or internal examination, which are

characteristic of this form of poisoning. Rigor mortis is more

rapidly established and continues for a longer period in most

cases. According to Wharton and Stille, rigor mortis was

very marked in the body of a woman exhumed two weeks after

death;" and Taylor"* states that cadaveric rigidity was well

' In an}' event the introduction of - "Med. Jur. ," 4th ed., ii., 445.

the pipe sliould not be attempted
^ "

Poisons,
" 3d Am. ed., 676.

without tlie use of a gag.
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markoil in tho body i.f CVH>k two iiu)iiths alter deatli. I'sually

llic must-K's ari' rrlaxi'tl at dratli ami soon fstiiVni, l)ut in some

oasi's tlit> ti'taiiic si)asni merges into riy;or mortis. Bnt instances

are nn-twitli in which eadavoric rigidit}- lias (lisai)|)eared in

from i'onrteen to forly-ei{^ht lionrs. In some cases the hands are

linnly elencheil and the soles arched after the other mnscles have

become relaxed. Rigidity is of shorter tlnration in the bodies

of those in whom the spasms have been more or less controlled

by treatment dnring life than in those who have died withont

medical interference. The surface is usually livid, but not in

all cases. Sometimes lividity is confined to the fingers, and in

some cases the inner surfaces of the thighs and arms assume a

red color.

The internal appearances are still less characteristic. The

blood is usually fluid and dark. The vessels of the scalp, the

brain and its coverings, and of the spinal cord, as well as the

lungs, are congested when death has been due to asphyxia.

The heart is usually empty and sometimes firmly contracted,

the right side being less so than the left, and sometimes dis-

tended with dark fluid blood. The bladder is usually empty,

though in some cases it has been found to be nearly full of urine.

Occasionally ecchymotic spots or patches of congestion are ob-

served in the stomach.

Detection.—Owing to the stability and non-volatility of

strychnin, the rapidity with which it causes death, and the fact

that it does not usually provoke vomiting, its detection in the

cadaver rarely fails. Its presence has been demonstrated in the

stomach in numerous cases, sometimes in notable quantity, and

it has even been found in the solid and crystalline form.' Pou-

chet and Magnier de la Source obtained 0.148 gm. (= 2.28

grains) from .510 gm. (about 1^ pounds) of viscera." Blyth

separated 3 grains (0.195 gm.) of strychnin from the stomach

contents of a woman poisoned by strychnin;' and Sonnenschein

obtained the same quantity (3.12,3 "gran" = 0.194 gm.) from

the stomach contents of a man who had died in three and a

quarter hours after having swallowed about five or six
"
gran."

'

Bischoff separated the enormous quantity of 0.732 gm. (11.3

'Von Maschka: Vrtljsclir. f. d. ^Refr. v. Burke, 1862, Ph. .J. and

prakt. Heilk., 1867, xcvi., 19. Tr., 1862-63, n. s.
, iv., 90.

-ThibHult: -'Alcal. d. strych- ••Casper: Vrtljschr. f. ger. Med.,

nees," p. 111. 1864, n. F., i., 1,
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grains) from the viscera of a man wlio had died suddenly from

the effects of strychnin/ (See Faihire to Detect and Elimina-

tion . )

In the systematic process for alkaloids (see p. 133) strychnin
and brucin are extracted by benzene from alkaline aqueous

liquids.

An abbreviated process may be used when strychnin only is

to be sought for. The substances to be examined, finely di-

vided and suspended in water if solid, are rendered distinctly

acid with sulfuric acid and macerated at 40°-50° (104°-122° F.)

for six or eight hours, after which the liquid is filtered off. A
fresh portion of dilute acid is added to the residue, and the ex-

traction repeated two or three times. The united acid filtrates

are evaporated to the consistence of a thin syrup on the water-

bath. The residue is mixed with four volumes of strong alcohol,

gradually added during stirring, and allowed to macerate

twenty-four hours. The alcoholic liquid is decanted and fil-

tered, the residue is warmed with strong alcohol, filtered after

cooling, the residue washed with strong alcohol, and the united

alcoholic liquids evaporated on the water-bath until free from

alcohol. The residue, thinned with water if necessary,
"^

is

transferred to a separator (see p. 135) without filtration, and

agitated with successive portions of benzene until a sample of

the separated benzene leaves no residue on evaporation. The

aqueous liquid is then rendered alkaline with slight excess of

ammonium hydroxid and at once agitated with benzene, and

the extraction with fresh portions of that solvent repeated
several times.

^ The benzene layers from the alkaline aqueous

liquid are evaporated spontaneously in a glass dish. The
residue contains crystals of strychnin, but it usually requires

purification. To this end the deposit is extracted by warming
with water acidulated with acetic acid. The .acid aqueous
solution is filtered into a small separator and the insoluble part

washed with acidulated water. The acid filtrate and washings
1 Wolff :

"
Einige Fiille von - The bulk sliould be kept as small

StrychninvergiftunK,
"
Diss., Halle, as possible. The quantity of each

1887, p. 7. From 477 gm. stomach, portion of benzene, etc., used should
intestine, and contents 0.68 gm., equal that of the aqueous liquid,
and from 568 gm. spleen, liver, kid- ^ For qualitative testing one ex-

neys, and heart, 0.052 gm. Also traction is suflficient ;
for quantita-

traces in the brain ; none in the cord tive determination as many as ten
or urine. or twelve may be necessary.
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arc aL^itatinl \\\\\\ a mixturr of t.'(|ual xoliinu's ol' t-lilorofonn

and I'tluT. Al'tiT soparalioii tlu> (.'thtM-i'lilorofonn is drawn dlT,

anotluT portiini of I'tlicr-chlorot'dim and a sliglit excess of ain-

nioiiinni hydroxid ai(> added, and 11h> two licjuids immediately

agitated togetluT. After sejiaration tlie lower layer is diawn
dtT inlo a elt>an glass dish and allowed to evaporate sponta-

neously, and the extraction witii ether-chloroform repeated so

long as the glass cajisnle and its contents, after evaporation <^)f

the solvent and drying in a desiccator, continue to gain

weight.
The process is quantitative. The residue nia}^ however,

contain hrucin, which, if present, is to be separated as directed

below (see p. 8r^).

Tests for Strychnin.— 1. TJie Crystalline Form.—As
there is practically but one color reaction for strychnin known,
the crystalline form is important ;

and as the alkaloid crystal-

lizes readily by slow evaporation of its solvents there is no diffi-

culty in obtaining the crystals, if the methods described have

been followed and if the alkaloid be present in quantity greater
than "traces." It must not be assumed, however, that affirma-

tive results of the color and physiological tests are necessarily

due to a substance other than strj'chnin if the crystals be not

obtained, as those reactions are distinctly obtained with quan-
tities altogether unweighable and insufficient to yield a crystal-

line deposit. To obtain well-formed crystals the solution should

be allowed to evaporate spontaneously in a round-bottomed

glass dish (see p. loo). Strychnin crj'stallizes from benzene or

alcohol in small, four-sided, orthorhombic prisms, terminating in

four-sided pyramids (Fig. 35, p. 781) ; sometimes also in plates.

Precipitated by ammonium hydroxid from solutions of its

salts it forms slender, needle-like, four-sided prisms; in which

form it is also left by evaporation of its solution in ether-

chloroform.

2. The Taste.—The taste of strychnin is intensely and per-

sistently bitter, with a faintly metallic after-taste, and is still

perceptible (faintly) with a solution of 1 : 100,000.' With dilute

solutions the taste is not perceived immediately the drop is

placed upon the tongue, but only after a short time. Of course,

'Prescott ('Organic Analysis," 1:700,000. This may be possible
448) gives the limit as 1 : 600.000 or with a sense sufficiently acute.
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there being many other l)ittei' substances, this quality is only

confirmatory.
3. The Color Read ion.—Strychnin dissolves in concen-

trated sulfuric acid, forming a colorless solution of the sulfate.'

If, now, nascent oxj-gen be generated in the solution, a peculiar

play of colors is produced ;
at first, and but for an instant, blue

(this color is sometimes absent), then dark violet, which grad-

ually becomes more reddish and changes to red, and then to

yellow.

This test, which is the most delicate and characteristic, may
be produced in a variety of waj-s, but the strychnin should be

dissolved in the acid before the next step of the reaction is pro-

ceeded to.

The sulfuric acid solution may be placed upon a strip of

platinum foil connected with the positive (platinum) pole of a

single Grove cell, and a, platinum wire, connected with the nega-
tive (zinc) pole, brought into contact with the upper surface

of the drop of liquid. The nascent oxygen liberated at the foil

produces a dark-violet blotch, which on breaking the contact

gradually suffers the changes of color mentioned.

The sulfuric acid solution may be placed in a watch glass

upon a white background, and a miniite fragment of some solid

substance capable of yielding oxygen by contact with the acid

drawn through it with a pointed stirring rod. The path of the

fragment is marked by a streak of color passing through the

changes above mentioned. Eithei- black oxid of manganese,
oxid of cerium, potassium dichromate, potassium ferrocyanid,

or lead peroxid may be used. Black oxid of manganese and

potassium dichromate are preferable to the other substances

named, so far as the strychnin reaction alone is concerned, but

with cerium oxid the differences between the reaction with

strychnin and that produced by gelsemium are more marked

(see below). The test should therefore be repeated with all

three oxidants if the amount of material be sufficient. Potas-

sium permanganate should not be used in this test as, while it

gives the reaction with strychnin quite as well as the other oxi-

dants, it also gives with certain constituents of eupatorium

(boneset) as well as with traces of other organic substances, a

'This mixture, in the absence of even when it is heated,
other substances, does not blacken
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reaction rlosoly simulating tluit «)!' strychnin, which is not pro-
duced wlion potassium dii-hromatc or manj^aneso «)xid is used.'

The hhie color is most persistent witii the manganic oxid, wiiich,

beiuLi; the least soluble, develops the reaction most slowly. Sul-

fovanadic acid (see ]). 147) gives the same color changes; aiid if

wati>r be ailded after the yellow has become pale, a red color is

produced.
As an additional precaution against ptoma'ius the test may

be repeated, heating the residue to 120° (248° F.) with sulfuric

acid and cooling it again, before adding the oxidant—a treat-

ment which the vegetable alkaloid withstands (if the quantity
be not extremelj' small) but which destroys the animal alka-

loids. If the material darken too much (from charring of for-

eign substances) the acid is to be neutralized, the mass ex-

tracted with chloroform, and the test applied to tlie residue of

evaporation of this solution.

The follow'ing substances give this reaction in a manner
more or less closely resembling that observed with strychnin
but with certain differences: Curarin (see p. 782) gives the

same play of colors, but they are developed much more slowly
than with strychnin. But curarin is colored red by sulfuric

acid alone
;
or blue at first, changing to red after some hours,

or on being heated to about 90° (r.»-t° F. ), and is colored purple

by sulfuric and nitric acids. Moreover, curarin is not extracted

by benzene or b}' the other immiscible solvents from either acid

or alkaline aqueous liquids (see p. 138). Gelsemin (see p. 720)

if pure, forms a colorless solution with concentrated sulfuric

acid (3'ellow or brown if impure) ;
wnth potassium dichromate

or eerie oxid a reddish-purple or cherrj'-red color is produced,
without the initial blue or blue-violet of the strychnin, and the

Hquid assumes a green or bluish-green color, which is not

observed with strychnin. Gelsemin produces motor paralysis,
not tetanic spasms, in frogs.'' Most of the alkaloids from

quebracho bark give somewhat similar reactions : Aspidosper-
inin gives a faint brown color with sulfuric acid alone; and on

addition of potassium dichromate a purple color, which in one

minute turns brown, the brown color persisting. This alkaloid
»

'Sedgwick: Amer. Chem. J.. Nachweis d. Gelseniiiims,
"

Diss.,
1879-80, i., 869. Dorpat, 1882, also p. 721 ante.

• See Schwarz :

"
Forens. -chem.
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gives a red color with nitric acid, and the same color when
warmed with hydrochloric acid. Aspidosamin., quebrachin,
and qiiebrachamin give a hlue color with sulfuric acid and po-
tassium dichromate. They also give a blue color with Frohde's

reagent, which is not affected by strychnin. An alkaloid of

Pareira brava, geissospermin, behaves like strychnin with

sulfuric acid and potassium dichromate. But nitric acid colors

it purple, ferric chlorid colors it blue, and with Frohde's re-

agent it gives a persistent blue color. Moreover, it is extracted

by benzene and by chloroform from acid solutions.' Anilin

also gives a blue-violet color with potassium dichromate and
dilute sulfuric acid, but this color does not change to red and

yellow, but to black, while a peculiar odor, somewhat resem-

bling that of bitter almonds, is given oft", which is not observed

with strychnin (see Lauro-tetamn, under test No. 5). Many
alkaloids and other substances are colored bj' sulfuric acid

alone, which is not the case with strychnin.
The reaction is interfered with to a greater or less extent by

the presence of sugar, morphin or other reducing agents, brucin,
and other substances. Therefore the alkaloid should be sepa-
rated in as pure a form as possible before the application of the

test.

The color reaction is distinct with 0.001 mgm. ( g-oooo- grain)
of strychnin.

4. Solution of potassium dichromate produces a yellow pre-

cipitate in solutions of strychnin or of its salts, which is very

sparingly soluble in cold water. This precipitate when moist-

ened with sulfuric acid gives the color reaction. Brucin forms
a similar precipitate, but only slowly in dilute solutions.

5. The Physiological Test.—This consists in the production
of tetanic spasms in an animal by injection of strychnin in solu-

tion. As Marshall Hall was the first to suggest the use of the

frog (whose susceptibility to the effects of strj^chnin he first ob-

served) for this purpose,^ the test is known by his name. The

frog is the animal still most frequently used. Rautenfeld '
called

attention to the fact that the two common European species of

frog are not equally susceptible to the action of strychnin.
'See Czerniewski : "D. forens. - ' Lancet. 1856, i.

, 30, ,335.

chein. Nachw. d. Quebracho u. ^" Ausscheidiius d- Strychnins,
"

Pareiro-alcaloide,
"

Diss. Dorpat, Diss.
, Dorpat, 1884, 39.

1883.
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Falc-k,' exporinuMitiiiL;" with liaint cscii/cii/d,' found lliat 0.005

mgin. of strychiiiiini lutiatt' fjnisrd Irtaiiic spasms in t'iylileeii

niinutos rn a froL;- ^vl'il:;hiny• '^M ^ni., 0.0'^' m^iii. in tliirtj'-one

niinutop in one wtMi^hinij; 1 ;> ^m., and O.or) niij^ni. in foi'ty-ninc^

minutes in one weiyhiiif^ 5;} gni. Rautonfcld, using Rana
tcniponiria, found that 0.0;5 nigm. did not produce tetanus in

a frog weighing '^0.5 gm., that O.OJ mgni. caused spasms in one

weighing la gm. in twenty-one minutes, and ().J(i mgm. in

one weigliing 4 <! gm. in twenty-two minutes. The frogs selected

for experiment should he as small and as lively as can be

obtained. Thc}^ should not be dried as has been recommended/
but, on the contrarj', the skin should be kept moist; for, while

a frog whose surface is dr}- is certainl}" more susceptible to the

action of strj'chnin, the cutaneous respiration is imjieded, and
the animal is not in a physiological condition. The solution to

be tested is to be injected with a hypodermic syringe either into

the abdominal cavity or into the lymph heart immediately
beneath the skin of the back at the root of the hind legs. The
animal is then placed in a moist chamber under a bell glass and

observed. It will become rigid, with a general tetanic spasm
of all of the muscles, within a period varying from two minutes

to an hour, according to the magnitude of the dose, if the liquid

injected contained strychnin ;
and similar spasms may be pro-

voked by striking upon the table, or b}^ pinching a foot, or by

touching or blowing upon the animal. The appearance of

tetanus is preceded by a period of uneasiness during which the

respiration is accelerated. If the amount of material available

be sufficient, a second experiment should be made with a frog,

one of whose gastrocnemii has been previously attached to a

myograjih. when the characteristic tracing of tetanus will be

obtained.^

Falck' has shown that young rabbits and young white mice

are even more suscei^tible to strychnin than frogs. Tetanus is

produced in a rabbit a day old in from ten to fifteen minutes by
0.02 mgm. of strychnium nitrate, and in one eleven days old

'

Vrtljschr. f. ger. Med., 1884, is also unusual in Englanfl, although
D. F., xli., 345. occasionally met with there.

"^ Rana esculenta is not found in ^Gray: Glasgow Med. Journ.,
America, where, however, a closely 1870-71, iii., 167.

allied species, R. pahistris occurs,
^ See Gamier : Ann. d'hyg., etc.,

as well as R. temporaria and R. 1890, 3 s., xxiv.
,
508.

mugiens (bullfrog). R. esculenta '" Loc. cit.
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by 0.026 mgm. Mice must be from fourteen to sixteen days
old. If younger they are too small, if older not sufficiently

sensitive. Tetanus was produced in mice fifteen days old and

weighing from 3 to 5 gm. in less than ten minutes by as little

as 0.0012 mgm. of strj^chnium nitrate.

Tetanus is also produced by brucin, by thebain, and certain

other opium alkaloids, and by laurotetanin.* Falck,^ having
experimented with rabbits, gives the lethal doses per kilogram of

body weight in milligrams of the nitrate as for strychnin 0.6,

thebain 14.4, brucin 23.0, laudanin 20.6, codein 51.2, and hydro-
cotarnin 203.8. These alkaloids are, however, readily distin-

guished from strychnin by their failure to give the reaction

with sulfuric acid and potassium dichromate, and by the spe-
cial reactions of each, not given by strychnin. Laurotetanin

gives a violet color with sulfuric acid and weak oxidants, and
it is bitter. But it only becomes crystalline after a few days ;

it gives an indigo blue color with Frohde's reagent, is colored

pale rose color by sulfuric acid alone, and brown by nitric

acid.

6. A solution of iodic acid in concentrated sulfuric acid

colors strychnin yellow, changing to brick-red, and to violet."

7. Aqueous solution of periodic acid colors strychnin red,

and red crystals separate on evaporation of the solution.

8. Strychnin, when heated with an aqueous solution of

perchloric acid sp. gr. 1.13 forms a reddish-yellow solution.

Under similar treatment aspidospermin gives a fuchsin-red

color and brucin a madeira color. The same reaction is pro-
duced by boiling sulfuric acid solutions of the alkaloids with a
minute quantity of potassium chlorate."

9. Another form of the
"
euchlorin reaction"

'
consists in dis-

solving the alkaloid in a drop of dilute nitric acid, warming,
and adding a minute quantity of potassium chlorate to the

warm mixture, when a scarlet-red color is produced. A drop
or two of ammonia changes this to brown. On evaporation to

dryness a green residue remains, which forms a green solution

•Gresshoflf: Pharm. Jahresb., ^j^ehiii : Rerichte, Beil., 1878, xi.,
1890, 13. 1693.

'^ Vrtljscbr. f. ger. Med. , 1875, n. 'Fraude: Berichte, Ber., 1879,
F.. xxiii., 78. See also Bratz : xii., 1558,"
TJpber Strychnin u. Brucin,

"
Diss.

,

* See p. 148.
Kiel, 1891.
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ill walcr, i-haiiL^i's to or.uigt'-Wrowii willi catistic polash, aiul

rulunis ti» Ljroon wiih iiiirii- acid.'

10. 'Pile tli'licacy of tho general rrageiits with stryehnin is

given liy l)raL;i'iitlortr as folUtws for 1 c.c. st)lutiou: IMiosplio-

niolylulic Jicid, O.Oi nigni. ; ]>hos{)hotungstic acid, 0.0001 nigm. ;

[)hosi)hoantinionic ai-iil, O.O"^' mgni.; potassiinn-bismnth iodid,

0.0002 nigni. ; potassiiini-cadmiiini iodid, 0.01 nigni. Potassium

ferrocyanid precipitates colorless, four-sided j)risnis from a solu-

tion of 1:1000. Potassium ferricyanid, a greeni.sh
-
yellow,

crystalline jirecipitate from 1 : •.'50, which gives the color reac-

tion with sulfuric acid. Mercuric chlorid and mercuric cyanid
form white, crystalline precipitates in 1 : 500, which become

yellow with potassiinn chromate. Potassium thiocj'^anate pre-

cipitates in white crystals (0.02 mgm.). Sodium nitroprussid a

light-brown, crystalline precipitate ( 1 : 5000, according to Hel-

wig). Potassium perchlorate, white crystals (1 : 100). Ferric

chlorid, brownish-yellow crystals (not in 1:100). Potassium-

iridium chlorid (fresh solution) at first a dark-brown precipi-

tate which disappears on agitation, and afterward deposits in

crystals (1 : 500). Potassium-mercuric iodid, 1:8000. Platinic

chlorid 1 : 1000, yellowish-white, sparingly soluble in hot alcohol,

and deposited from the solution on cooling in crystalline

bundles resembling crystalline stannic sulfid. Auric chlorid,

1 : 1000, soluble in alcohol, from which it crystallizes in orange-

yellow crystals. Picric acid, greenish
- yellow crystals, 0.05

mgm. Tannic acid, 0.04 mgm. lodin-potassium iodid, brown

precipitate, from hydrochloric solution 0.0012 mgm., soluble in

boiling alcohol, from which it is deposited in reddish -brown,

doubly refracting prisms.
Separation of Strychnin and Brucin.—This may be

effected by taking advantage of the greater solubility of brucin

(1 : 38) than strychnin (1 : 2617) in dilute alcohol of sp. gr. 0.970.

The mixture of alkaloids is digested for one hour with 100

parts of alcohol of the gravity mentioned at the ordinary tem-

perature, filtered, and the undissolved alkaloid washed with 100

parts of alcohol of the same gravity. The undissolved alkaloid

contains no brucin, but the residue of evaporation of the alcohol

contains a trace of strychnin (Prescott).

Tests for Brucin.— l. Nitric acid or sulfuric acid colors

'Bloxam: Chein. News, 1887, Iv., 155.
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brucin a fine red, which fades to orange and red. Pure sul-

furic acid does not color it.

2. The solution from 1
,
after having become yellow, is colored

bright purple by stannous chlorid, ammonium sulfid, or sodium

sulfid.'

Failure of Detection.—The reactions for strychnin are

delicate and well defined, and it is difficult to suppose a case of

death from the effects of this poison in which a properly con-

ducted analysis would not reveal the presence of the alkaloid in

the stomach and contents, except, possibly, under the excep-

tional circumstance of the stomach having been washed out

shortly before death and too late to save the life of the patient ;

but even under these circumstances the alkaloid would be detect-

able in the stomach washings, liver, and urine. The duration

of a fatal strychnin poisoning is so short (rarely exceeding six

hours) that it is highly improbable that a person should die from

the effects of this poison and no trace of it remain in the body.
That absorption takes place rapidly is true, and consequently

when but small quantities have been taken, yet sufficient to

cause death, and life has been prolonged for more than two

hours, very little will remain in the stomach. Mann^ has given
the results of three analyses which demonstrate the rapidity of

absorption, and also the fact that when, under such conditions,

only a trace remains in the stomach notable amounts are still to

be found in the liver and urine. In the first of Mann's cases a

girl died in three hours from the effects of a threepeimy package
of Battle's vermin-killer, the stomach having been washed out.

Only a trace of strychnin was found in the stomach, but 0.013

gm. was obtained from the liver, 0.005 gm. from 278 c.c. of

urine, and a trace from the kidney. In the second case the

conditions were precisely the same, except that the patient was

a woman, and that the stomach had not been evacuated, and

here again the amount in the stomach contents was just suffi-

cient to demonstrate its presence, no more. In the third case

double the dose had been taken by a girl who died in two

hours without evacuation of the stomach. In this instance

0.07S gm. (of 0.182 gm. ingested) was recovered from the

'For further reactions see Drag-
^ Med. Chron., Manchester, 1889-

endorff: "Ermittel. von Giften," 90, x., 113.

4te Aufl.
,
185.

•• '/.
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stmiiacli contents. Thoso cases, as ^\•cll as many (.)tliors, show
thai elimination is also ra]>i(l. l'>ut death may occur before

elimination has apparently l)t't;un, as in the case of a man who
fell over ami tlied without ha\ injj; a single tetanic seizure and

in 487 c.c. of whose ni ine l'>ischoiY found no evidence of strych-

nin, although lie sej)arated the large (juantity of d.CiH gm. from
the alimentary canal and its contents.'

Yet cases have occurred in which death has in all }>roha-

bility been due to strychnin, and an analysis has nevertheless

failed to reveal the presence of the alkaloid in the cadaver. An
historical instance is the case of Palmer, tried in London in

1850, in which Professor Taylor, who made the analysis, did not

obtain chemical evidence of the presence of strychnin, although
the deceased. Cook, Avas seized with violent tetanic convulsions

fifty-five minutes after having taken the poison, and died in

about fifteen minutes thereafter. The failure of this analysis

(for such it must bo considered, as complete elimination or

even absorption in so short a period is not possible) was the

subject of nmch bitter controversy, and seems to have perma-
nenth' warped the judgment of Dr. Taylor on the subject of

chemico-legal evidence. It was due to two causes, both avoid-

able. The autopsy was conducted without the commonest pre-

cautions necessar}^ in such cases. The defendant was present,

and accidentalh' (?) caused the loss of the contents of the stom-

ach; and the solid viscera were only obtained for analysis at a

later date. But the loss of the stomach contents, although they

probably contained strychnin in larger quantities than the tis-

sues, w^ould not have caused complete failure of the analysis
had the analytical processes been properl}' conducted, as strych-

nin has been detected in the liver, kidneys, tissue of the stom-

ach, and urine in many instances. Maschka also reports a case"

in which an analysis failed to give satisfactory evidence of the

presence of strychnin in the stomach or its contents, or in the

blood or liver, although there is little room to doubt that death

was rapidly caused by that alkaloid. A woman of thirtj^-six

years had died in about fifteen minutes (during which she mani-

fested distinct symptoms of strychnin poisoning) after having

' WolflF : "EinigrpFallevon Strvrli- -''Samnil. Gutacht. Prag. med.

nin-vergiftung," Diss., Halle, 1887, Fak.," 1867, 3 F., 280.

7.
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taken about one-third of the liquid contents of a Lottie the

remaining two-thirds of which were found to contain six grains

("gran") of strychnin. In the absence of all details as to the

methods of analysis followed, it appears more pi'obable that

these were defective than that, as Maschka says, the strychnin
had become undetectable by dissemination and alteration in the

body or by putrefaction.

Indeed, strychnin withstands decomposition under the influ-

ence of putrefactive changes for a long period. Bischoff ob-

tained distinct evidence of the presence of strychnin in the

stomach, spleen, liver, and kidneys after a burial of six weeks.'

Cloetta obtained positive reactions from viscera containing

strychnin which had been buried three, six, and eleven and a

half months." Noyes recovered about 2 mgm. of strychnin
from the cadaver of a child which had been buried ;)0.S days.'
Heintz detected strychnin with certainty in some meat to which
the nitrate had been added three years before, and which had

undergone putrefaction." Rieckher demonstrated the presence
of strychnin in a mass of heart, lungs, and liver which had been

exposed to the ordinary variations of temperature, with which
it had been mixed eleven years previously.' The question of

the power of strychnin to withstand putrefactive changes was
an important subject of debate in a criminal case in Germanj^^
in 187G, in which a woman had died in two hours after the al-

leged administration, and in which an analysis, made after

four months' burial, had failed to demonstrate the presence of

any vegetable poison in the liver, stomach, or intestine. In ex-

periments made in connection with this case strychnin was de-

tected in the bodies of seventeen dogs poisoned by it and buried

for periods varying from 70 to 330 daj's."

In an elaborate series of experiments Falck and Otto have
shown that strychnin is decomposed b}^ filtration of its solution

through a certain thickness of soil, varying with the nature of

the soil and the presence or absence of bacteria.'

Stryclinin or Ptomain.—Baumert states that "in one
1 Wolflf : Op. cit. , p. 16. 5 ztsclir. f. aual. Chem.

, 1868, vii.,
^Arch. f. path. Anat., 1866, 400.

XXXV., 369. '^ Ranke, Buchner, Gorup-Besanez
^ J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1894, xvi., u. Wislicenus : Arcli. f. path. Anat.,

108. etc., 1879, 7 F., v., 1-23.
-^Arch. d. Pharm., 1871, cxcvi.,

'

Vrtljschr. f. ger. Med., 1891-93,
136. 3F., ii'., 171; iii., 269; iv., 165.
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case the ptomaiii in <iiu'slion not only i;avo varit)ii.s chomical

ivat-tions, including tho idoTitifying reac-tions of strycluiiii, but
also |H>s.sossotl tho totaiii/.iiiL; action of tliat alkaloid."' ITe,

however, i^ives no furtlur iiarticulars and no referenec to N\liero

such may be fmind, nor the name of the observer, altlunigh he

discusses Amthor's base (see below) at length. Nor can we
Hnd any verification of the statement elsewhere.

Bacterial juoducts have, however, been obtained which
either possess a tetanizing action, or, being without such action,

give a reaction with sulfuric acid and oxidants which in some

respects resembles that produced by strj'chnin, j'et differing in

others.

Brieger and his followers' have obtained from the culture

media of Nicolaier's tetanus bacillus three or more basic sub-

stances and a toxalbumin which cause tetanus in varying de-

grees of intensity. Of the bases one, tetanin, is not crystalline,

but is a volatile, highly alkaline yellowish oil, and another,

tetanotoxin, crystallizes in flat, pointed plates. These bases are

not described as giving the color reaction of strychnin or as

being bitter in taste, and have not its crj'stalline form.

Amthor' obtained a ptomain by tho Stas-Otto method, which

passed from alkaline solution into benzene and into amylic al-

cohol, which was not crystalline, only faintly bitter, and with

sulfuric acid and potassium dichromate gave a green color.

And j^et Baumert refers to it as a
"
cadaveric strychnin !"

In investigating the cause of the "pellagra" or "maidism"

prevalent in Itah" and traceable to the use of spoiled Indian

corn {zea metis) Lombroso and Dupre,^ and others, have obtained

a base, or mixture of bases (pellagrozein), which is bitter in

taste, causes tetanus in frogs, and is said to give the' color reac-

tion of strj'chnin, but whose reaction with sulfuric acid and

oxidants only resembles that of strychnin in its initial stage
—

it gives a blue color which passes to a dirty yellow, without any

appearance of red-violet and red, as is observed with strychnin.

' " Lehrb. d. gerichtl. Chem.
,

"
353. 1891, x.

, 267. Tizzoni and Cattani :

•-"Ptomaine," 1886, iii., 89. Arch. f. exp. Path. u. Pharm.,
Rerichte, Berl., 1886, xix., 3119. 1890, xxvii., 432.

Arch. f. path. Anat. , 1888, cxii., ^Baumert: Op. cit.

549. Ber). klin. Wchnschr., 1887,
•»" Rendiconti 1st. Lomb.," 1872.

xiii., 303; ibid., 1888, xxv., 329. Lombroso: Lo Sperment. , Firenze,
WevlandKitasato: Ztschr. f. TTvg., 1876, 353, 385, 516.

890," viii., 404. Kitasato : Ibid.,
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Moreover, it has not the crystalline form of strychnin, and
differs from that alkaloid also in that its sulfuric-acid solution

assumes a permanent violet color when exposed to vapor of

bromin.'

In' an Italian criminal case in 1878 Ciotto obtained the color

reaction from residues extracted from a cadaver after five days'

burial, as well as a crystalline precipitate with iodin in hydri-
odic acid. The taste was, however, not intensely bitter, and the

physiological tests appear to have been unsatisfactory.^ Nor
could the alkaloid be separated in a state of sufficient purity to

distinguish with certainty whether it exhibited an alkaline re-

action, or to obtain it in crystals. In view of these facts Ciotto

took the ground that
" a substance had been found in the viscera

of A V
,
which gave chemical reactions corresponding

with the substance known as strychnin, and which consequentl}'

probably was strychnin."" Selmi, in criticising the results of

the analysis for the defence, did so on the ground that the evi-

dence was insufficient to positively prove the presence of strych-

nin; and, while he had much to say with regard to pto-

mains, he did not contend that the color reaction was pro-
duced by a ptomain. Indeed he distinctly says that no

ptomain known at that time gave the sulfuric-acid-dichro-

mate reaction."

Evidence of the presence of strychnin is conclusive when
the bitter taste, the color reaction, and the physiological action

are all distinctly observed. The further evidence of the crys-
talline form, the alkalinity of the alcoholic solution, and the

reaction by precipitation with potassium dichromate and the

color reaction with the precipitate should be obtained if the
' For a full account of the products perinients with iiiiuinial doses of

of putrid inaize see Husemaun : strychniu ; enough to warrant the
Arch. f. exp. Path. u. Phann.

, 1878, supposition that tliey were in great
ix., 236-288. H. incidentally re- probability due to that alkaloid"
marks (p. 267) that no alkaloid sep- ("Parte chimica di un Caso di Pe-
arated from cadaveric material is rizia," etc., Padova, 1880, 39).
known to him to which atetanizing Selmi, in criticising tiie results of
action is to be attributed. the physiological test, says that tliey

''Ciotto says in this connection: were "uncertain to tliat'degree that
"The results of the experiments on the experts themselves coiild not
frogs, if indeed they do not prove draw any certain conclusion in
distinctly that the substance was favor of strychnin" ("Sulle Pto-
strychnitj, were far from proving or maine, "

etc., Bologna, 1881, 224).
causing suspicion to the contrary;

» Ciotto: Oix cif., p. 10.

they even corresponded with those *Selmi : Op. cit., p. 232.
which were obtained in control ex-

IV.—52
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Huantity of .strychnia pivscnt l)o .sulllcicut, but is uot to bo ox-

poctoil from very luinuto iiuantities.

VERATRUM VERATRIN, ETC.

Three species of veratrum are of toxicologicjil interest : V.

album (white hellebore) a uative of coutiuental Eurojie, which

contains ^c/t/// and lesser quantities of other alkaloids, but no

veratrin
;

I '. riride (green, or American, or swamp hellebore,

Intlian poke, poke') which contains, besides jervin, reratrin,

pseuilojcrrin, and veratroidin; and Veratriun oOicuiale (sa-

badilla) which contains veratrin, sabadilli'ii, and sabadin, but

not jervin.'' Of these that which is the most generally nsed as

a medicine and possesses the greatest toxic power is veratrum

viride.

Veratrin'—Cevadin—Cj^H^NO,,—crystallizes in needles

from alcohol, and forms a varnish on evaporation of its

ethereal solution. It is soluble in alcohol, ether, chloroform,

amj'lic alcohol, and benzene, sparingly soluble in petroleum
ether and in boiling water (inOOOH^O), insoluble in cold

water. Its solutions are alkaline and fluorescent, but have no

action on polarized light. It has a burning taste, but no odor,

although it provokes violent sneezing.' Its salts are for the

most part amorphous, the picrate, chloroplatinate, and chlorau-

rate being crystaDine.

• The name "
poke" is more gener- Assoc. , 1887, ix.,125; Pares i : In-

ally applied in tlie United States to dependente, Torino, 1875, xxvi,

Phytolacca decaiidra, the root and 487; Rampazzo : Gazz. nied. it.

berries of wliich are used as medi- prov. Venet., 1867, x., 221; Toldo :

cines, and which contain a poi.sonou8 Ibid., 1875, xriii., 85; and Pug-

principle which does not appear to liesi : Gazz. d. osp. , Napoli, 1891,

be an alkaloid. Cases of poisoning xii., 435.

by Phytolacca, some of them fatal,
* Black hellebore (Hellehorus

have r)een reported by Terrill : Steth- niger) is not a veratrum and con-

oscope and Va. M. Gaz., 1852, ii., tains no alkaloid, but owes its me-

134; Dutcher: Cincin. Lane, and dicinal and toxic powers to four glu-

Obs., 1859, ii., 350; Flumiani : cosida, principally heUeborein.

Gazz. med. it. lomb., 1857, 4 s. , ii., ^Sometimes designated as

251; Garnett. Louisv. M. News, "Merck's veratrin." "Couerbe's

1881, xii., 65; Gibbs : Cine. Lane. veratrin" is not this alkaloid, but is

and Obs., 1859, ii., 594; Griggs: an ainorplious base obtained from

Atlanta M. and S. J., 1866-67, vii., sabadilla, existing only in traces in

193; l\Iorris . Med. and S. Reptr., V. albrivi and not at all in V. viri-

Phila., 1880, xlii., 505; Musgrove : de.

Southern M. and S. J., 1858, n.s.,
» Hence the German name of vera-

xiv., 230; Guthrie: J. Am. M. trum, AiesM?ur«, sneeze-herb.
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Jervin—Ci^H.^NO^—crystallizes readily from alcohol in

needles. It dissolves readily in alcohol (1 : 1G.8) and chloroform

(1 : 60), less in ether (1 : 3f;8), sparingly in benzene (1 : 1G25), and

slightl}^ in water and acetic ether; insoluble in petroleum ether.

Its sulfate is very difficultly soluble. It does not possess the

sternutatory power of veratrin but has an acrid, bitter taste.

VERATRIC POISONING.

Poisonings by veratrum or veratrin are of exceptional occur-

rence. We find reports of 28 cases, almost all accidental, either

medicinal poisonings from overdoses of the tincture (Norwood's

tincture) or the fluid extract (Tilden's extract), or from eating

portions of the plant. In all of these poisonings bj^ veratrin the

alkaloid has either been combined with other substances (in a

liniment) or was probably impure.'
In an early case two men were seriously poisoned by white

hellebore mixed with brandy as a practical joke.^

All of three alleged homicides by veratrum occurred in

France. In one a girl was convicted of having caused the

death of her two brothers and the serious poisoning of her

mother by repeated doses of veratrum album mixed with their

food (Affaire Journy, 18G0).^ In another a child was found

dying in the street in Paris; and evidences of the presence of

veratrin in the cadaver were obtained by Boutmy.^ About
three months after this case the same analyst is said to have

obtained the reactions for veratrin and aconitin on analysis of

the viscera of a young woman who was supposed to have taken

the plants containing those alkaloids to provoke abortion.^

Lethal Dose.—The lethal dose of veratrin for man is not

known. It is probably relatively high. In two of the three

reported veratrin poisonings, in which 0.3 and 0.2 gm. (4 and

3 grains) were recovered from, the action of the alkaloid was

complicated by that of the other ingredients of the liniment.

•Grenander: Hyp;ien, Stockholm, •'Ann. d'hyg., 1880, 3s., iv., 211.

1885, 9 s., xlvii., 510. Bl.iko St. ^ Houi^ounenq : "Traite des poi-
Gpo. Hosp. Rep. (1870), 1871, v., .sons, "493. N.Y. Herald (Ang. 15th,

69; Pliarm. J., 1851, x., 521. 1882) mentions the conviction of a
^Martini: Mag f. d. Staatsar- priest at Perpignan, France, of the

znk., 1845, iii,, 394 murder of two women, one by
^Nivet and Girard : Gaz. hebd. d. "hellebore root," the other by hy-

nied., 1861, viii., 499. drocyanu? acid.
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In tlio third (in IS.M) tlio voratri.i, of wliicli '.'!) {j^rnins (1.1) jJ^m.)

in aliMhol faiUnl to cause the dcalli t)f a man, was probably

inijmro.

Kxc-Uuliny; tlio homicidal cases above mentioned we (ind ref-

erence to but five fatal veratric poisonings. A child of one and

a lialf years died from the effects of thirty-five drops of the

tincture, given in divided doses.' A woman died Irom this

effects of a teaspoonful of the tincture, given by mistake of

the nurse." The same quantit}- of the tincture, similarly admin-

istered to a man suffering from tyi)buid fever, was a contril)u-

tory cause of his death.' A woman of fifty years is said to

have died in four weeks from the effects of seventy drops of

Tilden's fluid extract.* In the remaining fatal case the patient,

a man, took '"a drink" of the tincture in mistake for whiskey.^

On the other hand, large doses have been taken without

fatal result. A man took four teaspoonfuls of Norwood's tinc-

ture in two doses, having mistaken the directions. He began
to vomit and became very weak in half an hour after the second

dose, but recovered without any unusual symptoms." A man
recovered from the effects of half an ounce of powdered white

hellebore taken in mistake for cream of tartar, although emetics

and enemata were only administered four hours later.' Wood
and Westmoreland

"

cite several instances of tolerance of large

doses.

Duration.—Death from veratrum viride may occur in less

than an hour, as in Walmsley's case above referred to. Usu-

all}' it is delayed for a longer period. In Kirk's case a man
died in four hours from the effects of "a drink" of the tincture

(which may have been a mouthful or a tumblerful). In Harris'

case a young child died in thirteen hours. In Johnson's case a

woman died after four weeks of "continuous vomiting," fol-

lowing the ingestion of a dose of seventy drops of the fluid

extract.

Symptoms.—These usually appear within twenty minutes,

1 Harris ; Bost. M. and S. J., 1865, 'Kirk : M. and S. Reptr., Phila.,

Ixxii., 249. 1879, xl., 372, xli., G3.

nValmsley: N. Orl. M. andS. J., «Tuttle: New York M. Journ.,
1884-85, n. s., xii., 256. 1892, Iv., 691.

"Horwitz: Phila. M. Times, 'Giles: Lancet, 1857, ii., 9.

1883-84, xiv. ,
863. * Atlanta M. and S. J., 1866-67^

^Jolmson: Buff, M. and S. J., vii., 251.

1866, Nov., 133.
I
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but may be delayed for an hour or more, and are referable

partly to the action of the poison upon the terminations of

motor, sensory, and secretory nerves, and partly to its action

upon the central nervous system. There is severe burning pain
in the stomach, and a sensation in the bowels as if they were

being tied with a cord, continually tightening; the tongue is

swollen, the throat feels as if scalded with hot water, deglutition
is difficult, and the patient suffers from thirst. Nausea is in-

tense, vomiting is severe and persistent, and the purging which
occurs later is attended with tenesmus. The skin is reddened
and affected with an unbearable itching and continual tingling
sensation. Sneezing is said to occur, although in Blake's case

it was absent, nor do we find it referred to in other reports, and
also salivation, lachrymation, and running from the nose. The

patient is restless, in fear of impending death, becomes greatly

prostrated, has attacks of vertigo and of severe dyspnoea, dur-

ing which he gasps for breath, and the respiration, which is

shallow and superficial, sometimes fails entirely. The pupils
are dilated,' but not widely, and at times there is entire loss of

perception of light. The temperature is sulbnormal. The pulse
becomes feeble, small, thready, and rapid, and imperceptible at

the radial. Death may occur in collapse, suddenly from heart

failure, as in Walmsley's case, in which the patient, while ap-

parently improving, suddenly called out" I cannot breathe,
" and

lost consciousness. No pulse was perceptible at the radial, and
no heart sound was audible, and after one or two slight efforts

at respiration the patient was dead in spite of intravenous

injection of ammonia. Or death may be due to exhaustion

from persistent and long-continued vomiting and prostration,
as in Johnson's case."

'In Blake's case they were con- M. Sc.
, 1865, n. s., i., 563 (3 cases,

tiacted, but the liuiment also con- R.
,

ti. extr. V. viride). Craig:
tained opium. Richni. and Louisv. M. J., 1869,

^ For cases of veratrin poisoning viii., 287 (Indian poke, not seen).
not referred to see Wagner: J. d. Mason: Tr. M. Assoc. Ala., 1877,

prakt. Heilk., 1827, Ixiv.. 5 Stuck, 180 (F., 16, A., R., Norwood's tr. K
42 (family of eight, V. album. A., Bailey: N. Orl. M. and S. J.,
R.). Mclntyre: Chicago M. Exam., 1877-78, u. s., v., 38 (M., 30, A., R.,
1861, ii.,300(F.,3,A.,R.,V. viride). 3 iiss. Tr. V. viride in 7 hours).
Bias: Verb. d. naturf. Ges. z. Frei- Green well : Cine. Lane, and CI.,

burg, 1861, 173 (veratrin, not seen). 1885, n. s., xv., 736 (F., ad., A., R.,
Edwards: M. Times and Gaz., 1863, ^80, Tr. V. viride) . Pedigo: Va.
n. s., i., 5 (M.,ad., experiment. R. , M. Mthly, 1889-90, xvi., 426 (M. , 4,
V. viride). Buckingham: Am. J. A., R., V. viride, plant).
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Treatment.— Kvai-uatitni of tho stomach is usually not

calK'il for, lull it" omcsis liav(> not. occuncil spontaneously it

should \)o provokcil liy t('|iiil water in larp> ainoiiiit, or the

stoniarh should ho washed out. Aromatic spirits of am-

monia liy tho mouth serves tho double purpose of a stimu-

lant and to i)roveut th(^ formation of tho readily soluble

chlorids of the alkaloids. Warm drinks and wannlli ex-

ternally are indicated to raise the body tenij)erature. Svimu-

lants should be given and the patient kept fiat on the back.

Should the respiration fail, artificial respiration should ho

resorted to. Opimn may bc^ given to (juiet the pain and

vomitiuj;-.

Post-Mortem. Appearances.—These have been entirely

negative in such observations as have been made in the human

subject.

Detection.—Veratrin and jervin pass from acid a(iueous

liquids into chloroform, and in the sj'stematic process are

found in residue III. (p. lo5). The former is also extracted

from alkaline liquids b}' benzene and in traces by petroleum
ether.

The residue first obtained may be purified if necessary by
solution in dilute acetic acid, filtration, alkalinization of the fil-

trate, and extraction with benzene.

Tests for Veratrin. — 1. Veratrin dissolves fn concen-

trated sulfuric acid, forming a yellow solution, which gradu-

ally reddens through orange, cherr}^ red to dark carmine-red.

If the yellow solution be heated, or if bromin water be added to

it, the red color is immediately developed. Similar colors are

produced by veratrin with Erdmann's reagent (p. 147), Frohde's

reagent, and sulfovanadic acid. The reaction is sensitive to

0.1 mgm.
Many other substances give a red color immediately with

concentrated sulfuric acid. The following give a yellow color,

changing to red with sulfuric acid: grcDtdiJfofin,' which

differs from veratrin in being colored purplish by nitric acid,

and in not giving the hj'drochloric-acid reaction (No. 2).

Heliotropin {cynoglossin) is not only colored yellow, chang-

ing very slowly to red by sulfuric acid, but also gives a lilac

color with hydrochloric acid. It, however, exerts a curare-

' An alkaloid of Solamim grandiflora, tlie "wolf-fruit" of Brazil.
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like action on frogs, causing arrest of respiration, while the

heart continues to beat, and muscular paralysis (see No. 5

below). Sabadin,^ which also possesses the sternutatory pow-
er of veratrin, but is not colored by nitric acid and does

not give the hydrochloric-acid reaction (No. 2). The red

color with sulfuric acid subsequently changes to violet. Phlor-

rhizi)i,'^ which is also colored dark-red when heated alone to

200° (392° F.), is without physiological action, and does not

give the hydrochloric acid reaction. Atisin^ is colored yellow

by sulfuric acid, changing to a brilliant purple, which lasts for

several days. It is colored yellow, changing to reddish and

then to carmine by sulfuric acid and sugar. It remains color-

less with hydrochloric acid.

2. Veratrin dissolves in concentrated hydrochloric acid,

forming a colorless solution, but if this be boiled for a minute

or two it forms a beautiful red liquid which retains its color for

weeks. Sensitive to 0.17 mgm. According to Dragendorff

syringin, sangidnariii, and rhceadin give red solutions with

hydrochloric acid, but in the cold, and the color of the first two

is discharged by heat.

3. If veratrin be mixed with three to four times its weight
of cane sugar and the mixture moistened with concentrated

sulfuric acid, it is colored first yellow, then after a time

dark green, then blue, and finally dirty violet (Weppen's
reaction).

Or this (furfurol) reaction may be obtained by dissolving
the alkaloid in concentrated sulfuric acid, and adding a drop of

furfurol solution (2 drops furfurol to 1 c.c, water), when a dark

green color, changing to dark blue-violet, is produced (Brasche).

4. Veratrin behaves like atropin with Vitali's reaction (see

p. 677).

5. If a solution of veratrin be injected into the abdominal

cavity or into a lymph-heart of the frog, the heart's action rap-

idly diminishes in frequency to 10 or 15 per minute, and spas-

modic contractions of the muscles are observed.

Tests for Jervin.— Jervin behaves like veratrin with

Weppen's reaction (see No. 3 above). It is colored red by sul-

' An alkaloid accompanying vera- "Aglucosid existing in the bark
trin in sabadilla seeds, but not in of.Tpple, pear, cherry trees, etc.

veratrum. 'An alkaloid from Atis root (aco-

nitum).
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furio acid, ami wiiu>-rotl hy liydiiK-liloric iicid. It ma}' be dis-

tinguisluHl anil separated from vi>iatrin l)y taking advantage of

the fact tliat its sulfate anil nitrate are very si)aringl3' soluble

in water containing an excess of acid (sulfate in 437 parts,
nitrate in I'JOO parts).



KOI^-ALKALOIDAL VEGETABLE
POISOj^S.

Poisonous plants other than those owing their activity to

acids or to alkaloids usually contain a toxic glucosid
'

(black

hellebore, daphne, jalap, etc.), or an indifferent body (cocculus

indicus, etc.), or a volatile oil or camphor (savin, laurus, etc.).

Of these substances, however, but few are of forensic interest.

DIGITALIS.

The investigations of manj' chemists and pharmacologists,

Homolle, Quevenne, Nativelle, Walz, Schmiedeberg, Kiliani,

Amand, and others, have failed to render the chemistry of the

active principles of foxglove {digitalis purpura) entirely satis-

factory. This mvich seems to be established, however, that it

contains at least three glucosids, and a fourth substance not a

glucosid, which exist in varying proportion in different samples
of commercial "digitaline." Considerable confusion is also

caused by application of the same name to substances apparently
different.

Digitonin crystallizes from eighty-five-per-cent. alcohol,

but separates as an amorphous solid from its solution in more

concentrated alcohol. In the amorphous condition it is very
soluble in water, less so when crystalline; sparingly soluble

in alcohol, not soluble in ether, chloroform, or benzene. It is

decomposed by heating with dilute hydrochloric acid into a

crystalline derivative, digitonin, galactose, and dextrose. Ac-

cording to Kiliani and others digitonin is valueless medici-

nally. It is the chief constituent of
"
amorphous" or "

soluble

digitaline" and of the German "digitalinum crystallisatum" or

"digitalin verum."
' Glucosids are vegetable com- glucose, or some related sugar, and

pounds which on being heated with another substance,
a dilute acid are decomposed into
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Digitalin (Scluniodoborg's) is a folorloss or yellowish,

ainurplious solid, or separating from alcoiiolic solution in nod-

ul.ir masses; alnmst insohiMr in cold water, somowhat more
soluble in warm water, easily solul'lo in chloroform and in a

mixture of eidoroform and absolute alcohol, sjjaringh' soluble

in ether; readily soluble in warm, dilute noetic acid. '^I'iiis

glucosid, which possesses the action oi dij^italis upon the heart,

is, according to Schmiedeberg, the principal constituent of
"
Homolle's digitalinc."

Digitoxin (Schmiedeberg) is the digifalin of Amand and
of Nativelle. It crystallizes in fine needles, which fuse at

243°-246°, and is sohible in water to the extent of 0.G5 part in

100, and is also dissolved by boiling benzene. It dissolves

sparingly in cold benzene, ether, and chloroform, by which it is

extracted from acid aqueous liquids. It is the most active of the

digitalis glucosids, is poisonous in minute dose, and causes dila-

tation of the pupil. It is the chief constituent of
*'

Nativelle's

digitaline."
'

DIGITALIS POISONING.

Poisonings by digitalis are not of frequent occurrence, and

reported cases are for the most part non-fatal medicinal poison-

ings. We find mention of eight attempts at suicide, all of

which were unsuccessful. In four of these
"
digitaline granules"

were taken,
^ two drank of the tincture,^ and one swallowed a

preparation intended for external use.''

Excluding the case of a quack, tried for manslaughter for

having caused the death of a boy by giving him seven ounces

of a strong decoction of digitalis,^ we find record of but one

homicidal poisoning by digitalis, that, however, a cause ce-

lebre. In 18G4 a homoeopathic physician in Paris, La Pom-

merais, was convicted of the murder of a widow, de Pauw, in

whose death he had a pecuniary interest. It was proven that

' For examinations of commercial ^ Jeanton : Gaz. d. hop., 1885,

"digitalines" see Lafon : Ann. lviii.,441. Darezac : J. d. nied. d.

d'hvg., 1886, 3 s. , xv., 527; xvi., Bordeaux, 1882-83, xii., 5G7.

429, 506. •'Bull. gen. d. therap., 1848,
'^ Heer : J. d. chim. med., etc., xxxv. ,418. In the remaining case

18.58,4 s., iv..85. Mawer : Lancet, the preparation is not stated. Reid:

1880, i., 166. Berenger: France Mass. Eccl. M. J., 1883, iii., 166.

med.. 1878, xxv., 233. Dubuc :

= Ediub. M. and S. J., xxvii., 223.

Gaz. d. hop., 1865, xxxviii., 238.
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the defendant had purchased and used an inordinate quantity
of digitaline; the deceased liad died after an ilhiess marked
with symptoms sucli as are produced by that poison ;

no natural

cause of death was found at tlie autopsy ;
and extracts from the

viscera of the deceased and from scrapings of the floor where
she had vomited, when administered to animals, caused vomit-

ing, diminution in the rapidit}' of and intermittence in the

heart's action, marked prostration, and death.'

Letlial Dose.—'It is not possible at present to fix the mini-

mum lethal dose of digitalis or even of digitalin. This is partly
because of the great variations in the strength of the pharmaco-

poeial prej)arations of the former and in the composition of com-

mercial samples of the latter
;
and partly because of the peculiar

cumulative action of this poison, and the tendenc}^ of even

slight causes to precipitate a fatal termination in patients under

its influence. The danger of a sudden outbreak of toxic symp-
toms during repeated administrations is well known to physi-

cians, and death has resulted suddenly from the effects of half

an ounce of an infusion administered in repeated doses during
three days.'* A recruit also died suddenly from the effects of

repeated doses of digitalis which he had taken to simulate ill-

ness and thus avoid military service.^

Duration.—Digitalis is rarely rapidly fatal. YetViallet'

has reported the death of a woman of seventj'-nine years, which
occurred suddenly in forty-five minutes after she had taken 20

to 25 gm. of tincture of squills and digitalis. In two other

cases death has followed the ingestion in less than twenty-four
hours.* In other fatal cases the duration has been from five to

twelve or sixteen days."

Symptoms.—The S3''mptoms produced by digitalis are re-

ferable partly to its action upon the heart, and i^artly to that

'Tardieu and Roussin : "Relation ^Hall: Canada M. J., 1865, i.,

med.-leg. de I'Aff. Couty de la 353. Edin. M. and S. J., xxvii..
Pommerais," Paris, 1864, also "Em- 323.

poisonnement," 2eme ed., 809,
« Edward: Lancet, ii., 1849, 31

Ann. d'liyg., 1864, 2 $., xxii., 80. (5 days). Mazel : Gaz. d. hop.,
Gallard : Union med., 1864, xxii., 1864, xxxvii., 301 (5 days).
263,296,307,322,347. Causse : Ann. d'hyg., 1859, 2 s. ,

*^

Armstrong : Med. Times and xi., 464 (12 days). Hirn : "Expe-
Gaz., 1860, Oct., 417. rience," Paris, 18.39, iii., 393 (12
^Kohnliorn: Vrtlischr. f. ger. days). Duroziez : Union med.,

Med., 1876, n. F.
, xxiv., 278. 1879, 3 s., xxvii., 991 (16 days.

MiiiU. Soc. d'anat. , Paris, 1849, Death from digitalis or urtemia).
xxiv., 89.
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upon thestonuK'h ami bowt'ls, one or another phase predominat-

ing: at (litYerent j^eriods of llie jHiisoning and in ililTeront cases.

Within a iiuarttT to lialf an honr after a single toxic dose has

been taken a sense of stitYness, fatigue, sleepiness, and pain in

the heail are experienced. Soon there is violent vomiting, ac-

comj^anieil by pain in the stomach, nausea, attacks of vertigo

and syncope, while the headache becomes more violent. Tlie

heart beats rapidly and violently, and there is a sense of sullo-

cation. The pulse, however, ra])idl3' diminishes in fre<pienc3'',

and becomes intermittent, irregular, small, and difficult to count.

Visual disturbances begin early in the case; dimness of vision

is usual, and oscillation and apparent inclination of surround-

ing objects, and modifications of color perception have been

experienced. The pupils are usually dilated. There maj'^ be

violent delirium; and epileptiform convulsions have occurred.

In some instances there has been suppression of m'ine. Death

may occur in coma or in convulsions, but more usually suddenly,

from syncope provoked by some slight movement.

Treatment.— If the case be seen early the stomach is to

be evacuated or emesis favored by large draughts of tepid

water. In a more advanced stage, however, the persistent vom-

iting should be checked by avoidance of too much drink, by ice

fragments, or by small quantities of opium or cocain. The ten-

dency to fatal syncope is to be met by administration of whiskey
or nitroglycerin internally, and by inhalation of amyl-nitrite.

The patient should be kept perfectly quiet in bed, and should

avoid all movements.

Post-Mortem Appearances are entirely negative.

Detection.—The glucosids of digitalis appear to resist the

influence of putrefactive changes at least moderately well. In

the La Pommerais case physiological effects were obtained,

which were undoubted!}' due to these glucosids, with an extract

from a cadaver w^hich had been buried thirteen days. Brandt '

obtained both the phj'siological and chemical reactions with

extracts from animal material mixed with digitalis leaves and

with digitalin, which had putrefied for nearly four months.

Lafon' also obtained his chemical reaction under like conditions

'•'Exper. Studien u. d. forens. *Z,oc. ciY., p. 517.

cliem. Nachvv. d. Digitalins,
"
etc. ,

Diss., Dorpat, 1869, p. 61.
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for periods ranging from seven days to a little over four montiis.

On the other hand he failed to obtain such reaction witli the

cadavers of dogs that had been buried for six and seven months.'

He also found that, while evidences of the presence of digitahn

could be obtained shortly after death by that poison, from the

contents of the alimentary canal and from the vomit, he failed

to obtain it from the liver, kidneys, spleen, brain, blood, or

urine.

In the systematic method of extraction (see ]). 1:54) "digi-

talin" is extracted by benzene and by chloroform from acid

aqueous solution. The process cannot be abbreviated when digi-

talin only is to be sought for, but in that event acetic acid

should be substituted for tartaric in the first extraction.

Tests for "Digitalin."—The color reactions of the

digitalis glucosids are apparently neither very numerous nor

distinctly characteristic. The following two reactions are,

however, given by a material extracted from the French "
digi-

talines
" and from digitalis, by benzene or by chloroform :

1. It dissolves in concentrated sulfuric acid, forming a

green solution, which on addition of bromiu water turns purple-

red, and on dilution with water emerald green or dull green

(Graudeau).
2. When mixed with a mixture of equal parts of concen-

trated sulfuric acid and alcohol, and heated until it turns yel-

lowish, it assumes a fine blue-green color on addition of a drop

of dilute ferric-chlorid solution. According to Lafon,^ who

discovered the reaction, it is sensitive to 0.1 mgm. It has onlj'

been proved with the French "digitalines" and with digitoxin.

The physiological reaction is more to be depended upon.

This should be tried with frogs, and, if the material suffice, with

a small dog, not with rabbits. When frogs are used the heart

is exposed and the solution injected. If digitalin be present

the frequency of the heart beats is much diminished. Three

frogs of about equal size should be similarly prepared, two for

comparison, into one of which a known solution of digitalin is

injected, the third receiving no injection. In the dog digitalis

produces vomiting and juirging, dilatation of the pupils, slow-

ness and irregularity of the heart's action, and, in sufficient

quantit}^ death.

^Loc. cit., p. 443. 'Loc. cit., p. 527.
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MISCELLANEOUS VEGETABLE POISONS.

A fow of the many vopjotahlo jioisoiis not oonsidored in

the previous ]>ay;c's liav(> Itccn of interest in legal incjuiries

in exceptional eases. We will content tmrselves with their

mere mention and references to the literature relating to

them.

Cocculus indicus owes its toxic <iualities to the pres-

ence of a crystalline indilTerent body, picrotoxiu. In Reg.
r. Clanderoy, a man was convicted of an attempt to murder
a chilli hy administration of two of the whole berries. The
case is interesting chieHy with regard to the "

intent of the

administration.
"

Cases.—Wharton and Stille : "Med. Jur./" 4th ed., ii., 500.

Clark: Phila. Pohfclhi., 1895, iv., 72. Dulzinauu : Wien. med.

Presse, 1869, x., 491. Haynes : Phila. Med. Times, 1883-84, xiv.,

748. Ponia : Gazz. med. ital. lomb., 1870, (Js., iii., 163. Rosenkranz :

Xorthicest M. and S. J., 1848-49, v., 295. Shaw : Med. News, Phila.,

1891, lix., 38. Sozin.skey: 77)/d., 1883, xliii., 485. Van Sydow : Fork.
Srensk. LUk-Sall.sk. Sam., 1862-63, 168. Thompson : Med. Exam.,
Phila., 1852, n. s., viii., 227. Papers.—Earth and Kratschy : Sitz-

ber. Ak. d. Wissensch., Wien, 1880, Ixxxi., 7. Cayrado :

"
Picro-

toxin," Par., 1866. Chlopinski : Diss., Dorpat, 1883. Falck : Dent.

Klin., 1853, 47. Gaabe : Di.ss., Dorpat, 1872. Gottlieb: Arch. f.

exp. Path. u. Ph., 1892, xxx., 21. Keck : Diss., Kiel, 1891. Kohler :

JBerZ. klin. Wochensch., 1869, No. 47. Kopi)en : Arch. f. exp. Path,

ti. Pharm., 1891, xxix., 327. Kossa : Ungar. Arch. f. Med., 1892, i.,

1. Loewenbai'dt (A.) : Di.ss., Halle, 1880. Loewenliardt (E.) : Ann.d.

C/ie7?i., 1884, ccxxii., 353. Palm: Ztsch.f. anal. C/ie?/i., 1885, xxiv.,

556. Paterno and Oglialoro : Gazz. chem. ital., 1879, ix., 57, 113, 1881,

xi., 36. Planat : Bull. gen. dether., 1876. Pluf^'o'e : Arch.f. exp. Path,

u. Ph., 1893, xxxii., 267. Ricciardi : Presse med., 1894, 247. Rober :

Arch. f. Anat. u. Phys., 1869, 38. Schmidt : Ann. d. Chem., 1884,

ccxxii., 313. Siegl : Diss., Kiel, 1891. Tschudi :

"
Kokkelskorner,"

St. Gallen, 1847. Valentin : Zfsch. f. Biol, xvii., 113. De Varig'ny :

J. de VAnat. et de Physiol., xxv., 187.

Croton oil {oleum tiglii), a violent gastro-intestinal irri-

tant, which has caused death in a dose of twenty drops. In a

French case an unsuccessful attempt was made to poison three

persons by dropping croton oil into the cavities left in straw-

berries by plucking out the stems (Mayet and Halle). In Reg.
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V. Massey and Ferrand the defendants were charged with caus-

ing the death of a man by placing jalap and croton oil in food

of which the deceased and others partook. A woman, named

Phillips, was charged with having attempted to poison her hus-

band with croton oil in Michigan in 1890. In the same year
another woman in New Jersey was accused of attempting to

murder her son by the same means.

The toxicology and bibliography of croton oil will be found

in very complete form in Hirschheydt: Arh. d. pharm. Inst, zu

Dorpai, 1890, iv., 5-SO.

liObelia.—Lobelia inflata, known in the United States as

Indian tobacco, produces symptoms very similar to those

caused b}^ tobacco. Indeed it owes its activity to an oily, 5'el-

lowish-white substance which is related to nicotin, although it

is a glucosid. It has caused poisoning and death in several in-

stances. It is of medico-legal interest chiefly in connection

with prosecutions of ignorant empirics for having caused death

by its administration (Coffinites, Thomsonians; Peo. v. Drake,
Broome County, New York, 1843).

Cases.—Barker : Brit. M. J., ii., 799. Brown; Bost. M. and S.

J., 1836, xiv., 55; Brit. M. J., 1881, ii., 23; Lond. M. Gaz., 1849,

n. s., ix., 383
;

Med. Pr. and Circ, 1884, n. s., xxxvii., 127
; Lancet,

1850, ii., 31, 250. Davis : N. York M. J., 1844, iii., 343
;
Med. Times,

Lend., 1849, xix., 669, 684. Jolnisou : Brit. M. J., 1858, 493. Pear-

son and Cui'tis : Med. Times, Lond., 1849, xx., 147; Med. Times and

Gaz., 1853, n. s., vi., 270; Lancet, 1862, i., 467. Simmons: Kansas
M. J., 1884, ii., 287; Lond. M. Gaz., 1850, n. s., xi., 384. Wood:
West. Lancet, 1850, xi., 363. Papers.—Curtis: Lond. M. Gaz., 1851,

n. s., xiii., 100. Di-eser : Arch. f. e.rp. Path. n. Ph., 1880, xxvi., 237.

Lewis : Ph. J. and Tr., 1877-78, 3 s., viii., 561. Mayer: Vrtljschr.f,

prakt. Pharm., 1866, xv., 233. Ott : Bost. M. and S. J., 1875, xcii.,

124
;
Phila. M. Times, 1875-76, iv., 121

;
J. Nerv. and Ment. Dis., 1877,

n. s., ii., 68. Paschkis and Smita : Monatsh. f. Cheni. etc., 1890, xi.,

131. Eoosen: Diss., Dorpat, 1886. Tidy: M. Press and Circ, 1869,

vii., 91.—Lond. M. Gaz., 18.50, n. s., xi., 285.

Camphor is widely used to drive off moths, and in alco-

holic solution as a household and homoeopathic remedy. The

habit of chewing camphor is by no means uncommon. When
taken in overdose it produces severe gastro-enteric disturbance

and violent convulsions, and has proved fatal in several in-

stances. While non-fatal accidental poisonings are of frequent
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(tccurrenco, its odor rriulors it unlit for secret administration.

In a Gorman case a i)rc'y;nant wonian and a midwife wero con-

vioted on a ti-ial for administi'riny; camiilior to piMvoko al)oi-iioii

(Kuby: Fn't'dr. /.'. /'. (jcr. Mc(L, 1S81, xxxii., iUd).

Oasfs.—Soc Iml. r;il. Sur<^-.-(i(>n. Liluv, ii., (ICI, to wliidi atld :

Alhutl : />/•//. .1/. ,/., isr;t. ii., (wl). J'.;iiicrjrc : Jnil. M. Gaz., ISSf), xx.,

ir>. liiH>tlier.s : Med. liec, N. York, 1887, xxxiii., 7114. C^lmttci-ji :

Mtd. 7iV'!/.s.. Calcutta, ISOl, ill., 12.'?. l^nvis : Brif. M. J., 1887, i., 72C.

East: Ibid., lS8(s i., 512. Finly : .!/('(/. A'ec, N. York, 1887, xxxi.,

125. Hononan : Austral. M. J., 1888, n. s., x., 252. ].os,ser : "All. d.

ger. Med.," p. 52, T. viii., f. 2 (col. ]>!. stoniacli). Main : .l^'d. -Agre,

Detroit. 188.3, i.. 288. Plaiiat : Ann. med.-ji.sych., Pur., 1.SS5, 7 s., i.,

224. rrontiss : 77ierajJ. t^az., 1892, 3 s., viii., 106. Rosenthal: Wien.

Vied. Bliiff., 1881, iv., 1353. Ryan: A^isfral. M. J., 1885, n. s., vii.,

433. Socquet: Ann. d'hi/g., 1893, 3 s., xxv., 520 Papers.—Gottlieb :

Arch. f. e.vp. Path. n. Ph., 1892, xxx., 31. Harnack u. Witkowski :

ibid., 1870, v., 429. Sclnniedebero- and Meyer: Zf.svJir. f. ])hi/si(>l.

Chem., 1879, iii., 425. Wiedemann: Arch.f. exp. Path. u. Ph., 1877,

vi., 216 (Bibl. of earlier papers).

Savin.—An infusion or decoction of the leaves of Juniperas

sabiiKi, or the vohitilo oil to which it owes its odor and toxic

quality, has frequently been used to cause abortion. Adminis-

tered internally it causes severe gastro-intestinal disturbance

and stimulation at first, followed by prostration, collapse, and,

sometimes, death. An early trial for murder in consequence
of death so produced was that of Charles Angus in Eng-
land in 1808. Taylor refers to a similar case: Reg. ih Pas-

coe, 1852. For bibliography see Ind. Cat. Surg.-Gen, Libr.,

VII., 310.

Oil of Cedar.—The volatile oil of Juniperus virginianus
has also been frequently used to provoke abortion. It causes

vomiting, vertigo, suppression of urine, delirium, and violent

convulsions. It has caused death in a few instances, as in the

case of Peo. v. Kidder, tried for manslaughter in Niagara

County, N. Y., in 1885. For bibliograph}- see Ind. Cat. Surg.-

Gen. Libr., VII, 311, to which add Brown: M. News, Phila.,

1893, Ixiii., 15; De Fareri: Sperinientale, Firenzi, 1889, Ixiii.,

284; Ellison: Tlierap. Gaz., 1890, 3 s., VI., 371.

Tansy.—The herb Tmiacetvm vulgare, and the volatile

oil obtained from it by distillation, are reputed abortifacients.
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In overdose they are narcotico-irritaiit poisons, and have been

the cause of death in a few cases. Thus a man was charged
with having caused the death of a pregnant girl by oil of tansy
in Pennsylvania in 1882. For bibliography see Ind. Cat.

Surg.-Gen. Libr., XIV., 103.

IV. -53



ANIMAL POISONS.

Poisons generated in animal boilies either during life or

after death are of interest in forensic toxicology at the present
time in two connections:

1. In relation to resemblances of their properties and reac-

tions to those of vegetable poisons; which may interfere with

the certain detection of the latter in cases of supposed poisoning

by vegetable alkaloids or glucosids.

2. With regard to the s3'mptoms and effects which they

produce when they are taken into the living human bod}-, as

constituents of more or less decomposed articles of food, or as

natural products of the bodies of certain animals. Symptoms
and effects which sometimes simulate those, or some of those,

which are produced by certain mineral or vegetable poisons.

In the first of these relations they have already been consid-

ered in treating of tlie vegetable alkaloids.

POISONOUS FOODS.

Sausagie Poisoning {Allantiasis, Botulism).—Accord-

ing to Buchner and Kerner the first published report of a case

of sausage poisoning appeared in 1735, and from that time to

1853 Schlossberger estimates that 400 cases occurred in south-

western Germany, of which 150 terminated fatally. It is cer-

tain, however, that many of the earlier cases were not true

botulism but were caused by the then unrecognized trichina

spiralis.

The poisonous sausages are usually liver or blood sausages,

sometimes made of materials already tainted, of large size, im-

perfectlj^ smoked, and more or less softened in the interior.

The central portion is in some of a grayish tinge, pulpy, and

has a rancid or sharp and somewhat acid taste. The cortical

portion is sometimes inert, while the central portion is actively
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poisonous. The odor is sometimes musty, but in most cases in

no way peculiar. The odor of putrefaction is not observed.

The nature of the poison has not been determined; although

Gaffky and Paak have obtained from a sausage which had

caused numerous poisonings, and one death, a bacillas which

produced similar symptoms in animals.'

The action of the poison is usually manifested in from twelve

to twenty-one hours after it has been taken. The shortest in-

terval was one hour in one of Kaatzer's cases,
^ and in two of

Eichen berg's two and three hours.
^ The recorded cases with

an interval longer than twenty-four hours are probably cases

of parasitic disease.

The total duration of fatal cases is very variable, as is

shown by the 48 cases cited by Miiller,* of which G died on the

first daj', 19 from the second to the seventh, 16 from the eighth
to the tenth, -t from the eleventh to the twenty-first day, and .3

after long illness. Recovery is usually slow, and may require

several months. Total blindness may remain.

The earliest symptoms are usually gastro-intestinal : nausea,

abdominal pain, not intense, but increased on pressure; vomit-

ing of yellow, pulp3", sour, or bitter masses, and not infre-

quently purging. These symptoms, which in light cases are

sometimes the only ones observed, are never accompanied by
the cyanosis and cramps which occur in poisoning by mussels,

by certain varieties of fish, and by cheese. Following upon
the gastric symptoms, either immediately or after an interval

of a day or more, or, in some cases, without the occurrence of

gastric symptoms, the truly poisonous action is established.

The secretions are much diminished or arrested, the mouth,

tongue, and pharynx are dr}^ and neither saliva, perspiration,

nor tears are secreted. The skin is wrinkled and cool. The

tongue is covered with a whitish coat, the buccal mucous mem-
brane is marked with aphthous patches, and the pharynx is

inflamed or ulcerated, and coated with a grayish-white deposit.

The voice is hoarse and in some cases there is a dry cough.
The urine seems to be the only secretion which is not dimin-

ished. There is diminished power of vision, which may reach

'"Arb. a. d. K. Gsdhtsamt," ^Di^g Qottingen, 1880.

Berl., 1890, vi., 159. •'Deut. Klinik, 1869, 1870, passim.
^Deut. med. Wchnschr., 1881,

vii., 73.
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tho point of tiMiiporaiy or oven porniaTient hlindiu^ss; objoctH

a}tjK'ar colortnl ami .soniotinios double, anil tho liolil of vision in

travorsoil by !Sj)arks. 'J'lio muscles niovinjjj tho globe are par-

tially paralyzed as well as the accommodation, and the i)U])ils

are dilated. Paralysis of tho levator jjalpebrce superioris, with

consequent ptosis, is characteristic. Interference with deghiti-

tion is a marked and constant symptom, and is frequently ac-

companied by interference with the movements of tho tongue
and with hoarseness, or even aphonia. Tho cer(>bral functions

and those of the spinal nerves are but little interfered with.

Consciousness is jierfect, almost up to the time of death. Sen-

sation remains unimpaired. There is great and progressive
muscular weakness, and progressive emaciation, due to com-

plete loss of appetite. The patient complains chiefly of the de-

rangements of vision and of attacks of suffocation.

Death is caused in many cases bj^ marasmus. In some cases

suffocation, Avith or without preceding convulsions, is the cause

of death; or sometimes suffocation, due to entrance of particles

of food into the air passages.
The symptoms of botulism present some similarities to those

of the atropic poisons (see p. (508), which also produce dilatation

of the pupil, paralysis of accommodation, marked dysphagia,
and diminution of the secretions. But the cerebral symptoms—delirium and hallucinations—of atropic poisoning are absent

in botulism, while ptosis does not occur in atropic poisoning.
The pulse is also much more rapid in atropic poisoning, and the

duration of the poisoning is much shorter than in botulism.

The similarity to the action of gelsemium is closer. The effects

upon the eye and its muscles, including ptosis, is the same in

the two forms of poisoning, which may, however, be distin-

guished by the much more rapid and, in case of recovery, tem-

porary action of the vegetable poison.

No characteristic post-mortem appearances are recogniz-

able. The body is emaciated, and the skin is bleached and

parchment-like. Rigor mortis begins early and continues

longer than usual, and putrefaction is delayed in some cases,

but very rapid in others. The mucous membrane of the mouth

and pharynx is often white, dry, and parchment-like, or horny.

The gastric mucous membrane is frequently injected and some-

times ecchymosed. The spleen is sometimes enlarged, con-
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gested, and extremely soft and friable. The blood, as a rule, is

dark. The lungs are frequently congested and oedematous.

Bibliography.—See Ind. Cat. Surg-.-Gen. Libr., xii., 545, to which
add Van den Corput :

" Du poison . . . dans les boudins fumes,"

Bruxelles, 1855. Emmerich : Ber. i'l. d. Versam. d. Ver. bayer.
Vort. d. ang. Cliem. (1891), 1892, x., 70. GLass : Pest, med.-chir.

Presse, 1888, xxiv., 575. Haberda : Zfschr. f. vied. Beamte, 1893, vi.,

601. Jeserich und Niemann : Hi/g. Rundschau, 1893, in., 813. Korn-

fekl : Friedreich's Bl.f. ger. Med., 1892, xliii., 385. McDougall : Med.

Pr. and Circ, 1879, n. s., xxviii., 550. Reisz : Wien. med. Presse,

1891, xxxii., 1862. Rizzi and Dall' Acqua : Gior. d. r. soc. ital. d'ig.,

1893, XV., 5. Schroeder: Vrtljschr. f. ger. Med., 1893, 3 F., vi.,

Supplhft. 101. Slucha: Vrach. Vaidom., 1880, v., 1500. Spiit :

Friedreich's Bl. f. ger. Med., 1889, xl., 385,462. Vipand : Montreal

M. J., 1893-94, xxii., 739.

Meat Poisoning.—Apart from the disorders produced in

the human subject by eating trichinous or measly pork or beef,

which are parasitic in origin, meat poisonings may be divided

into two classes: 1, Those which are caused b}" meat which has

undergone putrefactive change, and, 2, Those which are trace-

able to the use of meat from animals suffering from disease.

Those of the first class are usually produced by bacon, hams,
or corned meats. The " Welbeck cases," described by Ballard,

afforded a series of examples. Several scores of persons were

affected, of whom four died after a few days, while several of

those who ate of the ham, to which the poisoning was distinctly

traced, escaped altogether. In most of the cases there was a pe-

riod of incubation of from twenty-four to thirty-six hours. In

some the attack began with a chill, in others with giddiness,

faintness, or pain in the back, chest, or abdomen
;
but sooner or

later in all there was abdominal pain, with fetid diarrhoea and,

usually, vomiting. In most of the cases there were muscular

weakness, headache, and thirst. Nervous phenomena were

observed in some cases, cramps, twitchings, prickling sensa-

tions, numbness of the hands, drowsiness, hallucinations, dis-

turbance of vision, and photophobia. In most cases there was
fever after the early stage of the attack, the temperature rising

to 101° to 104°. From the ham which was the cause of the

poisonings Klein obtained a bacillus, the causative relation of

which to the sickness was not, however, demonstrated. In
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other roportotl onsos Ili(> s\ niptdins lia\o licgnin shortly iiftcr tho

taiiitt'd iiu<;it ^v;ls catcii, ami lia\(> dojiarteil imu-o or less Avidely

from thoso obsrrvid in the ANClln'ck cases; tho alulnuiiiial

ami ('t>|ihalio j)aiii, high ti>in[)erature, nervous symj)tt)ins, ami

])rostration are, however, tolerabl}- constant. Tn many cases

tluM-e Avas not purgintc hnt constipalion.

Illness caused by tho meat of diseased animals may bo duo

to true poisoning or to what may be more jjroperly considered

an infection, transmitted, not by a bacterial product, but by the

bacteria themselves. Indeed, Basenau claims the existence of

a bacillus which he designates as Ixicilhis hori.s hiorhi/icans,

which he considers as causing the disturbances fre(piently pro-

duced b}' eating the flesh of cows slaughtered soon after calving,

and while suffering from septic puerperal fever.

Bibliography.—See Ind. Cat. Surg.-Gen. Libr., viii., 759-7G2, to

which add Abclous : Arch. d. 2>1njt<t(>l. norm, et path., 1894, 5 s., vi.,

4:33. Ballard : Tr. VII. Inf. Cong. Ilijg. and Devio'^. (18!)1), 1892, iii.,

102. Barnes : Practitioner, Lend., 1887, xxxviii., 302, 38o, 463. Base-

nau : Arch. f. Hug., 1894, xx., 242. Bouchereau and Noir : Arch, de

med. et jjharm. mil., 1889, xiii., 97. Boulengier : Presse med. helgen,

1893, xl v., 9. Carsten : Geneesk. Courant, 1887, xli.. No. 44. Char-

rin : liec. d. trav. Com., considt. dliyg. pnbl. de Fr. (1887), 1888, xvii.,

317. Chesuey : <Samfarmw, N. York, 1888, XX., 4L2. Demuth : Ver-

einsbl. d. pfillz. Aerzte, 1888, iv., 51, 65. Eugelbrecht : "Drei Todes-

fiille durch Schinkenvergi flung," Jena, 1894. P adeaux : Arch. vied,

beiges, 1887, 3 s., xxxi., 375. Fiquet : These, Far. (No. 184), 1894.

Fliuzer : Vrtljschr. f. ger. Med., 1887, xlvi., 105. Frohner u. Kund-
seu : Monatsch. f. prakt. TTizer/iZ/i;., 1889-90, i., 529. Gartner: Bresl.

aerztl. Zeifschr., 1888, x., 249, 264, 277, 292. Gemniell : Liverp. Med.-

aiir. J., 1888, viii., 94. Gust: " Ueber Wddvergiftung," Berk, 1894.

Gutmami : Berl. kl. Wchnschr., 1891, xxviii., 203. Gwynn : Public

Health, Lond., 1892-93, v., 68, Herzog : Med. Rec, N. York, 1894,

xlv., 155. Hoist: Norsk. Mag. f. Lug., 1894, Iv., 781 (1 pk). Jeserich

u. Niemann : Ilyg. Rundschau, 1893, iii., 813. Juhcl-Eenoy : Bull, et

mem. Soc. med. des hop. de Paris, 1893, 3 s., x., 480 ; Ann. dliyg., 1893,

3 s., XXX., 113. Kluyskens : Ann. Soc. de med. de Gaud., 1890, Ixix.,

176. Levy : Arch. f. exp. Pharm. u. Path., 1894, xxxiv., 342. Lewis :

Chem. Neu's, 1893, Ixvii., 52. Lieventhal : Ph. Ztschr. f. Eussl,

1887, xxvi., 305, 321. Lohmeyer : Berl. kl. Wclmschr., 1887, xxiv.,

53. Mace : Ann. d'hyg., 1891, 3 s., xxv., 268. Macfadyen and Blytli :

Public Health, 1892-93, v., 98. Mouginet : These, Par., 1891 (1 pk).

Ostertag: Ztschr. f. Fleisch- u. Milchhyg., 1891-92, ii., 193, 210, 227.

Polin et Labit : A^rch. d. med. et pharm. mil., 1889, xiv., 372. Proust:
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Bull, niecl, Paris, 1888, ii., 939. Von Ratz : Monatsch. f. prakt. TlUer-

hlk., 1893-94, v., 11. Reed : J. Am. Med. Assoc, 1887, viii., 203.

Scliniit : Bev. dlnjg., 1888, x., 293. Schrodei- : Vrtljschr. f. ger. Med.,

1893, 3 F., vi., Supplhft., 101. Spainer : Deut. Arch. f. kl. Med., 1886-

87, xL, 187. Spear: Rep. Med. Off. Soc. Gov. Brd. (1887), 1888, xviii.,

lOG (1 pi.). Strose: Ztschr.f. Fleisch- u. Milchhyg., 1892-93, iii., 196.

Suter :

" Die Fleisclivei-o'ifhnig' in Andelflngen und Kloten," Zurich,
1889. Tavel : Cor.-Bl. f. schweiz. Aerzfe, 1887, xvii., 417. Underliill :

Brit. M. J.., 1892, ii., 631. Van Emergem : Bull. Ac. roij. de med. de

Belg., 1892, 4 s., vi., 1025. Vassale e Rossi: Biv. sper. di freniat.,

1893, xix., 676.

Poisonous Fish.—Certain species of fish are always poi-
sonous to the human subject, or become so at times, and some-

times the same fish, eaten with impunity by one person, proves

actively poisonous to another. Poisonous fish are usually the

inhabitants of warm climates. The use of a Japanese fish,

fugu, a s^Decies of Tetrodon, is interdicted by law in that coun-

try. In three cases of poisoning by this fish, one of which termi-

nated in death, the symptoms began in from fifteen to forty-five

minutes. There were headache, nausea, great muscular weak-

ness, failure of the pulse and respiration, diminution of tempera-

ture, and total insensibility. In southeastern Russia, poisonings

by sturgeon are of frequent occurrence. The roe appears to be

the most actively poisonous j^art of the fish.

Edwards reports the poisoning of a man of sixty-eight years

by the flesh of the ray. In fifteen minutes the face began to

swell
;
there was a burning sensation in the hands and back of the

head
;
the feet were cold

;
the tongue swelled until it filled the

cavity of the mouth, causing a choking sensation at the root of

the tongue; the eyes were swollen and protruded. There was
no pain, but great dyspnoea, thirst, and an intense itching of

the skin. Consciousness was perfect. The patient vomited

freely, and soon recovered. In Sobbe's case there were attacks

of syncope, great thirst, and a sense of oppression, and the

pulse became as slow as fourteen in the minute.

Tinned salmon, herrings, sardines, etc., have also caused

poisoning, probably by the generation in them of putrid poi-
soDS. In a case of this kind, reported by Mead, the face

had an anxious expression, and the eyeballs were prom-
inent. The temperature was 90° to 101°. 5. The tongue was
coated. There were great thirst, severe vomiting, copious
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diarrluwi, lliially of \nivo hlood, without straining, abdominal

pain, irroy;ular res
j)i ration, aiul rapid, irregular, and inter-

mittent jiulso.

Hir.LloiiKAiMiY.—Sot> liul. Cat. Surg.-Ocn. i^ibr., iv., fl'.)l-'.»;)2, to

whirh ndil : AddinsoU : jAittcet, 1S.S4, ii., 510. Aloxaiidci- : Bresl.

aerztl. Zfschr., 1^A>^,\., -J'k v. Aiirej)
•

V/v^cA, 18R5, vi., 213. Arn-
stanioff: Cinthl. f. Jiitlcfer. u. Par., 1891, x., 113. Bclin : France
vied., ISSC), ii., 1458. lV'raii<,rer-Fer:ind : Ann. d'hi/C/., ISSf), 3 s., xiv.,

331, 427, 510. Bertlu'raud : J. de mcd. et dc pJiunn. d<- V AUjerie, 1884,

ix.,-3 (1 1)1.). Berthier: These (No. 466), Lyon, 1889. Carruccio :

Bull. d. r. Ac. di Eoma, 1886-87, viii., 353. Edwards : Brit. M. J.,

1884. i., 40. Fisc-hel and Enooli : Forfschr. d. Med., 1892, x., 277.

Graiu'lifM- : Bee. d. ti'ar. com. considf. dliyy., etc. (1887), 1888, xvii., 1,

Griflitlis : Cheni. Neics, 1893, Ixviii., 45. Meckel : Bev. san. d. Bor-

deaux, 1887, iv., 84 ; C. rend. Ac. d. sc. Par., 1888, cvi., 220. Hirsch-

feld: Vrfljsehr. f. <jer. Med., 1885, n. F., xliii., 283. Ijioko : Tokio

vied. Wchnschr., 1892, No. 754, 1. Kakaliasln and Inoko : Sei-i-Kirai

M. J., 1892, xi., 46. Klinieiiko : Profok. Zasaid. Karkaszk. med.

Obsh., Tiflis, 1893-94, xxx., 647. Kuocli : Voyenno-med. J., St. Pet.,

1888, clxi., pt. 3, 399, clxii., 1, 147, 181 (2 pi.). Lardicr : Bidl. med. d.

Vosge.^, 1891-92, vi.. No. 23, 80, 83. Layet, Artigalas et Ferre : Bev.

san. de Bordeanx, 1886, iii., 49. Loir: C. rend. soc. de bud., Par.,

1894, 9 s., vi., 141. Lusanna : Bol. de Soc. med. prov. di Bergamo,
1894, v., 60. Macgowan : China Imp. Custmns Med. Bept., Shanghai,

1884, xxvii., 12. Marcacci : Ai^ch. ital. de biol.. 1891-92, xvi., 1.

Mam-iac: J. de med. de Bordeaux, 1885-86, xv., 425, 437, 459, 461.

Mead : Practitioner, Loud., 1886, xxxvi., 264. Millet : Arch, de med,
et pharm. mil., 1886, viii., 417. Miura n. Takesaki : Arch. f. path.

Anat., etc., 1890, cxxii., 92. Mosso : Arch. ital. de Biol, 1888, x., 141.

Naunjni : Ph.Centhalle., 1885, xxvi., 234. OsawaKenji : Iji Shinbvn,
Tokio, 1884, No. 22. Pohl : Prag. med. Wchnschr., 1893, xviii., 31.

PopoflF : Voyenno-med. J., St. Pet., 1887, clviii., pt. 3, 65. Prochorov:

Vrach, 1884, v., 54. Rawe : Diss., Dorpa':, 1889. Richard.son : Ascle-

jyiad, Loud., 1893, x., 39. Sartschenko :

" Atlas dos])oissonsveneneux,"
St. Pet., 1886 (10 col. pi.). Schmidt: Verh. d. X. internat. med.

Congr. (1890), 1891, ii., 4 Abth., 43. Schreiber : Berl. kl. Wchnschr.,

1884, xxi., 161, 183. Simsohn : I'oUjcUnic, Phila., 1887-88, v.. 111.

Slumin : Med. j)ribav. k. morsk. sborniku., St. Pet., 1892, i., 269. v.

Sobbe : Berl. kl. Wchnschr., 1889, xxvi., 137. v. Sobierow.ski : Diss.,

Strasburg, 1890. Spofforth : Austral. M. Guz., 18S6-87, vi., 266.

Stevenson : Brit. M. J., 1892, ii., 1326. Takaha.shi u. Inoko: Centbl.

f. d. vied. Wissensch., 1889, xxvii., 529, 881
;
Mitth. a. d. med. Fac.

d. k.jap. Univ., Tokio, 1892, i., No. 5, 375 (3 pi.) ; Arch. f. exp. Path,

u. Pharm., 1889-90, xxvi., 401, 453. Thomson: Diss., Dorpat, 1882.
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Vasilev: Novosti vet. lit., St. Pet., 1885, ii., No. 3. Wear: Lancet,

1888, ii., 193. Wilson : Brit. M. J., 1887, ii., 992. Wolff : Vrtljschr.

f. gev. Med., 1858, xiv., 232. Yamawaki : Iji Sliinbun, Tokio, May
5tli, 1883.

Poisonous Shell-Fish. — The edible mussel (Bli/tilis

edulis) frequentl}' becomes actively poisonous, probably by
reason of changes in the character of the surrounding water.

A case is recorded in which serious symptoms and a scarla-

tinal eruption were caused by eating two mussels; and another

in which similar effects followed the ingestion of a single mus-

sel. Death has resulted in several instances. Farrar reports

the case of a strong, temperate, well-built man of sixty who had

been in the habit of eating mussels without ill effects. Imme-

diately after eating about twenty, without removing the

"moss," or bj^ssus, he felt sick and had griping abdominal

pain. In half an hour he vomited and purged severely several

times. In two and a half hours he was in a state of extreme

collapse. The hands and feet were cold
;
the radial pulse was

almost imperceptible and much increased in frequency. The

face was pale, except occasional hectic flushes on the cheeks;

the nose was pinched and quite bloodless, the pupils were nor-

mal, and the tongue was clean. There was loud wheezing and

rattling respiration, with frequent yawning and sighing. The

patient fainted frequently in spite of large doses of brandy.

There were repeated clonic spasms, apparently implicating all

the muscles of the body. He was perfectly calm and conscious,

suffering no pain, but great thirst, and itching over the entire

surface. There was neither sense of constriction in the throat

nor headache. Surrounding objects appeared mist3\ The

chest was covered with an erythematous rash. The next morn-

ing recovery was complete.

The mussels which caused the poisonings at Wilhehnshaven

in 188.5 came from a stagnant basin; but those taken from the

neighborhood of the sluices where the water was changed were

not poisonous. The poisonous mussels, when transplanted to

pure sea water, lost their poisonous quality competely in from

two to four weeks; while non-poisonous mussels became ac-

tively toxic after two or three weeks' sojourn in the stagnant

water of the basin. The poisonous individuals have a some-

what lighter and more striped shell than those which are innoc-
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uoiis. From llu> poisonous mussels Brioger obtained an alka-

loiilal poison, iin/f il i((Kriii.

Poisoniuij^s Ity ovslors, lobsliM's, etc., liavi> also occuni'tl.

Bn5LloiiUAJ-llY.~So(>luil. Cal. Sur<,^-Cu'n. Libr., iv., Kill-'.IL', to which
add: .Vm,s\s(7.s\—Bartlet : C. rend. d. trav. da lab. dc flu'rap., lS8i),

10(>. Cameron: Lancet, 18'.K), ii., 174. Descroizilk's : Rev. mens.d.
UKtl. dc I'enf., 1885. Duhrisay : Union vu'd., 1888, 3 s., xlvi., 409.

CJrilliths : Chciu. Xrn's, 1SI»0, Ixii., 17. Jourdain : O. rend. ac. d. Sc,
Par., ISSU. cxii., JOC. l^ijulner : Deid. med. Zfg., 1S88, ix., 585, 597.

Ix)hmeyer : Arch. f. path. Anat., etc., 1886, civ., 1(19. Berl. kl. Woch-

ensc/jr., 1886, xxiii., 1(57. McWeeney : J5H«. .¥. J., 1890, ii., 628. Maiii-

cus : Hasp. Tid., K]ohvuh., 1888, 3 R., vi., 889. Mobius : Schrift. d.

naturw. Verb. f. Schlcsir. -Hoist., 1886, vi., 2 Hft., 3. Monod : liev.

san. de Bordeaii.r, 1883-84, i., 27. Permewan : Lancet, 1888, ii., 568.

Salkowski : Arch. f. path. Anat.. etc., 1885, cii., 578. Schmidtniann :

Ztschr.f. med.-Beamte, 1888, i., 19, 49. Schuster: Dent. med. Woch-

en.<^chr., 1886, xii., 304. Todd: Brit. M. J., 1891, ii., 749. Vircliow :

Dent. med. Wochenschr., 1885, xi., 831; Arch. f. path. Anat., etc.,

1886, civ., 161. Wolif: Arch. f. path. Anat., etc., 1886, ciii., 187
;

civ., 180; 1887, ex., 376. Oi/sfers.—Cameron : Brit. M. J., 1890, ii.,

685. Lankester: Quart. J. Micr. Sc, 1885-86. n. s., xxvi., 71 (pi).

Liegois : J. de med. de Paris, 1886, xi., 56. Moody: Therap. Gaz.,

1883, n. s., iv., 283. Up.shur : N. York M. J., 1890, Hi., 583. Shrimps.—Lee : Local Gov. Chron., Lond., 1884, xxii., 76. Periivinkles.—
Sanit. Rec, Lond., 1883-84, n. s., v., 355.

Poisonous Cheese, Milk, etc.—In cheese poisoning the

symptoms are chiefl}' those due to irritation : severe vomiting,
first of watery, then of reddish masses, purging, abdominal

pain, dizziness, and prostration, beginning in from one to four

hours. The face is at first pale, later cyanosed ;
the pulse is

feeble and irregular; and the throat feels dry and constricted.

Although the symptoms are frequently very severe, the poison-

ing very rarel}* terminates in death. The few fatal cases have

almost all been in young children. The poisonous constituent

of such cheeses, whether it be the crystalline base of Lepierre
or the so-called tyrotoxicon of Vaughan (or tyrotoxin if it be

a definite compound), may either be produced by putrefactive

changes in the cheese or may pre-exist in the milk from which

it was made.

Milk has been known to produce serious outbreaks of poi-

soning or disease. In many of these the injurious effects are
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to be attributed, not to the existence of any poison in the milk,

but to the use of impure water as an adulterant. It has also

been shown that the milk from diseased cows is capable of com-

municating similar pathological conditions to the human sub-

ject. But apart from such instances of disease transferral, cases

have occurred in which true poisoning has been caused by milk.

Thus Firth describes the cases of ten soldiers in a militaiy

prison. Of these one abstained from the milk in question, and

was not affected. The other nine were seized with nausea,

vomiting, dryness of the fauces, a sense of constriction of the

throat, coHc, purging, and a tendency to collapse in some, in

others a tendency to stupor. All recovered. A substance,

semi-crystalline, mawkish in odor, pungent in taste, extracted

from this milk, and called lactotoxin b}^ Firth, caused nausea,

dryness of the fauces, and headache in the human subject, and

purging and vomiting in a dog.

Cases of poisoning by articles of food into whose composition
milk enters, such as puddings, ice cream, etc., are of occasional

occurrence.

Bibliography.—Cheese.—See Ind. Cat. Surg. -Gen. Libr., ii., 866;

xiv., 918, to which add : Apery : Rev. med. pharm., Constant., 1888, i.,

114. Cameron: Dubl. J. M. Sc, 1882, 3 s., Ixxii., 116. Ehrhardt :

Vereinsbl. d. pf'dlz. Aerzte, 1887, iii., 4. Fulton : Am. J. Siirg. and

Gyn., Kansas Cit^^, 1894-95, v., 90. Glaesel and Holm: Schmidt's

Jahrb., clxxxv., 21. Harvey: Phijs. and Surg., Ann Arbor, 1894,

xvi., 385. Lepierre : C revtcZ. ac. »Sc., Par., 1894, cxviii., 476. Miillcr:

Jahrb. d. ges. Sfaatsarznk., 1837, 11., 480. Pfliio-er : Med. Cor.-Bl. d.

wiirt. aerzfl. Ver., 1894, cxlv., 145. Prolllns: Ann. d. Staatsarznk.,

1841, vl., 355. Reed: Texas Hlth. J., 1893-94, vl., 23; J. Am. M.

Assoc, 1893, xxl., 354. Vaug-lian : M. and S. Reptr., Phila., 1890,

IxllL, 584. Vaughan and Novy : "Ptomains," etc., 3d ed., 1896,83.

Wallace: Med. News, Phila., 1887, 11., 69. Weigel : N. Mag.f. d. gcr.

Arznk., etc. (Pyl), 1786, i., 1. Willich : Ibid., 1786, i., 667. Milk.—

See Ind. Cat. Surg. -Gen. Libr., ix., 294-295, 307-308, to which add:

Anon., Brit. M. J., 1894, i., 1331. Cassebat : Rev. dliyg., 1893, xiv., No.

9. Corwin: Phijs. and Surg., Ann Arbor, 1880, u., 201. Demme :

Pediatr. Arb., Berl., 1890, 412. Gray : Austral. M. J., 1893, n. s.,

XV., 565; Practitioner, Lond., 1894, Iii., 67. Mackaye : R. I. Med. Sc.

Monthly, 1893, i., 571. Winternitz : Zeitschr. f. physiol. Chem., 1892,

xvi., 460. Ice Cream., etc.—See Ind. Cat. Surg.-Gen. Libr., vi., 771;

v., 6.3-64, to which add : Allaben : Med. Rec, N. York, 1886, xxx., 417.

Allen: Sa7i. Rec, Lond., 1878, ix., 257 (pudding). Anon., M Times
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and Gaz., 1S7S, ii., .MO (i)iul(iin^ l IMa-srliko : ^'rllJsc]lr. f. (jcr.

Med., ISSl, ;? F., vii., .SO'J. (Jibsoji : Med. lice, N. York, ISSC), xxx.,

L'il). Hull: .V. A'(»-s. rhilM., ISDl. Iviii., Ti.'i. I.oinbmso and Ollo-

l(>n<,^lu : Oior. d. r. Ace. <// Dii'd. di Torino, 1S',)0, ;{ s., xxxviii., 757

(polentaV Smith : lup. Hd. Hiulth, Conn. (1889), 1890, xii., 232.

Vaufrhan : M. Jur., N. York, 1886, xxx., :?0C.

Miscellaneous.—Acute ami tluonic- ])uis()iiiiigs luive been

proihu'od l)y a groat variety of food articles. In some instances

acute symptoms are produced in certain persons by a particular

article of food by reason of an idiosyncrasy of the individual.

Thus some persons are rendered severely ill by eating eggs,'

others by straAvberries or other berries,'' etc. In other cases a

vegetable food has caused poisoning, either by reason of its re-

taining a harmful ingredient in consequence of. improper prepar-

ation, as by eating uncooked potatoes or the ordinary French

bean
;
or because of its having undergone decomposition, as in

the numerous instances of poisoning by tomatoes and other

"canned goods." Bread and other food articles prepared from

cereals have been the cause of both acute and chronic i)oison-

ing, either in consequence of the formation of a toxic bacterial

product in the grain (maidism, blue bread), or because of the

admixture of a poisonous vegetable by accident (Lolium temu-

lentum, Agrostemma githago; ergotism, lathyrism, etc.).

CANTHARIDES.

The body of the Spanish fly {Lyfta vesicatoria) and of cer-

tain related beetles {Cantharis, Mylahris, Meloe) contain an

acrid, irritant substance of acid nature :

Cantharidin — CioH^.O,.'
—It crystallizes in four-sided,

rhombic prisms, very sparingly soluble in water, soluble in 800

parts of alcohol, in 80 of chloroform, in 000 of ether, and in 500

of benzene, soluble in oils. Its salts are also sparingly soluble.

It is a powerful vesicant.

Poisonings by cantharides appear to have been of more fre-

' Hutchinson: Brit. IM. J., 1886, ^^myot: Brit. M. J., 1885, i.,

1., 1018; Arch. Surg.. Lond., 986. Broadbent : Ibid., 1884, i.,

1893-94, V. ,
363. Orton : Practit. ,

267.

Lond., 1886, xxxvi., 265. Brothers: ^Homolka: Berichte, Berl.. 1886,

Med. Rec, N. York, 1887, xxxi., xix., 1082, and papers therein re-

545. Glassmacher : Berl. kiln, ferred to.

Wchnschr., 1886, xxiii., 666.
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quent occuiTence in France than else^^here. Of the more re-

cently reported cases the majority have been accidental or

medicinal, very few suicidal. Many have resulted from a

v/idespread popular belief in the aphrodisiac power of canthar-

ides;' and in a few cases it has been given or taken as an abor-

tive/

Orfila^ gives the particulars of two homicidal poisonings by
cantharides: the Affaire Poirier, in 1846, an unsuccessful at-

tempt in which cantharides plaster was added to soup ;
and the

Affaire J. B ,
in 1849, in which a woman repeatedly ad-

ministered cantharides to her husband in his food and in ene-

mata. In Reg. v. Royal, 1850,' a woman died in four days, ap-

parently from the effects of cantharides; and in another English

case of the same year," a man administered cantharides in food

to a female fellow-servant and six others of the household, but

was discharged because "
there was no criminal law to meet the

case." Taylor' mentions two prosecutions for administration

of cantharides to females, one in 1836, the other in 18G1.

Symptoms.—The action of cantharides is that of an in-

tense local irritant, either upon the parts to which it is first

applied or upon the urinary organs during their elimination of

the poison. Applied to the skin it produces pain, redness,

swelling, and, by more prolonged contact, vesication. When
taken by the mouth it causes immediate burning pain in the

mouth and throat, which extends to the entire alimentary canal

and becomes most intense. There are intense thirst, vomiting,

purging, frequently of bloody stools, difficulty in swallowing,

and pain in the region of the kidneys and bladder. In the male

there is painful priapism, and in the pregnant female abortion
;

in both sexes strangury, with bloody urine, or the voiding of

pure blood. The pulse is accelerated, the respiration im.peded,

and nervous disturbances, headache, dilatation of the pupil,

vertigo, delirivim, convulsions, trismus, coma, and collapse.

Treatment.—The stomach should be evacuated with the

siphon, or by apomorphin, and the intestine by mild purga-

' Schauens t e i n : Maschka's ^Op. cit., ii., 192, 195.

"Handb. der ger. Med.," ii., 738. *Vh. J. and Tr., 1859-60, n. s.,

Orfila: "Tox. gen.," 5eme ed., ii., i., 150.

174. Uhid., p. 388.

^Beck: N. Anier. Practit., 1891,
« "Poisons," 3d Am. ed., 508.

iii., 533. Orfila: Op. cit., ii., 180.
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tivi>s. ^l(irphin ami iyiu'ilagiiK>us drinks sliuukl bu given to

control tho pain. Oily foods or modicines are to be avoided as

favoring solution.

Post-Mortein Appearances.—Tlic nincons nienil)rano of

the entire alimentary tract is found liighly inllanied, and some-

times marked w itli nleorations and vesications. The kidneys
are the seat of parenchymatous inflannnation, and the bladder

is also iTitlamed and its blood-vessels injected.

Detection.—When the powdered drug has been taken, the

shining, green particles of outer portions of the beetle may be

found in the stomach, vomit, or washings. Although canthar-

idin is sparingl}' soluble it may be encountered in the benzene
extract from the acid aqueous liquid in the sj'stematic process

(see p. 135). When the history of the case points toward can-

tharides poisoning, Dragendorff's direct method should be

adopted. Tho finely divided material is heated with aqueous
potash (1 KHO : 12-15 H^O) until a uniform tiuid is obtained.

This is cooled, thinned with water if necessary, and shaken
with chloroform to free it from other substances soluble in

chloroform. After separation of the chloroform the alkaline

liquid is supersaturated with sulfuric acid and immediately
mixed with four volumes of alcohol. The mixture is boiled for

some time, filtered hot, strongl}' cooled, again filtered, and the

filtrate freed from alcohol by distillation. The acid aqueous
solution is then extracted by chloroform by agitation, and the

residue of evaporation of the chloroform tested as to its irritat-

ing and vesicating power, b}' solution in warm oil and applica-
tion to the skin of the inside of the arm.



SYJSTTHETIC POISONS.

In this class are included poisonous organic substances

(compounds of carbon) which either have no existence in na-

ture, or occur naturally only in minute quantity; substances

which are the products of the chemical laboratory or of indus-

trial processes. The number of such substances known to

chemists is daily increasing, and some of them, having been

applied to uses in the arts and in medicine, are now within the

reach and knowledge of all persons, and even the most unedu-

cated are acquainted with their poisonous qualities.

The toxicology of many of these synthetic products has been

studied, and instances of accidental poisoning by them have

been observed. Only a few, however, have thus far been sub-

jects of interest in forensic toxicology.

CARBON MONOXID.

Carbon monoxid (carbonic oxid), CO— is a colorless, tasteless

gas, practically without odor; sp. gr. 0.9678 A.
; very sparingly

soluble in water and in alcohol. It burns in air with a blue

flame, and forms explosive mixtures with air or oxygen. At

high temperatures it is a powerful reducing agent. It is pro-

duced whenever carbon (particularly charcoal or anthracite coal)

is burnt with a deficient supply of air. Consequently it is a

constituent of coal gas (4 to 7.5 per cent.), "water gas" (30 to

35 per cent.), the gases from stoves or furnaces (1 to 17 per

cent.), the gases from blast furnaces and copper smelting fur-

naces (13 to 32 per cent.), the fumes from burning charcoal,

etc.

The actively poisonous character of this gas, its lack of

odor, and the very common fulfilment of conditions under which

it may be discharged into inhabited spaces render it, practi-

ally, the most dangerous of toxic gases. In illuminating gas
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tluTo is a crrtain fartur ol' >at\'t\ in \\\v vdor ul" otiu'r j^ases

^vhicll arci>ni|iaiiy it, Imt rvi-ii this lias not prevonit'd mimerDus
accidontal poisuiiin^s. In (lu> ^asos from stoves an <i fninaces

this factor of safety is ahsont, as, onco tho smoke produced by
the kindling has ceased to be given off, the gases have but a

slight and pi-actically unnoticeablo odor. Tho number of acci-

dental and suicidal ileaths from carbon monoxid now exceeds

that of similar poisonings b}' any other agent. Nearl}- one-half

of the accidental jioisonings in New York City in 18!S'.)-!)2 were

by illuminating gas, and the same agent was used by suicides

more frequeuth' than any other poison except Paris green and

"rat poison." In France a very common method of suicide is

by inhalation of the fumes of burning charcoal. We find no

mention in toxicological literature of homicidal poisonings,

unaccompanied by simultaneous suicide, by gases owing their

toxic quality to carbon monoxid, except in one of Liman's cases'

in which it was questioned whether the death of four persons

by illuminating gas was accidental, suicidal and homicidal, or

purely homicidal. In a recent American case, however, a man
enticed two boys to a room in a hotel, where, when they slept,

he turned on the gas and left them, having closed the room,
in which they were foimd dead in the morning.

Carbon monoxid poisoning may be of forensic interest in

other connections : Negatively when death has been caused by
mechanical suffocation, and illuminating gas is resorted to to

conceal a crime. Several such cases are cited by Liman.^ Or
the conditions under which a person is fatally asphyxiated by
the gases from a stove, furnace, etc., may amount to criminal

negligence on the part of another. Or an insurance policy may
be claimed to have been rendered void on the ground of suicide

or of "contact with poisonous substances."

Symptoms.—The early symptoms of carbon monoxid poi-

soning are rarely observed. If the attack be sudden, by en-

trance into an already contaminated atmosphere, the person

may immediately fall unconscious and the heart's action be-

come progressively slower until it stops. More usually the poi-

sonous gas is gradualh" added to the atmosphere, when the pa-

tient experiences a sense of heaviness in the head, severe

'

Casper-Liman : "Handb. d. ger. ^Op.cit., 69, 604, 607.

Med.," 8te Auti., ii., 610.
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headache, with throbbing of the temples, vertigo, a sense of

oppression in the chest, accompanied by trembling, muscular

weakness, and tearing pains in the chest; the heart's action is

irregular and tumultuous, and the respiration stertorous; then

follows general insensibility and death in coma.

Recovery is slow, and during its progress the patient ex-

periences trembling, pains in the limbs, head, and chest, and

obscuration of vision. The memory is usually impaired, and

paralysis of the upper extremities has been observed.

The METHOD OF ACTION of carbon monoxid, whatever be its

source, is clearly defined. The function of the red pigment of

the blood corpuscles (haemoglobin) is to carry oxygen from the

lungs to the tissues, a function which it exerts by virtue of its

capacity to become oxidized in the lung and deoxidized in the

capillary circulation. Carbon monoxid combines chemically
with haemoglobin, to form a compound more stable than oxy-

hsemoglobin, and hence, by preventing the absorption of oxygen
in the lungs, it produces what may be termed an internal or

circulatory asphyxia, and the respiratory function of the

haemoglobin so combined is permanently destroyed.
Treatment.—This should be directed to the supply of pure

air and the maintenance or restoration of respiration. The

patient should be transferred to a purer atmosphere, or the

windows and doors widely opened. In light cases, in which

respiration and consciousness are not seriously impaired, this will

usually suffice. In more serious cases cold affusions to the head

while the body is kept warm, the inhalation of ammonia, ex-

ternal irritation, and artificial respiration with inhalation of

pure oxygen should be resorted to. Transfusion of blood, which

seems to be directly indicated, has been attempted in several in-

stances without beneficial result. Infusion of alkaline salt solu-

tion or of milk has been practised with more favorable effects.

Post-Mortem Appearances and Detection.—The post-

mortem appearances are almost diagnostic. The blood every-

where is of a bright red color, and this color is communicated
to various parts of the body. The lungs on section are bright
crimson in color; patches of skin, particularly on the inner sur-

faces of the thighs and about the genitals, are often similarly
colored

;
and blood which escapes from the nostrils, and bloody

froth found in the larger air passages, have the same hue. The
IV. -54
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i>iily otluT cniulition in wiiirli a similar color of liio blood i.s

observed at'icr doatli is in sonio cases of liydrocvanic-acid poi-

soiiiiiLC. 'i'lu> s[HH'trosoo])e may he depeiided upon to lemove all

doubt. Tho spectrum of cailtou moiioxid ha'niogloliiii consists

of two bands, more nearly c<jnal to each otliei- and more toward

tlu> violet end of the spectrum than the two oxyli.'emoglobin
banils. Tlu> addition of a solution of annnoniuni snlfid does not

atYect the carbon nionoxid s])ectrnm, but converts the oxyhjD-

niotxb>bin spectrum into that of hajmoglobiu. (iSeo Vol, II., p.

31, PI. III., Nos. G, 2, 5).

CHLOROFORM.

Chloroform (CHClg) is a colorless liquid, volatile at all tem-

peratures, boiling at G0°.8 (141°. 4 F.), having a burning and

sweetish taste, and a characteristic, strong, somewhat ethereal

and agreeable odor, very sparingly soluble in water, but mis-

cible in all proportions with alcohol and ether. Sp. gr. 1.497.

Chloroform is poisonous both when swallowed as a liquid

and when its vapor is inhaled.

Poisonings by the ingestion of liquid chloroform are of ex-

ceptional occurrence, and have been accidental or suicidal. The

burning taste and characteristic odor render it unfit for secret

administration
; although in a sensational English case it was

alleged to have been administered with homicidal intent by a

w^oman to her husband under peculiar conditions.'

Medico-legal questions relating to the administration of

vapor of chloroform relate chiefly to allegations of the commis-

sion of other crimes upon persons who are brought under the

influence of the anaesthetic, either with the consent of the per-

son said to have been injured, or without such consent. Cases

of the first class are usually accusations made by females

against physicians or dentists, and involve rather the mental

and ph^'sical condition of the accusing and accused parties

than any question of toxicology.''

In cases of the second class the question of the possibility of

suddenly or secretly rendering a person incapable of resistance

'Leach: Lancet, 1886, i., 968; Lyman: "Artificial Anaesthesia and
1017 (case of Edwin Bartlett). Anaesthetics," N. York, 1881, 93-
-See articles on "Mental Diseases 98.

S^ol. III. and "
Rape" Vol. II. ; also
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by inhalation of vapor of chloroform is usually involved. If

the person be asleep it is possible, although difficult, to produce
anaesthesia and unconsciousness without awakening. Although
in the great majority of cases in which this has been attempted

by physicians, experimentally or otherwise, the persons have
awakened in spite of every precaution to render the conditions

such as are most favoiable to success, in some instances it has

succeeded
;
and it must consequently be considered as within

the range of possibility.' The statement that a person while

awake was instantly rendered insensible by chloroform vapor
alone is not to be accepted. It requires from two to ten min-

utes to produce anaesthesia by chloroform vapor properly diluted

with air, and a successful attempt to suddenly anaesthetize a

person with the undiluted vapor would cause death. The

chloroforming of an unwilling and waking person by adminis-

tration extending over any appreciable time involves the use of

force or restraint. Consequentl}^, under these circumstances,
the determination of the truth or falsity of the accusation de-

pends upon the circumstances of the case and the relative

strength of the parties, rather than upon toxicological data.^

We find no mention in toxicological literature of adminis-

tration of vapor of chloroform with intent to murder. Yet it

is clear that such cases may occur. It is probable that in the

Preller-Maxwell homicide in St. Louis in 1885 chloroform was
one of the agents used; and in a more recent case, in Trenton,
N. J. (1890), a woman died from the effects of inhaled chloro-

form, possibly administered by another with homicidal intent.

Lethal Dose.—Liquid: Half an ounce has proved fatal

to a woman, apparently affected with epilepsy,^ and six

drachms caused the death of a suicide.' Taylor also cites the

case of a boy of four years who died from the effects of a

drachm. On the other hand, the same author relates an in-

stance in which a man recovered in five days from the effects

of four ounces
;
and Oliver one of recovery from the effects of

three ounces.*

'See Lyman: Op. cit., 90-93. ^
Taylor:

"
Poisons," 3d Am. ed.,

Blyth :

"
Poisons,

"
136. 619. , xx.

^ See Wharton and Stille : "Med. * Fox : Tr. Louisiana Med. Soc,
Jur.,

" 4th ed. , ii.
, 389-395. Tourdes : 1889, 123.

"Diet, encyclop. d. so. nied." ^ Brit. M. J., 1882, i., 775.

Rogers: Papers, Med. -Leg. Soc,
N. York, 1874, 1 s.

,
298.
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XatoK: The inininuiin K'llwil (lose of clildrdfoini tiiiis ad-

niinistc'ix'il (.'11111101 ho absolutoly staled. I )i'alli.s liavi' occuncd
from tlio effocts of a few dn>{)s, and lari^o (luantitios have been

ijiveii without ill elTocts during jirotractcd surgical ojx'rations.

The effects of a given (luantity will doj)cnd upon the condition

of health of the patient, the degree of dilution of the vapor with

air, and the jmrity of the chloroform.

Duration.—Liquid: The action of clilorofonn taken by
the mouth is not rajtid. The average duration of fatal cases is

alK)ut twelve hours. In the case of the four-year-old boy above

referred to death occurred in three hours.

Vapor : AVhen death results from inhalation of chloroform

vapor it does so rapidly. Lyman' gives a table of 52 cases out

of 393
"
in which was recorded the time that intervened between

the commencement of inhalation and the occurrence of death."

In 4 of these the period was less than one minute, in 22 less

than five minutes, and in all twentj'-five minutes or less.

Deaths have occurred at longer periods, but in them causes other

than the chloroform have been operative.

Symptoms.— Liquid: The first effects of Hquid chloro-

form when it is swallowed are those referable to its local irri-

tating action
;
intense burning pain in the mouth, throat, and

stomach, usually accompanied by vomiting of matters smelling

strongly of chloroform and occasionally tinged with blood. The
narcotic effects are soon manifested : the patient becomes

drows}', stupid, insensible, and unconscious; the eyes are fixed;

the pupils at first contracted or normal, but insensible, are after-

ward dilated; the respiration is slow and stertorous; the pulse,

at first full and strong, becomes frequent and feeble
;
and the

surface is cyanosed, cold, and covered with profuse perspiration.

In prolonged cases blood and bile are passed per anum. Death

may occur from asphyxia or cardiac paralysis.

Vapor : The effects of vapor of chloroform when inhaled in

overdose may be divided into three periods : 1. A stage of drunk-

enness, marked by hallucinations, struggling, a flushed face,

contracted pupils, and a creeping sensation of the skin. This

period lasts for a few minutes, or a minute or less. 2. A stage

of depression, during which sensibility is lost, the patient be-

comes unconscious, the reflexes are abolished, the muscular
'

Op. cit.
,
195.
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system relaxed, the temperature subnormal, the respiration

slow, the pulse full and slow, and the pupils dilated. If the

inhalation be discontinued this condition, if established, may
continue for from twenty to forty minutes. 3. The stage of

paralj'sis, when the pulse is irregular, the respiration fails, and

the surface becomes cyanosed. Death, which results from par-

alysis of the heart or of the respiratory centres, may occur in

any stage. Indeed, 45 per cent, of those recorded have occurred

in the fiist stage, 35 per cent, in the second, and the balance

shortly after the beginning of the third.

There is no habituation to the effects of chloroform, and

those addicted to the chloroform habit either become insane or

die from the effects of an overdose.

Treatment.—If liquid chloroform have been swallowed the

stomach should be washed out without dela}-. The action of

the absorbed poison may be combated, before cessation of respi-

ration, by hypodermics of strychnin or of ammonia, by external

wannth, and by keeping the patient awake. When respiration

or the heart's action stops during inhalation of chloroform

vapor, or threatens cessation when the liquid has been swal-

lowed, artificial respiration is to be resorted to immediately,

preferabl}^ with inhalation of pure oxygen. If the existence of

cerebral hyperfemia is not indicated b}' lividity of the face, the

head should be depressed. Falling back of the tongue is to be

guarded against. The faradic current and non-depressant ex-

ternal stimulants should be applied.

Post-Mortem Appearances.—When the liquid has been

swallowed the mucous membranes of the mouth, stomach, and

intestines are found highly reddened and inflamed. Whatever
the method of introduction the blood is dark and fluid, the ves-

sels of the brain and meninges are gorged with blood, and there

is hypersemia of the lungs, liver, and kidneys. The odor of

chloroform ma}^ be perceived (although it is not always) on

opening the thoracic or cranial cavity or the stomach.

Detection.— When the liquid has been swallowed the

stomach or the washings therefrom are the situations in which
the poison will most probably be detected ;

if the vapor have

been inhaled, the lungs and blood.

Chloroform not only withstands but also impedes putrefac-
tion. But it is readily volatile and will escape from the body
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by I'vaporat ion, particularly alter an aulopsy has boon j)or-

fornuMl. LuiHK'kiny: lias nliown that chlonifonn may bo detected

with facility four weeks after death in the bodies of animals

jisphyxiatod with it.'

Tlu» metlunl for the separation of <'hlon)form from portions

of the cadaver, etc., is that followed for volatile poisons, the

liipiid in the distilling: flask beinjj^ acid (see p. 127). The tests

are applitnl ti^ jxH'tioiis of the distillate, except test No. 4.

Tests for Chloroform. 1. Add a little alcoliolic solution

of caustic potash and a droj) or two of anilin, and warm : a pe-

culiar, disagreeable, and persistent odor, resembling that of

witch-hazel, is produced.
'2. Dissolve about 0.01 gm. of ^?-naphthol in a small quantity

of caustic potash solution, warm, and add the suspected liquid :

a blue color is produced.
3. Add about 0.3 gm. of resorcinol in solution, and three

drops of caustic soda solution, and boil strongly : in the presence

of chloroform a yellowish-red color is produced, and the liquid

exhibits a beautiful yellow-green fluorescence.

4. Disconnect the condenser from the distilling flask (see

Fig. 2, p. 128) and substitute for the former a piece of glass

tubing having a horizontal section which is heated with a

burner, and a vertical limb dipping into a solution of silver

nitrate. If the distilled vapors contain chloroform it is decom-

posed in the heated tube with formation of hydrochloric acid,

which produces in the silver nitrate solution a white precipi-

tate of silver chlorid, insoluble in nitric acid, soluble in am-

monia. If .the material distilled contain chlorids these may
be decomposed by a free acid; but if this be the case the

white precipitate in the silver solution will be formed even

when the vapor is passed through an unheated tube.

CHLORAL.

Pure chloral, CHCCClj, is a colorless, oily, pungent, and

highly irritating liquid. This on contact with water produces
a solid crystalline compound, CH0CCl3,H,0, which is chloral

hydrate, miscalled chloral jn the United States Pharmacopoeia.

Although the use of chloral as a medicine was first sug-

>Amer. Chem. Jnr., 1886, viii., 358.
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gested by Liebreich in 18G".), a fatal poisoning by its adminis-

tration occurred in 1870, and since that time similar cases have

been numerous. We have collated the reports of 0;j cases of

poisoning by chloral hydrate, of which 70 were accidental, 22

suicidal, and 1 homicidal. The earlier accidental poisonings
were chiefly medicinal

;
the more recent due to the taking of

overdoses by persons addicted to the chloral habit. Those at-

tempting suicide by chloral have for the most part belonged to

the same class
;
and the attempts have been rarely successful—

only five of the twenty-two. The only homicidal case was an

early instance of the use of "knock-out drops." A man was
found dead in a cab with all of his valuables missing, after

having been drugged by a person who had accompanied him,
and against whom two other robberies similarlj^ perpetrated,

but without fatal effects, were jH'oven.'

Lethal Dose.—The effects of a given dose of chloral hj"-

drate vary greatl}" with different individuals and in the same

individuals at different times. Death has in a few instances

followed the administration of doses notably less than those

which are given medicinally with safety and benefit in certain

conditions of disease. Ashbough^ has reported the death of a

woman in fifteen minutes after the last of two doses of 10 grains
each (1.3 gm. in all); Fordyce' the death of a man suffering

with delirium tremens in one and one-half hours after the last of

three doses of 15 grains each (2.9 gm. in all) given during
seven hours; von Maschka' the death of a health}- woman
from the effects of one drachm (3. 9 gm.) taken at one dose;

Ludlow^ the death of a girl of eighteen years from the effects

of two injections containing 40 grains each (5.2 gm. in all),

given in puerperal eclampsia ;
and Stappen and Poirier

"

the

death of a girl of four years from the effects of -4 gm. (61

grains).

But very much larger doses have been taken without fatal

result. Recoveries have been reported by Stone' from 430 grains

'Reynolds: Brit. M. J., 1889, ii., ^Wien. med. Wchnschr., 1871,
235 (the Manchester cab mystery. xxi., 1168.

Reg. V. Parton).
'

^ M. and S. Reptr., Phila., 1888,

^Chicago Med. J., 1877, xxxiv., Iviii., 596.

234. ''Ann. Soc. de med. de Gand,
nVkly. Med. Rev., Chicago, 1883, 1876, liv., 85.

viii., 94. 'Louisville Med. News, 1883, xv.,
179.
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(2S gni.) ; by Escholinan' from KJO y^rains (30 gni.); ^'J Spriiig-

thurpo,^ Hutoliinson," ami Mailigaii* from one ounce (31.2

grains); by Anstio' from "more than :\n ounce;" and by Wil-

liams* from about (iUO grains (3'.) gm.). In Williams' case there

was no troatmont whatever during the period of coma.

Duration.—The average duration of a fatal chloral ])oison-

ing is about ten or twelve hours. Dandridge has reported the

death of a man in two and one-half hours after having taken a

single dose of 1('>0 grains (10.4 gm.);' and Carroll a death in

three and one-quarter hours from the effect of a single dose

of -480 grains (IH.I gm.).* Death has followed more promptlj^
after the last of two or more doses; as in Ashbough's case of

death in fifteen minutes/ and in Fordj'ce's case of death in one

and one-half hours.'"

On the other hand, cases have been observed in which life

has been prolonged for forty," forty-three,
''^ and forty-oight

'^

hours, and even for three days after medicinal administration

of repeated doses.
'^

Symptoms.—In most cases there is immediate burning-

pain in the mouth, throat, and stomach, not so intense as when

liquid chloroform is swallow-ed, and not so marked when the

poison is swallowed in a mucilaginous liquid. In some in-

stances there have been vertigo, severe dyspnoea, convulsions,

and delirium. But usually, after a short period of excitement,

the patient sinks into a deep sleep, which in some instances has

been quiet and natural, and has continued, with occasional awak-

ing, for as long as seventy-two hours in non -fatal cases. In se-

vere cases the sleep deepens into coma, with stertorous respira-

tion, contracted pupils, cold surface, muscular relaxation, the face

pale and afterward cyanosed, failing pulse and respiration, and

death from coma or pulmonary oedema. Although the temper-
ature is usually subnormal, this is not always the case. Welch

'Med. Times, Pliila., 1870, i., 28. «Phila. M. Times, 1878-79, ix.,

•^Austral. M. J., 1887,n. s. ,ix.,499. 82.
3
Lancet, 1879, ii., 487. ^ Loc. eit.

"»

Chicago Med. Rev., 1881, iv.,
^'> Loc. cit.

447. "Plummer: Lancet, 1894, i., 21.
*
Practitioner, Lond., 1874. xii.,

'*
Craig : Amer.Practit., 1879, xx.,

104. 366.

6BaltimoreM. J. and Bull., 1871, '^Ludlow: M. and S. Reptr..
ii., 84. Phila., 1888, Iviii., 596.

'Cincin. Lane, and Obs., 1878, ''Needham: J. Psychol. Med.,
xxi., 385. 1871, v., 93.
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reports a non-fatal poisoning from 360 grains (23.4: gm.) in

wliich there was never any fall of temperature; in Plnmmer's'

case of suicidal poisoning by about an ounce (31 gm.) of the

crystals, fatal in forty hours, the temperature was 37°. 8 (100
°
F.)

in seven hours, and rose from that to 40°. 3 (104°. 6 F.) on the sec-

ond day. Chouppe^ also reported a non-fatal case in which the

temperature (rectal), starting at 36°. 4 (97°. 5 F.) fell during an
hour to 30°.2 (86.°4 F.), but during the following two hours

rose to 37°. 4 (99°. 3 F.). The skin in many cases is covered

with a scarlatinal rash. In some instances the patient before

going to sleep is in a peculiar psychic condition; while half-

awake he may perform numerous voluntary acts of which he

afterward has no remembrance.

Treatment.—The stomach should be promptly washed out.

The body temperature should be maintained by external

warmth. Hypodermics of ammonia or strychnin are indicated

to support the heart, and artificial respiration, with the use of

pure oxygen, may be necessary.
Post-Mortem Appearances.—The mucous membrane of

the mouth, oesophagus, and stomach are reddened and inflamed,
and there may even be ecchymosis and destruction of tissue in

the stomach. There is marked engorgement of the vessels of

the brain, cord, and lungs.

Detection.—The analysis is conducted in the same manner
as that for chloroform (see p. 853). After the distillate from the

acid materials has been tested for chloroform the contents of

the distilling flask are rendered alkaline and the process is re-

peated. If chloral be present it is decomposed by the alkali

with formation of chloroform, whose presence is indicated by
the tests described.

Chloral is possessed of distinct antiseptic powers, and con-

sequently would probably be detectable in the cadaver for a

long period after death.

PHENOL—CARBOLIC ACID.

Pure phenol (CsH^.OH) crystallizes in long, colorless, pris-

matic needles, fusible at 40°-41° (104°-105°.8 F.), boiling at

' Loc. cit. '^ C. rend. Soc. de biol. , 1875, 6 s. ,

ii., 45.



ISr^.S (258^.7 F.). It has a juviiliar, Avoll-known odor, and an

acrid, burning taste. It is vtMy sparingly soluble in water, read-

ily soluble in aU-oliol and in ether; sp. gr. l.OdT); neutral in reac-

tion. It absorbs water from the air to form a hydrate, which

crystallizes in six-sided j)risms, fusible at Ki" ((lO'.H F.). It is

nu^t with connnercially as" crude carbolic acid," a reddish liijuid,

used as a disinfectant, as pure phenol, and as
"
uinoty-tive per

cent, acid," the hydrate above referred to.

Accidental and suicidal poisonings by carbolic acid are of

veiy fretjuent occurrence; but the caustic taste and well-known

odor of piienol render its secret administration practically im-

possible. We tind, however, reference to two homicidal poi-

sonings of young children b}' carbolic acid in medical litera-

ture: an Indian case in 1882,' and a German case in 181K;;''

and in the secular press reference to the poisoning of three

soldiers in Naples in 1887, to whom the acid, which they
were using as a disinfectant, was forcibly administered by a

mob.

Lethal Dose.—The smallest quantity of phenol which has

been known to cause death was 1.5 gm. (33 grains) taken with

suicidal intent by a woman, who was found dead.^ One drachm

(;3.9 gm.) of the concentrated (liquid) acid has proved fatal in

two instances.'' On the other hand, recoveries from the effects

of an ounce have been numerous, and Taliaferro" reports the

recovery of a girl of nineteen years, who aborted, but recovered

after having swallowed 1-^ ounces (46.7 gm.) of 95 per cent,

acid.

Duration.—In the majority of fatal cases death occurs in

from two to eight hours, but in the most acute cases the dura-

tion does not exceed an hour or two. Marwood "

reports a death

in ten minutes, Friedberg" one in twelve minutes, Sigler" one

in nineteen minutes, and Hagenbach" one in less than twenty
minutes. Or life may be prolonged for several days. Thus

'Enipr. V. Upendo Kisto Dutt : nVkly. M. Rev., Chicago, 1883,
Ind. M. Gaz.. 1883, xviii., 130. viii., 55.

^Coester: Vrtljschr. f. ger. Med., « Austral. M. Gaz., 1893, xii., 78.

3F., xi., 303. 'Arch. f. path. Anat., etc., 1881,
'De Vries : Allg. med. Centr. Ixxxiii., 132.

Ztg., 1890, lix., 1701. 8 Louisville Med. News, 1880, x.,

nVilkinson: Therap. Gaz., De- 294.

troit 1892, 3 s., viii., 220. Ed- »
Chicago M. J. and Exam., 1883»

niunds: M. and S. Reptr. ,
Phila.

, xliv., 278.

1887, Ivii., 345.
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Langerhans reports a death in four days/ Bertag'' one in five

days, Schleicher' one in six -days, and De Mahy' one on the

seventh day. Fatal poisonings of still longer duration have

followed the absorption of carbolic acid by channels other than

the alimentary canal.

Symptoms.—Carbolic acid is both a corrosive and a poi-

son. The symptoms referable to its local action, of course, begin

immediately, and those of true poisoning are not delayed. The

patient may be in complete collapse in from three to five min-

utes. Dilute solutions produce a burning sensation, while the

concentrated acid causes intense pain in and cauterization of all

parts which it touches. The skin, lips, etc., are marked with

white stains, which subsequently turn red, and on separation of

the eschar a persistent dark stain remains. Vomiting occurs

in some cases, and the vomited matters, as well as the expired

air, may or may not have the odor of phenol. The patient, in

severe cases, soon becomes unconscious and may die in col-

lapse, or become comatose, with stertorous respiration, at first

slow, afterward accelerated, contracted pupils, cold surface, and

cyanosis. The urine is of a dark smoky or olive-green color,

either when voided, or becoming so in a short time after ex-

posure to air. In some cases there is nephritis or hemoglo-
binuria.

Treatm.ent.—The stomach should be washed out. Saccha-

rated lime and alkaline sulfates serve to form insoluble com-

pounds with the poison which may remain. The tendency to

collapse may be met by injections of ether.

Post-Mortem. Appearances.—The stains upon the skin

and the mucous membrane of the mouth and pharynx are dirty

white, or, if the case has been one of long duration, red. The
mucous membrane of the stomach and intestines is reddened

and inflamed.* The odor of phenol may be observed on opening
the stomach. The brain, lungs, liver, and kidneys are fre-

quently congested.
Detection.—In a systematic analysis phenol may be en-

•Deut. med. Wchnschr., 1893, ^N. Orl. M. and S. J., 1887-88,
xix. , 269. n. s. , xv., 111.

'^ Berl. kl. Wchnschr. , 1888, xx.
,

^ For colored plate see Lesser,
415. "Atl. d. ger. Med.," Taf. i., fig. 1,

sDeut. med. Wchnschr., 1891, also Taf. ii., fig. 4.

xvii., 9.



S(iO TOXTrOT,()(iV— WTTTHArS.

countoi'od oithiM- in the ilistillato from tlu> acid litiuid in tlio

search for volatile poisons (see p. 127), or in the residue of

evaporation of the petroleum ether or benzene from acid aijneons

solution, in tlie search foi- vt>y;etable poisons (see pp. 134, 1:35),

Tksts kok Phenol.— ]. The peculiar odor.

:2. ^lix with one-(piarter volume of annnonium liydroxid so-

lution ; add two drops of sodium liypoc-hlorite solution and

warm : a blue or green color. Add hydrochloric acid to acid

reaction: turns red.

:>. Add two drops of the liquid to a little hydrochloric acid,

and then one drop of nitric acid : a purple-red color.

4. Boil with nitric acid so long as red fumes are given off.

Neutralize with caustic potash : a yellow, crj'stalline precipi-

tate.

5. With solution of ferrous sulfate, a lilac color.

G. Float the liquid on sulfuric acid, add powdered potassium
nitrate : a violet color.

T. Add excess of bromin-water : a yellowish-white precipi-

tate.
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Definition of poison,
of corrosives.

Dialysis,

Digitalin,

tests for.

Digitalis,

detection of,

lethal dose of,

poisoning by,

duration of,

symptoms of,

treatment of,

DiGITONIN,

DiGITOXIN,

Distribution of poisons

Dose (see Definition),

fatal,

lethal,

medicinal,

DUBOISIN,

Ecgonin,

Elimination, .

Embalming,
Emulsin,

Examination, chemical,

external, .

for alkaloids,

for glucosids, .

for mineral poisons,
for sulfuric acid,

for volatile poisons,

internal, .

of blood, .

of body,
of stains by acids,

pathological,

physical, .

p'liysiological, .

spectroscopic, .

Excreta, detection of poisons

Extraction, direct.

poisoning from

Ferric chlorid,

Arsenic,

in.

distr bution of)

172

129,

121,

182,

121,

131,

PAGE

660

660

109

43

43

149

826

S29

82.")

828

827

S26

827

837

828

835

826

73

173

75

75

75

661

684

87

475

603

135

113

149

129

153

336

137

113

116

109

327

109

124

161

125

103

151

533
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Fkkhic ciii-oiaii,

]M>isoninK by.

HViuptoius of,

Kkhikhs Sri.KATE, .

IKtisoiiiuK l>y. symptoiiis,

Fish, poisoning by,
Fi.Y roisoN

aisi-nic in. . . .

lioniicidrs by, .

poison ing by, .

FvK>D. iletertion of poisons iu,

Foods, poisonous, .

Forensic questions,

Can a case be made out if tlie bofly lias been cremated ?

Could i)oisoning have been simulated? .

Could the substance administered have caused death?
Could the substance have been administered as a medicine?
Could the substance separated have had an origin other than by
administration during life? ........

Is a pofsonous substance given iu minute quantity a poison?
Is the flesh of poisoned animals poisonous?

May the poison be undetectable?

Was arsenic found in the cadaver of ante-mortem or post- mortem
origin?

Was the death or disorder caused by poison? .

• Was the poison taken in do.se sufficient to cause death?
Was the poisoning suicidal, accidental, or homicidal?
Was the .substance found bj- the chemist the poison v

^^^lat poison produced the injury or death ?

Wlien and how was the poison taken?

relating to cyanic poisoning,

l'.\(iK

Gelsemin,
detection of, ....
tests for

Gelsemixin,

Gelsemium,

poisoning by, ....
duration of

post-mortem appearances after,

symptoms of, . . .

treatment of, . , .

Glucosids,

Gold, chlorid of, ... .

poisoning by

Halogens,
Hellebore

475,

715, 716,

715 716,

533

535

533

534

839

3'26

364

328

327

104

834

163

184

166

173

177

181

172

183

167

479

163

173

175

171

169

180

624

720

720

720

722

715

717

719

720

718

719

129

142

533

279

818
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PAGE

Hemlock (seeConiin), 700

Hemlock, water, 709

History of toxicology 5

homatropin, 660

Hydrochloric acid, 332

analytical 242

corrosion by, 234

diagnosis of, 238

post-mortem appearances after, 239

prognosis of, 238

symptoms of, 235

separation of, from organic substances, 243

tests for, 247

Hydrocyanic acid, detection of, 617

lethal dose of, 610

tests for, 620

Hydrogen, antimonid, ......... 291

arsenid, ............ 330

poisoning by, 331

cases of, 332

chronic, 335

industrial, 333

post-mortem appearances after, 338

symptoms of, 336

properties of, . 330

Hygrin 685

Hyoscin, 661

Hyoscyamin, 661

Hyoscyamus (see Atropic poisoning), 659

Hypochlorites, 281

effects of, 281

Illuminating GAS (see Carbon monoxid), 847

Imbibition of poisons, 476, 481

Intestines, appearance of, in poisoning, 120

Iodin 129, 283

detection of, 286

intoxication by, 284

symptoms of, 285

quantitative determination of, 288

separation of, 287

tests for, 288

Iron, chlorid 533

compounds, detection of, 536

poisoning by, 533

post-mortem appearances after, 585

rapidity of, . 65
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Iron comiHuiiuls, |K)isoniug by,

svnipioins of, ... ... ^>'M, ^i'.\r>

tfst.s fur fcrnnis, .......... ^W
ferric r>m

jAlWn^NlTIN 646

Jasmink 715

.Iavki.i.k watkk 281

Jkkvin Blfl, 823

Kino's YKi.i.ow. . , 489

LaBARKAQUE'S SOLUTION, 281

Lactotoxin 84S

U\rrAcoNiTiN 647

Lead, acotates, 537

acute ptiisoning by, . . . . . . . . . 537

post-mortem appearances after, 540

symptoms of, ......... • 539

treatmeut of, . . . 540

carbonate, 538

compounds, lethal dose of, 538

detection of, 54 i

quantitative determination of, 541

sugar of 537

tests for, 542

wliite, 538

Legislation, American, 48

Austrian, 49

English, 49

Frencli, ,
50

German, 49

Life tests, 121, 161

Liver, action u])on poisons,

Lobelia inflata,

LocustA,

Lupine alkaloids, .

lupinidin, ....
Lycaconitln,

Maidism.

Manduaoorin, ....
Meat, poisoning by.

Mechanical irritants, .

Medicine, detection of poisons in.

Method, see Process.

Mercurial poisoning, see Mercury, Mercuric chlorid, White precipi-

tate,Turpeth mineral.

82

831

11

707

707

646

816

661

837

47

104
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Mercurial poisoning, acute, .

post-mortem apppearances after,

prognosis in,

symptoms of,

treatment of,

chronic, . , . .

Mercuric chlorid, .

lethal dose of,

poisoning by,

accidental, .

homicidal,

suicidal,

Mercuric cyanid,

iodid, .....
nitrate, . . . ,

a corrosive, .

oxid,

poisoning by,

sulfate (see Turpeth mineral),
'

sulfid,

thiocyanate,
Mercurous chlorid,

poisoning by,

Mercury (see Calomel, Corrosive sublimate,

detection of,

elimination of, .

localization of,

metallic,

action of,

in medicines,

oxids of,

Reinsch test for,

tests for mercuric,

mercurous,

Methyl-coniin,

Micro-sublimation,

Milk, poisoning by.

Mineral acids, .

alkalies,

MiTIS green,

i\l0RPHIN, .

action of the animal economy on,

Can it be distinguished from ptomains?
detection of, ...
influence of putrefaction upon,
lethal dose of, .

poisoning, see Opium, poisoning by.

IV.—56

White precipi tate).

723,

PAGE

. 559

. 565

. 564

. 560

. 564

. 567

. 549

. 553

. 550

. 551

. 551

. 551

. 558

. 555

. 557

. 557

, 545

. 546

. 556

. 546

. 559

, 547

. 547

, 543

. 568

. 563

. 563

. 543

, 543

, 543

. 545

. 493

, 571

, 571

. 701

, 152

, 842

, 125

. 125

. 485

724

744

760

745

770

730
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Moiti'iilN.

pre|mniliiiii» of, .

tfsts fi>r.

Ml MMirUATION.

Ml Kl>KK i»Y roisoN, evidence of

Mussels, poisouiug by,

MYO(.Ti>NIN.

Mytii.itoxin.

Najh-otin.

NKI'AJ.IN

NlCXlTlN.

(ii'tectioii of,

lethal dose of,

IKiitioniiig, .

duration of, .

post-inorteni appearances after,

symptoms of,

treatment of,

Nitric acid,

analytical, .

as a reagent,

corrosion by,

diagnosis of,

post-mortem appearances of,

prognosis of,

symptoms of,

quantitative,
tests for, ....

Nitrous fumes,

symptoms by,

post-mortem appearances by,

Nux vomica

(Enanthe crocata, .

CEnanthe, poisoning by, .

symptoms of.

Opium (see Morph in),

poisoning bj-,

diagnosis of,

duration of, .

post-mortem appearances after,

statistics of,

symptoms of,

treatment of,

unusual symptoms in,

preparations of, .

Orpdient. ....

125).

710,

I'AdK

717

117

sii

O-ld

842

TOO

046

770

775

773

771

772

775

774

775

248

253

148

250

250

252

251

250

255

254

25G

256

257

780

712

712

713

723

726

741

729

744

726

736

742

739

726

489
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PAGE

OvERBURY, Sir Thos., 20

Oxalates, 630

Oxalic acid, see Acid, oxalic.

oxydimorphin, , 758

Paramorphin, 725

Paris green, 485

Pathological examination, 109

Pellagra, . 816

Pharaoh's serpents, 559

Phenol 857

poisoning by, 858

duration of 858

post-morteiu appearances after, 859

symptoms of, 859

treatment of, 859

detection of 859

lethal dose of, 858

tests for 869

Phosphorus, 572

detection of, 589

in rat poisons, 575

matches, 574

poisoning, acute, 576

accidental , 578

diagnosis of, 584

duration of, 579

homicidal, 577

post-mortem appearances after 586

prognosis in, 581

statistics of, . 576

suicidal, 577

symptoms of, 581

treatment of, 585

poisoning, chronic, 593

red, 576

yellow, 572

lethal dose of 579

Physical examination, 121, 124

Physician, duties of, in cases of poisoning, 105

Physiological tests 121, 161

PiCROTOXIN 830

Platinic chlorid. . .

• 142

Poison, evidence of murder by, 97

influence of age of, 76

solubility of, 76

or medicine? 177
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PAUE

Poison, evidence of, murder by,

presence of, in cadaver, 121

when and how takouV 180

Poisoning, see Forensic questions.

accidental 54

autopsy after 109

causation of 52

Can it be diagnosed from the symptoms alone? .... 101

complete recovery from, *.)6

compound 85

death by 96

duties of physician in cases of, 105

endogenous, 52

evidence of, from dead body 109

from history of attack, 99

from living body, 99

from symptoms, 101

exogenous, 53

food 54

from environment, 54

homiqidal, 54

industrial, 54

medicinal, 55

partial recovery from, 90

prognosis of, 96

simulated 12, 166

statistics of, 56

treatment of (see Treatment under each poison) , . . . .89
Poisons (see Forensic questions) 47

absorption of, 63

acids, alkalies, etc., 185

action of, 72

administration of, . 372

alkaloidal, . , 643

animal, 187, 834

antagonism of 95

atitimonial, 289

arsenical (see Arsenic, Hydrogen arsenid, Arsenical greens,

Arsenical poisoning) ,
325

atropic,
^^^

classification of,
185

definition of,
42

detection in excreta 1*^^

distribution of (see Arsenic, distribution of), . . . .72
elimination of,

87

gaseous, 126, 185

haematic,
18"
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PAGE

Poisons,

iudustrial use of, 00

irritant, 187

methods of action of, 73

mineral, 136, 153, 185, 187, 389

neuromuscular, , . . . . 187

neurotic, 186

organic, 13G, 185

physiological action of, 95

postmortem introduction of ... 183

removal of, 89

from intestine, . 91

from stomach 89

from wounds, 89

sale of, 50

synthetic, 187, 847

undetectable, 167

vegetable. 187, 600

non-alkaloidal, 835

volatile, ... . .... 136, 137, 185

Position of body, 109

Potash, see Alkalies.

Potash, caustic, 263

Potassium-ANTiMONYL tartrate, 294

Potassium chlorate, 513

detection of, 531

lethal dose of, ,
514

poi.soniug by, . 514

duration of, 516

post-mortem appearances after, 519

symptoms of, 517

treatment of, 519

Potassium compounds, action of, 268

cyanid, ; . . . 604

lethal dose of 610

symptoms caused by, 615

dichromate, 523

detection of, '>24

lethal dose of,

poisoning by, 523

duration of, . . ,
533

post-mortem appearances after, 534

symptoms of, •'"»23

hydroxid 263

oxalates, 680

tartrate 642

Process of Brieger, 150
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PAau
Process of Buusen 319

of Chitteudou tuid Domiklson IT))}

of Clark 3iy
of Colin and von Meriug 246
of Davy -joq

of DragondoriT, ];51

of Dussard, 590
of Flaudiu and Danger 156
of Freseuius and von Babo 153, 493

ofGautier, 156

of Graliani and Hofniann, 150

of Huseniann 131

of Jeserich, 155
of Lafargue 592
of Marine, . . 131

of Meyer, 316
of Mitscherlich, 590

of Naquet, 320
of Ogier 155

of Palm, 150

of Pouchet, 156

of Prollius, 130
of Rose, , 319

of Roussin, 245
of Scherer, 592
of Sjogvist, 246
of Schneider and Fyfe „ . . 491

of Sonnenschein, 150

of Stas, 130

of Stas-Otto, 130, 131

of Thiele 320
of Thomas, 131

of Uslar and Erdmann 130

of Verrykeu 153

of Vitali 243

of Wohler and Siebold, 153

for alkaloids, 132

for mineral poisons 152, 157, 316

for volatile poisons, •
. . 127

Prognosis of poisoning, 96

pseudaconitin, 646

pseudo-conhydrin, 701

Ptomain, colchicin-like, 699

Ptosiains, 681, 699, 708

and morphin, 760

and strychnin, 815

coniin-like, 708
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PAGE
Ptomatropin (3gl

Purity of reagents, . . , 182

Quicklime, 0(54

Eat poisons (see Arsenic, Arsenical poisoning. Phosphorus) , . . ruH

Reaction, see Reagent, Test.

Arnold's, 147, 75.-)

Bloxam's, 707
Brouardel and Boutmy's, 758

Donath's 7o5

Fairthorne's, 758

Fliickiger's, 757

Fraude's, 148

Frohde's, 750

Grimaux', 707

Horsley's, 758

Hnseniann's, 753

Jorissen's, 755

Lafon's, 758

Le Fort's, 756

Liebermaun's, 148

Marsliall Hall's, 809

Nadler's, 754

Pellagri's, 752

Pettenkofer's 757

Robiqiiet's, 747

Selmi's, 757

Tattersall's, 756

the euchlorin, 148

the furfurol, 147, 757

Vitali's, 757

Weppen's, 823

Reactions of antimony, 821

color, 145

Reagent , see Reaction, Test.

Brociner's, 147

Buckingham's, , 147

De Vry's 139

Dragendorff's 141

Erdmann's, 147

Frohde's, 147

Guy's, 147

Hager's, 143

Lafon's, 147

Luchini's, 147

Maudelin's, 147
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PAUIC

Reauknt, Marine's 140

Mayor's 140

Schoi bier's. 140

Selnii's. .... 147

Souuenscheiu's, 139, 147

WagiuT's, ............ 141

Wenzell's 147

Re.\OENTS for alkaloidis 139

general 139, 143

IMirity of, 1^<3

Respikation, artificial 92

Salt of sorrel 630

Sausage poisoning 834

Savln 833

Scheele's green 484

ScliWEINFURTU GREEN, 485

Silicon fluorid 2o9

Simulation of poisoning, 12

Septentrionalin C47

Shellfish, poisoning by, 841

Shot, arsenic in, 330

Silver nitrate, . 257

SlUM latifolium 714

Soda, caustic, 203

Sodium carbonate, 264

hydroxid, 263

peroxid, 204

Spara, La, 21

Spectroscope, 125

Spirits of hartshorn, see Ammonia.
Stains by acids, 227

Stas process c . . 130

Statistics of poisoning, 56

Stomach, appearance of, in poisoning, 119

Stramonin, 661

Stramonium (see Atropic poisoning) 660

Strychnin, ''SO

detection of,
804

failure of detection of, 813

homicides by,
''^84

in vermin-killers ''S^

lethal dose of "^^^

orptomai'n?
81.)

poisoning by,
^^^

diagnosis of,
801

duration of "^^^
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PAGE
Strychnin, poisoning by,

post-mortem appearances after, 803
statistics of, 783

symptoms of, 797

treatment of, 802

separation from brucin, 812
tests for, 806

Sulfates, 229

tests for, 224

Sulfuric acids. 201

analytical, 220

as a reagent, 145

corrosion by, diagnosis of, 211

in rectum, 209

in vagina 209

post-mortem appearances after 214

primary symptoms, 203

prognosis of, 212

secondary symptoms of, 210

symptoms of, 202

examinati(m for, 226

external application of, 212

fuming, 202

primary action of, 203

quantity of, 225

secondary effects of, 203

tests for, 223

Symptoms, value in diagnosis, 101

Tansy, 832

Tartar emetic, 294

administration of, 301

chemistrj' of, . 294

detection of, see Antimony.
distribution of, 311

elimination of 311

experiments with, 313

lethal dose of, 302

poisoning by, 299

accidental, 301

by external application, 310

by repeated doses 310

duration of, 305

homicidal cases of, 299

method of action, 311

post-mortem appearances after, 315

prognosis of 308
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Taktk" emetic, poisouiug by,
statistics of,

suicidal,

symptoms of,

treatment of,

Test (or tests), see Reaction

Bettenilortr's, .

for antimony, .

for atropiu,

for briK'in,

for cantliaridin,

for carbolic acid,

for ch lor ids,

for cbloroform,

for cocain,

for codein,

for colcbicin, .

for con i in,

for copper,
for cyan ids,

for digitalin,

for ferric iron, .

for ferrous iron,

for free mineral acids

for gelsemic acid,

for gelsemin,
for hydrochloric acid

for liydrocyanic acid

for iodiu, .

for jervin,

for lead,

for nieconic acid,

for mercury,
for morphin,
for narcotin,

for nicotin,

for nitrates,

for nitric acid,

for oxalic acid,

for oxydimorphin,
for phenol,
for strychnin, .

for sulfuric acid,

for veratrin,

for zinc, .

Hager's, .

'

.

Marsh's, .

Reagent,

220,

747,

299

301

;3()8

•Mr)

rm
321

675

812

846

800

247

854

690

760

698

706

532

620

829

536

536

223

722

720

247

620

288

823

542

759

571

761

759

775

254

254

640

758

860

806

223

823

598

505

498
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PAGE
Test (or Tests),

Marsh's, modifications of, .^01

Reinsch's, 493

Thebain, . . 724, 725

TOFFANA, 31

Tobacco, poisoning by (see Nicotiu poisoning), 770
TOXICOLOGICAL ANALYSIS 121

by whom made, 121

conditions of, ... 121

several experts in, 122

TOXICOLOGY, bibliography of, 29

general, . 42

history of, .5
special, 188

Treatment of poisoning 89

artificial respiration in, 92

cold in, 94

faradic current in, 94

stimulants in, ... 95

symptomatic, 92

transfusion of blood in, 95

warmth in, 94

Tropeins, 660

Tropin, 660

TuRPETH mineral, 556

Tyrotoxicon, 842

Undertaker's arsenic, 475

Urine, detection of poisons in 104

Vegetable poisons, 600

Veratrin, 818

detection of, 822

lethal dose of, 819

poisoning by, 819

duration of, 820

post-mortem appearances after, 822

symptoms of, 820

treatment of 822

tests for, . . . . .
• 822

Veratrum (see Veratrin), 818

Verdigris, •'>28

Vermilion, ^"^^

Vermin poisons, strychnin in, 784

Vitriol throwing, ^^'^

VoisiN, La 2"^

Vomit, detection of poisons in,
103
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Wai.i, rAPKUs, poisoniug by,

Watkk. arsiMiic in,

Watku-ukmiaX'K, .

WATKU-PAUSNir.
White ausknic,

WlIlTK I.KAP, .

AVlUTK ruiXIPlTATE,

poisouiug by, .

Xenophon,

Zinc,

chlorid,

lethal dose of,

detection of,

tests for, .

poisoning, duration of,

post-mortem appearances

prognosis of,

symptoms of,

treatment of,

sulfate,

lethal dose of,

after.

PAOK

333

3r,2

70!)

714

339

538

554

554

11

593

593

594

598

598

595

597

595

596

597

594

595














